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ON THE STATE OF THE FINE ARTS IN ENGLAND.

Much has been written, and more said, of the lamentable condi-

tion to which the arts of the elder time are reduced in these

degenerate days ; and more especially that of painting.
'

Where,'

cry the believers in the superior excellency of all ancient things,
' where now shall we discover an Apelles, a Zeuxis, a Parrhasius ?

'

Let not these good people alarm themselves ; there are abun-

dance of such geniuses in embryo, requiring only a suflBcient

motive to call them forth. It is true that we do not exactly
know what the real excellence of the above-named painters may
have been, but we will take it for granted that it was very high,
since specimens of the sister art of sculpture have descended to

us, which have hitherto been unmatched by any modern artists.

Yet still, I will abide by my position, that if it be possible to fur-

nish the same, or greater motives for excellence, than the ancient

artists possessed to stimulate them to exertion, a more than cor-

responding talent will be aroused
;
not perhaps to excel—perfec-

tion cannot be excelled—but to rival anything and everything
that the world has yet beheld in painting, sculpture, or archi-

tecture, and to superadd to them many other branches of art, of

which the ancient world was ignorant. Hearts are still
*

pregnant
with celestial fire' as they have ever been

;
but as the fire lies

dormant in the flint till it is stricken, so does the fire of the spirit

await the accident which is needful to urge it into a blaze.

The ancient Greeks, who carried the arts of painting, sculp-

tnre, and architecture so successfully into practice, as their

remains and fragments abundantly testify, had peculiar advan-

tages, and strong motives, for what they did. The wish to attain

excellence is mainly grafted on the desire of attaining fame and
consideration amongst our fellow-creatures, from which power
and influence may spring in turn. In modern times, and more

especially in England, the thing sought for, above all others, is

money—because the possessor of money can command thereby
the possession of all sensual and most mental gratifications : in

short, money is power, according to the present construction of

No. 73. B



5? On the State of the Fine Arts in England.

English society
—and power ever was, and ever will be, the source

of consideration
; though the race of present rulers have not

taken it into their thoughts, how much more desirable it is to rule

over men's minds than it is over their bodies. But in Greece,
where the governments were mostly popular, the only road to

power was intellect—and intellect of that kind generally held in

esteem, because it was comprehensible by all capacities. Thus,

oratory, poetry, painting, and sculpture, took the lead of all other

arts, because every one could comprehend them
; and, probably,

the easy supply of the most urgent wants, left ample leisure for

their enjoyment and cultivation. In countries possessing a fine

climate, people live much in the open air
;
and hence many of

the minor arts, which modern civilization has invented for indoor

pleasures in bleak regions, are unknown Avhere the sun shines

ever brightly. Who, with an unclouded atmosphere, glowing in

genial warmth, would exchange the trellised shelter of the mant-

ling vine, or the scepted orange-grove, or the shade of the olive or

fig-tree, or the marble colonnade, or porch decked with flowers,

for all that art can do, in the tricking forth of a modern drawing-
room or boudoir ? Assuredly no native of the sunny south. Let

Italy, let Spain, let southern France speak, and the gardens of

the East put all the dwelling-builders to shame. In commimities
like that of ancient Greece, ordinary selfishness could not thrive.

People could but eat of the food their country produced, as there

was no commerce, and there was most likely more than enough for

all—and, consequently, no necessity for hoarding. Their gar-
ments were also of a simple kind, with very little distinction in their

quality, and none in their fashion. So that, to rise above the

herd, it was necessary to become an orator, a poet, a painter, or

a sculptor. In time of war, it is true, a man of talent might also

become a general ;
but the simple operations and weapons of

those days, rendered fighting more a matter of personal strength
and dexterity than of calculation. Homer describes all his

chiefs as beins clever slauy-hterers of their fellows. A modern

general seldom plucks his cold iron from the scabbard :
—

' For ornament, not use, these arms are worn.'

The Greeks had no club-houses like our modern Greeks, and
their books were too expensive for each individual to maintain a

private library ; consequently, instruction was, for the most part,

imparted verbally. Large oj)en spaces were required for this,

and thence arose the groves of Acaderaus. Private individuals

could not purchase paintings or statues
; they had no means of

accumulating the needful funds
;

no steam-engines wrought for

th(!ni, and no legions of workmen aflbrded them a profit upon the

labour oftheir hands. The commvuiities were small, and most of

the members were politically enlightened, so far as the knowledge
of the day went : therefore, those >vho applied themselves to the
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fine arts, wrought for the benefit of the whole community, and at

the expense of that community. Whenever a man evinced high

talent, the whole community felt proud of him, fof some of his

reputation was reflected upon each individual ; and the stimulus

was not a shght one, when the artist felt that the eyes of all his

countrymen, and those of many of the women, were upon him,
and that all his wants were provided for at the public expense.
There was also another thing ;

the artists of Greece had probably
such models to work from as few people have since possessed.
Whoever looks upon their remnants of art that are left to us,
must believe that living models ser\"ed for them, so perfect are

they in form. Everj-thing in Greece conspired to produce this:

a race of human beings, probably originally very handsome,—a
fine' climate, free institutions, the intimacy between the sexes

regulated by affection only, wholesome food, gymnastic exer-

cises, frequent bathing, simple garments, free from ligatures, and
a considerable amount of general knowledge, communicated by
the philosophers and orators, at public lectures and harangues.
All these things must have had a great effect in producing the

finest development of which the human form is capable. By the

bye, I have often marvelled that, amidst the Grecian fashions

which have been revived amongst us, that most commodious one
of the fluted short tunic has not been adopted, so striking as is

the resemblance of the modern frock to it, in all but its comfort.

The ancient tunic is certainly the most graceful, besides possessing
several other advantages. The modern frock is, to the individual

body, what the bed of Procrustes was to his captives. On a hot

day or a cold one, before meals or after, in health or out of health,
fat or lean, with many or few under-garments, the same measure
of waist must be maintaine<i which the cutter of garments has
seen fitting to bestow. A handsome tunic and girdle would ob-
viate all this absurdity, to the great increase of comfort, and cer-

tainly to the great improvement of the figure, if that can be any
inducement to the setters of fashions to adopt a rational gar-
ment.

In the specimens of Greek art we see no absurdities ; and the

reason seems to be, that they copied from nature. Their gods
and goddesses were all human beings ;

and their architecture was
all of simple form, whereof the types might mostly be found in

nature. They were not fantastic in their works of art ; their

taste was pure, and they produced none of the monstrosities

which India and other countries have so fruitfully furnished forth.

Their perception of the beautiful evinced the most refined and
cultivated imagination, combined with a judgment for the most

part based on utility, es})ecially public utility, which held forth

the only lure to ambition. We know little of their domestic

arrangements, but it is most probable that they were of a very
rude kind, which circumstance gave a still further impulse to seek

B2
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graiification abroad and in public. There is an illustration in the
'

Odyssey,' which is rather remarkable. While Ulysses and his

friends were slaughtering his wife's suitors, one of the party dived

beneath the '

genial board,' and ensconced himself very comfort-

ably in the reeking hide of the newly-slain ox which had been
roasted for dinner, till, the combat being over, he threw off his

wrapping garment, and again made his appearance. I have
more than once in Southern America dined in a somewhat simi-

lar fashion
;
but it would be thought rather strange in civilized

England, amongst sculptors and painters of eminence. Had
private enjoyment, and the refinement of luxury, prevailed in

Greece, as they now do in England, it is likely that her great
artists would never have arisen to such eminence. One of the

strongest examples of enthusiasm in art, that I recollect, was in

that dreary city of the mountain desert, named Potosi, situate on
the extreme verge of vegetation. An old Spanish friar had
taken upon himself, many years previous, the charge of architect,

in the construction of a cathedral, after the fashion of the Jesuits

of the last century. His drawings were of his own making, after

the Saracenic school. His means were, a small toll upon all the

wheat brought into the town on llamas and asses; his workmen
and labourers, the miserable, uncultivated Indians

;
his material,

the rocks of the neighbouring mountain
;
and his scaffold-poles,

some of them ninety feet high, were formed of small sticks not

more than twelve feet in length, such as llamas and asses could

carry. They were bound together in several thicknesses, with

thongs of llama skin, till they had obtained the requisite length.
Year after year this old man had toiled on, superintending the

labour day by day, and constantly working with his own hands

to show his dull workmen their business; yet his energy never

slackened, notwitiistanding the consciousness that his labour

would ultimately be wasted, while he beheld the inhabitants of

the city daily diminishing in number, and feeling assured that a

time must come, ere many years were over, that it would be aban-

doned, by the silver mines, which had given rise to its erection,

becoming valueless. He was a remarkable old man, of middling
stature, tliin and pale, with a lofty forehead and piercing eyes,
dressed in a gray robe of coarse l)aise, girdled at the waist with

tlie cord of San Francisco
;
no appearance of shirt, bare legs,

and sandals of raw hide. He had been twenty-five years occu-

pied with his labour, and his only anxiety was, as his means

every vear were lessening, that he should not live to finish it.

Poor old man 1 It was impossible to help liking him, forlorn as

he looked, and with every spark of bigotry, which he might have

once possessed, buried in his enthusiasm for the art, and the

work to which he had devoted his existence. With fears in his

eyes,
he i)ointed out to me a small portion of the building which

he had taken tlie precaution to finish; in order that, if he died,
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those who came after him might have a type to work by. Hours

have I passed, from time to time, in the interior of the unfinished

building, feeling a melancholy pleasure in conversing with that

venerable enthusiast, upon a work destined so soon to perish.

Eight thousand souls now dwell where the fourth part of a million

once inhabited- Strong must have been the enthusiasm, which,
untinctured by avarice—the master-vice of the place

—could

retain that old man in so cheerless a region, while a few days'

journey might have yielded him abundance of all that human
nature could desire, in districts which seem to have taken their

type from Paradise.

With the exception of ancient Rome, the taste for art seemed

to have perished in the world, till it was revived in Italy in the

middle ages, under a new form. The public were no longer its

patrons, for there was no longer any ])ublic. Despotic rulers, and

a despotic church, had become the drain for all the produce of

the surplus labour of the world
;
and they patronized the arts,

after the fashion they thought most likely to promote their several

objects. The church encouraged the pictured images of super-
stition, and kings encouraged all that could glorify the few at the

expense of the many. The most ennobling talents were thus

held in base and unworthy shackles
;
the growth of intellect was

nipped in the bud
;
and that which might have changed the

aspect of a world into all that was beautiful and bright, was con-

verted only to the purposes of evil. Still, shackled as they were,

the Italian artists were a noble and glorious race, though their

beauty was dimmed by the mist of their unholy patronage.
Masters of most physical qualifications, chemists, sculptors,

painters, jewellers, metal-workers, and architects,—now preparing
their colours ; now chiselling a statue

;
now bidding the canvass

start into life, with an impressive group from Scripture ;
now

fitting a lady's lovely limb with chased and jewelled armlet or

wristlet
;
now chasing the arabesque gold and silver marquetr)' of

a rich cuirass, or the keen blade of a battle-brand or war-axe;
and then, at the sound of sudden civic tumult, momentarily grow-

ing from the confusion amidst which they dwelt, suddenly throw-

ing away the graver or the chisel, or the pencil and pallet, to don
the helm, and grasp the spear, or ply the shining blade, with even
more than the skill they had evinced in adorning it. These men
were above the cares of the world, by the consideration their

talents gave them with those in power; and, taking no thouiiht for

the morrow, they freely indulged in all to which imagination lent

a momentary charm. They revelled in the smiles of beauty, and
drank new draughts of inspiration, as they transferred to their

canvass the features they loved. While thinking on these things,
the mind of the enthusiast whispers,

* Oh, that I, too, had been
an Italian artist in the middle ages !

'

Yet the judgment grieves that these men were, with few excep-
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tions, without education^—that the science of mind had never

been unlocked to them. They were not taught to reason. While

physical sciences were scattered around them in profusion, their

mental faculties were left an uncultivated waste; all that did not

in some shape bear upon the arts they practised was neglected,
and much that did. They knew nothing beyond their own

sphere ;

—the history, the manners, the customs of other coun-

tries, and other men, were blanks fo them, with few exceptions ;

and thence arose many of the anachronisms which are still to be
seen in their works;, often causing their beauty to be lost sight of

in the ridicule attaching to them. In whatever their actual

knowledge reached, they were scarcely to be surpassed ; but, out

of their sphere, they suffered the usual fate of the presumptuous.
But worse than this was the penalty attaching to their ignorance:

envy, hatred, and malice, and all uncharitableness, were engen-
dered, by which each wasted half of his existence in practising

against his neighbour's quiet, or seeking to rob him of his fame ;

and while the imagination is lost in admiration of the skill of

these famed beings, in their capacity of artists, the judgment un-

willingly ranks them low in the i^cale of men.

Poets, sculptors, painters, architects, play-writers, novel-writers,
and actors, to obtain high eminence, must possess nearly the

same qualities the one as the other
;
the actor, perhaps, the

most universally, and he must unite the qualifications of the

orator to the others. Still more, to develop their faculties per-

fectly, tl^e professors of these arts should be lifted above the

necessity of exertion for their daily bread. The sordid exertions

of mere interest destroy all enthusiasm ; and, alas ! how few of
the children of genius unite to their other qualities the habits of

frugality, and the talent for calculation ! The reason for this,

which held good in the middle ages, holds good now: there is

scarcely any mental training amongst them. They are not edu-
cated for their professions, but come to them by accident,—fight-

ing u[)wards, vaider the influence of poverty, against the sparsely-
scattered judgment of an uneducated [)ublic. Education is still

but little understood generally, and is su[)poscd to begin with

books and to conclude with books. There is much more in it
;

but, until that more shall be generally dilllised, there is but little

hoi)c of much amelioration in the lot of the professors of the arts.

It is a common remark, that the largest amount of human envy
is to be found amongst the ranks of the artists. Painters are

cons[)icuous for their hatred of each other, which is only exceeded

by their vanity, in many instances disgusting, and generally in

the inverse proportion of their merit. There is a story related by
l\Irs. JJarbauld, which they would do well to reflect on. A
young y.rtist, ])y the display of high and ennobling feeling, in ad-
dition to (excellence in iiis profession, was the means of causing a

prize of virtue us well as of art to be establibhed iu the academy
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to which he belonged. But bad as are painters, actors are still

worse in this crying evil :
—

• These two hated with a hate

Found only on the stage, and each more pained
With his more tuneful neighbour than his fate.'

Painters do not work in concert, and, therefore, the evil passion
confines its effect to the narrowing of their own minds, and the

consequent cramping of their faculties
; but, on the stage, whole-

sale ruin is produced by baleful envy inciting each one to injure
his neighbour.

I remember being present at the debut of a new actress, at

one of the principal theatres. One of established reputation
in the same part, beautiful and youthful, had taken her station in

the stage-box to watch the aspirant. How horrible were the

contortions of her beautiful face, on beholding any successful

hit! She turned pale with envy, and then again reddened with

rage. But when, towards the conclusion, there were evident

marks of failure, the joy of the demon seemed to light up her

countenance and sparkle in her eyes. All her beauty departed
from her, and I could never again see her without pain.

There are some superior spirits, raised by mental train-

ing, above this,—but for whom, the profession of an actor

would sink beneath degradation. For all this mischief they are

indebted to the monopoly ; and he, who needs the highest and
most universal talents, is scarcely held to rank as a gentleman,
because, in the pursuit of his profession, he must necessarily
mingle with many worthless persons. A high and imposing
actor, such as we can contemplate, should possess all those qua-
lities which are most ennobling in real life. He must possess the

faculty of poetry, or he cannot truly comprehend that which is

set down for him. He must be capable of imagining a play, or
he cannot truly act it ; and if he can imagine it, he possesses the

qualities necessary for writing one. In proof of this, our writers

and players are now tmiting in one person. He must possess a
noble face and figure, and be free from debasing passions by the

influence of a cultivated mind. He must be versed in history, in

antiquity, and possess a familiar acquaintance with all the

branches of costume. And who can enact Hamlet Avell, without

possessing the mind of a philosopher ? Acting does not consist

in imitation
; that is mere mimicry.

Painters and sculptors of the highest class are at present not
in request. None can get remunerated for bestowing seven years
of an existence on a single labour. There are no royal, or church

patrons, as in the middle ages. State work is at an end, and pri-
vate patronage cannot sufficiently remunerate; while the public,
as a body, is not yet sufficiently refined for the establishment of
national galleries in all the cities, to the improvement of the
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national taste. This time is yet to come—but come it will, when

good government shall have made education universal—that the

line arts in England will far excel all that the ancient world has

produced, which is short of perfection. The accumulated know-

ledge ofages W'ill be improved upon, so soon as mankind shall be

convinced that the true art of procuring selfish gratification is to

administer to the happiness of their fellows. I am speaking of the

higher branches of the art
;

for there are profitable branches at

present, such as copying the wretched faces and persons of

wealthy individuals for hire. In this, the principal requisite is

a Chinese fidelity of hand, capable of being controlled by an un-

blushing, pandering sycophancy *. This is mechanical work, like

that of an engrossing clerk, lo be performed by the inch or the

yard ;
and the skilful flatterer is generally more successful at it

than the skilful painter. AVitness the things which exhibitions

are usually saturated with, and called ' Portrait of his or her

Majesty,' or some spare earl, or duke, or countess, or marchioness,
on seeing which the lips involuntarily pronounce the quotation,

* A tailor made thee t.*

White satin or velvet, or broad cloth or gold lace, we turn away
from in disgust, to seek for the works of intellect, or the images
of intellect, if they may be found. We stop at the name of

Martin ; and, glowing with delight at what he has achieved, we
think what he might have done had '

knowledge unfolded to him
her ample page,' ere the plastic season of youth had fled away.
]\Iartin is not one of the herd; he has a versatility of talent

;
and

early instruction might have made of him poet, painter, sculptor,
and architect; probably engineer, in addition. A painter should

be all
;

for hoAv can he represent the works of art, who does not

understand them ?

The gross ignorance displayed by many of our historical

painters, must raise a smile on the countejiance of an educated

foreigner. It is lamentable thus to behold ignorance combined
with excellence,—to see talent Avasted for want ofordinary instruc-

tion. I remember, some few years bade, a fine picture at the

Royal Academy, entitled ' Richard and Salad in.' The attitudes

* T once passed a inorninp^ with an intelligent portrnif-painter, hij^hly delighted
with his witty description of tlie various animals wlio came to Jiim to be ' done into

]>aint.'
' 1 h)ath my profession

—no !
—trade' he said

;

' my mttier is historical

painting and composition, and I think I have talents lor them
;
but were I to pursue

them, 1 should starve
; so, to this vile trade,

—
' " My poverty, but not my will, consents."

'

\ I have often been at a loss to know the reason of the obloquy showered upon
tiiiiors

; but I suppose it must be, that they are confounded with sempsters, which is

a (('nunine kind of employment, tliough not more so than that of a shoemaker. The
I'riMich word '

t.idlcur,' from whence it is derived, is e(piivalent to '

statuary ;' and it

fvidi'iitly rf<juiii's sonic knowledge of anatomy. The Jiighland proverb giving
' the

measure of a well-miide man' for tlie tailor's use, is evidently anatomic in its origin.
Beovenuto Celhni was accustomed to cut out his own garments.
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were fine, proportions excellent, and the differing expression of

the countenances of the Christians and Saracens well kept up.
The butcherly Richard wielded his war-axe with abundance of

brute power, ready to strike down his Saracen foeman like an

ox ; and Saladin, with his shield raised to the parry, stretched

out his right hand to make a sweeping blow in return. Will it be

believed that, instead of the Eastern mace, effective for its bruising

power on the close- linked hauberk of pliant rings, or the crescent-

form scymitar, so well adapted for dissolving the connexion

between heads and their appropriate shoulders, the right hand

held a weapon resembling a fencing foil ; and that nearly all the

Saracens were weaponed in the same fashion ? Even if the artist

goes upon the supposition that the Saracens had abandoned

their national weapon for the *

spit' sword of the Christian

knights, assuredly it was not a cutting weapon. In the exhibition

of the present year there is a very fine picture, entitled * Archi-

medes.' The head is magnificent, and indicative of high intel-

lect
;
but the artist has introduced, as a sign of his calling,

a globe, a book, and a pair of compasses. The latter are of a

make such as the ruder artizans of Spain or Germany might
have produced ;

but the globe is such as may be seen in the shop
of any optician about town, and the book is a veritable well-bound

printed quarto of the last centuiy. How came Archimedes by
such *

appliances and means ?
' Let it not be said that I am

hypercritical in this. If a picture profess to delineate a certain

period or subject, it should be perfect in all its parts ;
or why

give it a specific name ? Why not have called ' Richard and
Saladin' simply

' a battle,' and * Archimedes' a *

philosopher.' In

an undefined matter let the fancy have full play ; but, in all

matters of fact, let the truth be closely adhered to. To do other-

wise in historic painting, is as absurd as to play
' Macbeth' in a

court dress of the reign of the second George ; or, to put a roller

cravat round the throat of a statue, while a Roman toga or Greek
mantle covers the bust, as some * mason chiels' have done. In

the slang of connoisseurship, this is, I believe, said to be ' out of

keeping.'
What a pity is it that our artists are not men of education, espe-

cially our historical painters ! I speak generally. Their enlarged
minds would then eschew baleful envy, which makes them commit
as absurd actions towards their fellows, as that of the savage
described by Hudibras :

—
' So the wild Indian, when he spies
A man that's handsome, strong-, and wise.
Thinks, it' he kills him, to inherit

His wit, his beauty, and his spirit'

But painters, to excel, should be chemists, anatomists, architects,
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botanists, and generally familiar with the mechanical arts—those
arts which, with so much contemptible pride, they commonly
affect to look down upon. Architects are sometimes ridiculed by
builders, under the name of '

paper constructors,' who can only
build on paper that which could not be done with any other mate-
rials. Why is this? Because they have never made themselves
familiar with the details of their subject. They handle no '

plumb
and rule,' and they construct false theories impossible to verify in

practice. Why have the Dutch paintings been so much admired ?

For their truth and fidelity to the subjects. I do not hold them

very praiseworthy as a matter of taste
;
therein differing from the

fourth George, whose greatest delight was, in beholding a scene
of vulgarity, i. e., coarse vulgarity, or a cabbage and piece of

bacon, well transferred to canvass
;
but whence arose their accu-

racy ? From the artist being perfectly familiar with the whole

subject ! There is a picture by Wilkie, of a '

Spanish posada,'
most admirably done. Whoever is acquainted with the subject,
will see, at a glance, that everything in it was familiar to the

artist. The table-cloth, the salt-cellar, the salad, the table, the

building, all are true to fact : that salad every traveller must

recognize, and the horn spoon could bear an affidavit. The
glazed cocked hats and rusty baize cloaks of the students, belong
to no country on earth but Spain ; and the libertine look of one
of the wearers, savours of the haram-master who was his Moorish
ancestor by the mother's side. But the posadera, the mistress of

the inn ! Where but in Spain could there be found a mixer of

salads, a drawer of wine from a goat-skin, a compounder of ollas

jwdridaSy a frier of salt fish in oil, a simmerer of garlic stews,

clothed in unclean garments, with so divine a face, tempting the

beholder again and again to return to it to look upon its beauty ?

This picture is perfect and minute as ever Dutchman painted,
—

true to life, and treating only of common subjects ; yet, through-
out, there is no spark of vulgarity. Were painters of other sub-

jects to gird themselves with equal knowledge ere they com-
menced their task, how glorious might be the result 1 But alas!

were they highly educated, they would not at this time be painters ;

they would become writers, if their object were the desire of fame
and profit. For one person who looks upon a successful paint-

ing, {)erhaps one thousand look upon a successful book. The paint-

ing cannot be multiplied; the book may, and may be sent to the

ends of the earth, riveting the link of connexion, perhaps, amongst
inillions of minds, all dwelling Avilh pleasure on their mutual

thoughts of the author. It is not in human nature to resist a

temptation like unto this
;

for all love the approval and admira-
tion of their fellows. A man will not waste his life for posthumous
fame in one branch of art, who has it in his power to discount it

for ready enjoyment in another.
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There is another branch of design in which this is practicable.

Martin found that his paintings, beautiful as they were, were not

a profitable trade, and he became an engraver. This is to paint-

ings what printing is to manuscripts. For one man who can or

will give a thousand guineas for a painting, there are thousands

who will give a guinea for an engraving. By the method of steel

rollers, engravings on a small scale may be multiplied almost

without limit; and the smaller engravings, by their extensive

circulation, are becoming already a most powerful instrument in

civilization. The effect of all beauty is to raise and ennoble the

attributes of humanity,
—to spread universal love. Every atom,

every fibre in my material frame, every particle of what we are

accustomed to designate as mind, spirit, or soul, is thrilling with

this great truth. The sensations passing through my brain seem

intense
;
the blood rushes quicker through my veins, while I dwell

on it ;
I love all beauty. It is a comprehensive phrase, which I

will some day take for my text.

Time was that engravings were mere daubs, wretched wooden-

looking things, which, in many cases, people might have wor-

shipped without any risk of breaking the commandment, being
neither * the likeness of anything in heaven above, or in the earth

beneath, or in the waters under the earth.'' But that time has

passed, and people are no longer satisfied with the wooden things
whose meaning it was necessary to explain by a text or quotation.

They are, it is true, still far short of perfection, and this must

probably be attributed, in many cases, to the want of beautiful

models. These cannot, it is to be feared, be found in cold coun-

tries,
—and certainly not in the countries of stays and neckcloths.

All bandages, and all prescribed modes of sitting in formal upright

postures, are destructive of beauty : they prevent the due de-

velopment of the human form
;
and alas I in all cold climates,

they must more or less prevail, though much may still be done in

alleviation, whenever reason shall bear the sway to the exclusion

of absurd fashion
;
a thing which seems distant, but which will be

much accelerated by the passing of the Reform Bill, whose results

should be called L#egion, for they are many,—not however of evil

but of good. To return to the engravings ;
there are some which

have appeared of late, which are really worthy of the hackneyed
name of '

gems,' 1 allude to the illustrations of Byron ;
and let

me remark, en passant, I could wish that the art of painter and

engraver were Eilways combined, as those of physician and chemist

should ever be. The editor of the ' Black Dwarf used to set

his types direct from his brain, without the intervention of a MS. ;

and engravers, being endowed with the genius of poetry, starting
into design, might strike out many felicitous things by those

flashes of the spirit, designated sudden inspiration ; and, at any
rate, their hands would thus acquire greater freedom of execution.
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A schoolboy scrawls strange shapes, while looking every moment
at his '

copy.'
Where is he or she who has not looked upon the lovely

miniature engraving of Selim and Zuleika? Those who have not,

have a new and unknown pleasure in store. Those who have,
will place it where their vision may often rest upon it

;
for it is a

treasure of no ordinary delight to those upon whom the perception
of beauty has descended. Full of faults, still it is a gem, rich in

silent poetry. Had I but possessed it when a child, it would have

been to me a priceless treasure. Mark how beautiful looks that

gentle girl, with her soft upward-turned gaze, of full, confiding,

strong, but passionless affection ! Look at that exquisitely rounded
arm and left hand, with the taper fingers extended to touch her

lover's cheek, softly as a zephyr kissing the lips of a just opening
rose ! The eyes have speculation in thenn, and discourse eloquent

music, while the sweet, closed lips are motionless. See the dark

hair, parted from the fair forehead, and floating in rich wavy curls

over her symmetric shoulder, half burying the clasping hand of

her lover ! That throat, that *

gently budding breast,' that waist,

which it were worth an empery to clasp ;
the graceful bend of the

lower limbs, kneeling in affectionate devotion, and the flow of the

drapery of her white robe, all combine to form an altar-piece
for the worship of pure love, freed from all grosser taint ! And her

lover, with his Greek face, and noble throat, and his muscular but

not coarse frame, his tasteful garments, and above all his manly
and protecting glance, while his hand so gently clasps her, as

though he feared to crush her fair form
;

— in sooth he is a lover

worthy of a noble-minded woman's devotion.

Yet is this exquisite morsel of dumb poetry full of faults. It

is painful to name them, but it were injustice to artists of such

wondrous power to omit it. The slight inward bend from the

straight line, which should have marked the outline of the nostril

of Zuleika, we can forgive ;
it perhaps gives her an expression of

more child-like devotion to the idol of her heart
;
but it >vas un-

pardonable not to pair her right hand with her left; still more so

to make it as long as the entire fore-arm. This is a defect '

past
all surgery ;' besides, it looks as if it were dislocated

;
and then if

the artist had not a shapelier foot in his studio, it were better to

have suflered the skirt of the robe to hide it. And Selim I He
w.as a Turk, or Moor ; therefore he should not be represented as

a renegado Greek. And why, in addition, disligure him need-

lessly by giving him the lip and chin of a misshaj)en Spanish
Jiourbon ? His turban, too, resembles a huge pum{)kin. There
doubtless are such

;
but why not select a handsome pattern, when

no violence would have been done to the '

keeping' by so doing,
and much service to the effect? And where got he the weapon
by his side? No Turk or Moor wrought it. It is indeed 'a
brand of foreign blade and iiilt,' very like a Roman sword

;
but as
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Selim is not yet in disguise,
—has not yet put on the garb of the

Galiongee,
—why arm him with so suspicious-looking a weapon, to

alarm the vigilance of old Giaffir. Then the architecture is not

Turkish
;

it does not ' illustrate
'

the subject. The scene was a

lattice-grated chamber, with pictured roof and marble floor ; not

a carpeted open porch. And where is the vase of rose-water, and

the lute, and the ottoman of silk, and the Indian vases, and the

thousand and one other prettinesses of a Mahometan apartment ?

The mountain in the background shows well ; but what is that un-

sightly deformity projecting from the full trowser of Selim? Can
that be meant for a human foot ? What a clubbed deformity !

It looks like the very hoof of ' auld Clootie,' disguised in a sandal.

Had Byron been in life, his jealous pride would have deemed that

it meant personality. The botany seems rather of an uncertain

kind
; but there is a curious effect produced, probably without

design. The tops of the flowers against the pillars to the left,

resemble the head of a fiend, or goul, or afrit, scowling upon the

lovers from amid the leafy shelter, as if in omen of the catas-

trophe. The Corporal Violet of the French presented not a

more perfect profile.

There is another little exquisite print, still more minute, called
• A Street in Athens.' To the identity of this we feel ready to

swear. The houses without chimneys ;
the church with its square

white tower, and lofty belfry, and hipped roof; the lean-to against
the side wall, which serves as a robing-room for the priest and a

temporary deposit for dead bodies
;
the loophole-looking window

above it near the roof: I can hear the chaunt of the service even
now issuinw; from it. The low-domed buildinors, the houses and
hovels intermingled with green trees and vines and tall cypresses ;

the lofty pharos, and the lowly sheds, with the distant hills for a

background, indistinctly seen in the summer haze; the group
of merry-makers seated carelessly on the earth, and the imagina-
tion of the bright eyes cautiously peeping from the distant lattices

in mysterious security,
—all vividly impress us with the feeling that

it is really Athens we behold. Rarely before has so much sub-

ject been so distinctlv and beautifully represented in so small a

space. While such things as these are done, and so cheaply, in

vain shall we be preached to of the decline of the arts in England.
May they increase till they cease to be numbered, and not a poor
man's cottage or chamber be devoid of them ! They are amongst
the silent workers of civilization, and will, in due time, bring forth

good fruit. We can afford to let the higher walks of painting lie

in abeyance, till these admirable instructors shall have prepared a

public to appreciate them.

Junius Redivivus.
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NOTICES OF FRANCE.—No. 4.

[From the Commonplace-Book of an Invalid.]

French laws clear, definite, and concise—Fewer crimes in France than in England—
Horrible state and effects of French law before the Revolution—Instances thereof—^Vain attempts to reform—Effected by the National Assembly—Deteriorated by
Bonaparte and the Bourbons—Right of the people to elect judges usurped by the

former—Les Six Codes, 1831.

France has the singular honour and invakiable privilege of pos-

sessing written, definite, and tangible laws. These she owes to

her revolution brought about by an obstinate opposition of the

privileged orders to timely reform, which rendered all attempts

effectually to ameliorate her penal codes useless. The laws of

France are contained in a closely-printed duodecimo volume
which any man may carry in his pocket, and which few people in

that country are without, unless they prefer one of larger size and
somewhat greater expense*. Besides stationary courts of justice
in Paris, as in London, but possessing a more limited jurisdiction,
the courts of assize in the departments are held every three

months, instead of twice a year, as in England. The principles
and administration of justice in France, which are so well and

clearly defined that no man can fairly plead ignorance of the law
in justification of its violation, forbid also justice from being per-
verted by the forced construction of the law on the part of the

judges. The ])unishment of crime, therefore, upon conviction, is,

as it ought to be, certain. Whatever is the cause, the commission

of crime in France is far less than in England, and appears to be

on the decrease. That this certainty of punishment on conviction

contributes thereto, there can be no doubt; but the chief reason

for this is unquestionably the greater ease with which the wants of

the [jeojjle are supplied in France, and the consequent lesser

temptation to commit crime. In all its bearings, the subject of

the French jurisprudence is one of the highest interest, not only
to the citizens of that country, but to foreigners, and to none

more so than to Englishmen, particularly now that the great

masterspirit of the age has undertaken the herculean task of legal

reform in this country; for, although the French codes are by no

means without their imperfections, and have been cruelly deteri-

orated by ]3onaparte and the exiled Bourbons, they are perhaps
the noblest monument to public justice ever yet erected by any
nation. Before the revolution, on the caprices of a spoiled child

forced into premature manhood—on the perverted understanding
of the most profligate of mortals—the pampered vices of a creature

* I have in my possession an unbound volume, 4,| inches by .3, and barely 2 inches

thick, entitled ' LusSix Codes en Miniature ;' with Apiiendix, containing tablos of costs

anil analyses, published at La I^ibraire Ancieniie et Modernc, Palaib Royal. This
volume cuutuiub the Charter and all the law6 of France. 1 U3!.
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of the court—on the superstition of a bigot, the freaks of a fool, or

the cruelty of a tyrant
—the lives and properties of the millions

who were permitted to exist in that first of continental countries

might absolutely depend. Nor was this all
; courtiers, favourites,

mistresses, could immure in dungeons, and secretly send into

hopeless captivity and even solitary confinement those who dis-

pleased them
;
and the petty, but galling and sometimes tragical,

tyrannies of the feudal lords spread their heart-withering influ-

ences everywhere. As late as in the seventeenth century, Urban
Grandeur was burned at Loudon, on the borders of Touraine, at

the instigation of the Cardinal Richelieu, seignior thereof, who

suspected him of being the author of a libel on his eminence, but

of which there being no proof, the arch-priest had him indicted

for practising magic, and the depositions of the devils Ashtaroth,

Asmodaeus, and others, as well as those of the order ofseraphims,
thrones, and principalities, were actually received in evidence

against this unfortunate victim of clerical wrath* ! During the

whole reign of Louis XV. lettres de cachet were sold, with blanks

to be filled up at the pleasure of the purchaser ;
who was thus ena-

bled, in the gratification of private revenge, to tear a man from the

bosom of his family, and bury him in a dungeon, where he might
live forgotten and die unknown. Arthur Young, in his Travels in

France, relates that Lord Albemarle, when ambassador in that

country, about the year 1753, calling one day on the minister for

foreign affairs, was introduced into his cabinet, while the minister

finished a short conversation in the room in which he usually
received persons on business. As his lordship walked backward
and forward in a very small room he could not help seeing a paper
lying on the table, written in a large legible hand, and containing
a list of the prisoners in the Bastile, the first name of which was
Gordon. When the minister entered. Lord Albemarle apologized
for his involuntarily remarking the paper j the other replied, that

it was of no consequence, for they made no secret of the names.
Lord Albemarle then said that he had seen the name of Gordon
first on the list, and begged to know, as in all probability he was
a British subject, on what account he had been put into the Bas-
tile. The minister told him, that he knew nothing of the matter,
but would make the proper inquiries. The next time he saw
Lord Albemarle, he told him that, on inquiry into the case of

Gordon, he could find no person who could give him the least

information, on which he had had Gordon himself interrogated,
who solemnly affirmed that he had not thesnoallest suspicion of
the cause of his imprisonment, but that he had been confined

thirty years.
* However,' added the minister cooUv,

'
I ordered

him to be immediately released, and he is now at large !' This

* L'Histoire de Touraine, p. 284 (where further particulars of this atrocious mur-
der are detailed). Chalmeri> Histoiie Chionologique, &c.
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anecdote requires no comment, nor was it by any means a solitary
case ! With such examples as these before his eyes, well might
Fenelon say, in one of his Dialogues of the Dead,

* It is necessary
that a people should have written laws, always the same, and con-
secrated by the whole nation

;
that these laws should be para-

mount to everything else
;
that those who govern should derive

their authority from them alone
; possessing an unbounded power

to do all the good the laws prescribe, and restrained from every
act of injustice which the laws prohibit.' These just and enlight-
ened sentiments were published in France long before the revo-

lution of 1789, up to which time the king's will was the supreme
law. For want of such precise and equal laws the abuses attend-

ing the collection of the taxes were almost insupportable. The
kingdom was parcelled out into generalities, with an intendant at

the head of each, into whose hands the whole power of the crown
was delegated for all affairs of finance. The generalities were
subdivided into elections, at the head of which was a sub-delegue

appointed by the intendant. The rolls of the taille, capitation,

vingtiemes, and other taxes, were distributed amongst districts,

parishes, and individuals, at the pleasure of the intendant, who
could exempt, change, add or diminish at pleasure ! And to

crown all, the people were compelled to pay heavy and arbitrary

imposts, from which the nobility and clergy were totally exempted !

The penal code of finance, fraught with oppression and murder,
was rendered more frightful by the different })unishments inflicted

in different provinces for the same crime, real or alleged. Thus
in Provence, smugglers of salt, armed and assembled to the num-
ber of live, Avere lined 500 livres, and sent to the gallies for nine

years, whilst in other parts of France the punishment was death I

And to add insult to injustice, all families liable to the taille, in

certain [)rovinces were enrolled, and their daily consumption of
salt fixed by the lax-gatherer, which they were forced to buy whe-
ther they wanted it or not, under the penalty of heavy fines*.

Happilv, the law of France rests no longer on tradition, or the

ipse t/(.ri7 of judges, or the will of tax-gatherers, or other arbitrary
or feudal power; and, therefore, in the study of it, reference to

never-ending and not unfrequenlly conflicting decisions, or to the

l)assions or prejudices of the great, whether of the laity or clergy,
is no longer a necessary part of the system. These results of a

recently-lbrmed code, in the construction of which the benefits to

be derived from the api)lication of (he knowledge of an enlightened

age to the princi[)les of jurisprudence have been rendered avail-

able, are consolidated into a com[)act and definite shape. For-

merly
—(hat is, before the revolution of 1789—not only each

j)rovince had its peculiar code, some formed on the Koman law,

others on tradition and local custom, and the whole replete with

*
Young's Travels in France. Cahiers of 1789.
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ambiguity and inconsistency ;
but some processes took place before

the king, and others before the seigneur, or lord of the district-

These judges had a power of punishment, the dreadful abuses
and oppression of which were but too well known and felt at the

time, though too little remembered in ours. They, as well as the

seneschals and bailies, who ranked a degree higher than the

judge appointed by the feudal tyrants, were entitled to decide in

civil cases, subject, however, to appeal to one of the thirteen par-
liaments of the kingdom ; which, composed solely ofjudges and

public officers of rank, in the ap|K)intment of whom the people
bad no share, were still more unlike what Englishmen conceive

parliaments ought to be, than those which the alterations occa-
sioned by the lapse of ages, and the still more innovating and

pestilential miasmata of corruption and undue influence, so justly

deprived of the confidence, and subjected to reproach and de-
testation in their own country. The dispensation of justice (as
it was called) in manorial courts, comprised every species of

despotism ;
the districts indeterminate, appeals endless, litiga-

tions multiplied, chicanery triumphant, expenses enormous, and
ruin the final lot of most of the suitors. The judges are repre-
sented to have been ignorant pretenders, who held their courts ia

cabarets (pot-houses), and who were the tools of the seigneurs *.

In most of the provinces the people were bound to grind their

corn and to press their grapes at the mill and the press of the

lord only, and to bake their bread at no oven but his. Thus, be-

sides the other hardships, vexations, and oppressions, the bread
was often spoilt, and the Avine more especially, since, in Cham-
paigne, the grapes which, when pressed immediately, would make
white wine, often made red wine only, in consequence of waiting
for the press, which often happened. Amongst other services,
almost without end, by which the peasants were tortured in Brit-

tany, there was one called ' Silence des Grenouilies,' which re-

quired, that when the lady of the chateau lay in, the people
should beat the waters day and night in marshy districts,to keep the

frogs silent, that she might not be disturbed j. The administra-

tion of justice throughout, says Arthur Young, was partial, venal,

infamous ; the conduct of the parliaments proj?tV/a^e and atrocious.

In almost every cause which came before them, interest was

openly made with the judges ;
and woe betided the man who, with

a cause to support, had no means of conciliating favour, either

by the beauty of a handsome wit'e, or by some other method
;{;.

These monstrous defects, anomalies, and abuses, had not failed

to excite the attention, and to rouse the indignation of some of
the most eminent lawyers of France, early in the eighteenth cen-

* See the representations made to government on this subject about the period of
the revolution, by the states of Rennes, Nivemois, and by the tiers etats of Cler-

mont, Auxerre, V'anne^s, &c. &c.

t Young's Travels in France, 4to Edit., p. o37, * Idem.
No. 73. C
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tury ;
and amendments in her civil code were attempted by

L'Hopital and Laraoignon, with but httle beneficial effect. The
Chancellor d'Aguesseau introduced some important enactments,

regarding testaments, successions^ and donations
;
various regula-

tions for improving the forms of procedure; for ascertaining the

limits ofjurisdictions ;
and for effecting greater uniformity in the

execution of the laws throughout the different provinces. His

reforms, however, were far from radical
;
and he has even been

reproached by the Due de St. Simon and others, with confessedly

retaining lucrative abuses,—acknowledging that he ^ could not bring
his mind to a step ivhich would so grievously diminish the profits

of the law.'

The preponderating influence of the court, operating, no doubt,
both perceptibly and imperceptibly on the Chancellor's mind,

overpowered his moral courage. Unequal to so mighty a task, he
was assailed on every side and in every way which the ingenuity
of the lawyers, the influence of the court, the treacherous smiles

of seductive persuasion, and the dreaded frowns of power could

devise, and with all his good intentions and the excellence of the

cause he had undertaken, hcAvas baffled, disarmed, and subdued
;

leaving to posterity a memorable exam[)le of the failure of the

best and most upright endeavours to effect reform, unless sup-

ported by the unequivocal expression and powerful influences of

public opinion. This abortive attempt of the Chancellor appears
to have materially influenced his success in future public life

;

for when he afterwards interfered to reconcile the disputes be-

tween the parliament and the court, his mediation gave no satis-

faction to either party ;
both became dissatisfied with him

;
the one

reproaching him for deserting their cause, whilst the other charged
him with a too great leaning to it. It was, perhaps, too much
to expect from mortal man, situated as the Chancellor d'Aguesseau
was, to touch with uns[)aring hand the abuses by which so many
powerful individuals and great public bodies profited. And thus

these enormities were doomed to accumulate till past bearing :

the besom of destruction only could sweep the Augean stable.

After M. d'Aguesseau's failure, no other persons seem to have en-

deavoured to stem the torrent of judiciary corruption ;
so that

this glorious task was reserved for the National Assembly of

France
;
the members of which, many of them lawyers, did them-

selves immortal honour by reducing the whole of this revolting
and itdiarinonious mass of absurdities and injustice into one

simj)le uniform system. The seignoral judges were replaced by

justices of the peace, and every district of importance (arrondisse-

ment) obtained its court, or tribunal de premiere instance. The

liigiu^r courts were not erected Idl afterwards; but the judges of

every (lescri[)tion were elected bij the inhabitants of the province^—a
ri;;lit which continued with them luitil the usurpation of

Napoleon ljonai)arte. The whole of the code, owing to the
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manner in which the regular course of the revolution had been

impeded at every step, was not completed till the beginning of

the present century ; when, but at different periods, it was pro-

mulgated under the great military despot*, and gave to the juris-

prudence and judicial constitution of France nearly the form it

at present bears, excepting that the Cinque Codes, as the whole
was called by the restored Bourbons after their return, has

added to them an appendix and a sixth code, called Code
Forestier ; so that the prefix cinque has been exchanged for

that of six\.
M.

ON THE LIFE, CHARACTER, AND WORKS OF DR. PRIESTLEY.*—
Aht. L

When a new planet is discovered, it requires time to assign it its

true place in the solar system. The observer must know his own
movements, or he may pronounce its progressive course to be

retrograde ;
and he must trace it through many degrees of its

track, before he can lay down its course, and estimate its speed,
and measure its eccentricity. And a great and luminous mind
cannot have its just position in the social system allotted at once :

the more so as the moral vision of mankind has no achromatic
wherewith to penetrate the deep spaces of intellect. It will be

long before the first confident speculations on the new phenome-
non give place to the computations of truth and reason. Pre-

sumption will maintain that it is but a meteor, soon to dip below
the horizon : superstition will broadly hint that anything which
swims so near the source of light and heat endangers the world's

temperature, and will burn us up as it sweeps by ; and many are
the years, on whose darkness it must shine, ere its course be

traced, and it be found to be humanity's morning and evening
star. The time necessary for the appreciation of a conspicuous
mind will vary according to the nature of its genius and the state

of society in which it is put forth
;
but in proportion as it addresses

itself to the general mind, and finds access to the general mind,
will a true verdict be speedily passed. Large masses of men are

more just, more discerning, more generous, than small
; more

ashamed of all petty passions ;
less inclined to idolatry on the one

hand, and to envy on the other. Imaginative genius, which in

these days speaks to a splendid audience, standing amid an am-

* Code Civil was promulgated 5th March, 1803. Code de Procedure Civile, 14th

April, 1806. Code de Coaimerce, 10th September, 1806. Code d'Instruction Cri-

tninelle, 17th Nov.. 1808. Code Penal, 2iid Feb., 1810.

t The whole of these (codes) laws of France cost 6 francs, or 5*. English.
j The Theological and Miscellaneous Works of Joseph Priestley, LL.D., F.R.S.,

in twenty-five volumes. Edited, with Notes, by John Towill Rutt. Vol. i. Life and
Correspondence.
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phitheatre of nations, receives an answer of glorious acclaim to its

cry of '

plaiidite,' while originality in science, in theology, and
even in pohtical philosophy, appreciable at first only by schools

and sects of men, waits for justice till the school or the sect be-

comes, in numbers and intelligence, co-extensive with society at

large. Scott and By'on have received the homao;e of their own
times

;
but such men as Priestley or Bentham must wait the revo-

lutions of opinion, and the regeneration of social institutions, be-

fore the due rites of honour are enacted over their graves.

Posterity, like Providence, rewards men according to their

deeds. To their tribunal oblivion must give up its dead. What

place will then be allotted to Dr. Priestley, among the benefactors

of mankind, we will not presume to decide ;
sure we are it will be

no mean one. And, in the meanwhile, it is evident that the time

is approaching for a correct and final estimate of his merits.

His contemporaries, with their indiscriminate praise or censure,

have, for the most part, retired from the scene
;
and a new gene-

ration, partly educated by his
w-ritings, and able to bear testimony

to their influence, has stepped into their place. The physical
science to which, for many years, he brought his annual tribute

of discovery, has advanced another stage; and, apart from all

rivalry and controver.sy, can afford to be just to his memory, and
to devote a chapter of true history to its own historian. The phi-

losophy of mind is deserting the favourites, whose contempt was
too strong for his living fame, and ranks among its just masters

men who expound principles akin to his. In some measure his

political sympathies seem to have been bequeathed to this gene-
ration, and the chains have been broken, for numbering whose
links he became an outcast and an exile. And in theology he has

had successors, who have, in some measure, diverted from him the

odium which he was wont to bear exclusively : theology, however,
is singularly tardy in its justice, and a fame locked up in theology
is scarcely more hopeful than au estate locked up in Chancery.
For a fair estimate of this extraordinary man, the advantages
afibrded by the complexion of the times are enhanced by the new

biographical materials which have been laid before us by Mr.
Rutt. 'I'hese materials consist of Dr. Priestley's letters to his

most intimate friends, extending in an almost unbroken series

through the greater part of his life, and appended by the editor to

the several sections of his autobiography. We were disposed at

lirst to wish that more selection had been used, and that many
letters, which convey no new im[)ression of the writer's character,

no indication of the spirit of his times, had been omitted
;
and

that, nolwithstanditi"; the amount of interesting; small talk which

IS crowded into tlu; notes, they had been occasionally in a less

excursive style of illustration. But in both these particulars it is

po.ssible that the editor may have consulted the public taste as

well as his own vast stock of dissenting lore. liis errors (if
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errors they be) are those of an affectionate and faithful memory ;

and the interest which, in the earlier portion of the biography, is

weighed down by the indiscriminate mass of correspondence, is

powerfully revived towards the close of the volume by the letters

from America. It would be difficult to find, throughout the whole

range of epistolary literature, anything more touching than these

letters, more pictorial than the impression they convey of the

aged philosopher in his banishment, inspired by his fate to struggle
with the shocks of circumstances, sustaining cheerfulness and

devising good in the midst of his solitary sorrows, and feeding
still an interior energy amid the waste of years. His seclusioa

there, seems like an appointed interval between two worlds,—a cen-
tral point of observation between time and eternity. There is a

quietude in his letters, which gives thera the aspect of letters from
the dead : all the activity of life appears in them as viewed in

retrospect, and yet the peace of Heaven is still but in prospect;
and they send forth tones of indescribable melancholy, which,

travelling over one of the world's broadest oceans, seem like com-

munings from an unearthly state. Yet it is not that the Christian

sufferer himself desponds ; the melancholy is not in him, but in

the reader
;
and it is the wonder that he could uphold his spirit

so nobly, which deepens the pathos of his history. It is obvious,

throughout, that his self-possessed serenity comes from the past
and the future, and not from the present ;

and there is a simpli-

city, a reality, in his repeated allusions to his approaching im-

mortality, which makes us feel perpetually that, step by step, we
are passing with the venerable man to his grave, to meet him on
the morrow in a home whence there is no exile.

But we are anticipating. Not that we shall attempt any chro-

nological narrative of Dr. Priestley's life : our readers will, we
trust, seek that from the volume whose title stands at the head of
this article

;

—a volume which, by recording not so much the

events as the labours, the feelings, the habits, the discipline, the

opinions, of a life
; by exhibiting the successive phases of a mind

passing from darkness towards full-orbed truth, fulfils the expec-
tations with which the student of human nature has a right to

turn to biography. This volume brings to a close Mr. Rutt's pro-
tracted and, we fear, ill-requited labours, as editor of Dr. Priest-

ley's Theological and Miscellaneous Works ;
and we would avail

ourselves of the opportunity to present our readers with an analy-
sis of Dr. Priestley's character as a theologian, a physician, a

metaphysician, a moralist, and a Christian.

Few problems are more difficult than to determine the propor-
tion between the internal and the external causes which create

great minds. When genius, oppressed with difficulties, toils its

way upwards to the light, it is not the difficulty that creates the

genius, or every man who wrote in a garret might be a Johnson or
a Sheridan. Still less when it flutters in the atmosphere of
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courts, is it the warmth of throned patronage which tempts its

powers into life, or every minion of royahy might be a Horace or
a Southey. No mind can possess real power which does not im-

press you with the conviction thatj wherever planted, it Avould

have found for itself a greatness; and the office of circumstances
is but to trace the track of its energies. When the stream, born

among the hills, tumbles its waters into the valley, it has its first

channel determined by the mountain surface, turned aside by
pinnacles of rock, and invited by the yielding alluvial soil

;
but

its ceaseless chafing loosens and rolls away the rugged masses
that break its current, and makes for it a new and a freer way.
And minds which are to fertiUze the world, may have the windings
of their genius traced by influences from without; but the same

mighty will by which they first burst forth to precipitate them-
selves on the world below, will undermine the most frowning bar-

riers of circumstances, and carve out fresh courses for their power.

Though Dr. Priestley would not have been unknown to the world

had he, in conformity with an intention once entertained, been
doomed to a counting-house in Lisbon, it is not difficult to discern

several groups of events which exercised a deep and lasting in-

fluence upon his character, and determined the relation in which
he should stand to society. The first of these is to be found in

his early religious education, which was conducted on the old

puritanical model of constraint and rigour. There is little doubt

that he is right in ascribing to this cause the deep sense of reli-

gion which he maintained through life. His was not one of those

minds which are necessarily devotional,
—which, under all con-

ceivable adjustments of circumstances, betray their affinity with

Heaven—whose religious sympathies, instead of being suppressed

by neglect or overborne by the tide of adverse influence, would,
hke air entangled in the ocean-depths, rise the more buoyantly
to their native element. Such a mind was Heber's, of which you
can no more think as without piety, than you can of colour with-

out extension. Deprive it of this central attribute, and there re-

mains an impossible combination of qualities ;
but Dr. Priestley's

other qualities might have existed independently of his devotion,

without any violation of the order of nature. In the language of

logicians, it was hh property, not his essential difference. And,

accordingly, we believe that, for its full and permanent develop-

ment, a systematic and stimulant discipline was needed
;
and this

was abundantly administered in the coarse excitement and Sab-

batarian severity of a Calvinistic education. His acknowledg-
ment of the miseries accompanying its benefits is remarkable

among the confessions of orthodoxy :
—

' The weakness of my constitution, which often led me to think

that I should not be long'-lived, contributed to give my mind a still

more serious turn ; and having read many books of experiences, and,

in consequence, believing that a new birth, produced by the imme-
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diate agency of the spirit of God, was necessary to salvation, and not

being able to satisfy myself that I had experienced anything of the

kind, I felt occasionally such distress of mind as it is not in my power
to describe, and which I still look back upon with horror. Notwith-

standing I had nothing very material to reproach myself with, I often

concluded that God had forsaken me, and that mine was like the case

of Francis Spira, to whom, as he imagined, repentance and salvatioa

were denied. In that state of mind I remember reading the account
of ' the man in the iron cage,* in the '

Pilgrim's Progress,' with the

greatest perturbation.
* I imagine that even these conflicts of mind were not without

their use, as they led me to think habitually of God and a future state.

And though my feelings were then, no doubt, too full of terror, what
remained of them was a deep reverence for divine things, and in time
a pleasing satisfaction which can never be effaced, and, I hope, was

strengthened as I have advanced in life, and acquired more rational

notions of religion. The remembrance, however, of what I sometimes
felt in that state of ignorance and darkness, gives me a peculiar sense
of the value of rational principles of religion, and of which I can give
but an imperfect description to others.

' As truth, we cannot doubt, must have an advantage over error,
we may conclude that the want of these peculiar feelings is compen-
sated by something of greater value, which arises to others from always
having seen things in a just and pleasing hght ; from having always
considered the Supreme Being as the kind parent of all his offspring.
This, however, not having been my case, I cannot be so good a judge
of the effects of it. At all events, we ought always to inculcate just
views of things, assuring ourselves that proper feelings and right con-
duct will be the consequence of them.'—pp. \2, 13.

'

Though, afler I saw reason to change my opinions, I found myself
incommoded by the rigour of the congregation with which I was con-

nected, I shall always acknowledge, with great gratitude, that I owe
much to it. The business of religion was effectually attended to in it.

We were all catechised in public till we were grown up, servants as
well as others : the minister always expounded the Scriptures with as
much regularity as he preached ; and there was hardly a day in the

week in which there was not some meeting of one or other part of the

congregation. On one evening there was a meeting of the young men
for conversation and prayer. This I constantly attended, praying ex-

tempore with others, when called upon.
' At my aunt's there was a monthly meeting of women, who ac-

quitted themselves in prayer as well as any of the men belonging to

the congregation. Being at first a child in the family, I was per-
mitted to attend their meetings, and growing up insensibly, heard them,
after I was capable of judging. My aunt, after the death of her hus-

band, prayed every morning and evening in her family, until I was
about seventeen, when that duty devolved upon me.

' The Lord's-day was kept with peculiar strictness. No victuals were
dressed on that day in any family. No member of it was permitted
to walk out for recreation, but the whole of the day was spent at the

public meeting, or at home in reading, meditation ^nd prayer, in the

family or the closet.'—p. 15— 17.
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A question of grerit moment is here suggested. Unitarianism

has been tried upon t\v6 generations : has the experiment justi-

fied Dr. Priestley's faith in the (levotional influences of truth ?

Or, for .i!ius!rations .of tlie spiritnahty which mjiy be conjoined
^vilh heterodoxy, must we still [)oint to minds which, Kke his,

have emerged from Calvinism, and may be sup[)0sed to have

brought their piety thence ? With the most fervent confidence

in the moral power of truth, it may yet be doubted whether the

largest jiortion of Unitarian piety has not been imported from

orthodoxy ;
and hence many have been led to conclusions favour-

able to the rigid system of religious education. The fact may be

admitted, and the inference denied. It is in no case the rigour,
the ceremonialism, that makes the saint

; regarded by itself, its

whole tendency is to produce mental imbecility and disgust and

unbelief; and wherever it has existed as a system,
—whenever it

has been made the instructor's main reliance,
—these effects, and

no others, have followed
;
not a gleam of emotion, not an impulse

of holy desire, has ever come from it. But, long as it has been

the receptacle of all the soul of orthodoxy, it would be strange if

its machinery had not often been plied by those who have made
it the vehicle of their own piety, and have sent through its dead

materials that living earnestness of mind, in love of which the

young will often undergo much that would else be tedious and

revolting. Wherever Sabbatarianism has fallen into such hands,
a devotional feeling has resulted,

—
not, indeed, from the system,

but from its ])rece(Jing spirit. To revive the stiff regimen of our

forefathers, because it sent forth a Priestley and a Lindsay, would
be like re-enacting the Mosaic law, in expectation of another
* sweet singer of Israel.' A ritual system can no more create a

soul, than the study of Greek metres can make a poet. It does

not, however, follow, because sabbancal constraint fails to awaken

piety, that laxity must certainly succeed; and we rejoice to be-

lieve that Unitarians are beginning to perceive the error of (his

retaliative logic;
—that, while they discard the enthralling for-

malities which rendered their fathers more superstitious than de-

vout, they feel, in some degree, the solemn responsibilities of a

spiritual faith
;

—
that, while they rely as little as ever on mere

externals of devotion, they think more of its interior s[)irit,
and

study more earnestly the means for its nurture.

Wlulst we admit that the conflicts of mind which Dr. Priestley
describes, may have occasioned a permanent susceptibility to

religions emotion, we maintain (hat it was his subsequent conver-
sion which gave that susceptibility its only value. His mental

sufferings were accurate corollaries from his faith; and his mind
was too clear-sighted, too sincere, too literal, too little imaginative,

speedily to have eflected an escape from them which nothing but

self-deception and enthusiasm could have accomplished. And
where, we would ask, is the cflicacy of religious emotion so
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miserably perverted ? Neither inspiring holiness, nor infusing

peace, its influence on the active powers is 'purely paralytic, and
on the passive, torture. There is no charm in devotional anguish,
more than in any other, which should make it a thing to be

desired
;
and self-persecution without reformation,

—tears wrung,
not from the conscience, but from the creed, are only new items

in the account of human miser)'. It was not, then, till the reve-

rential feelings towards the object of faith which those struggles

implied, were transplanted into a brighter system,
—not till they

took their place in a religion of duty instead of dogma,
—not till

they changed their character from tormentors to motives—from

abjectness to love,
—that they brought with them any blessing to

the mind. Calvinism, like the magicians of Egypt, could poison
and taint the salubrious stream

;
true religion, like the prophet's

rod, could alone convert the current of blood into the waters of

fertility.

The next important circumstance of his life was his conversion ;

an event which, from its permanent influence on his external

relations and his internal habits, forms the most momentous

change in his personal history : and, from its vast, and still in-

creasing effect on the state of opinion in this country, marks an
era in the annals of our national Christianity. It was brought
about by the same qualities of mind which had sunk him in the

agonizing humiliation of orthodoxy
—we mean his plain-dealing

with himself. It is not to the presumptuous, but to the humble,
not to the self-ignorant, but to the clear-minded, student of their

own nature, that the shade of Calvinism, like that of the fabled

Upas tree, proves itself, instead of a sheltering influence, a sicken-

ing and a deadly blight. Had Dr. Priestley exercised more self-

adulation and less perspicacity in his dealings with his own mind,
he might have emerged from his gloomy terrors, into the com-
fortable persuasion of his own saintship ;

but the same sincerity
which prevented his confounding the operations of his own

thoughts with the agency of the Holy Spirit, prevented him also

from mistaking the prepossessions of education for the fulness of
evidence. There never was a movement of opinion more purely
characteristic than that of Dr. Priestley. It was performed ex-

clusively by the natural gravitation of his own faculties, with

the least possible share of impulse from external causes. It was
his ' call

;' and we wish that every call which orthodoxy records,
were as simply a transaction between God and the believer's own
mind : it was his ' new creation,' the brooding of God's spirit,
i. e., his own intelligence and conscience, over the chaos of a
rude creed, and bidding light to struggle through the mass, and
the elements to fall into a fairer order. That the change was

progressive, extending over sixteen years, not only assimilates
it to all that is good in God's providence, but indicates its inde-

pendent character. The opinions which he ultimately embraced
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were nowhere embodied as a whole at the commencement of his

inquiries ;
some of them were not in existence, and the rest were

barely accessible, scattered through many dissimilar writers,—-

rather hinted than stated
; and, if deemed worthy of mention for

their curiosity, requiring apology for their profaneness.
The collective adoption of the peculiarities constituting modern

Unitarianism would then have been unnatural, and their adoption
from the dictation of others' minds impossible. Throughout the

whole process of theological change which Dr. Priestley's opinions
underwent, his transition from low Arianism to Humanitarianism,
which was the last important step, is the only one in which the

reasonings of a predecessor exerted a perceptible influence ;
and

this was occasioned by the writings of Dr. Lardner, the study of

whom is the study of truth, and to be persuaded by whom must
be a pure concession to evidence. Throughout every other stage
of his conversion, Dr. Priestley was his own commentator

;
his

inquiries followed the order of his own doubts
;
his evidence was

collected and arranged by his own assiduity ;
and his conclusions

drawn by the absolutely solitary exercise of his own intellect.

He has been accused, and by an authority which gives weight
to the accusation, of having imbibed from his age a spirit of inno-

vation. We ap{)rehend that the charge involves a material error

with regard both to his character and his times. A more station-

ary condition of the social mind than that in which his opinions

commenced, matured, and almost completed their progress, could

not perhaps be selected from the last two centuries of English

history : the undervvorkings of the earthquake had doubtless

commenced in France
;
the interior power which was to burst

through the crust of institutions, and rock the nations in alarm,
was '

getting up its steam ;' but of this not the most penetrating
had a glimpse ;

all was quiet on the surface, not a growl was heard,
not a vibration felt. Had it even been otherwise, Dr. Priestley
could have been little affected, in the early part of his life, by the

political occurrences of the Continent, for he was not then in a

position either to receive or to impart the influence supposed : he
was not then the admired philosopher, the conspicuous sectary,
the obnoxious subject,

—but the poor, secluded, unpopular preacher
of a small market-town. The relative chronology of his opinions
is curious. Not only were his changes of mind in complete anti-

cipation of the stimulating period which closed the last century,
but some of his most startling sentiments were the earliest em-
braced: he had maintained the inconclusiveness of St. Paul's

reasoning, gone all lengths with the doctrine of necessity, and re-

jected his belief in divine influence, before he had been in the

ministry three years. And on the other hand, when the time of

restless theory came, and all old opinions were loosened, and the
whole creed of society, political, social, and religious, was broken

up for reconstruction, his convictions hud been made up ;
he had
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not to take up his opinions amid the maddening excitement which,

in the eagerness to enthrone reason, thrust her from her seat ;

calmer moments had been devoted to the task, and in the retro-

spect of his own mind he saw an epitome of the mental revolution

whose rapid transitions were hurrying by. Hence the steady

posture which he assumed amid all the revelry of speculation
which he witnessed : hence, with all his exultation in the new

prospect which seemed to open upon society, he appeared as a

conservator, no less frequently than as an assailant, of existing

opinions. It would indeed be difficult to select from the bene-

factors of mankind, one who was less acted upon by his age, whose
convictions were more entirely independent of sympathy ;

in the

whole circle of whose opinions you can set down so little to the

prejudgments of education, to the attractions of friendship, to the

perverse love of opposition, to the contagion of prevailing taste ;

or to any of the irregular moral causes which, independently
of evidence, determine the course of human belief. We do not

assert that he was not precipitate : we do not say that he cast away
no gems of truth in clearing from the sanctuary the dust of ages ;

we do not deny that, in his passion for simplification, he did

sometimes run too rapidly through a mystery, and propound in-

considerate explanations of things deeper than his philosophy.
But we maintain that his sources of fallacy, whatever they were,
were within, and not from without

;
that he was no man for the

second-hand errors of indolent or imitative intellects ; that his

faults were all those of a searching, copious, and original mind.
We have said that Dr. Priestley's theological inquiries followed

the order of his doubts : his conversion followed the order of his

inquiries ;
his publications, the order of his conversion ; and his

influence, the order of his publications. Hence in part has arisen

among Unitarians a conventional arrangement of their theological

peculiarities, always beginning with the question respecting the

person of Christ, and ending with Universal Restoration. Every
complete published defence of their tenets, and almost every

systematic course of public lectures in their chapels, exhibits this

particular sequence of faith. It was not unnatural that the order

of investigation should become, in Dr. Priestley's mind, the order

of importance : in each succeeding inquiry he would use, in

addition to its independent evidence, the conclusion established

in the preceding; and, at the end of the process, the first step
would seem to be more purely and directly drawn from Scripture,
and the next to be of a more inferential character. The order of

discovery, however, is seldom the best order of proof; nor are
either the best order for popular exposition ;

and we think it, on
some accounts, unfortunate that Unitarianism has disposed itself

so inflexibly along the graduated scale marked out by the steps of
its modern explorers. Whether we regard it as the negation of
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orthodoxy, or contemplate it as a set of positive and harmonious

truths, this restriction is unnecessary. The ingenious construction

of the po[)ular system, ^Yhich indissolubly cements together its se-

veral dogmas, has its perils as well as its advantages. If any one of
its tenets, on finding entrance into the mind, introduces its com-

panions in its train, anyone of (hem, on itsde{)arture, opens an exit

for all the rest. Itmatters little then where you begin the assault; the

battery of your logic is circular, and, commence the iire where

you may, will sweep the field. Or take the more interesting view

of Unitarian Christianity, as a cluster of positive doctrines, and
the same remark holds good. With far less of the artificial in-

genuity of system than the prevalent theology, it has still the

natural harmony of truth
;
and the afHnities which blend together

its parts are so close, as to spread a chain of delicate yet unbroken
influence through the whole; and communicate the first spark of

thought where you will, it will shoot from link to link to the

farthest extremity. Unitarianism, we think, must discover more

variety in its resources, must avail itself of more flexibility of ap-
peal, must wield in turn its critical, its philosophical, its social,

its poetical, its devotional powers, before it gain its destined asr

cendency over the mind of Christendom, ^\'ith great respect for

the able contributions which Christian truth has received from its

departed champions, we still must regard them as only contribu-

tions
;
and think that the controversy must be again and again

rewritten, and its whole form recast, before it may begin to

number its triumphs.

Though no external influences could produce that extraordinary
versatility which characterized Dr. Priestley, the circumstances in

his history which tended to encourage it are not unworthy of a

passing notice. During the lapse of seven years from the termi-

nation of his college life, he found himself in three different

situations, each presenting strong, and almost exclusive motives
to a separate class of pursuits. First came a ministry of three

years in a small country-town, affording no occasions of active

duty, and no distractions of society. Compelled to live on thirty

j)0unds a-year, watched, suspected, and partially deserted, by a

congregation whose piety vented itself in dread of heterodoxy, and

finding little congenial sentiment among his neighbouring brethren,
he devoted himself entirely to theological study, for which alone
his library afibrded him sco[)e. Next he was a schoolmaster at

Nantwich, under the same inabilily ^yhich every conscientious

schoolmaster feels, to attend to anything beyond the duties of his

office
; and accordingly we here find him studying grammar and

langunge. Thence he removed to Warringlon, and there gave
himselt up widi astonishing energy to the preparation of lectures
on the

tluiory of language, on oratory and the belles lettres, on

history and general policy ;

—a class of topics almost entirely new
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to him, and for excellence in which there was little provision in

the predominant qualities of his mind. Yet, what he wanted of

the critic's delicate perception, he compensated by the philoso-

pher's comprehensive views
;
and though his labours in these de-

partments may not be destined to live, there is in his treatment of

his subjects, a breadth and magnitude and metaphysical spirit,

wiiich contrasts favourably with the small and superficial criticism

of his predecessors in the same field. In his conception of his

object he is as much their superior, as he is inferior to the noble

school of German critics, Avhose genius has, in our own day,

penetrated the mysteries, and analyzed the spirit, of poetry and

the arts.

Before he quitted his office of tutor, and after he had com-

pleted the composition of his lectures, an introduction to Dr. Price

and Dr. Franklin gave the first impulse to his philosophical pur-
suits. Whether tliis event be estimated by its effect on his fame

or by that upon his character, it must be regarded as among the

most important in his life. The unparalleled ardour with which

he prosecuted his newly-acquired objects, and the signal success

bv which it was at once recompensed and stimulated, soon ren-

dered it manifest that his intellect had found its appropriate
direction ;

and from this time, until his career was checked by

persecution, he continued to give to the world a series of disco-

veries, capable of comparison, in their variety and productiveness,
with the achievements of the most honoured names in the records

of physical science. Of the qualities of mind which he brought
to the study of nature and her laws, it will be our business to

speak hereafter : we notice his philosophical pursuits here, merely
as they relate to the history of his character. Great as their in-

fluence upon him was, they wrought no revolution, no change, in

his habits and feelings. All that he had been he continued to

be
;

all that he had done he continued to do. Their operation
was one of pure addition. They extendeil his reverential gaze on
creation over a wider field

; they quickened his marvellous ac-

tivity ; they expanded his benevolence ; they deepened his piety ;

they illustrated his own principle, that every intellectual and moral

attainment sheds illumination on every other, and that mental

power multiplies itself indefinitely : and they completed that rare

combination of qualities by which, in an age of infidelity and of

arbitrary power, science, liberty, and religion, all found in him a

fitting representative.
Thus much we have said respecting the circumstances which

were most deeply concerned in determining the career of this

eminent philosopher and divine. Our readers may wonder that

we have omitted to notice the two most remarkable events of his

history,
— his persecution at Birmingham and his retreat to

America. The truth is, that the most romantic passages of
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human life are not always the most influential : our object has

been, not to furnish an interesting narrative, but to sketch the

records of a mind; and we think tiiat the occurrences just men-

tioned, taking place as they did, in tiie maturity of Dr. Priestley's

mind, were means rather of indicating and developing than of

forming his character. They will find, therefore,a more appropriate

place in a future paper, in which Ave propose to attempt an

analysis of that character in its intellectual, moral, and religious
relations.

TENNYSON'S POEMS*.

In the autumn of 1830, when the last desperate blow of despotism
struck sparks that fired the mine beneath the palaces of the elder

Bourbons
;
when barricades were piled, and sabres clashed, and

musketry and cannon roared, and Fury with her thousand weapons

fought in the streets of Paris
;
when the rainbow tricolor again

spanned the political heavens, and the shouts of French victory
were echoed back by those of British gratulation ; when stimu-

lated by the strife, the Spirit of Reform in this country roused

itself from seeming torpor, and girded itself for conflict with the

great captain of the age and all corruption's hosts, and raised its

voice for that inspiring shout which rallied the friends of freedom

through England, Scotland, and Ireland,—it was our blessed hap
to escape awhile from the feverish and tumultuous scene, with a

little book which no flourish of newspaper trumpets had an-

nounced, and in whose train no reviewers had waved their banners,
but which made us feel that a poet had arisen in the land, and that

there was hope for man in poAvers and principles and enjoyments
which flow, a deep and everlasting under-current, beneath the

stormy surface of political changes and conflicts. We profess no
indiflercnce to the whirlwind, the earthquake, and the fire, but

that still small voice sunk })rofoundly into onr hearts, breathing
a calmer and a holier ho{)e. It was the poetry of truth, nature,
and philosophy ;

and above all, it was that of a young man, who,
if true to iiiniself and his vocation, might charm the sense and

soul of humanity, and make the unhewn blocks in this our wilder-

ness of society move into temples and palaces. The enjoyment of

that hour of the spirit's rest, and of its revival to breathe the

morning air of a purer day, came back Uj)on us when we saw that

there was another volume of jioems by Alfred Tennyson ;
that to

our little book a brother book was born,
—and when we found it so

* 1. Poiins, chiefly Lyrical, by Alfred Tennyson.—"Wilson, 1830. 2, Poems, by
A. Tennyson.—Moxon, 1833.
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like and so lovely in its likeness, even with less shade of difference

than any of his own * dualisms.'

* Two bees within a crystal flower-bell rocked,
Hum a love-lay to the west wind at noontide,—

Both alike they buzz together.
Both alike they hum together

Through and through the flowered heather:

Where in a creeping cove the wave, unshocked,

Lays itself calm and wide,
Over a stream two birds of glancing feather

Do woo each other, caroUing together,
—

Both alike they glide together,
Side by side ;

Both alike they sing togetlier,

Arching blue-glossed necks beneath the purple weather.

Two children, lovelier than Love, adown the lea are singing,
As they gambol, lily garlands ever stringing,

—
Both in blosm-white silk are frocked,

Like, unlike, they roam together,
Under a summer vault of golden weather ;

Like, unlike, they sing together.
Side by side,

Mid May's darling golden-locked.
Summer's tanling diamond-eyed.'

—Vol. i. p. 145.

With the exception of the above lines, we shall confine our

quotations to the volume just published. Our remarks on the

author, and our reference to his poems, will apply, and be made

indiscriminately to both volumes.
As fruit hath its inner core and its outer rind, and, in the per-

fection of its ripeness, when the one is become most rich and
mellow for the taste, the other is most soft to the touch and

lovely to the sight ; and, as in man, there are the organs of sense

without, and the faculties of intellect and feeling within
; the one

the eye that beams in light, the voice that speaks in music, and
the other the brain that works and the heart that throbs ; so has

perfect poetry its inner spirit of deep and rich significance, and
its outer shell of melody and varied loveliness. The true poet is

compounded of the philosopher and the artiste. His nervous

organization should have internally the tenacity which will weave
into the firmest web of solid thought, and in his sense, externally,
be tremulous as the strings of an iEolian harp, that quiver in

every breeze, but ever tremble tunefully. The author has a

large endowment of both these qualities, yielding, perhaps, among
poets of modern fame, only to Wordsworth in the one, and only
to Coleridge in the other; and affording, by their combination,
a promise, which the world requires and needs of him—not to

doom to the bitterness of disappointment.
The music of poetry is as far from having been cultivated to
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the perfection of which it is capable as the poetry of music. The
latter is yet in its inf;incy, kept and crippled there, by the affec-

tations of fashion, the mean arts of trading masters, the theatrical

monopoly, and the want of that popular taste which only a more
rational and more extensive system of education can efficiently
cultivate. How far the former had advanced in the poetry of

antiquity, it is as impossible for us to ascertain as it is to call

Homer from the dead to chaunt his own verses. There is

melody^ even yet, in our barbarian pronunciation of the Greek
metres

; probably as like the original as the sharp tappings of a

drum to the soft, long breathings of a flute
;

but the tune itself

is gone with the tongue that sung it, and the ear that heard, and
the nerves that thrilled, and the eyes that glistened at it. We are

left, by inference, to believe or not, as we may, that they who
could chisel the form of Apollo, knew also how to string his harp,
and that their fingers touched it defily. However that may be,
in our own language the art of poetical melody has gradually ad-
vanced like any other art. The great masters may have boasted

themselves to * feed on thoughts that voluntary move harmonious

numbers;' but the seeming spontaneity was only a facility de-

rived from their general power and excellence. It is the same as

in music: Marielli will im|)rovise passages of the most difficult

execution'—because the piano-forte, w-ith all its capabilities, is to

her as a plaything ;
but those vivid thouglits and feelings to w'hich

she makes the instrument give utterance, would lack their ex-

pression by less practised and skilful fingers. Only the habi-

tually laborious can efliciently extemporize. Great poets have
become so, however rude the age in which they lived, by acquired
mastery of the powers of language, as an instrument not only of
sense but sound. The construction of their verse grows into a

study, in which the elements and principles are traced, derived

from nature and the genius of a language, of the art of verbal

harmony; and by these the superior workman is taught, and the

critic is guided, and the dull sense is quickened, and the finer

organization is gratified and perfected, and yet more and more of

this purer species of sensual enjoyment is ministered.

No writer seems to have studied more, or, considering the

quantity of his [)roductions, has done so much, by means of this

art, as the author of these poems. Some lines, for their soft and

easy flowing, others for their stately march, their dancing mea-

sure, or their luscious sweetness, might be culled from his writ-

ings, which have never been surpassed, and which it would be

difficult to match. The verses which claim this kind of praise,
in a higli degree, abound in both volumes. We scarcely know
whether to consider it as a defect that, in the pursuit of this ob-

ject, he has recourse to several unusual artifices, such as the

full pronunciation of the final ed, the elision of the w, when pre-
ceded by a consonant, and the occasional use of obsolete words.
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The perfection of the melody is thus preserved nnimpaired, and

a quaint and rich character imparted, though at the hazard of the

charge of affectation.

The author is a mental philosopher, as the greatest poets have

ever been, and as every poet of these later ages must be, to take

distinguished or permanent rank. The first onset of poetry con-

quered the external world, and erected as trophies descriptions
of object and action never to be surpassed: but observation has

yielded the foremost place to reflection, in ministering to poetical

genius. The classic portrayed human character by its exterior

demonstrations and influences on the material objects of sense ;

the modem delineates the whole external world from its retlected

imagery in the mirror of human thought and feeling. This

change has taken place not simply because the ground was pre-

occupied, but as a necessary result from the progress of the

human mind, from the stronger light which has been cast on its

constitution and operations, and from a juster appreciation of

the fact that mind alone

The living fountain in itself contains

Of beauteous and sublime.'

Poetry, in becoming philosophized, has acquired new and ex-

haustless worlds. The changing moods of mind diversify a land-

scape with far more variety fhan cloud or sunshine in all their

combinations
;
and those moods are in themselves subjects of

description, which may at once possess the deepest interest, and
allow the most luxuriant ornament. ' The Confessions of a sensi-

tive Mind, not in unity with itself,' in Mr. Tennyson's first vo-

lume, (in a lower degree, the * Ode to Memorj,') and the * Pa-
lace of Art

'

in the present publication, are noble poems of this

class. They are the writings of one who has gazed on the diver-

sities and the changes of the human spirit, on the loftiness of its

pride, the splendours of its revelries, the hearings and tossings of

its struggles, the bewilderment of its doubt, and the abysmal
depths of its despair,

—with the same poetical perception that

young Homer, yet unblinded, watched the tent of council, and
the field of battle ; or that Virgil saw the husbandman making
glad furrows on the fertile plain, beneath propitious constel-

lations.

And this reflective character of modern poetry, which is, in a

peculiar degree, the character of Mr. Tennyson's productions,
while it is exhibited, directly, in such compositions as those

just mentioned, pervades, by its indirect influence, almost every
verse,—we might say, perhaps, almost every word, being a prin-

ciple of selection in the choice of terms which often renders them

productive of strong and permanent efiects, even on the inatten-

tive reader.

The following introductory lines to 'The Palace of Art' will

No. 73, D
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give those who have not already become acquainted with it, from
the first volume, a glimpse of the author's

philosophy :
—

'
I send you, Friend, a sort of allegory

(You are an artist, and will understand
Its many lesser meanings) of a soul,

A sinful soul, possessed of many gifts,
A spacious garden full of flowering weeds,
A glorious Devil, large in heart and brain,
That did love Beauty only, (Beauty seen

In all varieties of mould and mind,)
And Knowledge for its beauty ;

or if Good,
Good only for its beauty : seeing not

That Beauty, Good, and Knowledge, are three sisters

That doat upon each other, friends to man,
Living together under the same roof.

And never can be sundered without tears.

And he that shuts Love out, in turn shall be

Shut out from love, and on her threshold lie,

Howling in outer darkness. Not for this

Was common clay ta'en from the common earth,

Moulded by God, and tempered with the tears

Of Angels to the perfect shape of man.*—pp. 68, 69.

The allegory itself is as profound in conception as it is gor-

geous in execution.

' I built my soul a lordly pleasure house,
Wherein at ease for aye to dwell,

I said,
" O soul, make merry and carouse.

Dear soul, for all is well."

A huge crag-platform, smooth as burnished glass,
I chose, whose ranged ramparts bright,

From great broad meadow bases of deep grass,

Suddenly scaled the light.

Thereon I built it firm. Of ledge or shelf

The rock rose clear, or winding stair.

My soul would live alone unto herself,

In her high palace there.

" While the great world runs round and round,'' I said—
"
Reign thou apart, a quiet king ;

Still as while Saturn whirls, his steadfast shade

Sleeps on his luminous ring.'"

^Ve are then led through long sounding corridors to stately

rooms, some hung with arras, where, amid many beautiful paint-

ings beautifully painted
—

' The maid-mother by a crucifix,

In yellow pastures sunny warm,
Beneath brancli-work of costly sardonyx,

Sat smiling, babe in arm.'
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Of the statues—
' One was the Tishbite, whom the raven fed,

As when he stood on Carrael steeps.
With one arm stretched out bare, and mocked and said,

" Come, cry aloud—he sleeps."

Tall, eager, lean and strong, his cloak wind-borne

Behind, his forehead heavenly-bright
From the clear marble pouring glorious scorn,

Lit as with inner light.'

Then there are ample courts, and cloisters, and galleries, and

fountains, and terraces, and towers, with '

great bells that swung,
moved of themselves, with silver sound,' and 'choice paintings of

wise men '

hung around the royal dais, or ' in the sun-pierced
oriel's coloured flame,' where the Soul gazed on Moses, and

Isaiah, and Plato, and ' eastern Confutzee
;'

and

' Many more that in their life-time were

Full-welling fountain-heads of change.
Between the stone shafts glimmered, blazoned fair

In divers raiment strange.

Through which the lights, rose, amber, emerald, blue.

Flushed in her temples and her eyes.
And from her lips, as morn from Memnon, drew

Rivers of melodies.

No nightingale delighteth to prolong
Her low preamble all alone.

More than my soul to hear her echoed song-
Throb through the ribbed stone.

Singing and murmuring in her feastfui mirth

Joying to feel herself alive.

Lord over nature, Lord o' the visible earth,

Lord of the senses five—
As some rich tropic mountain, that infolds

All change, from flats of scattered palms,

Sloping through five great zones of climate, holds

His head in snows and calms—

Full of her own delight and nothing else.

My vain-glorious, gorgeous Soul
Sat throned between the shining oriels.

In pomp beyond control.'

And, then, there was all that could minister to sense, in flavour-

ous fruits, and graceful chalices, and '

fragrant flames ol precious
oils ;' and amid it all, the change comes :

D 2
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' Sometimes the riddle of the painful eartli

Flashed through lier as she sat alone,

Yet not the less held she her solemn mirth,
And intellectual throne

Of full-sphered contemplation. So three years
She throve, but on the fourth she fell.'

And, lest in her fall she should perish utterly,
* God plagued her

with sore despair,' and the palace becomes haunted with fearful

j^hantasms ;
and the soul is tried like Christian in the Valley of

the Shadow of Death
;
and

' So when four years had wholly finished,

She threw lier royal robes away,
" Make me a cottage in the vale," she said,

" Where I may mourn and pray."

" Yet pull not down my palace towers, tljat are

So lightly, beautifully built.

Perchance I may return with others there,

When I have purged my guilt.'
"

And may we return there too. and abide for evermore. Amen.
But our readers must not think that the author is only at home
in the delectable mountains, or in the Domdaniel caverns, under

the depths of the metaphysical ocean
;
Ave can instantly shift the

scene to a cottage in a remote hamlet, and let the reader take

two songs which should never be separated.

• THE MAY QIJKEN.

' You must wake and call me early, call me early, mother dear;
To-morrow 'ill be the happiest time of all the blythe new year ;

Of all the glad new year, mother, the maddest, merriest day.
For I'm to be Queen o' tlie May, mother, I'm to be Queen o' the May.

* There's many a black, black eye, they say, but none so brigljt as

mine
;

There's Margaret and Mary, there's Kate and Caroline:

J5ut none so fair as little Alice in all the land, they say.

So I'm to be Queen o' the May, mother, I'm to be Queen o' the May.

'
T sleep so southI all night, mf)ther, that 1 sliall never wake.

If you do not call me loud, when the day begins to break :

But I must gather knots of flowers, and buds, aTid garlands gay,
For I'm to be Queen o' the May, mother, I'm to be Queen o' the May.

' As I came ujjthe valley, wliom, think ye, should I see,

But Robin, leiining on tlie bridge, beneath the hazel-tree?

He thought of that sharp look, mother, I gave him yesterday,
But I'm to be Queen o' tlie May, mother, I'm to l>e Queen o' the May
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' He thought I was a ghost, motlier, for I was all in white,
And I ran by him without speaking, like a flash o' light.

They call me cruel hearted, but I care not what they say,
For I'm to be Queen o' the May, mother, I'm to be Queen o' the May.

' Little Effie shall go with me to-morrow to the green.
And you'll be there too, mother, to see me made the queen ;

For the shepherd lads, on every side, 'ill come from far away»
And I'm to be Queen o' the May, mother, I'm to be Queen o' the May.

' The honeysuckle round the porch has woven its wavy bowers,
And by the meadow-trenches blow the faint, sweet cuckoo flowers ;

And the wild marsh marigold shines like fire in swamps and hollows

gray,
And I'm to be Queen o' the May, mother, I'm to be Queen o' the May.

' The night winds come and go, mother, upon the meadow grass,
And the happy stars above them seem to brighten as they pass ;

There will not be a drop o' rain the whole o' the livelong day.
And I'm to be Queen o' the May, mother, I'm to be Queen o' the May.

' AU the valley, mother, 'ill be fresh, and green, and still.

And the cowslip and the crowfoot are over all the hill.

And the rivulet in the flowery dale 'ill merrilv glance and play.
For I'm to be Queen o' the May, mother, I'm to be Queen o' the May.

' So you must wake and call me early, call me earlv, mother dear.
To-morrow 'ill be the happiest time of all the glad new year :

To-morrow 'ill be of all the year the maddest, merriest day.
For I'm to be Queen o' the May, mother, I'm to be Queen o' the May,'

* NEW year's eve.

' If you're waking, call me early, call me early, mother dear,
For I would see the sun rise upon the glad new year.
It is the last new year that I shall ever see,

Then ye may lay me low i' the mould and think no more o' me.

'

To-night I saw the sun set : he set and left behind
The good old year, the dear old time, and all my peace of mind

;

And the new year's coming up, mother, but I shall never see

The may upon the black-thorn, the leaf upon the tree.

' Last May we made a crown of flowers : we had a merry day ;

Beneath the hawthorn, on the green, they made me Queen of May ;

And we danced about the may-pole and in the hazel-copse.
Till Charles's wain came out above the tall white chimney tops.

' There's not a flower on all the hills : the frost is on the pane :

I only wish to live till the snow-drops come again :

I wish the snow would melt, and the sun come out on high,
1 long to see a flower so before the dav I die.
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' Tlie building rook 'ill caw from the windy tall elm tret?,

And the tufted plover pipe along the fallow lea,

And the swallow 'ill come back again with summer o'er the wave.
But I shall lie alone, mother, within the mouldering grave.

'

Upon the chancel-casement, and upon that grave o' mine.
In the early, early morning, the summer sun 'ill shine.

Before the red cock crows, from the farm upon the hill,

When you are warm asleep, mother, and all the world is still.

' When the flowers come again, mother, beneath the waning light,

Ye'U never see me more in the long gray fields at night ;

When from the dry dark wold the summer airs blow cool.

On the oatgrass, and the swordgrass, and the bulrush in the pool.

' Ye'U bury me, my mother, just beneath the hawthorn shade,

And ye'U come sometimes and see me where I am lowly laid.

I shall not forget ye, mother, I shall hear ye when ye pass.
With your feet above my head in the long and pleasant grass.*****

' If I can, I'll come again, mother, from out my resting place ;

Though ye'll not see me, mother, I shall look upon your face ;

Though I cannot speak a word, I shall hearken Avhat ye say.

And be often—often with ye, when ye think I'm far away.

' Good night, good night, when I have said good night for evermore,
And ye see me carried out from the threshold of the door ;

Don't let EfRe come to see me till my grave be growing green :

She'll be a better child to you than ever I have been.

' She'll find my garden tools upon the granary floor :

Let her take 'em
; they are hers

;
I shall never garden more :

But tell her, when I'm gone, to train the rose-bush that I set.

About the parlour window, and the box of mignonette.
' Good night, sweet mother : call me when it begins to dawn.
All niglit I lie awake, but I fall asleep at morn;
But I would see the sun rise upon the glad new year.

So, if you're waking, call me, call me early, mother dear.'

l)p. 90—100.

Portraits, mental and material, abound in both these volumes
;

and they are sketched with rare felicity
—at least, those in the

lirst volume^ which we prefer. He has furnished a female gallery
as graphic in external delineation as ever was Vandyke, IJeynolds,
or Lawrence, and more fraught with ex[)ression. I'hey may be

described, in the title of one of his poems, as ' a dream of fair

women,' We select the following verses, from one of these de-

scriptions, chiefly for the sake of ils pictorial illustrations :
—

' As thundir clouds that, hung on high,
Did roof noon-dav with doubt and fear.

Flouting through an evening atmosphere,
(in.'w uoldcn all about tht- skv ;
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In thee all passion becomes passionless.
Touched by thy spirit's mellowness ;

Losing his fire and active might,
In a silent meditation,

Falling into a still delight.
And luxury of contemplation :

As waves that from the outer deep
Roll into a quiet cove.

There fall away, and lying still.

Having glorious dreams in sleep.

Shadow fortli the banks at mil ;

Or sometimes they swell and move,

Pressing up against the land,

With motions of the outer sea :

And the self-same influence

(Jontrolleth all the soul and sense

Of passion gazing upon thee.

His bowstring slackened, languid Love,

Leaning his cheek upon his hand,

Drops both his wings, regarding thee,

And so would languish evermore,
Serene, imperial Eleanore.'—p. 30.

With all their poetical qualities, his women are '

spirits, and

yet women too
;"*

but he can paint phantasms also—creatures of

the elements,—mermaidens and sea-fairies
;

and then he can

descend on man, not merely the enthusiast, the mystic, the poet,
or the hero, but good^ honest workyday man, such as our friend

the miller.

' I met in all the close green ways,
While walking with my line and rod.

The wealthy miller's mealy face,

Like the moon in an ivytod.
He looked so jolly and so good,
WhUe fishing in the mill-dam water,

I laughed to see him as he stood,

And dreamt not of the miller's daughter.

I see the wealthy miller yet
—

His double chin—his portly size ;

And who, that knew him, could forget
The busy wrinkles round his eyes ;

The slow wise smile, that, round about

His dusty forehead drily curled,

Seemed half within, and half without,

And full of dealings with the world ?

' In yonder chair I see him sit ;

Three fingers round the old silver cup :

I see his grey eyes twinkle yet
At his own jest

—
grey eyes lit up
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With summei' lightnings of a soul

So full of summer warmth,—so glad,
—

So healthy, sound, and clear, and whole,
His memory scarce makes me sad.'— pp. 33, 34.

This passage shows humour, of which there is a good deal in-

terspersed. The songs to an owl, in the first volume, are amusing
specimens, as are the lines to Christopher North, in the second ;

—
' You did late review my lays.

Crusty Christopher ;

You did mingle blame and praise,

Rusty Christopher.
AVhen I learnt from whom it came,
I forgave you all the blame.

Musty Christopher ;

I could not forgive the praise,

Fusty Christopher.'
—

p. 153.

In '

Mariana,'
'

Nothing will die,' and ' All things will die/
* Recollections of the Arabian Nights,' and the ' Lotos Eaters,'

there is a rich display of the action and re-action of mind and

matter,—of the effect of external scenery upon the soul within,

and of the colouring which the soul spreads over all the external

world. Rich and strange is the harmony here produced, and

dee[)ly must its truth be felt. The best combined display of the

author's powers, reflection, and imagination, description and me-

lody, is in the *

Legend of the Lady of Shalott !

'

Two years are no very long time, and we ought not to be dis-

appointed, perhaps, but we should have been gratified to see a
more strongly-marked improvement than the second of these

volumes exhibits over the first. All great intellects are pro-

gressive. The mind that only feeds upon itself will not become
such * an athlete bold' as the world wants. Mr. Tennyson must
have more earnestness, and less consciousness. His power must
have a more defined and tangible object. It were shame that

such gifts as his should only wreathe garlands, or that the in-

fluences which such poetry as his must exercise, should have no
defined purpose, and only benefit humanity (for, any way, true

poetry must benefit humanity) incidentally and aimlessly. Let

liim ascertain his mission, and work his work, and realize the

aspirations of the sonnet with which this volume commences:—
' Mine he the strength of spirit fierce and free,

liike some broad river rushing down alone.

With the self-same impulse wherewith he was thrown
From liis loud fount upon the echoing lea :

Whicli, with increasing might, doth forward flee

IJy town, and tower, and hill, and ca])e, and isle ;

And in the middle of the green salt sea.

Keeps his blue waters fresJi for many a mile
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Mine be the power which ever to its sway
Will win the wise at once, and by degrees,

May into uncongenial spirits flow ;

Even as the great giilf- stream of Florida

Floats far away into the northern seas

The lavish growths of southern Mexico.'—p. 1.

THE ELECTIONS.

The experiment has been made, and the Reform Bill has worked
so as to fulfil the expectations of its authors, and shame the

predictions of its enemies. The ease, order, and rapidity with

which the polls were taken, even where the franchise was new,
and the constituencies were most numerous, must have been very

astonishing to those who, in their ignorant contempt of the people,

anticipated only scenes of riot and confusion. But little disorder

has occurred
; and, what there was, must obviously be attributed

to the old leaven, and not to the new light,
—to the evils which

reform was intended to, counteract, and not to the machinery
which it erected in their stead. Never before in this country has
the choice of representatives been made in so peaceful and digni-

fied a manner. We are not aware of a single instance in which
the popular feeling broke out spontaneously into tumult. What
scenes of violence did occur were produced by those good old

relics of the wisdom of our ancestors, the outrages committed by
hired ruffians or an intoxicated rabble. They were the convul-
sions of Toryism in its heroic resolution to 'die game.' Peace
to its shade! and that is peace to ourselves. The brutalities of

electioneering will not much longer linger in the country. That
seven contested elections should take place, and 50,000 or

60,000 electors be polled, in London and its environs, with

not half a dozen cases of outrage for the police to take cogni-
zance of, would, not long since, have been scouted as one of

the wildest dreams of a visionary reformer, utterly unacquainted
wuth human nature. And this dream has been realized. Every
good man must heartily rejoice therein. The means for effecting
this result were as simple as the result itself was desirable. They
show how easily a judicious government may benefit the people.
The contrivance was merely to shorten the duration of elections,

multiply the places for polling, and render the elections as much
as possible contemporaneous. The last expedient applies chiefly
to the metropolis and its new boroughs ;

the others might just as

well have been adopted fifty years ago. Men, whose power
enables them to prevent evil so easily, ought to feel some respon-

sibility as to analogous cases in which it is allowed to continue.
The peacefulness of the elections is a strong encouragement to

reformatory measures tending to improve the manners and habits

of the people. It also bhows how much the people ha\e im-
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[)roved themselves
;

for some, at least, of the result must he
ascribed to their intelligent co-operation. Nor will that co-0[)e-
ration fail those who shall attempt to do them further good of the
same description.

May we not hope, then, that something will be promptly done
to abate the great remaining nuisance of elections—undue in-

fluence? Unless there be, the good which has been produced
will be lamentably overshadowed by the mischief that remains.
Of direct and gross bribery, there has probably been much less

on the late occasion than heretofore. The most flagrant in-

stances are those of Liver{)ool and Norwich. In both those [)laces
(he poorer classes of electors have been systematically debauched

by those who should have been their leaders, guides, friends, and
instructors. On their heads be the guilt and the disgrace. To
us it is as wonderful as it is {)ainful, that there should be men,

enlightened, liberal, and respectable
—men, whose

li{)s
will curl

in scorn at the bare mention of unions
;
those {)olitical associa-

tions which, by the friendly feeling and confidence (unhappily so

much wanted) which they tend to generate between ' those who
think and those who toil f and, by the instruction which reading-
rooms and public discussions may afford on the true interests of

the many, and the way in which those interests are affected by
legislation, would produce the best and purest constituency ;

while tliese same men will talk of the [)urchase and repurchase of

votes with as much nonchalance as of any transfer in their ledger.

They take no shame to themselves for that which reflects on them
the foulest shame. For there are three parties in these enormities,
of which they are the most culpable. The poor wretch who is

bribed, and on whom falls the heaviest storm of public condem-

nation, is, in our view, the least of all to be condemned. He sees

that his franchise is a privilege, arbitrarily bestowed
;

that it has

liitherto been independent of properly, and is still of mental or

moral qualification for its (ixercise
;
he is little able to balance

the [)retensions of rival candidafe;:, bolh, perhap"--, ap[)ealing to

his prejudices, and alike personfilly luiknown to him
;

lie sees that

his superiors in station and information, if they do not actually
receive money, yet consult some private interest or feeling in the

|)arty they espouse; he is harassed with threats and promises by
those on whom he is dependent for the means of support ;

he
knows that, to

[)iiy
rmd take, in some way or other, has been the

long custom of candidates and voters
;
and what wonder that the

blind and aimless party-spirit, which is all the sembhmce of

|)atriotism that any one has endeaxoured to instil into him, is

bartcHMl away for a sum equivalent to the wages of many weeks ?

Inflections must b(^ much purer before we lose a right to say to the

higher classes,
' Let him that is without sin cast the first stone'

at the ' base freemen' of Norwich and J/iverpool.
Ol all the ab()\(' palliatives, that of custom alone can be made on

behalf of the bril)ing candidate. .Against this jilea must be put his
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educational advantages ;
his knowledge that the custom, however

disguised, is in violation ofthe professed object of the law, if not of

its letter
;
and the sinister motives which induce him to employ

means so demoralizing for the attainment of his purpose. He shows
himself utterly unworthy of the honour, unfit for the office, and, by

anticipation, unfaithful to the trust of a legislator. The reformed

Parliament will ill deserve that name, if such delinquency bring
not after it a heavier punishment than has heretofore been in-

flicted. The purchase of a close borough is purity itself in com-

parison with the corruption of the population of a town or city.

It would be hard to prove that this evil is done, that good may
come to any but the evil-doer. He who vitiates a district, that he

may get hold of the purse-strings ofa nation, has surely a strong

presumption against his intentions. There would seldom be an

exception to the expediency of the general rule of rendering a

bribing candidate for ever incapable of legislative, judicial, or

magisterial functions.

But those whom we most condemn are the respectable mem-
bers of society, who either actively assist in this unholy work, or

take not the most efficient means to prevent its recurrence. If

the middle classes would but do their duty, we do not believe

that it would be difficult to reform the most abandoned consti-

tuency in the kingdom. Why has no Conservative dared to

attempt the purchase of a seat from the men of Birmingham?
We all know why. The Union still exists

;
and the security

would be greater, and more permanent, if, not merely during the

crisis in May last, but generally, a larger proportion of the intelli-

gent and propertied people of Birmingham had been enrolled in

that body. Dr. Priestley would have been on its council
;
and we

can imagine how earnestly and clearly he would have shown the
class of society to which he belonged, that they best consulted
their own interests and useful influence, the good of those in a
lower station, the peace and order of the town, and the liberties

of the country, by joining its ranks. That class has chosen to

leave it, as a [lowerful machine, in the hands of a few, who merely
by belonging to it, became its leaders. We are not prescribing

political unions as a specific for the cure of corruption ; they are
in bad odour just now. Many would think the remedy worse than
the disease. They became popular in the excitement of the

struggle for reform, and with that excitement they, generally, died

away. But we believe that their prominent features—viz., the

bringing together the middle and the working classes
; the pro-

duction of a mutual good understanding and confidence between
them ;

the public discussions of important subjects by a body of

intelligent men, indiscriminately chosen, or in equal numbers,
from both

;
and the establishment, at almost a nominal rate of

admission, of reading rooms well furnished with the best standard
anti periodical publications

—we believe that these and a few
similar ingredients may be combined mto a recipe which shall
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soon work a cure of the most desperate cases. No matter for the

name or the form. These are the essentials. Now, had the

respectable Whigs of Norwich estabhshed some such system of

poHtical instruction and social organization, they would have done
a much better thing than buying back the bought votes of their

opponents, and lavishing thousands on corporation contests.

What is wanted for the poor is simply that they should under-

stand their own interests, which are also the interests of all. The

hostility which many of them entertain against machinery would

not, we verily believe, retain its hold upon their minds for six

months after the subject had come under the public investigation
of intelligent persons (some selected from their own class^, and put
on a fair and equal footing with the rest) who should possess their

confidence. Their extravagant expectations from the principle of

co-operation might, in like manner, be corrected, and their attain-

ment of many of the practical advantages which may be derived

from it be secured. Above all, the delusion would be dispelled
from their minds of supposing the middle classes in league with

the upper to oppress and cajole them. We speak strongly, for we
are not theorizing, but have witnessed the beneficial results of the

experiment we recommend, as tried under most unfavourable

circumstances. We have seen within the last year some of the

strongest prejudices removed from hundreds of the working people
even by such imperfect influences as the apathy of what are called

the respectable would allow the establishment of. It was by an

organization, in some measure analogous, that Westminster was

transformed, about five-and-twenty years ago, from the foulest sink

of corruption and debasement that the sun ever blushed to look

upon, into a model of pure election in the worst of times. It was
when beer-barrels were tapped and staved at Charing Cross, and
the human beasts threw themselves on the ground to lap the liquor
from the kennels, that the unutterable disgust of an honest trades-

man who had not for years meddled with politics made him vow
in his heart the political regeneration of Westminster, and by the

next election it was realized. The reformation of Norwich would
be an easier task than that ; and even that of Liverpool, perhaps,
not more difficult. We speak of these places because they have

made themselves conspicuous. Our remarks equally apply to

others where the evil is more latent. By such association a public

opinion would be created to which the poorest voter would feel

himself amenable for the purity of his political conduct
;
which

would be far more influential than any to which he is now respon-
sible

;
which would give him strength to resist solicitations, pro-

mises, and threats
; would, simply by its approval, reward him

for some sacrifices made in that resistance
;
and j)robubly, by its

formidable aspect, prevent the temptation altogether. The dis-

gusting system of personal canvass would be checked, if not de-

stroyed. The pretensions of candidates, their princijjles, (heir

past conduct, their aptitude for legislation, would be sulfjected to
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a public and full investigation. Something more would be required
than the recommendation of a junta and the adoption of a cockade.

There would be no turning off an old and faithful servant, yet able

and willing to serve, merely because he could not spend money.
There would be no looking out for unknown men with purses yet
more liberal than their opinions. The associated electors would
know what they were about. They would act on principle.

It is feared, by some, that this would subject the wealthy classes

to the dictation of the multitude. That would depend entirely

upon the wealthy classes. There would be an end of their dic-

tating to the multitude; an event not to be regretted. But unless

they stood aloof, in sullen and criminal indifference, from their

fellow citizens, their moral influence would be far greater than it

now is. They would, on the supposition of their possessing the

requisite mental qualifications, be the loved leaders of the com-

monalty, instead of its tyrants or corrupters.
The subject of bribery has made us digress : we return to that

of influence. This has been exercised most unsparingly. Few
electors, comparatively, of humble station, have been left to act

upon their own opinions and wishes without molestation. VVe
hear from all quarters of the means which have been employed
to act upon tradespeople, workmen, and dependents of every

description. We know what distress, what anguish of mind, has

been in many cases produced by these proceedings. It is only
the circumstance of their commonness that prevents their exciting
the strongest indignation. And there has been abundance, also,

of ignorant and willing servility. The men who have principles
and a preference are overpowered by the herds who have neither,
but who go to the poll as they are led or driven. The ballot, and
the annihilation of the present system of canvassing, are essential

to a fair and free election. Could such associations as we have

suggested to counteract bribery be formed in every town and

county, open voting might be preserved. But we know very well

that they will not be formed, and that, if they were, they would not

be allowed to exist. Our speculation on their application has

been confined to the extreme cases of open bribery which have

occurred. There they might be tolerated. Generally, they would

not. But the ballot is attainable. If there be aught of faith and
honour in public men, its enactment is at hand. A decisive pro-

portion of the candidates returned is pledged to its adoption. In

many instances an '

ifnecessary' was smuggled in, but such a case

of necessity will be made out as we hope Ministers cannot with-

stand, and then the demonstration will undoubtedly be complete.
It is lamentable that the vanity and violence, the ignorance and

cupidity, of those who esteem themselves the better classes of

society should entail on us the necessity of a secret exercise of the

noblest right of a citizen. But so it is; and the lowlier must be

protected. Too many of those who deprecate the ballot have,

by their conduct, ripened the general conviction of the necessity
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for its adoption. After a time, perhaps, a belter tone of feeling

jiiay be generated ;
but till it be, the Legislature is bound to throw

the protecting shield of secrecy over the defenceless, in voting

according to their own convictions. The falsehood resulting from
it would be self-corrective; and would at worst be trifling in com-

parison with the enforced falsehood, in addition to all the other

mischiefs^ of open voting.
From the smallness of the constituency, it is now apparent that

some nomination boroughs have been left, and others created, by
the Reform Bill, Of these some are subject to Government,
some to local or proprietary influences. The ballot, and some-

thing more than the ballot, must be applied to this evil. Seats will

else soon be in the market again. Ministers are even now at no
loss to accommodate a friend.

Two facts, in these elections, we regard with great pleasure.

First, that the public opinion, on Slavery, Church Reform, the

Ballot, and one or two other points, was so strongly expressed as

to induce most of the candidates to go considerably further in the

course of the canvass than they had done at its commencement.
A visible change took place in their addresses and speeches.
V\ hile it was made a point of honour to declare against being

pledged, pledges were daily given on these subjects, and the more

strong and explicit as the day of polling drew nigh. We say

nothing of the men on whose minds so much light was breaking
in at such a time; but we rejoice in the manifestation of public

opinion. The other circumstance is the return of many candi-

dates who made no personal canvass, rightly regarding it as de-

grading to both parties, and only seeking the suffrages of the

electors by publicly addressing them on political topics. This is

as it should be.

The five most remarkable and gratifying returns which have

been made are those of Messrs. Buckingham for Sheflield,

Grote for London, Roebuck for Bath, Hume for Middlesex,
and P. Thomson for Manchester. After the conduct of the

East India Company towards Mr, Buckingham, it is a retri-

butory event that he should be seated amongst its judges, and

assist in the decision on the continuance of its chartered mono-

poly. He owes his election to his powers as a pul)lic instructor.

The well-merited popularity of his lectures, the lucid style in

which they were expressed, the ample and interesting information

contained in them, and the sound and liberal commercial prin-

ciples of which he was the advocate, supporting them by the most

cogent proofs, and explaining them by the most diversified illus-

trations, have obtained for him a seat in parliament. That they
have done so, is a new and honourable symptom of the sjiirit

of

the times,

Mr. Grote stands first on the ])oll of the first constituency in

this country. The fact is enough to reanimate the unburied body
of the Ltilitarian l*atriarch. Spirit of Benlham, thy star is rising!
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Had the Philosopher died ten years ago, and were he to awake

now, he would deem that his wish, to take those ten years one at

the end of each succeeding century, had been granted : he would

suppose, at first, that the progress of an hundred years had raised

the grandson of his follower and friend to that lofiy position. He
would scarcely believe that already, by that return, the first stone

had been laid of a moral monument which time and his country
will raise to his memory.

Mr. Roebuck's election was a signal victory over cant, calumny,
influence, party-spirit, and selfish interests. Incidentally, it was

the vindication of Mr, Hume from a series of attacks as disgrace-
ful and ungenerous as ever were directed again:<t a public bene-

factor by envy, ignorance, ingratitude, vindictiveness, and the

concealed desire of neutralizing the future usefulness of a man
who had made himself formidable to all who prey upon the

country : and directly, it was the triumph of talent and principle

rising by inherent buoyancy, amid impotent clamour and through

opposing clouds, to their proper sphere. We have seen no pro-
duction connected with these elections to be compared for an
instant wuth Mr. Roebuck's address to the Bath electors, for clear-

ness, ability, completeness, the nervousness of its style, the com-

prehensiveness and soundness of its views, and its practical yet

pure and lofty spirit. Such are the men to realize the vision

which, in a former article, we indulged, of what the first Reformed
Parliament ought to be.

The attacks just alluded to, which were continued in the Times

newspaper till the second morning of the election
;
the absurdity

of many Dissenters ; the scarcely-veiled hostility of the Whigs ;

and the non-resistance to personal solicitation, influence, and ex-

penditure by any similar means, render Mr. Hume's return, at

the head of the poll, for Middlesex, not the matter of course

which it should have been, but a display of principle and right

feeling which call for gratulation.
We attach importance to Mr. Poulett Thomson's return for

Manchester, because it is a popular rebuke to the busy interests

which are ever endeavouring to strengthen themselves for a par-

liamentary scramble, on the monkey principle, every one's hand
in his neighbour's dish. Free trade has been continually termed
a *

splendid delusion.' It is so, if its principles be unsound
;

but the restrictive system, if erroneous, must bear a less flattering

appellation, and can only elaim to be a sordid delusion. Can we
wonder that the Glasgow operatives are even now" petitioning to

have the rate of wages kept up artificially, by legal enactments,
when the capitalists of almost every mercantile and manufactur-

ing class, with the landholders of course, have been exerting all

their influence to return men to j)arliament for the avowed pur-
pose of upholding profits and rents by similar means ? Is the

labourer so blind as not to perceive that, while he is told he cannot
be helped, they are all endeavouring to help themselves, at the
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expense of the consumer ? The very journals which preach
patience and political economy to him will, anon, talk of the

great interests which must be represented, and supported against
Theorists and Destructives. Manchester has done well to record

its approval of Mr. P. Thomson, and strengthen his hands.

From all appearances, ministers will have an overwhelming
majority in the new House of Commons. It will be compounded
of various elements : Conservative Ministerialists, moderate Re-
form Ministerialists, Radical Ministerialists, Ministerialists simp/i-
citer, and thick-and-thin Ministerialists

;
it is impossible to guess

at the proportion in which these elements will be mingled. Little

doubt can be entertained that they will be strong enough to carry

any measure of real reform, which they shall please to introduce,
at least so far as the Commons are concerned. The measure of

benefit to the country will not be in their power, but in their will.

There is the House of Lords, indeed
;
but that is the same thing

as saying that there is the Church, the corporations, or anything
else in the country which a good government is bound to regard
rather as the subject on which reform is to be exercised than as

a barrier by which its course is to be for ever impeded. The
House of Lords cannot defeat the ministry unless the ministry
chuse to be defeated rather than amend the House of Lords.
The Premier can^ if he so please, sacrifice the interests of the

country and the will of its representatives, to the obstinacy of his
'

Order,' but in that case he will sacrifice his own character also,

beyond all redemption. That would indeed be a spectacle to
' make the angels weep.' We will not believe it of the head of

the present administration, perverse as have been some of its

j)roceedings, and incredible as have been many of its blunders.

Three things seem tolerably certain, and they are the matters

about which we are most anxious
;
and that, not on account of

their intrinsic, but of their relative importance ;
not for their own

sake, but that of their consequences. We reckon confidently on
Triennial Parliaments, Vote by Ballot, and the repeal of the

Taxes on Knowledge. These contain the princi{)le of progres-
sion. If these be obtained, it will be of comparatively little

moment what blunders or compromises be substituted for real

reforms, what deceptive or half-measures be adopted for the day ;

these will afford the power of putting all right at last. Let the

Reformers of England allow neither *

sleep to their eyes nor slum-

ber to their eyelids,' till one and all of these rights are in their

[)Ossession. He is no real reformer who obstructs their attain-

ment. They are a needful supplement to
' the Bill,' a necessary

inference from it, by which alone its [)rofessed objects can be

realized. Let us gain them, and no ministerial changes, or minis-

terial wavering, timidity, or dishonesty, can obstruct the advance
of national improvement. It is possible that efficient reforms

in the Church, Law, and Finance, may precede these measures ;

but it is certain that such reforms would follow them. It is also
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certain that, without them, those reforms will lack security for

their durability. The constitution ofgovernment and the state of

society have in them permanent principles of corruption, which
can only be repressed by constantly invigorating the principle of

improvement. The better the present parliament is, the more
earnest should its members be to do all that can be done to pre-
clude the possibility of a bad parliament hereafter. We are so

well satisfied with the results of the elections, and have so much
confidence in the general character of the elected, that we not only
require

—but fully expect this at their hands.

DR. SOUTHWOOD SMITH ON THE FUNCTIONS OF THE
ANIMAL ECONOMY.

Dr. Southwood Smith is engaged in delivering a course of lec-

tures at the London Institution in illustration of the functions of

the animal economy. It is no small satisfaction to see in the

crowded attendance, and in the deep attention of the audience,
the value of this first attempt to open to the public, and especially
to the female portion of it, the stores of interesting and practical

knowledge included in this subject, so well appreciated. That
the subject is capable of exciting interest is shown by the manner
in which the lecturer is listened to

;
and that in his hand it will be

turned to good account, will appear from the extracts from
his lectures which we have an opportunity of laying before our
readers.

Dr. Southwood Smith commenced his first lecture with the

following observations, no less appropriate to his subject than

worthy of serious consideration.
* With the facts and relations of the physical sciences you are

familiar, but the far more curious and interesting phenomena con-
nected with the organization of living beings and with the laws that

regulate vital actions, few of you can have had the means of studying.
The book of inorganic and inanimate nature, in our day has been laid

open to every one. There is no page of that book which any one is

forbidden to consult or to study; and there is no passage in any page
of it, from the real knowledge of which it is apprehended that anyone can
receive anything but advantage. But from the study of that portion
of the book of nature which relates most peculiarly to ourselves, to

the organization of our physical frames, and even to the still more
wonderful mechanism of our mental constitution, all but the cultivators

of an exclusive profession, or the severe and devoted students of phi-

losophy, have been wholly, if not purposely excluded.
' And I am not sure if, at this present moment, there be not in

some minds the feeling that all attention to subjects of this class is

properly confined to those who are to practise medicine as a calling,
or to make the study of philosophy the business of life.

» * * «

Nob 73. £
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'Next in importance to the physician, knowledge of this kind is

important to those -who have the exclusive care of infancy ; almost

the entire care of childhood
;
a great part of the care of the sick

;

without whose enlightened concurrence the physician can seldom

completely carry his object into effect ;
and by whose instructed minds

multitudes of children, dearly loved and deeply mourned for, would
be saved from an early grave ;

and those that are saved would rise

into maturity, with physical constitutions, with intellectual faculties,

and with moral qualities, incomparably healthier, stronger, and nobler

than they at present possess. That notion of delicacy which would
exclude women from a class of knowledge calculated, in an extraor-

dinary degree, to open and expand their minds, and to fit them for

the performance of their duties, appears to me alike degrading to those

to whom it affects to show respect, and debasing to the mind that

entertains it.'

The function chosen for illustration in this course is the circu-

lation of the blood
;
but the two first lectures are devoted to a

statement of the peculiar phenomena of life, and of the mode in

"which organization advances, from its most simple to its most

complex state, while, as the conclusion of the whole, the mind is

led to perceive the ultimate object of organization and life—
ENJOYMENT.
The exposition of the distinctive characters of life is thus

given :
—

' What is the distinction between a living being and an inorganic
bodv—between a plant and a stone ? The plant carries on a

ninnber of processes which are not performed by the stone ? The

plant absorbs food
;

converts its food into its own proper sul>

stance
; arranges this substance into bark, wood, vessels, leaves, and

other organized structures; grows; arrives at maturity; decays;
derives from a parent the primary structure and the first impulse

upon wliich these varied actions depend ; gives origin to a new being
similar to itself, and, after a certain time, terminates its existence in

death.
' But no such phenomena are exhibited by the stone. Nothing

analogous to the processes by which these results are produced is

observable in any body that is destitute of life. On tlie contrary,

every one of these processes is carried on, witliout ceasing, by every

living creature. These processes are, therefore, denominated vital ;

they are peculiar to the state of life
;
and hence they afi'ord charac-

ters by which the living being is distinguished from the inorganic

body.'

The distinction between the two great classes of living beings is

next pointed out.

'And what is the distinction between an animal and a ])lant ? The
animal possesses properties of which the plant is destitute. The
animal is endowed with two new and superior powers to wliicli there

is nothing analogous in the plant. These superculdcd ])Owers are, the

power of sensation and the power of voluntary motion.'
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There are, therefore, two kinds of hfe; one possessed by the

vegetable, and sufficient to it
;
the other possessed by the aninaal

in addition to the former. These two hves are independent of

each other, and have no necessary connexion. The actions of

the first kind of hfe are called organic ;
those of the second are

called ANIMAL. The plant performs only organic actions; the

animal performs both organic and animal actions.

Both the organic and animal actions are carried on by
means of instruments of definite structure and form called

organs, and the action of an organ is called its function.
* The leaf of the plant is an organ. The conversion of sap by the

leaf into the proper juice of the plant by the process called respiration
is the function of this organ. The brain is an organ, and the sentient

nerve in communication with the brain is also an organ. The extre-

mity of a sentient nerve receives an impression from an external

object, and conveys it to the brain, where it becomes a sensation.

The transmission of the impression is the function of the nerve, and
the conversion of the impression into a sensation is the function of

the brain.
' The function of every organ is called into operation by means of

some agent external to the body. The external agents capable of

excitmg and maintaining the functions of living organs consist of a

definite class.'

They are air, water, heat, cold, electricity, and light, and are

called physical agents. No vital process can go on without them,
and the living organ and the physical agent act and re-act upon
each other, producing on both sides definite changes.

•
It is this determinate interchange of action between the living

organ and the physical agent that constitutes what is termed a vital

process. All vital processes are either processes of supply or processes
of waste. By every vital action performed by the body some portion,
of its constituent matter is expended. Vital actions are incessantly
carried on for the sole purpose of compensating this expenditure.

Every moment old particles are carried out of the system ; every
moment new particles are introduced into it. The matter of which
the body is composed is thus in a state of perpetual flux. In a cer-

tain space of time it is completely changed ;
so that, of all the matter

that constitutes the body at a given point of time, not a single particle
remains at another point of time at a given distance.'

Another distinction between the two classes of living beings is

then pointed out. It is, that the [)lant requires, to compensate its

expenditure, only a due supply of the physical agents, which, while

they afford the requisite stimuli to its vital actions, constitute its

food
;
while the animal must have, in addition, organized matter

in some form or other. The plant is able to convert inorganic
into organic matter, and thus it saves the animal one process ;

it

purveys and prejiares its food. The inferior life is spent in minis-

tering to the wants of the superior.
A clear and most interesting view is then taken of the progress

E 2
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of organization from its most simple to its most complex state,

and of the reasons why it becomes complex. We all see that,

between the structure of the simple plant and that of the highly-

organized animal, there is a wide difference, but we have not,

perhaps, reflected that this difference is not arbitrary, but that the

more complex organization is given because the number, the

superiority, the relation, the range and the energy of the functions

performed by the animal require his complex structure, while to

the other, its simple structure is sufficient for its few and simple
functions.

The animal must have more organs than the plant, because it

has two sets of actions to carry on, the organic and the animal
;

while the plant has but one set, the organic.
Some functions performed by the animal are of a higher order

than any performed by the plant, and a superior function requires
a higher organization ;

the instrument is elaborately prepared in

proportion to the nobleness of its office.

It is necessary to establish a relation between function and

function, so that the addition of one of a superior order requires a

corresponding elevation of structure in all the rest. This was

admirably illustrated by a view of the organic function of nutri-

tion as performed by the plant and by the animal. In the plant
it is performed by absorption, by means of minute organs called

spongeoles fixed to the capillary branches of the root, which im-

bibe the moisture from the soil, and with which are connected

vessels which convey the crude aliment to the leaf where it is con-

verted by the air into proper nutriment, and then, by other vessels,

carried out to supply every part with the nutriment it needs. This

is all the apparatus of nutrition required by the plant, because it

is fixed in the soil, and its spongeoles are always in contact with

its food. But to the organic function of nutrition add the animal

one of locomotion, and what follows ? So simple a structure

will no longer suffice. In proportion as the animal exercised

its superior faculty it must interrupt its inferior. It must have

a reservoir to contain its food within its body, and this modifica-

tion of structure is uniformly adojited throughout the animal

creation. Till very lately, it was supposed not to exist in the

beings at the bottom of the animal scale called animalcules or in-

fusoria. Some most curious discoveries were detailed by Dr. Smith

relative to these creatures, whicli are only made visible to human

eyes by the microscope, but which by its aid are foimd to exist by
myriads in stagnant water whether salt or fresh, or in water in

which animal or ve<:etable matter has been allowed to macerate.

Ihese discoveries have established the fact that they form no ex-

ception to the mode of structure proper to animals. Their bodies are

transparent and colourless, and, to all appearance, in the smallest

tribes at least, homogeneous, so that it was supposed that they im-

bibed their nourishment like plants ; that, in short, they were one
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extended spongeole. They are so extremely small that millions

may exist in a drop, yet Ehrenburg, a German physiologist, after

long and patient experiment, has succeeded in ascertaining their

structure. He put into the water in ^Yhich they existed pure
carmine, indigo, or sap green, and in a few minutes he found

they had fed upon it, and that the coloured food was transmitted

to certain points of their bodies, always the same in the same

tribes, but different in ethers, and that they had not only one but

many stomachs, varying in number from the Monas Termo, the

being at the bottom of the animal scale which has six or seven,

to some which have thirty. In the higher animals, the existence

of an internal reservoir for the food is evident to all. They are

all provided with a stomach and a set of absorbing vessels, the

mouths of which, minute in size but countless in number, opening
into it, absorb the digested aliment just as the spongeoles of the

plant absorb from the soil. Thus the function of nutrition is put
in relation with that of locomotion : but the expedient requires

many more complications. If the food has to be transmitted to

an isolated organ within the body, means must be provided to

convey it there, and there must be organs for deglutition ; means
to carry it out to the system, and there must be organs for circu-

lation
;
means to bring it into contact with the air to be rendered

proper nutriment, and there must be organs for respiration ;
means

to get rid of what is not nutritious, and there must be organs for

excretion. But this is not all. Locomotion cannot be exercised

but with inevitable destruction, without perception. Sensation is

necessary to volition, and volition of course to voluntary motion
;

besides that nutrition, as performed by a being possessed of loco-

motion, requires the addition of sensation on its own account, for

the food must be sought for, apprehended, and conveyed into the

body by a voluntary act.

The range of function necessarily increasing with the multipli-
cation of organs and the extension of functions, is another cause
of complication of structure. The apparatus for respiration, simple
in the lower animals, and exceedingly complex in the higher,
afforded an apt illustration of this

;
and that of sensation one still

more interesting.
'

Nothing can be stricter than the proportion between the com-

plexity of the apparatus of sensation, and the range of the function of

sensation. The greater the number of the senses, the greater the

number of the organs of sense
;
—the more accurate and varied the

impressions conveyed Ly each, the more complex the structure of the

instruments by which they are communicated. The more extended
the range of the intellectual operations, the larger the bulk of the

brain, the greater the number of its distinct parts and the more ex-

quisite the organization of each. From the point in the animal scale

in which the brain first becomes distinctly visible, up toman, the basis

of the organ is the same; but as the range of its functions extends,
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part after part is superadded, and the structure of each part becomes

progressively more and more complex.'

Energy of function is the last condition which requires higher

organization.
' As much more developed than the wing of the wren is the wing

of the eagle, as its flight is higher and its speed swifter. The muscles
which give to the tiger the rapidity and strength of its spring possess
a more intense organization than those which slowly move on the

tardigrade sloth. The proportionate bulk and the exquisiteness of

the structure of the brain of man exceed the structure and the bulk of

the brain of the fish, as man's perceptions are more acute, and capable
of greater combination, comprehension and continuity.

' From what has been said, then, you see why the organization of

the animal is more complex than that of the plant. You see that it

is not from an arbitrary arrangement ;
but that it arises out of the

absolute necessity of the case. The few and simple functions per-
formed by the plant require only the few and simple organs with

which it is provided. The numerous and complicated functions per-
formed by the animal require its numerous and complicated organs.
The plant, simple as it is in structure, is destitute of no organ required

by the nature of its economy. The animal, complex as it is in struc-

ture, is in po'^session of no organ which the nature of its economy
would allow it to dispense with. From the one, nothing is withheld
which is needed ;

to the other, nothing is given which is superfluous.
In the one, there is economy without niggardliness ;

in the other, mu-
nificence without waste.'

The second lecture began with a view of the characters of the

two lives, combined as they are in the same animal, yet
—

' As different from each other as the process of vegetation is dif-

ferent from the process of thought. VV^e have seen that, though dif-

ferent, they are united
;
that their union is complete ;

their action is

harmonious; and that nevertheless the separate identity of each is

perfectly preserved. The organic life has its own apparatus and its

own actions
; the animal life also has its own

;
and not only is the

apparatus of the one not the same as that of the other, but, when ob-

served with attention, and when viewed in contrast, each is seen to

be distinguished from the other by characters the most striking.'

1. The organs of the organic life are single and non-symme-
trical,

— as may be observed in some of the most important of

them; the heart, the lungs, the stomach, the liver; while the

organs of the animal life are, in general, double and perfectly sym-
metrical. The brain and the spinal cord will divide into two

e(]ual parts, and the nerves which go off from them go off in pairs.

Tlie trunk, so imj)ortant an instrument of voluntary motion, when
well formed is divisible into two equal halves. The arms, the

hands, the lower extremities, are each perfectly similar to its

fellow.

2. The action of the organic organs is indispensable to life.
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One of them cannot be suspended, even for a short time, without

the extinction of life. They are, therefore, placed in the interior

of the body ; firmly fixed:, that they may not be disturbed by the

process of locomotion
; enveloped in membranes

;
covered by

muscles
;
sheltered by bones. But the actions of the animal

organs are not indispensable to life. They are not the immediate

instruments of life, but the means by which a certain relation is

established between the living body and external objects ; they
are therefore placed, where it is necessary to the convenient [ler-

formance of their functions that they should be placed, on the

exterior of the body, and so placed as to afford a defence to the

organic organs.
' The ground-work of the animal life is made the bulwark of the

organic life. The muscles are the immediate agents by which volun-

tary motion is effected. The bones are the fixed points and the levers

by which that motion acquires precision, rapidity and power. Now
the bones are so disposed that, while they accomplish, in the most

perfect manner, their primary and essential oftice in relation to the

muscles, they serve a secondary but scarcely less important office in

relation to the internal viscera.'

A beautiful illustration was given of this by views of the trunk

of the human body with its bones and muscles, the apparatus for

its motion forming and defending a cavity enclosing the heart, the

lungs, the great trunks of the venous and arterial systems and the

main trunk of the thoracic duct
;

all tender and delicate organs ;

all performing functions, the cessation of which for a few moments
would destroy life.

' While the organic organs, the immediate instruments of life, are

thus placed deep in the interior of the body, and are protected by the

animal organs, the animal organs themselves, and especialiv the

organs of sense, the organs which put us in connexion with the ex-

ternal world, which make us conscious of the presence of good, which

give us note of the approach of evil, are placed where external bodies

may be brought most conveniently and completely into contact with

them, and where alone they can be effectual as sentinels of the

system.'

The action of the two lives is still more strikingly different.

The action of the organic life, when sound, is without conscious-

ness
;
the very object of that of the animal life is the production

of consciousness. The final cause of the one is the maintenance
of existence. The final cause of the other is the production of
conscious existence. We are not conscious when the heart con-

tracts, but we are conscious when an external object produces in

a sentient nerve that change of state which we term an impres-
sion, and it is this knowledge which forms so large a part of the

animal life, and constitutes our percipient existence.

The functions of the organic life are performed with uninter-
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rupted continuity; to those of the animal hfe rest is indis-

pensable.
' The action of the heart is unceasing: it tal^es not, it needs not

rest. On it goes for the space of eighty or ninety years, at the rate

of a hundred thousand strokes every twenty-four hours, having at

every stroke a great resistance to overcome, yet it continues this

action for this length of time without the intermission of a moment.—
But of this continuity of action the organs and functions of the animal
life are incapable. No voluntary muscle can maintain its action

beyond a given time. No organ of sense can continue to transmit

impression after impression without ceasing, and without fatigue.
The brain cannot carry on its intellectual operations with vigour
be3'ond a certain period; the trains of ideas with which it works be-
come after a time indistinct and confused, nor is it capable of react-

ing with energy until it has remained in a state of rest proportioned
to the duration of its preceding activity.

' And this rest is sleep. Sleep is the repose of the senses ; the
rest of the muscles. It is their support and sustenance. What food
is to the organic, sleep is to the animal life ; no more can the process
of nutrition go on without aliment, than the processes of feeling,

thought, and motion, without sleep.
' But it is the animal life only that sleeps. The organic life never

sleeps. Death would be the consequence of the slumber of the heart
or of the lungs. When the brain betakes itself to repose, were the

engine that moves the blood to cease but for the space of four
minutes to supply it with its vital fluid, never again would it awake.*

Between all the functions of the organic life there is the closest

relation and the strictest dependence ;
but it is not so with the

animal functions, one of which may be disordered, or entirely
lost without endangering the rest. Sensation may be gone, while

motion continues, and the muscle may control, though it cannot
feel.

The two lives are born at different periods :
—

* As soon as the slightest motion is distinguishable in[the ovum, the

nidus that contains the new l)eing, there is uniformly observable in the

embryo a minute, pulsating point. It is the young heart pi'opelling
its infant stream

;
and this is long before brain, nerve, or muscle can

be distinguished. The apparatus of the circulation is built up, and is

in vigorous action, before there is any trace of an animal organ.
Arteries and veins circulate blood, capillary vessels receive the vital

fluid
; out of it they form brain and muscle, no less than the various

substances which compose the organs of the organic life. The organic
is not only anterior to the animal life, but it is by the action of the

organic that the animal life is produced. The organic life is born at

the first moment of existence
;
the animal life is not born until a

period comparatively distant
;
not until that epoch of existence which

is termed the period of birth—the i)criod when the new being is de-
tached from its mother; when it first comes into contact with external

agents ; when it carries on all the functions of its economy by its own
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organs ; when its whole life is in itself, and it enjoys independent
existence.'

The organic life is born perfect ;
the animal life becomes per-

fect only by servitude, and the aptitude which service gives.
' The lieart contracts as well ;

the arteries secrete as well
; the

respiratory organs work as well, the first moment they begin to act

as at any subsequent period. They require no teaching from expe-
rience; they profit nothing from its lessons.

* But the functions of the brain and the actions of the voluntary
muscles, feeble and uncertain at first, acquire, day by day, strength
and precision ; and it is only by slow degrees, and not until the adult

age, that they attain their ultimate perfection.
» » « «

' Could any man, after having attained the age of manhood, reverse

the order of the course he has passed,
—could he, with the power of

observation, together with the experience, that belong to manhood,
retrace, with perfect exactness, every step of his sentient existence

from the age, suppose of fortv, to the moment when the air first came
into contact with his body on his lea\nng his maternal dwelling,

—
among the truths that he would learn, the most interesting, if not the

most surprising, would be those which relate to the manner in which
he dealt with his earliest impressions ; with the mode in which he

combined them,—recalled them,—laid them by for future use,—made
his first general deduction,^-observed what subsequent experience

taught to be conformable, and what not conformable, to this general

inference,—his emotions in detecting his first error,—his contrasted

feehngs on discovering those comprehensive truths, the certainty of

which became confirmed by every subsequent impression.
'

Thus, perfectly to live backwards, would be, in fact, to go through
the complete analysis of the intellectual combinations, and conse-

quently to obtain a perfect insight into the constitution of the mind.

And among the curious results which would then become manifest,

perhaps few would appear more surprising than the true action of the

senses.
' * * To see, to hear, to smell, to taste, to touch, are processes

which appear to be performed instantaneously, and which really are

performed with extraordinary' rapidity, in a person who observes them
in himself; but they were not always performed thus rapidly; they
are processes acquired ;

businesses learned ;

—
processes and busi-

nesses acquired and learned, not without the cost of many efforts and

much labour.
' And the same is true of the muscles of volition. How many

efforts are made before the power of distinct articulation is acquired !

How many before the infant can stand ! How many before the child

can walk !

'

The organic life may continue to exist after the animal life has

perished, as in apoplexy, or has partially ceased to exist, as in

catalepsy.

Clearly and beautifully as these distinctions are marked, a still

more interesting view follows : it is that of the progress of life.
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and the progress of death. We regret that our limits will not

allow us to give more than a portion of it.

' As the organic life is tlie first born, it is the last to die
;
while

the animal life, as it is the latest born, and the last to attain its full

development, so it is the earliest to decline, and the first to perish.
TV" '(f ''i^ 'flf

'

Death, when perfectly natural, is the last event of a long series of

changes. Now, in this series of changes, the first appreciable event
is a change in the animal life, and in the noblest portion of that life.

The highest faculties of the mind are the first that fail in power ; and
those that fail in succession, fail in the order of their nobleness. The

progress of decay is the inverse of the progress of development; the

retrogression is the inverse of the progression; the highest point to

Avhich life attains is that at which death commences; and the noblest

creature, in returning to the state of non-existence, retraces every

step of every stage by which it reached the summit of its existence.
^ ^ TjS- #

'

By the successive diminution of the intellectual powers ; by the

gradual obliteration of the senses ; by the growing loss of the power
of motion

; by the progressive diminution and ultimate extinction of

the animal life, man, from the state of maturity, passes a second time

through the stage of childhood, back to that of infancy,
—

lapses again
into the state even of the very embryo. What the foetus was, the

man of extreme old age is
;
when he began to exist, he possessed only

vegetative life, and, before he is ripe for the tomb, he returns to the

condition of the plant.
' And even this vegetative life, this merely organic existence, can-

not be maintained for ever. The waste of the organs, feeble as their

action is, is not duly repaired ; consequently, every fin^ction is per-
formed with daily-increasing feebleness, until at length it is so feeble,

that it can no longer resist the physical agents that surround and act

upon it ; these physical agents readily extinguish the faint spark of

life that remains, and now the working of the machinery ceases, and
the cessation of action is death.

' And then, the processes of life being at an end, the particles of

matter that composed the body are no longer held in union by the tie

that bound them : that union is, therefore, instantly subverted; the

physical and chemical agencies of matter immediately come into play,

decomposition commences, recombination follows, and thus, in a short

time, no trace remains of the organized being ; the })articles of matter

of which it was composed are resolved into their primitive elements,
and these elements, set at liberty, enter into new combinations, and

form constituent parts of new beings ;
and these new beings, in their

turn, perish, and from their death springs life, and this circle is per-

jjctual.
' Such is the history of life and death—a history which, in regard

to a being like man, would be melancholy if it were the whole ;
but it

is not the whole : for, that close observation of nature which has

taught us these curious and interesting facts relative to our physical
and mental constitution, has likewise put us in possession of otiier

facts, which render the knowledge of the truth the source of our liap-
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piness ; which render Truth the ally of Hope—Hope, based on Truth,

looking beyond the physical and the mortal,
' For what is the object of all this structure and function,—all tliis

curious mechauism, with all its complicated actions ? Structure is

successively superadded to structure. Structure is invariably subser-

vient to function ; and the inferior structure and function to the supe-
rior ! But to what end ?

' Take the most simple structure and function—that of the plant.
To what is it subservient ? What is its ultimate end ? The mainte-

nance of the structure and functions of the animal.
' In the animal, what is the ultimate end of the organic life ? The

production and the support of the animal life. Of the animal life,

what is the ultimate end ? Is it the production of voluntary motion ?

No ; voluntary motion is the mere servant of sensation ;
it exists but

to obey its commands.
'

Sensation, then, simple sensation, is that the ultimate end of

organization and life ? No
;

for sensation may be either pleasurable
or painful. Every sensation terminates either in a pleasure or a pain.
Is pain the ultimate end ? No : pleasure, then, must be the end in

view, and pleasure is the end secured.'

The train of thought here entered upon was followed out

through the remainder of the lecture in a strain of powerful and

impressive eloquence. The amount of enjoyment derived from

every sense was pointed out. The beautiful provision that a
sentient nerve accompanies all the organic nerves, themselves

destitute of sensation, in their distribution to the different organs,

thereby giving, not a consciousness of the organic process, but
a consciousness of pleasurable sensation from the healthy working
of the machinery

—that consciousness which we call the feeling of

health, was explained. The high pleasures to be derived from
the socialj the intellectual, and the moral faculties, finished the

subject ;
but we can only give the conclusion of the lecture.

' Our Creator, then, has implanted happiness deeply in the very
constitution of our nature, from its lowest to its highest function. It

is in our own power to increase it each for himself, and for others, to

an illimitable extent. Of this blessed privilege we have tiot availed

ourselves. The production of pain, the destruction of life, have been

profoundlv studied as a science, and universally practised as an art
The science and the art of happiness is yet in a state of infancy, which
would be incredible were it not deeply feit, at once, in the misery and
the brevity of human life. But light js beginning to break in upon
men's minds. Let each, according to his capacitv, receive and ex-
tend it !'
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WHAT IS POETRY?

It has often been asked, What is Poetry ? And many and va-

rious are the answers which have been returned. The vulgarest
of all—one with which no person possessed of the faculties to

which Poetry addresses itself can ever have been satisfied— is

that which confounds poetry with metrical composition : yet to

this wretched mockery of a definition, many have been led back,

by the failure of all their attempts to find any other that would

distinguish what they have been accustomed to call poetry, from
much which they have known only under other names.

That, however, the word *

poetry' does import something quite

peculiar in its nature, something which may exist in what is called

prose as well as in verse, something which does not even require
the instrument of words, but can speak through those other audi-

ble symbols called musical sounds, and even through the visible

ones, which are the language of sculpture, painting, and architec-

ture
;

all this, as we believe, is and must be felt, though perhaps

indistinctly, by all upon whom poetry in any of its shapes pro-
duces any impression beyond that of tickling the ear. To the

mind, poetry is either nothing, or it is the better part of all art

whatever, and of real life too
;
and the distinction between poetry

and what is not poetry, whether explained or not, is felt to be

fundamental.

Where every one feels a difference, a difference there must be.

All other appearances may be fallacious, but the appearance of a

difference is itself a real difference. Appearances too, like other

things, must have a cause, and that which can cause anything,
even an illusion, must be a reality. And hence, while a half-

philosophy disdains the classifications and distinctions indicated

by popular language, philosophy carried to its highest point may
frame new ones, but never sets aside the old, content with correct-

ing and regularizing them. It cuts fresh channels for thought, but

it does not fill up such as it finds ready made, but traces, on the

contrary, more deejily, broadly, and distinctly, those into which
the current has spontaneously flowed.

Let us then attempt, in the way of modest inquiry, not to coerce

and confine nature wi(hin the bounds of an arbitrary definition,

but rather to find the boundaries which she herself has set, and

erect a barrier round them
;
not calling mankind to account for

having misapplied the word '

poetry,' but attempting to clear up
to them the conception which they already attach to it, and to

bring before their minds as a distinct pr/yjap^f that which, as a

Migiw feelhuj, has really guided them in their actual employment
of the term.

1 he object of poetry is confessedly to act upon the emotions ;

and therein is [loetry sufliciently distinguished from what Words-
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worth affirms to be its logical opposite, namely, not prose, bat

matter of fact or science. The one addresses itself to the belief,

the other to the feelings. The one does its work by convincing
or persuading, the other by moving. The one acts by presenting
a proposition to the understanding, the other by offering interest-

ing objects of contemplation to the sensibilities.

This, however, leaves us very far from a definition of poetry.
We have distinguished it from one thing, but we are bound to

distinguish it from everything. To present thoughts or images to

the mind for the purpose of acting upon the emotions, does not

belong to poetry alone. It is equally the province (for example)
of the novelist: and yet the faculty of the poet and the faculty of

the novelist are as distinct as any other two faculties
;
as the faculty

of the novelist and of the orator, or of the poet and the metaphy-
sician. The two characters may be united, as characters the most

disparate may ;
but they have no natural connexion.

Many of the finest poems are in the form of novels, and in almost

all good novels there is true poetry. But there is a radical dis-

tinction between the interest felt in a novel as such, and the in-

terest excited by poetry ;
for the one is derived from incident, the

other from the representation offeeling. In one, the source of the

emotion excited is the exhibition of a state or states of human

sensibiUty ;
in the other, of a series of states of mere outward

circumstances. Now, all minds are capable of being affected

more or less by representations of the latter kind, and all, or

almost all, by those of the former; yet the two sources of interest

correspond to two distinct and (as respects their greatest develop-

ment) mutually exclusive characters of mind. So much is the

nature of poetry dissimilar to the nature of fictitious narrative,
that to have a really strong passion for either of the two, seems to

presuppose or to superinduce a comparative indifference to the

other.

At what age is the passion for a story, for almost any kind of

story, merely as a story, the most intense?—in childhood. But
that also is the age at which poetry, even of the simplest descrip-

tion, is least relished and least understood
;
because the feelings

with which it is especially conversant are yet undeveloped, and not

having been even in the slightest degree experienced, cannot be

sympathised with. In what stage of the progress of society, again,
is story-telling most valued, and the story-teller in greatest request
and honour?—in a rude state; like that of the Tartars and
Arabs at this day, and of almost all nations in the earliest ages.
But in this state of society there is little poetry except ballads,
which are mostly narrative, that is, essentially stories^ and derive
their [)rincipal interest from the incidents. Considered as poetry,

they are of the lowest and most elementary kind : the feelino-s

depicted, or rather indicated, are the simplest our nature has
;

such joys and griefs as the immediate pressure of some outward
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event excites in rude minds, which hve wholly immersed in out-

ward things^ and have never, either from choice or a force they
could not resist, turned themselves to the contemplation of the

world within. Passing now from childhood, and from the child-

hood of society, to the grown-up men and women of this most

grown-up and unchildlike age
—the minds and hearts of greatest

depth and elevation are commonly those which take greatest de-

light in poetry ; the shallowest and emptiest, on the contrary, are,

by universal remark, the most addicted to novel-reading. This

accords, too, with all analogous experience of human nature.

The sort of persons whom not merely in books but in their li\;es,

we find perpetually engaged in hunting for excitement from with-

out, are invariably those who do not possess, either in the vigour
of their intellectual powers or in the depth of their sensibilities,

that which would enable them to find ample excitement nearer at

home. The same persons whose time is divided between sight-

seeing, gossip, and fashionable dissipation, take a natural delight
in fictitious narrative

;
the excitement it affords is of the kind which

comes from without. Such persons are rarely lovers of poetry,

though they may fancy themselves so, because they relish novels

in verse. But poetry, which is the delineation of the deeper and
more secret workings of the human heart, is interesting only to

those to whom it recals what they have felt, or whose imagination
it stirs up to conceive what they could feel, or what they might
have been able to feel, had their outward civcumstances been dif-

ferent.

Poetry, when it is really such, is truth
;
and fiction also, if it is

good for anything, is truth : but they are different truths. The
truth of poetry is to paint the human soul truly : the truth of fic-

tion is to give a true picture of life. The two kinds of knowledge
are different, and come by different ways, come mostly to different

persons. Great poets are often proverbially ignorant of life.

What they know has come by observation of themselves; they
have found there one highly delicate, and sensitive, and refined

specimen of human nature, on which the laws of human emotion
are written in large characters, such as can be read off without

much study : and other knowledge of mankind, such as comes to

men of the world by outward experience, is not indisj)ensable to

them as poets : but to the novelist such knowledge is all in all
;

he has to describe outward things, not the inward man
;
actions

and events, not feelings ;
and it will not do for him to be num-

bered among those who, as Madame Roland said of Brissot, know
man but not men.

All this is no bar to the possibility of combining both elements,

j)oetry and narrative or incident, in the same work, and calling it

either a novel or a poem ;
but so may red and white combine on

the same human features, or on the same canvass
;
and so may oil

and vinegar, though opposite natures, blend together in the same
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composite taste. Tliere is one order of composition which requires
the union of poetry and incident, each in its highest kind—the

dramatic. Even there the two elements are perfectly distinguish-

able, and may exist of unequal quality, and in the most various

proportion. The incidents of a dramatic poem may be scanty and

ineffecti\e, though the delineation of passion and character may
be of the highest order

;
as in Goethe's glorious

'

Torquato Tasso;'
or again, the story as a mere story may be well got up for effect,

as is the case with some of the most trashy productions of the

Minerva press : it may even be, what those are not, a coherent

and probable series of events, though there be scarcely a feeling
exhibited which is not exhibited falsely, or in a manner absolutely

common-place. The combination of the two excellencies is what
renders ShaUspeare so generally acce{)table, each sort of readers

finding in him what is suitable to their faculties. To the many he
is great as a story-teller, to the few as a poet.

In limiting poetry to the delineation of states of feeling, and

denying the name where nothing is delineated but outward ob-

jects, we may be thought to have done what we promised to avoid—to have x\oi found, hwi made a definition, in opposition to the

usage of the English language, since it is established by com-
mon "consent that there is a poetry called descriptive. We deny
the charge. Description is not poetry because there is descriptive

poetry, no more than science is poetry because there is such a

thing as a didactic poem; no more, we might almost say, than

Greek or Latin is poetry because there are Greek and Latin poems.
But an object which admits of being described, or a truth which

may fill a place in a scientific treatise, may also furnish an occa-
sion for the generation of poetry, which we thereupon choose to

call descriptive or didactic. The poetry is not in the object itself,

nor in the scientific truth itself, but in the state of mind in which
the one and the other may be contemplated. The mere delinea-

tion of the dimensions and colours of external objects is not

poetry, no more than a geometrical ground-plan of St. Peter's

or Westminster Abbey is painting. Descriptive poetry consists,

no doubt, in description, but in description of things as they

appear, not as they arc ; and it paints them not in their bare and
natural lineaments, but arranged in the colours and seen throujrh

the medium of the imagination set in action by the feelings. If

a poet is to describe a lion, he will not set about describing hira

as a naturalist would, nor even as a traveller would, who was intent

upon stating the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.

He will describe him by imagery, that is, by suggesting the most

striking likenesses and contrasts which might occur to a mind

contemplating the lion, in the state of awe, wonder, or terror, which
the spectacle naturally excites, or is, on the occasion, supposed to

excite. Now this is describing the lion professedly, but the state

of excitement of the spectator really. The lion may be described

falsely or in exaggerated colours, and the poetry be all the better
;
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but if the human emotion be not painted with the most scrupulous
truth, the poetry is bad poetry, i. e. is not poetry at all, but a
failure.

Thus far our progress towards a clear view of the essentials of

poetry has brought us very close to the last tAvo attempts at a

definition of poetry which we happen to have seen in print, both
of them by poets and men of genius. The one is by Ebenezer

ElHott, the author of' Corn-Law Rhymes,' and other poems of still

greater merit. '

Poetry,' says he,
'
is impassioned truth.' The

other is by a writer in Blackwood's Magazine, and comes, we think,

still nearer the mark. We forget his exact words, but in substance
he defined poetry

' man''s thoughts tinged by his feelings.' There
is in either definition a near approximation to what we are in

search of. Every truth which man can announce, every thought,
even every outward impression, which can enter into his conscious-

ness, may become poetry when shewn through any impassioned
medium, when invested with the colouring of joy, or grief, or pity,
or affection, or admiration, or reverence, or awe, or even hatred

or terror: and, unless so coloured, nothing, be it as interesting as

it may, is poetry. But both these definitions fail to discriminate

between poetry and eloquence. Eloquence, as well as poetry,
is impassioned truth

; eloquence, as well as poetry, is thoughts
coloured by the feelings. Yet common apprehension and phi-

losophic criticism alike recognize a distinction between the

two : there is much that every one would call eloquence, which
no one would think of classing as poetry. A question will some-
times arise, whether some particular author is a poet ;

and those

who maintain the negative commonly allow, that though not a

poet, he is a highly eloquent writer.

The distinction between poetry and eloquence appears to us

to be equally fundamental with the distinction between poetry
and narrative, or between poetry and description. It is still far-

ther from having been satisfactorily cleared up than either of the

others, unless, which is highly probable, the German artists and
critics have thrown some light upon it which has not yet reached

us. Without a j)erfect knowledge of what they have written, it is

something like presumption to write upon such subjects at all,

and we shall be the foremost to urge that, whatever we may be

about to submit, may be received, subject to correction from

them.

Poetry and eloquence are both alike the expression or uttering
forth of

("eeling.
liut if we nuvy be excused the seeming aflectation

of the antithesis, we should say that eloquence is heard, \)Oeiry
is overheard. Eloquence su[)poses an audience

;
the peculiarity

of poetry a[)pears to us to lie in the poet's utter unconsciousness

of a listener. Poetry is feeling confessing itself to itself, in mo-
ments of solitude, and bodying itself forth in symbols which are

the nearest possible representations of the feeling in the exact

shape in which it exists in the poet's mind. Eloquence is feeling
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pouring itself forth to other minds, courting their sympathy, or

endeavouring to influence their belief, or move them to passion or

to action.

All poetry is of the nature of soliloquy. It may be said that

poetry, which is printed on hot-pressed paper, and sold at a book-
seller's shop, is a soliloquy in full dress, and upon the stage.
But there is nothing absurd in the idea of such a mode of solilo-

quizing. What we have said to ourselves, we may tell to others

afterwards; what we have said or done in solitude, we may volun-

tarily reproduce when we know that other eyes are upon us. But
no trace of consciousness that any eyes are upon us must be

visible in the work itself. The actor knows that there is an
audience present ;

but if he act as though he knew it, he acts ill.

A poet may write poetry with the intention of publishing it
;
he

may write it even for the express purpose of being paid for it ;

that it should be poetry, being written under any such influences,
is far less probable ; not, however, impossible ;

but no otherwise

possible than if he can succeed in excluding from his work every
vestige of such lookings-forth into the outward and every-day
world, and can express his feelings exactly as he has felt them in

solitude, or as he feels that he should feel them, though they were
to remain for ever unuttered. But when he turns round and
addresses himself to another person ;

when the act of utterance

is not itself the end, but a means to an end,—viz., by the feelings
he himself expresses to work upon the feelings, or upon the belief,

or the will of another,—when the expression of his emotions, or
of his thoughts, tinged by his emotions, is tinged also by that pur-

pose, by that desire of making an impression upon another mind,
then it ceases to be poetry, and becomes eloquence.

Poetry, accordingly, is the natural fruit of solitude and medita-
tion

; eloquence, of intercourse with the world. The persons
who have most feeling of their own, if intellectual culture have

given them a language in which to express it, have the highest

faculty of poetry ;
those who best understand the feelings of

others, are the most eloquent. The persons, and the nations,
who commonly excel in poetry, are those whose character and
tastes render them least dependent for their happiness upon the

applause, or sympathy, or concurrence of the world in general.
Those to whom that applause, that sympathy, that concurrence
are most necessary, generally excel most in eloquence. And
hence, perhaps, the French, who are the least poetical of all

great and refined nations, are among the most eloquent : the

French, also, being the most sociable, the vainest, and the least

self-dependent.
If the above be, as we believe, the true theory of the distinc-

tion commonly admitted between eloquence and poetry ; or

though it be not that, yet if, as we cannot doubt, the distinction

above stated be a real bond fide distinction, it will be found to
No, 73. F
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hold, not merely in the language of words, but in all other lan-

guage, and to intersect the whole domain of art.

Take, for example, music : we shall find in that art, so pecu-

liarly the expression of passion, two perfectly distinct styles ;
one

of which may be called the poetry, the other the oratory of music.

This difference being seized would put an end to much musical sec-

tarianism. There has been much contention whether the character

of Rossini's music—the music, we mean, which is characteristic

of that composer—is compatible with the expression of passion.
Without doubt, the passion it expresses is not the musing, medi-

tative tenderness, or pathos, or grief of Mozart, the great poet of

his art. Yet it is passion, hut garrulous passion
—the passion

which pours itself into other ears
;
and therein the better cal-

culated for dramatic effect, having a natural adaptation for

dialogue. Mozart also is great in musical oratory; but his most

touching compositions are in the opposite style
—that of soliloquy.

Who can imagine
' Dove sono' heard ? We imagine it over-

heard. The same is the case with many of the finest national

airs. Who can hear those words, which speak so touchingly the

sorrows of a mountaineer in exile :
—

' My heart's in the Highlands
—my heart is not here ;

My heart's in the Highlands, a-chasing the deer.

A-chasing the wild-deer, and following the roe—
My heart's in the Highlands, wherever I go.'

Who can hear those affecting words, married to as affecting an

air, and fancy that he sees the singer? That song has always
seemed to us like the lament of a prisoner in a solitary cell, our-

selves listening, unseen, in the next. As the direct opposite of

this, take ' Scots wha hae wi' Wallace bled,' where the music is

as oratorical as the poetry.

Purely pathetic music commonly partakes of soliloquy. The
soul is absorbed in its distress, and though there may be by-

standers, it is not thinking of them. When the mind is looking

within, and not without, its state does not often or rapidly vary;
and hence the even, uninterrupted flow, approaching almost to

monotony, which a good reader, or a good singer, will give to

words or music of a pensive or melancholy cast. But grief, taking
the form of a prayer, or of a complaint, becomes oratorical

;
no

longer low, and even, and subdued, it assumes a more emphatic

rhythm, a more rapidly returning accent; instead of a few slow,

equal notes, following one after another at regular intervals, it

crowds note upon note, and ofttimes assumes a hurry and bustle

like joy. Those who are familiar with someof the best of Rossini's

serious compositions, such as the air *Tu che i miseri conforti,' in

the opera of' Tancredi,' or the duet * Ebben per mia memoria,' in
' La Gazza Ladra,' will at once understand and feel our meaning.
Both are highly tragic and passionate ;

the passion of both is that
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of oratory, not poetr)'. The like may be said of that most moving
prayer in Beethoven's '

Fidelio'—
' Komm, Hoffnung, lass das letzte Stern

Der Mude nicht erbleichen ;

in which iVIadame Devrient, last summer, exhibited such con-

summate powers of pathetic expression. How different from

Winter's beautiful '

Paga pii,' the very soul of melancholy ex-

haling itself in solitude
;

fuller of meaning, and, therefore, more

[)rofoundly poetical than the words for which it was composed
—

for it seems to express not simple melancholy, but the melan-

choly of remorse.

If, from vocal music, we now pass to instrumental, we may
have a specimen of musical oratory in any fine military sym-
phony or march : while the poetiy of music seems to have attained

its consummation in Beethoven's Overture to Egmont. We
question whether so deep an expression of mixed grandeur and

melancholy was ever in any other instance produced by mere
sounds.

In the arts which speak to the eye, the same distinctions will

be found to hold^ not only between poetry and oratory, but between

poetry, oratory, narrative, and simple imitation or description.
Pure description is exemplified in a mere portrait or a mere

landscape
—

productions of art, it is true, but of the mechanical

rather than of the fine arts, being works of simple imitation, not

creation. We say, a mere portrait, or a mere landscape, because

it is possible for a portrait or a landscape, without ceasing to be

such, to be also a picture. A portrait by Lawrence, or one of

Turner's views, is not a mere copy from nature ; the one com-
bines with the given features that particular expression (among
all good and pleasing ones) which those features are most capable
of wearing, and which, therefore, in combination with them, is

capable ofproducing the greatest positive beauty. Turner, again,
unites the objects of the given landscape with whatever sky, and
whatever light and shade, enable those particular objects to im-

press the imagination most strongly. In both, there is creatice

art—not working after an actual model, but realizing an idea.

Whatever in painting or sculpture expresses human feeling, or

character, which is only a certain state of feeling grown habitual,

may be called, according to circumstances, the poetry or the elo-

quence of the painter's or the sculptor's art
;
the poetry, if the

feeling declares itself by such signs as escape from us when we
are unconscious of being seen

;
the oratory, if the signs are those

we use for the purpose of voluntary communication.

The poetry of painting seems to be carried to its highest perfec-
tion in the Peasant Girl of Rembrandt, or in any MadoLna or

Magdalen of Guido ;
that of sculpture, in almost any of the Greek

statues of the gods ; not considering these in respect to the mere
F 2
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physical beauty, of which they are such perfect models, "or un-

dertaking either to vindicate or to contest the opinion of philo-

sophers, that even physical beauty is ultimately resolvable mto

expression ;
we may safely affirm, that in no other of man's works

did so much of soul ever shine through mere inanimate matter.

The narrative style answers to what is called historical paintmg,

which it is the fashion among connoisseurs to treat as the chmax

of the pictorial art. That it is the most difficult branch of the art,

we do not doubt, because, in its perfection,
it includes, m a man-

ner the perfection of all the other branches. As an epic poem,

though, in so far as it is epic (i.
e. narrative), it is not poetry at

l\\ is vet esteemed the greatest effort of poetic genius, because
an, is yei etsieeuicu Liiv. 5

^ ^ -^z. iiiay not appropifately
there is no kind wh^tever^(^t^--j-g;| ^^-^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^i, that is, as

fi.Q,^<^R33^fiialibn of an incident, must necessarily, as it seems to

us, be poor and ineffective. The narrative powers of painting
are extremely limited. Scarcely any picture, scarcely any
series even of pictures, which we know of, tells its own story
without the aid of an interpreter ; you must know the story be-

forehand
; then, indeed, you may see great beauty and appro-

priateness in the painting. But it is the single figures which, to

us, are the great charm even of a historical picture. It is in these

that the power of the art is really seen : in the attempt to narrate,

visible and permanent signs are far behind the fugitive audible

ones which follow so fast one after another, while the faces and

figures in a narrative picture, even though they be Titian's, stand

still. Who would not prefer one Virgin and Child of Raphael, to

all the pictures which Rubens, with his fat, frouzy Dutch Venuses,
ever painted ? Though Rubens, besides excelling almost every
one in his mastery over all the mechanical parts of his art, often

shows real genius in grouping his figures, the peculiar problem of

historical painting. But, then, who, except a mere student of

drawing and colouring, ever cared to look twice at any of the

figures themselves P The power of painting lies in poetry, of

which Rubens had not the slightest tincture—not in narrative,

where he might have excelled.

The single figures, however, in an historical picture, are rather

the e/o^uewce of painting than the poetry: they mostly (unless they
are quite out out of place in the picture) express the feelings of

one person as modified by the presence of others. Accordingly the

minds whose bent leads them rather to elocpience than to poetry,
rusli to historical painting. The French painters, for instance,

seldom attem[)t, because they could make nothing of, single heads,

like those glorious ones of the Italian masters, with which they

might glut themselves day after day in their own Louvre. They
must all be historical ; and they are, almost to a man, attitudi-

nizers. If we wished to give to any young artist the most im-

Jiressive warning our imaginations could devise, against that kind
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of vice in the pictorial, ^Yhich corresponds to rant in the histrionic

art, we would advise him to walk once up and once down the

gallery of the Luxembourg ;
even now when David, the great

corrupter of taste, has been translated from this world to the next,

and from the Luxembourg, consequently, into the more elevated

sphere of the Ixtuvre. Every figure in French painting or statuary
seems to be showing itself off before spectators : they are in the

worst style ofcorrupted eloquence, but in no style of poetry at all.

The best are stiff and unnatural; the worst resemble figures of

cataleptic patients. The French artists fancy themselves imitators

of the classics, yet they seem to have no understanding and no

feeling of that repose which was the peculiar and pervading
character of Grecian art, until it began to decline : a repose ten-

fold more indicative ot strength than all their stretching and

straining ;
for strength, as Thomas Carlyle says, does not manifest

itself in spasms.
There are §ome productions of art which it seems at first diffi-

cult to arrange in any of the classes above illustrated. The direct

aim of art as such, is the production of the beautiful ; and as

there are other things beautiful besides states of mind, there is

much of art which may seem to have nothing to do with either

poetry or eloquence as we have defined them. Take for instance

a com[)osition of Claude, or Salvator Rosa. There is here creation

of new beauty : by the grouping of natural scenery, conformably
indeed to the laws of outward nature, but not after any actual

model ; the result being a beauty more perfect and faultless than

is perhaps to be found in any actual landscape. Yet there is a
character of poetry even in these, without which they could not

be so beautiful. The unity, and wholeness, and oesthetic congruity
of the picture still lies in singleness of expression ;

but it is ex-

pression in a different sense from that in which we have hitherto

employed the terra. The objects in an imaginary landscape can-

not be said, like the words of a poem or the notes of a melody, to

be the actual utterance of a feeling ;
but there must be some feel-

ing with which they harmonize, and which they have a tendency
to raise up in the spectator's mind. They must inspire a feeling of

grandeur, a loveliness, a cheerfulness, a wildness, a melancholy,
a terror. The painter must surround his principal objects with

such imagery as would spontaneously arise in a highly imaginative

mind, when contemplating those objects under the impression of

the feelings which they are intended to inspire. This, if it be
not poetry, is so nearly allied to it, as scarcely to require being

distinguished.
In this sense we may speak of the poetry of architecture. All

architecture, to be impressive, must be the expression or symbol
of some interesting idea

;
some thought, which has power over

the emotions. The reason why modern architecture is so paltry,
is simply that it is not the expression of any idea

;
it is a mere
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parroting of ihe architectural tongue of the Greeks, or of our
Teutonic ancestors, without any conception of a meaning.
To confine ourselves, for the present, to religious edifices: these

partake of poetry, in proportion as they express, or harmonize

with, the feelings of devotion. But those feelings are different

according to the conception entertained of the beings, by whose

supposed nature they are Cidled forth. To the Greek, these beings
were incarnations of the greatest conceivable physical beauty,
combined with supernatural power: and the Greek tem[)les ex-

press this, their predominant character being graceful strength ;

in other words, solidity, which is power, and lightness which is

also power, accomplishing with small means what seemed to

require great ;
to combine all in one word, majesty. To the

Catholic, again, the Deity was something far less clear at;d de-

finite
;
a being of still more resistless power than the heathen

divinities; greatly to.be loved; still more greatly to be feared;
and wrapped up in vagueness, mystery, and incomprehensibility.
A certain solemnity, a feeling of doubting and trembling hope,
like that of one lost in a boundless forest who thinks he knows
his way but is not sure, mixes itself in all the genuine ex[)res-
sions of Catholic devotion. This is eminently the expression of

the pure Gothic cathedral
; conspicuous equally in the mingled

raajesly and gloom of its vaulted roofs and stately aisles, and in

the ' dim religious light' which steals through its painted windows.

There is no generic distinction between the imagery which is

the expression of feeling anu ihe imagery which is felt to harmo-
nize with feeling. They are identical. The imagery in which

feeling 'j-t'iers itself forth from within, is also that in which it

delights when presented to it from without. All art, therefore, in

proportion as it produces its effects by an appeal to the emotions

partakes of poetry, unless it partakes of oratory, or of narrative.

And the distinction which these three words indicate, runs

through the whole field of the fine arts.

The above hints have no pretension to the character of a theory.

They are merely thrown out for the consideration of thinkers, in

the hope that if they do not contain the truth, they may do some-

what to suggest it. Nor would they, crude as they are, have been

deemed worthy of publication, in any country but one in which

the philosophy of art is so completely neglected, that whatever

may serve to ()ut any inquiring mind upon this kind of investiga-

tion, cannot well, however imperfect in itself, fail altogether to

be of use.

Antiquus.
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SONNET

[Writfen on the defeat, during the late election, of one of the jiopular Caudidatts
for Liveriiool.J

Yes ! 'twas a glorious struggle ! though the hour
Is still to come, my country, when pure hands

And patriot hearts, linked in united bands.
Shall overthrow the lordly despot's power.
Yes! 'twas a glorious struggle! and the dower
Of perfect freedom yet shall bless our lands,

While trust in heaven our bosom's hope expands ;

And we can wait till baser spirits cower
Before thy angel form, O Liberty !

Yet shalt thou come to fair Britannia's side,

Spotless and radiant as a virgin bride.

And wake the mighty lion slumbering nigh
—

Lion of England ! at her touch awake.
And from thy neck the galling fetters shake !

M. A.

Liverpool, Dec. 13.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
A View of the early Parisian Press, including the Lives of the Stephani or

Estiennes. By the Rev. W. P. Greswell. 2 vols. Oxford.

Letters of Sir W. Scott, addressed to the Rev. R. Polwhele, &c. (1.)

The Historj' and Geography of the Mississippi Valley : to which is ap-

pended a condensed Physical Geography of the Atlantic U. S. By Timothy
Flint. 2 vols. 8vo. Cincinnati

; rep. London.

Semi-serious Obser\"ations of an Italian Exile, during his residence in

England. By Count Pecchio. Loudon
;
Wilson. (2.)

Records of Travels in Turkey, Greece, &c. By Adolphus Slade. 2 vols. 8vo.

French Wines and Politics. (Martineau's Illustrations of Political Eco-

nomy, No. 12.)

What is Special Pleading? A Letter to C. J. Denman. By Wm. Theo-

bald, Esq. (3.)

(1.) Rather catchpennyish. A few of the letters are interesting.

(2.) A very pleasant book, and particularly civil to us and our ways and
manners. ' There is no offence in it,' and plenty of good-natured and amusing
observation.

(3.) Mr. Theobald's Letter is written in a very clear, intelligible style, and
his observations, so far as they go, are just, but the letter is a mere glance
at the subject. The author is justified in stating (p. 16) that special pleading
is essential to the sure and economical administration of justice, though
not as practised in our courts—the legal fictions ought to be abolished, for,
as is truly observed (p. 26), they are inconsistent with special pleading, and
their abolition is necessary for its perfection.
The Common Law Commissioners have treated this subject very tenderly.
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A Compendious German Grammar. By A. Bernays, Plj. Dr. (4.)

Thurgar's Systematic Arrangement of the Genders of French Nouns.
2s. 6d. (4.)

Oxford
;
Academical Abuses disclosed by some of the Initiated. (5.)

The Works of the Rev. R. Hall, Vol. VI., containing the Memoir, &c.
I6s. (6.)

—
The Poetical Works of Leigh Hunt. (6.)

The Life* of a Sailor. By a Captain in the Navy,

-The Splendid Village ; Corn Law Rhymes ;
and other Poems. By Ebenezer

Elliot. 12mo. (7.)

The Magdalen ; and other Tales. By J. S. Knowles.

TheProtestantDissenter's Juvenile Magazine, January 1833. OnePenny. (8.)

A New History of London, Westminster, and Southwark. Monthly
Parts, Is. each. (9.)

Notices of Parishes and Churches, Towns, Villages, &c , twenty miles round
the Metropolis. (Pubhshed alternately with the above.) E. Wdson. (9.)

Microscopic Illustrations of a few new, popular, and diverting living ob-

jects, with accurate descriptions of the latest improvements in the new micro-

scopes, &c. By C. R. Goring, M D., and Andrew Pritchard. Whittaker.

[History of England, Vol. III. By the late Sir James Mackintosh.

(Lardners Cyclopaedia, Vol. XVIII.)

The Sacred Offering for 1833.

Pompeii, Vol. II. (Library of Entertaining Knowledge.)

and it will be well if Mr. Theobald's recommendation be taken, and they
re-consider it with the view of dealing with it somewhat more boldly, and to

better purpose than they have yet done.

(4.) We have before spoken favourably of Dr. Bernays" and also of Mr.

Thurgar's school books. The commendation may safely be repeated on the

present occasion. The German Grammar is simple, well arranged, and

adapted for the purjwses both of the teacher and the self-taught student.

Mr. Thurgar's book is worthy of his high reputation as a critical grammarian
of the French language.

(5.) An ill-written pamphlet, but its facts are worth attending to.

(6.) We expect to be able to insert reviews of these works in our next

number.

(7.) This is intended to be the first volume of an uniform edition of Mr.
Elliott's poems. We are glad to see his name in the title-page, and to have
it faced by that sturdy-looking engraving of him. Our estimate of his pro-
ductions is already before our readers in a recent number of the *

Repository,'
entitled ' The Poor and their Poetry.'

(8.) Calvinistic in doctrine §ind sectarian in spirit.

(9.) Abundance of curious matter, and much that may be useful. Both
the wood-cuts and engravings are very well executed. These are praise^

worthy contributions to popular antiquarianism.

COKRESl'ONDKNCE.
Thanks to ' J. J. T.'—Wc hope to hear soon from M."
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THE EDIXBURGH RE\'IEW AND THE BALLcft"* > ^>^^
The question of voting by Ballot is one which involves so many
considerations, largely affecting the freedom, the happiness, and
the prospects of the community, that, notwithstanding the dis-

cussions which took place concerning it at the late elections, and
those with which the newspaper press has since teemed, we deem
no apology necessary, for devoting to it a few of our pages ;' it

must soon come under the consideration of parliament, and as

the views of Ministers are presumed substantially to coincide with

those put forth in the concluding article of the just published
number of the Edinburgh Review, we shall express our opinions
in the form of strictures on that article.

The writer fully admits the existence, to an enormous extent,
of undue influence, bribery, and intimidation. He does not at-

tempt to deny or to qualify this fact, which is, unhappily,
' as

notorious as the sun at noon day.' He merely says that they ex-

isted previously to the passing of the Reform Bill, and that they
continue to exist. But this concession shows that the efficiency
of that measure was much more limited than many of its sup-

porters expected. It shows the urgent necessity of a supple-

mentary measure to supply what it has left imperfect. Many
joined in the cry for reform chiefly from a strong sense of the

demoralizing influence of the'old system upon the community.
They regarded the subject rather as religious and moral than as

political. All such must be sorely disappointed ;
nor can those

whose minds took a more comprehensive view, and who saw the

connexion between national institutions and national character, be
better satisfied. In two particulars it is allowed by the reviewer

that the effect of the Reform Bill has been to increase the evils

of the old system. We shall state these particulars in his own
words.

'
It is beyond all question clear, tliat the late elections have exhi-

bited instances of bribery among the freemen on a scale that would

have done credit to the worst days of the old system. And this is

the place to mention one of the two particulars, wherein we have said

that the reform has somewhat increased the evil. The registry gives
each party a pretty accurate view of the state of the poll beforehand.

All the voters are known, and a tolerable estimate can be formed

how the case is likely to stand on the vote. The candidate sees that

there are a thousand respectable householders, whom no bribe can

reach. Of these he finds he shall have four hundred, and his adver-

sary five ; and that a hundred may be undecided, or may not vote at

all. But he likewise sees that three hundred freemen are registered,
and of these there may be two hundred whom money will procure. If

he can buy the whole, or nearly the whole of these, and obtain his

half of the better sort who won't take bribes, the election is secure.

*
Edinburgh Review, No. 112. Art. 10.
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The knowledge of the exact numbers wanted, and the certainty that

each vote, when purchased, will prove good, facilitates in a consider-
able degree this most infamous and execrable crime, * * *

* The other evil which has not been extirpated by the reform pre-
sents much greater difficulties. It is by no means in itself of so

crying a nature as the corruption which debases the morals of the

people, but it defeats the whole purposes of the elective franchise.

We refer, of course, to the influence exercised over voters by those

npon whom they are in some degree dependent ;
as by landlords over

their tenants, or customers over tradesmen. We have said that
there were two particulars in which the new system might be said to
have given greater scope to bribery and to influence than they had
before

; and one of these, relating to bribery, has been explained.
The other relates to influence through the extension of the franchise
to leaseholders, but more especially through the provision forced upon
the Ministers by the House of Commons, for giving votes to tenants-

at-will. The avowed object of the Tories in this was to increase the
direct influence of the landed interest, giving, as it were, so many
votes to each landowner ; for unless it did so, the landed interest

gained nothing by the change. Those statesmen, then, of all others,
cannot be heard to contend that the tenantry, and especially the

tenants-at-will, are free, and exercise the right of voting without any
control

;
for that right was given them by those statesmen, in order

that it might be exercised at the will of their landlords.'

In addition to these we have an appalling description, but per-

fectly within limits, warranted by the facts of the proceedings at

the late election, which show the people's rights to have been most

grossly outraged, and the result, however satisfactory may be the

character of the candidates returned, to be far short of a repre-
sentative system. He then states the question as follows, on
which we join issue with him.

* Now v/e believe no man Avill venture deliberately to deny, that if

such practices continue,—Avhether the violent outrages upon the law
in Ireland, or the more dangerous and more subtle violations of all

right which in England elude the law, or break it more eff'ectually, be-

cause more securely, than if they openly evaded it—tliey will become
so utterly intolerable, so inconsistent with even the shadow of a free

choice, that a remedy must be administered
;
and that the only ques-

tion will be, whether or not the remedy wliich may be propoimded, is

likely to be eff"ectual, in case it should be attended with evils Avhich

we ought not to encounter unless sure of success. We are aware
that in these words we have described the Ballot.

'Were the Ballot unattended with mischief, there is no doubt that

the continuance and spreading of the oj)pressions Ave have been

describing, would fully justify, nay would demand a resort to it, even
if its eflicacy was more than questionable ; because the evil com-

I)laiiicd of has })ecome so crying, that we should l)e justified in trying
a remedy, if there vvas even a chance of cure, ])rovided it could do
no harm. But if it is attended with mischief, the qiiestion comes to

be most important, what chance it aflbrda of producing the good
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sought from its operation ; because if that chance is but slender, we
are bound to consider the price paid. This inquiry, therefore, re-

solves itself into three :
— 1. Will the Ballot protect the voter ?

2. Will it produce mischief, whether it succeeds or fails in giving

protection ? 3. If it protects the voter, is that benefit sufficient to

outweigh the mischiefs it occasions V

We shall endeavour to follow the writer through his arguments
on these questions. He may have all the advantage of his own
statement of the subject, and selection of topics. It will not be

difficult to show the futility of his opposition on the ground and

with the weapons of his own choice. The discussion of the

first question is preceded by the observation, that 'the expedient
in question has of late assumed a form entirely new as regards its

importance.' It is made a charge against Tory landlords, that
* to them assuredly it is owing that we are now engaged seriously
in discussing what a year ago we should hardly have deemed
worth any argument.' This complaint does not tell much for the

writer's perspicacity, or for his memory. Did he really expect a

year ago that Tory landlords would change their conduct and their

natures ? Was he so unsuspecting as to believe that when once

the Reform Bill was passed, pride, oppression, and cupidity, would

instantly and spontaneously reform themselves, in order to be in

harmony therewith ? There is nothing in what has occurred

which need have taken any one by surprise. The evil Avas old

enough, and notorious enough. It was one which the Reform
Bill was neither framed, nor intended to reach

;
which in the par-

ticular case of tenants-at-will it directly increased ; and which, by
the extension of the suffrage, but still keeping that suffrage a
limited one, as compared with the mass of the population, it

could not but increase incidentally ;
nor is it fair, to charge the

mischief exclusively on Tory landlords; the question of influence

is not between Whig and Tory, but between power and weakness,
wealth and poverty, the aristocracy and the people. The Whigs
have been under less temptation than the Tories, because they
have usually been in opposition, and therefore on the popular side.

A coincidence, by the way, which shows what the political condi-

tion of the country has been, and is sufficiently condemnatory of

the mode in which it has been governed. Nor can we allow, that

the Whigs come into court with clean hands. It was by that

party that corruption in the House of Commons was matured and

systematized, nor has its conduct in relation to the electors been

any exception to the general rule, that the amount of crime bears

a direct ratio to the force of the temptation. Usually both parties
have played the same game, by the same means. Never had the

Whigs so little occasion for the employment of influence as at

the late elections : and yet the private history of some contests,

and the obvious character of others, (Chatham, for instance,)
shows that there was no indisposition to resort to it when it was
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deemed necessary. And it is rather amusing to see them now, ir>

all the strength of power and popularity, lift up their hands in in

nocent surprise at Tory flagitioasness. With few thinking men
who are sincere friends to Parliamentary Reform, as the means of

good government, has the subject of the Ballot gained any addi-

tional importance by the events of last year. Little was said

about it, because Ministers would not include it in their Bill,

and the aim of all sincere reformers, and their most imperative

duty, obviously was, whatever the Bill might leave undone, to get
it passed as soon as possible, for the sake of what it would accom-

plish. If the subject last year was not worth an argument, it was
not because enlightened men had forgotten its importance, not

because it had ceased to be the best, most probably the only mode
of meeting the specific evil to which public attention is now
directed, but because the circumstances of the times afforded

an opportunity of which it behoved all honest men to avail

themselves, of putting down other evils by means of the other

remedies which the Reform Bill provided. Anterior to the

diversion of public attention from this branch of the sub-

ject by the introduction of that Bill, a conviction of the de-

sirableness of the Ballot had spread very extensively through
the country. The powerful article in the Westminste rRe-
view for July, 1830, commonly ascribed to the historian of

British India, and the pamphlet entitled,
' A Discussion of Par-

liamentary Reform, by a Yorkshire Freeholder,' attributed, and
not unworthily, to Mr. Bailey of Sheffield, were surely not alto-

gether beneath the notice even of an Edinburgh reviewer. To us

Southrons these men do not seem mere pigmies for the Northern

giants to overlook disdainfully. We know not exactly where to

look for their betters in political and moral philosophy, and are

sure that if we did, we should not find men by whom their opi-
nions and reasonings on such a topic would be treated super-

ciliously. The fact is, that the question of the Ballot was an

integral portion of the Reform controversy, until it was separated

by the Whig ministry. It had been so for years. From the

time Avhen popular demonstrations in favour of Parliamentary
Reform seemed crushed by the Manchester massacre, in 1819,
and the passing of the Six Acts, or Code Castlereagh, in the

session of parliament which followed, until it became, in the hands
of Henry Brougham, the means of destroying the Wellington
administration, in 1830, almost all who advocated Reform advo-

cated the liallot also. Nor was there any novelty in this identi-

fication, it existed at the very commencement of a desire for

Parliamentary Reform. There is an excellent chapter on the

subject in '

Burgh's Political Disquisitions,' published in 1774,
in wliich, amongst other things, it is mentioned that a bill for

electing the Scotch peers by ballot was moved in the House of

Peers, a. p. 1734, and its rejection protested against by many
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lords, ou account of the influence exercised over the election of
those peers. There is also a curious fact mentioned in a citation

from the State Tracts, viz. that it was customary in the borough of

Lymington, in Hampshire, to elect by ballot,
* which method,'

says the writer quoted by Burgh, *
I know to be of great advan-

tage where it is made use of. It prevents animosity and distaste,
and very much assists that freedom which ought to be in

elections. No man in this way need fear the disobliging of his

landlord, customer, or benefactor.' In such terms was the custom

spoken of, while it existed. But we have said enough to remind
the writer that the conviction of its utility is no novelty, no un-
heard of and desperate resort against the Tory oppressions of last

year. It seems already, by the case of Lymington just referred

to, to be known to our constitution, (as the phrase goes;) in

practice we are already familiar with it, and the examples of
France and America have closely associated it with the idea of

representative government.
The writer commences his reply to the first of the three ques-

tions in which his view of the subject is comprised by a pretty
large concession.

' Will the Ballot be effectual to its purpose of protecting the voter
from injury, and preventing candidates from bribing ? Will it put
an end to intimidation and corruption ? That such is its tendency
cannot be denied. At first sight it looks as if it must with certainty
produce the desired effect, and to the full extent. Perhaps even the
closest inspection, the most practical consideration, may still leave it

in possession of a portion of this virtue ; but there seems no reason
to doubt that very material deductions must be made in accommodating
the theory to the practice.'

The Ballot, then, is allowed to be efficient to some extent.
The question becomes only one of degree. Within limits, how
wide they may be we cannot say, the writer allows that it will

answer the proposed end. It will remedy a portion of the evil,

though not the whole. To his '
first sight' the results seemed

certain to its full extent. Let us examine, therefore, what differ-

ence is made by the exercise of his national gift of ' second sight.'
TT r»

'
•

He first takes the case of the agricultural tenant. The landlord,
he says, will not allow him to vote, unless he is sure of his man ;

unless he can ' trust him in the dark.' Very well. Then either
the landlord is baffled, or the voter is for that time disfranchised.

Either result is better than that which ensues in the present state
of things. It is obviously better that the tenant should either

vote according to his conviction, though against his profession, or
not vote at all, than that he should vote against his conviction.
It must never be forgotten, that, to obtain votes in conformity
with the convictions of the voters, is the object contemplated.
This is the first point. The next best thing is, that a man under
constraint should not vote at all. It is an evil that he cannot
No. 74. G 2
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gratify his desire, exercise bis right, and do his duty by his coun-

try ;
but it is a much less evil than that he should be compelled

to do that which crosses his own desires, is an abuse of his privi-

lege, and an injury to his country.
It is allowed by the writer that there is a great distinction be-

tween the case of landlord and tenant, and that of customer and
tradesman. In the latter case he concedes the efficiency of

the Ballot, * The probability is, that customers would no

longer canvass their tradesmen, or endeavour to sway their votes.

In narrow districts they might do so
;
but in a large town the

practice would most likely cease, w'hen the votes were to be given
in secret.' This is ample reason for the Ballot being immediately
established. Cases of oppression make more noise in the

country; they are more conspicuous from the farmers' compara-

tively isolated mode of living; but there is a far greater mass of

undue influence, bearing grievously upon town voters. The lines

of dependence which traverse the whole frame-work of society
are so many meshes for the entanglement of the weak. Every
man at an election is reminded of his dependence ;

it is one great

fight of influences; almost everyone has some portion of that

irresponsible power over his neighbour, the possession of which is

so strong a temptation to its abuse. If only in towns voting
could be made free by the Ballot, its enactment ought not to be

delayed through another session.

It is argued that the Ballot would not protect from popular
intimidation, from Political Unions in England, and a violent

multitude in Ireland, whose vengeance might always be directed

by demagogues against individuals, even where no reasonable

ground of suspicion existed that there had been hostility, or

treachery towards the favourite candidate. The writer even

imagines, and a man must be rather hard driven to make such a

supposition, that many friends of the popular cause would not

vote at all, lest they should be persecuted afterwards on suspicion
of having voted on the other side. He thinks they would rather

bear the certain odium of neutrality than incur the contingent
evil of unsupported accusation, Avhich they would have no means
of demonstrating to be false by an appeal to the poll-books. The
case is so improbable, that we need scarcely dwell upon it.

' The
infuriated rabble,' who would take vengeance on such grounds,
would be equally wrong-headed, unconvincible, and vindictive

were the vote recorded, and woidd, no doubt, include the sheriff

and poll-clerks in their violent proceedings, for having made a false

record of the vote in (piestion. The absurdity of the one suppo-
sition is not greater than that of the other.

The writer also gravely alleges that the Ballot will promote
bribery, because the bribed voter is

' enabled do to the service

purchased in perfect security,' as if he were not also enabled to

neglect it in perfect security. Rogues, no doubt, would take
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money from a candidate, and more money from his opponent, as

long as the contending parties were fools enough to give it. And,
after all, how would they vote ? The game would soon be found

both too expensive and too uncertain to persevere in. There

would be no connexion between the means employed, and the

end desired, wherever the constituency was numerous. Where
it ia small, indeed, it might answer to bribe the whole, payment
being contingent on the return of the candidate; but a small

constituency, so small as to be manageable in this way, ought
not to exist; it must, on any mode of voting, have a tendency to

become a close borough. With open voting, it is the certain

prey of the government, or of a neighbouring nobleman, or of a

large capitalist ;
and with secret voting, it can become no worse.

Although the reviewer affects to concede that secrecy of voting

might be obtained, he yet forgets the concession, and continually
assumes its impracticability. He thinks that no man, certainly
no countryman, could possibly keep his own counsel ; though
house and home, bread and bed, depended upon his doing so.

He thinks that men would be found out by their political opinions,
as if the very fact of compulsory voting, whether open or secret,

did not imply that the tenant's opinions were known, and known
to be opposed to those of the landlord. Then, as now, the vote

Is what the landlord wants, not the opinion ;
the sole difference

is, that now he can make sure of it
; then, he could not. He

thinks that half the voters might dislike the Ballot, and ostenta-

tiously proclaim for whom they voted, thereby discovering the

secret of the other half; not seeing that few things could make
the whole affair more doubtful, than such an ostentatious procla-
mation. He thinks that canvassers would learn at the poll-booths
the state of the poll every hour, and ' have a note from the poll-
clerks of who came up during the hour,' and so *

tell pretty accu-

rately whether promises have been kept or broken.' To be sure,

they might tell pretty accurately, for a pretty contrivance would
this be for the prevention of secret voting altogether. There is

no real difficulty in ensuring the object if it be honestly aimed at
;

it is accomplished now whenever people care about it; and might
be, for the largest constituency, by a few simple arrangements.
In a subsequent part of the article, the whole question, as to the

public good, is conceded, supposing the secrecy secured and
maintained. By compulsory voting, it is said,

• the public is

injured, no doubt
;
and by the Ballot this injury is avoided, for

the real, though carefully concealed opinion of the voter is fairly

represented.' We may, therefore, go on to consider with him,
whether this ' be a good purchased too dear ?' What is

* the price
to be paid for it ?'

The first item in the account is somewhat formidable. ' The
voter's whole life must be so adjusted as to deceive the person
whose vengeance he has reason to dread.' And then we are

G 3
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treated with much pathos on the vice and misery of this
* hfe of

deception.' So far as any thing beyond the mere act of voting
is concerned, we have aheady disposed of this argument, by ob-

serving that the oppressor wants the vote and not the opinion ;

that the control of opinion and its expression on other occasions

is ah-eady given up, generally at least, as that of the vote would

be^ when once balloting was established. The tenant goQS to

public meetings; he there holds up his hand and lifts up his

voice in accordance Avith his feelings ;
his friends and neighbours

all know what his opinions are
;

it is only when he comes to the

final and efficient expression of them that the sacrifice is de-

manded of him, and he becomes an apostate or a martyr. His
vote is a public and solemn falsehood. The Ballot transfers the

falsehood from the extorted vote to the extorted promise. That
is the whole difference. There is a compelled lie in each case

;

but the voting lie goes to deprive individuals of their rights, and
the country of representation, and to confirm the power of a ra-

pacious aristocracy : the promissory lie only baffles the iniquitous

purpose of the oppressor, which, after being once or twice baffled,

would cease to be pursued. And then another monstrous evil

would be corrected : the degradation of a compelled vote against
conviction is what many are impatient of, and if they cannot

escape the thraldom, they find some relief in patching up a

seeming consistency by modifying the expression of their political

opinions so as to soften the incongruity. They bend to pick up a
' reason upon compulsion.' They equivocate with their tongues
and palter with their own minds. The plague spot is on them,
and the corruption eats into their souls. This is the worst species
of falseness both for the individual and for society. It poisons the

founts of morality. The non-observance of a promise, exacted
in defiance of all right, by the armed ruffian who can blow

your brains out, or the powerful ruffian who can deprive you
and your family of bread, is not deemed much of a crime by
most moralists

;
if it be a crime, it is not one which taints the

system: but the pain and shame which put a mask upon the

mind, tend to the destruction of all principle.
We are next told that the franchise is a public trust, which the

state ought to know is honestly dischnrged. True; and the state

knows that now it is not honestly discharged, and cannot be. By
the reviewer's own concessions, the state knows that the trust

would be better discharged by secret voting.
' What security can

the state have that it shall be honestly exercised, if it is to be

used in the dark .'" The very best; because the honesty is in the

corres|)ondence of the vote with the voter's own ojjinion, which

correspondence the openness of the vote endangers, by allowing
the interference of those who think differently. The fear tluit

•by secret votes the Avhole feelings and opinions of the non-
electors may be set at naught,' is rather an extraordinary ap[)re-
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Bension at the end of an article which attempts to show that the

Ballot would enslave the electors to seditious naobs. If the non-
electors influence through opinion, their influence would have its

fair and full operation : if by fear, the Ballot would baffle them,
as it does powerful individuals.

This is a more meagre list of mischiefs than might have been

expected. The third question is dismissed very summarily by
the reviewer. It

' has been answered in discussing the first two.

The practical result seems to be that too little benefit is likely
to accrue from the Ballot in protecting one class of voters, the

tradesmen in large towns, to counterbalance the mischiefs sure to

flow from removing that check of publicity under which all public
duties ought to be performed.'

So men juggle with words. The ' check of publicity !' a check
it is, and a fearful one

;
but it checks, in this case, not the wrong

but the right employment of a power ;
not the ofience but the

duty.
A '

public duty' is analogous to a private dut}', when the public
itself is the agent. Its responsibility is to itself; representatives
are responsible to their constituents ; there the ' check of pub-
licity' is in its proper sphere ;

but the people are the ultimate au-

thority, and their independence should be secured with the same
care as the dependence of the delegate or representative.

Experience has shown how imaginary are the evils ascribed to

the Ballot. Is the life of every clubbist in St. James's a living

lie, from the impending vengeance of pugnacious candidates who
have been black-balled ? Are the French particularly reserved as

to their political opinions ? Are they for ever haunted and struck

dumb by the spirit of the electoral urn ? And the Americans, are

they all sunk in the profound, gloomy, and suspicious stillness

which so appals the reviewer.'' it is sometimes said, that in Ame-
rica Ballot does not ensure secrecy. Very often probably not.

It is a weapon the possession of which may alone, in ordinary
cases, be sufficient to prevent attack. After two or three times

using it, there might be an end of unavailing interference. Such
seems to have been the case in America. The States have adopted
it in succession, as they perceived its advantages in those where
it had been previously introduced. This would scarcely have

happened, had it been practically only a more cumbrous kind of

open voting. No State has disused it. And in America, be it

remembered, there is no such trouble as we have here in
getting

rid of a mischievous or useless institution. They have no ever-

lasting laws and constitutions. Their enactments die out, and
are revived or not, as experience has shown their worth. Every
fifty years, in the new England States at least, and probably in

all, a convention for the especial purpose decrees the revival, or
allows the expiration of every portion of their constitution. In

Massachusetts, New York, &c. these conventions have been held,
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within the last few years. In no instance has it been determined

to discontinue the Ballot. In not a single State has it been abro-

gated. In some instances it has averted the attempt at intro-

duction of the corruption and confusion of English contests. We
linow of no indications that it is less effective in the States

where it has recently been introduced, than in those where it has
been long established, nor that in the latter it did not become
efficient promptly after its introduction. The writer allows that,

if the Ballot had been coeval with our elective system,
' to ask

a vote, still more to ask a question as to how a vote had been

given, would no more have entered into any man's mind, than it

now does to overlook a person when he is writing, or to open
letters directed to another.' But then he says our habits are

already formed, and cannot be changed. We think they might
soon be reformed. The objection is only one of the difficulties

which the Americans have surmounted. A large portion of our

present constituency, too, is unencumbered with these old and

unchanging habits ; if the effect could only be produced on the

next generation, it would be better than dooming all generations
to the bitter evils of the present system. But we should scarcely
have to wait so long as that.

The writer has all along assumed, that, with the Ballot, the pre-
sent system of personal solicitation would continue to be prac-
tised. This assumption is essential to the validity of every argu-
ment which he has adduced : and it is a fallacy which pervades
all reasonings against the Ballot; which magnifies or creates the

evils supposed to be attendant upon it, and which hides the great

good which we confidently expect from its adoption. We are

convinced that the Ballot would efficiently protect the oppressed
voter. That it would protect him without the accompaniment of

any evil which should make us hesitate as to its adoption. But
we should be ready to confess ourselves grievously disappointed,
unless it also became productive of great positive advantage. Its

tendency is to annihilate the present mode of canvassing, which is

a degrading a{)peal to the vanity, the fear, and the interest of the

voter, and to substitute for it, that exhibition of |)rinciples and

purposes, which is an appeal to his understanding. The candidate

now, has to secure influences and interests
;
he would then have to

secure opinions. So different an object would require the adoption
of means as different. The personal canvass of contending par-
ties Avould be transformed into the discussion of poHtical princi-

ples and public measures. The object would be, not to terrify
or bribe, but to enlighten, and convince a constituency. In fact,

a great school of pubhc instruction would be created. Each can-

didate being dependent on the free and final judgment of opinion,
the most difigent measures would be taken to furnish full mate-
rials for the formation of (hat opinion. A few members of the

new Parliament owe their election to this honourable and useful
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mode of proceeding. The Ballot, and the Ballot alone, can

make it common. Freed at first from external domination, the

serv ility
of men's minds would wear out. And we should be in

the way for obtaining, in the largest and noblest sense of the

words, an enlightened and irresistible public opinion.
And what is the alternative to this simple expedient, according

to the plan of the reviewer? He perceives the evil—the enormous

and intolerable evil—oppression, tyranny, aggravated harshness,

corrupting influences, and, to a certain extent, representation
made a mockery ;

and what does he propose ? There are but two

suggestions. The one is the disfranchisement of the freemen, at

least wherever bribery is proved against them. This is truly
the old English system of legislation. There is nothing like

the last remedy of the law. For crimes great or small, invasions

of property tempting the eyes, feet, and fingers of poor

wretches, there was the simple and final cure, hang, hang, hang !

So now, that our institutions and our aristocracy together have

corrupted and debased some thousands of the community, pot
them out of the political world in a like summary- manner. Dis-

franchise ! disfranchise ! leave the corrupting influences which

may act in due time upon the rest, and let them be disposed of

also ;
so that, at last, the constituency may be evidently as pure

as its representation, because identical. The annihilation of the

franchise should be regarded, in a free country, with feelings
similar to those excited by the annihilation of life itself. Every
neutralizing or reformatory process ought to be fully tried

before there is even the lowest whisper of disfranchisement. Like

hanging, it should be the end, and not the beginning of our penal
code

; and, if admitted at all, only admitted, because some mea-
sure was absolutely necessary, and all others were unavailing.
So much for the one suggestion. And what does the reader think

the other is ? Why, it is simply,
' the expediency of giving the

new system a fair trial.'' That new system which the writer him-

self has shown to have left the old evils of influence, and added
new ones

;
that new system, which was never framed to apply

to this part of the electoral machine, but which leaves the question
of secret or open voting wholly untouched

;
that new system,

which cannot have the fair trial he asks, unless the Ballot be

adopted ; because there will be a power constantly dragging it

back towards the corruption of the old system. Moreover, on
what point can we better give it a fair trial than on this very
question ? There is no surer test to which the system itself can
be subjected. We will take his advice, and obsen'e the working
of the system, and mark how the Reformed Parliament deals

with the Church, and the law, and the great monopolies ; but
there is no experimentum cnicis like that" of the way in which it

shall deal with the Ballot. The first and best thing which the

representatives of the people can do, i? to secure to the people
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the power of freely choosing their future representatives. If

the Church be not reformed this year, it may be reformed

next year. If only half measures of economy be adopted
now, a more rigid revision may be instituted hereafter. But if

the reformers in parliament let slip the opportunity of con-

firming for ever the full measure of that popular ascendency
which has been gained, and securing the freedom of election

against all base influences, the probability is that they may long
wait for so good an opportunity. Our charity is hard pushed by
those who strenuously counsel the postponement of constitutional

reforms to economical reforms. The latter are each a good ;
the

former are the power of good. By first making sure of the power
we may do at leisure all the good we please ; by neglecting that,

we may partially achieve some modicum of good, and pay dearly
for it afterwards by the visitation of a revived corruption, which
we have wilfully made ourselves less able to cope with than we
now are, and might have continued to be. The writer thinks

worse, if any thing, of the aristocracy than we do. He describes

a spirit in the country determined to prevent the freedom of

voting. He believes it capable of inquisitorial proceedings, of the

violation of confidence, and the employment of spies, and of the

application of every species of torture except that which is tech-

nically termed so, in order to control or corrupt a sufficient por-
tion of the people for the accomplishment of its own purposes.
Now is the time, then, during this first reformed Parliament, to

take the most efficient measures, that the people may not here-

after be either controlled or corrupted. That was a shrewd fellow

who, when the fairies promised him the realization of three wishes,

though he wanted both a pudding and a purse, made his first

wish that all his wishes might for ever after be realized.

ON THE LIFE, CHARACTER, AND WRITINGS OF DR. PRIESTLEY.

Continuedfrom p. 30.

If any one were to put forth the prospectus of a Cyclopaedia,

proposing to write all the articles himself, he would be set down
for a genius or a madman. His admirers would think him the

wonder of the world; his opponents would cry out upon him as a

shallow pretender. To the discerning, the conception of such a

design would disclose the true character of his mind. To imagine
the outline, and glance even rapidly from the Alpha to the Omega
of human attainments, implies no ordinary power ;

to look over

the wide continent of knowledge, and see it mapped out in all its

bearings, and trace the great skeleton truths, which form its

mountain barriers, and follow the streams of beauty that wind
below th^ir base, is the prerogative of none but the comprehen-
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sive and far-sighted mind. But to suppose that the same intellect

which sketches the outline can fill up the details, that he who
understands the mutual relations of the different departments of

science and art can unfold all their mysteries, betrays a miscal-

culation of the voluminous contents of human knowledge, and an

ignorance of the varieties of intellectual power requisite to embrace

them all. To refer to a catalogue of Dr. Priestley's works is like

consulting a prospectus of a Cyclopaedia ;
and it is impossible to

remember that they are all the productions of one individual,

without the impression that his mind was more adventurous than

profound, more alert than gigantic, and its vision more telescopic
than microscopic. How far this impression is just we may
attempt to ascertain. We believe it to be the truth, but not the

whole truth.

There can be no doubt that versatility was the great characteristic

of Dr. Priestley"'s genius. Singularly quick of apprehension, he

made all his acquisitions with facility and rapidity ;
and hence he

derived a confidence in the working-power of his own mind, and
a general faith in the sufficiency of the human faculties as instru-

ments of knowledge, which led him on to achievement after

achievement in the true spirit of intellectual enterprise. This

excursiveness of mind was encouraged by his metaphysical creed
;

it has been the prevailing error of the Hartleyan school, that they
have made too light of the original differences of mental capa-
bility, conscious, perhaps, that their philosophy has hitherto failed

to explain them
;
and the natural consequence of incredulity

respecting the existence of peculiar genius, is to give increased

reliance on the efficacy of self-discipline, to lessen the motive
to a division of intellectual labour, and make the mind a servant

of all work. We are aware, however, that no speculative tenet is

enough to account for the mental peculiarities of the individual

who holds it
;
for the adoption of the tenet is itself a mental phe-

nomenon, requiring to be explained, and frequently arising from
that very constitution of mind which is supposed to be its effect.

That Dr. Priestley thought little of the exclusive fitness of peculiar

understandings for peculiar pursuits, is to be ascribed to the

absence of any exclusive tendency in himself; that he was dis-

posed to try every thing, arose from his having failed in nothing:
the consciousness of power must precede the belief in power ; and
the philosophy of the sentiment, possunt^ qui posse videntuTt
is incomplete till the converse is added, qui possunt, posse
videntur.

Dr. Priestley's extraordinary versatility, then, while it was con-
firmed by his intellectual philosophy, is to be traced to his pos-
session of original endowments, bearing an equal relation to many
departments of knowledge. In theology, in mental and moral
science, and, above all, in experimental chemistry, his rapidity
and copiousness of association, his prompt perceptioa of analo>
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gies, his faith in the consistency of creation's laws, and his conse-

quent passion for simplicity, were all available as means of

detecting error, and aids in the discovery of truth. And the

excellence which these qualities enabled him to attain in his

several pursuits, was of the same hind in all. In none did they
confer on him superlative merit; in some, at least, they led

him into great faults; but in every one they fitted him to be the

able and dauntless explorer, powerful to penetrate the terra in-

cognita of mystery, and quick to return enriched with the spoils
of fresh thought. Year after year he visited the temple of truth,

and hung upon its walls some new exuvifE
;
and who can wonder

that his offerings, in their abundance, were more miscellaneous

than rare
;

that they consisted not always of the gold and the

silver, which could be for ever deposited in the sacred treasury,
but sometimes of the scattered arms and fragments of wreck
which were of little worth but as trophies of victory. He was
the ample collector of materials for discovery, rather than the

final discoverer himself; a sign of approaching order rather

than the producer of order himself We remember an amusing
German play, designed as a satire upon the philosophy of Atheism,
in which Adam walks across the stage, going to be created

; and,

though a paradox, it may be said that truth, as it passed through
Dr. Priestley's mind, was going to be created

;
the requisite ele-

ments were there
;
the vital principle was stirring amid them,

and producing the incipient types of structures that were yet to

be
;
but there was much that was unfit to undergo organization,

much that could never be transmuted into forms of beauty, or

filled with the inspiration of life
;
and there must be other pro-

cesses, before the mass emerges a graceful and a breathing frame.

The characteristic qualities of Dr. Priestley's understanding led

him to prosecute, with the greatest ardour, those subjects of

inquiry in which but little progress had been made. The earlier

and less exact stage of a science, which promises a great affluence

of new phenomena, and admits of only the lower degree of gene-
ralization, and prepares the approach to the establishment of

merely empirical laws, was that to which his powers were adapted.
At a more advanced period of its history, when the field of obser-

vation is narrowed, and the demand for precise deduction increased,

and where no appeal to fact can be of use, unless of the most refined

and delicate kind, his faculties could have found no appropriate

employment. In the age of Galileo he would probably have

gained a reputation for discoveries in optics or astronomy: in our

days he might have aided the progress of geology ;
but in his own

generation the former had passed, Avhile the latter had not reached

the point at which alone he was able to apply an effective stimulus.

It may be doubted whether, if he were living now, he would not

find chemistry in advance of his peculiar genius; whether its

greatest discovery, the law of definite proportions, which has emi-
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nently enhanced the dignity, by increasing the precision of the

science, would not appear to have spoiled it for his hand : and
were a question to arise, what branch of it would retain the

greatest attractions for a mind like his, no one could hesitate to

answer, electro-chemistry, in which there is mystery enough still

to stimulate an ardour like his, and glimpses enough of wonderful
and extensive laws, to inspire the investigator with the perpetual

feeling that he is on the eve of great discoveries. Could we have
been permitted to select a period in the history of science with

whose spirit his mind was most congenial, we should have set

him down among the contemporaries or immediate followers of
Bacon

; when, to a new and intelligent system of inquiry, nature

began to whisper her mighty secrets; when every penetrative mind
that understood their value, rushed to her shrine and listened

reverentially to the great oracle; when the rapidity of discovery,

following close on a dreary track of centuries barren of philosophy,

gratified the love both of the wonderful and of the true
;
and

when the passionate relish for fresh knowledge prevented the

observance of definitive boundaries between its different regions,
and tempted the inquirer to a. wide and adventurous range. Dr.

Priestley has recorded of himself, that he exercised without diffi-

culty the power of exclusive attention to any object of study ;
but

it would be a great error to suppose that this mental habit in him,
was the same with that profound and steady abstraction which
characterised the intellect of Newton, and amid whose stillness

he slowly passed the upward steps of induction to the sublimest
law of the material creation. Dr. Priestley's attention was eager
rather than patient, active rather than laborious ; suited to sub-

jects whose relations are various and simple, rather than few and
intricate

; inclined to traverse kindred provinces of thought in

quest of illustration, more than to remain immovable in the
construction of a proof. His mind would become restive, if it

had not scope. It was incapable of proceeding long in the linear

track of mathematical logic. The illumination of his genius
was rather diffusive than concentrated. He could never have

singled out any one phenomenon, and planted it in an intense

focus of intellectual light, till he had fused it into its elements, and
could exhibit its minutest component in distinct separation from
the rest. The kind of accurate observation, and cautious analysis
and finished induction which Dr. Bradleymanifested in his dis-

covery of the aberration of light, and which at once detected,
measured, and explained by reference to a new cause, one of the
minutest phenomena of the heavens, must be sought in a diflferent

order of intellect from Dr. Priestley's.

During the origin of a science, when the object is to accumu-
late facts and arrange them according to their more obvious

affinities, the quality most needed by the philosopher is the quick
perception of analogies which we have ascribed to Dr. Priestley.
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During its higher progress, when the object is to include large
classes of facts under some general theory, or to measure the

precise amount of causes already discovered, the quality most
needed is a searching discriminative power; a quality most rarely
united with the former, and certainly not distinguishing the phi-

losopher of whom we speak. Had he possessed it, few names

greater than his would have appeared in the world's roll of
honour. Because he wanted it, many of his philosophical works
will have to be rewritten. JYon omnis morietur ; but while his

opinions will live, and, with few exceptions probably, become the

faith of posterity, his own exposition of them will hardly satisfy
the wants of a future age. That Dr. Hartley, at a time when no

very precise limits had been drawn between physical and meta-

physical science, should have entwined together the greatest truth

in the philosophy of mind with a most gratuitous speculation in

the physiology of brain, is not surprising : that Dr. Priestley
should have perceived that the doctrine of association was a fact

and the doctrine of vibrations a fancy, and have disentangled
them from each other, is no more than might have been expected
of his discernment; but that he should have separated them

merely on the ground of their different evidence, without dis-

covering their different provinces ; that, in his character of meta-

physician, he should still have manifested a hankering after the

very theory of which he had disencumbered his great master's

philoso{)hy ;
that he should have been misled by the plausible

analogy which promises to explain the phenomena of mind by
the changes of matter, indicates a want of clear perception with

respect to the due limits of mental science which should have
been reserved as the exclusive glory of the phrenologists. Dr.

Priestley evidently thought, that, if there Avere but proof of the

doctrine of vibrations, it might be duly expounded from the chair

of moral philosopliy ;
and had no idea that the professor who

should do so would deserve a caning for his impertinence from
his brother of the physiological scliool. Nor is this the only
instance which marks his deficiency of acute discriminative

power. The true test of this rarest and highest of human faculties

is to be found in the researches of mental science; its most
refined exercise is required and its greatest triumphs are achieved,
in unravelling the subtle processes of reason, in penetrating the

moving throng of thoughts and feelings, and, through all their

magic changes, distinguishing the sej)ara(e history of each from
its origin amid the obscurity of infancy ;

and clear as a lens must
that mind be, which, in transmitting through it the white light of

intellect, can faithfully decomjoose it into its elemental colours.

Dr. Priestley had far too much perspicacity not to perceive that

mental analysis might be pushed much further, and, if intellec-

tual science is to rank with other sciences, must be pushed much
further, than it had been carried by the orthodox philosophers of
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Scotland. But we cannot think him happy in the specimens of

analysis which he has left
;
often ingenious, they are seldom com-

plete ; they amount only to approximate solutions of the problem
which he was encountering ; they frequently furnish valuable

hints to the future inquirer and set him in the right track ;
but in

his eagerness to reach the object of his search, Dr. Priestley over-

leaps many needful steps of the process, or breaks off in the midst,

and deems the task accomplished which a more careful thinking
would feel to be only commenced. This disposition to post

through a difficulty and see nothing in it, is especially apparent, we

think, in his account of the idea of power, and in his attempt to

explain the phenomena of memory ;
and throughout his works it

would be in vain to look for the piercing analysis of Brown or

Mill, before whose gaze the most intricate and delicate of human
emotions and the most evanescent trains ofhuman ratiocination are

arrested, and questioned, and made to marshal themselves in

their true place, amid the nimble evolutions of the mind. His

merits in the department of mental science consist less in the suc-

cess with which he attacked its difficulties than the skill with

which he multiplied its applications ; less in the light which he
introduced into its interior recesses, than in the range of kindred

subjects over which he spread its illumination. In his mind

morals, history, rehgion appeared tinged with it, and thence

adorned with greater dignity. Instances of this are to be found
in his '

History of Early Opinions,' his sermons ' On Habitual

Devotion,'
' On Habit,'

' On the Duty of not Living to Our-
selves,' and above all, in his '

Analogy of the Divine Dispensa-
tions ;'

an essay which may be regarded as perhaps the Tiappiest
effort of his mind, involving precisely that brief and simple expo-
sition of a metaphysical principle with copiousness and magnitude
of application, to which his powers were peculiarly adapted.
There is, too, a solemnity in it, arising from the congeniality of its

train of thought with all his faculties of intellect and soul, which
is rarely perceptible in his writings. It is philosophy kindling
itself into worship.

Dr. Priestley's rank as a linguist and a critic may be inferred

from the qualities which we have already ascribed or denied to

him. The same fertility of association and love of analogy which
facilitated to him the acquisition of a foreign language up to a
certain point, rendered his complete mastery of it almost impos-
sible. He wanted the imperturbable patience, the nice eye for

minute differences, the unwearied faith in the importance of an

apparent trifle, which are requisite to the character of the accom-

plished philologist. His knowledge of the laws of thought ren-

dered him a perspicuous interpreter of the theory of language ;

and, if the subject had been strongly urged upon his attention,
would perhaps have made him a successful student of philosophi-
cal etymology, would have enabled him to detect the relations
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streak ; deeper, still deeper is it tinging ;
it bursts, and the ragged

edges are fringed in glowing gold, surrounding a field of deepest
azure, which Avidens to an extended plain, changing around its

border to a clear pale sea-green, where it joins the purpling and

pink clouds, on which are still recumbent a mass of black moun-

tain-looking vapours, momentarily lighting up with a glare of

lowering red, varying with cameleon quickness, and separating
into streaks. Look! look ! they are pierced with golden radiance,

the atmosphere is bathed in a flood of light, while darkness is

fleeing away. It comes ! it comes ! the god of day has burst his

watery bondage ;
the flood of heaven is arrested in its course as

though it never had been
;
the eye may no longer look on the

glowing splendour of the equinoctial beam, but turns to the broad

expanse of the waste of waters, on whose placid surface not a

ripple, not a spot, not a vestige of life or movement, may be seen.

Like an unbroken and faultless mirror is the glassy face of ocean,

stilled even to deadness by the power of the falling flood, which

soothed its raging fury in mingling with it like an embrace of love.

It looks not like the great salt lake
;
even now, as the sun glares

upon it, it resembles a solid giant crystal.

And yonder work of human hands, the only, the solitary

object resting on the bosom of the deep, motionless as the water

wherein she is mirrored, yet with a busy hum arising from the

mariners, who again crowd her decks
;
what is she, whither goes

she ? Look on her, and say if aught more lovely ever pressed
the bosom of the blue deep, or spread her white wings to a tropic
breeze. Mark that low hull, straight upon the water, with not a

single white speck to deform the symmetric outline. Could such

a form have been modelled by mere human hands ? See the

lovely bow where it breasts the pale green reflected from the

metal which sheathes the vessel like an armour; and cast more
than a glance on that clean run and exquisitely moulded counter,

upward rising like the scornful lip of beauty, as though in mockery
that the element whereon she floats should deem it possible
to arrest her flight. She looks motionless, yet she is not so.

Without a breath of air stirring, still she draws ahead by the mere

witchery of shape which the artist has imparted to her. Scarce a

fish swims the deep can outstrip her speed, give her but smooth
water and the wind a beam

; yea she can almost gibe the wind in

its teeth, when her master puts her on her mettle, and curbs her

with the helm. Vain hope were it for any craft on the waters to

arrest her course, against the will of her guide. The ospray alone

may track her silvery wake. Look on her again, mark her tall

spars raking aft, and wrought to mathematical precision, not a

shaving could be taken from them Avithout impairing their accu-

racy ;
strain them either more forward or more aft, and they

would be misplaced. Mark the symmetry of her rigging, so per-

fect, yet so exquisitely adapted, that it looks as though a spider had
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wrought on the fairy vessel with a tracery of gossamer. Yet so

well fitted are all parts to each other, that, though her canvass has

blown away in the squall, not a spar is sprung. She is an armed

craft, yet she shows no ports. Look closer at her. What see you
on her deck ? An enormous long gun traversing on a frame,
which throws sixty pounds of iron at every discharge, with rifle

accuracy and at a safe distance. She wears no flag, but have you
not yet made her out to be a schooner of three hundred tons, of

Baltimore build, three weeks old, and bound round the Horn to

cruise in the Pacific with a Patriot commission, under which she

will sweep the commerce of Spain from the face of the waters,?

But hark again ! Listen to the shouts of the mariners. They
are bending fresh sails of white cotton duck to the yards and
booms

;
the rigging is strewn with men

;
the helm is once more

in hand
;
the south wind blows. Look forward where the wave is

streaking with ripply patches ;
the sails flap heavily against the

spars; it was but a puft' which died away. Hark! how the

master whistles a low note to wile it back
; slowly it comes

; again
the masses of canvass are bellying, but still it is not sure

; yes,

yes, the clouds are clearing ofl" to the south, and the sky is

streaked with mares' tails
;
the breeze comes

;
the vessel is going

about
;
how like a live thing she moves ! See, she lies her course,

the wind is three points before the beam, but yonder red patch on
the log-line marks that her way is eleven knots. Glance your
eye over the taff'rail. Draw a line down yonder whitening wake,
and it would strike through stem and stern-post. The slate will

be broken, and the log-book expended, ere her dead reckoning
records leeway. This, this is beauty ;

a sublime combination of

nature and of art.

Many days have passed away. Look to the south ! farther !
—

farther still ! Yonder sails the gallant craft. The breeze is

strong, and two points abaft the beam, yet the log tells but nine

knots on the hollow troughy sea. The mariners are all clad in

their wintry garments, the lisht spars are housed, and the upper
masts are shortened, and half her canvass is reefed and taken in.

The water smooths and the speed of the craft increases to twelve

knots. A deep mist is around, and neither sun, moon, nor stars,

have been seen for three days.
' Breakers ahead!' shouts the

mariner in the foretop, and the master shortens sail, while the

stormy peterel flits to and fro athwart the stern with its gloomy
wings, and ever and anon encircles the mizen truck, uttering its

unearthly ominous scream. Two hours have elapsed, and a

heavy fall of snow has heaped the deck ; the wind has changed,
and blows steadily from the north, while the mist has cleared

away, and a faint glimpse of sunshine illumines the wintry sky.
The craft is in a strait scarce seven miles wide, with lofty moun-
tains on either hand. The water is smooth, but covered with

white foamy crests, and the log tells nine knots, yet how slowly
H2
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pass the objects on the shore ! Why is this ? Mark you not that

the ocean stream is running hke the race of Pentland past her

bows, mocking the swift-heeled vessel, and robbing her of more
than three-fourths of her speed. A scanty two knots is her pro-

gress over the ground, but heed it not, there is much to look on

worthy the delay. Turn your gaze westward over the quarter.
See you those lofty mountains in the distance, snow-covered like

the land in which they are rooted P The central one was in

ibrmer ages a volcano, whence the Spanish discoverers called tha

island domain which it overlooks, the ' Land of Fire.' Have

you ever beheld a more wild and desolate region ? Yet, ere you
answer, look eastward. Behold yon horrid towering crags,
whereon not even the snow can find a secure resting-place.
There offers not foothold for a human being, and the sharp

angular points, rising on every side from amidst the cheerless

snow, and glisiening in the faint rays of the half-frozen sun, look

as though even a bird would be impaled which might essay to

percli. It is Staaten Irand, an island so wild and forlorn, that

none but a Dutchman, accustomed to purloin land from the

ocean, could be found even to bestow a name upon it. Strong
must have been the desire of possession, which could have induced

human beings to lay claim to such a spot. The strait to which

it forms the eastern border took its name from the navigator Le
Maire. Look at the rocks on either hand, where the dashing
surf has swe[)t away the snowy crust. See the uncouth seals

which here and there stretch their hairy length upon them, from

time to time tumbling awkwardly into the sea, in unwieldy

sport. Here and there, where a patch of sand skirts the rocks, or

a slope of shingle meets the plash of the wave, the absurd looking

penguins show their [)ainted necks. Were it summer, and you
essayed to land, the stu[)id animals would endeavour to drive you
from their territories with their outstretched flippers, and spoon-

looking beaks. No slaughter you might make amongst them,
would convince them of their folly. Had you slain an hundred,

and but one were left, he would still press on to share the fate of

his companions, as senselessly as a Russian soldier, and without

any more a[)parent object.
The craft is in mid-channel. 15irds innumerable, of many

varieties, are floating on the waters, skimming their surface,

hovering in the air, and cleaving the blue space with their wings,

(lieese, ducks, divers, gannets, and penguins, rest on the wave,
while the peterel and {)intado, or Cape-pigeon, follow in the wake,

darting down each moment for their (bod. 'J'he turkey-buzzard
hovers upwards, borne on his moveless [»inions while wafted in the

breeze, and the gallant ospray proudly cuts the air in his soaring

ilight, till his vigilant eye marks the track of the lish on the

surface, and he stoops on his [)rey swiftly as the lightning flash

darting from on high. Hut, lo ! yonder comes the giant of the
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ocean breeze, the majestic and snow-white albatross
;
his enormous

pinions bear him in circles high in air, while he surveys the

strange object which has come to invade his domain. The sun's

ray has struck upon his plumage of dazzling white, and nearer,

nearer still, he approaches. Twice has he circled the mast-head,
and his wing has brushed the long streamer, whose quivering has

startled him from his self-possession. Higher he soars, and now
he is almost stationary, while he scans the cause of his alarm.
His pinions are again about to fan the air, but, no ! it is too late.

The master stands on the quarter-deck, and a ball from the un-

erring rifle of the western wilderness has reached the noble bird

at his airy height ;
downward he plunges with involuntary swift-

ness, and now he is motionless on the water, with his ruflled

plumage, showing like a heaped snow-drift: even in death that

majestic bird is beautiful. But, hark ! the mimic thunder has

reverberated from the rocks around, and the air is filled with its

screaming tenants all rising on the wing, as though greeting their

common foe-man with their reproaches. But a few moments,
and the source of their alarm is forgotten

—
they have again re-

turned to their several pursuits.
Look again to the south—still farther—farther ! For many

days has the gallant craft breasted the head-v.ind and heavy sea,
in the sixtieth degree of latitude. Mark her through the snow-

storm, with no cloth but a storm-sail on her. Three davs have

passed, and no fire has burned on board her. Look on yon hungry
mariner eagerly devouring the raw and briny meat he cannot
cook. Vegetable substances may not satiate his craving. Heavily
blows the gale, and the mountain waves run high, as though eager
to dash the vessel on the Southern Continent, where so many
Spanish war-ships have left their stranded fragments. Vain

hope ! she is not manned by Spaniards, nor is there aught in

her build over which a lee-shore might claim power ; like a sea-

bird in the wave, she laughs the tempest to scorn, and still points
a northward prow, whether mounted on the foamy crest, or

shooting down the deep abyss.

Days have again elapsed, and that beautiful craft has again

every spar rigged out, and is clothed from deck to trucks in her

snow-white duck
;
she has made twenty-five degrees of northing,

and is gently gliding over the placid surface of the Pacific Ocean.
The early morning sun is shining out, and over the whole surface

of the azure sky not a vestige of cloud is to be seen. The joyous
mariners are carolling in their light garments, revelling in the

elasticity of a climate whose type must have been found in Para-
dise. It is mid-winter, yet the temperature is balmy and de-

licious, and every fibre of the body thrills with delight, while the

spirit is entranced as with a spell.
' A sail I a sail I' shouts the

man at the mast-head, and many glasses range the horizon on
the instant. It is on the weather-bow, but the helm is altered,
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and the craft lies directly in the wake of the stranger. Three

hours, and she is up with her, but she wears a flag which yields

only disappointment, and the craft swiftly leaves her to leeward.

Again the helm is changed, and the course is due westward
;

the

sun is at its meridian height, and a fresh man has mounted to

the mast-head. ' Land !' is his cry; and all eyes are strained

forward. Is he right, or is it a fogbank ? Surely only rising
clouds are to be seen. Mark how they change their aspect ! No
land could look so lofty. Look again ; there is an opening over

yon floculentmass, above which is a misty vapour slowly clearing

away. The opening is growing wider, and in the centre of it there

is a mountain peak. Look ! the mist has cleared away from the

summit, and the giant mass is seen rearing its snowy head to-

wards the heavens. Onward moves the craft, and the mountain-
ous snowy ridge is seen trending away, north and south, with a

broken and ragged outline, here and there rising into conical ele-

vations, which seem to mock their base. Is that smoke which is

curling round one of the peaks, or is the melting snow resolving
into vapours ? I cannot pronounce. Nearer and nearer we

approach, and now the hitherto unbroken surface begins to vary.

Ridges and vallies begin to appear in the faint blue mass. Ha !

a secondary ridge, devoid of snow, appears to run parallel with

the main chain. How barren, sharp, and defined it looks
;
how

jagged is its outline ! Look a little to the north
;
see you yonder

bell-formed mountain rising from the secondary ridge? It is the

Campana de Quillota, far and near the sailor's landmark, and

many wondrous stories are told of the wealth which the aborigines
buried in its entrails, to hide it from the Spaniards. Witches
and demons guard it

;
and though at night a blue flame plays

around the entrance to the cavern, by day all trace has disap-

peared. It is a beautiful mountain 1 See how its summit rises

clear, while a draj)ery of mist has shrouded its central region.

Upward rises the mist, and now again the mountain is lost to

view. But nearer we ap[)roach, and the third, or marine ridge of

hills, is becoming visible. The loftier ridges are magnificent, but

this is beautiful. Look
;
into what shadowy forms it is broken!

Mark the glens, thickly clothed with Avoods of dark green foliage,

and rising above them in beautiful relief, the light green grassy

slopes, which, at their extreme height, melt into a red marly
lint, as if to show the outline like a map. Look on the arms of

the mountains, spreading outwards, and gradually lengthening
into long rocky promontories, abutting in the glassy ocean, witii

the continuous reef showing its sharp points at intervals, as the

slow roll of the approaching tide varies in its speed. Voluptuous
is the soft motion of the vessel, as if in unison with the flute of the

mariner on the bow, beneath which the faint ripple of the water

dushus with a musical sound. Look now on the near cliffs.

Those old granite crags are moss-crowned above, and sea-weed
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circles around their base, while, at their mid-height, marine plants
are flourishing. I/Ook to the right of them, where a slender

thread of water trickles downwards from the fissure in the rock.

What a lovely green spot it has formed around it, encircled by
shrubs thickly studded with crimson blossoms ! Move the glass
to the left. There is a thicket of aloes on the very face of the

crag. How green and beautiful the thorny leaves appear ! Above
them there is a patch of cactus. Mark the one which stands

apart, lofty as a tree, and looking like a tree divested of its

lateral branches. Were you nearer, you would behold it thickly
set round with spines, long, hard, and wiry, which serve the

women of the country for knitting-needles. Look now lower

down, half-way between the aloe-patch and the ocean, more to

the right. The white speck on that tabular rock is salt, formed

by the heat of the sun. When the northerly gales are on, the

bounding surf dashes to that height, and thus makes a provision
for the salt-gatherers : but it is a perilous trade they follow. Do
you see a speck aloft in the air, which seems motionless, high
above the cliffs ? It is a condor, looking out for his prey. Look,
it grows larger. He has discovered something. He is sailing in

a circle with outstretched wings, which seem to have no move-

ment; round and round he floats, but with a gradual descent, like

a slow spiral. Again he is fixed, and cautiously surveys the

scene beneath him. Something has scared him, and now he
soars away till he is almost out of sight. Now he stoops down
till within an hundred yards of the cliff, and again sweeps round
in a broad circle. Once more he is fixed, and may be distinctly
marked

;
his neck is stretched out, and with the glass you may

distinguish his long crooked beak and bald head, rising out of a
collar of white feathers, which project like a ruff at right angles
from his neck. His claws are drawn up, and in his wings there

is a tremulous motion ;
at the ends of them there are feathers

projecting like the sticks of a lady's fan. How very beautifully

they play ! Now he is satisfied with his survey, and he stoops

again. Mark him ! downwards he goes to yonder patch of yellow
sand. What seeks he ? There is a young seal asleep beneath

the cliff. He shall sleep no more. The talons of the condor are

in his back, and already are his eyes torn out with the beak : in

madness the seal rolls in the sand, and his enemy meanwhile
buffets him with his wings, and tears away his skin in fragments.
Still he struggles, and has half reached the water

; but look
;

another condor has descended, and yet another. They do not

quarrel, but devour their living prey in concert. In an hour, the

skeleton alone will be left to tell the tale.

The craft has shot past the bight, and is rounding a point
where the northern gales have left rocks piled on rocks in hor-

rible confusion. The eternal granite seems in its massy frag-
ments to bid defiance to the ocean wear. She leaves them behind.
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and a fair bay is opening to the gladdened eyes of the crew.

The sun has just dipped beneath the western wave, but the pale
moon sheds around the scene a holier light. On the right hand
all is in darkness, save the broken outline of the lofty cliffs,

marked in the blue vault, and the speck-like fires of the fishermen,
whose canoes have left the waters. To the left is seen a winding
road, leading, by a zig-zag traverse, to a fortress on the cliffs,

beneath which a gentle surf is playing. A broader road crosses

the mountain farther on; farther to the right is a picturesque

ravine, out of which a small mountain brook is meandering,
bordered in some parts by rocks, and in others by green sloping
banks. White cottages peep forth amongst them, surrounded

by patches of garden, which seem scarcely to find a level. Vines
crawl here and there up the face of the banks, and straggling

peach and almond trees are rooted in the clefts of the rock.

That level })atch which looks greener than the rest, and behind

which there is a thread of water, is lucerne grass. The brown-

looking tree, which shades it at the end, is an olive. That with

the thick shade is a fig-tree. At mid-day the master of the

dwelling and his family take their meal beneath it, and the green
lemons and bitter oranges, fresh from those trees which skirt the

garden, furnish a delicious relish to it. The cliffs surround the

bay in the form of a horse-shoe. In the centre there is a broad,

level, sandy beach, on which canoes are drawn up. Backwards
towards the cliffs a fair town is spread. Many of the dwellings
are surrounded by Avhite-walled gardens, and thickly grovcd
orchards; they are the dwellings of the rich. Church towers

rise amongst them, and huts of rushes fill many vacant sj)aces.
Kow upon row you may see while cottages, rising one above

the other, and looking over the numerous vessels which stud the

water like an enchanted mirror. Oh ! how beautiful it is ! Can
the crew of that craft leave it to follow the trade of war on the

waters? They will. 'I'he leader is in his youth, and has not yet
learnt to distinguish good from evil. Enthusiasm is to him as

judgnieiit. Reader, it is but a sketch. ^\ dt thou travel further

ju search of beauty, Avitli

Junius Rkdivivus .^

ON THE VIIOSPECTS OF THE PEOPLE.

TO TI115 EDITOR.

Sin,—It may be the habit of looking on the dark sideof a picture
vhich has ever led me to regard national y)ro£perity as consisting
:;linost entirely in the al)sence of po\crly, but 1 still must maintain
that all estimal(;s of t];e haj)j)iness of a community should be

fcunded, not on the ag;^regale riches of its members, but on their
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freedom from want
;
and that if a single individual in it has to

complain that he cannot obtain remunerating employment, there

must be some defect in the social state. I acknowledge that the

term '

remunerating' is somewhat vague, and I intend it to

mean such employment as will enable a moderately industrious

man to be in a constant progression towards bettering his condi-

tion, from whatever low point he may have started. That the

whole of the human race may be placed in such situations I have
not the slightest doubt, but 1 confess that, from a long course of

misgovernment, the j)roblem, in our own country, is become some-
what difficult to solve, iu consequence of the mass of poverty, and
its accompaniment, ignorance, which has been for a long period
suffered to accumulate. We can now see plainly enough how it

has been prevented iu another country. The Atlantic, or old

states of North America, have produced the elements, or springs
of poverty in a far greater number than this country, in the shape
of a rapid increase of population ;

but there these springs, as fast

as they appeared, have found space to run off and diverge from the

fountain-head, and, in thousands of rills, to fertilize the new mea-
dows through which they have meandered : here, they have met
with and obstructed each other in their course, and, for want of

a sufficient number of separate and distinct channels, before they
reached the sea, have accumulated into a mighty lake of human
poverty, which, unless it is skilfully drained, will ultimately over-

whelm the whole country in a general ruin.

1 do not say that em{)loyment for the whole population might
not have been found within our own limited boundaries, by wise

legislation, under the laiasez-nous /aire system, or that it may not
still be done

;
but unfortunately there is little hope of such legis-

lators being found, unless chosen more directly by the people;
and the intellect of this same people has been by former go-
vernors* (by the sins of omission and commission) so destroyed
or brutalized, that the poorer classes are not at present fit to

choose new ones. Our only hope must, therefore, rest on placing
the rising generation under better auspices

—in directing their

education to good instead of evil. I give a much more extensive

meaning to the term ' education' than is generally understood,
and I consider the whole of mankind as going through even a

regular course from the moment they are born. Look throuo-h

any large city, and say if there are not organized schools for the

different departments of swindling, picking pockets, stealino-,

house-breaking, &c. &c., in which the course is conducted under
a more rigid examination than even at our universities. Now
these eleves can be more easily taught to obtain the same object

by honest means, if we could once get them into our schools, and

* Under this term I coirpreheiid all those who liave exercised a control over the

operative classes, v/hether kinj^, lords, commons, cUrjjy, corporations^ conservatives

&C.J &c., their retainers and followers.
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this must be attempted, for, in nine cases out of ten, it is poverty
that has driven them from us, and converted them into beasts of

prey. But a good education is impossible, unless it is accom-

panied by the means of livelihood—the first cannot be imparted
without the last. How then are the means of doing it to be

offered ? First, by repealing all laws which check national

industry, amongst the most prominent of which are the Corn-laws.

Secondly, by affording to all the free choice of cultivating lands

or manufactures, either in the mother country or the colonies.

These measures would banish poverty from the nation, but whe-
ther the quantum of reform which it has obtained will send men
into parliament, fit and willing to execute them, time alone can

show, but I trust much more to the law of necessity than to

any other.

We can, of course, obtain no data from which to calculate the

amount of population that our country can maintain, under a free

system of exchange of manufactures for food, and it is possible
that Great Britain may become to the world—what London is to

Britain—a great metropolis. Now, as the inhabitants of London
live by importing food from all quarters, (if the term import may
be allowed in this case,) it is only to extend the same idea to

a whole country or nation, and why may it not do the same?
Holland has for ages been in this situation. The limit of the

comfortable condensation of the population in any place may not

easily be defined, and of the two modes of supporting it—bring-

ing food to the people, or sending them to the food—the former

is the most desirable, inasmuch as it is generally allowed that

progression of intellect, and consequently the rapidity of human

improvement, will always be in a direct ratio to the density of the

people, in which the human mind is brought into full action by
constant collision. No efforts of the press can possibly afford a

full substitute for colloquial intercourse, as far as the improvement
of the mind is concerned, and it is to be regretted that the custom

of detached houses in the agricultural districts should exist, from

which the j)roverbial ignorance of the English farmer arises
;

I

therefore cannot join in the regret expressed by Sir Walter Scott,

that the French farm-houses were grouped in villages instead of

beinf dispersed all over the country as in Jllngland. It is in some

degree to the French nation being so gregarious that their supe-

riority over other people in the agremcns de la vie is to be attri-

bute(l. The isolated disjiersion of the ])opulatiou exists also in

the United States, and however suj)erior that nation may be over

all others in its government, 1 still think that our country will l)e

the first to demonstrate (he proposition of what is the best form,

and place it on a permanent basis, for there arc many more modi-

iications of a government than any which the world has yet wit-

nessed
;
but under none can lihcrii/ ami povertij exist together

—
the one will inevitably destroy the other. Before we can, therefore,
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perfectly obtain the former, we must remove the latter. The

practical obstacles of the attempt will arise from the difficulty of

getting access to and obtaining the confidence of the poor. They
have so long been degraded by all the other classes into a distinct

caste, and kept at arm's length from the rest of the community,
that we are regarded almost as their natural enemies, and every
endeavour on our parts to obtain a greater intimacy with them
will most certainly be misconstrued, and regarded with suspicion.
The aristocratic pride of this country must humble itself; a

personal interchange of friendly offices must take place between
the rich and the poor; all arrogant assumptions of superiority
must cease ; our public schools of every description, intended for

their education, must be conducted with a greater spirit of kind-

ness and familiarity, and even our poor laws administered with

the same feeling. Hauteur, obsequiousness, and
servility must

be banished the country. Unless this is accomplished it will be

impossible to educate, or even to govern the poor. As for our
charitable donations, (so miscalled.) the greater part of them are

worse than useless
; they are bestowed without any acquaintance

with the object, and then of course received without any kindly

feeling. The donor is thus entitled to no praise or reward, for

there can be no virtue without a sacrifice, and where is the sacri-

fice in the simple act of taking from the pocket what is never
missed ? There is but one species of true charity, and it is that

only which will enable the poor to live without it, or, in other

words, to assist them in earning their own subsistence. The terms
«

ignorant mob,' brutal rabble,' &c. must cease to be used,
and those who now employ them must be taught that they are
not of the • rabble' only by the fortuitous concurrence of cir-

cumstances, and are themselves partly the cause of the existino-

ignorance and brutality by neglecting every means of removing
it

;
the people are so merely because those who ought to teach

them better, do not perform their duty. These are unpalatable
truths with many, but 1 am ready to bear the obloquy, and chal-

lenge the contradiction. With you, sir, I know they will be
received in the best spirit, because the most congenial to that of

your excellent Repository, and I beg to subscribe myself most

respectfully yours,

Bristol, 9 Jan, 1833. John Ham.
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NOTICES OF FRANCE._No. 5, The Six Codes.

[From the Commonplace-Book of an Invalid.]

The six French Codes—Some account of each—Appendix and its contents—Bulk
of French law up to 1831, contrasted wiih that of Enj^lish law—Justices of the

peace
—

Primary courts—Coiirs royales
—Assize courts— Costs of suit—Court of

Cassation—Grand juries abolislied by Bonaparte—The '

H} potheqiie,' or re-

gister of titles—Pot (le vin—A favourite custom at court—The new municipal law—Law on the organization of the national j^uard
—New electoral law—Improve-

ment of the ballot—Imperfections in French jurisprudence
—

Dependence of

juries
—excessive number of judges and suppleans—Power of transference and

consequent delays
—Improvements in the criminal code proposed by commission

of revision—Unspeakable obligations of France and the whole world to Beccaria,

Romill}', and Bentham.

TiiK great body of French law up to the year 1831 consisted of

six Codes, entitled respectively, 1. Code Civile; 2. Code de
Procedure Civile; 3. Code de Commerce; 4. Code d'Instruction

criminelle
;

5. Code Penal
;

6. Code Forestier
; accompanied by

tables of costs and expenses, with an appendix subjoined to the

first five codes. The first five of these codes compose what was
known by the name of the Code Napoleon, all of them not having
been com[)leled till during the period of his usurpation of the

rights and liberties of the people ;
but the credit of them is alone

due to the National Assembly of France who de\ised and pre
•

pared them. After the restoration the Bourbons added the a[)-

pendix, containing amongst others a laAv against the freedom of

the f)ress, and the even more infamous loi, pour la repression
des Crimes et des Delits commis dans les edifices ou stir les

objets consacres a la religion catlioliqne, ^"c. and also the sixth

code called Code Forestier. 'J'he Code Civile, the first, and by
far the most comprehensive of these divisions, defines the rights of

persons in their various capacities of citizens, parents, sons, daugh-
ters, guardians, minors, married and unmarried. It next treats

of property in its respecti\e modes of acquisition and possession,
as inheritances,* marriage portions, sales, leases, bonds, loans,

mortgages. The Code de Procedure Civile prescribes the manner
of proceeding before the different courts of justice, beginning with

the Juge de paix ;
also the mode of carrying sentences into effect,

whether the payment of damages, the distraining of goods, or the

imprisoning the ])iirty
condemned. It dechires likewise, the

course to be followed in transactions distinct from those of the

law courts, as in arbitrations, taking })Ossession of an inheritance,

or a division of property between man and wife. The Code do

Commerce begins by defining the duties of certain officers, or

commercial agents, such as sworn brokers and appraisers ;
it next

treats of partnerships, of sales and purchases, of bills of ex-

change, of ship{)ing, freight, and insurance, of temporary sus-

* This division, being that to which the attention of the writer was more j>articulurly

directed practita/l// as well us t/icoreliaillif, will be considered more at large.
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pensions of payment, and bankruptcies. The Code d^Instruction

Criminelle, a very different but equally interesting division, ex-

plains the duties of all public officers connected with the judicial

police, whether mayors, assistants of mayors (^adjoints) procureurs
du roi, juge d' instruction, &c. After prescribing the rules re-

garding evidence, it regulates the manner of appointing juries, and
the questions which tall within their competency. Its further

dispositions relate to the mode and nature of appeals, and to the

very unpopular courts authorized to try state oSences, termed

Cours Spcciale under Bonaparte, and Cours Prevotale under the

Bourbons. The Code Penal describes the punishments awarded
for offences in all their variety of gradation, from the penalties of

the police correctionnelle, to the severest sentence of the law.

All offences are classed under two general heads,—state offences,

such as counterfeiting coin, resisting police officers, sedition, re-

bellion ;
and offences against individuals, as calumny, false evi-

dence, manslaughter, murder. The appendix to the Code Penal
contains a law to indemnify the emigrants, dated 17 May, 182G,
which has given rise recently to much debate in the chamber
of deputies ;

and which has been materially altered
;

a law

relative to there pair of highways, or what in England are called

parish roads ;* laws for the regulation of notaries, interest of

money, relatif a la Plaidoirie, pleadings in courts of justice,
and regulating the profession of advocate (^avocat) and the

barristers ; the horrible law of sacrilege, passed 20th April,
1825, and the laws against the press and periodical journals.
The Code Foresfier, passed in the third year of Charles the

Tenth's reign, (1827,) attempts to reduce to rule that manage-
ment, not only of the royal, but the national forests, and in some
cases even those belonging to private individuals, and to establish

gviards, fines, and other regulations, which, after all, must, and
in most cases may best be left to the persons immediately inte-

rested in their conservation, and in the profits derivable there-

from, under the protection of such legislative enactments as our

last English Trespass Act contains, for the protection of timber,

coppice-woods, &c. &c. In France it is computed there are

17,000,000 of English acres of forest land, 3,700,000 of which
are said to belong to the government, and which, according to the

published accounts, do not make an annual return of more
than 800,000/., or after the rate of Utile more than four shillings

per acre—a result sufficiently indicative either of gross neglect or

mismanagement.! The impertinent interference with the rights

* It will scarcely be believed that more than ordiuar)' repairs under this act, such
as repairs of bridges, &c. cannot be effecttd without the consent of different ofBcers
at a distance—so insatiable was the appetite of the Bourbons for tlie creatioa of

patronaf^e.

f Abundant proof of this was afforded to the wrifer, when he afterwards crossed
the Socage, went through the national forest of Bersay, and lived for a fortnight in
one of the romantic recesses of the vast fore^^ts of the Ardennes, several of which
were for sale.
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of private property sanctioned by the forest code, are such as

none but an ignorant and despotically inclined government would

have attempted. Inasmuch as the character of the present

government of France partakes of those statesman-like qualities,
this evil must wait a little longer for its remedy.

These codes, the first attempt to reduce the laws of a great
nation into the compass of a pocket volume, consist of a number
of sections and short paragraphs, each paragraph marked with a

number, to facilitate reference. The style is as concise as is con-

sistent with clearness. The arrangement is minute and elaborate.

Copies of it are in possession not only of the judges, pleaders,
and attornies, but of agents, merchants, and persons in business

generally, who, without being enabled by it to dispense with the

aid of lawyers in a suit, find in it a variety of useful information

and explanations, which not unfrequently prevent a suit, and qua-

lify men of moderate understanding to solve questions of common
occurrence in their respective occupations. In England, on the

contrary, such is the immense number of law-books, and their

ponderous size, that it would require the age of one of the patri-

archs to gain a competent knowledge of them. The most

condensed edition of the statutes at large, yet given to the public,

occupies thirty-nine volumes in quarto, seven and a half of which

comprise the Acts from Magna Charta to the end of the reign of

George II., the remaining thirty-one and a half being filled Avith

those of the two last reigns ! In France the justices of the peace
are very numerous, there being one for each canton, and conse-

quently near three thousand in the kingdom. They are never, as

in England, clergymen, and seldom country gentlemen,* but per-

sons acquainted with the law, and mostly in circumstances which

make the salary, small as it is, (from eight hundred to one

thousand francs, thirty to forty pounds,) an acceptable return for

a portion of their time. They are not unfrequently provincial

attornies, or pleaders retired from business. The justice of the

peace (or juge de paix) in France is authorized to pronounce

finally in petty sessions under fifty francs, or two pounds, and to

make, in questions uj) to one hundred francs, a decision subject to

appeal. He takes cognizance likewise of disputes about tenants'

repairs, servants' wages, the displacing of the landmarks of pro-

perty, driving incautiously on the highway, damaging standing

corn, endangering a neighbour's property by neglecting repairs,

&c. No action can be brought before a court of justice in France

until the plaintiff" has summoned his adversary before a juge de

paix with an amicable intent, {cite en conciliation,) and received

* Unckr tlie old system in France there were no country gentlemen, none answering
to wliiit we understand hy that phrase, no men of moderate fortunes living on their

estates in the country. It was the pohcy of the liourbons to have but two classes of

persons—the very rich and the very poor. The operation of the laws of iuheritanco

will in time give France this class in society.
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from the judge a proces verbal, showing that the difference could
not be adjusted. When the justice is prevented from acting, his

place is taken by his first, and, if necessary, by his second substi-

tute. Of the primary courts there is one for every arrondisse-

ment^ making above three hundred and sixty for the whole of
France. Each is composed of three or four members, of two or

three suppleans, or assistant members, and o( aprocureur du roi,

acting on the part of the crown.

In populous districts, cours de premiere instance comprise six,

seven, eight, or more members, and are divided into two or

three chambers. They are chiefly occupied with questions of
civil law, and hold, in the extent of their jurisdiction, a medium
between the humble limits of the juge depaix, and the extensive

powers of the cour royale, their decisions being final wherever
the income of a property does not exceed forty shillings, or the

principal forty pounds; but subject to an appeal to tlie cour royale.
The members of these inferior courts are now named, like other

judges, by the crown, and hold their places for life. The salary
of each is eighty pounds, their number, including suppleans, is not

far short of three thousand. A section of the tribunal de premiere
instance is appropriated to the trial of offences, under the name of
tribunal de police correctionnelle ; these are for graver offences,
to which punishment of imprisonment, not exceeding five years,

may be adjudged, whereas, in the former, imprisonment is limited

to five days, or a fine of fifteen francs. These offences are such
as assault and battery, swindling, privately stealing, using false

weights or measures, &c. The higher courts of justice are equal
in jurisdiction to our courts in Westminster-hall and on the

circuit, but Avith this material difference, that in France the civil

courts are always stationary. The cours royales, in number

twenty-seven, are attached to the chief provincial tow^ns through-
out the kingdom. They are all formed on the same model, and

possessed of equal powers, though differing materially in extent

of business and number of members. The number of the latter

depends on the population of the tract of country (generally three

de{)artments) subject to the jurisdiction of the court. In a

populous quarter, like Normandy, a cour
/-oj/rt/e comprises twenty,

thirty, and even forty judges, and is divided into three or four

chambers, of which one performs the duty of an English grand
jury, in deciding on the bills of indictment

; {mises en accusation ;)
another is for the trial of offences, (police correctionnelle,) and a

third, with perhaps a fourth, is for civil suits. These courts are
often called cours d'appel, as all the cases that come before
them must previously have been tried by an inferior court. The
collective number of judges in these higher courts is not short of
nine hundred, an aggregate hardly credible to an English ear,
and which would prove a very serious charge on the public purse,
were not their salaries very moderate, the lowest being one hun-
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dred pounds, while the highest does not exceed three hundred

pounds a year; the amount being- regulated in strict reference to

the population of the towns where the court is held.* The assize

courts take cognizance exclusively of criminal cases
;

that is, of

the crimes or serious offences referred to them by the cours

royales. They consist of three, four, or five judges, members ofthe

coiir royalc, but never belonging to the section that finds the in-

dictments. The distinguishing accompaniment of a French
assize court is a jury, which, as in England, consists of twelve

members, and decides on the facts of the case, leaving the appli-
cation of the law, however, to the judges. Complete unanimity
was at no time necessary in a French jury. At first a majority
often to two was required ;

but this was subsequently altered to

a simple majority, with the qualification that, in case of con-

demnation by only two voices^ (seven to five,) the verdict should

be reconsidered by the judges, and the party acquitted if, in taking

judges and jurymen collectively, there was a majority in his

favour.

The assizes are the only courts in France that are not stationary.

They are, however, held in the chief town of a department once

in three months. 7Vie costs of suit are very exactly defined by a

printed tariff or table; and it is a rule in criminal as well as civil

cases that the party condemned or losing, is liable for all. The

special courts [cours spcciales) were constituted out of the usual

course for the trial of state offences by Bonaparte as engines of

his tyranny ;
the cours prevotales by the restored Bourbons as

instruments of theirs,
j-

Besides the foregoing applications of that

term, the name of tribunal, or court, is given in France to a com-
mittee of five merchants, or leading tradesmen, appointed by the

mercantile body in every town ofconsiderable business orpopulation.
Their competency extends to all disputes occurring in mercantile

business, and falling within the provisions of the code dc com-
merce. Their decisions are founded on that code and on the

customs of merchants, and are final in all cases below a thousand

francs. The presence of three members is necessary to form a

court; the duty i.5 [)erformed gratuitously, and the number ofthe

courts in France is between one and two hundred.

The court of cassation, the highest known to the French laws,
is held at Paris, and is composed of three chambers, each of six-

teen members and apresident, making, with the premier president,
a total of fifty-two. Its province is to decide definitively in all

appeals from the decrees of the cours royales ; investigating not

the facts of a case but the forms of law, and ordering wherever

* The Enj^lish reader should, hovvever, recollect the great difference of the value of

money in France iiiid Kii(i;liiiid, as well as the still greater ditierence in the style and

expenses ol' liviiij^ in the two coiiiitrifs.

f These have heen gotten rid of since the revolution of 1830. The present king is

suspected of being desirous of restoring them.
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they have been infringed or deviated from, a new trial before

another cour royale. This revision takes place in civil as well as

criminal cases. It determines also all differences as to jurisdiction
between one court and another; and exercises a certain degree of
control over every court in the kingdom. It has power to call

the judges to account before the minister of justice, and even to

suspend them from their functions ; acting thus as a high tribunal

for the maintenance of the established order of judicature. How
much better it has answered this its intended purpose and duty
than those who would exercise and those who would establish

arbitrary power if they could, has been proved in a late memora-
ble instance. May the integrity and independence of French

judges be thus ever vindicated, and may the noble example not

be lost to other countries !

The French minister,
*

Keeper of the Seals and Minister ofJus-
tice' {Garde des Sceaux,8fc.) may be compared to the Chancellor
of England, though his patronage is much more limited and his

functions much more suitable to that of a minister. He, in fact,

rarely acts as a judge, but exercises a general superintendence
over the judicial body. He is the medium of communication
between the king and the courts ofjustice, in the same way as the

minister of the home department is in regard to the civil authori-

ties. The expenses of the judicial body fall under his cognizance.
The procureurs generaux and procureurs du roi throughout the

kingdom address their correspondence to him; and it is his pro-
vince to report to the king on the commutation or alleviation of

punishment; on pardons; in short, on all points in dispute or

controversy whether of legislation or administration. One of the
more immediate results of the revolution of 1789 was the institu-

tion of trial by jury in criminal cases
;

for some time there were

grand juries in France similar to ours in England, from which
model they were adopted ;

these were, however, parts of the

system of the^ational Assembly which ill-suited the despotic views
of Bonaparte ;

to attempt seriously to get rid of the former he
found would be running too great a risk, even for his cunning and

daring. Partly by means of intimidation, and partly from the

paucity of numbers, and the habits of French country gentlemen

having been corrupted, and their views directed to advancement
at court, (which had been made the centre of attraction,) rather

than to rural concerns and the improvement of their country
neighbourhoods, the functions of grand jurymen and their im-

portance were but ill understood and therefore the less valued,
so that the wily usurper of the rights of the people succeeded ia

transferring them to the cours rayales. This chamber of a cour

royale still decides, and in secret, on the bills of indictment, on
ex parte evidence, as do the grand juries of England, so that not

only a secret tribunal, the members of which are appointed by
the king, but a considerable expense, is entailed on the country,
No. 74. I
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which the readoption of the grand jury system would save. Under
a professedly liberal government, the unsolicited restoration of

grand juries, and the exclusion of the executive power from inter-

ference with the election of common juries, might have been con-

fidently expected ;
but the restoration of these popular rights does

not appear to form any part of the projet of the present govern-
ment, which seems to be more occupied with aggrandizing itself,

than with fulfilling the royal promise of republican institutions.

These, however, as well as the nomination of the ^'w^es de paix,
the mayors, and other local magistrates, must ere long, no doubt,
be restored to the people, for whose use and benefit they are

required, and out of whose pockets those officers are paid.
In another important article the proceedings of courts ofjudica-

ture are different in France and in England. Paris does not, like

London and Edinburgh, absorb almost all the civil law business

of the country. It has, it is true, its cour royale on a large scale,

comprising five chambers and fifty judges, but its jurisdiction is

confined to the metropolis and the seven adjacent departments.
There is a procureur du roi for every tribunal o(premiere instance,

and aprocureur general for every cour d^appel. Deteriorated as in

some respects the French codes undoubtedly are, since they came
out of the hands of their great fosterfathers, the benefits France
has derived from them, and their immense superiority over the

wretched, old, incongruous, contradictory, anomalous, and oppress-
ive systems which bore down the energies, and reduced to despe-
ration the hopes of the country, are altogether incalculable.

France has now, as Fenelon declared she ought to have, a

"WRITTEN LAW
;

—a Ittw to be referred to ;
—a law the guide of the

judges ; and ivhich ought to be, and if not ivhich ere long will be,

the protection of the subject ;
—a law which, if not perfect, is still

known to be the law ; and which msty, and doubtless will, be

amended where it is susceptible of improvement. It lies within

the compass of the understanding of any man of common sense,
and its different codes appear to be so well classed, the provisions
of each to be so clearly arranged, and the indices so copious, as

well as faithful, that reference to any particular branch is ren-

dered both safe and easy.* The provisions of the French laws

for registering mortgages and purchases of land, onfe object of

which is to regulate the expenses of conveyances, and another to

prevent litigation, and ascertain, or make a clear and indisputable

title, are excellent
;
and if the government, instead of stamp

duties, requires a considerable ad valorem duty, which, however,
includes the charges of the notary and all other expenses, it is

after all but a
trifling consideration given for the important advan-

*
Mirabe.ui, in his '

Kiujiiirics concerning Lettres de Cachet,' after enumerating
several Kuropcan countries which have some, though imperfect written codes, adds,
' The Frencli alonu had not only no uaiform code, but were without even a collectioa

of thcii custunis.'
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tages which the sj'stem confers, though no one can deny that it is

a heavy tax and one which ought to be reduced. The modera
distinction introduced by the Enghsh lawyers between an equitable
and a marketable title, and the delay and expense thereby
inflicted on a seller, together with the necessity, and at times

enormous cost of getting-in outstanding terms, are entirely
avoided. Public and repeated notices, with sufficient time to

make them available, are given for the purpose of considering and

admitting any hostile claim, or of making known and valid any
prior mortgage ;

and few persons are to be now found in France

who, previously to advancing money either on mortgage or on

purchase of land, do not examine the records at the Bureau Hy-
poth^ques* There is a custom in France which, at first sight,

would appear to be confined to the usage of dealers in wine, but

the seller of land is also entitled to his *

pot de vin.' In the

items of the sales of M. Marchant de Verriere's wines, made year
after year at his vineyards near Orleans, genuine particulars of

which were obligingly communicated to me without reser\'e, a
certain sum per hogshead is mentioned as the sale price, and in

addition, so much for '

pot de vin f for instance,
* 8 November

1816, sold 64 hogsheads of white wine at 60 francs,* and * 60

francs de pot de vin.'f This *

pot de vin,' which is arbitrary,
and bears no fixed proportion to the price of the article sold, is

applicable to other articles as well as to wine, even to land, a

considerable amount of the purchase money being sometimes paid
under that denomination, and is seldom included in the gross sum
to be hypothequed. It bears great resemblance to the per centage

generally paid down by way ofdeposit in England, which constitutes

a portion of the purchase money of an estate on which the ad va-

lorem stamp duty is levied
;
the ^

pot de vin"* is not subjected to

the operation of the hypotheque, and not being taxed is of course

not protected by it. This singular custom is not of modern origin
in France. Under the old regime, whenever a bargain relating to

the monopolies and other sources of revenue was struck between
the king and the fermiers generaux, every minister received a gift
called * un pot de vin,' which pottle of wine was of the value of

100,000 livres. The favourite sultana procured these places for

her friends, or for those recommended by her friends
;
and these

ladies Avere known to be particularly fond of this ki7id ofwine,—they
drank with great avidity repesied pottles. To indemnify themselves

for these presents, the fermiers generaux oppressed the people in

the most dreadful manner. To save themselves from this excess-

ive tyranny the people were naturally driven to commit many
frauds in return, or as they deemed it, in self-defence, so that the

ferme generale exercised the most unceasing vigilance, and un-

*
Hypotheque, «._/". Droit acquis par un creancier sur Its biens que son debiteur lui

a affectes pour la surete de sa dette.—Dictionnaire de fAcademie Frangoiie, cinquieme
Edition.

f In a future notice the whole of these interesting particulars will be given.
X 2
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sparing seventy, and is stated at one time to have had, through-
out France, in pay an army of clerks, subalterns, scouts, and

spies to the astonishing number of eighty thousand men !* In

addition to the foregoing codes and appendix, in the session of

1831, laws passed the French legislature which it has been

thought fit to call the seventh code, probably for want of due con-

sideration, that the multiplication of laws cannot increase the

number of codes. Much as the French laws have been simpli-

fied, and infinitely better as they have been arranged, (indeed
under the old Bourbons there was no classification at all,) it

seems to have escaped the sagacity of the French legislators,
that a system of jurisprudence could, in strictness, consist but of

three codes, namely, the civil code, the penal code, and the code

of procedure, and that all laws may be classed under one or

other of these heads
;
the last also, code of procedure, being in

fact but the mode in which the objects of the two other codes are

to be carried into effect. The seventh and eighth codes (so

called) were not printed, as such, in June 1831, but the principal
laws they contain are the municipal law, {hi sur Vorganization

municipale,) the law on the organization of the national guard, (loi

sur Vorganization de la garde nationale de France,) and the elec-

toral law, {loi electorate.) Under the provisions of the municipal
law, the king still nominates the mayors of the communes

throughout France, and the '

adjoints' or assistants.

With a chamber of deputies, such as is that of the French,

partly chosen under the corrupt overbearing system of Charles X,
the patriotic deputies and the public found it impossible,
without risking a commotion, which the real republicans in

France deprecate, to obtain for the people the restoration of this

their unquestionable right, and they were obliged to content

themselves for the present with having wrested from the court the

nomination to the inferior offices of the magistracy ;
and this

monstrous anomaly, unless kings were endued with the attributes

of ubiquity and omnipresence, remains for a further period of

time a blot on the jurisprudence of France, and a strong proof
of the arbitrary disposition even of an elected monarch. The
law on the organization of the national guard gives the king the

choice of the commanders of legions, {les chefs de legion,) and of

the lieutenant-colonels, out of a list of ten candidates, presented

by the legion. Every Frenchman, from the age of twenty to

that of sixty years, (with the exception of ecclesiastics, the stu-

dents at colleges, soldiers of the line, a^d a few others,) is to

serve in person in the national guard of the place in which he

resides. Their services are limited to the commune orarrondisse-

ment, excepting under particular and special circumstances of

local disturbances or national invasion
;
in the latter case they are

* Domestic Anecdotes of the French Nation; p. 220.
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compellable only to serve as protectors of convoys, in the gar-
risoned towns, and generally so as to enable the government to

avail itself of the full force and efficiency of the regular troops.
From the spirit universally displayed, however, there is no doubt

but that the national guards would, in case of invasion, volunteer

for active and unrestricted service. In the month of May, 1831,
there were enrolled in the national guards between two and three

millions of men, in different stages of training, and mostly clothed

and armed. By the new electoral law, notwithstanding the

evident disinclination of the chambers materially to enlarge the

privileges, or rather to concede to the just claims of the people,
the presidents of the electoral colleges are no longer necessarily
the creatures of the minister, but are to be chosen by the electors

themselves. The electors are more numerous, that is, the right of

voting is extended, so that, judging from a number of local re-

turns compared, it would appear that the increase will be at least

three quarters to one, or, in a' case where the electors were a

thousand under the old Bourbons, and up to the period of the

operation of the present law, they tvi/l be at least 1750. Several

of the returns actually show the proportion of increase to be as

1900 to 1000, so that they will be the less easily intimidated or

circumvented, and, above all, the provisions for insuring the in-

tegrity of the ballot, and for rendering that sacred, which had

heretofore, in many cases, been violated and betrayed, will enable
the electors to act according to the real dictates of their con-

sciences, without fear or control. Thus France has gained much,
unquestionably, by the new electoral law, although yet imperfect,
and notwithstanding an immense majority of Frenchmen, having
property to lose, and rights to be defended, are yet unrepresented.
Whether, until there be a real representation of the sentiments of
the great body of the people in France, other and more material

improvements will take place in the jurisprudence of that country,
remains to be seen. It was calculated by those who had oppor-
tunities for obtaining information, that though France contains

thirty-two millions of people, the constituency, or persons legally

qualified to vote for members of the chamber, did not amount to

more than two hundred thousand individuals,—a satire on repre-

sentation, and an absurdity scarcely to be paralleled ;
and yet

there are above two millions of citizens who can be trusted with

arms in their hands, and with cannon attached to their bat-

talions!

The leading objectionable features in the French jurisprudence

appear to be the nomination on the part of the Crown of such a
vast number of judges; the imperfect and limited expense of the

jury system ;
the retention of some barbarous and capital punish-

ments, in direct opposition to the feelings and wishes of the

people; the unnecessary number of employes.; the harassing
reference of a certain description of cases from one court and
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authority to another, and the delay consequent thereon. Inde-

pendently of the unspeakably greater security afforded by grand

juries, in criminal cases, than by any constituted and paid autho-

rities whatever, the periodical association of the principal resident

landowners, and the interchange of information and opinions

consequent thereon, would speedily create a species of country-

gentlemen, above all things wanted in France, who would, in a
short time, be qualified to act as justices of the peace, (peace-
makers and peace-preservers amongst their neighbours^,) and who
would give a tone and consequence to the country departments,
which they have not at present. In the inferior description of

law-courts alone, it appears that, including the suppleans, there

are in France three thousand persons having the character of

judges. Even a single cour royale, in a populous district, has

sometimes from twenty-five to thirty judges, the collective number
of such being not fewer than nine hundred. This is cumbrous,

expensive, and dangerous machinery with a vengeance.*
It is cheering to know that the commission of revision appointed

by the minister of justice, which has been some time sitting, has

sent a report (projet) to all the courts of the kingdom for their

opinion and advice. They propose to abolish many punishments
which have been long reprobated by the enlightened jurists of

France, and condemned in the public opinion ;
such as civil

death, branding and mutilation of the hand, the corcou, or iron

collar. The punishment of death is no longer to be inflicted on

coiners, for counterfeitmg state seals, forgery, or robbery, even
under aggravated circumstances, nor for some other, at present,

capital offences. Great and salutary alterations are contemplated.
in some of the articles of the second section of the third book of

the code penal, which treats ' of plots and attempts against the

king and his family;' and Bonaparte's abominably arbitrary acts

against vagrants, in the fifth section of the same book and code,
are to be entirely repealed, as well as the supplementary law to

the penal code, passed the 25th of June, 1824. Thus it appears
that although the ministers are content to march in the rear of

public opinion, they have either too much respect for it, or regard
for their places, to withhold all compliance with its dictates. It

is at any rate consolatory to the feelings of humanity, which have
been so long outraged by the existence and execution of arbitrary
and barbarous laws, that decided progress is constantly making
in the improvement of the systems of national jurisprudence, and

particularly in assimilating the spirit and })ractice of the penal
code more and more to the clear dictates of justice, and to the

* The celebrated case of Diimonfeil, the priest, wko had dared to marry, furnishes

a miimorable exainiile of tlie manner in which tlie plainest cases may he turned over

from one court to another, each shiftinj^ the responsihility from itself, whilst the

accused is iu danfryr of becoininj^ the victim to their delay. See Coustitutionael,

May IbJl. See uliiu Nouveau Mcinoiro a cousulter du Juuao J^suitc, Taris, IS'^'J,
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mild and merciful spirit of the gospel of peace ; whilst it is not

a little gratifying to the legitimate and honourable pride of

Englishmen, to know and to have it freely acknowledged by
foreigners, that, next Beccaria, this happy change is mainly at-

tributable to the splendid talents and unwearied benevolence of
their illustrious countrymen, Romilly and Benthaic.

M.

GOETHE'S WORKS.—No. 7.

After a pause, we resume our catalogue, and purpose to present
a synoptical view of the contents of the remaining volumes with

fewer digressions into collateral remark.

The thirteenth volume consists of miscellaneous poems, for the

greater part belonging to that class of Goethe's earliest writings,
comic and satirical, which astonished the age, excited tumultuous

applause from the gay and young, and were received with frowns
from the severe and scrupulous. Written in that artificial dog-
gerel of which Faust is the most elaborate refinement, here are

his Political and Moral Puppet-Shows ;
his burlesque of the then

expiring and now forgotten Franco-German rhymed tragedies ;

his Fast-night play of Peter Brey the false prophet ;
a sort of

Tartuffe, &c. One little squib is indeed directed against that very
unpopular ultra-heretical theologian Dr. Bahrdt, the precursor
of the philological school rendered illustrious by Echhorn, Paulus,
&c. Driven from his professorship and becoming a vintner, the
doctor nevertheless found partisans and purchasers for his new
exegesis, to which Goethe wrote a rhymed preface. In this he

represents the doctor receiving a visit from the four evangelists in

person with their attributes ; (the legendary animals
;) but the

doctor will not introduce them to his company unless they will

submit to be shaved and dress like gentlemen. Then follows a

legend of our Saviour, such as in the middle ages would have
edified the pious, and which Hans Sachs might have invented.

The '

poetical mission' of that popular protestant writer, whose

homely rhymes aided the reformation,* is an act of even affecting

homage by the accomplished and learned poet of the 18th
and iOth centuries to the humble shoemaker and versifier of
the 16th.

In a similar style of studied homeliness, written for the depart-

ing generation, are, the verses on ISIeeding's death. And of a

deeper import the Kunsiefs Erdenwallen, the artist's pil-

grimage on earth, and the Kunstler's Apotheose, his apotheosis.
These dramolets exhibit the hard fate of the artist, whose sole
reward is,

The estate that wits inherit after death.

In the one we see him labouring on master-pieces for breads, in

* See Taylor's Surrey, toL i.p. 163.
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the other, the deified artist beholds the triumph of his genius in

the reverential worship which those same master-pieces receive.

To these are added a poem on Schiller's death, set to music,
and performed in memory of his friend, on solemn occasions

;
a

fragment entitled '

Mysteries,' in ottava rime, in which, with

gorgeous pomp of verse, the awful ceremonies of the catholic

church are displayed; but- it is the vestibule to a temple that

was never raised.

The volume terminates with a series of poems called ' Mas-

kenzuge,' i. e. Masked processions, composed from the year 1776

downwards, for festivals in honour of the birth-day of the late

duchess of Weimar. In one entitled Romantic Poetry, a repre-
sentation was given of the minnesanger and epic poets of the

German middle ages.
Towards the close of Bonaparte's career, when the Empress

Maria Louisa visited Carlsbad, Goethe, who was a frequent visitor

of that delightful watering place, comprehended her in his com-

plimentary verses, and without naming him, alludes to the hero

whose dominion had been assured by the son, to whom he had

assigned Rome herself as a guardian ;
and by whose will the

peace of the world was on the point of being established ! ! !

Not always is the poet a prophet ;
however when peace did come

under other auspices, Goethe celebrated it by the most elaborate

of his allegorical performances.
Des Epimenides Erwachen, i. e. The awakening of Epime-

nides, was performed at Berlin in 1815. The purely artificial

character of this kind of composition seems to preclude the most
valuable qualities of poetry, but Goethe, though approaching

seventy years of age, still retained his power of thought and fancy.

Passion, there is none in the poem. It contains no appeal to

national or patriotic feelings. Neither Germany nor France is

personified. Epimenides, the well-known sleeper of the Greek

fable, is led to his couch, before which appear a host of allego-
rical beings. With a freedom which no mere courtier would have

exercised, the elements of evil in society are brought forward in

action. Pfo{ff<', (precisely our parson as a term of contempt,)
Jurist, Diplomatist, Courtier, &c. in combination with Oppression,

Cunning, &c. &c. The scene undergoes a mournful change.
Desolation follows their march. But before the sleeper awakens,

Hope, Love, &c. &c. have reestablished the splendour of the

scene, and a choral hymn is sung in praise of Unity ^
who is

introduced as a tutelary being, by which the mask is worthily
closed. The unity that Goethe meant was of course that of all

the people, at the head of which were their respective sovereigns.
Not a union of all the jieople in a narrower sense, the commonalty
against all the governments, the nobility, &c. &c.

Vol. 11. Der Triumph der Empfindsamkeit Eine dramatische

Orille, i. c. The Triumph of Sensibility. We have already spoken of
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this 'dramatic whim,' and sufficiently, vol. vi. p. 298. We merely
add that there is incorporated in this piece a monodrama, Pro-

serpine; a lyrical exposition of the feelings of the queen of hell

after her abduction. It is introduced by a satire on the then rage
for picturesque gardening a I'Anylaise.

Die Vogel, i. e. The Birds. An imitation of the first scenes in

the well-known comedy of Aristophanes. It is one of the author's

earliest pieces, written for performance on the duke of Weimar's

private theatre at Ettersburg. There is nothing foreign about it,

though every part of it is wild and extravagant. The satire bold,

various, and by no means malignant.
Der Gross-Cophta, i. e. The Great-Cophta, a comedy in five

acts. It was in 1785 that all Europe rung with the adventures

of a political adventurer, Cagliosfm^ who amused an idle and
frivolous generation, and even obtained partisans among the no-
blesse of the profligate court of France, by pretensions to magic.

Among the dupes was the famous cardinal Rohan
; among his

confederates, the notorious countess de la Motte. These dis-

tinguished persons contrived to defraud a Parisian jeweller of a
diamond necklace of immense value, which they pretended to

purchase for the then young queen of France, Maria Antoinette.

Her enemies endeavoured to implicate her in the fraud. Men
took sides from party motives, but the revolution broke out, and
its astonishing incidents threw into shade all the preceding intrigues
of the French court. Though a very insignificant work, the

poorest, perhaps, that Goethe ever wrote, as a representation of

the state of society immediately before that momentous event
even this comedy is not without historic value. We here behold

Cagliostro, a successful impostor, frightening the women out of
their wits, and even overawing the very men who more than
half suspect him to be a knave.

The Count promises to introduce his dupes to the Great-

Cophta, a prophet of vast powers
—of course, himself. His

accomplice, a niece of the Countess, in a pretended trance, de-
scribes the Queen of France to the enamoured Cardinal, and so

ensnares him. And an incident is imagined which forms the

catastrophe of the drama, in sufficient harmony with the real

occurrence. The parties are detected at night, during the prac-
tice of a trick, in which the Queen was personated : and the
arrest of the conspirators is the denouement of the play. The
Cardinal, though acquitted by the Parliament of Paris, was exiled

by the King to his bishopric. The Countess and Cagliostro were
both banished. She published her life in England

—he died in

a prison in the Roman states.*

* Groethe felt a strong interest in all that concerned Cagliostro ; and published an
account of his family, which he obtained at Palermo, by as innocent a fraud" as ever
was practised. The impostor's mother and sister were living there in great poverty,
Goethe introduced himself to them as sent by Cagliostro. In their extreme ignorance
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Der Burger-General, i. e. The Citizen-General, a comedy, in

one act
;

a sort of sequel to Florian's popular comedy, Les dense

Billets, which Anton Wall had translated, and continued in Ger-

man. This is a second continuation. It was written and performed at

an early period of the revolution, when Jacobinism had made such

slight advances in Germany, and was so little feared, that it could

be laughed at. The only attraction which such a subject could

have for Goethe lies in a highly ridiculous farcical character,

Schnaps, {dram,) an impudent chattering barber, who pretends to

have been appointed Citizen-General by the Jacobin society at

Paris, whenever, in his village, the revolution shall break out.

He has obtained possession of a cap of liberty, tri-coloured cock-

ade, soldier's coat, &c. and with these he sets up the trade of

revolutionary agent. After all, however, he is but a political

Jerry Diddler
;
he does contrive to get a breakfast of sour milk,

for which, however, he has to pay in corpore, (as the old lawyers
used to say,) since he could not pay from his purse.

Vol. 15. The dramas terminate with a fragment in prose.
Die Aufgeregten, i. e. the Insurgents. We neither wonder nor

regret that it was left incomplete. The author's purpose (similar

to that of the Burger-General) was to expose as an object of ridi-

cule the attempt of a conceited surgeon to raise the standard of

rebellion against his sovereign, a lleichsgrafinn, Countess of the

empire ;
—a sort of parody of the revolutionary scenes which had

already begun in France. But, besides that the subject was too

tragical for a joke, in effect the satire strikes less the Jacobins,
than the political constitution which could be so assailed. The
more than three hundred petty sovereigns of Germany aped ridi-

culously the formalities of greater powers. And even these other-

wise very insignificant scenes, may be read with interest for the

information they impart concerning the economy of the late petty
states of the late '

holy German empire.'

Unterhalhingen deutscher Ausgeivanderten, i. e. Amusements
of German Emigrants. A noble family, driven over the Rhine,

discourse, with more Socratic wisdom than dramatic passion, on
the calamities of the times

; and, as a relief from the sad realities

of the hour, have recourse to the old remedy—story-telling. Hence
is introduced that unique tale without a title. Das Mdrchen,—a

word for which we have no corresponding term. In this tale

there are no fairies
;
nor is it legendary, for it is founded on no

popular superstition; nor does it resemble any thing we ever read,

even l.andor's Gebir is intelligible by its side, it is an experi-
ment of what may be done by mere fancy. A juxta-position

and simplicity, (they could neither read nor write,) it was easy for him to make them
lielitvu his stiiry ;

whilht he f^hiddened thu hearts of the jwor women as well by the

Hiihstaiitiul relief he atl'orded them, as by makinj^ them believe that their worthless
kinsiiiaii liad not altogether forgotten them. The picture of their simple piety is evea

touching.
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rather than a combination of unconnected images, like a picture
of chaos formed of splendid colours. It has no object, nor even

characters, unless we consider to be persons two jacks-a-lanthorn,
who shake gold from their—may we say body ?—to pay the ferry-

man, whose boat is nearly overset by their weight, Schlegel has
entitled it a Golden Tale, and there is a magic in the style that

fascinates the reader. But since it is style, and nothing but style,

that captivates, it was bold, not to say rash, in Mr. C. to venture

on a translation, in a late number of Frasefs Magazine, with

notes, that read very like satire on his previous writings.
In the course of the diedogue a favourite theme is introduced,

Die guten Weiber, The good Women. We have here an insight
into Goethe's domestic psychological philosophy. The volume
closes with what the author calls a Novelle, in the Italian, not Eng-
lish, sense of the word. It is rather a romantic anecdote or idyl
in prose, than a tale. In grace of diction it emulates the sweetness

of the few really beautiful serfous tales of Boccaccio, such as
« The Pot of basil,'

' The Falcon,' &c.

With Vol. 16 commences a most important class of our author's

works, his three philosophical romances.

Of Werter we have spoken already, vol. vi. p. 297. We add
but one remark. The two last generations of novel readers have
been chiefly attracted to this book by its power over their feelings
as a work of passion. Posterity will probably contemplate it in

connexion with the political convulsions of the age that succeeded
its publication. Werter is not merely the hopeless lover,

—he is the

oppressed bourgeois ; he represents the class of persons wounded

by the inequalities of rank, and unable to sustain the burthen of
social existence

;
his tragic fate points to the conflict then brood-

ing in the great body of social life, which was so soon to sustain one
of the severest shocks that the history of mankind records.

Annexed to Werter are Letters from Switzerland, which serve

partially to solve a question that has been often put,
—Did Goethe

mean to identify himself with Werter ? In the preface it is merely
said that the letters are asserted to have been found among
W^erter's poems, and to have been written before he knew Char-
lotte. And he identifies himself with the writer in a remarkable
sentence, which, however, as far as we know, no one has yet re-

marked. At the Hospice of L sern, a priest having made a speech
in praise of his Church, the letter-writer adds,

* How he would
have wondered had a spirit revealed to him that he was address-

ing himself to a descendant of Frederick the Wise I' that must
mean of Saxony : and, in 1779, Goethe did travel in Switzerland
with the Duke of Saxe-Weimar, a descendant of the Wise Fre-
deric. In 1773 he had travelled thither with the two Counts

Stolberg : and in these letters he refers to an earlier journey.
This amounts to all the proof such a position is capable of receiv-

ing. But there is in these letters the same two-fold character
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which, according to Goethe's mother, there is in Werter. Those
of the first part are in a melancholy mood

; he writes with bitter-

ness of the Swiss. He is travelling through a country little seen,

though very beautiful, in the neighbourhood of the Jura moun-
tains. In the latter part he goes from Geneva, over the Gemnii
and St. Gothardj towards Italy, where the letters abruptly
terminate.

We think that this latter journey may be fairly considered as

belonging to his personal history, and ought to precede his

journey to Italy in the works. Acquainted as we are with the

scenes travelled over, we should think the tone exaggerated, but

for two considerations : we have not had the good fortune to

see this glorious country in winter; and it is now no adventure

to cross the Alps in summer; in which season at least there are

some four or five high roads as free from danger as the turnpike-
road between London and Newmarket.

Vol. 17 consists of Die TVahlverwandtschaften, i c. Elective

Affinities; a romance written at a late period in Goethe's life,

1809, after Wilhehn Meister. It has not the lofty pretensions of

that work, nor contains its manifold bearings on human life. The
incidents are few, like those of Werter, but it wants its popular

qualities. It is a tragic tale. The catastrophe is produced by
the woful excesses of that passion of which Lord Bacon says,
that the stage is more beholden to it than life. But the book is

not confined to the developements of a wild tumultuous passion.
The passionate scenes are relieved by long digressions of a sooth-

ing kind, every part of which is richly stored with moral and psy-

chological wisdom.

Edward, a wealthy baron, the spoiled child of prosperity, is

living on his estate, married rather late in life to Charlotte,

whom he loved when young, but Avhom he did not obtain

till after the death of her first husband, They have every

object of earthly desire in abundance. The Baron hears

that an old school-fellow and friend, a military man, is dis-

missed from service, and insists on his coming to reside with them.

His wife in vain remonstrates, objecting that the presence of a

third person might interru[)t their domestic felicity, and remarks

that, under a like apprehension, she had not proposed that her

niece Ottilia should be removed from her convent to their house.

But the forebodings of the wife have no effect on the self-willed

husband. The Captain comes, who merits the attachment of his

friend, by rare powers of mind, and high honour and integrity.

Ottilia, too, comes, and she is a model of female virtue and ex-

cellence, uniting to the warmest sensibilities of lier sex all the

purity of whicli it is susceptil)le. And yet a fatal combination

arises which, borrowing, in illustration of the passions of our na-

ture, llu- lai)j;nage of chemical science, our author terms elective

ajjinHies, which, in fact, are found in life as in nature. This
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habit of contemplating the moral and physical worlds, reflecting
each other as in a mirror, is very characteristic of German philo-

sophy, and we, therefore, abridge a portion of the ominous dia-

logue that precedes the occurrence of any actual evil.

* That word, verwandtschajl, [relationship, affinity,] brought
to my mind some troublesome kinsfolk,' said Charlotte

;

* And
yet,' said Edward, •

it is but a figurative expression ;
the book

treats of earths and minerals, but man is a very Narcissus—he
sees himself in every thing.'

* Ay !' exclaimed the Captain,
' man imputes his wisdom and his folly, his idle whims and his

earnest desires, alike to plants and minerals, the elements, and

superhuman powers.'
To the inquiries of Charlotte an explanation is given of the

elective affinities which, in by-gone chemical theories, were often

adverted to. Pursuing the analogy, Edward adds :
' Some sub-

stances, like friends and old acquaintance, unite the instant they
meet, without losing their individual nature

; wine and water
for instance. Others are obstinate, and will not yield but to

mechanical violence. Shake oil and water as you like, when the

shaking is over they separate'
—had the speaker been a prophet he

might have said,
' as Holland and Belgium will do.'

' The complex cases are most curious/ said Edward, ' when
feebler and remoter affinities come into play, and when they pro-
duce separations.'

* Does that sad word occur in natural his-

tory which we hear so frequently in life,' asked Charlotte ?

'By all means,' answered Edward; 'formerly chemistry was
known by no other name.'* ' We have done wisely in leaving
that off,' remarked Charlotte,

' for uniting is a greater art than

separating.'
' Don't think me a pedant,' said the Captain,

*
if I

use the language of signs to explain this. Imagine A and B to

be united, so that they can hardly be separated. But C and D
are added ;

and now A combines with C, and B with D, and there

is no saying which is the first to leave its companion.'
* Let me

use this as a simile, Charlotte,' added her husband. •' You are A,

and I follow you as B does its A. Now the Captain has, in a

certain degree, drawn me from you. And you need a D to

supply the loss. This can be no other than your niece, Ottilia,

whose coming you can no longer oppose.'
Ottilia did come, but the elective affinities operate otherwise

than had been anticipated in the playful dialogue. In the tragical

consequences of this fatal meeting of four excellent persons, lies

the whole novel, though one only of the four, Edward, the self-

willed, is subdued by irresistible desires. The Captain withdraws

the moment he is conscious of the involuntary passion ; and

Charlotte swerves not for an instant from her conjugal duties.

Even Edward flies and takes military service, and leaves Ottilia

* The nearly obsolete term for chemistry is tcheidekvntt, from tcheiden, to sepa<

rate, and kunst, art.
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with his wife to pine away in solitude, unconscious of the nature

of her own malady, and incapable of evil. During the imperfect

repose permitted by the absence of Edward, the course of the

narrative allows of delightful digressions. Beautiful dissertations

are introduced on architecture, and on the elegant occupations
incident to a country life of persons of taste. Other characters

are introduced which diversify the scene
;

the splendid accom-

plishments of Charlotte"'s daughter are finely contrasted with the

deeper charms of her niece, Ottilia; and a young architect serves

to enrich their society by his conversations, as well as adorn the

estate by the exercise of his professional talents. Among the

episodes of the novel are an animated description of tableaux

vivans ; and, above aWf a novella, entitled, 'Die wunderlichen

NachbarsJcinden,' The Strange Neighbour's Children. At length,
the campaign being ended, and Charlotte delivered of a beautiful

boy, this repose is disturbed by the return of Edward.
The catastrophe rapidly foUows/^but of this we shall say nothing.

The statement of the story of a novel, except for the purpose of

explaining the author's drift, is worse than idle. Suffice it to

say, that this pathetic tale ends as it must end—not without the

intervention of that which, under various systems, and in different

states of mind, has been indifferently called fate, accident, or pro-
vidence.

Admirable as this little work is, perfect as a composition, and

fraught with beauties of the highest order, we are by no means
anxious that it should be immediately translated

;
at all events,

we hope it will not fall into the hands of a mechanical translator.

It would not please those who read for the sake of the story;
who would find the dialogues and discussions too frequent and
too long ;

and among those who would be capable of appreciating
the deeper merits of the work, not a few might be offended by
some of the sentiments. There is no branch of morality upon
Avhich there are greater diversities of sentiment, among different

nations, than that which respects marriage. An Englishman
must familiarize himself with the French Comedy before he can
be reconciled to the absolute power which the father is assumed
to have over the hand of his daughter. The problem of the

French dramatist is to obtain the father's consent to the

daughter's choice. The English author's frequent object is to

exhibit the lovers in successful defiance of his refusal.

The German novel, like the French play, requires an indulgent
allowance for diversities of national sentiment. A large propor-
tion of luiglish readers are indeed deeply convinced that our own
national habit of thought (whether it concerns the observance of

the Sunday or any other custom) is the only true and lawful and

j)ermissible habit. To them we have nothing to say. To another
class we content ourselves with reminding them that in all that

respects the indissolubility of marriage, the principles of the An-
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glican church are nearer those of the church of Rome, than those

of any other reformed church. And that in the Protestant

Churches of Germany, as well the Lutheran |as^the Calvinistic,

divorces are allowed, as our own great and wise Milton so stre-

nuously contended they ought to be.

TO INEZ.

Mine own, my gentle child,

My fountain of all love.

With a spirit soft and mild,

And a firmness naught can move !

Entranced I gaze upon thee.

Thou chaser of my gloom ;

When a lover's heart hath won thee,

I will welcome but the tomb.

How glorious is thy brow,
Thine eyes how beaming bright,

Thy voice of silvery flow.

And thine intellect of light !

While listening to thy speech
I mark thy judgment's power,

I hold thy love more rich,

Than the spoils of beauty's bower.

I have tasted beauty's lip,

I have gazed on woman's charms,
I have drained the cup too deep.
And my heart no longer warms.

But thy love, so sweet and pure.
In which passion may not dwell ;

Oh I might it but endure,
Then this bosom were no hell.

Thy kisses fall like balm.
On mine eyelids and my heart,

Like a summer evening's calm.

May we never, never, part I

Oh ! gentle is each thought
While I gaze upon thy face ;

The peace I long have sought.
Is in thy abiding place.

Yet I joy to see the flashing
Of the lightning in thine eye,

Which, with ruin round thee crashing,
Would still pale fear defy.
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Oh ! calm me, gentle child,

With thine accents low and sweet,
Chase away each feeling wild,

Bid my pulses softly beat !

Place thy small hand on my cheek,
And thy sweet lips upon mine

;

And my spirit shall grow meek,
While united unto thine.

Oh ! so deeply do I love thee,

My beautiful, my bright;
Where thou art, day beams above thee,

Where thou art not, is but night.

Though thou art not of my blood

Thou art kindred to my soul
;

Thou hast chased the warring mood.
That no other might control.

We will talk of Art, and Nature,
We Avill kneel at Wisdom's feet ;

Thou shalt have no other teacher,
Sweet child without deceit.

No hireling lip shall yield thee

A cold, and coin-won lore
;

But I, alone, will shield thee.
And tend thy mental power.

Thy glance upon me lightens
In love all mutely wild

;

Hojje once more round me brightens,
Oh ! bless thee^ my sweet child !

Dec. lb, IS32. Junius Redivivus.

DR. SOUTHWOOD SMITH ON THE ANIMAL ECONOMY.

Wr resinne our analysis of the able and useful course of lectures

which Dr. S. Smith has just completed on this interesting subject. The

jircsent portion will chiefly consist of extracts from the third and
fomlli lectures. They relate to the properties: of the blood, its circu-

lalioii, and the structure and action of the heart. We begin in the

lecturer's own words.
' The blood is the common material out of which all the fluids and

solids of the body are formed
;
out of which all the tissues and all the

organs are l)uilt up. The blood is alike necessary to the formation of

the tender and delicate membrane, and to the liard and compact bone;
it pfivcs origin equally to the mildest and blandest fluid as the saliva

and tlK! milk, and to the most active and irresistible, as the digestive
or the gastric juice.
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* The blood is the common material with which the capillary arte-

ries, which as you will see hereafter are the masons and architects of

the system, build up their different structures in the different parts of
the body.

' The blood is the common stimulus by which the most important
organs, both of the organic and of the animal life, are stimulated to

the due performance of their functions.
' Without a supply of blood, the heart, which is capable of untiring

action as long as this fluid is in contact with its internal surface, is no

longer capable of the slightest motion. Without a supply of blood
the brain is no longer capable of intellectual operations, or even of the

slightest degree of perception. In less than one minute after this

fluid ceases to flow in proper quantity, and of proper quality,

through the vessels of the brain, sensation is abolished and fainting
comes on.

' You are well acquainted with the appearance of the blood as it

flows from a wounded blood vessel. You have seen that as it issues

from such a vessel it is of a red colour ; and you know that it is of a

thick, tenacious, and gluey consistence. If you observe it merely
when flowing in a full stream from a vein, or if you examine a mass
of it collected in a cup immediately after it is removed from a blood

vessel, you would suppose that it is a true and proper fluid, and that

It is perfectly homogeneous in its nature. Yet it is not a fluid,
and instead of being homogeneous in its nature, it is the most com-

plicated substance in the whole body. Its constituent parts are

numerous
;
each part has distinct and peculiar properties ;

and the
whole are united together in a mode resembling nothing else with
which we are acquainted. The more you know of the constitu-

tion and properties of this curious substance, the more deeply you
will feel that your admiration of the structure of the animal frame

ought not to be confined to the mechanism of its solid parts ; that
the whole is wonderful and admirable from the common material out
of which the whole is constructed, to its most delicate and elaborate

instrument.'

The physical properties of the blood, its consistence, colour, spe-
cific gravity, and temperature, come first under review. Its con-
sistence is very quickly altered after it is removed from its vessel

into a firm solid, and a thin fluid. No means yet known can prevent
this change from taking place.

Redness of colour is not essential to blood. In large tribes of animals,
as insects, it is not red, and there is no animal in which it is red in all parts
of the body. Blood is circulating in abundance through the human eye,

through even the transparent cornea, but it is not red blood. In the

internal vessels of reptiles it is vellowish. In the organic organs of
the higher animals it is always red, deep red in birds, deepest of all in

quadrupeds, and in some tribes deeper than in others. Its colour

varies in the different races of men, and in individuals according to

age or disease. The pallidness, duskiness, or bright and transparent
colour of the cheek are alone sufficient to announce to the physician
the presence of some of the most formidable diseases. There are two
kinds of blood in the human body essentially differing in their proper-

No. 74. K
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ties
;
one contained in the arteries of a bright scarlet colour, the

other in the veins of a dark or Modena red.

The specific gravity of human blood, taking water as 1000, is about

1050. It is capable of rising to 11 20, and of sinking to 1022. Disease

almost always diminishes its weight, and the higher the organization
of the animal the greater is the specific gravity of the blood. Venous
is heavier than arterial blood.

The temperature of the blood varies considerably in different

animals. In those called cold blooded it is only 1° or 2" above the

surrounding medium. In the bird it is higher than in any other crea-

ture— it is 107° in the duck. In the quadruped it is higher than in

man. In man it is about 90°, varying, however, like its colour, in

disease. In almost every fever the temperature of the blood is very
much altered. In the cold fit of ague it sometimes sinks to 94°, and

Dr. Smith stated that he had found it rise to 102° in continued fever.

No animal has the power of steadily maintaining its own temperature
under intense degrees of heat and cold in a degree comparable to

man. It is not known what degree of cold man may be able to bear,

but it is certain that he can without injury bear it severe enough to

freeze mercury ;
and Drs. Fordyce and Blagden remained for several

minutes with perfect ease in rooms heated to 204°, that is 52° above

the boiling point, and the temperature of their bodies did not rise

more than 3° or 4°.

The phenomena connected with the chemistry of the blood are

highly curious. It lias been stated that soon after its removal from

its vessel the blood is changed into a firm soHd, and a thin liquid.

This process of solidification, which is called coagulation, is in fact a

process of death
;

it is completed in from 12' to 20', and in venous

blood in 7', when the system is in a state of health; When the coagu-
lation is complete the blood is quite dead.

During the process of coagulation an aqueous vapour is seen to

rise from the blood. This vapour is called its halitus. It has a dis-

tinct and very peculiar odour, which may be observed in passing a

slaughter-house.
' There is another place,' Dr. Smith added,

' in

which it is perceptible. It strikes strongly and afflictingly upon the

sense in that great slaughter-house of human beings, a field of battle.

Few Avho have been brought acquainted with it in that situation have

ever forgotten it. Deep and intense is the horror with which they
ever sj)eak of the sensation it produced upon them.*

The solid portion of the blood is called the crassamentum or clot.

After a certain time it further separates into a solid yellowish white

substance, and into a red mass, to which the colour of the blood is

owing. The former of these is called fibrin, from its disposition to

arrange itself into fibres. It is by far the most important part of the

blood. It constitutes the main part of all the solids of the body. It

is strikingly like pure muscular fibre, and in the lower animals in

wliich no distinct muscle can be traced, it probably performs the

office of muscle. The red matter which forms the second portion of

tho clot varies in relative quantity in diflferent animals, and in the

sanu; animal at different times, increasing according to its health and

vigour. This rod matter has excited more observation than any other

<{)art of the blood. It Ijas lately been found, by means of the improved
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microscopes, to consist of distinct red particles ;
in man, of a circular

form, flattened or slightly concave at each side, variously estimated in

size from the ooVo *° *^^ ^oVo °^ ^" ^'^^^^ "^^^ particles are per-

fectly transparent, and are seen to have a disposition to arrange them-
selves into piles, and the motion amongst them in producing this

arrangement seems to depend on vitality, for it becomes more feeble

the longer they have been removed from the body. In the mammalia

they are always circular ; in birds, reptiles, and fishes, elliptical ; and

they are larger in the fish than in any other creature. The least

addition of pure water makes them assume a globular form, but any
salt prevents this alteration. It is not known in what part of the

system they are formed, but Dr. Smith observed ' the uniformity of

their figure and size in each species of animals ;
and the undeviating

precision with which they assume an elongated figure in oviparous
and a circular figure in viviparous animals, leads to the supposition that

their formation is owing to some simple but very powerful cause.'

The fluid portion of the blood is called the serum. It is a trans-

parent fluid of a light straw colour, with a saline taste. By certain

chemical agents and by heat, it is converted into a white substance,

exactly like white of egg ; it is, in fact, pure albumen. A thin fluid

drains from it, called the serosityof the blood. This is the fluid which,
when it issues from meat, is called gravy. The strongest and most
ferocious animals have the smallest proportion of serum

; and its

quantity is considerably altered in disease
;
in severe typhus fever it

is much increased: it is the fluid which is poured into the different

cavities in dropsy. It contains a quantity of uncombined alkali, and
holds in solution various earthy substances and neutral salts.

The component parts of the blood then are first, the halitus ; second,
tlie clot, composed of fibrin and red particles ; third, the serum, com-

posed of albumen and serosity.
The vital properties of the blood are yet to be explained, for the

blood is alive. The proofs of this fact are various and convincing.
1. It is capable, like other living substances, of resisting within a wide

range, the influence cf physical agents. The egg while fresh is alive.

During the period of incubation a hen's egg is kept for three weeks
at a temperature of 103% yet when the chick is hatched the yolk is

found perfectly sweet ;
but if the life of the egg be destroyed by

passing the electric fluid through it, and if it be then exposed to this

degree of heat, it putrifies with the same rapidity as other dead animal

matter. A living egg exposed to the 17th and 13th degrees of

Fahrenheit took half an hour to freeze; when thawed and exposed

only to 25°, it was frozen in a quarter of an hour. A living egg and
one which had been frozen and thawed were placed together in a

freezing mixture at 15°; the dead egg was frozen 25' sooner than-

the other. Exactly the same results were obtained by analogous

experiments upon the blood. It was found that a much shorter time

and a much less degree of cold were required to freeze blood that had
been previously frozen and thawed, than blood that had recently been
taken from its vessel.

2. Blood has the power of becoming organized. Just as in the

living egg when exposed to a certain degree of heat, certain motions

spontaneously arise which end in the developement of the chick, so if

K2
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blood be poured out in the cavities of the body, or on the surfaces of

organs, it solidifies, and if examined will soon be found to abound
with blood vessels. It is this property that enables a wound to heal.

The blood that is poured out of the cut vessels becomes solid ; the red

particles not being wanted are soon carried off by the absorbents
;
the

fibrin remains, glues together tlie edges and staunches the bleeding;
the vessels surrounding it quickly begin to be elongated and to shoot

into it
;

it soon acquires vessels of its own, and as soon as a circulation

is established within it, it is quickly changed into proper flesh or what-

ever is wanted.

3. A remarkable proof of the vitality of the blood is its power of

remaining fluid while in its vessels, without which power it could not

circulate, and the whole machinery of the body would be clogged up
and stopped ;

while without its power of becoming solid all its other

properties would be useless, and while its tendency to become solid

is so great, that it does actually become so in a few minutes when
removed from the body. Slowness of motion makes it thicker, and
absolute rest promotes its solidification

;
and some of the most im-

portant actions of the economy depend on this property, for the

arrangement of the secreting vessels is such as to ensure a slow motion

of the blood through them. Dr. Smith justly remarked upon the

necessity and the beauty of this arrangement.
' It was necessary in

constructing the blood to preserve the balance between its fluidity and
its solidity so nicely, that while all the varied purposes of the economy
should be secured, its actions should not be impeded by the very in-

strument that was essential to them. A fluid must be formed capable
of becoming solid with ease and certainty ;

this same fluid must be so

constructed as to be capable of maintaining its fluidity with like ease

and certainty. Now a substance endowed with properties so opposite,
and all the opposing properties of which are so simultaneously and

constantly called into play, and the continued play of which is so

essential to the ultimate purpose of their action, is found in nothing

purely mechanical ; human ingenuity can construct no machinery

analogous to it
;

it is found only in the mechanism of hfe; this me-
chanism we cannot see; it is beyond the i)ower of our sense to appre-
ciate ; but surely we ought not to be insensible to the beauty and
wisdom of adjustments which are so admirable, because we do not

perceive the mechanism by which tliey are effected, and this very
mechanism probably escaping our perception because its delicacy and

its perfection so much surpass any with which our gross senses have
made us acquainted.'

These are the chief facts connected with the composition and pro-

perties of the blood. We now come to the machinery which propels
it through the body, beginning with the lower animals.

' Recent discoveries relative to the organization of the lower ani-

mals have not only taught us new truths, but have given us a new
lesson. Tliey liave not only increased the stock of our information,

but they have corrected our judgment ; they have added to the num-
ber of facts which ])rove tliat nature is always consistent, and that

whenever any part of her oj)erations appears to us to he inharmonious,
that very circumstance shoukl beget the susj)icion tliat our view of

her work is incorrect or incomplete. Nature never recedes. If ever
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she appears to us to do so, it is only because we do not understand

her.'

The earliest instance in which the movement of the fluids has been
seen is in the tribe of infusoria called Vorticellae ; creatures which
fix themselves to other bodies by a kind of stalk, and have more the

appearance of flowers than animals. Under the improved microscope
two opposite currents have been seen flowing in the stalk ; one up-
wards, the other do^vnwards. Somewhat higher in the scale of in-

fusoria there is a distinct appearance of vessels. In insects the mode

by which the circulation was eflfected was very imperfectly understood

till very recently ;
Mr. Bowerbank has now discovered that all down

the dorsal vessel of the insect, and at regular intervals, are double

valves. The dorsal vessel is seen to contract, and the blood which can

be observed through the transparent vessels flows in jets answering
to its contractions. This vessel is probably the engine that works
the current, and appears to be an extended chain of hearts. One step

beyond this and every thing connected with the circulation becomes
clear. Two distinct sets of vessels are distinguished, with a third

organ interposed between them. This organ is the heart, the two
sets of vessels are, the veins carrying blood to the heart, the arteries

carrying blood from the heart. The heart at this early stage is ex-

tremely simple ; it consists of two bags which communicate with each
other

; one receiving the blood from the veins, called the auricle, the

other propelling it into the arteries, called the ventricle. The artery
when it springs from the ventricle is a large trunk, it divides and sub-

divides, as it carries out the blood to the system till it completely
supplies every part ; its ultimate branches are called the capillaries,
and they are so minute and so numerous, that the point of the finest

needle cannot pierce the skin without wounding some of them.
Where the capillary arteries end the capillary veins begin. These
two sets of vessels communicate freely with each other. The capillary
branches of the vein gradually becoming larger and larger at length
terminate in a large trunk which returns the blood to the auricle, the

auricle transmits it to the ventricle, the ventricle propels it into the

arter}-, and so the circulation goes on. But it is requisite thai air

should get at the blood to renovate it ; for in affording nourishment
and stimulus to the different organs, it at length loses all the nutritive

and stimulant properties it possesses. In the four highest tribes of
animals and in man the blood is aerated by means of lungs in the

case of those animals which breathe in air, and giUs in the case of

those which respire in water. Respiration so performed requires the

structure of the heart to be complicated by the addition of another

artery. This second artery conveys the blood, not to the system, but

to the lungs, called the pulmonary artery ;
while the artery which

conveys it to the system is called the aorta. It also requires a set of
veins to carry the renovated blood back to the heart. The more per-

fectly the blood is aerated, the stronger and more vigorous are all the

actions of the economy. In reptiles and fishes it is only partially
aerated ;

and their hearts are single, consist, that is, of one auricle

and one ventricle. In birds and the mammalia it is double; but it is

best (passing over the lower animals) to give a description of the

circulation as it exists in man. We shall gire it in Dr. Smith's own
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words, necessarily omitting the references made to the diagrams,
models, and real objects by which his lectures have been so amply
illustrated.

' In man the lieart is double—there are, in fact, two hearts, quite
distinct in their action, and separated from each other by a strong
partition, but closely united for the sake of convenience ; one for the

circulation through the lungs, the other for the circulation through
the ))ody in general. The first is called the Pulmonic, or the lesser

circulation ; the second is called the Systemic, or the greater circula-

tion. The apparatus for the pulmonic or lesser circulation consists,
as in all the preceding examples, of veins, of an auricle, of a ventricle,

and of an artery. The apparatus for the systemic or greater circu-

lation, consists of precisely the same parts, of veins, an auricle, a

ventricle, and an artery. From the position of the heart when in its

natural situation, the pulmonic heart is on the right side ; it is there-

fore called the right heart : while the systemic heart is on the left

side
;

it is therefore called the left heart. In the right heart there

are two veins
;
the one above brings the blood from the head, and the

superior extremities ; it is called the superior vena cava ; the one
below brings the blood from all the lower parts of the body ;

it is

named the inferior vena cava. The two vcikb caves meet at one point,
and pour their blood into the right auricle. The right auricle opens
into the right ventricle. From the right ventricle springs a large

artery, which is the pulmonary artery, and M'hich divides into two

large branches
; one of which goes to the right lung, and the other to

the left. This completes the apparatus of the right heart. The

capillary branches of the pulmonary artery, after ramifying through
the lungs, terminate in the capillary branches of the pulmonary veins ;

the capillary branches of these veins uniting together, and becoming
larger and larger, at length form four trunks, two for each lung.
These are called the four pulmonary veins. These pulmonary veins

convey the blood from the lungs to tlie left heart
; they open into the

left auricle
;
the left auricle transmits the blood to the left ventricle,

the left ventricle to the great systemic artery, or the aorta, while the

aorta carries it out to the system,'
The broad part or basis of the heart is placed upwards, its apex

downwards. The lieart itself is held in its position by a membranous

bag which encloses it, and which is termed the pericardium. That

the blood circulates in the course just described is proved by con-

vincing arguments, by the valves, by the effect of ligatures, by injec-

tions into the vessels; and, lastly, by the evidence of our senses, for it

may be observed in a living animal. The membrane of a frog's foot is

sufficiently transparent to allow the circulation of the blood to be

distinctly seen by the aid of a microscope, and without injury to the

animal. It has been exhibited by J)r. Smith ; and those who have

watched the living currents rushing in continued streams along their

apj)roi)riate channels, will not easily lose the impression which such an

instance of the wonderful and the beautiful in creation is calculated to

convey.
Tiie discovery of the circulation was made, as is well known, by

Harvey, about the year iCi^O. He S])ent eight years in re-examining
the proofs oi the fact l)eforc making it known to the public, which he

did through tiie medium uf a brief tract.
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' This tract,' said Dr. Smith,
* was \VTitten with extreme simplicity,

clearness, and perspicuity, and has been justly characterised as one

of the most admirable examples of a series of arguments deduced from
observation and experiment that ever appeared on any subject.

* * *

How many bodies were killed, liow many wounded, the interior

of how many were exposed by accident, in the chase, at the altar, and

yet the fact of the circulation of the blood escaped the observation of

generation after generation, for century after century, until two hun-
dred years ago. In the progress by which man has arrived at his

present knowledge of the universe, nothing is more remarkable than
the fact that it is only for the last two centuries that he has under-

stood the blood in his own body, and in the bodies of other animals,
to be in motion. If we try to imagine what that science of medicine
could have been, winch took no account of a fact on which, as a basis,
the whole fabric of certain physiology must rest, we shall be pre-

pared for what its history exhibits, the bewilderment and the weak-
ness of human reason, in attempts to explain and to form theories while

a fatal error was mixed with all its suppositions. I have said that

nothing is more remarkable than that the circulation of the blood
should not have been discovered until two hundred years ago. I

ought to except the manner in which the announcement of the dis-

covery was received by the public of that age. For eight years did

the illustrious Harvey labour unceasingly to mature and complete
his proof. During this period, without doubt, he sometimes endea-
voured in imagination to trace the eflfect which the stupendous fact,
to the knowledge of which he had attained, would have on the pro-

gress of his favourite science. And he sometimes, perhaps, fondly
hoped that the labour he was spending in bringing to light a fact

which would confer inestimable benefit on his fellow-beings, would
at least secure to him their confidence, and make them look upon him,
in some degree, as their benefactor. No ! not a single convert did
he make ; nothing but contumely did he gain ; nothing but injury did
he receive. The little practice that he had as a physician, declined.

He was too speculative; he was theoretical; he was not practical.
This was the view taken by his friends ; and his enemies, (for what

enlightened and benevolent man is there whose intelligence and
benevolence carry him out of the beaten track of speculation and of

action, that has not enemies ?) oh, what a torrent of abuse did they

pour down upon him for having called in question the revered

authority of the ancients—for having advanced new doctrines tending
to subvert the credit of the Scriptures

—doctrines which, if their

progress were not checked at once, would undermine the very foun-

dations of morality and religion. Slow as mankind have hitherto

been in discovering their true benefactors, whether as relates to per-
sons or to institutions, still it is a fact not to be forgotten, that the

weak and wicked clamour that was raised against the great Harvey,
lasted but a few years, and that he lived to witness the utter discom-
fiture of his enemies, the complete triumph of the truth, to realize as

ample a fortune as he desired, and to rise to the very summit of

reputation; surely this should cheer and encourage those who, two
centuries afterwards, (and such centuries !) have encountered, or mav
encounter, the same reproach in a like cause.'
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We now come to the action of the heart.
' In man, and in all warm-blooded animals, the whole blood of the

body, in successive streams, is collected and concentrated at the
heart. The object of the accumulation of a certain mass of it at this

organ is to subject it to the action of a strong muscle, and thereby to

determine its transmission with adequate force and precision through
the different sets of capillary vessels. All the blood in the body is

in succession brought to the heart; the heart is, therefore, the
central engine that works the current.

' But it is different from every other engine with which we are

acquainted. It generates the power it communicates. It accom-

plishes what no mere mechanism ever has or ever can accomplish.
It originates a motive power,

' In the best constructed machinerj', and in machinery that acts

with the most prodigious power, there is no real generation of power.
There is merely concentration, merely direction of pre-existing power.
There are particular applications of it to the accomplishment of spe-
cific purposes, but there is no origination of it. But when we pass
into the region of life we are in a new world, Avhere, though there is

still mechanism, put and kept in play by adjustments the most

admirable, there is always something beyond mechanism, something
not only not mechanical nor physical, but to which neither mechanics
nor physics present anything analogous.'

—' And of this the action of

the heart affords a beautiful illustration. The heart is a muscle
;

its

action is muscular action, and its action consists in the exercise of

one single property, that of diminishing its length or shortening itself.

But what is it that causes the muscle to contract ? Take the case of

a voluntary muscle.- What is it that causes the muscles of my arm
to contract, and that thereby enables me to move it ? I apply no
force to the muscle

;
I make use of no pressure ;

I employ nothing

analogous to the force, without the previous exercise of which there

would be no recoil in the spring ;
no expansion in the body com-

pressed. I perform a mental act
;
that state of consciousness takes

place whicli is called volition. I have a desire to gratify, a purpose
to accomplish

—
instantly, as soon as the thought is conceived, as if

by the conception of the thought, the required muscular motion is per-
formed.—Wliere is the physical force here? Where the mechanical

pov/er ? There is nothing analogous to it. The force that is exerted,
the power that is called into exertion, is new power ;

it is generated at

the moment it is needed
;

it ])assesaway the instant it has performed its

office ; there is no possibility of accumulating it ; no means of con-

centrating it; no mode of perpetuating it. Every act of voluntary
motion performed by a voluntary muscle must be preceded by the

mental state of volition
;

this is necessary, but this is all that is

necessary.'
'

Take, on the otlier liand, the case of the involuntary muscle.

Though tlie proj)erty of contractility resides in the muscle, yet no
muscle can contract of itself. It must be excited to contraction by
some agent exterior to itself; and that agent, whatever it be, is called

!i stimulus. Of a voluntary muscle the appropriate stimulus is

volition, or, more correctly speaking, some nervous influence sent

from the brain, or spinal cord, into the muscle by the act of volition.
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Of the involuntary muscles the appropriate stimuli are various, though
some of these muscles are obedient only to specific stimulus. Thus
the aliment is the appropriate stimulus of the muscular fibres of the

stomach
; the chyme of the duodenum, or second stomach ; the chyle

of the small intestines, and the blood of the heart.
' Now the mere contact, and the gentlest contact, of the muscular

fibre with its appropriate stimulus, will cause the muscle to contract.

If in an animal recently dead, the inner surface of the ventricle of

the heart be pricked in the gentlest manner with the point of a needle,
the ventricle will contract so as to bring the needle deep into its sub-

stance. If in the living animal, if in man, volition command, the arm
will lift a weight of a hundred pounds, Avili overcome a degree of

resistance to this extent, no force having been previously exerted to

cause it to do so ; nothing having preceded but a mental act.
* And this is the true physiological distinction between the pro-

duction of motion by a living substance in an organized body, and
the production of motion in a machine put into action by some

physical agent. The living agent generates the power it exerts ; the

machine merely accumulates, or directs the power already in exist-

ence. Power of the first kind is vital ; power of the second kind is

mechanical. All vital motion is the produce of this one agent, the

muscular fibre, and is obtained by this one action of it, contractility.
All the motion that can be required in the economy, is capable of

being produced by this one agent, and this one action, and, therefore,
with a simplicity that marks all the works of nature, this is the only
agent that is employed. Mechanical principles, Avithout doubt, are

put in requisition, and made to cooperate whenever this can be done'
with convenience and effect ; whenever the doing so will economize
the production of muscular fibre ; but to the extent in which muscular
fibre is really necessary, it is dealt out with no niggard hand

; and
the study of the muscles becomes a most interesting and beautiful

study, when pursued with a view to observe the arrangements and
combinations made to accomplish the infinitely varied and complex
motions required and performed in the animal economy.

'The muscular fibres of the heart are curiously arranged. They
almost all take their origin from one point, where the structure be-
comes tefidinons ; and this point is the pivot of the heart's movements.
Tendon is highly elastic. The arrangement of the whole is such that

the general contraction of the fibres must necessarily bring all the

parts of the heart towards the central tendinous point, and the result

is the compression of all the cavities, and the forcible ejection of their

contents by their natural openings. The contraction is instantly fol-

lowed not only by dilatation, but by the recoil of the elastic tendon.
' The two auricles contract together, and the two ventricles contract

together, and these motions alternate with each other, and go on
in regular succession. When the ventricles contract, the apex of the
heart is drawn upwards, and raised or tilted forwards

; it is this motion
which is felt between the fifth and sixth ribs, and which is called the

beating of the heart
; it just perceptibly precedes the pulsation at the

wrist. The different chambers of the heart open into and communi-
cate with each other, and the effect of the contractions is to eject the
blood they contain with great force. It was necessary to make a pro-
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vision that this ejection of the blood should be made in the right
direction

;
to provide, for instance, that the contraction of the right

ventricle should propel the blood into the pulmonary artery, and not

back into the right auricle. This provision is made in the valves of

the heart. Between each auricle and ventricle there is a valve. This

valve consists of a fold of membrane, thin, but exceedingly firm and

strong, placed around the opening. As long as the blood proceeds
forward in the proper course of the circulation, it presses this mem-
brane close to the side of the heart, and therefore and thereby prevents
it , from occasioning any impediment to the onward current. But

when, by the contraction that follows, the blood is pressed in all di-

rections, and attempts to re-enter the auricle, it insinuates itself between

the sides of the ventricle and the membranous valve, forces it up, and
carries it over the mouth of the passage, and completely shuts up the

channel. Were there not a further provision, the valve itself would
be forced backwards into the auricle ;

but this is prevented by means
of tendinous strings proceeding from muscular columns that line the

inside of the ventricle, which strings are fastened to the loose edge of

the valve. These tie it down, and prevent its going backwards too

far. The contrivance is rendered still more perfect by vital action,

which now comes into play. Muscle is excited to contraction by any
stimulus

; by none more than by distension. Exactly in proportion
to the force with which the valve is pushed backwards, and 30 stretches

'

the tendinous threads, and consequently distends the muscular column
in wliich the tendinous threads end, do the muscular columns con-

tract, and, by their contraction, force tlie valve to keep in its

proper place.
' Among the countless instances of wise and beneficent adjustment

familiar to the student of nature, there is commonly some one upon
which his mind rests with jieculiar satisfaction,—some one to which

it constantly recurs, as affording the proof on which it reposes, of the

operation of an intelligence that has foreseen and planned an end,

and provided for its accomplishment by the most perfect means. And
surely nothing is more worthy to become o?ie such resting place to

tlie philosophic mind, than the structure and action of the valves of

the lieart. An anatomist, who understood the structure of the heart,

might say before he saw it in action, that it M'ould play. But, from

the complexity of its mechanism, and the delicacy of some of its })arts,

he would be a])prehensive that it would bo liable to constant derange-
ment ;

and that it would soon wear itself out. And yet dues this

wonderful machine go on niglit and day for eighty years together, at

tlie rate of a liundred thousand strokes every twenty-four liours
;

liaving at every stroke a great resistance; to overcome ; and it con-

tinues tins action for this leiigtli of time, without ceasing and witliout

weariness. Tliat it sliould continue this action for this length of

time without disorder is wonderful; that it sliould be capable of

continuing it without weariness is still more amazing. Never for a

single moment, night or day, doe.s it intermit its labour, neither

tlirough our waking nor our sleeping hours. On it goes without inter-

mission, yet it never feels fatigue, it never needs rest, it is never

conscious of exluiustion.
'
\V iiat is it that renders it capable of this incessant and untiring
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action, while the muscles of the arm and the muscles of the leg be-

come tired after an hour's vigorous exertion, are completely exhausted

after a day's labour, and can by no effort be made to work beyond a

g^ven period ? There is no apparent difference in the muscle itself.

In both cases the substance is similar, and the organization, as far as

we are able to appreciate it, is the same ; yet, what an amazing differ-

ence in their action ! Physiologists have laboured with great ear-

nestness to assign the cause of this, but we are abie to go back only
a single step, and then recurs the fame difficulty.'

—' Muscles

contract on the application of stimuli. The voluntary muscles

contract on the application of the stimulus of volition. Volition

acts only occasionally. The stimulus is not always present, and
the muscle acts only when the stimulus is present. But the

proper stimulus of the heart is the blood. The heart always contracts

whenever a certain portion of blood is brought into contact with the

inner surface of its different chambers. That portion of blood is duly

brought to it in a regular manner, and in successive order. It, there-

fore, never ceases to act, because it is never without the presence of

its appropriate stimulus. It maintains through life a nearly uniform

succession of movements, because its appropriate stimulus in due

quantity is regularly supplied to it at successive intervals.
' We can thus see how its action is without intermission ; but why

it should never feel exhaustion or fatigue, why, unlike the voluntary
muscle, it requires neither rest nor repose, we do not know. Had
it required rest or repose, the first hour in which it indulged in either

would have been the last of life. What the necessities of tlie eco-

nomy are that render it desirable that it should be placed beyond the

dominion of the will, we see. Did the beating of our heart depend
on our own care and thought, we could give care and thought to

but little else. It was necessary to the continuance of our life that it

should be made capable of working unceasingly, without a moment's

pause, and without the capacity of fatigue. It is so made ; and the

power of the Creator, in constructing it, can in nothing be exceeded
but his wisdom !'

With this extract we close our present account of the lectures,

hoping at a fut'ire time to give, as completely as an un-illustrated

abridgement can give, some idea of those that yet remain to be noticed.

The interest of the subject, heightened as it is by the comprehensive
view in which it is grasped by the lecturer, cannot fail to insure, to his

benevolent intention to improve the moral and physical condition of
his fellow-beings, the best success. That success is to be found in

the feelings with which many will rise from the study of this branch
of the human economy ;

admiration at the wonderful and beautiful

contrivance displayed in the structure of our bodies, and gratitude to

the almighty and beneficent Creator, who has made all things to

minister to the ultimate happiness of his creatures.
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CHANNING'S SERMONS. NEW SERIES*

Tfie warmest of Dr. Channing's admirers will not be disappointed
in this volume, which if it do not raise, may yet perhaps extend,
and is at any rate well calculated to sustain^ his reputation. It

bears the beautiful impress of his peculiar genius ;
and if those who

are familiar with his other writings do not find in it the develope-
ment of new views, or traits of mental character not heretofore

displayed by the author, we may yet hope that the selection of

topics and the spirit in which they are discussed, may win the

attention and sympathy of some whose prejudices have prevented
their being benefitted by a writer whose vocation seems to be to

benefit mankind. His strong individuality of thought ;
his origi-

nality of conception and illustration
;

his simple, yet glowing
style ;

his uncompromising truthfulness; his fervent devotion, his

pure and high-toned feeling, and his affectionate reverence for

humanity, all are here,—and what can we wish for more ? We
observe with regret, that the publication is less perfect in his own
estimation than it might have been, from the absence of amplifi-
cation and revision, which ill health did not allow him to bestow.

Whatever diminishes his ability for mental exertion, is scarcely a

less calamity to England than to America.
The subjects of the sermons are, 1. Evidences of Christi-

anity. 2. Character of Christ. 3. Christianity a rational reli-

gion. 4. Honour due to all men. 5 and G. Self-denial. 7. The
imitableness of Christ's character. 8. I'he evil of sin. 9. Im-

mortality. 10 and 11. Love to Christ. The first three sermons
are connected, and present a display of the evidences of the

gospel, which is admirably adapted to conciliate the feelings, as

well as to impress the minds of sceptics or unbelievers. Their

separate [)ublication would probably do much good. A miscon-

ception of the spirit of Christianity is, we apprehend, by far the

most prevalent cause of its rejection by intelligent men. Their

objection lies not so much against the evidence, as against
the pro[)osition which it is alleged to establish

;
and the proof

which would be allowed to be sufficient to sustain a doctrine

of simplicity, freedom, and benevolence, is disregarded and

scorned, because employed to enforce a system ofmystery, slavery,
and bigotry. To show Christianity worthy of their love, is the

best way of removing many of their doubts and difficulties as to

the conclusiveness of its evidence. Dr. Channing does not begin,
nor end eiiher, with a denunciation of guilt and endless punish-
ment against an involuntary mental operation. He distinguishes
between the various causes, both of belief and unbelief, under
tlie (hlfererit circumstances of age and country. He shows how
])Otli derive any thing of moral character which may properly be

"
Discourses, liy AVilliiim EUery Channiiif;. LouJou : Kennctt, 1833, 8vo.

ri).
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attributed to them, only from previous conduct and disposition ;

and therefore how it is possible that each may, in certain suppos-
able cases, become the subject of praise or dispraise ;

and certain

it is, that if some men have rejected Christianity under the in-

fluence of degrading passions, others have received it under the

influence of passions as degrading. There have been not only
infidels, but converts, from the bias of worldly-mindedness, base

servility, and the hope of impunity after death, for a life of vicious

indulgence^
'

According to these views, opinions cannot be laid down as un-

erring and immutable signs of virtue and vice. The very same

opinion may be virtuous in one man and vicious in another, supposing
it, as is very possible, to have originated in different states of mind.

For example, if through envy and malignity I should rashly seize on
the slightest proofs of guilt in my neighbour, my judgment of his

criminality would he morally wrong. Let another man arrive at the

same conclusion, in consequence of impartial inquiry and love of

truth, and his decision would be morally right. Still more, according
to these views, it is possible for the belief of Christianity to be as

criminal as unbelief. Undoubtedly the reception of a system, so pure
in spirit and tendency as the gospel, is to be regarded in general as a
favourable sign. But let a man adopt this religion, because it will

serve his interest and popularity ; let him shut his mind against ob-

jections to it, lest they should shake his faith in a gainful system ; let

him tamper with his intellect, and for base and selfish ends exhaust
its strength in defence of the prevalent faith, and he is just as criminal
in believing, as another would be in rejecting Christianity under the

same bad impulses. Our religion is at this moment adopted and pas-

sionately defended by vast multitudes, on the ground of the very same

pride, worldliness, love of popularity, and blind devotion to hereditary
prejudices, which led the Jews and heathens to reject it in the primi-
tive age ; and the faith of the first is as wanting in virtue as was the

infidelity of the last.

' To judge of the character of faith and unbelief, we must examine
the times and the circumstances in which they exist. At the first

preaching of the Gospel, to believe in Christ was a strong proof of

an upright mind ; to enlist among his followers, was to forsake ease,

honour, and worldly success ; to confess him was an act of signal

loyalty to tmth, virtue, and God. To believe in Christ at the present
moment has no such significance. To confess him argues no moral

courage. It may even betray a servility and worldliness of mind.
These remarks apply in their spirit to unbelief. At different periods,
and in different conditions of society, unbelief may express very
different states of mind. Before we pronounce it a crime, and doom
it to perdition, we ought to know the circumstances under which it

has sprung up, and to inquire with candour whether thev afford no

palliation or defence. When Jesus Christ was on earth, when his

miracles were wrought before men's eyes, when his voice sounded in

their ears, when not a shade of doubt could be thrown over the

reality of his supernatural works, and not a human corruption had

mingled with his doctrine, there was the strongest presumption
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against the uprightness and love of truth of those who rejected him.

He knew too the hearts and the lives of those v.'ho surrounded him,
and saw distinctly in their envy, ambition, worldliness, sensuality,
the springs of their unbelief; and accordingly he pronounced it

a crime. Since that period what changes have taken place! Jesus
Christ has left the world. His miracles are events of a remote age,
and the proofs of them, though abundant, are to many imperfectly
known; and what is incomparably more important, his religion has

undergone corruption, adulteration, disastrous change, and its like-

ness to its founder is in no small degree effaced. The clear, consist-

ent, quickening truth, which came from the lips of Jesus, has been

exchanged for a hoarse jargon and vain babblings. The stream, so

pure at the fountain, has been polluted and poisoned through its

Avhole course. Not only has Christianity been overwhelmed by ab-

surdities, but by impious doctrines, which have made the universal

Father now a Aveak and vain despot, to be propitiated by forms and

flatteries, and now an Almighty torturer, fore-ordaining multitudes of

his creatures to guilt, and then glorifying his justice by their everlast-

ing woe. When I think what Christianity has become in the hands of

politicians and priest'^, how it has crushed the human soul for ages,
how it has struck the intellect with palsy and haunted the imagination
with superstitious phantoms, how it has broken Avhole nations to the

yoke, and frowned on every free thought ;
when I think how, under

almost every form of this religion, its ministers have taken it into their

own keeping, have hewn and compressed it into the shape of rigid creeds,

and have then pursued by menaces of everlasting woe Avhoever would

question the divinity of these works of their hands
;
when I consider,

in a word, how, under such influences, Christianity has been and still

is exhibited, in forms which shock alike the reason, conscience, and

heart, I feel deeply, painfully, what a different system it is from that

Avhich Jesus taught, and I dare not apply to unbelief the terms of

condemnation which belonged to the infidelity of the primitive age.
'

Perhaps I ought to go further. PerhajJS I ought to say, that to re-

ject Christianity under some of its corruptions is rather a virtue than

a crime. At the ])resent moment, I would ask, whether it is a vice to

doubt the truth of Christianity as it is manifested in Spain and Portu-

gal? When a patriot in those benighted countries, Avho knows Christi-

anity only as a bulwark of despotism, as a rearer of inquisitions, as a

stern jailer immuring wretched women in the convent, as an execu-

tioner stained and reeking with the blood of the friends of freedom ; I

say, A\hen the patriot, who sees in our religion the instrument of these

crimes and Avoes, believes and affirms that it is not from God, are Ave

autlun-ized to charge his unbelief on dishonesty and coyuption of

mind, and to brand him as a culprit? May it not be that the spirit

of ('hiistianity in his heart emboldens him to protest Avith his lips

against Avhat bears the name? And if he thus protest, through a

deeji sympathy with the oppressions and sufierings of his race, is he
not nearer the kingdom of God, than the piiest and inquisitor AA'ho

boastiiigly and exclusively assume the Christian name ? Jesus Christ

has told us that "this is the condemnation" of the unbelieving,
" that

tliey love darkness rather than light ;" and who does not see, that

this ground of condcnmation is removed, just in proportion as the
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light is quenched, or Christian truth is buried in darkness and debas-

ing error ?

'
I know I shall be told that a man in the circumstances now sup-

posed, would still be culpable for his unbelief, because the Scriptures
are within his reach, and these are sufficient to guide him to the true

doctrines of Christ. But in the countries of M'hich I have spoken,
the scriptures are not common ; and if they were, I apprehend that

we should task human strength too severely, in requiring it, under

every possible disadvantage, to gain the truth from this source alone.

A man born and brought up in the thickest darkness, and amidst the

grossest corruptions of Christianity, accustomed to hear the Scrip-
tures disparaged, accustomed to connect false ideas with their prin-
cipal terms, and wanting our most common helps of criticism, can

hardly be expected to detach from the mass of error Avhich bears the
name of the Gospel, the simple principles of the primitive faith. Let
us not exact too much of our fellow-creatures. In our zeal for

Christianity, let us not forget its spirit of equity and mercy. In these

remarks I have taken an extreme case. 1 have supposed a man
subjected to the greatest disadvantages in regard to tlie knowledo-e of

Christianity. But obstacles less serious may exculpate the unbeliever.
In truth, none of us can draw the line which separates between in-

nocence and guilt in th's particular. To measure the responsibilitv of
a man, who doubts or denies Christianity, we must know the history
of his mind, his capacity of judgment, the early influences and pre-
judices to which he was exposed, the forms under which the religion
and its proofs first fixed his thoughts, and the opportunities since

enjoyed of eradicating errors, which struck root before the power of

trying them was unfolded. We are not his judges ; at another, and
an unerring tribunal he must give account.*—p. 6—11.

We are sorry to see (p. 227) that Dr. Channing's mind is un-
decided between the doctrines of the future restoration and the

final destruction of the wicked. As a scriptural question, Ave

should have expected that the spirit in which he expounds texts,
would have led him to the deduction of the former doctrine from
the language of many passages. His notion of mental

liberty
must, of course, prevent his recognition of those reasons for it

which arise from the combination of the benevolence of the

Creator with the doctrine of philosophical necessity. But other

and conclusive arguments, might have presented themselves in the
views of human nature so nobly developed in the fourth discourse.

The following passage on greatness contains a presumptive arcu-
ment that the capabilities of what has hitherto been the great

majority of our race, will not be ultimately sacrificed.

' Tlie true view of great men is, that they are only examples and
manifestations of our common nature ; showing what belongs to all

souls, though unfolded as yet only in a few. The light which shines
from them is after all, but a faint revelation of the power which is

treasured up in every human being. They are not prodigies, not

miracles, but natural developements of the human soul. They are,
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indeed, as men among children ; but the children have a principle of

growth which leads to manhood.'—p. 154,

And will not this tendency be realized ? Will not the feeble-

ness of moral infancy be trained to strength by the discipline ofa

future life ? It is not unreasonable to expect that the mere transi-

tion to a different state of existence, may have results analogous
to those of the location of a criminal in new circumstances.

Many of our vices are generated by the peculiarities of our mortal

condition, and by the corruptions of society, without which it

seems that they should wither for want of nourishment and

stimulus. The evil is of earth and circumstance : the good is

of nature and eternity.
' In heaven ambition cannot dwell,
Nor avarice in the vaults of hell ;

Earthly these passions of the earth,

They perish where they had their birth,

But love is indestructible.'

So was it truly and beautifully said by Southey ;
and we should

rather have expected from Dr. Channing an entire sympathy with,
and a full developement of the principle contained in these lines,

than so strange a speculation as that advanced in the eighth dis-

course, of the generation hereafter, by the depraved mind, of a

bodily frame, whose organs and senses shall only convey impres-
sions of gloom and emotions of pain. On this point, and also

on his view of morals, which he seems to resolve into the dictates

of an innate principle, or sense, or instinct, we cannot but dissent

from the volume before us. But these spots, which may not be to

others the defect which they are to our minds, are lost in our sense

of the pervading brightness. And if the author stops short of

what appear to us the ultimate prospects of universal humanity,
he fully satisfies us, by the s|)irit

in which he contemplates the

present condition of the world, and the agencies which ought to

be relied U[)on for its improvement. We regret we cannot conclude

this brief notice, which is indeed chiefly intended to apprize our

readers of the arrival and republication of these discourses, by a

(juotation expressing the author's views on the great political and
social changes now taking place in Euro[)e. We refer to the con-

clusion of the discourse on the ' Honour due to all men.'

THE DISSENTING MARRIAGE QUESTION.

Tin: various applications which have been made to the legislature
for the relief of Unitarians from compulsive conformity with Tri-

nitarian worship in the marriage ceremony, the parhamentary
proce(.'diiig.s which took j)lacc thereon, and the general merits of
the question itself, hiive so frequently occupied the pages of the

Rejiosilori/, as to render most of our readers sulficiently familiar
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"with them. The question is now, it seems, about to be discussed

on a broader principle. The Unitarian grievance will be merged in

that felt by Dissenters generally, and a common and strenuous

application made for relief A circular was issued from the office

of the Congregational denomination on the eve of the late elections,

announcing,
* reason to expect that a vigorous effort will be made

by the Dissenters in the metropolis during an early period in the

approaching session,' and inviting the support of their brethren

in all parts of the country. The Deputies have also entertained

the question, and we believe that overtures have been made to

the Unitarian Association for its cooperation. Although the case

of the Unitarians is a stronger one than that of Trinitarian Dis-

senters, and they have the advantage of something approaching
to a parliamentary pledge for their relief, it is nevertheless de-

sirable, in our apprehension, that they should not continue to

urge their separate claims, but aid in bringing the entire subject
into discussion. If the assurance of prompt success be not so

strong, the good to be realized by that success is proportionally

greater. From the peculiar situation of the Unitarians, and the

known aversion of Parliament ever to recognise a principle, while

it could legislate on details, the question was narrowed as much
as possible, until indeed it embraced little more than exemption
or non-exemption from the obnoxious doxology. The diversities

of opinion amongst Dissenters at large have led them unavoidably
to lay a wider basis for their operations. We give, in a note

below, the statement which they have put in circulation, and
which may be regarded as the view of the subject taken by the

leaders of the several bodies, which are expected to act in com-
bination.*

Fourteen Reasons icfty Dissenter* should not submit to hare their Marriages cele-

brated at the Altar of a Consecrated Building, before Clergymen belonging to

a Church to which they cannot conscientiously conform.
1. Because the marriage-contract being, at least so far as it properly falls under the

cognizance of the legislature, a common, in distinction from a religious engagement,
should be regarded by the law merely as a civil transaction.

2. Because no sacred rite having been, by divine appointment, appended to raatri.

mony, any solemn form of celebration which in effect converts this contract into a

religious ceremony, savours strongly of superstition, and gives countenance to the

erroneous doctrine of the Romish Church, that marriage is a sacrament.

3. Because the imposition of a specific form of religious service, on any class of

Nonconformists, on this or any other occasion, is a flagrant violation of the most
sacred right of every human being, to worship God according to the dictates of his

own conscience.

4. Because the outward observance of any religious service, in virtue of a command
emanating merely from human authority,* involves a person in the guilt of treating
the only Object of all true worship with mockery ;

and must, even though performed
in extenuating circumstances, be displeasing in the sight of Him who ' searcheth the

heart,'f and who, being a Spirit, can be worshipped only
' in spirit and in truth.'J

5. Because such compliance, on the part of Dissenters, tends to neutralize and

nullify that open testimony which they consider it their duty to bear in the face of

obloquy and reproach against the errors and corruptions of the endowed Chtirch, by
declining to join in its communion, and habitually absenting themselves from its

ordinary services.

6. Because the present state of the English marriage law casts an unjust reflection,
John Y,41, f 1 Chron, xxviii, 9. X John iv. 24.

No. 74. L
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We are not disposed severely to criticise this paper. The con-

fession of an '

egregious lack of proper feeling and becoming

energy,' and its very modest and humble contrast ^vith the

activity of the ' limited class of Dissenters called Unitarians/

may atone for the assumption of the ' more numerous and influ-

ential denominations ;'
and if we may venture to interpret this

confession as a pledge of amendment, as an indication that the

power of the dissenting body will make itself more felt than here-

tofore on great questions of public good, we may be thereby

indisposed to comment on the selection of a merely dissenting

grievance for the first exertion of this power, while so many more

and fixes an unmerited stifrma, on the Protestant Dissenting Ministers of England,
who are thereby treated as unfit to be trusted with the celebration of marriajje ;

while

their brethren in Scotland, Ireland, and the British Colonies, and Christian ministers

of all varieties of sect and denomination in the United States of North America,

universally possess that privilege.
7. Because it imposes an imjust and oppressive tax on Protestant Dissenters, by

compelling them to remunerate the clergy of the endowed Church, for services which

might be more advantageously performed by ministers or magistrates of their own

selection, who would cheerfully give them, on so interesting an occasion, their

«?iio!/(/A/ blessing, or gratuitous services,

8. iJecause the marriage service prescribed by the Book of Common Prayer, was

notoriously borrowed from the ritual of the Romish Church, and is founded on thp

assumption of a tenet peculiar to that Church, viz. that matrimony, having been
consecrated l)y Divine authority, to be a sacred sign, or mystical emblem, is an affair

of ecclesiastical cognizance, belonging exclusively to the province of a priesthood
connected with an episcoj)al hierarchy.

9. Because many ])ersoas feel conscientious objections to a form of words which
one of tlie parties is invariably required to repeat:

— //(/// this ring I thee wed, with

K\y body 1 thee worship, and ivith nil my worldly youds 1 thee endow ; in the name of

THE Fatiieh, anu ov 'iiie Son, and ov the IIoi.y CJuost: the former, or declaratory

part of these words, containing expressions, the meaning of which, in the judgment of

persons learned iu the law, is highly ecpiivocal ; while their combination with the

solemn formula introduced at the conclusion, renders the lawfulness of the whole ex-

tremely doubtful.

10. Because the repeal of this intolerant law v/ill wipe off one reproach, which has

long attachiMlt o the great body of Dissenters, who are justly chargeable with having
made a jiusillanimiius compromise of tlie riglits of conscience, as well as a lamentable

defection from that zealous regard to the purity of Divine worship, and the honour
of the Divine name, for which their i)uritau forefathers were eminently distinguished.

1 1. Because the society of Friends, so long since as the yt-ar 1752, iu consecpience
of tlieir ])revious uniformly consistent refusal of compliance, procured a recognition of

the validity of tlu'ir marriages, in the very act which compelled all other Dissenters to

coni'orin to thd cereiiuHiy of the endowed C'huich.

VI. Became the spirit and character of the present times imperatively di:maiid that

the more numerous and iiiiiueulial denoininations of I'rotestant Dissenters should no

longer exhibit to their fellow -countrymen th;it egregious lack of proper feeling uud

heconiiii!^ energy, which tlieir ])ast co:i(hicl has betrayed.
1'5. Because tlie limited class of Dissenters called Unitarians, upon whom this law

certainly jjresses with aggravated weight, having, during seviral successive Parliaments,

brought the suiject befiire the legislature, it has already undergone full discussion iu

hotli ll(juscs, where the jirinciple has lieen universally conceded, on which an eliicient

measure of gmieral relief may be founded.
11. 15ecau,>c the way having liecn thus prepared by otiiers, and the only obstacle

whidi imiiedcd the successful prosecution of the object being removed by the recent

uccoiniilishiniiit of parli.iinentary reform, the orlhoilox Dissenters will be utterly hiux-

cu-nlili-, it, when a new House of Commons is to be freely elected, they longer hesitate

to t.iUtt si!(li steps as may be uicessary to secure the speedy passing of a decisive and
effectual uirasnre of ndrcss fur a grievance wllich, havhlg long U'eu oppressive and

vexatious, hua now become utterly intolerable.
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general and heavy grievances press upon the community, and
demand the attention of the first reformed Parhament. Indeed,
such censure will not apply, if it be intended that the principle
laid down in the first reason, and corroborated in the second,
should be fairly carried out into its legitimate consequences. On
this supposition it is not merely a dissenting grievance, but one
of the great evils of the social state

;
one of the worst miseries

which priestcraft and aristocracy have combined to inflict upon
mankind, that the Dissenters are pledging themselves to endea-
vour to remedy. If they can induce the legislature to adopt the

theory that the marriage contract is
' a common, in distinction

from a religious engagement, should be regarded by the law

merely as a civil transaction,' is superstitiously converted into * a

religious ceremony,' and is not ' an affair of ecclesiastical cogni-
zance,' they will do enough towards social reformation and the

diff"usion of social enjoyment, amply to merit oblivion for all the

past inertness which they deplore.
To carry this principle consistently into effect, there must be

no transfer of* the celebration of marriage' from the episcopalian
minister to the dissenting minister. We are sorry to see, by the

sixth reason in the paper referred to, that any such transfer should

be contemplated. Its inconsistency with an honest adherence to the

principle is manifest. That principle can never be established in the

minds of the people generally, so long as the interposition of priest
or quasi priest, of a person in '

holy orders,' or '

pretended holy
orders,' is inseparably connected with entering into the marriage
contract. Let episcopalian or dissenter invite the presence and
the prayers of priest or minister on that, as on other important
occasions, if he so please, but let it be plain to all parties that

this is a proceeding perfectly voluntary; that the contract is dis-

tinct from it, and complete without it. Unless this be carefully
done, the Romish superstition, which the congregationalists so

properly denounce, can never be eradicated. The dissenting

ministry already tends quite enough towards a priesthood. The

pretensions set up by some, and the supervision and influence

exercised by many, bear all the marks, and produce some of the

worst effects of priestcraft. The public and the legislature may
be rightfully jealous of an addition to the privileges or functions

of a distinct class or order of men, who bear a peculiar character,

possess peculiar interests, and already exercise a powerful and
extensive influence. Or as we would rather put it, dissenting
ministers themselves should be anxious to disclaim investiture

with any privilege, or the discharge of any function, which ob-
literates the distinction between the minister and the priest, and
fosters in the [)eople a deceptive notion of the authority, dignity,
and relative position of those who are nothing more than brothers

amongst brethren. They will do well, also, in distinctly dis-

claiming the fee-system. Let them anticipate, and so for ever
L2
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silence, the calumny that this application to Parliament is dark-

ened by even tlie faintest shadow of a desire for the pelf; that it

has in the slightest degree the character of a struggle with the

hireling shepherds of the establishment for the fleece of the flock.

We all know how the Catholic priests of Ireland
;
and priests

more zealous, laborious, enduring, or attentive to the poor, have
never walked the earth

;
how they have been blamed on the sus-

picion that the fee-system, trifling as their fees are on such occa-

sions, has made them accessories to those early and improvident

marriages amongst the peasantry, which have helped to identify
in Ireland the increase of population, and the increase of suffering.
The enlightened ministers of all denominations, would, no doubt,
act on philanthropic principles, and so, no doubt, do many
enlightened members of the Irish priesthood ;

but in the one

case, as in the other, a taint may attach to the order, from the

conduct of individuals, ignorant, mercenary, or mistaking Avith

the best possible intentions. On every account it is desirable to

aim at the total disunion (except as a subsequent, unnecessary,
and perfectly voluntary appendage) of the religious service from
the civil contract

; only by so doing can the Dissenters establish

their principle, that marriage is a civd contract. It were desirable,

therefore, in their se\enth reason, to strike out ' the ministers,'
and leave the '

magistrates,' who will ratify and register the agree-
ment of the parties as satisfactorily as they did in the days of the

commonwealth.

By the magistrate being the only person known to the law in

the formation of the marriage contract, the registration will be
better provided for than it can be, if dissenting ministers be the

agents. Cha[)el registries have never yet been admitted to the rank
of legal evidence. They are peculiarly liable to the evils of being

irregularly kept, and occasionally lost. A known servant of the

state must be the best registrar of a transaction which the

interests of society require should have an authentic record care-

fully j)reserved, and always accessible. Unitarian ministers, not-

withstanding (lu;ir heresies, are as good clerks as their orthodox

brethren, and yet their marriage bill suflered shipwreck on this

very (juestion of registration : a failure never to be regretted, if it

shall have, in any degree, j)rej)ared for and facilitated the adoj)-
tion of a more liberal and comprehensive measure, and one based

on a principle, which, however true and imjjortant, could not

have been ])ut forward by them without ensuring the defeat of

their application.
Should the Dissenters obtain the legislative sanction of that

principle, the bcnelicial results will soon extend to the members
of the establishment, 'i'hey will not be priest-ridden along the

ro:id where nonconformist millions are walking unl)urdened and

unfettered. They will not continue to have imj)ose(l upon them
a semi-sacrament, where Dissenters are only contracting a social
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engagement. The quakers indeed have long borne their testi-

mony, but the world goes not to quaker meetings to see the

simplicity of their arrangements. Few people know, perhaps,
that quaker marriages always may, and often do take place, with-

out any religious service, any prayer or admonition whatever,
or the interposition of any j)erson except the two parties con-
cerned. They rise, and in the simplest form of words pledge
themselves to each other

;
and those present who are disposed,

sign the record as witnesses, and there is an end of the matter,
unless any brother or sister feels that impulse to speak, which they

obey on this as they do on all other occasions, when it is felt.

But though the Friends shrink not from publicity, and in truth

they have as little occasion to do so as most people, still as to the

mass of the community these things are done in a corner. It will

be very different when the multifarious hosts of dissent, the three

denominations which are known at court, and the three hundred
denominations which are not known at court, with all their young
men and maidens, shall be marrying themselves all the country
over. They will make themselves seen and heard, and the church
men and church women will take turn to feel that theirs is an

aggrieved denomination ; and they will petition Parliament for

equal rights, and the dissenting principle will become the estab-

lished principle, and in its developements and its applications it

may be that alleviations or a cure may be found for evils by which

society is now both harassed and contaminated.

For certain it is that our present system does not work well.

In many cases parties are inexorably bound together for life by
the law, and by those anomalous relics of popery the ecclesiastical

courts, who are neither one flesh nor one spirit, but, morally speak-

ing, divorced, and without affection, if they live together, living

together viciously. In many other cases, the institution fails of

realizing any approach towards that sympathy, solace, stimulus
to honourable action, and moral training of the rising race, which
are its proper and professed objects. Moreover, the streets of all

large cities swarm with unhappy women, miserable agents of the

temptation of which at first they were the victims, alike suffering
and corrupting, and visiting on the other sex an involuntary but
fearful retaliation for their own ruin. Now if the principle that

marriage is a common contract, a simple agreement, were con-

sistently followed out, one result would be that law and fact would
cease to be at variance, and parties to be condemned to wretched
lives of unwilling falsehood. A civil contract, not dissoluble when
its dissolution is required by the interests of the contracting
parties and of the community, would be a strange anomaly.
Some of the American States have got rid of that anomaly, and
we can scarcely throw stones at them on account either of their

immorality or unhappiness. There never would have been any
doubt on this matter, but for priests alike ignorant and meddling,
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who have strangely misapplied to legal and judicial divorce, that

is, to release from a contract, publicly and solemnly obtained from

the constituted authorities, on sufficient cause shown, that Avhich

our Lord said [Matt. xix. 8.] of the private and irresponsible

right of divorce which the Jew possessed under the law of Moses.

That admonition was a generous interposition on behalf of the

defenceless and oppressed. It enjoined as a moral precept, not

as a national law, the restriction of the individual privilege of

divorce, which the law sanctioned without limitation, to that

single case in which the law did not decree divorce but denounce

death. It was the recommendation of an act of mercy. The

spirit was, reserve the exercise of this despotic privilege, and
a most despotic privilege it was, for the occasion on which
it enables you to save a human life from legal extinction.* By
a far-fetched abuse not unworthy of them. Papal priests and
Protestant bishops have transformed a charitable precept for

private conduct, into a public restrictive law. And it is remark-

able that we allow divorce de facto to an unlimited extent, in the

only case in which the Jew forfeited his privilege, in that of seduc-

tion. For though not recognised as such by the partial and pha-
risaical morality of the laws, yet, in a moral view, seduction is

marriage. The poor, abandoned outcasts in our streets are, in fact,

the repudiated wives of the men whom our laws allow to cast

them off with a caprice and a barbarity worse than ever stained

the soil of Judea with all its divorces and polygamy. It would

be seen that a simple contract essentially independent in its

nature of priest, or ceremony, could be testified in various ways;
in Scotland, it may be established simply by a verbal declaration,

and conduct in this case should be final evidence. What the

legal rights of wifehood should be, we will not attem])t to define,

but however the law might describe them, it ought to recognise
and sustain them, in every woman so circumstanced. Even a

temporary toleration of polygamy would be better, infinitely

better, than this eternal flood of prostitution. It is an evil which

cries to heaven for redress, and that redress, by saving woman,
would purify society.

Should juster notions of marriage lead to the deliverance of

society from these and other evils, it would again become the

ministry of happiness on \\hich the Creator ])ronounced his

primeval benediction. May the Dissenters therefore persevere ;

establish the principles \\hich they aflirm, as well as obtain the

rights which they claim ;
and no *

longer hesitate to take such

st('j)s
as may be necessary to secure the speedy passing of a deci-

si\e and eileclual measure of redress for a grievance, which

having long been ojjpressive and vexatious, has noAV become

utterly inlolerable.'

*
Hit" DuK nuittor most ally clutidatcd in Withaclis's Commentuiics on the Laws of

Moiti'H, buok 3. cliap. ti.
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The Charmed Sea. By H. Martine^u. (Illustrations of Political Economy,
No. 13.)

John Milton : his Life and Times, Religious and Political Opinions. By
Joseph Ivimey. EflSngham Wilson. (1.)

A Biographical History of the Wesley Family. By John Dove. Simpkin
and Marshall. (2.)

Three Years in America, By James Stuart, Esq. 2 vols. Cadell, Edin-
burgh.

Vegetable Cookery ;
with an Introduction, recommending Abstinence

from Animal Food and Intoxicating Liquors. By a Lady. The Fourth
Edition, (3.)

<

Arthiir Coningsby. 3 vols. Wilson.

Whychcotte of St. Johns, or the Court, the Camp, the Quarter Deck, and
the Cloister. 2 vols.

A Compendium of Ci\il Architecture, arranged in Questions and Answers,
with Notes. By Robert Brindley. Longman and Co. and Simpkin and
Marshall. (4.)

(1.) Milton seems to have attracted the admiration of the Rev. Joseph
Inmey, a Baptist Minister, who seceded from the Greneral Body of Dissenting
Ministers, on account of their petitioning in favour of Catholic Emancipation,
by his having written for Baptism, and against Popery.

" Would you de-
sire better sympathy?" About seven-eighths of the book are extracts, chiefly
from Miltons prose works. They are not arranged, which they easily might
have been, so as to form the outUne of an autobiography. The remaining
portion is abundant in ignorance, confusion, violence, and bad grammar.
The writer gets into ludicrous difficulties, by his desire to claim ililton as an
illustrious fellow sectarian, combined with his intolerance of the Poet's here-
sies.

(2.) A neat Uttle volume, designed as introductory to Watson's Life of the
celebrated Founder of Methodism. It contains some interesting sketches of
character. To one or two of these we shall probably call the attention of our
readers in a future number.

(3.) The positive part of this book is excellent
;

the negative we cannot
subscribe to. For soups and omelets, pies and puddings, creams, and even
flummery, we have great respect; but as to "abstinence from animal
food," cest tout autre chose. The eclectic is the true philosophy. Thanks to
the lady for her receipts, though we cannot swallow her dissertations.

(4.) A very comprehensive and useful compendium. But why should it

have been in question and answer, the eflFect of. which is only to occupy more
paper, and give more trouble in reading ?
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The Elements of Hebrew Grammar : to which are added, The Principles of

Hebrew Poetry, and an Outline of Chaldee Grammar. By WilUam Probert.

London. (5.)

Notes of Proceedings in Courts of Revision, held in October and No-
vember, 1832, before James Manning, Esq. Revising Barrister. And the
Reform Act, with Explanatory Remarks. By William M. Manning, of

Lincoln's Inn, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. London : S. Sweet. (6.)

A Few Plain Remarks on the Rev. T. Scott's Letter toT. L. Hodges, Esq.
M.P. on Tithes. By George Colgate. Second Edition. Bromley.

Lectures on Protestant Nonconformity. By W. Turner, Jun. M.A. Hali-
fax. E. Walker and Son, and R. Hunter, London. (7.)

The Existing Monopoly an Inadequate Protection of the Authorized
Version of Scripture. By Thomas Curtis. London. (8.)

The Wanderings of Christendom from Gospel Truth, and the Prospects of

its return to primitive Evangelism. A Discourse. By B. T. Stannus,
Edinburgh. (9.)

(5.) The plan is what it professes to be, new and improved. A simple,
rational Hebrew Grammar is, of itself, novelty and improvement. The stu-

dent will not here be annoyed by the confusion and needless complication
which have disgusted so many with the Hebrew language itself.

(C.) Very curious and amusing. The proportions in which a hair is split
seem often to have made all the difference between Freeman and Vassal at

the late election. Future generations should sec, by such a record as this,

how the great boundary line was drawn. They will never believe else.

(7.) These Lectures are short, clear, temperate, decided, and conclusive.

We heartily recommend them. Dissent has seldom had a more able, en-

lightened, or judicious advocate.

(8.) Mr. Curtis has shown that, instead of faithfully and carefully repre-

senting King James's Version, the University presses have issued Bibles full

of intentional changes, (supposed amendments of the translation,) as well as

typographical errors. Of the former he has pointed out "
in about a fourth

])art of the Bible, 2!)31." This includes, however, headings of chapters, and
the use of Italics for supplemetitary words. The alleged deterioration of the

modern editions is much exaggerated by the writer ; but the usual effect of

monopolies is certainly apparent. This matter should l)e looked into.

(•J.) Mr. Stannus's "first ])ublisluMl Discomse." It is a promise of good
things. The exuberant foliage hides no lack of fruit.

CORRi:Sl»ONDKNCK.

We cannot (^rant E. liis waf^er of liattlc. The subject has been discussed iu our

l)uj:;eH, and is one on which our C'oiresjjondents have expressed very o])ix)8itu opinions.
'1'. N. is

j)os1j)()iieil. He will perhajis see wliy.
'1 he Taetory System, and tlie American Colonization Society, if possible, iu our

next.
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ON THE FACTORY SYSTSEja.V^^

Amongst the important questions which must force themselves

upon the early attention of the reformed parliament, will be the

state of our manufacturing population, and particularly the subject
which now engrosses so much of the public feeling, viz. the

Factory System, or the substitution of the labour of children for

that of adults
;
and the cruel treatment and loss of life to which,

according to evidence given before a committee of the House of

Commons, the children thus employed are exposed. No one
can read that investigation without feelings of horror ; there are

some acts at which the heart recoils, and the question involuntarily
arises, can these take place in civilized society ? are any ap-

proaching to them in cruelty known amongst the untaught
savages ?

That the representations which have been made both by chil-

dren and their parents are generally true, there can be no doubt;
there may be exaggeration^ and indeed this would be unavoidable,
for the subject is one interesting to those not directly concerned
in it, and must cause great excitement in the districts which are

immediately under its influence ; particular acts of cruelty may
ave been strongly stated in order to force the consideration of

the system upon the public mind. But as yet we have only heard
one side of the question ;

the master manufacturers may, and

probably will show that, as crimes exist in society, it is an excep-
tion not the rule, and society is not in consequence to be cha-
racterised as criminal. Great cruelty has, no doubt, been prac-
tised in a few factories, the excessive labour itself is cruelty, but

beyond that, it cannot be the character of the factory system ;
it

is neither the interest of the master, nor according with the feelings

of humanity to practise or allow acts of cruelty.
But though the system should be divested of that stain, and

only few delinquents found amongst many masters and super-
intendents, it is attended with great hardship and labour w^here

even great attention is paid to the comforts of the children
; and

though the evidence given by the children themselves and their

parents may be overcoloured, we have that of respectable medical
men who are employed by masters to look after the health of
the children, and who state the anxious exertions of some to en-

courage in their mills cleanliness, good conduct, health, and edu-
cation

;
but still even then, the system retains its distressing con-

sequences
—

hardship, and excessive labour at very early acre,

without sufficient time being allowed for rest and recreation. That
is one point for consideration

;
another is equally important, evinced

by the evidence of medical men, that where factories have been
introduced, and in proportion to their extent, the number of
human beings who atUiin the age of manhood is greatly reduced

;

and in order to prove this fact some interesting tables have been
No. 7b. M
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annexed to the report of the House of Commons. Those tables

do not, however, in their present form and without explanation,

give an impartial view of the question, but in order to make it

more clear we have copied one of the tables, No. 1, and concen-
trated the other tables, which with some explanation will make
the subject more evident.

Table I.—Slmwing the pmportion of deaths in every 10,000 pc?
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This table clearly establishes the fact that where the factory

system prevails, life is of much shorter duration than where the

domestic manufacture is carried on
;

the medical men who Avere

examined by the committee, whether the most eminent physicians
and surgeons of London, or those of extensive practice in York-

shire, Lancashire;, and Cheshire, all agree in opinion that the

system is destructive to health and life. Mr. William Sharp of

Bradford, who professionally attended one of the best regulated

spinning factories, has given an interesting report of his patients
in that establishment

;
there were 550 children employed, and in

the six months from January to June 1832 he had 168 i)atients,

of whom 5 died, 146 recovered, 3 much relieved, 14 remained
under treatment.

Mr. Thackrahj who had made the subject his peculiar study,
and has published a very able book upon the effect of arts, pro-

fessions, and trades on health and longevity, says,
' that the

factory system reduces the nervous powers, that it renders persons
more feeble, more subject to suffer from attacks of disease, and
that persons so employed are shorter lived than others ;'

and he

recommends that instead of working from six oVlock a. m. to

seven o'clock p. m. allowing half an hour for breakfast and forty
minutes for dinner, the master should be restricted to working
the children not exceeding ten hours per day, and that number
of hours he thinks is too long.

So far, therefore, as the investigation has j)roceeded, two points
have been established—excessive labour to children of tender age,
and a great proportion of death amongst young people. The evils

of the system have been proved, the difficulty is to find a cure

Avithout producing a greater evil; and in order clearly to under-

stand that subject, it is desirable to give a brief sketch of the

rise and progress of our different branches of manufacture, to show
how they have been extended, and how distressing a check would
be in them to a dense population.
The manufactures of this as well as of other countries were,

about half a century ago, strictly s{)eaking domestic ; the raw
materials Avere spun and Avoven into cloth in cottages, by the

individuals of the family, each taking such department according
to age and strength as they Avere able to perform ;

and a man
Avith a small capital gave em[)loyment to his j)Oorer neighbours,

bringing around him a population dependent u])on him Tor their

maintenance; the chief manufacture at that time was Avoollen,and
the only machine worked by power was the fulling mill

; every other

j)rocess, scribbling, stubbing, spinning, Aveaving, and finishing
was performed by hand labour; the woollen manufacture Avas con-
sidered the most important and valuable branch of industry, and
attained the title of the sta{)le trade of the country.

'I'he spiiuiing department Avas first imj)roved by the application
of poAver and machinery ; first, indeed, by machinery Avithout
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what is technically called power. The best description extant of

the early state of the woollen trade, is given by Dyer in his beau
tiful poem

' The Fleece.' It was in his day that the first acce-

lerating machine was applied to spinning. In the year 1757 he

published his work, from which the following is extracted :

' Wliat simple nature yields,

And nature does her part, are only mde
Materials, cumbers on the thorny ground ;

'Tis toil that makes them wealth ; that makes the fleece

(Yet useless, rising in unshapen heaps)
Anon, in curious woofs of beauteous hue,
A vesture usefully succinct and warm.
Or trailing in the length of graceful folds,

A royal mantle. Come, ye village nymphs;
The scatter'd mists reveal the dusky hills

;

Grey dawn appears ;
the golden morn ascends.

And paints the glitt'ring rocks, and purple woods,
And flaming spires ; arise, begin your toils;

Behold the fleece beneath the spiky comb

Drop its long locks, or from the mingling card,

Spread in soft flakes, and swell the whiten'd floor.

Come, village nymphs, ye mati-ons and ye maids,
Receive the soft material, with Hght step
Whether ye turn around the spacious wheel,
Or patient sitting, that revolve which forms
A narrower circle. On the brittle work
Point your quick eye, and let the hand assist

To guide and stretch the gently less'ning thread

Even
;
unknotted twine will praise your skill.

A diff'rent spinning every difif'rent web
Asks from your glowing fingers ; some require
The more compact, and some the looser wreath ;

The last for softness, to delight the touch

Of chamber'd delicacy ; scarce a cirque
Need turn around, or twine the length'ning flake.

There are, to speed their labour, who prefer
Wheels double-spord, which yield to either hand
A sev'rai line ; and many yet adhere
To th" ancient distaff, at the bosom fix'd,

Casting the whirling spindle as they walk :

At home, or in the sheep-fold, or the mart.
Alike the work proceeds. This method still

Norvicum favours, and the Icenian towns:*

It yields the airy stuffs an apter thread.

This was of old, in no inglorious days,

* The Iceni were the inhabi'aats of Suffolk.
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The mode of spinning, when the Egyptian prince
A golden distaff gave that beauteous nymph,
Too beauteous Helen : no uncourtly gift

Then, when each gay diversion of the fair

Led to ingenious use. But patient art,

That on experience works, from hour to hour,

Sagacious, has a spiral engine form'd,
Which on an hundred spoles, an hundred threads,

With one huge wheel, by lapse of water, twines ;

Few hands requiring; easy- tended work.
That copiously supplies the greedy loom.'

The spinning-jenny, thus described by Dyer, produced, by the

labour of one man and a child, but much more expeditiously, the

same number of threads Avhich could be spun with the most

improved wheel by fifty women ;
the machine now used for the

same purpose, and which is called the mule, contains 300 spin-
dles, and saves the labour of 300 women who formerly turned

the wheel.

Machines upon the same principle are introduced into the

cotton, linen, and silk manufactures, but upon a more extended
scale : they spin about double the number of threads. A table

was submitted to the Committee of the House of Commons,
stating the number used at Stockport alone.

One mule has 548 spindles ;
the number of machines in that

town are 1G61, and they carry 416,053 spindles, making in

Stockport alone a saving of labour, which was chiefly done by
women, of 414,302 hands ! and from this some idea may be

formed of the immense saving by the multitude of machines now
in use throughout the United Kingdom.
A (pjestion here naturally arises

;
what becomes of the po[)ula-

tion which was formerly emploj'ed in sj)inning ? and to what pur-

pose can the produce of such a multi{)licity of looms be applied ?

1 he next process of manufacture is weaving ;
and though ma-

chinery has done much to improve the cloth, to make a more

compact and a more even article, it has not done much to save

labour. It is stated in evidence, that a man witli a boy looks

after four power-looms; consequently, whilst one spinning-mule
will save the labour of 500 spinners, the same machine gives
labour (takijig into account the accelerated motion) to as many
weavers as 500 women would have su|)i)lied ;

and as the exporta-
ti(m of yarn and thread is carried on to a very large extent, it is

evident that either tlie labour of weaving is cheaper in other

countries, or that tiie increase of looms, whelher worked by hand
or j)ower, has not kept pace wilh the increase of s{)indles ;

so

true it is,

' Tlie more is wrought, the more is still required.'

The ingenuity ol Arkwright, and the mechanism of Watt, liave
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made a most wonderful change in the manufactures of their

country. About fifty years ago the cotton manufactures were

imported from the East Indies
;
now we import the raw material

from thence, and return it to them in the shape of yarn or cloth,

giving labour to the country. About the same distance of time

ago, linens were imported from Germany, and our weavers were

supplied with linen-thread from thence ;
now we export both the

thread and the cloth.

It must be evident, that in the process of weaving, where little

or no labour is saved, or rather very little expense saved, for the

cost of machinery, and the wear and tear, is generally estimated

at about equal to the saving of two labourers in three, the price
of food must have great influence, and such is always found to

be the case. When the price of corn and meat is high, the

power-looms have an advantage; when, by good harvests, the

price of wheat is low, so that wages can be reduced, hand-

weaving has the advantage ;
and this, in a great measure, accounts

for the large exportation of yarn. It can be woven cheaper abroad

than in this country.
The only remaining work which it is necessary to give to the

various fabrics, is the finishing ;
and here again the scope for

the use of machinery and power is very confined. There can be

no saving in either weaving or finishing compared to that in spin-

ning. It has been shown, that one spinning mule, worked by a

man and two children, will do the same quantity of work that

500 persons would have done ;
but in weaving and finishing no

}>ower has yet been invented that will do more work with one man
than could be done by three persons without increased power.
Such is a brief, and, in order to avoid trespassing too much upon
the pages of your

'

Repository,' an imperfect sketch, of the present
state of our manufactures for clothing; but sufficient has been

shown to evince their vast importance. The subject must soon

occupy the attention of Parliament
;
and it is most desirable that

it should be considered with great coolness, and every circum-

stance weighed with impartiality and deliberation. Above all,

party feeling should on no account be allowed to have any in-

fluence. The cruelties which have been exercised must be effec-

tually checked, for no crime deserves greater punishment than

cruelty to helpless and defenceless infancy ;
it must also be ascer-

tained what labour children can endure without injury ;
and mas-

ters must not have the power of injuring health and shortening life

by excessive labour; but upon this subject care must be taken

lest by an anxiety to give present relief, a check may be given to

trade, a large population deprived of work, and more suffering

produced than is removed. The exportation of yarn and the

manufactured goods, bears a very small proportion to the quantity
manufactured. Taking all the manufactures together, the foreign
trade does not amount to one-tenth of the home trade ; but it is
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this tenth that gives general employment, comfort, and support to

the whole. If anything should deprive the country of one-tenth

of employment, the misery would be great, and extend over

the surface. It would not be confined to the tenth thrown
out of employment, but the wages of the other nine would be

reduced.

Another very important consideration is the effect which might
be produced on the home trade. Any reduction of hours in the

work of children must be followed by a higher rate of wages, and
an increased price to the manufactured article. Let any one

compare the present times with those before machinery was
used in our manufactures

; compare the price of a gown or a
coat now with what it was thirty or forty years ago, and see the

facility with which poor persons can now get clothing. Let them

compare the comforts, the cleanliness, and the information

which the lower classes enjoy, and then say if great advances

have not been made in society. These are not altogether owing
to cheap manufactures

;
but it must nevertheless be obvious that

in })roportion to the cheajjness, they have been enabled to pur-
chase greater comforts. If any great advance take place in the

price of clothing, the consumption of it must be greatly reduced,
and consequently the weaver and finisher of these goods will be

deprived of their employment, without any other being opened
to them, as is invariably the case when a new machine facilitates

the manufacture of any particular branch. A reduction in the

home tradewould be much more injurious than in the foreign trade.

Care must therefore be taken that the burden xipon s[)inning is

not so increased that it deprives the weaver of this demand for

the fruits of his industry. In considering this subject it will be

necessary not only to deliberate upon the number of hours chil-

dren may be permitted to work, but the age at which they may be

employed, for the younger the children the more severe will be

the labour. All the evidence which has been given proves the

fact, that by the present law children are exposed to ex-

cessive labour
;
and this must be evident to the most superficial ob-

server. They are now restricted to thirteen hours, allowing about

one hour for recreation and meals. 'J'here is scarcely an adult

indi\idual in the kingdom who endures more labour. Whether
the hours be reduced to twelve, eleven, or ten, it will be for Par-

liament to decide. 'J'here is, however, another point deeply con-

nected with this subject, which ought to have the serious consi-

deration of Parliament
;

viz. the price of food. The corn laws

advance th(; |)rice here;, and reduce the price abroad, thereby

causing the manufactured goods to be dearer in l^ngland than

they are abroad. Jf the corn laws be altere(|, so that liritish

capital may Ix; cmjiloyed in th(> purchase of foreign corn when it

is cheaj), it will ellrctuidly advance the price of food to the foreign

manufacturer, and give an advantage to the British weaver. The
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English corn laws are, in fact, the greatest bonus that could be

given to the foreign manufacturer.

This question will be found to be one of great importance. The

Factory System is capable of being so regulated that great good
may arise from ir. Some of the mills are so admirably managed,
that the children are not overworked, are cleanly, happy, and
receive a good education. When the case of the mill owner is

brought before Parliament, that fact will be proved ;
as yet we have

only seen the, in general, exao;gerated statements of the manage-
ment of the worst

;
let us see the system in its best state. Let

that be the model, and let checks be interposed to prevent vice in

mills as well as out of them. The evidence must not be confined
to the masters

;
some of the children must also be examined. The

mills of good and humane masters have already their advantages;
they have the choice of children and work-people ;

for it must be
obvious that good treatment will always have its reward. In their

neighbourhood there is an anxiety in parents to get their children

placed in good mills. Let the subject be fully investigated and

fairly discussed
;
remove and prevent the bad, and preserve and

improve the good; and though Mr. Sadler's bill may have been
both erroneous in principle and imperfect in detail, the gratitude
of the factory children, of the masters, and the public, will be due
to him for bringing the subject into discussion.

AAIERICAN COLONIZATION SOCIETY.

This Institution, which has been for some years in active opera-
tion on an extensive scale, begins to attract a large share of
attention from the enlightened philanthropists on both sides of
the Atlantic

;
and very deservedly so, whether we consider the

novelty and peculiarity of its plan, or the magnitude of the inte-

rests, both as the old continent and the new are concerned, which
are likely to be affected by its proceedings. As the subject
has been frequently brought forward of late in this country, with
a view of asserting its claims on the attention of the British friends

of Negro Emancipation, it becomes important to examine its real

character, and the mode in which the complete developement of

the plans apparently contemplated by the Colonization Society
are fitted to promote or retard the accomplishment of that most
desirable object.

It is impossible, I think, to deny that what has hitherto been
effected in the settlement of Liberia calls for high praise, and
deserves the earnest wishes of every friend to the welfare of his

species for its continued and complete success. It is not, there-

fore, from any indifference to the prosperity of that establishment,
that I would call on the friends of the cause in this country to

weigh the matter well before they give their unqualified support
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to the American Society. On the contrary, I consider Liberia as

being at the present moment, with scarcely an exception, the

most interesting spot on the habitable globe. It is the spot on
which a problem is now in a course of experimental solution,
which deeply affects the most vital interests of the human race.

But it is precisely for that reason that I should look with jealousy

upon any measures which threaten to interfere with the suc-

cess of this great and important experiment; and such ap[)ears
to me to be the case w-ith the Colonization Society in the probable
results of some of their proceedings on both sides of the Atlantic.

There is a complication of schemes evidently contemplated by it,

(and, I am sorry to observe, sometimes brought forward, and at

others kept in the back ground, according to circumstances,)
which can scarcely fail to be pernicious; and if they continue to

be kept in view, and acted upon extensively, they will require the

enlightened promoter of negro regeneration not merely to with-

hold his concurrence and approbation from the Society, but to

exert himself in opposition to their measures.

From their published reports they appear to have fivo objects in

view
;
the first is to esta})lish a colony of free blacks, who shall be

the means of exemplifying and diffusing the blessings of civiliza-

tion and the Gospel on the continent of Africa. For this purpose

they have selected a competent number of American negroes, out

of the large mass of emancipated slaves, who, in spite of the un-

favourable circumstances in which they are placed, have acquired
such a moral and intellectual character as to fit them for it. This

object, when taken by itself, is excellent
;
and herein we most

heartily wish them God speed. It has the further advantage of

being perfectly practicable ;
and their measures, as far as they have

hitherlo gone, seem to be not ill adapted for its accomplishment.
We see a community of blacks actually established on the coast

of Africa, possessing the various institutions of civilized society,

large enough to exemplify their o[)erations on a scale which may
attract attention, conciliate the friendship, and excite the emula-

tion of the surrounding tribes, but not so lirge as to rouse their

jealousy or hostility. This will be productive of great and un-

mixed good, both in its immediate effect u[)on the natives of

Africa, and by its tendency to raise the negro character in the

estimation of civilized nations. Such a specimen of the various

gradations and {)rofessions of social life occupied exclusively by
blacks, if it succeeds, as we trust it will, must furnish an unan-

swerable reply to all that has been said of the inherent inferiority

Oi the negro race.

lint there is another o])ject in \ iew, which is decidedly bad, and

inconsistent with the first. llap|)ily it has the adchtional disad-

\antage (jI JK-iiig wholly impracticable ;
but it is much to be feaied

that tlie attempts to carry it into ed'ect will greatly impede tlu;

beneficial results to be expected from the more rational {)art of
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the plan. This is no less than the actual transportation across

the Atlantic of the whole of the free coloured population, and

ultimately of the whole negro population of the United States.

And why? Because (I quote their own words) 'American whites

cannot help recoiling with horror at the idea of an intimate union
with American blacks. Be their industry ever so great, their con-

duct ever so correct, whatever property they may acquire, and
whatever respect we may feel for their character, we could never

consent, and they could never hope, to see the two races placed
on a footing of perfect equality with each other.' Such, for page
after page, are the feelings towards their black countrymen which
these patriots and philanthropists acknowledge in themselves, and
both by their language and proceedings, encourage in the whites

universally. They acknowledge that they are prejudices; but

they say, it is idle to trace their causes, and worse them idle to tell

them, what they know full well, that they are unreasonable,

unjust, and inhuman. Nevertheless, 'no dream,' we are assured,
' can be more wild, than that of emancipating slaves, who are to

remain among them free.' The plan, therefore, is,
* draw off

the free blacks to Liberia, then give freedom to the slaves, and let

them follow.' But, supposing this were practicable, what, I

would ask, becomes of the other part of the plan
—the benefit of

Africa ? You profess a desire to <liffuse among the natives of
that continent the blessings of Christian institutions and civilized

society ;
and for that purpose you j)ropose to send thither an over-

whelming multitude, who, by your own account of them, are *a

living pestilence' among yourselves, 'a greater nuisance than
even the slaves,' the very scum and offscouring of your popula-
tion, kept down by your own absurd prejudices at the very bottom
of the social scale, and, as it were, compelled to contract the idle-

ness and the vices with which you reproach them. Are these the
missionaries vou would select in preference, to preach and exem-

plify the blessings of civilization ? Are these the hands to which

you pro[)Ose to intrust the sacred message of the Gospel ? What
can be reasonably expected but that a communitv formed out of
such elements will be found deeply imbued with all the corrikption
which an education in ignorance and vice, excluded by common
consent from all that is called or miscalled respectable in social

intercourse, is calculated to create ?

Besides, what would be the effect of such a proceeding upon the
natives ? They view with pleasure (at least, for the most part,

they have hitherto viewed with pleasure) the arrival amonf them
of a few thousands of their own race, peaceable and inoffensive

displaying the blessings of commerce, of knowledge, of religion ;

and we are even informed that a numerous body or" them have

already Hocked in, to partake of these benefits under the immediate

patronage of the Society. But the case would be widely different,
if you were to pour in upon them successive hosts of the very
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lowest and most degraded of your people, with all the vices and
none of the virtues of a civilized society, and incapable of being
even ' located' without dis{)lacing, probably by violence, the

original occupiers of the soil. For it must be remembered, that

Africa is not occupied like America two centuries ago, by wander-

ing tribes of hunters, but by stationary communities, and is, com-

paratively speaking, thickly inhabited ; presenting no trackless

wastes on which two millions and a half of people could be sud-

denly planted, without creating the most tremendous disturbances.

^^ hat consequence, then, must follow from such an attempt ?

Surely this, that the present harmony and good feeling must give

way to hostile jealousy ;

—when they see these intruders threatening
to come among them, not by thousands, but by millions, the native

powers will take the alarm, and will do their best to drive them
into the sea. The probability is, that in the destructive contest

which will then ensue, civilization will display its usual advantage
over a rude and uncultivated people ;

—
you will make a desert and

call it peace ;
—but is this the way, 1 would ask, in which you pro-

pose to civilize Africa? You may, indeed, make room in this way
for your swarms of degraded negroes ;

and whether the community
you will there establish under such circumstances will be very su-

perior to that which you will have destroyed, time must show. But
at any rate, it will be accomplished at an expense at which huma-

nity shudders, and the economist stands aghast; and the object is

one which, however interesting it may be to you, it can hardly be

expected that we should exert ourselves to promote. In fact, the

political considerations which might arise out of the success of such

an undertaking, and which would probably lead European states-

men to look with no favourable eye on a powerful dependency of

the United States, established on this side of the Atlantic, are not

unworthy of attention.

It is true, indeed, that no such object as this is ever likely to

be accomplished ;
the expense is far too great, and the sacrifice

such as (he slave-holders are not at all likely to submit to. Tluit

they may be induced to part with such slaves as the Colonization

Society can purchase, with a view to emancipation on condition

of their removal to Liberia, I can easily believe ; but that they
will ever consent to dismiss gratuitously the labourers on whom
depends the cultivation of their valuable rice and cotton planta-

tions, in a climate unhealthy in itself, and where whites have

never yet been found capai)le of undergoing the labours of the

field, appears (juite incredil)le. In short, J hold it to be an

im[)0ssibility to remove even the free blacks; and as for cx])atri-

ntiiig the whole slave ])opulation of Americii, and establishing
them on the coast of AlVica, it is the wildest chimera that ever

(Altered into the brain of any man pretending to be rational. The
('olonization Society think they have done great things in sending
in the course of ten years, three thousand persons to form a
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flourishing and very promising colony at Liberia. And they are

very right ; they have made great exertions, and the result is

admirable
;

let them not tnar it by attempting to combine things

incompatible. As far as their African objects are concerned, in

which alone we in this country can be expected to interest our-

selves, three thousand men are a fair beginning ;
and it may even

be doubted, how far it is desimble to go much further. But if

they really contemplate the getting rid of all the negroes in

America, exertions upon a very different scale await them, as

will be evident when we consider that the above number is little

more than a tithe of the annual increase (to say nothing of eman-

cipation) of the free blacks alone. There is no reaison to believe

that any number that are ever likely to emigrate voluntarily, will

sensibly affect the number that remain behind; it will only stimu-

late the principle of increase, so that the evil, if evil it must be,

of a black population will continue as formidable as ever.

I have said that in the proceedings of the Society as far
as they have hitherto gone, we see nothing but what calls for

high praise ;
but to represent even this as unmixed good, would,

perhaps, be saying too much. The good to Africa is, and I hope
will be, very great ;

to America (I mean to the American blacks)
the immediate effect is a serious evil, against which it is not to be

wondered at that they exclaim and protest by everj' means in

their power. Granting, what I think is so clear as hardly to

admit of an argument, that the actual transportation of all the

blacks is out of the question, what ought to be the policy of

America ? Certainly, to adopt every measure that can be devised

to raise the blacks in the estimation of their white neighbours,
and to counteract the absurd and inhuman prejudices which now

prevail. And let it not be objected that this is a hopeless and

Quixotic attempt ;
let it not be said that it is idle to investigate

the causes of the present state of public feeling ;
let the investi-

gation be made with care, that it may become the basis of decisive

steps to grapple with the mischievous delusion. The American

patriot need not look far for an instance to encourage him in

such an undertaking ;
he has before his eyes a specimen of the

wonders that may be accomplished by association, by energetic

appeal and remonstrance, by example, by enlightened and well-

directed zeal, availing itself of all the powerful means which the

pulpit and the press afford for acting upon the public mind. I^t
these be resorted to with equal vigour, and we do not despair of
witnessing, in the next ten years, as marked a change on the

subject of negro degradation, as the last have exhibited on that of

intemperance. That deeply-rooted national prejudices should be

entirely done away, is more, perhaps, than can be expected ; this,

at any rate, must be the work of time
;

but still, every step
towards this desirable consummation is so much gained ; and to

this point, even though iu all its extent it should be unattainable.
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sound policy, justice, humanity, and religion alike require that

their most earnest attention should be directed.

But what seems to be the immediate bearing upon this object
of the colonization scheme ? Is the elevation of the negro cha-
racter in America likely to be promoted by selecting all the more

respectable, industrious, and wealthy of the free blacks, sending
them off to Liberia, and leaving the refuse behind? May it not,
on the contrary, be objected, that these poor degraded Americans
are entitled to all the advantage they might derive from the

presence among themselves of whatever is respectable, of what-
ever is fitted to raise their rank in the social scale

; of whatever

specimens in their own race, of any kind of moral or intellectual

improvement, might serve to elevate in the public estimation the

general average of the negro character, of whatever is likely to

dissever in the minds of the community at large, the unhappy
association which now exists between the idea of a negro and

hopeless inferiority and debasement ? There are already among
them a few who have struggled into what the world calls respect-

ability, there are already various institutions for the purpose of

education, and other public-spirited and benevolent objects.

These, as far as they go, must tend to diminish the absurd feeling
which at present exists

;
these let it be the labour of the truly

patriotic American to improve, to multiply, and extend to the

utmost of his power. Let him associate himself w'lih negroes in

the conduct of such institutions, and embrace every suitable

0[)portunity of admitting them to his own society upon equal
terms

;
and of bringing forward into public notice whatever is cal-

culated to render the American negro an object of respect in the

eyes of his countrymen. But it cannot be denied that the mea-
sures pursued by the Colonization Society have, in the first

instance at least, a directly contrary tendency ;
more especially,

when taken in connexion with the principle on which they avow-

edly proceed ; namely, that a union of the two races upon equal
terms is an idea that cannot be endured, much less reduced to

practice.
The question, then, is ))resented for our consideration, shall

we, in England, promote the objects of this Society ? To this

question 1 should be disposed to answer in the negative, unless

those objects were strictly and exclusively confined to the benefit

of Africa; and even then, it would remain to be inquired, whether

every thing that peculiarly calls lor exertions of this nature is not

already done. AVe have the nucleus of a prosjierous colony,

wliich, from the latest reports, appears to be in a condition to

maintain itself; and any fresh settlers, who were competent to

promote the professed objects of the establishment, would be in a

condition tc; defray their own expenses. For reasons which have

already been stated, it is not even desirable that the number of

these should be very greatly increased, from the risk of provoking
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hostile collisions with the native powers, and, also, because it is

inaportant to avoid all unnecessary sacrifice of the elements from
which a more healthy state of feeling may in time be generated
in the United States themselves.

But it must not be concealed, that it more especially concerns

us to view this question as it affects the condition of the negroes
in the ^\ est Indies. Now, it is difficult to see with what con-

sistency those who are, at length, contending earnestly for the

immediate emancipation of the slaves in our own colonies, can
unite with a Society proceeding on the avowed assumption that

a slave must be expatriated before it is politic or even safe to

make him free. To do so would be to furnish their opponents
with a practical argument^ of which they are too acute not to

perceive the application.
The relative proportion, however, of the three classes in the

West Indies is so different from what prevails in America, as

materially to affect the results fairly deducible from the same

general principles. In the former, even the free blacks are nearly
double in number to the whites, and far from being a '

living

pestilence,' the '

off-scouring of the population,'
* a greater

nuisance than the slaves themselves,' they form in many of the

islands an important and valuable portion of the community.
They own a considerable amount of property, and, in some in-

stances, raulattoes, at least, are even members of the legislature,
a thing unheard of in the United States. That they are to the

full as respectable when taken collectively as the corresponding
ranks of the whites, we may infer from the fact that in proportion
to their respective numbers, the white paupers are more than
double ihe free blacks, notwithstanding that all the gentry, all the

professional men, and a ver^^ large proportion of all the substan-
tial classes, are necessarily of the European complexion. But
in the West Indies the idea of expatriating all the negroes is

clearly inadmissible. To leave these settlements to the exclusive

occupation of the whites, would be to annihilate them at once.

If the idea should gain a footing there of the utter incompatibility
of the two races, the separation must take place the other Avay ;

and I should not be much surprised before long to hear of

meetings of the free blacks, copying the proceedings and (^mutatis

mutandis) the language of the American whites, in some such

style as this :
— ' Whereas lono: experience has clearlv demonstrated

the utter incompatibility of the Negro and the European, and
whereas the existence in the same state of two distinct races which
refuse to combine so as to form one people, is highly inexpedient.
Resolved, That immediate measures be adopted for transporting
all the whites, with as little delay as possible, back to England.'—
The argument is just as applicable to the whites in the West
Indies as to the blacks in the United States, and it is nothing but
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a deficiency of power in the former case which gives the propo-
sition the air of burlesque. It is an appearance, however, which
a change of circumstances may in time remove

; for, in this case,

the numbers are not such as to render the scheme of an actual

transportation, morally speaking, impracticable.
The argument maintained in the preceding pages is ably sup-

ported by a writer in the ' Christian Examiner.' To a certain

extent he renders tardy justice to the free blacks; at least, he

sufficiently proves that there has been great exaggeration in the

accounts which are generally circulated of the intellectual and
moral degradation prevalent among them. That they are infe-

rior, as a body, to the whites in these respects, (I mean to the

whites taken as a body,) may be readily admitted ; it would be

extraordinary indeed if it were otherwise. But this, in factj

amounts to little more than that the higher classes of society are

superior to the lower. It must be remembered that the one
class are confined, in a great measure, to the exercise of menial

occupations, and others to which, for whatever reason, an idea of

degradation is attached
;

while the other includes almost the

whole of the wealthier and more highly educated classes, and all

those who enjoy the influence of the additional motive to good
conduct, which is derived from the possession of a distinguished
station in life, or from the prospect of attaining it. If we confine the

comparison between the two races, to the blacks on the one hand,
and that portion of the whites on the other, who are condemned to

the same, or nearly the same occupations, perhaps the difference

may not be very remarkable. It is, however, certain, and this is

an important point gained ; that, in spite of almost insurmountable

obstacles, there does exist a class of opulent, well-educated, re-

spectable people of colour. Now it appears evident that the

true policy of America should be to increase, by all possible

means, the number, importance, and influence, both moral and

political, of this class at home, in order that an example should

be presented to their white countrymen, not on the coast of

Africa, but at their own doors, of persons belonging to this

hitherto despised race, whom they felt obliged to resj)ect, not

merely for intrinsic good qualities, but for the influence they were

enabled to exercise on their own circumstances and condition.

W. T.

Jlalifax.

THE PATRIOT WARRIOR TO HIS DEAD UARB.

Afti-.r the baMle was over, and victory had declared for the

])atriots, one of their leaders was seen bending over the body of

ins steed, which had been slain by a carbine shot purposely aimed
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at him by one of the enemy. He had been remarked to pursue
the man and cut him down, after which he struck no further

stroke in the battle. When the strife was ended, with tears in

his eyes he commanded his followers to dig a deep grave, in

which the faithful companion of his master's many wild adven-
tures was buried, with the honours due to a warrior. M. S.

My horse ! my horse ! my noble horse !

My geillant mountain-bred !

Unmatched in courage, speed, or force,

Woe's me, thou art dead !

I loved thee, as a lover loves

His maiden's glancing eye,
The tramp of thy unshodden hooves*
Was music's revelry.

Up the verdant mountain springing.
Thou hast borne me on thy back ;

And, while rocks around were ringing.
Dashed down the stony track.

The grassy plain like an ostrich-bird.

With swift foot thou hast skimmed ;

By whip untouch'd, by spur unscarr'd,
And thy flashing eye undimmed.

In the race when I bare-backed rode thee,f
The costly prize was won;

Never rider save me bestrode thee ;

Thy last race is run I

The lofty hedge in the leafy dell.

Which our onward course impeded,
Beneath thy trampling fore-feet fell.

And a pathway ceded.J

*
.^.°

Southern America horses are rarely shodden, save for use in the paved streets
of cities. Those who have once ridden a horse unshodden, will never wish to spoil
the foothold of a horse with iron, unless in a case of necessity. With the iron on his
hooves a horse loses full one half of his activity.

f The
horse-racing of Chile and Cuyo, is not a cruel sport like that of England.

The distance performed is only a few hundred yards, without a saddle, and the ex-
cellence consists in the quickness of starting and' reining up. Speed alone is not the

perfection of a horse tramed to war. A well-trained Chileno war-horse it is scarcely
possible to throw down, run him round as you will, at full sjieed, and on any ground.

X The land in Chile, where fit for pasture, is enclosed hy lofty hedges, formed of
the dried boughs and branches of trees piled together. These hedges sometimes are

leagues in length, and when a traveller loses his way in the woods, or on the hill sides,
he mu.st break a way through them, as he is frequently enclosed between deepquebradas
or gullies which lock him in. In such a case, a hoise trained to paw down the hedges
with his

fore-feet, as some are, is a most useful companion.
No. 75. N
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When the lazo was fast to the saddle-girth,
And a furious bull on the strain,

Like forest-trees, fast and deep rooted in earth,
Did thy limbs remain.*

When the bolas were whirling around my head.
In the chase of the flying deer,

Thou didst rival the truest bred Arab steed,

In thy swift career.f

When the lofty crags the guanacos scaled,
At the head of the ravine,

Their perilous daring naught availed,
There wast thou seen. J

The deep deep sound of the long sea-beach,
Where rolled the giant surf,

And the huge Avhale's bones were seen to bleach,
To thee was as green turf.

Thine arching neck, like a warrior's crest

In the air was proudly reared ;

And thy chiselled head, on thy broad bold breast,
A sculptured form appeared.

To stride thee, was like some bright dream
Of a shadowy glory playing

Round a sea-god borne on the ocean-stream.
With his sea-horse neighing.

Woman's love has changed in her fondest mood.
But there was no change in thee;

Whether lucerne rich, or shrubs thy food
;

Thou wert true to rae.§

In the wilds, to my voice thou would'st docile listen,

When I called thee to my side
;

And thine eyes in their beauty would brightly glisten,
And thus thou vvouldest abide.

* A horse fraiiied to the /azo, will hold the larfjost 1)uU without difficulty, with the
lazo on the full strain. Thouj^h the rider dismount, he will not move from his

position, unless at the call which lie is accustomed to obey.
f 'i'lie Ijo/dx are a missile weapon, consisting of three stone halls of a pound weight

each, fastened together hy slips of raw hide. They strike the limbs of a running
animal and wind round his legs.

i The gnanacois a mountain-dweller, and will climb the most difficult heights. The
best horses are required to hunt the animal.

o Lucerne grass, called by the Arab luune n/fa/fa, is the favourite food of horsed
m (bile and (Juyo, where it is grown in irrigated meadows. But well-trained horses
will I'iit bittiT shrubs upon a pinch, and yet do work. The best (Ihileno horses are
Dred on fbr luoniitains, where tlu-y liarn to lift their limbs gracefully, and bi:come

hardy. At a
sul)si'(]iient period, the peasantry will breed them up about their houses

like their children, and are as fond of them as an Arab can l)e. Horses thus fed last

many years. 1 have ridden a horse thirty years old, which was as active as a colt.
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When I lay low in sickness and searching pain,
Thou didst whinny at my door,

And call me forth to tiie boundless plain
We were wont to scour.

Thou would'st amble, and canter, and gallop, and trot,
And many a pace beside ;

Thou wast swift as a londa wind when hot.

By the desert dried.*

AVhen we rested by night in the mountain range,
Thou didst share with me my bread ;

Like a faithful friend who knows no change,
I pillowed on thee my head.

I guided thee by my voice alone,
Thou wert not struck or chidden

;

But now, alas ! thy life has flown.
In vain thou art bidden.

In thy panoply thou didst bravely show.
While champing thy ringing bit

;

With thy silver chains, and housing of blue.
And all else meet.

I loved thee so, I spared no cost

On the trappings for thy wear ;

The foeman who slew thee I sought through the host,W ith my blade all bare.

How unlike to thee was the wilful brute
I mounted in hot haste.

To slay the coward who shot the shot.

Thy life to waste.

I urged him on through all the din,

Alike with spur and blade ;

Forward I dashed, his life to win,
Who thee low laid.

Far, far were heard the sabres clashing,
Steel rang loud on steel ;

Far was seen the death- shots flashing.

Far heard the peal.

Twenty-five years is by no means uncommon. Hot stables, changing temperament,
and artificial food, in England, do as much mischief upon horses as a similar treat-

ment does upon human beings. In England there is no poetry of horsemanship;
scarce an inducement to ride. But thinking on Chileno steeds, might make even a

sailor forswear his ship.
* The londa, which means the '

searcher,' because it drives the hot dust into the

most hidden recesses of dwellings, however closely shut, is the ' simoom' of th«

Eastern Andes driving from north to south, generally for two or three days together,
in the province of Cuyo. All doors and windows are closed during its visitatiwi, and
the inhabitants are half suffocated with heat.

N2
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Horse on horse, in deadly fury,
Riders urged amain

; .

And, though wounded, mad with hurry,
Heeded no pain,

I clove the coward's scull in twain ;

My weapon bears the mark
;

Oh I would it were to do again,
For thou liest stark !

I cared not then how the battle went.
But returned unto thy side

;

Mine only friend from life was rent,

For me had died.

I will bury thee as in a human tomb.
Thine eyes shall no condors pick ;*

Long, long shall my spirit be saddened with gloom ;

My heart is sick.

On thy flesh shall no ravening pumaf prey,

Thy bones shall not whiten in air ;

Deep, deep shalt thou lie, ere I wend on my way,
In sorrow and care.

My horse ! my horse ! my noble horse !

My gallant mountain-bred !

Unmatched in courage, speed, and force,

Woe's me, thou art dead !

Jan. 8, 1833. Junius Redivivus.

A VICTIM.

In our list of publications last month was inserted the title of Mr.
Dove's biographical account of the Wesley family^, with an intima-

tion that we might probably advert to it again. We do so now,
for the sake of Mkhktabkl Wksley, a younger sister of the

celebrated founder of Methodism, of whose history the author

says, in his twaddling way, that it is 'a. tale at which every feeling
heart must sigh.' In truth it is so; and a tale which should

knock hard at some unfeeling hearts
;
and one moreover which,

if hearts have any connexion with heads, should stir up thought
in people's brains. For however anatomy may reverse the rela-

tive position, the heart is as a heaven to the head, and emotion is

the angel that comes and troubles the thick stagnation of the

* The greatest treat to an epicure condor is the eyes of a dead Biiimal.

t The 2>to/i(t or silver lion piefcrs horse to all other tlesh.
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thinking pool, and gives it the power of healing. In morality and

philanthropy, original thought is often the result of strong feeling.

Necessity is the mother of that Invention which has Selfish for

its praenomen. There is an Invention which affiliates itself on

Sympathy. When the evils which press upon the feebler portions
of humanity can make themselves understood and felt by the

stronger, the discovery of the remedy, and its application, is

drawing nigh. This is better than the sentimentality of a sighing
heart. It is turning emotion to good account. Tears, like other

water, should not run to waste. The moralist should be like the

practical engineer, who if he finds a full flowing stream, gives a

blessing on its beauty, and then puts up a corn or a cotton-mill.

We have found, very unexpectedly, in this family gallery of stiff

and starched portraits, one which is most lovely and affecting.

The unpromising name of Mehetabel Wesley is the title to a deep
romance of real life, of which the pathos is most genuine; and
the few pages which contain it are full of moral instruction. She
was a victim, and no common one, to those false systems of duty
which have sacrificed so many hecatombs. Her life was a long-
drawn tissue of suffering; religion and virtue (so called) stretching
out the web till the quivering threads could hold no longer. How
many more of earth's finest beings must yet be agonized and im-

molated, before the world will learn that religion is a law of love,

and virtue the means of happiness!
From various indications in the brief narrative before us, it is

evident that Mehetabel Wesley, Hetty, as her brothers called her,

was a beautifully-organized creature, and endowed with that

peculiarity of the nervous system which is the physical tempera-
ment of poetry ;

which quickens alike the organs of sense and the

apparatus of thought ;
which makes perception clear, imagination

vivid, and emotion intense
;
and to which earth is either heaven or

hell, as external circumstance harmonizes or jars with the internal

constitution. Such are the beings whom our clumsy frame-work
of society, and our heavy millstones of theology, seem put up
purposely to mangle ;

and who, formed as they are to love and be

loved, to bless and be blessed, are continually crushed between
this world and the world to come. For rarely indeed are they

rightly posited. The chances must go hard against them till the

world grows wiser. Their story should be conned and commented

upon, that the world may grow wiser. Most frequently is Woman
the victim. The curse has been on her from the sacrifice of the

daughter of Jephtha, the Gileadite, down to that of the sister of

Wesley, the Methodist ; and her day of deliverance is not yet.
But we are forgetting that our readers have not gone through the

story with us, and may reasonably wonder what we are moralizing
upon.
Poor Hetty's primeval calamity was that of being born vc^

•what is called a well-regulated family. Her father, the R#fe'
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Samuel Wesley, rector of Epworth, was a renegade Whig and

Dissenter, who in early life took suddenly, and on paltry pretences,
to abusing his former principles and companions, and then set-

tled down into a regular high church and Tory priest for the rest

of his days. He was an austere man
; cold, stately^ precise, dog-

matical
;
his expectations disappointed, his temper soured, and

his pride mortified, by the narrowness of his pecuniary means,
and the continually impending embarrassment of his circum-

stances; he wrote long commentaries on the book of Job
;
he be-

lieved that his house was haunted by a supernatural visitant
;
and

•he considered his parishioners as a flock over which the Holy
Ghost had made him overseer, and for which he must render an

account
;
he visited them from house to house

;
he sifted their

creed, and suffered none to be corrupt in opinion, or practice, with-

out instruction or reproof.' He was, in short, as Dr. Adam
Clarke says, and Mr, Dove says after him,

*

strictly correct.'

He was a most highly respectable man
;
he ought to have been

more, he should have been a dean at least
;
and really conscien-

tious and pious, according to the standard which then obtained in

his party, and indeed in the country generally.
Mrs. Wesley, the mother of Hetty, was the feminine of her

husband
;
or rather, perhaps, Avould have been the exact female

counterpart of a being who stood individually higher in the same

species. She was better in proportion, but with no essential

superiority.
' Before she was thirteen years of age she examined

the whole controversy between the Established Church and the

Dissenters.' Only think of that! 'She bore nineteen children

to Mr. Wesley,' and educated fifteen, besides attending to
' the

tithes and glebe,"" &c. all
'

by herself
;
and as she was a woman

that lived by rule, she arranged every thing so exactly that for

each operation she had sufficient time.' Well might Mr. Dove

adopt the dictum of Dr. Adam Clarke for his motto,
' Such a

family I have never read of, heard of, or known
;
nor since the

days of Abraham and Sarah, and Joseph and Mary of Naza-

reth, has there ever been a family to which the human race has

been more indebted.'

Under such auspices was the gentle, fragile, playful, lovely,

loving, and sensitive Mehetabel Wesley ushered into the world.

She sprang up like the chance seedling of a delicate acacia be-

tween the cold hard pebbles of a well-rolled gravel walk, in a

square bedded garden, with its formal box and thorny fence, there

to be trained, nailed up, and crucified to an iron frame, or a var-

nished brick-wall, and be tortured, chilled, and wither
;
beautiful

even in her drooping and her dea(h. Her first calamity was what
there are too many who would still regard as the best of all possi-
l)le educations. The industrious Mrs. Wesley, the paragon of

moral and religious mothers, was soon hard at work upon her.

The plans pursued are minutely detailed iu u letter from the good
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lady herself, which is preserved as an almost infalHble directory.
It describes the law, order, and duty system, the fear, honour,

reverence, and obey plan, in its most complete developement.

Every thing is summed up in submission
;
submission of heart,

mind, and limb, in thought, word, will, and deed. * Mrs. Wesley
taught her children from their infancy duty to parents. She had
little difficulty in breaking their wills,' (Oh, Mr. Dove, these are

your approvinji italics,)
' or reducing them to absolute submission.

They were earlv brought by rational means under a mild yoke ;'

(don't mystify, Mr. Dove;) 'they were perfectly obedient to their

parents, and were taught to wait their decision in every thing they
were to have, or to perform.' But let us hear Mrs. Wesley her-

self.
' fVhen hirned a year old {and some before) they tcere

taught tx) fear the rod, and to cry snftly ; they were never suf-

fered to choose their meat
;
there was no difficulty in making them

take the most unpleasant medicine, for they durst not refuse it ;

they were taught to ask a blessing immediately after meals, which

they used to do by signs, before they could kneel or speak.' So
much for practice; the principle we shall state in a continued

quotation from Mrs. Wesley's letter:

• In order to form the minds of children, the first thing to be done is

to conquer their will. To inform the understanding is a work of time ;

and must with children proceed bv slow degrees, as they are able to

bear it ; but the subjecting the will is a thing that must be done at

once, and the sooner the better ; for by neglecting timely correction,

they will contract a stubbornness and obstinacy which are hardly ever
after conquered, and never without using such severity as would be as

painful to me as to the child. In the esteem of the world, they pass
tor kind and indulgent, whom I call cniel parents ;

who permit their

children to get habits which they know must be afterwards broken.
When the will of a child is subdued, and it is brought to revere and
stand in awe of its parents, then a great many childish follies and
inadvertences may be passed by. Some should be overlooked, and others

mildly reproved ;
but no wilful transgression ought ever to be for-

given children, without chastisement, less or more, as the nature and
circumstances of the offence mav require. I insist upon conquering
the wiU of children betimes, because this is the only strong and
rational foundation of a religious education, without which both pre-
cept and example will be ineffectual. But when this is thoroughly
done, then a child is capable of being governed by the reason and piety
of its parents, till its own understanding comes to maturity, and the

principles of religion have taken root in the mind.

_

'
I cannot yet dismiss this subject. As self-will is the root of all

sm and misery, so whatever cherishes this in children ensures their

wretchedness and irreligion ; whatever checks and mortifies it, pro-
motes their future happiness and piety. This is still more evident, if

we farther consider that religion is nothing else than doing the will
of God, and not our own ; that the one grand impediment to our tem-

poral and eternal happiness being this self-will, no indulgence of it

can be trivial, no denial unprofitable. Heaven or hell depends on
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this alone. So that the parent who studies to subdue it in his child,

works together with God in the renewing and saving a soul. The

parent who indulges it does the devil's work, makes religion imprac-
ticable, salvation unattainable, and does all that in him lies to damn
his child, soul and body, for ever.'—pp. 158, 9.

This is the essence and perfection of a tyranny under which

children are yet often doomed to groan, to the great deterio-

ration and suffering of humanity. We believe, and we know
it to be quite practicable to " train up a child in the way in

Avhich he should go," solely by the agency and power of Love.

We say more than that it is quite practicable ;
we contend that

it is immeasurably preferable ;
that in the long run it is far less

troublesome, and that with its efficiency there can be no com-

parison. We have known those who from infancy to the verge
of maturity had never felt a blow

;
and children more remunera-

tory to a parent's heart, for years of anxiousness and toil, never

trod the earth. We have known children placed (in that division

of training which results from the separation of the school and the

family) under both the systems at different intervals; and, as

might be expected, far more docile to those who only aimed at

influencing them by affection than they ever could be made to

the salutary-reverence people. It is very possible that some
effects may be produced on the child by fear, which love may fail

to realize
;
but in proportion to the difficulty it is expedient to

investigate the question, whether those effects be so desirable as

to justify the means
;
or whether, quoad the child's happiness,

they be desirable at all ? The established code of morals for

children has been framed by adults, just as the powerful have

ever taken especial care to define and enforce the morality of the

feeble. Napoleon had his catechism
;
and so have all Napo-

leons, great and little. The rich inculcate the duties of the poor,
the clergy those of the laity, and men those of the women. No
small portion of the vice in the world, both nominal and real,

arises from our being so ready to manufacture definitions of virtue

for one another. It may fairly be suspected of such definitions

that the good of the pro{)oser and imposer is not less consulted in

them than the good of those on whom they are imposed. Real

virtue, we knovv, tends alike to the good of all, but this has not

been generally evident to either the duty mongers or the duty
victims. The good child, in common parlance, is the child that

gives least trouble to its elders
;
and not the child whose physical

and mental qualities are most finely attuned and proportioned,
and best developing themselves. It may be a great nuisance that

children are dirty, and noisy, and boisterous ;
but the little ani-

mals enjoy it; and it is as great a nuisance to them that Mamma
will not have the carpet dirtied, nor Papa endure a noise while he
15 sifting the creed of a parishioner, or talking politics with a
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neighbour. The true morality of the case is much more likely to

be found in such arrangements as would accommodate all parties,

(which would be very practicable even for the poor, were it not for

our national determination that every cottage should be a Castle

Sulky with its independent apparatus of coercion and punish-

ment,) instead of making it a cardinal point of infantile morality
that the will of the child should be broken for crossing the will of

the parent.
* I am the oldest and the strongest ; you like noise,

I like quietness, and so I shall whip you till you cry softly, and
then you will be good:' the morality of this we take to be sheer

humbug, and we like it yet worse when it goes on into religious cant,

and defames the Deity by ascribing a similar process to his pro-
vidence. The object of religion is to make the human will coincide

with the divine will, by enlightening the mind till it perceives that

the latter only consults the happiness of man. Such should be

the object of infantile education. The mere subordination of will

to will by forcible means tends to the utter destruction of worth of

character. The will of the child is, like that of the adult, infa^

libly determined to the greatest ap[)arent good. If mistaken in the

estimate of good, and the error cannot be corrected by enlighten-

ing the understanding, it may still vield to confidence in a superior
mind. This is not bending, or breaking the will, it is a spontaneous

change in the direction of the desire, wrought by affection. And
thus should the rational being who knows, ever guide by love the

rational being who does not know. But to overbalance the

greatest apparent good, though it be but to the mind of a child,

by an arbitrary association therewith of evil, by privation, stripes,
or threatenings, is a gross and brutal tvranny. The moral of its

appeal to religion amounts to this, that vice would be very plea-

sant, if God had not arbitrarily tacked hell to its indulgence. A
Deity, so described, is only loved by the base selfishness which

presumes on a peculiar favouritism. The parent who introduces

such a religion into the analogous process of the education of his

own children, is but in the position of the flogged negro slave,

flogging his jackass. 'He my nis^ger.' The antithesis of this

system, is not the giving children sweetmeats till they are sick,
and allowing them to be always idle, which is not disusing the

rod, but only kee[)ing it in pickle ; but it is the disposing them
towards their real good by the two simple powers of light and

love, the one waxing strong where the other fades away. Shame
is it to an adult, and especially to a mother, to her clearness of
head and fondness of heart, to her judgment and her patience, if

she cannot make the child her spontaneous companion, in any
path in which it is really for that child's gocd that she should lead

it. If she cannot do this, she should abdicate her maternity, and

finding a woman who can, she should delegate the task, ask no

questions, commit no interferences, and pay the bills without
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grumbling, for holidays inclusive. What a heaven would such a
school have been to poor Mehetabel How must her little heart

have quivered in the cold breeze that blew upon it as constantly
as a trade wind

;
for every night Mrs. Wesley lectured every one

of them separately upon their duties, not knowing that the trem-

bling child's duties were her interests, and that her interests were
her affections. The spirit of love could not be quenched, it was
in her very frame

;
but it must have been sadly chilled and sorely

pained. It is a wretched alternative to drive the young soul into,

either servility or rebellion, or what is worse than either separately,
the combination of the one in the outward manner with the other

in the heart. Hetty was of a truthful and gentle nature
;
she

always was so
;
but though unspoiled by the discipline, grievously

must she often have writhed under its infliction. Corrupt her opi-
nions it did

;
that could not be avoided, and probably it blunted

her suffering. Pervert her heart it could not. Nature there was
too strong, even for Mrs. Wesley and her well-regulated family.

This was the first act of the tragedy ;
the second was of a

darker character. It was unavoidable that such a being as Mehe-
tabel should love, but after an education which implanted so much
of false princi[)le, and left so much of ignorance, and in circum-
stances unfavourable to accurate observation, it was almost equally
unavoidable that she should love unhappily.

If tried by the lives of her daughters, nothing can be more com-

plete than the condemnation of Mrs. Wesley and her plans. But
let it not fall on her alone. In fact, she and they were alike the

victims of those mistakes about religious principle and social mo-

rality which have done so much mischief in the world. The lot

fell the heavier on them, on some of them at least, because they
were the finer natures. She was as hard as the system, and so it

has rewarded her with canonization, liut the one saint made

many martyrs. Of her seven daughters, one passed a single life

in uneasiness and privation. Of another, we are only told that of

her and her husband nothing is known ;
and this is the only bio-

graphy in the chapter of the daujjhters which can be read without

pain. A third made heresca{)e, by an early death, from a profli-

gate who would have been the torment of her life. A fourth had

also an early esca[)e by the early death of her *
ill suited mate ;'

and the remaining three, passed long and wretched years of mar-

riage hopelessness and helplessness. Here was a costly wreck

of thoughts, feelings, hopes, and capacities of enjoyment, which

surely nothing in nature rendered necessary or luiavoidable. None
of tliem appear to have been marked by qualities which tend ac-

tively to induce misery. 'J'he sid)staiice of their wretchedness

was
sini[)ly this: they made a religious contract to pass the re-

mainder of their lives with persons who turned out to be so uncon-

genial that the only alternative was the irregular suspension of the
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performance of the contract, or a state of endurance which cannot

be read of or imagined without acute sympathy or irrepressible

indignation. Where was the fault ? Was it in their original train-

ing, which unfitted them for the correct discernment and appreci-
ation of character ? Was it in the notions and customs which

precluded opportunities for their knowledge of character to be

sufficiently complete, which cover with a veil of deceptiveness all

ante-nuptial intercourse between the sexes ? W^as it in weariness

of that life of pupilage and dependence which a woman leads in

her father's house ? or in influences parental or social, bearing
them along, as soon as a yet undetermined preference was felt or

fancied, to the goal of marriage ? \^ as it in the nominal irrevo-

cability of the rite itself which practically the course of events

compelled them to revoke or perish, perish by lingering tor-

tures of the mind and heart? Whether it were any or all of

these, certain it is that dreary were the destinies of the sisters of

the Wesleyan Patriarch, and the dreariest of them all was that of

Mehetabel.

Of Mehetabel's love affair little is told. It only appears that

it was terminated by the interposition of her father, and that her

lover was not worthy of her, for he tamely gave her up when she

saw that the obstacle was not insurmountable. The dastard

deserved to lose a woman whom few men deserved to gain,
although she committed the error of reckoning one amongst
that few who only belonged to the many. Had events been
allowed to take their natural course, such a mistake as this

would not have been irretrievable. W ith the intelligence which
she now possessed, and with all the strength, yet the purity
and the depth, as well as quickness of her feelings, no being
capable of that desertion could long have imjwsed on her ima-

gination. Her heart would have required something more and

better, and if not fettered by factitious tenets, whose immo-

rality is shown in their miserable consequences, she would have
hoarded her love, until the Bassanio came whom the instinct of
a kindred nature would have guided unerringly to the casket

which contained the treasure. But it is sad to reflect that had
she escaped the lot which awaited her, she would yet not have been
allowed thus to fulfil her destiny. She would still have been

precipitated into marriage, and one species of misery would only
have been exchanged for another. But to return to the history.

In the bitterness of disappointment she made a vow to marry the
first man who offered himself to her. A Vow ! Wiil not the
time come when people will ask, What is that.? And will they
not be astonished to find that one branch of religion at one time
consisted in the solemn renunciation of the i^ree agency of the

individual, at a certain future period, or under certain defined

circumstances, whatever might be the intermediate accession of
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knowledge or change of opinion ? The egregious folly ! It is

often hard enough to know and do the right, that is to say, that

which is for the greatest happiness of all concerned, at the present
moment ;

but to fix our conduct for a futurity when changes
within and without may have occurred, baffling all our calculations,
is trampling all morality beneath our feet.

' But a vow is made
to God, and, therefore, must be fulfilled.' We say, no such

thing; if it be made to him, let him judge ; which he does, by the

general results of such proceedings, and they plainly declare that

he has no pleasure in them
;

that in his view the vow is a solemn

folly, and the fulfilment (when not consisting in conduct dictated

by other considerations) is only an immorality on the back of a

superstition. Not so, unhappily, stood the case in the casuistry
of the rector of Epworth. He was a great stickler for vows

;
he

had signalized himself in that line
;
we must digress for a

moment to tell how. Mrs. Wesley was a Jacobite, and did not

say Amen to her husband's prayers for King William. This

grievously offended his (not King William's, but Samuel Wesley's)

majesty. Now the doctrine of passive obedience and non-resist-

ance was carried to great lengths by this lady. On one occasion,

during the rector's absence, she admitted the villagers to her ser-

mon-reading and prayers in the house, and was doing great

good. He wrote down desiring her to desist
;
but her conscience

would not let her yield to simple desire, when souls were at

stake
;
so she wrote that she could only abstain if he commanded.

The King's title seems to have weighed more with her conscience

than the villagers' souls.
*

Sukey,' said the Rector,
'

why did you
not ?,Q.y

Amen this morning to the prayer for the King ?' Su-
sanna rebelliously replied,

* Because I do not believe the Prince

of Orange to be Kmg.' Whereupon the Rector waxed wroth,

and vowed a solemn vow, (the tale is told rather coarsely,) that

if they were to have two kings they must part. So he said his

prayers, packed up his portmanteau, anci left his wife and parish
for a twelvemonth, at the end of which time King William died,

the Rector returned, and Sukey said Amen to the prayer for

Queen Anne.
And on this solemn and obstinate ass was soon to depend the

wretchedness or escape of that noble being, as she was, both body
and soul, who had the calamity to call him father. A creature

as low in mind as in condition, ignorant and grovelling, a Caliban

civilized into vulgarity by the pot-house, had the audacity to offer

the violence of marriage to this Miranda, and her father compelled
her to submit to the brutality. His enforcement of his daughter's

vow, in misery, was far worse than Jephtha's consummation
of his own vow in blood. Four years afterwards the poor victim

sent him the following letter ;
it does not appear that he was

moved by it to any degree of penitence :
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'
Ju/y 3, 1729.

* Honoured Sir,

'

Though I was glad on any terms, of the favour of a line

from you, yet I was concerned at your displeasure on account of the

unfortunate paragraph, which you are pleased to say was meant for

the fiower of my letter, but which was, in reality, the only thing I

disliked in it before it went. I wish it had not gone, since I perceive
it gave you some uneasiness.

* But since what I said occasioned some queries, which I should be

glad to speak freely about, were I sure that the least I could say
would not grieve or offend you, or were I so happy as to think like

you in every thing ;
I earnestly beg that the little I shall say may not

be offensive to you, since I promise to be as little witty as possible,

though I cannot help saying, you only accuse me of being too much
so ; especially these late years past, I have been pretty free from that

scandal.
* You ask me,

" What hurt matrimony has done me ? and whether

I had_always so frightful an idea of it as 1 have now?" Home ques-
tions indeed ! And I once more beg of you not to be offended at the

least I can say to them, if I say any thing.
'

I had not always such notions of wedlock as now ; but thought
where there was a mutual affection and desire of pleasing, something
near an equality of mind and person, either earthly or heavenly wis-

dom, and anything to keep love warm between a young couple, there

was a possibility of happiness in a married state ;
but where all, or

most of these, are wanting, I ever thought people could not marry
without sinning against God and themselves. I could say much more ;

but would rather eternally stifle my sentiments than have the torment
of thinking they agree not with yours. You are so good to my spouse
and me, as to say,

"
you shall alwayi think yourself obliged to him

for his civilities to me.'' I hope he will always continue to use me
better than I merit from him in one respect.

'
I think exactly the same of my marriage as I did before it hap-

pened ;
but though I would have given at least one of my eyes for the

liberty of throwing myxelf at your feet before I was married at all ;

yet, since it is past, and matrimonial grievances are usually irreparable,
I hope you will condescend to be so far of my opinion, as to own,
that since, upon some accounts, I am happier than I deserve, it is best

to say Utile of things quite past remedy ; I endeavour, as I really do,
to make myself more and more contented, though things may not be
to my wish.

' You say you will answer this if you like it ! Now, though I

am sorry to occasion your writing in the pain I am sensible you do,

yet I must desire you to answer it, whether you like it or not, since, if

you are displeased, I would willingly know it
;
and the only thing

that could make me patient to endure your displeasure is, your
thinking I deserve it.

'

Though I cannot justify my late indiscreet letter, which makes me
say so much in this, yet I need not remind you that I am not more than
human ; and if the calamities of life {ofwhich, perhaps, I have my share)
sometimes wring a complaint from me, I need tell no one that, though
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I hear, I must feel them. And if you cannot forgive what I have

said, I sincerely promise never to offend you by saying too much,
which (with begging your blessing) is all from,

' Honoured Sir,
' Your most obedient daughter,

* Mehetabel Wright.'

There are other symptoms that the pure mind of Mehetabel
had a ghmpse of the truth as to this marriage. It struggled hard
in those iron fetters of superstition which had been riveted on her

by education. Had not her will been effectually broken down

by the process which has been described, she must have seen the

fallacy of its being a duty to make a profession of everlasting
love from which her nature recoiled. But^ according to the

teaching she had received, even from birth, resistance would have
been a sin of double damnation, rebellion against her parents
and her God. And the whole family were uf)on her, backed by
their cohorts of religious and godly friends. They would all have
the vow, the whole vow, and nothing but the vow. No, there

was one exception ;
not a brother

;
not John, the founder of

Methodism, nor Charles, his apostle, nor Samuel, the pink of

high church piety ;
the priests and levites passed her by, or

worse than that
;
the true religion of the case only beamed upon

a woman''s heart, and revealed itself in a sister's sympathy. Of
Mary Wesley, the sister of whom we spoke as having escaped by
death in the first year of marriage from their common sisterhood

of suffering, Mehetabel thus writes in an affectionate elegy :
—

' When deep immers'd in griefs beyond redress,

And friends and kindred heighten'd my distress;

And by relentless efforts made me prove
Pain, grief, despair, and wedlock without love ;

My soft Maria could alone dissent,

O'erlook'd the fatal vow, and mourn'd the punishment.'
—

p. 236,

The victim is bound to the altar. A brand never to be erased

marks her for the property of a brute. The truthful burst of

agony from the lips of disappointed love was false in its form of

expression, and superstition has made it a spell whereby to con-

jure up more vows, which are false in essence, and defy volition,

which pledge her for ever to love the unlovely, and honour the

dishonoured, and obey what there were immorality in not resisting.

It is done
;
and the long train of hopeless years commence their

lagging march through a world whose beauty should only echo

the voice ofJoy and singing ;
a wretched procession, in tears and

anguish, slow winding to the grave.
And this endured, or rather she endured, through the quarter

of a century. It was only in the six and twentieth year of her

suHering, that she was dismissed to tell Milton in heaven that

his doctrine was still immornl uj)on earth. Some notion of her

mode of existence may be formed from the following extract :
—
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The following beautiful lines by Mrs. Wright, seem to haye been

a mere extempore eflfusion, poured out from the fulness of her heart

on the occasion, and sharpened with the keen anguish of distress.

• A Mother's Address to her Dying Infant.

Tender softness ! infant mild !

Perfect, purest, brightest child !

Transient lustre ! beauteous clav f

Smiling wonder of a day !

Ere the last convulsive start

Rends thy unresisting heart ;

Ere the long enduring swoon

Weigh thy precious eyelids down ;

Ah ! regard a mother's moan,

Anguish deeper than thine own.

Fairest eyes, whose dawning light
Late with rapture blest my sight,
Ere your orbs extinguish'd be.

Bend their trembling beams on me.

Drooping sweetness ! verdant flow'r !

Blooming, with'ring, in an hour.

Ere thy gentle breast sustains

Latest, fiercest, mortal pains,
Hear a suppliant ! let me be

Partner in thy destiny !

That whene'er the fatal cloud

Must thy radiant temples shroud ;

When deadly damps, impending now.
Shall hover round thy beauteous brow.
Diffusive may their influence be.

And with the blossom blast the tree P

* This was composed during her confinement, and written from
her mouth by her husband, who sent it to Mr. John Wesley.
The original letter sent with these verses was in Dr. Clarke's pos-

session, who says,
"

It is a curiosity of its kind, and one proof
of the total unfitness of such a slender and uncultivated mind,
to match with one of the highest ornaments of her sex. I shall

give it entire in its own orthography, in order to vindicate the

complaints of this forlorn woman, who was forced to accept in

marriage the rude hand which wrote it. It is like the ancient

Hebrew, all without points."
'

* To theRerd. Mr John JFesley Fellow in Christ

Church College Oion.

Dear Bro :

This comes to Let you know that my wife is brono-ht to

bed and is in a hopeful! way of Doing well but the Dear cliild Died—
the Third day after it wa« bora—which has been of great conceme
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to rae and my wife She Joyns With me In Love to your Selfe and
Bro: Charles

' From Your Loveing Bro : to Comnd—
' Wm, Wright.

' PS. Ive sen you Sum Verses that my wife maid of Dear Lamb Let
me hear from one or both of you as Soon as you Think Conveniant.'

p. 244—246.

It seems that Mehetabel made a vain effort to inspire something
like feeling into the animal to which she was bound. The ex-

periment only added to the disappointments which she was doomed
to endure. His nature was capable of little above mere animal

appetite. Children might have become something to her. But

they all died very young. His occupation was that of a plumber,
and, as she believed,

' the white-lead killed them all.' The

touching lines just quoted breathe a sentiment which became
habitual to her. She lived in the hope of death. After the loss

of her sister Mary, there seems not to have been a human being
in sympathy with her, or by whom she was properly appreciated.
Devout she was, but it was the devotion of a martyr, whose suf-

ferings were too great for her strength ;
her spirits sunk, and her

beauty withered
;

at leasts so her biographers say ; but the eye
was unquenched, and the face would have beamed in happiness.
There was a prudent man, one Mr. Duncombe, who saw her

towards the close of her life, and who writes to the celebrated

Elizabeth Carter,
'

It affected me to view the ruin of so fine a

frame
;

so I made her only three or four visits.' This same sage

remarks, of her calling her brother, John Wesley, the King of the

Methodists, that it
• looked like a piece of lunacy ;'

not much we
think. He probably thought the same of another expression
which he reports, and which combines a delicate irony with deep

grief.
' She told me that she had long ardently wished for death,

and the rather,' said she,
* because we^ the Methodists, always

die in transports of joy.' She died as she had lived, more

gracefully than beseems a Methodist. Her brother Charles

preached a funeral sermon from a text which appropriately de-

clares,
* the days of thy mourning shall be ended.'

Mehetabel Wesley was the victim, as woman is yet continually
the victim, of bad education, perverted religion, and unequal
institution. The finer the individual nature, the more costly is

the sacrifice. The feeling, taste, mental power, and moral purity,

which some of her poems, and many passages of her life indicate,

are such as to prove her capability, in favourable circumstances,
of ministering most largely to social improvement and enjoy-

ment, and, at the same time, to individual happiness, and of

having both blessings am[)ly measured back into her own bosom.

And uU this was wasted upon one for whom a comely scuHion,

with not a thought above her avocation, would have been as

satisfactory a comi)anion, probably much more so, and would
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have received from him much better treatment. How is this ?

Her brothers would have said that it pleased Heaven sorely to

try her ; and that is true as far as it goes ; but we rather think it

also pleases Heaven to show by this, and similar examples, that

the true morality, that which conducts to happiness, is not always

correctly interpreted by society, not even by that portion of society
which claims to be eminently religious. The restraint which

crippled her faculties, the awful rod which made her an infant

slave, was an immorality. This was the source of her own
errors. The twig was twisted, and so grew the tree, though
graceful even in its distortion. Her marriage was an immorality.
So was her continuing through life in a sexual companionship
where mutual affection was impossible ; not that she was con-
scious of viciousness, but the contrarj' ;

she no doubt thought
her misery was her duty. Ill fare the machinery' that wrought
the perversion and the suffering. For woman so situated there

ought to be redress, open and honourable redress, in every

country that calls itself civilized. Her situation was even worse
than if she had committed that act which, by the law of Moses,
would have subjected her to death by stoning ;

for then she might
have been liberated from an enforced and intolerable bond, and
even have entered on a new state, perchance of the affection

and enjoyment for which she was framed. But her mind was
enslaved

;
it had been scourged into the faith that she was a pro-

perty, and not a being ;
her father had divorced himself for a

twelvemonth ; her husband probably did worse
;
but she never

suspected reciprocity of right or equality of will. And they
never suspected that there was degradation in the species of

mastery which they arrogated. Savage man kicks and beats

woman, and makes her toil in the fields
;
semi-civilized man locks

her up in a harem
;
and man three-quarters civilized, which is as

far as we are got, educates her for pleasure and dependency,
keeps her in a state of pupilage, closes against her most of the

avenues of self-support, and cheats her by the false forms of an
irrevocable contract into a life of subservience to his will. The
reason for all which is

' that he is the stronger.' And the result

of which is that he often lacks an intelligent and sympathizing
companion when most he needs one ;

a high-minded helpmate
to cheer him in noble toils and bitter sacrifices

;
and a mother

for his children who will take care that the next generation shall

advance on the mental and moral attainments of the present.
Trulv he makes as bad a bargain as he deserves. Do not you
think so, Mr. Dove ? Was not Mehetabel Wesley's mother as

much in the wrong as Andrew Marveli's father ? And when you
print your commendatory list of Critical Notices, especially for

the Advertisement in the ' Methodi-^t Magazine,' will you not

again add,
' See also the Monthly Repository ?'

No. 75. O
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THE POETICAL WORKS OF LEIGH HUNT.*

Keats once wished he had never read a book. He lived to see

his error. He Uved to see that true originality is not to be de-

stroyed by the knowledge of what has been produced before.

Genius is inextinguishable; it is the Greek fire which burns

under water. If he had read more, Keats would never have

written Endyraion ; and, perhaps he would have finished Hy-
perion. The difference between the travels of the wise and the

foolish, is not that they take different roads, but that they see with

different eyes. Humboldt is no less the Homer of travellers on
the European highway than in the South American forest. Books

might have taught Keats to guide his power ; they could not pos-

sibly have taken it from him.

He read few books
;
he had a friend who read all books ;

and

yet whose poetry gave him a keen sense of enjoyment. Leigh
Hunt entered upon the world with the ambition to be a poet ;

not that we think there was in his composition any of that irre-

sistible gravitation towards poetry, which impelled the blind Ionian

harper and the more glorious blind man of England, to
* break

up the fountains of the deep' within them. It was not thus with

the poet whose writings are before us
;

it is the case with but one

or two in a line of ages. Leigh Hunt was a poet not by neces-

sity, but by choice. He had a lively imagination, stored with

sparkling images, which he had seen in nature through the

spectacles (or Lorraine glasses) of books. He had fine animal

spirits, and a deep thirst for fame, or rather, perhaps, for praise.

He determined to be a poet; and a poet he became. We well

remember the time of the publication of his '

Rimini,' and some
of its beautiful fragments yet

* stick at our heart.' Nothing can
'

pluck them thence.' He appeared one of the most original of

the poets of his day ;
but it was only because he had borrowed

from a more recondite fountain. He was the idolater of the past.

He belonged neither to the Satanic school, nor to the Lake

school, nor to the Chivalrous school, nor to any other school of

modern bardism. He was the emulator of old English poetry at

large. Something compounded of Chaucer, of Spencer, and of

Dryden, would have been, if he could have hit it, his beau ideal

of poetic excellence ; infusing into it a strong tincture of the

old Greek mythology, and another equally strong of Italian ro-

mance. Forming himself upon such models, he produced a

style of his own, very unlike any thing in the writings of his day
and generation. Nevertheless we repeat, that his aj)parent

originality was in great part the effect of more distant imitation.

The burning instinct of song was not the master-passion of his

being. If Chaucer, Spencer, and Dryden had not written, we

* 8vo. London, Moxon, 1832.
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should not have had the '

Story of Rimini.' Yet in this seem-

ing censure there is rare praise. He dared to go back to

the fine antique models, and verily he has had his reward. He
has produced things of uncommon beauty and tenderness. The

praise be his of scorning to form himself upon recent or fashion-

able examples. If he is not a giant himself, he has breathed the

air of the giant world. He has not stooped to the spirit, in which
the author of ' Childe Harold' condescended to write the '

Corsair.*

He has not consulted the sale of his productions, the attainment

of ephemeral reputation and hot-pressed morocco- gilt glorj', at

the expense of that which every true poet would seek for, though
he knew he was to be a loser in immediate profit and praise.

Leigh Hunt has not done this
;
and this is much to say in this

age of versifiers and poetasters. He has not ' cried aloud in

worship of an echo.'

It has been his misfortune, and his glory, that he has been as

little given to worship the powers that be, in matters political, as

in matters poetical. Hence has arisen a system of literary per-
secution, the like of which has not often disgraced the educated
world. The poet has suffered martyrdom for the heresies of the

politician. Yet these heresies, like some others which it is suf-

ficient to allude to, have been such, in many respects, as to do
credit to the heretic's heart and understanding. The world is

gradually discovering that they were truths in disguise. But had

they even been otherwise, most earnestly should we deprecate,
most unsparingly should we stigmatize, the spirit in which such

disgraceful persecutions originate. We can conceive of nothing
more utterly disingenuous and unmanly. Why should a free-

man's political errors, great or small, real or imaginary, be
suffered to affect his reputation as a poet? But such things are;
and of this the author of * Rimini' is a too notorious example. The

Billingsgate of vulgar literature has discharged its whole lexicon

at his head. Every phrase of contempt and vituperation has
been poured upon him without remission or remorse ; and all

this, because he was the early and open advocate of those opinions,
which are now becoming the political creed of the world, and
will eventually be its political redemption. We can scarcely
believe, when we read of such transactions, that we are English-
men living in the nineteenth century of Christianity.
Our readers need scarcely be informed that Leigh Hunt has

long been regarded by these critics and their admirers, as the
chief and patriarch of what they have termed, in bitter but

silly

facetiousness, the cockney school of poetry. For the disciples of
this school, they will inquire in vain. It existed only in the pages
of Blackwood's Magazine. The school was created for the cas-

tigation of the master. People have at length begun to discover

that ' the sceptre of Cockaigne' is
' a thing of naught.' The

publication of this handsome volume sufficiently announces the
02
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fact, if other proof were wanting. It is published by subscription ;

and the hst of subscribers is filled with names, many of which

evince the progress of the sentiments which the writer has suffered

so cruelly for avowing. We mean not to aver that the list con-

tains the names of many actual converts to liberalism
;
but simply

that there are not a few among them, which would certainly not

have appeared in such a place some years ago, when mention was

rarely made of Hunt, or Hazlitt, except as amongst the caco-

deraons and evil genii of humanity. We believe that his life has

been, in one respect, but too poetical ; he has often had to make
one shilling do the work of two. We wish him two to do the

work of one. He has a large family, who depend entirely upon
his exertions. He has suffered much for society, and we hope
that society will make a generous atonement. The amende
honorable is commonly made over the grave, too late for

' the

poor inhabitant below ;'
we would fain hope that our own age will

reject this unworthy practice; and that when the injured ask us

for bread, we shall no longer give them a posthumous stone.

The bias of this writer towards our early literature has produced
a twofold good effect upon his poems. It has, in the first place,

given to his versification a harmony and a variety, which, perhaps,
no recent composer in the fine old heroic couplet has equalled.
It cannot be a reproach to him, that he is one of those rhymers
who have Pope's

* tune by heart.' Monotony is a stranger to

his free and changeful verse. Its variations of structure and of

pause continually keep the ear aAvake, and fill it with unwearying
melody. In the second place, the same bias has had the still

superior good effect of keeping him aloof and apart from that

bane of all good poetry, the conventional poetic dialect, its gaudy
and glittering Euphuism. True poetry derives its power not

from the words, but from the thought with which they are charged.
The thunder does not make the lightning, but the lightning the

thunder. Accustomed as we are to see this principle inverted,

we delight to regard a writer whose genius speaks to us in no con-

ventional language, but in that of a purer taste and a better age.
The chief composition in the volume is the *

Story of Rimini.'

Why should we not say that it is worthy of Dryden ? Lord Byron
said of it,

* after his sour fashion,' that there never were more

good things spoilt than in Hunt's ' Rimini.' The world, we believe,

has long made up its mind respecting the deference due to the

noble poet's conversational criticisms. They were not always re-

markable for their consistency with themselves, with each other,

or with his written ones
;
and had usually too much about them

which betokened their effervescence from the splendida bilis of

his nature. In this respect, however, even he might think difl'cr-

ently of the writings of his unpopular contemporary, if he saw

them in their present form. AVe do not mean that the handsome-

ness of tile book would make any impression upon him; yet even
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that would be agreeable to his aristocratical prejudices. But we
refer to the complete and elaborate revision which the poems
have undergone, we believe from one end to the other, to fit them

for reappearance at the public bar. We even think that in some
instances the poet has used both the pruning and the grafting
knife too largely ;

e. g. in the ' Feast of the Poets,' which we have

compared with the original copy as published in the 'Reflector,' and

find guilty of some defalcations which we cannot help regretting.

The satire was so playful, that we cannot think it required any

palinode. We hope that the poet has attached too much conse-

quence to this elegant and brilliant jeu d'esprit, in imputing to it,

as he does, not a few of the animosities which have obscured his

fcime as a poet, and embittered his lot as a man. We attribute

these to a very different origin. But both these causes, we trust,

will soon be of the things that were.

We return to the '
Stor\' of Rimini.' It is founded upon the

well-known passage in the ' Inferno' (which stands there, says
our author, characteristically,

'
like a lily in the mouth of Tar-

tarus,') where Dante tells, in half a dozen lines, the tale of two

broken Italian hearts :

' That day we read no more !' Our

countryman has wrought a powerful storj' ofpassion and misery out

of the simple but pregnant materials of the poetic Michael Angelo.
It is something to have told a story after Dante

;
it is something

more to have made it so beautifully his own. We will repeat it

after neither; yet cannot abstain from giving a few citations from

the English poem, which may justify us for the opinion we have

expressed of its high poetic desenings.
Here is a fountain :—

And in the midst, fresli whistling through the scene,
A lightsome fountain starts from out the green,
Clear and compact, till, at its height o'er-run,

It shakes its loosening silver in the sun. p. 5.

Here is an Italian garden ; seen, however, with an English eye:
—

So now yon walked beside an odorous bed

Of gorgeous hues, white, azure, golden, red ;

And now turned off into a leafy walk,
Close and continuous, fit for lover's talk ;

And now pursued the stream, and as you trod

Onward and onward o'er the velvet sod,
Felt on your face an air, watery and sweet,
And a new sense in your soft-lighting feet ;

And then perhaps vou entered upon shades.
Pillowed with dells and uplands 'twixt the glades.

Through which the distant palace, now and then.

Looked lordly forth with many-windowed ken ;

A land of trees, which reaching round about.
In shady blessing stretched their old arms out.

With spots of sunny opening, and with nooks,
To lie and read i/i, sloping into brooks
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Where at her drink you started the slim deer,

Retreating lightly with a lovely fear.

And all about, the birds kept leafy house^

And sung and sparkled in and out the boughs ;

And all about, a lovely sky of blue

Clearly was felt, or down the leaves laughed through ;

And here and there, in every part, were seats.

Some in the open walks, some in retreats
;

With bowering leaves o'erhead, to which the eye
Looked up halfsweetly and half awfully ,

—
Places of nestling green^ for poets made,
Where, when the sunshine struck a yellow shade.
The rugged trunks, to inward peeping sight,

Thronged in dark pillars vp the gold green light.
—

pp. 58, 59.

These extracts will show that he has the gift of describing
uature. The following will evince that^ in the developemeut of

a character, he can seize the great and fix the fine. It is the

portrait of the elder of the two princely brothers :
—

The worst of Prince Giovanni, as his bride

Too quickly found, was an ill-temper'd pride.

Bold, handsome, able (if he chose) to please.
Punctual and right in common offices.

He lost the sight of conduct's only Avorth,

The scattering smiles on this uneasy earth,

And on the strength of virtues of small weight.
Claimed tow'rds himself the exercise of great.
He kept no reck'ning with his sweets and sours

;
—

He'd hold a sullen countenance for hours.
And then, if pleased to clieer himself a space,
Look for the immediate rapture in your face,

And wonder that a cloud could still be tliere,

How small soever, when his ovvn was fair.

Yet such is cojiscience, so design d to keep,

Ste7'n, central watch, though all things else go sleep.

And so much knowledge of ones self there lies

Cored, after all, in our complacencies.
That no suspicion would have touch'd him more,
Than tliat of wanting on the gen'rous score :

He would have whelmed you with a weight of scorn.
Been proud at eve, inflexible at morn.
In short, ill-temper'd for a week to come.
And all to strike that dcsp'rate error dumb.
Taste had he, in a word, for high-turn'd merit.

But not the patience, nor the genial spirit ;

And so he made, 'twixl virtue and defect,
A sort offierce demand on your respect,

Which, if assisted by his high degree.
It f^nve him, in some eyes, a dignity,
And struck a meaner deference in the many.
Left him at last unloveable with any.

—
p. 40—42.
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Our limits will not permit us to give the exquisite pendant to

this, in the portrait of the younger brother, or the withering
effects of the contrast upon the feelings of the young and sensi-

tive bride, passages which might sufficiently establish the reputa-

tion of any writer. But we do not think that there are many
poets, the merit of whose great productions is so general and

pervading. These passages are not oases in the wilderness
; if

they lead any one to the poem, they will not lead him to disap-

pointment.
The next pieces are,

• The Gentle Armour' (we defy our readers

to unriddle the title,) and • Hero and Leander !' Both have their

beauties; but we do not particularly admire them. We have

then the ' Feast of the Poets,' one of the most pleasant, poetical,

and good-humoured of satires. The miscellaneous poems are

unequal, like most others. There are some affecting lines on a

sick child sleeping. There are also some fine sonnets : in one,

entitled,
' A Thought of the Nile,'' we have the following great

image :
—

' It flo\vs through old hush'd Egypt and its sands.

Like some grave mighty thought threading a dream.'—p. 211.

On • A Lock of Milton's Hair,' terminates by this beautiful

version of a very common and natural sentiment :
—

* There seems a love in hair, though it be dead.

It is the gentlest, yet the strongest thread

Of our irail plant,
—a blossom from the tree.

Surviving the proud trunk ;
—as though it said

Patience and Gentleness is Power. In me
Behold affectionate eternity.'

—
p. 213.

Our poet and his friend Keats once sat down to compose each
a sonnet on the same subject;,

' the Grasshopper and the Cricket.'

Keats begun,
—

' The poetry of earth is never dead,'
—

Hunt—
' Green little vaulter in the sunny grass.

Was ever the constitutional difference between two poets more

strikingly marked than in these different exordia ? We mean
not to disparage the sonnet of Hunt, which is full of spirit and

feeling, and which he has justly thought deserving of a place in

the collection.

Some of the translations are vigorous and happy. Some of

them, too, would have been no loss to the volume. All are

occasionally disfigured by super-original graces. We will, not,

however, conclude with censure. There are more fine things in

this book, than in most of its size in the recent literature of

England.
We had here laid down our patent metallic, when it occurred
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to us, on glancing back over the paper and the subject, that we
had as yet taken no distinct notice of a circumstance, ^Yhich

ought to endear the poet for the sake of the man. We have

before adverted to the fact that the reahties of Leigh Hunt's hfe

have not always been what the world calls happy ones. He has

had much to endure, and he has endured it well. He has carried

a light heart through all his misfortunes
;
and is, we believe, to

this day in many respects a hoy. We mean him, in saying
this, one of the highest praises in our power. We believe that

the more of our boyish inner sunshine we carry with us into the

scenes of the often cloudy world
;
the more we can keep circum-

stances from embittering our feelings, or, at least, our own un-

happiness from making others unhappy ;
we avail ourselves the

more of the * sweet uses of adversity,' and acquire a title to the

respect of our felloAV-beings. Our poet, we apprehend, has chosen

this better part, and we cordially trust he will have his reward.

We understand that, in his own happy language, he has made
it his business, as far as he could, to ' scatter smiles on this

uneasy earth.' During his imprisonment, he was a bird that

sang in his cage, instead of committing suicide against the bars.

If the latter conduct be thought more imposing and sentimental,

the former we take to be more beautiful and endearing. We
part from him, therefore, with the earnest and friendly hope, that

the success of the present publication may be such, as to give
some brighter days to the poet of ' Rimini.'

GOETHE'S WORKS.—No. 8.

We are now arrived at the great work which holds the same pre-
eminent place among Goethe's prose writings which 'Faust' does

among his poems, the ' Wilhelm Meister,' but which is even more
than Faust, Caviare to the million

;
and with this the million took

great offence. An esoteric metaphysical drama was tolerated,

but the imposition upon the public of a psychological or rather

pedagogical novel, from the enjoyment of which the reading people
were excluded, was considered as an aristocratical usurpation

upon popular rights, something like the abortive attempts of the

managers of our London theatres to shut up the one shilling

gallery. Hence, while this work has been, and is, more loudly

eulogi/ed than any other by a few, it is far indeed from being

popular. We shall endeavour, as briefly as possible, to charac-

terise it. It b(;ing, in our judgment, the single work which Germany
has to exhibit in emulation of the acknowledged masterpieces of

Sj)aiu, France, and our own country.* It consists of two parts,

• Mr. Taylor would protest against this opinion, and claim this distinction for the
«
Agathon' and other philosophical romances of Wieland.
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which require a distinct consideration. The first, and by far the

most valuable part, and to which alone laudatory or reproachful
criticism has been applied, entitled the Lehrjahre, or Wilhelm
Meister's apprenticeship, occupies the volumes 18, 19, and 20,
and was published so early as 1794.* The very problem or

purpose of this work is such, that when it is compared with that

of the great novels we have alluded to, its want of like popularity
is sufficiently accounted for. The apprenticeship of Wilhelm
Meister is to that art and mystery of which the professors form
no guild, and which, therefore, no man puts himself out to learn—
self-knowledge ;

an acquaintance with his own talents and quali-

fications, that he may do that which Dr. Johnson declared to be

beyond the powers of man
;

that is, select deliberately one
mode of life before another, on an adequate consideration of the

respective reasons for preference. This strictly didactic purpose
removes it at once from the possibility of obtaining that success by
which other romances have been rendered illustrious,! and the work
would hardly be known by the mere readers of circulating library
novels. It would, however, have therefore greater claims on the

notice of those who read a book merely to talk about or to criti-

cise it. This class have, in fact, very freely exercised their right

upon it, and we purpose to add our contribution to the mass.
Of the story we shall content ourselves with saying very little.

The first of its eight books exhibits Wilhelm suffering from
the infliction of one of the most painful lessons men are taught
at the entrance into life—he is the dupe of a pretty woman. The
son of an affluent tradesman in a large town, he has attached
liimself with all the fierceness of youthful passion to an actress,

and is on the point of offering to her his hand in order to leave his

father's house and become an actor, that he may live in the con
stant admiration of her charms, and in the enjoymentof her pure
and disinterested love. A sudden discovery destroys the illusion,

* And was noticed in our monthly review, vol. xxvii. p. 543. by Mr. William

Taylor, who extracted the very curious and original criticism on Hamlet, with which
we have nothing to compare in our own literature except Morgan's admirable essay
on the character of FalstufF.

f We take leave to illustrate this remark by two well-known instances. When
Fielding imposed on himself this problem,

—to exhibit a warm-hearted and generous
young man with no worse vice than the ready indulgence of natural and not un-
amiable passions, without guile and without suspicion, iucaj)able of fraud, and its easy
victim, and showed him at last prosperous ;

and in contrast with him, a cold and

cunning knave ultimately thwarted in his plans ; he was sure of favourable readers.

The apologist of popular weaknesses and vices is sure to have the people on his side.

So when Fielding's great contemporary and rival, Richardson, proposed to himself
to unfold in detail all the expedients of a high-spirited and talented

voluptiiary,
directed to the perpetration of a nefarious crime of daily occurrence indeed, but
with less waste of intellect and with fewer circumstances

^
of horror ; and also to

display a female of transcendent qualities, and of immaculate virtue, sufferin» for

a mere imprudence more than vice could merit; he, too, was sure to excite the

sympathies of the great mass of mankind. And the consummate talent of these

great masters have consequently rendered Tom Jones and Clarissa classics in our

kuguage, and familiarly known throughout cultivated Eoiope.
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and with his happiness his health. On his recovery from a

dangerous ilhiess, his mistress is fled, and he is left with his

s[)irits broken, and unfit for the duties of his station
;
he is sent

from home on the pretence of commercial business, but he feels

himself at liberty to pursue his vagrant taste. His amour had
connected him with actors, and he had already formed the

notion that he had talents both for dramatic poetry and the stage.
He falls in with a company of strollers, with whom he associates,
half patron, half com})anion. His passion for the lost Marianne
had not rendered him unsusceptible of kindred attractions, and
he is easily drawn on to accompany his new friends to the chateau

of a Count
;
here he becomes connected with a noble family,

among the females of which he has the felicity of contemplating

every variety of female excellence of the nobler class, as among
the actresses no attraction of a lower kind was wanting. The in-

dividuals of this noble family, and a corj^s dramalique, (with
whom he for a time condescends even to associeite as a member,)
are his instructors, by means of whom he is taught his own unfit-

ness for the stage, and, at the same time, is allowed to enter the

career of domestic life as a man of formed character and varied

endowments. Romantic incidents are supplied, by means of which
he is, at the end of his apprenticeship, dismissed with the prospect
of felicity, though whether he even at last attain it, is somewhat

doubtful; our author being singidarly indifferent to what constitutes

the charm of a novel to its sympathizing readers,—the denouement.
So much for the story. Among the episodes, the excellence

of which has been acknowledged by those who find the most
to censure in the work, deserve especial mention,

' The Con-
fessions' [einer schonen seele)

* of a beautiful Soul,' of which we
have already spoken, vol. vi. p. 294. Our orthodox friends will

understand us at once when we inform them that it is an expe-

rience^ but let them by no means, therefore, run to the next

library for a copy. It will not gratify the admirers of either

Mrs. Hannah More, Mr. Cunningham, or Mr. Ward. Though
she has been led by the hand of Providence to reject her earthly
lover, and had been brought to '

feel tiie sweetest enjoyment of

all her vital powers in intercourse with the invisible friend,' yet
there is one feature in her character which distinguishes her froai

all the heroines of our pious romancers. With every desire

and even effort to be alarmed for her future condition, it was out

of her power ;
it was impossible for her to imagine either a place

of torment or a tormentor
;
nor could she contemplate God any

otherwise than as an object of alTcction. The want of the love

of God a[)peared to her its own sufficient punishment.
— ' I

scarcely remember a command. Nothing appears to me under
the form of a law. It is an impulse which conducts me, and

always aright. 1 follow my sentiments freely, and know as little

of restraint as of repentance. God be praised that I know to
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whom I owe this felicity, and that I can contemplate these pri-

vileges only with humility. For I am in no danojer of becoming
proud of my own powers and faculties, since I have so clearly
seen what monster may be generated in every human bosom
which is not guanied by a higher power.'

There are besides two highly romantic and deeply pathetic in-

dividuals—Mignon, the mysterious child rescued by Wilhelm from
a company of strolling rope-dancers, who, having bound herself by
an oath to the Virgin not to reveal the country of her birth, be-

trays her history in wondrous songs. The ' Kennst du das Land'

has been imitated by Lord Byron, in his well known

'Know'st thou the land where the citrons bloom.'

Sir "Walter Scott has acknowledged that he took from Mignon
the first ideaof the Finella, in his ' Peveril of the Peak,' Creatures

of imagination were at no time among the happiest of Sir Walter's

productions. This is a most unsuccessful, indeed very unpleasant,
imitation. The other romantic being, a crazed harper, sings songs of

equal pathos, but his personal appearance and history are painful
almost beyond the limits set by taste to pathos. The lover of the

pathetic and the wildly romantic would have all his requisites ful-

filled were these ingredients more closely connected with the main
incident of the novel. But that which, after all, constitutes the un-

disputed charm ofthe work is the profusion of moral and psychologic
disquisition, in which no romance that we know can at all compare
with it

;
as in its directly philosophical purpose, there is but one

that at all rivals it, the earliest as well as the greatest of all works
of prose fiction, the very popular but ill understood Don Quixote.

Ihese being its merits, it will be asked what are the demerits
which have excluded it from that generally favourable reception
which the talents of the author might have certainly secured it ?

These we must in candour advert to : first, the female characters,
which are, nevertheless, at the same time the object of the most
enthusiastic applause. Goethe's peculiar turn of mind led him to

omit no variety of female charm and attraction. In this gallery
of beauties, Marianne and Philine stand towards Natalie and
Therese in the relation which the Pandemos, in the tolerant my-
thology of the Greeks, bore to the Urania—and each of these was
Venus. They were the earthly and the heavenly. If Goethe, like

the philologists of the 16th century, had adopted a Greek motto,
it would probably have been irxs S-aoy ayairor

—
Every god is good.

And as the greatest of his poetical predecessors has said,
' There is

a soul of goodness in things evil,' Goethe has, in the course of his

long life, and in this work especially, delighted in the exhibition of
that beautiful soul in those evil things. Mow there is a class

of excellent, but anxious and timid persons, to whom this appears
a perilous achievement. They believe that in so doing, good and
evil are in danger of being confounded. We leave others to ap-
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predate the validity of the objection. The same class of persons,
even in Germany, and to a greater degree in England, object

altogether to Goethe's mode of considering the intercourse of the

sexes. Not that there is an indecorous expression in the book;
not that licentiousness is justified in argument, or represented as

innocuous in fact; but that though the union of the sexes, and

especially the paternal relation, is represented as that above all

others by which the character is fixed, and the good and evil of
life determined, yet marriage as a social institution is never
adverted to as a necessary incident in the connexion. Not only
is the passionate Lydia shown in the agonies of despair, but the

dee[)ly affecting Aurelia dies the victim of Lothario's desertion,
who is, nevertheless, exhibited, unreproved, as the model of every
excellence.

The incidents also have been as vehemently objected to as the

characters
;
and a want of probability is alleged as destructive of

all interest in the individuals. In the chateau of the Count, as

well as of Lothario, are introduced a set of mysterious persons,
who get up a sort of show in a secret apartment. Personages from
a stage make speeches to and at Wilhelm. They read to him from
a roll of parchment his lehr-hrief

—a set of admonitions for his

conduct in life. They recommend themselves to his favour by the
solemn assurance that the child Felix is his son

;
othenvise they

would have appeared as troublesome and impertinent to him as

they doubtless do to the English reader, to whom, however, we
have to offer this apology, that the actual existence of secret soci-

eties in Germany is a fact of no small importance in the history
of that country during the last age.*
The objection made to the Lehrjahre on the ground of its too

metaphysic character is still more applicable to the second part,

* It is notorious'that the late King of Prussia was, to a great degree, governed by
some religious fanatics and impostors, who had obtained the mastery of his weak and
obstinate head. Schiller made this set of people the subject of his popular novel, 'The
Ghost Seer,' which, when translated, ought to have been accompanied by an historical

commentary. The want of secret societies iu a country which had no free press, or

other legal organ for free and publjc instruction, was so tmiversally felt, that they were
resorted to both by Catholics and Protestants, the religious and the anti-religious. Our
readers are acquamted probably with the Scotch Professor Robison's '

History of the

C;onsi)iracy against Church and State on the Continent,' and of the Abbe Baruel's

'History of Jacobinism,' written with like design. Now, in both of these works there

is a great deal of '

malignant truth,' which, because the malice was apparent, was
deemed unjustly a lie. Both of the authors erred in giving unity of design and com-
binaHon to unconnected elements—and, indeed, hostile purjioses are strangely brought
together as pursued in concert. There is, however, no doubt that the order of i//«/mi-

nali founded by H'eis/iaupl in Germany just before the French Revolution broke out,
contributed greatly to prepare the Bavarians for the degree of liberty and i)olitical

iwwer that was given tliem by the late king. That king, and his able minister Mon-

ffc/as, (the man of whom, and of Tal/eijr(ni(l, liuonajiarte declared that they were the

only jifrfect ministers and diplomatists he had ever known,) were both among the

early pupils of Weishaupt, who ended his ilays but a few years since at Gotha, having
livi'd to witness the establishment of a representative constitution by his own royal
pupil, in the country where his lirst labours were perfonned, and where Jesuitism was
most

eiiectually opiKjsed by a Jesuitical contrivance.
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entitled the fVanderjahre ; the first portion of which wasconapiled
so lately as 1S07, and which fills vols. 21, 22,23. of the new edition.*

In that year, Goethe informs us, (vol. 32. p. 11.) he planned
the bindino; together with a romantic thread, and so forming an

attractive whole of a varied mass of compositions including novelle,

&c. His expedient is certainly inartificial, and does not appear
to us felicitous—he supposes his hero to be bound to travel for a

year, (a sort of novitiate,) not resting more than three days in a

place ; and he gives an account of his adventures to his Natalie.

Why, we are not told. But there is a break in the [second vo-

lume, and we are informed that years have intervened. Why,
therefore, the journey is continued we do not know. Some of the

old characters appear again, new ones are introduced
; and the

end of the printed book is no end of the work, in a critical sense.

Mysteries are left unexplained. And we can as little anticipate
whether Wilhelm is to be ultimately united to his Natalie, as we
know why he left her. Perhaps among the fifteen volumes of

posthumous works which are announced, there may be a third

part ;
till then it would be idle to speak of it as a whole. Nor

have we space to enumerate all the parts
—we can notice only a

few of the more significant, t

Vol. 21 opens with an exquisite piece of moral painting, the idea

of which Mr. Taylor tells us is taken from Clemens of Alexandria.

Wilhelm falls in with a pious carpenter, whom he calls St. Joseph,
and who, in fact, strives to follow in life the civil condition as well

as the holiness of his namesake. Like him he has a wife Mary.
They are met by our traveller in the mountains, driving an ass,

on which sits a beauteous child.

The traveller never quits the mountains. Here he meets with

a noble family, in which wealth is dispensed with benevolence and
munificence. Here, too, he finds a singular community, in the

account of which Goethe has poured forth all his reflections and

speculations on the present state of civilization in the world, and
on the institutions by means of which education may be carried

on ufjon a great scale. We know not how otherwise to designate
this community than by saying, that it is a something between

Utopia and Lanark. Instead of such ponderous and un romantic

means as civil government, with its armies, and corps of law-

* Tlie Lehrjahre was iranslated into Enj^llsh by Mr. Carlyle,
—an honest, as well

as able work. Mr. Carlyle might have rendered his book more acceptable to the great

body of readers by sacrificing some portion of the peculiarities of his author, which he

might easily have done, and so doing might have given to his work more of the grace
of an original composition. In his subsequent work, entitled ' German Romance,' he
has inserted a version of the first part of the H'anderjahre, entitling it

' Wilhelm
Meister's Travels,'—a word which does not by any means express the sense of the) ori-

ginal term, which is borrowed from the universal custom in Germany, according to

which a workm:\n is obliged to travel for a number of years before he is admitted to

the freedom of his guild or company. The German Bursche and Handwerker (stu-
dents and journeymen) constitute most of the numerous pedestrian travellers met
with.
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yers, police officers, and executioners; we have instructors and

professors of every description, who direct the free workings of

intellect. Nor does this institution seem, like that of Mr, Owen, to

be merely a preservative against the evils of our artificial society,
for the production mainly of the first necessaries of life. It seems
rather formed for the generation of faculties than for directing
their application. We were reminded more than once of the

remark of a German transcendental physician, (Kilian the Bruno-

nian,) who in ono of his prefaces gravely asserts, 'The science

of medicine was not discovered to cure diseases, but diseases

exist in order that the science of medicine might arise.' A great

variety of curious dissertation is interspersed on the mechanic

arts; even the processes of spinning and weaving are minutely
described

; anatomy, and the substitution of waxen models are

discussed. And here w-e find a remarkable anticipation of that

atrocious crime {Burking) which subsequently disgraced our

country, and to which a great name has been unhappily appro-
priated.

With the pedagogical institution is connected an emigration

society, but this seems, in part at least, to be an expedient for

colonizing less the barren earth with men than barren society with

instructed and intellectual beings. From the purely pedagogic part
we will mention one single incident as a specimen of the fanciful

expedients resorted to by our author. Wilhelm remarks, that all

the pupils, when their preceptors pass them, leave their employ-
mentS;, and assume different positions and gestures, according to

their age. The youngest cross each his arms on his breast, and
look with a smile towards the sky ;

the next class, with hands
folded behind, contemplate the earth

;
while the seniors stand in a

row and look forward. These different gesticulations are imposed
as a duty, in order to impress on their susceptible minds the three-

fold reverence {ehrfurcht) which, when combined together, attune

the mind to virtue. These are successively explained to mean
the reverence man ought to feel towards his superiors, his infe-

riors, and his equals. The fitness of each position and gesture to

express and inspire the sentiment, we leave to the discernment of

our readers. Goethe, however, has not confessed that after all

this thought is exemplified in every infant's prayer. Indeed, what
else were the sacrificial ceremonies of all antiquity, sacred and

pagan.?

Among these mountains, Wilhelm finds one of his old compa-
nions, Jarno ;

he is the chief instructor in geology and the sciences.

In this same retreat we have also, where we should little expect it,

a discussion of the evil and good of machinery, which,jn fact, forces

into emigration the (ill then thriving community, and which emi-

graliou is the last incident of the romance.
Of tjie new characters, there is one which is kept in the back-

ground, like u superior being, and as becomes her sacred name,
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which is all that appears of her in the Lehrj'ahre,
—Makaria. In

the first part' of the work is a collection of enigmatical sayings,

entitled,
' from Makaria's archives.' Who she is we learn only in

the second part. She is a rich and noble lady, devoting her life

to acts of beneficence, but, like the * beautiful soul,' living under

deep religious impressions. She, too, is a visionary, and lives

under the notion that her life is bound up with the movements of

the stars, and she finds an astronomer who nourishes and seconds

her gentle, sublime, and harmless illusion. That no variety of

the religious female character might be wanting, Goethe has also

supplied a saint of a more practical turn of mind, whom he has

entitled, the *new nut-brown maid.' Her history is one of the

delightful novelle, which, after all, form the great charm of the

work to the general reader
;
her piety is warm, but her virtue is

active and even laborious. She is the wife and widow of a ma-
nufacturer, and from her proceed the discussions of political

economy.
There are several other tales of equal attraction. ' The Man

of Fifty Years,' is full of lessons of wisdom for the bachelors and
widowers of that perilous age, of which the dangers are the most
to be feared, because in fact they are not apprehended. The
crown of the romantic novelle is

* The New Melusina.' That

antique and oriental tale, (for such we presume it is, though we
want scholarship to trace it to India or Persia,) of which the tale

of Cupid and Psyche is a variety, is modernized so far, that a
barber makes himself the husband of the fairy wife, whom he

unconsciously carries about with him in an enchanted box. The
humorous blending of the marvellous and familiar is successful,

and very different indeed from the French degradation of the fairy
tale to the developements of the brothel. A considerable space
in this, as in the former part, is given to a collection of axioms
and single thoughts, as if to balance, by these emanations of pure
reason, the sentimental and playful elements in which the rest of

the work abounds.

We are now arrived at the autobiographical class of our author's

works. These fill nine volumes, from the 24th to the 33rd. We
are compelled to pass them over in a few lines, referring to what
we have said vol. vi.

{).
292—301, &c.

Vols. 24, 25, 26 consist of the Dichtnng iind Wahrheit. We
here protest against Mr. Tavlor's inference, that there is conscious

invention or falsehood in this book, in spite of Goethe's own

explanation, which we have given. We have also to warn our
readers against the pretended translation of this work,, published

by Colburn. An exposure of the fraud appeared in an early
number of the Westminster Review. The book is there proved
to be from the French, by a person who was ignorant even of the

German alphabet. Not a single sentence involving thought is

faithfully given.
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Vols. 27 and 28 consist of the Italian journey in 1786-7.

And vol. 29 of the ' Second Residence in Rome,' from June
1787 to April 1788. These volumes were published but a few

years ago. They combine, therefore, the impassioned feelings
with wiiich the author contemplated the most remarkable and in-

teresting country on the face of the earth, when his faculties were
in their zenith, with the ripest reflections of his mature age.
Goethe's love of Rome has more of passion in it seemingly thaa

any other taste in w-hich he indulged. It was there his most
celebrated works (Iphigenia and Tasso for instance) received

his final corrections. His love of poetry and the fine arts, his

delight in the study of the human mind, as it appears in its more
momentous productions, laws, religion, manners, and the varieties

of natural character, all received here nutriment and employ-
ment. To the reflecting traveller in the '

bel paese,' these vo-

lumes may be especially recommended.
Vol. 30 contains the narrative of his unfortunate campaign

in France in 1792, when the Duke of Brunswick made his me-
morable retreat from Champagne, which determined the fate of

Europe for ages.
Vols. 31 and 32 are nearly filled by the diary supplemental

to the more elaborate autobiography of the author"'s youth, which
extends to his seventy-third year. These sheets (hefle) are rather

notes and hints, than a Avork
; and, therefore, though interesting

to all who are already familiar with the writings of the poet, they
do not form one of the works to be recommended to the student.

There are, however, scattered throughout, curious facts connected
with the literary and political history of the times.

Then follows an Eloge funebre on Amelia, Duchess Dowager
of Weimar, written on her death in 1807, and which was trans-

lated at the time in Dr. Aikin's ' Athenaeum.' We have before

adverted to the influence which this accomplished princess had in

the bringing together the great men who rendered the otherwise

mean little town of Weimar ilkistrious. We add merely thus

much, that, in the latter period of her life, Wieland became her

daily associate, while she was cordially attached to Herder, whose

religious turn of mind had engaged her sympathies more strongly
than the bolder and more philoso[)hic character of either Goethe
or Schiller; yet she said witli great feeling to our friend R a
few days after Schiller's interment,

'
It has been the pride of my

life to be the friend of our great men, but it is hard to be the sur-

vivor of them.' She was spared a further trial of this kind
;

Wieland survived her, and the greatest of them all has embalmed
her memory in this precious casket of golden words.

Another and more valuable memorial of friendship follows in

an oration delivered at a meeting of Free Masons, on the death

of fVicland in 1813: Zu brudcrlichem Andenken IVielands ; i.e.

* To the fraternal memory of Wieland.' It is not easy to imagine
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literary talents and tastes more directly opposed to each other,

than those of Wieland and Goethe ;
and these did, in fact, oc-

.casion a sparring between them before they became personally

acquainted, of which we have already spoken. Wieland was
rather an accomplished writer, than an original genius ;

a thinker,

than a poet. He was a successful imitator, and an excellent

translator, at least of Horace and Lucian. His translation of

Shakspeare was at least useful, but Goethe has truly remarked,
that his mind was so directly opposed to that of Shakspeare in

all points, that his own study of Shakspeare had no influence on

himself, as is proved by the passages he omitted, and by his notes

written in the spirit of a Frenchman. Nothing raises Goethe

higher in our estimation, than the facility with which he penetrated,
as it were;, into the spirit, and the liberality with which he appre-
ciated the worth of minds so different from his own, as those of

Schiller, Wieland, Voss, &c. If there be an exception to this

praise, it is with reference to Herder only. The masonic oration

which has produced these remarks, is an unique specimen of

literary eulog)-. We recommend it earnestly for translation.

W^e have now gone successively through Goethe's lyric, drama-

tic, romantic, and autobiographic works, constituting (with the

exception of his epic poems, which, as the crown of all, he has

compressed within his last and 40th volume) his most important

original writings. The remaining nine volumes show him in the

character of critic, translator, and biographer.
Vol. 33 enables the curious reader to compare Goethe's ear-

liest and latest critical writings. It contains thirty-five reviews,

or rather literary notices, which appeared in the ' Frankfort

Literary Gazette,' in 1772 and 1773
;
and sixteen more elaborate

reviews, which were published in 1804-6. The early reviews

are chiefly of books forgotten now. The subjects are worth

notice as showing what at that period occupied the attention of

the young and inquisitive. One especially is very remarkable,
and it was by us entirely unexpected ;

it is on that momentous

topic, the freedom of the will, and suggests a curious subject for

comparison between Goethe's own speculations and those which

were excited in this country by the writings of Dr. Priestley only a
few years afterwards.*

These reviews are of interest to those only to whom the literary

history of Germany, or that of Goethe's own mind, is an object of

minute attention. One single remark we extract, as both charac-

teristic, and suggesting a useful hint to all rational interpreters of

the Old Testament. Dr. Bahrdt had edited a book called
'

Eden,' in which the popular notion of the Devil was disputed,
and the history of the fall of man explained allegorically. On
this Goethe remarks: 'Had our author approached with due

* We have translated the article, which we withhold for the present. It would break
iato our series, which we are anxious to bring to a close.

No. 75. P
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reverence the writings of Moses, merely as the most ancient

monuments of the human mind, as the fragments of an Egyp-
tian pyramid, he would not have deluged the images of oriental

poetry in a Homiletic flood
;
nor broken to pieces every Umb of

this Torso, in order to pick out from it all the popular notions of

our German universities in the eighteenth century,'

Among the later reviews that of Voss's poems is particularly

admirable as a specimen of indulgent criticism. Here also we
find '

Prometheus,' (1773,) the commencement of a mythologic

drama, ending with a fine ode which we have printed, vol. vi. p. 460 ;

and the '

Gods, Heroes, and Wieland,' See also ibid. p. 299.

Vols. 34 and 35 contain a translation of that most delightful of

autobiographical works, the 'Life of Benvenuto Cellini;' the

publication of which by the too-eccentric Bishop of Derry was one

of the most creditable acts of his life, though an inadequate
atonement to society for the violation of so many of its social

duties. Under his auspices it was also translated into English by
Dr. Nugent ;

and Mr. Roscoe has recently republished the work :

whether with any curtailments or modifications we do not know.

Goethe, in a short encomiastic preface, declares the Florentine

goldsmith to have been a complete man, endued with all the

talents required to form the consummate artist. That he was at

the same time a lying and impudent braggart, while it adds infi-

nitely to the pungency of his book, only renders it necessary, in

order to derive both instruction as well as pleasure from it, that

we should read it with closer attention^ and apply to it those rules

of cautious interpretation which are requisite for rendering harm-
less the deviations from truth, to which such a mind is peculiarly
liable.

Vol. 36 consists of a literary curiosity, Ramfiau's JVeJfe, i.e.
' Rameau's Ne})hew,' which Goethe translated from a manuscript

by Diderot, so far back as 1805 : the original text was published

only a few years since. It is a dialogue, of which the younger
Rameau is the hero. He was a nephew of the famous composer,
and himself a teacher of music; one of those clever rascals who
in l*aris, before the revolution, were so generally tolerated. The

possession of esprit being considered as a sufficient substitute for

all morality, and even decorum. He is idealized in this little

book by a congenial spirit of higher powers. It is denied by none

even of the partisans of the modern French philosoi)hy, that

Diderot was one of the worst men of the age, thoroughly profli-

gate in life, and utterly unprinci[)led, unless a passionate, and

consistent, and uniform hatred of certain institutions in society,
and certain opinions, can be dignified with the name of principle.
His associate in the '

EncycIo[)edia,' D'Alcmbert, on the contrary,
who had all his anti-religious feelings, was equally distinguished
for liis worth and moral excellence. The whole dialogue is a

Iiighly amusing and spirited defence, by himselC of bis own worth-
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less and profligate habits. Yet with all that, it seems to us a very
moral book. For the author has so contrived that though the

reader enjoys the wit and gaiety of Rameau, he is never seduced

to love or respect him. The author was distinguished for his

colloquial talents at a time when, and in a country where, society
had reached its acme in all the refinement of intellectual inter-

course. No wonder, therefore, as Goethe remarks, that this

should be a master-piece. Prefixed to the dialogue is a series of

critical judgments on all the great French writers, by Goethe

himself, in alphabetical arrangement. It is very curious indeed
;

and would have opened the most secret recesses of the author's

mind, if that had not been manifested by so many original produc-
tions. It is one of the most remarkable features in Goethe's cha-

racter, that his admiration has been almost uniformly bestowed
on characters of great energy, with little or no reference to the

application of their power. He seems to have contemplated man-
kind as the naturalist does animals in a museum. We all, indeed,
admire a tiger more than a cat, and a rattle-snake more than an
eel, though we acknowledge the domestic use and culinary value

of the latter, and take care to avoid the claws and poison of the

former. So was it through life with Goethe. And we understand

very well why he seems to have contemplated with peculiar com-

placency such characters as Benvenuto CeUini, Diderot, and Lord

Byron.

DOVEDALE.

{From an unpublished Poem, so called.')

Here let vain priesthood, clad in gorgeous stole,

Learn what Religion loses by control
;

The gothic arch and richly fretted aisle,

By such a temple but provoke a smile ;

There, let the organ's solemn music rise.

And incense burn in costly sacrifice,

The stream which murmurs through the rocky vale,

The clouds which circling round those mountains sail.

Shall wake devotion when such arts shall fail.

Yes ! let man rear the gorgeous pile of stone,
Not thus men worshipp'd in the ages gone,
Not thus the brave and apostolic band,

Taught that devotion's flame was to be fanned.

'Twas not in palace, temple, the pure lore

Was preached, which wildly flew from shore to shore,
First of man's blessings, until monarchs bowed,
And meek disciples became prelates proud
In evil hour !

—and oh, who could have deem'd

That the pure perfect doctrines, mild, which seem'd
P2
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Sent down to earth, from brighter worlds above, ^,

To fit mankind for scenes of peace and love—
That the glad tidings fraught with hope and light
Should, by perversion, make the wrong* seem right ;

Should clothe with terrors new the tyrant's might ;

And, touch'd by subtle priestcraft's fiendish wand,
Steel against martyrs persecution's hand.
Who could believe that precepts, whose each line

Breathes forth a mercy general, divine,

Spreading a glorious hope from pole to pole i

AVithout distinction, as without control,
Should be by man's perverted mind abused,
Till sect to sect that mercy has refus'd

;

And priests and zealots, mad with impious pride

Kept grace for those alone their test has tried, ;

And closed the gates of bliss on all beside.

No ! true religion is a gift which Heaven
To man, and not to any sect has given ;

As minds expand and change, so alter creeds,
And virtue not in forms consists, but deeds.

The Indian hunters, as their woods they roam,
To furnish forth their board or rear their home,
Trust in the Spirit which their paths protects.
To shield the roof their simple toil erects ;

Trust that their chiefs, for virtuous acts renown'd,
Thro' death shall meet in some bless'd hunting-ground,
Shall there still halloo on each fav'rite hound, ^

And, with renewed activity, pursue
Paths happier than their earthly footsteps knew.
And are not these the same ideas which lead

The Christian forth to virtuous thought and deed
With mind exalted and expanded creed ?

Yes ! for the same great Father of mankind
To difF'rent states has diff'rent thoughts assign'd.
Not more could hunter's joys the sage inspire
With Heaven's high hopes and virtue's holy fire,

Than could the wand'ring savage understand
The sage's prospects, beautiful and grand:
Yet both were fashion'd by one mighty hand,]
"Which both shall guide to happier homes afar,

Thro' paths of virtue led by Faith's bright.

Yes ! Faith—which never has the good forsaken—
Tho' doomed to be by man belied, mistaken :

Not that wild faith wliich zealots deem alone

Can in an hour for a whole life atone ;

Can wipe from darkest brow the deepest stain,
And give to man his innocence again ;

Nay more, can give to him who still has wroug
The deeds of darkness, and affliction brought artth

Even to their doors to whom he owed his life ;

Can give to him who grasp'd the murd'rer's knife,
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The bright reward which Heaven reserves for those
Whose days in virtue daw-n, in virtue close

;

For those, the patriot or the martyr band,"*
Who all resign'd at conscience' route command.

Let zealots still the torch of discord fan.
One only difference lies 'twixt man and man.
It is not whether, Nature's simplest child.

He bends before the morning's radiance mild,
And pours his homage to the orb of dav,
The only sign he knows of Heav'n's kind sway ;

Or whether, where the tapers thro' the aisle

Light faintly each Madonna's pictur'd smile.
His prayers ascending to the vaulted skies.

With music's tones and circling incense rise :

But he who in life's ev'ning sinks to rest,

Others still blessing and by others blest
;

He who has sooth'd the sufferer's couch of woe,
Or sav'd the victim from the oppressor's blow ;

He who has lit with joy his own fireside.
And been alike his friend's support and pride ;

He claims the sole distinction of his kind.

By reigning monarch of a virtuous mind ;

He need not fear, whate'er his creed may be,
To leave to priests their selfish bigotry.

T. T. P.

DR. SOUTHWOOD SMITH OX THE FUNCTIONS OF THE ANIMAL
ECONOMY.

[Conclusion of the Analysis of tbe Course of Lectures delivered at the London

Institution.]

Wk have followed Dr. Southwood Smith through his late course of
lectures so far as to have given an account of the structure and
action of the heart, and of the power that works it. The amount of

this power, the structure and action of the arteries and veins, the use
or ultimate end of all this machinery, wth the view which he took of
its intimate connexion with the healthy and vigorous, or the dis-

eased and feeble state both of mind and body, it remains for us to lay
before our readers.

The left ventricle of the heart, by the successive contractions of
which the circulation throughout the system is effected, contracts

with great force. Experiments have proved that in large animals, as in

the horse, it propels the blood with a power sufficient to maintain, in

an upright tube, a column of ten feet. It is calculated that in man it

exerts upon the blood it contains, a force equal to about six pounds
on the square inch, or sixty pounds on the whole mass, as its inner
surface contains ten square inches. There are four thousand con-
tractions in an hour, each of which expels two ounces of blood. The
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w hole md>s of the blood in an adult man is about twenty- five pounds ;

different currents of it complete the circulation at different times, in

proportion to the length of the course they have to make, and the

degree of resistance they have to encounter ; as, for instance, a part
of the stream has only to circulate through the muscles of the heart

itself, while other parts have to supply organs widely removed from

it; but it is thought that the entire circulation is completed, on an

average, in two minutes and a half. A quantity of blood, therefore,

equal to the whole mass must pass through the heart twenty-eight
times in an hour. '

Consider,' said Dr. Smith,
' what an affair this

must be in very large animals. The aorta of the whale is larger in

the bore than the main pipe of the water-works that supply London
with water. Ten or fifteen gallons of blood are thrown out of its

huge heart at half-stroke with an immense velocity into a tube of a

foot diameter.'

All the arteries of the system take their rise from two great trunks.

One, the pulmonary artery, springing from the right ventricle to

ramify through the lungs ;
the other, the aorta, springing from the

left ventricle to supply the whole body. These two main-trunks, each

following its own course, divide and subdivide, every branch becoming
smaller and smaller, till they reach a degree of minuteness which is

ill-described by the term cajnllary arteries, for they are much smaller

than the finest hair. A more accurate idea of their, real size will be

conceived by the recollection that some of them are too small to

admit a single red particle of the blood, estimated at about -joVo ^^

an inch in diameter. These capillary arteries pervade _^every organ
and every tissue in such numbers, that, as before stated, the point of

the finest needle can penetrate nowhere without wounding some of

them. They terminate in the capillary veins. Tlie veins go on in

the inverse order of the arteries, uniting together, forming larger
and larger branches, till gradually they become veins of considerable

magnitude, and, at length, form two great trunks, the superior and
inferior venee cavae, pouring the blood into the right auricle of the

heart. We have here described the systemic veins. The pulmonic
form four trunks, and return the blood renovated and ready for the

systemic arteries to the left auricle.

The artery has three distinct coats. The external one is composed
of cellular tissue, the substance of which all the meml)ranes of the

body are formed. The middle one is formed of fibres, arranged in

rings round the vessel ; it is the strongest and thickest of the three,

and is higlily elastic, especially longitudinally, possessing also the

power of enlarging and diminishing the caliber of the tube, a power
truly vital, and extremely analogous to muscular contractility. The
inner covering of the artery is called the serous coat ; it is strong,
but thin, smooth, and polished, in order to offer as little resistance

as possible to the flow of the blood. In the capillaries the structure

is considerably modified. The coats become gradually thinner till, at

length, they disappear entirely, and the blood flows through niem-

braneless canals in the substance of the tissues. The disappearance
of the membranous coats of the capillaries has been only recently dis-

covered by observations with the microscope. With its assistance

the currents of blood have been seen flowing through the tissues.
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Particles of the blood have also been observed to leave the stream,

and to mingle with the tissues, and particles of the tissues to move
into the stream, and to be carried away by it. Nerves follow the

course of the arteries through all their ramifications, but it is for the

capillaries that the great bulk of them are reserved ; innumerable

nervous filaments are spread out upon them, and exert an important
influence over their action.

The structure of the veins is different from that of the arteries.

They have only two coats, being destitute of the fibrous coat ; they are

also more numerous, and of greater capacit)'.

The main power that moves the current of the blood through all

these vessels is evidently the contraction of the left ventricle of the

heart. It is assisted in the arteries by their elasticity and by their

contractile power. The trunk of an artery is always full to distension,

and every fresh wave of blood that is thrown into it brings both its

actions into play, which actions, alternately renewing and ceasing, cause

the motion that is felt when the finger is pressed upon an artery, and
constitute the pulse.

' The state of the pulse indicates, as you know, the state of the cir-

culation. The state of the circulation is closely connected, not only
with the \ntal state, but with the vital action of almost every organ of

the body. The circulation is the great centre of the organic life. A
certain state of the organic life is always coincident with a certain

state of the circulation. The pulse is the index of this state. Phy-
sicians endowed \vith the power of observation, and gifted with tactUe

discernment, who have been placed in situations affording them large

experience, have sometimes acquired an astonishing skill in judging
of the morbid condition of the system from the state of the pulse. It

is universally admitted to be an invaluable guide in inflammation.
It is equally so in fever. It will often tell with great certainty, to

those who have studied it, when the abstraction of blood wUl be bene-

ficial ; when, on the contrary, wine should be given, or when nothing
should be done : and this is the more important because the great skill

in managing a case of fever consists eminently in knowing these three

points.'
It used to be thought that the capillaries had a propelling power

of their own, but recent experiments have proved that they have
it not, but that the blood circulates through them in consequence of

the impulse of the heart's contractions ; and as after death the action

of a syringe can propel a fluid into the extreme capillaries with ease,
it is not diflacult to believe that a force equal to sixty pounds can do
it. The case is the same with the veins ; the action of the heart

urges on the current through them also. The same tension does not

exist in them as in the arteries, because there is a ready escape for the

blood through the right auricle, but it rushes through them with equal
force, and it is assisted by two auxiliary powers—by valves with which
in many parts of the body the veins are furnished, and bv the action

of a vacuum formed in the right auricle every time it dilates, which
makes the blood hurrv forward to fill up the void as soon as it comes
within its influence; while the effect of the valves is to divide a long
and heavy column of blood into several shorter ones, offering less re-

sistance.
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The uses or purpose of the circulation we must give in the lecturer's

own words.
' To afford to the capillary arteries a due supply of arterial blood is

the ultimate object of all the apparatus of the circulation, and of all its

action. By the capillary arteries it is that nutrition is effected, that

secretion is performed, that structure is built up. When the blood

has been delivered into these vessels what happens to it? What

changes are wrought upon it, and by what agencies ? We have seen

that the great bulk of the arteries terminate in the tissues, in mem-
braneless canals

;
that where the arteries thus terminate the blood

flows in canals formed in the substance of the tissues, not in proper
vessels. We have seen that in proportion as the membranous tunics

of the arteries diminish in thickness and strength, the nervous fila-

ments increase in number and magnitude. We have seen that when
the processes which now go on are carefully observed with the micro-

scope, particles of blood can be seen to pass from the current of the

circulation, and to mix and mingle with the particles that constitute

the substance of the organs ;
while particles that form the substance

of the organs repass in their turn into the circulation.
' Thus far the successive steps of these curious processes are objects

of sense
; but here we are only on the very confines of the domain of

life, and beyond this we have hitherto not been able to penetrate.
What the peculiar agents are which are now called into action, and

to what laws they are obedient we do not know. The agents are

distinguished by ^the name vital ; the actions we refer to certain

general principles, of which we know nothing, but which Ave term

Fital affinities.
' We see that changes are now wrought upon the blood ;

we see

that its chemical composition is subverted ; we see that its constituents

enter into new combinations ; we see that these changes go on in a

certain order and according to fixed laws, and these Ave designate
Vital affinities. Arterial blood is conveyed by the larger arteries to

the capillaries; but the capillaries no Avhere give out, no AA'here de-

posit arterial blood. Arterial blood is conveyed by the branches of

the carotid arteries to the capillaries of the brain; but the capillaries
of the brain do not deposit blood in the brain, they deposit brain.

Arterial blood is conveyed by the nutrient arteries of bone to the

capillaries of bone, but the capillaries of bone do not deposit blood,

they lay down osseous particles. Arterial blood is conveyed by mus-

cular brandies to the capillaries of muscle, but the capillaries of muscle

do not deposit blood in the muscle, they lay doAvn muscular fibre. The
l)lood conveyed to the capillaries of brain, to the capillaries of bone,

to the capillaries of muscle is precisely the same; all comes alike

from the left heart; all is conveyed alike to the different organs by
similar tubes. Yet the capillaries of the brain convert their blood into

brain
; the capillaries of bone into bone ;

the capillaries of muscle

into muscle. For this reason these capillaries have been termed the

chemists of the system, and subtle and elaborate chemists they are ;

and the various organs have been regarded as so many different labo-

ratories, specifically adapted to the purjiose, Avhere the various pro-
cesses that are carried on in the economy are conducted. Out of

one and the same fluid, the blood, these vessels manufacture cuticle,
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and membrane, and muscle, and brain, and bone ; the tears, tbe wax,
the fat, the saliva, the gastric juice, the milk, the bile

;
in a word all

the solids and all the fluids of the body.
' But the capillaries accomplish still more, for they are architects

as well as chemists. After they have manufactured whatever sub-

stance may be required, they arrange it ; they build it up into struc-

ture. The arteries of the brain not only form cerebral matter, but

they so dispose it after they have formed it, as to build up the organ
we call the brain. The capillaries of the eye not only form the ditferent

membranes and the various humours of which it is composed, but when

they have formed them they so arrange them as to constitute the

optical instniment. In this manner all the capillaries of the body
build up all the structures of the body, and in a word, make the whole

frame what it is
; wherefore, says Mr. Hunter, the capillary vessels

are the masons and architects of the system,'
The laws which regulate these wonderful actions are, as has been

said, not vet clearly ascertained, but it is certain that there is one

great agent at work throughout nature, and it seems probable that

here it has great influence, although its operation in relation to the

vital economy is yet but imperfectly known ;
this agent is electricity ;

and the lecturer went on to explain its influence, as far as that has

been ascertained, on the ditferent portions of the apparatus of the cir-

culation.

The moment that the use of the circulation is understood, its intimate

connexion with the health or disease of the whole system becomes

apparent, and the justice of the following remarks may be perceived.
' Between the tissue and the blood the relation is close and mutual.
If the blood be healthy the tissue will be sound ; if the tissue be
diseased the blood must become proportionally morbid. Now to an
extent far greater than is commonly conceived we have it in our own
power to affect the qualities of the blood ; to endow it with properties

adapted to render the organization of the body sound, and the state

of the mind healthful and vigorous ; or, on the contrary, to produce

physical and mental debility or violence. The practical relations of

this subject are therefore extended, and possess a deep interest.
' A considerable variety in the composition of the blood is compa-

tible with sound health. Within certain limits all its constituent

principles may vary in their relative proportions, without producing
any morbid etfects in the system, but beyond these limits any change
is productive of evil. For the maintenance of the state of health, the

blood must be in a certain quantity, and of a certain quality ; it must

go through a regular process of purification ; it must have a certain

distribution, and it must flow with a certain rapidity and force.'

Deficiency of quantity in the blood, causing every function to be

languidly and inefiiciently performed, brings on physical and mental
feebleness and debility. Excess of quantity, oppressing all the organs,
causes a listless body and torpid mind, and a whole train of suffering
and disease. For the adjustment both of the quality and quantity of
the vital fluid, nature has provided, in the various organs of the bodv.
There is the constant change going on by means of the capillary arte-

ries and veins ; the arteries laying down new particles, the veins car-

rying away the old, and taking them to be renovated in th© lunga.
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There are throughout the alimentary canal the lacteal vessels, taking
up the aliment, and also carrying it to the great vein, to be sent to

the lungs and converted into fresh blood. There are all over the body,
the absorbents in countless numbers, taking away whatever is useless
or noxious, some of it to be sent to the great organ of purification the

lungs, some to be expelled from the system. Then there are organs
whose main function is to abstract from the blood whatever would
overload or deteriorate it—but an example of their action may be
useful.

' Do you need an illustration of the occasion that calls for their

interference, and of the promptitude with which they obey the call ?

See that red-faced, full-veined, robust looking man, somewhere between

forty and sixty years of age. He sits down to a good dinner with a

good appetite. He eats three times as much as he needs, and he ex-

cites the stomach to digest the load, by drinking stimulating fluids to

six times the quantity that is requisite. What follows ? The capillary
arteries are stimulated to the utmost action of Avhich they are capable.
The capillary veins are turgid to the utmost degree of expansibility
which they can reach. The system is full to repletion. The exter-

nal surface is plump and rounded. The extremities are even swollen.

The mass of circulating fluids is actually increased, perhaps, if the

dinner has been good, one-sixth— if very good, one-third or more.
The system is in danger. The vessels are fuller than they can bear,
and the stimulus of distension excites them to an increased action, the

violence of which is proportioned to their fulness. Exquisitely deli-

cate as you have seen some of these vessels to be, the wonder is, that

they do not burst, and burst they do sometimes. But why do they not

always burst ? Because instantly exhalation from the lungs is in-

creased, secretion from the whole internal surface of the alimentary ca-

nal is increased ; secretion from the kidney is increased
; rapidly thereby

the superfluous quantity, or at least, the urgently dangerous superfluity
is carried out of the system, and wonderful is the peace and comfort of

the sufferer, after his panting respiration has expelled fluid from his

lungs, and his perspiring skin from the whole external surface of the

body. And now you see that these organs are the safety valves of the

circulation, and thereby of the system, and you see also how they
work,

'

After contrasting the pleasurable sensations experienced in sound

health, when every organ performs its own functions, and the due
balance is kept up between the work each has to do, and the work it

performs, with the suffering and disease when the balance is over-

turned, and when one or more of them fail ; the lecturer went on—
' Now, over all the sensations of which I have spoken, we have our-

selves a great control. To a very considerable extent, we can make
them, at our pleasure, such as are conducil)le to a high degree of phy-
sical and mental health and vigour, or to physical and mental disease

and feebleness. And the main instruments by which every one is

capable of exercising this control over the states of his own system
are food, air, temperature, and exercise.

' Without a due supply of nutritious food, the blood that is formed
must be deficient in quantity, and bad in quality. It will be without

the essential attributes of the blood ; it will be alike incapable of nou-
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risliing the organs and of stimulating them to the due performance of

their functions. A weak, stunted, and deformed frame, a still weaker

and more deformed mind, a short and wretched existence, a life happy

only in its brevity, must be the inevitable consequence. Deficiency
of food, at all times acting most perniciously on the system, enfeebling
and corrupting the body, and equally enfeebling and corrupting the

mind, is most injurious in infancy and childhood. Then it is that the

system is to be built up ;
then it is that all the organic actions go on

with the greatest rapidity and vigour ;
then it is that the expenditure is

the largest, and that the supply requires to be proportionately ample. If

this supply be not at this tender age regularly afforded, a check is given
to the physical and the mental health, which is never recovered. Life

may not be immediately destroyed, but it is fearfully abridged, and still

more fearfully perverted. To suppose that an individual, or thata race of

people can acquire moral excellence without intellectual vigour, or intel-

lectual vigour without physical strength, or physical strength without a

due supply of nutritious food from the first day of infancy up to manhood,
is vainer than the wildest dream at this moment passing through the

mind of a maniac. The true philanthropist, then, is he who labours

to give the people, not food, but the knowledge which will enable

them to secure it in abundance for themselves, and for their children ;

and no one saves, prolongs, or blesses human life, like him who in-

structs the people in their own interests. How excess in food operates
in obstructing the functions of the body, in obscuring the faculties of

the mind, in producing disease physical and mental, sometimes extin-

guishing life in an instant, and at all times rapidly exhausting the

flame, you will be able clearly to understand from what has been already
stated. And excess, like deficiency, is far more injurious in the young
than in the adult, and the younger the more pernicious. See how
the fluids abound in the infant, how easily it is excited, with what

rapidity its heart beats, what slight causes wiU make it double or tre-

ble the number of its contractions in a moment ; with what activity
and energy its capillary vessels work ; hoAV tender, how irritable the

whole extent of its alimentary canal
;
how still more delicate and exci-

table the soft and tender substance of its brain
; listen to its cries,

watch its contortions when it has taken food un suited to it, or when it

has been gorged with the most wholesome food, and there is no

mother, whose understanding is equal to her affection, who will not be
most anxious to ascertain the kind of diet best adapted for her chil-

dren, and who having once ascertained it will not rigidly adhere to it.

Never forget that the foundation of the moral, the intellectual, and
the physical health and vigour of your child is laid in its infancy, and
do not imagine that it is so spiritual and refined a being, that these

qualities are not influenced by its diet,'

The advantage of an abundant supply of fresh air, and the perni-
cious effects of all such contrivances as closely-drawn bed-curtains must
be evident, when it is remembered, that air, besides acting powerfully

upon the nerves, is the agent that converts the food into nutriment.

Some of the facts connected with the effects of heat and cold upon
the system are interesting.

' Heat is a stimulus. It acts powerfully
on the nervous system, and through it on all the organs, and more

especially on the entire apparatus of the circulation. The effect of a
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long continued elevated temperature on the circulation of the blood in

man is highly curious and instructive. It stimulates the whole exter-

nal surface of the body, and determines a large quantity of blood to

the capillary vessels of the skin. Long continued cold, on the con-

trary, constringes these vessels
;
checks the circulation through them,

propels the current to the interior of the body, and causes it to flow

principally in the organs placed in the internal cavities. In this cli-

mate, therefore, we all have a different circulation in summer and in

winter. In summer the mass of the blood is flowing on the external

surface of the capillaries of the skin. In winter the mass of the blood

is flowing in the internal viscera, in the capillaries of the thoracic and
abdominal organs. The circulation in the summer is essentially exter-

nal
;

in the winter essentially intsrnal. And by this arrangement,
the generation of animal heat is husbanded, and the great mass of the

blood is placed where the external cold can least affect it. And this

also explains why alterations of temperature are so injurious ; why
just when spring is succeeding to winter, autumn to summer, and
winter to autumn, colds, inflammations, fevers are so prevalent ;

be-

cause a few mild days of spring fill the capillary vessels of the skin as

though it were summer, and then comes back suddenly a winter's cold

with a summer circulation.*

To these evils, only to be avoided by proper clothing, the young are

particularly liable.
' The young of all animals are peculiarly susceptible to cold. The

extent to which it obstructs their temperature and proves fatal to them
is greater than could have been conceived without positive evidence of

it. But it is proved by direct experiment, both in birds and on different

species of mammalia, that a degree of cold which will cause the tem-

perature of an adult to fall about 1° or at most 1^°, will cause that of

the young of the same species to fall 20° ; and consequently that a de-

gree of cold which will only stimulate and invigorate the healthy
adult, will prove rapidly fatal to the young. And this is perhaps even
more true of the young of the human being than of that of any other

animal.'

From the last lecture, in which the different stages of life were enu-

merated, we make the following extracts, forming a part of what was
said on infancy, childhood, and adult, or mature age.

' The second epoch of infancy extends from the seventh month to

the end of the second year ;
at the commencement of this period, the

first dentition is completely begun, and it is completed at its termina-

tion. The changes proceeding in the different organs and functions

during the first epoch advance rapidly in this. The brain becomes
more and more developed, and its functions more and more active and
extended. Sensation becomes more exact, and embraces a wider

range ; perception becomes more })erfect, and phenomena of mind ap-

pear ; speech and voluntary motion commence ; passions, emotions,
affections are formed and manifested—new powers, the introduction of

which into the economy exercises over it a prodigious influence for

good or for evil, for liealth or for sickness, for pleasure or for pain.
' And now is the period for the formation and direction of moral

habits. Moral habits indeed will be formed or rather confirmed, for

their formation has commenced long before this—but now they will
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grow rapidly into strength, whether we notice the process or not
;

whether we interfere with it or not ;
whether our interposition be be-

neficent or maleficent. Good or bad habits will be formed. The habit

of temperance or of intemperance ;
the habit of yielding to every im-

pulse, or the habit of self-control
;
the habit of thinking only of gra-

tifications that relate to self, or the habit of taking into account the

pleasures of others ;
the habit of indulging an irritable,; fretful, and

passionate temper, or the formation of a gentle, calm, and sweet dispo-
sition—all this, with or without us, will go on

; just as much without

us as wth us, but not the same wthout as with. Now is the time to

lay the foundation of moral excellence, to make good moral feeling
and good moral conduct just as much a part of the sentient and intel-

ligent being, as any organic action, or any animal perception. And
this it would be possible to do for every human being without a single

exception, to an extent which would render every individual of the

human race more uniformly and consistently good than the very best

is at present, were the physical and mental constitution of each indi-

vidual, as well understood as study might make it, and were the cir-

cumstances under which each is placed, adapted to it with a wisdom
which it is within the range of human ability to attain.'

* * * ' The period of childhood extends from the second to

about the seventh or eighth year.
« « «

Every effort should

be directed from the beginning to the end of this period, to the deve-

lopement and invigoration of the physical powers, and the formation
and direction of the moral. The intellectual are comparatively of
little consequence. The mind should be employed more as a matter
of amusement than of exertion. You must never forget that the brain
is still exceedingly soft and delicate, and that its action is almost in-

cessant. We do not in general sufl^iciently consider how incessant

are the intellectual operations of the child without any artificial sti-

mulus to exertion. Unceasingly external objects are transmitting
impressions to the brain through the medium of the senses which it

has to distinguish, to compare, to combine, and to name. There is

scarcely a moment during its waking hours in which some operation
of this kind is not carried on by the child

;
and it entirely depends on

th'e kind of stimulus applied to the mind, whether it produce healthy
excitement or exhausting stimulation. It would perhaps be scarcely

possible to spend too much time in seeing, in hearing, in handling, in

observing, in imitating, in constructing in the pure air, under the

sunny sky, in the verdant fields, and amid the various objects which
there meet the senses. And without doubt a vast portion of physical
science may be communicated at this period without imposing on the

pupil any great mental effort—affording merely an agreeable and be-

neficial excitement. The observation of phenomena, the storing in

the memory interesting and useful facts, are the main things to be
aimed at. Every indication of precocious intellectual attainment or

ability should be checked with as much anxious care as the earliest

indication of curvature in the spine, or of the formation of tubercles

in the lungs. Early mental acuteness is almost invariably associated

with a state of the system which produces physical debility ; and it

is exceedingly apt ultimately to terminate in intellectual feebleness.

Throughout the entire organized world, whatever is destined to live
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long is slow in growth. All animals which reach an advanced age,
are slow in coming to maturity. The oak, vigorous at the end of a

century, Avas scarcely more than mature after it had been nourished

by the showers of fifty springs, and stimulated by the sun of fifty sum-
mers. And you may be assured that, the brain which is to be good
for any thing at forty, and which is to continue active with any valu-

able result from that period up to eighty, will appear no prodigy at

four, or even at ten. In general there cannot be a surer preparation
either for a short life, or for a common-place and feeble intellect

through a life of ordinary duration, than an early genius.'
Adult age is reached by the female at twenty, and by the male at

twenty four, and ripens into maturity in woman at thirty, and in man
at thirty-eight.

* * * Then the human being attains the age
Avhen his physical organization acquires its utmost perfection, and
his mental faculties are in the highest vigour. And it is remarkable

that, while this is the period in which he is capable of the noblest

conceptions, the finest actions, the most intense enjoyment ;
in which

he is the most capable of receiving and of communicating happiness ;

so this is the only term of human existence which is not fixed ; this is

the only term to which no limit can be set; which is extensible, and
that indefinitely. Every day, or month, or year, that is added to the

duration of human existence, is, in reality, added to this period, and
to this only ; that is, to the best period of life. All the preceding
ieras are fixed by a law, which it is not in our power to break, or to

change, or even so much as to modify, except only in an exceedingly

slight degree. At a given time, though not precisely at the same

time, in all places, and under all circumstances, infancy passes into

childhood, childhood into boyhood, boyhood into adolescence, and ado-

lescence into manhood. But tlie termination of the period of man-
hood and the succession of old age varies in every individual, and

may vary by a number of years far greater than that which consti-

tutes the longest of any of the preceding periods.'
If we have succeeded in giving such an account of these lectures

as may convey to our readers an exact conception of their subject,
we shall have contributed to extend some portion of the pleasure and

advantage they conferred upon those who heard them. The large at-

tendance which continued to the last, and the increasing proportion
of ladies, evinced the interest excited, and we are not singular in

expressing the hope that the circulation is not the only function

which will form the subject of illustration.

Dr. Sontliwood Smith luis long been engaged in preparing for the

press such an exposition of all the functions of the animal economy
as will enal)le him to expose the popular errors that prevail relative

to the management of liealtli and sickness, and to unfold and enforce

tlie truths which should occupy their place ;
and those who have

attended to the practical bearing of the lectures of which we have

now closed our account, will, we think, partake of the impatience
with which we look for the appearance of this work. No class of

subjects more forcibly presents to the mind the contrast between

things as they are, and things as they might l)e, and wilt be—between
the happiness for which tlie organization of man fits him, and the

suffering to which he is so coutinually a prey, J-^t but the minds of
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men, and what is, at least, of equal importance, the minds of women,
awake to the importance of such inquiries, and the design of the

Creator will soon be more completely accomplished in the
felicity of

his creatures.

CHURCH REFORM.

A CRISIS seemS:, at last, to have arrived in the affairs of our na-
tional religious establishment. Reform is called for from within,

by not a few of the most intelligent and serious members of the

church itself, as essential to its usefulness, and as the only chance
for its stability. Change is loudly demanded from without, by a

great, powerful, and energetic body of dissenters of various deno-

minations, as being equally required by justice and by sound policy ;

as absolutely necessary to allay existing and increasing dissatis-

faction, and to preserve a tolerable degree of harmony among the

members of a community so divided in opinion as ours is on

questions of religious faith.

His Majesty's Ministers are found among those who acknow-

ledge the necessity of improvement, and they have announced their

intention of promoting it. Judging, indeed, from the language
they have held on the subject, and from what they propose to do
in Ireland, we cannot expect from them any very decisive or

satisfactory measure ;
but as it seems certain that something will be

attempted, it is proper that the people should apply themselves
to the discussion of the subject, and should consider well how
much they will think themselves authorized immediately to de-

mand, and what part of the good which they expect to be ulti-

mately attained they will deem it expedient to defer any pressing

application for, to some future period. It is ver^- desirable that

the first step should not only be itself attended with important

advantages, but should be a natural and suitable preparation for

the farther progress which must be anticipated.

Although its several creeds, when properly understood, are

found to express different and inconsistent doctrines, and one of

them is, in its damnation of all who do not receive it, disgraceful
to any church which adopts it

; although its articles may, perhaps,
be regarded as neither a very honourable nor successful attempt
to compromise between the opinions of the principal parties

existing among Protestants at the time of their composition, and
there are many things in its ceremonies and forms which seem at

variance with the spirit of the present times, and might be omitted

or altered to its own credit, yet it will be generally felt that as the

public at large are interested in church reform only in conse-

quence of its connexion with the state, so it is in what belongs
to that connexion that all improvements which can be said to be
of national importance are to be effected.
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The episcopalian church is one amongst the numerous sects to

which the principles of the Reformation have given birth. The

ground of its selection to be established in this country is no other

than the will of a sovereign in a past age, and it possesses all its

wealth and dignities, which once belonged to the Roman Catholic

church, solely by the authority of an Act of Parliament. The

justice or reasonableness of any government making a religion
for its subjects cannot now be maintained. There is injustice in

making any man pay for another man's religion, and in setting
the religion of any set of men above that of their neighbours.
The founder of Christianity expressly disclaims all connexion of

his religion with civil polity. It made its first successful progress
in the world without any such aid, and the cases of the Dissenters

of this country, and of the Americans, afford incontrovertible

proofs that it can not only maintain its ground, but extend its in-

fluences, with no other resources than the voluntary patronage of
its friends.

The established church does not, it is supposed, now include a

majority of the population even of England only, and that count-

ing among its members all those who are not known to have any
other religion. What then is the pretence for upholding this

establishment. The current of public opinion now sets strongly
against it, and we confidently look forward to the time, when the

Episcopalian will enjoy no civil or social advantage over the
members of any other religious sect, or over those who reject all

religion. We cannot, however, desire that this great and im-

portant change should be made suddenly and by one effort
;
we

cannot expect that it will be made as rapidly as Ave might consider
safe and useful; but we do expect, that by judicious exertion,

something important may be immediately gained. Dissenters are
no longer subject to civil disabilities, they must no longer he taxed

for the support of the church. Tithes and church lands are a

portion of national property, which were originally given for reli-

gious purposes, and have hitherto been always a{)[)ropriated to

those purposes. Let the tithes be converted, by sale or composi-
tion, into an unexceptionable form of property, and so alterecl, we
do not expect that the church should be immediately deprived of

them, though the time may not be very far distant when they
will be rendered available for the exigencies of the state; but
church rates and Easter offerings are a tax on the community at

large, for purposes in which the members of the establishment
alone are interested, and of tliese the Dissenters have a right to

demand, and expect the immediate abolition. Let them not lose

sight of this point. Let them hold meetings, and pass resolutions,
and .send petitions, so as not to leave a doubt as to their feeling
on the subject. If they will not make this exertion, they deserve
to bear the burden, and, what is worse, the insult of these exac-

tions; if they will put forth their strength, they need not much
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fear for the result. The other reforms immediately to be looked

for, are within the church itself, and consist in the better distribu-

tion of the funds allotted to it, and in the correction of the abuses

of sinecures and pluralities.
The public, including all sects and denominations, has a right

to expect that these reforms should take place, but if they are

honestly undertaken by the members of the establishment, those

who do not belong to it, will only look on with pleasure, willingly

abstaining from all interference with matters in which they profess
to have no personal concern.

There must, however, be no deception practised, or public in-

dignation will be speedily roused, and the friends of the church

must not suffer themselves to be deluded into the notion that by
the most searching and judicious internal reforms they can disarm
all opposition. They will still be attacked with arguments against
the right of any sect to enjoy the peculiar patronage of the

state, and they may, perhaps, find that nothing they can do will

very long delay the final measure of placing all sects on the same

footing of unrestrained but unpatronized freedom, and appropri-

ating to the public service property which can no longer be right-

fully or beneficially applied to the service of religion.
Such is the prospect before them, and they will do well to

reconcile their minds to it by dwelling on the probability that their

bishops, relieved from the engrossing occupations arising from

temporal dignity, political power, and superabundant wealth, will

be more devoted to the duties of their sacred office, and, in con-

sequence, more esteemed and more influential in society ;
that

the respectable body of their clergy will no longer be disgraced by
that portion, whose choice of a profession has been influenced by
the preferment their family could command ;

that theological

knowledge and pulpit eloquence will be more generally cultivated

when they afford the natural means of securing professional
success

;
and that congregations will be to a great degree purified

from the debasing mixture of those whose formal attendance is

influenced only by fashion, and the hope of worldly advantage.
Benefits such as these cannot be too dearly purchased, and will,

perhaps, after a little experience, be gratefully acknowledged by
many who would never voluntarily have adopted the only means
of securing them. However this may be, as it is essential to the

welfare of society at large, that the church should have the op-

portunity of attaining these benefits, it is highly probable that no

partial reforms, however respectable and acceptable, will long
turn the wishes and thoughts of men from the conclusive and

really satisfactory measure.
We know it is the opinion of many enlightened men, warm

friends of religious liberty, that by improving its forms, making
its spirit more comprehensive, and better distributing its funds,
the establishment may be completely adapted to the wants of our

No. 75, Q
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timesj and would be found too valuable an institution to be aban-
doned. We cannot think this opinion sound in reference to the

interests either of religion or of good government. Its farther

discussion may be desirable, but we must not enter upon it now.
We believe no sincere friend of religious liberty will doubt the

gross injustice of imposing on Dissenters rates for building or

repairing the churches of the established sect, or of exacting from
them dues for spiritual services, which they have neither asked
for nor accepted. Let these grievances be got rid of in the first

place, and if with these we obtain the commutation of tithes,

which is a measure rather of economical than religious reform,
and see some attempt made so to modify the application of the

funds possessed by the church as to produce a better performance
of official duties, and a better reward to those who really labour,
we may be well satisfied with the first attempts at church reform,
and may very cheerfully anticipate the results of farther inquiry
and increasing knowledge.

Note.

We take the liberty of appending to our Correspondent's remarks, a

word on the proceedings, on this matter, now pending in Parliament,

The work of ecclesiastical reformation has commenced. It has be-

gun, as was fitting, with the Irish department of the establishment.

The axe is not laid to the root, but a good blow is made at the largest
and most pestiferous branch of the tree of corruption. Yet it has been
struck with great tenderness. Loi"d Althorp's estimate of the revenue
of the Irish church we believe to be egregiously below the truth. The
estimated value of the church lands, from which the incomes of the

bishops are chiefly, but not wholly derived, is 600,000/. per annum.
Those lands, together with the demesne lands attached to the episcopal
residences, constitute one-nineteenth of the entire surface of Ireland,

Wretchedly cultivated they doubtless are
;
worse than any portion of

the soil of the same average fertility ;
that is one of the effects of the

present system. But still their present value is not over estimated at

llie above amount. They are held on leases from the bishops for twenty-
one years ;

the lease being annually renewed, on payment of a fine, so

as always to leave twenty-one years unexpired. At least such is the

customary arrangement. Either bishop or tenant may decline the re-
'

newal, and let the lease run out. The revenue is derived from the

rent and the fines conjointly. That, in one form or the other, or by
patronage in the leasing, the bishops only reap one-sixth of the value

is not to be credited. Tiiere can be no reasonable doubt of their rea-

lizing a much larger proportion. In some dioceses, they also receive a

fourth part of the tithes. Then again, the Deaneries and Chapters are

reduced to 2,200/. by the deduction of 21,400/. for
'

necessary expenses.'
it does not appear what these expenses are, nor how much of the outlay

goes into clerical pockets. The value of the benefices is reckoned
from the tithes exclusively. This, though a very onerous and hateful

portion, yet is far from being the total of clerical exaction. There is
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what is called Minuter's money, a rate levied upon the houses in towns

and cities, and which has been calculated at 25,000Z. per annum. The

fees ought to teil for something. Marriages, baptisms, and burials are

expensive things all over Christendom. Small a minority as is the es-

tablished sect, probably its priests reap not less than 200,000/. per
annum from this source. All these remain, and are untouched.

There will be very pretty pickings yet. Ten bishops and two arch-

bishops, with 70,000^. per annum amongst them
;
and 1401 beneficed

clergjTnen, whose livings are by their own report worth about 600,000/.

per annum, with even such increase of the dividers of the spoil as the

abolition of pluralities may occasion, make no bad show for a Reformed

Church, which has only a half million of souls under its care. The
Reformers are evidently no *

Destructives.' However, let us be thank-

ful for what we can get. The abolition of the Vestry Cess is a boon
that will be felt far beyond the proportion of its actual amount. Al-

lowing bishops' tenants to purchase the permanency of their leases,

will also do good immeasurably superior to the realization of a dis-

posable sum of two or three millions. It will improve the condition

of the country. It is like a miraculous addition of fertility to the soil.

It is worth all the Curfews and Courts Martial in the world. But of

these we will say nothing now, except to deplore the fatuity 'which,
after such ample experience, could dream of appeasing the great
famine-scramble by means so hateful in their nature, so horrible in

their results, and so utterly ineffective for their professed object.

TO JLANA.

So perfect is thy form,

Thou art the wide world's wonder ;

All hearts towards thee warm,
All minds upon thee ponder !

AVho looks upon thy face

Is plunged in bondage deep ;

All memory's thoughts to chase.

And know no dreamless sleep.

To look on thy soft cheek,

And nostril's chiselled line,

Recalls the forms antique,
WTien sculpture was divine.

And those large bright black eyes
That mock descriptions skill,

Bid lofty thoughts arise,

Bid patriot passion thrill I
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And that most godlike brow,
With its straight pencilled arch.

Shadowing long lids below,

Deep set within its porch,

Minerva's statue gave
That noble frontal cast,

Might make a coward brave,

Who, gazing, gazed his last.

Like tendrils, thy long tresses

Are twined around thy head ;

How I envy those caresses.

Though every hope be dead I

Tlie curving of thy lip

Is like love's fatal bow,
With the arrow on the slip.

Like the death-shaft of a foe.

Though motionless, thine speaks
While others' lips are mute ;

Each ear the wished sound seeks.
As the music of a lute.

Hark ! now the words are flowing
In wisdom's graceful speech,

Lip, cheek, and eye, are glowing,
Oh ! thus, thus, ever teach,

And proselytes in numbers
Will round about thee herd,

E'en the dull will leave their slumbers.
And worship at thy word.

Oh ! where, where wast thou hidden,
That I knew thee not before ?

Why, why was I not bidden,

Unto thy maiden bower ?

In the desert had we met,

My heart on thine had stricken ;

I know thee, all too late.

Yet still wild love must quicken !

I cannot choose but love thee,

My bosom to thee yearns,
Yet seek I not to move thee,

My brain in anguish burns ?
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I deemed not, that on earth

Aught so beautiful as thou,
From a merely human birth,
Unto womanhood might grow.

Even now my glance shoots through
That bright and pearl-Iike skin.

Oh ! for strife of spear and bow.
And thyself the prize to win.

Thou art like the glorious dream
Of a wisdom-poet's sleep.

Or his waking fancy's gleam ;

Oh ! I look on thee and weep !

Junius Redivivus.

MISERERE DOMINE.

Almightt ! hear the prayer I pour
For yon opprest and suffering land

On which the storms so darkly lower,
Where now those injured millions stand.

They are not slaves I Oh God, tho' death

^
And famine rage, they are not slaves

;

Still, still they draw unfetter'd breath.
And walk as freemen to their graves I

The sword is there—but not for right ;

I see it gleam a ghastly hue—
I see the dark unhallow'd fight
Which blends the guilty with the true :

I see the patriot meet his fate,
Involv'd amidst the ruffian's doom ;

The spirit of despair and hate.
Which tracks its victims to the tomb.

A martyr'd land ! Oh God I look down
And mark the deeds thy children do.

In blood and tears that seed is sown
Which future age shall bring to view.

Man hath no mercy, and in fear

Now do they cower beneath our rod,
But retribution will be near,
Thou art their refuge—Thou, oh God I
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Thou hear'st the cry of the opprest ;

The nations to thy bar shall go—
No cause—no wrong be unredress'd

;

No patriot tears unheeded flow !

Man there shall veil his guilty pride ;

The sceptre from his hand shall fall ;

The haughtiest brow its paleness hide,
And Thou, oh God, be all in all !

And Thou art merciful—I know
Thine eyes that suffering people see :

In all their wrongs and all their woe,
That land is still belov'd by Thee—

O Father ! shield it in this hour,
"When o'er it hangs th' impending sword

;

Yes! save it from our guilty power,
And heal, its bleeding wounds, oh Lord !

Liverpool.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Liberia, philanthropically and economically considered. By E.

Higginson. Hull. (1.)

The Producing Man's Companion ; an Essay on the present State of

Society, moral, political, and physical, in England. By Junius Redi-
vivus. Second edition, with additions, 1833. (2.)

The Christian Child's Faithful Friend, No. 1 and 2, for January and

February, 1833. One Penny each. (3.)

(1.) This pamphlet contains a brief but interesting account of Liberia.

It also describes and defends the proceedings of the American Colonization

Society. We refer those to it who, after having read the article in our pre-

sent Number, desire to hear the other side.

(2.) The first edition was briefly noticed in the Repository for
February,

18.32. To the present, a supplement is added of seventy pages, on the Whig
Ministers and their doinps, population and subsistence, cooperation in expen-
diture, &c. The author and our readers have recently become acquainted in

our pages ;
and if they do not wish to see more of him, we can only say

—
tliey are not of our mind. We may, perhaps, have more to say about him
next month.

(3.) A new and impi-ovcd scries of this cheap juvenile periodical, which
%\e ha\(' repeatedly recommended.
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A Moral and Political Sketch of the United States of North America.

By Achille Murat, ci-devant Prince Royal of the Two Sicilies and

Citizen of the United States. With a note on Negro Slavery, by

Junius Redivivus. Wilson, 1833, (4.)

Selections from the Edinburgh Review, 4 vols.

Travels of an Irish Gentleman in search of a Religion; with Notes

by the {Editor of Captain Rock's Memoirs, 2 vols. Longman.

History of the Reformation. By J. A. Roebuck, Esq. M. P.

The Wondrous Tale of Alroy. By the Author of Vivian Grey.

The Last Essays of Elia. (5.)

Deloraine. By W. Godwin. 3 vols.

Corporation and Church Property resumable by the State. (From
the Jurist of February, 1833.) (6.)

The Divinity and Atonement of Jesus Christ explained. By
Unitarian Believer.

(4.) The ci-devant prince has thoroughly naturalized himself in America.
His nine years' residence has not passed idly. He has taken to the law as

his profession, though still ready to handle a sword should the cause of free-

dom demand it, either in the new world or the old. His book is a valuable
contribution to our knowledge of the state of the law in America, and the

working of whatever comes under the head of institution. If we do not

always deem him an unprejudiced observer or a sound reasoner, we yet feel

that his principles are generally honourable to him, and that he imparts much
important information. The appended note is a smashing demolition of the

impertinences with which the contending parties have encumbered the ques-
tion of negro slaverj'.

(5.) Beautiful and touching, playfiU and profound ; a book to make one

enjoy, feel, and think; but not to be disposed of in a summary criticism.

(6.)
'

Read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest' this little pamphlet, which
is full of the marrow of a sound philosophy and raoraUty.
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The Emigrant's Tate, a Poem. By James Bird. (7.)

Petit Tableau Litt^raire de la France. P. F. Merlet. A Londres.

Wilson, 1833. (8.)

A Treatise on Heat. By Dr. Lardner. (Cabinet Cyclopaedia, vol. 39.)

(9.)

(7.) To the '
tale' which is told in Mr. Bird's flowing verse, are appended,

amongst other small poems, some poetical
'

metropolitan sketches.' And
truly the author is right in his notion that, not only the Thames and the

Tower, but many other things in London, have poetry in them. He may,
pleasantly for his readers, elicit more of it.

(8.) A supplementary compilation to the '

traducteur,' which, together
with the admirable French Grammar of M. Merlet, was recommended in our
Number for December, 1830. The selection and arrangement are excellent.

This little book is not only an essential help to the youthful student, but any
one wishing to take, without trouble or expense, a general view of French
literature, will find it both useful and amusing.

(9.) The most interesting scientific volume which has yet appeared in this

very cheap and convenient publication.

CORRESPONDKNCE.

The Articles on the Law of Succession in France
; on Dr. Priestley, No. 3 •

the Liturgy ;
and several others, are unavoidably postponed.

We forgot to thank E. Goodall for his letter, which did us good. His lines
are sent to the subject of them.

' Not at home' to U. C.

An ' Unknown Learner to think' should have given his address. Some-
thing of the kind existed a few years ago, and might, perhaps, be revived and
improved. But a spontaneous movement towards it by the parties themselves
is essential.

From Mr. Curtis, the author of the pamphlet noticed last month on the
errors of the University Bibles, we have received the following rectification of
the statement in that notice : '1. The intentional alterations I enumerate do
not, as you suppose,

" include the leadings of chapters." They are counted
errors in the text or margin of our bibles, (chiefly words,) excluding altera-

tions of orthography and minute punctuation. '2. / have no where spoken of
the " deterioration" of our modern bibles, which, you say, I much exaggerate.
This is the quoted "report" of Drs. Henderson, Bennett, and Cox, (assisted

by Dr. Pye Smith,) in which I certainly concur; but I have been anxious not
to obtrude on so great a matter an unsupported individual opinion.'

ERRATA.

Page 14 8, line C> from the bottom, for stubbing, read slubbing.
Pat!;c IfiO, line 10 from the bottom, for looms, read spindles.
Page 198, line 14, for ha// read a.
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ON THE CONDITION OF WOMEN IN ENGLAND.

Far and near rings the loud shout of freedom, and the clang
of the bursting fetters of bondsmen resolving to be free. Great

moral truths are now stirring to the very depths of society, and

half the world is plunged in the sea of politics, setting at naught
all antique precedents, and looking only to the utility of those

things which are to come. And this is well. But it would be

still better, if those engaged would reflect, that as that which is

taken by the sword may be retaken by the sword, even so that

which is won by the spirit-stirring excitement of political agita-

tion, may be again lost in the revulsion, when the spirit shall be

laid in slumber, or an excitement of a new kind shall prevail.

Only by laying a firm ground-work of just public opinion, can the

causes of future strife be entirely removed ;
but to the very root

of the evil, few have yet adverted. Well-intentioned men have

frequently said,
' Give us the boys to educate, and we care not

what you may do with the men."' There is a deeper depth than

this. A philosopher would say,
' Give me the women to educate,

and the whole world shall be fashioned after the pattern I may
lay down.' The philosopher of old, when the father told him
that he could buy a slave for the price he required for teaching
his child, replied,

' Do so, and you will then possess two slaves !'

Even thus is it with our women. We make of them bond-slaves,
and with their milk they breathe the self-same spirit into our chil-

dren. The influence ofwomen—attractive women, and a large pro-

portion of the English women are attractive,—is all but boundless
;

be they slaves or companions, sensual toys or reasoning friends,

their influence is still exerted either for good or for evil. The
child that is born takes the mould of its mother, in mind as in

body, and she can model the infant hero, or form the plastic and
emasculate slave with equal facility, according to the bent of her

own disposition ;
and the impression thus given is lasting. Can

it be expected, that the imperfect model should give forth a per-
fect cast ?

Whatever be the rank of our females, whether high or low, they
are, with few exceptions, as much slaves as the inmates of a
Turkish haram, though at'ter a different fashion. The difference

between the classes here, is, that the poor man seeks an efficient

working slave, the rich man, an agreeable and well-taught haram
slave. The man in middling circumstances endeavours, if possi-

ble, to combine both. In this classification I do not include the

cases of reasoning and delightful mutual affection, which, of course,
are to be found in all classes, where human nature has not been

corrupted by bad teaching ;
but alas ! these cases are as nothing

in the great mass. What is the education of the women of the

higher classes ? Does it not consist almost entirely in what are
No. 76. R
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called accomplishments, i.e. singing, music, and dancing, and dress-

ing, and a peculiar carriage and capacity for gesticulation,

whereby to excite the senses, and attract the notice of those of

the male sex who are deemed sufficiently wealthy, or sufficiently

noble, to be worth looking after as husbands ? Do they, for the

most part, add to these qualities any others, save the parrot ac-

quirement of three or four languages, for the purpose of misusitig
them in speech, the capacity of working at certain useless toys,
and the knowledge of the regular routine of fashionable business,

which all fashionable people undergo
—the breakfasts and dinners,

and balls and suppers, and the proper time to go out of town,

and the proper time to return ? Are they ever instructed in useful

knowledge ;
are their minds trained

;
is their judgment in any

way exercised or enlarged, to enable them to distinguish between

good and evil, between virtue and vice ? Are they not taught to

make the expedient the ready substitute for the right ? And when
what is called their ' education' is ended, or when they are what
is called ' finished'—alas ! how true is that word—what then re-

mains for them ? Are they not led out like ' lambs to the slaugh-
ter ;' are they not put up for sale at the fashionable shambles,
where they are '

brought out' to be disposed of to the highest
bidder, with more real coarseness, though disguised under the

veil of hypocrisy, than it is the lot of female servants to undergo
at a statute fair ? Are their feelings ever consulted, their likings
or dislikings ? Are they not bidden to sit, and to walk, and to re-

cline, in those modes which are most likely to attract the eyes of

the chapmen, just as a horse is put through its paces ? May they

speak ere they are spoken to, and are they not required to over-

come every feeling of repugnance, when a likely bidder appears
to make his offers ? Are they not studiously instructed that mar-

riage is not an affair of love, or affection, or judgment, but merely
a matter of bargain and sale, for the purpose of securing as much
of wealth, or station, or both, as they can possibly achieve ? Are
not the whole arrangements made with diplomatic caution, and is

not a half concluded bargain frequently broken off, in consequence
of a better offer ? What is the female in all this better than an

eastern slave ? What is she better than the female who sat by the

way-side, and received the gifts of Judah ? Wherein does she differ

from the hirelings who infest the street-corners to entrap the un-

wary ? Nay, she is worse than them, for in most instances they
have been betrayed in the days of inexperience, by the influence

of passion or affection, and the harshness of the world, shown to

a fault, has driven them onwards to crime. But the female of

rank or •

respectability,' as it is termed, is trained to undergo in

her youth a species of [irostitution which is sanctioned by law.

Disguise it as we will, under the line sounding names of 'honour-
able alliance,'

' excellent match/ and other specious terms which
have been invented to make interest look like affection, the mar-
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riage which is entered into by a fenoale for the consideration of

wealth or station, is at best but prostitution clothed in the robes

of sanctity. And what is the usual result ? After a few weeks

have elapsed, the haram-master is tired of his new toy, and
wanders forth to seek fresh excitement, leaving his victim to her

own sad thoughts, and the full consciousness that there exist de-

sirable things, which neither wealth nor station can purchase.
Thus abandoned, she is marked out as a prey by the designing,
and an insidious lover reaps the harvest of affection, which her

master could not purchase with her person. Perchance a disco-

very takes place, and the poor victim becomes one of the Pariahs

offered up at the shrine of the Moloch of pseudo-civilization.

Or, the treacherous lover, tired and sated like her legitimate

master, abandons her, and another, and yet another succeeds, till

her heart becomes hardened, and selfish sensuality utterly destroys
the remnants of affection. To such a woman are children born,

and one after another they are consigned to the hands of hirelings
for their nutriment, and the first germs of the awakening mental

perceptions are warped by the blighting coarseness of those who
serve, with the disgusting sycophancy of selfish interest, a race of

beings whom they in secret hate, because they are by them
treated as animals of an inferior class. The after bringing up is

of the same nature, the judgment is never trained, the better feel-

ings are never brought forth, the sensual appetites alone are pam-
pered, and the most abhorrent selfishness becomes the distinguish-

ing attribute of the race. Have I overdrawn the picture? Let

the '

hereditary legislators' speak! Where amongst them shall be
found even a single individual on whom peculiar circumstances

have not operated, where amongst them shall be found a single

individual, imbued with the principles of justice, or beneficence,
or patriotism ? What is their justice, or what rather is by them
substituted for justice, save judicial ferocity towards the poor and

ignorant ? What is their beneficence, save the winter dole of soup
and blankets to those whom their unjust laws have made poor ?

And what is their patriotism, save their readiness to oppress other

countries for military aggrandizement, even as they have oppressed
their own for the sake of plunder ? And what is the fate of the

female children, save to run through the misery-giving routine as

their mothers have done ? Would all this be, were the mothers

really educated as useful members of society, were their powers
of thinking brought forth, and their reasoning faculties cultivated,

so that the qualities of their minds might be more attractive than
the beauty of their persons, were they trained to possess resources

in their own minds, and were their taste cultivated, so that they
could yield a harvest of intellectual pleasure to those around

them, and more especially to their children ? It was a Cornelia

who gave birth to the Gracchi
;
an Agrippina produced only a

Nero.
R 2
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And is the condition of women amongst the middle classes of

society any better ? How are they brought up ? They perchance
have not teachers of *^

accomplishments' at home, unless their

parents are of more than common wealth, but they are duly sent

to a *

boarding school,' where the arts of meretricious blandish-

ment are as studiously taught them, though perhaps not quite of
so choice a quality, or rather price, as their sisters of the higher
rank

; and they are all alike brought up to the same business, viz.

to get married. If an only daughter, and the parents be wealthy,
there is no need of advertisements in the shape of dinners and
dances. Suitors in abundance will soon make their appearance,
and the only difficulty which the father will experience, will be in

preventing his heiress from being carried off by improper and in-

eligible persons, who may not possess equal wealth, or superior
station to compensate for it, in order that, like Sir Giles Overreach,
he may be enabled to say,

* Mine honourable daughter.' An
heiress to a large property may select from the crowd which will

surround her, any one she chooses to bestow her property upon,
but under this curse must she labour. Be she good, be she kind,
be she beautiful, be she intellectual, nay, let her join all high
qualities to the possession ofexhaustless wealth, none but the baser

portion of the community will seek her in marriage, and, unless

by some rare chance, the husband of her choice will probably be
a species of vampyre, who so soon as he has secured her property,
will leave her to pine in bitterness. The needy spendthrift, the

roue, the designing knave, the wary gambler clad in the garb of

fashion, the broken down nobleman, and the idle soldier, will form
the elite of the fortune-hunting band who will besiege her foot-

steps wherever she may go, till she has chosen one for her master.

Ay, master is the word. When she has linked herself to the

sensualist, or to the ambitious man who has sought her for her

fortune, or to enable him to climb • ambition's ladder,' from
that moment she is a bond-slave, unless, perchance, disappointed
hopes convert her into a species of fury, commanding through
fear that which she could not obtain by affection. Speak I not

the truth ? Answer, ye of blighted hearts, who have gone through
the horrible ordeal. What hope is there for an heiress ? Amongst
the wealthiest men it is rare that the worthiest are found, and
what high-minded man, learned, intellectual, refined, courageous,
and all-accomplished though he might be, what high-minded
man would submit to the imputation of being a fortune-hunter?
Wtiat high-minded poor man could ' make an offer,' or, as the

more fashionable phrase has it,
'

propose' to an heiress ? He
could not, he must be dumb. And even if the lady saw such an

one, and, knowing his worth, ardently longed for his attachment,
and believed iierself capable of attaining it, and securing it, even
then is she forbidden by the rigid rules of tyrant-made custom,
not merely to speak the thoughts of her heart, but to give the
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slightest outward indication of her feelings. One word might
secure perchance the happiness of two lives, but that one word
she is forbidden to speak. It has been ordained by the selfish-

ness of the law-makers, that the bond-slave woman shall not be
allowed to speak her wishes, and a heavy anathema has been pro-
nounced against her, in case she should break the law. So bar-

barous a rule must be broken through, ere that equality of affec-

tion which is necessary to the happiness of the married, can exist

amongst the great mass of the community ;
but the resolution

must be taken up on the part of the women, ere the tyranny will

be ended.

When a man, not overwealthy, of the middle classes of the

community, possesses several daughters,
—which he frequently

considers equivalent to several inflictions,
—his principal reflection

is, how he is to get them * off his hands,' as fast as they have

gone through the routine of '

accomplishments,' and are arrived

at a marriageable age. In the case of ordinary mercantile com-
modities, it is usual to advertise in the newspapers and other

periodicals, and, for my part, looking at the real indelicacy with

which the legal and chartered commerce of the sexes is conducted,
I cannot conceive why a man with marriageable daughters should
not advertise them, as he would any other chattels he might wish
to dispose of, just as some of our fortune-seeking males advertise

themselves as eligible husbands. '

Marry your daughters when

you can, your sons when you will,' is an ancient axiom, Avell

known to almost every pater familias. And the cruelty which is

frequently used by sordid parents towards daughters of delicacy
and refinement, in order to force them into alliances which are

repugnant to them, sometimes to prostitute themselves to imbecile

age, and at others to coarse brutality, for the sake of ' a good set-

tlement,' is but faintly furnished forth in the conduct of Sir Giles

Overreach to his daughter. One instance I remember, in which
the persecution lasted upwards of five years. The affections of
the poor girl were fixed upon one less wealthy than him whom
the parents had selected,—a coarse, brutal sensualist, who could

scarcely be said to possess a mind. Constant and unwearied

persecution at length did its work, and to escape from a state of

daily torture, she desperately rushed upon the unknown evil. As
might have been foreseen, she subsequently sought a fear-haunted

refuge from absolute disgust, in stolen interviews with her lover,
while the world, which looked not beneath the surface, dwelt in

pleasure or in spite, as vary'ing passions prompted, on the '

good
match' she had made. In another case, a girl of refinement
refused many

'

good offers,' and the only reason which she gave
for it was, that she could not resolve to unite herself for life to a

being she could not love. This seemed most unreasonable to

her father, who was one of those beings who hold with Squire
Western, that when once marriage is performed, love will follow
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after. The years of youth passed by, and with them the hope of

marriage, and the sullen and coarse-minded parent, whenever his

daughter made a casual remark on the economy of the household,
wa saccustomed to reply with an oath,

' Hold your tongue !

It is your own fault, that your legs were not long ago under
another man's table.' But to return. When the marriageable

daughters of a man in middling circumstances have returned home
from the nunneries, designated

'

boarding schools,'—to which the

objections of Matthew Bramble would be even stronger in the

present day^ than they were of oldj—when they return, the busi-

ness is to get them upon the market without delay. Custom will

not permit of the cheap and ready method of ordinary advertise-

ments, and certain prescribed rules must be followed. Dinners,

evening parties, and dances, are the approved modes of '

showing
off,' and as a repetition of these advertisement, or rather auction

dancesj without hooking a gudgeon, is a heavy drain upon the

family resources;, for they must ' do the thing handsomely,' every

species of private penury must be resorted to, to '

keep up ap-

pearances.' Still it is in vain, for, in mercantile phraseology, 'girls

are a drug, a mere drug, Sir,' and a journey on the continent is

perhaps projected, on the score of economy, and a fresh specula-
tion combined.

The females hitherto referred to, may be principally regarded
as toys, educated and ^accomplished' for the amusement of the

wealthy, and whom no good or wise man would possibly wish to

be the mother of his children. It is a fearful thing, for a being
accustomed to think, to contemplate the possibility of being the

father of children, whom he could not behold without shame, and
whose early mfancy, he must be conscious, would be one of evil

impressions. I now come to the next class, the daughters of

tradesmen of moderate incomes, resulting from constant attention

to their business. Such females are made to play a double part;

they are to be house-wives on ordinary occasions, and fine ladies

when required. They must suckle the fools, and chronicle the

small beer behind the scenes, and sing and play on the piano,
—

whether with taste or without—whenever '

company' is collected.

As girls, it is usually contrived that they shall be * finished during
the last half year' at a boarding school, of late

' on the continent,'

that is at Calais or Boulogne, where their faculties do assuredly

get somewhat enlarged, and they acquire a species of manners,
which consist much in pretension ;

and those who have studied

the specimen, can tell them as readily, as a soldier in plain

clothes may be detected by those conversant with his habits.

When the girls return home, whether from the seminary or the

pension, the father, if he be of the old school, and fond of good

feeling, will desire his household drudge, whom he calls his wife,

or his mistress,
—

just as coarsely as a Red Indian says, 'my
squaw,* or, 'my woman,'—he will desire her to instruct his girls
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how to make puddings and pies, and look after the house, so that

they may be useful to their husbands,* not useful to themselves,

mark,—not for the purpose of increasing their capability of giving
and receiving mutual happiness, but useful as drudges, to vary
their power of administering to sensual appetites, and thus secure

admittance, in Indian phrase,
' into another man's lodge'—in the

phrase of civilization,
' to get their legs beneath another man's

table.' The mother, meanwhile, has remarked that girls without
'

accomplishments' do not readily
'

go off,' and she inwardly re-

solves to guide the girls
her own way, though fear of her lordly

master who holds the purse-strings, prevents her giving any out-

ward intimation of her purpose. A private purse must be saved

out of the household, and the girls, nothing loth, are taught every

species of hypocrisy, to blind the vigilance of the tyrant as to

the clothes they wear, and the means whereby they are procured.
But even the tyrant agrees, that it is proper the girls should have

an opportunity of getting settled, and he reluctantly consents to

give a dance, though he would rather have a dinner, as more con-

sonant with his ideas of pleasure and enjoyment. The lady is

duly dressed for the occasion, and perchance captivates a youth
with money and strong passions, who exclaims that she is a fine

girl, which phrase means ' fine animal,' for he knows nothing
about her mind, if either of them chance to possess one—and he
is determined to marry her. So good a chance is not to be neg-
lected, impatient passions cannot wait, by the end of the month
the marriage has taken place, and in two months more the pair
discover that they are of clashing dispositions, but that neverthe-

less they cannot separate, and thus an abundant supply of misery
is provided for the whole family. A sister, meanwhile, has at-

tracted the attention of a more wary lover, whose more limited

means oblige him to be prudent, and he resolves to make a longer

courtship. Moreover, he would wish to ascertain what cash the

father will give to boot. The youth is accustomed to trade, and
sees no reason why he should not drive a good bargain in a wife,

as well as in other affairs. Mother as well as daughter are re-

solved, that so *

respectable' a suitor, who is
• well to do in the

world,' shall not slip away from them if they can help it. The
female has not the privilege of *

making offers,' and therefore

thinks it her duty to accept, if she possibly can, the first which

comes, lest she should not get another. But it so happens, that

the process of courtship affords no means of enabling the parties
to acquire a knowledge of each other's characters. Some one

once replied, on being asked the character of a womaq,
'
that he

had not been married to her.' He was right, and so must the

matter continue under present regulations. The lover makes his

Mr. Peacock has made his personification of Common Sense, Doctor FoUiot, up-
hold the same doctrine. Fit emblem of the St^te Church—selfi&b grat^e%tiiin.
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visits at stated intervals, perhaps every evening, or less frequently,
and if bad tempered, he can stay away ;

he approaches not, ex-

cept in smiles, and in his most engaging garments; he can put
what cheat he pleases upon the lady as to the cause of his absence

;

he may court two at once, or approach her after he is sated with

the embraces of a hireling. But the lady, having less freedom,
is obliged to have recourse to more art. Be she well or ill,

cheerful or ill-tempered, she must submit to be courted, whenever

the lover chooses to make his appearance, and she dresses her

countenance in smiles accordingly. The usual announcement is

heard at the door, and up start mother and daughter, to hide

away the household sewing which employed them, drive the

younger children out of the room to bed, or to the kitchen, arrange
their caps or curls, and take up some '

company' work. * The
Queen of Spain has no legs !' thundered out her Mayordomo to

some manufacturers who came to present her with stockings, and
even thus, girls who are undergoing courting, would fain have it

supposed that they are a species of fairies, whose fingers know no

drudgery. Better, a thousand times better, is the true coarseness

of peasant girls, than this false refinement ! I should here men-
tion, that the business of stocking-mending, as pursued by many
good housewives, has always been a marvel to me. I once made
it clear, so far as reasoning and argument can make a thing clear,

to an indefatigable stocking-mender, who deemed that a judg-
ment would have fallen on her had she abandoned a stocking so

long as any of the original material remained,—I made it clear to

her, that the time she occupied in mending, would have earned at

ordinary needlework more money than would have purchased a
new pair. Yet it was of no use, her mother had done so before

her, and she could not comprehend that a thing which was useful

when stockings were dear, became useless when stockings were

cheap. But there the lover sits, while the lady tats or knits, and
discourses on such things as providence has forced on his know-

ledge, till mamma escapes for ten minutes, to give orders for some
'

company' supper;* and then the lovers do their tenderness, till

she returns. Some few plays, perhaps an opera, an occasional

walk or so, and the money concerns arranged, it is supposed that

the young couple perfectly understand each other's character,

though perhaps the only link is youth and passion
—two things

which mostly incapacitate the judgment
—and they are wedded.

Rapture vanishes, the male takes to his business, the female to

her household, they eat together, drink together, sleep together,

* The principle of givinpj dinners and suppers as a niattei of mercantile marriage
business, has become so common in more classes than one, that a man of refinement
would almost starve, rather than partake of the food of above one person in an hun-
dred—family men, or women. '

Sir,' said a blunt old man,
' when do you mean to

propose for my dauj^hter ? You have now dined at my house fifty times within the
laat eighteen months, and it is time you decided on something.' The gentleman,who was a ' diner out' by profession, made his bow and retired.
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but never think together, wherefore they snap and snarl, till the

empire is decided to the most energetic, commonly the male, as

the physical force is on his side, and he exacts obedience with as

little feeling, as King, Kaisar, or Conqueror, of ancient or modern

days. For a tyrant to exist, it is necessary that there exist also a

slave, and in the breast of the slave, when human feelings are de-

nied their legitimate channel, evil passions are sure to be generated,
and evil results produced. The children resulting from such mis-

chievous alliances can only tread in the same path, unless the keen

vision of the philosopher shall devise an efficient remedy, and point
it out to the sufferers. Nothing can well be worse, no state of

society could produce more national evil, more national debase-

ment—of this class—than that which actually exists.

But however immoral may be the condition of those classes

already described, it is as nothing when compared with that of the

great mass of the working classes of the community. Even when

unhappily paired, the absence of poverty may still leave room for

refinement, but amongst the poor, refined love can scarcely exist

at all
;
the passion must become a merely sensual impulse, in

many cases scarcely more delicate than that of the lower animals,
in some instances more disgusting, as those, who are acquainted
with the manufacturing towns, where huddled heaps of human

beings earn low wages, will readily testify. There is perhaps

scarcely any thing which has so great a tendency to refine the

tastes of human beings, as the capacity for love. In proportion
as people recede from this, they become savages, for love is known
to exist in its most perfect state, in countries of the highest civili-

zation
;
—I mean real civilization, not her bastard sister, luxury.

It would therefore be a duty incumbent on all good and wise

governments, to promote such physical arrangements amongst the

people, as might beget a taste for refinement. At present, there

is no hope. Go amongst them ye who doubt, visit the frightful
dens at Manchester and elsewhere, where human beings, male and

female, young and old, are huddled one amongst the other in un-

seemly contiguity, like cattle in the shambles, and amongst whom
the very idea of delicacy has long been destroyed. In the days of

the cottage population, ere too great an increase had on all sides

outrun their means, in some few districts still, sentimental love

might, and may still be found, amongst the poor, but the pauper
population of the agricultural districts, and the crowded masses of
the manufacturing towns, where prudence prevails not, must be
alike devoid of the delicacy upon which genuine love is based, and

consequently infinitely more regardless of the condition of the

children they beget. This hardness, in many cases, amounts to

absolute indifference to their offspring on the part of the fathers,
and frequently on that of the mothers. Humanity shudders to

think of it ! When a child, I had not been struck with the coarse-

ness of our females of the manufacturing districts
; perhaps it was
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not so great then, as it has since become, but I well remember the

time when I first became aware of it. It was after long rambling
in various parts of Southern America, that I arrived at a town,
where I was informed that some foreigners were attempting to

establish a manufactory. I went to visit them. They were from
one of the northern counties of England, and there were many
females amongst them. The uncouth sounds of their voices grated
on mine ears, which were accustomed to the sweetly modulated
tones of the Spanish language, and the coarseness of their lan-

guage and manners struck me with astonishment. The voices even
of the Creole negresses were more pleasing, and their manners in-

finitely more refined. But that which disgusted me above all,

was the harsh and tyrannous tone in which the English foreman
addressed the workwomen. The whole thing, unexpected as it

was, produced an unpleasing sensation which did not wear off for

several days.
It is clear that the improvement of the physical condition of the

poor must precede the improvement of their minds, and when that

is done, the education of the women should take place. But in

the other classes of society, there must be an entire change of

system. 14^^omen must be regarded and treated as the equals of
men, in order to work the improvement ofman himself. Be not in

terror, ye who tread in the steps of your ancestors, and are wise
with their wisdom ! I am not going to propose female legislators
or female electors

;
neither female preachers nor petticoat govern-,

ment. I merely advocate the giving to females the same educa-
tion as to males—which it is to be hoped will undergo much im-

provement ere long. I wish that the education of both males and
females should be of that class, which is best adapted to teach the

habit of thinking, and of exercisitag a correct judgment. Although
men have been unwilling to allow it, the part which women play in

society is far more important than that of men. The business of men
is to provide food for the body ;

that of the woman, in bringing up
the children, is to provide food for the mind. How shall a woman
without judgment know how to set about such an important work.^

How shall she teach a child morality, if she herself j)ossess no
moral knowledge ? How shall she give the political bias which
leads to high and lofty self-sacrificing deeds, if she have no poli-
tical knowledge to guide her ? Scofl' not, ye heretics, at political

knowledge in women ! Think first how they are commonly swayed
by political feelings of mere party ! Watch an election, and behold
the power of women exerted for mischievous or absurd purposes
on account of their ignorance, and then think how much good their

influence might accom|)lish, were they rightly instructed. They
might bo made to further the progress of good by their influence,

as readily as the j)rogress of evil. Let that consideration strike

ye dumb, and check your unhallowed mockery. Let it not be said

that the powers of women are inferior to those of men ! It is found
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in practice, that women are quicker in acquirement than men,
and although in some cases, their gentleness, and tenderness, and

self-sacrificing disposition, may render their judgment less perfect
in early life than that of the colder-hearted men, their powers of

imagination, and possession of all those qualities which are calcu-

lated to embellish life, are of infinitely greater amount. Were the

judgment of women trained, and their powers brought forth, so far

from becoming the rivals of men, they would become intelligent

friends, as well as affectionate companions; they would cease to

be alternate toys and drudges, and become valuable assistants.*

It is not found in practice, that intelligence in men renders

them worse members of society ; why then should it be the case

with women ? None but a fool, would change the voluntary and
cheerful attendance of a free servant for the compulsory and sullen

service of the slave, and none but a fool would prefer the pur-
chased inmate of an Eastern haram, to the high-minded women
who will abound in England, when the moral disabilities under

which they labour shall be altogether removed.
But we must go altogether to the root of the evil. Woman

must be made morally the equal of man. Hitherto, precisely after

the custom of the Turks, whom we abuse, we have required of wo-
men but one virtue—chastity. The woman who has studiously

preser^'ed this virtue, has been allowed to indulge in other vices,

almost with impunity, and those vices have been the result of re-

taining her in domestic slavery. Deprived of mind by her moral

disabilities, she has in some cases resorted to alcohol, and on the

complaint of her lord she has replied,
'

I have kept my marriage
vow P and in ninety-nine cases out of the hundred she might have

added, * which you have not done.' With a craving for excitement
of any kind, in the absence of mental power she longs for fine

clothes, or fine furniture, which her lord refuses, and she runs him
in debt with impunity, knowing that there is no law to punish her—that she is afemme couverte, an infant under the care of a pro-
tector, who must be responsible for her actions. The only remedy
for all these evils is to make her free, to make her a responsible

agent. The present state of her mind is unhealthy, as may be ob-
served by the works which are published for her use principally,
wherewith the circulating libraries abound

;
it is also shown forth

in the general want of taste in dress and furniture, and most of

the matters which she regulates, evincing an entire want of ac-

quaintance with the principles by which taste must be regulated,

* It has been frequently observed, that women who are left widows under cir-

cumstances of peculiar difficulty, have their slumbering energies called forth by the

necessity of exertion for the welfare of their children ; and, under those circumstances,

they accomplish things under which their less energetic husbands have sunk. French
women are remarkable for their business capacity, and it is getting more common in

England. Would that it were not so ! Would that instead of drudges, their time were
made available as teachers of their children, or constant watchers over their ripening
powers.
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in order to be correct. Men have taken advantage of this state of

mind in women to ill use them. Whatever it may be in effect,

marriage is in legal form a bargain, a covenant, in which one of

the principal stipulations is the observance of personal fidelity on

both sides. No one will deny that chastity is a good thing, and
in the case of the female, the penalty of transgression is rigidly
exacted. But is it so with the male? Does he not stray about

the Avorld and sin with impunity, and is not the honour of the

female impugned if she does but step across the threshold of her

lord ? Is it not the essence of a bargain, that there be two par-
ties to it, and if one transgress, is not the other absolved ? Legally,
it is so. But what is the morality of the matter? That in the

male the breach of this covenant is scarcely considered an offence,

and in the female, it is visited with remorseless and unsparing

severity. Is not this a most base and unmanly act of oppression .''

All the answer which will be given by the males is,
'

We, having
the power, have thus decreed it.'

To make woman what she ought to be, and might be, marriage
should be rendered a civil contract, capable of being dissolved like

any other contract, with provisions to meet all results, whether of

children or otherwise. The examples of murder, and other ab-

horrent things, springing from unequal marriages, would then

disappear. The human affections cannot on all occasions be

controlled
;

in some cases it is not desirable they should. Those
who are disappointed in their expectations with a human being,
who has not proved to them what they could wish, ought not to be

doomed to misery for a whole existence. I am aware that the

proposal to make marriage a civil contract, dissoluble like any
other contract, by the mutual agreement of the parties, will pos-

sibly sbock the feelings of many well-meaning persons, who, not

accustomed to think deeply on the subject, will be apt to think

that the possibility of procuring a divorce would act like an

epidemic, and that all married couples would instantly take ad-

vantage of it, merely for the sake of the experiment, just as all

the world flocks to an unknown sight. 1 will not advert to the

fact that divorces are to be procured at present, because, on ac-

count of the heavy expense attendant on them, they may be

regarded merely in the light of an expensive indulgence for the

very rich, like the bulls of the ancient Catholic church, by which
uU who could afTord to pay, might procure absolution for any
darling vice they might choose to indulge in, while the poor were
left to get over the matter as they could, and possibly fared as

well as their masters after all. But 1 would ask, does the difficulty
of divorce actually oblige persons who disagree with each other lo

live together even now? Are there no such things as separations?
Are deeds for that j>urpose utterly unknown in lawyers' offices ?

And, if not unknown, what are they but a species of illegal
divorce? Do the parties after that lead chaste lives? if they
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afterwards become attached to new connexions, is it not the

mischievous, the immoral law, which forces them to live in a state

of scandal? To contemplate the annihilation of human passions

by an edict, is a monstrous absurdity. St. Paul says,
* If they

cannot contain, let them marry ;'
but our sapient English law

forbids them to marry, and nature forbids them to contain.

There was a law existing formerly, that the widows of officers in

the army and navy should lose their pensions upon marrying
again. The pension was useful, but the penalty of single life was
deemed a hardship, and it became a desirable thing to solve the

problem, how the advantages of the pension and the comforts of

marriage might be united. It was soon found out that the mere
omission of the marriage ceremony was all that the government
required, and I have heard it stated, that some three thousand
fair widows at one period had taken their lovers' words as a

sufficient security. Amongst those classes of the community who
have no dealings with lawyers, and cannot afford to pay for
'

separations,' is it found in practice that those who disagree live

together, unless obliged by the circumstance of poverty renderifig
them chargeable to the parish ? Have we no examples of the

practical divorces of the poor, in the mock sales of wives with a

halter round their necks in the public market ? Are not these

brutal acts the consequence of the mischief produced by the law
of marriage as it at present stands ? And, still worse, have we
not many examples on record in which murder has been resorted

to for the purpose of dissolving a connexion nothing else could
dissolve? Surely any alteration of the law would be desirable,
which might prevent the possibility of such things recurring. Let
me not be misunderstood. I am no advocate of light love, or

changing affections. I believe that constancy between the sexes
is more productive of human happiness than any other condition,
and it is only because I would ensure, as far as possible, that

constancy, that I would wish to sever the unnatural unions whose

only result is misery, both to parents and offspring. I would a-,k

those who believe that universal divorce would be the result of

attaining the power of divorce, what it is that restrains separations
at present, in so many cases, where the father and mother dislike

eacli other ? What but moral power, the sense of duty to olV-

spring, and deference to public opinion ? There exists no lei^al

preventive against separation, therefore the only restraint must

assuredly be a moral one. And can it be imagined that this

moral check would cease to exist, if divorce were legally attain-

able ? Surely not. The man who would defy public opinion for

the gratification of unjust feelings or violent passions, when divorce
could be obtained, would do the same thing when he could only
ensure separation. We see daily numerous examples of illicit

connexions which might at any hour be brokc^n throucrh, but
which are continued through life from love of the

offspring, or
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from the fear of public censure, which would ensue in case of

desertion. Is it at all more likely that a man or woman would

desert their legitimate offspring ? I speak only of desertion as to

personal superintendence, for of course in all cases the law would

insist upon a provision being made for the sustenance of the

offspring. The ties of human affection are far stronger than any
laws we can make. We cannot fetter human beings to love those

who are incompatible with their tastes
;
and as little would the

alteration of civil or religious laws avail to unlink the affection

previously bound up by habit, association, and, above all, by

offspring. This must be evident to all who are capable of reason-

ing. The virtual prohibition of divorce, the entire prohibition

except in case of adultery, &c., is a premium upon immorality.
It is the promoter of illicit intercourse, and the cause of numerous

children being born^ upon whose very birth a stigma is thrown

which more or less tends to inflict unjust pain upon them. The
diseased state of many people's minds upon this momentous sub-

ject is well illustrated by a correspondent of the Times a few weeks

back, who gravely proposed as a remedy against adultery in
'

high life/ on the part of the female—the male of course, accord-

ing to rule, was free to follow his own wishes—the loss ofjointure
in case of sinning. How coarse must be the imagination of that

man ! His philosophy must be precisely that of Ranger—
I take her body, you her mind

;

Which has the better bargain ?

Such a man as that would only view a woman as a slave, whom
he had purchased with his money. A mere chattel, to be bought
and sold, whose affections were of no consequence^ and whose
loss might be compensated by money. No christian spirit could

inhabit his person, whatever his exterior might be. The spirit of

a savage, a selfish, brutal savage, was his only guide, and he was

utterly misplaced in a civilized land.

There is much mischief at present resulting from wives plung-

ing their husbands in debt. The reason that they do this is,

because they are irres{)onsible slaves. Acknowledge them for

political as well as moral beings, by making them responsible

personally for their own acts, and their acts would cease to be

evil. At present, all married women are irrevocably tied to those

who are not tyrants, only when they do not choose to be so.

Take away the tyranny, and the slave will walk erect in dignity
and moral worth.

What glorious creatures will women become, when those who
have the charge of their education shall become impressed with

this truth. When the majority of women shall have acquired

knowledge and judgment, the men who seek their approval must

acquire knowleclge and judgment also, to make themselves accept-
able to them. Love will then become an ennobling passion, and
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cease to be a matter of bargain and sale. I speak not in mere

theory. Here and there, even under the present demoralizing

system, may be found exquisite specimens of beauty, and truth,

and knowledge, and learning, and wisdom, and high-souled cou-

rage, and exquisite feminine grace, and devoted affection, all

united in single individuals, who, by the fortunate combination of

circumstances with fine physical organization, have escaped the

general contamination. There exist realities, of what Scott has

faintly shadowed forth in his Rebecca and Diana Vernon
;
and

as superior as the mind of the high philosopher is superior to that

of the mere party politician. The pulse quickens, and the heart

beats high, while thinking of these things, while the imagination
of excellence of a still higher class is conceived, and the sober

judgment pronounces its possibility. Oh ! that the disabilities

were removed which shut out women from the Hght, which make
of her alternately a toy and a slave, when she might become a

guiding star, to lead men onward in the path of wisdom and

happiness !

But I profess to be a believer in the constant amelioration of

human evils. Man has improved hitherto, and he will continue

to improve, by a constantly accelerating process. It is the nature

of every thing sublunary to improve, with the progress of know-

ledge
—

except the Whigs. As Napoleon said of the Bourbons,
and which saying he might have applied to himself in his latter

years,
*

They have learnt nothing, and have forgotten nothing.'
That which they do of good is forced upon them by the people,
and they act but as a clog upon the wheel of improvement, to im-

pede its motion.

Junius Redivivus,

ON THE LIFE, CHARACTER, AND WRITINGS OF DR. PRIESTLEY.

Continuedfrom p. 88.*

Who can draw for us truly the boundary between the intellectual

and the active part of human nature ? The faculties into which

wise men distribute the mind, like the hemispheres into which

geographers divide the earth, though definable enough in theory,
are hard to discriminate in practice. Nothing clearer than the

equator upon a paper globe ;
and in our paper metaphysics, no-

thing is easier of discovery than that Chap. vi. treats of one

faculty, and Chap. vii. of another ;
but nature is far from being

so obligingly distinct. We remember the days when, in our childish

conceptions of crossing the line, a piece of graduated cord, belting
the earth, was discernible

;
and philosophy has perhaps been

chargeable with a similar puerility of expectation in its progress
from the mental to the moral regions of the mind. They blend
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indistinguishably, and reciprocate their energies, like the waters

of the Northern and the Southern seas, whose currents flow and
whose billows roll together, irrespective of the artificial limits of

science. In the spiritual, however, as in the material world, nature

gives notice of our approach to her impalpable boundaries
; she

has her realms of transition ; the traveller, nearing the earth's other

half, finds a more copious vegetation, and warmer suns, and loftier

skies, and bluer hills
;
and the explorer of the soul, passing from

the intellect to the morality of man, will find an intermediate

region, adorned with a more exuberant foliage of thought, invested

with a more glowing atmosphere of emotion. It is in no trifling

sense that the poetical faculties, the perception and the love of

beauty, whether physical or moral, may be said to lie between
the thinking and the motive departments of the mind

;
it cannot

be identified with either, yet it pervades both ;
it belongs exclu-

sively to neither, yet sheds an influence on both, kindling with new
tints both truth and goodness : like the constellations of the equa^
torial heavens, it has its stars in both hemispheres, and cannot be
cut off" from either, without extinguishing some of its essential

lights.
But perhaps we are making a longer pilgrimage than was need-

ful from Dr. Priestley's intellectual to his moral character; for in

fact very little lay between. With him duty was a portion of truth,

a series of inferences from his philosophy; clear and strong con-

viction, rather than warm affection, characterised his notions of

right. Never was there a mind over which moral principle exer-

cised a more paramount sway ;
but his was no blind and supersti-

tious obedience
;
with him conscience could not be moved with-

out being convinced
;
but show him on evidence the reasonable-

ness of any habit or train of feelings, and he would set himself to

its cultivation without further demur
;
he would no more have

thought of not doing what was right, than of not believing what
was true. No one can be surprised that Dr. Priestley repudiated
as an absurdity the doctrine of an instinctive moral sense; for he

was singularly free from those mental qualities which lead to this

iUusion. This error is the natural creed of those whose intellects

are slow, in comparison with the quickness of their feelings, whose
moral judgment possesses a speed too fast for their mental eye to

trace, flashing on them with such velocity and intensity that, hke

the lightning, they seem to dart from heaven to earth, without tra-

versing the space between. Dr. Priestley's mind was the reverse

of this
;
his emotions were never so intense as to dazzle his reason

;

and his intellect was rapid enough to keep pace with them and
mark their course. His sentiments of moral approbation and dis-

approbation, sufficiently resembled the processes of assent and
dissent to enable him to recognise their common origin in the

association of ideas.

It is instructive to compare the corresponding parts of such dif-
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ferent characters as l\Irs. Barbauld's and Dr. Priestley's ;
and in

the essay on devotional taste by the former, contrasted with the

strictures on it by the latter, we have a picture of the piety of the

exclusively poetical, placed side by side with that of the exclu-

sively philosophical. Every religious mind feels its religion to be
the loftiest object of its regard, to lie at the very summit of its

powers ;
and in the effort to reach the infinite and eternal, in yearn-

ing to shadow forth the idea of unlimited perfection, naturally
seeks for its faith an alliance with all that appears most interesting
and glorious. Mrs. Barbauld's passion was for the beautiful and
the sublime

; and to her, devotion was poetry, akin to the aspira-
tions of genius : Dr. Priestley knew nothing so noble as truth

;
and

to him devotion was philosophy gazing calmly at the only object
above itself Mrs. Barbauld saw in ail creeds some elements of

adoration for the heart, and dreaded lest controversy should brush off

the emotions they awakened
;
Dr. Priestley saw in all creeds much

error, and hoped that controversy would render them more quick-

ening, by making them more pure. Mrs. Barbauld understood the

natural language of art, felt the deep expressiveness of whatever
is beautiful in form and sound, and would have given to piety the

majesty of architecture, and the voice of music
;
Dr. Priestley

thought that the eye and the ear with their physical gratifications,
were only in the way in the work of realizing great general truth,

and would have worshipped with the simplicity of a spirit in space.
Mrs. Barbauld reverenced human affections, even in their illusions

and extravagances ;
she saw in them the passion for excellence,

and the propensity to believe in its reality ;
she had probably ob-

served the important fact, (so conspicuous in Doddridge,) that the

tempers which are most devotional are uniformly the most tender

in their human relations; she could discover no specific difference

between the emotions yielded to ideal excellence on earth, and
invisible perfection in heaven ;

and she dared to find an analogy
between piety and love

;
Dr. Priestley, little given to Platonisms

of fancy, holding that all feeling should be proportioned to the real

qualities of its object, and forgetting that it cannot overpass the

gulf between the created and the Creator, and expand itself to

literal infinitude, condemned the expression as false and profane.

Perhaps each was right, except in condemning the notions of the

other. Happily, religion has its affinities with the whole soul, and
there is no faculty incapable of worship. One mind is affected

by conceptions of immeasurable space and time, another by ideas

of life and change ;
one prefers the blank, great truth, another the

single and moving instance
;
one to go forth and seek the object

of its adoration in fields beyond the solar light, another to brin^

his image home, and feel him in the closet or in the mind : one,
when standing before the invisible, may love to look into the deep
back-ground of infinity which lies behind created things; another,
to gaze on the beautiful forms of reality, sketched on its dark sur-

No. 76. S
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face, and talce them as types of what hes in the depth. Why limit

the modes of devotional conception ? Why say to any emotions or

any thoughts,
' You shall not worship,' to any desires,

' You shall

not pray ?' There can be no proprieties here. Prayer is no more
than the utterance, the irrepressible utterance, of the affections

which most adorn and dignify human nature
;

it is the soul's act in

laying itself consciously open at the feet of God ; it is the gush of

tenderness with which the spirit pours forth its burning emotions of

veneration and love
;

it is the joy, or the agony, or the shame of

placing the mind as it is, in contact with the great parent mind,
that its sins may become clearer, its wants more craving, that its

life "may be quickened, and its sympathies refreshed, 'i'his is the

end, this the temper of piety; every thing else is but its instru-

ment; and that mode of thought and expression yvhich is truest to

each individual mind, must be that mind's best vehicle of devotion.

But, however little of apparent glow there might be in Dr.

Priestley's f)iety, it was, like every thing else in his nature, sincere

and true
;
and it conducted him with a morg-l dignity, sometimes

leaching the highest kind of greatness, through a life of np ordi-

nary vicissitude. It is difficult, even at this distance of tirjae, in

the quiet of one's study, with abundant proofs that better times

have set in, nay, in immediate view of ten Irish bishops and
church-rates disappearing under the ministerial exlinguisher, to

re^d the his.tory of the Birmingham riots with due com[)osure.
And yet the great sufferer himself, the pastor driven from his

flock, the author despoiled of his manuscripts, the toil of years,
the philosopher almost within hearing of the crash of his appa-
ratus, the philanthropist hunted for his noble sympathy with his

race, the man robbed of his social rights, uplifts amid Uie violence
a front of unbroken, yet not cold magnanimity. Indeed it is this

very cahnness, so instantaneous, so unlaboured, so utterly free

from stoicism, far n^ore than the mere exhibition of suifering, that

almost chokes one in this narrative. There is ajn evident simpli-

city and fidelity in his delineation of his own state of mind which

inspires one with that most dehcious feeling
—

perfect faith in a

fellow-being: there is no excitement; the deeps of his nature

were stirred, but tliey were only fresihened, not thrown into storm;
there is no exaggeration, no consciousness of being an object of

interest, no endurance for the sake of setting an example, no sec-

tarian triumph secretly exclaiming,
' See what ray princi[rles can

do ;' the same sentiments of sublime necessarian piety, the same

indignation quelled in the faith that present evil is the index that

j)oints to future good, the same compassion for those who wronged
him, neither mawkish nor haughty, which appear in his replies to

public addresses, ap|)ear also, and with just the same prominence,
in his careless and familiar letters, it was obvious that in all

times past he had been faithful to his Christian philosophy, and

deeply imbedded in his mmd and heart every principle which his
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jndtjment had led him to advocate. And he lived to afford a long"

fulfilment to his own prediction of the efficacy of his faith. A^^er

lingering in England long enough to follow to the grave his tried

friend, Dr. Price, to see other associates fast falling around him,
to find himself shunned by the society which re[)resented the

science of his country, and whose records he had enriched by his

discoveries, to be wearied by ceaseless calumnies in the senate

and from the press, and feel that here was no home for him-

self or his children
;
on the confines of old age, he went forth to

die in the land on whose promised destinies his eye, ever bright-
ened by the hopes of humanity, had long been fixed

; deeming it

happier to live a stranger on the shores of liberty, than be de-

pendent on the tender mercy of tyrants for a footing on his native

soil. There, in one of its remoter recesses, on the outer margin
of civilization, he, who had made a part of the world's briskest

activity, who had led on the speed of its progress, whose mind
had kept pace with its learning, and overtaken its science, and

outstripped its freedom and its morality, gathered together his re-

sources of philosophy and devotion
;
thence he loolied forth on

the vicissitudes and prospects of Europe, with melancholy but

hopeful interest, like the prophet from his mount, on the land

whose glories he was not to see. But it was not for such an

energetic spirit as his to pass instantaneously into the quietude of
exile without an irrecoverable shock. He had not that dreamy
and idle pietism which could enwrap itself in the mists of its own

contemplations, and believe heaven nearer in proportion as earth

became less distinct. The shifting sights and busy murmurs that

reached him from afar, reminded him of the circulation of social

toils which had plied his hand and heart. Year after year passed
on, and brought him no summons of duty back into the stir of
men

;
all that he did he had to devise and execute by his own

solitary energies, apart from advice and sympathy, and with no

hope but that of benefitting the world he was soon to quit. The
effort to exchange the habits of the city for those of the cloister

was astonishingly successful. But his mind was never the same

again ;
it is impossible not to perceive a decline of power, a ten-

dency to garrulity of style and eccentricity of speculation in his

American publications. And yet, while this slight, though per-
ceptible shade tell upon his intellect, a softened light seemed to

spread itself over his character. His feelings, his moral percep-
tions, were mellowed and ripened by years, and assumed a ten-

derness and refinement not observable before. Thanks to the

genial and heavenly clime which Christianity sheds around the

soul, the aged stem burst into blossom. And so it will always be
when the mind is really pervaded by as noble a faith as Priestley's.
There is no law of nature, there are no frosts of time, to shed a

snow-blight on the heart. The feelings die out, when their objects
come to an end

;
and if there be no future, and the aims of fife

S 2
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become shorter and shorter, and its treasures drop off, and its

attractions are spent, and a few Hnks only of its hours remain in

the hand, well may there be no heart for effort and no eye for

beauty, and well may love gather itself up to die. But open per-
fection to its veneration, and immortality to its step, tell it of one
who is and will always be the inspirer of genius, the originator of

truth, the life of emotion, assure it that all which is loved shall

live for ever, that that which is known shall enlarge for ever, that

all which is felt shall grow intenser for ever, and the proximity to

death will quicken instead of withering the mind
;
the eye will

grow dim on the open page of knowledge; the hand will be found

clasping in death the instruments of human good ;
the heart's last

pulse will beat with some new emotion of benignity. In Priest-

ley's case there was not merely a sustainment, but a positive ad-

vancement of character in later years. The symptoms of restless-

ness gradually disappear without abatement of his activity ;
a

quietude as of one who waits and listens comes over him
;
there

are touches of sentiment and traces of tears in his letters, and yet
an obvious increase of serenity and hope ;

there is a disposition
to devise and accomplish more good for the world, and ply him-
self while an energy remained^ and yet no anxiety to do what was

beyond his powers. He successively followed to the grave a son
and a wife

;
and the more he was left alone, the more did he

learn to love to be alone
;
and in his study, surrounded by the

books which had been his companions through half a century and
over half the earth, and sitting beneath the pictures of friends

under the turf, he took his last survey of the world which had

given him so long a shelter; like a grateful guest before his de-

parture, he numbered up the bright and social or the adventurous
hours which had passed during his stay ;

and the philosophers
who had welcomed him in his annual visits to London, the broad,

sagacious face of Franklin, the benignant intelligence of Price,
rose up before him, and the social voices of the group of heretics

round the fire-side of Essex-street floated on his ear; and, as the

full moon shone upon his table, and glistened in his electrical

machine, his eye would dream of the dining philosophers of the

Lunar Society, and glisten to greet again the doughty features

of Darwin, and the clear, calculating eye of Watt. Yet his re-

trospective thoughts were but hints to suggest a train of pro-

spective far more interesting. The scenes which he loved were
in the j)ast, but most of the objects that clothed them with as-

sociations of interest were already transferred to the future
;
there

they were in reserve for him, to be recovered (to use his own
favourite phrase, slightly tinged with the melancholy spirit of his

solitude)
' under more favourable circumstances ;' and thither,

with all his attachment to the world whose last cliffs he had

reached, and who.se boundary ocean already murmured beneath,
he hoped soon to emigrate.
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There are few dispositions of which society exhibits rarer prac-
tical traces than the love of truth. There is abundance of pro-
fession

;
but the more the profession, the less the reality.

Where
the feeling is genuine, truth is the mind's vernacular language ;

and to give grave notice of an intention to utter it would be as

absurd as if an advocate, on rising, were to say to the jury,
' Gen-

tlemen, I most solemnly assure you, that in what I am about to

lay before you I mean to speak English.' In proportion as faith

in truth becomes more common, it will cease to be matter of pre-
tension. Were we to designate Dr. Priestley in one word, that

word would be 'truth;' it would correctly describe the employ-
ment of his intellect, the essential feeling of his heart, the first

axiom of his morality, and even the impression of his outward

deportment. He had none of that reckless sportiveness which
makes playthings of opinions, and, for an hour's amusement, looks

in at them, and turns them about, like the beads of a kaleido-

scope, watching what fantastical shapes they may be made to

assume. He had no sympathy with the sceptical philosophy
which sees nothing but error in all human speculation, nothing
but 'sick men's dreams' in the mutations of opinion. That there

is such a thing as truth, that it is not placed beyond the reach of

the human understanding, and that, when found, it is necessarily
a pure good, were the first principles of his faith ; principles
which he did not promulgate in their general form, and then re-

ject in their applications, but carried out boldly, and without

reserve, into every topic which invited his research. So utterly
untrue is it that he had a passion for unsettling convictions, and
then leaving the mind in a state of fluctuation, that if he com-
mitted any marked fault in the conduct of investigation, it was
this

;
that he recognised no other posture of the understanding in

reference to the subject of its inquiry' than assent and dissent
;

that the intermediate state of doubt he disowned, except as a
means of transition to one of the other two

;
and overlooked the

fact, that as there may be questions in which the conflicting evi-

dence is accurately balanced, there may be occasions on which,
in the present condition of human knowledge, suspense is the

appropriate feeling. His tendency was much more to dogmatize
than to doubt

;
a dogmatism, however, which, if occasionally ap-

pearing after investigation, never manifested itself before. With
this limitation, his impartiality was unimpeachable. That his

inquiry must lead to the positive discovery of truth or falsehood
was certainly a species of prejudgment ;

but it could not deter-

mine him unfairly towards either of two antagonist opinions ; it

could only preclude from the rejection of both. In his com-
parison of the opposing claims of evidence, his faith in truth
never deserted him; altogether annihilatinoj the influence of his

previous impressions, and not even allowing them a presumption
of innocence till proved to be guilty. His versatility of associa-
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tlon rendered alterations of belief easier to him than to others ;

his feelings were not adhesive; they could without violence be
transferred from one class of sentiments to another; and accord-

ingly, even to the period of life when old impressions become in-

durated, and the emotions tardy of change, he was continually

modifying his convictions, adopting new views with a facility truly
wonderful, quickening them with life, and carrying them out to

their remoter consequences with energy and fearlessness. His
defence of the doctrine of phlogiston, when discarded by all other

philosophers, is the solitary instance in his life of prejudiced tena-

city of 0[)inion ;
and this was evinced in the decline of life, when

even to him the difficulty must have been great of admitting a
new theory, and applying it to the solution of facts which had
been regarded as otherwise ex[)lained, and when, moreover, his

attention had ceased to be actively directed to chemical inquiries.

Any one who is aware how much the very memory of facts by
the mind is dependent on the hypothesis which has been em-

})loyed as the principle of their arrangement, or even as the guide
to their discovery, will be disposed to treat this error rather as

interesting to the mental philosopher, than as justifying the seve-

rity of the critic. The spirit of freedom and of faith Avhich con-
ducted him through his private inquiries, he carried out into his

publication of their results. Ingenuous to himself, he was equally

ingenuous to the world. He saw through the contemptible falla-

cies by which worldliness and imbecility would defend the sup-
pression of opinions ; ease, popularity, sectarian prosperity, he
held to be baubles compared with the duty of individual thought
and speech, and sins if purchased at its expense. Not even could
he think his task to society performed when he had stated and
recommended the truths which he seemed to have reached

;
he

lays before the world the whole process of his own mind
;

tells

his difficulties, his failures, his false inferences, the hypotheses
which misled as well as those which aided him; so that if his

thoughts had fallen into ty[)e as they arose, they could scarcely
have been more distinct. Hence he excelled much more in ana-

Ij'tical than in synthetical composition, and seldom attempted the

latter without sliding continually into the former. And whatever

may be thought of their relative merits, regarded as methods of

direct instruction, it cannot be doubted that the successful inves-

tigator, Avho has the honesty to write analytically, bequeaths iu

this picture of his own intellect an invaluable guide to future in-

quirers in the same field, and a most interesting study to the

observer of the human mind.
In nothing did Dr. Priestley's mental and moral freedom more

nobly manifest itself than in his iV(il-2)roportion('d love of trutii.

With ail his diversity of pursuit, he did not think all truth of

equal irn[)orlance, or deem the did'usion of useful knowledge an
excuse for withholding the more useful. With all his ardour of
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inihd, he did not look at an object till he saw nothing else, and it

became his universe. He made his estimate deliberately; and he
was not to be dazzled, of flattered, or laughed out of it. In his

laboratory, he thought no better of chemistry than in his pulpit;
and in the drawing-rooms of the French academicians, no worse

of Christianity than by the firesides of his own flock. He was
never anxious to appear in either less or more than his real cha-

racter. Even at the time when his name was most illustrious, and
his associations the most close with the atheistical philosophers of

the continent
;
when he was courted by the revolutionists of

England, when by the persecution and desertion of all others, he
was more especially thrown upon the sympathy of those men,
and a noble and fascinating sympathy it was ; when they urged
him to quit the ' unfruitful fields of polemical divinity, and culti-

vate the philosophy of which he was the father,' and promised
him thus an eternal fame, he assures them that he esteems his

theology greatly superior in importance to mankind to his science,

and risks his reputation at its height, by making it the vehicle to

carry the great principles of religion before the almost inaccessible

mind of the sceptics of France
; perceiving the affinities and ana-

logies which subsisted between the different departments of human

knowledge, he did not desire to divorce them in his own mind,
and derive a separate character from each. His philosophy is

replete with faith, and his faith with philosophy ;
his conceptions

of the Creator aid him in deciphering the creation
;
and every

discovery in creation contributes a new element to his ideas of
the Creator. The changes of the universe are the movements of
God ; and he that contemplates them without reference to the

mind of which they are e'^pressive, might as well study the laws
of human action in the gestures of an automaton.

It is impossible to make human character a study without

being tempted to speculate on the causes of the marvellous varie-

ties which it exhibits. That those causes are not all external to

the mind, scarcely admits of a doubt ;
and so difficult is it to de-

fine, or even to conjecture those which are inherent in the mental

constitution, that the philosophy of individual character can

hardly be said to have any existence. All the phenomena of

mind, whether intellectual or moral, have, we think, been success-

fully resolved into cases of the law of association
;
but why this

law, operating on the ideas furnished by sensation, should pro-
duce results so much more widely divergent from each othet
than are the external circumstances of mankind, is a problem
not less embarrassing than it is interesting. Perhaps more may
be explained by original differences of sensibility than is com-

monly imagined. Let it be admitted that the affections are the
results of pleasurable and painful associations, that desire is

simply the idea of a pleasure, and aversion the idea of a pain,
and it follows that the vividness of the affections, the strength of
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the desires, and aversions must depend on the vividness of the

primary sensation ;
in other words, that the warmth of the moral

part of human nature, must vaiy with the degree of original sen-

sibiUty.
In this explanation, however, it is evident that no reason is in-

volved, accounting for the relative prominence of the several

moral faculties
;

it is only their absolute strength, the amount of

fervour and enthusiasm which is explained. But we think that

the theory may be fairly carried further, and provides an adequate
cause foi* several intellectual peculiarities. The sensations which
form the elements of all knowledge, are received either simulta-

neously or successively ;
when several are received simultaneously,

as the smell, the taste, the colour, the form, &c. of a fruit, their

association together constitutes our idea of an object ; when re-

ceived successively, their association makes up the idea of an

event. Anything then which favours the associations of synchro-
nous ideas, will tend to produce a knowledge of objects, a per-

ception of qualities ;
while anything which favours association in

the successive order, will tend to produce a knowledge of events,
of the order of occurrences, and of the connexion of cause and
effect

;
in other words, in the one case a perceptive mind, with a

discriminative feeling of the pleasurable and painful properties of

things, a sense of the grand and the beautiful, will be the result
;

in the other, a mind attentive to the movements and phenomena,
a ratiociDative and philosophic intellect. Now it is an acknow-

ledged principle, that all sensations experienced during the pre-
sence of any vivid impression, become strongly associated with it,

and with each other
;
and does it not follow, that the synchronous^

feelings of a sensitive constitution, (i. e. the one which has vivid

impressions) will be more intimately blended than in a differently
formed mind ? If this suiigestion has any foundation in truth, it

leads to an inference not unimj)ortant ;
that where nature has en- .

dowed an individual with great original susceptibility, he will pro-

bably be distinguished by fondness for natural history, a relish for

the beautiful and great, and moral enthusiasm
;
where there is

but a mediocrity of sensibility, a love of science, of abstract

truth, with a deficiency of taste and of fervour, is likely to be the

result.

May not many of Dr. Priestley's peculiar characteristics be

traced to such an original mediocrity of sensibility ?—his want of

memory to a deficient vividness in the associated ideas?—his

versatility and rajiidityof association, to the absence of any strong
coricentrative emotion tending to arrest his thoughts at any point
in a train, and to forbid them to pass on ?—the direction of his

analogical power towards philosophical invention, rather than

poetical imagination, to his want of percejjtion of the beautiful ?— ^
his evenness of temper and spirits to a freedom from that alter-

nate action and reaction to which susce])tible minds are liable?
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Perhaps even the inability which he mentions to do anything
when hurried, admits of a similar explanation. For what is the

feeling of hurry, but a belief that an unusual exercise of vigour,
a great gathering of power, must be put in requisition, in order to

accomplish some desired object ? And one whose uniformity of

temperament gives no experience of such occasional expansion
of power, has no faith in its possibility, or its effect : and hence
he despairs, when the man of impulse becomes inspired. We throw
out these brief hints with great diffidence ; they can be of no
further use, than to suggest something better than themselves to

more competent thinkers. Our main object in the remarks which
have been made on Priestley, has been to revive the memory of a

great man, at a period more favourable than any since his death,
to a just estimate of his character; to furnish a faithful delinea-

tion of his whole mind
;
to aid in determining his true position

among the benefactors of mankind
;
and define his claims on the

veneration of his country. If we have in any degree succeeded
in these objects, it will be no slight satisfaction to have performed
some little part of the act of posthumous justice due from this

generation.

THE BKAUTIFUL.

' I love all beauty.'

I LOVE the beautiful that never dies—
Whether it maketh in the human breast

Its dwelling, or, diffus'd o'er earth and skies,
'Tis seen or felt—in motion or in rest.

Whate'er can melt the heart, or lure the eyes
In sound, form, hue, I love with keenest zest—

The beautiful that all abroad doth shine

I feel to be immortal and divine !

The home-affections, sweet, and pure, and mild—
How beautiful are they !

—the links of heart

That brethren bind—the parent and the child—
The wedded souls no power can tear apart.

How beautiful is conscience undefil'd.

And truth, and courage that sustains the dart

Of suffering meekly I
—Beautiful the love

That naught can force from its firm hold above I

Oh, there is much of beautiful within

The deep recesses of the human mind,—
Yea, glorious traces of its origin
Remain—bright feelings of the pure and kind

;

And God-like power to counterbalance sin,

And truth the eyes of error to unblind—
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Let others for ftian's baseness only plead,
This is 7ny faith—my hopeful, happy creed J

How beautiful is nature ! the lone vales—
The shrub-fring'd rocks, the mountains vast, the seas

Begemm'd with isles, and spotted o'er with sails—
The weeds, the wiid-flowers, and the forest-trees.

The sprino^s whose crystal tribute never fails—
The winding streams—how beautiful are these!

How fair the broad blue arch o'er all things bow'd

When sunset flushes through the lingering cloud.

And beautiful is summer's balmy night.
When the soft stars are shining in the sky,

And the pale moon is shedding pearly light
—

And beautiful is morning's dewy eye
Of rosy hue,—and noontide blazing bright
With many a mingling green and golden dye

—>

And, oh, how beautiful the summer's eve

When weary hearts rejoice, or gentler grieve !

And full of beauty are the autumnal woods
Checker'd with wan, and red and yellovv leaves ;

And winter lacks not beauty when his floods

Are coped with ice, and when the snow-storm weaves
A mantle for the fields, and glistening hoods

For the tree-tops, and high the white drift heaves—
And flower-crown'd spring, when winter's frosty thrall

She breaks, is yet more beautiful than all!

Oh, how I love the beautiful, where'er

It loving dwells,—in nature or in man
;
—

It calms my heart, it reconciles to care ;

It lustre throws on the mysterious plan
Of Providence. I feel the bright and fair.

Can never lie beneath the Almighty's ban.

They It-ad my willing spirit up to Ilim !

The beautiful makes Deity less dim !

It tends to breed, to foster, and diffuse

An universal love, by soft appeals
To the touch'd spirit.

—Like the silent dews

It calls out grace and fragrance
—it unsteels

Man's stubborn nature !
—Ever then, my Muse,

Be thine the will,
— the effort that reveals

'I he forms of beauty kindled from above—
The bright reflections of Eternal Love !

T.N.
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ON THE CONDUCT OF IVUNISTERS SINCE THE MEETING OF
PARLIAMENT.

It is reported that one of the most influential members of the

present Aihriinistration observed, when the result of the late elec-

tions was becoming manifest,
* IVe fthall be too strong T This

remarkable apprehension has been fatally verified. The moral

ascendency which they had obtained over the people is dissipated

by the numerical superiority which they possess in the House.
Their majority is too great for their reputation. Their influence

over the intelligence and principle of the country has received

self-inflicted wounds from which itt:an never recover. We write

this far more in sorrow than in anger. We love to be confiding,
and hate to be distrustful; next to the gratification of contemjjlat-

ing the full realization by the people of the blessings which should
have followed from reform, would have been that of receiving
them from the hands of the authors of that reform. This was

surely no unreasonable expectation. With bitterness of soul we

relinquish it as a futile one. Those blessings must and will still

be realized
;
but apparently only by a long popular struggle. Of

stern temper must be the future historian of that struggle, if he
record not with deep commiseration what the Whig Administra-
tion might have been, and what it was.

Let none of our readers think our judgment premature. Many
popular and useful measures may, and no doubt will, be intro-

duced by the present Government. There will be much partial
reformation in various departments. Unhappily for its members,
the imperfections and limits of those reforms must now be ascribed
not to their inability, but to their indisposition to proceed further.

Their fidelity to the cause of the people is already brought to ac-

tual and decisive experiment. They may hereafter [)urchase

gratitude ; they can never again earn confidence.

During the elections there were various symptoms of hostility,
on the part of the Ministry, against the peo{)le. Their candidates
were put in opposition to known and tried reformers, whose public
conduct had evinced their fitness (their superior fitness, at least,
over the often riameless creatures of party and influence set up
against them) for the honourable trust of legislation. A suspi-
cious but successful outcry was raised against pledges, though
there Avere but few and insignificant exceptions to the fact that
the proposed pledges related to those broad and elementary prin-

ciples on which every public man, with a spark of honesty, has
made up his mind to take one side or the other. But these and
other indications, of a similar description, might easily have been
obliterated, or would soon have been forgotten, had a different

spirit been shown by Ministers when parliament assembled.
What was their first act? The re-appointment of a Tory
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Speaker, to whom an ample retiring pension was already secured,
so as to render him more independent of opinion than any Speaker
who ever before filled the chair. The Speaker of that' House is

the first commoner of Gi-eat Britain. And this honour is treated

as something with which a Whig Government may properly and

gracefully compliment a Tory. The appointment was an insult

to the country. As the House represents the people, so on state

occasions the Speaker represents the House, The voice of the

nation is uttered through the mouthpiece of an anti-reformer.

There has been no such rigid economy as to make us believe that

the temporary saving of 4000/, per annum was the real induce-

ment for this sullying of the honour, and outrage on the feelings
of the nation. It must be taken as meant to do that which it

does, viz. show how slight and easy to be complimented away, is

the difference between our present rulers and our former plun-
derers and oppressors.

By the King's Speech it was contrived at once to raise the

Irish repeal question, and declare war with the main body of the

Irish Members, or rather with that individual to whom, whatever

his errors, Ireland owes so much. What have been the effects of

this procedure ? Not the settlement of the repeal question. No
man in his senses could have expected that. A legislative sepa-
ration has never been so popular in Ireland as at the present
moment. Nor is it a question to be disposed of in a summary
manner. Canada has its Parliament, and the West India islands

have, many of them, their Parliaments
; yet the empire is not

dismembered thereby ;
and many advantages might arise from

putting Ireland on a similar footing. But we are not about to

argue the question now. Probably there Avill be a time when the

public will have quite enough of the discussion. It has certainly
not been precluded by the debate and vote on the Address. But
if that was not done, something else was. Division and dissen-

sion were created amongst the reformers in Parliament. For this

most unnecessary and mischievous act we hold Ministers re-

sponsible. By the allusion in the King's Speech, and the tone

which was given to the debate at its very commencement, they
sowed the seeds, which instantly sprang up, of unparalleled ani-

mosities. They did all that they could to break up that phalanx
of reformers against which all the Toryism in the House could

have offered scarcely the slightest resistance. They agitated,
most wantonly and wickedly, in order to put down O'Connell,
and produce distinction and bitter hostility between their own ad-

herents and the more thorough-going reformers. They com-
menced the campaign with an infuriate attack upon men who
had l)een their allies in carrying Parliamentary Reform, and who
were their natural allies for any further proceedings on behalf of

the people's rights and interests against the (formerly) common
enemy. What can we say to such conduct as this ? If there
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was any one purpose more essential than another in the estima-

tion of all enlightened and honest friends of improvement, it was

the keeping together, in unbroken and cordial union, that par-

liamentary strength which the reform had produced, for effecting
the further changes in which alone consists its worth. Thev have

done their utmost to break it up. But for them the word 're-

peal' need not have been heard within the walls of St. Stephen's.

Nay, more; they might, by a consistent course, have produced a

moral certainty that it never would.

Following their leaders, and Mr. Stanley is a proper huntsman to

halloo on the pack, the Ministerial majority has evinced a coarse,

clamorous, and insolent determination to put down the radical re-

form minority, (made a minority and an opposition by the perverse
course pursued,) individually and collectively. Never, in the worst

days of Pitt and Castlereagh, has there been a more outrageous and

overbearing spirit displayed towards men whose attainments and
abilities ought to have commanded the most respectful attention

to the expression of their opinions. It will soon be found that

this will not do
;
and the unutterable disgust excited in the minds

of some of the new Members, who came up, in the honesty of

their hearts, to support a reform Ministry in reform measures,
and not to witness the baiting of a Radical, will probably extend

itself so as to produce a little more decency and decorum. But
the alienation is past healing. Ministers need not fear that they
shall be identified with' such men as O'Connell, or Hume, or

Tennyson ; they have achieved that separation. They have pur-
chased the occasional and treacherous support of the rump of the

Tory faction. They have weakened themselves for all good pur-

poses. But still
'

they are too strong.''

They are evidently strong enough to carry those further con-
stitutional reforms by which alone the avowed purposes of the

Reform Bill can be secured
;
and it is as evident that they ivill

not. We are no longer told, as we were while that Bill was yet

pending, that the Ballot and Triennial Parliaments are reserved

questions. The Ballot might be threatened while certain elections

were in suspense ;
but now, in face of evidence that never has

more influence been exercised over voters than at the last elec-

tion, it will have to encounter the full force of Ministerial oppo-
sition. Triennial Parliaments have been the morning and evening
song of Whig reformers for the last forty years. Triennial

Parliaments and Household Suffrage were the creed of those who
advocated reform at all. But that was in opposition days. All

allusions to such nr.atters are met by the inquiry, Have not the

elections turned out well ? We say, No, if the elected make no
more provision for securing the freedom of a future choice. The
people ought not always to be called on for such sacrifices as in

the excitement of the last two years they have had the virtue to

make
;
and they will always be acted upon by the corrupting in-
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fluences which are again successfully at work. Mr. Lyall would
not have been returned for London, nor Mr. Halcombe for Dover,
had Ministers retained the popular attachment which for a short

season they possessed. The Marylebone election has just re-

peated the same warning, though in a different and better form.

They are evidently strong enough to repeal the taxes on know-

ledge; but here, unhappily, the question is whether they be strong

enough to prevent the repeal of those taxes. We could scarcely
believe our ears when we heard the reply of ' honest' Lord

Althorp to Mr. Warburton's question on this subject ;
the ex-

pectation had been so confidently entertained that a direct as-

surance would be promptly given of their total repeal. We still

hope that the removal of those most iniquitous imposts will be

forced upon them. That it will he forced, if we obtain it at all,

is quite enough to decide the character of the Government.
The great patron of ' useful knowledge' has declared his aban-

donment of those views of the necessity of an efficient plan of

national education which have heretofore furnished him with the

material of so much eloquence. He is now converted to the

sufficiency of private charity, except perhaps in some of the large
towns. At every step a hope vanishes.

The defence of military and naval sinecures, and the resist-

ance to the authenticated [)ublication of the division lists, were
both in the old Ministerial style. The speeches without the

names would puzzle our chronology ; they might belong to any of
the last

fifty years ;
with the names they date themselves.

Weeks are rapidly passing away; they will soon be months
;

and nothing is yet done for the people. Nothing yet done by a

Whig Ministry, in a reformed Parliament, with an overwhelming
majority. And still the cry is,

' Give them time.' What have

they done with the time already ? Is it for them to complain of

the endless discussions and recriminations which themselves ori-

ginated? Before now, some half dozen measures of relief and

improvement might have been carried through the Commons,
had Ministers been so disposed. They have taken care that the

time should be otherwise occuj)ied.
The jioor, abortive, half-and-half project of Irish Church Re-

form is all that has yet been produced to save appearances.
And even this was pos([)oned to the Coercion Bill. Ireland was

told, with an insolence which was enough to make the calmest

blood boil, that nothing should be done for her till she was bound,

prostrate, and silent. The hypocrisy of this measure is more
ofl'ensive than its tyranny. The object was not to put down

outrnge. An accession of strength to the ordinary machinery
of the law is the utmost that, by a Govenmient obviously pa-

ternal, would have been required (or that purpose; and it

would have been unanimously granted by the tlouse, if there

had been equal alacrity displayed in the adoption of remedial
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measures. The real object was to put down Daniel O'Connelf.

But the power of Daniel O'Connell is solely in the opinions
of his countrymen. He has obtained that power by being the

champion of their rights. To incarcerate him and gag them
will not destroy one atom of it. It can only be transmuted

thereby into a more perilous form. What occasion was there

for an honest Government to suspend the business of three king-

doms, and the liberties of one, in order to attempt to put him
down? He was not in the way of any beneficent measures by
which Iri-h misery might have been alleviated. A sincere desire,

shown in action, to benefit that ill-fated country, would have re-

duced, and was the only means that could have reduced, his

power. There was nothing in O'Connell's position which would

have been formidable to a wise, just, and benevolent Administra-

tion. The repeal agitation would necessarily have subsided had
a few salutary reforms been adopted, a hearty desire shown to

adopt others as soon as their efficiency could be ascertained, and
the question of a local legislature been calmly waited for, and
when brought forward, (if brought forward at all,) calmly dis-

cussed. This would have been the course of considerate and

patriotic men. This would have won for them *

golden opinions
from all sorts of men.' What have they now ? The foUowino: is

part of a letter (not intended for publication) which we received

lately from a friend in Ireland, who is no unreasoning, violent,

party politician,
but whose feelings represent those of the best

class, morally and intellectually, in that country.
' The assertions of Earl Grey with respect to this larg*^ county espe-

cially are monstrous falsehoods. What disturbances we have, and
thev are too many, arise from the unbearable oppression of the tithe-

exactors and the Government-appointed magistracy. And the people,

finding that their just complaints are unheeded, have at length been
driven to take into their own hands the execution of justice to re-

move the cumberers of the ground. , who was stoned

in this part of the county a few months ago, was one of the fiercest

tvrants on the face of the earth ;
for five years he oppressed the

people in every possible way, and as in the prayer of Cassius in
* Dtmerara,'

' were many to suffer that he might live ?' He was stoned

in open day. This is more killing than murder
; the same retribu-

tion that a people would bestow on a hostile foreign foe. Not in the

memory of the most fierce Tory has tlieie been a murder committed
for the sordid sake of the wealth possessed, in this country; and there

is every security to person and property for those who cease from trou-

bling, and who live in friendly intercourse with their neighbours, no
matter what their creed be.

' But Earl Grey, instead of holding forth the sceptre of justice,
wishes to rule us with a rod of iron. It remains to be seen whether
the English people will submit to this tyranny on a part of themselves.

If they are supine, away with the vain talk of a unity of interests, or

a union of the two countries ; they will be virtually disunited, aod we
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only wait our time to shake off all allegiance from a country, which,

through the lust of power, agree to oppress one portion, for the very
same cause that gave them the liberty they now enjoy. But I cannot
thijik this will be the case.'

England has not been altogether supine on this fearful subject,

though little has been done compared with what ought to have
been done. But the people are, as yet, bewildered by what seentis

to them the strange turn that public affairs have taken. They
know not what to think or believe. They see the men, between
whom they split their votes as brother reformers, voting in almost

constant opposition to each other, and waxing fierce in the wordy
warfare. They hear those under whose guidance, last year, they
advanced almost to the verge of rebellion for the reinstatement of

Ministers, denounced by those Ministers, or attacked by their

gladiators, as all but traitors. They are in such sore perplexity
as the bUnd old patriarch, when he heard the voice of Jacob, but

felt the rough hand of Esau. All their political feelings, notions,

and associations, are dislocated. But a little time will recover

them. The public spirit of England can never again be crushed

as it has been crushed, or deluded as it has been deluded. Chaos
is come again, but the elements will subside to their proper level.

Ere long, there will be only the two great parties; those who
would govern for their own advantage, and those who would have
the people govern themselves for the common good. Of the latter

party is our correspondent, Junius Redivivus, from one of whose
communications sent to us early in last month, we take the follow-

ing remarks.
' The Reformed House of Commons, by the alacrity of their votes

on the subject of the Bill for stripping Ireland, even of the semblance
of freedom, have given ample evidence that the majority of their num-
ber are merely the willing tools of the Whig Ministry. The preten-
sions of attachment to freedom, with which they greeted their consti-

tuents at the period of the elections, are shown to be false and hollow,
and it is to be hoped that they will henceforth be marked men, and that

Avhatever constituency shall henceforth return them, will be lield to be

as infamous as themselves. I write while the Bill is in its first stage,
and the amendment of Mr. Tennyson negatived, which fact I take to

be indicative of the ultimate result. At this period the minds of the

English people scarce seem sufficiently on the alert, they seem to re-

gard the proceeding with rather more of apathy than is exactly whole-

some. It may be a deceptive appearance, and I would fain hope so,

for although the Bill is apparently directed only against a few disor-

derly Irishmen, it is in reality an engine of the most abhorrent oppres-

sion, by which eight millions of people are placed under the arbitrary
rule of military officers, a race of men whose success in life depends
entirely upon their sycophancy to absolute power, without appeal, each

one to his superior, from the lowest up to the highest. What a per-
.son obnoxious to them or to their superiors has to expect, when tried

by them, has been clearly shown forth in their conduct to Somerville

and Brereton. Humanity shown to the peoi)le, is in their estimation
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One of the highest crimes, and the '*
gentlemen" who let themselves out

for wages to wear a livery, and to perform legalized murder, will in-

feUibljr visit it with the most unsparing ferocity ; for the very fact of

evincing humanity, is a tacit reproach to themselves. Martial law,
and all its brutal accompaniments, is about to be proclaimed in Ireland,

and if the people of England calmly look on, and permit the working
of atrocity, they will ere long be made to reap the penalty of their

supineness, in their own persons. The true object in suspending all

law, is not the putting down of illegal, by leg^l, outrage, but the reso-

lution of the Whigs to maintain, under the show of a sham reform,
the Irish Church establishment, and the mischievous impost of tithes,

in all which the oligarchy, and themselves as a portion of the oligar-

chy, are so deeply interested, as a provision for the " scions of their
.

noble stocks." They know that if the Irish Church should fall, it will

infallibly drag down the English Church in its ruins, and they would
rather brutalize the people after the recipe of Mr. Stanley, than give

up their prey. They go cautiously to work in the matter, and take

advantage of some remaining prejudices amongst the English people,
to call the Irish hard names, and begin the struggle on their soil as an

outpost. They \vill if they can, destroy the Irish leaders. Remorse will

scarcely prevent them, if fear does not, and if the English people look

calmly on, what shall prevent them from suffering in turn under a

yoke like that they will have permitted to be placed around the necks
of their brethren ? The Humes and the Attwoods will scarcely escape
the fate of the O'Connells and Shiels, when once the dogs of war are

slipped, with the unsparing aristocracy on the vantage ground. The
days of Manchester, and worse than Manchester, will have returned.

' With regard to Ireland, the fact of disturbances existing on her soil

is nothing new ; they have existed ever since the period of its con-

quest, and will continue to exist so long as misrule shall continue,
and it requires no ghost from the grave to prophesy, that misrule will

not cease so long as the Whig Ministry shall hold the reins of power.
The proximate source of Irish turbulence, is the pressure of population

against the means of subsistence, to a greater extent than in almost

any other country : the immediate source, is the misrule which pre-
vents that education, which would remove the causes of over-popula-
tion. There are numerous persons wlio reason in a most absurd strain,

that absenteeism is the sole cause of Irish misery, as if the people at

large would get a jot more of the produce of the land, as if they would

pay less rent, with a resident than with an absentee proprietar)-. These
reasoners say,

" Let the produce of the soil be consumed on the soiL

Instead of exporting it, let it be paid away in Poor's Rates." They
sefm to forget altogether, that much of the produce sent away, is re-

paid by necessaries of English manufacture, and that their proposition
is saying, in other words,

" Sell all your clothes and buy food with
the money." And as for the rent which the landlords get from their

property, their understanding will not let them imagine, that whether
the landlord resides upon his estate or in England, he would purchase
with his money just the same articles of foreign production, and
whether he consumed the produce of his estate in Irish provisions on
the spot, or exported it for his consumption in England, could make
no difference. The only difference which could possibly occur by land-

N«. 76. T
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lords being bonnd to the soil would be, that they would give work to

some few Irish domestic servants, and some few mechanics, and by
just so much England would suffer. Cut off all communication be-

tween England and Ireland, and the latter would be plus food, minus
clotlies, and thus be enabled to breed more beggars. Kill off the land-

lords, and a larger portion of beggars might be made to exist on the

same soil, and if the beggars procured nothing but food, and had no-

thing to sell to buy clotlies, they might in time be bred down into the

state of entire savages. The landlords help to produce this state of

things by their conduct in renting their estates to the highest bidder,

taking advantage of the numbers in the market. They, or their agents,
rent the land in small potato patches, on which it is impossible for

any reputable peasant to exist in comfort, and consequently numerous
families exist in misery, where a few only should be placed, AVere
the landlords to calculate the capabilities of a farm, and so to adapt the

size and rent, that a farmer might get a comfortable income, he would

bring up his family respectably, and set an example to those around

him, as is the case in many parts of England, and where possibly, in

some few cases, the Poor Laws may act favourably, as a penalty upon
the landlords who neglect the moral condition of the peasantry around

them, and are punished bv being obliged to maintain the paupers re-

sulting fi'om over-multiplication. Only in this point of view, can it be

contemplated as a desirable object to introduce Poor Laws in Ireland.

Were the landlords obliged to maintain the pauper-bred peasantry, ic

is just possible that they would find it to their interest to discourage

potato patches, and thus diminish breeding. The home colonization

scheme of Mr. Sadler, would, if persevered in, produce the same effects

in England as Ireland is now labouring under. The Whitefeet, and

men of a dozen otlier denominations, who prowl, and have prowled, by
night, may all be classed as s/arving men, who, like the wild beasts of

the forest, seek their prey in darkness. They are the pinched and un-

fed paupers of Ireland. Were the paupers of England in the same

condition, they would do the same things. No man who has sufficient

food, and a home, and a bed, is fond of midnight wandering. It has

been said that the rents in Ireland are enormously high. 'J'iiis seems

strange. If so, why do not the English landlords oti'er their farms to

Irish tenants, and thus raise their rents ? Because they fear that they
would lose more in Poor's Rates, than they gained in rent. But

Avhatever be the case in Ireland, there is no doubt tliat tlie people are

gradually improving, and it may be doubted, whether more murders

occur in Ireland than in England, compared with the population.
Had any thing like wisdom or honesty governed the councils of the

Wliigs, the tithes might liave been commuted, and preserv:^d as an

education fund for the people, just as the American people, when lay-

ing out a new state, ])reserve a qiiantity of tlie land to produce a reve-

nue for the maintenance of schools. But that which the people would

freely have given for so useful a ])uri)()se, will be unflinchingly resisted,

when a|)plied for by a coarse soldiery, for the benefit of a disgustingly

ra])aci(jus clergy.
'

Tlie Whigs, with their large majority of an obsequious House of

Commons, are doulalcss triumphant for the present, and together with

Mr. Stanley, gloat in unseemly mirtli over their unlialJowed purpose,
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but let them beware ! Even though Ireland he for a while stricken

down, the dormant spirit of England only slumbers. If a treacherous

executive succeeds for a while in breaking down the barrier of the laws,

there will come at last a fearful day of retribution, when acts of in-

demnity will be held of no avail, by a long suffering, betrayed, and

insulted people.
" He who sheds man's blood, by man shall his blood

be shed 1" The barricades of Paris were buiit up in the defence of a

broken covenant. Let not those who would play a Bourbon part,

dream of so light an escape. They are hated witli a hate no time can

quench, and there are many who would follow them to the ends of the

earth, to visit a nation's vengeance upon them, for the abhorrent cruelty

which, in the day of power, knew not how to spare the advocates of

a patriot cause. Such feelings of revenge are to be deplored, 5ut they

are, alas I a part of the present condition of humanity.'

TO KATHLEEX.

Tnor hast jetty eyes in brightness glancing,
Glossv ringlets in the free air dancing,
Cheek from rose to lily ever changing
As thro' feeling's world thy thought is ranging.

Thou brlngest gifts of nature's fairest treasure

To those who reckon every flower a pleasure,

Dewy darlings! exquisite creations,

E'en their shadows seem to have sensations!

Yet should beauty fade, and flowers wither,

I will bid thee ever welcome hither ;

Though every charm beside were from thee parted
Tiioii hast that best of all—thou'rt honest-hearted.

Then vrelcome Kathleen, whatsoe'er thou bringest.
Welcome hither when this way tiou wingest,
Not for eye, or cheek, or dewy blossom,
But the heart thou wear'st within thv bosom.

T2
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PAULINE; A FRAGMENT OF A CONFESSION*

The most deeply interesting adventures, the wildest vicissitudes,
the most daring explorations, the mightiest magic, the fiercest con-

flicts, the brightest triumphs, and the most affecting catastrophes,
are those of the spiritual world. Many a self-educated man
could tell a history, as full as that of Robinson Crusoe, of inge-
nious expedients and contrivances, to supply the deficiency of his

mental furniture and resources
;
and fascinating would be the

narrative of the toil, the desperation, the inventions, and the per-
severance of his solitary intellectual life. A poor gardener's boy
in the Highlands of Scotland, such as Stone the mathematician,
had quite as much to do for himself mentally, as must have been
done for his physical support had he been shipwrecked on Juan
Fernandez. And would not the history of Lord Bacon's rich

and stately intellect, the showing how he built up its regal palace,
and organized its powers, and conquered remote provinces to its

dominion, and cultivated its various possessions, and overturned,
first in himself and then for others, the ancient dynasties and des-

potisms beneath which reason had crouched, and founded a new
order of things in the world of philosophy ;

would not this be as

great a theme as the battles of Alexander, the conquest of

Darius, the invasion of India, the scenes of the temple in the

Lybian desert, and of the banqueting hall in Babylon, the found-

ing of Alexandria, and the generation of a brood of kingdoms ?

The faculty of description may be as efficiently exercised in con-

veying the conception of a state of mind as in imparting that of a

group of figures or a landscape. The abasement of a mighty
spirit, brooding over the wreck of character produced by its own
mistaken daring, may be invested with all the touching sublimity
of the historical incident of Marius sitting amid the ruins of

Carthage. The soul has its seasons, which may be sung with all

their contrasted, yet connected phenomena, and with as many an

episode to be naturally and gracefully interwoven, as the solar

year. There is an art, not less felicitous than that which j)roduces
characters like a Creator, and links events together like a provi-
dence, and makes its combinations tend to the premeditated result

like an overruling fate or destiny, in that which traces the growth
of an individual mind, the influences u|)on it of things external,
the powers unfolding themselves within it with all their harmonies
and discords, the ties of association flowing hither and thither

like the films of a s])ider's web, yet strong as iron bands, its

prevailing tendencies and frequent irregularities, with all that

makes it a microcosm, if it be not rather the world of matter that

is the microcosm, and that of mind, the true and essential universe

alone wortiiy of observation and interest. Whoever may tell of

*
London, Sauudtrs and Otley, 1833.
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visiting Timbuctoo, and tracing the course of the Niger ; what-
ever veracious histories may be put forth of kingdoms, ancient or

modem, near or remote
;
how wondrous soever may be the le-

gends which romancers indite of heroes who braved the terrors of

magic, who slew the brave, and loved the beautiful, who now
ascended thrones, and anon were cast into dungeons : in all the

facts and fictions of outer being, which is but as outer darkness

to the light within, never let the world be unheedful of those who
have aught to tell concerning the human soul, so that they be but

duly qualified by 'metaphysical aid,' and make their revelations

with the ascertained authority of philosophical observation or

poetic inspiration. Rightly has Dr. Channing told us, in that

noble exhortation to ' honour all men,'* that ' the great revelation

which man now needs is a revelation of man to himself;' and
that ' the mystery within ourselves, the mystery of our spiritual,

accountable, immortal nature, it behoves us to explore ; happy
are they who have begun to penetrate it.' With sorrow and shame
we say it, that little is to be expected from professional theolo-

gians in this great service. Here and there amongst philosophers
and poets, we find a true hierophant, one who knows what is in

man, and makes it visible, so that we gaze fixedly, as if at the up-
raising of the veil of Isis. From whatever quarter the light may
come, we hail it reverently and gladly. In this is the power of

Channing's own eloquent preachments, to which we have repeat-

edly done homage. This was the charm of those benignant spe-
culations, in which Bailey showed the growth and rights of opinion.
This is the soul of the luscious melodies of Tennyson, and of the
loftier strains of Coleridge. And this must be found iu every
one whose brows are destined to wear the laurel, or be irradiated

by the halo.

The knowledge of mind is the first of sciences
;
the records

of its formation and workings are the most important of histories ;

and it is eminently a subject for poetical exhibition. The annals
of a poet's mind are poetry. Nor has there ever been a genuine
bard, who was not in himself more poetical than any of his pro-
ductions. They are emanations of his essence. He himself is,

or has been, all that he truly and touchingly, /. e. poetically, de-

scribes. Wordsworth, indeed, never carried a pedlar's pack, nor
did Byron ever command a pirate ship, or Coleridge shoot an
albatross

;
but there were times and moods in which their thoughts

intently realized, and identified themselves with the reflective Wan-
derer, the impetuous Corsair, and the ancient Mariner. They felt

their feelings, thought their thoughts, burned with their passions
dreamed their dreams, and lived their lives, or died their deaths.
In relation to his creations, the poet is the omnific spirit in

whom they have their being. All their vitality must exist in his

life. He ouly, in them, displays to us fragments of himself. The
* Discourse 4 of the volume recently imported.
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j)oem, in uliich a great poet should reveal the whole of himself to

mankind would be a study, a dehght^and a power, for which there

is yet no parallel; and around which the noblest creations of the

noblest writers would range themselves as subsidiary luminaries.

These thoughts have been suggested by the work before us,

which, though evidently a hasty and imperfect sketch, has truth

and life in it, which gave us the thrill, and laid hold of us with

the power, the sensation of which has never yet failed us as a test

of genius. Whoever the anonymous author may be, he is a poet.

A pretender to science cannot always be safely judged of by a

brief jiublication, for the knowledge of some facts does not imply
the knowledge of other facts; but the claimant of poetic honours

may generally be appreciated by a few pages, often by a few lines,

for if ihey be poetry, he is a poet. We cannot judge of the house

by the brick, but we can judge of the statue of Hercules by its

foot. We felt certain of Tennyson, before we saw the book, by
a few verses which had straggled into a newspaper ;

we are not

less certain of the author of Pauline.

Pauline is the reci])ient of the confessions : the hero is as

anonymous as the author, and this is no matter; forpoe^isthe
title both of the one and the other. The confessions have nothing
in them which needs names : the external world is only reflected

in them in its faintest shades; its influences are only described

after they have penetrated into the intellect. We have never read

any thing more ])urely confessional. The whole composition is of

the spirit, spiritual. The scenery is in the chambers of thought ;

the agencies are powers and j)asbions ;
the events are transitions

from one state of spiritual existence to another. And yet the

composition is not dreamy ;
there is on it a deep stamp of reality.

Still less is it characterised by coldness. It has visions that we love

to look u{)on, and tones that touch the inmost heart till it responds.
The poet's confessions are introduced with an analysis of his

s{)iritual constitution, in whicli he is described as iiaving an in-

tense consciousness of individuality, combined with a sense of

power, a self-supremacy, and a ^

princi[)le of restlessness which

would be all, have, see, know, taste, feel all
;'
of this essential self,

imagination is described as tlie characteristic quality; an imagi-

nation, steady and unfailing in its power. A '

yearning alter God,'

or supreme and universal good, unconsciously cherished through
the earlier stages of the history, kee[)s this mintl from utterly dis-

sij)ating itself; and, which seems to us the only j)oint in which the

coherence fails, there is added an unaptness for love, a mere per-

ception of the beautiful, the perception being felt more precious
than its object.

In the progress and developement of the being thus constituted,

we first see a solitary boy, whose mind neither parent, teacher, nor

friend seems to be in communion with, or influencing ;
untutored

by any one, unuttructed towards any one, shut up by himself in a
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libran', and spontaneously intent ou those great classic writers of

antiquity, who should he thus studied when studied by boys at all,

instead of being vulgarized by the whippery of grammar schools,

*

They came to me iu my first dawn of life,

Which passed alone with wisest ancient books,
All halo-girt with fancies of my own,
And I myself went with the tale—a god,

AVandering after beauty
—or a giant,

Standing vast in the sunset—an old hunter.

Talking wilh gods
—or a high-crested chief.

Sailing with troops of friends to Tenedos
;
—

I tell you, naught has ever been so clear

As the place, the time, the fashion of those lives.

I had not seen a work of lofty art,

Nor woman's beauty, nor sweet nature's face.

Yet, I say, never morn broke clear as those

On the dim clustered isles in the blue sea :

The deep groves, and white temples, and wet caves—
And nothing ever will surprise me now—
Who stood beside the naked Swift-footed,
Who bound my forehead with Proserpine's hair.'

But the ideal, though thus strongly infused into his beinoj, did
not wholly pervade, or permanently elevate it. A vague sense of

power was generated, but the pressure of circumstances kept the

spirit down ;
restraint humbled and corrupted the soul

; and the
mental and moral degradation which had commenced, would have

proceeded rapidly and fatally, but that a purity of taste had been

produced, which interposed to check the downward progress ;
and

in music a ministry was found which was one of preservation, till

the soul was ripened for higher aspirations.
* As peace returned, I sought out some pursuit:
And song rose—no new impulse

—but the one
With which all others best could be combined.

My life has not been that of those whose heaven
Was lampless, save where poesy shone out ;

But as a clime, where glittering mountain-tops.
And glancing sea, and forests steeped in light,
Give back reflected the tar-flashing sun;
For music (which is earnest of a heaven.

Seeing we know emotions strange by it,

Not else to be revealed) is as a voice,
A low voice calling Fancy, as a friend.

To the green woods in the gay summer time.

And she fills all the way with dancing shapes.
Which have made painters pale ;

and they go on
While stars look at them, and winds call to them,
As they leave life's path for the twilight world,
W^here the dead gather. This was not at first.

For I scarce knew what I would do. I had
No wish to paint, no yearning

—but I sang.'
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Dissatisfied with his own acquirements and achievements, the

young minstrel now seeks to know what has been done by the

master spirits of the earth
;
he gazes on the works of mighty bards

and sages ;
he looks unappalled, for he finds his own thoughts

recorded, and his own powers exemphfied ;
he turns from them

to self-study and analysis ;
his sight is sharpened and his power

excited by introspection ;
he feels the misgivings felt of old, and

would make, or recognise the discovery desired of old : he too

would solve the world's enigma.
' I dreamed not of restraint, but gazed

On all things : schemes and systems went and came,
And I was proud (being vainest of the weak),
In wandering o'er them, to seek out some one
To be my own : as one should wander o'er

The white way for a star.'

He enters the world, and the bright theories which at first spread
their lustre over the affairs of real life, are soon darkened and dis-

sipated by his nearer observance. A corresponding change in him-

self follows.

' And suddenly, without heart-wreck, I awoke
As from a dream—I said, 'twas beautiful,

Yet but a dream
; and so adieu to it.

As some world-wanderer sees in a far meadow

Strange towers, and walled gardens, thick with trees,

Where singing goes on, and delicious mirth,
And laughing fairy creatures peeping over.

And on the morrow, when he comes to live

For ever by those springs, and trees, fruit-tlushed

And fairy bowers—all his search is vain.

Well I remember * * * *

First went my hopes of perfecting mankind,
And faith in them—then freedom in itself,

And virtue in itself—and then my motives' ends,

And powers and loves ;
and human love went last.

I felt this no decay, because new powers
Rose as old feelings left—wit, mockery,
And happiness ; for I had oft been sad.

Mistrusting my resolves : but now I cast

Hope joyously away— I laughed and said,
" No more of this

"—1 must not think ;
at length

I look'd again to see how all went on.'

The consciousness of intellectual power when the moral facul-

ties were thus chilled into heartlessness and selfishness, is splen-

didly pictured.
' My powers were greater

—as some temple seemed

My soul, Avhere naught is changed, and incense rolls

Around the altar—only God is gone,
And suinc dark spirit sitteth in his seat !
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So I passed through the temple ; and to me
Knelt troops of shadows ; and they cried,

"
Hail, king !

" We serve thee now, and thou shalt serve no more !

'' Call on us, prove us, let us worship thee !"

And I said,
" Are ye strong

—let fancy bear me
"Far from the past."

—And I was borne away
As Arab birds float sleeping in the wind.
O'er deserts, towers, and forests, I being calm

;

And I said,
"

I have nursed up energies,
"
They will prey on me." And a band knelt low.

And cried,
"
Lord, we are here, and we will make

" A way for thee—in thine appointed life

" O look on us !

' And I said,
" Ye will worship

" Me
;
but my heart must worship too." They shouted,

"
Thyself

—thou art our king !" So I stood there

Smiling'
*«**»«

This state, which every superior mind has probably been in, and
which has endured through the whole existence of some extraor-

dinary men—Voltaire for instance ; is described through several

pages, with its various incidents, fluctuations, and modifications,
until the moral power shows its returning life by a feeling of irri-

table dissalisfaction, a longing after higher good, and a sense of

capacity for its enjoyment. There is a groping about after some-

thing to rest upon ;
a vain attempt to cherish delusion and preju-

dice, rather than be left utterly loveless
;
and at length the soul

throws itself upon religion, like a hunted bird dropping into its

own nest.

' O God ! where does this tend—these struggling aims !

What would I have ? what is this "
sleep," which seems

To bound all ? can there be a "
waking" point

Of cro\vning life ? The soul would never rule—
It would be first in all things

—it would have
Its utmost pleasure filled,

— but that complete

Commanding for commanding sickens it.

The last point that I can trace is, rest beneath

Some better essence than itself—in weakness ;

This is
"
myself"

—not what I think should be,

And what is that I hunger for but God ?

My God, my God ! let me for once look on thee

As though naught else existed : we alone.

And as creation crumbles, my soul's spark

Expands till I can say,
" Even from myself

"
I need thee, and I feel thee, and I love thee ;

"
I do not plead my rapture in thy works

" For love of thee—or that I feel as one
" Who cannot die—but there is that in me
" Which turns to thee, which loves, or which should love."

' Why have I girt myself with this hell-dress ?

Why have I laboured to put out my life ?
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Is it not in my nature to adore,

And e'en for all my reason do I not

Feel liim, and thank him, and pray to him ?—Now.
Can I forego tlie trust that he loves me ?

Do I not feel a love which only one
thou pale form, so dimly seen, deep-eyed,

1 liave denied thee calmly
—do I not

Pant when I read of thy consummate deeds,

And burn to see thy calm, pure trutiis out-flash

The brightest gleams of earth's philosophy ?

Do I not shake to liear aught question thee ? . . .

' If I am erring save me, madden me,
Take from me powers, and pleasures

—let me die

Ages, so I see thee : I am knit round
As with a charm, by sin and lust and pride,
Yet tho' my wandering dreams have seen all sliapes
Of strange delight, oft have I stood by ihee—
Have I been keeping lonely watch with thee,

In the damp night by weeping Olivet,
Or leaning on thy bosom, proudly less—
Or dying witii thee on the lonely cross—
Or witnessing thy bursting from the tomb !'

And now when he has run the whole toilsome yet giddy round
and arrived at the goal, there arises, even though that goal be

religion, or because it is religion, a yearning after human sympa-
tliies and affections, wiiich would not Inive assorted with any state

or moment of the previous experience; he could not have loved

before
;

at one time it would have been only a fancy, a cold, and

yet j)erhaps extravagant imagining ;
at anotlier, a low and selfish

passion. Some souls are purified by love, others are purified for
io\e. Othello needed not Desdemona to listen to his tale of
disastrous chances ; they were only external perils, repaid by
cle\ated station

;
but the mind that has gone through more than

his vicissitudes, been in deeper dangers, and deadlier struggles,
e\en when it rests at last in a far liigher repose and dignity, yearns
for some one who will '

seriously incline' to listen to the '

strange
eventful history,' one who will sym[)athize and soothe, who will

receive the confession, and gi\e the absolution of heaven its best

earthly ratification, that of a pure and loving heart. The poem
is addressed to Pauline

;
with her it begi'is, and ends

;
and her

|)resence is felt throughout, as that of a second conscience, wounded

by evil, but never stern, and incor[)orate in a form of beauty, which
blends and softens the strong contrasts of diflerent portions of the

poem, so that all might he murmured by the breath of affection.

'i he author cannot ex{)ect such a poem as this to be popular, (o

make ' a hit,' to i)roduce a ' sensation.' The [jublic are but slow
in recognising the claims of Tennyson, whom in some respects he

resembles; and the common eye scarcely yet discerns among the
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hiurel-crowned, tlie form of Shelley^ who seems (liow justly, we

stop n(5t now to discuss,) to have been the god of his earlv idola-

try. ^V'hatever insj-iration may have been upon him from that

deity, the mysticism of the original oracles has been happily
avoided. And whatever resemhlauce he may bear to Tennyson,
(a fellow worshipper probably at the same shrine) he owes nothing
of the perhaps inferior melody of his verse to an employment of

archaisms v.hich it is difficult to defend from the charge of affec-

tation. But he has not given himself the chance for popularity
which Tennyson did, and which it is evident that he easily might
have done. His poem stands alone, with nore of those slight
but taking accompaniments, songs that sing themselves, sketches

that every body knows, light little lyrics, floating about like hum-
ming birds, around the trunk and foliage of the poem itself; and
which would attract so many eyes, and delight so many ears, that

will be slow to perceive the higher beauty of that composition, and
to whom a sycamore is no sycamore, unless it be ' musical with

bees.' That his not having done so, is owing to no want of the

picturesque faculty, the grace, the sentiment which give their

charm to such minor effusions, can soon be shown by a few quo-
tations taken as they rise in the volume. We shall intermix with
these as they may happen to come, others of a higher class, to

complete the exemplification already contained in our citations of
the author's powers.
The following is a pretty instance of that peculiarity of modern

})0etry, arising from its more philosophical character, by which the
internal is brought to illustrate the external, and the feelin^' is

made an image of the object.

'

Spring's first breath

Blew soft from the moist hills—the biack-thorn boughs,
So dark in the bare wood ; when glistening
In the sunsliine were white witli coming buds.
Like the bright side of a sorrow—and the banks

Had violets opening from sleep like eyes.'

Shelley was the author's adoration and inspiration when it was,
or seemed to him, a solitary thing to feel that power, which he now
believes to be expanding into dominion. Ihe fervency, the remem-

brance, the half regret mingling with the exultation of the foUow-

iuir passage are as true, as its leading image is beautiful.

' Sun-treader— life and light be thine for ever ;

Thou art gone from us—years go by
—and spring

Gladdens, and the young earth is beautiful,

Yet thy songs come not—other bards arise.

But none like thee—they stand—thy majesties,
Like mighty works which tell some Spirit there

Hath sat regardless of neglect and scorn,

Till, its long task completed, it hath risen
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And left us, never to return : and all

Rush in to peer and praise when all in vain. ^
The air seems bright with thy past presence yet,

But thou art still for me, as thou hast been

When I have stood with thee, as on a throne

With all thy dim creations gathered round

Like mountains,—and I felt of mould like them,

And creatures of my own were mixed with them,
Like things half-lived, catching and giving life.

But thou art still for me, who have adored.

Though single, panting but to hear thy name.
Which I believed a spell to me alone.

Scarce deeming thou wert as a star to men—
As one should worship long a sacred spring
Scarce worth a moth's flitting, which long grasses cross,

And one small tree embowers droopingly,

Joying to see some wandering insect won.
To live in its few rushes—or some locust

To pasture on its boughs
—or some wild bird

Stoop for its freshness from the trackless air,

And then should find it but the fountain-head,

Long lost, of some great river—washing towns
^

And towers, and seeing old woods which will live

But by its banks, untrod of human foot,

Which, when the great sun sinks, lie quivering
In light as some thing lietli half of life

Before God's foot—waiting a wondrous change—Then girt with rocks which seek to turn or stay

Its course in vain, for it does ever spread
Like a sea's arm as it goes rolling on.

Being the pulse of some great country
—so

Wert thou to me—and art thou to the world.

And I, perchance, half feel a strange regret,

That I am not what I have been to thee.'

Painful, and yet one of the few pains which are lovely, is the

chansie described in the lines which follow, and the feeling wilh

which it is combined.

And then know that this curse will come on us,

To see our idols perish
—we may wither.

Nor marvel—we are clay ;
but our low fate

Should not extend to them, whom trustingly
We sent before into Time's yawning gulf,

To face whate'er may lurk in darkness there—
To see the painters' glory pass, and feel

Sweet music move us not as once, or worst,

To sec decaying wits ere the frail body

])ecays. Naught makes me trust in love so really,
As the deliglit of the contented lowness

AVitli which I gjize on souls I'd keep for ever

In beauty
—I'd be sad to equal them ;
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I'd feed tlieir fame e'en from my heart's best blood,

Withering unseen, that they might flourish still.'

Here is a picture,
' Andromeda !

And she is with me—years roll, I shall change,
But change can touch her not—so beautiful

AVith her dark eyes, earnest and still, and hair

Lifted and spread by the salt-sweeping breeze;
And one red-beam, all the storm leaves in heaven,

Resting upon her eyes and face and hair.

As she awaits the snake on the wet beach.

By the dark rock, and the white wave just breaking
At her feet

; quite naked and alone,—a thing
You doubt not, nor fear for, secure that God
Will come in thunder from the stars to save her.'

Our next quotation is towards the conclusion of the poem,
where tiie recovering spirit meekly and trustingly invokes the

tendings of affection for its perfect restoration.

' The land which gave me thee shall be our home,
Where nature lies all wild amid her lakes

And snow-swathed mountains, and vast pines all girt
With ropes of snow—where nature lies all bare,

Sufl^ering none to view her but a race

Most stinted and deformed—like the mute dwarfs
Which wait upon a naked Indian queen.
And there (the time being when the heavens are thick

With storms) I'll sit with thee while thou dost sing

Thy native songs, gay as a desert bird

Who crieth as he flies for perfect joy.
Or telling me old stories of dead knights.
Or I will read old lays to tliee—how she,

The fair pale sister, went to her chill grave
With power to love, and to be loved, and live.

Or we will go together, like twin gods
Of the infernal world, with scented lamp
Over the dead—to call and to awake—
Over the unshaped images Avhich lie

Within my miiid's cave—only leaving all

That tells of the past doubts. So when spring comes,
And sunshine conies again like an old smile,

And the fresh waters, and awakened birds,

And budding woods await us— I shall be

Prepared, and we will go and think again.
And all old loves shall come to us—but changed
As some sweet thought which harsh words veiled before

;

Feeling God loves us, and that all that errs.

Is a strange dream which death will dissipate ;

And then when I am firm we'll seek again

My own land, and again I will approach

My old designs, and calmly look on all
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Tlie works of my past weakness, as one A'iews

Some scene where danger met him long before.'

Our limits comioel ns to pause. Our opinion will be readily
inferred from the quantity which v>-e have quoted from a publica-
tion of only seventy page?:'. The chief blemish is a note ascribed

to Pauline, ]). 55; and there are a few passages rather obscure,
' but that's not much.' In recognising a poet we cannot stand

upon trifles, nor fret ourselves about such matters. Time enough
for that afterwards, when larger Avorks come before us. Archimedes
in the bath had many particulars to settle about specific gravities,
and I Hero's crown, but he first gave a glorious leap and shouted
Eureka!

WRITINGS OF JUNIUS REDIVIVUS.*

TiTK prolific and ])opular writer who has stumbled upon this

pseudonyme, literally, as we surmise,
'
in default of a better,' (for

a title less indicative of his individualizing peculiarities could not

well liave been chosen,) has recently made himself known through
our pages to as many of the readers of the '

llepository' as had
not made his acquaintance previously through some other medium.

J3y including ^ls among the many organs of utterance through
wliich he speaks fortli the truths which are in liim, to a world
which never stood more in need of truths so profitable, he has
afforded to us a testimonial of his good wishes and good oi)inion,
which we prize highly, but which would be somewhat less precious
to us, if it carried with it any obligation to be silent concerning
the good we think of him. We know- to what constructions we

ex])Ose ourselves in })raising an avowed conti-ibutor to our work
;

but no person shall be a contributor to any work of ours whom we
ratuict conscientiously ])raise. As of all other friends, so of

liteiiuy auxiliaries, we hold nothing unfit to be spoken which is

fit t'; be thought. And they who, in all cases without exce[ition,

icgulatc; their sj-.eech by no other rule than that of sincerity and

siiujilicity, arc indeed more liable to misconstruction on any single
c^ccasion than those wdio are studious of appearances, but less so

in their total career : on that security we rely.
On the present occasion our renuu-Jcs will relate, not so much

to the two books of Avjiich we ha\e transcribed tiie titles, or any
o( liic other writings of tiie same author, but rather to the quali-
ties of the; a.uthrn- liimself as therein exhibited. Nor is lliis, when

lightly considered, the least important of the aspects under which
a hook, be il e\er so valuable, (unless it be u book of pure sci-

'1 he
ri(,i'.Mcin;,' Mail's ('(unviinion ; im ]''ssay on <1k' I'n'sont Stnte of Society,

Jiloral, ]\,iitic.,l, iiml I'liviciil, in iMi'^land. Si'i-onil Kililimi, with iKldilione,
A Tak of Tucurnan, willi

Dii;n.'ssii)ijs-, Euijliiili uiul Aim'rican, &c. &C.
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ence,) can be looked at. Let the word be what it may, so it be

but spoken with a truthful intent, this one thing must he in-

teresting in it, that it has been spoken by man—that it is the

authentic record of something which has actually been thought or

felt by a human being. Let that be sure, and even though in

every other sense the word be false, there is a truth in it greater
than that which it affects to communicate : we learn from it to

know one human soul. ' Man is infinitely precious to man,' not

only because where sympathy is not, what we term to live is but

to get through life, but because in all of us, except here and there

a sj^ar-like, self-poised nature, which seems to have attained with-

out a^ioTggle the heiijhts to which others must clamber in some
travail and distress, the beginning of all nobleness and strength is

the faith that such nobleness and such strength have existed and
do exist in others, how few soever and how scattered. A book
which gives evidence of any rare kind of moral qualities in its

author is a treasure to which all the contents of all other books

are as dross. ^Vhat is there in the writings even of Plato or of

Milton so eternally valuable to us as the assurance they give that

a Plato and a Milton have been ? been in this very world of ours,

where, therefore, we also, according to the measure of our oppor-
tunities, may, if we will, be the like. The gospel itself is not

more a gospel [suxyysXm) by the doctrines it teaches, than be-

cause it is the record of the life of Christ.

It is one of the evils of modern periodical writings, that we

rarely learn from them to know their author. In those sibylline
leaves wherein men scatter abroad their thoughts, or what seem
their thoughts, we have little means of identifying the productions
of the same sibyl ; and no one particular oracle affords by itself

sufficient materials for judging whether the prophet be a real

soothsayer. It is so easv in a single article to pass off adopted
ideas and feelings for the genuine produce of the writer's mind;
it is so difficult on one trial to detect him who, aiming only at the

plausible, finds and converts to tliat meaner purpose the same

arguments which occur to him who is earnestly seeking for the

true. Would but every person who writes anonymously adopt,
like Junius Hediviyus, a uniform signature, whereby all the ema-
nations of one individual mind might have their common origin
attested, great would be the advantage to upright and truthful

writing, and great the increase of difficulties to imposture in all

its kinds and degrees. xA. periodical writer would then have a
character to lose or to gain ;

the imfairness, or ignorance, or

presumption which he might manifest in one production, would
have their due influence in diraini5;hing the credit of another; a

comparison between different writings of the same author would
disclose whether his opinions varied acconlin<j to the point he had
to carry, or wavered from the absence of any fixed principles of

judgment. A man who pretends to the intellect or the virtue
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\\\\\c\\ he has not, may deceive once, but he will betray himself

somewhere : it is easy to keep up a false seeming for the space
of an article, but dithcult for a whole literary life. If the writer,

on the contrary, be wise and honest, the more we read of his

writings, knowing them to be his, the more thoroughly we shall

trust him, and the better we shall learn to comprehend him.

Every one of his opinions or sentiments which comes to our

knowledge helps us to a more perfect understanding of all the

rest; and the light they reflect on each other is a protection to

the author against having his meaning mistaken, with all precau-
tions taken together. He may then write with directness and

freedom, not timidly guarding himself by a running comment of

deprecatory explanation, nor encumbering his argument or in-

terrupting the flow of his feelings by qualifications or reserves

Avhich may better be supplied from the reader's previous acquaint-
ance with the writer. The importance of this consideration will

be most apparent to those who are most sensible how intimately
all truths are connected : to those who know, that only by the

general cast of an author's opinions and sentiments, and not by

any sufficient explanation which he usually has it in his power to

give on that particular occasion, can we with certainty determine

the sense in which he understands, and means us to understand,
his own propositions.

The foregoing remarks cannot be better illustrated than by the

exam[)le of the writer who furnished the occasion on w-hich they
are made. We prize the writings of Junius Redivivus for the

many valuable truths which are embodied and diflused in them,
truths often, as w-e cheerfully acknowledge, new to us, almost al-

ways newly illustrated, and to have arrived at which required, if

not a subtle and profound, a penetrating, sagacious, and enlarged

understanding. But this, which is so much, is the least part of

what we owe to Junius Redivivus, nor are his writings chiefly

])recious for what they are, but for what they show him to be : in

so far as is possible for inanimate letter-[)ress, they give to the

world, once more, assurance of a man. It fs men the world lacks

now, much more than books ;
or if it wants hooks, wants them

principally for lack of men : of old mankind were often so far

sii|)erior to their ideas; 7iOw their ideas are so far superior to them.

There are truths spread abroad in the world in ample measure,
were there but the intellect to grasp them, and the strength to act

up to them. 13ut how often does it happen that when be is most

wanted, we know where to look for the man who is possessed

by the truth—whose mind has absorbed it, and, better still, of

whose desires and affections it has become the paramount ruler !

>\e do not mean by the truth, this or that little bit of truth here

and there, but the a// of truth which a conscientious man needs in

ordiM- to shape his j)ath through the world, much more to be a

light and a protection to others ;
—the «//, or but barely so much
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of it as is necessary for doing any one important thing well and

thoroughly.
We are grateful, then, to Junius Redivivus, that he has put the

mark of common parentage upon his mind's offspring,
—that he

has not cut up his literary identity into separate and small frag-
ments, each of which might have belonged to an entire being so
far inferior to what (it is impossible not to believe) he is. For
if any writings of the present age bespeak a strong, healthy, and

well-proportioned mental fame, his do. If he had told us his

name, his birth, parentage, station, profession, all these particulars
the knowledge of which is usually termed knowledge of the man,
that were probably nothing: of all that in any way concerns us,
his moral and intellectual being, we have assurance sufficient.

With all the freshness of youthful feelings, he unites an extent

of practical experience and knowledge of life, impossible in one

very young, and aflbrding the happiest earnest that the fountains

of emotion at which others drink and pass on, will flow beside

his path, refreshing and inspiring the whole of his earthly journey.
One-sided men commonly enforce their partial views with a vehe-

mence and an air of strong conviction which persons of more

comprehensive minds are often without, being unable to throw
their whole souls into a part only of the truth which lies before

them : but the advantage for which others are indebted to their

narrowness, Junius Redivivus derives from the excitability and
ardour of his temperament : the idea or feeling required by the

immediate purpose, seems to possess him as entirely as if that

were the only purpose he had in life : but the other idea or feel-

ing which ought to accompany and qualify the first, is there in

reality, though appearing not, unless called for : look somewhere
else and you will find the remainder of the truth supplied, and
what seemed partial in the feeling, corrected by tokens that all

other feelings proper to the occasion, are equally strong and

equally habitual. There is an evidence of hearty conviction and

energetic will in all the writings of this author which compels the

persuasion that he would be as ready to act upon all he pVo-
fesses as to profess it : being, as we may gather from the particu-
lars he lets fall of his own life, inured to self-reliance, and not

unaccustomed to difficulties or even to emergencies. He writes

as one in whom there still survived something of the spirit of the

ancient heroes, along with the superior humanity and the superior
refinement of modern times.

It is seldom, indeed, that a wise man''s praise can be unquali-
fied; yet of the jnan Junius Redivivus, as shown in his writings,
there is little or nothing to be said on the disparaging side; of the
works themselves somewhat. He is not a great writer : will he
ever be ? Possibly not : yet only perhaps because he does not de-

sire it : he has never shown the capacity, but then he has never
shown the wish, to produce a finished performance. Is this to be

No. 76. U
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regretted ? we hesitate to answer yes : great writers write for pos-

terity, hut frequent writers are those who do good in their genera-
tion

;
and no great writer, whom we remember, was a frequent

writer, except Voltaire. Junius Redivivus writes far more power-

fully than could be expected, from one who has written in two

years as much as would amount to many volumes, and every
word of it with thought. Writing of a very high order is thrown

away when it is buried in periodicals, which are mostly read but

once, and that hastily : yet the only access now to the general

public, is through periodicals. An article in a newspaper or a

magazine, is to the public mind no more than a drop of water on

a stone
;
and like that, it produces its effect by repetition.

The peculiar
* mission' of this age, (if we may be allowed to

borrow from the new French school of philosophers a term which

they have abused,) is to popularize among the many, the more

immediately practical results of the thought and experience of the

few. This is marked out as the fittest employment for the pre-
sent epoch, partly because now for the first time it ca7i be done,

partly because anything of a still higher description cannot ; un-

less writers are willing to forego immediate usefulness, and take

their chance, that what is neglected by their own age will reach

posterity. In this, then, which is the great intellectual business

of our time, Junius Redivivus is better qualified to render eminent

service, than a more eminent writer. It is true, that all he has

written, perhaps all he will ever have the inclination or the pa-
tience to write, will be ephemeral : but if each production only
lasts its day or year, each new day or year produces a successor :

and though his works shall perish, it will not be until they have

planted in many minds, truths Avhich shall survive them, and
awakened in many hearts a spirit which will not die.

The staple of all popular writing in the present crumbling con-

dition of the social fabric, must be politics : and politics predo-
minate in the writings of Junius Redivivus. But he writes not as

one to whom politics are all in all : he knows the limits of what

laws and institutions can do : he never expresses himself, as if

any form of polity could give to mankind even the outward requi-
sites of happiness, much less render them actually happy, in

spite of themselves, or as if a people individually ignorant and

selfish, could as a community by any legerdemain of checks and

balances conjure up a government better than the men by whom
it is carried on. Politics with our author are important, but not

all-important. The great concern with him is, the improvement
of the human beings themselves : of which the improvement of

their institutions will be a certain
effect, may be in so?ne degree a

cause, and is so far even a necessary condition, that until it is ac-

complished, none of the other causes of improvement can have

fair
[)l;iy. The individual man must after all work out his own

destiny, not have it worked out for him by a king, or a House of
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Commons
;
but he can hardly be in a suitable frame of raind

for seeing and feeling this, while he is smarting under the sense of

hardship and wrong from other men. Nor is this the worst
;
for

the laws of a country, to a great degree, make its morals. Power,
and whatever confers power, have been in all ages the great objects
of the admiration of mankind : the most obvious kind of power
to common apprehension, is power in the state

;
and according as

that is obtained by rank, court favour, riches, talents, or virtues,
the favourable sentiments of mankind will attach themselves, and.

their ambition will be directed to one or another of these attri-

butes. Plato expected no great improvement in the lot of hu-

manity, until philosophers were kings, or kings philosopliers ;

without indulging so romantic a wish, we believe that in the many
there will be little of the requisite culture of the internal na-

ture, and therefore little increase even of outward enjoyments,
until institutions are so framed, that the ascendency over the

minds of men, which naturally accompanies the supreme direction

of their worldly affairs, shall be exercised, we do not say by phi-

losophers, but at the least by honest men, and men who with

adequate practical talents combine the highest appreciation of

speculative wisdom.
In politics, Junius Redivivus is a radical. But since there are

various kinds of radicals, it is fitting to state to which variety of
the species our author belongs. Some men (it

has been well

said) are radicals, only because they are not lords : this will not
suit our author

; who, it is evident, would scorn equally to accept
or to submit to, irresponsible or unearned superiority. Others
are radicals, because they are of a fretful and complaining dispo-
sition, and accustomed to think present evils worse than any future

contingent ones : such men in the United States would be aristo-

crats : be the order of things what it may, it must have some
faults peculiarly its own, and those faults in the estimation of such

people ensure its condemnation : neither is our author one of
these. He is full of that spirit of love, which suffers little besides

loveliness to be visible where loveliness is, and which boils up,
and explodes in indignation only when heated by the contact of
evil unmixed or predominant. Even in a semi-barbarous people,
like those of Spanish America, he finds ample food for admira-
tion and sympathy; in the 'Tale of Tucuman,' and elsewhere, he
dwells with peculiar complacency upon whatever those nations
afford of beautiful or noble. Others again are radicals, merely
because the taxes are too high : they can conceive of no evil ex-

cept poverty, and finding themselves poor, or seeing that their

neighbours are so, think it is the fault of the Government for

hindering them from being rich
;

not so our author : he sees that

there is a cause independent of Government, which makes the

majority poor, and keeps them so, where it is not counteracted
either by natural or artificial checks

;
this is, the tendency of po-

pulation to a more rapid increase than is compatible with high
U2
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wages. No person has inculcated this truth with greater earnest-

ness and perseverance, or in a manner more Ukely to impress it

upon the minds of those who are most directly interested in it,

than Junius Redivivus. And there is nothing by which he is

more honourably distinguished, both from the demagogue, and
from the more ignorant or narrow-minded of the radicals. This
is one of the most striking instances of the remark we made, that

his truths are seldom half-truths. A perception of the abuses of

existing Governments without a sense of the dependence of wages
on a limitation of the number of labourers, has led many into

grievous errors : so has a perception of the latter half-truth with-

out the former : but let a man once openly perceive and under-

stand both, and his aberrations in political opinion are by that

sole fact restrained within comparatively narrow limits.

Our author is a radical, because he is convinced both from

principle and from history, that is both from the experience of

men and of nations, that power, without accountability to those

over whom, and for whose benefit it is to be exercised, is for the

most part a source of oppression to them, and of moral corrup-
tion to those in whom the power resides. On the same principle
we are radicals also : not that we consider the above proposition
to be true without exception : nor do we in any case look upon
it as embracing tlie ivhole of what ought to be taken into consider-

ation in forming our practical conclusions : but we hold it to

contain as much of the (ruth, as is amjdy sufficient to prove all

institutions worthless, which like most of those which now exist,

are constructed in utter defiance, or entire negligence of it.

For the details of our author's political opinions, and his appli-
cations of them to the existing state of society in England, we
refer our readers to ' The Producing Man's Companion,' which
has been revised and greatly enlarged in this second edition. We
shall make no extracts, because, to convey any but a most partial
view of the contents of the volume, would require more copious
citations than our space admits of, and because so interesting, and
so cheap, and ])ortable a work, should be in the hands of every
one whom words of ours can influence. A connected or syste-
matic treatise we cannot call it: the wonder is, how with so little

apparent order or concatenation in his ideas, the author has con-

trived always to think consistently with himself The book is like

those kinds of living creatures which have joints, but no limbs :

no reason can be given why the animals, or why the book, should

not be twice as long ; why the writer sto})ped when he did, or why
he did not stop sooner. But all his opinions are so nicely ad-

justed to one another; they seem mutually to receive and give so

exactly the [)roper, and none but the proj)er modifications ;
that in

his own mind it is clear his ideas are in their right places, though
when poured out upon pajjer ihey defy the very notion of arrange-

ment, and lie one upon another in a kind of heap. This would
be disagreeable if the book were very long, but being short, and
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made up of parts so good in themselves, it scarcely needs that they
should be more artfully put together.
Our author is a most minute observer, both of things and men ;

the extent of his miscellaneous information is truly surprising :

and most of it has evidently been acquired by himself, not derived

from books. He appears to be well versed in experimental phy-
sics, and familiar with the processes of very many branches of

practical industry. His sagacity and ingenuity display themselves

here also in numerous contrivances, and a still greater number of

prophecies of contrivances, which will probably some time or other

be fulfilled. But these belong neither to the works we are review-

ing, nor to the general scope of this article.

One of the most delightful qualities of this author, his lively
admiration and keen enjoyment of the beautiful in all its kinds,

both spiritual and physical, has been nowhere more exemplified
than in his contributions to our work

;
and our readers do not

require from us any assurance of it. Besides the value of this

quality in itself, it has saved him from an error which many, and

they not the most narrow-minded of our social reformers, habitually
fall into

;
the error of expecting that the regeneration of mankind,

if practicable at all, is to be brought about exclusively by the cul-

tivation of what they somewhat loosely term the reasoning faculty ;

forgetting that reasoning must be supplied with premises, complete
as well as correct, if it is to arrive at any conclusions, and that it

cannot furnish any test of the principles or facts from which it sets

out
; forgetting too that, even supposing perfect knowledge to be

attained, no good will come of it, unless the ends, to which the
means have been pointed out, are first desired. But of this, per-

haps, on another occasion, and at greater length. Our object in

introducing the topic was to observe, that this error demonstrates
of those who hold it either a deficiency in themselves, of all mental

faculties, except the calculating understanding, or else that the
oiher powers are so uncultivated, or so ill-cultivated, as to be at

habitual variance with that faculty. It is olherwise with Junius
Redivivus : his sensibility to beauty has contributed largely to

quicken his intellect and exj)and his views; and in nothing more
so than in opening his eyes to the importance of poetry and art,

as instruments of human improvement on the largest scale.

Where the sense of beauty is wanting, or but faint, the under-

standing must be contracted: there is so much which a person,
unfurnished with that sense, will never have observed, to which he
will never have had his attention awakened : there is so much, of
the value of which to the human mind he will be an incompetent
and will be apt to be a prejudiced judge ; so many of the most

important means of human culture which he will not know the
use of, which he is almost sure to undervalue, and of which he is

at least unable to avail himself in his own efforts, whether for his

own good or for that of the world. It is true of this as of all the
other sensibilities, that without intellect they run wild

;
but with-
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out them, intellect is stunted. A tinae will come^ when the educa-

tion of both will proceed hand in hand
;

let us rather say, when
the aid of culture will be more particularly invoked to strengthen
the part which is relatively deficient : or at lowest, to bestow the

power of appreciation, when the quality to be appreciated is one
which only nature can give.

Our author is as much of a poet as intense sensibility and

vigorous intellect can make him, with the assistance of a memory
richly stored with accurate pictures of things seen, and well seen,

and keenly enjoyed, by himself. We do not think he has much

fancy : his descriptions are extremely literal, and indeed profess
to be so. The * Tale of Tucuman,' his longest poem, was avowedly
composed, not to body forth the ideal, but to delineate the actual :

* To convey,' he says in the preface,
'

in as agreeable a form as

may be, a knowledge of the manners and customs of the Southern

Americans : the descriptions,' he adds,
^ of scenery, costume,

manners, and customs, are as accurate as though it were a prose
work. Most of the incidents are of actual occurrence ;

and living

beings have sat for the portraits of the actors.' Having thus an

object in view, altogether distinct from that of the poet and artist, the

wonder is not great if he have not succeeded equally well in both.

He had in reality a third purpose in addition
;
the inculcation of

his opinions, concerning things in general, not excepting persons,
in digressions, after the manner of Don Juau, of which he has

likewise imitated the versification. The work is interesting, though
most readers will, we are afraid, skip a great part of the descrip-
tive passages, for the sake of which all the rest would appear to

have been written. The claim of this publication to tlie character

of poetry rests, we think, upon the strong human sympathies
which unfold themselves in some passages of the rather meagre

story. In several of our author's shorter poems, we think there

is more poetry j though still of the same grade of excellence : no

high order of imagination ;
little beyond memory and strong

feeling ;
both of these, however, of the best kind, and quite suffi-

cient to ensure his being always read with pleasure. The versifi-

cation is often rugged, evidently from haste : when our author

writes in verse, he should write more carefully, and alter more

freely; otherwise it is not worth while : the only reason for pre-

ferring verse to prose, being the music of its sound.

EPIGRAM TO JUNIUS REDIVIVUS.
' Stat nominig umbra.'

Behold ! liow new and strange to mortal sight
Where'er 'tis seen, a shadow beaming liglit ;

Rhine on—thy name will own no deeper shade

Than that whicli is by its own brightness made.
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GOETHE'S WORKS.—No. 9, and last

Vol. 37 is devoted to two of Goethe's distinguished countrymen
and contemporaries

— TVinkelmann, the great historian of ancient

art, and Philip Hackert, the landscape painter. We know not

whether it be a sufficient excuse for the fact, that our language is

still without a translation of the '

History of the Arts of Design

among the Ancients/ which for more than half a century has en-

joyed the highest celebrity on the continent, that that voluminous

and expensive work exists in the Italian and French, as well as in

German
;
and that perhaps not a man is to be found to whom that

very curious subject is an object of interest, who is not familiar

with one of those languages. We cannot, however, digress into so

wide a field, and shall merely take occasion to extract a few pi-

quant passages in which Goethe exhibits himself rather than his

subject. We merely remind our readers that Winkelmann was
a poor scholar, born in Prussia in 1717; that having devoted him-

self to the study of classical antiquity and the fine arts, being with-

out any provision, and feeling an intense desire to pursue his

studies in Italy, the only country where his learning and attain-

ments could be rendered available, he yielded to the suggestion of
the Pope's nuncio at Dresden

;
and in order to obtain the means

of travelling into, what was to him, the land of promise, and of
there employing his talents to advantage, he submitted to the pain-
ful sacrifice of his integrity, and became a nominal convert to the

church of Rome
;
we say nominal, for it does not appear that any

even of his new Italian friends, affected to consider his conversion
sincere. It was treated as the subscription to articles of faith has
been in other churches. He acquired immediate fame, and be-

came the citstode of the Vatican museum of antiquities, the noblest
in the world

;
he was highly esteemed by Pope Benedict XIV. but

his more especial personal patron was Cardinal Albani, the riches of

whose villa he made known to the world in the Monumenti inediii.

His career was as short as it was distinguished ;
he was murdered

at Trieste in 1768 by an Italian to whom he had indiscreetly shown
some medals. In 1S05, Goethe, having obtained possession of a
number of his (Winkelmann's) unpublished letters, joined his

friend Meyer in the publication of ' Winkelmann and his Age,' a

biographical, critical, and epistolary miscellany ;
his own original

matter is here collected and preserved.*
The characteristic is divided and classed under heads such as

the Antique, Catholicism, Rome, &c. Having previously described
Winkelmann as a heathen from his birth, /. e. as one havino^ those

* Goethe's 'Winkelmann' was his first publication, in 1S05, after the death of Schil-

ler, and his own alarming illness. If this were doubtful, I could prove the fact by the

following incident :
—The book, you know, is dedicated to the Duchess Dowager of

Weimar. Taking it up as it lay on the Duchess's drawing-room table, there fell out a

slip of paper, on which was written a distich in Goethe's hand. It was aa follows—<
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peculiarities of taste and feeling which Goethe thinks distinguish
the heathen from the christian, such, for instance, as a stronger

predisposition to friendship than to love
;
and also made an apolo-

getic statement of his utterly destitute condition, he thus proceeds
under the rubric ' Catholicism.'' 'Winkelmann could not but feel,

that in order to be a Roman in Rome, and become intimately in-

corporated with the mode of existence that there prevailed, and

enjoy confidential intercourse, he must become a member of their

community, adopt their usages, and acknowledge their creed
;
and

the result showed that without this early resolution he could never

have completely attained his object. But to himself the Catholic

religion had no attractions. He saw in it merely a masquerade
dress which he put on, and he expressed himself bitterly on the

subject. Later in life he does not appear to have sufficiently ad-

hered to their practices, and perhaps by free speech made himself

an object of suspicion to strict and zealous believers—at least we
here and there remark some slight fear of the inquisition.' And
Goethe thus remarks on the state of public opinion upon conver-

sions of every kind :
' Whoever changes his religion contracts, as

it were, a stain from which it seems impossible to be purified.
Men esteem above all things a constant will, more especially on

those points on which they divide into parties, and are anxious

concerning their safety and their permanence. Neither feeling
nor conviction are allowed to be conclusive. Men are expected
to remain where fate rather than choice placed them. Hence un-

shaken attachment to a native town, a prince, a friend, a wife—
for these to labour, and for these to endure privation ;

this it

is which brings high honour, while apostasy is odious, and vacilla-

tion contemptible.' On occasion of Winkelmann's connexion

with Rome, the promised land of his aspirations, and the spot
where his labours were executed, Goethe avails himself of the

opportunity to give expression to his own ideas excited by that

unique city; aware that they would be deemed strange if not

offensive, he thinks proper to ascribe them to another :
—

* Rome : A friend has ingeniously developed the strong im-

pression which the actual state of Rome is calculated to excite.

Rome is the place in which, according to our view, all antiquity
concentrates itself—and what we feel on reading the ancient poets,

or studying the ancient political constitutions, all this we more
than feel, we immediately behold, in Rome. As Homer cannot be

com[)ared with any other jjoet, so Rome and its environs will not

admit of a comparison with any other city or any other environs.

Freundlich empfanj^e das Wort laut ausf^esprocliner Verehrung.
Das die Parcie mir last sschuitt von dua Lippcn hiiuvi'g.

Kindly accept the word of loudly spoken veneration
That the Parca had nearly cut, iVoai my lips.

I please myself with thinkin^^ that I may perhaps have thus preserved though but an
atom of the jjreat poet's

• nobili sensi m scmy/ici pa?vlc.'
— A"w/c communicaled.
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Unquestionably the greater part of this inapression belongs to our-

selves, not to the object ;
but it is not the mere thought of a sen-

timentalist that he is actually standing where this or that great
man stood before him : it is that we are violently thrust, as it were,

upon a by-gone state of things which, whether an illusion or not,

we cannot help considering as noble and sublime
;
and this vio-

lence we cannot resist if we would, because the barrenness in

which the present occupiers leave the land, and an incredible mass
of ruins, force it even upon the very eye-sight; and because this

past state assumes to the inner sense a greatness that shuts out

all envy, which we feel too happy to sympathize with merely in

imagination, and with which no other sympathy is comparable.
In the mean while the external sense is also filled by the vastness

and the simplicity of the forms of nature, by richness of vegeta-
tion, still not so rank as in a more southern climate, and the dis-

tinctness of outline, brought out by the clear atmosphere, as well

as beauty of colour in full brightness. Nature is enjoyed as if it

were art. All impressions of poverty or of necessity are removed
;

and yet ideas of contrast are every where suggested. Our con-

templation becomes elegiac or satirical. But this is our feeling

only : Horace found Tibur more modern than we do Tivoli—his

beatiis Ule qui procul negotiis proves that. But it i? only an illu-

sion when we wish to be inhabitants of Athens or Rome. Antiquity
must be presented to us as at a distance, removed from every thing
that is vulgar, and as entirely passed away ;

hence I feel, with a
friend of mine, as to the ruins—one is always vexed when a half

buried fragment is dug out. It can at the best be only an acqui-
sition for mere scholarship, at the cost of the imagination. For

myself I know only two equally horrid things, the cultivation of

the Campagna di Roma, and the giving a good police to Rome, in

Avhich no man could use a dagger. Should there ever arise a

Pope who is a man of business, (may the seventy-two Cardinals

protect us from him
I)

I shall depart. It is only while there re-

mains in Rome so divine an anarchy, and around Rome so divine

a desert, that there is space for the shades, one of whom is worth
more than a whole generation.' ! ! !

*

Of Winkelmann's early death, our author writes thus
strikingly.

' It was from the highest point of happiness which he could dare
to wish for, that he departed from the world. His country Avas

expecting him, his friends were stretching their arms towards him,
all the manifestations of love, which he so much needed, all the

testimonies of public esteem, which he valued so highly, were

awaiting his appearance, in order to be poured upon him. And
* Goeihe's fears, if they were his, have proved not altogether idle. We believe,

though the Campagna is as much a desert as ever, that assassinations at Rome have

greatly declined. As to anarchy indeed in the Roman States, he must be hard to

please, who is not satisfied with the present state of things. This remark we venture
to print as a note only. We confess it to be very philistcr-mlUsig, (philistine-like.) as
our friend the Edinburgh reviewer would say.
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in this we may deem him happy, that from the pinnacle of earthly

felicity he ascended to the blessed—that a brief terror, a momen-

tary pain sufficed lo bear him from the living. The infirmities of

age, the decline of his intellectual powers he did not feel. The

dispersion of the treasures of art (which he prophesied in a differ-

ent sense) he did not survive to witness. He lived as a man,
and as a complete man he departed from us. And now he enjoys
in the memory of posterity, the advantage of appearing ever active

and powerful ;
for in the shape in which man leaves the earth, he

wanders in the shades below. And thus Achilles remains present
with us still, as ever young and vigorous. That Winkelmann de-

parted early is our gain ;
from his grave we are invigorated by the

breath of his power, which excites in us the lively impulse to go
on pursuing, Avith love and zeal, what he left unfinished,'

Philip Hackert. This book hardly merits a place among the

works of Goethe, since he is rather the editor than the author of

it : though it is not without marks of his peculiar taste and opinions.
Hackert was a Prussian landscape painter, who, like many of his

countrymen, going early into Italy, the second home of all artists,

fixed his abode there, and never returned to the land of his birth.

He entered into the service of the King of Naples ;
and when

driven away by the invasion of the French, which followed those

atrocious proceedings that have so deeply disgraced the otherwise

glorious name of Lord Nelson, he never retreated further from

that delicious country, the Neapolitan territory, than North-

Italy, and died in Tuscany in 1807, in his seventieth year. On
his death, his papers were sent to his friend Goethe, from which
he compiled the present biographical work. Hackert has not, like

Winkelmann, a European reputation, nor do we read of any Eng-
lish ])atron, except Lord Exeter. We shall not, therefore, further

enlarge on this book, but merely mention, that it contains, besides

a short biographical memoir, a critical account of his works, and

brief notices on kindred topics. The longest article is a transla-

tion from the journal of a tour in Sicily, by Hackert's companion,
Mr. Payne Knight. The journey was made in 1775, when Mr.

Knight was still a young man, but this journal shows that he had

already well prepared himself for the journey, by his studies of the

classics—ancient history and archeology. Tiiough a collection of

mere notes, the journal may still be read with profit. The trans-

lation appears to have been made from tlie manuscript, but whe-

ther by Hackert himself, or the editor, is not stated
;
nor does it

appear whether it was published with the approbation or know-

ledge of Mr. Knight, who was living in 1811, when the book was

first published.
Goethe has also introduced a short memoir of Mr. Gore, the

other travelling companion of Hackert, an English gentleman,
whose house at Weimar was for many years liospitably open to all

foreigners, till his death in 1807. Mr. Gore was a Yorkshire
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geDtledaan of handsome fortune. He was an amateur of ship-

building, which brought him in connexion with the Marine

Society, and possessed great mechanical talent. He also culti-

vated the fine arts with great zeal, which taste occasioned his long
residence on the continent.*

Vol. 38 consists of critical writings which originally appeared in

Geothe's periodical work devoted to the fine arts, the '

Propylaen,'

published in 1798; we can barely select for observation the articles:

On Laocoon. This little essay reminds us that Lessing's admi-

rable book, with the same title, on the relation of poetry to the

plastic arts, was translated into English some forty or fifty years

ago, and fell dead-born from the press : we believe it would be

otherwise now.

Der Sammler und die Seinigen, literally,
' The Collector and

his.' An excellent little tract, in which the collector relates how
his gallery was formed by his ancestors. The narrative is made at

the same time to indicate the advance of art, from the first coarse

imitation of the real, to the higher refinements of taste and philo-

sophy; and a sprightly account of the visitors to the gallery com-

pletes the exposure of all one-sided (einseitige) tastes. The Ger-
mans imitate the Italians in their formation of words, by adding a

contemptuous rei, which pretty well answers the place of the

Italian acclo : and the name of Engldnderei is given to that ultra-

delicacy and squeamishness which clothes antique statues with

fig-leaves. But we can testify personally that there is less of this

spurious modesty in the museum of Montague House than in the

Vatican.

Fragments on Italy, are gleanings supplemental to the travels.

Of these deserve particular attention the beautiful description of

St. Rosalia's hermitage, on the glorious mountain that overlooks

Palermo ;
the cursory analysis of a religious ballad in Italian, a

dialogue between Jesus and the woman of Samaria
;
and various

articles on the elder painters of Italy. In his account of the latest

Italian writers, he eulogizes Manzoni, and defends him against an
article in our Quarterly Review for December, 1920, but he qua-
lifies his censure of the Reviewer by one of his usual tolerant

apologies :
' But we more particularly forgive an Englishman

when he is hard and unjust towards foreigners ;
for he who reckons

Shakespeare among his ancestors, may be easily misled by family

pride.' \\ hether Goethe was led to the subject by the mere asso-

ciation of ideas, we do not know, but in the same article, he sug-
gests as a fine subject for the drama, which posterity will not neg-
lect,

' The Evacuation of Parga ;' it will hardly be chosen by an

* The recent death of his last surviving daughter at Leghorn, has deprived our

countrj-women of the advantage of being represented abroad by one of the most per-
fect specimens of the English gentlewoman that it was ever our good fortune to meet
on the Continent. The affectionate memorial which Goethe has left of Mr. and Miss
Gore, will secure to their name a duration gratifying in anticipation to all who had the
houour of their acquaintance.
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English poet. An account of Manzoni's Adelchi concludes the

volume. These latter articles are reprinted from the Kunst und
Alterthum, a periodical work undertaken for the illustration of art

and antiquity at the close of the poet's life.

Vol. 39 contains fifteen essays on subjects appertaining to fine

art. In our brief notice of these, we must be directed less by
their internal importance, than by the bearings they may have on
our own literature and taste

;
and the useful hints which even our

summary may suggest.
1. The pictures of Philostratus. Among the practical means

adopted by Goethe to promote fine art, was the formation of the
' VV^eimar Society of the Friends of Art,' Gesellschaft der Kunst-

freunde, in the name of which prizes were offered, and annual ex-
hibitions of paintings &c.:, established, From this body proceeded
the Propylaen, already spoken of. Pursuing a hint thrown out by
Winkelmann, he suggested to young artists subjects painted by
Polygnotus, and the society proposed publishing engravings, from

drawings to be made from descriptions of Philostrates, of which
this is an arranged catalogue, illustrated by critical remarks,
extended to modern works and artists. It gives us pleasure to

remark, that the seed struck root, having, since we wrote the
above remark, found, in an Italian journal, an account of a

splendid work lately published at Rome of engravings after designs
by the two Riepenhauser , after the paintings of Polygnotus.

2. Leonardo da Vinci's Last Supper at Milan. Raphael
Morgen's famous plate has spread among the untravelled the

knowledge of this glorious painting, by Goethe elaborately criti-

cised. This tract was translated by the late Dr. Noehden in 1821
to which work we refer our readers.

3. The Triumphal procession (Triumpfzug) of Jidius Casar, by
Mantegna. This article treats of one of the most valuable trea-

sures of art contained at Hampton court—rescued happily from
the dispersion ofthe rich collection of King Charles the Fifth, conse-

quent on the civil wars of the 17th century. The historic disser-

tation gives an account of the labours of our earlier monarchs to

supply our country with works of art ' in the absence of indi-

genous talent \ the accompanying description of the painting wa.s

supplied by Dr. Noehden.
5. Tischbeins Idyls. Tischbein was an eminent artist the

friend of Goethe. Like our own far greater Flaxman he laboured

to regenerate the love and spirit of Greek art
;
he composed his-

toric or heroic landscapes, which Goethe sujjplied with the verses

here reprinted, and accompanied by an account of the original

pictorial Idyls.
G. Ilandzeichnunyen von Goethe. An account of his own

drawings, of which etchings were published in 1821. ' Conscious
of their insufficiency,' he says,

'
I have added small poems to

excite the inner sense, and laudably deceive the beholder, as if
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he saw with his external organ, what he only internally feels and
thinks.'

7. Sketches to Casli's Animali Parlantl, of which he remarks

with his usual refinement, that Casti's poem supplies fewer ma-
terials to the artist, than the old Reynard, the fox, as its action

is more internal than external.—That it is with all its merits rather

directly satirical^ than poetically ironical,—That these are not

animals who act like men, but real men, and moderns too, masked
as animals.

9. Gerard's Historical Portraits : A critical notice of the first

two numbers of a collection of engravings, published at Paris,

1826. Our author lauds the artist for his skill in giving to each

person the becoming individuality. The remarks on the por-
traits of twelve eminent characters of the age, are so written as to

apply equally to the person and the image. They all desene at-

tention, from the Emperor Alexander of Russia, the first, to

Madame Recamier, the last. AVe give this one as a specimen :

• Louis Napoleon^ I^i"g of Holland, painted 1 8CK>.—We take up
this picture reluctantly ; yet it affords us still some pleasure, be-

cause we have before us the man whom we have so strong a

personal motive to esteem very highly,
—there he is an object of

pity. We behold indeed here, his well-formed, upright, and frank

countenance, but in such a masquerade as this {yerkleidung) we
never saw him, nor wished to see him. In a sort of Spanish cos-

tume,—waistcoat, scarf, cloak and ruff, tastefully adorned with lace,

tassels, and orders,— he sits in quiet meditation, dressed in white,
a dark bright cap with feathers in his right hand, in the left holding a
short sword, resting on a cushion ; behind, a helmet—all excel-

lently composed. It may be to the eye a beautifully harmo-
nious picture, but to our mind it gives nothing, perhaps because
we became acquainted with this excellent (Jierrlieh) man, just
after he had renounced these external trappings, and was striv-

ing to cultivate in private life, his delicate moral sense, and his

love for works of taste.'
' I have been often tempted to Avrite

upon his very elegant poems and his tragedy Lucretia, but the

fear of betraying the confidence so obligingly put in me, has re-

strained and still restrains me.'

10. Ruysdael als Dichter, i. e.
'

Ruysdael as poet.'
—The author

expatiates on three works of this eminent landscape painter, and

especially on those qualities in them, which, being addressed to

the inner sense, he considers as poetical. The mechanical excel-

lences of this artist, Goethe remarks, are acknowledged by those

who have never penetrated the meaning of bis landscapes. The

originals are in the gallery at Dresden.

11. Account of some Treasures of Ancient German Art dis-

covered at Leipzig. Of late years the attention of the public
has been drawn to the oldest German school of painting, which
even preceded those of the Italians, which eventually eclipsed
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those of all other nations. But in the earliest German masters

are found all the deeper and more intellectual qualities of art, the

importance of which is now universally felt in Germany ;
and

which is become an object of study to the antiquaries and men
of taste in that country,

—This article gives an account of a num-
ber of paintings discovered in 1815, at Leipzig, by the elder and

young Cranach, and by other painters unknown, of the 16th and
15th centuries.

12. Sculpture. We can notice only Myron's Cow. Goethe

compares the well-known epigrams of the Greek anthology with

some bas-reliefs on coins of Dyrrhachium—he enlarges on the

grace which lies on the animal function of sucking ;
and on the

beauty of the Roman legend of the she-wolf and the royal twins.— '

Compared with this great thought, how weak appears an

Augusta puerpera The sense and the efforts of the

Greeks were to deify man, not to humanize the divinity. Here
is no anthropomorphism, but a theomorphism. Further, the

animal in man was not ennobled, but the human in the animal

was brought forward, that we might with a higher sense of art

rejoice in it as we already, from an irresistible natural impulse,

delight in living animals, choosing them for our servants and com-

panions.'
The preceding articles, as well as those we have been constrained

entirely to pass over, are of a late date. The volume concludes

with a re[)rint of a composition so far back as 1773, on German

architecture, first excited by a sight of Strasburg cathedral. And
half a century afterwards, in 1823, he returns with revived plea-
sure to the subject. By German architecture, he means what was
first called Gothic in reproach, and which our antiquaries have

begun to entitle English. It is worthy of remark that Goethe

does not appear to think that Strasburg cathedral has ceased to

be a work of German art because the soil on which it stands is

now a part of France. There is a cosmopolitism in this feeling

which we can cordially sympathize with, except at moments when
the cause of national independence requires that feelings of nation-

ality should supersede all others. This was peculiarly the case

in the period, between the years 1805
—1813. It is eminently not

the case now. Genuine patriotism ought to be but applied philan-

thropy and is not to shift with the changes of a boundary treaty.

In this article Goethe gives an interesting account of a then

recent discovery of the original plans of the cathedral of Co-

logne, of which only the choir was executed, and which would

have surpassed every religious structure in England, France, or

Spain, had it ever been com[)leted. Messrs. Boisseree have since

published these designs and plans in a very splendid work. In

conclusion, our author calls on the Germans to raise, by volun-

tary contributions, a sum sufficient for the restoration of the ca-

thedral of Strasburg, and the preservation at least of the Cologne
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cathedral. The termination indeed, is, we fear, in these uncon-

genial days, to be left only to the imagining of our own poet
Wordsworth.

' But that inspiring heat

Hath failed : And now, ye powers ! whose gorgeous wings
And splendid aspect yon emblazonings
Bat faintly picture, t'were an office meet
For you, on these unfinished shafts to try
The midnight virtues of your harmony.*

The 40th and concluding Volume opens with a work which

though in its original form it fills an important place in the literary

history of Europe at the revival of letters, nevertheless under our

author's hands has become an interesting feature in the develop-
ment of his character. For as he has more than once intimated

that poetry was to him a relief against the evils of life, so he par-

ticularly informs us, (vol. 31, p. 22,) that it was at that lament-

able period, 1793, when the triumphant French made their first

onslaught in Germany, that half in despair submitting to inevitable

realities, and under the influence of the sad [widenedrtig) habit of

scorning everything sentimental, Keinecke Fuchs^ that unholy bible

of the world, became to him a desirable object for a mode of
treatment which vacillated between translation and {umarbeitung^
paraphrase.* It was a consolation to him both at home and
abroad. He has rendered the work his own by all the graces of
his peculiar style

—
softening down the cynicisms natural to a

semi-barbarous age, and mitigating the asperities of polemical pur-

poses. It retains no traces of personal satire, it has all the

gaiety and freedom of a comic or familiar epos, as that word is

presently to be explained.
We pass over altogether the antiquarian and historical contro-

versies which have been carried on concerning its origin. We
have never seen the French Roman du Renard, published by M.
Meon, and which the learned editor declares to be a work of the
13th century ;

nor are we competent to compare, nor would this be
the place if we were, the '

Hystorye of Reynart the Foxe which
was in Dutche,' translated and printed by William Caxton, 1481,
with the low-German Rynke de Fas of a somewhat earlier date,
which professes to be from the French. The most material fact

is this, that the work never ceased to live among the people in

Germany, where it has now again become a classic
; while both

in France and England it has been nearly extinct. In 1684 there
did indeed appear in London a new edition,

'

purged from all

grossness in phrase and matter;' and we have heard of a mo-
dern version in heroic rhyme, which we have never seen. We
know, too, that Soltau, the author of a clever version in German

* More than twenty years ago we compared Goethe's work with Caxton's trauslation
and found them so much alike that we were surprised by this passage in Goethe's
he/le. Our examination must hare been hasty and imperfect.
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hiiUel verse, had the boldness to print a translation in English
elo-ht feet couplets, but it did not attract notice enough to be

laughed at : and we have some faint recollection of having seen,

more than forty years ago, a sixpenny child's book of the story

in prose. Nevertheless so little is the poem known that we do

not think it superfluous to add, that the subject of it is the history

of the successful villanies of the subtle Reynard the fox, who, im-

peached at the parliament of Nobel the lion^ by Isegrim the wolf,

and Bruin the bear, of divers treasons and felonies, is convicted

and sentenced to be hanged. The rope is round his neck, when
he demands a confessor, and being overheard by the King and

Queen to speak of certain hidden jewels of which he had de-

frauded them, he is released from jeopardy on condition of pro-

ducing the treasure. He is sent away in custody, contrives to

get rid of all his guards, comes back empty, but by the inexhaust-

ible resources of his knavish wit, discomfits his adversaries, who
are banished the court and he is proclaimed prime minister. Thus,
concludes the pious author, pretty much in the tone of Pulci :

*

Highly honoured is Reynard now; to wisdom let every man con-

vert himself, eschew evil, and honour virtue. This is the mean-

ing of the song, in which the poet has mixed fable and truth that

ye may learn to know good from evil, and also that the purchaser

may inform himself concerning the ways of the world
;

for so is it

formed, and so it will remain forever Amen.'
The poem is so full of fancy and gaiety, that we know no work

of imagination in any language that offers so many inducements

to the competent translator. Goethe's work is in hexameters, in

conformity with the epic tone which he has preserved throughout.
The translator, who ought to recur to the original in the Low
German, would find half his rhymes ready made to his hand.

The verse should be that in which Prior excelled, and who, of

our classics of a by-gone age, would best have performed the

task. Swift would have done it con amore, but he would have

enhanced its grossnesses. One advantage a translation might have

in the present age beyond that of any other^—the co-operation of

Landseer, an artist eminently qualified to do justice to the gra-

phical illustrations of which the work is susceptible. He might
do well, however, to consult Jost Ammon's wood-cuts, which be-

long to the 16th century.*
Hermann und Dorothea. Under this same title is inserted

amonw- our author's elegies a personal poem, from which we have

already extracted an apologetic passage, vol. G, p. 367. He pro-

ceeds, in allusion to the well-known theory of his friend VVolf,

* I was informed by my friend Kn. that lie was present when Herder first di-

rected Goethe's^ attention to ' Reinecke Fiichs.'
' Are you aware,' said he,

' that we
have an epic poem in German, as wise and as orif^inul as the Odyssey?' Goethe

c^mfessed, when the epic was named, lliat hearinjj; of it only as modernized by Gotschedt

he hiid hitherto neglected it. Tlie hook was produced. Goethe carried it away with

hnn, and almost immediately began his work.—Note communicated.
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who, in his prolegomena to Homer, maintains that the Iliad and

Odyssey are compilations from a collection of ancient national

songs, written at the distance of centuries from each other, to

which by the compiler that sort of unity is given which we now
find in them, just as an epic poem might be formed of Robin

Hood, if all the ballads collected by Ritson were melted down
into one mass. '

First, the health of the man, who at last boldly

delivering us from the name of Homer, invites us to the nobler

course. For who would contend with gods ? Who with the

single one? But to be one of the Homeridse, though only as the

last, is beautiful. Therefore hearken to the latest poem.' The

poem thus announced is the epic tale in this volume. It is one

of the most original and characteristic of our author's poems.
One of the most universally approved by the few, as well as ad-

mired by the many. Yet after all it is one of those which it will

be most difficult to render popular out of Germany. Bitaube,
the author of '

Joseph,' translated it into French prose ;
and Hol-

croft, a talented man, who failed in nothing so eminently as in

his metrical writings, rendered it into execrable blank verse.

Neither in English nor French could it attract attention, nor will

it for a season. Wordsworth has remarked, that in matters of

taste our preconceptions are bitter enemies to our enjoyments.
And the very epic character claimed for it would be sufficient to

rouse every adverse feeling against it, until the real import of
such claim is understood. Our readers may perhaps have heard
that among the most remarkable of the corollaries that have arisen

out of the modern German metaphysics, is an entirely new

system of Poetics, which indeed has become current where the

philosophy from which it arose has not been received. It shall

be our object briefly to state a few of the first elementary prin-

ciples. The two chief writers of the school are the Schlegels ;

and two of their works have been translated.* According to this

theory, all poetry is to be brought under the three great classes

of the epic, the lyric, and the dramatic. The epic is marked by
this character of style,

— that the poet presents his object imme-

diately and directly, with a total disregard of his own personality.
He is, as it were, an indifferent and unimpassioned narrator or

chronicler
;
he relates his tale in one uniform lone

;
he never

hnrries and never stops ;
dwells as long on the description of a

warrior's dress or of a meal, as in the statement of the most mo-
mentous incident. This, it must be owned, characterises equally
the style of Homer and many of our old English and Scotch
ballads—Chevy Chase, for instance. This our philosophical
critics consider to be the primitive and antique poetry ;

and
Herodotus was in like manner an epic historian. The op-

* A. W. Schlegefs
' Lectures on the Drama,' wliich contains the most admirable

developement that has ever appeared of the excellences of Shakespeare. F. Schlegel's
* Lectures on the History of Literature,' a work more highly esteemed in Germany,
but more metaphysical and less popular than the book of his brother.

No. 76. X
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posite class of poetry is the lyric, in which the poet gives

mainly objects as they are reflected in the mirror of his own
individuality. And this certainly is the essential character

of odes, elegies, songs, &c. These same classes, designated ge-

nerally as the objective and subjective, were called by Schiller

the naive and the sentimental, and they have also been named
the real and the ideal. In general, modern poets belong to the

subjective class; and our own Wordsworth, just before the pub-
lication of the German theory, with a correct feeling of his own
nature and powers, entitled his first work *

Lyrical Ballads.' We
add, for the sake of completeness, that the dramatic poet must
unite the powers of both in an equal degree. In the plan of his

drama, in the relation of the characters to each other, all in

subordination to the purpose of the work, he must have the epic

impartiality ;
but in the execution, he is lyric. Each individual

developes his own personality with equal subjective truth. In

Shakespeare's plays, for instance, are a myriad of individuals, in

every one of which it would seem as if the author had exhausted

its particular character
;
and yet there is not one of all Shake-

speare's characters which can be said to represent himself. On
the contrary, what are ' Childe Harold,'

' Don Juan,'
' The

Corsair,'
' The Giaour,' et id omne genus ? They are only the

noble lord in different masquerade dresses, with the mask thrown

away. It will of course be understood that in the concrete the

objective and subjective elements are found blended. The name
is given to the kind that is predominant.
To return from this digression : A. W. Schlegel, in a me-

morable review in the '

Athenaeum,' loudly proclaimed
* Hermann

and Dorothea' to be a German-epos. He thus concludes :
'

It is

in a high degree a moral poem, not on account of any precise
moral purpose, but because morality is the element of beautiful

form. Passion is far outweighed by a moral individuality of

feeling. 'J'he great and dignified in human nature is developed
with no narrow-minded partiality. The clearness of a well-

weighed self-government is blended with a genial warmth of

benevolence, and claims the same rights. Human concerns are

raised above all considerations of a national and political par-

tiality. Its main impression is pathos, but one that, neither effe-

minate nor weak, excites to beneficent activity.
" Hermann

and Dorothea" is a perfect work of art in the great style, and at

the same time comprehensible, cordial, patriotic, popular
—a book

full of golden lessons of wisdom and virtue.' We gladly avail

ourselves of the authority of so eminent a critic in re{)eating a

eulogy, every syllable of which we assent to, but which from our-

selves might have been thought the exaggeration of a partisan.
The subject of the epic tale is briefly this: Dorothea is the heroic

leader of a band of fugitives, who escape with a drove of cattle

oyer
the Rhine, on the advance to the left bank of the triumphant

French republicans. She is relieved by Hermann, the son of our
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host of the Golden Lion, who, though of humble station, is never-

theless well worthy of his name. The action lies in a village, and
the actors suit the place ; they are Hermann's father and mother,
the clergyman, and the apothecary. The intrigue is to obtain the

consent of the prudent father to the marriage of his son with the

fair fugitive. The means are poetic developements of character,

and conversations of sterling wisdom, which hardly leave a topic
of domestic morality untouched. Alike cosmopolitical and pa-
triotic is the view taken of the French revolution, and its appre-
hended influence on the future well-being of mankind. The close

is idyllic (not romantic) and happy. All who derive their notions

of epic poetry from Monsieur Bossu, whose shallow frivolities

obtained great currency from the adoption of Pope in the preface
to his Homer, will be scandalized that such a work should be

entitled an epic poem.
The same persons will be still more ofiended by the presump-

tion of Goethe's concluding epic essay, which is neither more nor

less than a continuation of the Iliad, under the title of ' Achilleis.*

The more liberal and curious scholar will be pleased to know how
the modern rhapsodist purposed to connect his own with the work
of his predecessors. Diverted from theexecutionof his plan (formed
in 1798) by his attention to fine art, he executed only a single canto

of about 700 lines. Achilles, from his tent at night, beholds the light

proceeding from the funeral obsequies of Hector; and with the

mournful anticipation of his own early death, accompanies his friend

Antilochus to the spot where his myrmidons are raising a monument
to Patroclus, but which he foresees is also to be his own. Hence
the poet soon transports the reader to the council of the gods,
where a wordy war is carried on with the same adherence to an-

thropomorphistic nature, for which the gods of the other Homers
are so deservedly famous. Thetis deplores the fate of her son
with heart-rending pathos. Juno is the same fierce and unre-

lenting virago which she ever was. And Jupiter holds the same

ambiguous language which has for ever rendered him a model for

the imitation of all diplomatists. A more temperate dialogue suc-

ceeds between Juno and Minerva. It is at last agreed, that
' Pallas Athene' shall administer the last consolations to the hero
in the shape of his friend Antilochus. He is found still at the

spot whence his fame is to be perpetuated to all ages. A dialogue
of deep feeling and lofty wisdom takes place, in which our author

repeats a sentiment we have above extracted. And Achilles is

reminded, that he, dying young, will live for ever young in the

memory and lamentations of all future ages, while Nestor, dying
old, will scarcely be mourned by his own children. The arrival

of a fleet with provisions is descried. And the supposed Antilo-

chus is dispatched to secure provisions for the hungry myrmidons.
The epic style is preserved in its equable movement and sustained

simplicity and propriety ; though the hexameters want the

magniloquence of Voss's incomparable translation. The Homeric
X2
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tone is in this respect alone departed from, that a more earnest

and pure philosophy tempers the participation of the gods in the

incidents that are about to take place below. Of all Goethe's
unexecuted works, the loss of this we regret the most. It appears
from the correspondence between him and Schiller, of which six

volumes have appeared, that a very favourite subject of specula-
tion in Goethe's mind was the relative fitness of any given sub-

ject for the epos or the drama. Schlegel judiciously applies to

the epic poem, what Goethe, in his ' Wilhelm Meister,"* so signifi-

cantly says of the romance in comparison with the tragedy,
—the

romance having a close analogy with the epos.
' In the romance

sentiments and incidents {(jesinnungen und hegehenheiten) are

to be represented, in the drama, characters and actions. In the

romance accident (zufall) may take part : on the other hand,
it is only in the drama that fate (schicksal) is to interpose,'
These few words throw light on the modern German poetics, of

which the Schlegels have been the legislators, while Goethe has

supplied the models.
The collection closes, with what probably by some accident had

been mislaid. It is the commencement of one of those meta-

physical or allegorical dramas for which the most ancient Greek

Mythos furnishes an appropriate field. It is entitled 'Pandora,'
and the sons of Japetus, and other mystic personages, are put
in action, but the drama does not proceed far enough to render

the drift apparent.*

*
Though we have purposely abstained from saying any thing of Goethe's scien-

tific writings, yet we might be justly reproached did we not add a hst of them. They
are not included in the collection of his works—
Essay on the Metamorphoses of Plants, 1 790.
Contributions to Optics, 1791-2, two vols. 8vo.
Ideas on Organic Structure, \bildu7ig,'\ 1807.
On the Mountains of Carlsbad, 1807.
Zur farbenlehre, (On Chromatics,) 2 vols. 1810, with plates.
The Heights of the Ancient and Modern World, 181.3.

On Natural Philosophy in general, especially on Morphology, &c. 2 vols.

P. S. Since the above note was in the Press, we have received the publisher's ad-

vertisement concerning Goethe's posthumous works, which we abridge to render our

catalogue complete. They are to form fifteen volumes, of which we believe the first

five have just appeared.
Vol. 1 . The second part of Faust, in five acts.

2. Gottfried v. Berlichingen and Gotz v. Berlichingen, adapted to the stage.
3. Swiss Journey, 1797, and Journey by the Khiue aud Main, 1814.

4. Miscellaneous Essays on Art.

5. Dramatic and Gtrman Literature.

6. Poems. '

7. From my Life, Fiction and Truth, 4th part, comprehending 1774, 1775.

8. Ancient Grecian, and Modern English and French and Foreign Voiles

Poesie, (Poetry for the People.)
9. Maxims and Reflections on the World, the State, and Literature.

10. Essays on Natural Philosophy in general.
11. The earlier and latest on Botany and Osteology.
12. Mineralogy, Geology, and Meteorology.
13-i

["Theoretical piirtl
14.

>Chromatics|
Historical part decomposed and completed.

l^j [Polemical part j
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HOW TO PLAY A LOSING GAME.

Exult, ye High Tory lords ! leap for joy, ye High Church bishops !

for is it not your work the Whigs are now doing ? Theirs, indeed,

may be the present discredit of this Irish-pacification-bill ;
but

yours assuredly will be the future gain. They, indeed, have all

the dishonour of beginning ;
but you will have all the profit of

completing this present delectable policy.
Oh ! Sir Robert Peel ! how must you have sneered all last

Session in your right honourable sleeve, as you beheld, night
after night, the then humble O'Connell courting the proud Whigs,
and the then proud Whigs, (blessed be their pride for ever,) night
after night, mortifying and rejecting the humble O'Connell. How
must the civil Tory trimmer have smiled bitterly, as he whispered
to his wily heart,

' O! well done Whigs, thus to throw away
the very best trump in the whole pack ! Here is the King of all

Ireland, the prime Pat of them all, offering himself to you, and

you, who might accept him without sacrificing the name even of
that political principle which has been so long my pride and

punishment, you will not avail yourselves of his powerful aid.

Blessings on your high Whig stomachs for disgusting and irri-

tating the great Irish agitator
—

yea, blessings on your pride and

prejudice for pettishly plucking, like Prince John of happy me-
mory, this Irish Chieftain by the beard till he roars again

—
yea

the blessing of blessings on your blindness for relying on the self-

sufficient palaver of Master Stanley, that undoubtedly clever

young gentleman, for the great work, the pacification of Ireland.

Verily, pride goeth before destruction !

And oh ! your Grace, the Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, how

sweetly you must have smiled your best '

angel smile,' when, at

the close of the last Session, you beheld, day after day, the great

Whig lords turning themselves into tithe proctors for the benefit

of that Church establishment they love so dearly! Did not your
right reverend Grace return humble thanks when you beheld that

Church militant, the Whig tithe-proctors, enforcing the claims of
some Protestant-parson-of-ten, against a Catholic-priest-of-teu-
thousands

; though haply you had soon to lament your army of

martyrs, knocked on the head by legions of Irish rebels, irritated

to madness by seeing their priest's solitary cow driven for tithe

into the parson's well-filled fold. The blessings of the only true

apostolical Church, videlicet, the Church of England, as by law

established, must have been pronounced by his Grace the right
reverend the Archbishop of Canterbury on his orthodox children

the Whigs, as he beheld them pouring the Sodom and Gomorrah
of proctors and policemen on a whole Catholic parish, tho' per-
adveuture there were found there only ten Protestants, even for
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that ten's sake. How must his right reverend metropolitan lordship
have whispered, putting on one of his sweetest smiles, to his right
reverend lordship, the primate of all Ireland,

^

Oh, my brother, well

done the Whigs ! Here was the Irish Catholic Church offering itself

to them, and they might have accepted it without doing violence

to any of those religious prejudices which Tories have bound
themselves to profess ; yes, and they might have provided for our

Protestant-parsons-of-ten, when ejected from Catholic-parishes-
of-ten-thousands, by the very sweepings of the Church they are

pledged to purify ; but, verily, they would not deign to be wise

after the wisdom of the children of this world. Blessings on their

honourable pride and good old prejudices for having preferred the

tithe of a chance of a vote of one of the least of the bishops of

the bench to the offered attachment of all Irish Catholics. Verily,

pride goeth before destruction.'

But, oh ! your Grace the Duke of Wellington, how YOU must
have laughed outright, when, at the beginning of this present Ses-

sion, you listened with eager ears, night after night, to these war-

like Whigs, as they demanded military execution on the whole of

Ireland, videlicet, to put down the irritations of those very Catholic

parishes their own tithe-proctors had succeeded in provoking !

How must the Great Captain have chuckled in his martial breast,

when he witnessed this glorious consummation, videlicet, the old

Tory game played by the infatuated Whigs ! How triumphantly
must he have shouted to his mighty heart,—Oh well done Whigs !

thus to call for the best trump in the pack when you know it is

in our hands ! Was it not sufficient that in your lire-new dislike of

all agitators you should have thrown the very king of hearts, the

O'Connell himself, out of your hands, and allowed ws to win your
best tricks with the trump you had discarded ? Was it not enough
that in your fire-new dislike of all heterodoxy, you should have

allowed the whole Catholic Church, the very queen of hearts, to

fall out of your hands ? Is it not enough and to spare, that you
have made all these blunders in the game, but must you now lead

up, without a trump left in your hands, to that ace of clubs which

you know to be our strongest suit ? But if policy be a game,
(still loquitur the Duke) war is not less a hunt

;
and now that

hunt is up, changing my metaphor, I will show you the hugeness
of your folly.

The pack you pretend to hunt, as you ought to

know, will, under your management, hunt counter. It will leave

the fox to worry the sheep. Rustics with their pitch-forks, and

towns-people with their spits, will run out to resist its worryings.

Nay, the very gentlemen, who in their spick span new scarlet

jackets are in the field now for the first time, will presently laugh
at the blunders of your wooden legged huntsman. And then, my
good friends, when you have had all the honour of beating for,

and starting the game, you will find to your dismay, that you
cannot hunt the pack. And, at last, when men and dogs, game
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and snobs, are all at fault, or running pell-mell over each other,

there will, or I am much mistaken, be a general cry for the

master of the pack. Then shall I, having first courteously
thanked you for having unkenneled a game / was not allowed to

beat for, and having also civilly troubled you to dismount and to

give me the saddle,—then shall I, gallantly backing your horse,

cheer the old dogs on to the old game. Think only of the pic-

ture of the field at that moment. Your friend his Grace the Lord

Archbishop of Canterbury, booted and spurred for the chase,
ridino- in full canonicals, and wearing one of his most angelic

smiles, will, I dare say, give you,
—not his vote, but his blessing,

as you lie on the ground, and then ride by, smiling on the other

side. Then also, my old whipper in, by the field called Sir Ro-

bert, but nicknamed by the snobs red-headed-Bob, will, with one
of his most civil sneers, kindly advise you

—' never again to start

this Catholic game, till, like him, you are prepared to hunt it to

THE DEATH.'

We are at least as much struck by the truth of the above jeu

cTesprity as by its humour. The moral of the fable is this, that

unless the Whigs can make it plain to the public, not by asser-

tions, but by facts, that the obvious power all think they might have

gained towards the pacification of Ireland, by admitting Mr.
O'Connell into office, was for some hidden reason altogether im-

practicable, the public will never cease feeling that, not Whig prin-

ciple, hut Whig pride, has, to use our Correspondent's illustration,
• thrown the best trump out of their hands ;' and that the conse-

quences, which must result from the hunt which soon will be upy
might have been averted by a less haughty policy.

For the blundering game the Whigs have been playing ever

since the last Session of parliament, namely by alternately irritat-

ing and soothing the Irish Catholics, irritating them by the present

injustice of tithe persecutions, and soothing them by promises of

future benefits,
—this game has been so much the more childish,

because those whom our Correspondent calls,
'

parsons-of-ten,'

might have been far better provided for by the resources which
the Irish Church reform will put into the hands of government,
and this without provoking the '

Catholic-parishes-of-ten-thou-
sands.' And, lastly, for this stupid wicked measure, the dragoon-
ing of all Ireland for the pacification of the parishes which Whig
impolicy has provoked, it is so double-dipped Tory both in prin-

ciple and in consequence,
— it is so tyrannical, and it ivill prove

to have been so foolish, that it seems explicable only on one sup-

position
—

quos vult perdere prius dementat.
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Piozziann, or Recollections of the lute Mrs. Piozzi, with remarks.

By a Friend. 75.

The Cabinet Annnal Rei^ister. 8s.

The Exile of Idria, a German Tale, in three Cantos. 3s. 6d.

Lives of the British Admirals, with an Introductory View of the

Naval History of Ennland. Bv Robert Southey. Vol. 1. (Lardner's

Cyclopedia, Vol. 40.) 6s.

Lectures and Sermons. By J. S. Hyndnian.

Daily Bread. A Prayer for Knowledge, Gratitude, and Principle-

The Book of Reform. Part I. By Wentworth Holworthy.

Sermons on various Subjects, chiefly Practical, By R. Aspland.

Memoirs of the Rev. Joseph Priestley, LL.D. to the year 1795.

Written by himself. Centenary Edition. Birmingham.

Illustrations of Political Economy. Berkeley the Banker, Parts I.

and II. (March and April.)

The Cottage Muse. By T. Noel.

CORRESPOND KNCK.
The Bristol parcel, and Aniiciis, have Iniii sent to the Unifaiiaa C'hionicle.
The Article on " Fallacies rej,'ariling- Jrelan<l" is excluded with regret ;

hnt we think
(he writer will, on consideration, see reason for not diffi'rintj much from the statement

ini'-2-19.
We have ajrain to crave the indulgence of our Correspondents for some unavoidable

liostponements.
The Rev. J. S. Porter's request shall he attended to.

ERRATA.
Corrections in the Articles on Dr. Priestley. Nos. I. and II.

Page 20, line 25, (or Just, nsnX gnatest .

Page 21, line 8, iox fate, rend faith.

Page 21, line 41, iot physiriaii, read phi/sicien.

Page 24, line 2G, (m preceding, read presiding.

Page 24, line 27, for lUndsai/, read Undsey.
Page 27, line 24, for icere within, read werefram tvithin.

Page 27, line 43, for are, read I'.v.

Page 8"), line 8, for thinking, rend thinner.

Page 86, line 9, for nna/i/sis, read analyses.

Page 87, line 15, for history, read histories.

Page 87. line 2R', (or passed, read jxwed.
Page 87, line .38, for of read in.

l^age 88, line 28, for piety, read poetry.
It is hut just to o'lr printer to observe, that in most (we believe) of these the MS,

w.is loUowid.
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PURCELL'S SACRED MUSIC.

EDITED BY VINCENT NOVELLO.

Thk musical world was already deeply indebted to Mr. Novello

for the many valuable and beautiful specimens of vocal excellence,

both of native and foreign talent, which he has from time

to time presented to its notice, arranged with a skill and judg-
ment rarely to be equalled, as his editions of the delightful
or sublime masses of Haydn and Mozart, and his selections of

Motetts, &c. from these and other great masters, both of the

German and Italian schools, with that of our own country, will

amply testify.

The • Fitzwilliam Music,' in which we are presented with some
of the most admirable compositions of Palestrina, Carissimi, Clari,

Steffani, Leo, Durante, Joraeili, Pergolesi, Padre Martini, &c.,
was a vast and arduous undertaking, and splendidly accomplished.
But with pride and delight have we perused the volumes before

us, unfolding a rich mine of inestimable wealth, in the ecclesias-

tical writings of our boasted countryman Henry Purcell,—the

sublime, the profound, the original and highly-gifted Purcell,
the pride of his country, the Mozart of his age, the Shakspeare
of his art. The church writings of this great master have been

regarded by the best judges as standing unrivalled .^or dignity,

pathos, originality, and expression ; though it has been justly

observed, with reference also to his secular writings, that the wide

range of his imagination rendered him capable of applying his

talents with equal facility to the stage and the chamber
;
of which

WG have sufficient proof in the many admirable productions of this

class which he has achieved. But with the exception of a few that

have been snatched, as it were, from the abyss of oblivion, by a
more modern arrangement, with some of which Bartleman and
Mara were wont occasionally to delight admiring hundreds, the

world at large know comparatively little of this great author''s

writings. For the sake of all real lovers of the excellent and

beautiful, in the divine art of musical composition, we wish to see,

if possible, the whole of Purcell's works brought out under the

same master-hand
;
for we have perceived throughout the arrange-

ment of the work before us, so nice a discernment of Avhat might
be imagined the author's meaning, with a due regard to facility
and effect in the arrangement of the accompaniment, that we can
with confidence, knowing the pleasure that will result, recom-
mend to the perusal and possession of every real lover of the

art these volumes, in which will be found some of the very
finest specimens of musical composition. The work extends to

five large and handsomely printed volumes, compiled from many
rare and valuable MSS. and private collections. The vocal
score and organ accompaniment are in a larger note than the
No. n. Y
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original instrumental score
;
under which latter, Mr, Novello has

added the signatures of the harmony. The vocal score is intelli-

gible and bold, and the accompaniment for the organ is at once

effective, and most conveniently arranged. The work is, indeed,

from first to last, most admirably executed, both as to the arrange-
ment and printing, affording facilities and completeness in the

performance, that it would be difficult to imagine could be ex-

ceeded
; advantages with which this author's works have never

before been presented to the musical world, or they would have

been more known, better understood, and, as a consequence, more

generally admired.

Our object in noticing this work is not, however, to

attempt any criticism on Purcell's music, whether sacred or

secular. A noble and a useful task would it be to analyze the

compositions of that extraordinary man, and resolve into its ele-

ments his wonderful combination of the profoundest science with

the most varied and fervent expressions of feeling. That task is

left to those who are better able to grapple with it than the writer

of this article. But there are thoughts on other matters suggested

by this publication, which belong to the critical department in

Avhich he is accustomed to labour, and which he hopes will not be

unworthily pressed on the reader's attention, seeing that they re-

late to the promotion of human improvement and enjoyment.
Mr. Novello appears before us not only as the editor but as the

biographer of Purcell : he has brought into the latter character

the good taste and feeling, the judgment, industry, and skill, which

distinguish him in the former; and his pen, like other instruments

to which his fingers are more accustomed, not only
' discourses

eloquent music,' but is exciting and suggestive, striking the key-
note of many strains of mental melody, and awakening by the

power of association, thoughts and feelings which may often flow

far remote from their original source.

Purcell was a fortunate man. There was the rare felicity of a

correspondence between his nature and his early circumstances.

They harmonized like one of iiis own melodies with its rich and
varied accompaniment. He came of a musical family. He in-

herited those peculiarities of organization which alone confer the

highest degree of susceptibility to the effect of musical sounds.

His frame was tuned, and ready to vibrate sweetly and powerfully
as soon as the winds of heaven should breathe ujmn it. And the

first winds that blew were propitious ones. His father and uncle

were both attached, as musicians, to the chapel royal of Charles

Hi At a very early age he became one of the children of the

chapel. He lisped in music. He was the companion and pupil of

Blow, that '
fine old church writer,' who outlived and succeeded

him, and caused it to be engraven on his tomb, that he was ' mas-
ter to the famous Mr. Henry Purcell.' Pelhara Humphrey and
Michael Wise were also his associates ;

and they all gained renown
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as javenile composers. They must have made a glorloas quartett>
these gifted and aspiring youths. No wonder that ' Purcell be*

came an early proficient in the science of musical compositiodi
and was even able to write correct harmony and counterpoint at

an age, w hen to be qualified for the performance of choral service

is, in general, all that can be expected.' There was the further

stimulus of successful ambition. At the age of eighteen (1676)
he was appointed organist of Westminster abbey,

'

probably the

only instance known of so young a man being appointed to an

organist's situation of such high honour and importance.' Six

years afterwards, he became one of the organists of the Chapel

Koyal. The biographer discredits the tradition of PurcelPs love

for Italian music having originated in his intercourse with the

band brought over by Mary D'Este, of Modena, the wife of James
11.

;
and he probably had, at an earlier period, devoted himself to

the study of Carissimi and Stradella. Whatever led him to that

study, it was an additional circumstance to the favourable combi-

nation of influences under which his genius was developed. Sel-

dom is it that the links of a golden chain can be so distinctly
traced at so great a distance. Seldom is it that there is so happy
a concurrence of external agencies operating harmoniously upon
a nature so admirably prepared for them. In and about him, all

things were fitly
framed together. He was amongst the few

people in the world who are '

placed according to their capacity,^
and richly has the world reaped the advantage. We are often

disposed, in our simplicity, to wonder that the consequences of
these rare coincidences do not dispose society to aim systemati-

cally at their production. What has made that well-known verse

in Gray's Elegy,
^ Full many a gem,' &c.—what has made that

beautiful common-place, as common-place as it is beautiful j*

What, but universal conviction of the truth which it conveys ; a
conviction made universal by personal observation. And yet
how little is done in obedience to the practical lesson which is

contained in that conviction ! Generation after generation leaves

the living pearl to shine only in its darkling cave, and the living
flower to breathe its unscented fragrance in the wilderness. It is

but a chance that the right person gets into the right position.

Society is slow to learn the first lesson of Joseph Lancaster
; and

that inscription which has so often gladdened our eyes as a pre-
cious fragment of wisdom, those long black letters on a lat^e white

ground, announcing 'a place for everything, and everything in its

place,' should be fixed, aloft yet legible, in our palaces and

workshops, in churches and theatres, in exchanges and courts of
law. A\ hat events did for Purcell it were well that social wisdom
should do, as far as possible, for all. An impartial and compre-
hensive plan of national education might be devised and esta-

blished, in the earlier stages of which peculiarities of talent and
character might be developed and observed; and in ita later

Y2
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stages, any peculiar powers of benefiting society which the indivi-

dual possessed, cultivated to their highest vigour, and prepared to

do their utmost for their possessor and for mankind. This would

prevent the good gifts of God from running to waste, as they now
do so shamefully. All professions are overlaid with members
whose souls are not in their work, while those who would do it

with their intellectual and moral might, are elsewhere bound and
tasked, toiling like galley slaves at an oar they hate.

The Rev. E. Irving, before he went quite mad, described hell

as a place where porters would be compelled to make verses and

poets to carry burdens. If the world be not quite so bad as this,

it is not far short of it. If a good scheme of universal education,

nationally provided and enforced, would not at once remedy the

whole evil, it would yet, in many cases, show the absurdity so

strikingly, as to insure correction to a considerable extent. This
is too great a subject to treat incidentally. We can only observe
en passant, that our notion of national education is, that it should

be the same, and the best, for all classes
;
and that the extent and

direction of its higher branches should be contingent on the de-

monstrations of peculiar aptitude in the pupils. In such a matter,
sufficient liberty of action would be left to [)arents and guardians,
if they had their proportionate influence in the appointment of
the teachers of their district. There would be then some chance
of knowing what children really were. The seeds of genius would
not be trampled under foot and perish in the sterility of poverty,

ignorance, and ceaseless toil; nor springing up, be trained to arti-

ficial and fruitless uniformity, by the blind mechanism of conven-
tional teaching. It might still happen, that an excellent actor

would be condemned to become a very miserable and mischievous

parish priest; that he whom education had shown nature to have
made a clever engineer, would deface the world instead of adorn-

ing it, by working as a legislator ;
and that another Purcell—

should there ever be another—would carry a musket without even

getting into the band of his regiment, or sit at a desk ten hours

per diem, copying the number of notes (not his own) in a ledger.
But at any rate, nature would have a better chance of fair play
than at present. All men come into the world with some capacity
to serve their fellows

;
and by such a plan it would better be

known what that ca[)acity was. We could still, if we pleased, up-
hold our ancient institutions and forms of society, and rights of

property and parentage, by acting in despite of nature. But we
should, at least, see more clearly what we were doing. That would
be much towards our ceasing to do it. The most progressive and
the hap[)iest condition of society, must undoubtedly be that in

which (;very man does the work for which he is best (jualilied.
J^irccU did this. But what if l\irceU had been the son of a lord,

or of a linker ? The spirit within him might still have been strong;
bulab lu the one case he must have gone to Oxford or Cambridge,
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hunted:, gamed, intrigued, and debated
;
and in the other, must

have spent some years in soldering spoons and hammering kettles,

the probability is, that we should have had but little, and that lit-

tle late, of musical composition from him. He might have strug-

gled so successfully with the difficulties as to have just begun
when death compelled him to leave off. There is a buoyancy ia

genius which will rise even from the lowest depth of ocean to its

native sphere. It were better not for society to cause the waste

of so much power, by heaping upon it an ocean of difficulties.—
To reap all the advantages of social union, the nature of a youth's
intellect and character should be tested like that of a metal, to be

employed afterwards according to its worth and strength. Such
combinations as those of Purcell's youth, show what humanity

may be made capable of in one particular art : we may reason by
analogy to all arts and pursuits. Abundance of bright, and

lovely, and glorious beings may be produced in every generation,
if communities think the result worth producing. Providence

shows us, from time to time, what may be done by bringing to

bear upon the appropriate organization, even such circumstances

as it is in our power to arrange. Shall we ever take the hint ?

One circumstance of his maturer life (of mature life he had
but little, he died in his 37th year) must be added to the propi-
tious influences of his youth. He was led by rapid gradations to

the expansion of his genius in every direction. While the duties

of his situation, as well as his own taste, conducted him to perfec-
tion, in those solemn and lofty strains which belong to the music
of devotion, he was also led to, and immediately excelled ia

dramatic composition, nor were there wanting inducements to

distinguish himself in those lighter lays that ladies loved, or the

noisier expression of Bacchanalian merriment. * A great number
of songs and airs, rounds and catches, and even dance tunes, set

by him, are a proof of Purcell's extensive genius.' But all real

musical, genius, not enslaved by habit to some particular form, is

universal. Music is the inarticulate expression of emotion,
whether with or without the words which render that emotion

definite, and gives it
* a local habitation and a name.' Now the

organization which is capable of s,trong emotion at all, is capable
of it in all its varieties

;
and may easily be excited to almost any

of its varieties. The psalm and the jig may be the same tune in

different time. The capacity of strong feeling, and the capacity
also of expressing that strong feeling by musical composition, is

one and indivisible. When the highest talent for any particular

species exists separately, it is an indication that the original

power of the composer has been restricted by unfavourable cir-

cumstances. And few circumstances can be more unfavourable
than those which make up the present state of the musical world.
It is no wonder that we have no Purcells. Every department is

a monopoly, teachers of schools and families are compelled io
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eke out their scanty and precarious remuneration by the sale to

their pupils of music, specially adapted for that purpose, in the

sarhe way as the surgeon puts his skill and time into his bill

under the form of unnecessary medicine. Cathedrals stick to the

old established anthems, as an integral portion of the old esta-

blished faith
;

and Dissenters must have only what is bald

enough and bad enough for the whole congregation to sing with

their ' most sweet voices/ and most exquisite skill. Concerts
borrow the stars from the Opera, and they will sing nothing new,
while money is to be had for the old. O the everlasting Di tanti

palpiti and all the rest, which make one say with Falstaff,
'
I

know ye as well as he that made ye.' And as to music, the

theatres are a monopoly within a monopoly.
* In the lowest

deep a lower still.' Happily, at this worst })oint, we seem on the

eve of reformation. Success to Lytton Bulvver and his Drama
Bills. Should they pass, we may expect a speedy improvement,
as well as a more general enjoyment, of every sjiecies of theatrical

entertainment. We may then look forward to the creation of a
national taste and a musical public. A stimulus, such as has

never yet been applied in this country, will be given to musical

composition. The impulse will be felt in every department of the

art. The talent which now is pining and sterile, seeking in vain

not merely the recompense, but an occasion for its exertions,
will feel the lightened pressure of the atmosphere, look up to a

bright and open sky, and, like the lark, mount, singing.
The influences under which Purcell's genius attained to such a

rich and ripe maturity, were in many respects favourable to his

character, which was, altogether, a tine and noble one. But we
must not forget that it had two great defects. Of each we may
trace the cause, Avhile we deplore the result. He was a time-

server in politics.
' In James the Second's time, he sung down

the Whigs ;
and in that of William, the Tories.' To produce this

prostitution of art, is the natural tendency of depending upon
patronage rather than upon the public. We shall never know
what can be done by music, poetry, painting, or any of their beauti- •

fill combinations, uniil we have a peo})le educated up to the

enjoyment of art. Nor ever till then, save in some rare instances,

will the artiste be any other than a degraded character. Then,
indeed, he may feel the true nobility of his vocation, and though
he will still

' live to please,' and therefore ' must i)lease to live,'

yet the gratification will be inconij)atil)le with those unworthy
arts which the reign of patronage has generally required of him
for its production. Subservience, in the exercise of his powers,
to the views of patronizing individuals, Avas, in some degree, the

misfortune of Purcell
;

it will soon, we trust, become the fault,
the inex|)iable fault, as well as the despicable folly, of any hke

gifted men.
Our other complaint is of the Avords, the gross and licentious
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words, to which he married some of his immortal melodies. Tlirs

too, was no doubt partly owing to the same corrupting influ-

ence, patronage. But there must have been the appropriate
weakness in himself, or no imaginable inducement could have
bowed his genius to the foul degradation. Events had not

been such as to generate political principle in him, and so he
ministered in turn to the aims and pleasures of either faction or

dynasty. And events had failed to inspire his heart with that

surest safeguard for refined and delicate taste—a pure love for a

worthy object ;
and so he debased himself to attune the vilest

strains of physical licentiousness.
• Man that is born of a woman'

never ought to have enwreathed such foulnesses with melody ;

and man that really loved a woman never could have done it.

But heaven, that showered down other gifts so liberally on PurceU,
denied him this inspiration. He had the common lot to which
those of his temperament, of either sex, seem destined by some

perverse fatality. He was linked with a • low-minded termagant,'
who, after harassing his life and degrading his tastes, cut short his

existence by the ingenious process of locking him out of his own
house because he came home after midnight. The inclemency of
the night brought on fever, his death soon followed, and his

afflicted widow found some consolation in the profits of the
'

Orpheus Britannicus,' which she forthwith published, with a

lachrj'mose dedication concerning
' her dear lamented husband.'

This posthumous afiection in print was a bad way of balancing
the account. She did not die of it, widows never die of their
* dear lamented husbands,*

'

they are the silent griefs that cut
the heartstrings.' For mourners who cant after death over those
whom they plagued though life, we would have Sheridan's ballad

I have a silent sorrow here
A grief I'll ne'er impart

—
manufactured (in the same way as many other soliloquies have
been pluralized by the exquisite taste of mechanicsJ composers)
into a duet and chorus, with full accompaniment, and executed
over the grave. It Avould be an excellent and appropriate funeral

anthem.
And now, after what we said at the outset of the editing of this

noble work, what does the reader think of the encouragement
which the editor has received ? There is a list,

—we can scarcely
write the fact for burning shame,—there is a list of subscri-

bers, amounting to Sixty-six! Most of them are organists; two
or three professional singers ;

about as many music sellers
;
and

ONE member of the aristocracy. Lord Darniey. This is bad

enough, but there is something worse behind. This is bad

enough ;
but it seems not to have been heeded by the single-

hearted Editor whose pure enthusiasm for his art will carry him

through almost anything ; even he, however, could not but mark
what the Church did, and it is to be marked, and re-marked, and
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it is the mark of the beast upon the establishment, if ever there

was a mark of the beast in this world. Attend :

' The Editor of this work has endeavoured to contribute his share

towards these efforts, (for reviving and rendering popular the highest
kind of sacred music,) by bringing forward this collection of sterling

compositions for the church service. Hitherto his endeavours have

been but very little assisted or encouraged by the clergy, who have

the control in choirs, where these anthems would be found most
useful :

—for out of the forty-two cathedral and collegiate establish-

ments in England, which were endowed with funds for the support of

no fewer than three hundred and sixty-eight choristers, only three

choirs have come forward to give the least support to this collection

of Purcell's Sacred Music : viz. St. Paul's Cathedral, Westminster

Abbey, and Durham, which have each subscribed to the work, but for

ofie copy only.'
—

p. 43.

Positively,
'
this is too bad.' Are the public never to have

anything for their money when it goes church-ward ?J The
extortion which locks up the cathedral doors, except in service-

time, when the law forbids the exaction of entrance money, is

fitly paired with the meanness which reduces that service to the

cheapest and poorest performance that can be got up. And these

are the people who affect to despise the simplicity of Presbyterian

worship. Verily their own worship is the simple adoration of

mammon. However little heaven might care about the differ-

ence, mankind would be the better for the substitution of such

music as this for the meagre and insipid compositions which are

everlastingly repeated in the amply endowed choirs of our cathe-

drals. If there be propriety and beauty, a devotional and purify-

ing influence in sacred music, let the public have it, not only
at festivals where they have to pay for it at an enormous rate,

but in cathedral services where it has already been paid for at an
enormous rate.' If not, if the clergy be really become puritans
on this point, let them resign the funds which they have so long
ceased to make available for their j)rofessed object, and let those

funds be made conducive in some other way to the enjoyment
and improvement of the people.
We have often thought that, without destroying its j)opular

character, dissenting worship might bear a larger infusion of
'

harmony divine.' We never could understand the immense
distinction which Nonconformists make between su])plication and

thanksgiving, the {)rayer and the psalm. In the latter, every-

l)0(ly must sing every word, in the former nobody but the minis-

ter must say one sylhible. If there be music at all in worship,

why should it not be good music, why not the best ? Why should

the congregation be incapable of benefiting by the one unless

they only listen, but equally incapable of benefiting by the other

unless they hear themselves ? Why should not listening to an
anthem be as devout as listening to a j)rayer ? The fact is, that
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the Dissenters, like the Church, follow their fathers in these mat-

ters, and with about as much reason. Mrs. Barbauld, some forty

years ago, sketched a rational plan of public worship, and it is

yet a vision. Why might not sacred music be so adapted and

arranged as to allow that combination of its highest strains with

the frequent burst of choral voices, which would produce the finest

of all effects .'' But we fear it is only lost labour to write on this

subject. At any rate let all, Churchmen and Dissenters, Catholics

and Protestants, who hold art valuable, and music the language
of heaven

;
who have taste to appreciate and means to encourage

the labours of genius, patronize this undertaking, and strengthen
the Editor for more. Something ought to be done for music ;

for its rank as an art and its influence on public taste and man-
ners ; while, besides all that is mechanically excellent, we have
those higher attributes of mind connected with it, which belong to

the correct science and large attainment of Edward Taylor, the

sound judgment and poetical feeling of Vincent Xovello, and the

philosophical intelligence of William Ayrton. They should head
a movement party in harmonics, and stop short of nothing but

thorough reformation, or glorious revolution.

THE LITURGY.

If any one were to visit the grand and splendid ruins of abbeys,
castles, and cathedrals gracing Bolton, Kirkstall, Melrose, and
other spots in the United Kingdom, he would be pronounced, with-

out hesitation, destitute of all taste, dead to all romantic asso-

ciations, and totally insensible of the beauty and the picturesque
effect which these ruins give to the sequestered scenes where they
are religiously preserved, if he regretted that they were left in

their ruined grandeur merely to grace a scene, where some snug
habitation or some useful manufactory might be constructed of
the materials. But if the Duke of Devonshire, or any other

noble proprietor, were to get an Act of Parliament passed to com-

pel the gentleman to reside in one of these ruins, or the trades-

man to carry on his handicraft within their shattered walls, or

even the poor to congregate and dwell within their ample space,
then it would be no impeachment of their taste, if they were
not satisfied that here and there a creature appeared in the freize

or the entablature like to nothing in heaven or earth, that the

well-proportioned arches and columns united symmetry and

grace, that the shattered and ivy-mantled walls and the moul-

dering heaps within and without, read an impressive lesson on
the frailty of man's works, or told a tale of other times, or even

gave a bewitching enchantment to the solitude which they
adorned. It would not remove their discontent, and no man
could think of blaming the dissatisfaction they felt, if the same
noble personage, in the plenitude of his influence, should get a
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commission appointed, which should be handsomely remunerated,
to see that no alteration Avas made

;
that what was tottering;

should not be removed or propped, that what was vacant should

not be supplied, that what was roofless should not be covered
with a slate or tile, that what was unfit for the habitation and
use of man should undergo no innovating change. However
these commissioners might be enamoured of antiquity, and

disposed to eulogize the stately relics of former times, the man
who was condemned to use them as a home would pine for com-
forts and bewail a lot which excluded him from the advantages
that almost all his countrymen enjoyed in their unpretending but

convenient abodes.

lleligion is the home, the tower, the refuge of the human soul.

Man is a wanderer, an exile, an outcast from his native soil,

till he finds himself settled within its sacred precincts. Unchang-
ing like its great Author, it is the same in every age. It is made
for man, and it fits man for heaven. It lingers on the earth

Avhile there is a soul to be saved, a lost and wandering sinner to

be reclaimed, or a care-worn pilgrim to be guided to his ever-

lasting home ;
but it descended from heaven, and to its natal soil

it constantly aspires, and thither in the consummation of all things
it will ascend to Him from whom in mercy it came forth.

AVhile religion itself is one, entirely imique, altogether unchange-
able and not to be improved, the means of spreading, teaching, and

confirming it, are or should be various as the minds and condi-

tions of those beings who are to be made subject to its influence.

What will in this respect suit one age, will be totally unfit for

another. What will move the barbarian, will excite the smile or

the contempt of the philosopher. What will benefit the child,
will not touch the man. IVlake any form of religious worship,
let it be as well adapted as human ingenuity can shape it, to this

century ;
the human mind must stagnate, or that form must

become obsolete in the next. And any form devised before the

light of science rose, before the metaphysics of mind were

explored, before liberty walked our streets and dwelt in our cot-

tages, can no more be adaj)ted for the present day to excite true

devotion, to feed holy pur|)ose, to aid our heaven-ward march,
than the gothic relics of that ignorant and leisure age can be fit

for the present habitation and accommodation of mankind.
And yet how strong is the j)ropensity in the human mind to

confound the m(;ans with the end to look upon the instruments

as if they were the work, to regard accidental forms as essences,

to tremble when any one sets fire to
' the wood, hay, and stubble,'

and to raise the outcry that the edifice which is erected upon a

rock, and built of massy living stones, will be burnt down.
When the Scottish nation rose en masse against the errors and

corruptions of the Roman Catholic church, they, strong-minded
men, untampering souls, threw the missal and the breviary into
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the fire which consumed the tawdry and the more tasteful orna-

ments of that corrupt worship. They assumed the presbyterian
form. They prayed as they were moved by the Holy Ghost, by a
mind sanctified in the love of trutli, aware of the circumstances of
the time, enlightened by the knowledge of the scriptures. They
adapted their prayers to the state of their church ; and they have
as a body been exemplary for ' their

gift,'
and have had to bless

God for its quickening effect on the souls of men.
In England the glorious work was effected move cautiously,

more timidly. The many were less hearty in the cause, and
more unwilling to adopt a thorough change. There was the

politic retention of much that had been. They satisfied them-
selves with omissions, and the people were allured to the new

worship, by making it cunningly resemble the old. Saint-wor-

ghip was discarded, but saints days were kept. The virgin mother
was stripped of her adoration, but her miraculous history was

prominently put forth. The sacraments were reduced, but more
were retained than Christianity prescribes. Hence we have a
mottled combination of Popery and Protestantism, of the old

leaven and the new meal, and reason, which effected the reform-

ation, is effectually checked in its noble progress by the tempo-
rizing timidity which forbad all further change.

Theexpediency of using one form ofdevotional service, has always
appeared to us more than doubtful. We know how much man-
kind are prone to become mere formalists ;

how much the read-

ing of the scriptures, especially favourite parts, takes place, without
one glimmering of its genuine meaning ever arresting the mind.
And when language is very familiar it is too common for the

mere words to satisfy those who use them ; the sense and the

spirit attract no share of attention and thought. Something of

vanity appears necessary to quicken intellect ; and he must be

sadly ignorant of the power and natural bent of the mind, even
when it has not enjoyed the advantages of great mental culture,

who is not aware that such novelty of thought and expression as

a judicious minister will adopt, so far from distracting attention,

powerfully aitis the true effect of devotion.

Should any infelicity of expression occur in a form which is

constantly repeated, it is only by this mere formal use which we

deprecate, that it can escape detection
;

and if it be observed, it

will always be a painful interrxiption to that singleness of thought
which in devotion should prevail. Should any petitions unsuited

to the circumstances of an audience occur, they can feel no inte-

rest in offering them as their own, and here again they are drawn
to present prayers apparently devout, but in reality the mere

language of the lips.

We are aware of the general admiration which has prevailed
and been expressed of the liturgy of the Church of England ;

and if we are not prepared to joiu in this indiscriminate eulogy.
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we are ready to assign the reasons why we think it is scarcely in

any respect a model of pure devotional composition. Passages
here and there occur of unrivalled beauty in the simplicity and

purity of their style ;
some of the collects are truly models of

unaffected and affecting devotion. But as a whole, in our esteem,

it contains blemishes which good taste would fain reject, in-

appropriate petitions and confessions which sincerity must mourn
to be compelled to utter, redundancy and repetition which devo-

tion would wish to escape, and inconsistencies which piety would

Avillingly cast out. And yet if we can defend these charges,
what must Ave think of bishops seated on their thrones, richly
beneficed vicars and rectors reclining in their pews, and intelli-

gent and pious curates reading all this with no emendation, with

no thought of the necessity of a change, with no effort to adapt a

service, which the church must repeat for ever, to the taste, the

wants, the circumstances of the people who have no other public
means of rising to the devotion which religion requires from all

who are sincerely attached to its sacred duties?

I. That which is of the least importance and yet far from being

insignificant, especially in these times of general improvement,
the bad taste which occasionally offends, we shall here exhibit.

In addresses to the Deity good taste selects such names, epithets,

titles, or descriptions, as are appropriate; or their effect is bad and

weak, and there is danger of its being ludicrous,—the most un-

happy consequence that on such a sacred occasion could occur.

The second collect for peace begins
' O God, who art the author

of peace and lover of concord,' and then invokes this holy being
to fight for his supplicants,

— ' defend us thy humble servants in all

assaults of our enemies.' So also the priest says,
' Give peace in

our time, O Lord.' Answer— • Because there is none other that

fighteth for us but only thou, O God.' In the prayer for the

clergy we read,
*

Almighty and everlasting God, Avho alone

workest great marvels'—Work what ? Why this :
* Send down

upon our bishops and curates the healthful spirit of thy grace.'

VVe are not so uncharitable as to think that this reflection on the

clergy is universally deserved. The collect for St. Thomas is

etjually inconsequential in the preamble and the petition : 'Al-

mighty and everlasting God, who, for the more confirmation of the

faith, didst sutler thy holy Apostle Thomas to be doubtful—grant
us so {)erfectly and Avithout all doubt to believe.' In the Litany,
which is intended for a general supplication, in Avhich part of

prayer the greatest simplicity is certainly most consonant to pure
laste, the artificial structure of the whole displeases us much.
The consecutive forms ' from all' this and all that— ' Good Lord

d(.'liver us ;' then by this and by that— ' Good Lord deliver us;'

then (o the close *
'I'luit it may please thee'—and the response,

' VVe beseech thee to hear us, good Lord ;' and the concluding

passages Avhich one could scarcely expect to find uttered any
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where except in the extravagant ravings of a conventicle, are

certainly no fit subjects for admiration ;
and we have heard many

churchmen regret that the latter remained so indecorous a part of

their sacred service. Now if these be blemishes, which we main-

tain, calculated to disturb the placid, or the more elevated feelings
of devotion, it should be recollected that in each year they
amount to between three and four hundred passages, read with no

thought of the sense, which is the only salvo against their being

regarded nearly as nonsense in every parish church in the

kingdom.
II. We come next to inappropriate petitions and confessions,

which sincerity must mourn to be compelled to utter. We know
how much imperfection attaches to the best of mankind

;
but we

know also how powerful is the operation of religion. And with

this knowledge, can it be believed that the upright and pious
Christian should, every Sunday for his whole life, spite of his

growth in grace, with feelings in accordance with the state of his

mind and character, charge himself with ' manifold sins and wick-

ednesses ;' and then join in a general confession which acknow-

ledges himself ' a strayed and lost sheep ;'

' a follower of the de-

vices and desires of his own heart ;' i. e. a slave to his passions;
• an offender against God's laws/ and ' destitute of health,' viz.

that spiritual health which the means of grace give ;

' miserable

offenders ?' In the Litany, again, from the beginning to the close

of life, they are * miserable sinners ;' they are in the depths of

apprehension, if not of despair, and cry,
*

Spare us, good Lord.'

They pray, 'Good Lord deliver us' from sins into which none but
the most unprincipled are likely to fall

;
and from natural calami-

ties which true piety leaves more willingly in his hands who
ordains all things; and amongst these evils they implore deliverance

from * sudden death,' the most enviable death the Christian can
die. The same tone runs through every part. So, when it rains

very much,
' We for our iniquities have worthily deser\ed this

great plague of rain and waters.' So, when there is a defective

harvest, it is,
* The scarcity and dearth which we do most justly

suffer for our iniquity;' or they refer to Samaria, and say,
* We

are now for our sins punished with like adversity.' So, in any
* common plague or sickness,' they are 'Miserable sinners, visited

with great sickness and mortality.' They have, however,
' A

most religious and gracious king,' be he who he may
*

;
—Charles

the Second, or George the Fourth. But will sincerity, if not be-

clouded with ignorance, calmly join in this solemn mockery ?

Deep and unaffected humility before God, is certainly the frame

• In onr own copy, which belonged to our grandmother in the reign of George III.

this king is Charles, and she is directed to pray for James Duke of York. In a copy
we hare borrowed, and which in the present reigu hzs been given to its possessor by
our worthy vicar, it is George.
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of mind in which we should always appear. But either Chris-

tianity produces no effect, or this indiscriminate language of self-

reproach and condemnation cannot be consistent with the piety
that is reaching towards heaven.

III. We have now to notice redundancies and repetitions which
devotion would gladly escape. And upon reading over the Form
of Common Prayer, one is forcibly struclc with the admonition—
* Use not vain repetitions as the heathens do, for they think they
shall be heard for their much speaking.' Churchmen are not

heathens, but the endless repetitions of their service, show that

they have not regarded the caution which their Master gave. We
fuid that the Lord's Prayer may have to be repeated occasionally
thirteen times in the day; that it is always repeated six or seven
times ; for what ? except to divest it of its brevity, to make it

wearisome by tautology, and to oppress with the letter which

profiteth not, and to evaporate the spirit which beautifully exhales
from every one of its short but impressive petitions. Throughout
the service they keep asking for the same thing over and over

again. The same confessions are made to weariness, till they
must, in the majority, become mere matter of course. The per-
petual renewal of addresses to Deity, owing to the prayers being
broken down into separate .short petitions, many of them of ex-

actly the same import, is more fatiguing than exciting ;
and the

frequent recurrence of benedictions and ascriptions of praise in

the same language, certainly weakens their natural effect. Even
the Amens, that sententious Hebrew form of assent and approba-
tion, delegated to the clerk, keep him upon the alert to far less

effect than if they were more rare, in which case they would cer-

tainly be more impressive.
IV. We come now to the most important defect, those incon-

sistencies which enlightened piety would willingly cast out. These
arise almost unavoidably from the scheme of theology, in confor-

mity to which the church service has been constructed. But they
exaggerate all its defects, and present them in the most glaring

light. The creed of St. Athanasins, or as it is styled,
*

commonly
called' so, everybody, but the bishops and both houses of par-
liament, knows St. Athanasins did not compose. This how-
ever is the base of their theory of the nature of God, and it pre-
scribes that they

' shall not confound the persons nor divide the

substance
;'

an excellent provision where all appears
' confusion

worse confounded.' But this prescription it is impossible to follow.

Most of the prayers are justly addressed to God the Father, and
etitn^at blessings through 'Jesus Christ our Lord, our mediator
and advocate with the Father; his only Son and our Saviour.' In
this

'I'riiiity, says this famous creed,
* there is none afore nor after

other.' But the prayers give the priority to the Father, with only
one precaution, which let (he; thinking and astonished world deeply
ponder. In the communion service the priest is to say,

*
It is
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very meet, right, and our bounden duty, that we should at all

times and in all places give thanks unto thee, O Lord, Holy Father^

Almighty Everlasting God.' But this caution is subjoined in an
official note,

* These ivords,
'*

Holy Father," must be omitted on

Trinity Sunday.' There can be no reason for this extraordinary
caution, except an unusual care on Trinity Sunday, not to put
* one person afore or after another.' After this ill-omened day is

past, the good old form is adopted, and blessings are implored of
God through Jesus Christ.

But all this caution is of no avail. We have got into the region
of mystery, and we find ourselves entangled in the mazes of in-

consistency and contradiction. The Litany commences with sepa-
rate addresses from these ' miserable siimers,' to all the persons.
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost

;
then to the Trinity as one God.

Luckily this prae-position is unavoidable, for it wouW not be

seemly to put the Son before the Father, nor the Holy Ghost,
who proceeds from both, before either of the others. Well then,
the Trinity 'good Lord' is invoked by

• the mystery of its incarna-

tion, by its agony and bloody sweat,' &c.
; things that could be-

long only to a body of flesh, that pertain not to an uncreated

spirit ; and thus we find ourselves praying to a God who is flesh

and blood, who has suffered and died, who, though everywhere
present, has been buried and is risen and ascended. Now this is

a most entire confounding of the persons, and while this confusion

remains—worse than Slygian darkness—what instruction can such

language give ? The mind that will submit to use such a form as

this must be penetrating indeed, if it can discern one ray of com-

fort, truth, and light. All this arises from fixing a form in days
of comparative ignorance, a form of human composition, and re-

taining it with religious scrupulosity in a period when men's eyes
are opened to see its weakness and absurdity. Di.ssenters unfet-

tered by such trammels, though still professing to believe this

strange doctrine, yet shape their prayers more in accordance with

scripture. The service of the Church of England puts all that is

mysterious conspicuously forward, and by using technical and un-

scriptural language, and by misapplying much of the scriptures
which it does quote, it is ill adapted for the purposes of piety, and
would be best applied as a running commentary on that absurdest
of all creeds—the Athanasian Creed, which is the grossest impo-
sition on the human understanding, and the veriest libel upon
the scriptures, which the folly and impudence of man ever put
forth.

Another striking feature of this religious service we shall now
notice, and then our thankless and unwilling task is done. The
whole is far more Jewish than Christian

;
more constructed upon the

prevailing notions of the Mosaic code, than upon the pure and spi-
ritual law of Christ. Our • outward estate' is too uniformly repre-
sented as an indication of our inward frame. Events are placed in
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union with principles and actions, with which, since those better

views have been established that Jesus taught, we know they have
no necessary connexion. There is much about enemies, not merely
the devil (with whom their godfathers promised they should
have nothing to do) and all wicked propensities, but our fellow-

creatures, with whom it is mostly our own fault if we are at

variance. Then no doubt occurs that God is on our side: that

we are his people, and they are to be beaten, and we are to

conquer : and yet we are never to have any peace, if we may
judge by the constant prayers we are to put up against our foes.

To keep up this Jewish spirit, almost the whole of the Old Testa-
ment furnishes lessons, many of them unedifying in the extreme,

many of them containing instruction that has been superseded by
the more perfect teaching of Christ. The constant use of the

book of Psalms with no omission and selection incurs the same

charge of a Jewish and antichristian bearing in their devotion.

For beautiful as many of them are, adapted to exalt the mind
and the affections, yet there are sentiments of hostility to enemies,
of pressing importunity for worldly prosperity, of false construc-

tion of the dispensations of providence, at least as they take place
since Cliristianity was established, which sentiments those who
are taught by the great Teacher should abhor. Great as was the

sweet singer in Israel, the least in the kingdom of heaven is

greater than he. A brighter light illumines his mind, a kinder

spirit directs his views and thoughts, a milder atmosphere sur-

rounds him, and he breathes the air of charity and good will to

all mankind. He seeks peace and enjoys it
;
and if he have

enemies he prays for them, and labours to overcome evil with

good. In all his intercourse with others, be it grateful or grievous,
this solemn obligation dwells in his mind,

• Love ye your enemies,
bless them that curse you : do good to them that despitefully use

you, that ye may be the children of your Father in heaven.'

Would we have a liturgy ada[)ted to the pure and spiritual

worship Christ requires, it must be a work of a far diflTerent tex-

ture from that with which our national church is furnished.

Whatever the creed of the worshi[)pers, it must in the present day
be divested of scholastic jargon, and all phraseology found only
in antiquated bodies of divinity, furnished in no degree by the

language of Christ and his apostles. Several forms would be far

better than one, giving the worshi[)|)ers the chance of being less

superstitious about the words, and more devoutly fixed on the

thoughts ;uid sentiments they were sidaptcd to raise. It should

hfive greater variety to correspond with the rich store of know-

ledge and principle treasured in the Christian mind
;
and it should

be entirely Christian, mixing up nothing Jewish, but to show how
far more pure the new and everlasting law of love is, than the old

and limited and temporary law of ceremonies and works. And
it should let our enemies alone, or pray /or them, or pray that we
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may never lose the Christian spirit, whatever their unkind and

unjust conduct to us. And such a service, with all the means to

make it impressive which a rich establishment possesses. Dissen-

ters as we are, we would often stroll to hear.

Then let the pealing organ blow
To the full voic'd choir below,
In service high and anthem clear.

As may with sweetness through mine ear

Dissolve me into ecstasies,

And bring all heaven before muae eyes.
Norton.

OX THE MORALITY OF AUTHORS.

Looking round upon the whole race of human beings, whether

male or female, it would be scarcely possible to find a single one

altogether devoid of ambition
;
and but for this principle, it is

probable that the progressive improvement of the mass of man-
kind, which has been going on from the earliest ages, would be

entirely put a stop to. We see this evidenced in the case of many
savage tribes, as the Greenlanders and the Hottentots, and also

amongst more civilized people, as the agricultural Hollanders, the

peasantry of Spain and Portugal, and the German descendants
in the back parts of Pennsylvania. Amongst all these people, the

passion of ambition is of a very low species, being principally con-
fined to securing a supply of material food, and some few coarse

sensual enjoyments. Therefore, their pursuits and enjoyments
remain precisely the same which have been handed down to them
from ancient times, and they feel no disposition to alter them.
The Spaniards and Portuguese use at this day the same kind of

agricultural implements which were invented for them by their old

Roman masters, and if you remonstrate with a Dutchman, or a
German Pennsylvanian, on the awkwardness of his farm-gear, he
will reply,

' My father found it answer, and why should I change?'
But when nations, by whatever cause, acquire a love of distinc-

tion, a better kind of ambition arises. This ambition, whether
well or ill guided, and in whatever way it may show itself, is

neither more nor less than the love of power. If a man acquires
the highest talent in making flutes or fiddles, or playing upon
them, he does so, much more in consideration of the influence he

thereby acquires over the minds and purses of his fellows, than on
account of any individual gratification he may receive, apart from
the participation of others. In the state of almost universal com-
merce at present existing in the world, money has become an

exchangeable commodity for almost all things which can be made
articles of traffic, and therefore, money is in reality synonymous
with power. It is an engine of command, and therefore all ambi-

No. 77. Z
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tious people, whose ambition is not of the most noble kind, pur-
sue it with intense energy. The petty retailer, who hoards his

small gains, is animated by the same passion as the merchant,
whose revenue is like that of a prince. They seek for what is

termed independence, which is still only a name for power, the

power of obliging their fellow-creatures to labour for them, while

they rest in idleness. The word independence in the sense which

is attached to it, is in fact a misnomer. Those who possess
* an

independence,' as it is called, are the most dependent of all

people, for they rely upon others for the supply of all their wants.

The peculiar constitution of civilized society, has, it is true, given
them a certain amount of power over others, but a change in the

construction of society would entirely destroy their power, and

exhibit them in the most helpless state of dependence. Nay, let

them only try the experiment, by visiting rude countries. Let

them sojourn in the back- woods of Canada, or the United States,

or the Southern Pampas, and they will find that money is shorn

of half its strength ;
that there are numberless things which money

cannot purchase. The only really independent man, if there be

such a being, is the solitary savage, who runs down and devours

his prey like a wild beast. Even Daniel Boon, the patriarch of

Kentucky, who lived the latter years of his life in absolute soli-

tude, was not independent ;
for though the skins of the wild ani-

mals he shot supplied him with clothing, and their flesh with food ;

though the fallen leaves supplied his couch
; though he might

even dig his own lead, and cast his own bullets
; though the rifle

he used might never need repairs, beyond what he himself could

bestow on it
; still, his supply of powder was of necessity furnished

by his fellow-men, and he was dependent on them for it. The

only example w-e know of, of entire self-dependence in a civilized

man, is the case of Alexander Selkirk, on Juan Fernandez, and a
wretched state of existence he found it

;
he was content enough

to exchange it for the dependence of civilization, so soon as

an opportunity offered. The fact is, amongst civilized nations,

all the members of the community are dependent on each other,
and this necessity is of the highest utility, as it draws the links of

kindness, and all good feelings, closer. The time mny possibly
arrive, when increased knowledge may diminish this dependence,
by enabling each to de[)en(l upon the resources of his own head
and hands ; but it is probable that by that time wisdom also will be

much on the increase, and the mass of mankind will have disco-

vered, that true hapj)iness consists more in bestowing, than in

receiving services, and that the greatest amount of happiness is to

be found in the interchange of mutual kindness. Seliish interest

is too much the bond of union in the present order of things, but
we can conceive a time, when actual i)hysical misery shall have
ceased by the operation of better arrangements, when human beings
will be animated by higher views than at present take their attention.
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In all conditions of man, the love of distinction and the power
it bestows will probably be a ruling passion. As the intellect of

the mass expands, mere riches, unaccompanied by other advan-

tages, will decline in influence. A change is even now fast work-

ing. But it is a monstrous anomaly, that a class of beings who
are certainly far from devoid of ambition, should be found willing
to barter away the giant power they might possess, and make of

themselves abject and contented slaves and parasites, to a race

infinitely below them in intellectual attainments,—I allude to lite-

rary authors, and their noble and wealthy patrons. It is most

strange that the former will not see, that, even in a pecuniary
point of view, their true interest lies in awakening the dormant mind
of the public, and promoting the interests of the great mass of the

community. Is it forgotten, that, in the space of four years, the

profits of Mr. Cobbett's Register were twenty-eight thousand

pounds? Even if men of genius are bent on debasing themselves

by becoming hirelings, where is the aristocratic caste which will

thus reward their dereliction from honesty? The whole system of

authorship, as at present conducted, with very rare exceptions, is a
mere matter of trade. A man, often, does not write a book, because
he believes what he writes, but because he believes it will flatter

prejudices, which will procure it a sale, or because it will procure
him a patron, or set of patrons. He does not reflect, that if he
writes truth, and writes that truth in agreeable language, and
with the object of improving the condition of the people, he will

sooner or later be appreciated. Not so. Too many a modern
author is essentially a sycophant, more so even than those who
in the last century wrote long dedications. He writes a book
which contains something vastly witty, in order to set the fashion-

able world on the inquiry after him. Dinner invitations pour in,
and with parasitic eagerness he falls down in base worship of the

rich and great, who need him as a jack-pudding. He dreams that

he is respected, and made a friend of, and is woefully deceived.

He is but the successor of the motley fool who was expected to

say wiity things to make his patron laugh in past ages. He is as

necessary to the feast as the epergne or the liveried lackey, and

perchance, if possessed of the full
'

lion' power, may rate as the

equal of the hired singer,with the disadvantage of not being paid for

his labours. The singer gets his payment as well as his dinner;
the author must say his witty things for his food and wine only.
He leads the life of a base parasite, scorned by those who endure
him for the sake of the advertisement his name willgiveto the enter-

tainment, and he dreams in his folly,that his power is on the increase.

But this is not the worst. His mental faculties become jaded with

over-excitement, and his charity-dinners, and rich wines, become
matters of necessity from long habit, and when he is not asked

out, he must live beyond his income at home. The appetite ofan

epicure is not to be maintained lightly ;
his purse becomes empty,

Z 2
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and he runs in debt. His external appearance ceases to he

fashionable, and his patrons cut him. Driven by necessity, and ill

in health, he takes to writing against time, and publishes an absurd

or dull work. Tiiose who have been his readers fall off, and the

publishers become shy of him. The purses of those he is known
to are drawn upon, till their owners become wearied, and then the

public is ap[)ealed to on the behalf of an unfortunate man of let-

ters. Stories are trumped ui) of the wretched payment he has

received, and the impossibility of his living upon it. Subscrip-
tions are perchance raised, and he is once more placed beyond
difficulties, but it is rare that the bad habits are conquered which

first caused the difficulties. Have 1 overcharged the picture ? I

believe not. 1 could have drawn it still more disgusting, without

infringing truth, and moreover have cited numerous names in evi-

dence. Shall such men be pitied or condemned ? Condemned,
will he the rei)ly of rigid justice. If they inflicted evil upon them-

selves alone, they might perchance be pitied, but they hold high

stations, they are before all men's eyes, and the evil of their exam-

ple is an hundred-fold mischievous. Rigid justice must be exe-

cuted upon them, for the benefit of the community. They
shall not be allowed to plead tlu^ir talents as an excuse

;
it

shall only be held as an aggravation of punishment. "^Unto whom
much is given, from him much shall be required.' It is a matter

of im})ortance for the public at large to lake up, at least in the

case of popular writers. Those who lackey the vices and the

footsteps of the great, may be left to the punishment which their

own baseness is sure to entail upon them. But in the case of

popular writers, great intellect should not be held as a palliation
for the want of morality. The possession of intellect gives the

power of judgment, and he who as{)ires to be a teacher should be

bound to keep his 'scutcheon blotle:-.s. He, M'hose morality is

impeached, should be shorn from the list of the nation's coun-

sellors, 'irust him not, even though his intellect l)e like that of a

god ;
he will use it only the more surely to deceive. Let the

public rigidly exact virtue in their leaders, and the leaders will

conform to the required standard.

And who are so fitting for the leaders of a nation, as the

writers of a nation .^ ^Vere the writers of talent awake to their

true interest, they would join together in a holy bond, for the

guidiuice and instruction f)f the nation, which might lead it to a

state of unexampled pros[)erity, and the writers might thus

acfjuire a povvcr (ar beyond that of any government, nay they

rni^lit at no distant j)eriod be themselves the government. While

contemplating such a magnificent result, we are lost in wonder at

(he
pi.'ity oI)j(!cts n])on which their desires are fixed. In the

rn:ijorily o(" cases it is no matter of surpris(>, for |)elty men ever

s(;clc petty ends
;
but there are some, whose intellects are fitted

for Itetter things, who }ct plunge headlong into degradation, and,
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like Esau, sell their birthright for a mess of pottage. The power
of truth they have sold. The public villain is with them a most

honourable gentleman, for his dinner and wine is fresh upon their

lips. The stern proud spirit of inflexible honesty has deserted

them, and like slaves—base, soulless, craven, reptile slaves—they
crouch at their master's bidding. They know no independence
of spirit, for they have not learned the lesson, that he who expends

twenty shillings out of the weekly guinea is a wealthy man, while

he who overruns the amount, is doomed to be the pander of who-

ever will hire him. The former may be the leader of a nation,

for he may follow the dictates of his own unbiassed judgment,
the latter cannot even plant his foot firmly on the surface of the

round world and say,
'
1 am a man'.' He is not a man

;
he is a

slave, as surely, nay more surely, than though the law had

doomed him to bondage. A legal slave may escape, but the slave

of his own appetite cannot flee away from the bondage which is of

his own creation. Of what avail were all the powers of Sheridan ?

They served only to make him a table-jester, who was suffered to

starve, so soon as his parasitic powers were overstrained, and out

of request. Had he vmited honesty and stern stoicism to his

talents, he might have led the reptiles upon whom he fawned, as

in a dog-leash, but he chose to live a slave to his appetites, and he
died an outcast. Indignation chases away pity, while we think

of it.

A new standard of public writers must be set up. The mere

possession of wit or intellect must be held an insufficient claim

to public attention, when unaccompanied by the moral qualities
which can alone render wit and intellect of value. Inflexible

honesty, severe study, rigid self-denial, philosophic reasoning,
and constant earnestness, are the qualities requisite for those who*
would change the face of a nation from evil to good. Let those

who possess these qualities separate themselves from the herd
amidst which they are at present confounded, and, leaving the

idol worshi{)pers to their own base pursuits, set themselves up as

a band of men not to be turned from their purpose by any
obstacles which may oppose themselves. Let them gird them-
selves with courage, with high heroic devotion, and chivalrous

ardour, in a cause, compared with which all the pursuits of heroes
in the by-gone times are but as dust in the balance,—the great
and holy cause, of endowing human matter with improved minds,
the end of which shall be, that misery will finally vanish from the

earth. Is it nothing, to wield such a power as this.^ Is it

nothing, to crush all petty artificial distinctions of society, which
are not founded on reason and virtue ? Is it nothing, to beat

down the aristocracy of titular rank? Is it nothing, to beat down
the more insolent aristocracy of mushroom wealth ? Is it

nothing, by the mere power of words, to crush the mischievous
influence arising from the prestige of irresponsible power, and
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make it bow down before the resistless might of mind? Is it

nothing, to exercise the noblest of all power, that of originating
minds over comprehending minds P It is in the power of writers

who possess the qualities before enumerated, to make a public, a

constantly increasing public, who would be their true and con-

stant disciples, who would with reasoning energy follow at their

leading, as fast as they comprehended them. Such writers might

possess the power of the orators of elder Greece, immeasurably
increased, in the proportion that the power of the printing-press
exceeds that of the amanuensis. Can they resist such a spirit-

stirring cause ? Can they wantonly abandon so magnificent a

power, for the sake of remaining the sybarites of the drawing-
room ? Are the feast and the wine cup more precious to them

than the honest applause of their fellows ? Can lisping prettiness

tempt the writer's pen, which should give forth masculine energy
in piercing words, to raise men's minds to lofty thoughts ?—can

lisping prettiness tempt such a writer's pen to the base adoration

of those things which his judgment condemns ? If it can, such

a man shall not excel. He shall not be a teacher of the people,
but the hireling and des[)ised parasite of those, whose yoke will

ere long be shaken off; whose object is alike, whether they assume
the name of a bold and unblushing Tory, or of a hypocritic and
more mischievous Whig.

It is a difficult thing for any single writer to stand out from the

mass, and work with effect. If he would write an article for a

review or a magazine, the editor,—who, contrary to what should

be the case, is frequently inferior in intellect to his contributors,—
the editor exercises his inferior judgment, and mercilessly lops

away all that is honest or useful, frequently interposes some mat-

ter of his own in direct opposition to the views of the writer, and

thus sends it forth to the world, a bald, naked, marrowless thing,

only calculated to disgust, and not to instruct. If he would write

for a newspa))er, he can only be {)ermitted to tread in the steps of

the editor, according to the line of politics which has been taken

up. Some periodicals will admit no political articles
; they pro-

fess to be purely literary, and will not allow ])olitics ever to be

hinted at. Yet the very prohibition is an absurdity. What book

of travels can be written, without |)olitics forming a partp What
book of geography is without })olitics

? What novel is without

them l What book of law or Jurisprudence ? In short, do not

politics and political economy enter into almost every portion of

the whole business of life ? Can a man buy a loaf, without think-

ing of the corn laws ? Can he swallow his glass of wine without

thinking of how much dutv it has paid? Can he talk of trade,

without thiidiing how it is affected by the operations of govern-
ment ? Can he remember without grumbling, that he is debarred

from drinking excellent French wines, and from eating foreign
fruit at a cheap rate ? And must he not ask himself why this
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should be
;
whether there is any result from it, save a small and

unjust gain to a robber caste who have arrogated to themselves
the right to make laws ? It is to all these things that honest wri-

ters should constantly turn the attention of the public. It is not

a matter of politics for the day, a mere question who the rulers

shall be, but whether the measures shall be such, whether the laws

shall be so constructed, that they may best conduce to human
happiness. There would seem to want a new system of reviewing,
in order to make it genuine and availing. At present, the causes

before described have reduced it to one dead level of vapid dul-

ness. There is one method which would probably regenerate it.

Every writer should be required to put his signature to his article.

This would remove all responsibility from the editor, and at the

same time govern the moody temper of the writer, and oblige him
to adhere to the exact truth in all that he wrote, under the penalty
of losing his reputation. If an author at present writes a book
which does not square with the existing notions of the literary

clique ;
he is either not noticed, or he is written down, or he is

furiously applauded by one side, and as furiously vituperated by
the other. A foreigner, unacquainted with the state of parties,
who happened to see two opposite reviews of the same book,
would be somewhat astonished, for in truth the critics are fre-

quently merely anxious on each side, that their side should win,
and care nothing whatever about the intrinsic merit of the work
in question. Were their names to appear, they would be some-
what more cautious. To this state of things we must come, for

ere a much longer time elapses, anonymous criticisms will alto-

gether cease to be regarded. It is meanwhile somewhat amusing,
to observe how the principle of utility has come into play, in the
mechanical construction of books. Time was, that it was held

disreputable to publish any thing beneath a folio, and the reader
was almost in the predicament of Gulliver, needing a scaflfold on
his desk in order to accomplish its perusal. The inconvenience
at last wrought its own cure, and quartos became the aristocratic

form. Still they were too large, and for a long period octavos

reigned unrivalled, till duodecimos became the favourite size, and
there the fashion has stopped, for the purposes of the library 5

though even they have been reduced to half size, for the conveni-
ence of travelling. How one of the aristocratic authors of the

elder time would stare, could he come on earth again, and behold
such degradation 1 Yet there is still sufficient room for the ex-
ercise of literary aristocracy. Political economists think scorn of
the writers of poetry. Rhyming poets disdain to look upon novel
writers. Novel writers who sell their three volumes at a guinea
and a half, edge away with contemptuous carefulness from him of

twenty-four shillings ;
who in turn, draws himself up to a dig-

nified height as he overlooks the unfortunate wight of eighteen

shillings. Periodicals again are excessively dignified. Six shillings
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are clearly live twelfths nobler than three and sixpence ;
three and

sixpence cannot be seen arm in arm with hnlf a crown
;
and half

a crown considers eighteenpence to be nobody, or a person whom

nobody knows, and not to be talked about on the same day with

the ' classics' of genteel society. Eighteenpence of course can-

not keep
' low com[)any,' and must positively

' cut' all the

penny periodicals. How can truth be Avritten for a penny, or if

it can, how can it be good truth? All the world knows that the

value of a thing is determined by its selling price. How then can

penny truth compare with eighteenpenny truth, and must not the

highest of all truth, i. e. of periodical truth, be that which is sold

at six shillings! Penny truth! Why, who places much faith in

the mass of sevenpenny truth which is issued daily; how then is

it to be expected that penny truth should make an impression ?

There is a notion prevalent amongst some of the good Catholics

of Soutliern America, that that Virgin is the most powerful
whose chapel is the richest. 1 once heard a quarrel between two

Gauchos on the subject.
* The Virgin of the stone cross !' cried

one,
' what can she do ? Why she has only got tin candlesticks to her

shrine, whereas our Lady of the Rosary has silver ones."* 'A fig

for our Lady of the Rosary,' replied the other,
' our Lady of the

stone cross has a diamond band round her hair, would buy our

Lady of the Rosary
—

chapel, candlesticks, and all!' At this

unanswerable argument his opponent remained dumb. It is clear

that literature is a commodity to be sold in the market; can there

then be a doubt that that which fetches the highest price must be

the best ? Penny truth must doubtless be like a penny whistle, of

very inferior quality.
There has been at times a great outcry among authors against

the public, as being a blind dull beast of a most ungrateful dispo-
sition. This seems to me an unjust charge on the part of those

who make it. The fact is, that the highest class of writers, the

])hilosophic writers, are the worst paid for their labours, but they
are just the men who com[)lain the least

; they have a higher ob-

ject than mere gain, and, so they have but a living, they are con-

tent. The imaginative writers are princii)ally the complainers,
and who, though in many cases they acquire large sums of money,
are very ini[)rovident hke most other people of imagination, such

as painters, players, and musicians. '^I'hcy
deem that they are

persons of the greatest importance to the welfare of society, and

tliey thitdv that society is bound to su|)port them, whatever ex-

travagance they may commit. They think that they l)clong to a

gifted class, and that tiiat fact ought to place them beyond the

iicccssily of the exercise of i)rudence. The public think other-

wise
; they j)ay them according to what they think tlieir works

ai(' worth, end of a surety there nuist be two parlies to all bargains.

They arc not badly paid, Avhcn they possess talent, as the sales of

books evidence, but they think they ought to be paid much higher
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than they are entitled to, were they to reflect that after all their

highest utility is for the most part only the amusement, and not

the instruction of their fellows. There is a class of men who are

much more entitled to complain. I mean the schoolmasters.

The literary author is treated as a gentleman, the schoolmaster is

not. ^V^ere authors to run down something of their vanity and

irritability and to make a society amongst themselves, instead of

deeming that a large expenditure and mock grandeur, amidst
'

good society,"' were equivalent to dignity, the tales of literary

distress would become less common.

Byron's poems produced upwards of fifteen thousand pounds.
A prudent man Avould have turned them to still better account.

Surely, one thousand pounds per annum produced in the time

which the composition occupied can scarcely be called ill usage
on the part of the public. How many authors are there of in-

finitely greater national utility, whose works would not have kept
them from starving ! Mr. Bentham to wit. The writings of

Walter Scott are not of one hundredth part the importance of the

writings of Mr. Bentham, yet how highly have they been paid !

The public is willing to pay more for amusement than for instruc-

tion. The principal value of the works of Scott is, that they
have helped, as beautiful pictures, to humanize the people, and

» have enticed many to read, who otherwise would have shunned
books. But of sound morality there is scarce a jot to be found
in the whole collection. It was not to be expected. The mind
of Scott was warped in early youth, and it could not be expected
that wisdom should be the result. But, notwithstanding the large
sums of money which were paid for his copyrights, Scott lived in

difficulties, and died in debt. Why was this ? The sin which besets

most authors beset him also. He deemed that ostentation was dignity,
and he wasted his means even before he had earned them. The de-
sire to vie with the feudal puppets whom he worshipped, led him
into expenses which his means would not warrant, and he paid the

penalty, by dying before his natural period, tortured in mind, and

overwrought in body. But, let it never be forgotten, that he acted
the partof an honest and upright man in striving to redeem his errors,

and to accomplish the payment of his debts. The principle of
moral honesty was strong within him, and has shed a halo round
his memory, which will not lightly pass away. It were well if his

fate might prove a beacon to those who may come after him.
But it is the part of the public to enforce the penalty, by withhold-

ing their countenance from those, who, possessing the talents ne-

cessary to elevate the perceptions of their fellows, only hold forth

the example of moral degradation.
Junius Redivivus.
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ON THE REVIEW ENTITLED, ' MISS MARTINEAU'S MONTHLY
NOVELS,' IN THE LAST QUARTERLY.

TiiK bitter sweet personage in Goldsmith's pleasant comedy,
' The

Good-natured Man/ who discovered that ' Croaker rhymed to

Joker, and so they laughed,' was probably some ex-ofRcial, with
constitutional bitterness much exacerbated by retirement from

office, and whose sweetness consisted in the smiles he wore as

joculator-general of his party. He describes himself, with no
little vanity of authorship, as having sent his last letter,

' which
will amuse us I promise you,' to a certain 'gazetteer, on the in-

crease and progress of earthquakes ;' doubtless some periodical
rather on the wane, and inclined to evil forebodings by the drop-

ping off of its subscribers.

Be these points of literary history as they may, it has been an
allowed ex-official privilege in all ages, that, in consideration of

leaving an exhausted treasury to plague their successors, they
shall carry with them, stores of bitterness, and vexation of spirit,

to amuse themselves and friends in their retirement. Their other

legitimate satisfaction is, to indulge in national predictions of lean

kine and blighted ears, though even this keen delight is marred by
the thought that themselves caused the evils they now foretell.

In the last number of the '

Quarterly Review,' there is an article

entitled
' Miss Martineau's Monthly Novels,' reported to be the

Avork of an ex-official. His future contributions to periodicals will

be, we trust, not monthly, nor yet quarterly, nor even annual, but

for life
;
so delighted shall we be to retain him in the situation he

at present occupies. Were he restored to his official duties, he

might perhaps be worse employed than in offering insults to the

womanhood of England. We will not transcribe the peroration
of this review, in which he insults a lady whose delightful and

instructive volumes have already dispelled much of the ignorance
and prejudice in which he breathes most freely. We shall only
refer the reader to this precious passage, sure that every man and

every woman,—for those who offer and those who countenance

such language are not to be reckoned,—will have no doubt on

whom the disgrace of this unmanly attempt really falls.

It is as well, perhaps, that the most flagitious attack of this

description by which Miss Martineau has been assailed, should

be made from such a quarter. It lends to unveil the foul reality

of things which have long been gilded over. Talk of the genfle-

vien of England, indeed ! where are they to be found? If their

own organ is to be credited, less among the Tory Aristocracy
and the Church, for these are the parties on whose behalf the
'

Quarterly Review"' s[)eaks, than in any other class of society
whatever. ^V^e know not where to lo(jk for the mechanic, how-

ever uneducated his mind or coarse his habits, who would not

shrink in utter disgust from the language and insinuations which
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this Reviewer has not scrupled to employ ; nay, over which he

seems to have gloated as the best arrow in his quiver. And
with contemptible hypocrisy this foulest of all passages that have

been penned in recent times, is introduced with a profession of

unwillintiness
* to bring a blush unnecessarily upon the cheek of

any woman.' Why this was the very object, and so far it is

gained ;
for man, as well as woman, every individual of the

human species, must blush at the paragraph, unless the writer,

who has doubtless long lost the capacity even of blushing for

himself, however strong the occasion. Having spit his venom,
he sinks into the following silliness:—

• Did Miss Martineau sit for the picture ? But no;—such a character

is nothing to sl female Malthiisian. A woman who thinks child-bear-

ing a crime against society ! An vnmarried woman who declaims

against marriage ! ! A young woman who deprecates charity and a

provision for the poor ! ! !'

Have we exceeded our warrant in saying that the article in the

Quarterly Review, entitled Miss Martineau''s Monthly Novels, is

an unmanly insult ? It remains to show that it is sophistry, and

bigoted sophistry to boot j and a single extract from this self-

contradictory compound will establish this fact.
* The mass of

the inhabitants of Ireland are starving ;' so says the Quarterly
Reviewer of Miss Martineau's monthly novels, in page 148 of that

record of Tory doings. Perhaps the reporter of the above sad

truth is not so conversant with ' the increase and progress of

earthquakes/ as to have realized to his imagination a single starv-

ing family, though thousands of such\horrors have, as he has ad-

mitted, been realized to the nation bytTory misgovernment. Let
us then entreat his serious attention—if it be in his power to quit
his falsetto for a moment, to the following plain record of an ac-

tual starvation case. * William Hutton was born in 1723, in the

town of Derby, where his father was a working wool-comber,
burdened with a large family, for whom his utmost exertions

scarcely sufficed to procure subsistence.' ' My poor mother,'

says his son, in the interesting account he has left of his life,*
' more than once, one infant on her knee, and a few more hang-
ing about her, have all fasted a whole day; and when food arrived

she has suffered them, with a tear, to take her share.' Now, will

the Tory sophist, after contemplating this single case of starving,
and having multi[)lied it by his own admission,

' the mass of the
inhabitants of Ireland are starving ;'

—
will, we repeat, this Tory

sophist tell us that his unmanly attack on Miss Martineau,
for affirming the expediency of prudential checks on popula-
tion, is not sophistical as well as unmanly ? It must require
an arithmetic equal to his logic to prove, had there been tico

infants instead of one on this poor wretch's knee, and a double

* See ' The Pursuit of Knowledge under DiflBculties,' in ' The Library of Enter-

taining Knowledge,' page 172.
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number of starving children hanging about her, that this fast of
' one whole day,' would not have been prolonged, if human nature
could endure, to more than two days of starving? And as for

that oft-tried Tory remedy for this oft-inflicted Tory malady, that

remedy for hunger, not cheaper bread, but a sound opiate,
* food

for powder ! food for powder ! I have led them where they will

be soundly peppered,' we trust it will not in future be found by
our leaders so easy as it has been found to administer this ortho-
dox specific to a starving people. Away with scientific calcula-
tions respecting the proportion between subsistence and popula-
tion

; away with them to the political mysticisms scraped together
for the future use of some Whig writer on the benefits of corn
laws

;
and away, we repeat, with cruelly fastidious delicacies

about checks on population ; away Avith them to the worn-out

common-places of some Tory reviewer of forgotten Sadlerian

humbugs. Put the case of a starving family, even though the

misery were mitigated to the individual, in order to be increased
to the public, by the tender mercies of poor laws, and we would

say in good plain English to that family, what we will say to the

Quarterly Reviewer in good classic Greek :
—

Ovo' eiQ c^fxiXXap TTo\v)(.Kroy (T7rovh)u e\ix)v'

AX(c yop 01 yeywTtc ohck
f.ieyL(poj.iaLAW Cjq, to jier [liyierroy, oIkoT^ev kciXcjc;

JJalcng ce
Ofjexpuii^u' dt,t.wQ ^dyuwc ejawj'.*

We retort the sneer of the Quarterly Reviewer as most ap{)lica-
ble to himself. ' Poor innocent ! he has been [)uzzling over Mr.
Mallhus's arithmetical and geometrical ratios, for knowledge
which he should have obtained by a simple question or two of his

mamma.'—{Quarterly Review, page 141.)
But it seems that certain religious princi[)les and feelings of

delicacy cause the mind of the reviewer to revolt at truths

which some time back horrified the piety of the Tory [)hilosopher,
Mr. Sadler, as he told us in his celebrated work on (he evils and
remedies of Ireland, and which appear lately to have shocked the

delicacy of writers, whose name alone might be received as a

guarantee against bigotry and fastidiousness. Our readers are

probably aware (hat two sons of Mr. Cobljett have commenced a

monthly periodical, which, under the title of Cobbett's Magazine,
avails itself of the widely celebrated name of their father, in ihe

third number of their work, a review of Miss Martineau's illustra-

tions of Political Economy aj)|)eared almost contemporaneously
with that Quarterly Article on Miss Martineau's Monthly Novels,
of which some of our readers may, perha[)s, think we have spoken
with too much bitterness. The tone of Messrs. Cobbett's review
of Miss Martineau's volumes, entitles it to more gentle treatment
nt our hands, both as there is an absence of that strong expression

*
Euriijidis Medea, 557.
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by which their father has so often given offence, and as there is

throughout their article an attention to feeUngs of propriety and

estabHshed principles which will give an additional weight to their

opinion. Speidting of the population doctrine, as adopted by
Miss Martineaui they make the following remarks :

—
' It is that part of her work which relates to population, and which

is to promulgate the idea of there being too many of us, which is the

most objectionablepart of Miss Martineau's doctrines, and what is here

set forth is too repugnant to nature for us to believe that it was ever

put on paper by one of her sex.'— (CobbetCs Magazine, No. 3. p. 215.^

The Quarterly Reviewer will triumph in finding an ally in a

quarter from which he probably anticipated no assistance. But
there is an idiosyncrasy in minds as well as in bodies, and when
we find the leading article in the very number of Messrs.

Cobbett's Magazine, in which they censure the indelicacy of Miss

Martineau's doctrine, bearing this rather questionable title,
' The

Wedding Day and the Wedding Night,' we are obliged to refer

their fastidiousness to that peculiarity of mind which lately
induced ISIr. Cobbett, Sen. to refuse political rights to the Jews of

Whitechapel, on the grounds of their having crucified his (Mr.
Cobbett's, Sen.) Saviour.

We cannot think that delicacy, even though the delicacy of

Cobbett's Magazine be added to the delicacy of the Quarterly
Review, forbids a lady noticing truths, on which the science she
is allowed to treat is principally based. Miss Martineau could
not have illustrated even the leading truths of political economy,
without noticing the doctrine of population ;

nor could she have

spoken of that doctrine in terms less calculated to offend real

delicacy, than those she has employed. For that over-dehcacy,
which is plainly in this, as in every other case, under-delicacy, we
trnst she will continue to hold it in deserved contempt, and that

she will proceed in her task with the glorious freedom with which
science and benevolence have made her free, leaving it to her
reviewers—

Arcades ambo
Et cantare pares,

Sweet innocents !

And paired in cant,

to arrange their plain duties with their fine feelings as they can or

will.

We sympathize in the indignation ex{)ressed against those

country-gentlemen politicians who have made England a country
of paupers. But the deed is done and cannot be undone, and
we are unable to extend our sympathy to the rejection of sound
alleviations. Let not the agitator be alarmed. When emi-

gration has done its best to mitigate miserv^ there will remain
sufficient cau.se of and for discontent at home. In the mean
time the fine feehngs which would encourage population and
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check emigration in a country already over peopled, may be
classed with the superlative wisdom of heating our tea-kettles

above the boiling point, and then closing every vent through
which the dangerous steam we have caused to be generated

might escape. But when we turn from those who in the language
of the day have been called Destructives to those who have called

themselves Conservatives, we look in vain for a satisfactory ex-

planation of their pertinacious rejection of checks to population.
When the circumstances of the case forbid our referring their

opinions, or at least their professions, (o superstition, the super-
stition of the Spanish monk, who forbid the embanking and

turning of a river, on the ground that if God had wished it to

flow in that direction he would doubtless have so ordered it,
—

when, w'e repeat, Ave cannot attribute the opinions of conservatives

to superstition, we are forced to ascribe them to that bigotry of
party which perseveres in error, because that party and its

accredited organ once professed it. Some persons, indeed, call

this perseverance in ill-doing consistency, and others even honour
it by the name of principle, but to our poor apprehension it

appears the unworthy bigotry of party, and though it may put on
the priestly black, or the virgin white, its true colour is blood-red;
for when in an already over peopled country there is no sufficient

prudential restraint on population, or adequate outlet by an

organized emigration which ought to include a proportion of all

classes of society, the elements of destruction will soon be at

work. The plain truth about population is necessary to be known

by the inhabitants of an over-peopled country. From whom are

they to learn it ? From one who boldly teaches downright false-

hood ? w'ho bids them to cease their doubts about checks to po|:)U-

lation, for that amongst the poorest there shall be no check .^ who
tells them to leave their delays about emigration, for that not a

poor man shall quit the country ? This will never do. There is

but one j)lain {)rinciple
—that it was wise—that it is wise— that it

will be wise, to adhere to truth, for this reason only, even if there

were no higher, that tiie effects of truth are most suited to the

wants of the time, and that the effects of falsehood are the reverse

of the objects })ro{)Osed by the false. We now j)roceed to track

the Quarterly sophist through many doublings to his earth, a den
from which sophistries, and deceptions, and misery have long been

emanating. We will begin with his last double, save the one

through which we have already hunted him.
' Wo liardly think it wortli while,' says the Quarterly Reviewer, in

his notice of the tale entitled the ' Charmed Sea,'
' to remark upon

another story, in which this lady (Miss Martineau) is good enough to

exemplify the phenomena of money, by supposing a Siberian market
carried on very liriskly f(jr a whole day upon Jlvc moiise skins, as the

sole circulating medium ! And this trash is to bring political economy
witliin the comprelicnsiun of babes and sucklings.'

—
(Quarterly Re-

view, p. 150.)
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Was then this Quarterly Reviewer so dull, as not to discern

the bitterness of that satire, which he, honest man, objects to as a

puerile illustration ? When our country-gentlemen-politicians

played at paper currency, was not that paper money the ' five

mouse skins ?' and were not they, our country-gentlemen-politi-

cians, grave and reverend seigniors though they be, the very
' babes

and sucklings' who stood in need of the simplest illustrations ' to

bring political economy within their comprehension ?' If they

object to be tossed on the more ignoble horn of that popular
dilemma which assumes this world to be divided into rogues and

fools, we must recur for another simple illustration lo one of the

celebrated doings of reynard the fox, videlicet, when he tempted
the goat to descend with him into the well, and where, having
first quenched his own thirst, he left his cashmere friend, banked

in on every side to escape as he could. Is this an illustration fitted

to bring political economy within the comprehension of babes and

sucklings ?

The profit which a paper currency gave the landholder, namely in

calling his moors into cultivation and his tenantless houses into

rentage, and the ruin it entailed on the capitalist and borrower, viz.

when that day of account, the return to cash payments, arrived,

reminds us of another simple illustration : ^Nous nattaquons, nous

n'assassinons personne ; (says the excellent Don Raphael ;)
nous

Tie cherchons seulement qua vivre aux depens d'autrui.* Even
that great politician never invented a means of such quick trans-

fer as a paper currency so largely and so easily effected from the

coffer of the capitalist to the farm of the land-owner.
' We are presented/ says the Quarterly Reviewer, namely, in the

tale entitled ' For Each and for All,'
' with a titled lady, the wife of a

cabinet minister, who, while spending the autumn vacation at a country
seat, enters into discussions on the laws which regulate wages and pro-
fits with " Nanny White who keeps the little huckster's shop in the vil-

lage," and " old Joel the sexton." These two worthies enlighten the

minds of the great Whig lord and his countess, on the causes of the

distress of the country, and dogmatically lecture them on the "
ope-

ration of the natural laws of distribution," throughout several chap-
ters of dialogue, which our readers will not thank us for extracting

—
but the burden of which is, that" whenever a farmer takes into culti-

vation some inferior land," the profits and wages of his neighbours

instantly fall in consequence, on which account the said neighbours are

naturally very angry with him !'— (Quarterly Review, p. 150.)
The neighbours were wrong in being angry with him, the far-

mer, as they ought in common justice rather to have directed
their anger about their ' burdens' against the country-gentlemen-
politicians who, having contrived to force poor land into cultiva-

tion by protecting corn laws, (defend us from such protection !

we in London call it by a different name,) instantly raised their

rents in consequence; thereby plainly proving whom the said

corn laws were intended to protect. Just so some country-
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clergymen-politicians, having passed a sabbath-protecting, (some
indeed, caUing it a sabbath-spoiling law,) viz. to prevent the

lieges from air and exercise ' on the sabbath day,' instantly find
their pew rentage raised in consequence ; thereby plainly proving
whom the said sabbath laws are calculated to protect. VVe wish

there were more truth in the Quarterly Revievver's pleasant
sneer :

—
' All this is so just, so clear, so self-evident, and so ably

"
illus-

trated," that we do not wonder at our actual Ministers having followed
the example of " Lord F ." and resorted for lessons on political

economy to Miss Martineau, who is evidently quits as capable of

governing the nation as Old Joel himself—(^Quarterly Review,

p. 150.)

We leave Whigs and Tories to settle between them who is

meant by Lord F— ; and Old Joel, being ourselves doubtful

whether aristocratic stickers to their order, or aristocratic stickers

to their rent are intended, but quite certain, that it signifies not a

feather or a straw to us whether we are to be plundered by Nor-
man knights or English squires.
We come next to unhappy Ireland, respecting which country,

and Miss Martineau's deeply interesting tale entitled Ireland, the

Quarterly Reviewer says :
—

' Professor M'Culloch and liis disciples, male and female, forget

wholly one very sim^jle fact, namely—tliat tlie distress of Ireland

arises from a want offood.'
—

(Quaricrli/ Review, p. 148.)

If in the term food were intended to be included food for the mind,
as well as food for the body, the Reviewer's assertion would be a

melancholy truth
;
and it is only to be regretted that it should

have occurred to him so late, that there is dread of its being too

late. l]ut as the term food is intended to be limited to food for

the body, it is palpably false to assert that ' the distress of Ireland

arises from a want of food.' But indeed, this false antecedent is

merely sup[)Osed, in order to found upon it that false consequent—Poor Laws for Ireland. On this subject it may be sufllcient to

quote the following passage from Miss Martineau's '

Ireland,'

with the Quarterly Reviewer's remarks upon it.

' If the law could rectify these evils, Henry, I Avould cry out with

as loud a voice as you. It is because I am convinced that a legal

charity would only aggravate tliem, that I advocate other methods of

rectification. The principle of growth is iidierent in that system,
whether that growtli be rapid or slow

;
and the destruction of the

country in which it is established, becomes merely a question of time.

Tlie only way to get the better of it is to ainiihiiate it in time ; and

this being the case, it is mere folly to call it in for the relief of tem-

porary evils.'

Now for the Quarterly Reviewer's exulting comment on this

sound text.
' And all this vague :issutn])tion is to be a sufHcient answer to the

strong cry of the hungry, the destitute, the desperate cottier— liis cry
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for a legal protection from the sentence of death which his landlord

passes on him and his children when he ejects them from their little

holding !'
—(Quarterly Review, p. 146.)

Was the Reviewer forgetful of all his cunning when he wrote

such palpable sophistry ? In telling us that it is the landlord who

passes
' a sentence of death' on the cottier and on his children,

namely, when he '

ejects them from their little holding," does he not

plainly point out the person from whom alone reparation of the

wrong and injury he alone has done and committed ought to be

expected ? Ay, and exacted too.

But the parting boon Tory English landlords propose to bestow
on Ireland, viz. poor laws, is that every rated householder shall

pay for the wrong done, and for the injustice committed by every

subletting Protestant Irish landlord. The parochial system which
has degraded the English peasant into a pensioner, and aggravated
him into a rebel, which has exhibited the wisdom of English
statesmen, viz. as offering a bonus for a population for which they
cannot find employment, and has evinced their justice, in making
the English householder pay the landholder's labourers

;
this

wasting parochial system is to be fastened, a growing evil, upon
Ireland/or ever, in order to give her stimulus for an hour to bear
those other evils, for which not the householder but the landowner
has been criminal, but not answerable, for ages.
The last boon, we repeat, which the English Protestant Tory

landlord would bestow on Ireland is—poor laws ! ! doubtless

recommended to him by their known effects in England. These
effects have been thus summed up by a writer of the latest and
one of the most comprehensive summaries of the evils and cure

of our parochial system.
' So injurious has it been, as to have actually changed the face of

society in England. The cheerful countenance has well nigh disap-

peared from the rustic dwelling of the husbandman
; the manufacturing

classes are worn down with the anxieties of life ; and the middle or-

ders, upon whom the expense of maintaining the poor is made to fall,

have already so much to struggle with in the altered condition of the

times, the heavy pressure of the public taxes, the depression of trade,
and other causes, that they are themselves, the greatest part of them,
fast sinking into that class which require relief, instead of being able,
as formerly, to impart it.'*

Yet the Quarterly Reviewer, in his attack upon Miss Martineau
and Mr. Malthus, has something to say in behalf even of the poor
laws

;
videlicet :

' In another story, "Cousin Marshall," Miss Martineau follows up
her grand ''principle" to its legitimate inference, the grievous abomina-

* See a Letter to the Rate Payers of Great Britain on the Repeal of the Poor Laws ;

to which is subjoined, the Outhne of a Plan for the Abolition of the Poor Rates at the
end of Three Years. By J. Sedgwick, Barrister-at-Law, /cUe Chairman of tht Board
of Stamps. Page 167.

No. 77. 2 A
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tion of poor laws ; and not of poor laws only, but of charity in every

shape
—of ans'thing, in short, which can stand for an instant of time

(mark that,yb?- an instant of time !) between the poor and that utter

destitution, which this gentle philosopher expects to teach them,' (and
will it not teach them ? or, are they not to be taught ?)

' to keep
their numbers within the demand for their labour, and which, at all

events, would' (say rather will)
'
kill them oiF down to the desirable

limit.' ((Quarterly Review, page 144.)

It is the Quarterly Reviewer that fixes \\\& ne plus ultra

limit of the poor laws,
' utter destitution,' as the desirable limit

of population ;
and it is the follower of Malthas, and not the

Quarterly Reviewer, that desires a limit of population very far

short of the utter destitution which is the certi denique fines, the

sure and unavoidable limit of poor laws. We are weary of fol-

lowing up the sophist through all his doublings, and will go at

once straight to his earth. '

Charity in every shape/ forsooth !

Yes—the charity of taking from the capitalist, of taking from the

farmer,* of taking from the manufacturer, of taking from the la-

bourer, of taking, indeed, from everybody ;
and /or what purpose?

This question leads us from Political Economy, to what another

Tory reviewer has denominated ' Politics Proper ;' and the answer,
in few and plain words, is— to put down free institutions, i. e. the

responsibility of the few to the many in every jyart of the world,
most obviously indeed in France, but principally in England.
When our country-gentlemen politicians betrayed this nation

into a murderous and wasting war with a gallant people driven to

extremities^ by a treacherous aristocracy and a threatening enemy,
they forced us into a gratuitous contest, from which we have come
forth with all the honours of war, but at the loss of almost all the

blessings of peace. One thing indeed worth winning we won in

that protracted struggle
—bitter experience. Aided by a large

knowledge of the records of this experience, a woman, it must
be confessed of no ordinary talents, is able in these latter days to

write political lessons, full of the most important truths, set forth

in a very striking manner, for the reverend seigniors, who, as ap-

pears by the bitterness of the Quarterly Review, are still not only

* We oxppct Miss Martinean's Illustrations of Free Trade and the Corn Laws
•with deep interest, not only in the subject, but in the writer's mode of treating
it.

f In reading the history of the French Revolution, the attention is too often

diverted from ^^retit political principles to mere, diplomatical questions. The real

question ab()\it the French Revolution, is, 'Had the French people great political
evils to reibrni f was the French aristocracy opposed to an effectual reform? and
were the aristocracies of Kuj^land, I'russia, and Austria ii'solved to resist reform ?'

These are the real (juestions to be considered l)y the reader, and not ' Whether the

French
])i'0])lc committed erroi-s ? wlu'thcr theFrench aristocracy suflft-red punishments ?

wlii'llicr tlie aristocracies of Kuj^land, Prussia, and Austria diplomatized so as to

make (Hit a cast' -''' Readers of history ih fncto, and not tie j«re, often attach hui^e

import aiicc to the latter triflinpf question. But he must be a wretched advocate
wbo ciiniiDt makf u]) a case for nwy client, he must be a still mure wretched judge,
who allows himself to be deceived by such a raade-up case.
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too bigoted in principle and too sophistical in reasoning to profit

by these pearls of precious price, but will turn again and rend the

hand which offers them. Hinc iU<E lachrynice I Let Miss Marti-

neau be assured that no testimony we could bear to the ability of

the writer, or the importance of the writings should be half as

flattering to her feelings, or would be half as useful to her in-

terests,* identified as these have been, and we feel confident ever

will be, with the cause of truth, as the testimony which has been

borne to her talents and principles by the unmanly and sophis-
tical article in the Quarterly Review.

AUTOBIOGBAPHY OF PEL. VERJUICE.

CHAPTEB I.

'
I'll break a custom.*

•Write and publish it: you are not bound to tell the world it is a

true story. Leave your readers to suppose the " life and adventures"

to be a work of imagination. The facts are too surprising, too un-

common to obtain belief: let the work appear, therefore, as mainly
an invention, or a life of singular vicissitudes, &c. told with the embel-
lishments of fiction.'

Thus I was ad^nsed in the twenty-fifth year of my age. Sixteen

years have since been added to my account, full of vicissitude and ad-

venture, much more extraordinary than any through which I had pre-

viously passed. If sixteen years ago my story would have been re-

garded as a fiction, what opinions can I expect will be formed of it

now, with such additions and multiplications of strangeness ? That it is

a tissue of impudent falsehoods ; or, at best, a specimen of my faculty
of invention. ' Facts are stranger than fiction.' I was led into re-

flection on the course and incidents of my life, by the expressions of

surprise which have followed the relation of some of the numerous
adventures in which I have been engaged. At times a $mile, not of

incredulity exactly, but in kind acceptance of the matter as a clever

invention, or a jest, has rewarded me for narrating and describing
those things, which were as true to the letter, as that I was then the

speaker, and the smilers the hearers. I was not aware that there was

any thing so very unbelievable in the circumstances : nor, while they
were passing, and I participating, or acting in them, did I consider

they were particularly surprising, or outrageously eventful. I met

many of them, most of the most extraordinary, as common occurrences;
however strongly they might have grappled my individual feelings
at the moment, I never expressly marked them with a note of admira-

* In a note affixed to this Quarterly article we find an advertisement, rather too

much a la George Robins for our taste, of certain ta/et already written by Miss Edge-
worth, and presently to be published by Mr. John Murray. Had this bibUopolicalybc/
been made known to us in time, we might perhaps have spared ourselves the trouble
of reviewing this Quarterly article

;
for though we have a wicked delight in exposing

unmanly sophistries; we never wish to interfere with the labours of the General
Advertiser.

2 A 2
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tion in my memory, as something which would tell well in a book. T

sought them not— I was thrown into them. Certainly I should never

have thought of them as ' ink and paper' matter, if I had not been

so repeatedly told they were '

passing strange,' Strange or not,

they are true. And though
'
I have promised a few kind friends,'

and threatened ink and paper for years, I could not ' screw my
courage to that sticking place,' the first sentence of my eventful

history.
I now sit down to write, resolutely

—as I glance through the retro-

spect. My feelings, I expect, will be kindled as the facts are revivi-

fied, and by the ideal creation of persons and scenes. And from these

feelings my language will, consequently, take its tone. Excursive and
discursive I know I shall be

;
for echoes, contrasts, and reflections, in

my early pages, will force themselves upon my attention—and I may
be gentle, mirthful, perhaps splenetic, perhaps sarcastic and bitter,

denunciative—perhaps I may seem venomous, while I am really in-

nocuous. Sometimes I shall belie my name, and at others give proof
that no other could fit me so exactly. Yet I will not exaggerate facts ;

I shall '

nothing extenuate' of that which I relate of myself. I may
be a little merciful to others. Memory will be my guide

— I can rely
on its direction— I need no tables of reference—I have wandered

through twenty-two years in various parts of the globe
—in Europe,

Asia, Africa, and America—and, by a concatenation of circumstances,
I can in a few moments say where I was, almost to a day, certainly
never with the error of one Aveek, any time during that twenty-two

years. A journal I never had method nor i)erseverance to keep; all

my attempts at such regularity have but led me into confusion, I

have brooded and meditated over my past life in many an hour, week,
and month of solitude. I had an eager desire to be a skilful moral
anatomist ;

I have ajjplied my scalpel and probe to many subjects.

Myself I have dissected a thousand times. No, no, I shall not be

at a loss because my data are not written on paper.
I have acquaintances in either 'half of the world.' From Austra-

lia to Hudson's Bay, from Ceylon to the Carribee Islands are scattered

those who think they know me. If they read these memoirs they will

be astonished at their error. I have deceived them by concealing from

them those truths which I am now about to avow to the world— I did

not by falsehoods or insinuations attempt to mislead them—I was

silent.

Autobiography will be imperfect if birth and parentage be not set

forth. My parents were of the humblest class—the j)00rest of the

poor: my father's weekly earnings being all he ever possessed, with

them he struggled to provide sustenance for himself and his familj'.

Here is a stigma, a foul stain to adhere to me through life, and to

posterity ;
should ever fame throw a brilliance round my head, living

or in death, the light will serve to exhibit the stain. Should fortune

enable me to descend from my garret to a first-floor lodging, this

blot upon my rej)utation will remain : this brand of the worst of cri-

minalities will grin on my front—deep, ineradicable, and everlasting.
A mountain split in two by an earthquake shall liave its sides drawn

together by a diacliylon plaster as easily as this brand shall be ef-

faced. 1 did not choose my parents : but will ask, what has exalted
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man to noble distinction ? In the majority of names, oppression, fraud,

blood, rapine, murder. No matter what have been the means, if suc-

cess crown a toil (toil !) with wealth or titles, the means are forgot-
ten in the worship which is ever paid to the successful. I appeal to

the actual practice of society, not to the fictions in which society is

educated, for there morality is fiction. One thing is told but its op-

posite is taught. Lessons of disinterestedness and natural integrity,
are verbalized to every child, but examples teach, and the lessons

of example are ' make money—advance yourself in appearances—
get on in the world. What I have said to you about riches

being the source of all evil, gold only dross in comparison with

virtue and integrity, and all that, is very pretty ; you'll be thought
amiable and upright if you have the sentences at command, and utter

them occasionally, and they will assist you amazingly on the other

road.' This is never said—no, none but a ' madman' would say it,

for he would be scouted from society for holding such sentiments—
I mean for talking them ; but it is shoAvn—it is acted upon

—it is felt—
it is in the blood—it is done. Where is the morality—who so virtu-

ous in England— (if there be such a man, depend on it he is in the

lazaretto of society)
—as to refuse the call or card of the millionaire

who has sweated his wealth by every cunning he could devise, by
every legalized rascality

—base chicanery, all on the safe side of
the law,—though from the tears, the groans, the vitals, and heart's

blood of hundreds, who have shrunk and withered to death under his

grasp ?
'

They are not aware that he has done any of these things.*

They are—they do know it—the fact, that he is merely reported, or

suspected, himself, in his own life, to have accumulated such masses of

wealth, is ^rooy that some of these practices have been employed in the

accumulation. Somebody's ruin has been effected by it, and perhaps
designedly. Not known ! Print the tale in fire, and it will be re-

membered as a yesterday's advertisement for a lost lapdog. None
but the loser and finder are much affected by that. Who among
this fictitiously moral nation would not wish their friends and ac-

quaintances might call while his card was opportunely and conspicu-

ously visible on the table ?

But, to return ; I was not consulted in the choice of my parents, but
I prefer my father to any man whom political cunning or soldierly

daring has ever exalted to wealth, titles, and honours. The soldier

is fired by the hope of victory's laudations—the reward of glory.
The blaze of reputation for courage ; the prospects of spoil ; the fear

of disgrace arms him ; the electric fluid strikes him through thousands
who are linked together by one chain ; he is whirled along by a tem-

porary insanity; he calls it enthusiasm in the cause; it is the wild
and ungovernable excitement of the moment ;

he would as often flee

with the coward, as plunge into destruction, and bound along with the

madly rash and impetuous. The warrior perils his life, to destroy
life ; he confronts dangers in seeking victims ;

he wades to triumph
through blood. But there is an intrepidity superior to any and all of
these ; there is a courage and magnanimity, compared with which all

that the soldier or martial chief ever displayed is but paste to the

purest diamond, an agitated duck-pond to a continuous stream of

rippling brightness. It is that which generous humanity inspires ;

.the isolated intrepidity, which, of its own innate and noble impulses,
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ventures through apparently inevitable death to save life—with no

further, not an atom of interest in that life, beyond simple and gra-
cious feelings towards a fellow-creature

;
no stimulant of reward

;
no

prospect of fame ;
no hope of recompensing admiration : it is ungar-

landed, private, and silent ; so it lives and so it dies. Yes, I am

prouder of him than if he had planned those fields of strife, on which

hi;§. country's enemies were swept down in masses, than if he had led

Boillions to victory, or mowed Europe over with a conqueror's scythe.
But he was a poor man, one who gained a livelihood by earning some

twenty shillings per week. Little probability was there of his rising

to honour, if he had outaged Methuselah, instead of dying in the

vigour of years, a young man
;
for to the crime of poverty he added a

yet sorer and equally dangerous moral turpitude
—intellectual daring.

The words were not upon his lips, but, ^Jiat justitia mat ccelnm' re-

gulated his heart's pulsations. Yes, I am proud of my poor father!

1 have more disgraces to heap upon myself, which will gain for me the
' cut dii'ect,' where I have been hailed with ' How are you, Pel. V for

years. The hall or passage will limit my footsteps in those dwellings
in which the drawing-room has hitherto been my place of reception or

audience. In one or two I shall yet be ushered stealthily into the library.—I am proud of my father—and I am content to be exiled from society.

My dog will wag his tail in spite of all the contumely which may be

cast upon me. Had his (not my dog's) grandfather possessed a

larger portion of common sense, a/iglice, wordly-mindedness, atten-

tion to money getting, for that is the verity of the English meaning,
self-interest and its economies, I might perhaps have written ' Gent.'

at the end of my name, or something bigger before it—Sir Peregrine
Verjuice ! How it would have swung along a hall, and through the

corridors, under and around and over the lamps and chandeliers,

hissing at its tail end, into the ears of the assembly. How many or

which of my forefathers were hanged I could never learn, such was
the family pride ! There is a rumour that two were ' made shorter

by the head,' for the reason that those heads contained stuff which
woiild not cut to the fashion of the party which happened then to be

strong enough to exercise this process of diminishing a man's stature.

Jn truth, the direct line has been somewhat obstinate, seldom sailing
witli the currents of opinion, merely because they wtre the currents

of opinion ; they had a curiosity to look into the why and wherefore.

This is all my inheritance from them; and it came to me without the

usual luck of entails, for I received it in all its vigour on attaining

my majority, or rather, like our poverty, it has increased by descent.

Oh, 1 had ancetsors ! and as for my poor mother,-^talk of family

antiquity, indfcd—there is not one of her kindred, her son ekceptedi
who will not spin for ( enturies beyond the oldest family in the Eng-
lish ])eerage ; and though J truly value the matter as a wisp of

rotteu straw, she could do so without straining her wits to poetry.
On thi;* theme she would talk with enthusiasm to the bodevilment of

the JKjtg's puddings which it was her business to fry for my father's

diruier. ,^\'hen h^-r blucxl was on the carpet (our sanded floor) what a

raceit'Tanl '
'J'licre had been princes in her family,' so there had

'been, and one of their descendants was then skimming a pot of mutton

bnjtli, or darning my father's hose. Into the patrimonial acres (into

her share of them, at least) a claw, which never relaxes it8 grasp.
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had been digged
—LaAv! law 1 law! The right was clearly hers, she

gained the victory, and it is superfluous to tell the reader what
became of the acres. She preyed on the loss—on such food, how
could she live ? but she was not a creature of sadness, she used to

laugh, and laugh well, and such a laugh ! so clear and keen—no,

not keen, that is sharp-edgy : you could not hear a jar upon her

laugh so harsh as a gossamer thread. It was a succession of beads of

sound leaping up from her larynx ; diminishing, and diminishing,
and diminishing (these words are too long) to an invisible point, and

all, to the perceptible last, so clear ! you have heard a smooth pebble
as it danced along the glaze ice ? I never heard such a laugh but

once since. A few week's ago, I was walking in Piccadilly at one

o'clock in the morning, that is to say, in the west-end vocabulary,

evening; to prevent mistakes, I mean it was one hour past midnight.
I heard such a laugh (on the opposite side of the way, note ye) from
one of the merry miserables who parade London streets at that hour,

perhaps shelterless. It was my mother's laugh I and she had been
dead thirty-five years. She died young—in her youth.

I was born within some hundred yards of the termination of a

wooded hill, the slope of which abruptly closed in the precipitous
banks of a rugged and roaring stream, well characterised by its name,
which, in the language of the country, is Stone, or Rock-breaker.

Perhaps I imbibed the froth and impetuosity of my character from a

sympathy with that stream. There stood, and yet stands—but oh,
how changed I

—a little white- washed cottage, trelliced with honey-
suckles and roses ; the perfume from which, even across this gulf of

time and distance, I can inhale in imagination. A small garden, the

ground of which was stolen from the domains of the woody hill,

looked laughingly down on the cottage, and was circumscribed by a
wall of rough, unhewn fragments from the neighbouring rocks. This
wall was my father's handywork : for a gate, a gap had been left in

the building, which was reached by ascending three larger fragments
embedded—mud, I suppose, was the cement used—in the lowerpart of

the wall,
—three jutting stones. I remember, well, what an achievement

it was considered for me to climb up them, while nay father stood by
encouraging the little ci'agsman. To meet the calls of necessity, not

for ornament nor for recreation, did my poor father till that garden.

Cabbages, of course, were more abundant than carnations. Leeks, 111

warrant, were there ; and I remember the only things I cared about,
were the borders of double daisies. Single or double I always loved

them; better, though, the little wild thing that lifts up its beautiful face

in the fields and asks a kiss from your feet. I never could crush

them by treading on them. In front of the cottage was a smooth

patch of green sward, preserving the form in which nature had laid it

there : it was not snipped and scissored, and squared or rounded, nor
hemmed with a border of gravel. At a short distance from the

house, in a valley between our hill and the next to it, was a broad
sheet of water, gathered, by some artificial process into which I never

inquired, from Stone-breaker's territories. This was used for working a
'

forge,' from the wheels of which it threw itself down into the channel
of the aforesaid Stone-breaker

; returning, as it were, the borrowed

water, which here was crossed by a venerable looking greystone
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bridge : this bridge had looked on the scene for centuries. Thence
the torrent leaped, and spinned, and whizzed, and rattled, and grum-
bled through a glen of crags, brambles, bushes, and moss-coated trees,
till it suddenly calmed by expanding into a stream ten times its

breadth hitherto, and glistened smoothly on between two gentle slopes,
one of which was treeless turf, the other a rich and vary-tinted
wood

;
and continued in this gentle course through the fertile vale of

U—
, till it emptied its tributes into the liquid amber of the river

which gives the name to the vale. The whole scene combined every
beauty of landscape. There was the craggy, wild, romantic, reposing,

solitary, picturesque, gentle and undulating, verdant and cultivated,
and the many hues of scantiness, just living on sterility

—all that a
lover of scenery could wish, except an expansive cortp-d'ceil. I have
been thus tediously particular in attempting to describe the reflections

of memory, to paint impressions which I took when a child, (for I was
but four years old when I quitted this my first home,) because the

change was, to me, so horrible when, after an absence of thirty-three

years, I visited the scenes of my infancy, I came and found all

civilized.

It was on a glorious day in the glorious month of June, 1828,
(I hate winter in England—all slop and shiver during the dingy five

months, except for some half hour which merely serves to jog the

traveller's memory of the magnificent winter he has luxuriated

through in Cabotea,) that I set off from A—
, not sad, for there is too

much beauty in the scenery in that vicinity to allow of sadness, but
anxious

;
there was a foreboding of something unpleasant in my mind.

I never spoke to any one on the subject, I made no inquiries, but I

had read in the Directory that the small town of P— had, within the

late few years, increased in size and population in consequence of the

works which were established in the neighbourhood by the enter-

prising,
—somebodies—and was prepared to expect the '

improve-
ment,'—that's the phrase, the expressive phrase,

—had produced some

change in its appearance ; yet there was a hope that my mind would
revel in delight. Road-posts were my guides through all that my
memory knew not ; till, on rounding a hill that made itself known to

me through the tongue of the outspread vale below, which being,

luckily for it, too worthless for the improver's experiments, was as

beautiful as ever, I looked at once on what had been the scene on
which for so many years I liad turned my eye with a sad pleasure and
affection. I gasped with horror !

—
ay, with horror !

—on beholding it.

Ranges of dark and mystical architecture, demon temples, frowned
in every direction

;
flames hissed and roared from a hundred yawning

gulfs. Ponderous black blocks of smoke pushed themselves upwards
into frightful c-olumns, and then densely spread out against the face

of the insulted sky. Here and there, mingled in the gloom, were
.seen still more disgusting masses of dirty white vapours, heavily and

sluggishly attempting to rise, and, as they rose, turning into that

threatening sickly, reddish yellow, which looks an impersonation of

]iestilen(e and destruction, palpable and living. The tornado of

AlVica, and the typlion of the China sea, seemed embowelled in them,
and rcjidy to Ijurst foitb. In the typhon and tornado atmosjjheres,
you have grandeur, magnificence, sublimity; but these were stink :
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they disgusted, they did not terrify. I despised them, while I

shuddered
;
I scorned them when I fled from them. What I gazed on

had all the ugliness of Hell, but none of its terrors. On every
eminence, a band of furies danced amid the flames and smoke, on

every crag was scooped a wizard's caldron, round which the ghastly
monsters moved with wild and irregular action, as they poured in

the ingredients of their
' hell-broth.' Strings of demons issued from

the temples, mowing, and mocking, and leaping, and throwing up
into the murky canopy above their heads sounds, neither scream nor

bellow—a compound of both. Lasciar ogni speranzi glared in red

letters on my dilated eyes. I turned from them to search if any thing of

nature was visible—nothing ! There was a sleepy canal stretched

in dull length along the glen, just sufficiently twisted out of a right
line to exhibit its uneasy rest and cramped deformity ; and a bridge

fashionably cut, a coxcomb, impudently presented himself to my view;
and I knew I was on earth yet. But she had fled entirely, not a

scattered feather of her wing, not a pressure of her foot, not a dint of
her finger was left ! The woods were cut down, not a skeleton

stump remained : the turf was torn up, and mountains of black

cinders and scoria had crushed every blade of grass to death. The
very air and the sky contained nothing in them of their former com-

position. An aeronaut must have carried axes and shovels up with
him to dig and delve his way. No—'twere safer to lay his mattress
in the Grotto de'l Cane. Earth—water—sky—all was civilized.

In spite, however, of the fiery lettered bidding, I could not abandon

hope. I had been often disappointed, defeated ; blows increase my
strength, and those which the spectators thought had ' knocked the
breath out of my body,' and ' taken the conceit out of me,' have con-

stantly produced an exactly opposite effect. In spite of the command
to ' let go,' I determined to ' hold on,' to see further, and found my
way without disturbing my tongue, and unerringly too, to the old

grey bridge, across Stone-breaker. The bridge was not changed
in the least, he was not a minute older, but Stone-breaker—strong
limbed, leaping, uproarious Stone-breaker—was withered, haggard,
dull, dying in his coffin : with scarcely a drop of blood left to trickle

through his scurfed and ragged veins. Poor old fellow ! there he

lay, what remained of him, sad, silent, abandoned
;

I bent down to

discover if yet he breathed, and a small faint sound, but clear as if a

crystal had whispered, answered my solicitude.
' The canal had

drained him of his life,' he said. Is it in sadness or in mirth that I

have written this ? Let the ontologists decide. Where are they
to be found ? Has the world yet learned to understand Hamlet ? Is

there more than one in a thousand of those who settle as readily and
as self-satisfiedly their opinions of his intellectual constitution, as they
would tell the order of the three first letters of their alphabet ? Is there
more than one of such thousand, whose acquaintance with the currents,
causes, and effects of Hamlet's thoughts and actions is not as limited

as their knowledge of the state of the markets in Georgiura Sidus ?

Think it over.

Proceeding directly onward from the bridge, I rose on the acclivity
toward my native cottage. All other disappointments and disgusts of

my perambulation were nothing compared to what overwhelmed me
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now. Not a leaf, not a stem, not a root was on that beloved hill
; its

bowels were torn out, and strewn in rough and ragged heaps on its

mangled face and breast I Geologists lay it down, that where metallic

ores are to be found, all is sterility on the surface-—there is little, or
no vegetation ; it may be so, but a greater certainty is, that that was
not an article in the creed of the improvers and civilizers when they
set to work here. The site of the cottage as to latitude and longitude,
and its bearings by the compass, was as of old, and steering from its

south-west gable, to look for the patch of garden, a rascally furnace
belched his blaze and smoke directly into my face, drove me back ;

anrl, willy-nilly, my burnt and bleared eyes were turned upon the—
cottage ? Cottage ! Whitewashed it was. They'd whitewash a

lump of coal that lay in a cart rut there. The walls, to half their

height, were spattered with mud. By what dexterous process this

Avas effected, and in such weather too, was at first a mystery, but it

was soon unravelled
;
the artist was then at work, but out of sight for

the moment. The shattered windows were mended by filthy rags,
and one mass of breakage was stopped up by a discarded, dingy felt

hat : and in the place of that smooth, velvety turf, which was, a hil-

lock of cinders reared itself so high, that the cottage grinned forth

its wretchedness in a valley at its foot. Between the hillock and the

door, a low rough wall, white-washed—yes to be sure—stretched from
end to end of the domicile, erected to prevent the cinders from rolling

—
into the door ? No, into the pig-stve before the door. It seems 1 had
disturbed the mud-spattering artist, for a grunt came uj)on my ears,
and a lean, hungry pig leaned his nose on the wall for support, while
he examined me ;

and grunted again, not angrily ;
it was a sort of

congratulation, a ' how d'ye do?' grunt. The bridge and Stone-

breaker excepted, this was the only thing, animate or inanimate, which
held sympathy with me. That pig ! he could not know me ! why, hisgreat-

great-grandmother must have been an infant at the breast when I last

looked at that door, somewhere in the neighbourhood perhaps, assuredly
not there. There was neither cabbage-leaf nor root visible, so I

walked into the town, purchased two penny loaves, returned, and gav«
them to him. This was all the communion I had with the inhabitants

of my native place. I hastened from it. I would not remain to take

a whiff" of tobacco, till then my never- failing solace in misery—the

composer of my contentious and afflicting thoughts ;
I love to see its

curls of light blue smoke rising ami circling from the bowl of my
pipe ; they are, in motion—indeed, they always remind me of her—like

'J aglioni ; she herself, a fleecy cloud ribboned and edged with livelier

tints, as it dances to a bridal of the stars. No, not a whiff could I,

or would I take. My lachrymal ducts were scorched, and the one

eomijelled bead of a tear which expanded over each ball of sight,

scalded my lids ; my breath was fire, and the pulsations of my heart

were the throbs ot mingling agony and maledictions. You may laugh
at this extravagance, if you will, Mr. Reader, I am not asking your

sympathy: 1 am writing a tale of confessions and facts ; not spinning

apologies for my life and character. I had thought of this home of

my cliildhood through thirty-three years of absence from it, with

such sacredness of emotion, that I believe I never once alluded to it,

even to my iutioxate friend, X had roamed more than a hundred
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thousand leagues in foreign lands, and over distant seas ;
I had medi-

tated in wildernesses of myrtle ; I had walked in regions of the vine,

and groves of oranges and woods of olives
;

I had been alone in the

jungles of Asia ;
the solitude of the entangled mazes of Guiana, I had

enjoyed without a disturbing companion ; and I had thoaght myself
out of misery into happiness, as I stepped through sun-impervious
forests in the valley of Mississipi. 1 had gazed on nature in her

terrific grandeur, and in her richest beauty, and they all taught me to

look back with deeper atfection on that spot. In the danger of battles,

storm, and shipwreck, I had participated : death had waylaid me, and

I had evaded him. He had placed himself in a hundred attitudes to

strike me, and I was drawn aside from the falling blow. He had

repeatedly invited me to his embrace, and alluring was the invitation,

but I was enabled to resist. A motive for resistance flashed across me,
and I was strong again. What was that motive r Turn over every
human cause for human action which you can find in the metaphysi-
cian's catalogue, and guess beyond it : you are still at a loss. I shaU

not in direct words inform you what has been, and is the motive ; tha

binding to resolute endurance : read—watch, and you may trace it in

the meanderings of my story. Let me go on, hear more
;

I had been

borne along on a torrent of prosperity, and suddenly dashed back

upon utter worldly ruin. I had been astonished at my own success,
where efforts seemed to many powerless, and the bare entertainment

of the design was ridiculed by others as insanity. This is rigid truth.

While lifting my foot to take the loftiest point of earthly bliss, I have

been hurled down to a gulf of misery ; I had fled on hope's wings to

within a hair's breadth of my goal, triumph—to be blown away into

distance, doubled by failure ;
it was not strength that I lacked, there

was manoeuvring necessary in laying hold, and I would not take a

circuit. Without a friend to recommend, or patronage to encourage
him, a poor boy, with no more than a pauper's education, has been
the acquaintance, sometimes the companion, perhaps not the despised
one— true, they did not know his origin

—of intelligence, wealth, and

station, how superior to his ! But through all, he nev'er ceased to groan
in secret, at his beggarly origin, the stings which poverty thrust into

his heart. He was slabbed hourly, vvithout the stabbers dreaming that

he was their victim. He saw, he felt, he knew he should be despised,
scorned ;

soothed with words, but sneered and scoffed at in practice.
Gav equipages have drawn up in the streets, and sparkling eyes,

smiling lips, and music voices have echoed and reflected the delicate

touch of the hand, which was held out in congratulation of my ' suc-

cess.* Success I was sure it was not, but never so spoke. I have stood

trembling vvith weakness from hunger as I heard this, and bowed accept-
ance as those voices have given me invitation to dinner. Frequently the

only food I had tasted for the day has been crude peas, gathered by me
in the fields, while during that day twenty tongues have drummed into

my ears eulogies on my
• talents.' And I was at that time hoarding shil-

lings by literally starving myself to pay debts which I had incurred,
not in supporting existence, but in labours by which only I could hope
to obtain bread ;

and this too was accompanied by the blissful convic-

tion, that I was all the while considered by my creditor, and not him

only, as an tinprincipled' individual,' for not paying my debts honour'-
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ably. It was just that he and they should think so, for I had concealed
the real cause of non-payment. I have quitted gay and festive scenes
in this metropolis, and walked the streets all night in my dinner dress

;

I had not sixpence to procure shelter; for access to my own it was
too late, I was compelled to accept the invitation, because I dared
not shock a friend by the truth

;
a false excuse 1 trembled under; I

am improved in this latterly, and could tell a lie unblushinalv, but
occasion never comes, thank heaven ! I have been sneered at as a very
silly fellow, by persons whose intellects were, really I speak it without

spleen or vexation, too diminutive, too despicable for contempt, and I

felt just as angry as the ocean would be, were they to spit in it. I would
not touch them, for they had no armour, or they might have found more

pleasant amusement in putting their fingers into a scorpion's nest—
more rest by laying their heads on a coiled rattle-snake, than in my
retaliation. I have been piteously smiled at, and I remain unseen, by
the clever and richly mental, whose notice and approbation I have
laboured so hard, and endured so much to win, from the mere fact of

their lending credence to the reports of these blockheads respecting
me. There is, unfortunately for me and for thousands of others, a

proneness, even in the wisest, to hear fault-finding, as discriminating
truth. In me there are abundance of mental weeds, and in all I may
write or say ;

but many of those things would be called flowers, if

they were not looked at through other people's spectacles, which are
now regarded as weeds. Through all the moral mountains and gulfs
of my existence, these vicissitudes of happiness and sorrow, these

laudations and ridicule, I am sure I never designed injury, or medi-
tated ill will to human being ;

I loved the whole family of nature.

Verjuice was a biciis non Ivceiido—the name was a libel on my moral
and physical constitution ; every throb of my heart threw it back as a
lie. I looked upon these changes of my native place, and from crown
to heel became Verjuice ! Mark, if I contradict this, as I travel

along.
Of these thirty-three years of my life, or, rather, that greater part

of them which was spent in roaming in foreign lands—
' To read mankind—not laws,but hearts,'

I have at length gathered resolution to speak
—

say I have been driven

to it. But the beginning of my life is not yet ended. I have a dim
and shadowy recollection of things which must have made their mark
on my memory, ere 1 was two years of age. My christening is not

among them, though there is a faint im})ression of cold water dropping
on my face, and my hand petulantly rubbing it off. This is not strange,
for tiie affair was likely to be delayed between the yes and no of my
parents ;

and my mother had it. The name was my father's choice, at

all events, and he had ])rescience in calling me Peregrine: it was

forethought in him, that however I might contradict my patronymic,

my
'

spouborial ajipellation' should ' denote me truly.' With my
mother its diminutive was 'Perry'

— my father's was shorter, and
stouter— '

Pel,' and as he outlived lier by some fifteen years, Pel con-

tinued to be mv note of call : for no one was so tender towards me as

to
iidojit tliiit which my motlier had used. By wliat means we clam-

bered over the liills und crags from my native place, I have no rcmem-
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brance ; baj; I can yet see a clear moonlight frosty night, as I peep

through the canvass curtains of a loaded waggon, the broad wheels of

which groan and squeak as they slowly revolve, and with their weight
crush the crisp earth and young ice, that crackles and jingles beneath

the pressure, on a road, which to me seems as smooth as the sanded

floor of our home. A sheet of hoar covers an expanse of level coun-

try, intersected by hedges and dotted with trees, sparkling with rime,
as far as the eye can reach on either side, and in the distance from

the tail of the waggon, whence the survey is made—but there are no
hills ! and I wept. They were the first tears of thought I ever shed.

In a few days we were settled down at ,
how unlike the place I

had left I But my nature, or my disposition, renders change of residence

no great evil ; I began early to love variety of place ; still without

forgetting that. Education was a matter of course ;
and I was sent to

share the wisdom and learning of a dame at her establishment, on the

charges of some three-pence per week. Such was my "
preparatory

school for young gentlemen." Her first efforts were to make me sit still,

but there she utterly failed, as has every one of my instructors since,

except a yellow fever in Demerara: he mastered me. An easier toil she

found in teaching me to forget my native tongue, and substituting

something which required all my father's leisure moments to unteach me.
This unravelling every evening the web which had been spun during
the day, did not hit his views of education, so I was packed off to M

.,

in W shire, where I had a glorious common to scamper over, trees

to climb on its borders, orchards to rob, and birds' nests to hunt. And,
what was a strange amusement for a child, wasps' nests to demolish
in many a bank, but the rascals made me pay dearly for the fun

;
—

served me right, why did I meddle %vith them ? At eight years of age,
I possessed ten times as much physical daring as is my whole stock
of either kind now. In vain was I sent home with blinded eyes and
swollen nostrils, and every part of my face and neck, hands and \\Tists

festering under the stings of the enraged yellow jackets ; I was sure

to be up in the morning, and away to the field of strife, alone too,
that is to say, I had no one to help me in this amusement ; I chose to

go alone, and preferred doing so to having company, yet I was not

averse to associates on other occasions. Now, if I see a wasp colony,
I take a ' broad sheer' of some twenty or forty yards out of my
course to avoid them. Then I knew the habits of every one of the

feathered tribe in the country, from the kite to the wren, and could

find you the best growth of apples, nuts, and blackberries, within a
circuit of six miles, I have lost my ornithology entirely. Orchards
I dare not rob, it is not now a bailable offence. But the common !—
I saw it three years ago, (I am writing in 1S32,) and, God be praised!
it is not civilized. There is nothing in the whole range of English

scenery, no beauty nor ornament, neither natural nor artificial glory •

among all its delicious and enchanting variety, that glads my eyes
and heart so fully, and so instantaneously, as a common of gorse bnsh
and fern ! Turn Blenheim into a potatoe garden, make brick-fields of
the bed of Windermere, throw the fragments of Spitalfields, AVhite-

chapel, the Tower, and the Horse Guards, into the Wye, but do not

touch the gorse bush and fern commons. Sheep were on this com-

mon, descendants in the tenth generation, perhaps, of my old friends.
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bobbing their noses into, and nibbling' the short soft grass ; soft and

slippery is that grass on a sunny day, as my lady's velvet pelisse, or

the tip of her ear. There, too, stood yet the circle of aged firs, a vege-
tated Druidical temple ; y^rs they were, none of your prim, straight,

smirking looking things that you see ' stuck in a modern shrubbery,' like

a string of boarding-school misses, ranged at question and answer,
but stout, hearty, jolly old fellows

; sturdy in the chest and waist, and
such muscular and sinewy arms, thrown out as if they would knock
the wind down. You may see something like them at Guy's cliff, in

the avenue which they form ;
but oh they are babies compared to these on

my common. Well, so they stood, solemnly .waving their dark garments
in the breeze, or motionless in their silent and deep Avorship of nature.

Magnificence dreaming ! Nothing there was touched by the hand of

civilization, thank God, Yes, one change had been made, and I felt that

the milk of human kindness was not all soured within me. This was
a fanciful and beautifying improvement. An extensive old gravel-pit
had been spread with productive earth and mould, without diminishing
its depths perceptibly, or changing its outlines in the least

;
all the

abruptnesses, hillocks, undulations, hollows, and projections, were care-

fully preserved, then turfed and planted with trees, shrubs, roots, and
mosses

;
which when I saw them, were flourishing with seventeen

years of glory; making one of the most perfect specimens of roman-
tic solitude I ever enjoyed. Who did it ? Take nine-tenths of the

saints out of the calendar to make room for him.
But to return from this ramble

; this so far is a tale of leap years.
Pardon me ! I did not seek the pun. It lay in my way, and I could

not leap over it. Again ? Excision is the remedy in such cases ; you
have a penknife, sir, or madam : cut as deep as you please

— I shall

not wink an eye- lash. In my ninth year I was taken off the common,
some friendly or benevolent assistant of my poor father having pro-
cured admission for me to a school, in which some thirty boys, all

equally with myself the children of indigent parents, were fed, clothed,

flogged, and taught, gratis. Luckily there was a very clever man, a

strong-thinking man, at the head of this alfair : and though my por-
tion of the third class of the gratuities was as great as that which any
two of my companions claimed or received, I think all was pretty

fairly and impartially dealt ;
for I was never scrapeless

—each day
infringing the laws—on the forbidden wall—over it—away into the

adjacent fields—on the roof of the house—through the windows— rest-

less for ever, and for ever idle, except by lea])S and impulses. Yet I

was a prime favourite, and though I did notliing for it, I was usually
at the head of my class. Every word of Rol-inson Crusoe I could

repeat from mv heart at ten ; and how I longed for a desolate island

and a man Friday I Philip Quarle and Robin Hood were my mytho-

logy ;
and I had swallowed every book of travels in our 'juvenile

library' at eleven. But maps, latitudes, and longitudes, and descrip-

tions of fiir countries were my heaven. On these I was more accu-

rately infornu'd at thirteen than at thirty-five, after seeing and

walking over them. I believe it was not stupidity, l)ut stubbornness

for which I was so frequently ])unished ;
I was idle over my tasks,

but bad a rajjidity in mastering them, which frequently turned the

threatening frown into a smile of approbation. 1 must be permitted
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to speak as freely on this subject as upon others. I am confessing

myself; and, be it remembered, that if I speak those truths, which

sicken by their egotism and self-conceit, (the egotism ought not to

sicken, I profess it,) I have as freely told those things which brand

me with infamy ;
and I shall continue to give myself the whip, and

pour the vials of scorn on my own head. I discovered my rapidity

of thought very early, by comparison and contention with others. I

did those things almost a Timprovise, which were to them matters of

toil, or, at least, seemed to be so, for hours and sometimes days. I

had finished while they were beginning, or, if I began when they were

ending, I was ready first. Doubtless they were more correct—but in

the matter of theme writing, (as it was called,) for instance, mine

was ever the one selected to be read aloud by the master. Yet I was

scourged oftener than any other boy ; my perceptions were not quick-
ened by that process. This statement surely is no boasting ; all was
done then as it is now by me, whatever it may be, (except a formal
'

how-d'ye-do note,' or any thing ceremonial,) currente calamo.

This rapidity is fatal to my hopes of author reputation ;
the critic

will catch me tripping. Of this I am fully conscious ;
and of the

thousand flashes and flushes of thought, \vith which I have endea-

voured to impress paper, I have never yet dared to meet a reader's

eye in print, except in a few scraps, v/hich nobody has read, and I

have forgotten. I have burnt manuscript
'

poetry'
—bless the mark !

fragments, essays, &c. which would have made twenty octavo volumes,
of three or four hundred pages each. And now should not have ven-

tured, but from an imperative cause, and in the reliance that the many
remarkable adventures and extraordinary facts of which I shall speak,
will keep the reader's eye in dilation.

At this school I remained till my fifteenth year. Reading, writing,
and arithmetic limited the aspirings of my education. The words of

Lindley Murray I had been compelled to commit to memory, and
^vith as much advantage as words which we do not understand com-

monly yield. I could score a few lines, curves, and angles, without

knowing how to apply them to any purpose of utility. I was naturally

practical at tangents ;
skeleton maps I carried engraved in my brain ;

I knew that William Rufus succeeded conquering WiUiam ; that a
man named Virgil had written one book of poetry, and Homer another,
and of their contents I was quite innocent, both in translation and

original ; that Milton had written Paradise Lost, which I tried to

read, but could not ;
I was tired at the end of every six lines

;
I was

ignorant that anybody had written plays, though I spouted some
lines occasionally, which rattled well, and I liked them ; I learnt from

my father afterwards, that they were composed by one William Shak-

speare, who was born and buried at Stratford-on-Avon, (I knew
where Stratford-on-Avon was,) and had a singular epitaph on his

tomb-stone. These, \vith some private lectures from my father, (to
which I may have occasion to allude hereafter, for he was anything
but conventional in his philosophy,) were all the properties of educa-
tion which poverty would permit me to acquire in due form

; but I

had stolen much more than either my natural tutor or my intellectual

trimmer was aware. I had poached on grounds which the latter would
have flogged me, I dare say, for looking at ; while the former would
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have clapped his hands with joyful approbation of my leap into them.
He would have rejoiced to see me tear up every blade and root which

grew there
; though he knew beggary, and scorn, and hate would

inevitably be my lot through life, if I ventured to touch them in check
of their growth ;

for he believed they poisoned nature. And what
was this which I had learnt by stealth ? That it was prudent to say
yes by implication, and do ?io directly

—all in an honourable way,
note ye. That one man's kick of another down stairs, should be

accompanied by a drowsy voice, and a sleepy eye ;
all in an honoui'-

able way :
—

or, he might deliberately and gradually blight his soul

and burn his heart, while he looked at, and spoke to him as blandly
as if he were fitting him with wings for a flight to Paradise

; still in

an honourable way ! How did that book creep into the juvenile

library of such a school as ours? It was a volume of instructions

for the attainment of the elegances and refinements of common
sense; this of course was not its title. Surely it must have been

placed there by one of the patrons of the school in sarcastic bitter-

ness ! I read it over and over, and through and through, and never

forgot its precepts. They were struck deep into the malleable iron

of my memory. I scorned, loathed, and abhorred them! Their de-

sign never succeeded with me, they could not touch me, they never
could chill my affections. Hence, probably, I gradually imbibed an

opposition to myself, my tongue of asperity and bitterness, while

every untongued thought was so contrary in its tendency. By that

book I was taught to avoid society, while I yearned to mingle in it

every hour
;
I feared myself. Hence, perhajjs, my affection for young

children, my preference of a dog's congratulatory wag of his tail,

to a man's ' how d'ye do ?' Hence my love of every individual and

my aversion of men in masses. I shrink from, because I am unfit for,

the sympathies of society, its components cannot, or will not under-

stand me, and they have driven me to the extremity of thinking, that,

to become a sensible man in their opinion, I must be first a scoundrel
in my own.
Thus I have exhibited my sources of education up to my fifteenth

year, and, except in the article to which my last paragraph alludes,

they were poor indeed. That single article I did not believe, at

the time, would be of import in my future destiny . it has swoln

into a broad and deep stream since. But there was a warm fountain

of inexhaustible knowledge within me, then—feelings
—so please you,

and whatever else I learnt afterwards, was drawn from that fountain.
'

C'esl le chcmin drs passions qui via conduit a la philosophies if I

may presume to think I have arrived at any philosophy.
With such head, or rather heart, stores, did I go forth from school

to earn salt to my porridge. I shall improve in my phraseology us I

advance : wlien I arrive at the academy in which I made my acquisi-
tions of elegant colloquy, viz., the 'tween decks of a frigate, and the

cock-j)it and gun-room of a seventy-four, my readers will be repaid
for their present indulgence, by the ornaments of diction, flowers of

rhetoric, and rounded periods, which will be scattered in every page,
but that will be two years from this 'salt to my p»rridge' seeking:
till tlien let it be salt to my porridge, or any thing else which my pen
takes it into its nose to express my meaning by. This salt to my por-
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ridge I was set to earn, for I am sure my labours did not pay for the

porridge, and the balance against me must have been enormous for

beef and batter pudding, mutton and mince pies, tarts and trifle, which

gladdened, and often grieved, my viscera.* I was bound apprentice
to an uncle to assist in putting his warehouse in disorder, with the

hope of advancing to a desk in his counting-house ;
the apex of my

soaring in life, was that to be. Chain me in a counting-house ! Nail
me to a desk ! The most wretched of God's creatures held an exist-

ence of undimmed bliss compared with my life. Life ! place a frog on
a mountain cliff, and he'll be as much in his element as I was. I was
a chamois in a rat-hole; a bonita in a bucket

;
an eagle in a cellar.

I desired Mont Blanc for a breakfast-parlour, a sea for a washing
basin

;
a sky for my dra\ring-room. I became a breathing cabbage

stump, a talking turnip. Did I not struggle against this failing ?

I did struggle. Day and night 1 struggled, in solitude, in my occu-

pations, and in my holidays ;
it was all struggle ^rith me, and none

knew that I struggled. Could no one see it ? no ? why, the marks
which I bear now, so deeply cut, were indelibly impressed on me before

I was seventeen. There were hundreds who would vouch for my
being forty, at least, when I was not twenty-six years of age. I

might have passed as the grandfather of my own child at that age.
What were these marks ? Ardour, scorching and shrivelling the sur-

face on which it was forbidden to blaze, the cicatrizing lacerations of

wounded and insulted nature, the dry rents and fissures which were
left by the streams of passion when they were violently thrown back
from their course ; still they ran, they must run. They should have
been permitted to flow in their channel: a finger touch would have
calmed their impetuosity ;

a breath would have smoothed their

roughness into bright and smiling ripples : but the effort was to dam
them up. The consequence may be foreseen

; for the freshening
verdure and beautiful flowers that would then have adorned the whole

soil through which they rolled, we have the cataract and the marsh :

the undermined banks crumbling in upon the waters, and engendering
pestilence. My father's would have been that finger, his would have
been that breath, if I had spoken freely to him. The reflections which

I have made since on his never forgotten lessons, show me that

that was exactly the point at which he was aiming ; but others, with

whom I was more frequently in contact, told me '

they were sinful,

they were injurious,' &c.
; they were not! they were good, beautiful,

and just ! But was I, even then, without happiness ? No
; I communed

with myself in the unfrequented green lanes, in the woods and coppices,

by retired pools of water; and often lost sight of all things which
corroded my feelings : and my spirit floated buoyant and delighted
then. I have there laughed and sang, and talked with my nature aloud,

and, unchecked by fear or doubt, the joyous tones of the bliss, for it

was bliss, which was then and there kindled, rose from my heart, and

leaped through the surrounding atmosphere with as much luxuriance

of freedom as the skylark's song in aether. Yet I was compelled to go
back to reality.

• A man learns much by accident I discovered that I was certainly a man of

iuperlative genius by casting my eye over a penny publication called the Doctor,
because I was so subject to the^' belly-ache.'

. No. 77. 2B
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My uncle never 'thrashed' me: though, according to rules, I

deserved such punishment every day. But therein he happened to be

a philosopher of a different school. He seldom scolded me, though
the provocations I gave him would have turned the voice, mellow as

a flute's, into the teeth edging and ear grinding of a saw under the

file. There was a sort of jesting in his mode of punishing me. He
once wrote on my little mahogany desk (it was polished and glisten-

ing, not long to continue so, when he first pointed to it as mine,) in

the accumulated dust on its surface, the word '

sloven,' with the

feather end of a quill. I understood that much better than I should

have done thrashing and scolding. He often frowned at me, as

darkly as his kind features could be twisted into a frown ;
and the

strings of his kinder heart drew all the muscles back into- placidity

again. He was order embodied, method personified, neatness to a grain
of dust upon a hair, regular as the sun—(not up so early)

—business-

like as a clock
;
what an anomaly of heart and habit was he! and I—

I have said what I was—what anomalies were he and I together !

An iceberg jostling against Etna ! He must have thought me an

irredeemable soul, a worthless booby. He was a most kind, unosten-

tatiously benevolent, and warmly-affectioned man. But he was my
master, and had a right to expect, and to exact from me, a devotion

to that which was really drawing my life-blood from my veins. True,
true ! he did not see it. He could not know it, a sapling to him
was a sapling, and whether a cinnamon or a fir, in the one soil and

climate, it was to flourish at the owner's bidding. Was he singular
in this ? no ! the singularity, the eccentricity is in consulting nature's

appropriateness, in cultivating humanity.
' Educate each child to his

future station in life,' that is, his rank, as it respects the size of the

house in wliich he is to live, the clothes he may wear, and the money
hemay be able to spend. Ha ha, ha, ha, ha I such is the wisdom of

education ! good, frightfully good I and this is to be continued, though
its consequences are a hundred withering and breaking hearts added

daily to the number which it has already broken. It is frightfully

good ;
whether educated in expectance or certainty of riches, or of

])overty, the consequences are the same: though, God knows! there

is a majority of victims of the former class. Oh, I have seen their

Avrithiiigs through all the veils of concealment. I writhed in sym-
pathy which they could not see. I could and did sympathize, but had

no power to balm. I had studied 7)ia/i, their only books had been

'the world.* 1 have been the object of their pity and bounty, while

my thankfulness towards them, my true gratitude was mingled with

yearnings of sorrow and compassion.*
The reader will be good enough to remember that I warned him

before I set foot on this road of my life, that I should frequently

pause to look at something by the way ;
that 1 should stray out of the

l)ath and from the ])resent bound to the future, to gaze back on the

l>ast; that 1 should be discuisive and digressive, but yet return to

the spot from which I h.ad abruptly broken and widely roamed. So
do I now return to my uncle's couiiting-house, and 1 believe hence-

'" In tin- course of my iiarrativc I shall offer somt! 'daring^ opinions, and boldly
Nhitu fucts, in a IVh- words on this 'idiuntion' affair. To crush it,

it must b*
showu t(j L« riUiculyiiS; ubfeuid ; iiyt iciiyusly cyutcstcd.
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forward, I shall take much fewer rambling- excursions from the main

road, although I may leap over hills and dales, rivers and seas in my
course. There I did not, I could not continue long : of my abstrac-

tion of myself, and some character-fixing incidents previous to it,

I shall speak in the next chapter.

NOTICES OF FRANCE.—No. 6.

[From the Commonplace-Book of ao Invalid.]

French laws op succession—General objections thereto considered—^V'ain attempts
of Louis XVIII. and Charles X. materially to alter them—Present state of the laws

of succession—Different in America and England
—

Objection to the French
laws stated—How answered—Striking testimonies to the effects of the laws of suc-

cession—Civil and religious liberty, with universal education, the palladium of states.

In England, where, as has been forcibly and too truly said,
• aris-

tocracy has but one child,' the laws of succession in France have
been generally and indiscriminately condemned. *

By these

laws,' it is objected
* a man is unjustly prevented from disposing

of his property as he chooses,' and yet, say the French in reply,
'
it is -only when he chooses to dispose of it in violation of the

ties of natural affection and common justice, that the laws of
France would interfere to prevent him.' * Is it just,' demand the

advocates for these laws,
' that the eldest son should be splendidly

provided for, and be enabled to live and riot in luxury and wealth,
whilst his brothers and sisters are reduced to comparative beggary ?

Up to the period of the parent's decease, all are alike inmates of
the paternal mansion, all partake of, and are familiarized with,
a style of living and expense proportioned to the income of their

father. At his death, all but the eldest child become intruders

in the house of their ancestors, are maintained by their brother

there in a state of dependence, or, banished thence, are forced to

seek the means of a scanty and precarious livelihood, where, and
how they can. If there is a living in the family, one of the

brothers is destined for the Church; this may prove a provision
for a younger child, but may it not be asked, is it such a provi-
sion as the laws of God and the genuine principles of the Chris-

tian religion approve ? Should the motive for entering on the holy
task of teaching the religion of him, who pointedly reproved the

worldly-mindedness and ambition of some of his disciples, be or

partake of any thing worldly? In addition to the Church, provi-
sion for younger children is usually looked for in the army, the

navy, and in the public offices of the state
;
but besides the ques-

tionable lawfulness of professing Christians, undertaking irar and
bloodshed as a trade, and the at least doubtful justifiableness, of

one man killing another, who has never personally offended him,
at the command of a third person,' say the defenders of the

French laws,
'

promotion in either comes but tardily, the lower

grades in the two first are more expensive than remunerating, and
2B2
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in allf the independent feelings of suitors, whoever may be in-

cluded under that name, must be sacrificed. If the younger
brothers of a man of landed property, for instance, are to be pro-
vided for, in either of the foregoing ways, patronage is indis-

pensably necessary to their making any considerable progress, and

patronage must be bought, or repaid by services rendered in re-

turn, which are neither consistent with the respectability of the

suitor, or good of the country. In the quarter from which fa-

vours are granted, subserviency in return will be expected ; and
thus, by degrees, the government of a country, instead of being
a government for all who pai/ for it, becomes in time a govern-
ment for the comparatively /gft'. So that, while political influence

and services are bartered for place or promotion, abuses spring

up and multiply on all hands
;
the reforms, which would cut off

the sources of this unrighteous traffic, are, of course, objected to

by both parties
—

patrons and satellites
;
and reform resisted and

obstinately protracted must, sooner or later, terminate in revolu-

tion. WJiat an example and warning of this kind,' say the

French apologists,
' do not our own country furnish 1 This de-

scription of abuses,' add they,
' can be adopted only on a limited

scale, whilst the present laws of descent remain inviolate ;'
but

they are ready to admit that they form so material a check to the

exercise of undue and corrupt influence, as must necessarily

expose them to the hatred and hostility of arbitrary power. Ac-

cordingly it aflbrded no feeling of surprise, that these laws were

tampered wiih, and would have been totally set aside, both by
Louis XVI 11. and the ex-king, but that the sensation created

by the apprehension of the attempt was too strong, the resistance

too certain, and the consequences too threatening to be encoun-
tered. Whether this reasoning be correct or not, it must be al-

lowed, that if the law in France usurps a portion of the authority
which, some |)ersons contend, every man should have, over (he

disposal of his ])roperty after his decease, it does not do so for

the sake of dfjjricing Itia fatnihj of any part thereof, and oi appro-
prialiiKj it to the. uses of (jovcinmeiit. And it has been accord-

ingly significantly asked, wlieliier Knglishmen who are accus-

tomed, on the (lec(;ase of their friends, to see tlie property of their

laniilies plundered, first, under the denomination of probate and
a(hniiiistration duties, and the same |HO|)('rty again a second time
still more severely curtailed by the operation of a legacy tax, are

(piite consistent in exclaiming against the interference of a law

which takes nofhiiuj from the fnnity of the deceased, whilst it

merely regulates the division of its properly amongst (he members
of it! ]3y some jiersons, also, the morality of the right which a
man assumes of disposing arbitrarilv, whimsically, or unjustly, of
what he calls his properly, alter he has done with it, is at least

donblt'd. And aficr all, it might perhaps be difficult to distin-

guish (he dilference, in principle, between the English law which
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prohibits individuals from leaving their property away from their

families to the Church, as in days of yore, and the French law,

which, besides preventing the same enormity, enacts also that they
should make provision for each and every member of it. On the

same principle also, the French law provides a remedy against a
man ruining himself, and bringing his family to want, by gam-
bling and other pernicious vices, in all cases where his family and
friends may be fortunate enough to detect the practice in time to

anticipate such a catastrophe. This may perhaps also, by some,
be deemed an unjust interference with a man's property, but

it is nothing more than the English law practises in other cases

of insanity, only it is a far less expensive process. It should

also not escape notice, when it is so bitterly complained of, that

a man under the French laws of succession,
' cannot do what

he will with his own,"* that the laws interfere much less than the

English laws do, with the disposition of a man's property in his

life-time, when unquestionably it is his oivn, and that after his

death it can scarcely be called his.*

Property is an appurtenant not of the dead but of the living,
and this is one of the grounds on which the French law of suc-

cession rests. It may be called its moral, relative, and social prin-

ciple. Its political basis and economy are of a very different

nature. The effect of the system on the interests of society at

large, must bejudgedof on broader principles. Family affection,

family duties, and moral accountableness, attach to the one set of

considerations peculiarly, excepting in as far as it may be justly

pronounced that in all possible cases what is morally wrong can-

not be politically right.

By the present French laws of sucession, on his decease a man's

property, whatever it may be, is to be divided into as many portions
as he has children, and one more, this last share amounting at the

least to one fourth of the whole ; which the father may add at will

to the equal portion of either child, or divide amongst any or all of

them as he pleases : so that if a man has one child, he may either

in his life-time, or at his decease, dispose of one half of his property
at his pleasure ;

the other half belonging 6j/ Zaiu to the child. If

he has two children he is entitled to the free disposition of one-third,
each of his children taking a third of right, so that he may
in this case make the share of his eldest son equal to two-thirds of

his whole property. If a man dies leaving three children, he has

• The illustrious Jefferson, in a letter to Mr. Eppes, dated 24 June, 1813, says, »The
earth belongs to the living not to the dead. The will and the power of man expire
with his life, by nature's law. Some societies give it an artificial continuance for the

encouragement of industry ; some refuse it, as our aboriginal neighbours, whom we
call barbarians. Each generation has the usufruct of the earth during the period
of its continuance. When it ceases to exist the usufruct passes on to the succeeding

generation, free and unincumbered, and so on successively from one generation to an-
other for ever.' Memoirs, &c. of Thomaa Jefferson, President of the United States of

America, vol iv. p. 200.
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a fourth at his free disposal, each child taking his fourth of

right ;
and if the family consist of more than three children, still

the fourth of his property is legally at the disposal of the father.

Should any child have received in the life-time of the father a

marriage portion or gift, this is to be accounted for and considered

as part of what he would be legally entitled to on the division

of the property ;
or if found to exceed the legal proportion

of the child, the overplus is to be refunded
;

but if such child

renounce all claim to any further share, then, notwithstand-

ing what he may thus have received exceed a child's proportion,
he may retain the same.* Males and females being alike entitled

in the eye of the law, the marriage portion or inheritance of a
man's wife not unfrequently makes him as rich a man as his

father
; thus, in the best possible, because in the most equitable

way, preventing the eldest son of a family from losing his place
in society, even in the estimation of those with whom wealth is

every thing, and talents and virtue nothing. This does not at

first sight appear a very unrighteous disposition of a man's pro-

perty, or one very different from what natural affection and justice

might dictate; but it must be confessed, it is not calculated to

gratify the ambition of making or continuing a great, that is to

say, a rich man in the family at the expense of its younger
branches. It therefore finds little favour in the si{;ht of those

"who pride themselves on the recollection of the courtly servility
of ancestors, and is anathematized in particular by

'
les freres de

la doctrine Chretienne,''j who, it would seem, are not of the opinion
that a good father ought to allow of no preference in his affection

for his children but what arises from good or bad conduct on their

parts. It must also be admitted that these laws stand grievously
in the way of the revival of those '

pious frauds,' which in England
as well as in France beggared whole families to enrich the Church.
On the other hand, many [lersons contend that nothing can

justify the desertion of a chil<l by its parent; and they consider

the doubling of the share of any one child to be sufficient reward

for greater devotedness, personal attachment, or superior good
conduct on the part of that child; and that it is as unjust as it is

op[)osed to the dictates of paternal affection to make one child

aflluent at the expense of half a dozen others. The Americans

say, no man left to the operation of natural feeling would do so

cruel an act. In America the law of primogeniture has been

long abolished
;
but the American may leave to his eldest son the

whole of his fortune, if he be so evil-minded. '

Slill no man does

it,^ says Cooper in his ' JNotions of the Americans. 'J
'
It is true,'

adds he,
' that the father of an only son might create a sort of

short entail, that would work injustice to descendants he could

* Code Civile, chap. iii. g. 1.

+ Charles thi» Tenth'a JtsBuitg, who had the modesty to assume that designation.
: Vol. ii. p. 447.
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not know, or a father who was educated under an artificial system

might do the same thing; but we have proof in the United States

that he will not do it, under the operation of natural causes.' In

France the case is very different ; the effects of artificial and un-

natural systems are not yet worn out
;
and in a certain degree

under Bonaparte's government, but in a much greater degree
under those of Louis XVIII. and Charles X. alarming inroads

were made in the new order of things. It should be recollected

that France had an enormous evil to contend with in the mono-

poly of wealth and power in the hands of a few—the genuine

offspring of gross misgovernment
—and its direful consequences,

manifested in the oppression and impoverishment of the great

body of the people, to remedy and guard against ;
while in Ame-

rica great wealth was the portion only of a few, and its influence

comparatively small.* In England also, where the extremes of

enormous wealth and squalid poverty have been so long the

effects, if not the object, of radically faulty principles in the ad-

ministration of the Government, which, notwithstanding, have

fostered hosts of inveterate prejudices, it cannot be hoped that the

evilsof undue accumulation would be overcome without the strong
and wise restrictive interference of the Legislature, until its injustice
and impolicy become generally recognised. The lesLdin^ political

objection to the French laws of succession is. That they promote
and encourage increase of population beyond the means of ade-

quate support. To this objection the following reply is offered.

How essentially and influentially the deplorable state of the

great mass of the people contributed to that necessary and glorious
event, the French Revolution, cannot be doubted. Such events

never happen until iall hope of the reformation of public abuses, and
of bettering the condition of the people by peaceable means, has
vanished. The sufferings of the people became intolerable; they
had been endured with surprising patience for centuries

;
but ac-

cumulated wrongs, like the mighty waters of an obstructed deluge,
will have their way at length, and if havock and destruction mark
their course, it ought to be no matter for wonder. If, in attempt-

ing to remedy the evils which had occasioned the Revolution,
wisdom and prudence, moderation and discretion, did not invari-

ably govern the measures of the actors in this, the grandest effort

recorded in the page of history, to restore to man his rights and
his happiness, it is no more, under the circumstances of concealed

* Curious and highly interesting is the involuntary testimony of certain prejudiced
and therefore hostile persons, in favour of the very truth they are seeking to conceal or

invalidate. Thus Captain Basil Hall, in his voyage in the steam-boal from New York

up the Hudson river, is full of lamentation on the deplorable effects of the division of

property in America—instancing the Livingstone manor, tchich /ormrr/if, he says, had

onfij one great mansion on it, and included all the land for many milet on the shores of
the Hudson, then almost exclusiveli/ covered with forests, but which now, having been

to/d in parcels by itsformer proprietor, is converted intofifty uxlt-cultivaied farms., with

handsome houses on them.
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and open hostility, with which the French Revolution was assailed

more especially, than was to have been expected. After years of

deliberation, the laws of succession, as they are now called, were

adopted by the legislature, as the means of remedying and pre-

venting in future, v»ithout confiscation or injustice, the evils of

enormous accumulation of wealth on one hand, and of extreme

poverty on the other, and of giving security to both. After an

experience of twenty years, these laws were again brought under
the consideration of the legislature, by a government more im-

placably hostile to freedom than it dared to avow, in the hope of

influencing it to revise and to alter them. No means, however
base or arbitrary, were left untried to effect this darling object of

the despot and the bigot ;
the laws, however, had worked too well

to admit of their alteration
; too well for the liberticide projects of

the Court ; too well for the freedom and happiness of the people.
And it remains to this day a striking proof of the improvement
they have Mrought in the condition of the [)eople, that complaints

against the laws of succession are, in France, confined to those

Avho pant for a counter revolution, and for the restoration of the

old order of things ;
while all France would become a Paris of

July 1830, if they were attempted to be rej)ealed.*
Whether the French laws of succession are calculated to pro-

mote the increase of population in an extraordinary degree, is a

question which cannot at present, perhaps, be fully resolved.

Unquestionably the j)opulation of France has increased since the

revolution of 1789, in a j)roportion exceeding that of any former

period, notwithstanding the dreadful loss of life occasioned by
foreign wars, and consequent on the repeated attempts to restore

* It is grievous to think that so enlif^htened and delightful a. writer as the authoress
of 'Brooke and Brooke Farm,' sliould have been mi.sled in regard to the effects of the

laws of succession in France. That love of truth, and regard for the best interests of

humanity, which characterise the [jierhaps of the kind] lun-qualkd literary productiotiB
of this lady, will doubtless indiu-e her to review what she has written on a subject which
must sjieedily come under the serious consideration of the English people. That thcso

laws sliould excite the susjiicion and hatred of certain classi-s in England, wliere pre-

judice and liubit are all on the side of the rich and great, and where a jealous aristocracy
trembles for privileges, which, if not further abused, may yet be tolerated for another
lialf century, is not to be wotidered at. Notliing can be more characteristic of these

classes, than the answer of a great English aristocrat to a friend who was pointing his

attention, on the spot, to certain beautiful districts in Switzerland, where all seemed

liappiness and comfort. '

Yes,' said he, with true aristocratic feeling,
' but this is not

a country for tt gentleman to live in.' The objectioa mostly iirged against an experi-
ment fur ln'ttering the condition of the labouring poor, altenipted by the writer of these
'

Notices,' on liis estate, in Monuioutlishirc, in the year IhlS, was to the encourage-
uu!nt it held out to such a description of persons to congregate not more than half a
mile from a f/rnl/rriKin'x restdrnce ; and then, and since, down to the period of the lato

registration of votes for the county, evi'iy species of difhculty which pride, prejudice,
and calumny could devise, has been opposid to the success of the undertiiking, it need

hardly l>e said in tvii/;, when it is added, that out of three experimental villages, after

oviTcoming a two days' most mahcioiiso])position, In-fore the registering barristers, the

claim of every colt age-freeholder [possessing, individually, from one to four dwelling-
houses and gardens, of the annual value of from five to seven pounds each,] amouutin];
in number to nearly 1 00, was admitted.
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the old order of things. That the conscription laws have contri-

buted to this result, by affording a stimulus to early marriages,
there seems to be no reason to doubt. It is not, however, in

general the most industrious persons, and such as are in the enjoy-
ment, and know the value of property, who are most prone to en-

gage in early marriages, and to involve themselves in the expenses
and embarrassments of a family. Large families are rarely to be

met with in France. In what are called the higher classes, four

children are reckoned a great family ;
and unless there be much

misapprehension on the subject, it is by no means certain that

the check and preventive system insisted upon by certain political

economists, is not pretty extensively practised in France.

Amongst the labouring poor in England and Ireland, it is com-

monly those Avho have nothing to lose, who heedlessly and prema-
turely marry; whilst on the other hand, the fortunate few who
have comfortable dwellings and good gardens, especially if these

are their own, calculate long before they run the risk of endanger-
ing their comforts and independence. Why the increase of popu-
lation in France, since the year 1789, should be so pertinaciously
attributed, and as a crime, to the multiplication of landowners,
whilst during the same period in England (where the contrary

practice of absorption of small farms into large, and in every
respect an opposite system, has prevailed) the population has
increased in a considerably greater ratio,* it is difficult to conjec-
ture, unless done in ignorance, or in the exercise of the still more

disgraceful imputation of wilful deceit. f The average duration
of human life has, however, been greatly prolonged since the
Revolution

;
and that this is chiefly owing, as JNlr. Bakewell and

other good authorities say, to a large proportion of the population

being enabled, by the more equal distribution of land, to live in a
state of greater comfort and security than formerly, there is little

doubt.]; That undue and premature increase of population is to

be best prevented by raising the moral and intellectual character
of the industrious classes few persons will deny ;

but this cannot
be done while masses of the people are occasionally in want, and

consequently wretched, despairing, miserable. The neglected, if

not despised, but golden maxim, of the late Count Romford, that
to make the poor better you must first make them happier, will be

found, sooner or later, of greater practical value than all the spe-
cious acts of professed statesmen, or the vague speculations of

political economists put together. In France, as everywhere else,

people will obey the dictates of nature, and 'increase and multiply,'

*
Supplement to the Encyclo. Brit.

t It appears that the population of France does not double itself in less than 150

years, and that of Great Britain in about ha/f that time. Hist, and Tj-pog. of the
United States of America, vol. ii. p. 300.

X Will this also be cited as an objection to the laws of succession ?
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but it is only wliere the people are free, happy, and enlightened,
that they will do this with discretion. In France, as elsewhere,

there is, and has been, and will be, occasional distress, and people,
who have never thought on the subject but superficially, or who
are interested in assigning any but the true cause, readily ascribe

it to over population, and that over population (where it suits

their selfish purposes) to a division of landed property sufficiently
extensive to shock the prejudices and alarm the fears of a cold-

blooded monopolizing aristocracy ;
whilst in fact it is to be

attributed more truly to misgovernment with its incubus of over

taxation, and its never-failing goule-like attendants of multitudes

of idle gentlemen, who in secret devour the substance and

neutralize the labours of the industrious. As to the idea of

France being at present over populous, nothing can be more
absurd. If the noble energies and astonishing activity of the

French people are not again misdirected and their confidence

abused
;

if the lands of France capable of bearing food for man
be l)rought gradually into cultivation

;
and if a great proportion

of those lands now under cultivation be improved in any degree

ap|)roaching to their capabilities, France may double her popula-
tion without fear of its exceeding the means of comfortable sub-

sistence ;
and provided also that subsistence be but reasonably

and erpiitably distributed.'^'

In the de[)artment of the Indre and Loire, certainly one of the

finest districts of France, there are still nearly 200,000 English
acres of totally uncultivated land, besides extensive half-stocked

forests, and thousands of acres of swamps and lakes (^tangs)

capable of being drained to great advantage; together, nearly equal
to one third part of the cultivated laud,

'

terre labourable,' of the

de[)artment. In France, and in all other countries, ])rovided the

government be in deed and in truth, a government for the many, and
not a government for i\\e few oidy, administered on the firm basis

of civil and religious liberty, in tiie sim[)le but genuine spirit of

unsoj)histicated political economy, the time is so remote when the

means of subsistence need inconveniently [)rcss on the population,
that the most timid may dismiss all apprehension on that score,

and safely leave the contingency, whatever it may be, and when-

ever it may arrive, in the hands of that Providence, 'who heareth

the ravens when they cry for food,' and without whom ' a sparrow
falleth not to the ground.' \\'e cannot for one moment believe

that He who formed the earth and hath '

given it to the children

of men,' has established laws of human procreation incompatible
with the dimensions and capabilities of the physical world

;
and en-

tertaining no dovibt that the earth is calculated to maintain a vastly

greater population than has ever yet existed upon it, we can with

tlie utmost confidence leave the ultimate result to the disposal of

* In Kii(^liiii<l wc liavc a law to comjK-l the poor to maintain their relations when
in want, but this is practically applied to the lower classes only.
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Almighty power and infinite wisdom, without attempting to con-

travene the laws of nature by the impotent arm of human legis-

lation.*

That the French laws of succession afford to the weaker classes

of society assurance of protection in the enjoyment of their pro-

perty in an eminent degree, and therefore hold out encourage-
ment to acquire it, cannot be doubted ; and Mr. Malthus himself

says, in a late edition of his work on population,
* Of all the

causes which tend to encourage prudential habits among the lower

classes of society, the most essential is unquestionably civil liberty.

No people can be much accustomed to form plans for the future,

who do not feel assured that their industrious exertions, while fair

and honourable, will be allowed to have free scope ;
and that the

property which they possess, or may acquire, will be secured to

them by a known code of just laws impartially administered. But
it has been found by experience, that civil liberty cannot be per-

manently secured without political liberty. Consequently political

liberty becomes almost equally essential; and, in addition to its

being necessary in this point of view, its obvious tendency is to

teach the lower classes of society to respect themselves, by oblig-

ing the higher classes to respect them, must contribute greatly to

all the good effects of civil liberty.'f If to civil, political, and

religious liberty, be added a wise and liberal system of universal

education, society will have discharged some of the duties it has

so long neglected, and mankind will be no longer wantonly or

wickedly defrauded of the enjoyment of that portion of rational

happiness and means of further improvement in knowledge and

virtue, which the benevolent Author of our being in his infinite

wisdom and goodness, unquestionably intended for man in this

stage of his existence. The fallacy of the exclamations against
the over-population of the present day will then be practically

proved; all mankind will be convinced from experience, that in

the vocabulary of nations population ought to stand for wealth,
and the paramount object of every sane person in society will be
the promotion of the greatest possible happiness to the greatest pos-
sible number.

M.

A LETTER TO THE REV. , UNITARIAN MINISTER OF
,

FROM THE EDITOR OF THE MONTHLY REPOSITORY.

My dear Sib,—There has certainly been, as you state, a withdraw-
ment of support, by Unitarians, from the Monthly Repository, which,

though its tendency be amply counteracted by the rapid growth ofpublic

encouragement, yet requires some notice from me on account of the

circumstances under which it has occurred.

*
History and Topography of the United States, chap, on population, vol. ii. p. 307,

f Principles of Political Economy, c. iv. sec 2.
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You know my opinions, and that I have never shrunk from any
name, however unpopular, by which they might be fairly designated.

If not to perceive evidence of the doctrine of the Trinity, consti-
tute an Unitarian, assuredly I am one as much as I have ever been

;

but if the appellation be construed to imply approval of qualities and
conduct which cripple, for most useful purposes, the power of a body
of intelligent, wealthy, and influential persons ; and tend to degrade
into a dwindling sect those who might, in conjunction with like-

minded men of other classes, take the lead of public opinion ; then I

disclaim the term. I will not believe that things are yet come to
such a pass ; although I cannot but perceive that the hostility mani-
fested towards the Monthly Repository, is of the same species with

that, which attempted to neutralize my opposition to infidel prosecu-
tions, which embarrassed my advocacy of the East India missions,
whicli for so long a time postponed the establishment of a City mission
or ministry for the poor of large towns, and which has baffled various

attempts that I have made, at different times, to render the Association

more efficient. There are too many Unitarians who are lagging
behind the age; and if they can hold back the body itself, it may lie

down and die by the roadside, when it might be advancing, full of

vitality, and rendering the noblest services to the community.
No religionists are so feeble as Unitarians for any little, narrow, mean,

sectarian purposes ; none so strong as they, did they but feel their

strength, for generalgood. Their faith, taken controversially, is chiefly
a string of negations ;

taken positively, it consists of the great and uni-

versally allowed principles of religion and morality. Of these princi-

ples, therefore, they are the natural advocates ; of these principles in

all their boundless and beneficent application to the concerns of

public and private life, of national and individual conduct, of politics,

literature, art, philosojdiy, and the condition of society. This advo-

cacy is their mission, and I verily believe that they will flourish or fall,

as they ought, in j)roportion as it is discharged or neglected.
To this work I devoted the Monthly Repository ; giving my name

as editor and freely taking all the inconveniences of such publicity,
that there might be no annoyances to others on account of my indivi-

dual opinions ; ridding the Magazine of teclmical theology, and petty

details, and uninteresting, critical discussions, that its general use-

fulness might not be impeded ;
and sparing no time, toil, or sacrifice,

to render it an useful auxiliary in the great struggle for improvement,
moral, mental, and physical. Every cpiestion which alfccts human

enjoyments and hopes, I have considered as within its scope, and

liave procured, if I could, the aid of the appropriate talent for its dis-

cussion. And the olfence which I have given appears to be that in so

doing, I am considered to have made the work less Unitarian !

Have i)aticnce with me while I briefly comment on such reasons as

liave been assigned for this unexpected hostility. I shall begin with

the minor offences, and proceed to the heavier charges, only premising
that, ])altry as the former may appear, the ojjposition had attained its

full vigour, and piit forth its strongest demonstrations, while these

were all that could be alleged. In fact, an opposition Magazine was

talked of within three montlis after the sale to me of the Monthly
Repository.
The first great complaint was of an alteration in the litle. I omitted
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the words Theology and General Literature, because I thought they

conveyed either too much, or too little. Fully to express my purpose,
I must have added to them Philanthropy, Politics, &c. &c. Omission

seemed better ; especially as Monthly Repository had always been

the whole title used in common parlance, or (mostly) in printed

reference. It has been said that this indicated the future exclusion

of theology ;
it might as well have been construed to portend the

exclusion of general literature. It has also been confidently repre-
sented as a violation of the written contract of sale between the ori-

ginal proprietor and the Unitarian Association, (under which con-

tract the work was sold to me,) by which he is bound not to raise the

price of the Christian Reformer, and thus bring it into competition
with the Monthly Repository ; and by which the proprietor of the

Monthly Repafitcry was bound not to render useless the property of

the back numbers of the old series. But besides that this change
was less than that made by the Unitarian Association, (they having
commenced a new series ;

I merely omitted two superfluous words,)
I previously ascertained of the former proprietor, that the back num-
bers were no longer of the slightest account, and that I was, there-

fore, at perfect liberty.
Much was also said, and many copies discontinued on account of

the relegation of the Congregational Intdligence, Obituary, &c. to the

Unitarian Chronicle. To give that Intelligence, as it should be given,
must occupy much space ; abridgement displeases the parties ; many
Unitarian readers had expressed their non-interest in it, and wish to see

the space otherways occupied; even without \i,ihQ Monthly Repository
was small for my purpose ; and it was an obvious impediment to the

efficiency of the work. 1 at first thought that the best place for it

would be the Christian Reformer or the Pioneer. But I had bouzht
it, and it was in a pecuniary view, in the then condition of the work,
the best part of my purchase. I therefore offered, in succession, to

treat with the proprietors of those works ; they both declined (not

my terms,) but to treat at all ;
not being disposed to sell their pro-

perty, anv more than I could afford to give mine. The Unitarian

Chronicle was therefore instituted ; a measure simply equivalent to

raising the price of the Monthly Rtpository, (which I had a right to

do, and which the Unitarian Association Committee had once discussed

the expediency of doing,) but raising it with tliis advantage, that the

rise was optional with the buyer, and to those who only cared about

the Intelligence it was a large reduction.

A correspondent remarks, that, 'as the year 1S32 advanced,' the

Monthly Repository 'was losing those peculiar characteristics by which
it Avas the lx)nd of union, and the medium of communication among
Unitarians.' I must take these two things separately ; and first of the

last : as a * medium of communication the Monthly Repository had

long ago ceased to be used to much purpose or extent. When I took
the editorship, in 1S2S, I did all I possibly could to vivify and en-

large the Miscellaneous Correspondence, but to little or no purpose.
The habit had passed away. Tlie want had ceased to be felt to any
extent ; but so far as it might still exist, there was ample provision
for it in the Unitarian Chronicle. And now as to the ' bond of union.'

Is there no fitness for this in the purpose which I have described?
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Will nothing unite us but the dry, ceaseless, and reiterated assertion
of two or three points of controverted doctrine, with the arguments
and criticisms thereunto appertaining ? Is theology never to be
clothed with flesh and blood, and breathe the breath of life, and
walk forth amongst men, and speak of all things pertaining to hu-

manity, that by its sympathies, conjoined with its superiority, it may
raise humanity towards heaven ? If not, why then it seems to me that
the ' union' must be of little worth and brief duration. Moreover
Unitarians had themselves pronounced a verdict which could not be
mistaken on those '

peculiar characteristics' which, if there be any
ground for it, are the object of my Correspondent's regret. Besides
that under the original proprietorship of the Monthly Repository the cry
of '

help' was repeatedly heard, it must not be forgotten that the

Unitarian Association, in the short space of five years, sunk upon it,

in vain, the sum of six hxindred and seventy povnds. This was warn-

ing to the present proprietor not to tread exactly in their steps, had
there not been higher inducements (for the sake of which he

purchased the work) to pursue a better course.

In consequence of this allegation, the contents of the volume for

1832 have been analyzed, and the result shows that nearly one half of

the original articles, and of the books reviewed or noticed, relate

directly to the truth of Christianity, devotion, theology, or some form
of the higher and spiritual concerns of man, while the remaining
])ortion includes all other topics whatever; and that so far from any
gradual change, the last three months yield a larger proportion of the

former class of topics than the preceding three months. But had the

result of this analysis been ever so different, I should have protested

against its being evidence that the Repository was losing any cha-

racteristic essentially connected with its title to Unitarian support.
I should have thought that as the editor had neither asked nor

received (what had been afforded in former times) pecuniary aid

towards the expenditure, and the occasional payment of contributors
;

and as he was known not to have capital himself for that purpose,
some allowance would have been made by all considerate persons, for

the unavoidable fluctuations of a work depending on voluntary con-

tributors, where each will write on the subject that he himself selects,

and not on that which may best accord with the editor's notions of

the proportion and completeness of his forthcoming number. I should

also have thoughtthat some allowance would have been made for a larger

admixture of miscellaneous matter, as thereby the Monthly Repository
was gaining a character it never possessed before of being generally read-

aide. I must also mention, with whatever pain and regret, that as to arti-

cles of the first class, I suffered many disappointments. On purchasing
tlie work, I applied in most Unitarian quarters where I had reason to

exjject both ability and will to assist me ; previous experience had

taught me, that the latter was not quite coextensive with the former;

and 1 received, together with some rebuffs, many promises, of which

some were only partially fulfilled, and others not redeemed at all.

Still I chiefiy looked to Unitarian writers, and they were the sole

reripients of what resources I could apply on behalf of contributors.

Moreover, besides all these fair deductions and allowances, it should

be remembered that there was the Unitarian Chronicle ; established
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by myself at a considerable expense ; cheaper than any thing perhaps
ever seen before the publications of the Diffusion Society ; the first

number presented gratuitously to all the subscribers ; the additional

expense very trifling ; the intelligence collected with a pains and

completeness heretofore unknown amongst us ;
and that, in this,

together with the Reponitory, there was an ampler provision made for

the kind of want to which my correspondnet refers, and I must say,

of much of it, superior in quality, as well as larger in quantity than

had ever before been presented.
Would it not have been more generous conduct in the leaders of

the Unitarian body, if, on becoming dissatisfied with the work, they had

made overtures for its repurchase, rather than have pursued a course

of desertion, hostility, and threatened opposition, the obvious tendency
of which was totally to ruin the publication, for which their Associa-

tion had just received the purchase-money ?

Some complain of the work on account of its political articles.

They object to its politics, /. e. they object to my politics ; as I should

object to theirs, were they editors. For a publication to attain gene-
ral interest and influence, as a vehicle of moral truth, and yet be silent

or neutral on the stirring political questions of the times, is not possi-

ble, nor is it desirable. And if the work be the sole property of an

individual, whose name also is given to the world as its editor, whose

politics but his should be inculcated in its pages ? Esteeming the

power of the work to consist mainly in its frank and earnest spirit,
I have been as little disposed to reservation on this point as on any
other. And I should have thought that the benefit to society of intro-

ducing such a frank and earnest spirit into our literature, might have
been put in the balance against an occasional difference on a political

question with a subscriber.

The gravamen of the political offence appears to be, that the Monthly
Repository does not enforce confidence in his Majesty's Ministers. It

did, (and that upon the strength of the personal characters of some of

them, their previous professions, the principles on which they avowedly
took the government, their introduction of the Reform Bill, and their

appeal to the nation's reliance,) until after the memorable restoration in

May last. From that time, their whole conduct seems to the editor

to be a warning to the people to do that, which it is commonly best

and wisest for a people to do, rely solely upon themselves. And
never can the people be largely and permanently benefited by any
party, however well intentioned, until they do learn to rely upon them-

selves, and qualify themselves by intelligence for self-reliance. Their

only true friends are those, who strive to advance this process; those who
put knowledge within their reach, political knowledge ; not those Avho

limit the means of its attainment for considerations of reve-

nue, which if correct are paltry, and of the incorrectness of which
the proof has been repeatedly tendered. We shall never have confi-

dence in any political men with whom the instruction of the people is

not a paramount consideration. Lord Althorp has lowered the dutv on
advertisements : that is a boon to the great newspaper monopoly,
which he had in his hands the means of breaking up, and giving fair

play to the national intellect.

The remaining objection is to those articles which relate to the

condition of women and the marriage question.
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That any of these should have been thought to be written ' in a

style adapted to awaken the conceptions of the sensualist,' for so a

reverend correspondent expresses himself, is to me marvellous. It

was evidently not only remote from, but totally inconsistent with the

purpose of the writer. Of the various public journals which have

favourably noticed that number, not one has hinted such a

charge, though many have quoted, and some largely, from the article

particularly alluded to. Language cannot always be nice when great
evils are to be exposed and corrected. But that is not the true

and ' virtuous delicacy,' either in man or woman, which there-

fore veils the evil. It is the situation in which society too often

places woman that is itself the indelicacy, and not the roughness of
the hand that is held out to raise her from it. No consideration

would induce me to let pass a paragraph which I saw had a vicious

tendency, but I am not over critical in language, when a vigorous
mind is striving for a great good. As to the topic itself, I will

briefly re-state my notion of the evil and of its remedy. The fear-

ful number of unhappy and outcast women in this country, the mise-

ries which render their lives, at least so it has been estimated in

London, when reduced to that condition, of only about three years

average duration
;
the ceaseless supply of this fearful vacuity by the

nefarious arts of seduction ; the wide-spreading demoralization of

youth and manhood
;

the low and trifling objects to which what is

called female education, is commonly directed
; the extensive failure

of the marriage institution, as at present existing in this country,
as to the accom])lishment of the higher purposes which it should re-

alize ; the anomalies, grievances, and offences, which arise out of this

failure
;
and the Avretched defectiveness of that early influence which

should form the rising generation to purity and excellence; these are

a mass of evil which, if their removal do not constitute an exclusively
Unitarian object, assuredly present one which ought deeply to move
the heart of every good man and Christian, The remedy or allevia-

tion which has been suggested, in conjunction with a thorough re-

form of female education and the increase of facilities for the indepen-
dent su])port of women, is one derived, not from untried speculation,
but simply from the combination of a principle in the Jewish code,
with one which obtains in many modern states. The first, connect-

ing seduction inseparably with marriage, and by giving every
deceived or ill-used woman legal rights, tending to eradicate the

crime; and the other, the adoption of whicli would be a needful con-

sequence fi'om the former, rendering the contract properly civil;

dissoluble by constituted authorities; for causes legally defined ; and
with due care for off'spring, whose situation almost any provision
would render better than that in which they are placed by discordant

influences invohuitarily held together. Now if others can indicate a

nioie eU'ectual remedy, I aui very ready to promote their views. Until

they do, I must, of course, retain my own unaltered, whether or not

uncensured.
Some Unitarians j)rofess not to be able to reconcile these views

with, not merely their interpretations of the languag-e of Christ

but even ' with the reception of liis divine authority.' This novel

test of Christianity does, I confess, somewhat surprise me. The first
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«f my two remedial principles was the law, the divine law of the land,
in which Christians lived ; and in any land it would be a noble protec-
tion for woman, and a powerful restraint on licentiousness. The
second principle restricts the facility of divorce allowed to the Jews,
even more than it was restricted by the words to which my Correspon-
dent referred. (Matt. xix. 5—9.) For I must observe, that our Lord
is not here speaking of divorce by mutual agreement, or by adjudica-
tion ; neither one nor the other ;

but simply of divorce by the arbi-

trary and individual will of the husband. He restricts that to one

case. But as I do not perceive that he meant to enjoin it in the single
case to which he restricted it, I am against its existence at all. I

think that in no case should a man be allowed to put away his wife,
without the intervention of the proper authorities, although unhappily
thousands of men in this country do put away tliose who (in my view)
are their wives in a moral, as they should be in a l<gal sense.

Having already made the reference in the Monthly Repository, I

need not repeat that this is the exposition of the highest authority on
such a subject, Michaclis on the Laws of Moses.

My venerable Correspondent says, he is
' an advocate for making

marriage, as respects the law of the land, simply a civil contract,

leaving it to the parties engaging in it to connect with it what-
ever religious service they think proper, and of course not making
it compulsory to connect any.' Very just ; and herein is con-
tained all that has been affirmed in the Monthly Repository. A
simple civil contract cannot be independent of civil regulation.
Civil authoiity can cease to enforce, or interpose to annul it, when so

required by adequate considerations of public or private good. The
necessity of enforcing a contract where no party concerned objects to

a release, and the parties most concerned desire it, is a notion too in-

congruous to endure in the world but as upheld by the misapplicaiion
of that religious sanction which has upheld so many incongruities in

human credence. I agree that 'this opinion has no relation to the
wisdom and consistency with Christianity, of making its duration de-

pend on taste and temper,' except this relation, that it leaves that, with
other considerations, for civil regulation. He continues :

' One among
the greatest moral advantages of the conjugal relation, is the discipline
it gives to the principles and the character ; and this would be greatly
impeded, if divorce were easy in law and free from dishonour.* Why,
so we might say of sickness, but it would surely be an unsound phi-

losophy to deprecate an increased facility of cure. Or, shall we try
the argument upon the condition of slavery, which has, no doubt, some
moral discipline in it. The simple substitution of the word will suffice.

The proof will stand thus: ' One among the greatest advantages of the
"
Jugal relation," is the discipline it gives to the principles and the cha-

racter; and this would he greatly impeded if emancipation were easy
in law and free from dishonour.' It is said, that if divorce were legal,
it would be disreputable. So much the better. It is, no doubt, in itself

a great evil, and the seldomer it occurs the better. The tendency of
all that has been said in the Mojithly Repository is to make divorce (a

legal separation) much rarer than separation (an illegal divorce) is

now. This point was particularly argued by
' Junius Redivivus,'

p. 828—230, and yet there has been talk of a tendency to throw down
3lo. 77. 2 C
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the barriers of profligacy ! Are the Americans profligate ? The Pro-
testant States of Germany, both Lutheran and Calvinistic, are they

])rofligate ? They have only the half, and the more offensive half, of

the remedy suggested. They do allow divorce, but they do not make
seduction marriage, without which the manners of modern Europe
will never be purified. But I mean not to argue this question at

length ;
it is only one amongst many, on which great differences of

opinion may reasonably be expected.
' Let every man be fully per-

suaded in his own mind.' And of all people in the world, let not those

he iiitolerant in such a matter, or make it a test of Christianity, whose
faith is regarded by the great majority as a denial of the Gospel and a

passport to eternal torment. I will not believe that the spirit I have

exposed is cherished by any very large portion, and especially will I

n )t believe it of the rising generation of Unitarians. They cannot be

so insensible of the moral and social power which ought to reside in

the simple beauty of their faith, blending it with the cause of mental

freedom, of political right, of expanding intelligence, and of human

improvement. They will never consent to hold the most un-
sfctarian religion in the most sectarian spirit; and, I trust, will

vouse themselves in time to prevent the denomination from being
fhy-nursed to death, upon the husks of a worn-out verbal contro-

versy. Unless they do, all is over. But if they feel the importance
of their vocation, and the worth of their position, and act accord-

ingly, their principles
—the principles of truth, love, freedom, and pro-

gressiveness
—the principles of the soundest philosophy, the purest

religion, the most useful morality, and the most inspiring hope, are

about to acliieve wide and glorious triumphs. And if not a ' bond of

union,' they will, at least, ever find a faithful ally in The Monthly
Repository, which appeals to them, as it does to all good men and
true, for support against sectarian hostihty, and for renewed encou-

ragement to persevere in its course of sparing no public wrong,
neglecting the assertion of no public right, and promoting in every
direction that which tends to the perfection of human character, and
the increase of human enjoyment.

The Editor.

THE WHITEFOOT OATH.

In the Tillies of March 20th, under the head of Kilkenny Assizes, is

to be found the following copy of the oath said to be administered by
the Whitefeet to every new member of that confederation or con-

spiracy :
—

'
1. I hereby swear to keep counsel of all this united business or

rlbandism. 2. I hereby swear to suffer the right arm to be cut from
the left, and the left from the right, and the right to be nailed to the

metropolis of Armagh gaol door, before ever I'll waylay or betray a

brother, or go on a green cloth to swear against liim. 3. I hereby
swear never to liave carnal pleasure with a brother's wife, sister, aunt,
or fiist cousin, only by lawful permission. 4. I hereby swear never to

rob a ni.iii, or keej) comjjaiiy witli a roI)ber, unless in gaol or at work,
wlure it eamiot i)c licljud. ."j. I lureby swtnr to give money <o the
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repMf of arms or of ammunition, when called upon by a brother, if I

have it. 6.1 hereby swear never to have a shilling, and a brother to

want sixpence, without giving it to him. 7. I hereby swear never

to pity the moans or groans of dying children, but always to wade

knee-deep in Orange blood, and to keep dovvn land-jobbers and

tithe-jobbers. 8. I hereby swear never to see a brother in danger of

transportation or the gallows, if I am able to make up money for him.

9. I hereby swear never to have two coats, two shirts, two pair of

stockings, or anything belonging to the body, but will give a brother

one, if he requires it. 10. I hereby swear never to sit in company,
and hear a brother spoken ill of. If I am not able to fight or resist, I

will walk out and tell the next brother I meet what was said, who said

it, and in what company. 11. I hereby swear to go fifteen miles on

foot, and twenty-one on horseback, when called upon by a brother,

upon a lawful occasion, or unlawful, for fear it might be unlawful

before we could come back. 12. I hereby swear never to give the

secret to bishop, priest, or minister, or any other body, only to a friar,

and to never tell the man who made me a Whitefoot, and keep up to

the Knight of St. Patrick.'

As I purpose making a short analysis of this oath, I would wish the

reader to be divested as far as possible of all prejudice, either for or

against. Let him think of the Irish people, not in the light in which
the late Lord Castlereagh caused them as far as possible to be regarded,
but simply as human beings, just as the Greeks or Poles are regarded.
There can be little doubt that both amongst the Greeks and Poles

there exists much ignorance, and that there also exist many evils,

arising from bad passions, yet there is no one who pretends to be an
advocate for human improvement, who would therefore argue, that

they should still remain under a system of tyrannical misrule. That
would only serve to perpetuate the evil. The fact is, that the Irish

people have been suffered to remain in a state of deplorable ignorance,

by the sins of omission, both of their landlords and the Government,
and the usual results have been produced. Yet the Irish Whitefeet,

ought not to be classed with the thieves and murderers who commit

outrages in England. This is not the character of the Irish malecon-
tents at present. The only articles they plunder are weapons. The
poor Irish are accustomed to regard the law only as an instrument of

oppression. They have never found it otherwise. Legal justice in

Ireland has been a synonymous expression with the strong triumph-
ing over the weak. The law has afforded the poor no redress for

grievances, and consequently, they regard the law, and all who en-
force it, only as oppressors, whom they have a moral right to resist

by every means in their power. The law gives no quarter to them,
and they give no quarter to the law or its agents. I am far from

defending the acts of outrage which are committed,—no man can de-

plore them more than I do—but, in estimating crimes, it is necessary to

take into consideration, motives as well as facts. We pity a bi;.'ot

while we condemn his bigotry ; and even a child would point out the
distinction between the crime of the robber Turpin, who broiled alive

an elderly female, in order to make her discover her money, and the

crimes of '

Bloody Mary,' who broiled people alive, because she believed
it necessary for the eternal salvation of human souls. The Whitefeet

2 C2
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are ignorant men, who cannot see that the proximate cause of their

misery is the disproportion between the j)opulation and the means of
subsistence ; they believe that tithes and bad landlords are the sources
of all their evils, and they wage a partisan warfare, in the hope of

ameliorating them. This cannot help them, but will, on the contrary,
njuke the evil worse, by diminishing the production of food.

That however there is much hope for the Irish nation, I will endea-
vour to show, from the very document which is put forth as an evi-

dence of their utter atrocity. We must bear in mind, that the

impression of the Whitefeet is, that they are making war upon
tyrants, that their cause is just, though held illegal.

I shall take the oath by clauses.

1. This clause is both good and evil. It shows both short-sighted-
ness and wisdom. A secret union must necessarily be a conspiracy,
and a conspiracy is a prima fade evidence of bad design. But,
without secrecy, they would be destroyed piecemeal.

2. This clause indicates that species of stoic firmness, which has
ever been held to be an attribute of heroism. It has been admired

again and again, in the red Indian suffering at the stake. Suppose
it to be that of a Pole, swearing to suffer torture rather than suffer

his brother patriot to be betrayed ; and where is the voice will cry
shame ? The Whitefoot, then, has one attribute of heroism

; and
the shame must rest with the Government, which, by neglecting his

instruction, has failed to provide a proper object for the heroism.
3. The Whitefeet only swear to be chaste so far as regards 'the

female relatives of ' brothers' of the clique. It is clear that the
Whitefeet have consciences, and considerable shrewdness in avoiding
causes of quarrel. There are several anecdotes of the English aris-

tocracy of the present day, which countenance the practice of ' lawful

permission.'
4. This is a moral clause, which clearly shows that a Whitefoot

is not a leveller, that he respects the rights of property, and moreover
that he has a regard for his character and worldly respectability.
Can the ' noblemen and gentlemen,' who have been the associates of
the Thurtells and Weares, and other blacklegs, assert that their con-
duct has been so praiseworthy as that of the poor Whitefoot ? Can
the hosts of younger sons and younger brothers, who are accustomed
to ' victimize' tradesmen, and then to laugh at them, compare with
the Whitefoot for honesty ?

5. The Roman ladies gave their jewels, and the Polish ladies

have given their jewels to the cause of their country, and why
should not the Whitefoot give his money to purvey effective arms ?

One can scarcely avoid smiling at the reservation tacked to the pro-
mise to give money—'

if I have it.' It is a melancholy evidence of
the prevalent poverty, but it is naively brought in at the conclusion
of the clause, as if it were only an extreme case. It reminds me
of a story told of a loyal Irishman, Heaven help him ! who on the
occasion of the visit of the Fourth Guelj)h to Ireland, got into ecsta-

sies with his wondrous condescension in shaking hands with him, and,

enlarging upon it to a turnpike-man, the latter remarked, that he
siiould have bcerj better pleased if his Majesty had paid the pike
when he went tliroii^Hi. Pure loyalty in conseqiience got so indig-
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nant, that he paid the pike himself. Walter Scott, when he heard

the story, quietly remarked, ' It is a good story, but the only difficulty

I find is, in accounting for the circumstance of an Irishman possess-

ing so much spare coin as would clear a turnpike.*
6. This clause is cooperation versus competition, which latter qua-

lity has by necessity been forced upon human beings, in order to self-

preservation, while human understanding has been suffering an

eclipse, from which it is slowly emerging. Cooperation is badly
understood at present, and perhaps it is least understood by those

who make the greatest use of the name, but the time is coming, when

people will wonder at the darkness in which they have been so long

dwelling, while the valley of light was close at hand.

7. This, taken literally', is a most horrible clause, and dreadful indeed

must have been the exasperating causes, which could have given rise to

such atrocious words. In the words,
'

land-jobbers and tithe-jobbers,'
the cause may be found. The people are starving, and they believe

that the removal of the above-named agents will give them bread. The
words can scarcely be intended literally; all human beings, save

entire savages, must pity pain, when inflicted on young children. The
phrase must be held to mean, that the oath-takers will not be turned
back from their purpose, even though the pursuit of that purpose
should involve the death of the children of their adversaries ; and this

is precisely what kings and conquerors threaten, and put in practice,
when they declare war, and march their troops, and go through the

usual routine of the tender mercies of fire and sword. Nothing but
the misery and ignorance under which the Irish labour, could prevent
them from seeing that the cause of their misery is not in the tithe-

jobber or land-jobber, but in the disproportionate increase of their

own numbers, which leads them to compete with each other, and to

offer enormous prices for land. The land-jobber assuredly does not
force them to take the land ; that is entirely their own doing. Were
their numbers fewer, their necessities would be less, and, instead of
tenants outbidding each other for land, landlords would underlet each
other, for the sake of procuring tenants.

8. This surely is a clause which does honour to the Whitefeet.

They will sacrifice their property to save their brother, to ' make up
money for him.' Tliis also carries a sting with it ;

for it is assumed,
as a matter past question, that law in Ireland is so venal, that a man
with money may, as a matter of certainty, be respited from that

punishment, which he must undergo, if without money. It mav be

presumed, as a matter of course, that no personal exertions are

spared. Now, how many societies can be found in England, meeting
together for various purposes, whose members would be thus faithful
to each other ? How many amongst the '

nobility and gentry ?
'

Colonel Napier has made a proverb of the ' cold shade of aris-

tocracy.'
9. Is not this self-denial, the hardest of all virtues, carried to

extremity to relieve a brother's wants ? Yet see how the national

poverty still shows through all. A man with ' two coats, two shirts,
arid two pairs of stockings,' is held to be comparatively rich, and
able to bestow charity on his poorer neighbours. To have a shirt to

change, is a luxury. I once heard an English labourer, who got
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wetted through by the engines at a fire, one Monday, exclaim,
' I

must go home, and put on my dirty shirt.' But poor Pat knows no
such luxury ;

he may say by his shirt, as is said of the lady in the

song,
' I know no change in thee.'

What a condition of life must it be, where two shirts are held to be
a luxury !

10. The military officer is bound to challenge any one who may
speak ill of his regiment; but the Whitefoot will do yet more. If

unable to punish the maligner in his own person, he will seek out his

brother to bring it about, and omit no opportunity of wiping away the

disgrace. I do not advocate the wisdom of the thing. I merely wish
to show that the Whitefeet are not behind the officers of the army in

their chivalrous notions of honour, and that their principle may be a

good one, though a mistaken one.

11. This seems to be their rule of military service; and when it is

considered that they serve without pay, and that, unlike the feudal

retainers of old, who
' Each at his back, a scanty store,

His forty days' provision bore,'

they are unhappily a provisionless race, at best living only upon
potatoes, which Mr. Cobbett says are but a so-so field pro-
vision to eat cold

;
the distance they are willing to go from home,

would seem to a feather-bed (or feather-head) volunteer, quite
sufficient at any rate for a night march. They have also another

disadvantage : they are volunteers, who not only fight without pay,
but also with a rope around their necks.

1?. By this clause it would seem that the priests, who have been
so much abused as the abettors of the Whitefeet, have in reality but

little influence over them ; and that the holy friars only are considered

orthodox. It is much to be regretted that the Government does not

see the very great utility there would be in acknowledging by law
that the Catholic priests are gentlemen, and thus making them so;

giving them salaries, and making it incumbent on them to attend to

the moral training of the people, and to instruct them in the very-

great evil resulting from putting twelve people to live on a potatoe

patch, only calculated to support eight in comfort. If the tithe were

applied to such a purpose, to support schoolmasters, there would be no

clamours for its suppression.

Having gone through the oath of the Whitefeet, I will now give
the military oath of allegiance, also copied from the 'leading journal,*

in order that the reader may compare them together.
' Oath to be taken by a recruit, enlisting for unlimited or limited

service.
'
I do also make oath, that I will be faithful and bear true alle-

giance to His Majesty, his heirs, and successors, and that I will, as in

duty bound, honestly and faithfully defend His Majesty, his heirs, and

successors, in person, crown, and dignity, against all enemies, and

will observe and obey all orders of His Majesty, his heirs, and succes-

sors, and of the generals and officers set over me.
' So help me God.

' Witness my hand, (Signature of Recruit.)'
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Now, is it possible to compare these two oaths, without seeing at

once, that the oath of the Whitefoot is that of a freeman binding him-

self only to the fulfilment of certain obligations which he believes to

be for the benefit of himself and his fellows, while that of the soldier

is the ignorant and unlimited submission of a bondslave, bound to cut

throats for hire, at the will of his master. All present kings are of

course the most praiseworthy of human beings, but even if they be

like Charles Capet, the oath of unreasoning submission is exacted

just the same. There is no stipulation what the services are to be, or

for what purposes exerted, save the will of ' His Majesty, his heirs

and successors, and the generals and officers set over the recruit.'

Whether the orders given be good or evil—whether to put down brutal

rioters or to massacre peaceable citizens—whether to carry on an
atrocious civil war in his native land, or a war as atrocious in a foreign
land—the only duty of a hired soldier, according to his oath, is to

obey the orders which are given him
;

in short, to cease to be a man,
and to become an animate machine, never questioning the morality of
his own deeds, but if he be a willing servant, only anxious to shed
blood enough. The Whitefoot may be ferocious, but he is at any rate

a reasoning being, so far as his passions and his ignorance will allow

him. The soldier, on the contrary, whatever may be his acquirements,
whatever may be his feelings, whatever may be his intellect, must
learn to forget all, and be a voiceless, passionless slave ; or, what is

still worse, he must inflict cruelty, even while he loathes it, or submit
to the infliction in his own person. Is not the case of Somerville in

\K>mt ? And are there not many others which have been hushed up,
and never brought forth to the public gaze ? But what must be the
crime of the Government, which neglects turning such high moral

qualities as they display the capacity for, to no better account. How
utterly debased by ignorance must a Government be, which cannot
see the obvious truth, that such a people might be led by kind treat-

ment into all the measures which wise and beneficent men would
desire, while brutal and tyrannical coercion can at best only serve to

convert them into ferocious animals, such as the Greeks have been
under the sway of the Turks. We can only console ourselves with
the reflection, that Whig misrule was one more of the phases which
it is necessary to pass through, ere human nature can get into the

prepared but untrodden track of the decided onward march of human
improvement. Yet awhile, and the track will be discovered, when
compound speed, engendered by certainty, will make up for our
former slow progress.

Junius Rbdivivus.
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POOR LAWS AND PAUPERS.*

This is the most painfully interesting of all Miss Martineau's

productions. Many of her tales, as ' Ireland' and the ' Man-
chester Strike' for instance, leave a deep and melancholy im-

pression ; but none are so thoroughly sad as this, in the scenery,
the characters, the events, and the whole conduct and tendency
of the story. This would be a fault in a work of pure fiction ;

in the present case it necessarily arises from the nature of the

story, and the purpose of the writer. The dreariness of it seems to

have pressed upon her own mind
;
and disposed as we are ever to

hold fast our faith in human progressiveness, we yet cannot but

feel, that as to any immediate counteraction of the tendency of

her story, it is rather cold consolation which she administers in

the brief preface to this work, when we remember how little dispo-
sition or ability has yet been shown by our rulers, to strike at the

heart of any of the great evils of the political and social conditioii

of the country. Nevertheless, those evils must be exposed ;
the

more thoroughly they are exposed, the more shall we abridge the

season of palliatives, temporizing, and quackery ;
the more shall we

hasten the time when the real intellect and energy of the country
shall look the mischief full in the face, and apply the remedy with

an unflinching though a gentle hand. Meanwhile, let us comfort
ourselves as we can with the author's prefatory suggestions.

' The pleasantest office of philanthropy, is, doubtless, to set forth

persuasively whatever is pure in human nature, and lofty in social

character ; but there is a satisfaction amidst the pain of exhibiting
the reverse of the picture, when vice and misery can be indisputably
referred to the errors of a system rather than to the depravity of in-

dividuals. All social systems being remediable, the task of exposing
the unhappy results of any involves a definite hope of the amelioration

which must sooner or later follow the exposure. The more clearly
evils can be referred to an institution, the more cheering are tlie ex-

pectations of what may be effected by its amendment. Let these

rational hopes console the readers, as they have supported the writer
of this tale.'

And need of support must the benevolent writer have felt while

tracing the wretched and disgusting influences of the poor law

system, as at present administered in agricultural districts. The

demoralizing scenes of the workhouse and the beer-shop ; the

breaking up of the respectable farmer, after his hard, vain struggle

against the crushing pressure on his little property of parish
pauperism ;

the gradual hardening of indigent ignorance into

impudence, vice, and the grossest profligacy ;
the wild mislead-

ings of the village demagogue, and the fearful excitement of

poaching and rick-burning ;
the tempting superiority of pauperism,

* Under the superintendence of the^Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,
Poor Laws and Paupers illustrated. No. 1, the Parish, a Tale, by Harriet Martineau
No. 78. 2D
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idleness, and deception, over integrity and humble independ-
ence in their uncheered and desperate struggle ;

the magisterial

humanity, alike busy and blundering, that heaps one aggravation

upon another of the evils which it strives to counteract; and
above all, the moral bankruptcy and pauperism, the gradual

weakening and wearing out of industry and principle from the

labourer's mind, until, as by a sort of Manichsean providence, he

is transformed into one ofthe beings whom once he loathed to look

upon ;
these are materials which could not have been combined

without many a pang, but Avhich the author has judiciously left to

make their own impression on the reader's mind. Whatever the

delineation might cost her, she has not shrunk from it. Her

humanity has too much nerve to do so, where a great good is to be

obtained. The expressions cited from the preface, are the chief

indication of how her own mind must have been wrought
upon, and of its participation in the reader's melancholy. The

bright spot in the story is the little cottage at '

Thorpe Corner,'
with poor Ashly its tenant, who holds fast his integrity while his

pittance of a hoard is wasting, and he cannot obtain ' leave to

toil,' because the idle and drunken pauper must first be accom-

modated, and starvation stares him and his orphans in the face ;

and we do feel grateful to the author that he too is not finally
broken down, that the desolation and degradation which over-

flow the place yet leave him standing; nor do we know of any
thing much more touching than his parting words to the brother

of his counsels and of his heart, who had fallen into the snare,
had become polluted by the pestilence, and had pointed towards

him the gibes and jeers of his profligate associates.

' " If we were alone," was Ashly's reply to his gesture,
" I would

take your arm and never think of the matter again. But how can I

be friends with you in a moment, when you have set me up alone to be

scoffed at for holding principles which I know to be right.
I would

have walked with you to the workhouse gate and set your children

witliin it with my own hands for friendship's sake, but I cannot in the

face of these paupers so appear to give up my principles." Goodman
would have allured him on, but he stood firm, saying

—
' "

Remember, neighbour, you now belong to the many, and I stand

alone. When you were on my side, you might have done any thing
with me, but you have chosen to leave me alone, and I shall act for

myself. I will not quarrel with you, as I said before, but not a step
further will I move on this path. Farewell, Goodman ;

if ever you
wish to come and see me, you will always be welcome, and only let

me know when you are in distress
;
but you will not expect me to visit

you ill tlie workhouse, unless you were one of the impotent people for

whom the workhouse was provided. Farewell, neighbour.'"
—

p. 204.

Such a passage as this necessarily suffers very much by being
extracted, yet some of its simple beauty must, we think, be per-
ceived. But there is no summary method of putting the reader's
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mind into the state produced by the previous history of these two

men
;
of all that they had thought, felt, and done, together and

for each other; of privations conjointly endured, and tempta-
tions conjointly resisted

;
and of all that had cemented that lowly

friendship which required for its dissolution no less a power than

the evil principle of national degradation. To those who have

arrived at the scene through the previous narrative, there will

seem nothing absurd, in what else might be accounted ludicrous—

a comparison of it with the famous farewell of Burke and Fox ia

the House of Commons, to which, in our minds^ it is certainly not

inferior in genuine dignity and pathos.
If any thing could lighten the gloom of this story by a laugh, it

would be the utterly incredible manner in which Miss Martineau

disposes of her country squire, the justice of the peace. By a

miracle, such as of old used to cut the gordian knot of romance
in the last chapter of the third volume, she has actually com-

pleted her catastrophe by enlightening and converting the squire;

by making him confess, in the church, that, with his commission
and his charities, he had only been doing mischief in the parish,
and announce his wise and magnanimous determination, to abstain

in future from any intermeddling with the management of the

poor. CredatJud(SusautAlhanasius. Milton by his Areopagitica
converted a licenser of the press, but that was a result much less

extraordinary. The squire would have made no such speech ; nay,
we verily believe that if the worthy rector, even after the excellent

sermon which he had that morning delivered, had introduced Miss
Martineau's name into his lucid statement of the condition of the

parish, the squire would most likely have exclaimed,— ' Miss
Martineau! Miss Martineau ! as my cousin, the barrister says,
let her go home to her mother and make gooseberry pies.' The
whole species is incorrigible. The instructress of a nation can

scarcely do better with them, than put them in a corner with a

foolscap on their heads. The chancellor might do something more
effective.

The materials of this, and of the other three tales which are to

follow it and complete the series, are selected from the immense
mass of facts which have been accumulated by the agents of the
Commission appointed by his Majesty's Government to inquire
into the administration and operation of the Poor Laws. A vo-
lume of extracts from their reports has already been published by
authority, and we believe that more may speedily be expected.
This volume, which consists of between four and five hundred
octavo pages, and which is sold for four shillings, ought to be in

the hands of every man who cares, or pretends to care, about the
welfare of the community. It contains matter with which Miss
Martineau might indefinitely prolong her series without exhausting
it. Even in its original state much of it possesses all the interest
of fiction, while bearing indubitable evidence of fact. The con-

2D2
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tents of this volume must, to many thousands, be as new and

strange as they are grievous. Not the least striking part of them
is the similarity which they show between the predatory operations
of those who are aloft, and those who are below, in the social

fabric. As by means of corrupt institutions and establishments,

sinecures, pensions, and taxation for the peculiar advantage of

particular classes, we have, on the one hand, a set of idlers preying
in splendour on the public ;

so on the other, by means of work-
houses and parish allowances, and public charities, and other

pauper privileges, we have another set of idlers preying upon the

public in sordidness. The dominion of industry is invaded at

both extremities. The honest, independent, and industrious are

like an unarmed band between two fires. Our candle is alight at

both ends, and it burns away most wastefully. And the tax-eaters

of both descriptions pursue a like course towards the tax-payers.
These tell us of their vested interests in the public burdens, and
those claim their rations as a right. If the lofty idlers fare more

sumptuously than do those of the industrious with whom they are

more immediately in contact, the same thing may be said of the

lowly idlers also. It is demonstrated in this book that there are

numbers paying rates who are restricted with their families to

a fare which is meagre indeed, compared with theirs, who, in

the form of parish allowance and workhouse diet, receive those

rates. If the professional man is lured from his straightforward
course that he may partake of the wages of corruption, the inde-

pendent labourer may better his condition by becoming a soldier,

yet more by becoming a pauper, and more still by becoming a

thief. There is a curious scale (Extracts, ^'•c. p. 261,) by which

it appears, and the particulars are all given, that the quantity of

solid food consumed by different classes rises in the following

gradation :
— I. The independent agricultural labourer, whose

consumption is the smallest of all. 2. The soldier. 3. The able-

bodied pauper. 4. The suspected thief. 5. The convicted thief.

6. The transported thief, who is at the top of the scale, and

whose condition is to that of the labourer as 2^ to I, or a

weekly consum[)tion of solid food of 330 oz. to one of 122 oz.

To increase the dis[)arity of the higher and lower ranks in this

scale, it must also be remembered that prison-work is only ten

hours u day ;
the agricultural labourer works on an average twelve

hours a day. liut to return to our comparison. The * Poor

Law Reporls' and the ' Black Book' have a wonderful resem-

blance
;
the names and sums constitute the widest difference. The

analogy especially holds in one very amiable feature, viz., that

family fondness by which, as soon as an individual finds himself

coinfortaI)Iy (jnartered upon the public, he puts forth a helping
hand to draw all his consanguinities after him into the same gra-
cious condition. Everybody must have remarked this in tiie

pension list. There, each greater name, with its thousands, sheds
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lustre upon kindred satellites with their hundreds. There, if one

may represent many, the

Lady, with her daughters and her nieces,

Shine like a guinea and seven-shilling pieces.

The leaders come down upon us like the fathers of the Jewish

tribes into Goshen, followed by uncles, sons, brothers, nephews,

cousins, and all the long train of genealogical affinities. And so

arise the pauper tribes to take possession of their Goshen. The
Scotch say

' Blood is nearer than water/ so it is, and pauper-
blood is dearer too

;
it costs the public, beef and vegetables, soup

and pudding, beer and gin, or at least sundry things which into

gin can readily be, and ever and anon are, transmuted. Some

people are born and bred to poor-houses, as others are to peerages,

by hereditary right. There are families which seem to multiply
to that end. We give below a specimen from the evidence con-

cerning the Reading Workhouse.* It is from Mr. Chadwick's

* ' I made inquiry into the case of the persons of the same name first presented on

opening the book, when I found them to consist of a pauper family of three genera-
tions, the whole of whom received upwards of 100^. per annum from the parish. The
parents of the pauper stock were described as remarkably hale old people in the work-

house, who had lived on the parish upwards of 40 years. The father was the man who
had been pointed out to me, as an instance of the care taken of the inmates, behaving
lived so long and so well on the parish. I took down their names in the order which
exhibits the genealogy of the /ivinff pauper family :

1 2

Brbnn, Pater=BRENX, Mater.

3 4 5 6 7 8 14
JoH.v Brbn:;. Fra.v. Brbsn etUxor. Chas. Brbnx et Uxor. Mabt BaxMx—Pachb.

9 10 11 12 13
Bre.vv. Brexn. Brekv. Bbex.v. Bbenn.

.1 T ] \ 1 T [
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Packer. Packer. Packer. Packer. Packer. Packer. Packer. Packer.

' I asked the governor how this last and most widely-spreading branch arose .''

"
That,"

said he,
" was one of our overseer's doings. I warned him against it, but he would do

it. Brenn's daughter became pregnant by a weaver, named Packer, and the overseer
mide him marry her ; and see what the parish has got by it !

—
eight more mouths to

feed already, and eight more backs to find clothes for."
' How many more paupers do you consider the parish may receive from this said

stock ."— ' Two or three score, perhaps.'
' The progenitors lived in the workhouse at an expense of not less than 10». per week,

(the average expense of the inmates, children included, being about 5«. per week each,)
Charles Brenn, who was an out-parishioner, received 7s. 6d. per week, besides shoes and
stockings ; Francis Brenn received 6s. 6d. a week ;

John Brenn is a mechanic, I believe
a weaver, at present resident in London, and had 3*. a week sent to him,—on what
ground, except as a patrimonial claim, on what evidence except his own statement that
he wanted it, and must return to the parish if it were not sent to him, I was unable to
ascertain. Packer, for himself and family, received 13s. a-week of the parish, and
" various other advantages." I inquired with respect to the out-door paupers in gene-
ral, as well as with respect to this pauper family iu particular, whether they got no
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Report, and he has sketched the family tree in a very lawyer-like
manner. It is inconceivable, to any not practically concerned in

the management of the poor, and to many that are, but who have
not all their wits about them, the frauds which this volume shows
to be practised for the sake of obtaining parish money. Many
claim and get it while in full work, and receiving more, independ-

ently of the allowance, than others who, though sore pressed, yet

manage to pay their rates. Three or four lodgings are sometimes
tenanted by as many persons in common, that each may claim
on three or four different parishes. Children are let out, that

travelling paupers may obtain the allowance upon them. Parish

officers are frequently under the influence of intimidation. Gross

jobbery prevails abundantly. In short, the real distress of the

poor is made the pretext for a most extensive and nefarious

system of plunder and idleness. And the demoralizing effects

which inevitably ensue, are powerfully aided by the charitable in-

stitutions which everywhere abound. The full growth of mistaken

benevolence, and the kind of fruit which it bears, are best ex-
hibited in the Spital fields charities. The rector of the parish of

Christ Church, Spitalfields, states himself to have been accessary
to a distribution of above 8000Z. within one year. The whole of

his evidence is important. One part of it, though inconveniently

long for our limits, we must give. It is the exemplification, in an
individual case, of the operation of the various local charities, and
is certified by his ' own personal observation.^

' A young weaver of twenty-two marries a servant girl of nineteen—and the consequence is the prospect of a family. We should pre-

sume, under ordinary circumstances, that they would regard such a

prospect with some anxiety ;
tliat they would calculate upon the ex-

penses of an accouchement, and prepare for them in the interval by
strict economy and unremitting industry. No such thing.

—It is the

good fortune of om/- couple to live in the district of Spitalfields, andit is

impossible to live there without witnessing the exertions of many
charitable associations. To these, therefore, they naturally look for

assistance on every occasion.
'

They are visited periodically by a member of the " District Visit-

ing Society," It is the object of this society to inquire into the con-

dition of the poor, to give them religious advice and occasional tempo-

ral relief, and to put them in the way of obtaining the osshtance of
other charitable institutions. To the visitor of this institution the

additional "relief" from charitable foundations and benevolent people ?—"
Yes," said

he governor,
'' we Imve a great many benevolent people in this town, and they help.

Thi-re is always Boinetliing or otlier f^iven ;
a great deal of coal is given away, and the

churchwardens give away linen." He admitted, in answer to further inquiiies, that

the greatest impositions were practised on the most humane people. One of the pau-

pers had declared to liim, that he had as many as six shirts at a time given to him by
tliflfi-rent l.eiHVolent people. It was intimated that, as a matter of course, these things
went to the pawn-shop for drink. lie expressed an opinion that coals were the best

commodity to give away—"
as cjuls cannot be pawned!"

'
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wife makes known her situation, and states her inability to meet the

expense of an accoucheur. The consequence is, that from him^

through his recommendation or under his directions^ she obtains a ticket

either for the "
Lying-in Hospital," or for

" the Royal Maternity Soci-

ety." By the former of these charities, she is provided with gratuitous

board, lodging, medical attendance, churching, registry of her child's

baptism, &c, &c. By the latter she is accommodated with the gratui-
tous services of a midwife to deliver her at her own home.

* Delivered of her child at the cost of the "
Royal Maternity Soci-

ety," she is left by the midwife—but then she requires a nurse, and

for a nurse, of course, she is unable to pay herself;—a little exertion,

however, gets over this difficulty
—she sends to the district visitor, to

the minister, or to some other charitable parishioner, and by their

interest with the parish oncers, she has, at last, a nurse sent to her

from the workhouse. But still she has many wants—and these too

she is unable to supply at her own expense. She requires blankets,
bed and body linen for herself, and baby-linen for her infant. With
these is shefurnished by another charitable institution. Soon after her

marriage she had heard one of her neighbours say, that she had been
favoured in no less than^re successive confinements with the loan of

the " box of linen" from the " Benevolent Society." She had, ac-

cordingly, taken care to secure the " box of linen" for herself, and

during her confinement she receives occasional visits and pecuniary
relief from a female visitor of the charity. By her she is kindly at-

tended to, and through her or the " district visitor," she is provided, in

case of fever or other illness, with the gratuitous services of the parish
apothecary, or of some other charitable medical practitioner in the

district.
' At the end of the month, she goes, pro forma, to be churched

; and

though, perhaps, the best-dressed female of the party, she claims ex-

emption from any pecuniary offering by virtue of a printed ticket to

that effect put into her hands by the midwife of the "
Royal Maternity

Society."
* The child thus introduced into the world is not worse provided for

than his parents. Of course he requires vaccination, or in case of

neglect he takes the small-pox. In either case he is sent to the " Hos-

pital for Casual Small-j)0x and for Vaccination," and by this means
costs his parents nothing.

* He has the measles, the whooping-cough, and other morbid affec-

tions peculiar to childhood. In all these instances he has the benefit

of the "
City Institution for Diseases of Children."

*
Indeed, from his birth to his death, he may command any medical

treatment. If his father is a Welshman, he applies to the " Welsh
Dispensary,"

—if not, or he prefers another, he has the " Tower Ham-
lets Universal Dispensary,"

" The London Dispensary,'' and the "
City

of London Dispensary." In case oifever, he is sent to the " Fever Hos-

pital." For a broken limb, or any sudden or acute disorder, he is admitted
into the " London" or other " Public Hospital." For a rash, or any
specific disease of the skin or ear, he is cured at the " London Dispen-
sary." And for all morbid affections of the eye, he goes either to the
same charity or to the " London Ophthalmic Infirmary," In case of
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rupture, he has a ticket for the '*
Rupture Society" or for the '*

City
of London Truss Society." For a 7?M/monary complaint, he attends
the "

Infirmary for Asthma, Consumption, and other Diseases of the

Lungs." And for scrophula, or any other disease which may require

sea-bathings he is sent to the "
Royal Sea-bathing Infirmary" at Mar-

gate. In some of these medical institutions, too, he has the extra

advantage of board, lodging, and other accommodations.
'

By the time the child is eighteen months or two years old, it

becomes convenient to his mother to "
get him out of the way f for

this purpose he is sent to the " Infant School," and in this seminary,
enters upon another wide field of eleemosynary immunities.

"
By the age of six he quits the " Infant School," and has before

him an ample choice of schools of a higher class. He may attend the

Lancasterian School for "id. a week, and the National for \d. orfor
nothing. His parents naturally enough prefer the latter school,

—it

may be less liberal in principle, but it is lower in price. In some

instances, too, it is connected with a cheap clothing society ; in others

it provides clothing itself to a limited number of children. And in

others, again, it recommends its scholars to the governors of a more

richly endowed clothing charity school. To be sure, these are only
collateral advantages. But it is perhaps excusable in a parent deli-

vered by the "
Royal Maternity Society," to value these above any of

the more obvious and legitimate benefits to be derived from a system
of education.

' A parent of this kind, however, has hardly done justice to herself,
or to her child, till she has succeeded in getting him admitted into a
school where he will be immediately and permanently clothed. This

advantage is to be found in the " Protestant Dissenters"—in the " Pa-

rochial," or in " the Ward Charity School ;" and she secures him a

presentation to one of these, either by a recommendation from " the

National School"— by the spontaneous offer of her husband's employer—or by her own importunate applications at the door of some other

subscriber. It is true, some few industrious and careful parents in the

neighbourhood object to putting their children into these charity schools.

With more independence than wisdom, they revolt at the idea of see-

ing their children walk the streets for several years in a livery which

degrades them, by marking them out like the parish paupers of for-

mer days, as the objects of common charily. But the parent in ques-
tion has no such scruples

—she has tasted theswtets, and, therefore, never

feels the degradation of charity. She is saved the expense of clothing
her own child herself; and she observes that almost all her poor

neighbours, like the dog in the fable, have come to think what is really

disreputable to be a badge of distinction. She knows, too, that most
of the "

gcnllrfolks" who support these charities openly proclaim (Oh
monstrous absurdity !) that they were more especially designed for
" an aristocracy among the poor."

'
It is possible that she may not succeed in getting her child into a

clothing charity school— it is more than possible, too, that slie may find

a more profitable employment for him than attendance at the " Na-
tional ;" she may keep him at home all the week to help her nurse

her fourth and tifth babies, or she may earn a few pence by sending
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him out as an errand boy. Yet even under these circumstances she

does not necessarily forego the means of getting him an education, or

a suit of clothes for nothing : even then she can send him to one of the

innumerable "
Sunday Schools" in the neighbourhood ; and for cloth-

ing, she can apply to the " Educational Clothing Society."
" The

object of this society is the lending of clothing to enable distressed

children to attend Sunday schools." Only, then, let her child be " a
distressed one," and he is provided by the " Educational Clothing So-

ciety" with a suit of clothes which he wears all the Sundays of one

year, and, in case of 'past regular attendance at school, all the week-

days of the next. The Sundays of the sec-ond year, he begins with a
new suit of clothes as before.

' The probability, however, is, that, by the time the boy is eight or

nine years old, his mother does succeed in procuring his admission into

the "
Clothing Charity School :" and there is the same probability that

she will continue him in it. She has strong reasons for so doing
—

for she knows that he will not only be clothed and educated at the

expense of the charity, but that, when he is fourteen, that is, when
he has remained five or six years in the school, he ^\•ill be apprenticed

by it to some tradesman, with a fee varying in the different schools

from 21. to 5/.

' At fourteen, accordingly, the boy is put apprentice by the charity
to a weaver, and at the expiration of the usual term he begins
work as a journeyman. He has hardly done so, before he proposes
to marry a girl about his own age. He is aware, indeed, that there

are difficulties in the way of their union ; and that, even on the most
favourable supposition, their prospects in life cannot be considered

flattering.
—He has saved no money himself, and his intended is

equally unprepared for the expenses of an establishment. He knows
that, working early and late, he can earn no more than 10*. a week^
that, in case of sickness or the failure of employment, he mav fre-

quently be deprived even of these—and that his own father, with a
wife and seven children, was in this very predicament but the winter
before ; nevertheless,

" nature intended every one to marry ;" and, in

the case of himself and his beloved,
'*

it is their lot to come together."
On these unanswerable grounds he takes a room at 2s. a week, and
thus utterly unprepared, as he appears, either for the ordinary or

contingent expenses of a family, he marries.
' We may suspect, however, from the result, that he is not so rash

and improvident in this conduct, as, upon an ordinary calculation, he
must appear to be.

' Within a few months she has the prospect of a child—and a child

brings with it many expenses,
—but no matter, he need not pay them—for in his neighbourhood he may fairly calculate upon having them

paid by charity. Charity never failed his mother in her difficulties—
and why, in precisely the same difficulties, should it be withheld from
Aim ? In the case of bis wife, therefore, as in that of his mother,
the "

Lying-in Hospital," or the "
Lying-in Dispensar\'," or the

"
Royal Maternity Society,"' provides the nizdfifi/ery, &c. The "work-

house," the nurse. The " Benevolent Society," blankets, linen,

pecuniary relief, &c. The "parish doctor
'—the "

dispensary doctor,'*
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or some other " charitable doctor" extra drugs and medical attendance.

By a little management, he may avail himself at the same time of

several obstetric charities—and be visited successively by Churchmen,
Quakers, Independents, Wesleyan Methodists, Calvinistic Methodists,

Huntingtonians,
—in fact, by the charitable associations connected

with every church and chapel in the neighbourhood.
' He now finds that his earnings are precarious

—and that, even at

their utmost amount, they are inadequate to the support of his increas-

ing family. But his father's family was for years in the same circum-

stances—and was always saved by charity. To charity, then, he

again has recourse.
' He hears, that twice a year there is a parish gift of bread. From

some vestryman, or from some other respectable parishioner, he ob-

tains a ticket for a quartern loaf at Midsummer and at Christmas.
There is also a parish gift of coals. By the same means he every
Christmas gets a sack of coals. Indeed, by importuning several

parishioners, and by giving to each of them a different address, or

the same address with different names, he is sometimes so fortunate

as to secure three sacks instead of one. On these periodical distri-

butions he ca7i confidently depend ; for most of the parishioners dis-

pose of their annual tickets to the same poor persons from year to

year, as a matter of course ; and others, who are more discriminate,

invariably find, upon renewed inquiry, that their petitioners are in

the same state of apparent indigence or destitution. Under these

circumstances, our applicant soon comes to look upon his share of the

parochial bounty as a legitimate and certain item in his yearly receipts.
' But this is only a slight periodical relief. He wants more loaves

and more coals, and he has the means of obtaining them. If the

weather is severe, the "
Spitalfields Association" is at work, and for

months together distributes bread, coals, and potatoes. The "
Soup

Society," also, is in operation, and provides him regularly with several

quarts of excellent meat soup at a penny, or, sometimes, even at a

halfpenny a quart. At all times several " Benevolent Societies" and
" Pension Societies" are acting in the district

; and from these he

receives food or pecuniary relief. He may apply, too, during the

temporary cessation of any of these charities, to the charitable associa-

tions of the different religious denominations—to the " District

Visiting Society," to the Independents'
"

Visiting Society," to the
•' Friend in Need Society," to the "

Stranger's Friend Society," to
"

Zioti's Good Will Society." He may even be lucky enough to get

something from all of them.
' If his bedding is bad, he gets the loan of a blanket from the

*' Benevolent Society," or from the " Blanket Association ;" or he

gets a ])lanket, a rug, and a pair of sheets from the "
Spitalfields

Association." The last of these charities supplies him with a, flannel
waistcoat for himself, and a, flannel petticoat for his wife. In one in-

stance, it furnishes his wife and children with shoes and stockings.
' Thus he ])roceeds from year to year with a charily to meet every

exigency of health and sickness. The time at length arrives, when,
either from the number of children born to him, under the kind super-
intendence of the "

Lying-in," the "
Royal Maternity," or the *' Be-
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nevolent Society;" or from a desire to add a legal and permanent

provision to the more precarious supplies of voluntary charity, he

solicits parish relief; he begs an extract from the parish register,

proves his settlement by the charity-school indenture of apprentice-

ship, and quarters his family on the parish, with an allowance of five

shillings a week. In this uniform alternation of voluntary and com-

pulsory relief he draws towards the close of his mendicant existence.
' Before leaving the world, he might, perhaps, return thanks to the

public. He has been horn for nothing
—he has been nursed for

nothing—he has been clothed for nothing
—he has been educated for

nothing
—he has been put out in the world for nothing

—he has had
medicine and medical attendance for nothing ; he has had his children

also bom, nursed, clothed, fed, educated, established, and physickedfor
nothing.

' There is but one good office more for which he can stand in-

debted to society, and that is his burial. He dies a parish pauper,
and, at the expense of the parish, he is provided with shroud, coffin,

pall, and burial-ground ; a party of paupers from the workhouse bear

his body to the grave, and a party of paupers are his mourners.
'
I wish it to be particularly understood, that, in thus describing the

operation of charity in my district, I have been giving an ordinary,
and not an fjrfraordinary, instance. I might have included many
other details

;
some of them of a far more aggravated and ofi'ensive

nature. I have contented myself, however, wth describing the state

of the district as regards charitable relief, and the extent to which
that relief, may be, and actually is made to minister to improvidence
and dependence.'

Now is it not high time for people to think what they are

doing, both with their spontaneous and their legal alms ? As to

the frightful amount of suffering among the poorer classes, there
can be no question. As to the imperative duty of meliorating
the condition of those classes, there can be no question either.

But why persist in plans which only aggravate the evil, and while

they extend the physical suffering, generate from it a noxious
mass of moral degradation ? We are evidently on a wrong track.

There can be no charity in blindly promoting vice and misery.
What is the remedy ? We must endeavour, like a physician
when the patient has been wrongly dealt with, first to correct the
mischiefs of our own fallacious remedy, and then attack the dis-

ease itself by the means best adapted to assuage its virulence.
As to individual donations the course is clear. Let them be
withdrawn from the institutions which tend to keep the poor de-

pendent, and make them improvident, and transferred to those
true charities which have an opposite tendency. Let the patron-
age which upholds soup and blanket distributions be applied to
increase the utility and attractiveness of schools and savint'-banks.
And in relation to the legal mischief, the first step should be to
abolish the encouragement which is now given to idleness, at the

expense of industry. None should have gratuitous aid except
those who are physically or mentally unable to render any service
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in return. Whenever money is bestowed, useful service of some
kind or other should be required. If there be no profitable em-

ployment in the vicinity, the pauper should be located elsewhere.

The law of settlement should be very much simplified, if not swept

away altogether ;
so as to avoid the heavy expenses of removals

and litigation. A total stop should be put to the inducements, in

some cases amounting to compulsion, by which parochial autho-

rities have so largely and blindly multiplied improvident mar-

riages. And all this done, as far as law can do it, we should be

at the threshold of the great work of bettering the condition of

the poor. This is only staying the hand from mischief, before

stretching it out for good. The great evils of the condition of

the poor would still remain, though we should have ceased lo

aggravate them by our pernicious nostrums. Those evils would

require a series of strong measures, promptly adopted, and vigor-

ously executed. We will specify those which, in our apprehen-
sion, are the most essential.

1. The abolition of the Corn Laws. A starving population
with a bread-tax of eight millions per annum, besides its indirect

pressure, is as monstrous and as cruel an anomaly as the world

has ever seen. This weight should be heaved otF forthwith. Let

the labourer have food at the cheapest rate at which it can be

purchased.
2. All taxation bearing upon the necessaries and common con-

veniences of life should be remitted. Taxation is chiefly a pre-
mium of insurance upon property, and by property should the

premium be paid. The remission should extend not only to

articles of clothing, shelter, &c., but to whatever presses upon
the honest recompense and simple enjoyments of the industrious

classes.

3. All restrictions upon the freedom of labour should be re-

moved, and every facility afforded for its transference from one

department to another. There is no such art or mystery about

most handicraft operations, but that a man may easily master

many others besides that to which he was trained in his boyhood.
There will always be something to which an industrious man may
turn his hand. I'he fluctuations which occur in a great manu-

facturing and commercial country would be comparatively in-

nocuous, were it not for the requirement of apj)renticeshij), the

interference of corporations, and the combinations of the work-

men. Such fluctuations would do much towards their own
rectification. Labour, like water, would find its level. The
men thrown out of one occu[)ation would take to others. True,
their competition might deteriorate the condition of those pre-

viously employed in other department.s ;
but this would only tend

to
v.(\\m\{/.ii the |)res.sur(!. The total amount of changes affecting

the condition of the labouring classes would be minimized.
4. An efficient plan of national instruction is essential. By
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this we intend both the means of education for the young, and

facilities of information for adults on whatever affects their in-

terests. The revenues and machinery of the Church might be

properly applied to the former purpose, and in some measure to

the latter. The Church might become the place, and the Clergyman
the agent for the communication of scientific, historical, and other

useful knowledge, both to the young and the mature. And if the

clergy wanted will or capacity for such a duty, fairly and legally

imposed upon them, they could scarcely be regarded as fit for the

work for which at present they are paid, or as having any claim

for the continuance of that payment. They are eflBcient spiritual

instructors of the population, or they are public plunderers ;
and

if the former, they cannot be indisposed towards the obligation of

fiving

their instruction a wider range than heretofore. No Church
Leform will much benefit the nation unless it render what is

called Ecclesiastical property (i. e. property devoted to the pur-

pose of spiritual improvement) sub5er^"ient to the relief of the

mental and moral wants of the people. Information on political

and temporary matters should be facilitated by the repeal of the

Taxes on Knowledge. It would then be brought home almost to

every man's door, and with an immense quantity of incidental

benefit, tending to enlarge the mind, quicken the perceptions,

purify the taste and manners, and thus improve generally the

character and condition. The result of this combination of mea-
sures for at once acting upon the minds and circumstances of the

poor would be that the perceptible amelioration of their condition

would not be followed by a sudden and rapid increase of their

numbers. They would understand their position. They would
have a horror of falling back into the gulf from which they had

just been extricated. Conveniences would become necessaries.

Their standard of tolerable existence would be raised. The plan
must also include,

5. The extension of political rights. We believe that these

ought to be extended forthwith. The basis of the constitutional

pyramid is much too narrow. The constituency is scarcely more,
than two-thirds ofwhat it was calculated the Reform Bill would have
made it, and that was only about half a million of voters. Thou-
sands are excluded who are already not less fitted for the right em-

plovment of the elective franchise than the majority of those by
whom it is possessed. The consequence is a discontent which

nothing but a further reform can allay. Nor can any great
amelioration of the condition of the lower classes proceed without
the corresponding recognition of their political existence. They
will be, they ought to be, and they must be, principally, the

agents of their own improvement. Neither more food nor more

knowledge will be accepted as substitutes for their portion of in-

fluence as members of a community. On the contrary, they will

only become the more determined on having a voice in appointinof
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the framers of the laws which they are to obey, and the more able

to carry that determination into effect, Avhatever may be the

misguided and vain opposition of the aristocracy.
For the people generally to have a thorough confidence in the

direction of the workings of the state machine to their benefit,

a revision of the system of local authority and magistracy is indis-

pensable. Popular election might, to a large extent, be advanta-

geously substituted for arbitrary appointment. The choice would

assuredly not fall on men who would do more mischiefthan have the

holders of his Majesty's commission. And there vvould be the pros-

pect of better feelings than the suspicion and hostility, the endea-

vour to circumvent, on the one side, and on the other to bribe or

terrify, which now prevail.
6. An organized plan, a permanent provision for emigration,

is the final measure of our enumeration. A portion of the re-

sources of the community should be devoted to this purpose. There
is no reason why emigration should be the solitary, irregular,

painful, and perilous expatriation which it now is. It should be

more like the colonization of the republics of antiquity. It should

be considered as the locating of a portion of the nation elsewhere, for

the common benefit of those who go and those who stay ;
and be

provided for accordingly from the common stock. Care should be

taken to secure as far as possible to the colony, all the advantages
of the mother country. The aversion with which emigration is

now regarded might thus be very much mitigated, probably oblite-

rated altogether. There woukl be no need to seek the means of

subsistence, beyond the outposts of civilized life. There would

simply be a removal from a part of the country filled to its limits,

to another part (the same in almost all that endears country) with

limits so ample, as to allow indefinite expansion. Organized colo-

nization is as the natural process in the growth of the tree, shoot-

ing afar its spreading boughs ;
and if now and then they strike an

independent root in the soil, no matter, or rather so much the

better; while isolated emigration is but the blowing about of

broken twigs, and leaves, and blossoms, mostly to perish, though
sometimes there may be a seed which after all its tossing finds a

propitious rest, and germinates.
Were such a process as this adopted, the principle of the Poor

Laws might be left untouclied
;
as we would have it left, for it is

as noble a principle, as ever legislation consecrated. It is, in our

opinion, good, that the law should recognise that every man who

comes into the world has a right to his share of the world, so far

at least as the means of subsistence go. The best mode of sus-

taining and administering that right, is another matter. We are

not s[)eaking of churchwardens and overseers, of parish rates and

acts of j)arliament, but of principles. Society has a claim on the

services of its members, and its members have a claim for support,
50 long as the common stock holds out. If one class of mankind
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may say to another,
' We do notwant your labour,' that other class

may retort,
' We do not want your idleness.' An exclusive right

of inheritance in the food-producing earth, and a right to the

means of sustaining life
;
that is to say, private property and a

poor law, are correlative principles. The one involves the other.

It is as unjust as it is heartless, to tell starving men that there is no
cover for them at Nature's table. It frees them from the obliga-
tion of respecting covers or seats, and legitimates a scramble. It

is true that '

property must be protected from plunder ;' it is not

less true that humanity must be protected from starvation. The
last must is quite as potent as the first. Happily the same means
tend to the accomplishment of both purposes. If the wealthy

keep the principle of the poor laws always in view, there will be

little occasion for it ever to come into practical operation.
It has been long understood that Ministers were concocting some

measure of Poor Law Reform. They will probably lop off the

grosser abuses, and nibble at the prmciple. That they will have

wisdom and vigour enough to go to the root of the evil is beyond
all hope. In fact they have already manifested their hostility to

much of what we deem essential. A revision of the Corn Laws
is got rid of, for the present session. They have declared them-
selves ready to resign sooner than remove the pressure of taxation

from trade and industry to property. For free trade they may
do something ;

for the freedom of labour they have yet achieved,
and apparently meditated little. In Church Reform, their great

points seem to be the commutation of tithes, and the abolition of

pluralities. Probably they will allow dissenting ministers to marry
their people in their own chapels, and bury them in the parish

church-yard, by way of propitiating the denominations. But all

this will do little towards rendering the Church a great national

good. The taxes on knowledge they have resolved to retain. The
Reform Bill is their god Terminus. The magistracy they could
amend if they would. And on the only remaining topic, Emigra-
tion, we see no reason to expect more than the timid, compromising,
ineflficient procedure, by which their whole policy is charac-
terised.

What hope, then, is there for the poor, and through them, for

Society? None
,
save that which Miss Martineau has indicated in

the passage quoted from her preface, that the amelioration must
sooner or later follow the exposure of the evil. There we rest;
not on Whig patriotism, but on public opinion. And our gratitude,
and that of the public, is due to Miss Martineau, for the ability
and benevolence with which she has co-operated in making the

exposure. We look forward with interest to her exposition of the

remedy.
It is not, however, with perfect satisfaction that we regard this

publication. We regret that Miss Martineau should have allowed
her own attention, and that of the public, to be distracted from
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her great work, before its complelion. Whatever a life, which we

hope will be prolonged, and a power of attainment and improve-
ment, which we knoAV to be great, may hereafter enable her to

accomplish, it is yet obvious that for many years to come her fame
and influence must rest upon the ' Illustrations of Political Eco-

nomy.' Ultimately, no doubts that work will take its proper rank,
without reference to the circumstances of its publication. Its

immediate utility cannot but be diminished by this undertaking ;

as this would have had more effect had it not appeared contempo-
raneously. The world will, in spite of evidence, rather doubt than
admire the ability with which both may be sustained. We
regret also, that she has been led to what seems to us, an inap-

propriate and injudicious application of her peculiar talent of

illustrating a truth by fictitious narrative. In her other^work, this

talent is in its proper sphere. Her tales, true to nature and to

history, do illustrate the principles of Political Economy. But in

the operation of the Poor Laws, we have to deal with, not an
abstract or general proposition, but a practical grievance. We
want to know the facts. It is inconvenient and unsatisfactory, to

have them strung upon a thread of fiction. The writer's object
is defeated

;
the evil is not exposed ;

it is veiled : no one knows

exactly where the certified mischief ends, and the fictitious

adornment begins. What was wanted, was an arrangement of

the most striking facts in the Reports of the Poor Law Com-
missioners, with a judicious commentary. If, instead of more
tales, her engagement will allow Miss Martineau to complete her
work on ' Poor Laws and Paupers,' in this manner, a much
greater service will, we apprehend, be rendered to the public.
Nor can we help still further regretting that Miss Martineau has

consented to write, on subjects of this class,
' Under the superin-

tendence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.'
That Society has long been losing the public confidence, which,
as an inde[)endent writer. Miss Martineau was rapidly gaining.
Her influence over those whom it is so important to instruct, the

great body of the operative and producing classes, is impaired

by the coalition. The circulation of the Society's books is chiefly

amongst the trading classes. The suspicion into which it had

previously fallen, has been deeply strengthened since the acces-

sion of so many members of its Committee to political office. We
believe the general opinion of the intelligent operatives throughout
the country to be fairly expressed by the following resolutions,

passed at a meeting of the Birmingham Mechanics' Institution

in July last. The discussion which terminated in their adoption
had been provoked by an agent of the Society.

'
1. That, wliil.st this meeting is anxious to hear its testimony to the

excellence and utility of many of tlie publications of the "Society for

the DiHusion of Useful ICnowledge," abstractedly considered^ yet it

cannot withhold its opinion, that viewed in connexion with the times
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in which we live, the works are but ill adapted to the present and
immediate wants of the mass of the people

—the labouring classes, who
have little time or inclination for reading either elaborate treatises on
the sciences, or works of a light and entertaining nature, whilst them-
selves and families are surrounded by poverty and misery, produced by
an irrational and vicious system of government.

*
2. That it is of the utmost importance, both to individuals and to

the community at large, that every man should acquire sound political

information, and a knowledge of his rights and duties as a citizen of the

state in which he lives ;
and that, therefore, the Society would have

best consulted the interests of a// classes, hnt particularly ofthe working
class, by either publishing works calculated to supply this desideratum

Itself, or encouraging others to do so, by using its great power and
influence to break down those barriers to political knowledge, which
now exist in the shape of oppressive stamp taxes on newspapers, and

unjust, odious, and tyrannical laws, prohibiting the publication of

cheap political pamphlets.

It would be difficult to disprove the truth and justice of these

resolutions. But that is not the question. We adduce them to

show the light in which the Diffusion Society is regarded, and
the consequent probability that, by her connexion with it. Miss
Martineau may become a less efficient, because a less trusted,
national instructor. The evil in part is already come upon her.

She may arrest its progress ;
she may, even yet, shake it off, and

regain the position which she previously occupied ; but it must be

by demonstrations which cannot be mistaken of her sympathy
with the opinions and feelings, the wants and wishes of the people,
as distinguished from, and opposed by, the timid and crooked

policy of men who might have been the saviours of their country
but for their almost incredible blunders, inconsistencies, and
infatuation. Let her seize some early opportunity of doing this,
a late one may come too late.

We speak plainly, for there is a great public good at stake.

We do not believe that, in political economy or politics, the

people will become pupils in the Diffusion School. They dread

cajolery in that quarter, and receive lessons from it as they would
a moral or religious tract from Bartlett's Buildings. For Miss
Martineau to achieve the redemption of its character she should
direct its management, and not merely write under its patronage.
There is less hope for it than danger for herself; danger for that

influence, so unaidedly and honourably acquired, which is a

public trust, and its diminution a public calamity. We are
anxious that her well-earned popularity should be unimpaired,
for with her powers and principles, the benefits she might, and,
we trust, will, confer upon the people are incalculable.

An additional inducement to the suggestions which we have
ventured thus frankly but respectfully to offer, may be found in

the Article on Miss Martineau's '
Illustrations,' with which the

No. 78. 2 E
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last number of the '

Edinburgh Review' commences—an article

calculated to do her more injury than all the attacks to which she

has been exposed. The writer has totally mistaken, or misrepre-

sented, her character. He looks at the wrong side of the tapestry,

making shadows of the lights, and lights of the shadows. From
his description the public are led to infer that she is une femme
de tete exaltee, possessed with a riotous and runaway imagination,

subject to ' intellectual fever,' full of the '

inspiration of genius,'

which, according to the vulgar conception of it, he seems to think

implies the lack of common-sense, and somewhat deficient in
' accurate observation, and patient thought.' And on this de-

scription are founded certain advices and criticisms, the tendency
of which is as injurious as the premises are fallacious. The
writer dislikes Miss Martineau's independence, fears her energy,
stands aghast at her consistency in following out a principle to its

consequences, and, regarding her as a female Samson, would,
under this pretext of fever, shear the locks in which lies her

strength, take her from, and unfit her for, her high vocation, -and

send her to grind, blindly and uselessly, in the mill of Conservative

Whiggism.
Considerable familiarity with Miss Martineau's productions has

impressed us with a completely different notion of her mental

character, from that sketched by the reviewer. We have often

admired what he desiderates, her ' accurate observation and patient

thought,' but we have not seen in her any quality to which such
terms as genius, inspiration, or imagination can be properly ap-
plied. We use those terms in their genuine and loftiest sense j we
mean by them the creative faculty which can '

call spirits from the

vasty deep ;' which in materials of stone or clay, worthless to an

energy less plastic and divine, can mould the image of God and
breathe into it the breath of life. Miss Martineau may be poet-
ical, but she is not a poet. She does not create, but combine. And
very extraordinary and efficient is her power of combination, as may
be shown by a brief mention of (he characteristics of her intellect.

That accuracy of observation which has been so hastily denied

her, we should be disposed to regard, though not the greatest, yet
as the primal faculty of her mind. She has a keen eye, and its

notices are preserved in a retentive memory. She never adopted
Hamlet's resolution :

• From tlie book and volume of my brain

I'll wipe away all trivial fond records.
All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past,
That youth and observation copied there.'

They are all legible, though mixed with higher matter, and her

recollection can * take in ail, and verge enough for more.' Jf any
one will take the trouble to trace her, in her narrative publications

especially, they will find, not invention, not creation, no armed
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and plumed figure, springing from her own brain where it had been

engendered, but materials that have come together, liite the righte-

ous into the kingdom of heaven, from the east and the west, from

the north and the south. She acts on the old household maxim,
•

Keep a thing for seven years, and you will find a use for it.'

She turns every thing to account; and herein is her skill. By that

faculty of conception, which, some months ago, we described and

endeavoured to illustrate as the characteristic of Sir Walter Scott,

the great source of that power to charm which his writings pos-

sess, she harmonizes all her materials, however incongruous or

insignificant they might appear in themselves. By no modern
writer except Scott, has this faculty been exhibited in a higher

degree. She knows, that

' Mountains rise by grain on grain.

Drops on drops compose the main :*

and she rears and spreads the mountains and oceans of her own
fictitious scenery, on the principle which she taught the political

unions to celebrate in the glorious chant from which those lines

are quoted. Many of her sketches of character, her landscapes,
her single scenes of human adventure or emotion, might be ad-

duced as exhibitions, seldom surpassed, of the triumphs of this

faculty. With her, and indeed the same thing might be said even
of Scott himself, it does not seem to extend to the comprehension
'which is required for the harmonious and perfect construction of
an entire story ;

the whole is often deficient in that proportion and

unity, which may be exemplified in many of the parts taken sepa-

rately. But we see not why she should stop short of this
;

it is a

power which may be acquired ;
it is only a higher exercise of that

which she possesses. Whatever may be acquired, it seems from
her past progress, as if she could acquire.

Miss Martineau's mind is essentially logical, capable of close

and continued thought, and animated by singleness of heart in its

pursuit of truth. This is the secret of most of the opinions which
startled the Edinburgh Reviewer, and which he ascribed to a
' confident imagination,' which ' must occasionally run wild in

the paradise of its own conceptions.' He talks of ' rashness of

assumption, extravagant enough, unless checked, to proceed to

any lengths.' Miss Martineau is not prone to rashness of assump-
tion, but she is what such persons deem

'

extravagant' enough when
guided by a sound principle, and a chain of undeniable deduction,
* to proceed to any lengths.' Destroy the principle, or refute the

logic, and she is ever willing to stop. If neither can be done, why
should she stop ? or any one else, except those who would stop
reason and humanity for their own convenience? It was in the

strength of a noble fearlessness, produced by the consciousness
of her devotion to truth, and of her mental patience and precision
in ascertaining it, that she came fonvard to expound to the popu-
lation at large, those doctrines of political economy in which they

2 £ 2
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are so deeply interested. And the same spirit has stamped the

highest worth on other of her productions, especially on her three

theological essays, in which the highest powers of her mind are

better displayed than in any of her more wi<lely circulated works.
The clear perception of a principle, the careful and faithful evolve-

ment from it, of all its legitimate consequences, and the arrange-
ment of those consequences, so that truth touches the heart, by
its consistency, harmony, and beauty, may be seen in those essays
so strikingly, as at once to determine the character of the author's

mind. To what we have said, there only remains to add, an

improveability which from the time of her first appearance as a
writer has been rapid and continuous; and which, with all her

present talent and attainment, will, we trust, be long before it pauses
or relaxes. These are her faculties, directed to purposes so high
and beneficent, that the very circumstance of their direction is

almostentitled to be classed as a peculiarity in their construction.

Of course we deprecate the advice, as much as we dispute the

description, given by the Edinburgh Reviewer. He would have
Miss Martiiieau ' recede from her monthly contract,' and by
breaking the continuity enfeeble the effect of her periodical les-

sons. We would have her fulfil that mission in unimpaired sin-

gleness of purpose and exertion. We know she is equal to that,
whatever may be thought of her attempting more. He wants her
to pause, and reconsider portions of the science of which she is

the professor; that is to say, some of his politico-economical doc-
trines differ from those of the system which she has adopted. We
know that she had diligently learned before she began to teach,
and that the extent and accuracy of her information have only
been disputed in a few

trifling and incidental particulars, and in

them not often successfully. He counsels her to ' submit her

writings to some dull friend,' before their publication ; we beg of
her only to let her dull friends see them afterwards, inasmucih as

no friendliness can counteract the mischief of the dulness which,
first mistaking her character and powers, will also, in all proba-

bility, mistake the spirit of the times in which we live, and wish

her to deal with a grown-up world, as if it were still in leading-

strings. He tells her, that genius
' cannot move by clock-work,'

and therefore she ought to publish irregularly ;
we tell her that

her well-trained intellect docs move with the precision and punc-
tuality of clock-work, and that she will only disturb it by ai){)lying
his patent regulator for the springs of genius. Because she occa-

sionally glances from political economy to the higher to[)ics of
social morality, and the condition and prospect ol humankind, he
treats her as an enthusiast, soaring into what he calls a *

visionary

empyrean,' and calls for the cancelling of all such passages.
* We

should heartily rejoice' in her further developing her opinions on
matters of" such deep concernment, little doubting that she would

express them in ' words of truth and soberness.' The critic, with
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a simplicity worthy of Sir Roger de Coverly, plumes himself on

beiDg rather latitudinariao, on account of his doubts whether it be

expedient to restrain opinion by law (p. 30.) ; we recommend him
to quit the character of her critic, for that of her pupil, and he may
find that she is as able to expound the rights of conscience as the

rights of property, the principles of morality as those of prosperity,
and can lecture not less ably on the causes of happiness than on
the sources of wealth.

We have said thus much because the public is interested, and

strongly too, in the course pursued by those who minister to its

entertainment and instruction. According to our own taste, it is

somewhat premature at present to submit Miss Martineau's intel-

lectual and moral character to a public analysis, but we cannot

quietly witness an attempt to do so, which tends, as appears to

us, to mislead both herself and the public. The time will come
for assigning her permanent rank amongst the writers of our

age and nation
;
when not only her native faculties, but the dili-

gence of her cultivation of them, the consistency of her career,

the moral qualities of her literary achievements, and the extent

of her benefactions to society, must all be strictly scrutinized and

impartially estimated
;

on that decision the future as well as the

past must have its influence, perhaps a preponderating influence.

May it be such as her warmest admirers anticipate in their most

sanguine moments.

PROPOSAL FOR A NATIONAL COLLEGE OF LANGUAGE.

It has been said, that one of the severest punishments entailed

upon those persons who are addicted to the vice of lying, is not

being believed even when they speak the truth. Even thus, the lavish

waste of a nation's resources, so recklessly pursued for a long term
of years by an interested and improvident faction,who held the reins

ofgovernment without responsibility, will work still further evil, in

the necessary revulsion which must come after it. He who has

been a spendthrift in his youth, and has wasted his substance in

riotous living, not uncommonly becomes a miser in his age, and
denies himself even the necessaries of existence. The English
nation, having seen that a bad government and profusion have con-

stantly gone together, have gradually acquired the notion, that

economy and good government must be synonymous ;
that the M.P.

who will promise to vote for all that is cheapest, must thereby
make sure of all that is wisest. Unfortunately, the disposition to

acquire property at the public expense is so prevailing a vice in

public men, and one in which they are so often but too successful,
that it will keep up the suspicions of the people for a great length
of time, and their urgent clamours for economy will degene-
rate into parsimony in really useful things, upon which the econo-
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mical alterations are generally made to operate first, as we have
seen in the case of the pensions which were taken away from the

members of the Literary Fund, granted by the fourth George, while

large annual sums were continued for far less creditable purposes.
It is not that the people at large are disposed to be mean, but that

they have a disposition to resist chicanery; that they do not like

to be imposed upon ;
and a considerable interval of good and

honest government must elapse, before a healthy confidence will

be generated, before they will conceive it possible, that taxes may
be collected from them, and then applied only to purposes im-

portantly connected with the welfare of the whole nation. They
have seen so many promising public works and plans dege-
nerate into mere jobs for the benefit of individuals, that they can-
not yet believe in the possibility of such things being executed in

good faith, or for the profit of the community. Only through the

perfect responsibility of the rulers, can confidence be made to exist

between them and the people they rule over. Every wise and
benevolent man most earnestly desires that such a conclusion may
be brought to bear as speedily as possible, in order to put an end
to the tedious and revolting discussions of party politics, by which

human advancement is retarded, both in physical comfort, moral

worth, and the embellishments of knowledge, which might be made
to add so largely to the stock of human happiness.

If the enjoyment of human life were made to consist only in

animal sense—eating, drinking, sleeping, and the propagation of

the species
—such a Sardanapalian system might be arranged with

but little difficulty, and without the necessity of very intellectual

managers ;
but the day for such coarse enjoyments is passing away,

and in the boundless sources of pleasure, which the intense energy
of the human mind is opening to us, the pleasures of sense are

regarded rather as matters of necessity, than of enjoyment. The

people at large are becoming capable of intellectual pleasures of

a high class, and they need intellectual rulers, in order that all

external things on which physical comfort depends, shall be made^to
conform to the altered condition of their minds. It is grievous to

think how much money has been un profitably wasted in wars, which

might have been usefully employed to enlarge the sphere of human

knowledge, in innumerable branches, which might have been eter-

nally profitable to the human race. Instead.of the great intellects

of the world wasting their energies in desultory labours, in many
cases unprofitable, for want of assistance, and in others deprived
of the results by the necessity of toiling for the supply of coarse

food, necessary for maintaining a bare existence,
—instead

of tiiis, the united endeavours of many might have been concen-

trated, to produce a gigantic ctrect in knowledge and learning, just
as artisis and men of science have combined to produce changes
in the physical world, such as in former days would have been

pronounced the work of magic. When the extension of knowledge
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amongst the mass of the community, shall have rendered the con-

stant and abundant supply of food and necessaries for all, a matter

of mathematical certainty, there will no longer exist any nervous

wincing under the pressure of taxes. All contributions will be

cheerfully paid, when the payers shall be satisfied, that they will be

usefully appropriated for the public benefit. The mere accumu-

lation of property is not its own reward, and in proportion as peo-

ple shall become more intelligent, they will be inclined to promote
useful and beautiful public works, rather than private ostentation.

The Greeks of old did so, and neither physically nor mentally will

the modern Anglo-Saxons be found inferior to them, when their

hidden talents shall be efficiently drawn forth.

When that day shall arrive, and it may, perchance, be nearer

than we deem, we may hope to see glorious learning assume the

place and the estimation which is fitted for it
;
we may hope to see

it pursued for its own sake, and not as a mere vehicle of traffic for

the sake of what it may produce in the market ;
we may hope to

see men who tread the paths of useful learning and science, pro-
vided for at the public expense, instead of the drones and slug-

gards who at present cumber and render worthless to so great an

extent all our public institutions ;
we may hope that many a noble

head and heart fitted for great undertakings, will be relieved from
the drudgery of unprofitable toiling for a bare existence, and be

left in leisure and comfort, to pursue those studies which tend to

promote the welfare of mankind. Each man has his vocation

which secures him a living, save only the student. The misery
of this has been well depicted of late by a self-taught mechanic,
whose mental powers have burst the bonds of poverty.*

' Oh !

how he feels the depth, the keenness of his curse ! Who shall

portray a want like his? Come, ye poets, with your vivid personi-

fications, depict me the poor student's w^ant ! Want of interest,

want of purse, want of friend, want of hope
—to want which is to

starve.' The writer who seeks only to please the taste of the

public for the time being, without regarding their welfare, is sure

of an abundant compensation. The student, the result of whose
labours forms an important item in the welfare of mankind, is left

to endure the gnawing pangs of want, because he understands not

the process of turning his fellow-creatures to his own account.

Many men might be pointed out, who, after contributing largely
to the advance of physical science, have been reduced to a state of

beggary, not owing to vice, but to that peculiar constitution of

mind, which left no room for the exercise of selfishness.

One of the wants of literature, which is as yet unsupplied, is a

history of the world from the time that written language was first

used
; for, beyond that time it would be profitless to travel into the

dim chaos of tradition. An universal dictionary of language
* Samuel DowiuDg, Cabiaet-mak«r, AUchunici Alagazimt,
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would be the history of the world, and a history free from all

the fictions and misrepresentations in which history has ever yet
been clothed by designing partisan writers. Scarce a history
exists, in which internal evidence may not be found of wilfiU

falsehood from interested motives
;
and it would be unreasonable

to expect any thing else, for few writers are calm philosophers,
and if they were, it is no easy matter to procure correct informa-
tion as to the acts of human beings, even on the spot where they
occur. If we take up six newspapers published yesterday, we
shall probably find six different versions of the same fact, as for ex-

ample, that a carriage and horses were overset at the turning of

a street corner, and a shop-window dashed in, whereby several

persons were killed. The names of the persons, and the number
of them, and the injuries of which they died, may probably
be misstated

;
but that is of little consequence; we know, and those

who come after us will know, that carriages, and horses, and

shop-windows, and streets, were things in use at the period of
the accident. In reading the account of the battle of Pavia, it

is of little importance whether Francis surrendered to Pescara,
or Pescara to Francis

;
but it is of importance to know what kind

of armour, and Aveapons, and tents, and clothing were in use,
and what kind of food was eaten, for thereby we can form an
accurate estimate how far human art, and to some extent how
far human civilization, had advanced. Sir Robert Walpole was
accustomed to consider history as romance, and he was perhaps
not very far from the truth, as history has hitherto been written

;

but the history of words must be true history, for names would
never have been given to things, unless the things had previously
existed

; names would as little have been given to the qualities of
the human mind, unless those qualities had existed, and had been
discovered. The history of language is the history of moral and

physical science, it is the history of every source of consciousness
of all that we know, of all upon which we can communicate our

thoughts to each other. By the analysis of language, we can
ascertain the probability of facts, as well as their possibility; we
can detect interpolations in history, as the forgery of a document
was proved by tlie posterior date in the wire-mark of the paper.
We can get absolutely at the moral and |)hysical condition of any
human beings, at any given period, by studying the lan-

guage they used at that period. Uy possessing a list of the

furniture of an ancient house, and a list of the furniture of a

modern house, we can ascertain the exact progress which has

been made in personal comforts. In an ancient house, andirons

or (logs were the furniture of a fire-place. In a modern one, a

register stove with a poker, tongs, and shovel, is in use. This,

even if we knew no other fact thereto pertaining, would be suffi-

cient for a careful analyzer to trace the change from wood fuel

to coal, and the immense train of new inventions consequent
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upon the working of coal-mines.* The words of a language,
which indicate things, excite the ideas as to what purposes those

things were used, for and go through the whole range of circum-

stances which influence human character— climate, locality,

government, and all their results. If people wear garments of

cotton or silk, as national materials, it is an evidence of a mild

climate ;
if they wear garments of wool, it is an evidence of a

cold one. From the similarity of many words, in most languages,
it seems highly probable, that all languages had one common

origin, and by tracing each one upwards, something like a result

might probably be attained, with certainty in written language,
and with much satisfactory collateral evidence, in oral language.
Let us imagine the case of two tribes of wild men placed in sepa-
rate portions of a fine country, with the same animals, the same
natural productions, the same scenery ; and, in short, with all

surrounding physical objects of a similar class, in each locality.
Let us suppose each tribe to commence without a language, and

gradually to form one as they advanced in life, each tribe without

the knowledge of its neighbour's existence. Is it not probable,
that the words they would invent would be nearly alike in both

cases, as well as the construction of the language ? It is more
than probable ! Throughout Europe the infantine language for

mother is
* Mamma.' At the time of the discovery of Peru, the

natives there used the same word for the same thing. In fact,

it is the earliest sound an infant uses, and the simplest, the dif-

ferent inflections of it serving to express either pain or pleasure.
The names given to natural^ sounds usually resemble the sounds

* Few persons would suppose that the following words were all cognates ; yet they
would seem so. Pen, a fold or enclosure. Pound, for cattle. Pen, a quill. Pen, a,

rocky headland. Paen, a trennel or tree-nail, i. e. a wooden nail. Penna, the Latin
word for wing. Penl-house. fane, a weathercock. Fan, a lady's toy. Pane, of

glass. Fane, a temple. Pin, for clothes. Penetrate. Penetralia.

The whole of these words, and many others from the same root have reference to

penning up or enclosing. Ptn, a fold, is an enclosure. Pound is an enclosure. Pen
a quill, is equivalent to the Latin word penna, a wing, whish pent up or encloses a por-
tion of atmospheric air, during the flight of a kird. Pen, a rocky headland, encloses
a portion of water like a wall or fence. Pew/land, means land pent up by water.

Paen, a trennel or /r^e-nail for a ship, is used to ptn or pen up the planks, i. e. enc/ote.

In the olden time, the word tree was used to express wood. Thus, in the ballad of
' Auld Maitland,' occurs the hue—

' And on his briest-bane brak a free ;'

i. e. shivered a lance Pent-house is a house pent or penned up, i. e. enclosed :

' Fitz-Eustace heart was closely pent.'

Fane encloses or partitions a portion of air. Fan does the same. fFind, venftu, is

that which encloses or enfolds or turns round the earth. To triTid thread, is to en-
close something within it, IVind (the atmosphere) is wound about us, and is mosi

probably the etymon of the whole lamily. A pane of glass encloses an apartment. A
fane is an enclosed temple. Pin seems to fasten, i. e. it encloses or closes. To
penetrate is to enter an enclosure, /"enetralia are enclosed recesses. It may be

necessary to mention that;?, r, and /are convertible letters. It would be a more
practicable matter than is generally suspected, to trace language up to a common
origin.
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themselves. The sound caused by the combustion of gases in the

atmosphere, is called tonitru, donner, trueno, tonnerre, thunder,

by different nations, and each word has a resemblance to the

actual sound. Tone, and tongue, are probably cognates of the

same root. The sound'emitted by a snake, we call a hiss. This

is merely an imitative name. In Spanish, the word is silbo, but

the hissing sound is therein kept up. The Latin mugire, and
the moo-cow of children and nursery-maids, both resemble in

sound the lowing of black cattle. The sheep bleats, the pigeon
coos, the dog barks, the Avolf howls, the cat mews, the bird

whistles, the lion roars. Are not the words bleating, cooing,

barking, howling, mewing, whistling, and roaring, all key-notes
to the different sounds the various -animals give forth ? These

examples might be multiplied if needful, as the whir of a par-

tridge, the crow of a cock, &c.

The word bucanier is now synonymous with pirate or sea-

robber. We know the origin of the term historically ;
but if we

had not known it, the word itself affords the means of getting at

the fact. The original bucaniers were hunters of swine, the flesh

of which they dried by heat, and being cruelly oppressed by the

Spaniards, they sallied forth from the island of Tortuga, and

took to sea-robbing for a livelihood. But if we had lost the his-

tory of the origin of these men, we might have traced it by the

analysis of the name, which in the root, bucan, is synonymous
with the Anglo-Saxon hacan, signifying, to dry by heat, that is,

to smoke, which is the process of preparing bacon, so that buca-

niers are, in reality, baconeers, or bacon makers.

In the Spanish language, a hat, or covering for the head, is

called a sombrero, literally a shader. In German, a hat is called

a hut, which is equivalent to our hood or hut, signifying a cover.

Does not this distinctly mark the difference of climate, when in

one case only a shade is required, and in the other a rooff
The word road signifies a portion of ground ridden over. A

path signifies a portion of ground passed over by foot-passengers.

Therefore, in whatever language a word equivalent to road may
be found, it is a proof that those who used it possessed beasts of

burden, and most probably beasts and vehicles of draught. The

Spaniards say Camino de rodajc, meaning wheel-road. In the

German language, rad signifies a wheel, and is evidently equiva-
lent to the Latin radius. Rayed signifies starting from a centre,

as the raijs of the sun, or the spokes of a wheel. In countries

where there are no wheel-carriages, there are no roads properly

so called, but merely bridle paths or foot-paths.

The word wedding is derived from the Anglo-Saxon ivad or wed,

signifying a pledge, namely, the ring. A Scotch mortgage, i.e. death

pledge, is called a wadset, i. e. a pledge given. 'J'herefore, par-

liamentary candidates are wrong in supj)Osing pledges to be new

things. They are somewhat older than the practice of applicants
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for office being clothed in white robes to signify their purity ;

which practice, if used in the present day, would perchance be
esteemed hypocritical.
The names of localities, at least old localities, for the most part

indicate the nature. Thus, wherever the name of a place ends
in wick, or wich, there will always be found a stream, or spring,
close at hand. Northivich has salt springs. Namptivich, Droit-

wich, Middlcivich, Greenwich, Hampton-wick, Wike-ham, and
various others, will be found near streams or springs. Whenever
the names of localities end in ham, it means village, or town, i. e.

a collection of dwellings, probably equivalent to the word home.

The etymology of Birmingham has puzzled many people. I

think it may be thus explained. A few miles from it there is a
town called West Bromwich, i. e. West Broom Wick, a spring, or

stream, westward, where broom grew. Birmingham, therefore,

is in reality. Broom Wick Ham ; so that the vulgar pronuncia-
tion, Brummagem, is, in truth, the most correct. Many names
of individuals are of territorial derivation. Thus Bentham is

Bent-Ham, i. e. a village near the bent, or constructed of bent, a
word signifying rushes, which were possibly so named, from the

fact that the stems of that plant usually bend downwards. One
of the characters in Old Mortality, is a field-preacher, named
Bide-the-bent, i. e. bide in the bent, or dwell in the rushes, like

Bessie Bell and Marie Gray,
They were two bonnie lasses ;

They built a house in yon bourne brae,
And covered it o'er m rushes.

Rushes usually grow near bums or bournes, i. e. brooks. In the
old ballad of Otterboume, i. e. the Otter's brook, there is a stanza
to the purpose

—
They lighted down on Otterbourne

Among the bent sue brown ;

That is to say, they alighted at the Otter stream, amongst the

ripe rushes. The word Beer, in Hebrew, signifies water or stream,
as Beer-sheba, the water of Sheba. It is probably connected with
the English words beer and burn or bourne.

The word hurst, which is common in many parts of England,
means a spot of ground ornamented with trees, as Lyndhursf,
i. e. the plantation of linden or lime-trees. Chester and cester,
wherever they may be found, indicate a Homan castnim or

camp. Ton or Town means a house, or number of houses,
enclosed by a wall or fence. The fords all speak for them-
selves, as places or towns situated on rivers or streams. Stead,
means place, as Hampstead, i. e. the site of the ham, or vil-

lage. Keep steady ! means, keep in one place. Combe means
corn-market. Well speaks for itself. Ley or lea, or leigh, i. e. lye,
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means plain. Field is a cleared space where the timber has been

felled. IFortli most probably means property, or possession.

Bury, borough, and burgh, are synonymes with burrow,* i. e. a

place of security. Burn and bj'ook are synonymes. Sfowe
means store, as Chepstow,^ i. e. market-store. Mond is mound,
or mount. Hithe means quay. Stoke probably means stock,

a market-cross or pillar set up as a mark. Den indicates a spot
which has been the resort of robbers or wild beasts. Del and
dale are synonymes. Stone bridge, mouth, wood, heath, ivall,

castle, are sufficiently familiar terms. Font is either fountain, or

place of baptism. Wade is equivalent to ford. Lowe signifies a

fire, as a smithy's forge. Beach is the converse of
cliff,

as a

boundary for water, Ness, i. e. nose, means a point projecting
into the water. Try and tree are synonymes. Ridge, moor,

grove, stairs, yard, wash, fold, end, jjort, stable, church, cot, all

explain themselves. Sey and mere are synonymes, indicating a

lake, or pool of water. Creech seems to be the synonyme of

creek. Holl means a knoll covered with trees. Lake, mill, head,

grave, gate, need no explanation. Coin, or colne, as Lincoln^

Co/nej/-Hatch, the river Colne, are probably equivalent to the

German cologne, meaning colony, i. e. settlement or patch of

dwellings. These examples comprise nearly the whole of the

terminations of English localities, of Saxon and Roman origin.

They have been cited to show how much historic knowledge lies

in mere names. Where the meanings are difficult of attainment,

the sim{)le process is, to take a number of places whose termina-

tion is similar, and then compare the localities
;
a result will then

be got at, just as Napoleon succeeded in striking a required object,

by bringing many pieces of cannon to bear on it at once.

In most countries, the ancient local names will be found in-

dicative of the localities. In Spain and S[)anish America it is so.

In Germany it is so. In England it has been so. In Greece it

was so, witness Thermo[)yla2. But amongst the modern Anglo-
Saxons the practice has been disused. We are accustomed to

laugh at the Americans, but if we look at the strange names given
to country residences, especially in the neighbourhood of London

;

if we look at the strange names given to rows of houses, fantasti-

cally called groves and terraces, we shall find that the Americans

may easily retort upon us. In settling new towns over the surface

of a level, and for the most part wooded country, where there is

little variety of natural objects, the Americans have, to distinguish

one from another, been accustomed to give them names formed

by adding the French word vilk to the surname of the founder.

* Jhtrru'r is, it is true, a. place of security underground. The original burgus, a

/owrr, WHS also a jilace oi' security. In this case it is the purpose, not the locality

which ^;ivi'H the )iiune.

\ Chip is syuouymons with cheap, or market. Thus we have East Cheap, Cheap
side. Sir .Fohu Falstuir went to East Cheap to buy a saddle. To cheapen is to

market. A chupmQ.n i» a marketer or buyer or seller.
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Thus, the Southern and Western territories are overrun with

Villes. But in the Western part of the State of New York there

is a great variety in the nomenclature. Some few of the remark-

able and noble-sounding Indian names, indicative of localities,

have been preserved, but for the most part they have been exter-

minated, to make room for others, which in the opinion of gentle-
men like Mr. Zerobbabel L. Hoskins,

' sounded more sweetly in

the mouth, like volcano ;'
and which might moreover look well

on the outside of a letter. On taking up the map of York State,

we are somewhat surprised to find the names of classic cities and

countries thickly planted. Troy, and Utica, and Rome, and

Syracuse, and Skaneateles, and Schenectady, and Canajoharie,
and Peru, and Geneva, and Homer, and Ovid, are all to be found

in strange contiguity with Rochester and a minor family of

Villes. I once asked how the swarm of classic names hap-

pened to be collected, and was informed that the surveyor who
laid out the lots for sale, understoood the science of land- mea-

suring remarkably well, but, not being otherwise endowed, found

himself at a loss for names for his localities. A classical

dictionary happened to be at hand, and he christened them out

of it. Had a Bible been at home they would all have been
Christian or Hebrew names. A book of geography came in,

towards the close, and helped out. The villes all indicate indi-

vidual settlements, whose owners were anxious to immortalize

their names, not always studying how * sweet they might sound
in the mouth.' Troy is the most appropriately christened, for

it is situated on a level spot of land, with a river in front, and a

mount Ida at a short distance, on the top of which there is a kind

of wind-mill looking building, for tea-drinking. The Spaniards,
in Southern America, have rarely fallen into these absurdities.

Almost all their names are indicative of localities, and they have

mostly preserved the Indian names. There is to be sure a
town of Asia, and a London, and a Bethlehem, and a Guada-

loupe, and a Portugal, but such things are scarce. Even in the

Pampas, where from the sameness of the locality there has been
a difficulty of naming, they have given as few personal or acci-

dental names as possible. The most absurd are. Tiger's Head,
Three Crosses, Cane Cross, and Dead Friar. Most others in-

dicate localities. Let it be not supposed that in the foregoing

etymologies I profess any thing approaching to perfect accuracy.
I am quite conscious that the process whereby I have arrived at

such conclusions, requires to be verified in many ways, after a
fashion, which profound learning only could accomplish. I am
doubtless wrong in many derivations ; but my object is, to endea-
vour to make clear to the general reader, that there is high utility
in etymology, a study which has been too commonly scoffed at.

Professing no learning, I can yet see the value of learning-, and
would wish, so far as possible, to awake in my readers the same
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conviction. I shall be rejoiced, if any one will take the trouble to

correct my errors. My life hitherto has been one of more action

than study.
Some of those persons who consider '

meat, clothes, and fire,"

to be the end of human existence, will perhaps ask, what all this

has to do with human happiness. I will not endeavour to answer
those whom it is hopeless to expect to convince, for, like the

caliph Omar, they would be burners of libraries, but 1 speak to

those who recognise in all knowledge a constant tendency to make
human beings 'show likest gods.' 1 call on all those who love

glorious learning for its own sake, and not for its value in the

market, to aid in promoting those arrangements, which may give
to learning the same impulse, the same facilities, that have been

given to the production of physical enjoyments. On the latter,

the joint aid of large capital and extensive cooperation has been

brought to bear, but learning has been left to struggle on, fre-

quently in want, and mostly in a state of isolation. The know-

ledge of what has gone by, is most useful for the purposes of

comparison. Experience makes fools wise. We still need to

trace back the track by which human beings have gained their

present elevation. We have still to learn their actual progress,
and it is only by becoming acquainted with the history of all

languages, that we can get at facts, stripped of prejudice. It is

time that the work were commenced upon a systematic method.
It is time to remove the disgrace from "merry England," that,

with all her immense resources, she has yet done less public
service to the advancement of human knowledge than an obscure

German court. Existing means are in abundance misapplied,
and devoted to unworthy purposes ;

but even if they did not

exist, they should be [)rodnced by the sacrifice of less useful

things. The property which is wasted in one year by the

corporations of a single city, in feasting only, might serve for the

endosvment of a college of universal language, in which the

professors of all languages might meet together, and work in

concert, beginning at the beginning. No single man can acquire
a knowledge of all languages, and e\ en if he could, (he very fact

Avould j)ossiblv i)e a proof of a deficiency of reasoning ])Owers.

Many of the greatest linguists have been little more than a species
of interpreters. Tlie fair-haired and blue-eyed natives of Ham-

burgh have this quality in perfection. They are constantly met

with, speaking and writing with fluency six or seven languagues;
and (hey are the best possible material out ofwhich merchants' cor-

responding clerks are formed; but I have never remarked in them
tlu! higher qualities of acuteness and judgment. Hut professors, who

study a single language, usually apply tlu^mselves to it from liking,

and are accjuainted with all the minu(i{i\ They Avork conumore. In

addition to one or two professors of each language, there should

be several men of sound judgment in the quality of supervisors
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and comparers, who would not be swayed by the enthusiasm

which has carried many etymologists away from the truth in their

exclusive admiration for their favourite language. With such an

arrangement of labourers and directors, classification and beneficial

result would be certain. The process would probably be as

follows. For example, the whole of the qualities and properties

of the human body would be set down in a list in English, and

each professor would set to work to give the corresponding words

in other languages, with all their cognates, and as far as could be

ascertained from books, or in other methods, the dates at which

they first occurred. The names of physical bodies in a natural

state might follow after the same method, and then the objects of

human invention, with their descriptions ;
after that the qualities

of the human mind. It is clear that such a work would be the

history of the world, and an unerring comparison of the progress
of all nations. It would be a most glorious thing for a nation to

pride itself upon. But it should not be merely a sedentary plan ;

travellers and men of science ought also to be attached to it
;
the

world has been ransacked for the objects of physical science, why
should not mental science have the same chance ? Mentsd
Humboldts should go forth, and a British public would be found,
when rightly directed, far more efficient patrons of knowledge
than a king of Prussia. Dr. Bowring has been sent forth, at the

public expense, to ascertain how foreigners keep their accounts.

France has penetrated into Egyptian mysteries by means of her
learned men

; why should England be last in the race ? Shall it

be said that Englishmen have l>een wholly occupied with the

science of money getting and money saving, and have taken no

thought for the mental improvement of mankind ? Shall it be
said that they jeoparded men's lives in the pursuit of a passage by
the North Pole for the purposes of traffic, and grudged opening
their purses to achieve the discovery of the origin of the first

dawning of mind ?

' A job, a job, I smell a job!' some zealous disciple of economy
will cry out. Not so fast, good economist ! I, as well as yourself, am
a hater of jobs, and by way of security, we will adopt a system of

perfect responsibility for the new college. In the first place, men
of real learning are no worshippers of the '

golden calf.' All they
require is, decent subsistence, and when very enthusiastic, only a
bare subsistence. Three to four hundred pounds per annum
would probably be all that would be required for each person, and

they might be attached to such an establishment as the British
Museum. It is certain that the greater portion would be indus-

trious, enthusiastic labourers, and if some were appointed by inte-

rest, if they were not efficient, they would soon be discovered, by
the fact of all being obliged to work in concert. The whole would
be stopped, and it would be the interest of the industrious to get
them expelled. There could be no dozing over the work, or enjoy-
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ment of the salary, without giving an equivalent. The results of

their labours would be published annually, and would be open to

public criticism, the best guardian against imposition. To those

who object to the utility of such an establishment, I beg to remark,
that whoever attempts to enter u[)on the study of moral or physical
science, is immediately obliged to resort to the meaning and origin
of words. 1 would remind them also, that many of the sanguinary
struggles which have at times impeded the progress of human
knowledge, have been founded in names and words, the import of
which has not been even understood by the disputants. Liberty
and rights, and the endless variety of sects in religion, have given
rise to endless quarrels almost entirely for want of being defined.

Dictionary is a word which implies a knowledge of the use and

meaning of language. Let any man take up Johnson's English,
or Webster's American Dictionary, and ask himself if either be

what it professes to be. The first got its fame by being a book-

selling scheme. The last was the work of a man who had not

heeded the advice of the eastern dervish,
'

Begin nothing, of which
thou hast not considered the end !' For a single man to profess to

give a history of human language, is about as absurd as the decla-

ration of the German student mentioned by Goethe, who declared

at eighteen, that his mind was perfect, and that he should forth-

with set about the task of enlightening the whole world.

Junius Redivivus.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF PEL. VERJUICE.

CHAPTER II.

Grapnel. If yon approve him, lock within your thonp^hts
The kuowledf^e : venture not to speak at what
You hold him ;

—that will warrant him to slip

The curh ; and like a frolic colt he'll fling
His heels at random : in his wanton sport
He'll kick his master—naught like whip and bit

To teach a boy his paces. _

Schoulmctster. You are wise.

Grapnel. By such a trainiiifjf, he'll he likewise wise,

Sucli was my schooling
—What am I P ha, ha !

Oi.u Play, {twt in Sir. If. Scott's Collection.)

' The child is father of the man!' Is he so? When the poet set

tliis down, I deem he lacked a little of the true insj)iration. Ue was
'

suitinp^ liis action to the word.' lie found tlie man, but made the

cliild liimself
;
or he found the child, and made the man accordingly;

or cdse liis man was a rare creatiire, and luid ])assod through a very
unusual process in childhood and boyhood up to manhood.

' The child the father of the man !' Is the fawn the fatlier of the

wolf or fox ? Is tlie snow-droj) the father of the thorn ? the mimosa
father of the holly ? Is the muscadel the father of the crab ? Neither

morally nor physically do I retain a resemblance to my original self.

^\ oulU any one who looks on my external aniraulity believe that this
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rough, jagged, and engrained visage ;
this kinked, knotted, ridged, and

corrugated forehead
; these shrivelled, parchment-covered cheeks ;

this skin, which hangs pendulously loose and indented, like a collapsed

pudding-hag ; this coarse neck, of pounded brick-dust colour and
texture ;

this mass which starts a million confused points out of my
head, an untwisted and entangled hayband, are transformations of a

thing so girlishly complexioned, and mawkishly delicate ; so effemi-

nately milk-soppy, that it was a subject of scoff for his playmates, of

contemptuous jest to his elders, and a source of counselling punish-
ment in the hands of the guides of his boyhood ? Yes, yes, it is true,

my effeminate appearance I was taught to regard as criminal, or a
' visitation'—bless the word ! Oh I but this was to humble me ; was I

not humble enough, then ? Why, I was a beggar, and something
occurred each day to fix the knowledge that I was a beggar in my
memory. What more did they require ? Yes, I endeavoured to

give the smooth, glossy ringlets which hung over my brow and down

my neck the appearance of a ragged thrum mop, for they were matters

of bitter mockery, and of a suspicion, a charge of conceit and young
lady attention to their ornamental culture. My whole pei'son was a
fountain of keen grief to me, and I shunned a looking-glass, lest it

should show a reflection which I hated. Oh, faith, 1 may doat and

gloat on a mirror now. Why, I was transparent ; you might look

through me, and see all the workings of my thoughts and feelings, as

you see a hive of bees under a glass case
; my thoughts and feelings

were equally busy, and ever at work. I withered under a repulse
—

I writhe under one still; for what difficulty I have in prevailing on

myself to make an advance God knows, and no one else dreams that
It is any thing but a very easy matter to me. I shrank even in anti-

cipation of a frown. I know well that I am exposing myself to ridi-

cule by this confession. Be it so. I once should have fled into the
covert of darkness or solitude, to conceal the shame with which I
burned when a scoflF dropped upon my ears. I return it now with

fiery scorn. You have seen the passing clouds, reflected in shadows,
float along the green fields and undulating corn ? So did my young
emotions pass across my brow, and left no hollow, rent, or streak, till

cloud after cloud was compelled violently back into the heaven of

thought, and so changed that heaven to hell. It was nature's healthy
breeze that rolled the clouds as they floated over the verdure, and as

they sailed along they let fall their freshening rain upon it; but now
they were dashed back to accumulate in dense, black, and heavy
masses, till, with a pestilential change, they had collected and grown
into the hurricane's strength and fury, and down they rushed to

devastate. Ah ! I know what I felt in my boy days will be despised
as excess of morbid sensitiveness, but I think all are naturally so
sensitive till corrupted into ' manliness.' I remember once laughing
and sobbing hysterically with joy, on seeing my father after an in-

terval of separation, and I received an open-handed blow on the
cheek (not from him) to teach me to be ' more of a man.' I was
seven years of age then. This is the process by which boys are

taught that intractable, sulky doggedness which distinguishes the
*

manly English boy' from all others on the civilized globe's surface ;

a kindness and gentleness, an affectionateness of dbposition in a boy
No. 73. 2 F
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at school, are invariably the butts of ridicule to his companions, and
his days and minutes would be all misery but for his own self-sustaining
kindness ; however, his companions commonly succeed in teaching
him a little of their ' manliness.* These things are results of the

system, which, in its profound wisdom, crushes the affections and

passions instead of guiding them. Why, I should have become an
incarnate fiend by this time if I had not turned myself out of ' the

world,' or I should have mounted one of the many, the thousands of

gibbets it has erected, by way of finger-posts. But '
I carry up and

down a discontented and repining spirit.' Do I, indeed ! Hark, sir

reader; I have had no dinner to-day, I had none yesterday, I shall

fare as sumptuously to-morrow, although I shall walk twenty-two
miles for the poor chance of earning one for the next day, and if the

weather of this day continue, a sweltering walk I shall have ; (this
is Tuesday, May 7, 1833, and a blazing day it is ;) yet I shall be as

cheerful as if I drove to an inn with carriage and four, and landlord,

landlady, and a troop of waiters, &c. ran out bobbing and curtsying
in their best bibs and tuckers, to show their servility. Against my
dining there is a persuasive argument—I am positively too poor to

pay for a dinner ;
a good jest this, reader, is it not? And don't you

think I am a base and contemptible fellow? I have no money to pay
for a dinner! Yet I am as contented, and I think much happier, (as
far as that matter affects me,) as is the owner of the great house and

park which I see across the valley from the back parlour window of

the Grilfin at Danbury, in Essex, at this present writing. I have

perilled the charges of a crust of bread and cheese ; my pipe is in my
mouth, my pen is in my hand, and I am much more contented than
he is, for at this moment he, probably, is perplexed as he endeavours
to trim his conscience into the shape that shall fit the '

ay' or ' no*

which he has determined to give at the close of this evening's battle

of the tongues in St. Stephen's chapel. Conscience is as
'

aisy as an
ould glove' to some of the battlers

;
it will twist into any shape. It

is the mansion of Sir John Tyrrel which I see yonder ; hitherwards,
in the valley, is another hugeous house, the residence or property of

one of his kith or kin. Danbury Park lies a point on my larboard

bow; ahead of me, at the extremity of the beautiful vale which is

robed in green and silver, and looks love and fertility, distant about

four miles, is a town famous for piety, petty sessions, prisons, and

paujjcrs. Wliat are they at with the common on my starboard bow ?

I espy symptoms of a disposition to squeeze it into narrower limits.

There is on its upi»er, northern boundary, a young wood or copse,
which looks at it with a greedy eye. Keep off, sir; no swallowing

up ; no demolition of the russet moss, brown heath, and blossomed

furze. The blades of grass in the meadow before the window, the

daisies and the cowslips, the trunks, bratiches, and foliage of the

trees, are objects of my affection. The chirruj)ings of the birds which
danee on my tymi)armm, are voices that sympathize with and reci-

procate my l(;ve of creation. There is no hmnbug in them, and I need

not falsify my feelings ; my tongue is not twisted into the necessity of

belying my thoughts, when I say I love them all, and they delight me.
We do not pause on ceremonial forms, nor exchange hollow compli-
mont? from the vocabulary of politeness. I can gaze on them in
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earnest admiration, and they do not frown back upon ine, tior call my
gaze rude, intrusive impertinence. Such might be the interchanges
between man and man, with the added and immeasurable happiness
of thoughts' and speech communion, if man had not, from generation
to generation, plotted to thwart the beauteous design, while the moral

abortions of each generation contributed to clog the benevolent

scheme
;
and man again bands his fellows into masses armed against

the labours of the few who would put forth their strength in the toil of

uprooting conventional poisons, and planting social happiness. Ay,
ay, such men must be spumed, and scorned, and scoffed into martyr-
dom. '

Yours, sir, is an Utopian creed, Mr. Pel. Verjuice.' And yoa
have an easy way of settling the affair. It saves a world of thinking*
I may be uncivil, good reader, but I think I am not unkind to you.
That the labour would be great I admit ; the change to this state

cannot be instantaneous, but it would not require half aS many gene-
rations to purify humanity as have been engaged in corrupting it, if

the attempt were made with half the diligence and half the earnestness.

One of ray original weaknesses remains with me still in full force.

It is the instant pain and flush of blood of which I am sensible when-
ever any person has attracted the supercilious smile, titter, sneer, or 1

ridiculing whisper, by an accidental awkwardness or embarrassment,
or by any mistake in the *

proprieties
'

of life. I remember this weak-
ness from as early a period as I can remember having eyes ;

I cart

neither titter, sneer, nor whisper on such occasions. I have now
before my remembrance a young lady coming late into church; as

she walks down the aisle, many eyes are turned upon her ; she

shrinks from the gaze, and so do I. I am sitting at the end of a
bench in one of the cross aisles, one of the poor children of a Sunday
school. I Avas at my '

laming
'

six days in the week by my father's

order; on the seventh I was driven, not by him. Hurrying into her pew,
apart of her dress is entangled in the doorway. The whole congrega-
tion suspends the response of 'Lord have mercy on us, &c.' to look,
some to laugh, others to whisper and exchange a mirth-kindled

glance ; and all remorseless of the deep blush, and fever of exquisite
sensitiveness disturbed, which are visible in the victim of their notice.

I tremble, and feel the shame which I am sure she feels. I feel as if

I were myself the object. Her pew, it is necessary
—

very necessary,
to say, is lined with no velvet, no green baize and brass nailed, or a
dozen '

gentlemanly' men would have sprang forward to release the

entangled gown. This is before I had completed my eighth year.
Yes, this weakness remains with me still. I saw, a few evenings
since, a lecturer, in adjusting his apparatus, draw part of it down on
his head

;
a laugh among the auditory showed that this was con-

sidered good fun. He might have been hurt severely; no matter;
the first impression taken was the fun of the thing. On hearing the

laugh, he turned round, and said,
' such things did not abash him.'

His saying so Avas mere bravado, for he was embarrassed, and so was
I ; but whether his embarrassment were occasioned by the accident, or
the mirth v/hich it excited, 1 know not. Go to a concert, or any
other public assembly, you may note the cold look, or supercilious
sneer, or the smile of ridicule at any little defect ; while the conscious

timidity, the feverish sense of abashedness in tlie object, increases the

2F2
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sport. The sport is paid for, it is a purchased right. But, by your
hope of an invitation to the next ball or dinner, do not let the patron or

patroness see you sneer, I visit the theatre : when the machinery is

awkwardly moved, or an actor is at fault, there will be a hiss or a

laugh of jeering. I am so silly that I can neither laugh nor hiss. I

feel the distress of the actor, or the dilemma of the scene shifter ; for

I know they are distressed, that they are suffering acutely ;
but this

is morbid sensitiveness.
'

But,' says the conventional reader,
'

this callousness, this indiffer-

ence to the feelings of others, Mr. Pel. Verjuice, prevails only among
the lower orders.' I will not dispute that, sir ; first settle which are

the lower orders
;
in those whose education has cost most money, I

have marked the induration fifty times as frequently as I have seen it

in others
;
and it showed itself without any desire on my part to find

it. Mark me, sir ; I limit my declaration to my observation of con-

gregated masses. I speak another truth as freely ;
it is among such,

individually, that I, individually, have had my feelings most carefully
and benignly consulted. There are different teachers of the same

rules, as far as regards the words thereof, and they produce opposite
results. This, too, I can avouch from experience.

Memory impregnates reflection, and gives birth to a thousand

thoughts, as I look back on my bovhood and compare my then state

of feeling with the experience of a life of constant struggle and op-

posing vicissitude. I was poor, I was humbly cast, 1 was struck

with poverty's stainp ;
and I was dealt with as if my only possible

means of respiring through life, if I would escape the pangs of abso-

lute want, were to be found in a severe attention, a changeless

application to the records of a day-book and ledger, invoices and

half-yearly accounts, despatching of wares and examinations of

parcels ; dexterity and industry, method and coi'rectness, in these

affairs were to limit my endeavours, and be the sum of all my mind's

and body's attainments. I was shown that all wisdom was com-

prised in these. I was taught that nothing was so sure an induction

to virtuous and respectable life, so certain of a certificate of talent and

good character, as skill in drawing up an account without any erasure,

and arriving at a sum total without an error. The genius which in-

vented numbers and letters was nobody ;
and he that would reap

pecuniary profit from their use, was an angel of light. There was

coming on me, spite of my elasticity and buoyancy of imagination, a

dryness of heart
;

it was all duty and no love, all obedience and no

affection, which was to drag me on through boyliood and youth up to

manhood; and a pretty thing I should have been if I could have lived

up to manhood through such a dead, uj)liill tugging of the body,

agaiiihit the repugnant and recoiling mind. I siiould have been an

ass in a mill-wheel, and like liim worn into blindness by keeping my
eyes on the same flitting spot; yet I had advantages which are

seldom mingled in the lot of one so humbly cast. There was a weekly
reaction wlien I conversed with my fatiier; he was a thinking man,

though subdued out of himself by (lejjcndence ;
he jiossessed

a mind
which soared more widely, and swayed more induentially than is per-
mitted or believed to exist in men of his rank ;

and his brother, my
master, liad a reverence for his superior understanding and penetra-
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tion ; besides the tie of relationship made my condition less physically

harsh, and slackened some of the severe and cutting bonds between

tlie poor apprentice and his comparatively wealthy master. But I had

mortifications and endurances which were unknown to him, and I

then thought complaint to him would have procured no redress, his

manner to me forbade hope of relief; though I now believe otherwise ;

and I was frequently miserable, very, very miserable—so miserable

that Ifeel now a yearning of pity towards any boy who may be so

circumstanced ;
it would be sufficient punishment for any misconduct,

even crime, of which a boy can be guilty, for it was a whipping and

lashbg of the heart. And little did any one think I was miserable ;

for every freedom from the suflFering made my spirit leap with joy,

and my mirth was exuberant even to a wildness of character. So I

dare say they supposed I was silent only because I was fatigued with

merriment, they never dreamt that my stillness was most frequently
a return to heart-consuming sadness ; no, they could not understand

me. Could I have trod in my master's steps, could I have made

business, as it was called, my delight, perhaps no boy's life would

have been happier than mine with him. But this was against the

grain, it was most nauseous, it was like crunching particles of sand be-

tween the teeth ; a delicious sensation that ! I could not chain my facul-

ties to it.
* Why ?' I could not. ' Why ?' I could not.

'

Why, why V
I could not, I could not ;

I did strive, but I could not; and the way to

lead me into liking it was never tried, and the means which I do be-

lieve my uncle thought would most safely direct and fix me, only
increased my hatred of it. He seemed to be afraid of trusting me
with looks or words of kindness, as if their consequence would be an

assumption of privilege or idleness on my part : mistaken wisdom !

spectacled perception ! It makes duty hateful, and obedience a pang.
True, indeed, to his eye I was hopeless, valueless, worthless ; but he

began by standing aloof, and I felt myself isolated from the hour my
novelty of position, the boy emancipated from school, had worn away
its charm. The gratuities of sixpences, shillings, and half crowns,

though I am now sure they were given in a kind and indulgent spirit,

were never graced by any expressions of goodwill, there was a man-
ner of compulsion in the giving, they were dispensed with the sup-

pressed, dry, matter-of-fact look, with which a farmer gives hay to

his team, or his wife barley to the chickens. Would the horses re-

turn a pat of the neck with a bite or a kick ? or the chickens peck the

hand if the barley were accompanied by tones of endearment? How
ditferently were my father's less frequent donations of shillings put
into my hand ! Yet many considered him a man of austere and harsh

character, though all children loved him. There was a playful

beauty in the preface; and a confident rest in the loose which he gave
to my self-guidance in the conclusion ; that multiplied the gratuity a

hundred times, and bade me regard it, not as money, but as a token
of his affection.

I was ever dreaming, basking as it were in the sunshiny visions

of worlds which were not, of hazy creations which floated before my
eyes and twisted the figures of pounds, shillings, and pence into fan-

tastic shapes : for six dozen of any thing at 12s. 8c?. per dozen, I made
a product in cocoa-nut trees, sailing ships, and strange shores,
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erected a magnificent temple and sapphire colonnades fit for the
residence of the genii, who reposed in, or floated along its halls, or
delved an incantatory cell for the phantasmagorical creations of
witches or magi. The book of orders was any thing but an orderly
book under my hands. I marshalled in it the actions and ceremonies
of nations buried three thousand years ago. This was all wrong, all

this was criminal ; I will not offer a defence, I state the fact, I was
placed in a situation which, to be duteously, and, let me say, honestly
filled, made the entertainment of such fancies wrongful to my em-
ployer. It occasioned errors and mistakes which might have resulted
in serious injury and loss, had they not been rectified by a diligence
and watchfulness, which, but for my carelessness, had been more pro-
fitably engaged. My time was passed in committing blunders, that
of others in repairing the ill consequent upon them. Let tlie reader

carry this reflection in his mind, and he will understand what little

claim I had on the kindness and indulgence of one who considered
correctness in accounts the greatest of virtues, and an aptitude for

business in a boy, the best promise of future wisdom in the man.
How many pangs did this unconquerable dreaming cost me ! It made
me less trustworthy than a convicted cheat or a thief, for it was pos-
sible, nay it was easy to frustrate the tricks of either of these

; but
there was no defence against my moral absence, and I endured all

the ignominy of a thief detected, with the additional torture that I
had betrayed a trust, while my heart told me I had not turned
from honesty the [breadth of a hair. I thought, when I sat down to
write these Memoirs, to laugh at all these things; I intended to run

along so far, on a rail-road of light-hearted retrospection, to draw
mirth out of my boyish foibles—to be merry with my own follies, to

make the reader laugh with me, at myself: but as I plunge my mind
into the subject, the subject seems to swell into a combat with

destiny. The reader will throw down the book if I do not get out of
this rainy weather and muddy road. Well, stay, or rather go on
awhile. You shall have sunshine and hurricane, battles and billows,

groans and laughter, by and by.
No I could not be trusted. Once I was despatched with a * one

pound note' to purchase stamps, 'whicli were to cost six shillings and

eight-pence, my change, of course, was thirteen and fuur-pence. To
the stamp shop I went, told my wants—my mind's eye was" probably
in Japan or in an Asiatic jungle. I counted the money (perhaps)
six and eight-pence change, and returned home. Not till 1 reached

the door, did I reflect that the stamp-seller had given me the sum he
should have retained, and retained that which he ought to have given
to me. The dread of my uncle's cold sneer, for he was never angry—I could always brave anger in any of the stations, climes, conditions,
or circumstances in which I have been thrown, from tliat time to this.

Anger always arms me
;

but a cutting silence, a cold sneer, or a

grumble of reproach, I could never strive with
; they strip me of con-

fidence and strength, and lay me bare in nakedness. 'J'he dread of

my uncle's cold sneer threw me into a perspiration, and embarrassed

my manner, as I said to him,
'

Sir, I have made a mistake.'
'

I do
not doubt that,' he replied ; my faltering explanation was met by,
*

Umph, go back immediately and set it right, make haste.' The order
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to make haste was uncalled for, eveiy foot of ground was a mile as I

panted over it. On stating my case, which I did with a confused, pal-

pitating, and half-strangled utterance, the man ofthe shop first grinned
at me in derision. I looked at him bewilderedly ; lie told me to • be off,'

but I remained staring at him, rivetted to the spot, while he advanced

to the desk and resumed his writing ; presently he turned his sneer-

ing visage, on me and said, without discontinuing his labour,
* You

have discovered a nice way of pocketing six and eight-pence ;' this

unchained my tongue. I called him '

cheat, villain, rogue !' and he

coolly reached down a horsewhip, and cracked it across the counter, with
* Come, sir, be off, or I'll flog you out of my shop.' Flog me ! flog me !

I would not have stirred from the place if my flesh had been cut in

strips from my bones ! But my uncle had followed me, and he came
in during the flourishes of the whip.

' What's this ? what's this ?'

My uncle was a respectable man, so was the stamp-seller, and the

courtesy of dialogue between two respectable men ensued, without

reference to the feelings of the poor boy. He had no right to feelings.

The respectable stamp-seller asked my uncle,
'
if the boy were

honest?' On this I uttered a shriek of rage and agony, which

suspended the talk for a moment. My uncle laid his hand on my
shoulder, and bade me go home. '

I will not go ;' and I stamped with

fury,
• till that fellow has done me right !'

' Go home, I'll see to

this.'
' Does that look like honesty or guilt, sir?' said the respecta-

ble stamp-seller. I spat up into his face as he stood behind the

counter, and my uncle put me forcibly out of the shop.
I reeled blindly and mechanically through the streets, for there was

a thick mist before my eyes, and arrived at the counting-house. My
uncle returned soon, and, \\ithout casting a look at me, sat down to

his books. I stood staring at him for some minutes, gasping with pain
and grief; then rushed up to him, and looked within an inch of his

face, as I said, in a tone of deep, swelling, and intense energy,
• Do you

think I am a cheat, sir ?' Without a wink of the eye, or a disturbed

muscle on his face, he replied,
' Go to your business ;' and ray heart

became a ball of ashes. The word,
'

No,
'—for it was ' no' he thought—might have changed my destiny, and saved me from years of misery.

Were he now living he, perhaps, would have no recollection of this cir-

cumstance, except, possibly, that I showed some audacity at that time.

To him it was a trifle, and to all who were then aware of the fact it

was a trifle. Perhaps not one of them remembers it. To me it was
of moment, it was a life-indexing event, it burst open the channels
in which my future rugged, precipitous, alternately impetuous and

leaping, or dull and stagnant streams of existence were to flow. That
same evening the stamp-seller came to my uncle to say he had dis-

covered his mistake, and he paid the six and eight-pence ; he did not
think it necessary to speak to me ; or to make the smallest comment
in reference to such an humble nobody as I was. It was a matter
which concerned none but him and my master. 1 learned it from
other sources, my uncle never spoke to me on the subject. He might
have chained me to him in affection and love. I should have striven

to anticipate every wish of his
; duty and obedience would have become

indulgences of pleasure and delight, if he had condescended to expla-
natory consolation ;

but I was nothing, nobody ; and from that hour
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I resolved to be nothing, nobody, any longer. No, no, he could not
understand me. In his creed of jurisprudence, kindness and explana-
tion, instead of the dear comfort and happiness it would have brought
me, would lead me into presumption and greater laxity ; or, had he

alluded at all to the matter, he would merely have told me to
' be more

careful for the future.' Mistaken wisdom ! erroneous judgment ! but

it is the cold error of tliousands— it is the hood-winked perception of

millions ! Yet I repeat it, and let it never be forgotten in the

estimate of causes and construction of character, he was a man
of kind and affectionate nature, of clear sunlight probity, a most
favourable specimen of father, merchant, and master. There is

something in this which, at first glance, appears inexplicable; there

is a seemingly irreconcilable discrepancy in the motives which
direct the actions, that had I not experienced the scorching
truth in my own history, I should have questioned its existence ;

but the watchfulness of perplexed and pained sensibilities which it

occasions, will quicken the intellectual vision, and enable us to dis-

entangle some of the mysterious webs in which worldly morality
is woven, and raise a smile of contempt, or a sigh of pity at the misap-

plication of the skill which has been employed on the work. I, in this

discernment, have been greatly assisted by contrasts of character, for

after this circumstance, which I have above related, wliile yet a youth—a boy, I was placed in a much more important trust, one of public

service, in which the interests of thousands were involved; under a
man of ' birth and station' who took me out of the lowest state of

degradation, if I may so speak of my condition, uninfluenced by any
claims on his notice, and in all his confidence bound me to him by
the kindness and graciousness of manner in which he informed me of

the trust he reposed in me
; so that the very breath of temptation to

swerve from my faith to him never fanned me, even in a dream. I

loved him, I revered him as a superior being. Of him and these

circumstances I have to speak hereafter
; my recollections of him are

pregnant with gratitude, a solemn aifection, which may, in the

minds of some whose knowledge of him was more limited, or based
on other grounds than mine, colour my sketches with tints too deep
and warm. Let those who knew him as well as I did, and if there can
be one so deeply and largely indebted to his kindness as I am, let him

judge if I overstep the truth. I shall sj)eak of him hereafter. There
arc thousands of instances in this commercial nation, in which sums
to any amount, and documents in which the speculations and hazards

of ' the firm' are involved, are freely intrusted into tlie hands of

persons employed by the '

heads ;' persons who have no claim on, or

union with them, beyond tlie periodical stipend ;
who could, by

swerving from tlie path on whicli they liave been so intrusted, bring
down ruin on their employers. The emi)loyer will take merit on the

freedom of his confidence, and laud himself for unlimited trust ; yet
\\\x\\ all tliis, he will never a(in.it him to a communion of kindness, to

a freedom of thought, or scarcely even to a cold conversation, beyond
the doors of his counting-house. Why is this ? The employed is

thus iiKstructed to be indifferent to every tliingbut tliose interests
on which his own safety depends. IJe can liave no anxiety for the
'

licads ;' they may be squeezed into bankruptcy to-morrow for all it
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concerns him if he see a good chance elsewhere. In England there

is seldom any love between master and servant ; there is no aflFection,

no reciprocity, A short time ago I saw a servant of Earl D— , un-

covered, bowing submissively as he attended his master, and

assisted him to his carriage. He was regarded as a faithful and

attached dependent. I heard his lordship so speak of him ; and I

heard the man, the moment after the carriage drove from the door,

say to one of his comrades,
' There's a fellow for a lord, he may do

for a broom,' and saying this, he pantomimed the street-scavenger,
* but he's not good enough for the scoop.' There was a liveried thing
seen some months ago, riding about and carrying a lap-dog wrapped
up in flannel, for an airing ;

he was directed to go into none of the

close and filthy streets among the residences of the canaille., lest he

(the dog) should inhale the atmosphere of poverty, and the eflluvia

of gin, onions, and tobacco, and not to go out of a gentle walk.

"Which of the two was the more foul, contemptible, degraded wretch,—the owner of the dog, or the maji who submitted to the order ?
'

The sick, flannelled lap-dog was a gcd compared to either of them.

Yet, no doubt, this was ' a faithful and attached servant.' I say there

is no affection existing between employer and employed, between
truster and trusted, master and servant. But '

they are very faithful,'

oh, very !
'

They will stand up for their masters and defend them
on emergencies,' ay, if the guinea shine behind the emergency. And
such faith is merited and won, no other. ' Firm is my faith if bought
by gold,' may be stamped on the foreheads of them all. The master
is afraid of being seen in any shape that shall not exhibit him as the

master ; he thinks he shall slacken the chains of '

respectful subordi-

nation,' if he oil the links by speaking to the wearer as if he were a

fellow-being ; or, more foolish and more cowardly still, he dreads the

opinion of his neighbours, who will say he does not keep his ser\'ant

in subjection, if he be not in his tones imperative, and in his looks
austere.

It is singularly strange, that the gentleman or lady who will unhesi-

tatingly confide the keys of wardrobe, cash, or jewels to a servant, and
if occasion require, go into a court of law to vouch, on oath, a belief in
said servant's trustworthiness—to speak, still on oath, instances in

proof of the servant's impeccable integrity; it is singular, I say, that
there is one point on which the ready voucher would be struck into
blank silence. If the court should put the question

' Did you trust
this servant with the key of your tea-caddy ?' After the dumbfounder-

ing consequent on this interrogatory, something would be emitted like
' What a question ! nobody ever does ;

it is contrary to custom ?' Are
you puzzled, reader, for the ' cause of this efi'ect defective.'

Tell me, ye who cavil at my sourness, does any other principle

guide you or yours, your copartners or acquaintances? Do yoa
trust because the trusted is faithful ? because the trusted is of

spotless integrity ? Not you ; you know your security is not there.

You know your own remedy, and revenge too, in the event of

betrayal and turpitude; you know that rascality is merely fright-
ened away. On every village green, companion to the church,
you have erected a pair of stocks. All your honesty, your morality,
and much of your religion, is as two current coins jingled against
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each other. You dare not
; your muddled souls, bandaged together

by custom's swathe ; your mechanical-motioned hearts, swinging in the
monotonous uniformity of the clock's pendulum, would be terrified
' out of their propriety' if a breath of genuine and generous phi-

lanthropy fanned upon them. Oh! how I scorn, loathe, detest, sicken

at that '

trust and confidence,' which are environed by law ; limited

by the facility of detection, and secured and preserved by the dread of
detection's consequences I Generous reader! regret, grieve with me,
that these things are so ! and do not cast anger or reproach on me
for declaring the truth.

So it grows and expands into a ceaseless contention of mistrust and

deception. One side is engaged in tricking, the other in watchfulness

against the trickster : each changing sides alternately, the trickster

of this hour takes the station of suspicious watcher in the next
;
so it

has ripened into that conduct in the ' business of the world," which

justifies, and unscrupulously secures itself at any expense or sacrifice

of the interests of others. This it is which has made '

humbug' a prac-
tical science in all bargainings, in all professions, in all pursuits ; it is

indispensable to success and prosperity; it is the centre and essence

of all social, commercial, political, and literary communion, from the

prince to the street-sweeper; from the huckster of a penny-worth of

butter, to the holder of bonded millions ; from the sale of a lordly do-

main, to the purchase of a pound of cat's meat ; from the building of a

palace, to the paving of a pigstye ; from a missionary or bible meeting,
to a game at skittles

;
from the hawker of sixty ballads for a penny,

to the professional
'
critic' on the most glorious illuminations of mind,

the gushings from the deepest and most intense pulsations of the heart,
or the veriest trash which ever stagnated on paper ;

from the pla-
carded notice of a breakfast for threepence, to the columns of the
'

leading journal,' (inclusive,) from the spouting of an ale-house club,
to the speechifying of those who sway the destinies of nations, arbi-

trate in the disputes of millions, and cater for the salvation of empires :

all is
'

humbug ;' and it is a necessary part of the humbug to disclaim

humbug. This is competition, competition of self-interests displayed in

an union of hypocrisy and cunning, and all are honourable men. All

this used to be peculiar to England, it is still indigenous, but there is a

sprinkling and growing up of it in France, Among the multitudes

whom the peace and steam-boats have helped across the Channel, some
skilful hands have })een engaged in inoculating the French with this

most prominent and formidable trait of Englishism. John Bull is ever

complaining of imposition on liis good-nature and justifying his caution

and suspicion of all new comers, all (unpuffed) fresh approaches to

liini, and he is more cautious and suspicious than any other man on
earth. Is it not so ? And is it not true, also, that he will tell you, all this

is rendered necessary—imperative, by the multij)lied acts of swindling
and deception, of which he, poor fellow, has been the victim ? Is John
then HO blind, that he cannot perceive that this proves, beyond dispute,
that suspicion and guUiljility are the offspring and parent of each other ?

(Tood.easy man! none are so full of susj)icion and caution ;
none pride

themselves so much on their acutenessas the English, and none are so

frequently the dupes of iuiposture. John is too practical a man to un-

derstand signs of thought, except the arithmetical, two-and-two-make-
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four logic of them ; he thinks otherwise of his perception, and in nine

cases out of ten, casts his leer of suspicion on that which is a note of

innocence, and trusts to that, yieldingly and implicitly, which if he

possessed the penetration of which he boasts, he would know was a

manoeuvre for deception. His caution dims his sight, bis suspicion is a

pair of dirty spectacles.

SILVIO PELLICO.*

Of Silvio Pellico we knew nothing, until we opened this book,

except what common report had told us, that he was one of the

victims on whom the wrath or suspicion of the emperor of Austria

had alighted, and who had endured the horrors of a ten years' im-

prisonment, chiefly in the fortress of Spielberg. Of his political

history, we know no more than before. He disavows all inten-

tion of making his readers wise upon this point, but gives us the

simple biography of his heart, mind, and bodily estate during the

term of his suffering, including also some beautiful records ofthose

who were either the sharers of his captivity, or itsguardians. They
therefore who take up the volume, expecting to find a political

work, or even to learn the history of a patriot mind burning with

indignation at its own and its country's wrongs, will be disap-

pointed. It is not these, but it is something more singular, and
to our minds, more affecting. The truths it sets forth are uni-

versal, the manner of treating them noble, simple, quiet, feeling,
and manly. One of its main objects the author avows to be that

of attesting that, in the midst of suffering and degradation, he
found human nature a better and a nobler thing than it is too

often believed to be
; another, and a kind one, is to comfort the

afflicted by the account of his own supports ;
a third, and the

noblest, is to invite the high and lofty of heart to the love, and not

the hatred, of all their fellow-creatures ;
to indulge hatred only, ever-

more and irreconcilably, against all low ends, all cowardice, per-

fidy, and every sort of moral degradation. There is not a trace

in the book of irritated, selfish feeling. It beams from beginning
to end with love to God and goodwill to man, treasures up every

good trait of human nature, delights in recording the kindnesses

which had softened captivity, and bears a joyful testimony to the

blessed consolations of Christianity. It has Httle to say of suffer-

ing, except as a necessary part of human discipline, the gift (a
blessed gift) of a father's love. The book may be a little un-

English in the tone of its expressions here and there, both with

respect to religion, and brotherly and filial affection. Better, per-

haps, that it should be so, or, waving that doubt, better, at all

events, for us that we should receive it in a universal rather than

a national spirit.
We may not be desirous of going to school to

foreigners in either the exercise or expressions of the sweet
* Le Mie Prigioui, memorie di Silvio Pellico da ^SaUuzzo. 1833, Londra, Rolandi.
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charities of life
;
but there is nothing in our habitual reserve, in

our national shame of being thought as good and kind as, at

heart, Ave are, which can warrant our wishing to train them to our

standard.

The narrative commences with the arrest of the author at

Milan, on the 13th of October, 1S20, on suspicion of connexion
with those engaged in treasonable practices, doubtless, but not

being informed of the nature of these, or the character of his

different examinations, we can only follow him to the prison of

Santa Margherita, which he was destined to inhabit until Feb.

1821.

' To awaken,' says he,
' the first night in prison is a fearful thing.

Is it possible, (I said, remembering where I was,) is it possible? I here !

Is it no dream ! Did they arrest me yesterday ? Did they subject me

yesterday to that long examination which will be renewed to-morrow,
and who knows how often again ? Last night before I slept, did I

weep so much when I thought of my parents ? The quiet, the silence,

the short sleep that had restored my mental powers, seemed to have

multiplied my sorrows an hundred fold. In the total absence of all

distraction, the grief of my cherished ones, more than all of my father

and mother when they should hear of my arrest, was painted in my
fancy with incredible power.

" Now," said I,
"

they are yet sleeping
in peace ; or, if awake, they are thinking perhaps with pleasure of me,
little dreaming of their son's present abode. Oh happy, if God were
to take tliem hence, before the news reaches Turin. Who will give
them strength to sustain such a stroke?"

' A voice within seemed to reply,
" He whom all the afflicted in-

voke, He whom they love and feel to be with them—He who gave
strength to a mother to follow her son to Golgotha, and stand beneath
his cross, the friend of the unhappy, the friend of men !" This was the

first moment that religion triumphed in my heart ; and to fiHal love I

owe the blessing.'

A cheerful tone of thought, and readiness to make the most of

every little resource is the next amiable trait developed in the

narrative :
—

' And here,' says he,
'

I made it my study to complain of nothing,
and to give my mind every enjoyment possible ; my favourite pleasure
was in renewing my enumeration of the blessings which had glad-
dened my days. A good father and mother, excellent brothers and

sisters, different friends, a good education, the love of letters, &c.

Was there ever any one more largely blessed than I had been? Why
not thank my God, although I might now be tried by misfortune ?

While enumerating these things 1 was softened, and wept for a mo-
ment

;
but courage and joy returned. In a few days 1 had made a

friend. It was not the keeper nor any of the assistants, nor any one
ot my prosecutors, and yet 1 am speaking of a human being, of a deaf
and dumb boy, five or six years old. His father and mother were

tlu'eves, and had suffered the punishment of the law. The poor orphan
was maintained by the police, together with some other children simi-

larly situated. They occupied a room opposite to my own, and at
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stated times the door was opened that they might take the open air

in the court. The mute came under my window, smiled upon me,
and gesticulated. I threw him a piece of bread. He took it, making
a joyful spring, ran to his companions, gave them each a piece, and

then came to eat his portion near my window, expressing his gratitude

by the smiling looks of his fine eyes. The other boys looked at me
from a distance, but dare not come near. The deaf and dumb had

great sympathy o-ith me, not merely from an interested motive.

Sometimes he knew not what to do with the bread I threw him, and

made me signs that he and his companions had eaten enough, and

could not take any more. If he saw one of the assistants in my room,
he gave him the bread to restore it to me. Although he expected

nothing from me, he went on playing before the window with graceful

pleasantry, seeming to enjoy my looking at him. Once, one of the

guards allowed him to enter my prison. He ran into my arms, ut-

tering a cry of delight. I took him up, and the pleasure with which
he overwhelmed me with his caresses I cannot express.'

This was not to last. He was removed to another and less

pleasant apartment, from whence he could no more see or hear

the poor mute. A new source of interest, however^ came
;
he

could discern the window of his first lodging-room, and there

he beheld his successor, a man engaged in rapidly walking to and
fro. Two or three days afterwards he saw him writing constantly ;

in a short time a more distinct view was afforded. It was Mel-
chiorre Gioja, one of the most profound writers on political

economy of our day. Pellico's name was probably announced to

him, and, for a day or two, the companions in misfortune had
infinite pleasure in making distant signs of recognition and greeting,
but the guards interposed, and the indulgence was forbidden.

Meanwhile Pellico was frequently called up and examined. He
had made up his mind as to the course he should take. He
would not buy impunity by the ruin of others, and^ therefore,

fully expected that either the gallows or a lengthened imprison-
ment must be his fate. Just at this juncture a visit from his

aged father well nigh unhinged him. The old man came full of

hope, telling him that he doubted not in a few days he should see

him again at Turin, that his room was made ready, and he was

only grieved to be obliged to set out before him. Pellico well

knew the vanity of these hopes, but he struggled with himself,

repressed his grief, and parted with his father with a tranquil
countenance. This effort, however, cost him a violent illness, as

did, soon after, an interview with Count Luigi Porro, of Milan,
who had confided to him the education of his two sons, youths to

whom Pellico elsewhere recurs with all the longings of affection.

Count Porro himself shortly fell under similar suspicions with the

prisoner, and was twice condemned to death, but escaped from
the Austrians.

On the 19ih of February (1821) Pellico was called up in the

middle of the uight by men who desired him to dress witli all expe-
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dition, and prepare to leave his prison. For what new abode ?

The question was soon answered. They arrived at Venice next

day, proceeded to the palace, and there in the burning and stifling

region of the leads, already familiar to all readers of Cooper's
' Bravo/ was the poor prisoner deposited. It was still spring, but

the air was more than commonly warm for the season, and after

a few days of wind, in March, hot weather set in.

'
It is not to be described ;

the burning air of the region I inhabited,

exposed to the full glare of noon-day, under a leaden roof, the window

looking to the roof of St. Mark, also of lead, the reflection of which

was tremendous ;
I was stifled—I never had an idea of a heat so

oppressive. To this punishment was added that of a plague of gnats,
in such a multitude that however I might agitate and struggle I was

covered with them, as were also the bed, the table, chair, and stool,

clothes, face, every part covered.'

Here such was his misery, that for the first time some tempta-
tions to suicide overtook him, but they did not last, and religion

continued his support.
' The Bible, thanks to Heaven,' says he,

' I knew how to read. The
time was gone by in which I judged it by the bad criticism of Voltaire,

despising expressions which are neither laughable nor false, except

when, through ignorance or malice, we do not penetrate their meaning.
It appeared to me clearly that it was a law of holiness, therefore of

truth
;
how very unphilosophic it was to l)e offended by certain im-

perfections of style, as much so as the pride of him who despises

every thing which has not an elegant exterior. How absurd it is to

imagine that such a collection of books, so religiously venerated,

should have an un- authentic beginning : how undeniable was the supe-

riority of such writings above the theology of the Indies.'

While at Venice he underwent repeated examinations, and

describes his sufferings at these times as terrible
;

the fear of

committing others, the wearisomeness of answering minute cross-

questionings for hours together, at times sent him back to his

oven exhausted and trembling, and fit only to die. However, he

was permitted to have paper and pens. He wrote incessantly,

sometimes meditations and pious exercises, sometimes for aniuse-

ment only. In Italy he was well known as (he author of' Fran-

cisco da Rimini,' a tragedy suggested by the episode in canto v.

of Dante's Inferno, and now he composed other tragedies, and

also lyric poems. It aj)[)cars, liowever, that what with the com-

bined excitements of imagination, solitude, together with an agi-

tating correspondence with an atheistical fellow-prisoner, in which

Pelhco maintained his ground with great fidelity and courage
—

with hU these circimistances put together, and bad management
as to diet, he fell into a state of nervous excitement, the descrip-

tion of which is perhaps the most distressing part of the book. He
liii(4 previously, however, to undergo another change; the bene-

iicent government of Venice, seeing that the summer heats were

passing away, deemed it time to remove hira. October came ; he
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was just congratulating himself on the pleasure of having such a

winter room as this, when one morning the guard announced the

intention of giving him another apartment.
' And where?' asked

Pellico. • At a little distance—a more airy room.' * And why
not think of that when I was perishing from the heat, and the air

was filled with gnats?' 'The order did not come then.' The
room in which they placed him was under the leads still, but east

and west, with two windows opposite, a region of perpetual cold

draughts, and of dreadful severity in the winter months; the

eastern window was large, the western small and high. Here it

was that he seems first to have experienced the nervous sufferings
we mentioned. Sleep deserted hjm, and horrible and tormenting

images came thronging round. He fancied that in this new

apartment there was some concealed aperture by which his tor-

mentors espied all he did, and amused themselves with mocking
him : he thought when standing in his room that some one pulled
him by the coat, or blew the light to make it waste the sooner.

Then he strove to ascertain whether it was reality or illusion.

The rising sun generally brought refreshment, and for a while

dispelled his fancies; but with evening they returned, and every
night was a renewal or increase of horrors. In the day, being
ashamed that these feelings should be discovered by the guards,
he assumed the appearance of the greatest cheerfulness. No one
would have believed his sufferings ;

but happily a violent fit of

indisposition, attended by vomitings, wrought a change in his

nightly miseries, and he once more slept.
The humanity of Pellico's immediate guardians, in all his dif-

ferent places of confinement, is a very pleasing subject of re-

flection. The keepers of all these different state prisoners appear
to have regarded them with absolute affection, and though in

general inexorable in adhering to every rule laid down, did not
make the bread of captivity more bitter by taunts and harshness.
On the kindness and sympathy of these men, on every act indeed
of friendliness Avhich he and his comrades in adversity received

from human beings, Pellico dwells with almost enthusiastic grati-
tude. It is impossible not to feel that to their wants and weak-
nesses, had they needed him, he would have ministered with all

the ardour of an affectionate nature. Of the priests who at

various times were sent to administer spiritual consolation to the

prisoners, he also speaks in the highest terms. As Germans, they
were at first regarded with some jealousy by the captives; it was
natural to suspect that they might be in league with their perse-
cutors

;
but in no instance did they find just ground for these

suspicions. They never endeavoured to extract their political
secrets

; they were uniformly pious, sympathizing, well informed,
and mostly able men, and gave him a very high opinion of the
character of the German Catholic clergy.

In January, 1822, Pellico was removed to the dungeons of St,
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Michel di Murano, where more than a hundred Carbonari were

already imprisoned. There he obtained information of some few

of his compatriots. Maroncelii, hismost intimate friend, and after-

wards sharer of his apartment at Spielberg, Rezia, Rossi, and others.

On the 21st of February he was at length called up to receive

sentence, before the president inquisitors and two assistant judges,
and was told by the former in a feeling tone, that the sentence

was come; that the judgment had been terrible, but the emperor
had mitigated its severity. He had been sentenced to die, the

penalty was commuted for fifteen years of rigorous imprisonment
in the castle of Spielberg.

' The will of God be done !' was Pel-

lico's reply, and he returned in silence, after being informed, that

on the next day the sentence must be publicly announced, but

that meantime he should be placed with Maroncelii. After an

agitating night, in which his thoughts seem chiefly to have turned

upon his afilicted parents, he and his friend were conveyed to the

palace of the Doge, where, from a scaffold erected in the square,
the captives were beheld by an immense assembled multitude,
while an officer proclaimed their dole of suffering

—to Maroncelii,

twenty years' imprisonment, to Pellico fifteen. Another month
however passed, before the Commissary from Germany Avas in

readiness to attend them on their journey ;
but when he did arrive,

he brought gracious intelligence, the emperor, out of his abun-
dant mercy, intended to reckon the days of their captivity not by
twenty-four hours, but by twelve. If this announcement had any
meaning, it might naturally be supposed to signify, that one half

of the term of })unishment was cut off", and such Pellico concluded
was the Emperor's intention.

At last, on the 25th of March, the prisoners set out, four in

number, Rezia and Canova in one vehicle, Maroncelii and Pellico

in another, and arrived at Brunn, the Moravian capital, on the

10th of April. Near the walls of the city, to the West, is a hill,

surmounted by the rock and castle of Spielberg, once the palace
of the lords of Moravia, now the strongest of the Austrian mo-
narch's prisons. About three hundred prisoners condemned for

various crimes here suffer the punishment some of duro, some of

durissimo imprisonment. We must ex[)lain. Duro, in the Aus-

trian dictionary, means compulsory employment with chains on

the feet, sleeping upon bare boards, and eating the poorest food.

Durisaimo, a more annoying method of fettering the captives, an

iron ring being placed rouiKl the
l)0(ly,

and the chain fastened to

the wall in snch a manner, that it barely reaches the boards which

serve fi)r a bed, the food is the same, whatever the law may say,
bread and nudcr. Their names being first entered in the super-
intendent's book, Maroncelii and Pellico were conducted to their

future; al)odes, two dark rooms, not contiguous, opening into a sub-

terraneous
pfissjige. 'I'he se[)aration was uuex])ected, and proved

the bitterest part of the lot.
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Pellico looked round his dungeon, and discerned by the glim-

mering light which descended from a high loop-hole, the naked
bench given him for a bed, and an enormous chain fixed in the

wall
; he seated himself, took up the chain, measured its length,

thinking it was, perhaps, after all, destined for him, even though
durissimo was not in the sentence. The keeper returned at noon,

bringing him a pitcher of water, and telling him that the next day he

would bring him bread. '
Thanks, my good man ;'

'
I am not good/

was the reply.
' The worse for you then,' said Pellico. But under a

harsh and dogged exterior, this individual, whose name was Schil-

ler, concealed a heart full of kindness. Fortunately for Pellico,

the air and the hardships of his dungeon soon brought on a crisis,

which terminated more favourably for the future. He took a

fever, and the surgeon of the prison peremptorily ordered that he
should be removed to a higher storv in the building, have better

food, and a straw bed. Could he but have divided these mcreased
comforts with Maroncelli I The lot, however, was not greatly miti-

gated ;
he was still in irons, and the food though something better

was so scanty in quantity, that Schiller and some of the other

guards re})eatedly brought the prisoners fragments of bread at

their own expense; but Pellico declined, dreading the greater misery
of discovery, and of knowing that these kind-hearted souls had
been punished for his sake. They were under the strictest orders

to preserve silence in the prison, yet sometimes they permitted a
low song to issue from the solitary apartments, and one evening,
Pellico heard a voice in the room next his own, murmuring an air,

and soon after found himself accosted by the singer. They told

each other their names, and exchanged a few words. The stranger
was Antonio Oroboni, who henceforth becomes one of the most

interesting personages mentioned in the narrative. By dint of
constant practice and experiments, these adjoining fellow-sufferers

learned to hold occasional communications, with little molestation

from the guards. They learned so to modulate and direct their

voices, and so to vary the tone on the approach of danger, as to

escape observation, or, if their communications were perceived by
Schiller and one or two others, they were winked at, provided some
less indulgent did not overhear. In this manner they found
mutual consolation. The past as concerned each was related, they
discussed the deepest and highest themes. Oroboni was a Chris-
tian in heart and faith, and they spoke much of religious comforts.
The esteem Pellico was led to feel for his new friend increased

daily. He seemed to be the very soul of charity : he was per-
petually turning his attention to the motives which should make
men indulgent towards their enemies. Never did he mention an

adversary, but Oroboni strove to mitigate his anger; he seemed to

have suffered deeply, but to pardon ever)' one. Alas ! this noble

spirit soon passed away. Successive fits of illness, on both sides

frequently prevented communicatiou between the friends, but at
Mo. 78. 2 G
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length they met again, and their conversation turned more than

ever on the eternal future.

' If by any unhoped for occurrence, said Oroboni, we should return

into society, shall we be cowardly enough to be ashamed of the gospel ?

To admit the suggestion, should any of our friends fancy that confine-

ment has enfeebled our minds, and that through this weakness our

faith increased.
'

Oroboni,! replied, the question suggests to me what would be yo7ir

answer, and that is also mine. There can be no viler thing than to be

the slave of others' judgments, when one believes them to be false, and
I will not believe such vileness will ever be yours or mine.'

They on one occasion, and only on one, saw each other. It

was permitted to each of the prisoners^ in turn, to walk for an

hour, twice a week^ and on one of these walks, Pellico passed the

door of his fellow-prisoner, at the moment when it was opened to

admit the jailer. The temptation was irresistible, and he rushed

into the room
;
the jailer threatened, and endeavoured to separate

them
;

his assistants came, but the sight of their mutual delight
and emotion drew tears from every one of them

;
for a few mo-

ments they were permitted to see one another, face to face : then

they were parted, Oroboni sayings
' We shall never behold one

another again on earth;' and they never did. A few months after-

wards, his chamber was empty, and this line young man was in-

terred in the cemetery opposite l-*ellico's window.
' Poor Oroboni ! what a chill ran through my veins, when I heard he

was no more ! And we heard the voices and the steps of those who
came to carry away the corpse ! and we saw from the window the car

in which he was carried to the cemetery. Two of the common convicts

drew it, four guards followed. We accompanied the sad procession
with our eyes to the cemetery. It entered the enclosure, stopped in one
corner ; there was the grave. A little while after, the car, the convicts,
and guards returned, one of the last was Kubitzky ;

he said to me, (it

was a kind thought, surprising from a rough man,)
" I marked dis-

tinctly the spot of interment, in order that if any of his relations or

friends should one day obtain leave to carry his remains into his own
land, we may know where they lie." Sometimes Oroboni had said to

me, looking out from his window on the cemetery,
" I must accustom

myself to the thought of lying there: yet I must own that the idea is

very revolting to me: it seems to me that we cannot lie so quietly in

our graves in this land, as in our own dear peninsula." Afterwards,
he laughed and exclaimed,

" Childishness ! when a vestment is worn
out, and one must change it, what signifies where it is thrown!" At
another time, he said,

"
I do prepare for death, but 1 should be more

easily resigned to my condition, could 1 once more enter the paternal
roof, cla^p my fatlier's knees, hear one word of blessing, and tlien die !"

He sighed, and added, "If this cup may not pass away, O my God, thy
will be done!" And the last moniing of his life, he still repeated,

kissing a crucifix, which Krai luid brought him,
" Thou that wast

Divine, liadst yet some dread of death, and didst say,
' If it be possible,

let this cup pass from me.' Forgive me, if I too say it. But I also
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repeat thy other words,
*

Nevertheless, not as I will, but as Thoa
wilt.'

" '

Oroboni died on the 13th of June, 1823, his last words being,
* From my heart I forgive my enemies.' We have in some degree

anticipated the order of events, in order to bring the notices of this

amiable young man to a close. We must now inform the reader,

that, in consequence of a severe and dangerous accession of illness,

Pellico was permitted, previous to his friend's decease, to have his

irons removed, to write to his father, and finally to enjoy the soci-

ety of his beloved Maroncelli, who henceforth occupied the same
cell. A similar mitigation of misery seems to have been afforded

to some of the other state prisoners, who were placed in pairs in

the different apartments. They were in every respect partners in

affliction. Not one of them appears to have escaped severe bodily

sufferings, the consequence of bad and scanty food and confine-

ment, and several died. As for Maroncelli, who had been in the

flower of youth and health, Pellico scarcely recognised him, when

brought from the depths of his dungeon into upper air; and his

extreme anxiety for the restoration of his friend's health, diminished

the satisfaction of their renewed intercourse. The idea of losing

him, of another associate preceding him to the tomb, was unutter-

ably appalling. Every time he was ill he trembled, whenever he
was better it was a day of rejoicing. To Maroncelli a like anxiety
was awarded. He watched over Pellico as a brother.

' He perceived when conversation did not suit me, and then he was
always silent : and he saw when his words would be a comfort to me,
and then he found subjects fitted to the state of my mind, sometimes

seconding its views, sometimes by degrees moulding them anew. A
more noble spirit than his I have never met with ; few equal to it

; great
love of justice, candour, confidence in human virtue, and in the help
of Providence, a lively perception of the beautiful in art, a rich

poetic fancy, all the most pleasant endowments of heart and mind, con-

spired to make him dear. I did not forget Oroboni ; every day I grieved
for his loss, but often my heart rejoiced, imagining that that beloved

being, free from all evil, and in the bosom of his God, might still num-
ber among his enjoyments that of seeing me with a friend not less

affectionate than himself.'

In the beginning of 1824, a more rigorous discipline was
adopted. Hitherto they had been allowed to have books

; but

through the whole of the years 1824, 25, 26, and 27, these, with
the exception of a few religious works, were forbidden. The
place where they walked was enclosed, so as to hide from their

eyes the refreshing sight of surrounding hills, and the city beneath.

They had been accustomed sometimes to see the children of the

superintendent at play, sometimes to speak a few words to them •

this, too, was disallowed
; Maroncelli, however, and his com-

panion occupied therasehes
; they composed poems occasionally,

and repeated them. Two of their fellow-prisoners were liberated,
but still no kind message of hope was brought to them; and

2 G 2
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Pellico, remembering the emperor's words, bej^an to count the

days when they might be fulfilled. ' If 1 live till IS^S,"* thought
he,

* seven and a half years of my imprisonment will be over,

equivalent, according to what I was told, to the fifteen announced
at first. But if I reckon from the publication of my sentence,
and not from the commencement of my imprisonment, the seven

and a half years will not expire till 1829.' He was not, in reality,

released until August, 1830, together with Maroncelli, each having
then been under confinement ten years. But we anticipate : this

poor Italian friend had a long course of intense bodily suffering
to pass through previous to the day of release. A tumour had
formed on the knee, which gradually increased in size^ and
occasioned great agonies. It was now Pellico's turn to nurse

him. The patience and cheerfulness of the sufferer were admi-
rable

;
he sung, made verses, and talked at intervals, in order to

hide his pains from his friend
;
but he could neither eat nor sleep,

became delirious at times, and daily lost strength. It was at last

granted him to have additional medical advice. The surgeon,
who looked at the knee, said little, and went away ;

but the usual

attendant returned, and told Maroncelli that there was but one
course which could save him—amputation ;

but that such was
his weakness, that they hesitated whether to venture on the

operation. Maroncelli had no hesitation, however; he earnestly
desired the experiment might be tried, but was told they must
wait for the emperor's permission before they could venture to

take off a prisoner's leg ;
and it was a week before this arrived.

He behaved most heroically, never uttering a cry ;
but when the

amputated limb was removed, said to the surgeon,
* You have

delivered me from an enemy, and now I have no means of

rewarding you.' On the window stood a glass, in which was
a rose.

' Be kind enough to bring me that rose,' said he to

Pellico. It was brought, and he gave it to the surgeon, saying,
* It is all I can give in testimony of my gratitude.' The surgeon
burst into tears, as he took it.

This brave man recovered at length, and is now, we are in-

formed, in Paris, giving lessons
;
and as cheerful in heart and

looks, as if no such place as the castle of S[)ielberg had ever

existed. What is become of the author of the narrative, since his

return home, we know not
;
but we are deeply indebted to him.

He has confirmed to us noble thoughts of human nature
;
and

has made us cry out, with tenfold pity for all persecutors,
' Oh ! the curse

To be the awakener of divinest thoughts,
Fatlier and founder of exalted deeds

;

And to whole nations, bound in servile straits,

The liberal donor of capacities
More tlian heroic ! This to be, nor yet
Have sense of one connatural wish, nor yet
Deserve the least return of human thanks I'—Excursion, book 7.
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LOCAL LOGIC.

All the world has laughed at the mathematician who began to

read Thomson's '

Seasons,' but soon shut the book because he could

not perceive what was to be proved thereby. But the world

should remember that '
it is good to be merry and wise,' and

perhaps in this case its own laugh may deserve to be laughed at.

The ridicule has not fallen upon the right point. The mathe-

matician is supposed to have been absurd, not for his want of

perception of what the poem proved, but for his expecting that it

should prove any thing. Now in regarding it as a principle that

a poem should prove nothing, the world is as inconsequential as

the mathematician was blind in not seeing the consequences and
corollaries of Thomson's ' Seasons.' There has never been a true

poem that did not prove more, and more to the purpose, than its

equal in quantity of Euclid's 'Elements.' All poetry is probative.
There is that in it abundantly which might be thrown into the

form of propositions, profound and universal ones, and ticketed

with an undeniable Q. E. D. In fact^ poetry lias the privilege of

geometry ;
it demonstrates. It helps us to truths, not by induc-

tion, but by intuition. There is no logic so rapid or so satis-

factory. Look at that tower, twenty miles off, on the top of Leith

Hill, in the light of the setting sun
;
how distinct its outline, how

beautiful its colouring, how picturesque its position, how true its

picture on the eye ; that sunlight is poetry. It brings the object
within the scope of your vision ; it shows the object ;

it demon-
strates. Logical induction, orders a post-chaise, bargains with

the landlord for eighteen- pence a mile; asks the boy, as twilight
is coming on, whether he knows the road, and bids him look to

the direction-posts ; stops at the regular stages to change horses
;

and after several hours' riding, and much packing and unpacking,
with a host of minor arrangements, troubles, and carefulnesses,
works out its proof to your understanding of the existence and
form of the tower on Leith Hill, with little of the

facility and less

of the beauty than attended the equally satisfactory accomplish-
ment of the same thing i)y the far-beaming sunshine of poetry.
It is thus that poetry darts and glances upon the remotest dis-

tances of the mental landsca[)e. It stands u[)on a height ;
it sees

the world in sunshine
;

its eye
'

glances from heaven to earth, from
earth to heaven ;' and thus did many a bard of the barbarous
olden time behold sights of beauty and grandeur in the soul of

man, while the metaphysician, though travelling with the best post-
horses with which logic could furnish him, goes jogging on, century
after century, without arriving at the verification of them, accord-

ing to that definition of verification which the world in its wisdom
has adopted. Laugh no more at the mathematician. If Thom-
son proves nothing, he was very right not to read Thomson

; but
there was his blunder. I have read Euclid and Thomson both.
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and I take upon me to affirm that the one proves as much as the
other. Of course I mean to the right subjects, A horse cannot
draw an inference; there are thousands to whom Euclid proves
nothing

—to whom he never will prove any thing, save and except
this single proposition, that to their minds he cannot prove any
thing. Their minds either stand stock still, or move with a hop,
step, and jump. Now to travel with Euclid one must walk, step

by step, all the steps well measured and rightly counted. In not

proving something to every body, poetry is therefore only in the

same category with geometry. Each requires what Jeremy Ben-
tham used to call the appropriate intellectual aptitude ;

and each

proves most where that is maximized, and least where that is

minimized. Geometry demonstrates to the inductive intellect, and

poetry demonstrates to the reflective and introspective soul. And
the percipient of poetical demonstration imbibes also the demon-
strations of all things, in nature and in art, which are poetical.
He Avill take the mathematician in the fulness of his heart, re-

membering his own enjoyment, and forgetting his friend's one-

sidedness, to look at some beautiful painting or statue, and not

laugh at him when he asks the question, what does that prove ?

Why should he, for he himself knows what it proves. And so it is

with scenery, as I was well assured by getting into the country
one day last month, when I found every object from morning till

night as full of wisdom and demonstration as one of Harriet Mar-
tineau's illustrations of political economy ; indeed, I might say
two at least, for it was both 'Life in the Wilds' and the 'Hill and
the Valley ;' and so I shall tell the whole story of the day, or rather

try to paint the scenes which in succession it presented, and con-
clude with something of a proof that those scenes of themselves

prove something.
Don't be inquisitive about the locality, reader. It is true, that

very Venetian, Grecian, French, Canadian, Saxon, Kent and

Surreyish nondescript and omne-descript house on the hill top,

beyond the common, above the wood, which I slept in on the

ultimo, may sometimes be hired for a summer, and perhaps

occasionally even for a winter, by any respectable tenant who is

qualified to summer and winter there
;
but I have no relish for

the profession of a gratuitous house-agent. So, no letters of in-

quiry to * the able author, &c. care of the editor,' 'private,' on the

right-hand corner at the top, and ' to be forwarded—immediate,'

on the left-hand corner at the bottom
; no, not even though they

come with the signatures of Inquirer, Admirer, and, better than

both. Constant Reader
;
no petitions for an answer in the Notices

to Correspondents ;
I will be party to no frauds upon the stamp-

cflRce, or on the editor or publisher, whom the Whigs are likely

enough to tax, and surcharge, and exchequer, and all that, for

any such accommodations. Let it all be done fair and above
board. Advertise like a man. The landlord will be sure to see
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it. He is a * constant reader' of the Repository , and a constant

purchaser too, and an inquirer and admirer besides. So let all

these sympathies come together in the proper way by advertise-

ment, Happy be the match thereupon made. And the editor

will be very ungrateful if he does not hand over to me, his con-

stant correspondent, the profits, or at least a moiety of the profits,

of the inquiring and replying advertisements, to pay travelling ex-

penses to thatdelicious retreat, and a dinner for all parties, sub Jove,
on the lawn

;
and never was lawn more jovial than that would be.

Well, I awoke there very early in the morning, with no recol-

lection where I was, or how I got there, but with a pleasant sen-

sation all over me of being somewhere where to be was very plea-
sant. How curious is the correspondence, even in the soundest

sleep between the external world and the internal. Somehow
or other, notifications of change, and of the character and colour

of that change, are conveyed by the organs of sense to the brain,

and it takes cognizance of them, our not seeing and not thinking

notwithstanding. I mean to say, as we lie asleep. Such com-
munications are as correct in spirit, as in substance they are con-
fused and imperfect. They are like the impressions conveyed by
reading a newspaper to a very drowsy man with a pipe in his

mouth. He gets a general notion, perhaps, that a glorious victory
has been gained. And * His Majesty's arms,' and ' stands of

colours/ and *

sprigs of laurel' float about in his brain
;
but ex-

actly where, or when, or why, or by whom the aforesaid battle was

fought, he has no distinct conception. But he feels very rejoiced,
and glorious, and old England-ish, and life and fortune-y, and hea-
ven-born ministerial-ish, nevertheless. Or these communications
are like the Peruvian pictures, with hands, and swords, and bows,
and serpents, and other ocular conundrums

;
which the last of the

Caciques used to send to the last of the Incas because they had
neither Moniteurs, nor Gazettes Extraordinary, to report the pro-

ceedings of Cortez and Pizarro. Or they are, most of all, like

the impression which one musically organized being may convey
to another, by extempore play on an instrument. You cannot
tell the precise material object or the external event, of which
the player is thinking ;

it may be of a castle in the air at sunset,
or of Shelley's poems, or of the revelation of St. John, in one
strain

; or it may be, in another, of Dominichino's painting of
Latona changing the inhabitants of Boeotia into frogs; orof South-
wood Smith's lecture on the natural history of death

; or of the
third act of Othello

;
or of the strange and entangled situation of

our friend
;
or of a philosophical and poetical mind, reflectintr

on the histor)' of the French Revolution. You cannot tell, I say,

exactly what definite being, or condition, the melody is asso-
ciated with, but you may tell infallibly, you may write down
in words, the most precise and distinct, the species of emotion,
and the character of the train of emotions which are in the soul
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of the player, svhile the fingers are striking those notes. Such is

the sort of inteUigence which the nerves convey to the brain in sleep.

Godwin, when a young man^ used to receive it frequently and

strongly ; although that mighty brain of his, with its stately logic,
and broad generalizations, and calm abstractions, might seem so

much of an independent world in itself, as to render him little

subject to the quick, unconscious vibrations of a more sensitive

organization. What a sj)lendid outpouring of eloquence is the

dream of St. Leon, in the deep sleep which followed his draught
of the elixir of life. I will not, as a critic, answer for it now, but

I shall never forget how 1 read it when a boy, and seemed to

grow a god in reading it. But these things change strangely, or

we change. I tried to read the '

Pilgrim's Progress"* the other

day, and could not. It made me melancholy. I feared my
heart or my imagination was growing old

;
but I took up the

' Arabian Nights,' and all was right again ; glory to
* the good

Haroun Alraschid.' But to end this dream of the undreaming
intelligences of sleep ; prepared by their prelibations for the cer-

tainty of waking bliss, 1 opened my eyes, not knowing upon what,

only sure that I was not in Paternoster Row, or within ear-shot

of the ringing of Bow bells, or the tolling of St. Paul's. And
there were the blue heaven, and the green hill gently kissing,*
with bright and dark clouds (cumulo-cirrhus and cirrho-stratus)

curling, clustering, and flowing about, like golden and hyacinthine
locks. '

Up with the lark,' says I to myself, always up with (he

lark in the country; and then, before the impulse went into action,

that everlasting and universal scepticism, which is the bane of all

exertion, and the torment of all orthodoxy; to which medical

men are so prone, that relujio medici means no religion at all
;

which makes our literati write so feebly and skittishly, all for

want of faith
; which, since the French revolution, has been so rife

in the world, extending even to the foundations of our time-

hallowed institutions, and the principles of our Constitution, once
the wonder and envy of the world

;
that sceptical spirit,

I say,

whispered in mine ear, 'What means vp with the lark?' Call you
it

*

up' to exchange this easy recumbency, so favourable to medi-

tation, philosophy, and poetry, for the mechanical drudgery of

walking, or the stifl' and stark conventionalism of sitting on a

straight-backed chair ? Call you it
'

up' to stop this easy flow of

thoughts and images that are gently trickling through the brain

like a brook in springtide, rich with winter's legacies, and
musical with its own murmurs, for talk and argument, marshalled

like soldiers by beat of drum, and parading hither and thither at

the word of cominand. 1 say, the true '

up with the lark' is to lie

still, and '

feed on thoughts that voluntary move harmonious
lumibers.' This is no idleness. 1 never laid in bed, like H., till

full noontide, reading
' Letters on I'kirly Rising,' and balancing

*
Stolen,— ' A htavcnkibsing hill.—A'AoAipearc, Boaden's Ed. P. D.
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the arguments ;
but I say the proverb is a fallaq^ ; that it begins

with a misnomer, and that on a cool, elastic, hair mattress, or

better still, on Dr. Arnott's delicious water-bed, ('
O it is pleasant

to float o'er the sea,') one is most truly
'

up with the lark,'

sailing on the bosom of the air, playing with the stars, or gliding

afar off in the faint pearly car of the crescent moon. From such

a state to rise is to fall
;

the getting up is only a prelude to the

coming down, and there ought to be a good reason for it. True,

they say that,

Early to bed and early to rise

Is the way to be healthy, and wealthy, and wise.

But that I doubt too. Goethe used to sit up late o'nights, and

he had more of all three together than any man of modern times.

Besides, I don't like the proverb. There is something suspicious
in the way in which the three qualities are put together. If in

this trinity,
' none is afore or after the other,' I refuse my worship.

It looks as if the inventor thought first of his stomach, secondly
of his pocket, and, thirdly, of his brains. I turn round and ask

with my old friend, the mathematician,
' What does this poem

prove ?' I do not see the connexion between the first line and
the second. The poor factory children are bundled to bed the

minute their work is over, and up early enough, but they are

neither healthy, wealthy, nor wise. A comfortable farmer, with

just cunning enough to vote for a Corn Law candidate at the

County election is, I think, as much as such means can realize.

Some of the finest parts of •' Paradise Lost' were written in the

night. Whether Milton be one of your healthy, wealthy, and wise

people I cannot say ; but, certainly, he was one of the best and

purest s{)ecimens of humanity, physically, mentally, and morally,
that nature has yet produced. Non Anglus, sed Angelus. There
are hosts of proverbs which are apocryphal. Their inspiration
is only that of Mammon. They are often the dirty excuses of
the dirty tricks of a dirty majority. Nevertheless, I will get up,
for the same reason that a lark sometimes Avill come down

;
I

hear sweet sounds which may
' wile a lav'rock frae the lift.'

I shall give the whole long day, and would it were longer, to

this locality. Ask me at night what it proves? but ask me not
before. The premises first, the conclusion afterwards. The
situation of this house is curious, inasmuch as it is the only one
from which a particular effect which I am about to mention
could be produced. It is chosen in defiance of the ordinary in-

ducements for the selection of a site
;
a little further one way,

and it would have been more convenient of access
; a little fur-

ther another way, and it would have had a more diversified view;
a little further in a third direction, and there would have been

ampler space for lawn and garden ;
a little down the hill, and it

would have been sheltered from the winds, which now rave round
it and rattle through it ; but here it is, and here am I, starting from
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it for my matin circuit, that I may earn one enjoyment by another,
the duty being more delectable than the recompense, which is

very virtuous. There is before you from the open glass-door of

the house only a small flat space of table-land, (kitchen-garden,
i. e. in part,) and the rest laid out according to the established

form, in square and oblong beds, with roses and tulips, and

peonys, and a second crop coming of hollyhocks and tiger lilies
;

and that at first seems all; but as your eye travels round the

verge and outer margin of the opposite side of the parallelogram,
there rise before it certain wavy outlines and blue shadings, faint

and cloudy, yet having a reality and a distinctness withal, that

tell you of a wide though viewless world between. The sensation

is a strange mixture of sense and imagination ;
a consciousness

of the conjoined presence of the visible and the invisible
; you feel

how much there must be more than you see. On the near view

the garden is all the world, but the eye is irresistibly drawn to

that shadowy distance which is a revelation and a promise of a

vast and glorious intermediate prospect. The boundary line is

made so distinct by the precipitous descent of the hill. Down it

goes, headlong down, thickly covered with wood, graceful as the

mantle of imperial Cajsar, that it may, like him,
'

fall with de-

cency ;'
but so abrupt, that no tree-tops, peering above the path

of that natural terrace, give you warning of that verdant ambush
below. And yet there it spreads out

; deep, thick, wide, and

tangled, rich and populous with all that is musical and beautiful.

And down we go too with a plunge into that abyss of foliage and
flowers. Oak, ash, and beech, and birch, and {)ine are there, and

yonder the stately chestnuts by themselves witli their dainty blos-

soms; and harebells, and euphorbia, and the wild geranium, and
the orchis tribe; and true to the greenwood still, Robin Hood,
scarlet and green, a pleasanter memory than that of being Earl of

Huntingdon ;
and better than all, mine own sweet woodriffe

;

and they all inweave and inwreathe themselves together, above

and below; shade, light, fragrance, softness, form, colour; and the

hum of insects, and the song of birds
;
a bath of sense

;
until

you seem to be blending and dissolving with them too, into the

elemental [jrinciples of pure physical delight. And through the

trees there are glimpses of the wide j)rospect. Up to the higher
and clearer ground ;

there the eye reels over and through the

immensity of the valley. There are the softly swelling hills of

Kent, undulating in the gentle and graceful wa\e which is peculiar
to the surface ofthat county, the true line of beauty ;

and there are

the Surrey lulls, fit counterpoise for the perfection of the picture;
and yonder the bolder downs which one knows have ' towers along
the steep,' and overlook the mighty sea beyond ;

and all between,

though so vast, is yet so soft, and fair, and fertile. There is no-

thing harsh, nothing obtrusive
;
nature has licensed no one object

to rise proudly and claim to be the centre of the scene, reducing
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all this diffusive loveliness to its mere appendage and accompa-
niment

;
and man has not marred the plan of nature. There is no

city or town even, with its congregated roofs, spires, and towers to

transfix the eve in its wandering, and shine with a false glitter

in the sun, as it broods over the indistinct expanse of meadows,

glades, and groves. The artist would want an object and a fore-

ground ;
Canova would have called for crags, as he did at Rich-

mond
;
but we do quite as well without, as the citizens of Berne

said when their bear was dead. Why should scenery be con-

structed on the monarchical principle. In the thousand unob-

trusive lovelinesses, there is harmony and unity, without the

erection of a central pyramid to refer them all to
;

it would but

throw over them an artificial shade, and give them an unnatural

insignificance. We should not then see the valley, but the

pyramid that stood in the valley. The loss would be greater
than the gain. That unbroken expanse gives one the idea of

equality in enjoyment, and infinity of extent. It looks like a

fraternal world, blessed, and basking in the smile of Providence.

If you want more diversity, there it is in the lights and shadows
which can only exhibit themselves in such an ample scene.

How strange are the forms of clouds projected on the earth;
but there are yet stranger forms at hand. Come back by this

lane, which is such a trenchant wound on the fair earth's bosom.
This is the deepest cut of all, and has laid bare and left in air

the projecting roots of those fine old trees, which resemble, not

the Elgin marbles indeed, but similar fragments of the sculpture
of some more antique race of artists. They must have lived too

in some prse-Adamite state of the world, when form and organiza-
tion were subject to other laws, or while nature was yet experi-

menting. This approaches towards a colossal human figure ;

but one side is twisted like a boa constrictor, as if it were the

father of that deceitful lady, who wrought such woe to the g;uile-

less Christabelle. That has a griffin front, the tail going off into

the flourish of a weary painter with his brush, when his hired and
toilsome copy of a worthless picture is completed. Here are

figures like those with which Blake adorned the '

Night Thoughts.'
Did they but break the second commandment, how well would they
exhibit at a missionary meeting, in long procession, as the idols of
some Antipodean or Hyperborean region, or of beings that inhabit

the inner crust of the globe, the next of those concentric surfaces

of which some say the world, like a Chinese puzzle ball, consists,
and which would, I suppose, have been lawfully seizable, as pro-

perty or prize, had Captain Parry succeeded in his patriotic en-

terprise, and nailed the royal standard of Britain to the pole of
the earth. Tree-roots are a class of beings but little known.

They are like nothing else upon, below, or out of, the earth.

One might suppose the Frankenstein family had set up a manu-

factory of monsters here, and in haste to pack up the raw mate-
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rial (from an alarm of fire or some such cause) had stuck together
whatever parts Avere nearest, to be sorted afterwards. One also

might suppose
—that it is breakfast time.

It is not wholesome ever to pass an entire day in utter idlesse,

I do not mean to advance such an absurdity as that the en-

joyment of nature can be the loss of time. I leave that for

those who in their ceaseless occupation do, in fact, lose all their

time, and know not what a treasure they lose. But all enjoyment
is the richer for the contiguity of honest mental occupation. The

steady employment of, though it be but an hour or two, will

spread a satisfaction over the day, and spiritualize its sportive-

ness, and prevent its pleasure from becoming /«(ie, and preserve
the elasticity of the springs within us. Away, then, to the wood-
land study ;

and be it a study in right earnest. One may
meditate there

; and, thanks to dictation, composition is but

thinking aloud, with the double advantage of uninterrupted

thought, and a consciousness of the presence of the recording

spirit. The mechanical act of writing is a sore nuisance
;

at least

to me. I ne\er can write contemporaneously with my thoughts.

They pass; and 1 only put down my recollections, often a faint

shadow. And then a silent, intelligent amanuensis
;
had J

possessed such a treasure, that vigorous originality of his would
never have run aAvay with him, a madder race than that of the

wild horse of Mazeppa. He ruined himself by being his own

penman. A presence which he respected would have made him

respect his own intellectual re{)utation ;
and it might have been a

bright and useful one, lasting and growing too. So, to work:
on the shady bench, behind the belt of oak trees, that screen both

the landscape and the sun. The senses are undistracted there,

and the stream of thought flows clear, and pure, and brightly.
He must be a bold man who could dare to be a sophist there, in

the])resence of God and nature; and a base one who could there

|)re|)are for the world aught that tends not to humanize the affec-

tions and elevate the soul.

What was there prepared may be some day judged of; its in-

troduction here would be rather too long an episode. I have

some conscience about digression, though rather lax. Not so

about intellectual labour. I mean by that, active mental opera-
tion

;
not mere reading. And yet reading should have its share

of the day too, or it will not be a good day of pleasure, unless in

fra\elling through a very extraordinary country, and with very

extraordinary com [)an ions. All scenes have their ap[)ropriate

books; and all books have their appropriate scenes, except the

Bible, which is universal
;
and Shakspeare, which is next to it.

Milton is much less so
;
he is for lawns, and stately avenues, and

aiiti(jue mansions; or for the stern simplicity of such a coast as

S:ni{lo\vne. Books should have a harmony of spirit with the

locality, not an identity of subject. One does not want to read
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beggarly verbal pictures (as the best must be) of beauties which

are before the eyes ;
but one wants something which excites

emotions that will not jar with those excited by the scene. Now
here is the Political Unionist's Catechism, by Junius Redivivus,

just out; I cannot for the soul of me open it again here. Set me
down in London, or Birmingham, or Liverpool, or Manchester, or

Norwich, and I shall have gone, again and again, over its nervous

and manly language, shall be all heart and soul in the writer's

noble purpose, and would call, as with a trumpet voice, to the

working men of Britain to learn from it how to qualify themselves

for, and how to struggle for, those political rights without which

there is no hope of any efficient improvement of their condition,

or of any repose for the community. I would tell them to make
it their daily manual, and to have it, not merely by rote, but by
heart. But here—I do not know what Whig and Tory mean
here

; they are not things of God's making, and none else are

free of this paradise. Shelley and Tennyson are the best books

for this place. They sort well with the richness, richness to

every sense
;
with the warm mists, and the rustling of the woods,

and the ceaseless melody of sound. They are natives of this soil;

literally so ;
and if planted would grow as surely as a crow-bar

in Kentucky sprouts tenpenny nails. Probatum est. Last autumn
L dropped a poem of Shelley's down there in the wood,

amongst the thick, damp, rotting leaves, and this spring some one
found a delicate, exotic-looking plant, growing wild on the very

spot, with ' Pauline' hanging from its slender stalk. Unripe fruit

it may be, but of pleasant flavour and promise, and a mellower

produce, it may be hoped, will follow. It would be a good specu-
lation to plant a volume of Coleridge. The singing of the nightin-

gales would promote its growth.
Dinner! dinner! Not that way; here is the hall-passage, be-

tween these verdant clustering pillars, under these natural gothic
arches and rich tracery-work; now we enter the ante-room,

treading the thick carpet of harebells, and looking out through
the beautiful lattice-work of the thinned copse on hill, wood, and

valley ;
and yonder is the salle a manger. How gracefully the

festoons of our pavilion hang from branch to branch, just flutter-

ing in the sun yet not scaring away the birds
;
and tliere she sits

beneath, the queen of our sim[)le revels, in all the unassuming
state and absolute power of affection, the grandaughter of Pesta-

lozzi, (not by father's side, nor by mother's,) and calls her pupils
to come, like the hen gathering her chickens, and they will. See
how they muster, like the pretty stage witches in Macbeth, but at

a sweeter spell, and to a better kettle of fish and soup. One
todlin wee thing raises her blue-bonnetted head amid the rank

grass, hke a springing harebell. Another drops gently from tree

to ground, like a mellow apple. Among the roots of the old tree,

where they overhang the declivity, a broad straw hat surmounting
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a white jacket ascends like a fast-growing mushroona, with a face

as roguish beneath as that of Puck, the fairy. And here they
come, Sweet-VVilUam, and Pease-blossom, and Mustard-seed, and

Cobweb, and all. The pretty pageant! sing to them, as they
come, ye who sing; and sketch them, ye who sketch

;
and then,

for ' neat-handed Phillis'has done her best,
'

mingle, mingle, min-

gle' at the table, and blessed be the memory of Pestalozzi, Amen.
O the weary years through which I used to ask of every body

that pretended to know, what Pestalozzianism was; and none of

them had the sense to tell me that it is no ism at all, at all ! I

have my answer now
;

'
I feel it here,' as the stout gentleman on

the right of the chair says, when the company have drank his

health with all the honours, and one cheer more. Here is one
cheer iiKire; and very cheering it is, for those who grow faint and
heart-sick in battling for the world's good against the world's per-

versity. Look at those children
; they are spurred by no rivalry,

they struggle for no prizes, they are not drilled in classes—and

discipline
—what is their discipline ?

' The sound of the child-striking rod

These valleys and woods never heard,
Ne'er sighed at the threat of a task

;

Nor smiled when vacation appeared.'

And yet they learn
; ay, learn abundantly. They know more of

objects than others, of their ages, do of words. Their vocabulary
has meanings to it; their counters represent something. And
who will get on better with books, provided the books are worth

getting on with ? They have the love of learning in them, and
the love of their teacher, and these are two powers that draw
them along, and |)ull away, faster than a pair of flying dragons.
Moreover, and that is the best of all, with all their getting they get

urulersfandinc/^ and with all their learning they learn wisdom.
It were a good place, this, for an adult school on the same

principle. Every body here seems rational and happy. The
secret of which is, that every body does what every body likes,

witiiout endeavouring to compel any body else to do the same,
and say they like it too, whether or no. The consequence is,

that there is more coincidence from spontaneous sympathy than

ever can be produced, even in outward appearance, by arbitrary
control.

Very sweet is the truce from that everlasting strife of will

which is kept up in society. People feel here that ' there is

room enough in the world for thee and me,' as Uncle Tol>y said

when he opened the window for the blue-bottle fly to go out at.

Here we open the window for one another; instead of saying,
* You wish to walk, but I prefer sitting, and also prefer that you
should sit with me, so bide still, and be proper, and say, as you
ought, that you are not uncomfortable. You want to sing, do
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you ? let down the portcullis of your throat that the melody may
not escape till my request has furnished it with a passport;

meanwhile, declare you are grateful to me for reading to you
some book which you don't wish to hear.' This is all quite con-

trary to the principles on which the New Adult Pestalozzian

Kent and Surrey Union Education Company is to be established.

Read, if you like, sir; but, in spite of your
* due emphasis and

discretion,' I am off to court the cuckoo, or run a race with the

dog. I shall read myself, presently ;
under the tree yonder ;

it

does my lungs good, and my heart too
;
and then you may run if

you like.
' Allow me to hand you to the instrument.' . Not she,

indeed
; you never heard such singing after that sort of prologuing

and pantomiming. How it bubbles up from amongst the trees,

here and there, by fits and snatches, clear as the blackbird's

song, and varied as the nightingale's.
'

Now, that's what I call

melody ;
I do, indeed.' You are right, sir

;
more right than you

know of; for you did not see Purcell bending from above to

listen, nor hear him ask Shakspeare what he had sent Ariel down
for.

Away! whither? not now to the churchyard, though that is a

place for sunset, a beautiful and touching place at sunset. What
a light and gay, an airy and joyous looking fringe of trees and
shrubs it has

;
the delicate lilac, and the glaring laburnum, and

the pale guelder rose
;
and how the rays of the sun, as he gives

them his last blithe blink and smile from the summit of the hill,

get entangled among the leaves and boughs and pendent blos-

soms, and linger and sparkle there ; and how the birds all carol

above, and the grasshoppers chirp below
;
and in the ' centre of the

glittering ring
'

stands that huge and ancient yew, overshadowino-

the graves with its broad, dark, massy foliage, the branches spread
out as the wings of Azrael, and its vast, hollow, mouldering trunk

standing as if in the strength of some mysterious, anti-vital prin-

ciple, a solemn image of death in the midst of life. That is a

shade to sleep under, soundly and peacefully. But not thither

now
;

this way ; here, along the common,
'

grassy, wild, and bare,

Wide, wild, and open to the air.*

Turn not this way towards the bridge that swings aloft over the

deep lane, like the back scene of a melo-drama when the cata-

strophe is coming ; nor that way towards where the hill makes a

bold, steep, semicircular promontory, where you stand, as on the

qnarter-deck of a gigantic ship, and look down on the wide ocean-

valley sending up a mimic ripple from its wavy woods: but hold

on, on, till the surface begins to break, toss, and tumble about,

and the path narrows and winds round the side of the hill, and

you are in Scotland, are you not ?—for this is fairly a pass ;

not Killiecrankie or Glenco, indeed
; any more than we are
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Dundee or Ossian ;
but it is a beautiful little ravine, and looks

the portal to scenery which the warrior should never tread, but

which the poet were no poet not to seek. Yon fir grove hymns
our entrance. Fragrant firs; the beech and the fir in masses are

ever fragrant. But how varied is the music of trees. They are

all yEolian harps^ but differently strung and tuned. These sound

a solemn anthem. They are the organ of the woods, and their

cadence is deep, mellow, sustained, sometimes pealing forth with

grand choral swell, and then subsiding into low but rich modula-

tions. Was not such the worship) of the lofty cedars, when of

old on Lebanon they praised the Lord ? The path goes winding
on into the ravine, a new pair of contrasted pictures at every

step, the wooded and the grassy bank, striving, in beauteous, har-

monious rivalry. Here rest, on this rich, soft, elastic couch of

cup-moss, and look down the declivity. What fairy magic has

etherealized the dancing leaves of those large beech trees? What

exquisitely delicate creatures of the element they seem, their ten-

der green fluttering in the purest and most attenuated halo of

light that ever mortal eye beheld. There is water below, though
hidden from us here

; broad, placid, limpid water; and the light

of the setting sun is on it; and the branches overhang it, and the

water reflects up the mildradiance on those young, trembling, rest-

less leaves. A trick of nature
; she delights to treat her loving

children with all kinds of ex[)eriments on loveliness. Those who
will see beauty she surrounds with superfluity of beauty. The
sun is sinking lower, and our path is at the bottom of the ravine,

by the water's edge. How fast the trees gloom ;
their thick trunks

are dark
; they are black. But look up to the trees above—their

trunks are burnished and radiant gold. Their foliage is glittering
and blazing, like that of the magic garden of an oriental enchantress.

And look across to the opposite side of the ravine. On the lofty
brow of that smooth, grassy, gently shelving bank, the sun-light has

laid itself down, and sleeps and dreams, like Tennyson's lotos eater,

and seems as it would rest and sleep eternally. Another change; and
no wonder, for this strange old building on the river has a caba-

listic look
;
the broad full stream, (the infant Medvvay, is it not?

don't be sure
;

I am not precise in my topographies and potamo-
logy ;

the child may be a changeling ;) the broad full stream is

sunk down, down to the very bottom of two steep deep banks, and
there it murmurs along, unseen

;
as all things else are now un-

seen, for we are in a close alley o( the darkest hollies, and large
as they are dark, rustling their unchanging and spiky leaves in

concord with the low but more living sound of the flowing brook-

let. It is unearthly music. This portion of the walk may be

reckoned the region of" northern su])erstition, as the last was of

Arabian magic and fairyland, bordering, by its oriental character,
on the locality of the Syrian and sacred chant that consecrated
our entrance on these successive scenes of enchantment. And
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now we emerge from the holly shade, to receive from the genius
of classical mythology a brief and bright farewell. The sight is

dazzling. There is the day-god's blazing car, and his fiery-footed
steeds on the gallop. In their mad speed they are dashing huge
masses of light and flame all over the horizon. The river here is

wide and still as a lake. What strange splendours are in that

mirror. How distinct, yet how idealized is ever)' reflection on its

surface. There, from the trees in shade are, cold, graceful, fan-

tastic, the pillars of the quiet grotto of the water-god. And there,
from the intervals of the opposite trees, behind which the sun is

descending, are the flaming columns of Apollo's own palace.

Regia Soils erat sublimibus alta columnae,
Clara micante auro flaramasque imitante pyropo.'

The gorgeous show is over
;

it fades away ;
and twilight in her

'gown of sober grev,' bids us also depart in peace. Sweet twi-

light, sweet alike on this gentle park-land, and on the wild com-
mon which now we enter, through an avenue of gorse which may
be called majestical. The bushes are six feet high, and covered

over with blossoms which this dim light touches with a peculiar
softness. It is a welcome sight to eyes that ache with splendour
and variety. One knows how the Vizier in the story must have

felt, when he stole away from the court, in the dusk of even-

ing, to look on the shepherd garb and crook which belonged to

his boyhood. It were foolish to despise the gorse. Linnaeus

never saw it till he came to England ;
and the first furze field he

came to so touched his feelings, that he kneeled down and blessed

heaven for so beautiful a sight. The emotion was worthy of the

great interpreter of nature. What would he have said to this?

If like some fanatics that I know, he had estimated worship in

proportion to its length, and fitted his devotions to the occasion

by the rule of three direct, he would have recited the hundred
and nineteenth Psalm at least, or the Book of Common Prayer
entire. But Linnaeus was a philosopher, and all the better Chris-

tian
;

his worship was gratitude, brevity of expression best suiting
the intensity of feeling.
Tea may be taken any where, or when, that any body pleases

who can get it
;

I prefer it, after such a walk, within reach, with-

out a walk, of that moonlit wood and valley. Just get within

its shelter, a few steps down the declivity, and the air is balmy
even for an invalid. Pleasant alternative, of looking at the moon-

light through the foliage, or at the valley through the moonlight.
And there is a single nightingale piping at intervals, that one note

of call, which, after a few repetitions, goes ofl'in a brief and rapid
trill, as one said, so distinctly like ' Come—come—come—here he
is!' And true is the interpretation, for there he is, and a joyous
burst of song ;

and the melody spreads ;

'

another, and another,
and another

;' and it gushes up, like a hundred fountains of music.
No. 78. 2 H
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here and there and every where, playing in the air with their fan-

tastic jets, till the sweet sound pervades the atmosphere, dews the

trees, and seems to fall on us like summer rain-drops.
And next morning, broad white waves of mist were over all

that vast valley ;
the distant hills were based on its curling clouds.

Yet we could not part so, the scene and I
;
and here and there

the veil was gently raised
;
and then it closed again, and the va-

pours were thickening, and rolling, and in commotion ;
and I

heard the voice of stern Necessity, who rose up with a black cap
on his head, and said,

^ The law is that you return to the place
from whence you came ;' and I felt very much disposed to make
the reply of the prisoner at the bar,

* My lord, if I do Til be

hanged.'

Summary of Principles illustrated by this Locality.

Firstf that if the reader cannot see that it proves any thing, he

has something yet to learn. ' There are more things in heaven

and earth than are dreamed of in his philosophy ;' Argal, he

would be a greater philosopher if he had more dreams.

Second, that truth, the jewel of the soul, is many-sided at the

surface, though single-centred. Paradoxes and contradictions

may yet be all truths, and the simplest truths may be falsehoods.

Minds are prisms. We should be thankful for every contribution

towards a spiritual theory of light and colours.

Third, that the primary are more satisfactory than the second-

ary. A sense of beauty, in a high degree, may be produced by
the simplest elements and combinations. The scenery above de-

scribed has not a single historical association. It has not even tf

single prominent picturesque natural object.

Fourth, that, notwithstanding the conquest of England by the

Normans
;
the extinction of the Plantagenet, Tudor, and Stuart

Dynasties; the discovery and independence of the Americas;
the French Revolution, and the passing of the Reform Bill,

Oberon and Titania yet reign in Fairy land, as they did in the days
of Charlemagne, although many respectable and generally well-

informed persons are not aware of the fact.

ON THE CONDUCT OF THE POLICE AT THE LATE MEETING.

Blood has once more been shed in civil strife, and many human

beings have been brutalized, by the stirring up of evil passions;
and for all this the peoj)le of England are indebted to the imbecility
or the dishonest y)ractices of the Whigs, who have evinced no power,
save that of turning good to evil, and of bringing into disrepute
all who are connected with them. It is scarcely possible to restrain

the feelings of indignation, and to reason calmly on their conduct,
while we think of the mass of evil to which they have given birth,
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and which nothing they can do, in the course of their short-lived

future political existence, can alleviate. The occurrences which
have taken place at the * National Convention' of Spa Fields,

almost induce the suspicion, that the matter had been connived at

by the Government, with a view to get up a ' reaction' against the

assessed-tax resisters, after the fashion of Louis Philippe. The
transaction is almost a second edition of the Manchester massacre,
with the difference that the agents were the police force, and the

instruments, bludgeons, instead of master tradesmen setting upon
their poor workmen with drawn swords. But in both cases, the

circumstances have been alike. The avenues to the place of

meeting were carefully blocked up to prevent escape, and a brutal

and wanton attack was made upon defenceless people. Many
attempts have been made to set the middle classes at variance

with their poorer brethren, by the proposition of a National Guard
for the protection of '

property,' but hitherto without success, and
the Times has seized the present opportunity, once more to revive

it, but it has cried ' Wolf!' too often, and it is suffering the fate of

most violators of truth, in earning only contempt, which is daily
more widely extending. Whenever it now puts forth an opinion,

people are in the habit of looking round to ascertain what sinister

interest it wishes to serve, or at best which party it considers

strongest. As for giving it any credit for honesty or magnanimity,
that is wholly out of the question. At the period of the Manchester

massacre, it turned round equally ready to take part with either

side, the oppressors or the oppressed, and it was decided to the

latter as soon as it found the tide of public opinion setting strongly
in their favour. Those who have watched it on the present occa-

sion, have remarked the indecision of its tone, the careful putting
forth of two separate reports in the first instance, the malignant
endeavours to misrepresent the injured, under the specious sem-
blance of perfect fairness, and the constant indications of a dispo-
sition to side with the ruling power if possible, unless the current

should be too strong against it. And such is the instrument,
which the ' Taxes on Knowledge' help to maintain, as a specious

organ of public opinion.
As a political matter, this ' National Convention,' on which the

Times lays so much stress, was more contemptible than the famous

plan of the Watsons to take the Tower, by dint of making speeches
to the sentinel on duty. Scarcely any one had heard of it, pre-
vious to the coming forth of the Proclamation, with the usual quan-
tity of bad grammar furnished by the government offices on such

occasions, and many of the proclamation bills were only posted on
the evening previous to the meeting ; nay, one of the jurors on the

coroner's inquest gave evidence, that many were posted after the

meeting was over. Was not this an evidence of sinister design on
the part of those in power? Seventeen hundred policemen were

placed in ambush near the spot, the crowd was allowed to assem-
2 H2
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ble, and then, the avenues being blocked up, a most brutal assault

was made upon the people, not merely upon those who attended

the meeting for the purpose of taking part in the proceedings, but

upon strangers and passengers, who had casually approached the

spot. There was not merely a wish to disperse the crowd, but a

ferocious determination to maltreat them. In former days, when
a furious riot was raging in London, Chief Justice Holt dispersed
the crowd by a simple harangue, only promising to see justice
done upon the objects of public hatred. In the present case.

Colonel Rowan and Mr. Mayne, the directors of the police, skulked

in the neighbouring buildings with military officers in their com-

pany, while their subordinates were sent forth with staves to work
their unrestrained will, as though it were intended to get up a riot,

for the purpose of an excuse in bringing forth the soldiery to make
a slaughter of the populace. There was nothing in the meeting of

a disorderly character. Illegal it might be, but if so it might fairly

be presumed that most of those present were not aware of the fact.

Had Colonel Rowan gone upon the ground at the head of a few

of his men, and harangued the meeting, it is probable that the crowd
would quietly have dispersed. That there was nothing very des-

perate in their intentions, might have readily been gleaned from one
of the orators talking about his wife and children, and their means
of maintenance, should he get into trojuble. Men do not think of

wives and children when seriously bent on mischief But the

policemen were most blamably left to themselves, some of them

probably in liquor, and they forthwith enacted a scene of the most

disgusting brutality. The people are not stocks and stones, and
such of them as could, resisted. The attack was wanton, retreat

was cut ofl", and innocent passengers were threatened, with not

merely broken limbs, but with what is still more painful to the

generous mind, the degradation of blows from hireling staves.

Such an injury might have made a dumb man speak, might have

changed a benevolent man into a homicide; such an injury would
have stirred the blood of a slave, how much more then that of a

freeman ! Whoever could submit to it unresistingly, would be

unworthy the name and attributes of a free citizen of the com-

munity. Not so much the pain inflicted on the body as the

quick consciousness of the degradation inflicted on the mind,
would be the result, with every man whose reasoning or thinking

powers were above those of a brute. It would be better far to

perish ;
it would be better far to live in a state of utter

anarchy than to live in a country where such things were done
and submitted to, under the name and sanction of law. Quiet
submission to such things, would argue a state of moral degrada-
tion, from which there could spring up no hope ;

but from this de-

gradation we are at present rescued, by the verdict of a jury, of as

noble a character as is to be found in the pages of English history.
1 am in no way upholding the propriety of breaking down the bar-
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riers of law on the part of the people, but as little can I agree,
that the agents of the law should take into their own hands the

gratification of private malice, under the pretext of putting the

law in force. The latter is an evil of much greater extent than

the former, for it tends to weaken the confidence of all men in the

equality of the law, which can be the only true support of its in-

fluence, and leads them to regard it merely as an engine of oppres-
sion, for the use of those in power. The meeting might be illegal,

but the suppression of it was performed in a mode quite as illegal,

by the paid agents of the law. On scarcely any occasion of dispute
between the people and the Government, has there been brought
forward such a mass of evidence, all tending to set forth the dis-

graceful conduct of the latter. Whenever the friends of

democracy shall in future be taunted with the Bristol riots, with

which they had nothing to do,—they may reply to it by referring
to the ' National Convention.' A body of thieves and uneducated

men performed the Bristol atrocities', a body of trained police,
commanded by those who assume to be of the refined classes of

the community, performed the atrocities of Spa Fields.

The conduct of the Coroner on the inquest upon the slain police-
man, was anything but that of an upright judge. Throughout the

whole business, he appeared to consider himself as a Government

agent, pressing for a conviction for a political object, rather than an
unbiassed seeker after truth. It would seem that he is an old,

an ignorant, and a prejudiced man, thoroughly imbued with the

antique Tory principle of taking the cue on all occasions from the

people in power, and acting upon it, without further consideration.

All the evidence which was brought forward, was directly against
the police; yet he obstinately shut his ears, with a one-sidedness

most remarkable; took every opportunity to impress the jury
with his feelings, in contradiction to the evidence, and repeatedly

grossly insulted them by his remarks. Have the Whigs lost all

outward decency of conduct? Are they driven so to despair,
are they bent upon madly heaping obloquy upon their own beads,
that they can countenance such things? A Coroner's inquest

may, to many, seem a tritling matter; but in this case, it has

been pregnant with consequences, whose ultimate result no man
can foresee ;

but either great good or great evil must come of it. It

may be, that the verdict will induce thieves and vagabonds to

murder policemen ;
but it will, at all events, teach the police, and

their employers, that Englishmen must not be wantonly degraded
by blows, under the pretext of law. Be it as it may, the jury
have done their duty nobly; and have, by their excellent verdict,
alike marked their disa[)probation of all brutality, whether per-
formed by the opponents of the law, or the agents of the law.

They have done more : they have read a lesson to the Government,
which, although it may have little weight with the imbecile or

dishonest men composing it, will go forth amongst the community,
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and draw their attention more closely to the paramount necessity
there exists, that those who hold the supreme power, should also

hold the supreme wisdom of the nation. How wretched must be
the state of public affairs, when the rulers, on the most momentous
occasions, betray the most deplorable ignorance, and those over

whom they rule are obliged publicly to reprimand them. I pro-
ceed to remark upon the evidence, which, on the popular side,
was most conclusive, notwithstanding the evident attempts at

subornation of perjury, got up on the side of Government. The

jury were, by the conduct of the Coroner, placed in a most

painful situation. There was, on his part, and on the part of

those about him, a disposition to keep back such evidence as

made against the Government and their agents. For the sake of

compassing the ends of justice, and for the purpose of eliciting

truth, the jury were therefore obliged to throw themselves into the

opposite scale, and ap{)ear as the champions of the popular cause.

It was an unseemly condition for honest men to be placed in
;

but their stern and noble resolution to weigh all that was brought
before them, and to adhere only to truth, has rescued them from
the obloquy which designing knaves were ready to heap upon
them. It is a glorious cause of triumph for the nation to think,

that, though the rulers for the time being may be weak or

wicked, men of sound judgment and virtuous integrity are still

to be found amongst the humbler citizens, even when taken at

random, as Avas the case with this Coroner's jury.
One of the principal witnesses was a Mr. Courtney, a reporter

to the Courier newspaper. As the Courier has never been accused

of a tendency to '
low, radicalism/ there can be no reason for

supposing that one of its agents would feel inclined to overcolour

his evidence in favour of what is called the * mob.' Had the

witness been a reporter for one of the more radical journals, there

Avould perha[)s have been some attempt made to throw discredit

upon his evidence; but there can be no doubt of its accuracy,
and it is damnatory.

' The i)olice blocked up every passage.
The crowd had given way in all directions, and the remainder of

the division commenced striking men, Avomen, and children,

without distinction, and without mercy.' One would suj)pose this

evidence to be sufficient; but that of Major AV. L. L. F. De Roos,
who came forward with the design of making out as good a case

as he could for (he police, corroborated it in a remarkable manner
on his cross-examination. This man was a willing witness for the

assaulters, and an unwilling one for the assaulted, therefore his

evidence is of high iiiijjortance. All that he admitted in favour

of the })eo[)le was forced from him. It seems that he skulked in

plain clothes by the side of Colonel Rowan, and looked out at the

windows of a building upon the scene, watching for an oppor-

tunity to send for the trooj)s and let them loose Uj)on the peo[)le.

To the Coroner's inquest he went ju-ovided with one of Colonel
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Macerone's books upon foot lances, a kind ofweapon which seems

to have thrown many of the gentlemen soldiers into sad alarm,

and he was anxious to prove that the banner staves of the ' Na-
tional Convention' were synonymous with the aforesaid lances.

But his eagerness defeated itself, and he proved too much for

the satisfaction of the jury. The cross-examination by the hard-

headed tradesmen forced the insolent soldier to break down in his

evidence, and to acknowledge that he only saw ' a part of a lance.*

The remark of the juror when the Major wished to make out that
* a staff without a head was nevertheless a lance,' bore rather hard

upon him. 'You might as well say that a man without a head

was still a man.' Anxious as he was to make out a case against
the people, he was obliged to acknowledge that * he did not see a

single hand raised, and only some twenty stones thrown.*" It is

not possible to avoid expressions of disgust at the conduct of this

man, whose evidence would seem to have been given with a desire

to gain promotion by it. There seems to have been a total ab-

sence of all feelings of justice or humanity in him; he spoke like

a coarse and callous soldier, reckless of every thing except the

gaining his ends by accomplishing a triumph over the people.
The jury saw through his design, and put him upon the rack

by their questions. The insolent aristocrat of the Hardinge
school writhed under the punishment inflicted by men incom-

parably beyond himself in the attributes of mind, and upon whom
he had been accustomed to vent his patrician scorn^, on account
of their humble though useful occupations. He will scarcely

again attempt a like task.

After him, came one of the officers of the 1st regiment of Life

Guards, serving under his command especially, and present with
him in the building from whence he surveyed the scene,—Thomas
Middleton Biddulph. That officer positively swore, *I did not

see the crowd do any thing that was illegal, unless their assem-

bling there was unlawful. I did not see the people make any
resistance to the poUce.' Doubtless Major De Roos calls himself,
and is considered by his clique as a 'person of honour;' but,

perhaps it is held no dishonour to misrepresent plebeians, though
I scarce see how he can avoid calling out Captain Biddulph for

thus giving him the lie direct by his evidence.

William Henry Goore, a solicitor of Worcestershire, may be

supposed to be a respectable and unprejudiced man, the latter

more especially, as he was a stranger, and he testified as follows :— '
I do, upon my oath, say that if the police had not interfered,

there would have been no disturbance. I never saw a more
brutal or more ferocious attack than was made by the police upon
the people. Had I possessed a weapon, I should have felt myself
justified in using it, and when I saw how those fellows behaved, I

would, if I could, have cut their heads off.' Lawyers are not

generally men much disposed to meddle with other weapons than
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legal instruments, and, therefore, we may fairly suppose that the
conduct of the police must have been brutal in the extreme, to

draw forth such energetic expressions. But let the Whig agents
have tlie full benefit of their evidence. John JefFery, a cabinet-

maker, testified that the orator who was so careful about his wife

and children,
'

harangued the people in language calculated to

excite the worst passions of such an indiscriminate assembly.'
This language, upon cross-examination, turned out to be,

* I

thank the Government for having published the meeting, and
exhort you to be peaceable. The orator said be peaceable, for

the spies of Government are about you ;
be peaceable, but firm.'

But the principal coadjutor of Major de Roos, the person who
swore hardest, though as it would seem without gaining credit, was

Mary Hamilton, servant at the Magpie and Stump, Fetter Lane.
So barefaced was it, that one of the jurors immediately declared

in answer to some improper remark of the Coroner,
' If 1 must

speak my mind, I don't believe one iota of what she has stated.'

The only other positive evidence was that of a little girl, some
thirteen years of age, and the remarks of the Foreman on her

are quite conclusive. ' We are all of opinion that if the police
had acted with moderation, the deceased would not have been
stabbed. The woman who swears otherwise we do not believe.

It is })lain she was tutored, and the little girl who was brought up
to tell us that she saw the stab given, young and ignorant as she

was, was still artful enough to keej) back the important fact, that

the man who stabbed the policeman was violently assaulted first,

as she acknowledged when I pressed her on cross-examination.""

The officers of the army should certainly congratulate Major
de Roos, qua're Ruse, on the worthy colleagues he has fallen in

with, iu his capacity of a Government witness. ' Ye shall know
him by the company he keeps' is an ancient and true proverb. I

should here mention, that these extracts from the evidence are

taken from the report of the Times, which will not be supposed
too favourable to the side of the people. The following is the

verdict of the jury :
—

' We find a verdict of Jusiijiahle Homicide on these grounds :
—that

no Riot Act was read, nor any proclamation advising tlie people to dis-

perse ;
that the Govenniient did not take the proper precautions to

prevent the meeting from assembling, and that the conduct of the

police was ferocious, brutal, and unprovoked l)y the people ; and we
moreover exj)ress our anxious hope that the Government will in

future take better precautions to prevent the recurrence of such dis-

graceful transactions in this metropolis.'

Let it not be forgotten, tiuit this dignified, just, and manly
verdict was given, by seventeen of the ordinary tradesmen of the

mt'lropolis, whom it is the fashion to look down upon, and to

regard as unfitted to hold any situation of responsible power.
There is much hope for England, even though the Whigs should
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retire in dudgeon, as long as there is reason to believe that a

large portion of the population of our great towns is composed of

men like these. They truckled not to the ruling power, neither

have they in any way sanctioned brutality on the part of the

populace. The conduct of the Foreman* was noble, sensible, and

manly throughout, and he will not be lightly forgotten by a grate-
ful nation. The calm and dignified mode in which he put down
the insolent, intrusive, and false-shuffling Mr. Gude, the friend of

the Coroner, must have been most impressive. We owe him
more than thanks, we owe him deep gratitude for the example he
has set. The drivelling anxiety of the Coroner to secure a
verdict that might be agreeable to the Government, was some-
what remarkable, as well as the pertinacity with which he clung
to his point; but as remarkable was the plain and simple elo-

quence of the Foreman in his reply, when the Coroner proposed
to strike out a portion of the verdict.

' Before God and our country, on our solemn oaths, we have

given the subject all the consideration in our power; and that paper,
which I have handed to you, contains the judgment in which we are

unanimously agreed. If you strike out any part of that, it is not our
verdict. If you will not take our verdict, the sooner you dismiss us
the better. We are fatigued to exhaustion ; we have done our duty
laboriously and faithfully ; and our country can expect no more from
us. If proper measures had been taken, either by reading the Riot

Act, or a proclamation, or any other means, we would not bring in a
verdict to justify the homicide. Therefore, to let this verdict go
abroad alone, would be very dangerous ; and it might be thought
that we justified the stabbing a policeman who was legally employed.
We have as strong an impression of the importance of our duty as any
men can have, and we have agreed to that verdict, and we will agree
to none other. We are all of us men who have families, and some
stake in the country. Indeed, I think there is none of us but has some
little property. We all of us are of one opinion about the impropriety
of that meeting, and we are far from liking mob meetings. If the

police had acted with propriety, we would all of us have turned out to

assist and protect them at any risk. The Government certainly pre-

pared means of dispersing the meeting, but how were those means

employed ? We blame the Government and the police, because they
made no attempt to prevent the meeting. One hundred men upon
the ground in the morning, or the expostulation of a magistrate,
would, in our opinion, have prevented any meeting. In the name of

my brother jurors, I have to repeat, that we have considered our

verdict, and that it is the only one in which, upon the evidence, we
should feel ourselves justified. It has been proved in evidence that

the conduct of the police was brutal and ferocious, and that of the

people was peaceable. We will say no more, Sir
; record our verdict,

or dismiss us. We have told you, Sir, we will not alter a letter. In

regard to our oaths, and our duty to our God, our country, and our

king, we can give no other verdict. Let us not pass any more time

.^

* Samuel Stoctton, Cromer Street, baker. •
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in this trifling contention, as we have nearly passed two hours. We
have fasted since ten o'clock this morning, and we protest against this

treatment. If you will not have our verdict, please yourself, as you
have the power. Dismiss us, and procure an abler jury; and let God
and our country decide between us.'

To this the Coroner replied,
'

Gentlemen, I consider your verdict disgraceful to you, but I

thank you for your great attention to the case.'

It is to be hoped that the time will arrive, when public opinion
will act as a restraint to prevent judges from thus insulting honest

men, who have conscientiously done their duty. I have been

thus minute in recounting the proceedings on the inquest, because

an im[)ression has gone forth that the jury were actuated by the

feelings of political partisans, in giving such a verdict. Those

who read this statement, copied from the Times' report, will

doubtless do them justice, and unite in a feeling of pride that

such men are to be found amongst the humbler classes of Eng-
lishmen. Those who may think that I have reviewed the con-

duct of the Coroner too harshly, will do well to turn to that part
of the report which describes Mr. Alexander, one of the jurymen,
as asking

' whether the Secretary of State was justified in send-

ing 1700 policemen amongst a peaceable crowd?' To this the

Coroner made answer,
• There were not so many.' Mr. Alexan-

der then reminded him that the fact had been proved by wit-

nesses
;
on which he rejoined, in a tone of the most intemperate

vulgarity,
' So much the better

; they were an unlawful assembly.'
This surely requires no comment.
The great argument which the partisans of tlie Whigs use in

their defence is,
' the meeting was illegal.' But this is shirking

the true question at issue. Illegal meetings of one kind or ano-

ther take place every day, and many other things are doubtless

illegal under the operation of the Castlereagh
' Six Acts.' The

question at issue is, whether the meeting was of sufficient import-
ance to render it necessary to put it down by force, such as was

resorted to, and whether it was put down in a mode as little as

l)Ossible calculated to irritate ignorant people .'* Now it has been

proved in evidence, that the meeting was utterly contemptible,
both in its composition and objects ; that it was rather a matter

for laughter than serious notice
;
that it is most [)robable, that had

Colonel Rowan or Mr. Mayrie gone forward, calmly to expostu-
late with the leaders, the whole crowd would (piietly have dis-

persed. This they failed to do
;
but in lieu thereof despatched

their brutal attendants, with delegated authority ;
and the long-

standing ill-feeling which has existed between the police and the

populace has now been heightened, possibly to a state of mortal

anti()athy on both sides. This is a grievous evil. The police

have, from their first establishment, been regarded by the people
as a species of (iovernment spies, and, therefore, though incom-

parably the most efficient, and least mischievous, body of men
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CTer yet employed in the capacity in which they serve, they have

been far more odious to the people than even the old police force,

whose character, as a body, was utterly disgraceful. Under these

circumstances, it would have been the part of a wise Government
to soothe, by every means in their power, the angry feelings of

the more ignorant amongst the populace, and even to pass un-

heeded a few puppet-show exhibition meetings, got up by the pom-
pous ignorance of vain men, who were anxious to make speeches,
rather than to excite a collision between the people and the police.

But the Whigs, with their usual blundering imbecility and cow-

ardice, scared out of their small wits at the pompous sound of
* National Convention,' have caused their stents to set law,

justice, and humanity alike at defiance. They have converted the

servants of the law into licensed ruffians, and they have thus in-

fused into the bosoms of the injured, a ferocious spirit which will

seek the opportunity of future revenge. The Whigs have them-
selves alone to thank, that ever a * National Convention' was

thought of, or talked of. They have paltered with the people,

they have shown themselves forth as promise-breakers ; they have
mocked at the wants of the people, and done all in their power to

irritate them. It is no marvel, that under such circumstances,

designing or inflated men should take advantage of their more

ignorant neighbours, to incite them to a breach of the law. Had
the Whigs been men of even moderate intelligence, they would
have seen, that under the circumstances, even their temporary in-

terest was concerned in preserving quietude by conciliation. But

they have only understood the argument of the bully
—brute

force; and as itisanother evidence of their incapacity for thinking,
so will it be another argument for removing them as quickly as

possible from situations for which they are unfitted. The time is

passed for them to hope for the love and aflbction of the people ;

they have no power wherewith to operate upon the fears of the

people ;
and all they can expect to reap, is contempt. They

exist as a Government, only till men's minds shall be made up as

to what will be the best change to propose. In the mean time,
the best thing they could do to regain any credit even for good in-

tentions, would be to dismiss Colonel Rowan from the situation

he unworthily holds, and replace him by some popular man, who,

possessing a character for benevolence and justice, might impress
upon the people the necessity of submission to the laws, as much
by friendly remonstrance as by the display of power. Such a man
would make it his business to watch the characters of all the in-

dividuals belonging to the police force, and to weed it of the ruf-

fians whose ferocious habits tend to bring it into disrepute. It is

not to be supposed, that men of exactly philosophical habits, are

to be procured for twenty shillings per week, but out of our
abundant population sufficient men may be found, unitin» huma-
nity with courage, and none other ought to be employed. What
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Holt could do in a far more benighted age, might be done again
were similar men sought for. I know nothing of Colonel Rowan

personally, but it is just possible that he may have belonged to the

Irish police force. If so, he is not likely to be the best kind of

man to deal with an English crowd. That his proceedings are

far too summary, and that he is not inclined to take any personal
risk for the sake of a more humane execution of the law, has been

shown in the disgraceful instance which has just occurred. While
such men are employed, the English law and its administrators

will continue to be regarded with fear and abhorrence by the mass
of the population. When wise and efficient men shall be em-

ployed, the well-disposed will only find in the law an instrument

of protection, and they will respect it accordingly.
The Times, with its usual insidiousness, says,

' The jury could

not, either on the evidence or on their own declared admissions,

justify the slaughter of the unhappy policeman ;
and even had

the meeting been lawful, it would not have authorized the carry-

ing about the person of concealed weapons.' This is an assump-
tion for the purpose of giving an assassin-like character to those

who attended the meeting. It is of a piece with the attempt of

Major De ]?oos to swear that a wooden staff was a lance, be-

cause it might be made into a lance. In the first place, there is

as yet no proof what weapon the policeman was killed with.

Some said it was a dagger, and some a butcher's steel. The

greatest probability, in the absence of evidence, is, that it was a

sword-cane. This the Times would call a ' concealed wea{)on.'
Did the editor himself never use such a ' concealed weapon ?' Do
not large numbers of '

respectable' people walk along the streets

at noon-day with such ' concealed weapons ?' Are they not pub-

licly exposed in numerous shops, and sold by Jews in the streets?

But perhaps the editor thinks the crime to consist in the fact of a

mechanic, one of the *mob,"' going to a meeting with one. What
is good for the parson is not good for the parish. The squire may
carry bis gun, but the peasant must be debarred from it. The
'

gentleman' may carry his sword-stick, but the base mechanic

cannot be intrusted with it, for fear he should make use of it

when the bludgeon of the policeman is about to beat his brains

out. This logic may suit the Whigs, but verily it will not pass
current with the mechanics, whose heads begin to be as hard as

their hands. The fact cannot be disguised, that a meeting of

unarmed and [)eaceable men has been dispersed with brutal and

unnecessary ferocity, that a scene of Irish police ruilianism has

been enacted, and the probability is, that when ignorant men
attend future meetings, it will be with weapons in their hands.

For the sake of the community, let the AVhigs beware how they
countenance further irritation. 'J'he fire that consumed Rome
was

originally but a spark. The AVhigs have earned contempt,
let them not fan it into hatred. The hearts of good men shudder
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when they think of the vast train of noischievous consequences
which may result from the undisguised display of the want of all

sympathy on the part of the rulers towards those over whom they
rule. The British people are not blood-thirsty, they are a generous
race, in many cases more generous than intelligent; they will lead

easily, and sometimes drive, when they have an indistinct idea

that the driving is for their own benefit; but rouse them once to

the lion mood, and they will effect in a short space of time a more

lasting change in the method of rule, than English history can

yet boast of. Whigs ! Whigs ! ye have by your imbecile coun-

cils caused the death of one man, and the brutalizing of many.
Be satisfied, and take counsel of fear. Do not force the nation

into overt resistance of tyranny 1 Remember that the same power
which swept away the Tories, can sweep ye away in turn, and that

if it is not done^ it is from the indisposition which every good man
feels to risk the chance, the possibility of confusion. A few more
such acts as the last, and the penalty of forbearance will be greater
than the penalty of confusion.

Junius Redivivus.

May 23, 1833.
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Practical Gardening, clear, simple, and concise, for the use of all

Classes. By Martin Doyle. Is. 6d.

Extracts from the Information received by His Majesty's Com-
missioners, as to the Administration and Operation of the Poor Laws.
Published by authority. 4s.

An Address to the Nation on real Church Reform. By J. Livesey.
Preston.

The Black Death in the Fourteenth Century, from the German of

Dr. Hecker. By Dr. Babington. London, Schloss.

Three Months in Jamaica, in 1832. By Henry Whiteley. Hatchard.

The Young Cricketer's Tutor ;
to which is added. The Cricketers of

My Time. By JohnNyren. Collected and Edited by Charles Cowden
Clarke.

Proposals for the Encouragement of Emigrants as Tenants to the

Van Diemen's Land Company. Is.

The Naturalist's Library. Ornithology. Vol. I. Humming Birds.

By Sir William Jardine, Bart. F. R. S. E., F. L. S., &c. 6s. (1.)

(1.) A most beautiful and cheap little book. It contains, besides a frontis-

piece portrait of Linnaeus and vignette of a fairy nest, thirty-four exquisite
coloured en^aving-s of different species of the Humming Bird, as little as life,

and almost as lovelv.
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Graduated Scale for a Property Tax. Dean and Munday.

A Letter to Earl Grey, suggesting reasons for his Lordship's deferring
his Plan of Church Reform until the Public Mind has been more fully

expressed in respect of our Established Church confounding the

Doctrines of Heathenism with Christ's Religion. By Nil Scribens

Ipse. Bird, Cardiff; Longman, London,

History of the French Revolution, from 1789 to 1795. By
A. Alison. II. lOs.

The Testimony of Nature and Revelation to the Being, Perfections,
and Government of God. By the Rev. H. Fergus. 7s. 6d.

Travels of an Irish Gentleman in search of a Religion. With Noles
and Illustrations, by the Editor of Captain Rock's Memoirs. 2 vols.

Longman.

The Tyrol, with a Glance at Bavaria. By H. D. Inglis. Whittaker.

The Puritan's Grave, by the xVuthor of ' The Usurer's Daughter.'
3 vols. Saunders and Otley.

The Adventurer, or London University INIagazine. No. 1, for May.
Is. 6d.

The Grounds of Dissent from the Church of England not materially
diminished by the present prospects of Church Reform. A Sermon.

By James Yates, M.A. Hunter.

A History of the Romish and English Hierarchies
;
with an exami-

nation of the assumptions, abuses, and intolerance of Episcopacy. By
James Abbott, A. B. (late Fellow Commoner) of Queen's College, Cam-

bridge. Second edition. 6.9. (2.)

The Evidences of Christianity. By W. E. Channing, D. D. Re-

printed, Glasgow. (3.)

History of Moral Science. By Robert Blakey. 2 vols. 21s. (4.)

The Christian Minister approving himself by his views, his labours,

antl his trials. A Sermon on the centenary of tlie birth of Dr. Priestley.

By J. Kentisli.

A Brief Narrative, proving the right of the late William Symington,
Civil Engineer, to be considered Uie Inventor of Steam Land Carriage

Locomotion, and also the Inventor and Introducer of Steam Naviga-
tion. By Robert Bowie. (5.)

(2.) Air. Al)1)ott inakca nnich more free with former writers than his ac-

knowlcilirmcnts would lead the reader to sii])pose, nor has he always accom-

iiiodatcd the ahstrartcd matter to present eircmustanccs.

(3.) See depository for February, p. 132, where we earnestly recom-
mended tills repuhiiration.

(4.) An useful hook. We purpose a review of it.

(5.) Wc have neither time nor space to go into the merits of this claim,
but it deserves attention, and should be discussed in our scientific journals.
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A Father's Present to his Son. By the Editor'of the Sacred Harp,
&c- Dublin, Wakeman.

On the Formation of the Christian Character. By 'Henry Ware,
Jun. Reprinted, Bristol, Browne and Reid.

The Life of the Saviour. Vol. I. of the (American) Sunday Library,

by H. Ware, Jun. Reprinted, London, Mardon. (6.)

True Stories from the History [of Ireland. By J. J. Mc Gregor.
Third Series. Curry, Dublin.

Twenty-four Tales of the English Church. 5s. (7.)

The School and Family ]Manual ; Vol. I. Conversations on Geo-

metry. Vol. II. Conversations on Arithmetic, Part I. 3^. each. (8.)

The German Reader. By A. Bernays, Ph. Dr. 55. (9.)

Considerations on Civil Establishments of Religion. By H. Heugb,
D. D. Glasgow.

The Lost Pocket Book. By the Author of the Rushbearing.
M. (10.)

Idle Curiosity ; or, the History of Susan Harper. 8d.

Manufactures in Metal. Vol.11. Iron and Steel. (Lardner's Cyclo-
paedia, Vol. XLII.)

The Wife. A Tale of Mantua. By Sheridan Knowles.

Considerations on the Law of Libel, as relating to Publications on
the subject of Religion. By John Search. (11.)

Sketch of the System of Education, Moral and Intellectual, in prac-
tice at the Schools of Bruce Castle, Tottenham, and Hazelwood, near

Birmingham. London, Baldwin.

(6.) Mr. "Ware's name is a sufficient recommendation, and the \rork is

written with his usual ability, and in his benignant spirit. If Mr. Mardon
proposes to reprint the whole of tlie series, he ought to have the support of
Book and Tract Societies.

(7.) Prettily done
;
but the writer venerates a Priest as Hume did a King.

(8.) Good assistance for either school or family instruction.

(9.) In the first part every word is accompanied by a literal interlinear

translation, continual references to the rules of grammar, and frequent notes,

explanatory of idiom or etymology. In the second part, a literal translation
is still given, but separate from the original; in the third, the student is sup-
posed not to need such assistance, the only aid, therefore, consists of notes
vvliich are continued through the whole book. There is no room now for com^

plaint as to the difficulty of acquiring the German language.
(10.) Judging by our own feelings, we should say that all who have read

the Rushbearing will read this: and all who read this will^ read the Rush-

bearing.
(11.) An acute expose of lawyer-made law, and of the

flexibility and
double-faceJness of its interpretation.
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Religious Opinions and Example of Milton, Locke, and Newton.
A Lecture, with Notes. By Rev. H. Acton. (12.)

Autl)eiitic Letters from Upper Canada. Edited by the Rev, T. Rad-
clitf. With Etchings by S. Lover. 6s. (13.)

The Political Unionist's Catechism : a Manual of Political Instruction

for the People. Addressed to the Working' Classes of Great Britain.

By Junius Redivivus. 6d. (14.)

An Address delivered to the Members of the Worcester Literary and

Scientific Institution. By Dr. Corbet, Vice-President of the Institu-

tion. (15.)

Characteristics of Goethe. From the German of Falk, Von Muller,

&c., with Notes, original and translated, illustrative of German Litera-

ture. By Sarah Austin. 3 vols. Wilson. (16.)

The Necessity and Importance of Free Inquiry, and the Right of

Private Judc;ment in matters of Religion. A Sermon. Wakefield.

A Vindication of a Loan of ^15,000,000 to the West India Planters.

By James Cropper.

(12.) The subject is becoming- rather trite; the mode of treating- it has

novelty and interest.

(13.) Very amusing-, and a g-ooJ deal of information. Is Bridg-ct Lacy
genuine and authentic ?

(14.) See page 421.

(15.) There is some sensible and spirited stuff in this address. Does Dr.

Corbet speak ex ojfid,) in the last page ? We cannot reconcile his talk there

of the
' National Whig- Party' with the general tone of the address, nor,

especially, with the exposure of the conduct of Ministers as to the taxes on

knowledge. His remarks on that subject, on the universities, on the absurdity
of restricting Mechanics' Institutes to physical science, on tlie importance of a

systenuvtic study of morality and j)olitical economy, and on the connexion of

the prosperity of such institutions as that which lie was addressing with the

popul;u" form of their management and the com|)rehensivencss of their plan,
arc excellent. A note reminds us of the opinion of Mr. Henry Brougham,
on the prol)ability of the Loiulon University ol>taining a charter, as expressed
in a s])eech at one of the early meetings of_tlie pro|)rietors.

'

l^id)lic opinion

(said the orator) will wrench such an instrument from tlie liands of the nutst

corrupt government in tlie world.' Will it?

(16.) We have received from the publisher tlic first and second volumes of

this work, now passing through tlie press, and hope soon to present our

readers with a review «)t' the whole not altogeilier miwortliy of the subject.
Besides disphiying her accustomed and unrivalled felicity in translating-, Mrs.

Austin has collected from various quarters notices of tlic most celebrated

modern writers of Germanv, and thus ])resentcd us with a most interesting- and

compreliensivc view of the literature of that country.

CORUKSPONDKNCE.
M. II. is intondiul for insertion.

K. II. must I'xceisc our proinisinfjj to insert any thing before we see it. We would
rathiT hear i'loin him on some topic inori^ ^eiu'rally interesting, and iiuconlroversially.
AVhenever a material error, in fact or argument, is pointed out to us, we ure ready to

correct it, IJnt rephes and rejoinders are usually unprofitable reading.
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ON PUBLIC OPINION AS SHOWN BY PETITIONS TO PARLIAMENT
DURING THE PRESENT SESSION.

In the Times newspaper of the 10th June, we find the substance

of the 22d Report of the Public Petition Committee, containing
an account of the petitions, with the number of signatures at-

tached to them, presented to the House of Commons, up to the

24th May last. The document is a curious and instructive one.

We have taken the trouble to classify the petitions according to

their objects, to note their order as to the number of signatures,
and to calculate the average of signatures to a petition, on each

topic. The latter is given in whole numbers, reckoning a frac-

tion as one when not less than the half. The results appear in

the following table :

** The figure prefixed to each topic indicates its rank according to the total number
of petitioners.

I. CONSTITUTIONAL REFORMS.
Petitions. Signatores.

11. Vote by Ballot 37 24.,646
20. Repeal of the Septennial Act 15 9,289
17. Repeal of Taxes on Knowledge 14 12,566

II. ECCLESIASTICAL REFORMS.
2. For the better Observance of the Sabbath 1061 261,706

26. Against Sir x\ndrew Agnew's Bill 20 2,794
6. For the Abolition of Lay Patronage in the

Church of Scotland. . .'. 132 6 1,871
23. Against the Irish Church Reform Bill... 98 6,707
34. From Roman Catholics, for relief from

the necessity of being married according
to the rites of the Established Church. . 4 520

13. From Protestant Dissenters, for the same 99 20,972
1 8. Against the New System of Education in

Ireland 12 1 1,082

III, LOCAL AND COPPORATION REFORMS,

28. Against the Volunteer Corps at Hudders-
field . 1 2,400

4. For Corporation Reform 116 70,517
24. For the Scotch Burghs Bill 24 4,657
37. Against the same 8 271

IV. HUMAMTT AND MORALITY.

8. For removing the Civil Disabilities of the

Jews 46 44,100
36. Against 3 134

1. For the Abolition of Slavery 4,603 1,209,355
35. Against immediate Abolition 1 391
15. For the repeal or alteration of the Beer Act 159 19,774
19. Against the same 11 10,9S8
22. For Mitigation of the Criminal Laws. ... 13 7,00J
No. 79. 2 I
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Petitions. Signatures.

30. Against the Factories Regulation Bill. . . . 18 2,087
3. For the same 88 ll2,863
9. In favour of the hand-loom Weavers.. . . 48 41,000

27. In favour of Poor Laws for Ireland 13 2,775
29. Against Spirit and Beer Shops 2 2,164

V. TAXATION.

12. Against Tithes in Ireland i . . 65 31,549
14. Against the Assessed Taxes j . . . . 45 19,783
16. Against the Corn Laws j 16 18,239
5. Against the House and Window Tax .... 104 64,597

10. Against the Malt Duty 70 33,236
25. Against the Soap Duty 35 4,466
31. For exempting Agricultural Property from

the Police rate 5 1,022
33. From Ship Owners, complaining of Distress 8 6^5
32. For an Increase of the Circulating Medium 4 735
21. Complaining of Distress 20 8,065
7. For a Reduction of Taxes 38 45,513

VI.

38. For the Impeachment of Ministers 1 1

In addition to the information contained in the above Table, it

may be observed that the first twelve topics in the order of the

number of petitions presented are, 1. The Abolition of Slavery;
2. For the better Observance of the Sabbath

;
3. For repeal or

alteration of the Beer Act; 4. For the Abolition of Lay Patronage
in the Church of Scotland

;
5. For Corporation Reform

;
6.

Against the House and Window Tax
; 7. By Protestant Dissen-

ters for relief from the Marriage Ceremony of the Established

Church; 8. Against the Irish Church Reform Billj 9. For the

Factories Regulation Bill; 10. Against the Malt Duty; 11.

Against Tithes in Ireland
;

12. From the hand-loom Weavers.
The first twelve, in the order of the average number of signa-

tures to each petition, are the following: 1. For the Factories

Regulation Bill
;

2. For Reduction of Taxation
;

3. Against the

Corn Laws
;

4. Against repeal or alteration of the Beer Act
;

5. For removing the Civil Disabilities of the Jews
;

G, Against
the New System of Education in Ireland; 7. Against the Taxes
on Knowledge; 8. From the hand-loom Weavers; 9, For Vote

by Ballot; 10. Against the House and Window Tax
;

11. For
the repeal of the Septennial Act

;
12. For Corporation Reform.

From this list we have thrown out the single petition against the

Huddersfield Volunteers, and the tivo petitions against Spirit and
Beer Shops ;

the first as relating merely to a local grievance, and
the latter, because the total number of petitioners is so far below

any included in our list.

In looking over this analysis, one cannot help observing the

discrepancy between the average number of signatures to a peti-
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tion, and the gross amount of petitions and petitioners, on several

of the most prominent topics. It might have been expected that

we should have found a correspondence ;
that where the greatest

number of persons petitioned, the petitions would, severally, have

been the most numerously signed. The contrary is the fact, in

many and those very striking instances. Nearly a million and a

quarter petitioned for the abolition of Colonial Slavery, and yet
the total amount of signatures divided by the number of petitions,

yields only an average of 263 names to a petition. Against the

Corn Laws, only 18,239 persons have petitioned ;
but the ave-

rage of signatures to a petition is 1130. Several similar discre-

pancies may be noticed by inspecting the Table and the two lists

appended to it. They point to the conclusion that a high ave-

rage of signatures to the petitions on any subject indicates a strong

public feeling, even though the total amount of petitioners should

not be comparatively large ; while a large number of petitions, with

alow average of signatures is presumptive of organization and ac-

tivity in the getting up of an appeal to Parliament. Let the

reader look at the twelve topics which stand highest according to

the number ofpetitions. Of the first four, not one comes into the

list of the twelve which have the highest average of signatures.

They would be nearly at the bottom of a complete list arranged
on that principle. How is this ? We take the solution to be that

in these and similar cases, a kind of petition-manufacturing ma-

chinery was diligently employed. We do not say that it was not

employed for an excellent object. Our opinion on the plague-

spot of Colonial Slavery needs no iteration here. The question
is not as to the object, but the means. In the number of peti-
tions on this subject, we trace the agency of the Anti-slavery

Society, and of the various bodies of Dissenters organized in their

sects, associations, and congregations. The Sabbatarian peti-
tions indicate the latter machinery, aided by the parochial influ-

ence of the established clergy. No. 6 in this class furnishes us with

an average which may be assumed as that of a Protestant Dis-

senting Congregational Petition. Nearly all the petitions which it

includes are probably of that sort. The congregations muster,
one with another, 212 petitioners. Now the Sabbatarian average
is 247, and the Anti-slavery 263. Deducting the great petition

against Slavery, signed by somewhere between 50,000 and 100,000

persons, the last average would be reduced yet nearer to the con-

gregational point. With the exce[)tion of the petitions for Poor
Laws in Ireland, which are very insignificant, these are the only
petitions of which the average of signatures is between 200 and
300, The affinity is remarkable

; especially when taken in

connexion with others which we proceed to point out
; and

remembering that these three topics have most interested the

religionists who act, if churchmen parochially, and if dissenters

congregationally. The petitions, which have an average of above

2 12
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1000 signatures, are those for the Factory Regulation Bill, for the

Reduction of Taxation, and for the Repeal of the Corn Laws. Here
we see the effect of large public meetings, and a strong popular
feehng, or rather a strong pecuniary interest, animating them.
There is one point on which the religionists have mustered in this

way, and with a similar result. That is, the New System of Edu-
cation in Ireland. The congregational and parochial tactics were
not applicable to this subject. The more respectable part of the

movers of that machinery were in favour of the Ministerial plan.
So the fanatics had nothing left for it but public meetings. And
they accordingly held their gatherings, unmolested by opposition,
at Exeter Hall and elsewhere. What was the consequence ?

Only a dozen petitions ;
but each of those petitions had nearly a

thousand signatures. This is the only class of petitions emanating
peculiarly from religionists, which comes into the first twelve in

the order of the average of signatures. The exception proves
the rule. It establishes our theory of the ' Results of Machi-

nery.' There is also an exemplification of it in the petitions for

and against the repeal of the Beer Act. The evangelical clergy
have been very busy in this matter. The number of petitions for

the repeal is 159. 'i'hey were not, Ave believe, zealously seconded

by the Dissenters. The average of signatures is very low; only
124. The counter petitions were only eleven

;
but they were

signed by very nearly as many thousands. Here was machinery
versus interest. All the petitions averaging between GOO and 700

names, have a close affinity. They are, for Vote by Ballot, the

repeal of the Septennial Act, the repeal of the House and Win-
dow Tax, and for Corporation Reform. This is the more remark-

able, as there is a great disparity in the numher of petitions ; which,

following the above order of topics, are 37, 15, 104, and 116.

AVe may hence, perhaps, assume 620 names to a petition, as the

usual result of a public radical reform meeting. The reduction

of taxes was a theme to carry more general sympathy with it than

the assertion of a great public principle: accordingly the average
mounts up to 1198. But on the Assessed Taxes the parish com-
mittees brought petition machinery into play, and as a natural

result of organization, the number of petitions is greater than

that for the last-mentioned purpose, but the average falls to 440.

The Scotch petitions against lay ]);itronage have both a high ave-

rage (4(>8) and number (132). Here is both organization and

popularity. The ecclesiastical difference between that country
and lingland is distinctly marked. Now turn to Ireland. A pre-
cious s{)ecimen of organization, without popularity, appears in

the fact that the petitions against the Irish Church Reform Bill

were no fewer than 98, and the averaije of signatures no more
' no

than 69. Against the tithes, the people only mustered 65 petitions,
but with an average of 332 signatures. Our proof grows some-
what lengthy ; but the point deserved elucidating, as it often
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Indicates the worth of petitions, and may help us towards a correct

interpretation of them as exponents of public feeUng. Petitions

are by no means to be disregarded, because the numbers in which

they are presented may have been multipUed by means of some
kind of organization in the parties petitioning. Where the

organization results from interest in the subject, it evidences the

strength of desire or determination. Millions would have organ-
ized themselves for obtaining Constitutional reform, but for the

Six Acts, and other laws against Political Associations. When,
as in the case of the several ecclesiastical bodies, the organization
has arisen from a different principle, and is legally recognised and

permanent, it is evidence of power in the petitioners, an indica-

tion not to be overlooked by the party petitioned. It bears on
the prudence, if not on the merits of the case. Sometimes the

petitions are few, not because there is no popular interest in the

subject, but because there is little hope from the Legislature. All

the circumstances connected with petitions require to be consi-

dered, to arrive at a just notion of the respect due to them.

In petitions of the first class, those which pray for Con-

stitutional Reforms, we have included those for the repeal of

the Taxes on Knowledge. They ought not to be confounded
with such as emanate from the mere desire for the removal of a

pecuniary burden. The object of the petitioners is public in-

struction. They think that the greatest possible amount of infor-

mation, on whatever affects the well being of the community,
should be dispensed to the greatest possible number, and at the

lowest possible rate. They think that a good Government, like a

good man, should love the light, and that only a tolerably strong

light on the proceedings of a Government can keep it good. Many
of them think that it would be much more right and reasonable,
that the diffusion of information should, if needful, be secured by
taxation, rather than be repressed, and to a great extent sup-
pressed, by taxation. They would have provision for public infor-

mation regarded as an integral portion of the national institu-

tions. And they know, and have offered to demonstrate to Mi-
nisters, that so far from any sacrifice being necessary, the revenue

might be improved by the removal of the present prohibitory duty
on cheap newspapers. The character of these petitions is not
financial but constitutional. Although not numerous, they have
that claim on respect which arises from a high average of signa-
tures, (nearly 900 to each.) In this particular, they rank above
the other petitions of this class, and form a class by themselves.
The petitions for the Ballot (which are first in the gross amount
of petitioners) stand next, (666,) and for the repeal of the Septen-
nial Act, third, (619.) The order accurately expresses, we ap-
prehend, the wishes of the thorough reformers. The total amount
of signatures may be thought to show the feebleness of that de-

scription of politicians. The inference would be somewhat hasty.
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They can only organize themselves in open defiance of the law,

and should that ever happen, it will scarcely be for the purpose of

petitioning. The topics themselves have not those considerations

of local or urgent temporary interest which facilitate the holding
of meetings. Two large sections of this body are opposed to

petitioning ;
those who have not yet lost all confidence in the pre-

sent Ministry, and those who have lost all hope either from

Ministers or the present parliament. It is not improbable, that

the course of events will ere long unite these two sections with the

present petitioners, in a common course of action. They will

then show a formidable front. They are, in fact, the whole body
of reformers, who were reformers anterior to the adoption of that

question as a Ministerial question by those who are now in office ;

together with a large addition which must have been made to their

number by the occurrences of the last two years.
The second class of petitions shows an extraordinary activity in

,

the four great ecclesiastical bodies, the Established Churches of

the three kingdoms, and the Dissenters of England. Neither the

Catholics nor the Presbyterians of Ireland appear in this list, in

their corporate capacity. Both have their reasons ; but not

exactly the same reasons. The former are past hope of getting

any thing, and the latter not past fear of losing something. The
Irish petitions (unless the little marriage petitions are from that

country, and excepting those against tithes,) are all episcopalian
and anti-reforming, showing, or at least according with the fact,

that in that unhappy country, so long divided into the oppressors
and the opprest, the plunderers and the plundered, the Govern-

ment is hated by the former, and not trusted by the latter. The
Scotch petitions show that the nuisance of which they complain,
and which is indeed a corrupt and corrupting excrescence, must
be abated. The character of the Protestant Dissenting marriage

petitions, we have already shown. Tiiey are machine-made. They
are woven in the parson power-loom. This grievance has never

been complained of till very lately, nor did it seem to press with

any weight upon the orthodox Dissenters, until the Unitarians had

shown considerable restiveness under their peculiar burden, and

made some progress towards its removal. Then the congregations
were stirred u{), and they have done the duty to which they were

invited. The great display of religious organization is in the Sab-

batarian petitions. We believe the motives and desires of these

petitioners to be so various, that it is utterly impossible to say what

they would have. If they can agree, the people who can muster

a thousand petitions, though with only a little more than 200 names
to each, must be {)retty sure of carrying their point. We wish it

had been public instruction; but when has the power of eccle-

siastical or sectarian organization been directed to that object.''

On the third class we have little to remark. The subject of

Corporation Reform is the only one (except perhaps that of Colo-
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Dial Slavery) which is in favour both with the Government and

the people. Hence it stands high in all the lists, being fourth ia

the order of the total amount of signatures, fifth in that of the

number of petitions, and twelfth in that of the average of signa-
tures to each petition. This fact shows how *the hands of

Government would be strengthened' by the people (as the phrase

goes) in effecting Constitutional Reforms, were they but disposed
to accomplish such reforms. In what we deem the best test of

public principle and earnestness, the average of signatures, these

petitions are a little below that of the Ballot and Anti-Septennial
Act petitions, though far superior in number.

A glance at the numbers for and against the Scotch Burghs
Bill, will furnish the reader with another instance of the different

workings of organization and interest.

Class IV. is, on the whole, honourable to the country. The

average signatures to the petitions for the Jews, are swelled by
the large Christian petition from the inhabitants of the metropolis.
No deduction on the score of machinery, can make those for the

Abolition of Slavery other than a magnificent display of public

feeling. They are a glorious monument for humanity. Those for

the Factories Regulation Bill, are also very honourable, and must

be, substantially, successful. The subject is in some respects a
difficult one

;
and it has been abominably entangled for party pur-

poses ;
but the overworking of children is an atrocity that, who-

ever be the culprits, and wherever the burden may fall, must be

put down
;
and will. The petitions for the mitigation of the Cri-

minal Code, average well—539 to a petition. There philanthropy
and intelligence go hand in hand. Would that it were more so

throughout this whole class of petitions. It affords stronger
demonstrations of benevolence than of wisdom. Glad should we
be to see the zeal which it exhibits directed towards the grand
and all comprehensive subject of national education and instruc-

tion. The abolition of slavery, even in a sense far more compre-
hensive than that which the expression bears in the present case,

is itself only a branch of that still more glorious emancipation,
the abolition of ignorance. And for this blessed purpose, how
much might be done by legislation.

Like the celebrated potatoes thrown at the state carriage of

George IV., the next class '

speaks for itself.' They are the
'

you must' of the impoverished people, in reply to the * we
cannot' of the feeble Ministry. Several of them rank high in the
scale of all the tests which we have indicated. They are not to

be trifled with. The expedient of a property tax, in lieu of all

others, must evidently be reconsidered. Meanwhile, if this ' im-

patience of taxation' be '

ignorant,' why is the protecting duty
on ignorance so inconsistently and fatuitously upheld ? The peo-

ple will not submit to the continuance of their present burdens.
If retrenchment cannot relieve them^ commutation must; and
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such a commutation as Avill shift the pressure to the part where
it can best be borne. How oddly, how disgustingly, does the
idea of a reformed Parliament and a real representation of these

petitioners, associate with the facility with which the bonus to the
West Indian interest was transformed from a loan to a gift, and
from fifteen to twenty millions!

The singularity of the last petition in the Table, baffles our

principles of classification. We cannot just now ascertain whe-
ther the one subscriber of the one petition for the impeachment
of Ministers, was the chairman of a meeting, or represented only
himself. His prayer is gone to the limbo of vanity. It would be
a sight for sore eyes, to see the House of Lords sitting in judg-
ment on a whole Administration

;
and such a House on such an

Administration. ' Leave them to Heaven/ good man : as Ham-
let did his mother; and if they have indeed, like her, played
false, and been made traitorous to reform, by the blandishments
of Aristocracy, a heavier retribution than impeachment before the
Lords (Polonius, we suppose, to fill up the parallel) will assuredly
be their destiny. Even now, they must be lost to all sense of
honourable fame, not to feel the difference in their position which
one short year has made. Should the hereditary fatuity to which

they truckle jostle them again from office, where now are the
enthusiastic multitudes that once bore them back triumphantly?
The Globe and the Times may cry

*

Wolf,' but who stirs ? There
is no echo. Their firmest friends have long been reduced to

apologies for what they cannot justify, pleas of difficulty and
embarrassment, and [)etitions for procrastination of the judgment.
They have made hosts of enemies

;
and many are those who would

gladly have continued the confidence which they generously
reposed, but who have been forced to its withdrawment by repeated
disappointments, forgotten professions, violated promises, and the
insane attempt to retain some hold of the people, and yet propi-
tiate the vain and rapacious interests that can never be at one with
the public good. The great object of all who aspire to public use-

fulness, must henceforth be to teach the people (in the pursuit of

whatever promotes the real and permanent improvement of their

condition) to rely solely on themselves, and to qualify them for

that self-reliance by the dissemination of political wisdom.

PHOSPHOR AND HESPEll.

PHOSPHOR.

In a flood of ether I swim, I swim !

My argent lamp dewily burning ;

But, Sister! thy splendour is dim, is dim!
As an eye to tlie grave returning

—
Why is thy beauty niour ning?
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HESFER.

I am weary and sick with dreams,
White Son of the Waking Morn !

For since the sun set in these western streams

I have slept in the midst of my golden beams,
The pillow of air adorning ;

And visions of time and space and heaven
The life in my heart have lulled, or riven ;

And now I sink

On night's dim brink.

Like a soul to the grave, that is unforgiven—
Forlorn ! forlorn ! forlorn !

—
Art thou my sadness scorning ?

PHOSPHOR.

The starry curtain of the dawn
Hath my silver hand withdrawn.

Orb of evening splendid !

My joy hath not birth from thy sadness ;

But the sun hath endow'd me with gladness -l

From the crystal height of my eastern throne
I behold him ascending alone, alone !

Into heaven, with eye distended—
Like a thought of God in the poet's soul !

His herald- cloud is above me, tinted

AVith the light his purple kiss imprinted:
Its foldings pallid in dew unroll,

Which the lark, on my lustre calling.
Imbibes in its balmy falling:
I hear the star beneath me sighing
With the burning love on his pale heart lying

—
Art thou, too, dying ?

HESPER.
I seek my tomb
In the purpled verge of the night-cloud's gloom:

Like hope from the heart, I sink from heaven.

Our queen is tranced in a ghostly swoon
;

Red-banner'd Mars faints by the fainting moon,
And the constellations around are driven

Into the depths of the brightening dawn—
Like dews by the sphere of a flower absorb'd.

Or starting tears in the eye withdrawn !

Only thou art radiant-orb'd :

The morn o'ermantles the earth and sea—
Farewell ! they need not me :

O'er the gulf of night am I clouded !

PHOSPHOR.

Farewell ! I am failing like joy
Which its own sweet excess doth cloy

—
Farewell! in light I am shrouded I *W*.
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RULE BRITANNIA *

What a glorious wind ! How it tears about over heaven and
earth, like a mad devil broke loose from the adamantine prison-
house. Clouds above are flying before it, like the leaves below.

Why this wind is a whirlwind. How it rushes, raves, and roars;
it blows the world topsy turvy ;

one might walk, if we could but

stand, over a milky way of acacia blossoms. The little peaches
and nectarines are pelting like hail through the green-house win-
dows. The oaks are tossing about their mighty arms, like fierce

Saracens of old, with their maces and war-clubs
;
and the tall

poplars are bending before the blast, their foliage flying, till you
see their bare trunks straining like the masts of a ship in distress,

when her canvass is all abroad in tatters. And there's the music of
the main too, piping loud and high, all around and through the

grove. How well the trees do it : right ^Eolian harps are they,
and TEolian trumpets, clarionets, bassoons, and trombones too.

Splendid are the billows now in the Bay of Biscay. If I were
there in my hammock, I should reckon it rough rocking ;

and yet
if I were as heavy as I am now, methinks I should sleep, even to

such a motion and to such music. Heavy, heavy ! and sleep I

must. The sounds are dim in my ears, yet ever and anon they are

too startling. Qualify them, I pray thee, with some of that new
music, whatever it may be.

And the piano blended its tones, though what they were I

heeded not, with the rushing and rustling of the trees without
;

and though it was mid-day in June, and I am most unused to day-
light sleeping, I went off, fairly and soundly on the sofa—and then
and there I dreamt a dream. 1 have seen and heard of large and

majestic billows; I have watched those which, when the wild winds
have been working their will, break at the foot of St. Catherine, up-
rearing their huge forms as they strike upon the sands, their tops

retreating and curving, till they form a colossal arch-way, where
the sons of Anak might stand, for a moment, beneath the vaulted

watery roof, till down they come in thunder. I have tossed on
those which approach the Hebrides and the Orkneys, swollen with

the pride of having rolled unbroken from the western world; and
much have 1 heard of those on which tlie giant of the Cape looks

down, those broad mountain masses, those watery Grampians,
where, in the trough of the sea, one intervening wave may hide

from those who pace the turrets of our floating Indian towers, the

top-masts of their comrade; but not even these, nor aught save

those of Martin's Deluge, could compare with the measureless

billows of my vision. And yet, there was no fury in their great-
ness

; they were not like the heavings and frettings of Sea at war
with Earth; but as parts, proportionate and harmonious, of a
world of waters. It was not as if

* a shoreless ocean tumbled
* A Characteristic Fantasia for the Piano Forte, on the National Air of Rule

Britannia, by M. Marielli, 5*.
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round the globe,' but these waves were as the ample and graceful

foldings of the world's vast oceanic mantle. They rose and fell

like the regular heavings of a living world's gigantic bosom. And
the splendid sun was shining on that ' azure main,' as if he loved

it
;
and his image was reflected there—clear, bright, and deep, as

if he were loved again. It was there when the billows rose, and

it was there when the billows fell—glittering, but yet unbroken ia

the change, And as I admired the simple and serene magnificence
of this elemental scene, there burst from that cloudless sky a peal
of thunder,—of thunder so full and sonorous, and as it seemed to

me so significant and supernatural, that a sensation of troubled awe

spread over my frame, and I felt as if present at that wonderful

work ' in the beginning,"* when ' the Spirit of God moved on the

face of the waters, and God said. Let there be light, and there was

light.' The scriptural recollection was probably suggested to my
sleeping senses by the unbounded expanse of that visionary ocean,
and under the influence of the association thus called up, the long

rolling of that thunder fashioned itself into a resemblance of

syllabic utterance
;
such a resemblance as there is of form in the

dim outlines that grow upon the eye out of thick darkness, or

even from blazing light, like the angel of the Lord emerging from
the glory at the top of Jacob's ladder, in Rembrandt's painting of

the patriarch's dream. It was possible to persuade oneself that it

only thundered
;
and yet the sensation of my dream, wrought out

in verbal record, would rather be,
' there came a voice from heaven

saying, Let Britain arise P And the progress of events confirmed
the interpretation. I was indeed present at the last act of creation.

The voice from above was echoed by a hollow, murmuring, re-

sponsive sound, that came from the very bottom of the abyss,
beneath all that weight of waters. In a moment all was convul-
sion and confusion. Strange noises, deep, shrill, rapid, roUing,
voluminous, a chaos of sound, terrified my ears. The placid

majesty of sea and sky vanished. Dense vapours blotted out the

sun. From the ocean, columns of flame burst forth abruptly,
ascended high, and disappeared ;

and were followed by others in

quick succession. Wild meteors were blazing here and there

throughout the atmosphere. The stars, which became partially
visible as the sun was obscured, had '

forgotten their courses,' and
reeled in the sky, and rose and set confusedly, like warriors'

plumes in desperate conflict. A hurricane swept madly along
over the surface of the waters, which sometimes yawned to the

very centre, and then swelled up
* as high as huge Olympus.'

And still the submarine thunderings continued, and swelled louder
and louder, and the volumes of flame became more ample ; and
as I began to madden with the uproar, and felt my temples throb-

bing, and was struggling to awake, as one struggles with the

pressure of deadly nightmare, all was hushed, and there was the
sweet music of a heavenly harp, and it played imperfect snatches
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and suggestive notes of the music of that noblest of all national

airs; and I looked, and the elements Avere sunk to repose, and
the sun was beaming down that sweet first smile of fond compla-
cency that follows passion and agitation, and the billows were as

giants who had died and been regenerated into little children, and

they were gently and playfully kissing the feet of the white cliffs

of our island, which had, amid those convulsive throes of nature,
arisen ' from out the azure main.' And the meaning of what I

saw revealed itself to me, and I knew by the thrilling prelude of

that harp that angels were about to hymn
' the charter of the

land
;' but their song was not yet. The island was covered with

mist. It hung heavy over the valleys, and wreathed itself around
the hills and mountains. But towards their summits it was thin

and fleecy, and as it disparted, I had glimpses of celestial forms,
the minstrels who struck at intervals the broken, yet most harmo-
nious symphony of that well known '

strain,' the new-born genii
of the new-born land, its

'

guardian angels' in the delicate spring
of their being, the same that were seen by the bard of the seasons,

of patriotism, and of liberty.
There was one amongst them who appeared to be their queen,

so lofty was her stature, and so stately her bearing. She stood

on the summit of a cliff, and stretched her hand towards the

waves, as if demanding of them some token of submission and

fealty. But the billows dashed themselves upon the cliff, and

flung their foam high up against its face as in defiance and in

scorn. And the deep abysmal thunders again uttered their

voices, but in angrier and discordant tone. And that wild

volcanic action, and the elemental confusion, came back with

aggravated horrors. Yet amid it all, from time to time, I heard

stray notes of that heavenly harping, till at one louder and longer
swell, it seemed (but all was quick as lightning) as if that being of

loveliness and majesty had thrown herself from the cliff-top into

the furious waves, snatched, from some reluctant power beneath,
a colossal trident, and regained her rocky throne, waving it|)roudly
around her crowned and helmed head. Then the thunderings

ceased, and the sea was calm and gentle as an inland lake, and

the mists cleared away, and the land lay in sunshine, and I had

vision of sparkling rivers, and waving fields, and crowded ports,

and stately towers, and multitudinous cities
;
and the spirits

thronged around their queen, and they twined a laurel bough in

her helmet-crown, and their harps and voices rung out the full

strain of the patriotic chant, and it resounded with a martial

clang, and there were armies on the heights in glittering array,

and gallant navies covering the ocean
;
and lightly as I reck of the

glory of arms, I felt my heart swell within me at that triumphal
chorus. But soon I perceived, that though the familiar air was

again and again repealed, it was with a varied tone and spirit.

'I'he associations, which in these diversified changes it called up.
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ceased to be either insolent or warlike. Among them there was
the solemnity of the hymn and the lightsomeness of the dance ;

and as the sound varied, so varied the visible scene, and those bright

genii bent the knee, or moved in joyous measure, while she whom
they encircled, smilingly doffed her diademed and laurelled casque,
threw it upon the ground, placed on her brows a simple wreath of

oak and olive, and the trident in her hand became a cornucopia.

Again the chorus of the strain rung sweetly and loudly in mine
ear

J
so loudly that I awoke, yet still the sound went on, with

chords and modulations so rich and fanciful and full of harmony,
that I was bewildered to find it did not proceed from the genii of

my dream, and said, amazedly, 'What are you playing?' The
answer was :

' O such a beautiful and imaginative composition ;

Marielli's Fantasia on Rule Britannia : she has developed all the

poetry of the song in such a musical commentary as only genius
and science together can produce. Look at this introduction, or

rather, listen to that, and to the variations which follow.'
' I have,'

said I,
' I have heard them all, unconsciously ; they have been

acting on my associations as I slept ;
the music interprets my

dream to myself, and my dream may interpret the music to others.

It is a truthful criticism, as far as it goes ;
but wide awake should

the critic be, who would do full justice to the expressiveness,
science, grace, and fancy of Marielli's compositions.*

OX THE MINISTERIAL PLAN FOR THE ABOLITION OF NEGRO
SLAVERY.

The state of transition from extreme political darkness, to the

rush of light caused by .the bursting of political truths amongst
the mass of the community,

—which is the peculiar characteristic

of the age in which we live,
—has been hastened of late in its

operations, with a compound progression, much more remarkable
than the ordinary celerity with which exploded errors are driven

into obscurity. To this cause must be attributed the. state of
dazzled excitement, in which the public mind finds itself bewil-

dered. The truths are known, the conclusions are arrived at as

general principles, but the knowledge how to carry them into

practice for the benefit of the community is as yet imperfect.
The wants of the public have not been foreseen by those capable
of influencing the public, and consequently no provision has been
made to supply them. No far-reaching intellects have been in

the places of public trust, no god-like Turgot has yet held the
directive power, over a people well disposed to tread in the rio-ht

path, whenever it shall be pointed ot»t to them by those whom
they believe devoted to their welfare, and whose reason and enthu-
siasm walk hand in hand. The men at present in the possession
of power, are utterly unfitted for it. Even though they be not
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the knaves which a large portion of the community believe,

then they come under a denomination not less mischievous to

the community
—imbeciles. They lack the knowledge which

gives courage, the wisdom which gives decision, and the earnest

energy, which, when directed to good purposes apart from calcu-

lating selfishness, takes hold on all men's hearts, and carries con-

viction to their minds. Men are willing to be led onward to

truth, but they must, as an indispensable condition, have confidence

in their leaders. The army which trusts not its general, or believes

that the general has sold it to the enemy, falls into confusion till

such time as it elects another general, whose talents and honesty

may warrant its confidence : and such might be the case with the

British nation, but fortunately the chances of confusion are small,

owing to the pervading good sense of the community, ahd the

fact, that the men fitted for rulers are to be found whenever they
shall be diligently sought for, whenever the present over-excite-

ment shall lessen, and the same attention shall be paid to secure

the best working system of government, on which so much depends,
as people are accustomed to pay to the management of their

private concerns, in order to render them prosperous.
The union of the qualities requisite for the first class legislators

is extremely rare. The self-poised, self-collected nature, is at

variance with the earnest enthusiasm which loves to think with

other men's thoughts, which loves to draw closer the bonds of

sympathy. Not a man at present in power possesses the former

quality ;
is there one who possesses the latter ? Let those answer

who can speak with their own knowledge; the public suffrage will

reply in the negative. The public generally are not prejudiced

against truth; when it is obvious, they receive it with open hearts

and willing ears; they know that upon knowledge depends the

bettering of their condition, but the rulers generally are disposed
to try truths by the ordeal of their own interest, or apparent

interest, for they are not profound reasoners, and Avherever they
see a certain good to the public, accompanied by the chance of a

contingent evil to themselves, they take what they consider the sure

side, and refuse to acknowledge the truth. They possess not the

self-poised nature, the equable temperament, which constitutes

judgment in the highest degree, and as they are inordinately ele-

vated by all that seems favourable to their power, and thereupon
assume the aspect of the bully, so are they proportionately de-

pressed by any thing unfavourable, and they sink into cowardice.

People of this class are peculiarly unfitted to grapple with the

time, they can do nothing but in the track of custom, of dull

routine
; they exclaim against theory, and practice is all in all with

them, simply because their minds have not been trained to theorize

justly. They take a false theory, and finding that it cannot be

reduced to practice, they thereupon exclaim against all theories,

forgetting that a true theory must be the germ of a true practice,
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&i much as geometry must be the basis of all the works of a car-

penter, who may nevertheless work correctly without ever having
heard of the word '

geometry.' They wish to rule the world ac-

cording to established models, forgetting that the wants of the

World have outgrown them, and that new truths have rendered

necessary the construction of new theories, to be verified and cor-

tected in practice. Not being competent to the task, they think

to get over the matter by denying the wants of the world, and ask-

ing for a precedent. This will not do. If they resist the just
demands of the community, or are incompetent to fulfil them,

they must be cast out. There was once an age in the world when

precedents existed not, and the present generation of men is as

competent to make precedents as ever former generations were.

Previous to the passing of the Catholic Relief Bill, some of its

advocates affected to ground their claim upon the parchments of

the treaty of Limerick, as if the law of justice was not the primary
source to refer to in a question of right and wrong

—of fittingness
and unfittingness. The new truths which have began to illumine

the political horizon, have astounded and alarmed the rulers, at

the same time that they have dazzled and gladdened the ruled with

the most cheering aspect of hope. The rulers try to resist their influ-

ence, in all but the most glaring cases, and often when they attempt
to amend they make worse. The ruled are indignant at the inter-

ested delay, and in their anxiety to push on the beneficial move-

ment, would go to sea without rudder or compass, as if the mere

hoisting of the sails would, by putting the vessel in motion, ensure
her arrival at the wished for haven. This must not be. At the
same time that all brave men are willing to peril life and limb in

the voyage, it is requisite that the vessel should be well found
with all that may reduce the risk as much as possible, and ensure,
so far as human exertions or foresight can secure it, the certainty
of success. I am not amongst the faint-hearted. The voyage of

improvement must be performed at all hazards, but I am not in-

clined to stick the gallant vessel fast upon a rock if care and caution

may avoid it.

The present Ministry have got themselves into a situation they
are not calculated to fill. They did not anticipate the effects of
the Reform Bill. They deemed that it would be a sop to the peo-
ple, and still public clamour: they thought not of ulterior conse-

quences. They, doubtless, now regret their concessions, but it

would be wiser in them to reflect, that they have only given with-
out confusion, what ultimately would have been taken by force.

The people's eyes are opened, and they know their interest. Th^ir
clamours for reform, were they addressed to wise and honest men,
would be received in a manner calculated to secure confidence
and obtain the requisite time for the concoction of efiicient reme-
dies for the public evils, but the Whigs are scared at the din, and
in their coward affright talk absurdly and act worse. They patch.
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and join, and alter, and divide, and differ in opinion, and after

exciting a mingled feeling of disgust, and hatred, and contennpt,

they end by making the matter worse than it was before. In quick
succession are thrust upon them, the revision of taxation, the

ballot, retrenchment, free trade, extension of the suflfrage, the
India question, the Irish question, the Bank charter, the tithes,
the taxes on knowledge, national education, church reform, and
the question of the abolition of slavery. Even a wise man might
ponder how to reply to so many demands poured upon him at

once, but the effect upon the imbecile Whigs is to cause absolute

inanity. In their despair they bethink themselves of the uni-

versal Whig maxim, as set forth in the '

Edinburgh Review,' in

the article on ' Lord Mahon's War of the Succession.' ' For a

public life to be useful, it must be one of compromises.' In this

sentence is the secret of Whig poncy, but it must be added, that

the '

utility,' according to Whig definition, means only making
the public their "^

oyster,' as ancient Pistol hath it. Taking ex-

pediency for their guide, in the present stage of their affairs, they
shuffle off every question they can, and amongst others the most

important of all, that of national education, and proceed to tinker

all that is forced on them. I will take as an example, the ques-
tion of the abolition of negro slavery, first remarking, that I have
reason to believe it a fixed principle with the Aristocracy, to resist

the education of the people, from the conviction, that with na-

tional education their sway must instantly cease. The remark of
a leading man amongst the Whigs has been, 'that it would be a
much happier condition for the people, if they could be again

brought back to the ignorance of the last century.'
The public mind in England has definitively determined that

negro slavery must be abolished, and that without much latitude

of time, save so far as it can be made out to be for the benefit of

the slaves themselves. This resolution is not the consequence of

any interested feeling, but merely a matter of principle, a percep-
tion which has gradually gained ground, of the injustice where-

with a large number of black men were treated by a number of

white men, numerically inferior, but j)ossessed of greater power

by reason of their superior intellect. Various evil motives have

been attributed to the chief men amongst the abolitionists who
have pushed on the cause in and out of parliament, and retorts

have been made in the same spirit. It is very j)ossible that there

may be individuals of bad character on both sides of the question,
but this makes nothing either for or against it. It is nothing new
for ambitious men to ftisten themselves on to any cause which may
reflect importance on them, without feeling any further interest in

the cause. But it is quite as customary for malignant envy to se-

lect as the objects of attack, those who stand out from the crowd,
and are distinguished from their fellows by su[)erior intellect or

humanity. The Athenian hated Aristides because he was called
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the "Just," and the same kind of badly constituted mind may
sway many Englishmen. But whatever may be the case with

individuals^ makes nothing against the spirit of hamanity which
influences a whole nation, with the exception of those who are

Tories in principle, and believe, either honestly or dishonestly,
that the rule of irresponsible power is the best rule for the world,
and who would, if they could, reduce the white population of
Britain to the same condition as the black population of the West
Indies. However this may be with the Whigs, they have found

that the current of public opinion sets too strongly in favour of

-emancipation to be resisted, and they have accordingly made use

of it as a propitiatory sacrifice, possibly in the hope thereby to

stave off some more unpleasant demand, and take glory to them-
selves for their liberality. Now, one might have imagined, that

having once resolved to emancipate the negroes, they would have
resolevd to do it in the manner which might secure the maximum
of good with the minimum of evil, and that to that end they
would have selected the wisest man they could find to arrange it.

But Whig policy reasoned after a different fashion. They selected

Mr. Stanley, who, by his arbitrary insolence, and want of sym-
pathy with the thoughts and feelings of his fellows, had embroiled
the whole of Ireland, and brought it to the verge of a civil war,

purely for the gratification of his personal malice towards Mr.

O'Conneli, who, by his superior shrewdness, had rendered him
as ridiculous for his want of effective power, as he was before

hateful for his aristocratic morgue. To the people of England,
the disposition of Mr. Stanley was precisely that which a West
India planter might feel towards his slaves. So long as syco-
phancy were observed towards him, so long might he condescend
to be generous, and therefore, this very disj)osition was likely to

make him the most unfit man to regulate an important question,

upon which so many angry passions were already let loose. But
the W^higs thought otherwise ;

their principle would seem to be that

of fighting down opposition wherever practicable, as in the case
of the Spa Fields' meeting, and they imagined that the best mode
of meeting the insolence of the West India planters, would be by
letting loose the insolence of a Stanley upon them. The dog-
matic insolence of this person has always been described as into-

lerable, to any being of refined or gentlemanly feelings ; but, not-

withstanding, it might have been imagined, that after his defeat
and exposure on the Irish question, and his experience of the
evils of ignorance,

—it might have been imagined, that upon enter-

ing upon a new ofiice, he would at least have taken some pains
to become acquainted with the details, history, and principles of
the subject he had taken in hand. Lord Howick, while in office,
had acknowledged the well-known fact, that Mr. Stephen, the
chief clerk, knew more of the subject, and was at the same time
an abler man, and better fitted to manage it, than any other. In

No. 79. 2 K
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short, whoever might be the nominal head of the office, it was
well understood, that the real man of business was Mr. Stephen.
A wise man, therefore, whose intellect had not been debased by
aristocratic morgue and egregious vanity like that of Mr. Stanley,
would have been anxious to add to his own stock of knowledge
all that he could procure from other sources, on which to form a

judgment. He would not have despised the information of his

predecessor, or of those whose long practice in office must have

given them a considerable amount of knowledge, but he would have

learned what he could, and then have estimated it according to

its value. But not so Mr. Stanley. Full of presumption and

self-conceit, he deemed that his genius and talent were to sur-

mount all obstacles without opposition, and he was so exceed-

ingly anxious to obtain the whole credit due to his transcendent

abilities, that the moment he entered the office, he made it known
that he needed no assistance from any one, but meant to do all

his own business—by intuition, it may be supposed. Mr. Ste-

phen having been jealously excluded from all share in his coun-

cils, he addressed himself to his improvisatory task, and in due

time brought forth his programme, which I shall notice further on.

I would here ask one question of the Whigs, The fact being

granted, that Mr. Stephen knows more of the slave question than

any other person in office, why should either Lord Howick or

Mr. Stanley be put over him ? Why should he not hold the os-

tensible as well as real place ? Why should an ignorant man be

set to fill it, while there is an instructed man at hand ? Is there

any other answer but the glaring one, that there is power and a

large salary attached to it,
which it would be considered a spe-

cies of sacrilege to bestow upon any one but an aristocrat. And

upon this principle is it, that the coin of the nation is wasted, and
the national business badly performed. Those members of the

House of Commons who advocate the true interests of the com-

munity, might employ themselves worse than in pointing out the

glaring instances of the waste of the public money, in giving large
salaries to aristocratic puppets, at the same time that the labours

they profess to [)erform are actually performed for them by men
of superior abilities at inferior salaries.*

The slaves must be freed ! Fall what may, at all hazards,

whether of injustice to whites, or of mischief to blacks, or to

* I believe that the objection to placing such a man as Mr. Stephen in the actual

itvmtioii of minister, wouhl be the fact, that upon a clianj^e of ministry he must turn

out, and then the whole business wotild be stopped for want of knowledge in the

m-comer. VVhat a satire is this upon the machinery of our Government ! The
Noodles and ])oodles of either faction are to fill the oHices ostensibly, and pocket the

casli, and the men of biisiness, the whole rank and file, remain in statu quo, whatever
Iw the

ch.mt!;i's, to have their utility impeded and their time wasted, by instructing, or

offering to instruct, every succeeding fool. This is bad enough, but what must be the

ailditional mischief, of the immorality tlius engendered, by false pretences,
in endea-

vouring to make the members of the aristocracy pass for wise men and men of business,
when they are merely unprincipled peculators, a sort of civil condotlieri.
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blacks and whites alike, the slaves must be freed ! Even though
the ultimate result were to be the massacre of the whites, the

slaves must be freed, for the amount of evil, if evil must be the

consequence, cannot compare with the demoralization which is

the consequence of the present system ; which, at the same time

that it utterly debases the master, gives no hope to the slave. It

is an indisputable fact, that the forced labour got out of the slaves,

is got out of them by the whip alone, or by the fear of it, and

that if the whip were abolished, they would cease to work, for no
means of compulsion could be found, short of bodily torture, to

induce them to work. It has been clearly shown in the speech of

Lord Howick, that if slavery is to continue at all, the most
humane exercise of it would be to deprive the slave of all rights

whatever, and to give to his master as unlimited authority over his

person, as over the bodies of his quadrupeds; for in that case he

would at least be treated as well as the horses and mules, and not

wantonly injured, but merely worked to death as a source of

commercial profit, whereas, by interposing between him and his

master, the slave presumes upon certain legal rights which he
cannot support, disputes his master's authority, is tempted to

neglect his work, and suflFers a continual martyrdom from the lash,

which he would avoid, and suffer himself to be quietly worked
to death, were he morally sure that he had no appeal. Here and

there, no doubt, may be found examples of wanton barbarians,
to whom the shrieks and groans of their fellows are as sport and

music, but generally speaking, this is not the CEise. Wholesale

cruelty is only brought about by selfish interest. Now, no human
being, with the smallest pretension to justice or humanity, could
for a moment defend the propriety of delivering over a fellow-

creature, bound hand and foot, like a wild beast, to the uncon-
trolled power of his fellow-man, merely because the one were
black and the other white. The resulting evils of such a system
are so numerous, not merely to the blacks, but to the whites also,

that I do not scruple to affirm my deliberate conviction, that it

would be a less crime against humanity to send forth fleets and
armies to destroy the whole population of the West India Islands,
both blacks and whites, than to suffer it to continue. The first

would be one huge scene of cruelty, which would excite universal

abhorrence, and thus prevent any chance of its repetition ;
the

last would sap and demoralize every feeling of virtue and

humanity in all concerned, both slaves and masters, for an inde-

finite time. Interested people may be found in abundance, who
will talk of the necessity of slavery for the support of our sugar
trade and shipping, but this makes nothing to the question. If

their argument be even sound, it is only a proof that one class of
human beings have lived in the active oppression of another class,
and it would be better for the community that beings thus demo-
ralized should cease to exist

;
it would be better that the shipping

2K2
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should be destroyed, and the Antilles be made pasture grounds.
It would be better that we should exist without sugar, than that

we should consume it at the cost of the torture of our fellows.

It would be better to put all those dependent upon slaves for

their subsis-tence on the pension list for the remainder of their

existence, rather than the slavery should continue, rather than

such diabolical atrocities should be permitted, as have been
recorded by Henry Whiteley* and numerous other persons. The
blood runs cold Avhile reading them, the muscles involuntarily

contract, and the hand grips as on the hilt of a weapon, to strike

the oppressors dead, and thus decide for ever the question of
'

property.' The wonder, the most unaccountable wonder is the

patience wherewith the slaves submit to their callous oppressors ;

nay more, that black hands should be the wielders of the ' cart-

whip/ to inflict cruelty upon fellow-blacks. How brutalizing
must be the influence which can thus thoroughly destroy the

power of reflection, the power of perceiving that if the blacks

were simultaneously to refuse to flay their brethren, flogging must

altogether cease, inasmuch as the whites would not be sufficiently
numerous even to perform the labour. The mere folding of the

arms in passive inaction would be sufficient, yet have not the

blacks sufficient energy to bring it to pass. Henry Whiteley, who
seems to be a humane man, and whose statements bear internal

evidence of their truth, notices a remarkable fact, the gradual

hardening of the heart which takes place even in humane people,
after becoming familiarized to scenes of cruelty. He describes

an overseer, a generally humane man, who
' stood by and witnessed the whole of this cruel operation (flogging

young Avomen with a cart-whip on the naked flesh) with as much

seeming indifference, as if he had been paying them their wages. I

was meanwhile perfectly unmanned by mingled horror and pity.'

This was in Jamaica, Further on Henry Whitely says,
' After a few weeks, although my moral abhorrence of slavery con-

tinued to increase, my sensibility to the sight of physical suffering
was so greatly abated, that a common flogging no longer affected

me to the painful degree that J at first experienced,'

Here then is an argument which might at once weigh even with

the selfishness of the whites, against the continuance of slavery,
even were there no other argument to adduce. The moral beauty
of the character of the white himself is destroyed. He calls

himself a Christian, and he goes through a course of self-degra-
dation for the sake of gain, which reduces him from the condition

of civilized humanity to that of a ferocious savage. And for the

sake of protecting our commerce and our shipping, is this system
of iniquity upheld ! Verily, it is marvellous, that in the nineteenth

* ' Three Months in Jamaica, in 1832.'
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century there should exist men, and men who hold themselves to

be of God's making, who possess some power of thinking and

reasoning} and who stand forth before the people as their teachers

and instructors, and who yet, in the teeth of all reasoning,

perversely maintain that the end of human life is not human

happiness, but human production ;
who say,

'

protect our com-
merce and our shipping, even though it be at the cost of

converting black men into oxen and mules, and white men into

tigers to prey upon them.'

After the general afl&rmation, that the Antilles can only be

profitably wrought by slave-labour, the great argument against

setting the slaves free, is the assertion that they will soon follow

up their manumission by scenes such as took place at Santo

Domingo. As is usual, in all cases of controversy, the aboli-

tionists are inclined to exalt the negroes into angels, the slave-

owners to represent them as demons, only to be kept down by
severity. That the negroes may one day, when ihey get more

knowledge, cut their masters' throats, is by no means impossible;

they have had provocation enough, to tempt even quieter men
than they are, to do such a deed long ago; but I do not see that

they are much more likely to do it when free, than while they are

slaves, for assuredly they will have less temptation, and they may
forego something in consideration of the punishment their tyrants
will undergo, in being balked of their will. It is possible that the

angry feelings of the white masters, and their little power of

reasoning, may induce them to insult and abuse the manumitted
slaves, just as they insulted Ijord Mulgrave, and the new freeman

may in consequence feel an itching for vengeance, which may
spread at the sight of blood

;
but this is not altogether certain.

Henry Whiteley says,

' The attorney of the estate replied significantly, It is an opinion

amongst us, but one which we do not wish to acknowledge, or be

known, that slavery and knowledge are incompatible.*

This is precisely the conclusion which the Whigs have arrived

at in another hemisphere, and therefore they uphold the 'taxes

on knowledge.' But both Whigs and slave-holders should

recollect, that ignorance alone is untameable, and if the tyrant
suffers during the Saturnalia of the slaves, who have newly broken
their chain, it is himself alone who is to blame.

Evidence enough has been brought forward to show, that the

whites exercise great occasional cruelty towards the negroes, but
it is no less certain, that during the partial insurrection which
took place some time back, the negroes exercised great cruelty
towards the whites. Upon this and similar facts, the anti-

abolitionists argue the danger there would be in setting the negroes
free. Against these are adduced other facts, tending to show that

in various places, free negroes have become good citizens of the
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community, and have accumulated *

property,' which last is

triumphantly quoted as a proof, beyond all other proofs, of their

moral excellence. Nay, still more, some black families in

Canada live quite
'

respectably,' and actually maintain white free

servants in their employment. All this is no doubt very true,

but the disputants are involved in a very common error. They
take examples of individual negroes, or of small bodies of negroes,
and without stating any thing more of their characters, than that

they are simply negroes, proceed to reason from such imperfect
data, as though the instances they selected were perfect samples
of the whole negro population. This is about as accurate as if

one were to take an individual of any particular country in Europe,
as a sample of the whole European population. There are as

many varieties in the negro races, as there are in the European
races, and it would be as fair to take a Calmuck as a specimen of

the English nation, or a physically perfect Englishman, as a

specimen of the Calmuck nation, as it is to argue that the negroes
are all bad, because some of them are ferocious, or that they are

all good and industrious, because some of them are industrious

and have thereupon grown rich. It is much to be lamented, that

our data are so very imperfect as to the original peopling of

America and the islands with negroes, but what little is known,
will at any rate help to throw more light upon the matter in

question.
The principal African tribes which have served for the supply

of the accursed slave trade, have been the Coromantyns, the Man-

dingoes, and the Eboes. The former, I have understood, were

usually, if not cannibals, closely verging upon that state, and the

most ferocious of all the African tribes. They were naturally
remarkable for the elongated muzzle, and the low retreating fore-

head
; artificially remarkable for their teeth, which were filed to

resemble those of a shark or of a saw, as if for the purpose of seizing
their prey ;

and in addition to this, they were marked with three

or four cicatrized gashes at the outer angles of the eyes. The

Mandingoes, on the contrary, were a far finer race ; they possessed
a totally different physiognomy, less of the animal faculties, and

more mental skill. They possessed far nobler qualities, and at

the same time that they were as brave as the Coromantyns, were

far more humane and intelligent. The Eboes neither possessed
the intellect of the Mandingoes, nor the ferocity of the Coro-

mantyns. They were mostly patient drudges, after they had got
over the pain of their first captivity; not liking work, but stirred

to perform it by fear of the whip. These were the negroes who
so commonly attempted to drown themselves at sea during the

passage, in the expectation that thereby they would get back to

their own country. They were also accustomed to kill themselves

by eating dirt, and they were the class peculiarly liable to be

operated on by the superstition of the Obeah. As the principal
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demand for negroes was for the purpose of field labour, it is of

course probable, that those fittest for it would fetch the highest

prices, and consequently the greatest number of the imports would

be Eboes, as being best fitted for a drudgery, which neither the

Mandingoes nor the Coromantyns would willingly perform. The

Mandingoes were the class who were fittest for house servants,

from their superior intelligence, and they were probably employed
fls such, but there was always a strong feeling of self-respect about

them, even though shown in an uncouth fashion, and they were

almost useless for field labour. Some of the sugar plantations
of the Puertos Intermedios on the coast of the Pacific, between

Peru and Chile, were colonized by Mandingoes, and to this day
they bear a less price in the market by one-third, than the negroes
of Peru. They are considered mala casta—a bad race—i. e. they
will not work freely. Even in the interior provinces of La Plata,
a Spanish Creole lady, when angry with her domestic servants,

will use the phrase
' Ah, Mandinga !' which is considered equivo-

lent to ' mule.' The same quality is designated by the name of

obstinacy or resolution, according as the act in question may chime
in with the wish of the judge, and masters and mistresses are

usually accustomed to consider passive obedience as the finest

quality either in slave or servant. With regard to the imported

Coromantyns, they would be precisely the kind of people likely to

be selected for drivers, as coercing the poor Eboes with the whip
would be congenial to their dispositions. There surely can be
no difficulty in comprehending, that the division of labour in slave

countries, was and is regulated upon the same principles as take

place in England at the present day, each being set to that for

which he is most fitted. Why else is it that certain branches of

labour are performed by Irishmen, certain other classes by Scotch-

men, and others by Englishmen ? Now, though the breeding of

the black races in the West India islands has not been under any
peculiar regulation, still it is probable that in many cases the

qualities of the imported negroes have been preserved pure in their

descendants
;
and we may, therefore, reasonably suppose, that

though there are numerous instances of ferocious negroes still

existing, and also abundant examples of others possessed of fore-

sight, and consequently capable of '

getting along' in the world,
the staple of the negroes will still be found to be the indolent and

passive Eboes, who only work from necessity. Those who on both
sides of the question are so ready with their examples, and so

anxious to make a part serve for the whole, would do well to re-

member the fable of the gold and silver shield. It is much to be

regretted that the circumstances of the accursed traffic,
—a large

portion of it having been smuggling,
—should have precluded all

chance of our getting accurate information on the subject. In the

case of the massacre of Santo Domingo, it is well known that the

ferocity of some of the actors was not more remarkable, than the
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humanity and fidelity of others. It by no means follows, that

because the negro population succeeded in exterminating their

white masters, they were therefore all alike ferocious, any more
than the fact of the bloodshed enacted at the French revolution

is a proof that the whole nation was destitute of humanity. Fe-

rocity is always a proof of energy, and energy misdirected
;
and

we know well how a single energetic man will sometimes lead a

whole mass. If a fourth or fifth part of the negroes of Santo

Domingo were Coromantyns or Mandingoes, they would have

been amply sufficient to coerce the remainder. It is said, and not

disproved, that even at the present time a system of forced labour

prevails in Santo Domingo. Now if it be so, is it not likely from

the foregoing premises that the drivers are the Mandingoe and

Coromantyn descendants, and the drivers the descendants of

Eboes? This matter would be worth ascertaining, and I have no

doubt of the result, judging from what I have seen in other coun-

tries. Amongst the negroes, as amongst the white races, know-

ledge is poAver. The negro settlers in Canada would, without

doubt, be found to be of Mandingoe origin. The free negroes
found in New York and Philadelphia in prosperous circumstances,
are beyond question, physically, a far finer race, than any em-

ployed in the slave states, though there are also numerous

examples of free negroes who remain in a very miserable condi-

tion, as no one will doubt, who has ever travelled in those states

of the Union where slavery is on the decline, on account of free

labour working it out. The business of the slave, like that of

workmen hired by the day or week, is to do as little work as pos-
sible for his master, and (he only mode to secure industry is to

make the reward commensurate with the exertion, as in the case

of labour which is contracted for by the piece. Even then, there

are numeroushuman beings like the Eboes, whose inert disposition
is such, that in cold countries they confinetheir exertion to the tem-

porary su{)ply of bare food and clothing, and in warm climates to

the food alone. They cannot perceive that there is any utility in

the accumulation of what the world calls luxuries. The red In-

dians of America are of this class; and how does the matter differ

from the case of the Turk, who chews his opium to put himself

past thinking in a delicious dream, or of the Italian, who reclines

in the shade and lauds the dolce far niente? * Arrah, Dennis!'

said a bricklayer's labourer to his comrade, while ascending the

rounds of a ladder with a hod of mortar,
' sure and I wish wages

was a guinea a day.'
' What then, Pat ?' replied his comrade.

*

Sure, then, and it's only one day in the week I'd work any how.'

A large portion of the inhabitants of the world are thus constituted.

They work only because they are obliged. Of this opinion, or

rather feeling, are the Eboes and then- descendants, who probably
comprise the great majority of the West India population ;

and so

remarkably distinct from these people are the better classes of
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negroes in the state of New York, that I have known a person
who had resided long in the West Indies, stare with astonishment

on first beholding the free negroes, who fill the offices of cooks,

stewards, and servants on board the American vessels, which

frequent the London and Liverpool docks. ' Some of them,' he

remarked,
* talk like white people, and look like them in all but

their wool, and the colour of their skins.' It is an undoubted fact,

that many negroes might be produced superior to many whites in

their power of intellect and physical organization ; but it will be

found, upon examination, that the negroes have been selected

from the finest specimens of their race, and the whites from an

inferior portion.
The proposition to keep up negro slavery for the sake of pro-

curing sugar cheap
—a very questionable matter—and of keeping

up our shipping and commerce, is so monstrous, that it cannot be

for a moment entertained by any one whose mind is swayed by
the principles of justice ;

it w^ouldbe seeking a small utility by the

perpetration of a monstrous wrong, pregnant with evils far more

enduring than the temporary loss of sugar or commerce, even sup-

posing such to be the result. But such would not be the case.

West India sugars are only kept in the market by high duties

levied upon other sugars ;
and even though the East India and

Brazil sugars be of inferior strength, that is probably only the

result of mferior manufacture
;
and it must be remarked, that that

very fact of inferior strength makes the duty still higher, just as a

duty of ten shilUngs per gallon upon alcohol ten per cent, under

proof, would be a heavier rate than the same amount per gallon
levied on alchohol ten per cent, above proof Leave the trade

free, and it is probable that East India and Brazil sugar would

put West India sugar out of the market
;
and if it be alleged that

an improvement might take place in the West India growth and

manufacture, there is still the same argument to be applied
to the other sugars. If England has excelled in calicoes and silks,

on account of the rude state of skill and mechanism in India, it

is most probable that the manufacture of sugar may be quite as

rude, and Brazil is certainly not the country where the arts have
as yet been carried to the greatest pitch of perfection. Now,
would not the commerce of Brazil and India afford as much em-

ployment for shipping as the commerce of the W est Indies ? But
it would scarcely be a moral thing to purchase the slave-made
suiiar of Brazil or any other country, after refusing the slave-made

sugar of the West Indies. It would be far more desirable to culti-

vate beets, even though they might yield a worse article, i. e. sup-,

posing the free-labour East India sugar did not suffice. The
slavery must be abolished, that is beyond doubt

;
it is a sine qua

nan; but if it can be shown that extending the manumission of
the slaves over a term of five or six years, so that all might not be
turned loose in a single day, but that they might gradually be
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prepared by instruction for the advantages of freedom, no rational

being would object to it, but it must be shown that such delay
would be for the advantage of the slaves themselves, and not for

the advantage of the masters. Many of the advocates for abolition

are very anxious to prove, that those who now depend upon slave-

labour will be quite as well off, so far as pecuniary profits go,
after the abolition as before. This cannot be, unless some effi-

cient means shall be found of inducing the negroes to work. At

present, it would seem by the evidence, that the whole provision
which the slave-owner makes for his slave is some

fifty shillings

per annum, in clothes, salt-fish, &c., and in addition, the privilege
of cultivating a patch of ground to feed himself and family. There-

fore, beyond that, all the work which the whip extracts must be
clear profit to the planter, if he dispose of its produce. Of course,
the amount of labour each man would perform would be less than
a free labourer would get through, if united by interest; but then
the latter could be paid for, and consequently it would not be profit,
or at least but a small proportion of it. But for the reasons before

given, the probability is, that the field negroes would not work
if they could avoid it. And then comes the question, what in the

absence of the whip are the means of impelling them to work ?

There is but one mode—starving them into it. The land in the

West Indies is, I believe, all the property of individual owners, or
if not, the ownership must reside in the Crown. There is, there-

fore, no room for the negroes to " squat," and thus lead a lazy
life, as they would gladly do if let alone, i. e. supposing them

scrupulously to regard the rights of property. In such a case we

may suppose that the landholders would drive them to any terras

they might think proper, by depriving them of food, unless they
agreed to cultivate sugar. This all sounds very plausibly ;

but
the fact is, that the negroes have no especial regard for the rights
of property. Their moral training has not been of the kind likely
to inculcate a scrupulous regard to the property of others, when
their own property, even in their own bodies, has been disre-

garded by the whites. Therefore they will only reason upon the

obvious principle, that all who exist upon the soil have a claim to

be maintained upon the soil, and will not follow it out into those

details which may be for the especial advantafio of the legal
owners of the soil. The legal claim upon them for rent, on ac-

count of the land they may occupy, may be undeniable, but who
is to enforce the legal sanction if they break the law ? They will

squat wherever they may find an eligible spot of land, and although
a small number might be driven off", who is to drive off a whole

I)0|)nhition ? It would be a more hopeless task than the collec-

tion of tithes in Ireland by the military. The negroes would

plant their crops in defiance of the law, and who would root them

up again ? How many troops, how many policeinen, would be

re([uisite to maintain the ascendency of the law under such cir-
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cumstances ? The sources of quarrel would be innumerable,
and no long period could elapse, ere the blacks, emboldened by
their newly acquired freedom, would seek to avenge all former

cruelties by a general massacre of the whites. And supposing
this not to take place, what is there to prevent the blacks, when
freed, from leaving the islands, and seeking a land fitter for a lazy
life on the Spanish Main or elsewhere ? At all events, the ill-

regulated minds of the whites, when they are balked of their ac-

customed arbitrary sway, will not be slow to yield motives for black

fury.
* You think me no man !' was the exclamation of the poor

flogged black described by Henry Whiteley. When he shall be a

freeman, he may, perchance, be stirred to try conclusions of a
like kind on his former flogger. It seems very probable that the

number of troops are likely to need increasing to meet the future

demands for coercion, while the revenue to maintain them will be

decreasing. It may, perhaps, be deemed advisable to have re-

course to the mulatto population as a constabulary force, on the

ground of the known hatred subsisting between them and the

blacks
;
but it will be rather a dangerous experiment, for, like all

mixed races, they are despised and consequently irritated, by
one side, while they are hated by the other, and as a consequence,
they hate both, and are not unlikely to set both together by the ears,
for the gratification of private vengeance. But each day knowledge
will increase amongst the blacks, and as the expense of keeping
them down will increase in the same proportion, while the profits
will decrease, it will probably at length be taken into consideration
whether the West Indies are at all worth maintaining as colonies,
whether it would not be better to give them up altogether to the

blacks, and try to make a bargain with them for any amount of

payment which may be obtained. Much stress has been laid on
the advantages to be obtained in the West Indies after the eman-

cipation of the slaves, by improvements in the modes of working,
and thus lightening human labour. That there is room for this,
no one will doubt, who takes into consideration the fact, that

manure—wet dung—is carried to the fields in baskets on negroes'
heads, instead of the obviously improved mode of a cart or even
a wheelbarrow. This fact is an evidence of a whole host of coarse
and barbarous manipulations, which might be profitably altered.

But would they be altered ? I scarce think they would. Improve-
ments in manufactures do not advance too rapidly even in

England, with a favourable climate for the developement of human
energy, and the pressure of population to act as an inducement.

How, therefore, is it likely that they will take place in a climate
which is proverbially adverse to energetic exertion, either of

body or mind? But supposing this
difficulty overcome, the

West India islands have still other difficulties to contend with •

they are old soils, and consequently not so luxuriant as the new
soils of America and India. They are of limited extent, and
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the number of white families to be maintained from them have

increased in the usual ratio, so that the pressure of the idle

population against the means of subsistence has been felt there as

well as in other parts of the earth. Hence it is that West Indians

have ceased to be so *

generous' as formerly. But there is still

another disadvantage. Hitherto they have produced the strongest

sugar, and this probably is on account of their better modes of

preparing it, which Brasil and the East Indies have yet to fall

back upon. Both these latter sugars are prepared by the process
of claying, i. e. they are partially refined by discharging the

molasses on clay, and it is probable that it is this very process
which destroys or carries off much of the sacharine principle,

leaving the sugars of less strength. Mr. Cropper, in his pam-
phlet, alludes to the claying of sugars in Brazil and Cuba as if it

were an advantage, but this must be a mistake. It is but a rude

mode of refining for their own use, and for Spain and Portugal,
which have no refiners, and whose inhabitants w'ould not use the

sugar in the coarse brown form of the West Indies. But when

refining by the best processes, such as are used for loaf-sugar,

shall become customary in Brazil* and the East Indies, which

will be the case before any long period elapses, the West Indian

sugars will, as to price, be put out of the market. If then these

statements be correct, it would seem that there will be little chance

of profit for West Indian proprietors, after the emancipation of

the slaves shall have taken place, though upon the whole the

probability is, that no massacre of the whites is likely to happen,
as in Santo Domingo. But emancipation must take place, and

the next question is, how it may be arranged to produce the most

favourable results to the blacks, while avoiding all needless injury

to the whites.

It has by many been laid down as a principle, that in case of the

emancipation of the slaves, their masters will be entitled to com-

pensation for their pecuniary loss, as a matter of right; and some
even argue, that the slave ought to work out his own ransom by
his own labour. Those who hold the latter opinion, would seem

rather to argue in favour of the interest of the slave-holders, than

in accordance with the principles of justice. It seems rather

strange that because the slave has been stolen, he should be

additionally punished for the crime of another, so soon as the

theft is acknowledged. The contrary would rather seem to be the

* A supply of sugar from }3razil for any loiij:; period is however very jtroblematic.
Thi! population is, 1 believe, three millions oi' blacks to a million and a half of whites.

'J'hc latter a mixed breed of varyiuji; jriades between luiropean, Portuguese, and the old

lira/ilian cannibals. .Several indications of latent ferocity have ai)petired in the course
of the revolutionary struggles. Tlie negro slaves are also aware that their brethren in

the neighbouring Spanish Clolonies have been emancipated, and it retjuircs no power
of iirnplucy to i'oresce, that with such a materiel any jiojndar convulsion in Brazil,
when once fairly set going, will be terrific in its effects. The state of society in Brazil
j» a human volcano, rwjuiring u very slight additional ingredient to put it in action.
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case, and he might fairly demand compensation for all the labour

previously forced from him. And those who argue, that as emanci-

pation is a thing put in force for the benefit of the nation, the

nation is thereby bound as a matter of right to be at all the

expense of compensation, are also wrong in principle. The nation,

it is true, made laws, which permitted the possession of slaves,

and the operations consequent upon their possession, and laws

also have been made authorizing the possession of land. When
the nation takes the land of individuals for the national use, com-

pensation is made
;
but in this case the article in question is

turned to the profit of the nation. In the case of the slaves, it is

not a seizure of property, but merely a restitution to the slave of

that freedom of which he had previously been unjustly deprived.
But though the slave-holders have no legal or moral claim to com-

pensation, as a matter of right, they have a claim to consideration

on the score of humanity and of public utility. They also have

sustained an injury by the operation of mischievous laws. They
have been induced to embark property in stolen goods, which

goods the law had led them to believe were honestly come by,
and they have moreover suffered a consequent demoralization,

which has unfitted them to get a living in other ways. It would
be unjust and cruel to turn out disbanded soldiers or sailors to

starve, and ruined slave-owners would be in the same condition.

Those who acknowledge the force of this argument, allege that

they are only entitled to workhouse allowance, but this would only
be another form of cruelty. In speaking of those who will suffer

pecuniary distress by emancipation, I do not allude to the residents

on the islands, the overseers and attorneys, and the whole tribe

of actual negro coercers, who are for the most part coarse-minded

people, without claims upon the property, and quite capable of

procuring their own subsistence by other employments. The pro-

prietors of West India estates are rarely residents upon them.

They are for the most part in the situation of the Irish absentee

proprietary. 1 believe it will be found that there are few cases of

large incomes arising to individual proprietors from this source—the

attorneys and agents are the principal gainers. Probably there are

many instances of families who are barely supported, by incomes of

from one to three hundred pounds per annum, and who have been
in the habit of receiving their quarterly payments, as others do from
the public funds, without exactly knowing by what process they
came to them, beyond the hands of the clerk or merchant who
was the immediate agent. These then are the people who would

suffer, and to turn whom upon the parish would be extreme

cruelty. Now, if compensation is to be given to them,—and

humanity imperatively requires it—the amount should be regu-
lated by the diminution of income they may sustain in consequence
of emancipation, and not according to the arbitrary value which

may be set upon each slave according to the notion of the valuers,
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and who seem to go upon no fixed principle, some saying 80?.,

some 40/., and some 25^ per head. If the estates be rendered

utterly valueless, and the income entirely lost, then humanity
would dictate compensation to that amount. But if it could be

shown that under the present system no profit whatever were

accruing to the proprietors, then the proprietors would not be

entitled to claim a single farthing on the score either of humanity
or justice. They would be in a situation similar to that of a man
who might wish to claim an enormous sum for a piece of worth-

less land standing in the line of a new road. If they get no profit

by holding negroes in slavery, they would be no worse off in case

of emancipation. I believe it will be found in practice, that the

principal profits of the estates go into the pockets of the people

employed on the estates, from the attorney downwards, and that

the system is of that nature which the owners cannot alter. It is

a common saying that the agent or attorney of a West India

estate drinks champagne, but the owner must put up with small

beer. If this be so, the matter would not be very difficult to solve.

The attorney would scarcely have the impudence to talk of a vested

right, and the owner might reasonably be satisfied if he were no
worse off than before. Let the actual losses of the owners be

proved, and payment made, not as a fictitious loan, but as a free

gift,
—not as a claim of right, but as a provision of humanity.

The speech of Mr. Stanley, in which he propounded his plan,
is remarkable for its profusion of pompous verbiage, and the ab-

sence of sound logical inference. A disposition to laud the

charlatan Canning, and drag him in as a constant reference, is its

great peculiarity. Mr. Stanley seems inclined to swear by him on
all occasions, and verily it is like master like man. So crude a

concoction has rarely before been brought forward. The only

good feature about it, with regard to adults, is, that it makes the

slave at least one fourth free, but for that fourth the people of

England are to pay a consideration of fifteen millions sterling,
—

but mark the swindle—the Whig
*

expedients !' It is not a pay-
ment but a loan. As if there were any security in the West Indies

to enforce the repayment of the loan ! Dishonest pretext is

remarkable in all that the Whigs do. Then again the negro is

expected to pay the price of his own body before he can be free,

and a tolerably high price it is set at. But he is no longer to be

a slave forsooth! Oh no! an apprentice is the term. Heaven
save the mark! It is true he must work his whole time for twelve

years, or he will remain a slave at the end of that period, but not

a vestige of his earnings becomes his own.* Three fourths of his

time he is to work for his master in consideration of the food and
necessaries with which he may be furnished, i, e. salt fish and

* Those who are learned in ministerial intentions, say that it is intended to give the
slave the profits of his earnings. This may or may not be. I can of course only reason
from the public documeats, which do not seem to me to warrant any such inference.
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clothing to the amount of fifty shillings per annum, and permission
to cultivate a patch of waste land in his own time. At the rate

at which free labour is paid
—three and fourpence per day*

—the

value of three fourths of a year's labour is nearly forty pounds, and

this is to be given to the master as a compensation for food and

clothing worth fifty shillings. Then the fourth part of the slave's

labour for twelve years, i. e. three whole years' labour, equivalent
to one hundred and fifty pounds sterling, is to be paid by the slave

for the property of the remaining three fourths of hjs body, at

a time when the full value of a slave in the market of Charlestown

is only eighty pounds sterling. In addition to this, the slave appren-
tice, or apprentice slave, is still to be eligible to the usual amount
of cart-whip lashes, but with the difference that the magistrate and

not the master is to lay them on. In all cases a provision is made
to maintain the cart-whip, both by the ministerial abolitionists,

and by the slave-owners
;
a strong proof this that it is not calcu-

lated on the negro yielding much work by any other stimulus.

Now, if it be determined by those who, in courtly phrase, guide his

Majesty's councils, that each negro is to produce his master some

forty-five pounds per annum for twelve years, one would imagine
that the '

compensation' would be sufficiently ample without

coming to the people of England for fifteen millions sterling as a

loan, or a gift, or for a gift of twenty millions, as is now proposed.
But perhaps it is in contemplation to make a handsome job of the

distribution, which may run over as many years as the business of

the Nabob of Arcot, which served to provide for so many depen-
dents of those in power. Even in the case of the negro children

under six years of age, who are to be declared free, a provision is

made to watch the improvidence of their parents, and to seize the

first opportunity of again making them slaves under the name of

apprentices, the males for eighteen, and the females for fourteen

years, to the masters of their parents. A goodly temptation this

to the masters, to encourage profligate habits in their adult negroes,
and thus secure them a constant supply of youthful slave-labour

without wages. Mark the glaring injustice of the clauses ! First

of all, the slave must for twelve years give up his whole time to

his master, if he is to become a freeman, yet he is to be at all the

expense of maintaining his free offspring, or they will again become
slaves, under the name of apprentices, for a long term of years.
The twenty millions sterling talked of as a compensation, must be

far beyond the value of the slaves
;
and if this money is to be

paid to the slave-owners, there can no longer be any pretext for

keeping the negro in bondage, at least for the profit of his master.

If he works at all upon compulsion, his earnings ought to be applied

* I have taken Lord Howick's estimate, but I should think it much too high. Pro-

bably he takes the skilled labour of mechanics and domestic negroes, hired by the day,
as a standard. The coarse labour of field negroes cannot be worth so much, or it is

evident that very large fortunes must have been realLced,
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to his own benefit. But beyond this, it seems there is to be an

appointment of stipendiary magistrates, judges, police, moral and

religious teachers, and others, under the control of his Majesty,
by which fresh expenses will be incurred, and some considerable

amount ofjobbery, all of which must come out of the pockets of
the English nation. The whole plan, in short, is crude and ill-

digested. It is the work of a shallow brain
;
but little else could

have been expected from a man like Mr. Stanley, more anxious to

make a display for the purpose of setting people on to stare, as at

the tricks of a mountebank, than to consider wisely and dispassion-

ately, and to avail himself of every means of procuring knowledge.
His whole endeavour seems to have been to show in how short a

time he could cut the Gordian knot of the slavery question, which
has originated so many disputes.

Since writing the above, three clauses of the Bill have passed,
and with such large majorities, that I may assume that his Ma-

jesty's Ministers will have it all their own way without further

opposition. The clauses are, first, that the slaves are to remain

slaves, and eligible to the magistrate's whip under the name of

apprentices. Secondly, That twenty millions of pounds sterling
are to be paid to those who call themselves the West India interest,

by way of a sop to stop their mouths, and v.ithout any consideration

of how it is to be raised, and within what time. The third clause

is, that the English people are to be at the expense of maintaining
magistrates, judges, teachers, police, and troops, all at the disposal
of his Majesty's Ministers, with, of course, the usual amount of

jobbery, which is the pest of all public business. Mr. Wason
moved as an amendment, that the whole expense should be met

by a tax on property, but this, as a matter of course, was instantly
scouted by all 'respectable' men.
The apprenticeship, as before shown, is merely a change of

names, for the purpose of ensuring to the masters twelve years of

hard labour from all slaves above six years of age, and a provision
has been made also, to visit any improvidence of the father upon
the children, by making them slaves for a large portion of their

lives, thus making it the evident interest of the master to encojirage

impro\idence in his slaves. This ajjprenticeship therefore, if the

data 1 have taken be correct, is far more than sufficient to enable

the master to extract from the carcass of the slave the market

value of it, as the biped brute which the slave-owners have com-

monly considered him. If therefore the system be carried into

action, there is no pretext for asking a single shilling of compen-
sation from the English nation. If compensation be granted by
the iMiglish nation, then there is no pretext for forcing it a second

time out of the lal)0ur of the negro himself. The only ])retext
alter that, for keeping him in subjection at all, whether under the

name of a slave or an apprentice, must be his own benefit.

Therefore, the Avhole of his earnings should be applied to his own
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benefit, and out of that fund should come the expenses of judges,

magistrates, poHce, teachers, troops, &c., as well as poor's rates

for infants, and the unfortunate destitutes, who cannot be many
in a land where to scratch the earth is to produce a crop.
Much talk has been bandied about the value of the West India

colonies to England ;
but the fact is, that so far as any pecuniary

advantage is concerned, it would be a fortunate thing for England
if the whole of the Antilles were sunk beneath the waters of the

Atlantic. People talk of the sugar trade, and ask with the ut-

most simplicity what we should do without sugar ? The answer to

this is, if the Antilles did not produce it, other parts of the world

would. And what if there were no sugar at all ? There was an

age in the world when people had it not, and yet contrived to

grow up tall, and straight, and goodly ;
and it is scarcely to be

supposed, that the world would be extinguished, even though the

sugar-cane were totally lost. Besides, the world is older than it

was, and were sugar suddenly to vanish from us under the present

processes, it would be so desirable a thing to regain it, that

chemists would set to work with the prospect of an enormous

gain before them, in case they could produce a substitute. At
one time it was prophesied that the French nation could no longer

carry on war for want of salt-petre, but they eventually found a

remedy ;
and such will be the case with sugar whenever human

beings shall resolve that they will not destroy their bodies prema-
turely, by the cultivation and preparation of a g;igantic grass. As
a matter of mere interest, therefore, the wisest thing England could

do, would be to withdraw her troops, and leave both whites and
blacks in the West Indies to settle their quarrels as they best

could ; but the question is not one of interest, but of humanity,
and for the sake of humanity it is, that Englishmen will be willing
to add to their burdens by the payment of fresh taxes if necessary.
But it would be the act of fools, to suffer themselves to be cheated
and plundered, for the gratification of Mr Stanley's arbitrary inso-

lence. Twenty millions sterling, though voted by the House of
Commons in breathless haste, must not be paid away without

knowing to whom, and whether fairly or not, amongst the num-
berless hands which will be stretched out to receive, while the

corresponduig mouths will still cry
'

Give, give,' like the daughters
of the horse-leech. The only claimants who will be entitled to

attention, are the bona-fide proprietors and mortagees, and they
must be compensated in the proportion of the profits which they
were actually making, and not by the nominal value of their pro-

perty. They could not have increased the amount by their own

energies ;
and they are not entitled to claim any thing on account

of what their agents annually plundered from them. What they
actually had under the existing system, and not what they might
have had under a better system, must be the rule to go by.
The compensation, or rather the act of charity, being thea
No. 79. 21,.
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agreed to, the slaves should be considered as treed, and they
should only be restrained from the full exercise of freedom by
those means which are evidently conducive to their own interest.

It would most likely be a mischievous thing to turn loose in a

single day a whole population of slaves. Their gambols would be

rather unwieldy, and perhaps mischievous; but how must it be

arranged, to decide which should be freed first? Reason would

point to the aged, because the older the slave is, the less time has

he for enjoyment. The glaring defect of Mr. Stanley's apprentice
scheme is, that the old men may be dead before they can reap

any benefit from it, which is a great hardship. I would propose
then that all field negro slaves above the age of forty-five should

at once be set free, and that five years should be the maximum
of restraint upon the remainder, but all should be freed as fast as

they attained the age of forty-five years. In addition to these,

there would be no harm resulting from at once setting free all

slaves above the age of twenty-one years, who may have been

brought up to mechanical trades, or to domestic service, because

the fact of having been so brought up, implies a superior power
of intellect, and the consequent possession of forethought. The

remaining slaves should then be obliged to work for wages, if any
means short of the whip could be found, and the experiment
would be fairly tried, whether they would be voluntarily indus-

trious or not. The wages they might earn, should have a portion
deducted from them as a tax for the ex{)enses of government, and
above all, schools; and the labour of the free slaves might also be

taxed, through the agency of those who might employ them. As
an additional inducement to labour, Savings' Banks mi<rht be

established for the receipt of their earnings, and those who might
accumulate money the most rapidly, should thereby hasten the

term of their manumission, and this upon a graduated scale. By
this process the actual state of the negro intellect might be ascer-

tained and classified. Probably the best persons to fill the offices

of teachers and local magistrates, would be the missionary preachers,

simply from the fact that they have gained the confidence of the

negroes, by suffering persecution in their cause. 1 confess that my
knowledge of the negro character, so far as 1 have had the opj)or-

tunity of observing it, does not lead me to expect much from the

mass in the way of forethought, but the means 1 have stated seem
to be the most likely to draw it forth, if it exists in any quantity.
The present mode of apprenticeship pl.aces emancipation at such
an indefinite period, so far as negro intellect is concerned, that I

much fear the apparent giving, and real withholding of freedom,
will be misunderstood by the negroes, that they will fancy the

King has given them freedom, which their masters unjustly with-
hold. Ihey will in consequence refuse to work, as in the case of
the former insurrection, and all will break forth in broil, perchance
to terminate in a more fearful result. Mais nous verrons.
June 12, 1833. Junius Uedivivus.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF PEL. VERJUICE.

CHAPTER III.

MY FIRST PLAY.

Look closer to 't : you make the evil first ;

A base, then pile a heap of ceusures on it.

'Tis your own sin supplies the scaffolding
And mason work : you, skilful, rear the gr'ita,

UnsightU' fabric
;
and there point, and say

' How ugly is it.' You meanwhile forget
'Tis your own handywork. I could say more ;

But there's a check within : 'tis such an one,
As you, I trow, have banished from its birth-place.

Old Pt.ay, (verif scarce,
' marked in the Cala/ofue,

RRRfi : which ugnifieth rariuimut.')

* Oh, Pylades, what's life without a friend ?' Shall I ever forget
these words, or the clear, ringing voice—a voice, which in it3

character was neither trumpet nor bell, but a compound of both,

mellowing into each other—which first conveyed these words to

my ear? No; and less probable is it that I shall lose the power
of re-creating every circumstance, form and colour, order and

arrangement, of the occasion on which I heard them. I am sure

it is less desirable
;
when this light of eye fades, and this vigour

of imagination and reflection falters, may I— —fiat voluntas tua!
How came I, for the first time, how came 1 ever to 'go to a

play ?' There were about me those who would have deemed I

was rushing headlong into the gate
'

opposite to St. Peter's,' if I

entered the doors of a theatre. Yet 1 did go. All the world was
wide staring at a wonder

;
all the world professed to see mira-

culous genius in a boy : there were, indeed, a few exceptions, a
few questioners, but they were scouted as morose or envious

;
and

the gaping curiosity of the world dilated my eyes with desiring
astonishment. I could and did wish, but dared not hope for, the

gratification : and >Yith what a heartfull of swelling delight and

impatience, and impulsive thankfulness, did I receive my uncle's

permission, unsolicited, garnished by a gallery ticket, to go and
see the '

young Roscius.' I lost not a minute ere I carried the

joyful intelligence to my father
;
who. let the truth be spoken,

entertained notions of a different complexion on this *

opposite to

St. Peter's' mischief: he was almost as joyous a.s I was, in the

anticipation of the impression and pleasure I should receive, and
added a shilling for fruit between the acts; and,

'

Well, 'you'll
come and tell me all about it next Sunday.' The intervening;

twenty-four hours were the most wearisome and sense gnawing I

ever knew. I rolled from side to side, shifting my position every
five minutes during the unslept night; and all next day the fingers
of the clock were the laziest pieces of machinery that ever were
invented : the sun was stupified, he was a laggard, and seemed

2 L 2
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to loll and lounge on his journey, verily as if to torment and

laugh at me. After a long, long, long watch of outstretched,

provokingly prolonged minutes, four o'clock did come; two hours

previous to the opening of the doors, three before the rising of

the curtain: and forth I sallied, stepping, no, vaulting on air.

On my arrival near the theatre, I saw a compact wall of thirty

yards length, and fifteen feet breadth, built up of human bodies,

close, compact, wedged, and welded : the owner of each particle
fearful of slipping an inch in retrograde, or of being squeezed a

hair's breadth out of the line. I lodged my diminutive substance

in the mass. It was a blazing day in June. Oh, my masters, I

was soaked! but I bore it like a hero, as most heroes bear hard-

ships. I had a glory in view, and flinched not at the squeezing
and sweltering. 1 have lost all this courageous endurance latterly.
I could no more find patience to wait two hours now for the

opening of the theatre's doors, than 1 could find the centre of

gravity by boring for it with a gimlet ; yet my love of the drama is

stronger than ever : but on the occasion to which I am now your
index, reader, all, every thing was new, of mind-exciting, soul-

captivating, body-panoplying character. The very sky over my
head seemed made for, and it did perform the office of, friendly

l)articipation in my senses: it communicated an encouraging,
smiling, sympathizing brightness to my delight. I was in a bath

of perspiration and bliss. 1 was juirt, yet single, of the mass
assembled for the same object, urging to the same goal. Each
individual was a portion of myself; 1 loved them all; they assisted

me in my enjoyment ; they aided me in the expectation of which

they were themselves full
;
and the two hours ran away unper-

ceived by me: the knowledge that they had passed was commu-
nicated by the bending and heaving of the wall, which drove

itself inwards by its own invisible and internal machinery; the

secret chain was one soul linked to and coursing through five

hundred bodies; the billowing mass lifted me from my feet, and
carried me, resistless and eflbrtless, to within the magical doors.
The same power bore me on to a sort of pigeon-hole, in which I

deposited my ticket and received a copper check
; my visit to the

})igeon-hole was not of three seconds' duration, but 1 found

op[)ortunity to be struck with the peering, keen, mechanical

abstraction of look in the man who received my ticket. It was a

species of Inmian being that I had never before recognised, and
1 had him down instantly on my tablets

; (those malleable iron ones
of which I spoke in my first chapter; being rather vain of the

phrase I remind you of it, reader.) Away from the j)igeon-hole,
and 1 ran, lea[)e(J, and pushed, and {)anted up the endless, count-

less, and tantalizing stairs. At length 1 was in tiii; tiikatre! 1

started back at sight of the steep, almost precipitous declivity :

it seemed like a hill with its components and fragments, creeping,

leaping, falling, rolling, rumbling, and settling down in the dying
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labours of an earthquake, though masses, for a whole half hour,

continued tumbling into place, till all was settled in a firm and

compact body. The deep roar of the many hundreds of voices,

here and there one rising into a scream, at first appalled, then

left me to a tumult of wonder, and bewildering, breathless intensity
of eye and ear. There, directly beneath my gaze, was the large,

sacred, green veil, behind which the mysterious preparations were

then in state of progress. What a sublimity of office was in that

baize curtain! With what dignified composure, what Jupiterian

equanimity did that curtain look forth its authority, its command
that the sacred precincts which it guarded, the hallowed rites

which it concealed, should not be profanely penetrated ! Heroes
and demi-gods, and Ida's beauteous queens were there, robing for

the festival! An after and less reverential acquaintance with

these affairs, told me there was a drawing on of flesh-coloured

legs ;
a tugging at gilt leather breast-plates; a tying of lambro-

quins ;
a buckling of sandals; a proper adjusting of certain

padding ; corking and india-inking of eye-brows and whiskers,

and a breeding of roses on the cheeks, by the marriage of a hare's

foot with red lead, and a thousand other mortal earthlinesses too

tedious to mention. But of all these I saw nothing now: blessed

state of innocence ! The deities were smiling at each other, as

they sipped their nectar, and inhaled ambrosial essences. I feasted

in stillness on the exhilarating idealities, and sat in unbreathing
ecstasy. Ha ! look ! look there ! a face and two Olympian
fingers opening and peeping through a crevice in that sacred
curtain ! Mo^t happy and envied, most privileged of beings !

who and what art thou ? Thought is more speedy than speech ;

1 had time to think this, not to speak it, for instantly there was
an outbiirsting of noises; such— '

my young remembrance could
not parallel a fellow to' them—such as forced me out of my
feelings of worship and venerating curiosity. They were com-

pounded of hiss, growl, snarl, whoop, yell ;

'

Off, off;'
* Ya a

a a h—ya a a ah ! otF, off!' Cats, dogs, geese, serpents, bears,

brayers, wolves, owls, and rooks were at once tearing their

throats with warring discord on my stunned and confounded ears:

but the face and fingers, after an exhibition of a phalanx of teeth

by the former, withdrew, and the hallowed orifice closed. Now
my e\es turned to survey and revel through the capacious, deep,
gorgeous, gilded, and emblematically painted

—room ? no
; not

room. It was a mountain scooped out from summit to base, and
caverned in its bosom

;
and the blue and fleecy sky o\erhead,

the roof being coloured to represent a canopy of bright day ; all

arranged with seats, bowery and flowery, on which a thousand
tinted streaks, and dots of shrubs and verdure rested. But the
shrubs and flowers were most inharmonious, and for heat, it was
a blast furnace in Guinea! the hollow of Etna was breezy and

cooling rather than that. The noise was deafening and tremen-
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dous
;
but amid the din I caught the indistinct twanging and

crashing of musical instruments^ and looking, I saw, far beneath

me, near the foot of that magnanimous green curtain, some
fifty

arms jerking, and as many heads bobbing and rocking, with

delirious earnestness and furious rapidity : there was a regiment
of violins undergoing military torture at one and the same moment.
This I afterwards learned was called the orchestra. There was a

magical and mysterious influence in that indistinctness of sound,
which grappled at my imagination, as the splashes of light, in

measureless distance, in Martin's pictures, have since grappled it.

At once, as if some spell had struck every heart, and bound
mute and motionless every voice and limb, there was a dead
stillness. This sudden and instant calming of the tempest was

positively awful and sublime. I trembled : and noiselessly,

grandly, and slowly the cloud of curtain rose up, up, and
vanished. Then, oh, then ! on my enchanted eyes grew forth a

magnificent palace, interminable in colonnades, and sacred with

recesses, stretching far, far, far into distance ;
thence the mel-

low effulgence of an ethereal splendour subdued, drew the imagi-
nation on to an eveilastingness of melodious and flowery elysium.
Paint, canvass, and brushes, glory to ye ! In quick retrogression
the eye stepped on the gorgery of the marble columns, and over

their sculptured and trophied decorations, then took their impa-
tient rest on the space between the stream of light on the verdant

floor, and the nearest range of pillars. From opposite portals,
two beings stepped lightly and gracefidly forward, till they met.

Not yet ; for the instant a sandalled foot from one was visible at

the verge of the mystic recess, the mountain shook with the

thunder which at once, in one passionate and headlong peal,
rattled and echoed, and rolled from its summit, sides, and hidden

depths beneath me ! It Avas the collision of four thousand palms,

many of them as horny as a horse's hoof, the beating of so

many feet with simultaneous, constantaneous strokes, and the

volleying of two thousand voices in ' Bravo ! bravo ! bravo !' all in

exact unison of burst. What a moment was that for the young
and beautiful stripling, a juvenile deity descended, who stood,

and bent a graceful acceptance of the homage ! Again and

again the thunder rose and rolled, and again the boy-god bowed.

Yet was there another being, an elder, still a youth, standing
near him, retired back a step or two : he stood erect and beau-

tiful
; he bowed not

;
he felt the homage was not to him

;
he was

deaf and absent to it all
;
he was still Mr. King, spite of his

sandals, tunic, and peplum. The uproar melted into air; the last

rumble of the thunder sank down, down, down from a murmur to

a sigh ;
then to unheard, sup[)ressed breath ; deep, deep, intense

stillness: and I heard the voice of that rare creature, if creature

he could be, musically syllable forth the words,
* Oh, Pylades I

what's life without a friend ?' In that vast assemblage of men,
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women, and youths, of ditferent degrees, temperament, and cha-

racter, the rough and the courtly, the rude and the refined, the

semi-savage and the delicate, the educated and the illiterate, the

turbulent and the meditative, the timid and the tipsy : not a whisper,
not a breathed sound curled on the atmosphere to disturb the

adoring silence
;
there was a tranquillity as perfect as in the stars,

the quiet of a moonray sleeping on, and borne about by, a vivified

statue. Oh, how I was enthralled, enchanted, spell-wrought,

by what I saw and heard I ^Vith utter unconsciousness of myself
I arose and bent fonvard, with outstretched arms, as if to fly

whither 1 was irresistibly and dreamingly drawn, when a jerk at

my coat tail, and a voice in anger's shrillness, crv ing
' Cawu't ye

sit deawn? y'ore rucking mygeawn'd,' drew me back. Oh, what
a hurling down from the heaven of imagination was that !

' Gi
that gewee some woots ! turn um hout! throw um hover!*

screamed and bellowed from every side, and a thousand heads
and as many pair of exasperated eyes were directed towards me.
'

Oh, that this too, too solid flesh would thaw and resolve itself

into a dew I' (I had read Hamlet) was my prayer. 1 was steej)ed,

saturated, parboiled in a caldron of shame. I was for some
moments in a state of utter annihilation : but the storm died

away, peace returned, and with it my fixedness of eye and

devouring of ear. I was forgotten, praise be to the saints! and
the splendid phantasma proceeded. The play-bill, which was
crushed and doubled up to a hazel-nut's bulk by this time, had
told me that Pylades was Mr. King, Orestes 'by the young
Roscius'. Then came the deep-toned, stately Pyrrhus, a metem-

psychosis of Mr. Barrymore, or Mr, Barrymore a metera[)sychosis
of Pyrrhus: take your choice, reader; yet I offer another version

of the '

say,' I think Mr. Barrymore was himself all the while.

Heavens ! what majesty of step ! Oh, reader, if you are yery
young, you can form no idea of it, unless you have seen Liston

in Lord Grizzle, or Jack Reeve in Abraharaides
;
no disparage-

ment to Barrymore though ; he was as good as nine-tenths of his

day : that '

stage tread' is obsolete now
;

but how it was bepraised
and beworshipped by your papa and mamma! The legs super-

latively proud of bearing such a body, the feet speaking their

conscious dignity of belonging to the legs, each wrinkle in the

stocking's instep and ham seemed to say * how all these people
are admiring me!' There Avere guards, and battle-axes, and
shields, and spears, and a throne ! Lawks me ! I had never seen
a throne before

; that is to say, a real, genuine, bona-fide throne,

nothing but pictures of them in books. Sir reader, I would
have sacrificed ray dinner every day for the next month, even to
have touched one of those blessed battle-axes, or to have clutched
the shaft of one of those honoured spears! But the men that
bore them ! Oh I to their glorious state, ambition could not
dream of aspiring ! Then the ladies, the angels, the deesses,
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for such to me they were, to be gazed on only at a distance,

unapproachable and immaculate ! How beautiful ! how very,

very beautiful they were, indeed they were, whether you call

them Avomen or goddesses ! how much more than lovely !

Mortality's touch, or the voice or breath of earthliness would have

blasphemed them. Yet the play-bill informed me that Her-

mione, the Juno, the tornado queen, Hermione was ycleped by
mortals Mrs. Johnstone, and the tearful, sad, and fond, and gra-

ciously tender Andromache, was grossly called Miss Norton, and
that both' were real women ! But I would not, I could not believe

it, even though the white cambric handkerchief of the latter told

me it had just left the profane hands of the laundress, it was
folded so neatly : and how prettily those pretty fingers unfolded it

to my view, and exhibited the nice rectangular creases ere it was
hfted to those glorious eyes to wipe away the tears which did not

glisten there! Ah me! if I had carried a hundred hearts

under my waistcoat, they would all have jumped out and yielded
themselves capti\es, willing, joyous captives. But bless you,
reader! I have been in like predicament a hundred times since

;

black, brown, fair, and coppery, all have held me in their thralls,

and, as 1 thought with each, [)ast escape. It is all over now,
and I am as free as a weathercock. How I followed every step
and waving of the arms with my earnest fjaze, or I endea-
voured to do so ! but 1 was somewhat [lerplexed to look at two at

once. How every word and every tone trickled through my ears

and dro})|)ed into my heart! all was delicious, soul-elevating, and

soul-subjugating enchantment! except between the acts; and
then 1 was reminded that I was an earthly gallerian, that all

around me were earthly. It would be almost profanation of the

subject to turn to the occurrences of the evening pending these

intervals
;

it was a matter of astonishment to me, that the impres-
sions which I took, and which all seemed to lake, could be so

easily thrown away. Amid the general clapping of hands, and

thumping Avith sticks, and beating wilii hoofs, that followed any
thing which pleased or struck the multitude, J was <lumb and

motionless; 1 had no [)ower to bring the j)alins of my hands in

collision; the vis insifa slej)t; mind had cciised to act on the

body. There was one sxinpathetic and simple creature sitting
next to me (not the one whose 'geawnd 1 Jiad rucked') motionless

and mute as myself, but she foiuid breath to whisper to me, 'Are

they alive?' alluding to the beings on the stage. 'Oh, yes,' was
all my reply, glad to give the information, and not a jot surprised
at the question. ]Uit between tlie acts J w-as really agonized ;

what with the ugly change and inq)atience for the elevation of the

cnu'I act dro[)-scene, 1 could scarcely endure myself. There was

Avhistling and shouting, and hallooing to acquaintances, and cork

drawing, all in a moment from the descent of the act drop:
ay, ere it had closed the view in entirely, the villany began ;

and
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this from the very persons, who, a second or two ago, were sitting

with siich hungry stillness and greedy attention! What are they
made of? This was interstitial misery; but delight and ecstasy,

choking, suffocating ecstasy, again took possession of me, as the

compassionating screen withdrew its presence. What a bliss is

ignorance ! I am quite certain I could not now be bribed to sit

through the play of '

Orestes, or, the Distrest Mother,' as it was
acted on that evening : every thing was faultless, beautiful, divine

then, because I had thought no more about the matter
;

I had

examined no further into the qualities of acting, and materials

and workmanship, than the rest of the public, those who are in

the habit of deciding the fate of a histrionist. In short, I had
-not learned to find fault. The star, the wondrous magnet of the

evening, the being: who drew the enthusiastic multitude to gaze
on him, was he who figured as Orestes : but it was Andromache
that stood pre-eminent with me, sweet, tender, and soul-dis-

solving in my sight. Folks said Hermione was the finest; she

may have been
;
but I have ever had an instinctive aversion to a

virago, whether in brocade and lace and diamonds, silk or

ginghams, or in linsey-woolsey, but the most horrible of these

horrors, is a genteel virago! Where was Astyanax for whom she

feared and grieved ? What a blessed child was that for whom she

moaned and wept! And I heard Pyrrhus tell her, ten times at

least, with boisterouis, bullying condescension, that he loved her,
and I disliked Mr. Barrymore, and this too without loving Miss
Norton.

Would that this could last for ever! I wished. Oh! howl
dreaded, whenever my thoughts turned to realities, how I dreaded
the termination, the shutting up of this enchantment ! The pros-

pect of the curtain falling, people all going away, lights extin-

guished, and the '

counting house!'

'

Marlarn, 'tis done, your orders are obeyed ;

The tyrant lies expiring at the altar 1'

said the boyish- murderer ; urged by the o'er-mastering passion for

her who advised the act
;
while his mind shook in terror at the

raging impulses of his heart. How I trembled too! Such was
the point, the precise moment in that engrossing incident, when
a loud '

Ho, Lord, oh !
—ho, moy hoy ! moy hoy !' broke the dense

and dumb mass of spectators into another commotion of heaving,

tossing, and yelling. It was not my doing this time, but I felt the

burning of shame again upon me. ' Whafs the matter?' and
heedless of shins, shoulders, and heads, down plunged a constable
to the quarter from which the disturbing cry uprose. There stood
Hermione and Orestes, waiting neither patiently nor complacently,
I ween, but striving to personify both, till it pleased the inferior

deities above that their regalities should proceed in their hot
debate. * Hallo ! what's the matter here ? Come out ;' in the
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meekness of a mastitPs growl, said constable, at the same instant

gripj)ing the collar of the crier, who, with his left hand comforting
his sinister eye, stood two benches below me^,— ' Come out.'

'

Why
it was that chap, yander

—'twarn't my fault: ee uU'ed a big

gewzbree at me, un uz ot me a gob o' the hoy, and welly blinded

me.' (This is a sample of the English I was set to learn, in

obliteration of my native tongue, vide chap, i.)
Remonstrance

was useless; the constable was obdurate, energetic in his office;

and upwards, up the hill of legs and paunches, arms and heads,
remorseless of the discomfiture of many a shawl, the damage of

sundry white cottons, and the '

rucking' of countless or uncounted
*

geaivnds/ he dragged the offended offender, he ousted the man
of the wounded optic. Quiet once more : and presently all eyes
and heads were pointed as before the ' row began.' Hermione
and Orestes, by a clapping of hands, were informed that they

might now proceed. I was throughout so earnest in my attention,

so fixed in my gaze, and took impressions of all I saw and heard,
so acutely and deeply, that 1 am sure I could have marshalled

every step of foot, position of body, and motion of arm. I could

have coursed over every tone of voice which I heard that night,
for years afterwards. 1 felt everything, that is,

I understood

everything, except that which was most uproariously applauded,
that which was clapped and ' bravoed' by the audience most

vehemently
—the mad scene. Young and ignorant as / was, 1 (elt

sorry that it was done. I scarcely know how to de.scribe what I

thought of it, but the best 1 can say is, it seemed to be the action

and manner of a man who, tired of a task in which it was neces-

sary to assume an ap[)earance of grave earnestness against the

grain, was resolved to put an end to the matter by making bom-
f)aslic fun of it. 1 saw the same character performed by Booth,
at Charleston, in South Carolina, in 1821,* and recollected every

* liocith was an extraordinary man, a truly great aclor, k't others say what they
will. He was no man's second. Neither was he a copyist, as he was denounced for

lu'ing. IJdoth could not 'imitate.' AVhoevor talks of //lodr/s, or of schon/.s in acting;,

or adopts the i)rinciiile
of their need or utility, 1 voluntarily jnonounce to hu alto;;«ther

ij^iiorant of the spirit of dramatic illustration. In its operation, Hctiii;^; makes no

n-ference to memory: the instant memory is taxed, tlie spirit flies. Kind-hearted

rea<ler, (for I hegin to find out wlio are my readers, and I may so, safely, address them,)
if you will not take this from me, pray accept it from Pope :

' When memory jirevails,

Tlie solid force of undurstandmg fails.'

A it'petition of reflections is mere mimicry. Jhioth's actin^f was a pervasion of mind
in the entirety of corporeal functions : it was Ihout^ht dashing its influence to every
nerve, and nerve sending hack to the thought, an increased tenacity. II is acting was

imagination of the highest order, intensely jihysicalized. Hear Pope again :

' When heams of warm imagination play.
The memory's soft figures melt away.'

Booth's failing, I fear, was a deficiency of moral strength: he could not hattlo with
and overcome the assaults of mortification and disappointment: they hore too hard
tipon his nature: he had not the elasticity and rebound which are necessary i-i that
lomlat. p_ V.
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movement of Master Betty. Booth made me shudder in the mad
scene. It is by a reference to these engravings on my memory,
that I can assure myself the acting which I then marvelled at, and

thought, (that is to say, believed,) there was not much thinking in

the matter,
'
I took it as the vulgar do,' so fine, was really bad.

Perhaps I may be permitted to dilate on this subject hereafter;
at present suffice it to say, that acting is a very different thin* to

that which it is generally supposed to be. 1 am sure, at least, in

saying, ivas supposed to be. The drama has declined: it has

done so ever since minuets were banished. Tragedy went out of

fashion with whalebone petticoats and powdered periwigs. The
'

tragedy strut' and the '

wow-wowing' threw an air of grandeur
and dignity over the actor, and enveloped him in a mysterious

halo : it was so unlike any thing else which the play-goers could

see in the heavens above, in the earth beneath, or in the waters

under the earth, therefore did they admire it.

I would undertake by this day week to drill a bag of wool into

as good an actor as many of their favourites were. And you may
hear them still, 'Ah! we shall never see such geniuses again!'

Verily I hope not ! I f a correct view of acting, of s\ hat true acting
consists, if the qualities of mind which are indis[)ensable to the

formation of the actor, were fairly understood, the excellent Shelly
would not have spoken in contempt of the player's art. It must
have been the whalebone petticoat and powdered periwig style
that he was looking at. And not more than one in

fifty of those

who pant to belong to the profession, or to win praises by amateur-

ship, would presume to set himself before a theatrical audience;
then, perhaps, an actor might be estimated at something more
than an object on which vulgar curiosity may i)ay to stare. And
we should require no stronger proof of utter absence of honesty, or

lack of ability to judge, in those whose pens were em{)loyed in

laudation of the tragic powers of a boy. They did not confine

themselves to an admiration of the boy's memoried tact, and
imitation of a schooled manner, or I should not pause to comment
on their honesty or judgment here. They gulled themselves and
'the world' by

'

critical^ examinations of the exhibition, as really

good acting, as imagined feelings and creations of secondary
existence: and, in their estimation, elevated the boy Betty to a
level with—ay, to an eminence above the noblest theatrical spirits
of the day. Had there been truth in the 'criticisms;' had he
merited the eulogies which were awarded to him; had he de-
served a hundredth part of them, the boy must have possessed the

constitutional temperament, mingling with an innate fountain of
moral faculties, which would have flourished and widened in man-
hood

;
and thought and experience would have invigorated them

in years : whereas the result in manhood was decline, inefficiency.
The original principle, the grand faculty, the sacred fire was not

there, or it could not have perished so : it would have battled
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against the caprices of a satiated curiosity, and fought its way up
to triumph.

This body-chpping and mind grasping subject of tragedy, was
followed by the farce of ' Love laughs at Locksmiths/ and a

glorious farce it is. Only to think of the effect it took on me !

The very boards, the benches, the pillars and walls, seemed built

up and dove-tailed of laughs. I, who had been so full of the

sympathies and passions of Orestes, &c. &c., alternately swelling,

weeping, choking, and shivering, was as hearty a participator in

the fun, as the wisest and ablest ])lay-goer in the house. I

screamed with laughter, to the excoriation of my trachea; my
jaws ached with incessant cachination

; my o'er-bubbling eyes
would have swamped a jolly-boat, and my poor ribs complained
of cracking with the repetition of peal on peal of my free, unsup-
pressed, uproarious, absolute relish of the humour! What a

capital, clever fellow was Risk! (Mr. Jones,) and Solomon Lob,

staring, gaping, bullet-headed Solomon Lob, (little Lancaster,)
was a bladder of laughing gas to me. And how painfully, amidst

it all, did my thoughts turn to the draw'ing to a close of all this

enjoyment. I almost trembled at its approach ;
and like one who

lias glanced at something which he fears, 1 turned away my eyes:
still the ugly spectre drew me towards it, and the end did come.
Oh ! that some power would kindly arrest that falling curtain !

No, no, the floor rose up to meet it; and the opening dimini^hed,

narrower, was a crevice, a line of light, now shut as closely
as a jar of preserved damsons in my grandmother's cupboard.
Still 1 sat with my eyes rivetted on the baize, that closer out,

that black door which barriered the entrance to Elysium. Still I

sat; 1 knew nothing of the people leaving the theatre. The only

reality of which 1 was sensible was the gradual darkening: how

long I remained I cannot tell. I knew not that I was quite alone, till

an unpleased voice hailed me Avith
' LLdloo ! youngster, what are

you doing here?' accompanied by a shake of the shoulder. As my
head was bent down, resting on the {)alrns of my hands, which

again rested on my knees, he supposed I had fallen asleej), and

saw mo as he was extinguishing the lights against the gallery walls.

I look around; nothing but dingy vacancy, unoccu[)ied benches!

1 stepped upwards, and at the top turned round, ))aused to take

a last look, and then j)lunged down the stairs with reckless

rapidity, not daring to trust mystdf with a moderation of step,

because I should think back if I did; and with the im[)etus fell

headlong into the street, so grazing and scraping n)y palms:

luckily the [)ain bodily, which this occasioned, anodyned the pain

moral, and restored me to my senses. 1 hastened home to bed

supperless and sleepless, for I was very, very busy all niglit.

You may be sure, reader, 1 was surrounded by catechisers next

morning, who were curious to know what 1 thought.
* Well,

Pel., how did you like the play P' Like it!
'

Come, Pel., let us
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hear all about it.' These questions were put by several who had
witnessed the performances : but among my acquaintances, that

is, those who supposed they knew me, I had the reputation of

being somewhat of an oddity ; there was, consequently, a curiosity
to know how a play, for the first time, would operate on an oddity,
and doubtless a hearty laugh at my simplicity was in the perspec-
tive of their questions : and they had their laugh ; but the wind
that raised it blew from a quarter unexpected by them. I com-
menced at the opening of the farce, and ' ran it through,' scene

and circumstance, from beginning to end
; repeating much of the

dialogue on the road
; tickling myself and my hearers with the

incipient Toryism of Risk, who,
' when his farm was taken,*

would

' Hire a lout to wield the flail,

Small beer should serve the bumpkin:
While he, by guzzling home-brewed ale,

Grew rounder than a pumpkin—
Grew rounder than a pumpkin.*

Then I * shold the fine picture of Chupiter and Danse, to de

Arsh[)ishop of Cologne
—

drapery and all—and put up mine oom-

prella, de cloudsh vas sho pootiful, and sheemed as if dey vas

choost coin to rain.' But the flower of the exhibition was a
double of Vigil and old Totterton, before the painter's door—
Vigil upbraiding the old man with his age and ocular dimness,
and Totterton peevishly replving with his shrill pipe,

' Bless usl'

and chuckling in falsetto in triumph over Vigil, whose boasted
keenness had failed to detect what old Totterton saw,

' the car-

riage of letters by the first-floor mail,' &c., &c., &c. Oh ! they
had it over and over again. Totterton and Vigil became a pest.
'But the tragedy. Pel.; what did you think of the tragedy i"

* How did you like the tragedy ?' Hah ! the curtain refused to

rise for their entertainment on that subject. I was silent. I re-

member all my mirth forsook me
;
and they, in their wisdoms,

came to the satisfactory conclusion that 1 had no taste for tragedy,
and if ever 1 turned '

play actor,' 1 should shine in comedy.
Good judges of the future, were they not? I revelled in

'

tragedy'

silently, unseen, in remotenesses
;

it was too sacred for the world's

eyes. Parents, guides, guardians, and elders, are all, in their

own fancy, a{)t discriminators of the indications of future promise
in children. Parents are most liberally endowed with this faculty
of penetration. They ever see a future military hero in the boy
who is fond of looking at a red coat and flourishing a sword of

lath. R. A. is certainly in the distance, if a child scrawl some
crooked lines for arms and legs, and drop a blotch for a head

;

and the shoving a paper boat across a tub of water, is the first

nautical essay of him who is to discover the N. W. passage. I

was inordinately, passionately fond of bathing and swimming
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under water,—remaining there till I was exhausted : I wonder

they did not see that 1 should become a pearl-diver.

My hour of weekly communion with my father arrived, and

brought about the same exhibition, with different results. He
was sur|)rised at my retention of the farce, and asked me *of the

tragedy.' I made no reply ; till, on his going into detail, I at

length said,
'

Oh, father, I cannot talk of it
;

1 seem to swing in

the air when I think of it !' He instantly changed the subject.
How often after this, during the short time I yet remained with

ray uncle, did I race down to the stage-door, for the mere chance

of looking at an actor or actress as they passed in or out, or to

catch a ghmpse of a lamplighter or a scene-shifter, such ha[)py

mortals, such superlative beings did 1 think they were
;
and after

on one occasion of gallerying and one of pitting, (to which latter

I was promoted by an aunt, not my master-uncle's wife, she was

of the 'opposite to St. Peter''s' creed,) how much did I covet the

possibility of being admitted to the honour of walking in a pro-

cession, or of standing among the gallant guards, (though, sooth

to say, there were queer looking things among them occasionally,)
attendant on some of the kings and queens and heroes ! But all

this was a vain hope, it could never be realized
; yet on those

very boards, no, for that building was burnt down, in the very

place of those boards, the first time I entered that theatre, twenty-
three years after my 'flitting' from the counting-house, home, and

England, was to fulfil an engagement, in large letters, to play ^ye
niijlits only, a series of Shakspeare's tragic glories,

' By Mr.

Veujuick, being his first appearance in this theatre ;' and I swear

to you, reader, if you won't take it without an oath, I was not, on
this occasion, half so great a man in my own 0[)inion, as 1 thought
a message deliverer twenty-three years prior to this singular event.

There was no lack of murmuring as to my going to the play ;

'
it would come to no good,' and all the usual terrors of corise-

(juence were spread out in detail. For my own [)art, I could not

see the evil of it, I never could to this hour
; yet I think 1 liave

had my lessons, and 1 have pried into the aflair with a close eye ;

1 JKive turned it over sourly and soberly, philosophically and

coolly, doatingly and hatingly. Perhaps if others will take the

troulile to analyze theatrical representations to the extent that I

have done, they will be less averse to them
; nay, some of them

will be surprised at themselves for holding such oi)inions. Few,

however, are disposed to think earnestly on matters which are not

directly in the channel of their ))ursuits and occupations.

Much, most, if not entirely all the evil which the opponents
find in dramatic representations they carry to the theatre them-

selves, buckled under their own belts. There is a preparation of

the senses, ])erhaps by rather an established obtuseness, or a

temporary debasement of the intellect, which causes them to see

that which is neither shown nor remotely intended to be shown j
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they see, also, an encouragement to vice, in the lashing which it

receives from scorn
;
an induction to falsehood in the ridicule to

which it exposes itself, and the censure which whips it
; they dis-

cover a lesson of immorality in the unwinding and outspreading to

broad light of the tortuous course of villainous deception ;
and the

branding of moral turpitude with infamy and shame, they insist is

a ' bad example.' These are fools, you will say ; granted. But
I have heard more railers of this description than of any other

;

these are their soundest arguments against theatrical representU"
tions. My experience of these railers has told me they are more

preceptively than practically virtuous.* They have lots of pre-

cepts always at hand. The demoralization is not in the theatrical

representation ;
I could easily find parallels for illustration of my

meaning, but I will let it stand as it is just now ;
but let me say I

do not include in this list of merely preceptively virtuous, those

who have never entered a theatre. There are hundreds who would

pass a rigid ordeal, yet show pure in thought and act, who shrink

at the very word theatre, apply it how you will
;
used figuratively

or otherwise, as ' the theatre of life,' &c., the sound shocks them ;

it is, wi'ih them, an unpronounceable word
; taught by habit and

education they so regard it. Still I will say, and I say it un-

sneeringly, not unkindly, their judgment is on a par with the re-

ligion of these railers, the preceptively virtuous
;

it is an acci-

dental circumstance, a matter of latitude and longitude ; they
have never inquired into the truth of what they have been told

;

they
' took it as the vulgar do ;' and the most thinking of the

railers have greatly erred ui mistaking effects for causes., less than

by attributing effect to other cause than the true one. Even ivith

the preparation of the senses above alluded to, a sobering, bene-

ficial, and delightfully instructive result oftentimes obliterates the

grosser feelings, oblivionizes this preparation. If I can attest

the truth of this remark in one instance only, I have a right to

infer that the instance is not an isolation
;
but I have known it to

occur with others, I have experienced it in myself frequentlv,
and my laid-out plans have been abandoned : straight from the

theatre tongueless, home to bed to enjoy there, over and over

ngain, what I had seen and heard
;
and this, too, without falling

in love with the actresses.

Well : shortly after this my first play-going, I ran aicay. I

have led vou to expect a detail of this freak, which I will give by
and by. Xow, have you not, readers of the ladies and gentle-
men class, (if you have read so far,) settled it in your minds that I

so abstracted myself fcr the purpose of turning
'

stage-plaver ?'

Ay, that you ha\ e.
' The attraction was irresistible

;
it was a de-

* Here, once for all. I will declare my creed of moralities. All virtue I sum up in
two words, benevolence and sincerity. All crime I comprise in cruelty and h\-po-

crisy. There is cruelty in a smile, sometimes ; there is cruelty in a cold look
;

there is cruelty in withholding a kind word.
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vouring infatuation, and you foresaw the event.' Hold: 'you do

conclude too fast.' 1 did not run away for the purpose of seeking
the stage. My imagination gazed over an immense extent of

physical prospect, and I brought it under my touch, long before my
eye rested, for a permanence, on the creations of the drama. After

this '
first play,' I served a seven years' apprenticeship to excite-

ments and carelessnesses, to watchfulness and recklessness, to ad-

venture and dreaminess, in a variety of climates and country, and

amidst diversities of character and associates, and changes of con-

dition, ere I entered on the vexatious and gladdening, the baffling
and encouraging, pilgrimage of the histrionist.

In closing my first chapter, I announced to the reader that I

should speak of my abstraction of myself from home in the second.

Here is the conclusion of my third chapter, and I have not yet
reached so far on my life's road as that event. I promise to dash

at once into it in my next.

THE DUMB ORPHAN OF THE PRISON OF SANTA MARGHERITA.

The following verses were occasioned by the circumstance which

Silvio Pellico relates of the mitigation of his sufferings when im-

prisoned at Milan, by the sympathy of a deaf and dumb child about

five or six years old, whose parents had been executed for theft. The
anecdote is quoted in the last No. of the Monthly Repository, p. 40 i.

Where art thou, happy, blessed child—
Thou beautiful ! where art thou now?

That I may look upon the mild

And noble flush that M'arm'd thy brow
;

And see the nature-smile that danced

On thy true lip, and catch the light
Thine eye shot forth, the while it glanced

Thy sense of joy, summ'd up in sight.

Oh, no— not all—a stainless tear

Diram'd, wliile it glorified, thy gaze.
'Twas the heart's dew exhaling there.

To radiate and approve the blaze.

Yes, thou wa^t eloquent! how much
Of meaning burst from thy footspring !

A soul was in thy finger's touch :

And heart and soul spoke in that cling.

I cannot see parental stain

Roll through thy limbs, thou noble boy
—

Thou'rt free from it, as are the vain.

Birth-honoured, of that base alloy,

Tlie heart's pure truth: they batlie and drink

In stagnant ])onds, and wash away
That heritage of good, then think

Tlicy'rc dignified on mentj rey.
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I tell thee, boy, thy friend is one
Like thee—he did those waters taste—

Thou hast not sipped
—he drank ; whereon

He nauseated : for all the chaste,
Pure stream rejected that, and rolled

To cheer the world, illume the blind :—
The world drew back :

—a dungeon-hold
And chains, that nature vainly bind.

There are, who'd teach thee, if they could,
To shiver, shrink, recoil, and creep :

They'd turn to ill each drop of good.
And o'er thee charitably weep.

They'd teach thee of thy father's shame,
Not tell it :

—bid thee humbly bend
To them :

—
though 'tis another name

They piously with counsel blend.

Time, chance, life, keep thee from their hold :

God keep thee from their charity.
Their warmth yields only blighting cold :

Their pity but enslaves the free.

They'd crush the flowers which heaven hath lent

To adorn—oh ! they become thee well ! :..

Dumb, beautifully eloquent !

Nature's pure-passioned child, farewell !

Pel. Verjuice.

ON FEMALE EDUCATION AND OCCUPATIONS.

In a period like the present of mental activity and improving rea-

son, when every ancient opinion is brought to the crucible, every
established usage submitted to the test,

—when prejudices, how-
ever hoary, superstitions, however venerable, are alike subjected
to critical examination,—when a new era appears to be approach-

ing, in which sages rather than conquerors shall govern the world,
it seems but just and reasonable, that more attention than has

hitherto been bestowed, should be given to the claims of one-half

of the human species, whose influence upon society and man-
ners, though often misdirected, has never been denied.

Man, it must be allowed, seduced by his passions and misled

by his imagination, is in the habit of considering woman, not as

his fellow, equal, and companion, of the same species, differing

only in sex
; appointed to run the snme course of mental and

moral discipline, to develope similar faculties and powers, and
rise with him in the scale of existence

;
to be the mother of his

offspring, his help-mate and friend
;
to accelerate with him the

progress of knowledge and civilization
;
but as the mere slave of

his convenience, creature of his senses, idol of his fancy, and toy
of his leisure hours. To this end has every varied form of female
education and culture been hitherto directed, and for this purpose

No. 79. 2 M
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framed. In such a state of things it is easy to foresee, that im-

pediments in the way of knowledge and of social happiness will

continue to arise, and the vveakness and errors of woman to revert

upon the head of her oppressors. All injustice, every vice—and

injustice is vice—carries with it its own punishment. The tyrant
and the slave, the oppressor and the oppressed, the subjugator and

the subjugated, are alike deteriorated in moral worth and degraded.
' How (observes Rousseau) shall a woman, unaccustomed to

reflection, be able to educate her offspring ?'—and yet the first

years of man, all his first impressions, are invariably received from

and directed by the sex. How important, both in a physical and

moral view, are these first years, these first impressions ! Of this

the philosophical observer of mind needs not to be informed.

How, through the whole of life, do they continue to act upon, to

form the future man ! While woman is only valued, admired,

courted, for her personal graces and accomplishments ;
while her

establishment in life, her importance in society, {)rincipally depend
upon these, it would be a moral miracle if she sedulously sought
to cultivate any other. It is true (but exceptions do not invali-

date the rule) that a few respectable w^omen of talents have in-

dignantly broken the degrading fetters by which the sex have been

bound and restrained. In vain have these lifted the warning
voice ;

in vain, contemning the obloquy by which they were as-

sailed, sought to rouse their own sex, and to a{)[)eal to the justice,
the reason, even to the interest of the other ! ]3ut little reforma-

tion has yet taken place. Catherine Macaulev, whose memory
is entitled to more veneration than it has received, and whose
acute and penetrating mind advanced before the period in which
she lived, observes, in her 'Letters on Education,' that '

it ought
to be the first care of education to teach virtue on immutable

principles, and to avoid that confusion which must arise from con-

founding the laws and customs of society with obligations, founded

on correct principles of equity.'
' First (she goes on to say) there

is but one rule of right for the conduct of all rational beings ;
con-

sequently, true virtue in one sex must be equally so in the other,

when a proper opportunity calls for the exertion
;
and vice versa,

what is vice in one sex cannot have a different property when
Ibund in the other. Secondly, true wisdom, which is never found

at variance with rectitude, is equally useful to women as to men ;

because it is necessary to the highest degree of happiness, which

can never exist with ignorance, Thirdly, that, as on our first

entrance into another world, our state of happiness may possibly

depend upon the degree of perfection we have attained in this, we
cannot justly lessen, in either sex, the means by which perfection,
another word for wisdom, is acquired.'

She goes on to observe,
' that the ha})piness and perfection of

the sexes are so reciprocally dependent on each otlier, that, until

both are refined, it is vain to expect excellence in either.'— • There
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can be but one rule of moral perfection for beings made of the

same materials, organized after the same manner, and subjecled
to similar laws of nature.'— ' There is no cultivation which yields
so promising a harvest as the culdvation of the understanding, a

mind irradiated by the clear light of wisdom must be equal to

every task which reason imposes upon it. The social characters

of daughter, wife, and mother, will be but ill performed by igno-
rance and levity ;

and in the domestic converse of husband and

wife, the alternative of an enlightened or an unenlightened com-

panion, cannot be indifferent to any man of taste and knowledge.'— ' Let your children be brought up together, their sports and
studies the same; confine not the education of your daughters to

what is merely ornamental, nor deny the graces to your sons.

Suffer no prejudices to prevail on you to weaken nature in order

to render her more beautiful
;
take measures for the virtue and

harmony of your families by uniting their young minds early in

the soft bonds of friendship : by the rational intercourse thus

established, both sexes will find, that friendship may be enjoyed
between them without passion. The wisdom of your daughters
will preserve them from the bane of coquetry, your sons will look

for something more solid in woman than mere external graces and

accomplishments.'— ' How much feebleness of constitution has

been acquired^, how many nervous diseases contracted by false

ideas formed of female excellence !' Some degree of difference

in corporeal strength naturally, it is certain, exists between the

sexes
; this difference barbarous nations abused to the subjuga-

tion of woman ; and even amongst the most civilized, pride and

sensuality will blind men to their own true interest and happiness.
If false notions of beauty enfeeble the {>hysical powers of woman,
her offspring, whether male or female, will suffer the consequences.
It is also truly said (by another able and eloquent advocate for

her sex*) that ' in the regulation of a family, in the education of

children, understanding, in an unsophisticated sense, is particu-

larly required ; strength of body and of mind.'—' Reason is ab-

solutely necessary to enable a woman to perform any duty
properly.' Of woman it may be said, as of the luxurious and
rich,

'

they have acquired all the follies and vices of civilization,
and missed the useful fruits.' Again it is observed, and justly ob-

served, by the same sensible writer,
' Woman has always been

either a slave or a despot, each of which situations equally retards
the progress of reason. The grand source of folly and vice is

narrowness of mind
;
and the very constitution of civil govern-

ments has put almost insuperable obstacles in the way to prevent
the cultivation of the female understanding : yet, on no otiier

foundation can virtue be built.'—To become respectable, to

acquire independence of character, the exercise of the reason is

necessary ; even gentleness, if it is not mere imbecility, must be
*
Mary Wollstonecraft.

2M2
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the perfection of reason ; the jarrings which so frequently prove
destructive to the affections and to the peace of domestic Ufe, have

their source in petty jealousies, narrow prejudices, and selfish irri-

tations. In the mistress or wife of a month, men might be justified

for looking no further than external graces and accomplishments ;

but if in the mother of his children and the companion of his life,

the sensible man finds not a rational friend, marriage will indeed

become a galling yoke, requiring all his fortitude patiently to endure.

Even in the present times, when more elaborate attention is

paid to female education, to what is it principally directed ? Still

true to the text of voluptuousness, to vanity, and external orna-

ment. The taste merely, and not the reason, is cultivated. Most

young females, whatsoever their rank in life may be, are trained

to the arts only, and to accomplishments for exhibition and show.

Disdaining the mere useful, all aspire to the ornamental, and a

plain tradesman must now despair of getting a wife who will deign
to be of any utility in her family, or whose refined habits and
ideas will not make her shrink in disgust from the husband, whom
necessity only compelled her to accept. All are ladies, no women
are to be found

;
social intercourse is become a mere theatre of

exhibition
; friendship and rational conversation give place to the

piano, the harp, and the quadrille, where rival mothers and emu-
lous daughters, reckless of the secret weariness and suppressed

yawns of the suffering auditors and spectators, contest the palm of

admiration and the meed of applause.

Nothing is more worthless to every purpose of utility than a

mere smattering in the fine arts
;
to the wealthy and the unoccu-

pied it may serve to beguile an idle hour, or to amuse leisure
;

but an indifferent artist, a mere tame and spiritless copyist, a

tasteless and mechanical strummer on any instrument, be the in-

strument what it may, is utterly valueless
;

their exhibitions

delight only the doating parent, and will be endured by others but

during the transient season of youth. Should the end to which the

display is secretly directed, ihatof jirocuring for themselves an esta-

blishment by marriage, of taking the heart ca[)tive through the eye or

ear, fail amidst numerous competitors, what is to become of these

unfortunate factitious beings
—unable to dig, ashamed to beg?

For a few years, it is true, many may employ in teaching their

talents and ac(juirements, even though not of the highest order
;

they may become governesses in families of greater affluence or

superior rank; or they may fill the humbler destiny of assistants

in schools. But, while their youth withers, and their spirits are

exhausted in these situations of constraint, servility, or drudgery,—while beneath the roofs of the wealthy or the aristocracy of the

land, they add a taste for luxuries and elegancies to that for the

arts, and become still more unfitted for the humbler walks of life,
—

have they any chance or opportunities, from the remuneration
which their services receive, of laying up in store any adequate
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supply for advancing years or declining powers and life? Is it

even likely, however liberal may be the recompense of their

labours, a circumstance rarely occurring and not to be reckoned

upon, that, among the gay and great, surrounded by temptations
to vanity and expense, they should acquire habits of self-denial,

economy, and prudence? But liberal remunerations are not to

be expected, competition is too great, and the market is already

glutted ;
in the universal rage for the acquisition of accomplish-

ments, their value is daily sinking ; many accomplished young
women, upon whose training and education a little fortune has
been expended, actually barter their acquirements and time for

less than the wages of a domestic servant, and for scarcely more
than temporary protection and support.
Where will, where must this end ? What is to become, after

a transient season, of these refined, delicate, and helpless crea-

tures ? Will the honest mechanic, will the plain tradesman, bur-

then themselves with fine ladies and take them for wives? Will

the higher classes stoop to lift to their rank females, however

lovely, amiable, or endowed, whom they are accustomed to con-

sider in their families as scarcely raised above a servile station ?

If lovely and attractive in their persons and manners, they are

encompassed by tenfold perils.

Most formidable, most threatening in their moral consequences,
are the impediments hence likely to arise to an improved state of

society and civilization. This mode of female education is infi-

nitely worse and more dangerous than would be its total neglect,
since, in that case, woman, amidst the present diffusion of know-

ledge and literature, would come in for her share
;
she would read,

think, acquire principles, communicate them to her children, and
fulfil, at least, the domestic duties of her station. She would not
blush for her unrefined parents and relatives; she would not

shrink disgusted from the honest affection of her equal and neigh-
bour, who, occupied in procuring the property, or the habits,

necessary to the provision for a family, had no leisure for the

study of ornament and grace.

Accomplishments, in the present rage for them, are become,
not the recreation, but the arduous, absorbing business of female
life. They are considered worthless if not cultivated to an excess,
that enfeebles the body, engrosses the time, and leaves little

leisure either for the exercise that strengthens the former, or for

the knowledge and thought by which the latter only can be invi-

gorated. If more solid studies are affected to be taught in our
female schools, (or establishments in more fashionable phrase-

ology,) they must be in subordination to those which the vanity
of parents and the mandates of fashion imperiously alike demand
and crave. Those who preside over schools, however qualified

by good principles and good sense, (and some such respectable
individuals doubtless there are,) are not at liberty to use their
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own judgments as to the relative importance of the studies of

their pu[)ils, or the distribution of their time, they are themselves

merely agents and instruments, it is not what they judge right
and best, but what is required from them that they must perform.
Even where their good sense leads them to exact from their

pupils some attention to the more solid acquirements, grammar,
history, geography, &c., the time allowed for these studies is

necessarily so short as to permit with them only a very superficial

acquaintance. This mode of education affords no encourage-
ment to women of superior talents to undertake the management
of schools, which, consequently, for the most part, fall into the

hands of persons little fitted to be the guides of youth, and whom
speculations of interest merely prompt to the undertaking.

Another evil also necessarily results from the multifarious

objects that claim the attention of the youthful student, that no

one can be completely or adequately attained
;
even from the

most industrious and diligent, a mere smattering in the majority
of them is only to be expected. The freshness and vigour of

health, the buoyant elasticity of spirits, the careless joys of youth
are all perilled by the sedentary habits which modern female edu-

cation necessarily imposes. The writer of these remarks knew
of one instance in which, by an over-excited emulation and
ardour for success, the reason of a young and talented female

was actually unsettled
;
and another, where a most alarming case

of hysteria, threatening life and intellect, was the result of facul-

ties overstrained. AVomen are, by nature, from a less solid

structure, a more sensitive and delicate organization than man,
more easily excited, and more susceptible of excess and enthusi-

asm in their pursuits, but the same delicacy of structure renders

them less able to sustain that intenseness and continuity of atten-

tion which the more robust constitution of man cannot with im-

punity long support. This constant a{)plication, this tension of

the nerves, is still more prejudicial at an immature period of life,

before the bodily organs have attained their full developement
and firmness. But, from the hapless female who laudably pro-

poses to procure from her acquirements nn independent sup[)Ort,

almost superhum.an powers are demanded. The advertisements

and requisitions for private governesses, in the families of the

nobility and gentry, would be ridiculous, were they not melan-

choly. A poor young creature has no chance for success, unless

she professes with the modern languages (and not unfrequently
to these the Latin is added) all the sciences and arts. In the

short space of time, from twelve to eighteen or twenty, for earlier

the faculties can scarcely be roused, and in the volatile and ten-

der [)eriod of youth, attainments are expected and called for,

each of which, to acquire j)ro|)erly, it would take a life to mature.
The delusion, the inconsistency and absurdity of such expecta-
tions are too obvious and glaring to require being exposed. To the
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cultivation of the understanding, to informing the mind, to

developing the reasoning powers, and implanting just principles;
to these, which seem to be considered as of very inferior impor-
tance, no time whatever has been spared.
From such teachers, generally speaking, (for native talent and

peculiar circumstances will always produce respectable excep-

tions,) what results can be expected; from such culture what
fruit can we hope to gather ? Are wives and mothers formed in

such schools, or in their offspring are good citizens and patriots to

be looked for ? They may glitter and dazzle during the transient

period of youth ;
but will they become useful when they cease to

be ornamental ? While half of the human species are thus

treated and trained, the philosopher and philanthropist will labour

in vain for the advance of civilization, and the improvement of

social order. Can men sow tares and hope to reap wheat?

Among the superior ranks in female life, where there is no
need to barter accomplishments for support, education is similarly

directed, not to the cultivation of intellect, not to the formation

of principle, but to showy accomplishments and external grace.
Woman is never the companion and helpmate, but still the toy
or the drudge of man. If she partakes in the diffusion of litera-

ture, it is the belles lettres only over which she skims. Modern
book societies have banished the old English classical writers

;

our youth, our female youth more especially, are scarcely ac-

quainted with the titles of their works. Book societies circulate

only what is new ;
the various tastes and opinions of the sub-

scribers prohibit even in what is new all that is solid
; politics

and religion, the only subjects of vital importance, as embracing
the present and future interests of the human race, are strictly

proscribed, as tending to controversy and offence. The light

novelty of the day is exclusively admitted and read, and the suc-

cession of such novelties is too quick to leave any lasting impres-
sion or time for other studies. The reading of the morning sup-

plies topics for prattle and display in the drawing-room circle of
the evening ; all talk from a common reservoir, few or none from
a source

;
literature itself becomes but another mode for exhibition,

another means for vapid and vain display.
The dependent situation of woman in society, and her entire

subjugation to the caprices and passions of man, is at the root of
all moral and mental degradation. She must continue to suit

herself to those passions and caprices, while those afford her the

only means of procuring for herself social consideration, the only
means, generally speaking, of obtaining the accommodations and
comforts of civilized life. If the maternal duties and domestic
avocations of those who have a numerous offspring claim a large
share of their attention and time, an active mind may still fiad

leisure for more than these; and, at all events, become by a more
rational and useful mode of education better fitted for the dis-
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charge of such duties. Do reading and reflection, would the

pursuit of any useful art, any branch of trade suited to her

station and sex, take a woman out of her family more than dis-

sipation, fashionable accomplishments, and the opportunities

sought and made for their exhibition ? Are the more fortunate

among the [sex, those who move in a superior rank of life, to

whom the exertion of their faculties to aid in the support of their

families is not necessary, are they rendered by solid studies less

valuable as the companions and friends of their husbands, as the

guides and instructors of their children ? Contrast Avith an accom-

pUshed modern young female the following portrait from an

elegant writer.*

' The conversation of Hortensla is rather cheerful than gay, and

more instructive than sprightly : but the more distinguished features

of her mind are her memory and her judgment ;
both which she pos-

sesses in a higher degree than is usually found in persons of our sex.

She has read most of the capital authors both in English and Fi'ench.

There is scarcely a remarkable event, in ancient or modern history,

of which she cannot give a clear and judicious account. To the mathe-
matics she is not wholly a stranger ;

and though she did not think

proper to pursue to any great length her inquiries of that nature, yet
the facility with which she entered into the reasonings of that science,

discovered a capacity for attaining a knowledge even of its abstruser

branches. Her observations upon these subjects are the more to be

relied on as they are the unbiassed dictates of good sense. Her
extensive knowledge and refined sense have not, however, raised her

above the necessary avocations of female science ; they have only

taught her to fulfil that part of her character with higher grace and

dignity. She enters into the domestic duties of her station with the

most consummate skill and prudence. Her economical department
is calm and steady; she presides over her family like the intelligence

of some planetary orb, conducting it, without violence or disturbed

effort, in all its proper directions.*

To make ' well-ordered home man's best delight,' mind is neces-

sary, a presiding intellect, without which activity degenerates into

a troublesome restlessness^ a teasing interference, and even

cleanliness and neatness into a tiresome scrupulosity.
But every woman has not a domestic establishment to occupy

her, every woman has not a family to nurse and train, every
woman has not a husband able to maintain her and that family.
The greatest benefits conferred upon society have been in general

by the agency of men unconnected with, undisturbed by family
cares. It is not necessary that every one should marry ;

in popu-
lous states, under expensive governments, prudence keeps many in

celibacy. This, if it is an evil, is now likely to be increased :

various channels are open to single men, into w^hich to divert

their energies and render them honourable to themselves and

* Fitzosborne.
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useful to their fellow-citizens. But what has been the fate of

unmarried women? If not wealthy, and large fortunes rarely
devolve to women, if not endowed with a strength of mind and
character that falls to the lot of few, the situations into which the

majority of them sink, when unsupported and unprotected by
male relatives, (and even by these they are often plundered and

oppressed,) is indeed pitiable; and even for their very misfortunes

instead of sympathy they meet with insult. And why is this ?

Because they are allowed no reputable productive means in which

they might employ their time and talents, and by independence
enforce respect. If created merely to blossom, to fade, and to

be trampled under feet, why has Nature, that does nothing in

vain, endowed them with reason, with capacities and powers
similar to those of man ? Has Providence given them talents

merely to fold in a napkin ? Are they unaccountable and unrespon-
sible for their use or abuse of such talents ? Can they benefit

society in no other way than by increasing its numbers ? Are

they, because less corporeally robust than man, incapable of any
productive labour, of any useful exercise of the intellectual

powers.'' This will not be affirmed, because experience has proved
the contrary.

Why then not lay open to female exertion and industry more
liberal sources, more various and respectable modes of occupation?
If woman must be accomplished in the arts, for which by her

taste and sensibility she is eminently fitted, why fritter away her
time and talents by exacting from her a smattering of all, instead

of inciting her to pay attention to one only, and thus by concen-

trating her powers to invigorate and render them really produc-
tive ? Woman wants only opportunity and encouragement to

rival man in every elegant, in every useful art
;
but she is rarely,

if ever, trained as a professor, but merely as an amateur. Where
nature has denied genius to reach to eminence in art, yet a steady
undiverted attention to one pursuit will rarely fail of producing
some degree of excellence. How many male artists procure a

respectable provision for themselves and families by instructing

youth in their art. Why should not female youth be taught
exclusively or chiefly by females ? Surely, both in schools and

private families, they are the more proper instructors ? Not as

governesses, having a smattering of every branch of knowledge or

of art, and a proficiency in none: but let them, as do the other

sex, maintaining an independent home, instruct their pupils at

their own houses, or in the several schools in which they may be

placed by their friends. By women so prepared and trained, men
would soon be superseded, as they ought to be, in the education
of females.

Many branches of trade and commerce should also be thrown

open to women in a manner that should render them respectable.
Several of the bazaars have set an excellent example, by em-
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ploying only females : in the shops of milliners, haberdashers,
retail linen-drapers, &c. it is disgusting to see men officiate. The
married woman who has been thus taught and trained in the

middling class of life, would be able to assist in providing for her

family and house, she would not be a useless burthen on the

industry of her husband, and would thus ensure his respect with

his love. The unmarried would, by the professions or trades

which they exercised, keep a rank in society, and maintain the

respect due to that rank : they would no longer feel the humilia-

tion of having no social consequence but through the men, and
their characters would acquire dignity and strength.

Before reason and justice can maintain their rights over man-
kind, all odious distinctions and prejudices, whether sexual or

feudal, must bedone away. If woman is inferior toman, it is not

in nature but in degree, reason and virtue must be the same in

both
;

if their duties are different in some respects, they are still

human duties, and their foundation and end must be the same.
Virtue can only be depended upon that has its foundation on prin-

ciple and truth. The wisdom, the happiness of succeeding

generations must depend upon the instruction and impressions
they receive during childhood and youth. Every system of

education, whether male or female, calls aloud for examination
and reform. Men, I repeat, cannot reap wheat where tares only
are sown, or from thistles expect to gather grapes.

HISTORY OF PRIESTCRAFT.*

William Howitt here presents himself to us in a new character.

We were acquainted with him as a quaker, a naturalist, a poet, a
man of observant mind, kind feelings, and pure taste, but had not

associated him with the idea of a reformer in church and state,

a warm politician. We rejoice to see him in that capacity. The
conflicts of the political arena have changed their nature, and
there should be an analogous novelty in the combatants. The
strife of party is over, though a few Tories and Whigs may still

dream that they are fencing with the old foils, and have only to beat

or be beaten as formerly by dexterity in gladiatorial tricks. The
real battle has commenced, the strife between the many and the

few, to decide for whose beneht society is constituted. In such a

strife there must be something to do for every faculty and gift

with which humanity is invested
;
and especially for the noblest

of them, the best qualities of head and heart. Let us have no
cant about the calmer and loftier regions of imagination. Goethe
lived and died in little Weimar. If we have men of all ages

amongst us, depend upon it they will be men of this age too
;
for

* A Popular History of Priestcraft in all Ages and Nations, by Wm. Howitt.
LondoQ, Wilson.
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they must be peculiarly alive to the depth, extent, and lasting
influence of the convulsions by which society will be shaken and

regenerated. That is no true poet's harp, the strings of which do
not quiver and resound to the winds that are rushing by. These
are no times for merely gathering flowers, or weaving garlands

solely for their prettiness. The people of England must advance
or retrograde. They must become a community, or, after having
made what will be rightly deemed

* a vain show,' be cajoled or

intimidated back into being the venal, base, and beaten drudges
of a proud and rapacious aristocracy. A poet, a philosopher, a

philanthropist, stand neuter ! It is not to be believed. Off with

his '

singing robes and garlands,' for they are all counterfeit, or

pilfered, to a certainty. Shame would it be, for this warfare

to be waged with vulgar or hireling weapons. The tone and

spirit of political discussion should be elevated into a worthiness

of the occasion. The question is whether a corrupt and corrupt-

ing aristocracy shall have its restoration, as monarchy once had
;

or whether, having been dislodged from a few of those strong
holds by means of which it commanded the nation, other popular

advantages should not be obtained, so as to lead to the blessings
of good government, and open a prospect of accelerated improve-
ment. And there is no voice so rich or tuneful but what it is

honourably employed if lifted up, in the wilderness, to cry,
' Pre-

pare ye the way.' Milton lingered not in the bowers of Italy,

though bards and beauties were doing him delicious homage there,
when ominous sounds across the ocean warned him of the coming
conflict for England's freedom. He knew the poet's vocation,
how large its comprehensiveness, and how paramount the obliga-
tion of aiding, with all his loftiest powers, the efforts of a people
who were struggling into a better state of social existence. The
mingling of such minds in the political fray prevents its sinkinor

into a sort of alehouse brawl, and makes it appear, what in the

present case it really is, a not ignoble portion of that endurin*
strife between the principles of good and evil which has rao-ed,

and rages, through the world's duration and over the world's
extent. If the intelligence of our country did its duty, it would
cover itself with glory, and the land with happiness. Now is

the time for wisdom to 'cry aloud in the streets,' The loftiest

principles should be championed by the loftiest minds. To
enlighten and guide the millions at so critical a period as this,
when one party would crush them by the sword, and another
mock them with shadows

;
to make the very struggle itself the

means of humanizing, and refining them
;

and prepare them
by their exertions for reaping the amplest fruits from success

;

are objects in which the noblest philosophy and poetry should
find their appropriate sphere. They will not have the less per-
manent worth for being of essential immediate service. The
litUe book now before us is rich in poetical beauty and relio^ious
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feeling. The stern truth is told, both of the past and of the

present ;
and it is so told as to make us feel that in the severest

condemnation there is no malignity, that in the proposed changes
there is no aim at party triumph, but that the writer's single object
is to show how mankind have been injured, by what arts, under
what pretences, and how their deliverance from this wretched

thraldom may be effected. In the latter portions of the volume,
those which relate to the present condition and practices of the

church of England, there is a dignity, a beauty, and a richness of

style, with a distinctness of poetical conception, and an elevation

of sentiment, that remind us strongly of the prose works of Milton,
into the spirit of which the writer has evidently been drinking

deeply. It will be seen by our remarks that we think (he work

might have been made, in a few particulars, more complete ;
the

finest portions of it could in no way have been made more beau-

tiful or effective.

A distinct definition of priestcraft was, in our opinion, desirable.

The author should have shown when and how the occupation of the

priest becomes a craft. He should have shown why its becoming
a craft, a circumstance which in relation to most occupations is

not only necessary but innocent and useful, is in this case the

cause of so much mischief. Many important conclusions might
have flowed from such an investigation. It would probably have

appeared that the fundamental mistake is the supposing that any
spiritual office can be beneficially performed for hire. A theolo-

gical lecturer, like any other lecturer or teacher, may be hired
;

that is, he may be paid in money for communicating that know-

ledge which it has cost him money (or time and toil, which is the

same thing) to acquire. Such an arrangement is evidently for the

benefit of both parties. But if priests be (as those of the estab-

lishment and some other sects claim to be) gifted with and called

by the Holy Ghost, their exercise of the gifts and obedience to

the call can have nothing to do with money without the grossest

profanity. The workings of the Spirit of God in and by them are

not things to make a craft of They must relinquish their pay or

their pretensions. But it is by their pretensions that they obtain

their pay, or the largest portion of it; and this incongruity and

falsity at the outset poisons the fountain, and makes the waters

which issue from it pestiferous to their remotest course. Even the

modified pretensions of many sectarian ministers smack of the

craft. All assumptions, made ex officio, of religious emotions,

feelings, sympathies, show craft, a bad craft, priestcraft.
In the

craft of the actor, the external indications of emotion are exhibited

for hire
;
but only the imitation is required or paid for. Whatever

of soul there may be in them is for the actor's honour and the

spectator's gratification, but is no part of the bargain, trade, or

craft. Now the priest's ministrations to the spiritual
wants of in-

dividuals, if known to be without soul in them, would be only
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disgusting. It is the soul in them for which he is paid. Hence
his craft is neither so honest nor so innocent as that of the actor.

And his operations become a craft the moment that he aSects

more than that instruction which can be communicated by a vo-

luntary act, or those expressions of sympathy and other emotions

which are really generated in his heart by the scenes he witnesses,

and which would be so generated though he had no pretensions to

a sacred character. The fact is, that there is, in the literal sense

of the word, no Christian priesthood, nor can be. We are all

priests, or none of us, which comes to the same thing. We elect

a teacher and pay him for his teaching. That is all right and

useful. If a good teacher, he will most likely be a man of strong
and expansive sympathies ; so much the better ;

butif we pretend
to pay him for the manifestation of those sympathies, and make
that manifestation a portion of his hired duty, we run the risk of

entrapping him into the practice of priestcraft, and open a door

for some portion of the evil which, as our author shows, has so

long desolated the world.

The commencement of Mr. Howitt's work, announcing his

design, is in a frank and daring strain.

' This unfortunate world has been blasted in all ages by two evil

principles
—

kingcraft and priestcraft
—

that,takingadvantage ofhuman
necessities, in themselves not hard—salutary, and even beneficial in

their natural operation
—the necessity of civil government, and that of

spiritual instruction, have warped them cruelly from their own pure
direction, and converted them into the most odious, the most terrible

and disastrous scourges of our race. These malign powers have ever

begun, as it were, at the wrong end of things. Kingcraft, seizing
upon the office of civil government, not as the gift of popular choice,
and to be filled for the good of nations, but with the desperate hand of

physical violence, has proclaimed that it was not made for man, but
man for it: that it possessed an inherent and divine right to rule, to

trample upon men's hearts, to violate their dearest rights, to scatter
their limbs and their blood at its pleasure upon the earth

; and in
return for its atrocities, to be worshipped on bended knee, and hailed
as a God. Its horrors are on the face of every nation

;
its annals are

written in gore in all civilized climes ; and, where pen never was
known, it has scored its terrors in the hearts of millions, and left its

traces in deserts of everlasting desolation, and in the ferocious spirits
of abused and brutalized hordes. What is all the history of this
wretched planet but a mass of its bloody wrath and detestable oppres-
sions, whereby it has converted earth into a hell, men into the worst
of demons, and has turned the human mind from its natural pursuit
of knowledge, and virtue, and social happiness, into a career of blind

rage, bitter and foolish prejudices; an entailment of awful and crime-

creating ignorance ; and has held the universal soul of man in the
blackest and most pitiable of bondage ? Countless are its historians •

we need not add one more to the unavailing catalogue : but of
" That sister-pest, congregator of slaves

Into the shadow of its pinions wide,"
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I do not know that there has been one man who has devoted himself

solel}'^ and completely to the task of tracing its course of demoniacal

devastation. Many of its fiendish arts and exploits, undoubtedly, are

embodied in what is called ecclesiastical history ; many are presented
to us in the chronicles of kingcraft ;

for the two evil powers have ever

been intimately united in their labours. They have mutually and

lovintijly supported each other; knowing that, individually, they are
' weak as stubble," yet conjointly,

" Can bind

Into a mass irrefragably firm

The axes and the rods which awe mankind.''

Thus, through this pestilential influence, we must admit that too much
of its evil nature has been forced on our observation incidentally ;

but

no one clear and complete picture of it has been presented to our view.

It shall now be my task to supply to the world this singular desidera-

tum. It shall be my task to show that priestcraft in all ages and all

nations has been the same; that its nature is one, and that nature

essentially evil ; that its object is self-gratification and self-aggrandize-
ment

;
the means it uses—the basest frauds, the most shameless delu-

sions, practised on the popular mind for the acquisition of power; and

that power once gained, the most fierce and bloody exercise of it, in

order to render it at once awful and perpetual.'
—

pp. 1—3.

A rapid survey is then taken of heathen mythology, in which

the author follows the ingenious hypothesis of Bryant, com-

mencing with early antiquity, and terminating with the most

striking modern exhibition of the nefarious arts of idolatrous

priests, as practised by the Brahmins of Hindostan. A brief

view of the Hebrew i)riesthood follows
;
and then the means by

which the Papal hierarchy aggrandized itself are described, and

the oppressions, evil influences, and [)ersecutions, for which its

monks, prelates, and other agents are responsible in various

countries. The last third of the volume, cha()ters xv. to xx.

inclusive, is devoted to the church of England. Chap. xv.

sketches an outline of the (so called) Reformation, and of the

mutations and oppressiveness of episcopacy through the reigns

of the Tudors and Stuarts
;

till the revolution of 1G88, the

passing of the Toleration Act, and the growth of public intelli-

gence and spirit, ])roduced a state of things in which the grosser

violence of former times was impracticable.

' While power was left to the church, it persecuted, and would have

continued to persecute. The act of William III. put an end to this ;

and we must henceforth look for the spirit of priestcraft in a different

shape. The whole course of this volume has shown that this wily spirit

has conformed itself to circumstances. Where unlimited power was

within its grasp, it seized it without hesitation, and exercised it without

mercy. Kgypt, India, all ancient Asia, and all feudal Europe, are

witnesses of' this. Where it could not act so freely, it submitted to the

spirit of the people ;
and worked more quietly, more unseen, but

equally effectually, as in Greece or Pagan Rome. England after
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William III., afforded no further scope for imprisonment, the martyr's

darning pile, or the bloody axe of the public executioner. It was

rapidly careering in a course of knowledge and civilization, which

made men acquainted wiih their rights, and has eventually lifted this

nation to the proudest position ever occupied by any people in the

whole history of the world. The established clergy, therefore, had

nothing to do but to secure the full enjoyment of their revenues, and
that parochial influence with which they were invested ; and the con-

sequence is that, in the noblest nation of the earth, they have become
the richest body of priests and the most apathetic towards the people,
from whom their wealth is drawn.—pp. 196, 197.'

Chap. xvi. adverts to the Irish church, and the Ministerial

plan for its reform. We scarcely need say that so principled and

thorough-going a man as our author finds that plan very unsatis-

factory.
' One circumstance connected with Irish church reform is charac-

teristic of its real nature and extent, as proposed by the present

Ministers, and ought to have opened the eyes of all men. The bishopric
of Derry, the most enormously endowed in Ireland, was vacant at the

very moment of the organization of this plan of reform. If a number
of bishoprics were to be reduced, why should this not have been one ?

Or if it were not thought desirable to extinguish it, why should not the

incumbent of one of those sees which were to be withdrawn be trans-

lated to this, and thus one at least have been instantly removed ?

The surprise which the appointment of a bishop to this see, under
these circumstances, created, was at once dissipated ; and gave place,
in the public mind, to a higher surprise and a feeling of indignation,

by the discovery that the bishop thus installed, was Dr. Poynton, the

brother-in-law of Earl Grey ! This was an assurance sufficiently

intelligible. Will a man set himself heartily to cut down a tree in

whose topmost branches he has placed his brother? Will a man assay
to sink a vessel in which he has embarked his own family ? Will a

general proceed cordially to blow up a fortress in which his near rela-

tive is commandant ? Then, will Earl Grey set himself heartily to work,
to reform efficiently the Irish church !

' The abolition of this bishopric would have been a thing of the

highest importance. Its revenue, according to the present return, is

13,000/.; and it is proposed to reduce it to 8,000/. But what is the
estimate of Mr. Wakefield of the value of this see ?—a most competent
authority. He caUulates that the whole of its propertv, over and
above the tenth part of the gross produce of the land, cannot be much
short of 3,000,000/. ; and that the bishop's land, at a fair rate of rent,
would produce an income of 130,000/. a year. This, then, is the birth
into which Earl Grey, in the face of a reformed Parliament, of his
own professions of real reform, of suffering England, and starving
Ireland, has comfortably put his brother-in-law, and proposes to satisfv
the country by the abatement of 5,000/. a year out of this immense
property. By the extinction of this bishopric alone, a saving to the

country would have been made at once of 3,000,000/. .'
—for the ques-

tion in this case is, not what the bishop actually derives from the land
but what it is worth to the nation.'—^pp. 200—202,
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This chapter concludes with a vigorous plea for the relief of

English Dissenters from church-rates, of the country generally
from tithes, and for the complete divorce of church and state.

Chap. xvii. relates to episcopal income, university endow-

ments, pluralities, ecclesiastical courts, and clerical exactions.

The following eloquent passage is occasioned by the enormous
fees for funerals and for the consecration (!) of even the smallest

portion of ground for the purposes of interment therein.

'

Among the lesser evils of the system are the consecration of

burial-grounds, and what are called surplice fees. Nothing is more
illustrative of the spirit of priestcraft than that the church should

have kept up the superstitious belief in the consecration of ground in

the minds of the people to the present hour, and that, in spite of

education, the poor and the rich should be ridden with the most pre-

posterous notion that they cannot lie in peace except in ground over

which the bishop has said his mummery, and for which he and his

rooks, as Sir David Lindsay calls them, have pocketed the fees, and

laughed in their sleeves at the gullible foolishness of the people. When
will the day come when the webs of the clerical spiders shall be torn

not only from the limbs but the souls of men ? Does the honest Qua-
ker sleep less sound, or will he arise less cheerfully at the judgment-
day fi'om his grave, over which no prelatical jugglery has been prac-

tised, and for which neither prelate nor priest has pocketed a doit?

Who has consecrated the sea, into which the British sailor in the

cloud of battle-smoke descends, or who goes down, amidst the tears

of his comrades, to deptlis to which no plummet but that of God's

omnipresence ever reached ? Who has consecrated the battle-field,

which opens its pits for its thousands and tens of thousands ; or the

desert, where the wearied traveller lies down to his eternal rest ?

Who has made holy the sleeping place of the solitary missionary, and
of the settlers in new lands ? Who but He whose hand has hallowed

earth from end to end, and from surface to centre, for his pure and

almighty fingers have moulded it ! Who but He whose eye rests on
it day and night, watching its m.yriads of moving children, the

oppressors and the oppressed, the deceivers and the deceived, the

hypocrites, and the poor whose souls are darkened with false know-

ledge and fettered with the bonds of daring selfishness ? And on

whatever innocent thing that eye rests, it is hallowed beyond the

breath of bishops and tlie fees of registrars. Who sliall need to look

for a consecrated spotof earth to lay his bones in, when the struggles
and the sorrows, the prayers and the tears of our fellow-men, from

age to age, have consecrated every atom of tliis world's surface to the

desire of a repose which no human hands can lead to, no human
rites can secure? Who shall seek for a more hallowed bed than the

bosom of that earth into which Christ himself descended, and in

which the bodies of tliousands of glorious patriots, and prophets, and

martyrs, who were laid in gardens, and beneath their paternal trees,

and of heroes whose blood and sighs have {lowed forth fur their fellow-

men, have been left to peace and the blessings of grateful genera-
tions Mith no rites, no sounds, but the silent falling of tears and the

aspirations of speechless, but immortal thanks ? From side to side,
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from end to end, the whole world is sanctified by these agencies,

beyond the blessings or the curses of priests ! God's sunshine flows

over it, his providence surrounds it ; it is rocked in his arms like the

child of his eternal love; his faithful creatures live, and toil, and

pray in it ; and in the name of heaven who shall make it, or who can

need it holier for his last resting couch ? But the greediness of

priests persists iu cursing the poor with extortionate expenses, and
calls them blessings. The poor man, who all his days goes groaning
under the load of his ill-paid labours, cannot even escape from them
into the grave, except at a dismal charge to his family. His native

earth is not allowed to receive him into her bosom till he has satisfied

the priest and his satellites. With the exception of Jews, Quakers,
and some few other Dissenters, every man is given up in England as

a prey, in life and in death, to the parson, and his echo, and his dis-

turber of bones.
' The following, from the Leeds Mercury, is a fair example of the

expense incurred for what is called consecration of the smallest addi-

tion to a burial-ground ; and wretched must be the mental stupidity
of a people who can believe that such fellows can add holiness to the

parish earth.' pp. 239—242.

Chap, xviii. is chiefly on Patronage. It contains some im-

pressive illustrations of the working of the present system, in the

class of characters who are made the spiritual guides of the

people.

Chap. xix. is the picture of a Confirmation, portraying what
it seems to be, what it might be, and what it is. We much regret
that our limits will not allow us to extract this noble piece of

composition. Its poetry and its power amply illustrate the kind
of writing which was alluded to at the commencement of this

Article as that which the political circumstances of the age require.

Chap. XX. contains the recapitulation and conclusion. The
author has passed over the Dissenters altogether, as if there

were no priestcraft amongst them. Some might have been de

tected, we think, and that even by a less observant eye. We
could indicate some sources whence materials might be derived

for this supplementary chapter. Is not the dissenting ministry a
craft when it is taken to merely as a respectable profession ; when
even its humble dignities and emoluments are a rise in society,
for attaining which no equal probability offers itself to the aspi-
rant

;
when its influence is made subservient to personal objects, a

wealthy marriage, or a legacy earned by sycophancy ;
when the

possessors of the office arrogate the exclusive right of investing
others with it, by the imposition of their sacred hands

;
when the

people are led to regard the preacher's interpretations as authori-

tative
;
when opinions and feelings are suppressed, and the actions

regulated with a view to that ascendency, for which subserviency
must be part purchase ;

when sectarian interests are pursued at

the expense of political right, social improvement, and even of

No. 79. 2N
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justice to individual character ;
is not then the dissenting ministry a

craft ? And does it not diffuse a more subtle poison than the more

noisy craft, the roaring lion of the establishment ? Some taint of

this description may, we fear, be found in modern puritanism, and

perhaps,
' Friends' are not wholly free. How do they sometimes

deal with heretics ? And in what manner does their body decide

the questions which come before them ? Is it by a fair ballot, or by
the sense of a majority taken in any way ? There are recollec-

tions of proceedings connected with the names of Thomas Foster,

in this country, and of Hannah Barnard, and Elias Hicks, in Ame-
rica, which it were well could they be obliterated. There is some
craft here

;
and if not priestcraft, its offspring, perhaps ;

not

bearing the name, because not legitimate. We are sorely deceived

both by travellers and natives, unless priestcraft be rife in Ame-
rica, though they have no establishment, and, probably, more
real religion than any other nominally Christian country.
We conclude with our author's conclusion, hoping that his little

book will widely circulate, that it will produce in many minds

feelings like those which it has excited in our own
;
and that it

will aid in bringing on that s[)iritual renovation which is so pre-

eminently to be desired for our country.

' From age to age, the great spirits of the world have raised their

voices and cried, liberty ! but the cry has been drowned by the clash of

arms, or the brutish violence of uncultured mobs. Homer and De-
mosthenes in Greece, Cicero in Rome, the poets and martyrs of the

middle ages, our sublime Milton, the maligned, but immovable ser-

vant and sufferer of freedom, who laid down on her altar his peace,
his comfort, and his very eye sight ;

our Hampdens and Sidneys ; the

Hofers and Bolivars of other lands, have, from age to age, cried
"

Liberty !" but ignorance and power have been commonly too much
for them. But at length, light from the eternal sanctuary of truth

has spread over every region ; into the depths and the dens of poverty
it has penetrated ;

the scholar and the statesman are compelled to

behold in the marriage of Christianity and Knowledge, the promise
of the estal)lishment of peace, order, and happiness, the reign of

rational freedom. We are on the very crisis in which old things are

to be pulled down, and new ones established on the most ancient of

foundations—^justice to the people. To effect safely this momentous

change, requires all the watchfulness and the wisdom of an intelligent
nation. The experience of the world's history, warns us to steer the

safe middle course, between the despotism of the aristocracy and
the mob, between the highest and the lowest orders of society. The

intelligence, and not the wealth or multitudes of a state, must give the

law of safety ; and to this intelligence I would again and finally say,
be warned by universal history! Snatch from your priesthood all

political power ; abandon all state religion ; place Christianity on its

own base—the universal lieart of the people ; let your preachers be as

your schoolmasters, simjjly teachers; eschew reverend justices of the

peace, very reverend politicians, and right reverend peers and legis-
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lators, as you would have done the reverend knights, and marquisses,
and dukes of the past ages. They must neither meddle with your
wills nor take the tenth of your corn ; they must neither tax you to

maintain houses in which to preach against you and read your damna-
tion in creeds of which no one really knows the origin ; nor persecute
you, nor seize your goods for Easter oflFerings and smoke-money.
The system by which they tax you at your entry into the world, tax

you at your marriage, tax you at your death, suflFer you not to

descend into your native earth without a fee, must be abolished. The
system by which you are made to pay for every thing, to have a voice
in nothing, not even in the choice of a good minister, or the dismissal

of a vile and scandalous debauchee ; by which you are made the help-
less puppet of some obtuse squire, and the prey of some greedy and

godless priest, must have an end.
' On this age the happiness of centuries, the prosperity of truth

depends ; let it not disappoint the expectations, and mar the destinies

of millions,' pp. 275, 276.

ALISON'S HISTORY OF THE FREXCH REVOLUTION*
* Of history, the most honoured, if not honourable species of composi-
tion, is not the whole purport biographic ? History, it has been said,

is the essence of innumerable biographies. Such, at least, it should

be : whether it is, might admit of question. But, in any case, what

hope have we in turninsr over those old interminable chronicles, with

their garrulities and insipidities ;
or still worse, in patiently examining

those modern narrations, of the philosophic kind, where philosophy,

teaching by experience, must sit like owl on house-top, seeing nothing,
understanding nothing, uttering only, with solemnity enough, her

perpetual most wearisome hoo, hoo :
—what hope have we, except the

for most part fallacious one of gaining some acquaintance with our

fellow-creatures, though dead and vanished, yet dear to us ; how they
got along in those old days, suffering and doing; to what extent, and
under what circumstances, they resisted the devil, and triumphed over

him, or struck their colours to him, and were trodden under foot by
him ; how, in short, the perennial battle went, which men name life,

which we also in these new days, with indifferent fortune, have to fight,
and must bequeath to our sons and grandsons to go on fighting, till

the enemv one day be quite vanquished and abolished, or else the great

night sink and part the combatants ;
and thus, either by some Millen-

nium or some new Noah's Deluge, the volume of universal history
wind itself up I Other hope, in studying such books, we have none:
and that it is a deceitful hope, who that has tried knows not? A feast

of widest biographic insight is spread for us ; we enter full of hungry
anticipation : alas ! like so many other feasts, which life invites us to,

a mere Ossian's feast of shells, the food and liquor being all emptied
out and clean gone, and only the vacant dishes and deceitful emblems
thereof left ! Your modern historical restaurateurs are indeed Uttle

*
Histor)' of Europe during the French Revolution ; embracing the period from the

Assembly of the Notables in 1789, to the establishment of the Director)- in 1796.

By Archibald Alison, F.R. S.E. Advocate. In 2 vols.Svo. 1833.
2 N 2
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better than high-priests of famine
; that keep choicest china dinner-

sets, only no dinner to serve therein. Yet such is our biographic appe-
tite, we run trying from shop to shop, with ever new hope ; and,
unless we could eat the wind, with ever new disappointment.'*
Thus writes, although in a publication unworthy of him, an

author whom the multitude does not yet, and will not soon under-

stand. The biographic aspect here so exclusively dwelt upon, is

indeed not the only aspect under which history may profitably
and pleasantly be contemplated: but if we find ourselves disap-

pointed of what it ought to afford us in this kind, most surely our

search will be equally vain for all other fruit. If what purports to

be the history of any portion of mankind, keep not its promise of

making us understand and represent to ourselves what manner of

men those were Avhose story it pretends to be, let it undertake

what else it may, it will assuredly perform nothing.

'To know our fellow-creature,'(we still quote from the same author,)
' to see into him, understand his goings forth, decipher the whole

heart of his mystery ; nay, not only to see into him, but even to see

out of him, to view the world altogether as he views it; so that we
can theoretically construe him, and could almost practically personate
him

;
and do now thoroughly discern both what manner of man he

is, and what manner of thing he has got to Avork on and live on.'

This is what a perfect biography, could such be obtained, of

any single human being, would do for us, or more properly enable

us to do for ourselves, and the perfection of a history, considered

in its biographic character, would be to accomplish something of

the same kind for an entire nation or an entire age. Thus in

respect to the French Revolution, though complete msight is not

to be had, we should have been thankful for anything that could

have aided us in forming for ourselves even rn im[)erfect picture
of the manner in v/hich a Frenchman, at the period of the breaking
out of the Revolution lived : what his thoughts were habitually occu-

pied with
;
what feelings were excited in him by the universe, or

by any of the things that dwell therein
;
above all, what things he

fixed his desires upon ;
what he did for his bread ;

what things he

cared for besides bread
;
with what evils he had to contend, and

how he was enabled to bear up against them
;
what were liis joys,

what his consolations, and to what extent he was able to attain

them. Such clear view of him and of his circumstances, is the

basis of all true knowledge and understanding of the Revolution.

Having thus learnt to understand a Frenchman of those days, we
would next be hel[)ed to know, and to bring vividly before our

minds, the new circumstances in which the Revolution placed
him

;
how those circumstances painted themselves to his eyes,

from his point of view
; what, as a consequence of the conception

he formed of them, he thought, felt, and did, not only in the

* Article on
IJiojjr.ipliy, in Frasor's Majrazine for April 18:i2, introductory to the

admirable article on Buswell's Jotiiison in tlic Number for the following,' month.
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political, but perhaps still more in what may be called * the private

biographic phasis ;
the manner in which individuals demeaned

themselves, and social life went on, in so extraordinary an element

as that
;
the most extraordinary, one might say, for the '* thin rind

of habit" was utterly rent off, and man stood there with all the

powers of civilization, and none of its rules to aid him in guiding
these.'

Such things we would willingly learn from a history of the

Revolution ; but who among its historians teaches the like ? or

has ought of that kind to teach ? or has ever had the thought
strike him that such things are to be taught or learnt ? Not Mr.
Alison's predecessors, of whom, nevertheless, there must be some

twenty who have written better books than his
;
far less Mr. Alison

himself How should he? When in the course of ages a man
arises who can conceive a character, though it be but of one being,
and can make his readers conceive it too, we call him a dramatist,
and write down his name in the short list of the world's great
minds ; are we then entitled to expect from every respectable,

quiet, well-meaning Tory gentleman, that he shall be capable of

forming within himself, and impressing upon us, a living image of

the character and manner of existence, not of one human being,
but of a nation or a century of mankind ? To throw our own
mind into th6 mind and into the circumstances of another, is one
of the most trying of all exercises of the intellect and imagination,
and the very conception how great a thing it is, seems to imply
the capacity of at least partially performing it.

Not to judge Mr. Alison by so high a standard, but by the far

lower one of what has actually been achieved by previous writers

on the subject, let us endeavour to estimate the worth of his book,
and his qualifications as a historian.

And first, of his merits. He is evidently what is termed a kind-

hearted, or, at the very least, a good-natured man. Though a

Tory, and, therefore, one in whom some prejudices against the

actors in the Revolution might be excused, he is most unaffectedly
candid and charitable in his judgment of them. Though he con-

demns them as politicians, he is more indulgent to them as men
than even we are, who look with much less disapprobation upon
many of their acts. He has not, indeed, that highest impartiality
which proceeds from philosophic insight, but abundance of that

lower kind v.hich flows from milkiness of disposition. He can

appreciate talent
;
he does not join in the ill-informed and rash

asseilion of the Edinburgh Revieic, reechoed by the Quarterly,
that the first authors of the French Revolution were mediocre
men

;
on the contrary, speaking in his preface of the Constituent

Assembly, he talks of its
* memorable discussions,' and of himself

as ' most forcibly impressed with the prodigious, though often

perverted and mistaken ability, which distinguished them.' Mr.
Alison has a further merit, and in a man of his quality of mind
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it is a most positive one—he is no canter. He does not think it

necessary to profess to be shocked, or terrified, at opinions or

modes of conduct contrary to what are deemed proper and

reputable in his own country. He does not guard his own re-

spectability by a saving clause, whenever he has occasion to name
or to praise even a Mirabeau. We should never think of this as

a quality worthy of particular notice in a mind accustomed to

vigorous and independent thought ;
but in whatever mind it exists,

it is evidence of that which is the first condition of all worth, a

desire to be rather than to seem.

Having said thus much on the favourable side, turn we to the

other column of the account, and here we have to say simply this,

that, after reading both these volumes carefully through, we are

quite completely unable to name any one thing that Mr. Alison has

done, which had not been far better done before ;
or to conjecture

what could lead him to imagine that such a work as he has pro-
duced was any desideratum in the existing literature on the sub-

ject. It is hard to say of any book that it is altogether useless
;
that

it contains nothing from which man, woman, or child can derive

any one particle of benefit, learn any one thing worth knowing ;

but a more useless book than this of Mr. Alison's, one which

approaches nearer to the ideal of absolute inutility, we believe we

might go far to seek.

We have not often happened to meet with an author of any
work of pretension less endowed than Mr. Alison with the faculty
of original thought; this negation of genius amounts almost to a

positive quality. Notwithstanding, or, perhaps, in consequence
of, this deficiency, he deals largely in general reflections; which

accordingly are of the barrenest
;
when true, so true that no one

ever thought them false; when false, nowise that kind of false

propositions which come from a penetrating but partial or hasty

glance at the thing s[)oken of, and, therefore, though not true,

have instructive truth in them
;
but such as a country-gentleman,

accustomed to be king of his company, talks after dinner. The
same want of power manifests itself in the narrative. Telling his

story almost entirely after Mignetand Thiers, he has caught none

of their vivacity from those great masters of narration
;
the most

stirring scenes of that mighty world-drama, under his pen turn

flat, cold, and spiritless. In his preface he apologizes for the
* dramatic air' produced by inserting fragments of speeches into

his text : if the fact were so, it would be a subject of praise, not

of apology ;
but if it were an offence, we assure Mr. Alison that

he never would be found guilty of it; nothing is dramatic which

has passed through the strainer of his translations ;
even the

eloquence of Mirabeau caiuiot rouse within him one spark of

kindred energy and fervour. In the humbler duties of a historian

he is equally deficient; he has no faculty of historical criticism,

and no research
;

his marginal references point exclusively to the
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most obvious sources of information
;
and even among these he

refers five times to a compilation, for once to an original autho-

rity.
In this he evinces a candour worthy of praise, since his

crowded margin betrays that scantiness of reading which other

authors leave theirs blank on purpose to conceal. We suspect
he has written his book rather from memory and notes than with

the works themselves before him; else how happens it that he

invariably mispels the name of one of the writers, he oftenest

refers to P *
why are several of the names which occur in the his-

tory, also mispelt, in a manner not to be accounted for by the

largest allowance for typographical errors ? why are there so many
inaccuracies in matter of fact, of minor importance indeed, but

which could hardly have been fallen into, by one fresh from the

reading of even the common histories of the Revolution ? The

very first and simplest requisite for a writer of French history, a

knowledge of the French language, Mr. Alison does not possess
in the necessary perfection. To feel the higher excellences of ex-

pression and style in any language implies a mastery over the

language itself, and a familiarity with its literature, far greater
than is sufficient for all inferior purposes. We are sure that any
one who can so completely fail to enter into the spirit of Mira-
beau's famous ' Dites-lui que ces hordes etrangeres dent nous

soTTimes invesfes,' of that inspired burst of oratory upon la

hideuse banqueroute, and of almost everything having any claim

to eloquence which he attempts to -render, must be either without

the smallest real feeling of eloquence, or so inadequately con-
versant with the French language, that French eloquence has not

yet found its way to his soul. We are the more willing to give
Mr. Alison the benefit of this excuse, as we find his knowledjie of
French at fault in far smaller things. He mistakes Vimpot du
timbre for a tax on timber ; fourche, apparently from not under-

standing what it is, he translates a fork, and chariot a chariot.

The waggoner Cathelineau he terms a charioteer, and the victims

of the revolutionary tribunal are carried from the prison to the

guillotine in a chariot. Mr. Alison might with as much reason

call the dead-cart, during the plague of London, by that name.
If our sole object were to declare our opinion of Mr. Alison's

book, our observations might stop here. But Mr. Alison's sub-

ject seems to require of us some further remarks, applicable to

the mode in which that subject is treated by English writers gene-
rally, as well as by him.

* M. Toulongeon, always spelt Toulangeon by Mr, Alison.

To be continued.
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Outline of a Plan for the total, immediate, and safe Abolition of

Slavery throughout the British Colonies. By Joseph Phillips, late

of Antiojua. London, Arch.

A Treatise on Astronomy. By Sir J. Herschell. (Lardner's Cyclo-

pedia, vol. 43.) (1.)

Essays and Articles on Subjects connected with Popular Political Eco-

nomy, illustrative of the Condition and Prospects of the Working
Classes. Birmingham, 6d. (2.)

The Mother's Manual
;
or Illustrations of Matrimonial Economy. An

Essay in Verse. 10s. (3.)

The Moral Class Book, or the Law of Morals derived from the Created
Universe and iVom Revealed Religion. (Intended for Schools.)

By William Sullivan. Boston, U. S. London, J. Mardon. (4.)

The Emancipation of the Christian Church from the trammels of Human
Creeds essential to its harmony and prosperity. A Sermon. By
J. O. Sq,uier. 6d. (5.)

History of the Middle and Working Classes. London, Wilson. (6.)

(1.) Although this volume relates to subjects which require the highest
powers of mathematical calculation for their proof, it is written in a popular
style, brings ascertained results within the reach of all, often supplies evi-

dence of a generally intelligible description, and is calculated to excite

extensive interest in the facts of astronomical science.

(2.) The papers here republished chiefly refer to 'Labour Exchange.'
They contain some acute remarks on the attack on Mr. Owen's Bazaar,
which appeared in the Monthly Magazine. The appeal to success is some-
what premature.

(3.) This is a satirical poem from the pen of Mrs. Trollope. It describes
the manceuvrings of a match-making mother in the higher ranks of English
society. The etchings are as humorous as those of her well-known work on
America.

(4 .) Mr. Mardon is again before us as a spirited republisher of American
books. The present work was worthy of his choice for that purpose. It is

well adapted to its professed object, and may be employed in the moral in-

struction of the young with great advantage.
(5.) The beneficent design of the writer of this discourse is not only pur-

sued with judgment and zeal, but promoted by the manifestation of a spirit
in perfect harmony therewith, and which cannot but largely augment the

force of the arguments employed.
(G.) A very valuable book. We purpose to review it.

CORRESPONDENCE.
We hope to hear from R. in the autumn.
V. P. is left at our Pubhsher's ; we had not T. B.'s address.
More from T. W. will be very welcome.
The Letter on Geneva is sent to the Unitarian Chronicle.

t

I-onJon : Printed by William Clowes, Diike-strwt, LambetU.
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ALISONS HISTORY OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

(^Continued from p. 511.)

History is interesting under a two-fold aspect ;
it has a scientific

interest, and a moral or biographic interest. A scientific, inas-

much as it exhibits the general laws of the moral universe acting
in circumstances of complexity, and enables us to trace the

connexion between great effects and their causes. A moral or

biographic interest, inasmuch as it represents to us the characters

and lives of human beings, and calls upon us, according to their

deservings or to their fortunes, for our sympathy, our admiration,
or our censure.

Now, without entering at present, more than to the extent of a

few words, into the scientific aspect of the history of the French

Revolution, or stopping to define the place which we would assign
to it as an event in universal history, we need not fear to declare

utterly unqualified for estimating the French Revolution any one
who looks upon it as arising from causes peculiarly French, or

otherwise than as one turbulent passage in a progressive revo-

lution embracing the whole human race. All political revolutions,

not effected by foreign conquest, originate in moral revolutions.

The subversion of established institutions is merely one conse-

quence of the previous subversion of established opinions. The
hundred political revolutions of the last three centuries were but

a few outward manifestations of a moral revolution, which dates

from the great breaking loose of the human faculties commonly
described as the ' revival of letters,"" and of which the main instru-

ment and agent was the invention of printing. How much of the

course of that moral revolution yet remains to be run, or how many
political revolutions it will yet generate before it be exhausted, no
one can foretell. But it must be the shallowest view of the

French Revolution, which can now consider it as any thing but a
mere incident in a great change in man him-elf, in his belief, in

his principles of conduct, and therefore in the outward arrange-
ments of society ;

a change w hich is but half completed, and
which is now in a state of more rapid progress here in England,
than any where else.

Now if this view be just, which we must be content for the

present to assume, surely for an English historian, writing at

this particular time concerning the French Revolution, there

was something pressing for consideration of greater interest and

importance than the degree of praise or blame due to the few
individuals who, with more or less of consciousness what they
were about, happened to be personally implicated in that strife of
the elements.

But also, if, feeling his incapacity for treating history from the

scientific point of view, our author thinks fit to confine himself to

No. SO. 2 O
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the moral aspect, surely some less common-place moral result,

some more valuable and more striking practical lesson might admit

of being drawn from this extraordinary passage of" history, than

merely this, that men should beware how they begin a political

convulsion, because they never can tell how or when it will end ;

Avhich happens to be the one solitary general inference, the entire

aggregate of the practical Avisdora, deduced therefrom in Mr.
Alison's book.

Of such stuff are ordinary men's moralities composed. Be

good, be wise, always do right, take heed what you do, for you
know not what may come of it. Does Mr. Alison, or any one,

really believe that any human thing, from the fall of man to the

last bankruptcy, ever went wrong for want of such maxims as

these P

A political convulsion is a fearful thing: granted. Nobody can

be assured beforehand what course it will take: we grant that too.

What then ? No one ought ever to do any thing which has any

tendency to bring on a convulsion: is that the principle? But
there never was an attempt made to reform any abuse in Church
or State, never any denunciation uttered, or mention made of any
political or social evil, which had not some such tendency.
Whatever excites dissatisfaction with anyone of the arrangements
of society, brings the danger of a forcible subversion of the

entire fabric so much the nearer: does it follow that there ought
to be no censure of any thing w hich exists "i Or is tliis abstinence,

peradventure, to be observed only when the danger is considerable.'^

But that is whenever the evil complained of is considerable ;

because the greater the evil, the strono-er is the desire excited to

be freed from it, and because the greatest evils are always those

which it is most difficult to get rid of by ordinary means. It

would follow, then, that mankind are at liberty to throw off small

evils, but not great ones
;
that the most deeply-sealed and fatal

diseases of the social system are those which ought to be left for

ever without remedy.
Men are not to make it the sole object of their political lives

to avoid a revolution, no more than of their natural lives to avoid

death. They are to take reasonable care to avert both those con-

tingencies when there is a [iresent danger, but they are not to

forbear the pursuit of any worthy object lor fear of a mere pos-

sibihty.

I'lHluestionably it is ])0ssible to do mischief by striving for a

larger measure of [)olitical rt^fbrrn than the national mind is ripe

for; and so forcing on ()rematurely a struggle between elements,

which, i)y a more gradual progress, might iiave been brought to

liarinoiii/e. 7\n(l every honest and considerate man, before he

engages in the carecM- of a political reformer, will in<iuire whether
the moral slate and intellectual culture of the people are such as

to render any great inipro\emeut in the management of public
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a^airs possible. But he will inquire too, whether the people are

likely ever to be made better, morally or intellectually, without a

previous change in the government. If not, it may still be his

duty to strive for such a change at whatever risks.

What decision a perfectly wise man, at the opening of the

French Revolution, would have come to upon these several points,
he who knows most will be most slow to pronounce. By the

Revolution, substantial good has been effected of immense value,
at the cost of immediate evil of the most tremendous kind. But
it is impossible, with all the light which has been, or probably
ever will be, obtained on the subject, to do more than conjecture
whether France could have purchased improvement cheaper;
whether any course which could have averted the Revolution,
would not have done so by arresting all improvement, and bar-

barizing down the people of France into the condition of Russian

boors.

A revolution, which is so ugly a thing, certainly cannot be a

very formidable thing, if all is true the Tories say of it. For,

according to them, it has always de[)ended upon the will of some
small number of persons, whether there should be a revolution or

no. They invariably begin by assuming that great and decisive

immediate improxements, with a certainty of subsequent and

rapid progress, and the ultimate attainment of all practical good,

may be had by peaceable means at the option of the leading
reformers, and that to this they voluntarily prefer civil war and
massacre for the sake of marching somewhat more directly and

rapidly towards their ultimate ends. Having thus made out a

revolution to be so mere a bagatelle, that, except by the extreme
of knavery or folly, it may always be kept at a distance

;
there is

little difficulty in proving all revolutionary leaders knaves or fools.

But unhappily theirs is no such enviable position ;
a far other

alternative is commonly offered to them. We will hazard the

assertion, that there never yet happened a political convulsion,

originating in the desire of reform, where the choice did not, in the
full persuasion of every person concerned, lie between all and

nothing; where the actors in the revolution had not thoroughly
made up their minds, that, without a revolution, the enemies of all

reform would have the entire ascendency, and that not only there

would be no present improvement, but the door would for the
future be shut against all endeavour towards it.

Unquestionably, such was the conviction of those who took

part in the French Revolution, during its earlier stages. They did
not choose the way of blood and violence in preference to the way
of peace and discussion. Theirs was the cause of law and order.
The States General at Versailles were a body, legally assembled,

legally and constitutionally sovereign of the country, and had

every right which law and opinion could bestow u[^n them, to do

2 2
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all that tliej'
did. But as soon as they did any thing disagreeable

to the lung's courtiers, (at that time they had not even begun to

make any alterations in the fundamental institutions of the

country,) the king and his advisers took steps for appealing to the

bayonet. Then, and not till then, the adverse force of an armed

people stood forth in defence of the highest constituted authority
—

the legislature of their country
—menaced with illegal violence.

'J'lie Bastille fell
;
the popular party became the stronger ;

and

success, which so often is said to be a justification, has here

proved the reverse: men who would have ranked with Hampden
and Sidney, if they had quietly waited to have their throats cut,

become odious monsters because they have been \ictorious.

We have not now time nor space to discuss the quantum of the

guilt which attaches, not to the authors of the Revolution, but to

the subsequent, to the various revolutionary governments, for the

crimes of the revolution. Much was done which could not have

been done except by bad men. But whoever examines faithfully
and diligently the records of those times, whoever can conceive the

circumstances and look into the minds of the men who j)lanned
and who perpetrated those enormities, will be the more fully con-

vinced, the more he considers the facts, that all which was done
had one sole object. That object was, according to the phrase-

ology of the time, to save the Revolution
;

to save it, no matter

by what means
;
to defend it against its irreconcilable enemies,

within and without
;
to prevent the undoing of the whole work,

the restoration of all which had been demolished, and the exter-

mination of all Avho had been active in demolishing; to keep down
the royalists, and drive back the foreign invaders; as the means to

these ends to erect all France into a camj), subject the whole

French peo[)le to the obligations and the arbitrary discipline of a

besieged city; and to inflict death, or suffer it with equal readi-

ness—death or any other evil—for the sake of succeeding in the

object.
J^ut nothing of all (his is dreamed of in Mr. Alison's |)hilosophy :

lie knows not enough, neither of his professed sul)ject, nor of the

universal subject, the nature o( man, to have got even thus far, to

lia\e made this first sle[) towards understanding what the French

Jlevolution was. In this he is without excuse, for had he been

even moderately read in the French literature, subsequent to the

Jlmolution, he would have found this view of the details of its

history familiar to every writer and to every reader.

it was scarcely worth while to touch u[)on the French Revo-

lution for the sake of saying no more about it than we have now
said

; yet it is as much, j)erhaps, as the occasion warrants. Obser-

vations eutciing more deeply into the subject will fmd a iitter

opportunity when it shall not be necessary lo mi.K them up with

strictures iq)on an insignificant hook.
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CASPAR HAUSER.*

* The proper study of mankind is man,' says Pope ;
and he

might have added,
* the chief amusement of mankind is man

;

'

for not only do the metaphysician, the moraUst, and the pohtician
examine man in various lights, as a matter of study or of busi-

ness, but the idle while away their time, and the industrious relax

themselves with human nature, under various forms, or placed in

various circumstances. Novels and romances are treatises on
human beings, for the amusement of human beings ;

and the

drama is entirely and exclusively devoted to the same end, through
the same means. Even little children must have their human

plaything, sometimes in the shape of a doll or of Punch, some-
times of a fairy, a giant, a dwarf, or necromancer; for their infant

powers, seeing only the exterior of man, and but part of that,

seek exercise and excitement in the contemplation of beings with

new forms and extended powers. The child is feeble in body,
and he delights in contemplating corporeal strength ; he is poor
and weak, and likes to think of unbounded wealth and power; he
is confined in space, and dreams of beings who rove whither they
will; he is moral, and is amused with Punch's unbounded and
ludicrous violations of morality. In short, he feels the shackles

of childhood and humanity, and fondly imagines beings who are

entirely free from the vulgar impediments to the will. But still

his fancy hovers close to earth, and forms its brightest creations

out of childish objects, pleasures, and emotions.
Little as we know what we are, and how this goodly partnership

of body and mind became slowly concocted into its present con-

dition, we know still less what we were when infants, what we
then felt and thought, what we then knew and had to learn.

Little can we now conceive the wilderness of colours, odours, tastes,

smells, and bodily feelings, pleasures, and pains, into which our
infant being was then thrown :

—to have eyes, yet not to have
learnt to see

; ears, without comprehending one sound
; hands,

with no power to hold or touch, or knowledge of any thing to be

touched or held
; feet, of no use until the complicated art of

walking has been attained, after many experiments and many
failures.

So little do we remember or know of our infant selves, so fruit-

lessly do we interrogate others in that condition, that those who
have devoted themselves to the study of the mind, and who have

long sought to trace the origin of our knowledge, return, like

travellers from a strange and unknown country, with wonderfully
* Caspar Havser.—An Accov.nt of an Individual kept in a Dungeon, separated

from all communication with the World, from early Childhood to about the Age of
Seventeen. Drawn up from legal documents, by Anselm von Feuerbach, Londoa :

Simpkin and Marshall. 1S33.
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discordant reports. All is instinct, says one, and the instincts

increase in number and in power, according to our wants at

different periods of our lives. No, says another, we are like white

paper, and receive our impressions from external objects; our

bodily and mental state are equally formed by circumstances. A
third party steps in Avith another doctrine, new in language, if not
in sense

;
then comes a fourth

;
and after talking, and writing, and

disputing, and mutually proving, or rather asserting, each other to

be in the wrong, some one, more adventurous than the throng,
betakes himself to observation. He examines himself on various

occasions, at different ages, and in different states of body and
mind. He examines others, differing in age, sex, temperament,
and condition, and compares them with himself. He then finds

that he and others have learnt to see, but long before they were
able to explain the process, and that now they have forgotten

everything about this process. He cannot interrogate infants
;

so he reasons upon the subject, makes up his theory, and avails

himself of the rare occurrence of an adult, blind from birth, but

successfully operated upon, and receiving sight, whom he may
interrogate; for in respect to vision, this adult is as yet an infant.

The deaf acquiring the sense of hearing, afford him new experi-
ments on another sense. He then inquires into the condition of
the blind generally, with and without that education which we are

now able to give to them
;
also into the condition of the deaf and

dumb, imder both circumstances
;

and of those unfortunate

beings, like James Mitchell, (so interestingly described by Dugald
Stewart,) who being deaf, dumb, and blind, show no traces of
mental imbecility that may not be accounted for by the absence
of these senses. Savages, and human beings brought up alone,
like Peter the wild boy, have also been examined, as exemplifica-
tions of man under extraordinary circumstances. But favourable

specimens of human nature, under most of these circumstances,
are so rare; and when they do occur, it is so seldom competent
observers are at hand, that the most valuable o{)[)ortunities are

too frequently partially, if not wholly lost. Such a case is that of

Caspar Hauser.
Let it not be supposed that these intricate studies arc idle or

worthless. Is it nothing to learn as much of human nature ns

our faculties and op[)ortuuities prruut ? Are stones, and plants,
and animals to be studied, while nuui is neglected ? Our senses

and faculties, bodily and mental, may be greatly improved by
education

;
we have yet very much to learn of this first of studies,

almost every thing to learn
;
and our only cliance of making

progress, is to interrogate ourselves and others, in varied circum-
stances. The more striking and novel the circumstances of mind,
or body, or situation, the more clearly is some jjortion of body or
mind oxhibitctl.

'

Caspar Hauser '

is the storv of the condition and education
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of a youth, who was kept almost wholly from intercourse with

nature or mankind, until the age of seventeen. The tale, if true,

is valuable, because it affords evidence or illustration of many
points in metaphysics ;

if fictitious, it is still valuable, as a
treatise of metaphysics on a novel plan, calculated to amuse and
instruct many who will not look into an abstract work on human
nature.

We confess that we expected to find '

Caspar Hauser* a Ger-
man romance, filled with horrors and extravagancies,

—
possibly a

German Frankenstein
;
but with the exception of the inexplicable

fact of the youth's being kept in a state of captivity till the age of

seventeen, and debarred from intercourse with mankind and
external nature

;
and of a subsequent attempt upon his life

; the

work is an unusually simple and unpretending narrative of a

human being in an almost inconceivable state of helplessness and

ignorance, and "of his j>rogress in improvement. It has no

appearance of being written for effect
;
a professed writer of fiction

could hardly have maintained so subdued a tone. If it be a fiction,

it must be the work of a more profound and acute metaphysician
and novelist than we could readily point out. But the existence

of the youth is a Avell-known fact
;
he has been seen by thousands ;

and the book appears under the name of Von Feuerbach, the

celebrated jurist, who was officially concerned in the legal

investigations which took place, and who has been interested in

the youth ever since. And it appears that Earl Stanhope has
taken a great interest in him, and at present provides for his

education and support.
We shall now give a sketch of the condition and progress of

Caspar Hauser, trusting that our readers may be thereby induced
to peruse the work itself, which of course presents the subject in

a more agreeable point of view, than is possible in a brief abridge-
ment.

On the 2Sth of May, 1S2S, a youth was found in the streets of

Nuremberg. His appearance of brutish dulness, his inattention

to external objects, and his invariable reply of the same incoherent
words to all questions, led to the suspicion that he must be either

an idiot, a madman, or an impostor. A letter which was in his

hand when he was found, stated little more than that he was left

in 1812 in charge of the anonymous writer, who represented
himself as a labourer. Being conveyed to the police, he there

attracted much attention. He used his hands and fingers in the
most awkward manner conceivable. His feet, which, like his

hands, were small, and beautifully formed, bore no marks of a

shoe, and were as soft on the sole as the palms of his hands.
His walk was a waddling, tottering, groping motion, and he
stumbled slowly and heavily forward, with outstretched arms,
which he seemed to use as balance poles, and the slightest
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impediment caused him to fall. The formation of the bone and
muscles of his leg Avas very peculiar, and could only be accounted

for on the supposition that he had been constantly kept sitting on
the floor, with his legs stretched straight out.

It Avas ascertained, partly from the youth himself, after he had
learned to speaks, and partly from circumstantial evidence, that

he had been confined from early childhood in a small, dark

chamber^, Avhere he had always remained in the same position,
and where he had never seen a human creature. Every morning
he found a su[)ply of bread and water by his side

;
and some

opiate appears to have been occasionally put into the water, after

waking from the effects of which, he found that his clothes had

been changed, and his nails cut. His sole occupation was playing
Avith tAvo Avooden horses and some bits of ribbon. Here he Avas

not unhappy, for he kncAv no other state. The man AvithAvhom he

had ahvays been, but Avhose face he never saw, taught him, shortly
before his appearance in Nuremberg, to pronounce a few Avords

;

and having set him upon his feet, endeaA'Oured to teach him to

stand and Avalk. Hoav he got to Nuremberg, he knows not
;
but

coarse clothes and boots Avere put upon him, (for in his confine-

ment he had only trowsers and a shirt,) and he Avas left, as de-

scribed, in the street. Who he is, or Avhat he is, he knows not,

nor hoAV long or Avhere he was kept in confinement. The only

proof of this strange story is the assertion of the youth himself,
and the much stronger testimony of his bodily and mental con-

dition. He Avas like a neAV born child in all Avhich must be

acquired by experience : he Avas destitute of Avords, ignorant of

common objects, and of the daily occurrences of nature, and he

abhorred the usual customs, conveniences, and necessaries of life.

Bread and Avater Avere the only sustenance he Avould take; other

things make him shudder even at the smell
;
and wine or coffee,

mixed Avith his Avater, gave him sAveats, vomiting, and violent

headaches.

During his abode with the police, he exhibited an almost com-

plete indifference and insensibility to external objects, until a

policeman gave him a little toy horse, with Avhich he Avas much

delighted, and he amused himself entirely Avilh playing Avith it,

seated in his usual awkward position, and insensible to every

thing going on around. Very near objects he Avould sometimes

gaze at, Avith a stupid look, occasionally expressive of curiosity
and astonishment, but passing and distant objects remained

unnoticed. He Avas delighted at the sight of a lighted candle,

and forthAvith put his fingers into the flame. Of distance he had

no notion, but tried, like an infant, to catch at bright objects.

Feigned cuts and thrusts Avere made at him, Avith a naked sabre,

Avithout exciting his apprehension, or even causing him to wink.

Tlie sound of the nei'ilibourin'r clock and bells Avas at first dis-
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regarded, but soon attracted his notice : he was much struck by
some passing music

;
but was thrown into convTilsions by being

injudiciously placed near the drum at the parade.
After remaining a short time with the pohce, Caspar Hauser

was placed in charge of the keeper of a prison for vagabonds and

beggars, who, suspecting that he might be an impostor, watched

him narrowly, but found his whole conduct perfectly consistent with

that of a little child. The jailor and his family (like the police-

men) soon formed that attachment to the stranger, which is formed

towards an innocent and helpless child
;
the jailor's little children

played with him, and taught him to speak ;
and the man himself

admitted him to his table, where he learned to sit on a chair,

to use his hands, and to imitate the customs of civilized life.

The story now spread abroad, and multitudes flocked to see

the captive. They gave him toys, talked to him, and often teased

him with their importunities and ill-timed experiments. It is to

be regretted that scientific men did not see him sooner. Yon
Feuerbach visited him after he had been considerably more than

a month at Nuremberg, and reports that he found the walls of

the room covered with prints and pictures, which had been given
to Caspar, and which he had fixed with his saliva, which was as

sticky as gum. Numerous playthings, clothes, money, &c. which
had been given to him, were lying about in regular order; for

Caspar packed them all up in the evening, and unpacked and

arranged them every morning. His eyes, at this lime, were

inflamed, and avoided the light, and they long continued very
weak. Von Feuerbach noticed no shyness or timidity in the

youth, who was now pleased with the visitors, especially with
those who were finely dressed : after looking earnestly at them,
and repeating their names, he never forgot them. A frequent

spasmodic afiection was noticed on one side of his body, succeeded

by a nervous rigidity.

When first found, Caspar appears to have known only five or

six words. He pronounced plainly those he knew, but his

language was as indigent as his ideas. It was difficult to become

intelligible to him, and his jargon was equally unintelligible to

others. Conjunctions, participles, and adverbs were, for a lonf

time, entirely wanting in his speech ;
his syntax was miserable ; he

rarely used pronouns, and spoke of himself and others in the third

person, like a little child, and of course made many ludicrous
mistakes.

Like a savage, or a little child, he was remarkably fond of

bright colours, and preferred glaring red to every other colour.
Green and black he disliked very much

; he preferred brick

houses, when red, to trees and plants, and he even wished that his
favourite animal, the horse, had been of a scarlet colour.

His curiosity, his thirst for knowledge, and the inflexible

perseverance with which he fixed his attention on what he
determined to learn or comprehend, became, in a while, remark-
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able. He even left his playthings and his favourite horses, for

writing and drawing, and complained of being bothered by the
multitude of his visitors, Avho did not leave him time to learn.

He also frequently expressed a desire to go back to his hole, as he
had not there suffered from headaches, nor had been teased as he
was in the Avorld. Indeed, he was subject to many painful
sensations from his new impressions, especially from (he sense of

smell, and he was troubled by the incessant questions and by the

inconsiderate and not very humane experiments of the \isitors.

His remembrance of the names and titles of visitors, of flowers,
&c. was very remarkable, but this power decreased, or appeared
to decrease, as the powers of his understanding increased.

The excitement which he received from the numerous visitors

in the prison, his extraordinary efforts to acquire knowledge, the

unusual quantity of light and free air, and the many strange and
often painful excitements of his senses, at length were more than

his feeble frame could withstand. He became ill
;
and his

unconquerable aversion to every thing but bread and water, pre-
vented medicines from being administered to him.

On the 18th of July, (nearly two months after he was first dis-

covered in Nuremberg,) he was released from the tower, and
committed to the care of Professor Daumer

;
and so great was the

curiosity* he excited, that the magistrates were obliged to issue an
order to prevent the admission of future visitors. He now for the

first time, sle|)t in a bed, and had dreams
;
he related his dreams

as actual occurrences ;
and it was some time before he learnt to

perceive the difference between waking and dreaming. It was the

work of much time and difficulty to accustom him to ordinary food
;

and after this was accomplished, he grew considerably in a short

space of time
;
but a constant head-ache and inflammation of the

eyes prevented him, long after his recovery, from reading,

writing, or drawing.
With regard to vision, he appears to have been in a state nearly

resembling that of the blind boy couched by Cheselden ;
for

instance, he could not distinguish between a round or triangular

object and a mere painting of such objects ;
or between a painting

and a carving of a man and horse; but by packing and unpacking
his playthings, he gradually learnt the difference. ]3eing shown a

beautifid prospect from a window, he drew back with horror; and

being asked some time afterwards, when he had learned' to speak,

why he did so, he said it appeared as if a wooden shutter had been

j)laced close before his eyes spattered with different colours.

Indeed, it was some time before he could distinguish distant

objects, for when he did go out, it was but a short (hstance, and

his weak eyes and constant danger of falling, prevented him from

looking round. lie could see with unusually little light, and

thougli his eyes were weak, his sight, both of near and distant

objects, was remarkably acute.
His hearing was at first very acute, but it became less delicate
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in time. His sense of smell was painfully acute, and caused him
more misery than all his other senses. All odours were more or

less disagreeable to him, and powerful odours caused violent head-

aches, sweats, and even attacks of fever. The smell of meat,

cheese, vinegar, wine, &c., was very painful to him, and even the

ink, paints, and pencils, he used, gave him annoyance.
His obedience was unconditional and boundless to those who

had acquired authority over him; but this had no connexion with

his knowing, believing, and judging. He must be convinced by
his senses or understanding, before he would acknowledge any
thing to be true; otherwise he would leave the matter undecided.

When told that in winter all things wovdd be covered with a cold

white substance, he plainly evinced that he would believe this when
he saw it, not before. When the snow did come, he took some up
with great glee, but immediately dropped it, crying out that the

white paint had bitten his hand.

It required no little pains and patience on the part of Professor

Daumer to teach him the difference between organized and unor-

ganized bodies, between animate and inanimate things, and
between voluntary motion and motion that is communicated from
without. Men or animals cut in stone, carved in wood, or painted,
he conceived to be animated

;
it appeared strange to him that

horses, unicorns, &c., hewn or painted on the walls, did not run

away. He expressed his indignation against a statue in the

garden, because it did not wash itself; and was struck with horror

at the sight of a great crucifix. If a sheet of paper was blown
down by the wind, he thought that it had run away from the table;
he supposed that a tree manifested its life, by moving its branches;
and its voice, by the rustling of its leaves

;
and was angry with a

boy for striking it with a stick. He also thought that the balls of

nine-pins ran voluntarily along, and stopped when they were tired.

To animals he long ascribed the properties of men. He was

angry with the cat for taking her food with her mouth
;
and wished

to teach her to use her paws and sit upright ;
and he expressed

great indignation at her unwillingness to attend to what he said.

He wondered why some oxen, who were lying on the pavement,
did not go home and lie down there. He spoke of trees as if they
had been stuck in the ground ;

and of leaves and flowers, as if

they were the work of human hands; nor did natural objects
interest him otherwise than by causing him to ask who made them.
The first external object that produced any great effect upon him,
was the sight of the starry heavens : it was then for the first time
that he was heard to com[)lain against the author of his captivity,
who had prevented him from beholding such a glorious sight.

Though too weak and awkward to take much exercise Avithout

great fatigue, he exhibited an extraordinary fondness for horses,
and being sent to a riding-school, soon excelled in riding to a

degree that astonished every one.
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The contact of Caspar Haaser''s hand or body with a magnet or

with metals, and even the presence of metals, produced a singular
and unpleasant sensation in him, as did shaking hands with any
one, or the touch of an animal, as a horse or cat. Many
instances of this singular sensation are related. Towards the end
of 1828, when the morbid excitability of his nerves had been
almost removed, this sensation began gradually to disappear, and
was at length totally lost.

Though full of childish gentleness and kindness, he had no pre-
sentiment of the existence of a God, or of a more elevated state

of existence. Nothing appeared to him to have any reality that

was beyond the reach of his senses.

' All attempts made in the common way to awaken religious ideas

in his mind, were for a long time entirely fruitless. With great
7ia'ivete he complained to Professor Daumer, that he did not know what
the clergymen meant by all the things that they told him; of which
he could comprehend nothing ! ! There were two orders of men, to

whom Caspar had, for a considerable time, an unconquerable aver-

sion—physicians and clergymen ;
to the first,

" on account of the

abominable medicines which they prescribed, and with which they
made people sick ;" and to the latter, because, as he expressed him-

self, they made people afraid, and confused them with incompre-
hensible stuff. When he saw a minister, he was seized with horror
and dismay. If he was asked the cause of this, he would reply

—
Because these people have already tormented me very much. Once,
when I was at the tower, four of them came to me all at once, and
told me things which at that time I could not at all comprehend; for

instance, that God had created all things out of nothing. When I

asked them for an explanation, they all began to cry out at the same
time, and every one said something different. When I told them,
All these things I do not yet understand

;
1 must first learn to read

and write
; they replied. These things must be learned first. Nor did

they go away, until I signified to them my desire, that they would
at length leave me at rest. In churches, therefore, Caspar felt by no
means hap{)y. The crucifixes whicli he saw there excited a horrible

shuddering in him
; because for a long time he involuntarily ascribed

life to images. The singing of the congregation seemed to him as

a repulsive bawhng. First, said he, after returning from attending a

church, the people bawl; and when they have done, the parson begins
to bawl.'

By the summer of 1829, Caspar Hauser had made great pro-

gress in his education. He then collected his recollections of his

life in a written memoir, which, though miserably executed, was
much talked of and shown about. It is conjectured that his

incarcerators became alarmed on learning this, for, on the 17th of
the ensuing October, an attempt w^as made to assassinate him, by
a man in disguise, who iiiflicled a wouiul on his head. The wound
itself, and ihe alarm attending it, brought on a state of delirium
and

frcii/y, from which the unfortunate youth was long in
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recovering. A judicial inquiry took place on this occasion, but it

was not attended with any satisfactory results.

The latest accounts describe Caspar Hauser as a singular com-

pound of child, youth, and man
; remarkably industrious, but

without genius or talent; and utterly destitute of fancy, plea-

santry, or figurative expression ;
but judging accurately of all that

comes within his narrow knowledge and experience. He is mild

and gentle, has no vicious inclinations, passions, or strong emo-

tions, and though timid, he modestly but firmly insists on his

rights. His expertness in observing men is stated to be consi-

derable. He is also described as strongly feeling his condition
;

and, latterly, to have become pious ; though he laughs at the

belief in spectres, as the most inconceivable of human absur-

dities.

His present mode of life is that of ordinary men. He is now
able to eat most of the common kinds of food

;
the extraordinary

elevation of his senses has sunk almost to the common level, and

• Of the gigantic powers of his memory, and of other astonishing

qualities, not a trace remains. He no longer retains any thing that is

extraordinary, but his e.Ktraordinary fate, his indescribable goodness,
and the exceeding amiableness of his disposition.'

It is stated by Von Feuerbach, that for some time past, Caspar
Hauser has been provided for by Earl Stanhope, who intends to

bring him over to England.
We must now conclude our notice of this very interesting little

volume, which is destined, we think, to reach a very extensive

circulation.

ON TITHES.

Thk writer of the following remarks is one who, up to a very
recent period, entertained so much confidence in the intentions of

the present Whig Administration, as to believe it would never

again be necessary to address the public u[)on this most impolitic
and obnoxious impost. I allude not to the subject of Irish Tithes,

upon which enough has been said, but to tithes in England, a
burden which has hitherto been borne with less of visible im-

patience than in the sister country, but with heart-burnings, and a
bitterness of spirit, of which those who are not intimately ac-

quainted with the state of our rural districts can form but a very

inadequate conception. A bill for the commutation of tithes

was promised; this, as far as it went, was a boon; but the

only important part, the compulsory clauses, the part which would
have compelled a grasping churchman to compound with his

parishioners, is withdrawn, and nothing retained but clauses per-

mitting the parties to fix a permanent commutation, if they can

agree among themselves, and provided further they can obtain the
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consent of the bishop of the diocese. Of what avail is the per-
mission so kindly given ? Is there a parish in the country, taking
those first in which a composition is paid for tithes, where the

clergyman, on the one hand, does not consider himself fully en-

tilled to a greater sum, and where the parishioners, on the other

hand, do not pay that sum with reluctance, and are not constantly

seeking to reduce the amount? But how will the bill avail, and
what a cruel mockery will it seem, in those instances where the

clergyman is at open war with his parishioners, taking his tithes

in kind, and exacting to the uttermost farthing? Where then are

the elements of agreement? Is it reasonable to ex})ect the strife

to be amicably terminated Avith no umpire appointed to decide

between the conflicting claims? There may be cases, but un-

doubtedly they are rare ones, where tithe-payers and tithe-receivers

live together upon a friendly footing, with no jealousies or feelings
of ill will on either side; but in these instances, if such there be,

the want of a commutation bill would be scarcely felt : and it will

be looked upon as nearly valueless.

The first great error in Lord Althorp's plan regarded the appoint-
ment of valuators, the selection of whom would have been made to

rest almost exclusively with the clergy; thus rendering the tithe-

receiver the judge in his own cause. This part of the bill there

was reason to anticipate would have been altered in Committee.

But the most objectionable feature was the clause which provided
that the commutation should be governed, in the case of every
farm, by an average of the amount of tithes paid during thfe last

seven years. Against this clause, as might have been ex[)ected,
numerous petitions have been poured in, and the Noble Lord has

met these petitions by rendering the bill wholly nugatqry for any
good purpose, and depriving the agricultural interest of all pros-

pect of relief, at least during the present session.

The injustice of the proposition to fix the burden of tithes at an

average of the amount ])aid during the last seven years may be

seen at a glance. It would have given a high premium to those

whose lands have been underworked or suffered to lie waste, while

those who by skilful management, or by the application of capital

have brought their lands into the highest possible state of cultiva-

tion would have been punished by a heavy fine, made perpetual,
and which, under circumstances which might render the same de-

gree of cultivation unprofitable, would become absolutely ruinous.

The j)ro{)er way would have been to have regulated the tithe, not

by the accidental circumstance of the good or bad cultivation of

the land during any number of years, but by the value of the land

itself, and the amount of rental; this would have simplified the

whole measure, and, as may be seen by the petitions, would have

gi\en geiic'ial satisfaction.

Here 1 may take occasion to show how mistaken is the notion,

that the burden of tithes falls exclusively upon landlords, and is
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not therefore a tax in which the public at large is interested. The

produce to be obtained from the soil depends quite as much upon
the manner in which it shall be worked, or the amount of capital

applied to it in labour and manure, as upon its own native capa-
bilities. Take two farms of equal extent and fertility; suppose
them both let at the same rent to different individuals, one having
at his command a large capital, the other little or none, it is ob-

vious that the produce of the one farm will often double that of

the other. It was but the other day I crossed a field which a few

years back produced four quarters of wheat to the acre, but which
in the hands of the present occupier produces nothing but thistles

and a coarse pasture. The same process, however, which would
double the amount of produce would double the amount of tithes,

and hence it will be seen that the tithe system is a tax upon capital

employed on land, a tax upon industry by rendering it unprofitable
to employ more than a minimum of labourers, and a tax upon
bread by limiting the quantity of corn grown.

If then it be asked, why, when capital is so abundant that the

rate of interest is but two-and a-half per cent, on good bills, more

capital is not applied to land ? The answer is, that the capital so

applied could not be expected to yield more than a profit often

per cent., and that ten per cent, would be claimed by the clergy-
man for tithes.

It is high time that the abomination of the present system
should cease. In the neighbourhood in which I am at present

resident, the rector has for many years taken his tithes in kind,

and being a wealthy landowner, farming several hundred acres on
his own account, it is to him attended with no inconvenience.

This at least is a case in which we see none of that liberality which
as we sometimes read, in Tory prints, is evinced by tithe-receivers, i

have known our worthy rector send for two shillings from a pauper
of the parish, as the tithe of a solitary apple tree growing in his

cottage garden, the produce of which was sold in the market for

one pound. In taking the tithe of lambs, should there be, for ex-

ample, but twenty-five instead of the more titheable number of

thirty, the farmers here are compelled to kill one of the lambs,
and to give the half to the rector, that he may not lose even a

fraction of the exact proportion to which he is by law entitled.

In my walks I am constantly meeting a boy with donkey and

panniers, whose office it is to collect the tithe of milk from every
farm-house. This is done every tenth day ;

a day of fasting and

moaning to the calves whose unhappy lot it is to be born in this

part of the country : and yet the greater part of the milk thus ob-

tained only serves to make a wash for the pigs kept by our worthy
rector, to which purpose it is literally applied. 1 mention these

facts not to raise your indignation against an individual, whose
name 1 therefore forbear to mention, but that you may judge
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what must be the ' morale' of a community in which, through
the apathy of our legislature, these things are yet endured.
And now allow me to say a few words on what has been pro-

fanely termed ' the divine institution of tithes.' It would be mere

trifling to argue that there is no divine authority for supporting
our existing establishment by tithes

;
but I allude to the assertion

a thousand times repeated, and never, that I have seen, contra-

dicted, that the tithe system is copied from the institutions of

Moses. 1 must take leave to deny the fact, and I cannot at the

same time but express my astonishment that among the multitude

of bible readers that everywhere abound, no one has yet come
forward to do justice to the Jewish lawgiver.
Do I deny that tithes are plainly recognised in the Old Testa-

ment? by no means. But observe the important distinction;
—

tithes among the Jews were collected once only in three years,
—

the tithe of the third year's crop, and of that year alone, was allot-

ted for the support of the Levites and of the poor; the Levites

being provided for in this manner, because to them no inheritance

in the land was assigned. See Num. xviii. 20. The Jewish

tithes, therefore, embraced but the thirtieth part of the gross
amount of the produce of the land, and very willing would our
farmers be to adhere to the literal text of the bible, if our divines

would abandon legal for scriptural authority.
As, however, the position I assume may be new to many of

your readers, I will briefly refer to the evidence of the fact.

Deut. xiv. 28.—'At the end of three years, thou shalt bring
forth all the tithe of thine increase, the same year, and shalt lay
it up within thy gates.

29.—'And the Levite, because he hath no part nor inheritance

with thee, and the stranger, and the fatherless, and the widow,
which are within thy gates shall come and eat and be satisfied,

that the Lord thy God may bless thee in all the work of thine

hand which thou doest.'

Again. Deut. xxvi. 12.— ' When thou hast made an end of

tithing all the tithes of thine increase, the third year, which is the

year of tithing, and hast given it unto the Levite, the stranger, the

fatherless, and the widow, that they may eat within thy gates and

be filled.'

We may further remark that tithes among the Jews appear to

have been a voluntary tax. We may look in vain in the books of

Moses for any power given to the l^evites to distrain and sell the

goods of those who might be unable or unwilling to pay. When
the Pharisee said,

*
1 pay tithe of mint, and anise, and cummin,

and of all 1 possess,' it is plain he would not have adduced this as

any proof of merit if any power existed to enforce the [layment.
The distinction between a voluntary and a compulsory tax is of no

small moment. Were tithes placed upon the Jewish footing in
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this country, no tithes would be paid in those cases where the

Levites of our establishment performed no adequate service in re-

turn. Nor would tithes be paid where poor rates are collected, it

being clearly enacted by Moses that half of the tithes should be
set apart for the poor, or in other words, that the poor rates should

be paid out of the tithes.

Further, under the Jewish law the tithe only of the increase

could be taken. It was clearly the spirit and intention of that law

that tithes should not be claimed where the value of the produce
does not equal the cost of cultivation. Here, however, in England,
if a man sell three bushels of wheat, and have such bad success

as to reap only the same quantity, the tithe of his three bushels is

taken by the church.

p It would be well, however, if instead of a thirtieth, the clergy of
this country would be content with a tenth, for in many cases

under the present system they receive a fifth. My neighbour paid
last autumn a tithe of his potatoes, and upon the nine-tenths which
were left fed his pigs during the winter

;
this spring he has paid

tithes upon his pigs, and thus the same crop of potatoes was twice

tithed. The same individual will twice pay tithe of hay, for the

hay which has been already tithed, will be given to his cows, and
will a second time be tithed when converted into milk.

It is unnecessary to compare the two systems further to show
how essentially different was the tithe system instituted by Moses
to the noxious impost which prevails in this country.

Theta.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF PEL. VERJUICE.

CHAPTER IV.

Grapnel. And he is fairly gone ?

Schoolnuiiler. Fairly or foully,
Gone he is. Sir.

Grapfiei. Then he will ne'er return.

Schoolmcuter, Why think you so ?

You speak as 'twere your wish.

Grapnel. I care not how—
The sea will swallow him, or he will hang—
But not return—

Schoolmaiier. I do not wish your prophecy may prove
Your gift. Oi-u Play.

I HAD complotted with a boy; almost my only companion, that

we should abscond together The precise hour was to depend on
his convenience : in the interim, I carefully noted down, from
Patterson's book of roads, every turn we should take on our

route to Liverpool. I had marked the distances and gentlemen's

seats, and all other distinguishing points of the journey
—so that I

was prepared with my maps effectually to preclude the necessity
of inquiring a foot of the road, though I had never been three

No. 80. 2 P
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miles on it previously ;
and the whole was one hundred and four

miles. So firmly had 1 resolved on the enterprise, that my
impatience increased with every minute of his delay : when a cir-

cumstance occurred which transferred the arbitration of the affair

to my hands. My uncle took a journey to Ireland
;
and being not

altogether compunctionless, I shrunk from the idea of taking

advantage of his absence
; for, insignificant as I was, there were

matters of trust confided to me : it was sufficiently criminal to

break the bonds at all
;
we agreed, therefore, to await his return.

Meantime, another accident induced me to abandon the scheme

entirely. My father showed me a letter which he had received

from my uncle, containing the following words :
— ' Give my love

to my nephew, and tell him, it will yield me pleasure, and him

profit, to find all right in his department, on my return.' I have

that letter, a demy sheet, all filled with close writing on three sides,

the fourth written on the doubles, and that blessed paragraph before

my eyes now, as clearly, and as freshly as in the moment my
father put it into my hands. I see every creased fold of the paper,
and the beautiful running text, as distinctly as I did twenty-six

years ago ; and I remember too the laying my open palms on my
face and eyes in the delicious emotion which the paragraph
occasioned

;
and I feel again the gentle tap of my father's finger

on my hands, while so engaged ;
and I hear his voice again, as he

says, 'Come, come, that's right, but you should'nt
' and he

said no more. What a world of joy and bliss burst upon me in

that instant. As the letter contained matter of business, I was

despatched to the country-seat of my uncle's partner, who, on

reading it, relaxed his magisterial brows, (he was a justice of the

peace,) pointed to the word 'pro/it,^ and gave me the letter, that

I might read the passage again. That '

profit' was the least of the

letter's beauty : I say so without affectation, I felt so then, and I

have ever felt so. The squire, who, notwithstanding, was a truly
benevolent man, thought profit the binding word, the lever to

move me. 1 looked, as I felt, the happiest of mortals, and he did

me the honour to suppose I had been '

drinking something.' Pish !

he could not understand me. My uncle had never talked of love

before to me. From the hall I made all speed to my friend

George, to tell him I could not go with him
;
he was astonished I

* No, I could not leave my uncle.' And how long was this feeling
to remain with me ? Nous vcrrons,

—however, the effect was

instantly powerful. I was up early and blithely in the morning :

continued a steady industry and attention through the day, had no
dreams as I sat at the desk: 1 examined closely into every trifle

connected with my duties, or which was committed to my charge ;

performed many of my points twice or thrice over, for the purpose
of improving on them

; arranged and rearranged the divisions of

packages ;
felt nothing that seemed like weariness or lassitude ;

and anticipated my uncle's return with joy. He came, met his
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wife, children, and others, with warmth of affection, deferring

every mark of kindness to me, except the ' How d'ye do, Pel?'

Well, I comforted myself with the surprise he would receive when
business hours arrived to give him opportunity for exercising his

glance of examination. 1 suppose he did find all right, because

he gave me a cold guinea ; for he said nothing to me in giving it.

To me a guinea was an immense sum ; but it was words that I

wanted with it
;
from him five kind words only would more have

delighted me, would have been of more service to me, than fifty

such guineas. He said nothing; and the bright and beautiful

glow of new delight in existence, was at once extinguished. I was
left to cranch the harsh, salt, and corroding ashes in a deeper,

tongueless, soundless, hushed up misery. I could not endure it,

indeed I could not. If I had reasoned on the point,
—but I could

not reason on such points, I could not reason after the world's

fashion : if I had, or could so have reasoned, what better proof
of my uncle's kindness and satisfaction Avas necessary ? He
gave me a guinea silently, I was to draw my inferences from it.

Perhaps I might have drawn a different inference if I had not

frequently, nay, I think always, seen him accompany his gifts and

presents to other young people with some playful jest, or more

endearing token of affection. Reader, you will perhaps say, did

not that guinea convey a volume of good-will and praise, consi-

dering your condition ? Not to me : I tell you I was deficient in

common-sense; and I did not see how the mere act of giving

money was a proof of affection. I never could see it in that light.
To me the affection was ever, ever will be, in the manner; and,
believe me, I am skilled enough to understand the manner. I

know whether it is true or treacherous, whether it is a jewel drawn

up from the rich and inexhaustible stores of the heart, or the

paltry paste which form and fashion make current
;
and I ever did,

and ever shall, prefer a reward of looks and words from a warm,
abundant, and freely giving nature, to any money which may
come coldly. This is nonsense, I know; to be sure it is: call me
whimsical, eccentric, or worse, if you please. I tell you again,
1 love the caress of a child, or the gambols with which a dog
expresses his joy at seeing me, better than a thousand * how d'ye
do's,' or ' we are most happy to see you's;' with very few excep-
tions. My relative estimate of each becomes daily more firmly
rooted

;
and were it not for occasional renovating flashes which

I feel in sincere sympathy, from most rare hearted and morally
constituted creatures, I should think of the ' how d'ye do's,' and
treat them, as lifeless things. Call me eccentric again, you do not
know all, I shall come to the end of my story, perhaps ;

and you
will not know all.

Well : this was the coup de grace to my hesitation : it struck

down every counselling cling ;
brushed away every shadowy

warning j
and that hour I reeled along to my friend George.

*
I'll

2 P8
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go directly
—

directlj'
—now!' said I to begin with. *What has

happened?' he inquired, in astonishment. *

Nothing; that is,

every thing: come, are you ready?' After a few more words in

debate, we agreed to start in the morning at three o'clock
;
and

join each other on a bridge two miles from the town, I returned

home, packed up a few articles from my scanty wardrobe, with a
book or two, in a bundle, then lay down, to wait through the long
interval till three o'clock. Now reflection came upon me, and for

a time it was bitter; yet, I will frankly own, that bitter was not

drawn from remorse of conscience in the dishonest act of deserting

ray duty, or betraying a trust. I declare to you, reader, I really
believed my uncle would be glad to get rid of me

;
I had no other

thought in reference to him, than that my absconding would be a

pleasure to him, for it would release him from all further trouble

on my account. Angry he, perhaps, would be that I had deceived

him; but for the anger I had no compunctious visitings. I thought
also, that every individual in his own family would be rejoiced
when they were told in the morning, that * Pel had run away.'
One or two of them, at least, I am now sure I wronged by such

opinions of them
;

I did not know, I could not think so, at that

time. But I suffered acutely in reflecting how severe an affliction

this course of conduct would bring to my father : how utterly his

hopes would be crushed: but, on the other hand, I knew he was
not a man of such wisdom as to mew a boy up in prison and show
him freedom, and expanse, and verdure, and hills and waters,

through the grated window, in order to extinguish his love for

them
;
he knew that a log and chain to a colt's heels, though they

may check his ability to frisk awhile, are little likely to subdue his

inclination for a caper when the log is taken off": he knew me
better than they did

;
and I thought he thought I should never do

any good there, and he was right. Oh ! the wisdom and pru-
dential caution of grey beards, (or wigs,) which smother up the

fire of youth, while they constantly pour oil upon it, and think

they are quenching it. Will not a recollection of their own youth
teach them ? Have they not seen, daily, that the dammed up
waters overrun their bounds and run to waste of themselves and

destruction to others ? Do they not, each day of their guidance,
see the collected and accumulated desires outbursting from the

barriers and chains in which they have foolishly compressed them,

breaking out because the victims were chained, and felt the galling ?

But the old channel is fairly digged and deeply, the way well

beaten
;

it is the road on which our fathers, grandfathers, and

great-grandfathers have travelled before us. It is of venerable

age, a sacred institution of our ancestors. And so many able

books of direction have been written by so many able men ! should

we presume to question their worth, their inestimable value, should

we dare to innovate, to deviate, to change ? What arrogance ! Do
these arguers forget, yes they do, that able men may have had no
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other aim than beating that particular road into smoothness ?

Wedded to prejudice, they were selfish guides oftentimes ; bigoted
in a creed, they were interested finger-posts. As you see in going
into a town, * the shortest way by the Stag,' that is the landlord

of the Stage's creed. 'The nearest way to the Strand through the

Lowther Arcade.' How kind, how considerate is that notice, the

good-natured pedestrian thinks ! so I thought one day when 1 was

very much fatigued. Pooh ! pooh ! the shopkeepers in the Arcade

put up that board. The highest endeavour of these intellectual

guide-posts has- been directed to prevent your looking for any
other, or to show you theirs was the best, safest, and most beautiful.

And you never dreamed of making an experimental survey your-
self, or you might have been convinced out of your credulity. Is

not this true ? Is there one in a thousand who breaks out into the

infidelity of thinking that what he was taught is not all truth ?

Dare one in a thousand become sceptical on those matters which
he believed in his childhood and boyhood ? No, no, he dreads

the obloquy of such heresy, as he fears it on more sacred matters.

That dread, and that dread only, binds him in both : and what a

concentration of influences, what masses of established power
combine against every efibrt to induce people to think out of the

covenanted track! And daring indeed is that man, who, bursting
the shackles of convention, effects his freedom at the expense of

his reputation for sanity. The question considered by the mass,
i. e. every body, except such darers, never is,

' What is right ?'

but * What is the custom ?' decides the * order of the course.**

With few exceptions, and these are yet rarer among the great
ones, the principle taught, the motive to action, and the stimu-
lant to exertion through life, which are most carefully implanted
in our seminaries of education, are in direct contravention to the

most valuable injunction in the Christian doctrine ; which though
told to the pupil over and over again leaves no mark except an
almost invisible scratch that suggests an occasional joke. Oh,
but the teaching is very impressive. This teaching is ever-

lasting contention for superiority . Here is the foundation stone,
here are the steps and pinnacle-top of their system. Selfishness

in germ, fruit, and essence. Acquisition of knowledge, or, more

closely to speak, learning, (for learning, however its possessors

may be self-elevated in supremacy, is not always knowledge,) is

made, not for the love of knowledge, not as a source of happi-
ness to ourselves, nor as a treasure-house from which we can dis-

pense happiness to others, (papa and mamma's gratified vanity

excepted,) but for the superiority it yields
—the word superiority

having altogether a genuine Tory sense, viz. rule, authority,
domination, power over those who chance to be less endowed.*

*
They have neither the courage to proclaim it, nor the honesty to whisper it in

their confessions, but this is the sfcret source of the objection of the privileged wealthy,
the '

higher orders,' to the education of the ' lower classes. They feel that ' know-
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Such is the system's object, never confessed, embellished by
occasional triumphs, a feather in the cap, a paltry fanfaronnade.

The principle is fed most plenteously : all its efforts, its plans,
attractions, displays, are for the constant nutriment of that evil to

which they say man is naturally prone, originally and inescapably
born. At all events if they do not find it there, they take won-
drous pains to place it and plant it, so that there shall be no

danger of its not growing up. Yes, their doctrine inculcates the

theory and practice of selfishness, and during the whole course

of instruction, every day they drawl out some verbiage about
*

loving your neighbour as yourself.'
' If thy brother offend thee

seventy times seven, forgive him,' &c., the inevitable consequence
of which must be, (for 1 can conceive no other result—true, 1 do
not look through their spectacles,) a laugh at these precepts of

love and forgiveness. No, no, the pupils never laugh, unless it

be in their sleeve
; they quote the passages, and retalk them over

again, to show that they are not infidels, and continue in their

practice of selfishness, of loving themselves most devotedly too,

wallowing in their own pool from which all their business and folly

overbubbles, till it accumulates a stream on which they sail with

undeviating steadiness. Perhaps the teachers adopt their process,
this o'erlaying of white with thick and substantial brick colour, in

order to prove their doctrine of innate vice, fearing that nature

and a different system might exhibit their doctrine's fallacy. Oh,
the blessed system of education ! War with man is the business of

instruction, and I will engage to buy up all the boasted friendship
which grows out of school companionship, at two-pence per head.

Note ye, on condition that it passes the examination of a keen-

eyed inspector. It is but a suspension of hostilities, a mutual

consent to be civil.

What vagrancy of thought is this, reader ! Let me return to my
sleepless lying down, to wait till the clock struck three. I then

rose, crept sofily down stairs; as peo{)le not wishing to be heard

going down stairs usually do, I suppose. I never heard the stairs

creak so much before, and the carpet-wires rattled louder than

was their wont. I knew the spot on which the box of keys was

deposited, picked out the great one from the jingling many, passed

through the rooms and doors out into the air, 0()ened the large

portal, and was in the street. Here 1 encountered the watchman

of the premises, Dick Harris, who, night-capped and hatted, and

unsuspicious, looking at me, said,
* You are up this morning very

early, Pel.' 'Yes, Kichard, 1 am going to take a long walk,' I

re[)lied, with that {)erfect coolness to which I am an entire stranger
when not in extreme peril : at such times 1 am ste?idy nerved

ledge is power,' and feartlie domination will slip throiigh their fingers if information

be extended. Their vitniwration of the inBtructiun, which is rapidly advancin^f among
all ranks, iii dictated by a dread that the barriers of cxclusiveness will b« broken

down.
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enough to walk across the mouth of a coal-pit on a bridge of razor

edges. Even the sight of my bundle, which I did not attempt to

conceal, caused no inquiry. I shook him by the hand with a
*

good bye, Richard.' He turned off: I drew the key from the

lock within, and relocked the door on the outside: the court

through which I had passed was flag-paved, and a channel or

gutter cut therein run under the door-sill: up the orifice I threw

the key ;
it fell dank, clank, upon the stones, and startled me !

That clank, clank, fell upon my heart, and for years and years
afterwards that sound continued to recur in moments of great

excitement, not always of danger, and shook me out of my
thoughts. Who will account for this ? I think I can in some

measure, not wholly ;
but as I might perplex instead of enlighten

you, readers, and perhaps entangle myself in a web which I could

not unravel without a lengthened process, I will avoid the account-

ability, and leave the statement of this spectral clank visitation to

be laughed at, as a morbid fancy, a disease, a nervous super-
stition. Still I state it as a fact. That sound has struck upon
me in the din of battle. I have heard that clank, clank, singly,
and

distinctly, above the roar of the cannon ;
the sound struck

twice and no more on such occasions. In the midst of festivity it

has pierced through the music of the dance
;
in the uproariousness

of lamp-gilded mirth, that sound has suddenly haunted me.
What is now become of the spectre ? I never hear it. On the

three last instances of its visitation, I was in extraordinary circum-

stances : first of the three in Dalmatia, near, indeed among the

ruins of an ancient city on the coast, between Spalatro and Trau.
I cannot find the place in any book, nor is it noted in any map within

my knowledge, unless it be marked Trau Vecchio
;
if so, the map

is in error by some two or three leagues. On the spot, and in the

adjacent islands, it is called Arcangelo. I looked into the ' Osser-

vazioni,' but was not satisfied. Of this adventure I may speak
hereafter. The next was—where think you, reader?—under
the tremendous down-pouring mountain of waters, in that

horribly subhme cavern behind it, at the foot of Niagara, as I

stepped among the eels that wriggled and writhed on the crushed

fragments of rock, with which its surface is strewn : and lastly,

(this was in June, 1825,) at Les Escaliers Naturelles, where the

river Montmorenci thunders alone in intense solitude over beds
and ridges of rocks, three miles backward from the precipice over

the ledge of which he dashes himself in glistening and foamy
grandeur into St. Lawrence's bosom. I will take you to this place

by and by, reader, for I believe you have never yet seen it,

unless your own feet have carried you there. You .shall have a

winter view of it as well, such as I had
;
and you will not easily

forget it. Gugy!—I wonder if he hears me across the Atlantic—
do you remember how we wabbled and shook over the Cahots in

your Cariole, while your tandem steeds jingled their bells, and
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snorted impatiently at this interruption of their would-be spirited

pace ?—how the balized way snaoothed as we approached Beau-

port ?—how you put on your spectacles as we neared a certain

large domicile ;
the home, then, of one whose home is nearer to

you now ? but there is no one at the windows, though, at your

request, I look with two earnest eyes. And '

my nerves are steady'
as we plough through the spotless, crisp-coated snow on that

declivity, in order to reach the river and skim along the ice. They
are steady, although your leader Alexander, a noble horse is he,
exhibits symptoms of distaste for the jaunt, as he is every moment

striking tangents and pivotting on his heels, with his haunches
buried in the snow, and rearing laterally from the course. Not

very steady, as I stand again in the freezing mist, with that mag-
nificent, eye-dazzling, sense-confusing spectacle, heaving down its

mighty wrath, in one broad and endless sheet of liquid light, full

before me, into my very eyes. And you are now, as then, looking
at me, not at Montmorenci, to trace, if you can, the effect which

this glorious scene has on your enthusiastic companion. Right,

Gugy ;
it has filled me with wondering, bosom-swelling silence !

Hey ! good reader, whither have I wandered ? You must pardon
me, pray do, I could not help it: when my thoughts take that

direction, I am spell-bound, amazed, drunk with delight, as I look

again on the revivified, reformed, recreated objects which memory
and imagination combine to spread before me. Oh, reader, what
a treasure is this double existence 1 How much misery has it

enabled me to bury ! What happiness it yields I
—Now, back to

the clanking of the key, which struck through my ears every step
as I trudged along the first two miles of a [)ilgrimage, which though
it has continued through a hundred thousand leagues, will pro-

bably end only with life, or limbs' incapacity: the first two miles

of a rugged, jagged, and thorny course, a hurricane rift, now in the

gorge of a mountain, now at the mountain's summit, noAV in the

fissure of a precipice, or upon its narrow and slippery ledge,
where the turn of a toe would have dashed me headlong into a

fathomless abyss : now on a trackless desert, or at a point in the

wilderness, from which radiated twenty roads, and no direction-

post was to be seen, no star, no compass to guide. I plunged into

one at random ;
it led me to glorious beauty, and a clear, cloud-

less prosrjjcct of happiness. I walked awhile among its flowers;

but venoms intruded there, and drove me again to the wilderness.

Did 1 call them venoms? Perhaps 1 did: 1 think 1 did not
;
and

on I restless roamed, hoping every where, and at all times, save in

minutes of deadening gloom; but 1 fought with the darkness, and

from that very darkness struck a light which beaconed me on : it

showed me that beauty was earth's and nature's attribute. Though
hope deceives, she cannot quell me by disaj)pointment; though
she saddens the heart's pulsations by what proves to be an ignis

faluus here, she cannot vanquish my spirit ;
she cannot extinguish
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the fire which she herself kindles. I feel this is so
;

I know she

cannot; and I shall find what I seek, that she is true at last, though
I may die without knowing it. As untamed and untameable is

my spirit at this hour, as it was on the morning 1 walked that two

miles, as unchecked and unsatiated is my desire for roaming
further, further still, as it was on that first essay of my hundred

thousand leagues. And here I sit at my garret window, while the

cross on the dome or lantern of St. Paul's is peeping over the

intermediate chimney-pots to see what I am doing. Some of the

work, if it were fairly done, which you bargained to do, in order to

be placed up there. If that cross possessed a ' mind's eye' which

can look into mind, it would see that 1 have halted on a high
wooden bridge across a canal, an aqueduct within a few yards of

me, and a rushy and reedy stream running under its arches, near

a village, which it would puzzle the reader to find by inquiring in

its neighbourhood, were I to write it down properly. Let him take

the following beautiful effusion of a visitor to its annual '

wake,'
for direction—

Nobody knows, nor I won't tell,

AVhat I had at Ye}iion :

A frizzled pig, and a scalded cat,

And a pudden in a lantern.

Let the reader inquire the way to Yenton, and he will succeed:

but who could tell him how to find Erdington ? Well : 1 arrived

at this bridge, ascended the stairs, and leaned against its rails, to

wait for George. The glory of a July morning was beautifying
over hill, and field, and stream. I was not melancholy, not sad,

there was riot in my heart, the sanguineness of high pleasure con-

fused with dread : and I bent ray head upon the rail and wept.
Absorbed, I neither saw nor heard the approach of my friend, till

he tapped me on the shoulder : both were silent; we descended
the stairs, made one bundle of our two, passed a stick under the

knot.s, and each lent a hand, then moved on, with the bundle

dangling between us, at a rapid pace ;
and through the whole

day's journey of forty-four miles, the silence was broken by what
can scarcely be called mirth, it was an intoxication of

hilarity,
which lasted only for a few minutes, and sank again into stillness.

Nor was the stillness desjiondency, on my side, at least. We felt we
were on a wide, wide world

;
and to me, the world had never looked

so beautiful! I do not mean the world's world : a hundred times

on the jaunt, the richness of verdant and flowery existence invited

me to pause and gaze, and bade me forget weariness. The month
was July, the high noon of nature's splendour, when all was redo-

lent of the passionate summer's voluptuousness, and gracefully
beautiful indolence fresh in the consciousness of its own loveliness.

My friend George was my senior, yet I saw, on the second day, I

was the stronger ;
uot in limb, muscle, or sinew ; he evinced a
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kind of looking back, and a reluctance to let me discover that he

did so, and I exerted my diligence in keeping his thoughts forward.

Would that 1 had permitted them to take their course! / should

still have gone on, and fallen into my destiny's track
j
and he,

poor fellow ! We made thirty-seven miles the next day, and

arrived in Liverpool at three o'clock on the third of our flight.

I was foot-sore and limb-wearied, nothing more, and after depo-
sitin'T our bundle with him at a small lodging-house, (which was

then on the outskirts of Liverpool^ on the Manchester road, that

house is now swallowed up, and streets stretch out a mile beyond
its site,) 1 limped impatiently down towards the ships' masts which

I saw.

For the thought of a ship was my childhood's delight,

And the sight of a ship was my boyhood's wonder:

She had been in the climates whose day was my night ;

She'd united the lands which the oceans sunder.

She had kissed the green waves where the red corals glisten,

And had gazed on the shores where the sea shells sing ;

And I long'd to go with her, to see and to listen :

Oh, I long'd to be borne on her snowy wing.

She had baffled the billow, and rode on its crest ;

She had danced where the tropical sun shot fire :

And the '
crnsli' of the ice-berg had risen from her breast—

But a ship had ne'er gladden'd my eyes' desire.

She'll be new to me ever though thousands I've seen ;

And the foam-sparkhng path still is joyous to me :

And though sea-sick and sore I have many times been,
I am sure I shall never be sick of the sea.

There's poetry for you, reader ! Is'nt it sublime ? Laugh if you
will, I put it down before you that you might laugh at it. I re-

mained roaming about the docks, and looking at the countless

number of ocean wanderers packed together there, and dotUng
the river's face, till dusk, and the fear of losing my way ordered

me off to our six-penny lodging, to bed, and there I lay in furious

discomfiture all night
— too many bed-fellows

—and that clank,

clank, of the key was again ringing in my ears. I turned over the

means of evading (he pursuit which 1 so much feared : I was in

torture, as 1 anticipated the consequences of being overtaken and

sent home again ;
a punishment awaited me, how much more to

be dreaded than bodily stripes ! Authority's reproaches, and suspi-

cion's watchings ;
no light breaking in upon cold looks, but an

expression of caution and mistrust, or the pleasure of showing me
that I was detected and defeated, the triumph of aversion. I know
I wronged them : 1 know it now

;
but 1 had no conception of

aught else then, I could understand only their dislike of me, for

their affection never smiled upon me ;
and the one who could
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sympathize with me, did not know my misery, or its cause
;
he

could not believe it was so sharp and so deeply seated. That any

good to me would be meant by their pursuit, was utterly out ofmy
thoughts, I should have expected milk from paving stones as soon.

Why, why did they suffer me to think thus of them ! How many
hours of silent bitterness have I endured in reflecting on this

mutual misunderstanding; how much have I regretted that I

could not perceive it was only an error in their policy, the general

mistake, the very common course of those who have the guidance
of youth: but it blighted. I can now see that it was meant to

check me in that familiarity and communicative openness, which

were implanted in my nature. I felt that I was made to receive

kindness, and to reciprocate affection in its fullest burst and most

genial glow. Such was my nature
; my frame, my mind, my

heart, my spirit were such
;

this I will dash forth in defiance of

the charge of egotism, and the ridicule with which this claim to

original beauty may be met. Such I was ; inexhaustible were

the stores, unfading their light, untiring in their action, and would
have continued such had they not been repulsed, forbidden, dashed
back

;
but they did not die.

Early next morning, we both sallied down to the Docks, to

inhale the tar and pitch, &c. impregnated air, and to gaze on the

sea coursers, stabled and stalled. Curious, inquisitive, and

admiring, my eye ran over the crowd in St. George's dock, where

large and gallant flags, striped and starred, waved and fluttered in

the breeze, all flaunting with the intelligence that this was to them
a gala-day : it was the 4th of July, and the American sailors were
full of early hilarity in their prepared resolutions to honour the

anniversary of their independence in due form,—that is, after a
sailor's fashion of making merry. I eyed with delight the many
boards suspended in the rigging, announcing the agreeable infor-

mation, that this noble sky-pointing ship was bound for Baltimore—that to Philadelphia
—a third and fourth to New York—others

to Charleston ;
—further on were ships for Jamaica, St. Domingo;

in other directions, for Messina, Gibraltar, Cape of Good Hope,
Stockholm, Gottenburg,

—and each found favour in my eyes;
each had a magnetic influence on my mind. But how to choose

;

it was a kind of coena-dubia ; or, as it was early in the mornino^,

jentaculum. Out of so many I knew not which to fix upon; she
that promised to go furthest, though, had most attraction. Com-
pjissionating fortune released me from the difficulty. I had ob-

served, without discovering that it meant anything, for the last

half hour, or longer, two well-dressed sailors, that is to say, two
clean white-trowsered, neat blue abundant-button jacketed,

glazed-hatted, long pigtailed, mahogany-wainscot-faced, quid-
cheeked men, were our constant attendants

; walking where we
walked, and stopping as we stopped ; admiring this fine ship, and
that fine ship, as we admired them. But their admiration was
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conditional, a comparative and exceptive admiration, and mingled
in it something which was like intended information to us, though
not immediately addressed to us, it Avas talking at us, with some
allusions to shi})s much larger, finer, and more beautiful than any
there. Really I thought them very obliging. Go where we would

the pigtails swung in attendance on us. At length one said,
* Are

you looking for a ship, boys?
'
Well,' thought I,

' this is a very

civil, kind-hearted fellow, spite of his mahogany face.' This put
an end to all our trouble.

'

I thank you, yes ;
1 should like to go

on board of a ship.'
' Well come along with us,' said first pig-

tail's duplicate,
' our ship is a gallows deal finer than any you've

seen yet, with a jolly good Captain too
;
he splices the main brace

every week, and every time of close-reef topsails.'
*

Ay,' said

pigtail the first, 'and he'll order the pusser's steward to blow your
kite out with lobscous and choke your lufF with figgy-dowdy.'

—
What splicing the main brace, and choking my lufF, and lobscous,

and figgy-dowdy meant, I could not guess for the life of me ;

but as they were illustrations of the 'jolly cajjtain's' good qualities,

there was a spell in the unintelligible jargon ; (many with wiser

heads than mine have been humbugged by such process ;) and

with our guides, who, seeing we were strangers, kindly kept
close to our elbows, we stepped lightly along, and entered a

narrow street parallel with St. George''s dock
;
several persons, as

we passed, stood to look at us
;
and I noticed a shaking of heads,

as if they meant * Ah ! something is wrong ;'
there seemed to be

a compassion in it.
' Look there,' said one of the sailors. 1 did

look *
there,' as he pointed, and saw an immense white flag, with

a large red cross on the field, and a jumble of smaller crosses in

its corner, sweeping and swinging magnificently from a second-

floor window, down almost to tlie pavement. Into the door of the

house we passed ;
ascended a flight of stairs,

—our body guard

regularly placed, one leading, the other bringing up the rear. We
paused at the end of the first flight, and the leader tapped with his

knuckles twice, on what sounded door-like, and without waiting

for an answer, opened the door just sufficiently wide to admit him

slippingly, and it was instantly closed again. There was some-

thing in this which struck rather chillingly on my spirits, as we

stood there in the dark passage. My friend George could not

suppress his alarm, and he grasped my wrist hard, with a groan,
*
Oh,' trying to draw me back, but 1 was afraid of being fright-

ened :
—I felt an instinctive certainty that we could not escape

that way if we endeavoured to do so, and I was right, for at that

moment 1 heard the stepping and scraping of feet on the stairs—
there was nothing for us but to go on. The door was now drawn

open, and our pig-tailed leader looked over our heads to his com-

rade, then beckoned to us to 'heave a-head ;' we did so; there

were three other of the same breed of animals as our guides,

standing in the room, near a door which opened as 1 supposed,
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to an inner apartment. In the middle of the room was a table,

whereon lay several printed and red ink- ruled papers with blank

spaces, pens and ink, a book which looked like a register, and a

small mahogany box. At the table were placed a leather-covered

arm-chair, and one of lighter character and dimensions. The

guarded door opened, and my eye glanced on ranges of pistols
and cutlasses suspended, and cutting Euclidisms and trigonome-
tries on the walls : this looked awful ! A very handsome man,
with an epaulette on each shoulder—an armless sleeve hanging
from one—walked forward and seated himself on the leather chair.

He smiled as he surveyed us both with a look which indicated

anything but unkindness
;
and the bland manner in which he ad-

dressed us, captivated me. He civilly asked if we wished to go
to sea. I answered, 'yes sir;' George was silent; I was spokes-
man for both. Then followed the usual flummery about the

honour of serving his majesty, fighting his enemies, promotion,
brave fellows, glorious wooden walls, &c. ' What is your age?'
'
Seventeen, sir.'

' Seventeen !'
' I shall be, sir, if I live a little

longer.'
'

Ay, I dare say.' I spoke openly to all his inquiries

except on the article of name
;
that I concealed, and gave him

my mother's. ' Will you let me see it correctly written ?' and
one of the pigtails advancing to the table drew paper and held a

pen before me. I took it and dashed off the name in full, spon-
sorial and matronymic, at a stroke. ' You write a beautiful hand,

young gentleman.' Young gentleman I Young gentleman! only
think of that! Young gentleman, to me! *

Oh, what a good
man this is!' I thought, as I blushed at the tips of my fingers
and under my toe nails, while every hair of my eye-brows stood
on end and oozed. '

Well, if you conduct yourself properly with

diligence and sobriety, I do not question but you will make your
way.'

'
I'll try, sir.' At this stage of the business another per-

sonage entered and took the vacant chair, riveting his two great

green glassy eyes on us
;

his whole face besides was a blank, but
how those eyes seemed to grin ! a tiger at his studies

; and his

light sandy hair stood bnshily out like a wig of hemp, every thread

of which had a quarrel with its neighbour. Between the Captain
and this queer-looking animal, a half-muttered, half-hissed con-
versation ensued

;
the tiger was proposing something to which he

of the epaulettes objected, and I gathered the words * 2'ender*
' the hold,' 'pair of scamps,^

'

riff-raff,''
to which the gentleman

shook his head, and said,
'

No, no.' 1 learned the meaning of all

this soon
; and. Captain Mends, after twenty-five years, accept

my thanks for your
'
no, no.' A shilling was put into my hand,

which I gave to one of the pigtails. My friend George received
one also, and stood staring at it as it lay iu his open palm. We
had sold our bodies to the king, and to all others, his naval officers,

to that tiger-gentleman inclusive. ' The French ship (so it

sounded in my ears) will receive you,' said the Captain,
' and
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carry you round to Plymouth, where you will be put on board one
of his majesty's vessels of war, and there good care will be taken
of you.' 'Ay, very good,' said tiger; but very unlike a tiger's
was the voice

;
it was a growling squeak, that set your teeth on

edge. Said the epaulettes, addressing one of the
pigtails,

'

Hop-
kins, give this note to Mr. , (this was Lieut.

, I forget
the name.) Hopkins! a sailor named Hopkins! I thought all

sailors were Ben Blocks^ or Bill Hawsers, or Tom Bowlines, or
Jack Junks, or Mat Mainmasts, or Joe Mizens, or Ned Halliards,
but, Hopkins; what an unnautical name was that. Ah, me!
'
all is not gold that glistens.' Hopkins and his pigtail shrunk a

foot in my esteem. Hopkins ! oh, Hopkins, how you dwindled
before my optics when I heard you so called ! and it was to Hop-
kins I had given the shilling 1 A movement toward the door cut
short this silent solo. I looked at the Captain and bowed, and

turning to the other, I just caught sight of a row of dirty yellow
palisades, and a portcullis of the same texture and colour, at the

entrance of a dark and dismal cavern, for such his mouth, guarded
thus, appeared to me

;
and those two eyes squeezed together, the

whole of their infernality of light concentrated into two diminu-

tive, fiercely burning dots. What an ugly, villainous, diabolical

grin ! That was his laugh ;
I never saw him or it in my life after-

wards, but I can never forget it. The door of the room opened,
and through it the light streamed upon, I don't know how many,
figures standing outside. This caused an ugly misgiving: we de-
scended the stairs

;
in the street a various collection of men, women,

and some children had gathered near the door, and as we came
forth there was a murmur, and an exclamation of ' Poor boys,

they have been trapped.' Something was wrong I felt, but I could
not see the trapping. As we proceeded through the streets many
of them accompanied us, and 1 heard a lusty voice cry out,

' The

bloody press-gang have grabbed those two lads.' 'Press-gang!'
and I became icy cold. Press-gang! then I had fallen into the

clutches of those horrible monsters of whom T had heard such

frightful statements
;
whom I dreaded so suffocatingly ! Impos-

sible
;
there was nothing in the remotest degree fearful in the

character of these men ! They had shown to us nothing which I

should not have expected from common kindness or civility : and
that gentleman in the epaulettes; oh, I could find no idea but

affection for him. Hah! there was the green-eyed monster
;
that

tiger fellow was a sample of what I could easily imagine a press-

gang to be composed ;
there was nothing fearful or repulsive in

any of the others
;
and I subdued my fear

;
but poor George,

after a pause of bewildered stupefaction, burst into tears. I

laughed to cheer him
;
and presently we arrived at the jetty, where

a smart boat, with six smart sailors, lay waiting to receive us.—
' Shove off,' was the word, and one man with a pole having a hook
at its end, did ' shove off,' and *

splash' the oars of the others fell
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on the water. Don't believe, reader, that I had never seen or

sailed in—no, not sailed, but moved in—a boat before. I had seen

hundreds of coal barges on the Dudley canal, towed by skeleton

horses, whose food was some pint of beans per diem, and their

drivers whipped them with those iron cranks which they use occa-

sionally for winding up the paddles at the locks, though the chief

use of these cranks was as a whip. But here we skimmed along
across the ripple, made by the uniform dipping of the oars, so

gaily, so lightly, that ray fears were smoothed as I admired the

motion of men and boat, which latter was advancing obliquely on
the tide towards a ship which was pointed out to me by pigtail

Hopkins.
' Is that a French ship?' I inquired of him. A gruff

*

yaw, hah, ah!' chorussed from the six rowers, which ended on a
cadenza from pigtail Hopkins.

' I wish she was a French ship
out at sea, and you and me in a good cruiser in chase of her,

though her cargo is no great shakes
;
her name is the Friendship,

and a rare friend she is to some folks.'
'

Clap a stopper on your
jawing tackle, Hopkins,' said another. But Hopkins would '

spin
his yarn.'

' There's many a chap aboard of her as would have
his running geer choked in the lufF, or his life lines stranded, if we
had not shipped him.' Choked in the lufF! what docs that mean?
I asked myself.

*

Ay, or he'd catch toko fau'n yam, sarved out by
the parish beadle, at the cart's tail, instead of beef and burgoo,
aboard o'that craft.' * Toco fau'n yam at the cart's tail!' I

laughed at the jest, the whole boat's crew thought it something
funny, but I could not understand it.

' What is that long thing
like a coachman's whip, flying at the topmast head ?' said I,

somewhat proud of my nautical knowledge.
*

Top mast,'' said

Hopkins, 'contemptuously,
'

you mean to say the main tu gallon
must head, but that's the main truck as it flies from. Why that's

his majesty's pennant, what he flogs the French with.' 'Oh I'

here I felt a kind of rumbling under my ribs. Fighting was very
amusing, very interesting matter in a book, but the first feelin"

that I was probably to be occupied in furnishing, or
assisting to

furnish materials for a tale of battles, had something in it of a

strange, and not particularly agreeable nature. But then I might
live, escape to tell the tale myself. Ah I there's the balm

; there's

the momentum; the putter on, the magnet which attracts, the
excitement that stimulates many an honourable hero. Hero !

this I certainly never expected to be, this I certainly never shall

be, except by accident, as many heroes have been made
; though

I sometimes dreamt of it as a thing to be wished.

Now we were approaching very near the ship, 'Unrow,' and up
at once flew the oars out of their rullocks: ' Boat your oars ;' and
I scrambled after Hopkins and a youngster (who had been silent

during the transit) up the ship's side, and stood on board his

Majesty's tender. Friendship. Hopkins gave the note to Lieu-
tenant , who, after a word or two of question to me and my
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companiotj, ordered the steward to serve us out the day's allow-

ance, and give us hammocks; and we were shown into a hole;
the descent to it was by notches cut in the angles of a post, against

which, polished by greasy hands, a knotted rope was suspended:
this hole was called the steerage: in some ships it is the after-

hold, here it was after-hold, cable-tier, and steerage, in one : as

yet I did not descend : I stood on the deck gazing on the intricacy
of method in the infinity of cordage, till my brain gnawed itself

in the perplexity, and to escape from it I looked about from stem

to stern. I saw some eight or ten men, with hard and rugged,
weather-beaten visages, not so trimly

'

rigged' as Hopkins and his

comrades were, distributed here and there, and huddled together
on the forecastle as many more of the most squalid, dirty-bearded,
matted-haired v;retches, stockingless and shoeless, with such

enormous splay feet, their bodies covered, or partly covered, by

fragments of various coloured garments: the wildest creatures I

had ever looked upon. I never had imagined man in such a

state
;
and what faces ! each man carried a countenance of reck-

less misery, a hatred of hope, a defiance of despair, or it was

despair mocking itself. My soul was sick as I looked upon them,
and they laughed at me aloud

;
and then a sudden burst of con-

fused yells, laughter, and hideous curses arose;—whence? from

the caverns of the ship. I looked down, and as I did so, a hot

and pestilential effluvia rose and enveloped me. I looked through
a heavy wooden grating, across which was a strong iron bar, with

a huge padlock attached to it
;

and I saw that which threw me
back almost fainting with horror! My throat felt as if it were filled

with lum[)s of something which produced a sense of strangulation;
and how fiercely my heart did 'knock at my ribs against the use

of nature !' 1 remember I bent myself forward, bowing my head

down upon my breast, for some minutes after, retreating from the

grating, as if i W'Ould by that quell the violent and audible beating.
In that short glance, 1 had seen a crowded mass of disgusting and

fearful heads, with eyes all glaring upwards from that terrible den;
and heaps of filthy limbs, trunks, and heads, bundled and scat-

tered, scrambling, laughing, cursing, screaming, and fighting, at

one moment. Ere long 1 learned what they were; among them

were the oflTscourings of villany, the refuse of jails, beings whose

infamy was their source of merriment, their solace in captivity I

There too were men whose lives and characters were unimpeach-
able, both in law and custom; industrious men, on whose repu-
tation the world's breath could not cast a blemish, who had been

forcibly seized from their hearth-sides; I heard much of their

histories afterwards : there were men also, who, closing months
of toil and peril, or years of hope-encouraged perseverance, in

distant climes, returned to their native shores to be kidnapped, as

their foot was in the act of kissing the strand, or suddenly inter-

cepted as their arms were stretched forth to give and to receive
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the welcoming embrace of fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers,

wives, and children, whose piercing cries or bitter curses were of

no avail, utterly, save to give a piquance to the fiendish enter-

prise! All, ail were mingled, herded, and barred in that pesti-

ferous, gorge-sickening, soul-blighting den ! In that hole, which

could not be thirtv feet in length, by the ship's breadth, one

hundred and eighty human beings were crammed to eat, drink,

and sleep. Every morning the den was emptied of its inanimate

filth, except that which was glued on and ingrained in the bodies

and rags of its occupants ; who, by divisions of ten or twelve,

were permitted to ascend to the deck for half an hour, for the

purpose of purifying themselves ; or, as the lieutenant coarsely,
but most truly expressed it,

' to blow the stink off them."' These
were some of ' Old England's jolly tars,' her ' Wooden walls

defenders,' men who sing,
' Britons never, never, never will be slaves !'

'An ounce of civet, good apothecary, to sweeten my imagination.'

CHARACTER ; OR JEW AND GENTILE.*

Mrs. Leman Grimstone is a most agreeable companion for an
excursion in the regions of fiction. We know of no novelist who
combines more of the requisite invention and versatility of talent,

with so much of pure, wise, and noble purpose. Both in her

former production,
' Woman's Love,' and the present, there is a

rich vein of originality running through the narrative, such as one

rarely meets with. And yet though its presence is felt, it is never
obtrusive. Like Miss Martineau, she writes with a didactic pur-
pose ;

but not being restricted to the illustration of a single sec-
tion of that Moral Economy which is her science, there is less

occasion to bank up the narrative, and restrain it from those

windings and overflowings which characterise the current of real

life. Like Miss Austen, she excels in description, especially that
of persons and circumstances which at first appear common place,
and incapable of interesting ; and her descriptions have generally
the additional merit of conveying some knowledge of character
and mind, and answering^ some further purpose besides that of

producing a vivid picture in the reader's imagination. Like Miss

Edgeworth, she has humour, not so broad and racy, but a quiet
lady-like humour, which though it provoke not a laugh, never
fails of a smile

;
and like ^liss Edgeworth too, she rarely loses

sight of the subject of education, on which her notions well de-
serve the attention of parents and instructors. Like Godwin, she
is a reformer, political and social, but aiming at changes less

total and impracticable than some contemplated by the author of
' Caleb Williams,' more in the reform-not-revolution way ; and

• A Tale, by Mrs. Lemaa Grimstone, 2 vols.

No. 80. 2 Q
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if pursuing her object with less power, ever manifesting far more
ease, grace, and flexibiUty. Were we to trace a parentage for the

character of her fictions, we might ascribe the maternity to Miss
Austen, and the paternity to the author of Barham Downs and

Hermsprong. Mrs. Grimstone looks more abroad, beyond mere
household doings, than the one

;
and has less causticity and par-

tizanship than the other.

It is the lowest praise to which the author is entitled, but it

is needful to say, lest we should mislead the reader by the obser-

vations just made, that her story is as abundant in stirring incident

as the most thorough-bred novel reader can desire. The plot

might have been more skilfully developed : its management is

however a manifest improvement on that of her former publica-
tion. The effect is heightened by the variety of costume, both

physical and mental, which the Jewish characters enable her to

introduce. The stately daughter of the Jewish Baron, is a poeti-
cal and oriental sketch, and so is the Patriarch Mezrack, and his

daughter Hagar. They cast a rich tinge on the familiar faces

and homely scenes, like a painted glass window in an English

draAving room.
Mrs. Grimstone excells very much, both in the delineation and

the developement of character. She preserves its metaphysical
truth. Her mind has a distinct conception of the individual

nature of each actor in the history. There are no lay figures.
She sustains the j)ropriety of every word and deed, and of all the

interior workings of the soul, when her plan requires that these

should be laid bare, more completely than it has ever been done,
save by the great masters of fiction. The influences are dis-

tinctly indicated, and the conduct adequately matured. Sir

Ralph Beaucaire in becoming the mere creature of vulgar and

worldly ambition, and Marmion in becoming the victim of his

glowing impressibility, seem to be fulfilling an inevitable destiny.
The story only works out the problem of their fate from the given

quantities of their nature and their circumstances. From several

sketches of character, we select that of Malfort; the intellectual

portion of it
;
the personal description is most appropriately fitted

to it.

'

Perhaps none are more surprised at the successful issue of a

scheme than the very rogue that achieves it; because, having tact

enough to put matters in a train, they work out their own accom-

plishment ;
and he, conscious of the smallness of his efforts, and his

total absence of desert, naturally v/onders, in the secret recesses of

his sou], at the great result.
' Malfort was one of those moral enigmas that baffles inquiry. He

was at once profound and shallow ;
for whatever skill may be exerted

to do evil, the doing it shows the mind to be essentially unsound. He
had courage and cowardice

;
he dared to do acts that, if detected,

would overwhelm him with disgrace 'and misery, and he lived in ap-
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prehensive watchfulness, through fear of their revealment. He had

pride and humility ;
he was inflated with the consciousness of crafty-

power ; but he could cringe to the power that mastered him. He was

social and seifish ; lie loved society, and seemed to enjoy sympathy ;

but perhaps his ministry to that was the veriest selfishness, for self-

gratificaiion, in some form or other, was the alpha and omega of all

his actions. He was industrious and idle ; possessed a restless acti-

vity that kept him ever originating something, but, with an inaptitude
for regular and continued labour, he in reality did nothing.

'

Perhaps a perfect anatomy of his chai'acter none could bear, but

those familiar with the disgusting details of the moral dissecting-
room ; who know what humanity is, what it may be made, and how it

is made what it often becomes ; who love it too well in its beauty,
not to pity it in its debasement.

' While almost every one regarded Malfort as a being of the

blandest and most unselfish benevolence, living and acting for and
with his fellow- creatures, he was in fact a creature of the meanest
and most selfish motives, preying on and perverting all he approached.
He professedly squared the rule of right and wrong by the advantage
or disadvantage to society ; on this comprehensive principle he could

allow himself to do individual mischief, under pretence of producing
collective benefit. Hu was one of those grand moral theories by
which wholesale philosophers become retail rogues/

—
p. 62—65.

Tol. ii.

Passages are scattered through these volumes which deserve

quotation for their wisdom and their beauty ;
we take almost at

random the following on evil example and libertinism.

' Evil example is like the incendiary's fire ; we may perceive where
it has sprung, but cannot tell where it may spread. It is not those

that sow the whirlwind that always reap the storm
;
when the blast is

once abroad it involves all, even the very straws that lie in its way.'
—

p. 109. vol. i.

' The libertine has all the brute's indiflference, without the brute's
excuse for it

;
but he ensures a penalty that may well win him the

pity of even those that most spurn him. In the hour of remorse—and
if it never reaches him before, it does at the hour of death—he hears
" a voice crying in the wilderness ;" it is the voice of abandoned child-

hood, left by reckless selfishness to the wolves of society !'—p. 87.
vol. ii.

The application of a scriptural expression in the latter quota-
tion appears to us to be marked by great felicity and

originality,
and there is much beauty in the following reflection appended to

a death-bed scene :

'

Philosophy may satisfy itself that vice arises from the inevitable

necessity of the wretched structure of society; it knows too that every
crime is pregnant with its own punishment ; and, revolting at the idea
of an eternity of torment, as the decree of a just and benevolent God
against a being whose duration of error has been, comparatively, but
as an instant, it can consign the wicked unto death, and tru.ot there may
be, for them, no resurrection. But with those that have sinned

little,

2Q2
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and suffered much,—who have endured penalties that another's crimes
have purchased

—who have sowed the seed, but never been allowed to

reap the harvest—who have lived in hope, but died without fruition,
can philosophy contemplate them, and deny the immortality of the
soul? If there be a belief beautiful and beatifying, it is the belief of
the eternal life of the good, and the everlasting reunion of the at-

tached !'
—

p. 205, vol. i.

In the remarks on the qualities and training which are desirable
for those whose sphere of exertion is the chamber of sickness or

debility, there is that sound and strong sense, combined with good
feeling, which ought to recommend this work far beyond the pre-
cincts of the circulating library.

'

Nursing should be held as a profession, and its professors be en-
dowed with a suitable education— be called to the exercise of its duties
Avhile yet in the vigour of life, and not after. Appointed to act as
the adjunct of the surgeon and physician, ought they not to possess
some kindred intelligence ? How often, for the want of this, has the
best medical advice proved nugatory ! It is not contended or desired
that women should supersede or rival the male practitioner, since

excess of sympathy, it is to be feared, Avould ever be liable to endanger
female efficiency. But as the assistant, the agent of the medical man,
woman, under all circumstances of illness, is, beyond description,
essential

;
but it must be cultivated woman, capable of comprehending

the intelligence she acts with, and the necessities she acts on.
' We shudder to think of the mischief and misery ignorant nurses

have done and may cause. They are about humanity when it lies in

the prostration of physical and, consequently, mental weakness,—
when it is drawing its first breath, and essaying its dawning powers.
A few years ago in France,—perhaps still in the remote provinces,

—
it was common for nurses to compress the heads of infants by actual

violence or continued pressure, if the shape of the skull did not

happen to please them. In our own country, in our own day, the

administration of ardent spirits, from a motive of mistaken kindness,
is common, especially among the poorer classes ; and, be it remem-
bered, the best benefactors and the brightest ornaments of the human

species have been given to the world by poor women.
'

Neglect and indifference to mankind in the mass pervade society

throughout, and generate the mischief that lame laws and subsequent

quackery vainly attempt to cure. In nothing is the truth of this

assertion more conspicuous than in all that regards the birth and first

years of the human being. It is the fate of the great majority of

the species to fall from the hands of nature into the hands of an

ignorant nurse and an ignorant mother; after these, schoolmasters,

doctors, divines, lawyers, and legislators tinker the injured individual

till death conies to his rescue
;
nor even then can his memory or his

soul escape speculations that are busy with his fame here and his fate

hereafter. But most conspicuous in this blindfold system, that

paralyzes human progress, is the disregard of female cultivation. In

all the departments of life in which 7ncn are called to act, some pre-

paratory discipline is deemed necessary and afforded ;
but where

women are concerned, the presiding deity is chance. No provision
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is made to fit them for their allotments, though they are called to fill

offices involving the most vital interests of society. Women extract

knowledge from practice
—

they rarely bring knowledge to it : that,

under such circumstances, they so often acquit themselves with

ability, is pregnant with proof that mental power is the unalienable

property of humanity ; and, since it thus bursts above the blight of

neglect, and repels the effects of mistaken institutions, what, under

better auspices, might not be hoped from it V—p. 32
—35, vol. i.

The dialogues, which frequently occur, especially in the first

volume before the bustle of the story begins, deserve great praise.

They are characteristic, well-timed, interesting, and instructive.

The first links of long, useful, and often novel trains of thought
are put into our hands, and only the most inert will let them slip

without tracing them further. Mrs. Trevor, a frank, independent,
and speculative Avoman, who, we presume, speaks the opinions of

the author, talks thus :

' " We call ourselves christians," she added,
" but where do we

recognise our brethren as the children of a common parent, as beings
alike powerless at birth, and perishable in death, and filling the in-

tervening space as we can, and not as we would ? Exclusiveness is

the vice of pride. Better would it please our God to make this world

a place of common fellowship, than, like the costly cathedral, with its

gilded pews and seatless aisles, a place of invidious distinctions.

Even the common of religion has been parcelled out by pride ; the

selfish line of demarcation drawn where God himself says all are

equal ! I cannot re-model society ;
but I may regulate my own

house ; and my practice shall exemplify my principle. I will endea-
vour to imitate the Great Master, and say,

' Come unto me, all ye
that labour and are heavy laden,' not to learn ^yme, but to learn tckh

me, and to learn that greatest, most consolatory of all truths—that

we are all brethren."
' Some one remarked that there was a great difference in the

brothers.
' "

True," she rejoined,
" and why ? May not the cause be found

in the spirit of proscription which operates to prevent that intercom-
munion which would liberalize the rich, and reSne the poor? The
foiTOer cannot endure the infringement of the mere points of empty
etiquette which the latter are disqualified to observe. Dress, display,
and fashion are estimated beyond intelligence and sociality. We want

cheap or gratuitous moral amusements, and zealous moral teachers for
the people. To what may the increase of methodism be ascribed t

To the zeal of its ministers, who, though often preaching a revolting
doctrine, under all the disadvantages of ignorance and vulgarity, have

yet evinced a warmth, an energy that aroused the attention, and ex-
cited the feelings of their hearers. If the same energy was exerted
to awaken the powers of reason, to appeal to the moral affections, can
we doubt of the effect that might be produced ? May not congrega-
tions of rationalists be collected as well as congregations of fanatics ?

Why have we not places of amusement and moral instruction, mu-
seums, and libraries open to the people ?"
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' " Because the vulgar," cried the objector,
"

spoil the works of art
without improving by them

;
waste that which they are not worthy

to use ?"
' " How long will they do that ?" she rejoined.

"
Only while they

are vulgar ;
which they must ever be if there is no attempt to make

them otherwise. Afford to all proper means, and God has so gifted
his creatures, that they will accomplish the right end. Cannot we
take a hint from the ancient philosophers? Oral instruction, the
most effective of any, is scarcely known among us. Are there no
moral missionaries who will teach moral philosophy, without alarming
the ignorant by saying it is such ? Cannot they give moral illustra-

tions, simple and evident in their application, beautiful in their truth,
and enforced with eloquence and benignity V

' " Then you wouldhavepublic walks, and peripatetic philosophers ?"
' " Yes ; I admire their doctrine and mode of teaching."
' " And how would you support the expense of all this ?"
' "

By curtailing pensioned pomp—by annulling hereditary and
unearned honours—by applying to real utility the wealth devoted to

empty show. A great man has said, that ' he deserved well of his

country who made a blade of grass to grow M'here grass had never

grown before.' How much more does he deserve that plants good
feelings and useful ideas in the moral waste or wilderness of a barren
or neglected mind—who teaches, without technical parade, or pro-
fessional pomp, a knowledge of moral nature, of physical nature, of
the gentle humanities, of all the most general and useful truths."

' " And you imagine this would effect a happy change on th*

poorer classes ?"
' " Let it be tried. To what do the more cultivated classes owe

their propriety of manner, discretion, and discrimination? To the

facility of access to moral instruction, delicate amusement, and judi-
cious association. Can no practical effort be made to give these to

all the other grades of society ? Yes, easily. But no
; the grand

aim is to increase wealth, not happiness. Large revenues are prized

beyond an improved or contented people. Thus the vintner's gaudy
palace every where seduces the poor man to drunkenness, but not

one institution rises to invite him to rational amusement, and through
that medium to moral amelioration. The coffee-shops, where he can

procure a cheap, unintoxicating beverajj;e, and have at the same time

access to a little literary knowledge, I hail as one step in the poor
man's favour."

'—
p. 32— 37, vol. ii.

These vohimes are well-timed, and it would not be amiss that

those peers should read them who are yet deliberating on their

lejiislative conduct towards our Jewish brethren. Not that they
will find any direct discussion of the policy of conceding civil

rights to the children of Abraham, but they may learn some
beautiful lessons of tolerance, for which both their heads and
Jiearts will he all (he better, and therefore their senatorial conduct
more satisfactory. They may see, judiciously and touchingly ex-

hibited, how much we are all the creatures of circumstance, and
how bad are the workings of the distinctions whicii have been set
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up and perpetuated in society by a short-sighted selfishness. Such

lessons deserve general consideration. They ought to be attrac-

tive
;

for while most forcibly inculcating an enlightened philan-

thropy, the author always inculcates it with a force which is

characteristically feminine. We talk of masculine understand-

ings, but according to the ancient Greeks the goddess of wisdom
was a woman.

ON THEATRICAL REFORM.

The 'declineof the stage' has of late years become a stock phrase

amongst a large portion of the public, and those writers who
affect to guide the opinions of the public. The matter has been

so long assumed as an undoubted fact, that it would seem to have

grown into an acknowledged truism, no more to be disputed than

the fact that the earth revolves about the sun. Yet, notwith-

standing, a close analysis will probably set the matter in a differ-

ent light. What proof is there, that the aggregate amount of

money, paid by the public for admission to the various theatres,
is less, even in proportion to the numbers of the population, than

it ever was, even in those days which were held to be the '

palmy'
state of the theatre ? The declinarians will probably reply, by

referring to the condition of the large theatres, regarding them as

business speculations for purposes of profit. This is granted ;

but then on the other hand let them look at the numerous theatres

which have arisen on all sides to take away the audience. Let
them look at the fact that many country towns now maintain
theatrical establishments of their own, a portion of whose inhabit-

ants were accustomed to make occasional trips to London, one
of the principal inducements being the desire of visiting the

theatres. That individual speculators, or that specific theatres^

may have suffered, is no proof whatever of a general decline.

The question at issue is, not even whether numerous actors are

out of employment or badly paid, but whether as regards the

general population a larger proportionate number of human beings
are now maintained by the various employments connected with

the drama than ever was the case before. Those who look at the

increased number of the theatres must reply in the affirmative}
and it will scarcely be questioned, that higher salaries and a larger
number of them are now paid than ever were paid before. If the

fact be so, and I believe that it is not to bedoubted, what becomes
of the assertion as to the ' decline of the stage?' Could the pro-

prietors of the large theatres maintain their monopoly to the letter,

against all the prmciples of justice, there is little doubt that their

establishments would again be in a most prosperous condition
;

i. e. with ordinary attention to calculation in their financial ar-

rangements, a matter in which they have for the most part been so
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woefully deficient, that, nothing but an enormous rate of profit
could ever enable them to keep their funds in advance of their

expenses. But the increased gain which such a monopoly would

give them, would be obtained only by the ruin of a large number
of actors and the consequently diminished pleasures of a large por->
tion of the play-going community. The fact is, that the larger
theatres are injudicious contrivances for [)erforming badly nume-'
rous branches of the drama; and the smaller theatres, which only
aim at doing one thing, do it so much better, that when the

market is open to competition they carry away all the custom.
The mono[)oly which served to keep the supply of theatrical enter-

tainment beneath the demand for it, was the cause that the patent
theatres were built of so large a size that not above one half of
the audience could hear or see distinctly. The monopoly was the

cause that a large capital was employed in extra scenery and
other j)roperty for a large variety of performances. The monopoly
was the cause that a treble company of actors were usually kept
on the establishment, or that actors who were expected to play
threefold characters, and consequently to play all badly alike,

were paid large salaries. The monopoly, which yielded large

profits, was the cause of a wasteful expenditure in carrying on the

concern, and which could not have been kept up had the audience

possessed a choice, as they were exceedingly badly served in con-

sequence of ' His Majesty's servants' having more to do than

they were capable of Had the large theatres been establishments

for issuing forth manufactured goods, it is clear, that even without
a monopoly they might have been carried on to greater advan-

tage than smaller ones, but the commodity they dealt in was see-

ing and hearing, and consequently the su{)ply they could yield was
limited by sj)ace. Beyond a certain distance the article they
dealt in was deteriorated, yet notwithstanding all their customers

had to pay at the same rate. Consequently, so soon as the

smaller theatres were opened, and proffered their commodities at a
lower rate of payment, where all the audience were treated alike,

could all hear and see, and where for the most part the acting was

quite as good as that of the larger theatres, the larger portion of

the play-goers were at once taken u[) by the new establishments,

and the old ones, being still saddled with their heavy expenditure,
so soon as their income was diminished fell in ruin. And there-

upon the cry was raised of the ' decline of the stage.' The stage,
the stages of the large theatres, have declined ; they are unfitted

for the purposes they were intended to serve, fhey are fit for no-

thing but spectacle, and although their proprietors endeavour to

vq)hold them by means of persecuting the minors, it will be alto-

gether in vain. The public have come to the conclusion that all

monopolies are mischievous, and either with or without the con-
currence of the legislature they will be swe[)t away.

But notwithstanding the fact that the decline of the profits
of
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the patent theatres is no proof of the general decline of the stage,

it is quite certain that the improvement of the stage has not kept

pace with the improvements in other branches of art. This fact

might in itself be considered sufficient to have kept the stage in a
far worse condition than that in which we find it. If it has thriven

so well, under so many new circumstances tending to depress it,

we may reasonably hope that when it shall be freed from its

shackles, competition in excellence Avill advance it high in public
favour. Every body can remark, that the persecution, the dis-

abilities in law, and the covert proscription in private life, which

the Jews have had inflicted on them by the nations among whom
they have dwelt, have had far more effect in keeping up their

peculiarities, and preventing the developement of the higher

qualities of which they are capable, than any deficiency of intellect

or mischievous regulations of their own. They have remained a

separate people, not by their own wish, but by the injustice of

their neighbours, just as the wisdom of the Greeks has degenerated
into cunning under the oppression of the Turks. Most people
are now aware of this fact, yet it does not seem to strike them,
that a similar law of proscription has hitherto prevented the pro-
fession of acting from rising to the same state of excellence as

other arts. It is the more nee<lful that the proscription should be

removed, inasmuch as theatrical attraction has now to contend
with numerous other intellectual tastes which have grown up
amongst the public since the days of Garrick, and which by their

better cultivation draw into other channels much of the money
and attention which would be given to theatrical amusement, were
there a constant developement of all the excellencies of which it

is capable, so as to meet the capacity of the constantly increasing
taste of the public. In the days of Garrick, play-goers were not
readers as they now are. There were no books of a high order of

imagination constantly issuing from the press, and furnishing a

variety of novelty. There were no dioramas, and panoramas, and
cosmoramas, and zoological gardens, and colosseums, and number-
less other methods of expending surplus coin in public amusement.
The stage reigned sole and undivided, and occupied the principal
talk of the town, while foreign politics excited little of stirrino-

interest in that age compared with the age of transition in which we
at present live, and during which the minds of the large majority of
all classes are occupied with the stirring details of political agitation
of a domestic nature, to the exclusion of all fictitious excitement.
It requires no prophet to foresee, that as public enlightenment
proceeds, the excitement, Avhich is at present on the increase, will

gradually lessen, and as actors improve in fitness for their profes-
sion, their influence over the public mind will increase. At pre-
sent, by far the larger portion of the plays which are put forth are
behind the taste of the play-going public. They can feel no
interest in fictitious and unnatural emotions, and to represent
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human nature as it really exists in the finer specimens, requires A

class of actors widely different from what they have hitherto been
accustomed to behold. With the exception of a very few, from
W'hat classes of society are the mass of actors and actresses drawn ?

Are thev from the refined, the educated classes? No, on the

contrary, the profession of acting is for the most part the resort of

the needy, the viciouS;, and the idle. Not the talent for acting,
but the desire to act, is the common rule, and thus, acting, instead

of being what it should be, a combination of the highest kinds of

human refinement, is degraded into low and miserable mimicry.
Here and there, peculiar circumstances bring forth a rare specimen
of high talent; but the talent of a single individual is insufficient

to embody forth a whole play, to make the illusion complete. It

has indeed been alleged, and by those who have paid much atten-

tion to theatres and acting, that the instances are very rare, in

which the peculiar organization and combination of qualities

requisite for a first-rate actor are found in the same individual.

I'his is partly true, but then it must be remembered, that the

sphere of humanity in which the instances are sought is just pre-

cisely that in which they are the least likely to be found. A ban
has been set upon actors and actresses, and they are in the mass
held to l)e outcasts of society. By law they are vagabonds, unless

they chance to be admitted to the [)rivilege of using the slavish

designation of ' His Majesty's servants ;' and though those of high
name and talent are endured, the mass are designated in contempt
as '

stage-players, and '

play-actors,' i. e. mere mimics or moun-
tebanks, without any pretensions to high feeling or high intellect,

and the hopelessness of acquiring respect causes them to be

regardless of morality, at least that morality on which the public
affects to set a value. They are made Pariahs by society, and as

a conseqiaence they establish new rules of morality amongst them-

selves. Time was, that stage-playing was considered the direct

opposite both of religion and morality, and subversive of all virtue.

It might be so, but the immorality was not in the art itself, but in

the professors of it. The ])ublic had determined that none but

worthless peo[)le should be allowed to become players, and that if

worthy people attempted to practise the art they should be held in

no better esteem than those they mixed with. As a consequence,
an art, whose immense value as a vehicle of public instruction has

never yet made the fitting impression on those who might guide
the public, has been left as a monopoly, wholly, or nearly so, in

the hands of tlie worthless and inferior members of society. When
the h;in shall be removed, when all those who are conscious of the

ca[)acity shall be allowed to practise the art, and all who believe that

th(!y [)f)ssess the capacity, shall be allowed to essay the practice,
without losing caste, the numbers of those [)ossessing the highest
talent for it will be found very considerably increased. There can

be little doubt that, for the mo.st part, those {)ossessing the highest
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talent for acting will be found amongst the educated classes of

society, -Nvho are at present especially shut out.

Setting aside the immorality prevalent amongst many of those

who follow the profession of acting, and ofwhom it may be doubted

whether after all they are more immoral than the rest of the com-

munity, and especially such parts of the community as possess

temperaments equally excitable with theirs, for the business of an

actor or actress has a tendency to bring forth to the public gaze
all their private actions as well as public ones, and set them in a

strong light
—

setting this matter aside, as belonging not to the art,

but to the individuals, what is there in the art itself, in the use, not

the abuse of it, which has a tendency to foster immorality either

in the professors or their audience ? Is not oratory oratory, whether

it be poured forth from the lips of an actor, or a barrister, or an

M. P. P Is not the influence of music, which brings forth the

perception of the beauty to be found in the creation, is it not a

good influence, even if not equally powerful, whether the locality
be a theatre or a chapel ? Are not moral sentiments equally moral,
whether they be found in a play or in a sermon

;
and is not that

morality the most useful, which, being conveyed in a palatable

form, is the most likely to be imbibed, like the Political Economy
of Miss Martineau ? No one doubts that the student would glean
most knowledge from Adam Smith, and Kicardo, and Malthus

;

but unfortunately, the mass of mankind are not students, and if

they will not take strong mental medicine in its naked form, it is

better that they should take it wrapped up in literary currant-jelly
than not take it at all. Is not the exhibition of living beauty in
' God's own image' more likely to rouse the imagination of the

sculptor and painter, than the forms of the academy in clay and

plaster, and marble ? Are not the lights of a theatre as good and
wholesome lights as the lights of a chapel or a church ? Let there

be no misunderstanding here : I deny not the utility of churches
and chapels, and should rejoice to see the beautiful spirit of Chris-

tianity more rife in them, in opposition to the trading spirit of

religionism, but I abhor the cant which would, for interested pur-
poses, assume, that because a church is good a theatre must neces-

sarily be bad
;

that morals can only be taught within consecrated
walls. What is there in the beautiful scenery of a theatre to give
an immoral impression, more than in the adornments of a Catholic

chapel, or the pictures at Somerset House, or the National Gal-

lery .'' What is there more improper or ridiculous in stage costume,
than there is in the robes of a Catholic or Protestant priest or

bishop, or the judges and counsellors of the law courts ? Nay, the
former is commonly in good keeping, whereas the latter are most
absurd. Is an actor, of fine person, and noble countenance, clad
in a handsome costume, in the character of a good and wise man,
and giving forth truths in the modelled tones of oratory, is he less

likely to make an impression on his audience, uniting the powers
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of passion and reason, than is a professor at an ordinary lecture ?

Cannot the lesson of the patriot be as well read to him from the

ooards of a theatre, as from the floor of St. Stephen, or the pulpit
of the Rotunda, or the platform of a political union ? Does not

a great actor, in short, by operating upon several senses at once,
wield a moral power infinitely greater than that of a debater at

St. Stephen's, and if so, why should he be held in less respect?
Some contemner of theatres and actors will perhaps reply,

* This

is all very true in the abstract, but it is found in practice that

players and play-goers are very immoral people.' Then I ask, to

what is it owing that an instrument ca{)able of producing so much

good to the community, should only be productive of evil? There
is but one answer: the odious, the accursed, the mischievous, the

suicidal monopoly.
The most ancient attribute of the stage, and which has most

commonly been quoted in its favour, is the fact of its being a
moral instructor for the community. Many who have deemed
themselves further advanced in wisdom have affected to laugh at

this, and to regard the stage merely as a matter of amusement,

entirely devoid of influence. The wise people may nevertheless

have been out. The stage has possessed influence, though the

influence has been evil
;
and being evil, it is fortunate that its

influence has not been more widely extended. The power and
influence of the drama, if rightly guided, might be enormous. The
rulers of despotic countries are aware of this, and therefore is it

that they invariably make the stage their own property, and guide
its proceedings in the mode which seems the best adapted to their

own interest. Those who doubt, might be reminded of the power
of the old Greek tragedies, and the Roman Roscius might be

quoted to them, but they would perhaps reply, that the power they

possessed was only an evidence that there was a lack of other

excitement, which is not the case now. What then will they reply
to the fact, that the excitement which built up the barricades of

Brussels was engendered at the theatre, that the revolution lately

attem])ted at Frankfort, also had its origin at the theatre.* Why
do j)eO[)le visit the theatres at all? Because ' man is infinitely

{)recious to man,' and when he cannot behold in reality the higher

beings of his s[)ecies, he loves to behold their semblance and the

painting forth of their actions, as near the life as may be. The
taste of man in the rough, is not always good ;

it requires culti-

vation, and therefore is it that the demons of his species have

seemed to him liUe heroes. Therefore is it, that now the eyes of

the comniunity are o[)C'ned, they refuse any longer to worship the

pagod things which were crammed into the plays of former days,

* A writer in tlu- S])ectiitijr
—tlie ancient, not the modern—describinj^ his sensations

after a traj^cdy, siiid tliat he felt so heroic, that he could have defended the .Spectator
and Sir Koj^er do Coverley aj^ainst a score of Mohawks. Yet upon staying out the

furce, all his heroic virtue vauibhed. It ia a truu picture, aad the moral is admirablu.
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and sat for characters. They have nothing in common with them,
and the proof of it is, that even among Shakspeare's plays, those

only have retained their hold which embody human passions apart
from the considerations of factitious dignity. There is no decline

of interest in all that concerns men in reality, and still less in his-

trionic fiction, which, after all, frequently contains more truth

than much of the reality which passes for truth in the world. Time
was that the battle of Waterloo was presented on the stage, and
the « drowner of men' was hailed with clamour through his repre-
sentative. This has passed away; no audience will now hail with

acclamations the shedders of human blood, but it was at the time

a proof of the interest taken by play-goers in the deeds of their

fellows,
—that they loved the fiction because it represented huma-

nity, i. e. human actions, and thus will it ever be. The living

representatives of human life will ever yield pleasure, but the

public taste is now more refined, and the art of acting, as well as

the matter acted, must make much progress to meet it. The
matter acted must be such as will take hold on the sympathies of

the audience, and the actors must be creatures of God's making,
and not of man's marring. They must be trained in no school

but that of unerring nature
; they must be the aristocrats,* i. e. the

best beings of humanity, possessed of the most perfect physical

organization, together with the highest moral and intellectual

qualities, and they should be sought wherever they might be found,
without paying regard to high or low birth, or any of the externals

of art or fashion.

Supposing the stage to be adapted for all that I have endea-
voured to indicate, it must at once be clear, that so far from the

profession of an actor or an actress being one of dishonour or

degradation, it ought to become one of high utility. Let the ban
be removed from the profession of acting ; let actors and actresses

be acknowledged as teachers of the people, and in that capacity
let moral conduct be exacted from them, and the disregard of

public decency punished as is the case in other classes of society,
not by the proscription of the whole body, but by the expulsion of
the otfending individual. Let genius and talent, instead of being
an excuse for vice, as is the case at present, be considered only as

accompanying circumstances calling for additional severity of

punishment. Let the public do this, and they will work a change
which will appear almost miraculous. Under such countervailino-

motives, theatres would cease to be the haunts of disgusting sen-

suality, or at worst they would be divided into distinct classes,—
the haunts of vice and the schools of virtue. At present, the pro-
prietors, who call themselves 'respectable,' and who would be
much scandalized at the idea of being thought immoral, are in

* The name of aristocrat has lost its proper meaning. In common parlance, an
aristocrat now means merely a person surrounded by factitious dignity, without regard
either to mental or corporeal excellence.
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reality traffickers in vice, or if not so, its base and voluntary
ministers. Under the circumstances of a beneficial change, such
as 1 have alluded to, the same motives would press on theatrical

proprietors to preserve public decency, as are now imperative on
certain other proprietors, and the agents of vice would necessarily
slink into unseemly holes and corners, and thus two separate

species of nuisances would disappear from the public gaze, instead

of being thrust forward to the annoyance of the well disposed.
The love of acting is a very widely spread passion, which, if

closely analyzed, would perhaps be found based on the love of

power,
—a desire to rule over the minds of others,—which seems

to be corroborated by the fact, that most incipient actors believe

their peculiar forte to be tragedy, until convinced of the contrary

by the suffrage, or want of suffrage, of their audience. At most
of the boy-pens, christened by the name of schools, the propensity
to act is found to be strong, and the schoolmasters use it as an
instrument to excite the boys to emulation in the use of speech,

through the process of declamation. It is said also that Napoleon
took lessons of Talma how to act the emperor. Thus an actor may
teach a sovereign, but is not held fitting to teach a people. But
after the love of acting and declamation has been first encouraged
in a boy by his schoolmaster, and the exhibition of it has met with

the a[)probation of his parents and friends, he is expected to put
it away as on a shelf so soon as he has left school, and then to

acquire new tastes of a directly contrary tendency. If he persist
in liking acting, he is called a '

spouter,' a '

stage-struck fool,' and

sundry other epithets, and warned that total ruin must be the con-

secpience if he does not abstain. The boy cannot comprehend
how that Avhich met with approval while at school, can change its

nature after he has left school, his reason revolts from the tyranny,
and he resolves to persevere. Perchance he is thwarted in his first

wishes to make an essay, and they become stronger by the denial

of gratification. Walter Scott remarks, that if Waverley's aunt

had given him unlimited access to the young lady he first took a

fancy to, the charm would probably have lost its force, and even

thus is it with acting. Give the boy or the young man his way,
let him try the experiment, and he will be satisfied as to his fit-

tiiigness or unfittingness, but this is not the rule. He is debarred

from the opportunity of proving his skill, and he runs away and

becomes a stroller. Whether he succeeds or fails, the stamp of

phiyer is thenceforth stricken upon him, and, unless he be a rich

man, he may never turn away from that for which he is unfitted,

lo that for which he is fitted, A man may study for a surgeon or

physician, and afterwards become a tradesman, or a merchant, or

a clcrgyinan, or an officer in the army. Amongst professions he

may change froui one to another with impunity, and amongst
trades the same. The military engineer may turn away from the

hie^iuess of destroying towns, and, as an architect, take to building
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them up, but the unfortunate wight who has once essayed to act,

and has failed, finds all resources shut against him. He is pro-
scribed. If he goes to a lawyer and applies for the situation of

clerk, the lawyer replies,
' Oh ! you are the stage-struck young

man, and won't do for me.' The merchant makes the same reply ;

the chemist, the apothecary, the tradesman, the manufacturer, all

are alike. There is a great hardship in this to the individual, and
the public at large is a still greater sufferer. It cannot be doubted

that amongst the educated classes of the community, the greatest
chance exists of finding individuals suited for first-rate actors.

Amongst bankers' clerks, and the sons of thriving tradesmen,

amongst lawyers and doctors, ay, and amongst churchmen,

embryo actors may exist, just as probably as a Clive was found

amongst the clerks of the India company ;
and it is desirable that

they should have the opportunity of trying their skill— if the spirit

move them—without being subject to a cruel punishment in case

of failure, because their ambition had soared too high. It is like

the ordeal of old, when a large reward was the price of success,
and the pain of the burning ploughshares was followed by a lin-

gering death of torture in case of failure. It would be well to get
rid of the penalty. The failure, in attempting a walk of genius

beyond a man's powers, is in itself a heavy punishment, and it

ought to be considered sufficient. He has attempted no crime,
and had he been successful, the public would have been greater

gainers than himself ^Vhen this ban shall be removed, the effect

will be most advantageous; for a number of inefficient actors will

be removed from the sphere for which they are unfitted, the

pressure of population will cease to press against the theatrical

fund, and a larger supply of first-rate talent will be brought for-

ward. Theatrical talent is more widely diffused than our present

ignorance will allow us to believe. The spirit of acting is ambition
and the love of excitement combined. Circumstances would con-
vert an excitable actor into a soldier, or sailor, or traveller, or

chieftain, perchance to display as much skill and bravery, and

energy, as those who were more legitimately trained. Walter
Scott understood human nature, when he created Jack Bunce the

pirate, out of the strolling player, who delighted in the alias of
Frederic Altamont. The same spirit was stirring in both cases.
The favourite amusement of the officers on board war ships while
at sea is acting plays, just as is the case with aspiring schoolboys.
He who could enact—not mimic—the hero best, would of a surety
find his enthusiasm stirred the strongest, while boarding an armed
foe. The battle words of the play would

instinctively become the
battle words of the real fight, the slogan of

ferocity, just as surely
as John Kemble, in the feelingof acting reahty, struck the pewter
drinking vessel from the hands of his colleague behind the scenes

deeming that he dishonoured the Roman fame. The great Goethe
was an enthusiastic lover of the drama. Bulwer makes Paul
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Clifford, while a youth, emulous of enacting the part of Tiirpin,
and partially putting it in practice in after life. Have not the

forty thieves of the Arabian Nights been imitated in real actings,

by thieving boys in London streets ? It is more likely that those

boys gleaned their ideas from the enactment at the theatre, than

from the book, and there is little doubt that the presentation of

Tom and Jerry, was the forerunner and teacher of many similar

real scenes. When the time shall come that such things shall be

avoided, and better things presented in their room, a corresponding

improvement will be remarked in the public. Base actors have

re[)resented base things ;
the viler human passions have been set

forth as merely laughable and ridiculous, but when the ban shall

be removed, higher natures will set themselves up as teachers of

the people, whether as amateurs or as paid professors, and higher

qualities Avill be taught. There is genius enough to be found
;

if

ye doubt it, look on the faces which pass along the streets, and
after printing them on the retina of your vision, lament with me,
that

'

Knowledge, to their eyes her ample page,
Rich with the spoils of time, did ne'er unroll.'

Lament with me, that 'chill penury,' or more chilling training,
has kept their nobler faculties from being more fully developed.
But the time is coming, there is yet a glorious beyond in view

;

human wisdom Avill prevail over human ignorance ;
and the pro-

gress of refinement and accompanying noble sentiments^ will be

in a compound ratio.

* Its coming yet for a' that,

When man to man the warld o'er,

Shall brothers be for a' that.'

Junius Redivivus.
To he continued.

CORFE CASTLE RUINS.

In sunny beauty's self-diffused Hc^ht,

That beam'd to shame the cheat of Athclwold,
She moves before me—Lo! the spiritual might
Of vision is upon me : I behold

The bleeding
'

Martyr' spur his horse to speed,
And the queen smiling at the mother's deed !

I've, trod the very stair Elfrida trod.
And seen the summer-clouds roof fleetingly

The towers of lier inheritance ! Ay, strode

Above the walls where monarchs feasted high.
Sweet women sinn'd, and dungeon'd victims groan'd,
And vassals revell'd whilst their masters moan'd !
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Nettles and thorns and ivy overspread
The high places of the tyrants of old days ;

And o'er their weed-choked hearths is idly read

The little name of each dull thing that strays
From his poor pigmy hovel, to crush'd towers,
Where the past's shadow clasps and overpowers

The substance of the present. Some few flowers

Amid these silent ruins breathe and smile
;

And birds and insects frame their brooding bowers
In the cleft walls—as if to reconcile

The eternal enmity of birth and death,
Ashes with blood, and airless dust with breath.

The fulness and the vacancy of being,

Reality and vision, truth and fable

Alternately with blindness and with seeing
Endue my pausing spirit ; and, unstable,

Yield mingled visitings of faith and doubt :

Pale adumbrations of this wreck without

Come to the chaos within—I darkly dream,
LuU'd bv the unseen flow of my mind's cavem'd stream.

* W*

MARY.

Thou art not beautiful, if freshest youth
Or fairest form doth make the asker's creed ;

But thou art beautiful, if love, and truth.

And wisdom, who wait on thee still to feed

Thine eye, thy smile, thy voice,—be all we need.

They know thee not who love thee not, they wear
A blinding veil, that makes them idly heed

Thy gentleness to win, meekness to bear,

Thy strength to live or die, for what thy soul holds dear.

I watch thee when in mood quiet and holy
Thou sittest rapt

— I dream there is no taint

On this most lovely world, of pain or folly
—

I gaze on thee as on a pictured saint

In some cathedral niche, where thro' the faint

And hallow'd shade, from glass of many dies.

All things how bright soe'er are made acquaint
With gloom—o'er all the spell of twilight lies—
Yet fadeth not the light in those upraised eyes.

I gaze again, when in less tranquil mood
The spirit thro' thy thrilling frame doth move,

Thy mind all eager for its work of good.

Thy heart all busy at its work of love,

The quivering lip, the trembling hand that prove
Thy tenderness is truth— I gaze and see

The longing soul pant for its home above.

Strive with the frame that will not set it free

To seek a world where all are angels like to thee.

No. 80. 2 R
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Oil tarry yet, sweet soul ! this world is dark,
And needs the light and comfort of those eyes;

Thou art a dove and must not leave our ark,
Thou ever with the olive branch thy prize ;

Thou hast a mission, ere thy spirit flies,

To teach all others to resemble thee,

That o'er, away unto thy native skies,
—

Away immortal soul, thy bonds are free,

Away, and find thy heaven—Love and Eternity !

ASPLAND'S SERMONS*

The author of these Sermons seems to be an admirer of the

style of Tillotson and Blair, and in our opinion has ' bettered the

instruction' which is to be derived from that school of composition.
Like theirs, his discourses are characterised by sound sense,

always perspicuously, and often elegantly expressed ;
there is

scarcely ever any thing in them which can offend, usually much
which must please ;

and if passages are rare, which, by their

eloquence or originality, stand out in relief, there is a general

harmony, proportion, and polish, which enhances the effect of

each discourse as a whole, and tends to produce on the mind the

kind and degree of impression which Ave may infer that the

preacher contemplated. We seldom meet with compositions
which have more the appearance of being precisely what the

author intended they should be. So equable are they, that a spe-
cimen might be taken almost at random, without partiality or

unfairness, to exhibit their characteristic qualities. We select

the following on account of its subject :

' In the midst of commotions we tremble and complain. A thunder-

storm alarms us, for we fear that the lightning may fall upon our own
roof; but presently all is serene in the heavens, and we philosophize

upon the salutary tendency of storms and tempests. Under a civil

tyranny, a rebellion breaks out, and the timid and selfish predict
universal ruin—without them, and in spite of them, liberty is esta-

blished, and their children and their children's children go up to the

temple to praise God for putting the love of liberty into the hearts

of some of those that went before them. In the reformation of the

Church, the philosophers of the day see nothing but the loosening of

the bonds of religion, and an inundation of moral and spiritual evil :

thus Erasmus, who was foremost to expose the corruptions of the

Church of Rome, alarmed at tlie effect of his own works, predicted
unheard of miseries from the defection of the people from the priest-

liood; but the Reformation, falling in with public opinion, went on ;

error after error, superstition after superstition, imposture after

imposture fell, and there is not now an enlightened Roman Catholic

in Europe, Avbo does not look back with pious gratitude to the Refor-

• Sermons ou various Subjects, chiefly iiractical. 'ByR. Aspland. London, Hun-
ter, lb33.
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mation. as the means equally of purifying his own church, and of

restoring religious liberty to the world. Tlie Reformation was indeed

the occasion of much religious persecution, a state in which there

always prevail great crimes and great miseries
j
but this is only one

side of the picture : by the sharp discipline of persecution have been

formed some of those noble minds on whose constancy and moral

heroism history delights to dwell, and to whom the Divine promise

assigTis the brightest crown of heavenly glory. Nor is this all ; the

school of persecution can alone, perhaps, teach communities the great
lesson of the sacred rights of conscience. In the beginning, men

seriously think that they ought to do many things contrary to peace
and freedom, and that they render God service by making one another

wretched. Tired at length of the interminable warfare, they allow

each other time for reflection ; by degrees, they see and feel and

deplore, the evils of strife and violence on account of opinions ; in the

calm, philosophy puts forth her strong arguments, and the still small

voice of revealed religion is heard urging her powerful persuasions,
until in the end, the sinfulness of persecutions is generally admitted,

and the right of all men to freedom of conscience is placed amongst the

axioms and elementary truths that no man in his senses dares to dis-

pute. When, again, the chain was broken that bound the souls of

mankind to the papal throne, it was rightly enough foreseen that the

Christian world would break into innumerable sects, and prodigious
calamities were predicted as the fatal consequence : we can now smile

at the gloomy prophecy : none of the evils arising from sects are at all

comparable to those springing of necessity from the insolence and

imposture of one dominant church, whilst many blessings have flowed

from the exercise of private judgment : the various Christian parties
have served as balances or checks in the social machine

;
the spirit of

emulation has excited them on all sides to greater efforts for the

attainment of intellectual and moral eminence ; controversy has pro-
moted free inquiry, which has led to the acknowledgment of certain

general truths ;
in these, the wisest and best men of all parties,

after a time, are disposed to take up their rest ; and in this m.anner

sects, like some dreaded serpents which carry with them an antidote
to their venom, cure their own evils, and terminate, by a natural and

easy death, in that rational and charitable faith, the last attainment of
human reason, but the first lesson of the Gospel, in which all men of
all nations may agree, a moral and devotional, rather than a doctrinal

creed, and a creed which allows, respects, and cherishes, those diver-
sities of persuasion which the Creator has made inseparable from the
human mind, and which are thrown into the social system in order to

quicken the intellectual powers, and to save society from supineness
and sloth, the worst state into which man can fall, and the worst,
because a nearly hopeless state, p. 32—35.

The euthanasia of sectarianism here described, is, indeed,

devoutly to be wished. We should rejoice to see stronger svmn-
toms of its speedy approach. It is to be feared, that in Disseritino-,
as well as in Established Churches, there are too many obstacles

created by petty interests and passions to the simple pursuit of
truth and the honest expression of opinion. The more imperative

2 R 2
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is the obligation on all true Christians of promoting, not only in

legislative enactment, but in social intercourse, that mutual tole-

ration, without which there can neither be liberality nor liberty.
There are many observations in the volume before us, which tend

directly to this point ;
and many others which do so incidentally.

On that and many other accounts we regard it as a valuable con-

tribution to the cause of rational piety and useful practice.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE SPIRIT OF GNOSTICISM, DURING
THE FIRST CENTURIES OF THE CHRISTIAN ERA.

' Una superstitio, quamvis non concolor error,'

Prudentius.

One of the earliest expedients adopted by the human mind to

extend and perpetuate its knowledge, is classification. But the

distinctions thus introduced, however necessary to assist and direct

the first stages of its intellectual progress, have no exact coun-

terpart in the reality of things, and require to be softened down,
and sometimes almost disappear, when the mind is brought by
more enlarged observation to a juster conception of the infinite

variety of truth. Nature executes nothing per saZ/mw ; through-
out the universe every change is graduated, every transition im-

perceptible. This remark is equally true of the history of man,
and of the classification of human characters, parties, and opinions.

Here, as in the kingdom of nature, the lines of demarcation be-

tween the several species are often traced with too much abruptness
and precision ; and the facility with which the mind yields itself

to an established distribution, and embraces the moral associations

attached to it, offers a perpetual hinderance to the impartial admi-

nistration of historical justice.
The proof of this statement we rest on the general history of

sects, pbilosophical and religious: a more particular and a very

curious illustration of it may be found in the rise and influence ot

those singular speculations, which, under the general title of

Gnosticism, introduced a new variety into the multifarious aspects

of human o[)inion during the first ages of our era, and marked

by imperceptible gradations every shade of belief and speculation,

tbat claimed any kindred with Christianity, from Judaism on the

one hand to the very verge of Polytheism on the other.* Our

* The works tlmt we have followed as our authorities in the followinj? sketch of the

Gnostic schools, in addition to what may he found in Ixirdiirr (Historij of Heretics^

and I'neslhij (llisl<,r>i of ImvIij Oiiiiiwns, Sfc.) arc llisluirc Ci-iliijiie
dii Gnostinitme,

"ItotiirxdVfrp/iiiichfs, jiarM. Jacques Matter,aud Alhjrineine Geschu-hte ili-r Chrixt/tchen

lii/ifioii villi Knihr vnii Dr. Ai/>/i/sl Neiiixlfr. Isten band. 2te Abtheilunp, p- 414
—

1)40. This last writer has devoted a particular work to the subject of Gnosticism,

which we have not seen, dciictisdic /'.iitiiik/iiiiii, ^c. ; but as liis general history aji-

iwared sul),e(iiienlly to tliat work, it may be supiiosed to exhibit in a condensed form

his latest ojiinions and final corrections.
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practice of studying Christianity almost entirely through the

medium of the canonical.Scriptures, which authenticate its origin,

leads us to regard it too much as an insulated fact in the vast

complexity ofhuman affairs, uninfluenced in its form and develope-
ment by the actual condition of the world at the time of its appear-
ance, standing apart in its own solitary' divinity, and separated by
a broad and impassable barrier from all intercourse and sympathy
with them that were without. But history exhibits a different

picture. The pure religion of Jesus came into the world in the

midst of influences, which, without affecting its divine essence,

modified its outward character, and were the source of the errors

which blended themselves with it. Among these influences none
were more powerful than that spirit of daring and mystic specula-

tion, which assumed in its more definite shape, when blended with

any of the doctrines or facts of Christianity, the peculiar designation
of Gnosticism.

This designation, in its fundamental idea, implies the posses-
sion of a superior science, communicated only to a few, and dis-

tino-uishino; them from the multitude. Thouo-h the term is limited

in its actual use to speculations more or less connected with

Christianity, yet the spirit which it represents is of far higher

antiquity, must be traced back to the mysteries and sages of the

East, and is in its nature diametrically opposed to the popular and

unpretending character of the gospel. Even among the republican
Greeks, the distinction between the exoteric and esoteric doctrines

of philosophy existed, but chiefly in those schools that were most
remarkable for an Oriental tendency of ideas. The revival of this

love of mystery, with the assumption of a divine knowledge, de-
rived from intuition, or communicated through a secret tradition,
which was perceptible at the time of the origin of Christianity,
arose from the intermingling of the ardent and contemplative spirit
of the East with the more practical mind of the West, which was
one of the effects of Alexander's conquests in Asia, and was per-
petuated by the foundation of an universal entrepot for commerce,
language, philosophy, and religion, in Alexandria. The ancient

philosophy of the Greeks experienced this influence almost as

strongly as Christianity ;
and the new Platonic schools only exhibit

another phasis of the general spirit of Gnosticism.
It would be an abuse of terms to describe Gnosticism as a kind

of philosophy, since it assumed rather than reasoned, created

systems, instead of searching after truth, and set facts at defiance
with an audacity unparalleled in the history of speculation. Its

strength lay in the earnestness with which it addressed itself to the

deepest yearnings and most intense questionings of our moral
nature : its field was the imagination ;

and here by the boldest

imagery and most arbitrary combinations it endeavoured to solve
those deep problems of natural theology, relative to the origin and

purpose of evil, and the connection of matter with mind, to which
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even the reason of the nineteenth century has as yet confessed
itself inadequate. We should best designate the mental character
of the Gnostics by a Avord, which the French and the Germans
have not scrupled to borrow from the Greek, Tkeosophists, men
whose contemplations were fixed immediately on God, the eternal

source and principle of all things, instead of looking for wisdom
nearer home by studying the order and harmony of his visible

works. This a priori and fundamental knowledge of God was
the gnosis which raised them so far above ordinary men, and from
which they drew with so much certainty and confidence their

magnificent theories of the order of Providence and the plan of

the universe. It Avas distinct from faith, which they despised as

\mequal to the wants and capacities of a spiritual mind
;
nor was

it reason, which, as an instrument of divine truths their theories

are a sufficient proof they never employed ;
but it was actual

knowledge, which they pretended to derive either, 1. from some

primitive revelation, to which they had access
; or, 2. from im-

mediate intuition
;
or 3. from a more exact knowledge than was

granted to the world, of the pure doctrines of Jesus Christ.

As Christianity arose out of Judaism, the question naturally
occurs, whether the latter religion was at all impregnated with

this Oriental sjiirit. That this was the fact, is not only probable
from the influence to which it must have been exposed during its

temporary exile on the banks of the Euphrates, but is certain,

from the existence of the Cabbala, which we can first detect in

the interval between the Babylonish captivity and the birth of

Christ. The Cabbala was a body of esoteric doctrines relative to

the spiritual world, which, as the name implies, had been derived

from tradition, and which bore a close resemblance to the system
of Zoroaster. The distinguishing feature of both systems is the

doctrine of successive emanations from one primeval source of

light, and the acknowledgment of a vast number of spiritual agents

good and evil, in the administration of the affairs of the universe.

Zoroaster, it is well known, taught the existence of two hostile

powers, the causes respectively of good and evil, Ormuzd and

Ahriman
;
and the traces of this belief, the recognition of a king-

dom of darkness warring with that of Jehovah, which was an idea

altogether at variance with t!ie simple and absolute monotheism

of the Mosaic institutions, first became perceptible after the return

of the Jews from the land where their elders had had perpetual
intercourse with the sages of Chaldea and Persia. Then first we

discover, as a result of the diverse action of foreign influences on

the same community, the hitherto unknown phenomenon of secta-

rian division among the Jewish peoj)lc : the Pharisees eagerly

embracing the .splendid spiritualism of the East, the Esscnes and

Theriqiheutffi exhibiting its mystic and ascetic tendencies; and

the Sadducees, who rejected all tradition, and prided themselves

on an adherence to the simple law of their fathers, j)resenting a
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Judaic antagonism to these innovations. The elements of Gnos-
ticism were therefore in existence, and actually fermenting in the

heart of Judaism, before the preaching of the Gospel ;
and we may

consider the cabbalistic doctrines as the transition state between

pure Zoroastrism and the final developement of the proper gnosis.

Contemporaneous with these changes in Judea itself, a Gnostic

element was forming, under circumstances somewhat different,

in another quarter, to which we have already alluded, in the city
of Alexandria. Hither, it is well known, a number of Jews had

migrated in the reign of the first of the Ptolemies ;
and amongst

them were those who shared in the general enthusiasm fostered

by those princes for letters and philosophy. The adoption of

Greek as the common dialect of the multifarious inhabitants of the

city, promoted the readier intermingling of their religious and

philosophical ideas. In this centre of the eastern and western

worlds, the doctrines of ail sects and countries were thrown into

combination, and from their mutual action arose new forms of

speculation. The mystic science of the native priesthoods, though
declined from its ancient reputation, must still have had its influ-

ence in the general excitement of human ideas
;
and it was here

brousrht a second time into collision with the institutions of the

great Hebrew legislator and prophet, who was said himself to

have been learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians; and to

these elements and to the traditional knowledge of the system of

Zoroaster, Avhich the Jews brought with them from Palestine^ were
added the doctrines of the several Grecian schools, and espe-
cially that of Plato, which found in Alexandria a congenial soil.*

Under these influences flourished Philo, who allegorized the Mosaic
code, and found in it all the doctrines of Platonism. We can
trace in his writings the germ of Gnosticism. By his doctrine of
a logos, or world of ideas, dwelling in God, and the medium of the
divine agency on the world of matter, which he borrowed from
Plato, he prepared the way for some of the most favourite specu-
lations of the Gnostic schools. He ascribed all true knowledoe
of God to intuition

;
and conceived that from this source Moses

and the prophets derived a kind of gnosis.
From perceiving the tendency of men's ideas previous to the

appearance of Christ, we are the less surprised at the form that
was given to his doctrine by various sects, when it came to be dis-

seminated in the \Yorld. It combined with elements already
existing, and formed compounds in which the pure and practical
wisdom of Jesus was disguised in mixtures of heathen origin. It

is stated by ecclesiastical writers, that only two kinds of heresies
were known in the two first centuries

;
that of those who denied

the possibility of any connexion between the visible and invisible

worlds, and considered Jesus Christ a man in appearance only,
* Gratissimura hospitium urbem Alexandriam hatuit Piatooica philosophic,

Heyne, deGenio Saeculi Ptolemaeoruni; p. 144.
. r .
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the Docetae
;
and that of those who considered heaven and earth

as equally under the superintendence ofone divine principle, and re-

garded our Saviour as, in nature, a mere man—the Ebionites : these

were viewed as the extreme points of heretical opinion ;
one denying

the divinity, the other the humanity of Christ
;
and between them,

recognising the union of the two natures, the precise centre of

orthodoxy was supposed to lie. It will be seen, however, that

the Gnostic principle, in its various forms^ connected by imper-
ceptible gradations even these extreme points of divergency ;

that

there was an Ebionitish form of Gnosticism as well as one which
harmonized with the system of the Docetae; and that the doctrine

of Cerinthus, in particular, who was contemporary with St, John,
marks the transition from the Judaizing sects of Christians to

proper Gnosticism.

When the course of speculation is so purely imaginative and

arbitrary, so little governed by any principle of reason, as in the

case of the Gnostics, it becomes almost impossible to classify the

several schools and doctrines with any approach to exactness.

As these speculations, however, had their source in philosphical
doctrines, which existed previous to Christianity, we may, for

the sake of distinctness, distribute them into two prominent
classes, according to the regions in which the doctrines, from which

they ap[)ear to have sprung, chiefly prevailed, and trace them either

to an Alexandrine or a Syrian gnosis. Of these two schools of

Gnosticism, it is observed by Neander, (i. p. 424,) that Platonism,
Avith its peculiar views of the nature of matter, is the basis of the

former; and Farsism, with its doctrine of the two principles of

light and darkness, of the latter. In the former of these schools,
Satan is the being opposed to the supreme and benevolent God,
and matter is his domain, while the demiunjus, or immediate
maker of the world, so far from being opposed to the supreme
God, is his agent and organ. In accordance with these principles,
no contrariety was sup[)osed to exist between the old dispensation
and the new

;
between the material and the spiritual world : the

former were regarded as states of progress and transition to the

higher order of things announced or existing in the latter; the

visible husk or shell of a gnosis, that was revealed to the spiritual

mind. There were thus two different vvorlds, and two different

dis{)ensations corresponding to them
;

at the head of each dispen-

sation, as at the head of each world, there was a different God, a

higher and a lower
;
and this distinction was extended even to

Christ, the earthly Christ and the heavenly Christ being united at

the baptism. Though the notion entertained of matter by ihis

school was such as might lead to ascetic practices ; yet their

acknowledgment of a harmony between the visible and invisible

Avorld deterred them IVom the extravagances of those who con-

sidered matter as altogether within the jurisdiction of a malignant
being. In the Syrian gnosis, on the other hand, into which the
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dualism of Zoroaster entered as an element, the demiurgus repre-
sented Ahriman, and was a being essentially hostile to the good
and supreme deity. From him the old dispensation proceeding
was in its spirit and its precepts directly opposed to the new : the

present world was a mass of evil
;
matter was to be insulted and

destroyed in every possible way ;
and between earth and heaven

there was no union and sympathy whatever. These views operating

upon minds of different temperaments, led to different practical
results: with the pure they led to the extreme of asceticism; with

the impure to unbounded licentiousness
; and, in both cases, from

the same principle, a contempt for matter. From the opposite
tendencies of these two schools, the Alexandrine and the Syrian;

they might be further designated as the Judaizing and the anti-

Judaic.

It is unfavourable to our forming a just appreciation of the

character of the Gnostics, that we know their sentiments only from
a few fragments which have been preserved of their writings, and
from the representations given of them by their avowed enemies.
Their leaders appear for the most part to have been men of good
moral character, and actuated by pure intentions, but led away by
an unbounded love of speculation, and by the vain hope of finding
in Christianity the solution of difficulties Avhich it does not under-
take to explain. Their great and fundamental error had its source
in the fruitless attempt to associate with Christianity the specula-
tions of what was then called philosophy. Smitten with the moral

beauty of the gospel, and charmed with the new light which it

seemed to throw on the dark and hitherto inexplicable enigma of

existence, they did not perceive the simple, practical end for which
its revelations were exclusively calculated, and fancied they saw
in it a key to the whole train of mysteries, on which they had been
accustomed to exercise their thoughts. Blending its facts and its

doctrines, in the most arbitrary manner, with the conceptions
Avhich they had derived from heathen sources, and which, when-
ever they felt the want of any supplementary idea to complete
their theories, they continued to borrow with the most indiscrimi-

nate appropriation from the endless systems and fragments of

systems still in existence around them
; they attempted, out of

these heterogeneous elements, to make a consistent whole of their

religion and their philosophy, and thus furnish a complete solution
of the moral problem of the universe. They did not understand,
what perhaps is not yet generally understood, the distinction be-
tween religion and philosophy, the moral cultivation of the heart
and the efibrt of the intellect to grasp universal truth

; and from

confounding their provinces they produced, what Lord Bacon
represents as an inevitable result, an heretical religion and a fabu-
lous philosophy.

Their besetting sin was the pride of intellect, the ambition of

transcending the barriers prescribed to the human faculties, and of
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raising themselves to a state of intellectual and spiritual superiority
above the vulgar. This pre-eminence they founded on their pos-
session of the gnosis^ which they derived by immediate intuition

from God, and which they regarded as a sort of key to the secret

treasures of the divine mysteries. Guided by this interior sense,

they decided most daringly between the true and the false in the

recorded teachings of Christ and his apostles : retained or rejected
at pleasure any of the books of the sacred canon, and sometimes
substituted others in their j)lace. They were the philosophizing
Christians of that early age, looking for confirmation of their own
theories in the language of Scripture, and, when Scripture was re-

fractory, binding it to the requirements of their own gnosis. They
were men who admitted the facts of the life and teaching of Jesus,
and who have been properly quoted by Lardner as unexception-
able witnesses for their truth

;
but who had not yet learned to pay

implicit deference to the canonical transmission of those facts,

and were quite disposed to place their own private tradition upon
a footing of equal authority with the written word. They made
the distinction, which has been adopted in later times, but which
there is considerable difficulty in applying, between what Christ

said under the immediate influence of inspiration, and what he
said from accommodation to the prejudices of his hearers. But

by far the most objectionable part of their system was the further

distinction which they attempted to introduce into Christianity, of

a doctrine for the vulgar and a doctrine for the enlightened ; a
distinction which, if it had once obtained footing, would have
struck at the root of Christian freedom and equality, and by
establishing Christian mysteries and initiations, and a caste of

ilhiminati, would have brought back the worst institutions of
heathen priestcraft.

The radical idea, prevading most of these Gnostic systems, is

that of a revelation through Christ of the supreme and unknown
God. They did not rest in this revelation, or limit it to its moral

applications, but saw in it a light that was to unfold to them the

moral machinery of the universe. They had attained, as they
conceived, to the primeval source of truth, and could follow down
from it, through its successive emanations, the widely-extended

economy of the spiritual world. Their speculation was carried

on in the extremest spirit of opposition to the modern and only
sound philosophy, that of ascending from facts through successive

inductions to general j)rinciples: they, on the contrary, assumed
the princi[)lc and asserted the facts

;
and the results were unsatis-

factory and j)ortentous in [)roportion to the magnitude and diffi-

culty of the subjects on which their favourite speculations turned.

It was an idea of the Gnostics, that the emanations from the

Stipieuie Being were eU'ectcd by a voluntary limitation of the ful-

ness of his own perfections ;
and the whole series of emanations

thus produced, they called jileroma, the circle of spiritual beati-
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tude, and the future dwelling-place of emancipated souls. The

Origin of evil was variously accounted for : sometimes a succession

of evil spirits was supposed, emanating from God, in an order cor-

respondent to that of the good spirits, as in the amshaspands and
dews of the system of Zoroaster

;
sometimes the corruption was

gradual, as the spirits in the order of emanation approached the

confines of the world of darkness, and came within reach of its

influences
;
sometimes the envy, jealousy, or ambition, of a sub-

ordinate spirit was the exciting cause
;
sometimes evil was regarded

as an inherent property of matter, which the Creator could modify
but not exterminate.

These successive emanations from the supreme mind appear,
at first view^ to be nothing more than personified abstractions,

merely allegorical representations of the attributes and operations
of the Divine intellect ;

and their names favour this supposition
—

depth, silence, truth, wisdom, man, grace, life; but they were

regarded as real beings, and invoked as such, Man, that is the

primitive type and general idea of man, as formed in the image of

God and the visible representation of his perfections, was one of
the most remarkable of these emanations: it figures in the

Cabbala, and was (hence transferred to some of the Gnostic

systems.
Creation has ever seemed one of the deepest mysteries to the

human mind. In reasoning from the visible and finite to the

invisible and infinite, human conceptions necessarily intervene
;

and the distinction of sex, with which the great law of production
is connected in the natural world, suggested a gross theory to the
first speculations on creation, and formed the basis of the earliest

fictions of mythology. This essentially heathenish idea was not
excluded from the Gnostic systems, which sometimes represented
the emanations as proceeding in syzygics or couples, with a recog-
nition of the sexual distinction. The souls of individuals were

supposed to have their corresponding partners in the angelic world,
with whom they were to be finally united. In the system of Va-
lentinus, the consummation of all things was described as a great

marriage festival; in which Swrrj^ and 2o(pia will be joined in the
bands of an everlasting union, with the pairs of ^rvef^aTixoj and

angels under them, in the pleroma ; and lastly the
demiurgus,

with his <\'uyj-<oi, will bring up the train of this celestial company,
as the friend of the bridegroom, who rejoices greatly at his voice.

Such was the interpretative given to the words of the Baptist,

(John iii. 29,) as the representative of the demiurgus. By some
of the Gnostics, baptism was considered as a mystic union with
the spiritual partner in the unseen world, and celebrated as a kind
of bridal feast. In fact, the Gnostics invented a system of Chris-
tian mythology, })eopled heaven and earth with spirits, and

wrought out the plain and simple facts of the gospel history into
a wild tissue of dreamy speculations.
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Deeming themselves admitted into immediate intercourse with
God and the spiritual world, it is not surprising that the more
enthusiastic among them should have aspired to the exercise of

supernatural powers, and fallen into the practice of magic, or, as

it was then called, thaumatunjy . If Simon Magus, who is men-
tioned in Acts, was a Gnostic, he must have been one of this

description: but the more respectable of their leaders were not

chargeable with such practices.
The Egyptian schools of Basilides and Valentinus were dis-

tinguished for their bold and fanciful conceptions. They agreed
in their fundamental ideas, but differed in the developement of
them : the ^uvuixm of Basilides were the same with the (Eons of

Valentinus, emanations from the supreme God. Basilides taught
the metempsychosis, and believed the soul to be in a continual

course of migration to higher stages of being, from plants and even

stones, in which he thought the principle of life might be im-

prisoned, to beasts, birds, men, and angels. Valentinus made a
distinction between the Christianity of the natural (4/yp(,i)co<r)

and that

of the spiritual {'rri/Eu/j.a.riy.oi) man ;
the former was the result of

miracles, striking on the outward sense and rested on authority ;

the latter proceeded from an interior conviction of the truth, which

required no external evidence to produce it. To these Egyptian
schools, the gems or amulets, wrought over with curious charac-

ters and signs, and known to antiquaries by the name of abraxas,
are usually ascribed. Lardner (vol. ix. p. 300—4,) questions the

fact of such stones having ever been used by any Christian sect.

The probability is (Matter, ii. p. 54) they did not belong to the

learned of these sects, since we do not find them mentioned, as in

that case they infallibly would have been, by their opj)onents : but

they were worn by the vulgar as charms to protect them against
the influence of evil spirits, and may be regarded as one among
the many indications of the imperceptible shades with which the

corrupted forms of Christianity, especially in the lower classes,

melted away into heathenism.

We leave it to ecclesiastical antiquaries to describe and arrange
the endless diversities of the forms of Gnosticism

;
but we may

observe, that of all the Gnostic schools, the most practical in its

tendency, «md the jjurest apparently in its intentions, was that of

Marcioii. Though his school forms a class almost by itself, yet,

from the country of its origin, and from the jjrincipleof contrariety
between the Old and New Testaments, by which it was chiefly

characterised, it must be referred to the Syrian rather than the

Alexandrine gnosis. Marcion's object, mistaken as might be his

means of obtaining it, was the restoration of j)ure and primitive

Christianity from the dregs of tradition. Neander says, he was the

first of the Protestants who may thus date their origin from the

liigh antiquity of the second century. Marcion was originally, it

seenib ])robable, a heathen
; though his father had become a
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believer of some consequence in the church of Sinope, on the

remote shores of the Euxine. His ardent mind was powerfully-

captivated with the purity, the spirituality, and the universal

benevolence of the teachings of Jesus. Unfortunately his mind
had been warped by the ascetic notions then prevalent concerning
matter

; and, as his temperament was incapable of entering into

any subject with moderation, this bias urged him into many extra-

vagances. Destitute of any sane principle of historical interpre-

tation, and looking at every subject with the natural simplicity and
directness of his ardent mind, he was excessively revolted by what
he considered the gross anthropomorphitism of the Old Testament ;

and ascribed it to a Being, opposite in character and hostile in

purpose to the God of the New. In this spirit, he published a

work of antitheses, or contradictions between the Old Testament
and the New, which he prefixed as an introduction to his edition

of Luke, the only one of the gospels which he retained. From
this edition he resolutely expunged whatever he thought incon-

sistent with the character of the God of the new covenant, and

every passage which recognised the authority of the old. This

was the chief indication of his Gnostic spirit ;
viz. the employment

of this internal sense to determine what was, and what was not,

pure Christianity ;
but his imagination was little exercised in the

framing of those wild and fanciful theories, Avhich formed so larjie

a part of other Gnostic systems. His error—and it was that of the

whole sect—in great measure, it was the besetting delusion of the

age, was that of setting out with a theory, the assumption of a

gnosis ;
and then, in defiance of all history and criticism, remo-

delling the Christian doctrines in accordance with his views. Our

knowledge of his principles destroys our confidence in his criticism.

It is hardly possible to doubt that the New Testament was muti-
lated by him. It ought, however, to be stated, that one of the

most sagacious of modern critics, the late Professor Eichhorn, took

a more favourable view of Marcion's gospel, and supposed that

it merely exhibited one of the primitive forms of the urevangeliam,
of which the gospel according to the Hebrews formed one

branch, and that of Marcion the other ; and conceived that he
was unjustly charged by his adversaries with cutting away what
had, in fact, been added to the original gospel. {Eichhorn's
Einleitung in das Neue Testament, 43—72.)
The supposed contrariety of the Old Testament to the New, and

the consequent ascription of it to a different Deity, was the source
of some of the wildest theories of the Gnostics. A false zeal for

the honour of Christianity was one of the most powerful means of
its corruption. The 0[)hites, for example, so called from the

serpent which they reverenced, considered Jaldabaoth, the God of
the old dispensation, as the enemy of man, who forbade him, from

malice, to eat of the tree of knowledge ;
and the serpent, who

urged man to violate that command, as the organ of divine wis-
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dom. These anti-judaical principles were carried to their extreme

by the Cainites, who looked upon all the bad men punished under

the old dispensation as those who alone deserved to be considered

spiritual, and the faithful servants of the true God.

If we may borrow a term from the Greek, the principle of the

prevailing Gnostic sects was rather syncretism than eclecticism j

they saw truth everywhere; they found affinities in every system;
and associated the elements of tiie most opposite religions in their

theories. They ran into the opposite extreme of the exclusiveness

of the Catholic church. While the Catholics saw error in every

system but their own, the Gnostics, with equal want of reason,

made no discrimination, and blended truth and error into one

heterogeneous mass. This was particularly the case with the

Carpocratians, who were equally tolerant in their theology and lax

in their moral principles. In a Greek inscription, discovered in

Cyrenaica, and ascribed to this sect, we find the names united of

Osiris, Zoroaster, Pythagoras, Epicurus, and Christ: an union

which, however strange it may seem to us, was not without its

parallel in those days. The Emperor Alexander Severus showed

what Gibbon sarcastically calls (vol. ii. p. 450,)
' a singular but

injudicious regard for the Christian religion,' by the erection of a

domestic chapel, in which he placed the statues of Abraham, of

Orpheus, of ApoUonius, and of Christ.

The Gnostics generally despised martyrdom, and justified the

use of concealment and reserve for the privilege of remaining in

the bosom of the Catholic church. They understood the extent

of the application of the text, to the pure all things are pure. It

has been well said, that the moral tendency of opinions cannot be

judged of from the characters of those who first propagate them.

The Gnostic leaders were, for the most part, men of pure morals,

rather ascetic in their lives, of ardent minds and misguided imagi-
nations

;
but in the sequel their sects degenerated. From the

fanatical contempt of matter, and the belief that the gospel con-

ferred an exemption from the obligations of all positive law, they
fell into the Avildest antinomianism, and confounded all moral dis-

tinctions. Gnosticism, though we have viewed it solely in con-

nexion with Christianity, showed itself, as we have before observed,

in heathenism also, and was one of the indications of the spirit of

the time. It attempted to appropriate to itself the accumulated

wisdom of antiquity, and to liud in the united reasonings and con-

ceptions of all sects, Jewish, Christian, and Heathen, the solution

of those problems to which no one philosopher or sage, and no

one sect or party, had hitherto been able to devise a satisfactory

answer.

IJow far the language and conceptions of the writers of the New
Testament have been influenced by the j)revalence of these Gnostic

opinions, is a question on which the most distinguished names will

be found ranged on opposite sides, lioth parlies, perhaps, have
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been too exclusive in their views. Indirectly those theories must
have had influence on the outward form of the Christian Scrip-
tures. The canon was formed in the very midst of these influences

;

and a just appreciation of the spirit and tendency of the Gnostic

systems cannot fail to be among the most useful aids to an en-

lightened interpretation, if not of the three first gospels, yet at

least of that of John, and of the controversial writings of the ab-

rupt and enigmatical Paul.

ON THE DEFENCE OF THE HOUSE AND WINDOW TAX, IN THE
EDINBURGH REVIEW.*

The article headed as below, in the *

Edinburgh Review,' just pub-
lished, is a Whig homily on a Tory text. It is an amplification,
with an application to existing circumstances, of the memorable
rebuke which Lord Castlereagh administered to the English peo-

ple for their '

ignorant impatience of taxation.' It is a defence

of taxation upon consumption and industry as opposed to taxation

upon property. It denounces the * monstrous principle that,

because a man has, by superior sagacity, ingenuity, or economy,
accumulated a fortune, he shall be liable, not only to a greater
amount, but also to a heavier rateoi taxation than others!' and
it vituperates, in most unmeasured terms, those who desire, by
amending the fiscal system at present pursued, to make the public
burdens fall on the shoulders that best can bear them. They are
•

destructives,'
*

revolutionists,'
* would be tyrants ;' their pretences

'

hypocritical,' their designs 'selfish ;' and their plans 'iniquitous'
and ' insane.' All these amiable and convincing figures of speech
are accumulated in one short paragraph, and hurled at the heads
of those who are simple enough to press upon Lord Althorp, now
that he is in office, the adoption of what he affirmed would be ' a

very good measure,' when he was in opposition. Then 'it was the

ill-arranged state of the taxes that pressed heavily on the country ;'

now, the system is
' bottomed on sound principles.' No longer ago

than March, 1830, the present Chancellor of the Exchequer had
* no hesitation' in advocating the reduction of taxes and the impo-
sition ' of a property-tax to meet the deficiency ;' now, the bare
mention of such a proposition shows a taste for anarchy, confusion,
and universal ruin. These are the things which disgust people
with public men and political parties. Every honest nature recoils

at the loathsome hypocrisy, and stands aghast at the impudence
which connects with it the demand of confidence and the abuse of
those who will not follow the leaders in their shameless tergiver-
sation. Look at the dishonesty of the sentence just quoted, the

description of the ' monstrous principle.' If by a heavier rate of
taxation be meant one which bears more heavily upon the rich

* No. 116, Article 7, Complaints and Proposals regarding Taxation.
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than upon the poorest who are subjected to it, that is what no
one, that we know of, has ever advocated. Taxation touches the
means of bodily support of the poor, and the personal comforts of
those of the middle classes: but whoever imagined such imposts
on property as should reach even the amusements and luxuries of
the wealthy ? A higher per centage does not make a heavier burden.
The annuitant of two hundred a year would pay far more in a
twentieth of his income, than would be paid in a tenth by the Lord
of Chatsworth. The latter need never know of the reduction by
any effect upon his personal enjoyments ;

the former would feel it

in many a privation. And what jugglery there is in the reviewer's

association of a fortune' with "^sagacity, ingenuity, and economy.'
One would suppose from reading it, that we lived in a country where
wealth was meted out proportionally to the worthiest; society con-
stituted according to the principles inculcated in our little story
books and nursery tales ; and the whole island one beautiful j)ic-

ture of' Virtue ReAvarded.' Of the great fortunes which are made,
how many are made thus fairly.'* And of those which are, why
should not the possessors pay for the security of that which society
has enabled them to gain by the toil of others ? A property tax
is only an insurance on their share of the cargo with which the

vessel of the state is freighted. But the reviewer knows well

enough, though, for a sophistical and insidious purpose, the fact

be misrepresented, that the acquisition of wealth is much less

common than its inheritance. It would not indeed have appeared
quite so ' monstrous' to say that they,

' who toil not neither do they
spin/ who are born to live idly and luxuriously on the fruit of
others' labours, and whom any conceivable amount of needful tax-

ation will leave the quiet possessors of unearned advantages in

abundance, should bear the chief burden of the institutions from
which they derive the chief benefits. This would have seemed
not so very unreasonable. The class is therefore kept out of

sight entirely. Better forget the aristocracy when there is talk of

taxes. They will come into remembrance again when places are

to be filled and reforms to be resisted. But there is a corollary to

the reviewer's statement. * A policy of this sort would, by para-

lyzing industry and invention, and driving capital and talent

abroad, speedily bring about the total ruin of any country insane

enough to adopt it."" Would it.^ AVe rather a])prehend that the

men of capital and of talent, the inventive and the industrious,
would think twice before they expatriated themselves on such a

score. If we can keep ihem now, little need we fear the loss of

them when almost every manufacture, lightened by the removal of

some drag-weight or other, would spring forwards with unprece-
dented activity. Were the price of food to fall, as it then must,
to the continental level, and every article and implement of pro-
ductive industry to bear only its own cost, what a spirit of life and

energy would be diffused through the entire j)Opulatiou of the country.
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Those only would think of leaving it, who could best be spared,
and we could well endure their absenteeism. The taxes would be

paid but once, and with the smallest expense in collecting ;
new

markets would open ;
the competition which is becoming formi-

dable, would be distanced
;
and the thriving architect of a fortune,

would be tenfold remunerated beforehand, for the premium which

he would have to pay for the security of his property, when he

should resign himself to its enjoyment. Instead of industry being

paralyzed, fresh life-blood would be infused into its veins, and

strength into its sinews. Only imagine the removal of a burden

of thirteen millions per annum from the labouring classes of this

country. It would be a beautiful '

paralysis.' And the removal

of almost double that pressure from the middle classes; they would
be paralyzed too. There would certainly be little disposition in

either to move off. Nor would more than a fraction of the burden
taken from them fall upon the wealthy. There would be the

saving of an enormous expense in collection; and having the

powers of legislation chieft)' in their own hands, retrenchments in

public expenditure would no doubt be found practicable, which
now are pronounced to be totally impossible. Altogether, we
should not be quite so totally ruined as the reviewer prophesies.

If the present system of taxation is to continue, there are

many taxes of which we should rather be rid than the assessed

taxes; many which are worse in principle and more injurious in

their results. We agree with the reviewer that their pressure
falls chiefly upon the middle and not on the lower classes. It is

not the mechanic, but the tradesman and shopkeeper, that is

chiefly affected by them. They injure, not so much the producers
as the exchangers and distributors of commodities. They might
be worse : it does not follow that they are not sufficiently bad.

Their continuance partakes something of the nature of a re-

tributory visitation on the middle classes for that apathy towards
the political rights and peculiar interests of the labouring classes,
which they have to a considerai)le extent manifested. Had they
stood by those classes in demanding a more extended suffrage,

they would now have had a better prospect of relief, Had they
even exerted themselves as much for the addition to the Reform
Bill, of free, that is, secret voting, and responsible, that is, short

parliaments, as they have done for the removal of this impost,
there would have been a tolerable certainty of its removal as soon
as those changes came into operation. They have (a large pro-
portion of them) acted under the influence of that blighting curse
of our countr\',—the selfishness of class morality, and verily they
have their reward. It might have come, indeed, with a better

grace from other hands. It might have been left for other than
ministerial tongues and pens to revile them as fools or madmen,
rogues and revolutionists. It might have been left for other

journals than the '

Edinburgh' to smile at their complaints as
No. 80. 2 S
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quite inconsiderable.' And those who needed and had their help,

pledged even to the extreme of refusing payment of taxes should the

Tories be restored, might have spared the taunt and threat which
are somewhat indiscreetly put forth in the article under consider-

ation. How like the repetition of an old Standard or John Bull
cheer to Wellington and his musketeers, does it read. ' Let Go-
vernment be firm and decided

;
let all attempts at resistance,

provided any such be made, be immediately repressed by prompt
and exemplary punishment, and they will very soon cease to be

heard of.' (P. 438.) How it smacks of the spirit of the Great

Captain. In what a summary way are the refractory to be dis-

posed of The modus is not revealed. Is submitting to

seizure for taxes to be made treasonable ? Is the empty pocket
to become legal evidence of felony, without benefit of clergy ?

Must there be an English Coercion Bill for the pacification of

the Strand and Regent Street ? The reviewer and the reviewer's

masters may depend upon it, that when once any consider-

able body of the people are so far provoked as to leave

the tax-gatherer to his remedy, it will not be so easy a task as

they imagine to settle the account. Big words will not do.

•Vigour beyond the law' is a kind of action that induces re-

action. Tax in kind is less manageable than tithe in kind. The

people have learned from events that they possess a peaceful

power which may
' make Government give up a tax,' and give up

somethino; else alono; with it. No bluster, then. 'Some moUifi-no '

cation for your giant,' sweet peers and potentates, great lords of

Downing Street and St Stephen's. Like Bottom the weaver, let

him roar gently.
The beauties of the assessed taxes, according to the reviewer,

are four :
'

They give no encouragement to smuggling ; they do

not change the natural distribution of capital and mdustry ;
their

assessment requires no officious interference with the affairs of

individuals
;
and they are not easily evaded ?

Now if these be the criteria of the reviewer, let them be fairly

applied to that whole system of taxation on articles of consump-
tion and the necessaries of life, of which the assessed taxes are an

integral portion. For it must never be forgotten that with them

the whole system stands or falls. It was on this view of the

question that the House of Commons did decide, and that the

peo|)le should decide. The alternative was of ministerial selec-

tion, and we do not object to it. The choice is between the present

system, as a whole, and a property tax. That entire system can-

not be more distinctly or completely condemned than by the applica-
tion of the proposed test. Under the existing imposts, smuggling
does exist, (he natural distribution of capital and of industry w per-

verted, (here is [)Ienty of officious aiul vexatious interference, and

there is also abundance of evasion. It is idle to select this particular
lax, and by commendation of its assumed qualities vindicate

a system
of a

directly opposite character. This is the mere trick of the

rhrtorician.
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of the present destructive rivalry. This is a very unwholesome
state of things. Heaven forbid it should be permanent ! We
hope the time is coming for more rational modes of distributing
the productions of nature and of art, than this expensive and de-

moralizing plan of individual competition, the evils of which have-
urisen to such an enormous height. The statement as to the num-
ber of empty houses may have been quite true, as to any given

day, but when the fact is explained, and the explanation may be
verified by any resident in the metropolis who will take the trouble

to observe, it leads to a directly opposite conclusion from that

deduced by the reviewer. His argument can only hold in what
must be a comparatively rare case, the overbuilding of shops in a

locality which yet remains a desirable one. In that case the tax

no doubt falls, as he says, upon the landlord ;
but though he be a

landlord, it may not be altogether just or agreeable for him to bear

It. This does not affect the general character of the tax, which
falls heavy on the private occupant, but often heaviest on the

t Til desman.
One great objection to these taxes, is the mon.strous inequality

of their pressure. To this a flimsy answer is attempted, accom-

panied by the venture of a most ill-timed and ill-judged panegyric
on the aristocracy, w'hose exem[)tion, somehow or other, from all

but a mere modicum of the burden, has been very effectively con-
trived. It required considerable hardihood to contend that the

wealthy have been misrepresented in this matter by unprincipled

demagogues, that the tax really falls upon them ' in an increasing

ratio,' and that they ought to be relieved by a different arrange-
ment. True it is, that a house with forty windows pays 7s. S^c/.

per window, and one with eight windows only 2s. 0|cZ. per win-
dow : that on houses rated from 10/. to 20/. a year, the duty is 1*.

C)d. per pound, and on those of 401 and upwards, 2s. li)(l. : here

the scale stops. But the difference thus produced, is a trifle com-

pared with tlie advantage which aristocracy has over trade in the

assessment. Had the reviewer, in his absorbing attention to Mr.

S[)ring Rice, forgot the facts mentioned in Col. Evans's speech,
that Northumberland House (Charing Cross) pays but 4^c/. per
foot, while the small grocer's shop next door to it is charged at the

rate of scve?i sliilUnrjs per foot ? Does he not know that, out of

Ijondon, the highest assessed house in all England, England with

its thousand palaces and castles, is that of a tavern-keeper at

]3righton ? The facts elicited and published by the United Pa-
rochial Committees are perfectly astounding. There are but

438 houses, in England and Wales, assessed at 400/. and upwards,
and of these 419 are in the metro{)olis. A tradesman in Regent
Street pays [)recisely as much house-tax (50/. 13*. 4c/.) as the

Duke of l3evonshire pays for Chatsworth
;
one third more than the

I'rimate of the. Church (or Canterbviry Palace, the Duke of Buck-

ingham for Stowe Palace, the Marquis of Westminster for Jiaton
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Hall, and the Duke of Marlborough for Blenheim; twice as much
as the Marquis Cholmondeley for Cholmondeley Castle, Earl

Hardwicke for Wimpole Hall, Mr. Coke for Holkham Hall, the

Duke of Rutland for Belvoir Castle, and the Duke of North-
umberland for Alnwick Castle ; more than three times as much as

Earl Grey for Howick House, and four times as much as the Duke
of Cleveland for Raby Castle, and the Earl of Scarborough for

Lumley Castle.* And these are the poor, distressed creatures

whose burden hurts the sympathies of the Edinburgh reviewer.

He would have them pay no higher rate of duty than the ten-

pound cottager.
* Whatever the rate of house or window duty

may be, it ought to be uniform on all houses subject to its ope-

ration, whether they be worth 10/. or 1000?., or have 8 or 800
windows.' What an amiable equalizer and philanthropic leveller!

The window tax is objectionable on account of theunsightliness
and discomfort with which it has so extensively affected the habi-

tations of our countrymen. Its imposition was a penal law against

light and air, and architectural comeliness. It introduced the

blind style of building. The future antiquarian will be certain of

the houses built in the Pitt era by their construction. But this

is poor comfort to their darkened and half-stifled occupants.
There is a political objection to these taxes, which, perhaps,

like other of our objections, is to the reviewer a recommendation.

They have the effect of disfranchising from one fourth to one
third of the poorer householders. They still keep the way
partly open for a species of bribery which has long been practised,
and by which alone, we believe, some very important elections

have been decided. They prolong an irritating sense of parti-

ality and oppression, from one election to another. They throw

electioneering influence into the hands of the tax-collectors.

They add to the insolence of that already insolent and unwelcome
class of visitants, making them feel, as registration time ap-

proaches, that the old course of procedure is reversed, and the

payer must seek the receiver, on penalty of disfranchisement.

Never was a great measure more debased by a paltry adjunct
than when the Reform Bill was made a taxation screw. Were it

only for the enfranchisement of the tens of thousands who are

unable to make up their accounts in time, and who are not one

jot less independent, or mentally qualified, than a large proportion
of their superiors in station, we should say, Off with the house
and window tax. Recognise the rights which that iniquitous
clause has held in abeyance.
Our strongest reason, however, for desiring the repeal, is the

immense benefit which the industry of the country would derive

from the remodelling of our whole system of taxation, simplifying

* Vide Mr. R. M. Martin's work on Taxation, for tliese and many similar enor-

mities.
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its machinery, and making it bear on property. We stick to the

opinions which Lord Althorp and Mr Poulett Thomson held

three years and a half ago. They may be very bad opinions now ;

we cannot help that. Unless for this reason, we frankly avow
that we should care comparatively little about the taxes in

question. Pernicious and unequal as they are, their greatest mis-

chief consists in their being the key-stone of a bad system. We
are far more interested about the repeal of the taxes on know-

ledge. They block up the mental windows of the people. We
think of them as the reviewer thought in October last. We then

looked, as he did, to the Whig Ministry for the speedy repeal of

that wicked impost. We said with him,
' that we should look in

vain is wholly impossible, when we consider how many of its

members have devoted themselves to the diffusion of knowledge.

Assuredly they of all men must be the first to desire that it should

be taxed no longer than the necessities of the revenue require.

Indeed, what Mr. Bentham says of law taxes, applies, since

these have ceased, emphatically to the one in question
—What shall

be put in its place, supposing the revenue insufficient and a sub-

stitute necessary ? Any other.'' And yet now this journal lauds

the removal of the duty on pantiles. It finds all Lord Althorp's
reductions ' most judicious.' But there is amongst them a

diminution of the duty on advertisements. A rare boon, indeed,

compared with the good which was desired, and believed to be

promised. We asked for bread and he gave us a stone. And the

cry is still, 'Patience, patience; patience and confidence; give
them time.' Have they not had time ? They have found time

enough to resist the Ballot, the shortening of Parliaments, and
the unshackling of knowledge. Time, now, can little affect the

estimation in which they must be held by the friends of free-

dom and improvement. They may succumb yet more to Tory
peers, or they may resist, and resign ;

in neither case can they

again be the people's leaders. And who will beP We know not.

They will be found, we suppose, when wanted. But they must

be men who have distinct principles of political action ;
who will

not fritter away every measure of reformation to placate the

sworn foes of all reformation
;
who will not make a game at see-

saw of the conflict between justice and corruption ;
and who will

confrontwith manliness all that individuals, or orders, can threaten,

in their consi stent advocacy of the rights, liberty, and prosperity
of the millions. Such men would find it very practicable to

govern the country in a very different mode from that adopted by
Earl Grey and his colleagues.
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(I.) Mr. Montgomery Martin has found a mares nest. He is much afraid

of Revolution and Republicanism, and has discovered a new argument
which cannot fail to annihilate the monsters. They are, he contends, much
more expensive than legitimate monarchy. He has found also that the

Corn Laws are no tax, and that to remove the Taxes on Knowledge coidd
not fail to produce anarchy. Still a man cannot collect facts concerning
taxation without being \iseftil, even in spite of himself. Some good, in this

way, Mr. Martin may do by his book. And he adds more to it spontaneously ;

especially by his remarks on a Property-Tax. The information he has
amassed is very convenient and useful, and must have cost bim much labour,

(2.) Reprinted from the Athenseum ; interesting to all admirers of the

Poet, and calculated to increase their number. The Memoir is by Captain
Medwin.

(3.) The writer is an avowed admirer of Dryden and Pope, and has caught
some of the qualities of their versification, especially that of the latter. The
satirical parts of his poem are not seasoned high enough for the popular taste ;

but he pleads for tolerance in a tolerant spirit, and that good cause is adorned

by the refined and benevolent mind of its advocate.

(4.) Calm, sensible, and pertinent, as might be expected from the Author.
We intend soon to take up this subject in right earnest.

(5.) Some very good hints as to the manner in which childien should be

taught to read with the understanding ; the matter inculcated is sometimes

objectionable.

(6.) The writer proposes the following problem for national consideration :—' What is the best plan that the country can adopt to bring into exercise

the present unemployed portion of the population : and so employ them, as

to achieve the greatest production, at the same time carrying with it a

system of distribution that will reach all ?'—Any contributor towards a sa-

tisfactory solution deserves well of mankind. Something towards a solution

may be learned from this pamphlet.
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William Howitt's Vindication of his History of Priestcraft against the

attack of Archdeacon Wilkins. Second edition. Wilson.

7. An original, startling, and eloquent book ; disproportionate in its parts,

and defective in its details, but full of vital energy. We regret not being
able, just now, to go into the subject.

(8.) An argument against a Christian's interfering with politics; the

basis of which is the assumption that the Author of our religion founded
a Church or Spiritual Government to which his disciples are subject. We
(!all it an assumption, because the alleged evidence seems to us totally inade-

quate for its support.
CORRESPONDENCE.

Thanks to J. II. His letter is highly gratifying to us, though wo deem its pub-
lication inexpedient.
The hints of our Glasgow friend shall be attended to, so far as we find them prac-

ticable.

Mr. Hailey's writings have all been reviewed in the Repository on their appearance.

I.nuilun : I'linted l)y Willinm Clowps, l)iike-!(trpfl, Lambeth.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGLISH ARISTOCRACY*

The above would, in our opinion, have been a more appropriate
title for Mr. Bulwer's book, than the one which he has selected.

At any rate, it best describes the impression which the volumes

make upon our mind, and the purpose to which it is our intention

to apply them. To a large extent, indeed, the topics are coinci-

dent, for aristocracy is the distinguishing feature of *

England and
the English ;' and in its influence reaches to and colours every

gradation of society, from the monarchy which is nominally above

it, down to that verj* pauperism which may be inconsiderately

thought so immeasurably below it. Our peculiarity and our mis-

fortune, is not merely that we have an aristocracy, but that we
are an aristocratical people. Happily there are antagonistic

principles at work, which may be hoped ultimately to correct the

evils to which the national character and condition is thus sub-

jected. There always have been such principles in operation,
and they are associated with the names of those of the greatest
men, whose fame is our country's fame, who appear on the pages
of history as the heralds of national improvement. In intro-

ducing a sounder mode of philosophizing, in defending or en-

larging the liberty of the subject, and in exciting the energies of

humanity on behalf of the slave or the oppressed, our philosophers,

patriots, and philanthropists have usually had to struggle with the

spirit of their age, embodied in the aristocracy. It has some-
times been long after their death, and only when the truths which

they proclaimed had, by the accumulation of knowledge, become
irresistible, that their triumph was achieved. In scarcely an
instance did any great improvement, intellectual, moral, or politi-

cal, originate with men who stood well with the world during
their lives and labours; who were courted, rewarded, honoured, and

patronized by the great, and regarded as benefactors by the mul-
titude whom those great ones ruled; and who ended their thriving
lives in circumstances of peace and affluence. Our Miltons kept
school for bread and cheese. Our Marvels dined on the pickings
of cold mutton bones. Our Sidneys perished on the scaffold.

The power which they opposed consents to join in praising their

memories, when it thinks they can no longer do it any harm. So
it was in Judea. Build and garnish the sepulchres of the prophets
of a past generation ; vilify, persecute, and destroy the prophets of
the present generation. Aristocracy and improvement are incom-

patible terms. Except indeed that sort of improvement which is

some persons' entire conception of the idea—higher title, greatef
wealth, and a more central ensconcement in the circle of fashion-
able exclusiveness. And while, from the nature of the case, a

* England and the English. By E. L. Bulwer, 2 vols. Bentley.
No. 81. 2T
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picture of England and the English must needs be largely occu-

pied with a full length portrait of aristocracy, we may reasonably

expect from Mr. Bulwer, that this should be the most valuable

portion of his work. He is himself a twig of the great old tree,

though happily grafted with other fruit. His ' old family,' and
his early associations, are corrected by his talents and his princi-

ples. He is no natural born enemy of aristocracy. He looks at

it from within, and is in it, while there is too much in him for hina

to be of it. Of the second grade of the middle class, and of the

lower orders, he probably knows little, except from books, and
from election and other public meetings; and the evidence given
before parliamentary committees, or commissions. Of these

means, he has doubtless made good use. They are obviously

imperfect, and must leave his main merit, that which we have

stated; although his own object, in this work, be so much more

comprehensive.
The work is distributed into five books, which treat, severally, of

the English Character
;
of Society and Manners

; Education, Mo-
rality, and Religion ;

the Intellectual Spirit of the Time
;
and our

Political Condition. There are three appendices ;
one on Popular

Education, a second containing
' Remarks on Bentham's Philo-

sophy,' and the third 'A few Observations on Mr. Mill.'

The first book should have been the last; or rather the subject
of the first book should have been discussed last, and its matter

have arisen as a set of inferences from the statements in the other

portions of the work. At present it reads as a hasty and super-
ficial Essay, its allegations supported by very partial and imperfect

proofs, and leaving us to eke out, as we may, the obvious deficiency,

by picking up, here and there as they occur, the remaining por-
tions of similar evidence. There is not, indeed, throughout the

work any such defined and luminous outline of the English cha-

racter, any such philosophical view of the process of its formation

by the influence of institutions and other agencies, any such esti-

mate of its worth and tendencies, as we had hoped to find. Per-

haps these investigations would have been too profound for that

sketchy manner which the author has seen fit to adopt. He may
be right, if such was the alternative, in the choice which he has

made. He has the ear, or the eyes, of the circulating library
readers

;
his name on a title-page, if it do not continue to be a

passport to the table of a drawing-room, is not, as yet, an exclu-

sion
;
and it was as well for him to retain (hat 'laudable horror of

boredom' for which he was celebrated in the management of a

periodical which we lament to see has lost the honour and advan-

tage of his superintendence. The light craft which he has rigged
out may sail in waters too shallow for heavier vessels to make way
in. Prosperous be her voyage, for there are solid goods in the

freight, though the commodities look so gay and sparkling. In

its tendency, though not so much in its tone, or opinions, this book
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is one of the most democratical which has been lately published.
The author perceives how deep the spirit of aristocracy has struck

its roots in English society, and his nork is a continued illustra-

tion of its pervading and blighting influence. We shall select

some of the more striking particulars in the order in which he has

presented them to our notice.

The source of aristocratical distinction is in the inequalities
of individual appropriation. These must continue to exist, unless

Mr. Owen should really cut up the world into parallelograms, and

people them with beings educated under the twelve laws of human
nature. What is to be desired, is, that these differences should

be restrained in their influence upon opinion ;
that they should go

for no more than they are worth
;

sometimes for an accident,

sometimes for indications ofshrewdness, cunning, or perseverance;
and sometimes for mental qualities of a higher order. The habits

of a trading community obviously tend to the ascription, to such

differences, of an inappropriate and exaggerated importance.

Especially is this the case in England.
' The root of all our notions, as of all our laws, is to be found in the

sentiment of property. It is my wife whom you shall not insult
;

it is

my house that you shall not enter; it is my country that you shall not
traduce

;
and by a species of ultra-mundane appropriation, it is my

God whom you shall not blaspheme !'—vol. i. p. 8.

This is the key to a world of intolerance and inconsistency.
Our fashionable morality, both public and private, is little better

than a modification of the notion of property. Now every appro-
priation is vicious which does not enhance to the community the

utility of that which is appropriated. If fields would grow corn

unenclosed, without the application of capital, and of that labour
which only capital can put in motion, then the land ought not to

be enclosed. The justification of portioning the soil out to indi-

viduals is, that it becomes thereby more valuable to the commu-
nity. There is a more ample, certain, and permanent supply of
its produce, and with greater facilities for its equitable distribution.

But this justification does not apply to the appropriation of local-

ities whose worth is in their beauty, and in the good which that

beauty does those by whom it is gazed upon. That Corra Linn
and the Falls of Moness should be private property, is about as
reasonable as that some noble lord should obtain a grant of the
fee simple of Orion and Cassiopeia. Beautiful scenery is valuable
because it produces pleasant emotions in the human frame, and
rich associations in the human mind; and this worth suffers when
we are forbidden to approach, or compelled to pay for approaching
by a fee to the agent of the titled or untitled showman and mo-
nopolist. If huge screens could be made to shut out the constel-
lations from our sight, no doubt they would be appropriated too.

So with what are facetiously called public buildings, and works of
2T2
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art. The pecuniary impositions, without which they are not to be

seen, are extensions of the notion of property beyond its sphere.
Westminster Abbey and St. Paul's ought to be as open to the gaze
of the nation as the moon and planets. A short period of protec-
tion from that spirit of mischiefwhich is the joint issue of ignorance
and property-morahty should elapse after they were thrown open.

Only a short period would be necessary. There is no power in art

if a large amount of enjoyment and good did not soon result.

To such an extent is this perversion carried that many an ignorant
man, on whom money alone has conferred factitious importance,
treats even a contradiction of his opinions as an invasion of his

property. You may not propound an argument to him, for
' he

has a right to his opinions.' The better right of being convinced

of his errors seems to him as strange a use of the term as that in

the Scottish idiom, when the counsel tells the gentlemen of the

jury that if his client be convicted he will 'have a right to be hanged.'
This indistinct notion of a species of property in opinion made so

many respectable people applaud those religious prosecutions which

were rather frequent a few years ago. It was not to be tolerated

that a set of ragamuffins should attack qiir religion. Mr. Wade,
the accurate and diligent compiler of the Black Book, has in his

recent, and valuable work, the '

History of the Middle and Work-

ing Classes,' applied the same principle to the institution of mar-

riage. He maintains that women should be ajjpropriated, because

else they would be depreciated, 'they would have no exchangeable

price,' they would run to waste, and ' be similarly situated to the

cherry tree in a hedge-row, or nuts in a wood without owner.'

This might be called, par excellence, English reasoning. The
woman's will and happiness go for nothing. The merits of the in-

stitution are not made to turn upon whether a man and a woman

may not find a mutual agreement for certain purposes to be mu-

tually advantageous; but upon whether, by a certain arrangement,
woman does not become to man a better property. Fie upon it !

It is, as our author says,
' In his own mind the Englishman is the

pivot of all things
—the centre of the solar system. Like Virtue

herself, he

" Stands as the sun,

And all that rolls around him

Drinks light and life and glory from liis aspect."

• It is an old maxim among us that we possess the sturdy sense

of indepen<ience. We value ourselves on it; yet tlie sense of in-

dependence is often but the want of sympathy with others. There
was a certain merchant sojourning at an inn, whom the boots by
mistake called betimes in the morning.

*'
Sir," quoth the boots,

*'the day's breaking." ''Let it break," growled he,
"

it owes me

nothing."' And so may womankind say of (hat portion of

Mr. Wade's i)hilosophy. Let it break; (to smash this portion of
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it completely were no great difficulty;) it owes them nothing; nor

they it.

Mr. Bulwer has ably expounded the effect, upon character and

opinions, of the manner in which a man must usually make his

way upwards in English society. The possibility of rising is not

peculiar. In despotic countries, persons of the lowest rank may
be placed at once, by the fiat of the sovereign, in the highest
stations. Not so here. Whether the difference have much moral

good in it, may be questioned. The tendency of the process is

thus described :

'The highest offices have been open by law to any man, no matter

what his pedigree or his quarterings ;
but influences, stronger than

laws, have determined that it is only through the aid of one portion or

the other of the aristocracy that those offices can he obtained. Hence
"vve see daily in high advancement men sprung from the people, who

yet never use the power they acquire in the people's behalf. Nay, it

may be observed, even among the lawyers, who owe at least the first

steps of promotion to their own talents or perseverance, though for the

crowning honours they must look to oligarchical favour, that, as in the

case of a Scott or a Sugden, the lowest plebeian by birth, has only to

be of importance to become the bitterest aristocrat in policy. The
road to honours is apparently popular ; but each person rising from
the herd has endeavoured to restrain the very principle of popularity

by which he has risen. So that, while the power of attaining eminent
station has been open to all ranks, yet in proportion as that power bore

any individual aloft, you might see it purifying itself of all de-

mocratic properties, and beautifully melting itself into that aristocratic

atmosphere which it was permitted to attain. Mr. Hunt, whom your
excellency may perhaps have heard of, as a Doctrinaire, in a school

once familiar to yourself, had a peculiar faculty of uttering hard truths.
" You speak," quoth he, one evening in the House of Commons, ** of
the mob of demagogues whom the Reform Bill would send to Parlia-

ment ; be not afraid, you have one sure method of curing the wildest

of them ; choose your man, catch him, place him on the Treasury
bench, and be assured you will never hear him accused of being a

demagogue again."
' Lord Lachrymal (it is classical, and dramatic into the bargain, to

speak of the living under feigned names) is a man of plebeian extrac-

tion. He has risen through the various grades of the law, and has
obtained possession of the highest. No man calls him parvenu—he
has confounded himself with the haute noblesse ; if you were to menace
the peer's right of voting by proxy, he would burst into tears, " Good
old man !" cry the lords,

" how he loves the institutions of his coun-

try 1" Am I asked why Lord Lachrj-mal is so much respected by his

peers ? am I asked why they boast of his virtues, and think it wrong
to remember his origin? I would answer that question by another.

Why is the swallow considered by the vulgar a bird that should be
saci'ed from injury?

—Because it builds under their own eaves.
There is a certain class of politicians, and Lord Lachrymal is one of
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them, who build their fortunes in the roofs of the aristocracy, and

obtain, by about an equal merit, an equal sanctity with the swallow.
' In nearly all states, it is by being the tool of the great that the

lowly rise. People point to the new Sejanus, and cry to their chil-

dren,
" See the effect of merit !" Alas ! it is the effect of servility.

In despotic states, the plebeian has even a greater chance of rising
than in free. In the East, a common water-carrier to-day is grand
vizier to-morrow. In the Roman republic the low-born were less

frequently exalted, than they were in the Roman despotism. So with

us—it was the Tories who brought forward the man of low or

mediocre birth
;
the Whigs, when they came into power, had only their

grands seigtieurs to put into office. The old maxim of the political

adventurer was invariably this : To rise from the people, take every

opportunity to abuse the^n. What mattered it, then, to the plebeians
that one of their number was exalted to the cabinet ? He had risen

by opposing their wishes ;
his very characteristic was that of contempt

for his brethren. A nobleman's valet is always super-eminently bitter

against the canaille ; a plebeian in high station is usually valet to

the whole peerage.'
—vol. i. p. 17—21.

The example of Canning would here have been to the point.

His history and fate ought never to be forgotten. Talent and

aristocracy were his good and evil genii. The natural impulses
of superior intellect impelled him in the right direction ;

those of

the influence by which he hoped to rise drove him more power-

fully in the wrong. But the warfare must often have waxed hot

within him. Several times in his life the balance vibrated. He
spurned at the dirty work which he was expected to do, for it

became too dirty for his endurance. Yet the prospect of a life of

opposition, of patriotism unpaid, unhonoured, unrising, was too

much for his public virtue. Again and again he stooped to con-

quer. Reversing the ordinary course of things, as his power
became greater his principles appeared purer. The real man
was more visible. The corruption had been more over him than

in him. By a conjuncture which rallied around him many of

his former opponents, he was borne upwards towards the summit
of his ambition. He was gazetted the premier of Great Britain

;

the country was in the confident expectation of a more liberal

government than it had long known
;
when he fell under the

envenomed daggers of an aristocracy, which was willing to hire

his brilliant talent for a tool, but would not endure its mastery.
Not unheedfully has his great rival conned the moral of his fate.

Their occasional need of popular aid for electioneering and
other political purposes, and the comparative or absolute poverty
which makes them not unwilling to receive the fortune together
with the daughter of a commoner in marriage, have blended the

titulary patricians and plebeians of England, to a degree unex-

ampled in the history of caste. This fusion has proved more
mischievous than would the broadest line of demarcation. It has
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leavened the whole mass of society. And wealth may not only
purchase noble alliance, but nobility itself. Mrs. Barbauld com-

plained that the spiritual Jacob's ladder was ' some rounds too

short.' The temporal Jacob's ladder is some rounds too long.
It keeps a man looking upward, and mounting, or striving to

mount, all his life. He thinks of nothing but how he may catch

those above him, and distance those below him. '

By this inter-

mixture,' says our author,
' of the highest aristocracy with the

more subaltern ranks of society, there are far finer and more
numerous grades of dignity in this country than in any other.'

Title, descent, fashion, wealth, connexions, acquaintanceship,

professions, occupations, all have their weight in determining the

station of an individual, and each struggles to make the most of
his pretensions.

* Thank heaven, I have no questionable con-

nexions,' said one whose balloon was mounting into the clouds of
the social heaven

;
it saved the trouble of throwing the ballast

overboard. Why are all the professions so overloaded, but be-

cause they are more '

respectable' than trade. And this same
word, the everlasting symbol of excellence, what is its import ?

Ask our author.
' With us the word virtue is seldom heard, out of a moral essay; I

am not sure whether it does not excite a suspicion of some unortliodox

signification, something heathen and in contradistinction to religion.
The favourite word is

"
respectability," and the current meaning of

"
respectability" may certainly exclude virtue, but never a decent suf-

ficiency of wealth.'—vol. i. p. 34.

It is remarked, in the same chapter, that Cobbett's
felicity in

nicknames could find no more contemptuous appellation for Mr.
Sadler than that of the linendraper. Xo doubt it answered his

purpose. So the great poetical professor of moral philosophy
thought to annihilate the IVestminster Review, by ascribing its

establishment to the machinations of Place, the tailor, a man
whose acute and sturdy intellect will probably originate many
things that will outlive even Blackwood's Magazine, and the

Toryism of which it is the ablest champion.
Mr. Bulwer is rnistaken, we think, in ascribing that generous

and chivalric disposition which the people of England have, and
its nobility have not, to ' our history and writers,' to

' the spirit
of antiquity' preserved by the multitude, while * the aristocracy

preserve only the forms.' (vol. i. p. 50.) The cause is not so

remote, and it is strange that the very instances to which he
refers did not suggest it to his mind. With the exception of
classes which seek the removal of their own grievances, the men
in this country, whose voices longest and loudest sustain the cry
against injustice, are the better sort of mechanics. Their situation

has many moral advantages. If good workmen, they are far less

dependent than the small shopkeepers. They are under less

temptation to servility. They read, think, and associate more
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than the trading class, and more with reference to public objects
than any class. They are out of the great aristocratic current.

The want of capital debars them from the prospect of becoming
masters. The individual can scarcely be benefited but by public
measures^, which will benefit his fellow-labourers. Hence he
attends to public measures. His chief selfishness is, that he
' will stand by his order,* as Mr. Brotherton nobly said in the

House of Commons on the Factory Bill
;
and as we would will-

ingly forget that any body had ever said before him. But this is

a better selfishness, it goes further towards benevolence, than

that of the members of what are called superior classes. There
is more of mind and heart in it. Our author has himself described

them in another part of the volume. He knows their worth. We
only wished to remind him, that in present circumstances rather

than in the annals .of the past, were to be found the causes which

have qualified them, not indeed for voters under our '
final*

Reform Bill, but for the following independent and honourable

eulogy :

'
It has been my good fortune to correspond with many of the

operative class, not only as a member of Parliament, upon political

atfairs, but in my prouder capacity, as a literary man, upon various

schemes, which, in letters and in science, had occurred to their inge-

nuity. I have not only corresponded with these men, but I have also

mixed personally with others of their tribe, and I have found that an
acuteness of observation was even less the distinction of their cha-

racter, than a certain noble and disinterested humanity of disposition.

Among such persons I would seek, without a lantern, for the true

philanthropist. Deeply acquainted with the ills of their race, their

main public thought is to alleviate and relieve them; they have not

the jealousy common to men who have risen a little above their kind
;

they desire more " to raise the wretched than to rise ;" their plots
and their schemings are not for themselves, but for their class. Their

ambition is godlike, for it is the desire to enlighten and to bless.

There is a divine and sacred species of ambition, which is but another

word for benevolence. These are they who endeavour to establish

Mechanics' Institutes and plans of national education ;
who clamour

against taxes upon knowledge; who desire virtue to be the founda-

tion of liappiness, I know not, indeed, an order of men, more than

that of which I speak, interesting our higher sympathies ;
nor one

that addresses more forcibly our sadder emotions, than that wider

class which they desire to relieve.
' The common characteristics of the operatives even amidst all the

miseries and excesses frequent amongst them, is that of desires better

than their condition. They all liave the wish for knowledge. They
go to the gin-shop, and yet there they discuss the elements of virtue !

Apprenticed to the austerest trials of life, they acquire a universal

sympathy with o])pression.
" Their country is the world." You see

this tendency in all their political theories
;

it is from the darkness of

their distress that they send forth the loud shouts which terrify injus-
tice. It is their voice which is heard the earliest and dies the latest
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against wrong in every corner of the globe ; they make to themselves
common cause with spoliated Poland—with Ireland, dragooned into

silence—with the human victims of Indostan
; wherever there is

suffering, their experience unites them to it
;
and their efforts, unavail-

ing for themselves, often contribute to adjust the balance of the world.
As (in the touching Arabian proverb) the barber learns his art on the

orphan's face, so legislation sometimes acquires its wisdom by experi-
ments on distress.'—vol. i. p. 205—207.

The negation of genius and generosity, which are the true

nobility of head and of heart, is often supposed to be compen-
sated by the presence of a quality which is worshipped under the

name of common sense. But there are blanks in creation. The
absence of beauty in a woman by no means implies wit. Nor is

simple dulness, or gross selfishness disproved by the most devout
and reasonable thankfulness to heaven that the individual is neither

Homer nor Don Quixote. Common sense is often assumed on

grounds which show its non-existence. There is no common
sense in preferring a lower degree of intellect to a higher, a

roughly cast set of bodily organs to one Avhich is refined and

polished, or a heart that will scarcely move at the stroke of a

sledge hammer to one which vibrates promptly and strongly.
Those who have not genius would most show their common sense

by reverencing it in others. The most accomplished and perfect

logician we ever knew, has the best appreciation of the beautiful

and the poetical. But what cares aristocracy for genius ? Mr. Bul-
wer defends Lord Byron for setting a coronet over his bed, on the

ground of its mitigating the feelings which his authorship was
calculated to excite.

* A literary man with us is often forced to be proud of something
else than talent—proud of fortune, of connexion, or of birth—in order

not to be looked down upon.'
—vol. i. p. 164.

And hereupon the author, who knows what he is about, brings
his own ' old family' into a note. What a cold and preposterous

thing is this pride of pedigree without that chivalrous spirit which,

perhaps fictitiously ascribed, is the chief adornment of a middle-

age ancestry. How this is cherished by the '

knights and barons
bold' of the ex-boroughmongering order, may be seen in our
author's chapter on the army. They have obliterated from the
ranks that honour^ which is the French or Prussian soldier's prin-

ciple, to govern by the halberds.

' It is to the aristocratical spirit which pervades the organization of
our army, a spirit which commands order by suppressing the faculties,
not by inciting the ambition; and which has substituted for a proper
system of recruiting and of military schools, the barbarous but effective

terror of the scourge;
—observe, 1 say, that it is to that spirit we owe

the low moral standard of our army, and the consequent difficulty of

abolishing corporal punishment. To one good end, our aristocracy
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have proceeded by the worst of means, and the nobleness of discipline
has been wrought by the meanness of fear.'—vol. i, p. 105.

And now having disposed of the qualities Avhich are so often

put in antithetical opposition to common sense, let us look at the

positive indications of its presence. We must pass over the pro-

ceedings on the Reform Bill, which were about as prudential
as they were dignified, and take only the more general obser-

vations.

' Like the nobility of other civilized countries, our own are more
remarkable for an extravagant recklessness of money, for an impatient
ardour for frivolities, for a headlong passion for the caprices, the

debaucheries, the absurdities of the day, than for any of those prudent
and considerate virtues which are the offspring of common sense.

How few estates that are not deeply mortgaged I The Jews and the

merchants have their grasp on more than three parts of the property
of the peerage. Does this look like common sense? But these excesses

have been carried to a greater height with our aristocracy than with

any other, partly because of their larger command of wealth, princi-

pally because they, being brought like the rest of the world under the

control of fashion, have not, like the ancient sieurs of France, or the

great names of Germany, drawn sufficient consequence from their own
birth to require no further distinctions. Our nobles have had ambition,
that last infirmity of noble minds, and they have been accordingly
accustomed to vie with each other in those singular phantasies of

daring vulgarity with which a head without culture amuses an idleness

without dignity. Hence, while we have boasted of our common sense,
we have sent our young noblemen over the world to keep up that

enviable reputation by the most elaborate eccentricities : and valuing
ourselves on our prudence, we have only been known to the continent

by our extravagance. Nor is this all: those who might have been

pardonable as stray specimens of erratic imbecility, we have formally
enrolled as the diplomatic representatives of the nation : the oligarchical

system of choosing all men to high office not according to their fitness

for the place, but, according to their connexion with the party upper-
most, has made our very ambassadors frequently seem the delegates
from our maiftons des fans ; and the envoy of the British nation at the

imperial court of Metternich and craft, was no less a person than the

present Marquis of Londonderry.'
—vol. i. p. GO—02.

In the Monthhj Repository for March, we inserted an article

from the spirited pen of Junius Redivivus on the condition of

Women in England, which was thought by many to be over-

charged in its details. Our author however gives an account of

this matter, which is not very different. He speaks (vol. i. p. 137.)
of ' the universal marketing of our unmarried women

;
a market-

ing pecuUar to ourselves in Euroj)e, and only rivalled by the slave

merchant of the east.' He says that our young men possess pas-
sion riither than sentiment, and may say with Quin to the fair

glove-maker,
' Madam, I never make love, 1 always buy it ready

made.'
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* How many of those gentle chaperons would shame even the wisdom
of a Talleyrand. What open faces and secret hearts ! What schemes
and ambushes in every word. If we look back to that early period in

the history of our manners, when A\ith us, as it still is in France,

.parents betrothed their children, and, instead of bringing them to

public sale, effected a private compact of exchange, we shall not be

surprised to find that marriages were not less happy, nor women less

domestic than at present. The custom of open match-making is pro-
ductive of many consequences not sufficiently noticed : in the first

place, it encourages the spirit of insincerity among all women,
" mothers and daughters," a spirit that consists in perpetual scheming
and perpetual hypocrisy; it lowers the chivalric estimate of women,
and damps with eternal suspicion the youthful tendency to lofty and
honest love. In the next place, it assists to render the tone of society

dull, low, and unintellectual ; it is not talent, it is not virtue, it is not
even the graces and fascinations of manner that are sought by the fair

dispensers of social reputation : no, it is the title and the rent-roll.

You do not lavish your invitations on the most agreeable member of a

family, but on the richest. The elder son is the great attraction. Nay,
the more agreeable the man be, if poor and unmarried, the more dan-

gerous he is considered ; you may admit him to acquaintanceship, but

you jealously bar him from intimacy. Thus society is crowded with
the insipid, and beset with the insincere. The women that give the

tone to society take the tone from their favourites. The rich young
man is to be flattered in order that he may be won ; to flatter him you
seem to approve his pursuits ; you talk to him of balls and races ; you
fear to alarm him by appearing his intellectual superior: you dread
lest he should think you a blue ; you trust to beauty and a graceful

folly to allure him, and you harmonize your mind into gentle dulness,
that it may not jar upon his own.

' The ambition of women absorbed in these petty intrigues, and de-

based to this paltry level, possesses but little sympathy with the great

objects of a masculine and noble intellect. They have, in general, a

frigid conception of public virtue: they affect not to understand

politics, and measure a man's genius by his success in getting on.

AVith the women of ancient times, a patriot was an object of admira-

tion ;
with the women of ours, he is an object of horror. Speak

against pensions, and they deem you disreputable ; become a place-

man, and vou are a person of consideration. Thus our women seldom
exalt the ambition of public life. They are inimitable, however, in

their consolation under its reverses.'—vol. i. p. 138—140.

From this description of that political indifference in women
which ministers so largely to the political corruption of men, a

just and honourable exception is made on behalf of those in the

inferior classes of society. What would not the reforms be worth
which should diffuse through their sex the spirit by which they
are animated. The author says, that any man who is acquainted
with popular elections, knows that *

it is often by the honesty of

the women that that of the men is preserved.'
• How many poor men have we known who would have taken a
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bribe but for their wives. There is nothing, then, in English women
that should prevent their comprehension of the nobleness of political

honesty ;
it is only the great ladies, and their imitators, who think

self-interest the sole principle of public conduct. Why is this 1 be-
cause all women are proud ; station incites their pride. The great
man rats, and is greater than ever ; but the poor elector who turns
his coat loses his station altogether. The higher classes do not imagine
there is a public opinion among the poor. In many boroughs a man
may be bribed, and no disgrace to him

; but if after being bribed, he
break his word, he is cut by his friends for ever.

' A very handsome girl had refused many better offers for the sake
of a young man, a scot and lot voter in a certain borough. Her lover,

having promised in her hearing to vote one way, voted another. She
refused to marry him. Could this have happened in the higher classes ?

Fancy, my dear
,
how the great would laugh ; and what a good

story it would be at the clubs, if a young lady just going to be married
were to say to her suitor one bright morning,

"
No, sir, excuse me;

the connexion must be broken off. Your vote in the House of Commons
last night was decidedly against your professions to your constituents."

'

—vol. i. pp. 144, 145.

There is further illustration of the debasing influence of aris-

tocracy on female conversation and character at p. 160. In fact

nothing in civilized life can be half so blighting to all that is pure,
noble, and beautiful in woman. It leaves not even the aspiration
after greater independence and elevation of thought and action.

Women, especially of the higher classes, would be the bitterest

enemies of any woman who should dream of raising her own sex

to its proper position. They are reduced so far as to prefer

remaining creatures of frivolity and sense to that expansion of

sympathy and intelligence, which might indeed repel the gilded
flies that now their cobwebs are spread to catch, but which would
make them the friends, advisers, and rewarders of high-minded
men. And their degradation, with the kind of feeling which it may
be said rather to cherish than merely not to suppress, entails a yet
more bitter lot on those thousands of their sex, of inferior station,

who are sacrificed as the victims of seduction from year to year.
The young and idle f)ortion of the aristocracy is the chief agency
of this atrocious and loathsome work. It is with (hem as good a

joke as that which old Aisop tells of the boys and the frogs in the

fable. There is as much zest on the one side, and suffering on the

other. For the continuance of (his evil, the ladies of England
ought to be told that (hey are to some extent responsible. They
might make those who approached them feel that there are offences

which are neither to be forgiven nor forgotten. They might at

least as much disdain the society of one convicted of notorious

l)ro(ligjicy as thry do (hat of one convicted of being a tradesman.

Such (liscriniina(ion and rigidity are however beyond hope, until

a (liorough reform is achieved of female education.

And when cun we expect that reform, so long as the being on
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whose mind and morals the highest of all training should be

bestowed, the hereditary legislator of this mighty empire, is

brought up on the present system of our public schools and uni-

versities? What are those seminaries but places where the chil-

dren of the minor aristocracy may associate with the offspring of

the major aristocracy, in the base hope of forming high connexion,

by which in after life the servility of the youth may be paid for

to the man in the wages of corruption ? With that worldly tact,

which our author so pleasantly mingles with his purer principles,
he shows the speculators, not how vicious their procedure is, but

what little chance there is of its success. He adroitly proves, that

to sacrifice your boy's chance of acquiring knowledge, Avisdom,
and character, to that of his being afterwards the acknowledged
friend and protege of little Lord John or William, is a bad spec.
He shows that there may really be a better prospect of his getting
on by his being well educated. Now this is to the point. It
* stands to reason,' and comes home to 'common sense.' It is

•

practical ;' and none of your mere theoretical subtilties. And
even if the youth by his own diligence betters his father's bargain,
and learns what is professedly taught at these time-hallowed

institutions ;

'

grant that your son obtains all the academical

honours
; grant even that he enters Parliament through the dis-

tinction he has obtained^ have those honours taught him the prin-

ciples of jurisprudence, the business of legislation, the details of

finance, the magnificent mysteries of commerce; perhaps even

they have not taught him the mere and vulgar art of public

speaking. How few of the young men thus brought forward ever

rise into fame.' And this is all that is done for younger sons,

and those who have to make their way in the world. The heirs of

rank, opulence, and power, those who are born to be the nation's

masters, have little inducement even to feed upon these husks.

Of course there is a tendency to keep down the tone of education

throughout the country. A classical education is essential to a

gentleman. It is by a sort of mental insurrection that the schools

of the middle classes have begun to teach some useful knowledge.
The insurrection will no doubt become a revolution, but this will be

in defiance of the spirit of aristocracy, thereby showing more

plainly the enormity of the abuse which it destroys.
Our limits compel us only briefly to mention a few other charac-

teristics of which illustrations may be found in Mr. Bulwer's

volumes.
The spirit of aristocracy debases the religion and morality of

the country. It is very true, as our author observes, that in meet-

ings of the people, the highest passions are usually appealed to
;

and in those of the legislature, the lowest. At the generosity to

which the one responds, the other smiles, or perhaps laughs out-

right. In the church, the livings are chiefly the property of the

aristocracy.
' Thus the preaching salvation really becomes a
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family office, and the wildest rakes of a college are often especially
devoted to the hereditary cure of souls.' Mr. Bulwer says they
generally become decorous. They do very often

;
it is no secret

that they do not always. And the decorous clergyman is a hope-
ful preacher: here is a specimen.

'Walk into that sacred and well-filled edifice,
—it is a fashionable

church : you observe how well cleaned and well painted it is
; how

fresh the brass nails and the red cloth seem in the gentlefolks' pews ;

how respectable the clerk looks—the curate, too, is considered a very
gentleman-like young man. The rector is going to begin the sermon :

he is a very leai'ned man, people say he will be a bishop one of these

days, for he edited a Greek play, and was private tutor to Lord Glitter.—Now observe him—his voice how monotonous !
—his manner how

cold !
—his face, how composed ! yet what are his words ?—"

Fly the

wrath that is to come.—Think of your immortal souls. Remember,
oh ! remember ! how terrible is the responsibility of life!—How strict

the account!—how suddenly it maybe demanded!" Are these his'

words; they are certainly of passionate import, and they are doled

forth in the tone of a lazy man saying,
"
John, how long is it to

dinner ?" Why, if the calmest man in the world were to ask a game-
keeper not to shoot his favourite dog, he would speak to him with a
thousand times more energy ;

and yet this preacher is endeavouring to

save the souls of a whole parish
—of all his acquaintance—all his

friends—all his relations—his wife— (the lady in the purple bonnet,
Avhose sins no man doubtless knows better)

—and his six children, whose
immortal welfare must be still dearer to him than their temporal ad-

vancement ;
and yet what a wonderful command over his emotions !

I never saw a man so cool in my Hfe !

"
But, my dear sir," says the

fashionable purist,
" that coolness is decorum

;
it is the proper charac-

teristic of a clergyman of the established church."
' " Alas ! ]Jr. Young did not think so, when finding he could not im-

press Ills audience sufficiently, he stopped short, and burst into tears."
' "

Sir, Dr. Young was a great poet; but he was very well known not

to be entirely orthodox."

'This singular coldness—this absence of eloquence, almost of the

appearance of human sympathy, which characterise the addresses of

tlu' establislicd church, are the result of the aristocratical influences,

winch setting up ridicule as the criminal code, produce what is termed

good fastc iis the rule of conduct. The members of the aristocracy

naturally give the tone to the members of the established church, and

thus the regard for the conventional quiet of good breeding destroys
the enthusiasm that should belong to the preacher of religion. A
certain bishoj), a prelate of remarkable sense and power of mind, is so

sensible of the evils that may result to relip^ion from this almost

ludicrous lukewarmness of manner in its })a8tor, that he is actually

accustomed to send such young cleigymen as he is acfjuainted with to

take lessons in delivery from Mr. Junes, the celebrated actor, in order

that they may learn tu be warm, and study to be in earnest.'—vol. i.

p. [iiG~'62ti.

On the utdity of the established church, our author has some
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concessionis and inferences which we cannot now stay to discuss

with him. He egregiously over-rates the friendhness which the

clergy have at any time shown to the education of the people.
We pass on to remark that he charges our gentry in broad terms

with failure in the common duty of an enlightened humanity to the

poor.

' The influence of the aristocracy, in respect to those within the

operation of the poor laws, has only been not pernicious where it has

been supine and negative. Among the great gentry it is mostly the

latter—their influence is neglect ; among the smaller gentry it is the

former—their influence has been destruction.'

He then gives proofs and instances, of which the most prominent
is the parish of Calne, of which the '

neighbour and main pro-

prietor is the Marquis of Lansdowne.'

The obstinate retention, with the paltry exception of a portion
of the advertisement duty, of a taxation which presses heavily upon
literature, and most heavily of all upon the circulation of the most

interesting information amongst the less opulent members of the

community, is a fact which it is only needful to mention to brand

with the foulest disgrace the power which allows that taxation to

continue. Our author has shown that the press and the aristoc-

racy are antagonist principles. The antithesis reminds us of the

old proverb that ' when a man is against reason, it is because

reason is against him.'

Aristocratic patronage of science, art, literature, the drama
;

what of good has it realized ? The rich and titled no doubt do

buy books and pictures, and hold private boxes. True, Burns
was made an exciseman, and Wordsworth has a coUectorship of

stamps. But what has been done, we ask, towards brinj^ing the

magical influences of art to bear upon public refinement by means
of public enjoyment ? Nothing; and worse than nothing. The
interference of the aristocracy has been an obstruction to that

progress in refinement which would naturally result from the action

and reaction on each other, of the writer, or the artist, and

the public. The progress is making; but it is making by the

growing intelligence and taste of the people, too much diverted

from all that is humanizing by the constant necessity for protesting

against oppression. The only chance, now, for the production of

a fine historical painting is that the painter may be paid for his

time by exhibiting it at a shilling a head. If a nobleman wants a

splendid cast, from the mould of which copies might be multiplied
till every Mechanic's Institute in the country had one at a cheap
rate, what does he ? Bargain that the mould shall be broken,
and so his property made valuable. Property, again ! What

property is like making thousands of rough hearts melt at the

sight of beauty moulded by genius. Aristocracy has overlaid the

drama, making the theatres as much of a job and more a monopoly
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than the Royal Academy, But we leave the drama in the hands
of a corres[)ondent ; only remarking, that since he wrote, the

House of liOrds has rejected Mr. Bulvver's "^ Dramatic Perform-
ances' Bill,' the objects of which were to provide for the better

regulation of theatres by the repression of the known abuses of the

large houses, and to allow of the opening of theatres in neighbour-
hoods where the majority of the inhabitants did not object. The

Bishop of London signalized himself on this occasion. He desi-

derates the purity of the theatres of antiquity. He and his com-

peers forget that if people are not allowed to amuse themselves,

they will think and act the more sternly. No patronage is needed,

only allowance, for the drama in this country to become a rational

and refining agency, full of good, reaching those whom no other

influence is likely to reach. This easy allowance, this niggard
boon, is refused by the aristocracy. For the complete popular

enjoyment of works of art by the people, with the exception of

that which for a particular purpose is allowed in Catholic Churches,
we must look back to the democracies of antiquity.
We are w'eary, as we fear our readers are, of this catalogue of

evil influences, this list of the mischiefs of aristocracy, which pre-
cludes the introduction of counterpoising considerations, as it con-

tains the very particulars on which, if at all, a defence must rest.

The contemplation is an appalling, but not a hopeless one. Nor
is there any particular obscurity over the remedial course to be

adopted. It were foolish to indulge in angry passions, or to ex-

cite them, towards the members of the privileged classes. They
are themselves acted upon as well as others by these influences.

They are the objects as well as the agents of that dark spirit which
broods over the land, but which a sound political and moral phi-

losophy will not fail to exorcise. The first point to aim at is the

completion of constitutional reform so as to make the representa-
tion of the people a reality. When we look at the proceedings of

the [)resent House of Commons, we cannot repress our astonish-

ment that there should be those who maintain that this is done

already. A more Tory House there may have been, but a House
more aristocratical, as distinguished from popular, has scarcely
existed. Suflrage extended, so as to include those whom we unite

with our author in considering as distinguished by their indepen-
dence and their public virtue, and who are the best materials in

the country for a popular constituency ;
free suflTrage, made free

by secrecy, at least for a time until the landlord shall cease to re-

gard the vote of his tenant, the master that of his servant, and the

gentleman that of his tradesman, as his property; and parliaments
so shortened as to ensure resj)onsibility; these are changes essen-

tial to the rescuing of all our institutions from being mere aristo-

cratical machinery. These would not destroy the great chain of

dependence. 'I hey would only j)ut one end of it in the hand of

the people. The next point at which all good men should aim, is
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Universal Instruction ;
instruction by the press ; instruction by

schools and institutes
;

instruction of all useful kinds, and for all

ranks and ages. Our ecclesiastical apparatus should be made of

some use for this good end. No church reform will be worth any-

thing, that does not direct some of its power to this purpose.
The old school endowments, probably sufficient in themselves to

provide for the education of the community, should be rescued

from the shameless perversions and abuses which have made most
of them sinecures, and be rendered available for their proper ob-

jects : for the objects of the donors, that is, interpreted, as the

legislature has a right to interpret them, in conformity with the

increased intelligence of the age. Reading rooms, libraries, lec-

tures, should be multiplied throughout the country; and we
must also, by discussion and rational experiment, endeavour to

mitigate that individual competition which so largely wastes the

energy and vitiates the feelings of society. It is not to be endured
that the millions should continue the ceaseless toil, or the fierce

rivalries, by which now they win their bread. Whenever the mul-
titude obtain that political power which it must obtam, there will

be wild and destructive schemes for the reduction of this evil, un-

less a true and safe way first approve itself to the public mind.
That there is such a way, who can doubt.'* But speculation upon
it is useless, until further progress in political and intellectual re-

form have better prepared us for such investigations.
There is much amusing and interesting matter in these volumes,

on other topics, besides those to which we have adverted. Nor
can we omit particularly to recommend to the reader's attention,
the two very able dissertations on the philosophy of Bentham and
of Mill. And while we generally go along with Mr. Bulwer
in his view of the aristocracy, we must yet say in conclusion, that

we cannot altogether agree with the broad distinction, even to op-
position, which he sets up between the aristocracy on the one hand
and the monarchy and established church on the other. There is

an affinity between the three institutions, and they have a mutual

tendency to generate one another, and to become one another's

instruments. Whatever of good may be claimed for each, each
has its separate, as well as its conjoint, tendency to evil. That of

aristocracy undoubtedly is by far the most formidable and perni-
cious. The habits, opinions, and circumstances of our country-
men will probably ensure a continuance of the forms of all for a
considerable time

;
the title of king will most likely survive all

other titles
; but, ultimately, the tendencies of things point to the

period when Mr. Bulwer's contingent prophecy shall become a true

vision, and we shall '

perceive, slowly sweeping over the troubled

mirror of the time, the giant shadow of the coming republic'

No. 81. 2U
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FAMINE IN A SLAVE SHIP,

By the Author of ' Corn Law Rhymes.'

1.

They stood on the deck of the slave-freighted bark,
All hopeless, all dying, while waited the shark;
Sons, Fathers,—and Mothers, who shriek'd as they press'd
The infants that pined till they died on the breast;—
A crowd of sad mourners, who sighed to the gale,
While on all their dark faces the darkness grew pale.

2.

White demons beheld them, with curse and with frown,
And curs'd them, from morn till the darkness came down ;

And knew not compassion, but laugh'd at their prayer,
When they call'd on their God, or wept loud in despair ;

Till again rose the morn, and all hush'd was the wail.

And on cheeks stark and cold the grim darkness was pale.

3.

Then the white, heartless demons, with curse and with frown,
Gave the dead to the deep, till the darkness came down:
But the angel who blasteth, unheard and unseen,
Bade the tyrants lie low whei-e tlieir victims had been

;

And down dropp'd the waves, and stone-still hung the sail,

And black sank the dead, while more pale grew the pale.

4.

Stern angel, how calmly his chosen he slew !

And soon the survivors were fearful and few ;

For wall'd o'er their heads the red firmament stood.
And the sun saAV bis face in a mirror of blood;
'J'ill they fed on each other, and drank of the sea.

And wildly curs'd God in their madness of glee.

5.

What hand sweeps the stars from the cheek of the night?
Who lifts uj) the sea, in the wrath of bis might ?

A\^hy down, from liis glance, shrinks in horror the shark?

Why stumbles o'er mountains the hVuu], foodless bark ?

1^;, bis liglitniiig speaks out, from the growl of the gale !

And shrieking she sinks—while the darkness turns pale !

ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE SPIRIT OF GNOSTICISM, DURING
THE FIRST CENTURIES OF THE CHRISTIAN ERA.

(Cuntinued from page 575.)

In m preceding number we threw together a few historical

notices on the origin und influence of Gnosticism during the first

ages of our era. Without pretending to antiquarian fulness and
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precision of detail, we wished to exhibit a slight sketch of the

marked and salient features of a school, which embodied the

popular spirit of the time, and furnished some of the most power-
ful of those influences, derived from general and widely-acting
causes, and scarcely less efficient on heathenism than on Chris-

tianity, through which our religion worked its way to ascendency,
and which contributed to give it its earliest form and pressure.
From that very superficial review of a subject, which is pregnant
with interesting reflections, we now proceed to draw one or two

applications.
I. What and where is heresy?

—is a question which we might
be pardoned, perhaps, for omitting to entertain in this age of

comparative toleration for varieties of opinion, were it not for the

incalculable mass of wretchedness which the assumed competence
to decide it has in almost every age inflicted on mankind.
Lardner has handled this topic in various parts of his works with

his customary gentleness of spirit and latitude of charity; and it

is disgraceful to the tardy progress of ideas on such subjects in

England, that the principles which he has so luminously stated,
are not yet generally embraced, or, at least, consistently acted

upon. But Lardner flourished near a century ago, and it is no
discredit to bis venerable name to confess that he has not ex-

hausted the subject, or left very clearly defined the line of demar-
cation between heresy and orthodoxy. Such a line is not indeed

to be very strictly drawn
;
but an approximation may be made to

it by considering the origin and nature of Christianity. Histori-

cally speaking, the only practical difference between orthodoxy
and heresy, as was strikingly evinced in the great Arian and
Athanasian controversy, has been little else but the difference

between intolerance persecuting and intolerance persecuted.
But what is Christianity ? Considered in its elementary form,

is it any thing but an assemblage of facts, relating to a particular

individual, purporting to have occurred at a particular time and

place, and to have been followed by a specific train of effects ?

Our first inquiry, then, is—Have we an authentic record of these

facts? and what is the ground of distinction between the canonical

and the apocryphal Scriptures ? In this inquiry is involved the

essential principle of Protestantism ;
and in pursuing it the

German theologians, widely as we may dissent from some of the

conclusions of their neologism, have, as a body, nobly distinguished
themselves. They have sought for truth, instead of labouring to

defend a system ;
and their search has not been all in vain

; but
here in England, with all the splendid provisions of our hierarchy
for learning, we are disgracefully behind the demands of the age.
In this most important field of inquiry we have done next to

nothing for half a century ; and, notwithstanding the improved
state of philolog)', and the great accumulation of critical aids and
materials, we seem to have set our minds on final measures as

2 u 2
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doggedly in theology as in politics ;
and Lardner's work is wor-

shipped like the god Terminus, the slightest removal of which is

deemed an impiety that threatens the downfal of Christianity. To
purge and define the channels of tradition, that we may receive

the stream of historical truth clear, full, and unpolluted, is the

first of all critical duties, because its direct tendency is to place in

the clearest light, and on the firmest basis, that collection of facts

in which Christianity consists. From these facts we hesitate not

to express our own deep conviction, that the more they are

probed, and the more they are subjected to that searching investi-

gation which every period of history is now undergoing, the more
will the evidences of historical truth and divine interposition stand

forth prominent and conspicuous. Whoever embraces these facts,

received through the purest vehicle of tradition, and sees in them
the proofs of the special interference of God for the moral renova-

tion of mankind, is an orthodox Christian
;
and whatever infer-

ences he draws from these primitive facts, by reasoning conclusive

to his own mind, neither adding to them, diminishing them, or in

anywise distorting them, but simply recognising them as the

historical data from which he is at liberty to deduce his own con-

clusions, all this is to him, though not therefore necessarily to

others, orthodox Christianity; and he would be the worst of

heretics, if, while this conclusion was evidently to his own mind
connected with the premises, he avowed his belief in any other.

But if a man wilfully accepts a corrupt instead of a pure
channel of tradition, if he bends facts to his theories, if he omits,

inserts, or corrupts facts for no other reason than that they do not

suit his views
; if, instead of impartially investigating the historical

sources of facts, he assumes some intuitive principle as the test

of what is externally true or false; such a man is a heretic, be-

cause he vitiates the foundation and destroys the essence of Chris-

tianity; for the sole inquiry, in the first instance, relative to the

truth of Christianity is, whether such and such facts have occur-

red or not; and whether, tried by the universally admitted laws

of human testimony, we have adequate grounds to regard the

documents recording them as authentic and credible or not.

Doubt as to the authority of any particular book, now admitted

into the canon, does not constitute a man a heretic; because such

doubt may simply arise from carrying the j)rinciple of Protestant-

ism into its legitimate consequences, and the desire of separating
the authentic from the s[)urions, amid a mass of documents which

relate to and were culled forth by real transactions. A man, for

exam|)le, may draw Tory, Whiggish, or Republican inferences

from the admitted facts of our constitutional history, and so long
us he confines himself to those facts and reasons from them,
whatever we may think of his sense or his judgment, we have no

rif^ht to question his integrity; but if a man, like David Hume,
should first commit himself by writing the history of a particular
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period, and then, for the sake of justifying his view of it, should
write up the history to that period, and, under the influence of

this bias, should garble or mistate facts, should omit or insert

them to serve a particular purpose, or draw them from sources

confessedly impure, we could neither respect his motives nor have
confidence in his conclusions, but must treat him as a historical

heretic. If this be a just criterion of heresy and orthodoxy, there

can be little doubt under which head we must class a very large

portion of the gnostic speculations. Their modes of criticism

and interpretation are essentially heretical ; their object was not
to ascertain facts, and deduce warrantable conclusions ;

but they

arbitrarily assumed certain principles, and made these principles
at once the test of facts and the measure of their inferences.

Whatever church, or sect, or teacher among modern Christians

criticises and interprets the books of Scripture in this mode, is to

that extent, as it appears to us, chargeable with heresy.
II. The Gnobtics have indirectly rendered most essential ser-

vice to Christianity. By their wild sallies of imagination, and by
their boldly incorporating with the facts of the Gospel history
whatever notions and statements, derived from whatever system,

might happen to harmonize with their theories, they compelled
the learned Catholics to make a careful discrimination of the

authentic from the apocryphal books, and to trace back in an

u;ibroken channel the pure stream of tradition to the original
fountain of apostolic truth. Their testimony, also, so far as it

goes, to the facts and teachings of Jesus, is invaluable, not only
because it is impartial, but because it is strongly imbued with the

spirit of the primitive times, and exhibits another ramification of

those endless fibres by which Christianity is fast rooted in the soil

of ages, and through which, in spite of the assaults of infidelity,

it still maintains its historical identity and place.

Ergo non hiemes illam, non flabra, neque imbres

Convellunt ; immota manet

And what a witness to the moral power and beauty of Christianity
in the influence which it exercised over the bold and discursive

flight of the endless vagaries of theosophism ! Men who had
been nursed amid the dreams of Platonism, who revered the sym-
bols and mysteries of Egypt, and whose imagination had been
accustomed to range among the vague and shadowy creations of
the wisdom of Chaldea, and the still remoter East

;
men who

loved the pride and the pomp of philosophy, and who valued it

chiefly as a badge of superiority to the vulgar; even these men
were smitten with the moral beauty of the teachings of Jesus

;
and

among the thousand theories of the splendid speculations of the

East, and of the sterner and prouder philosophy of the West,
could not refuse the profoundest homage of their hearts to the

simple majesty and unpretending loveliness of the Gospel. In
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fact, the chief errors of the Gnostics arose from the excess of their

admiration for the spirituahty and benevolence of Christ's reh-

gion. They looked upon it as the gift of a Being superior to any
who had yet revealed himself, under any name, to mankind. They
felt the doctrines of divine mercy, and human brotherhood, and

everlasting life, and the final extinction of all evil, to be an im-

mense advance towards the solution of those problems on which

they loved to speculate; and they erred by carrying out these

doctrines into an extent of application which their knowledge on
other subjects did not, in that early age, permit them to reach.

All that Zoroaster, Pythagoras, and Plato had conceived most

delightful and sublime in their boldest and happiest speculations,
faded into nothingness when compared with the teachings and

ministry of Christ. Here was an actual mingling of earth and
heaven

;
and since they could not bring themselves to relinquish

their darling theories, they associated them with Christianity, and
made Christ the centre of a cumbrous system of mythology.

Gibbon was right when he ascribed the prevalence of Christi-

anity to the power of the moral principles which it recognised and

addressed; but the question beyond this he did not attempt to

solve, how the enlightened sages, whose works he had studied

and whose names he revered, should never have taught a religion,
or exhibited an example, so full of beauty and truth, and so

resistless in its influences over the thousand varieties of human
character and speculation, as the unlettered, persecuted, and cru-

cified Missionary from the wild mountains of Galilee.

III. It has been an object of research with scholars to deter-

mine the relation of mythology to history, and to detect, if possi-

ble, the secret principle by which the latter is evolved from the

former. Mythology is the most ancient form of the accumulated

knowledge and wisdom of mankind. Their most ancient tradi-

tions, and their earliest conceptions of moral, {)hysical, and reli-

gious truth, were embodied in a series of symbolical representa-
tions, and thrown in(o a sort of poetical chaos, from which the

several elements of human art and science,—poetry, history,

agriculture, astronomy, and philosophy,
—

gradually disentangled
themselves, and assimied their apj)ro{)riate locality and form. We
see something of this mixture of truth and fiction, of historical

fact and allegorical representation, in the Gnostic modification of

Christianity. When we read of their yEons, and Powers, and

Syzygies, of their separate trains of good and evil spirits, their

two (jods, their two Christs, their symbols, their talismans, their

wars in heaven, their cycle of celestial revolutions, with the final

consummation of all things in the [)leroma of divine beatitude,

w(; find it tliflicult to believe that there was any sui)stratum of

historical fact l)enealh this congeries of arbitrary fictions; and if

W(; knew nothing of Christianity but through the Gnostic medium,
we might be pardoned for supposing, a.s some French writers
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have actually asserted, that the whole had its origin in the con-

ception of some oriental brain, and was only the last phasis of

the expiring theosophy of the ancient world. But the main facts

of the life of Jesus are indisputable ;
there they are, graven with

a pen of iron on the monumental brass and stone of history ;
and

in the union of these facts with the Gnostic theories, we have a

curious specimen of the mode in which an oriental imagination
will blend a few facts occurring on the surface of earth, with a

system of pure fiction and arbitrary combination relating to the

world which lies wholly beyond the sphere of sense. In this

intense working of the oriental theosophy on the simple facts of

Christianity, we have before our eyes an actual exemplification of

that singular process, usually occurring long before the record of

history, by which abstractions are gradually converted into reali-

ties, and allegories into persons ; by which fact melts into fable,

and fable modifies fact, and the long succession and varied forms

of a multiplicity of gods grow out of the figurative representations
of the attributes and powers of one supreme mind. The east is

the cradle of religions ;
the east gave birth to the various systems

of Gnosticism ; and by a careful investigation of the method by
which these systems fixed themselves on a partial basis of his-

torical fact, and entered into divers combinations with a multi-

plicity of foreign elements, we open an important chapter in the

history of the human mind, and may perhaps furnish ourselves

with some clue to the unravelling of that complicated intermix-

ture of fact and fable which usually takes place in the impenetra-
ble depth of antiquity.

IV. The history of Gnosticism is important, not so much from

any intrinsic value which attaches to its speculations, as from its

exhibiting one of those manifold aspects of public opinion, which

accompanied the collision of Heathenism with Christianity in the

earlier centuries of our era. Gnosticism and new Platonism were

merely the Christian and the Heathen tendencies of the same
fundamental principle ;

the last efforts, in different directions, of

the oriental theosophy, previous to its final extinction. Chris-

tianity was destined by Providence to be the future receptacle of

the religion and civilization of mankind
;
and Gnosticism cannot

be better described than as the intermediate and transition state,

which smoothed down the abruptness of the sudden scission of

Christianity from Heathenism. The developement of Christianity,
amidst this antagonism of influences, is a subject far from being

yet exhausted ; and from the impartial consideration of its history
under this point of view, it appears to us, that new and most

striking illustrations of its nature, its spirit, and its tendency, might
be expected to arise. We should like to have set before us a

clear and powerful delineation of the moral elements at work in

the wide bosom of the Roman empire, just previous to the expir-
ation of the ancient civilization of the earth. The materials are
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abundant,* and the characters, that would be brought upon the

scene, contrasted and interesting. The simple manners and in-

stitutions of the first Ciiristians, and their gradual emerging from

obscurity into influence and reputation ;
the decline of the ancient

temples and priesthoods ;
the Jews, the Gnostics, the new Platon-

ists, and the still subsisting adherents of a more manly and vigor-
ous philosophy ;

the Syncretists, who sought for truth in every sys-

tem, and the Sceptics, who found it in none
;
here are the elements

of a rich and varied picture, to which genius, at once graphic and

yjhilosophical, might impart the deepest interest. Most histories

hitherto written seem rather materials and prolusions for future

histories than final works. We have civil histories with a dry
enumeration of political eras and vague conjectures on the causes

of actions and events ; military histories, with a recital of battles

and sieges ; literary histories, with a catalogue of works and cri-

ticisms on authors
;
and then, the dullest of all, ecclesiastical

histories, with a discussion of metaphysical doctrines, and the

genealogy of creeds; while from none of these do we derive a

clear and distinct impression of the actual state and circumstances

of mankind, of their manners and institutions, of what they

thought, felt, suffered, and believed; a faithful picture of the ex-

isting civilization of the period, viewed as a whole, in all its aspects,

political, religious, moral, economical, literary, and philosophical.
In many learned works there is a mass of materials for such deli-

neations of former ages ;
but they are broken and lifeless frag-

ments, not wrought into a whole, or breathing the air of reality.

Such is the case with the voluminous collections of Lardner ; and

we might read the whole of what has been written on ecclesias-

tical histoiy by the enlightened and philosophic Priestley, without

being able to realize to ourselves a single distinct image of the

moral and social condition of the period under review. There are

exceptions ;
Gibbon is a splendid one. We are aware of the

strong, and in some most important particulars, the well-founded

hostility to his name. Yet [)erhaps no one had a juster concep-
tion of the end of history, and, making allowance for his preju-

dices, which were as strong and as virulent, in the ojjposite direc-

tion, as those of any priest, no one more successfully attained it.

That he should have awakened the emulation, and commanded
the reverence of a Niebuhr is the consummation of his praise as a

historian. Unhappily, Gibbon was too much in advance of his

age not to detect many of its errors and prejudices, but not sufli-

cieiitly so to substitute a more enlarged philanthropy and a purer
faith for that, which the contradictions and perplexities of Chris-

*
Very vahiabl« assistance in prosecutin)i; such iiupiirieH mij^ht be obtained from a

8»'ries oi (lissurtations in \\w. fitli vol. of Ileyne's Oiiiisciila. 'Alexandri Severi Imp.
Kidit^ioiHs Miscfllas Piobantis judiciimi,' Pmtsi 1 and 2, with the Kpimetra. He has

<)iii> rtniii k, wliich oiii^dit to be attfniled to by every historian of human opinions.
' UeCert phiriminn, ad a^tatis ciijusque morem sentiendi et opinandi narrata qurovia

exigere et indeconstituere." p. 218.
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tendom, as he viewed it, had induced him to relinquish. Essen-

tially an aristocrat in all his feelings, political and philosophical,
he kept himself aloof from the crowd—Odi profanum vulgus et

arceowas his motto
;
he had no sympathy with ordinary humanity,

and could not understand the wants which urge those who live

amid the genial and stirring influences of domestic life, the

parent, the partner, and the child, to seek consolation and peace in

the hopes and assurances of Christianity. Awed by the mere title

of philosophy, he could not penetrate to that deeper philosophy,
which sees alike in the dreams of the enthusiastic, aQ,d the spe-
culations of the w ise, the deep yearnings of a common nature for

the spiritual truth and beatitude which religion only can afford.

From a mind so constituted, a just and impartial delineation of

the character of a sect, which in the first instance had nothing to

distinguish it but the purity of its morals, and the spirituality of

its principles and ho[)es, could not be expected. His traits,

though they may be individually copied from fact, are deprived
of the general character and effect of truth by the sarcasm and
insinuation that are blended with them. Had Niebuhr's plan ex-

tended beyond the boundary of the republic, and his life been

sufficiently prolonged to enable him to execute it, we should have
looked for a better spirit in him. Our hope is, some one may yet
arise to give us, without any party bias, a faithful picture of what
the world actually was in those first ages of Christianity, and to

render equal justice to the last struggles of Heathenism, the

triumphs and progress of Christianity, and the intermediate alter-

nations of Gnosticism.

V. The radical error of the Gnostics was, that they saw in

Christianity a key to the solution of every moral and metaphysical
difficulty, that they systematized too soon, and endeavoured to

blend their religion and their philosophy, what they had been

taught, and what they assumed, into a whole. They did not per-
ceive, that the progress to truth must be slow and gradual, and
that Christianity stands always in the same relation to science at

every step of its progress, sanctifying the motions and affections

of the heart, but not solving the metaphysical difficulties of the

understanding. A better philosophy has been now introduced
j

but the same problems which exercised the ingenuity, and drew
forth the arbitrary suppositions of the Gnostics, still remain un-
solved. Men's opinions on the most important subjects are as yet
warring and unfixed

;
and not only the opinions of different indi-

viduals, but even those of the same individual, if pushed into their

consequences, would often be found inconsistent with each other.

The universe is a whole, one, consistent and harmonious
; and

truth is the reflection of the universe in the human mind. The
more therefore we gain of truth, and the further we pursue it, the
more unity and consistency we shall discover in the whole body
of our opinions, and the greater number of relations and affini-
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ties we shall perceive to subsist between the various departments
of knowledge and thought. That such a harmony does not yet
exist between the different views and reasonings of the human
mind, is a proof that we are still in the commencement of our in-

tellectual progress, and that we have merely provided some of the

materials, without having attained the final results of truth. It is

indeed presumptuous for man to think of attaining to universal

truth, and to the perception of that harmony which belongs to it:

but still our conclusions on every subject should, so far as they
extend, not be at variance with each other; religion and philoso-

phy, where they touch on common ground, should be in unison.

But is this, in point of fact, the case ?—The human mind is at

the present day shooting out in two directions
; among the pious

and enthusiastic in deep and earnest aspirations after religious

peace and satisfaction
; among the calm and reasoning, in an en-

deavour to find out the reality of the order and connexion of

events in the visible universe. We do not say, that these two
directions of the mind never harmonize in the same individual

;

but it is also true, that for the most part they characterise two
distinct classes, and that, as pursued respectively by those classes,

they do not indicate that tendency to unite and sympathize, which
we would fain discover between them, and which we should hail

as a preparation for the final establishment of a firm and compre-
hensive system of spiritual philoso{)hy. One reason may be, that

the human mind at the ])resent day, especially in this country, is

oppressed by the weight and magnitude of certain great practical

questions, which leave no leisure for the entertainment of more
refined and lofty speculations; and another may be found in the

strong prejudice entertained in certain quarters against all meta-

physical inquiries, as necessarily sceptical in their tendency. Such

inquiries stand, however, in the very closest connexion with reli-

gion, and there are questions involved in them of the deepest in-

terest to human welfare. We are far from approving the spirit or

the tendency of the Gnostic speculations; and yet we cannot but

regard the boldness and variety of their theories as a witness of

the intense interest with which mankind, in certain states of civi-

lization, put all their existing resources of knowledge and reason

under contribution to solve the deep questions which respect the

natin-e and destiny of our moral being.
The science of meta[)hysics has hitherto been too much limited

to an analysis of the consciousness of individual man. Why
should not its materials be also drawn from an extended survey of
the s[)ecies, and of the origin and developement of the varieties of
moral and religious opinion, which they successively exhibit in the

sevcnd stages of tlunr social j)rogress .' In all tribes, in all states

of society, there are hopes, tendencies, and aspirations so con-

slniitly existing, that they may be considered as universal facts,

coextensive with human nature itself Whence these facts ? and
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what do they implj' }—perhaps the solution of more than one

metaphysical question may be facilitated by the researches of

history. We have hitherto studied men too exclusively under one
form of religion, in one state of civilization, and through the me-
dium of one or two kindred literatures. The north and the east,

Scandinavia and Asia, are now beginning to open their unexplored
treasures

;
new and wider views will be given of man, his character,

capacity, and progress ;
and the foundations laid of a more pro-

found and comprehensive philosophy, in civilization, morals, and

religion.
It is impossible to understand individual man, apart from the

history of the species. His moral and intellectual nature, con-

sidered at any particular period of civilization, is the complex
result of a thousand influences transmitted from the past ;

his

reason is fashioned and made capable of further progress by the

tradition of his fathers. This view appears to us conclusive

against the system of simple deism, which supposes a man placed
in the midst of this universe, and by the mere exercise of his

faculties on the phenomena around him, capable of reasoning out

for himself, de novo, the doctrines of one Supreme Being, a provi-
dence and a future life. This is what the wisest of philosophers
has never yet done ; and with regard to the mass of mankind,
universal experience testifies that they have no religious ideas, but

what are communicated by some positive instruction from without.

If then these religious ideas, in their most elementary state, l>e

the deposit of tradition, the further question naturally arises,

\vhence came that tradition originally, how has it been preserved
to us, and how has it been modified in the course of its transmis-

sion ? The answer to these questions leads almost necessarily, in

our judgment, to the acknowledgment of a revelation primitive or

occasional. We are enough of Syncretists ourselves,* much as

we have said in reprobation of the Gnostic systems, to believe,

that the fragments of some primeval revelation are yet existing

among the scattered nations of the earth, embodied in many dif-

ferent forms, expressed by an endless variety of rites and symbols,
blended with the most .serious errors, and deformed by hideous

corruptions. We can hardly conceive how society should have

begun to exist, without some such revelation. The individual re-

quires the prompting of instinct, to commence his career, pre-

paratory to the exercise of reason, A similar aid and stimulus

roust have been required for the infancy of the race. We may
Suppose that from that instinctive source flowed the primeval

* '• Scilicet Syncretismum, quern recentiores vulgo appellarunt, aut lytinxli religio-
num omnium populoruin, saltern plurium, constituere vohiisse imperatorem dixeris

;

nt idem assequerentur, alio modo allaborarunt philosophi, plerumque placita interpre-
tatione in conseusum redigendo ;

dum derivatiombus et propagationibus religionum
alianim ab aliis, aut etiam ab una, incubuere; modo ritus et ceremonias sacrorum,
modo doctrinas prosequendo et comparando ;

nee negandum est, cunctis religionibus
tubette nolionen aliquam tensumque communem,"—Heyne, Opuscul. vj. p. 185.
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religion of the earth. By collecting its scattered remains in the

monuments and traditions of all nations, comparing them with

each other, and separating the essential from the adventitious, we
shall attain to a deeper conviction of the universality and truth

of those doctrines, in which the suhstance of all religion consists,

and shall return with redoubled confidence to that purest stream

of tradition, which has brought down to us, through the lapse of

ages, the living waters of immortality.

SOME AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL PARTICULARS OF MISS HARRIET
MARTINEAU.

The study of Political Economy is becoming quite as popular in

France as in England. Both the Parisian and the provincial jour-
nals abound in praises of Dr. Bowring, and agree to augur the

happiest results from his recent visit to that country, which he

pears to have made in the novel character of a Free Trade Mis-

sionary. A periodical is established devoted solely to this science,
the ' Revue Mensuelle d' Economic Politique, publiee par Theo-

dore Fix.' By the first number, for July, we find that a volume
of a translation of the ' Illustrations of Political Economy' had

just appeared, containing the first three tales. The translator,

M. B. Maurice, seems to have been in correspondence with Miss

Martineau, for the purpose of obtaining from her materials for a

memoir. He prefixes to his translation the following letter, which

is rendered back again from the PVench, as it stands in the re-pub-
lication of the periodical just named. Although brief, it contains,

we believe, a more circumstantial account of Miss Martineau than

has yet been given to the public of this country.

MISS HARRIET MARTINEAU TO M. B. MAURICE.

London, June 3, 1833.

Sir,

I cannot refuse to give you the particulars for which

you ask in a letter I liave just received, respecting myself and the

work wliicli, after liaviiig excited your attention, has given you an

employment that I fear must sometimes be a tedious one. The cu-

riosity which the authors of popular works generally excite is inno-

cent and natural ; 1 have felt it too often myself not to be inclined to

satisfy that which I may excite in others.

My family is of French origin, as my name must already have sug-

gested to you. All that is known of it is that my great grandfather,
who was a surgeon, quitted France on account of his religion, at the

time of the revocation of the edict of Nantes, and settled at Norwieh
in tlie county of Norfolk, where he married a French lady who had

emigrated at the same period and for the same reasons. Ever since,
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my family has maintained an honourable station in society, the eldest

sons always practising surgery, the others devoting themselves to

commerce or manufactures My father, the youngest of five brothers,

was the proprietor, at Norwich his native place, of one of the manu-
factories peculiar to that town. He had eight children, of whom I

am the sixth.

I was born in the month of June, 1802. The following are the

principal circumstances which have combined to give me a taste for

literary pursuits: my health now perfectly good, was extremely deli-

cate in my childhood ;
I have been, ever since that period, afflicted

with an infirmity (deafness) which, without absolutely depriving me of

all intercourse with the world, has forced me to seek occupations and

pleasures within myself; lastly, that which has contributed to it more
than all the rest, is the affection subsisting between me and that one
of my brothers whose age is nearest to my own, and who adopted one
of the learned professions.
The first work that 1 published was a little volume entitled * Devo-

tional Exercises,' for the use of young persons. It appeared in 1822,
and its success encouraged me to let it be followed soon by another

of the same description, entitled '

Addresses, with Prayers and Hymns,
for the use of families and schools.' About this time a circumstance

occurred which was the origin of that series of tales you are now en-

gaged in translating. A country bookseller asked me to compose for

him some little work of fiction
;
I thought that I might join the useful

to the agreeable, as I had the choice of the subject, if I could show
the folly of the populace of Manchester, who had just been destroying
the machinery, to the great detriment of the manufactures, on which
their bread depended. I produced a little stor\', entitled ' The Rioters,'
and the following year another, on wages, called ' The Turn Out.'

I was far from suspecting while I wrote them, that wages and ma-

chinery had any thing to do with political economy ; I do not even
know whether I had ever heard the name of that science. It was not

till som.e time afterwards that reading Mrs. Marcet's '

Conversations
on Political Economy,' I perceived that I had written political eco-

nomy, as M. Jourdain spoke prose, without knowing it. Mrs. Marcet's
excellent work suggested to me the idea that if some principles of the

science had been successfully laid down in a narrative form, all might
be so equallv well. From that moment, I was continually talking with

my mother and the brother whom I have mentioned to you, of the

plan which I am at present executing. Nevertheless, I had no friend

in the literary world, which is indispensable towards gaining the con-
fidence of the booksellers. No one who could be of anv use to me
would pay any attention to my plan. Really I cannot complain much
of this

;
it must, I own, have appeared whimsical enough, and, all

things conssidered, of very doubtful success. I am far from regretting
this delay, which has enabled me to exercise myself in different kinds
of composition, and has left me time to acquire some knowledore of the

world, a thing so necessary to the truth of descriptions so varied as
mine must be.

During the three years which preceded the publication of my tales,
I was constantly writing on difterent subjects ; I was besides em-
ployed in reviewing works on metaphysics and theology in the
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Monthly Repository
* a periodical, the editor of which, the Rev.

W. J. Fox, is, after my brother James, the steadiest friend and the
best guide that I have ever had in literature and in philosophy. I

published besides, in 1830, the 'Traditions of Palestine.' In the course
of the following year, the Association of Unitarian Dissenters, to whom
I belong, printed three essays of mine, which had obtained prizes, and
which were addressed to the Catholics, the Jews, and the Mahometans.
Meantime I had quite made up my mind to risk the publication of my
'
Illustrations of Political Economy.' The plan had been rejected by

the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, though only two
or three of the members had paid any attention to it. No bookseller
of any reputation would hear of my work, and when the recommenda-

* The following are the titles of some of Miss Martineau's contributions to this

Journal, referred to in her letter. The list is not complete, but is sufficiently ample
and varied to show her diligence, and will not discredit even her present reputation.

SERIES OF ARTICLES.

Essays on the Art of Thinking, Nos. 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
On the Education of the Human Race, Nos. 41, 42, 43, 44.
Sabbath Musings, Nos. 50, 52, 54, 57, 58, 59.
On the Proper Use of the Prospective and Retrospective Faculties, Nos. 45, 46.

SINGLE ESSAY'S AND CRITIQUES.
On the Duty of Studying Political Economy, No. 01.

Theology, Politics, and Literature, No. 62.'
Natural History of Enthusiasm, Nos. 30, 31.

Crombie's Natural Theology, Nos. 39, 40.

Negro Slavery, No. 37.

Bailey on the Pursuit of Truth, Nos. 32, 33.

National Education, No. 70.

The Religion of Socrates, No. 57.

Doddridge's Correspondence, Nos. 37, 53.
On the (-loveinment of India, No. 69.

Demonology and Witchcraft, No. 47.

Witchcraft in Salem, No. 68.

Jacotot's System of Education, No. 52.
Romanism and Episcopacy, No. 06.

Prison Di8cii)line, No. 09.

Van Diemen's Laud, No. 66.

Secondary Punishments, No. 70.

On Nature and Providence to Communities, No. 64.

Physical Considerations connected with Man's ultimate destiaation. No. 52.

TALKS.

Licse, or the Progress of Worship, Nos. 03, 64, 65.

The Eiirly Sowing, No. 59.

True Worshi])iers, No. 41.

Solitude and Society, No. 43.

POKTKV.
The Survivor, No. 35.

Flower of the Desert, No. 40.
Tlie Fdisaken Nest, No. 42.

The 'i'lirec Ages of the Soul, No. 45.

Tranipiillity, No. 5.3.

TiaiiKlatioiis from Herder, No. 54.
Tlu- .Might of Song, No. 55.
l{cr<.rin Song, No. 66.
Ode to Ittligioiis Liberty, No. 25.
Liiht Tree of llio Forest, No. '26

PARABLBS.
No*. 40, 42,40, 49, 00, 01, 71,
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tion of the literary man I have mentioned had determined one to

attempt the enterprise, it was begun, a thousand voices uniting to an-

nounce that it would not succeed.—At the end of one month suc-

cess was certain.

I was sure that it would be so; not that I exaggerated my talents;
I am as far as ever from thinking that this work has succeeded be-

cause it has been written by me : but I think that the ivant of such a
work was felt so much by the public, that it was sure to be caught up
with eagerness. This conviction gave me the courage to undertake it,

and its being so well timed is sufficient by itself to explain the great
number of copies which have been sold.

My intention at first was only to publish twenty-four tales ;
but as

the taxes are a subject towards which the public mind is particularly
directed at present, and as there is the greatest necessity that the peo-
ple should be enlightened with regard to them, I have resolved to en-

large my plan, and to go as far as thirty tales.

As it has been erroneously supposed that my work was finished

before I began the publication of it, I am glad to have an opportunity
of telling you, that I only write each tale in the month before it is

printed, that I may have the advantage of the newest discoveries upon
the subject of which I treat. No one but myself sees them before

they are given to the printer, and no one has ever helped me in their

compilation. My brother, the only individual whose assistance I could

accept, lives at Livei"pool. I cannot therefore consult him. Last
autumn I quitted Norwich for London, where I intend to remain.

Besides my Tales, which appear monthly, I have just undertaken a
little series of four numbers on our system of poor laws, which will be
circulated by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. The
first, entitled ' The Parish,' came out a fortnight ago ; the second will

be published in the course of the summer.
There is not at present any portrait of me published, but Finden is

engraving one on steel, which will, I believe, soon be out.*

I think I have answered all your questions ; nothing remains but to

assure you of the interest with which I shall see your translation. I

shall be happy to own myself indebted to you, if, through your means,
I can render to the French people the services that my countrymen
have allowed me to render to them.

I am, Sir, very sincerely, yours, &c.

H.4RRIET MaRTISE.\U.

* It has just appeared, and is frofn an admirable likeness by Miss Margaret Gillies,
of whonn, as an artist yet little known, we cannot refrain from saying that her rapid

improvement in colourinjj, and her rare combination of classical taste with boldness
of design, promise to win for her the honours of her art.—Ed.M. R.
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ON THEATRICAL REFORM.

( Continued from page 560 . )

And nliat must theatres be under the better arrangements which are

dawning upon us ? They must be small and well-arranged build-

ings, wherein the whole audience may hear and see equally well.

Of course there ought to be no censor; I doubt whether even a

licence should be insisted on. If there were a nuisance got up
under the name of a theatre^ the law might abate it like any other

nuisance, u[)on the moral sense of the community being against its

continuance, but at all events no further control should be exer-

cised than is exercised over public-houses and other public resorts.

The prices should be low, much lower than they have hitherto been.

Haifa crown should be the very hijjhest price, but two shillings
would be better. Perhaps it would be better to make the price of

admission to all parts of the house alike, as is the case in foreign

theatres, and reserve the gallery and boxes for ])arties or families

who might require them. One theatre should only meddle with

one class of performance, for which it would be specially adopted,
and probably the companies would find it for their interest to hire

the houses, and divide profits in such pro[)ortions as might be mu-

tually agreed upon. The expenses would be small, and though the

prices of admission would be small also, yet not when considered

with regard to the price of the necessaries of life, still the small-

ness of the price would insure, with all other appliances, constantly
full houses night after night. It is for the mass of the public,
and not for a {)ortion, it is to the many, and not to the few that

actors and actresses must henceforth look for a reward. Hitherto

some few actors have been paid large salaries, and have realized

large fortunes as a compensation for being held below their fellows

on account of their position in society. When they shall be in

higher esteem, a portion of their payment will be in the general

sympathy of the community, in the honour and respect with which

they will be regarded, and they can afford to forego a portion of

their ])ecuniary recompense on that account. They will be con-

tent with a moderate remuneration, more on a level with other

])rofessors of the fine arts, amongst whom actors are perhaps after

all the most entitled to consideration ; for a larger amount of high

qualities are requisite to form a first-rate actor than are requisite

for the professor of any other art. It is evident, that such theatres

as 1 am contemplating, as they would be of small size, must be

more numerous, and scattered over dillerent jiarts of the town, to

s;i\e people the trouble and annoyance of making long journeys,
which would perhaj)s occiq)y more time and cause a greater ex-

pense than the price of admission. Under such arrangements, a

visit to the theatre would not be a matter of previous preparation
and forethought. Casual visitors would continually increase. The

facility and cheapness of admission would be the means of
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changing many an evening walk into a more intellectual enjoyment
at the theatre. The class of performances at each theatre would
also be regulated by the taste of the inhabitants in the vicinity, and
it would be a measure of comparison as to the degrees of refinement

in the public taste. It might very fairly be anticipated, that under
such a system the larger portion of the money which is now ex-

pended in beer-shops and public-houses would go to the support of

theatres, which would at any rate yield harmless amusement, if not

moral instruction. It is an evidence of a lamentable want of percep-
tion in a government, which neglects so obvious a means of improv-

ing the taste, and consequently the morals of a people, if indeed

the government cares any thing about the people, save so far as

they are revenue producers. At times the newspapers contain

accounts of the capture and locking-up of bodies of illegal actors

of the poorer classes, who have been guilty of the crime of taking

exhibition-money without a licence
;
and the pain and annoyance

to which the poor creatures- are exposed is thought an exceeding
good jest. It were better to let them alone, and not drive them
to other employments of perhaps a positively vicious tendency.
The practice of acting at least implies the necessity of learning to

read, and that, in itself, is a considerable step towards improve-
ment. Why is it that the French are a more refined nation than
the English, though the latter are more endued with judgment?
AVhy is it that the propensity to destroy public works and works
of art is not so rife amono;st the former as amonjjst the latter?

Why does the Frenchman feel a pride in his public property,while
the Englishman only cares for his private property? Because the

government of France has fostered taste in the people, has taught
them to appreciate music, and painting, and books, and sculpture,
and has thus raised their minds to a higher level than that of mere
sordid, selfish calculation. A Frenchman talks about his nation

;

an Englishman talks about himself, thinks about himself. Some-
time back an English gentleman wished to purchase some cuttings
of vines in the Jardin des Plantes. He was told that if his appli-
cation were backed by some known scientific people in England,
it would be attended to. He quickly procured the recommenda-
tions, and the plants were packed by the servants of the establish-

ment, and forwarded gratis to England. The Englishman wanted
to pay for them. ' No !' He then wished to pay the servants for

their trouble. 'No! it was for the honour of the nation.' He
then remarked to the French botanist, that such things would be

paid for in England, when the Frenchman replied with a shrug,
* True ! but then you are a commercial nation.' The spirit of

commerce, carried to extremity, is indeed the curse of England.
Human improvement is lost sight of in the prospect of commercial

gain.
' And who are to be our audience ?' asks a fashionable actor,

accustomed to lackey the manners of the great, and deem that
No. 81. 2 X
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mimicry is acting, and who at times may be promoted to the

lackey honour of being a candle-bearer to *

Majesty' itself.
' Who

are to be our audience ?' I answer,
' The great body of the work-

ing classes,—the mechanics.' ' Did I hear aright,' exclaims

Sylvester Daggerwood again.
*

Ay, sir, you did
; the mechanics

must be your future audience, if your acting be true to nature,
and will bear the test of unhackneyed native criticism. I tell you
again, sir, the mechanics are your audience

; they possess no
artificial feelings, they are as God made them, and such is not the

case with the audience you have been accustomed to play before,
half of whom have been insolent aristocrats, and the other half

sycophants, with scarce an original idea amongst them. The
mechanics, I tell you, are your audience, if you possess genius ;

and if you possess it not, get yourself forthwith transformed into

a parasite for the tables of the great, for verily we need you not.

No, sir, prescriptive "respectability" must cease, and to suit us

you may as well forget at once four-fifths of your parts, and

begin anew. The nobility of nature is in league against the mock

nobility of art.'
' But mechanics, uneducated mechanics ! they

cannot comprehend good acting!' 'Stop, sir! good acting is

the true representation of human passions, and human pas-
sions existed ere school education commenced. You must
unlearn your stage tricks, and trust to nature alone. The
minds of the mechanics are undebauched by the monkeyings
of affectation, and they are fit for the operation of the teacher.'
'

But,' exclaims an afiected actress,
' am I to play before greasy,

unwashed men of occupation ? Am I to be looked on by such

vulgar people ,'*'

' Why not, lady ? there is less real coarseness in

them than in the tribes who at present haunt the boxes. They
will look earnestly, but they will not look lasciviously. Their

minds may be pure, though their externals be uncouth
;
and it is

with you to show your power in civilizing them, in humanizing
them, in refining them. Try your skill

;
it is a fair field for your

exertions. It is said that of old. Love wrought a marvel upon the

citizens of Abdera. Try, then, the effect of your beauty and win-

ning accents in modern times
;
but be that which you seem, or

your playing will be but mimicry. If you are not beneficent in

spirit, the lines of your face will be marked with hypocrisy when

you put on the appearance of it, and your power will vanish

before the instinctive perception of the untutored. Wear the

smile of the heart, and not the smile of the cheek, or you will fail

to call up gracious smiles from the hearts of others. Be unbend-

ing in spirit to the assaults of vice, for the mock frown which

knits the l)row to ape the semblance of virtue, carries no earnest

conviction with it. Think not of selfish joy, be not absorbed in

the malignant wish to mortify a rival artist, or an ugly fiend will

peep forth, mocking all your efforts. Think not of self, think

only of the impression you have to make on a large nunaber of
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your fellow-creatures, in order to work good upon them, to make
virtue lovely and vice hateful. Let your modelled accents teach

them the true use of language ;
let your beauty teach them the

love of all beauty ;
let your gait teach them grace of movement ;

and let your garments awaken the taste which is dormant within

them. Play in no piece which sound judgment condemns as

immoral, or productive of mischief, whatever be the fashion which

has sanctioned it. If you can do all this, and fill well a station

worthy of the proudest ambition, that of a teacher of the people,

go on. If you cannot, mingle once more with the herd, and give

place to a better and worthier being.
' But who is to pay us?'

asks Sylvester again ;

' the mechanics are not suflBciently well

off.'
' That is not true, Sylvester. Abundance of the mechanics

are sufficiently well off, earning three and five pounds per week

by skilled labour
;
and if they limit their numbers, they will be

still better off, not merely a portion of them, but the whole mass
will be well off. Instead of working from morning to night, three-

fourths of a day will be found sufficient for their comfortable

maintenance and the needful accumulation, and thus they will

have time to spare for the cultivation of their minds. The me-
chanics not able to maintain theatres ! You are dreaming,

Sylvester. Who maintains the army, and navy, and church, and

state, and the pension list, and pays the interest of the national

debt ? The working classes of the community, amongst whom
the mechanics form far the most productive portion. It is recorded

of Kean, that when he first played Sir Giles Overreach, on his

return home his wife asked him what success he had, and more

especially what Lord Essex said. Swallowing his usual quantity
of stimulus, he replied,

" Damn Lord Essex; I tell you the pit
thundered at me.'' The mechanics not maintain theatres! Where
do the taxes come from ? Leave a portion of them in their

pockets, instead of abstracting them for the convenience of the

Lords John and Charles, &c,, and the theatrical fund would not
be small. Go to, Sylvester ; you are shallow-minded, and not

a fitting teacher ? The day for mimics, like you, has gone by ;

we need men of mind and mould, who can understand as well as

speak all that is set down for them. We need instructed lec-

turers, and not pragmatic mountebanks.'
The day is gone by for the ancient description of plays

—the
British theatre, as it is pompously called. Ancient prejudices
can no longer be appealed to, for the prejudices have vanished,
and new plays must be produced, capable of taking hold of the

perceptions of the listeners. The world is older than it was, and
will not sit down day after day to the same banquet, merely be-
cause it has been sanctioned by custom. The hour may be the

same, but the cates must be varied. In works of imagination,

people require variety, and a constant renewal. They do not sit

down and read the same novels over and over again as they do
2X 2
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their tibles, and why should they see the same plays Over and
over again, even though they be the [)lays of William Shakspeare ?

Tuujours perdrix is a proverb as aj){)licable to plays as to music
;

and we have to thank Edward Lytton Bulwer that dramatic
authors have now one motive less to abstain from writing. The

public can no longer abide grandiloquence, and care more for the
' Rent Day/ than for ' Venice Preserved.' The former is to the

latter what a Waverley novel is to the ' Scottish Chiefs,' or 'Thad-
deus of Warsaw.' The latter served the turn in their day, but
have now paled their attractions. There are abundance of sub-

jects for dramatic interest, which will come home to all hearts,
and stir the very depths of passionate feeling. The passions
of the human heart are as they were of old, in all their charac-

teristicsj save their present superior refinement. Ardent love, and

deep gratitude, and furious hate, and deadly revenge, and gentle

pity, and melting charity, and godlike friendship, and blind ava-

rice, and self-sacrificing generosity, and devoted courage, and

withering malice, and high magnanimity, and coward fear—all

these passions remain the same as they ever were. Circum-

stances, costume, and the outward forms of speech, are all that

require altering to suit the altered conditions of humanity. But

plays must not be judged of as is at present the custom
; they

must have fair play. The actors must be the judges, and the

monopoly of authors must cease. Merit alone must rule; and it

will probably be found that those who are first-rate actors will

possess the talent to write first-rate plays. It should be so.

True genius cannot be confined to a small part of a thing; it

must embrace a whole. It is recorded of Shaks})eare that he w'as

an indifferent actor. How know we that ? Possibly the taste of

the time in acting was to ' out-Herod Herod,' and his acting was
in advance of such fustian. The public taste in acting is very
far from chaste even now, and there is no great hope of refining
the taste of the present play-going community ;

but new audiences

and a new system of management will work wonders. The

managers who undertake the business transactions must be simply
men of business, and not actors, and the actors and actresses

must be men and women of good feelings and moral (jualities.

At present, the behind-scene exhibitions are capable of exciting
little but disgust, like the scenes behind the boxes. It will be

very desirable also that the hours should be better regulated, that

both audience and actors may be enabled to attend without risk-

ing the loss of health.

The ultimate objects for which human beings gather themselves

together in large cities, at the risk of sacrificing some portion of

heahh by the loss of a free atmosphere, is the desire to enlarge
the sphere of human pleasures. One of the pleasures [)eculiar to

great cities, is the theatre, in wiiich two senses may be gratified at

once—hearing and seeing,
—and these two senses are brought to
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bear upon many subjects and objects. The modulation of the

human voice in perfect speech, when the various powers of oratory
are brought into play, is a pleasure of the most exalted and in-

tellectual kind. And the act of gazing on beautiful human forms,

singly and in groups, of marking the play of intellectual features,

and studying symmetric attitude, and graceful movements, amidst

the specimens of human art in the form of fine artificial scenery,
is also an exalted kind of pleasure infinitely more so than witness-

ing the debates of the 'Collective Wisdom of the Nation' as at

present they are carried on. And what are the qualities requisite
in a first-rate actor P I mean an actor as near perfection as

human nature can approach ;
an actor such as actors should be

and not as they have been. He must possess more, and higher

qualities, both of body and mind, than are required by any other

professor whatever. He has to represent the external signs of all

qualities peculiar to the nature and art of man, and unless he

thoroughly comprehends them he cannot embody them
;
he can

but mimic them as one actor may mimic the action of another.

An actor, in the proper signification of the word, is not an imitator,

but emphatically a doer. To 'act, to do, and to perform,' say the

grammar books, and all the words mean originality, not imitation.

A perfect actor then should possess a perfect form, and a 'face

divine,' all whose features are lit up by the strong spirit within.

His eyes should be like live coals glistening in intellectual bril-

liancy deep set beneath a lofty and expanded brow of marble,
whose outward form may indicate the brain within. His lips and
all the organs of voice should be so formed, as to modulate his

accents to every variety of tone, as clear in the slightest whisper,
as in the deepest bass, every syllable sharp and defined, giving
evidence that the speaker's mind is perfectly versed in the anatomy
of words—that he knows them of his own knowledge, and has not

sorted them out from the '

alms-basket,' to use for the nonce, after

the listened-to speech of others. Every sound should speak as if

it were his own sound, framed by his own judgment acting upon
his own exquisite sense of hearing, totally distinct from the voices

of those who learn speech by rote, without being conscious of any
correctness save that it is like the speech of others with whom they
have associated. His step should be like the tread of an Apollo,
firm and graceful ;

and he should be perfect in all those gymnastic
exercises which give to the mind a perfect control over the motions
of the body. He should be versed in the use of all weapons,
from the bare knife of the naked savage, up to the sword and
buckler of the mailed champion. His muscular arm should play
the light foil with graceful quickness, and speed a feathered shaft

with a true aim, whirl a broad blade like the rapid sweep of a
windmill arm, and poise a heavy rifle with a grip of iron, immov-
able as the steeled block of an anchor-smith. The stamp of his

foot should be like the '

bidding of a monarch '—not as monarchs
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now are, but as old Homer described them. You, good critic of
the present stage, will say that all this is too corporeal, and has
little to do with the actual business of the stage. I tell you that

all these things serve to develope the perfections of a man's body ;

they tend to give him
' The front of Jove himself,

An eye, like Mars, to threaten and command,
A station, like the herald Mercury.

* « * * *

A combination and a form indeed,
Where every god doth seem to set his seal,

To give the world assurance of a man.'

It is through the eye that an actor makes his first appeal to the

hearts and brains of an audience, and to make his first appeal
successful, he should show that his mind's volition, his magnificent
will, sways every movement of the frame it inhabits, even as by the

inflection of voice and knee the rider rules the motions of the

gallant steed beneath him. The hand of the actor should be like

an ensign of command, when it is lifted in expressive action. The
extension of his finger should arrest attention, like the impending
stroke of an uplifted sword. Such should be the material organ-
ization of an actor, and the mind to inhabit it should not be less

rich. He should be a poet, i. e. he should have a clear percep-
tion of all beauty both in nature and art. If he have not this per-

ception he cannot comprehend the words of poets, and if he be a

[)oet, he will be able to write plays himself. He should be a philo-

logist, to enable him to dive into the hidden meanings of words,
and thus ever use them with effect. He should be a linguist, in-

asmuch as that faculty is a [)Owerful help to a clear enunciation,
and the knowledge of other languages is necessary to those who
would truly present the manners and customs of the people of

other climes. He should j)0ssess a general knowledge of anatomy,
and a clear perception of the details of human beauty as well in

person as in feature. For want of this perception it is, that many
actors, in striving by art to give character and expression to their

faces, produce only deformity. Moreover the knowledge of ana-

tomy and esj)ecially of comparative anatomy is necessary to the

clear comprehension of the eil'ect of the varying passions of human
nature. And if Ihe anatomy of the body be an important requi-

j-ite, how much more so must be the anatomy of the mind. The
actor must be a metaphysician, or be cannot deal with the refined

subtilties which im[)art lights and shadows to character. He
must be a logician, or he cannot trace cflects up to their causes.

J^heloric and oratory must walk hand in hand with him. He
must be versed in history, or he cannot eml)ody historic facts in spirit

and ill truth. His knowledge of costume should be widely ex-

tended, and he should combine just taste with antiquarian skill.

And in addition to all this, the wider his knowledge and grasp of
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the physical world the more perfect will be his power. Know-

ledge is the tool, and wisdom is the guiding hand. Reader, thou

wilt perhaps smile, and ask where the men are to be found pos-

sessing so many admirable qualities. Doubtless they are rarities

in the present generation, but it follows not that a better system
will not make them more common. Whenever a perfect physical

organization may exist,—and this is of more frequent occurrence

than is generally allowed,—the perfect training of the mind will

develope all the excellence of which it is capable. Were a
Crichton to appear under a system of theatrical arrangement such

as I have faintly shadowed forth, he could not find a sphere of

exertion wherein he could develope his excellencies with such

perfect utility, so much to the advantage and instruction of his

fellow-creatures, as on the stage. And what might not corre-

sponding excellence in woman produce ? The heart leaps while

the imagination glances at such things, and the judgment whispers
that they will be within human reach as wisdom shall advance.

Junius Redivivus.

July 7, 1833.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF PEL. VERJUICE.

A STRAY CHAPTKR WITH THE EPISODE OF THE DRIED FONT.

*#* A sketchy allusioa to the incidents of the tale of the ' Dried Font,' illustrative of
some metrical scraps of mine, was printed in the Liverpool Kaleidoscope, in February,
1829 ; it did not exceed twenty or thirty lines. I here present the story in full.

'

Sir, I was then in light and lusty youth ;

And ignorant of peril, while it threw
Fair things before me; and now memory's truth,

Flashing its lustre backward, can renew
The past, and every sense again endue
With that spring freshness, and that plastic mould

At forty years, which twenty summers knew.'
* * « « •

'Come, Pietrol La Casa del Diavolo?' * Scior sci:' was Pietro
Camiso's reply. Pietro Caraiso was a bushy-headed, buUfinch-nosed,

cat-eyed, reddish-brown, ochre-faced, clean-chinned, mustachio-lipped
Spalatrese ; and ' Scior sci

'

(pronounced shore shee) was his patois for
'

Signior si.' Pietro Camiso's history has nothing to do with my tale,

except it be to account for the manner in which I made his acquaint-
ance, and why I was at this time in his company. Pietro had, in his

boyhood, youth, and early manhood, acquired a familiarity with the
Canali di Zara, Spalatro, and Brazza, in a single-masted craft of small

tonnage, which plied between Zara and Spalatro, occasionally tripping
round Sabioncello to Ragusa. He had even passed the Bocca de
Cattaro, and visited tlie terra incognita of the republic of Montenegri.
Many a rich cargo of maraschino had Pietro carried to Spalatro ; and
many a head-ache in Spalatro could testify the virtue of the said
maraschino. But this proved to be too narrow a sea for Pietro Ca-
miso's ambition to sail in

;
and he advanced himself to the dignity of
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capitano of a trabacolo of Pola, La Madre di tutli gli Angeli, which
fetched and carried between that port, Venice, and Fiume. It was an

unlucky day for Pietro, when, seduced by the yellow smile and orato-

rical jingle of an additional zecchino, he bargained to navigate
' the

Mother of all the Angels
'

to the mouth of the Tagliamento, there to

take in a cargo of bricks for Chiozza ; for within one hour of his

tripping his anchor, he, and his deeply laden trabacolo, were prize to

certain boats of his majesty's ship A— ,
which picked up the Mother

of all the Angels as she was yawing about in the fog. So Pietro and
his trabacolo full of bricks did not go to Chiozza that time, but, alter-

ing course, followed in the frigate's wake, made fast to a hawser, with

five other victimized small craft, Hke bosses on the tail of a boy's kite,

and in this order entered Porto San Giorgio, at Lissa, where ' the

Mother of all the Angels' was safely dehvered of her bricks. But even
now Pietro Camiso could turn his wits to account; for being familiar

with every nook in the Dalmatian Islands, and experienced in the

depth of water in every inlet and bay along the coast from Spalatro
to Trieste, he soon forgot his grief for the loss of his trabacolo, in

the profits which accrued on his services as pilot, in our along-shore

expeditions and boat-marauding excursions ; and many a countryman
and countryman's neighbour of Pietro's dropped into the open jaws of

the foe, Avbich lay, as per direction given by Pietro, to catch them.
Pietro herein showed liimself philosopher and philanthropist ; he was
desirous of giving his friends the benefit of his experience ; though, I

am sure, on many occasions of encounter and tussle, some of which
Avere rather rude, he wished himself snug under the lee of a stout

maraschino butt at Zara.

Pietro, in addition to his services as pilot on the water, had often-

times volunteered to be our guide on the land, and none of the party
was merrier on the capture of woolly bears, (sheep,) baby lowers, (young
oxen,) and squealers, (hogs,) than was Pietro

; though, probably, the

spoil was gathered from his own kith and kin, occasionally. Some-
times our shore visits were made Avithout a thought of depredation,
and as the amphitheatre at Pola presented itself in all its attraction of

curiosity, in our frequent glimpses of it from the AA'ater, some of us—
but come, let me speak in tlie first person singular, or I shall entangle

my narrati\'e—I resolved, if possible, to haA'^e a nearer vieAV of it
;
but

this Avas not to be obtained without considerable risk. The French

flag was flying every Avhere along that shore : it flourished on the

Avhole coast of the Adriatic, from the lieel of the Italian boot, Cape St.

Mai'y, upAvards, and down on the opposite shore, to Ragusa : a Avarn-

ing to us to keep of, or come on at our peril. When curiosity is strong
it laughs at little dangers, and cannot see great ones. My excited

curiosity might be gratified during the night, and Avith cautious tread-

ing tliere Avould be but little danger, especially as the Avary Pietro Avas

at hand, and the moon Avould increase the beauty and enrich the im-

pressive grandeur of the scene. With tliese thoughts, after the night's

duty of reconnoitring the harbour, to note the number, character, and

I)osition of the vessels which lay there very quietly ;
but especially to

ascertain the condition of a large Polacca ship, Avhose slim masts

tapered prettily up to tlie sky: Ave had a notion of giving her *

snug-
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ger lying
'
in Lissa harbour—to this end, about two o'clock in the

morning, we were standing in towards that projection of rocks, which

runs out west from the bay of Pola, in the yawl, which was manned by
ten stout, dare devils for rowers, and three 'jollies' sitting in the

stern sheets, where were also I and Charles Nourse, holding converse

Avith Pietro Camiso. ' La Casa del Diavolo ?' said I.
' Ma, per che?

* Scior sci,' said Pietro, and proceeded to relate, with due emphasis and
' Oh's and Hah's!' and sundry head shakings and hand upliftings, the

manner in which a trio of pious Fradelli laid their heads together to

build a church to the glory of the holy
—

(I have forgotten the saint's

name, but it is the same brazen fellow who stands a tip-toe on the top
of the Torazzo at Rovigno, a few miles from Pola)

— and in the midst

of their debate, a gentleman in a dark blue cloak, with a red feather

in a broad-leafed capello, which capello seemed to rest on certain in-

visible protuberances on his forehead, suddenly presented himself in

the earnestness and very marrow of their counsel, and, with much

politeness in his manner, sat down, arranging his feet under the table,
and then smiled his wish to aid in their consultation, to which the

priests thankfully assented ; but as he pleaded thirst from a long and
warm walk, a cup of wine was proposed to cool and lubricate his

throat, in which the brotherhood, in sheer good fellowship, partici-

pated : health, prosperity, long life, and success in all designs, were

mutually pledged, and the gentleman in the red-feathered capello,

(which at first gave somewhat of offence, as he never lifted it from his

head,) informed them, most graciously, that his assistance in the build-

ing was at their command— '

any thing he could do to serve them,'
the only return for which he stipulated being their prayers, and a

repetition of their lately uttered good wishes
;

to this instant and full

acquiescence was given, and they sat to it till the three cowled heads
nuzzled the table, and the gentleman evaporated, leaving them asleep.
And lo ! as all three at once opened their eyes in the morning, they saw
the sides of the little cell stepping out, all round, and lengthening up-
wards, into a noble and gorgeous building, full of altar places, and
confessionals, and gilded colonnades, and fine pictures and beautiful

images.
' And there it is,' said Pietro,

' as much as remains of it,*

pointing to the amphitheatre,* which was now distinctly visible under
the eye of the moon ;

' but oh ! would you think it, Scior, the very
first time that mass was sung in it, just as Frere Matteo was lifting
the sacred cup to his lips, a clap of thunder shook the building, and the
roof tumbled in, crash! crash! and down it fell! and buried every
body beneath the ruins ! except Frere Matteo, who was seen to fly

away through the top, with a score of dragons at his heels, lashing
him with their forky tails.'

'

Oh, then, it was the devil that built the
Casa?' '

Scior, sci—but how could the Fradelli be blamed ? they did
not know who had got into their company—and the gentleman was so
civil too !'

' And a skilful workman,' said Nourse ;

'
I wish he would

come to Lissa, and build us a few seventy-fours, for we shall require
them up here if they send out a few such ships as the Rivoii, which is

fitting out at Venice.' '

Troppo
—

iroppo .' Guarda .' La Luna !' ex-
claimed Pietro, in evident alarm, as the oars were now cutting deep

The amphitheatre at Pola is better known in Istria as La Casa del Diavolo.
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gashes in the laughing ripples that flickered brilliantly in the line

of the moon's wake, which set all objects within its range as distinctly

clear, as if it were mid-day's brightness.
'

Largo—largo T However,
we were now nearing the point of debarkation, and rounding the pro-

montory, Pietro was at once relieved, for we were instantly in deep
shadow. Silently the muffled oars were tossed out of their rowlocks,

and quietly boarded
;
and the bowman, alternately shoving and haul-

ing upon his boathook, carried the boat into the little creek which

indented the line and base of the rock, and was as smooth as the water

in a deep well. A snug little cove it was, where a boat might lie un-

perceived and unsuspected of being there for a month on occasion.

After landing (Pietro piloting) we traversed the strip of sand, not two
feet broad, which fringes the base line of the rocks, for a few steps,

and then scrambling upwards, verging starboard and port as the hand

and footholding required, gained the top. The course to our object,
which was not visible from thrs point, Avas about S. E., but by taking

that, we should have been exposed to observation on its elevated sur-

face, and must necessarily have passed by several buildings which lay
between our place of landing, in line with the amphitheatre. So Pietro

took a broad sheer to the N.E. and held on, with little variation from

that course, for about half an hour
; myself and Nourse picking our

steps after him in silence. Now vegetation began to thicken, and we
waded through a brook that babbled most musically in the stillness of

the night, while the moon washed her face in it. On getting across

we veered suddenly to the south, and plunged through a thicket into a

footpath, which ran through what seemed to be a domain of garden
and pleasure grounds in ruins, overrun with brambles

; yet at every

step shrubs and flowers wafted to the senses various and mingling
perfumes : and now, turning westward a little, we rose on a gentle hill,

which exhibited masses of broken walls, and down on its other brow
a roofless, fragment-bestrewn mansion, dreary, solemn, and desolate in

the midst of so much beauty : for from this point was seen, a littlfe to

the left of the distance, not the entire outline, part of it was hidden by
a hill, the dark grandeur of the amphitheatre, towering in stately sub-

limity ; and between the trunks of the trees, and up through foliage
at their topmost branches, directly before and outspread below, The

Bay of Pola, and the Adriatic, burnished with a line of silver, sliiver-

ing and flashing, as the young waves danced upon it. Stepping
among tlie ruins, which straggled out to some distance from the main

building, we fell again into the path, which continued for about half a

mile by what seemed to have been the course of a stream, though it

was now filled or choked up with weeds and debris, and suddenly ter-

minated in a precipice about twenty feet in height. On the side of

this precipice, halfway down, a rock or ledge apparently projected, but

a closer inspection discovered it to be a natural basin, starting from
the face of the rock. It bore marks of the chisel, for its rim was

sculpttn-ed ornamentally, tliough the work was so much worn and de-

cayed as to he, in the shadow, scarcely perceptible. Pietro called this
' the Dried Font.' As this was not our present object we descended
the slope (whicli had evidently been cut into steps) by the side of the

precipice, and stood a moment on the margin of the hollow, into which
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doubtless the stream had once poured ; then we mftrched on towards

the amphitheatre, verging a little to the left ; we moved at a rapid

pace ; but it seemed to come no nearer after twenty minutes' walk.

The distinctness in which it stood, in bold and massive outline from
the ruins of the mansion, caused an erroneous estimate as to its dis-

tance ; here we turned the base of a hill, rising a little on its slope,
and descending on the other front, walked a hundred yards further,

and stood in the deep shadow of the amphitheatre, gazing upwards
through the triple range of arcades—through the vacant space, and
out again at the opposite sky ;

—an ocean of light limpid blue I I

scrambled up the walls, no difficult matter, for at this point the loosened

fragments were heaped sufficiently high to enable me to reach the first

opening by an easy spring, and by a similar assistance I descended into

the area, and stood gazing in that indescribable but rapturous confu-

sion of the senses, which, I dare say, many of my readers have expe-
rienced whenever overawed by the sudden impressive burst of. a

spectacle
—

(the entrance to Tintern Abbey, seventeen years after-

wards, was a feeble something like it)
—that delicious bewilderment

of the thoughts in which you are more disposed to shed tears, than

able to adopt any other mode of expressing yourself: the heart heaves

and swells ready to burst ;
there is an utter inability to concentrate the

faculties to any one point of observation or of reflexion ; there is a

kind of greedy devouring in the gaze, as if it feared any object, part,
or particle should elude its grasp, yet it cannot rest on any one part
or particle, smaller or greater object, for a single instant. It is all

craving, hungry and dissatisfied wonder. The line, or rather the broad

sheet of wall, partly whitened by the moon, and cut into many sharply
defined shadows, lifting itself up aloft towards the sky, which stooped
down to embrace it, and the absence of beginning or end, no point
from which the vision could start in direction of range, while the eve

repeatedly and vainly attempted such a process ; and more than aU, the

swelling and soaring effect on the imagination that was produced in

the alternations of clear, pure, luminously blue sky, and the dark wall

by the uppermost ranges of arcades : O, the wondrous and delicious

beauty of that moonlit heaven when it is thus viewed ! The light is

thrown back into vast, vast distance here, and seems there hanging
within your tangible grasp, more calmly and gloriously lustrous in

either.
'

Reader, reader ! create such a scene in your imagination, and

let me leave you to bathe your soul, and swim and sail in the ecstasy
which you will feel, if you have a soul!

It forms no part of the object of this narrative to describe the

building, to give you its admeasurement, &c. ; if I had carried lines

and scales for the express purpose of ascertaining its dimensions, I

should have thought no more of them than if they had been sunk
' where fathom-line did never touch the ground.' I will tell you
merely that the external wall, the shell of the roofless building, is

complete, except towards the south-east, where there is a huge gap
from the parapet lessening downwards, and a narrow strip or split

continued from it to a good long line, through which a keen and bril-

liant ray of the moon cut with singularly beautiful effect, as it spread
its length out on the area. It allured one to take hold of it, and I
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actually did stoop to touch it. But the tiers of seats, which once gave
accommodation to twenty thousand spectators, can only be guessed at
in some fragments v/hich are strewn about the area. After a little

struggling, and a trifle of shin scraping, as I groped my way through
what seemed to be a line of vaults broken and obstructed by dilapida-
tions, (it was the bridge on wliich the seats had been erected, and at

one time extended around and in gradated heights up the walls,) I

found means to exalt myself to the second range of arches, openings,
windows I suppose they may be called, and there stood on a shelf or

ledge that abutted inwards from the wall, and leaning on what, in my
ignorance of architectural technology, I must designate the sill of the

window, gazed on the bay of Pola, down to the left on the flat roofs

and ribbed tilings of the city
—and on the vessels, some standing out

in the light, and others obscured in the darkness—then outwards far,
far upon the face of the Adriatic, where I distinctly saw, blackening
up from the waters, my roving dwelling-place, my wandering habita-

tion, my beloved and beautiful home, the A— , the happiest home I

ever knew I I thought then, and I yet think, language could not

impress paper, nor voice give to the ear the enchanting beauty of that

view, neither is the Avorld's heart nor its wisdom plastic and capacious

enough to receive it. It is from repeated instances of this powerless-
ness of the thoughts that I have been led to question the writer's

truth who has ' written poems on the spot' descriptive of the scene and
his impressions, when surveying an extraordinary splendour or mag-
nificence of nature or of art, unless it has been on a second, third,

fourth, fifth, or twentieth visit ; so that he might then subdue the

uproar in his thoughts, and assume a steadiness to his purpose ; for

that same mental and constitutional conformation which enables him
to take impressions so deeply and so vividly, will effectually bar the

concentration of thought which is necessary in writing the impres-
sions down. I grant ye, if his mind be of foot-rule and fathom-line

quality, his aim will be attained; but it is not of such I speak. I

admit that striking points may be arranged and fastened on the mind
of my proper man ; but I believe it is only on a recreation of, and
after reflection on, the past, that these have been combined and given
to the world, in a spirited, energetic, and correct picture of words.

This, I am sure, is the case with myself at least; rapturous confusion,
intoxicated bewilderment, have ever been my sensations while the

oljjects were under my physical gaze ;
therefore I ever look on

' written on the spot' with suspicion, if the writing be true, bold, and

sharp and deeply cut. AVhen it is tame and duck-pondish, it passes
for ' written on the spot' with me. You may take notes if you please,
but do not call that ' written on the spot.' Perhaps, however, I am in

error, and appear bigoted in thus '

measuring other people's corn by
my bushel.' Possibly there are some spirits who can take a soaring,
and yet collected flight, where I, in the overwhelmingness of impres-
sions, in which nothing is defined, and a hundred streams rush at once
with a ciushing and devouring influence into my thoughts, attempt to

fly, but my wings collapse after a few dull, unmeaning flappings.
The moon's fair and bright face was fast dimming in the approach

of day, a fiercer luminary was threatening to stare her into pale bash-
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fulness, while yet I lingered there, and hefore turning to leave the

place, the sun was gilding the crests of the Carniolan mountains. It

was necessary now to retrace our course ; and I was surprised, as we
marched along, that the very cautious and extremely wary Pietro had
been in no hurry, nor expressed the least impatience at the delay

—not

a single
'
Scior' passed his lips in warning ; this, however, I attributed

to his feeling of perfect security.
In reapproaching the precipice and ' Dried Font,' the guide again

directed attention to it. On a close inspection, I discovered that the

rim or lip of the basin contained round it a band line of small per-
forations, and at once saw the beautiful effect for which that had been
done when the basin was supplied with water, which was not thrown
into it by the cascade, but descended through small fissures in the

face of the rock, and had been turned off by some process from the

main stream above, and so trickled down through the crevices. From
the basin the overflow through the perforations must have descended
in a silvery shower into the bed of the cascade. On the verge of the

overhanging ledge above the font a moss-covered stone seat still

occupied the place which it held in the days of that rare scene's glory
and beauty, and our return course showed more clearly the extraordi-

nary scenic loveliness which must have reigned there; but some
remarks of Pietro Camiso's respecting a tale connected with this

Font awakened curiosity and inquiry. Pietro could not tell the tale

so well as his amico, (I forget his name, and I am sorry that I do
;

he was a kind-hearted and clear-thoughted old fellow. Perhaps the

name will come back to me as I proceed.)
* Who is he V ' He lives

in the cottage under the ruins.' This cottage had escaped my ob-
servation

;
but now there it was, propped against the external wall of

the mansion ; three of its sides built of the fragments, and the fourth

formed by the ancient mason-work—a rough excrescence growing
from it, a fungus on a withered trunk. If I were writing to make a

book, I should elaborate a description of this cottan:e ; everv turn

and mound in the garden, each bend of the stream
;
how it was there

hidden by a clump of perfumy shrubs, how there the slender branches

and foliage stooped down to kiss the water as it flitted by them, &c.

«S;c., for they are all as clearly before my eyes on this 23dJuly, 1833,
as they were on the morning of August 8th, 1811. And if ever I

could hope to win a reader's approving smile by scenic description,
certainlv it would be this one which I should select to exercise ray
skill upon ; for though I had looked on many before, and have gazed
on many since, none has ever called up similar sensations so strongly.
It was that saddening and melancholy pleasure of tracing loveliness

and elegance in ruins, the reuniting of broken and disjointed beauty,
the reanimating of its charms, even while you commiserate its death
and wreck ; and thought would sigh as it revelled through the re-

creations of memory. Ay, sir, sigh, for we can sigh, we do weep in

delight. But the attempt to describe would exhibit only the feeble-

ness of written words. This I have felt a thousand times. In task-

ing myself to the delineation of what my eyes had looked upon as

grand and beautiful in scenic nature, I never said or wrote any tliino-

that was more than a mockery of my thoughts. Though I confess to
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a notion that the naturally adapted tone of a capacious (I do not, by
that word, mean boisterous) voice, will paint better than brush and
colours will do.*

Now, pass on, if you please, across the old bed of the stream at this

point, and, a few steps more, enter the ruins of the chateau, under
the architrave of a dilapidated window

; destruction has facilitated

access, it has removed all barriers of bolts, locks, and doors. You
may walk in with a little clambering over the heaps ; but look first

along the line of wall, and all that remains of its architectural design
and beauty- Is it a work of Palladio ? I should so think it, though
I cannot show that he ever visited Istria, or that his genius threw its

splendour across the Adriatic, in a plan which others executed while

he lived. No, there is a date which marks that portion of the erec-

tion at least to have taken place nearly a century after the marshal-

ling of his self-superintended triumphs
—mdclxiii. There is yet the

partial blackening of the smoke, as if a current of air had just now
brushed it across the numbers, which themselves look not a month
old. In, press through the rank weeds

; they grow in rough and rude

luxuriance about the whole extent of the enclosure, forcing themselves

between the fragments, and clipping and entwining them in fellow-

ship. Here, mount on this cemented mass
;

it is but a stretchy step;

here, hence the eye may range over the whole. You cannot spring

up? Give me your hand then—now. Stop, what means this? A
cross cut deeply in the face of the marble, and as fresh as if the

chisel had wrought on it but yesterday. A memento ! surely not a

tombstone ? There is a meaning for this ; we may know it soon,

perhaps. Happiness may once have found a home here. Wealth
and abundance, certainly, have been residents

; perhaps luxury, or

splendour without luxury, for time and fire have not effaced the

gorgery entirely. You can trace, even now, the dim remains of the

fresco whieh ornamented the walls; but it is impossible to say to what

story that beautiful head, looking back, as if flying in fear, belongs ;

there is a hand, too, pouring water from an amphora down on a foot,

the sandal of which is loosened, on another compartment, and the foot

and liand belong to two different sexes. No, this is not a Palladio,

nor the architecture of liis disciples, for that long line of wall is

broken by a recess, in the fashion of an oriel window, containing
remnants of what we usually call gothic shafts. At least I can re-

member nothing in the works of Palladio or his disciples in which

that style of building is adopted. Elsewhere that golden ray from

the morning's sun would be cheering in its effect ;
but here, on this

fire-haggarded and time-shaken monument of calamity, it seems to

scotf, and stands a derisive laugh at misery. Or, reader, did you
ever see that slowly-moving or moveless smile, which curls the lip,

and jiales the cheek, and makes paleness wan, while the heart beneath

is breaking ? ] have seen it. Like it is the sun-light on that wall.

Or is it not the ray of a prosperous star, which shines too late to cheer,

for the temple of hope is in ruins, and heeds not, for it cannot feel the

* liut we have '

diaiif^ed all this' in Knf^laiid ;
which is one cause of our not per-

ceiving' how the oratory of Demostheues produced such wonderful efiects as are

nscfibed to it.
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•warmth now? But liker, far liker is it to the bland smile and
courteous glance that drop on the intended victim—which sport and
shine to mask the bleakness of a corrupted thought, and callous

treachery. The portion of the building in which we now stand was

probably the Atria to that hall, which, from its size, and the vestiges
of profuse decoration, it is easy to suppose was once magnificent, and
echoed the laugh of revelry, and reflected the glory of eyes which
dazzled each other with beauty and gay lustre. Now, how sad ;

rendered ten times more sad by these torn records of its former splen-
dour. See, jutting from the crevice, between that charred beam and
the wall which clips it, a single scarlet flower contrasts its fresh youth
and loveliness with the blackness of the wood. It is one sole, pure,
and healthy thing smiling in the midst of an enduring pestilence, un-
conscious of the death which looks upon and surrounds it. It is a fair-r

hope light that gleams to cheer the storm-tossed spirit ; or a guileless
child keeping the vigil during the sleep of groups of desperate men,

fatigued with ruffian toil. It is a little bright star, shining singly and

solitarily in the sky all night. And who would pluck it ? Do not

touch it ; here let it stay, and live and die : it beautifies desolation,
and desolation worships it.

It is not likely that this survey, cursoiy as it was, should diminish
the desire to know the history of the place ; and Pietro Camiso's

repeated ejaculations of '

paiivretti,' having reference to the persons
whose calamitous fate was connected with the ruins, the cottage of his

amico was now the object to which we turned our eyes. The door by
which the ground-floor apartments were entered, was closed ; but a flight
of rude stone steps led exteriorly to the upper chambers, the portal of

which, as we began to ascend, opened, and a most venerable looking
man, with a head of flowing hair that was as white as the snow on
the Carniolan alps, hailed us with a clear-toned, a kind-toned ' Buono
Giorno,' closing a volume at the same moment, and retaining it, with
the finger mark, in his hand, as most cheerfully he welcomed us. While
he and Pietro were busied in setting black bread, goat's milk and

cheese, and some delectable purple grapes before us, I looked at the

old man a request of permission to open the book, which now lay on
a stool.

'

Si, signior, si.' It was the ' Gierusaleme Liberato,' and I

commenced forthwith, at the opening stanza, and trolled out, with
» bad emphasis and bad discretion,'

' Canto I'anne pietose, e il Capitano,
Che grau' sepolcro libero de Christo .'

The old man caught the words, threw down the grapes, capsized a

bowl of milk, ran to me and smacked my cheeks with half a dozen

kisses, and continued the theme, while arranging the eatables and

drinkables, with enthusiasm flashing eyes ; and so through our repast,
which was as heartily accepted, as it was most freely off'ered ; and from
this rare old man—he was an Istrian peasant, truly the son of an
ostler— I heard the history of ' The Dried Font.'

The communicated facts did not refer back to the period when the

mansion was erected, nor to the time the hand of art was employed
to decorate the natural formation of the Font ;

but a legend had long
existed in the family of Oschiaro, to whom the chateau and its
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domains had for centuries belonged, which pronounced the failure of the

line, and extinction of the name, on the drying up of that Font. The
last Count Oschiaro had an only son, who, with unusual comeliness of

person, combined the rarer graces of quick impressibility, which were
nurtured by a cultivated intellect ; but there was in him that corporeal
delicacv, on which an ardency of feeling, when it was aroused by the

insensibility or injustice of others, shook v.'ith a violence that threat-

ened early ruin. By the boisterous, those whose knowledge of him
was limited to that surface which Avas exhibited in the ordinary
tenour of his way, he was regarded rather as a being whom they

might pity ;
the better of them compassionated his weakness, and

sought him only with the demeanour of protectors ; others despised him
as imbecile, and anticipatively viewed him as their prey. Miscalcu-

lating his evidences of gentleness, the disposition to retire within

himself, the yielding of his manner, these were sometimes encouraged
to advance beyond the limits of endurance. Then rose the hitherto

subdued elements of his nature, which transformed the feeble and fra-

gile youth into a giant ;
the bursting of the storm caused the insolent

intruders to start back amazed at the strength which they had derided,

affecting, while they retreated from it, still to make it a jest. They
found that though he shivered and shrank from the breeze, he would

oppose and battle with the tempest, though the encounter must de-

stroy him. Few around him Avere formed for companionship with
such a being ; and his life was passed in pursuits and pleasures which
were strangely opposite to those to which their tastes allured them.
But who could be more beloved than he was by all who sought fellow-

ship with him, or who looked to him for protection I
' The best of his

name was the last of his race,' is to this hour the melancholy dirge of
the grandchildren of those who remembered Count Lucio. He was

happy in the happiness which he saw in, and imparted to others. The
wounds of dissention were healed by his hand ;

and his arbitration in

disputes sent the reconciled parties away pleased with each other, and
almost glad that they had quarrelled, because that liad enabled them
to feel Signior Lucio's benign interference. The natural goodness of
his heart, the free giving bounty of his spirit, had enjoyed the sin-

gular—oh, most rare, rare blessing of living on, and growing up
through youth to manhood, unperverted.
An orphan girl, daughter of a former comrade and oft-tried friend

of Count Oschiaro, had been bequeathed by her dying father to his

ciiarge. Slie was then in early girlhood, blooming in all the promise
of future loveliness, and she never learnt how beautiful she was

;

she was like a gentle flower that now stoops, now lifts its head upon
its slencU-r stem, unconscious of its form or the exquisite charm of its

tints, retiring and placid as though it would wish to live unseen but

by fairy eyes. With her stature grew, and that unconsciously, what
at first was the tenderness of brotherly and sisterly affection, between
Mehiza and I.,ucio. T^nconscious on her part, at least, for though she

knew herself to be, by her dead father's interference, betrothed to

Count .Ii'lda/, the quiet cheerfuhiess of her thoughts was never broken

by any uneasiness us the time approached when he should be expected
to arrive to claim and carrv her awiiv as liis bride. She had not
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dwelt upon it. She was too innocent to dream of sorrow; but the

sadness which she oftentimes saw clouding Lucio's brow, calling up
her sympathy, drew from him the declaration, and imparted to her
that knowledge which at once chilled her with the sense of reality. It

was about a month before he did come, that a courier from Fiume
arrived at the mansion with a packet from the Count Jeldaz to Count

Oschiaro, announcing his intention to be there on a stated day ; ano-
ther also, containing a few words, and a present of rich jewels for

Melaza, which she received in pale and trembling silence
; and after

standing for a few minutes gazing at the packet, from svhich she
seemed to shrink, holding it forward as if she wished the messenger
to take it from her again, she hastily quitted the room and its occu-

pants, the Count and the messenger, without speaking or looking off

the packet. Her guardian smiled at this, attributing it to the pertur-
bation of maiden bashfulness ; and speedily dispatched the messenger
with promises of honouring welcome, &c. Lucio was made aware of the
visit of the courier only as he saw him spurring on the road to Lisignan,
where the bark lay in waiting to bear him back to Fiume. As Melaza,
he found, had quitted the chateau, he sought her through the gardens,
and on arriving at the precipice, found her lying motionless and cold

on the ground, her head resting on the stone seat, on the ledge over-

hanging the Font. The blood had trickled on the seat from her brow,
which had struck the stone as she fell. There she lay, with the

crushed up packet suspended from her pale fingers, which were en-

tangled in the silken strings which enwrapped it.
'

Melaza, Melaza!'
he groaned as he raised her, and then drew her towards the stream,
and there sprinkled her forehead and face with the cold drops, which
recalled her breathing ;

and the first impression of returning sense

was a bitter smile which broke into a bubbling sigh. From that

moment she fast withered
;

and Lucio's melancholy gave way to

deeper sadness
;
and long, long intervals of silence. Morning, noon,

and evening they walked together to that spot, to stand gazing, as

they bent over it, on their images reflected in the translucent and

liquid mirror beneath them ;
and scarcely any other word was inter-

changed, save those ever repeated names,
' Melaza !'

' Lucio !'

Reader, were you ever immersed in an unconquerable grief, while

the sounds of mirth and the joyousness of festivity rang in your ears?

Did you ever hear your irrepressible sighs echoed by a shout of

laughter? you will know that your grief receives no anodyne from
such sounds. With what howling mockery must they have rung on
the ears of Melaza, who, at early morning's dawn heard the bustle of

preparation, the joyful anticipations and cheerful welcomings of

gathering hundreds, as she lay in her chamber, and felt herself the

victim about to be immolated in the cause for which all this busy,

mirth-teeming uproar and sparkling pleasure was elicited ! But she

arose, and passively received the aid of her attendants, as they orna-

mented her for the sacrifice, and mingled the labour with their glee,

chirping their hopes and mshes the while. She descended among
the patrician guests, many of whom had already arrived to honour the

day. The first glare of the gaiety and splendour stunned her facul-

ties, and she stood gazing in the silence of stupefaction, as the voices

of congratulation dropped on her unheeding and unlistening ears.

No. 81. 2 Y
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Her guardian prompted her replies to the glittering throng, which
she uttered in little words, so faint, they had scarcely disturbed a

gossamer had it floated within the circumflexion of her breath. The

woe-begone smile that fluttered on her lips faded—faded into marble

composure, as the looks and tones of encouragement to gladness met
her on every side. Alas I they deemed it timid, sinking, maiden bash-

fulness in her ; they saw not that neither thought nor will was in the

few faint words that floated from her lips and died within the circle of

her breath. To task the features, tongue, and frame to mingle in

pleasures, while every pulsation of the heart is a throb of misery, is

only mockery of their anguish ;
and every word which would tell the

victim to forget, does but cause the grief to cling with closer enfold-

ing. Oh, bid the sightless e}''es revel and range over forms and
scenes of beauty !

—bid the one in chained and fettered limbs laugh
at restraints and freely dance !

—bid the exhausted frame be agile as

the forest fawns ; and plunge the wretch that faints with feverish

burning in streams of fire
;
when the concentrated heat rushes to the

brain and leaves the heart an icicle—so in the midst of the splendid

array which encompassed Melaza and mocked her misery, her thoughts
foamed o'er a waste

' Of blighted hopes and flowefs decayed ;
—

Leafless and all their perfume gone,
—

A limitless, unchanging shade,
Lit by no cheering ray;

—not one!'

And beware, ye wise, ye gravely consoling, how ye intrude
;
leave

such suffering to loneliness ; for solitude is its sole relief; or sigh and

weep with it, if ye would, can, sympathize. It will partially, and
more and more forget itself, in seeking to alleviate the pain which

your sympathy evinces. Come, cavillers, or else show me a sounder,
a truer system of philosophy.
The whole road, from the mansion down to Cape Proraontorio and

to Lisignan, was animated with groups of holiday expectants, and the

passing of messengers, who carried, every half hour, reports from

those who were stationed to watch from the outstretching cape, up
the Gulf of Fiume, for the approach of the galley, which at first

appeared a dot on the water
;
and now moved along on the smooth,

sun-planished surface of the sea, by the even stroke of sixty oars,

dipping, rising, flashing, and falling in unison : the white sails

slumbering in minute fits, as the small breeze kissed them,—and the

rich carving and gilding of the prow, sparkling in the reflection of

the crispy foam, whose white curls took, in reciprocation, the yellow
hue. The first intelligence of the galley being in sight called forth a

cheer, which was tossed from group to group on the road, and

deposited in the mansion, where all, with one impulse, received and

echoed it : all—except oiui— one on whose forehead, face, neck, and

liml)s, as the sound struck her, the dew of hopelessness and dismay

hung in drops, and glistened out from the deathy wanness of her

cheeks. Where was Lucio ? He had avoided the scene ;
his presence

would have accumulated her sufl"erings, as she watched tlie misery
which he could not conceal. Yet, as the messengers arrived with tidings
of the nearer, yet nearer a])proach of the galley, it was observed that

Melaza lost much of her agitation. She seemed to concentrate all
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her faculties as if commanding them to the ceremonious duties on
which she was shortly to enter : a collectedness of thoughts to one
fixed purpose

—as if she had suddenly become sensible that she was

mistress, or the worshipped queen of the festivities ; still she was

silent, pale, and smileless.

The pouring in of the different streams of holiday guests and

gazers, from every point, down to the Marina at Pola, and the trampidg
of caparisoned steeds, some of which were led by the attendants, fore-

spoke the entrance of Count Jeldazs magnificent galley into the

port ; and now the pealing cannon, uprising above the shouts of the

multitude, \indulated into Melaza's ears the intelligence that his foot

had kissed the shore. Count Jeldaz and his retinue mounted the

waiting steeds, and the whole formed into a long line of procession,

through the street w^hich led eastward from the city. A gallant

gentleman he looked, in all the consciousness of admiration and
brilliance of hope awaiting bliss. As they passed along near that

house, which is now tenantless and in ruins, as you turn to the left,

in the direction of the amphitheatre, the crowd paused, numbers took
off their hats and set up a shout of ' Viva f

' Count Jeldaz, turning,
looked upwards, and lifting his plumed capello, bowed to a youth who
stood in the balcony, as to him the people's respectful tokens of

gratulation were offered. The youth uncovered, seemingly un-

conscious that he did so, for he did not return the salutation of Count

Jeldaz, but waved his hand to the people.
' Who is that ?

' he

inquired.
' The Lady Melaza's brother.' ' Her brother !

' '
It is

the young Count Lucio,' said one who held the bridle rein of the

horse on which Count Jeldaz rode. *Ha! her ybs/er brother, you
mean; he seems a feeble and sickly youth, and not overborne with

joy at seeing me, his new brother.' There was a sneer implied in his

manner of speaking these words, which caused the same person (' it

was myself,' said the old man,) to reply,
' the Signior Lucio Oschiaro

is the best of all the many good that had been named Oschiaro,'—and
all around echoed the shout of '

Viva, viva Signior Lucio!
* 'He

shows cold courtesy to one who might reasonably expect a warmer
from the brother of my of the Lady Melaza. Perhaps he is

unwilling to lose his sisters society.'
'

It may be your Lordship
judges rightly,' said a restless-eyed gentleman, the Signior Goznia,
who rode by the side of the Count,

'
I have known such friendships,

and they would not laugh a ben venuto to a third participator.'
' This

boy is garlanded with the praises and good will of these about us.

How much further and singly closer the sympathy prevails, perhaps
I may learn—in time

;

'

and the Count here became silent, or uttered

occasionally a courteous remark to those near him, till, having passed
the avenues through that division of the grounds and gardens which
led to the portico of the chateau, he paused, and descended from his steed.

The steps were occupied by ranges of courtly guests, in rows of smiling
faces, nodding plumes, and sumptuous robes

; and the instant his foot

had left the stirrup, the acclamation of voices, and a peal of music, rent

the air. He ascended the steps, bomng gracefully on either side, and
at the entrance to the atria was received in the arms of Count
Oschiaro, who led him on through the vestibule, and between another
double line of animated beauty and human splendour, on towards the

2Y2
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recess, in which the Lady Melaza stood, grasping fitfully with the

white fingers of her left hand, a veil, which, suspended from her liead,

fell down on that arm. ' Your bride, my Lord,' were the only half-

choked words uttered by Count Oschiaro, as the tears fast rolled down
his cheeks. Jeldaz took the disengaged and passive hand in his, and

suddenly dropt it, starting as if the touch had chilled him
; but he

resumed his complacency, and smiling again, lifted it, and ranged his

eyes over her form, and surveyed her from head to foot with cold

surprise. After a few ceremonial words to her, which met no other

reply than a faintly hoarse ' My Lord,' he turned, and bowed with

his well chiselled smile, as he glanced on every side," and along the

gay assembly ;
and speaking to the tear-eyed Count Oschiaro, said,

' She is fair.'
' As the enshrined at Florence, Count Jeldaz.' 'And

quite as cold,' he replied ;
'I thought I touched the marble when I raised

that hand, save that the stone is not so dewy dead.' ' Her maiden

timidity.' 'Belike, my Lord,—much bliss to me this clayey figure

promises,' muttered Count Jeldaz. ' But you have a son, my Lord ;

shall I not hail him as my friend ? is he not here among the guests V
Sweeping the assembly with his eye, as if in search of him : but

glancing more keenly into Melaza's face, as if to detect the expression
which this allusion to Lucio occasioned ; but no change could be

marked ; not a quiver of the lips, nor a flicker of the eyelids, gave
token that the M'ords were heard by her. ' My son has not, of late,

mingled in our festivities ; his pleasures are more with his own

thoughts ;
but he will join us soon, I doubt not. The sickness of a

friend in the city called him from us.'
' It must be a firm friendship,

indeed, my Lord, that allures a youth from the presence and smiles of

such an assemblage of beauty.'
'
I know not that he appreciates

these assemblages as we do. Count Jeldaz,—we—ay, we I say, for I

have still youth's fervour of admiration for them
;
he dwells, as I before

told you, within himself. The silken chains have failed to fetter him.'

Nor was it till evening, amid the glittering of the crystal lamps, that

he Avas seen among the revellers, where so many faces, rich and

joyous, looking all as if no sorrow dwelt on earth ; and forms, in

order marshalled, stood, waiting
'

Impatient for the music's clang,
—

It struck !
—on a hundred feet iipsprang

Elastic forms, in buoyant motion,
Like billows bright on the sunny ocean.

They waved, and swept, and wheel'd, and curled,

Like beings of some other world;
Or scattered iris tints at play ;

Or things that fl()ate<l life away
To sounds that bade the corporate frame

Be evanescent, and dissolve

Into ethereal, hurtless flame
;

Yet warm with life; and each revolve

Of figure, showed the dancing eye,
—

The glowing cheek,
—the bosom fair,

Wliich ne'er had heaved with sorrow's sigh,—
The brow that ne'er was pressed by care.' *

• I have put quotation marks to these lines, lest I should be charged with plagiary ;

they are, nevertheless, my own property ; though they may have been seen in type by
«ome half dozen jieople in the wide world; but 1 am quite safe: not one of that half
doxen remembers where.
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But is not his pleasure far greater, who stands a looker on at this

motioned beauty ? Whose watching eye follows the silken feet, as

they noiseless bound from the floor, which they seem to kiss,

coquetting with their own delight ; or fancy them two tiny, fairy

skiffs, sporting on the gently undulated lake, and wooing the perfumed
breeze, which sings through their gossamer tackle, and fans their

sails of film. Or like the serene and soundless flight of birds, wth
winnowy wing, fluttering a moment in rapture, and then skimming
the air with unruffled pinions. It is thence the spiritualized grace of
motion is made visible, and throws the gazer into an entrancing
dream,—and flashes before the eyes of his imagination many a gleam
of dazzling brightness, which is invisible to the dancers themselves—
they are but dancers.

Alone and apart Lucio stood, and saw in all nothing but a whirling'
mass of vapours. The clouds exhaling from the benumbed sadness of
his heart threw their thick mists before his eyes. The Count Jeldaz,
•with winning courtesy, participated every where, and with all, the

passing jocundity, seemingly forgetful of his silent bride, but oc-

casionally casting a cheerful and confiding glance towards the alcove
in which she sat, while Lucio leaned against the pilasters which
ornamented its outline. Lucio saw it not, hut other eyes frequently

accompanied the busy and inquisitive direction of Signior Goznia's

looks, which were ever and anon sent towards Melaza and Lucio, at

each turn in the dance's figure. The revelry was at the highest, when
by that clear communion of two souls which reciprocate their word-
less sympathies, Lucio and Malaza, unobserved as they supposed,
quitted the hall and descended to the gardens, then walked to the

Font
; there, in the clear cloudless blue of the night they stood—

silent—gazing on their reflected images in the dark and shining
mirror beneath them. The faint and sorrowful smile changed to a

quiver of the lip, as he bent his eyes on the shadowy form which his

arm encircled, and he kissed the thin and pale fingers as they drooped
over his shoulder against which her face was leaning ; they seemed
touched with only the last lingering flutter of existence.

'Ah! if, when thou art gone thyself, Melaza, that precious image
would here remain ;

if that liquid gljss would still reflect, as it does

now, thy angel form, my days, and they will be but few, would pass
even like this hour, in raptured sadness ;

until this life dissolved in

thought, should, as a bead of dew, exhale and upwards soar, still

clinging to, and embracing the memory of thee, up to a dwelling with
some bright, distant star, that holds its course in yonder blue ethereal

sea. Till then, this spot should be my place of rest. Here I would

sit, and hope for heaven, and think not that thou awhile from me art

riven. I would talk with it, as it were with thee, with thy dear self;

and as I breathed into thy listening ear, the voice of fancy would
answer me in thy own soft silvery tones, with none to disturb, none,
oh ! none other to partake the converse

;
and I should feel thy breath

still gently fan my face, then should 1 dream myself to eternal repose,
and with the blessed be most blest.'

The parting lips of Melaza gave passage to the thin and trembling

sigh that fluttered from her bosom : but she spoke not
;
not a sound
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of murmuring word was in that sigh, but she turned her swimming
eyes up to the star-lit heaven, as if she sought that dwelling to which
Lucio's words had pointed, or looked a prayer that heaven would close

them in a long last sleep of mortality. So she stood during the pause
in Lucio's voice ; and as his murmuring accents rung again upon her

ear, she bowed her head again upon its resting place, and the tear-

washed lids sunk down over her balls of sight. The mournful accents

Avere melody to her ; they were the only sounds which earth or earthly

things could yield to wake in her one wish to live.
' Oh ! may we not, Melaza, Melaza!' and he drew her more closely

to him, trembling while he spoke ;
'

may we not fly to some far

secluded isle, before that dreadful blow fall, that must crush into utter

darkness the little ray of bliss ; which must change every flower

here to vile and poisonous weeds ; which must leave us to the deso-

lating sway of woe, that dries up the heart, and leaves it to crumble

iri the dust of misery ? To what a waste and wilderness will it trans-

form this paradise, in which, like weeping spirits, we, each hand in

hand, have walked, beguiled into bliss by our companionship of sorrow

which drank happiness out of the cup of grief, and fed on sweets from
thorns ! Is this to be our parting hour ? Can this be the last time I

may gaze on thee, thou drooping angel flower/' The whole frame of

Melaza shivered as she feebly, oh ! so feebly spoke ! it was the plain-

ing of a lily as it withered :
' The last, my Lucio, I am already dead !'

At that instant the splashing of a stone as it struck the water in the

Font, fell on the ear of Lucio: she did not hear it.
' Who's there V

said Lucio, first looking round,
' but I did not answer,' said the old

man, who was narrating the tale. 1 had seen Lucio and the lady

pass through the garden, and tracking them, in the seclusion of the

8hrul)S, was Signior Goznia, who followed them undiscovered and
concealed himself in the clump of myrtles, which then stood within a

few feet of the stone seat,—they are not there now. I had watched
some opportunity to give Signior Lucio warning that a spy, perhaps an

enemy, was lurking near, and took that means of cautioning him. He
looked around again, but saw nothing, nor lieard my

'
hist.' Then

partly lifting the jioor girl, whose trailing and slow step showed how
little of life was left, he bore her back to the chateau.

In a few minutes he returned, and examined every bower, recess,

and shade, but found no one
;
the Signior Goznia had retreated in the

same guarded and creeping manner, when I stepped forward, and he

looked more surprised than angry. 'Nicolo! is it you? Have you
seen any one hereabouts V I then informed him that it was I who
threw the stone into the Font, to apprize him that some one was watch-

ing ; who that one was, a gentleman who came with Count Jeldaz.

On hearing this he struck his foreliead, and burst into tears ; then,

pressing my hand, as he put a zecchino into it, which I have kept ever

since, he said,
' Thank you, Nicolo, thank you, be silent;' and he ran

hastily, or rather leaped down the steps by the side of the cascade,

bending his way as towards the city, and 1 lost sight of him. Poor

gentleman ! poor Lucio !

It was an hour beyond dawn the following day when Lucio was

»een, with folded arras, walking from the chateau down by the side of
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the stream in the garden. Within the memory of no one had he ever
been known to wear a d^ger or a rapier : now both were appended
to his girdle. Yet he had acquired considerable dexterity in handling
the rapier. He took pleasure in the exhilarating elasticity of limbs
which the exercise called forth : but it was remarked by all who had
intercourse with him on such occasions, that any complimentary allu-

sion to his skill in his application of it as a soldier, or in any strife,

instantly called up an expression of aversion, and caused him to dash
the weapon from him in contempt, then walk away in thoughtful
silence. Perhaps it was on the report of this, that several gentlemen
were encouraged to press on him with an audacity of demeanour.
Certain it is they held him in derision, and when not in his presence
would express that derision. Well, it was thus accoutred, to the sur-

prise of all Avho saw him, that he Avalked by the stream- side that

morning, and at that hour he was encountered by Count Jeldaz,
who was accompanied by Signior Goznia. On the latter the eyes of
Lucio instantly fell with a fierce and scornful anger, as the Signior un-
covered his head and bowed, Lucio still continuing his walk ; but with
the utmost smoothness in his tones, and a bland courtesy of manner.
Count Jeldaz gave him a ' buono giorno, mio fradello.' The short

glance of questioning contempt with which this sneer was received by
Lucio, did not, in the least, affect the smiling demeanour of Count
Jeldaz

; but he continued his speech :
' It is a fair and freshening

morn, and after the revelry of yesternight, its invitation to enjoy it is

rendered doubly acceptable. I, for my own part, could not resist it,

and such companionship as yours were of itself sufficient to richly re-

compense this early rising.'
' I walk, sir

' ' For your pleasure,'
said the Count, breaking Lucio's reply,

'
I see you do

; may you
enjoy it

; here is beauty enough hereabouts, and temptations more

alluring yet.' They had advanced now within a few feet of the stone

seat, when Signior Goznia and Count Jeldaz, grasping each an arm
of Lucio, drew from him the indignant exclamation,

' What means
this V • You shall see, my brother,' said Count Jeldaz ; and here for a
few minutes they stood, while the Count, still calmly smiling on Lucio,
and speaking in the most even and gentle manner, said,

' It has ever
been my pride, nay, I deem it indispensable to the support of the
honour of my name, inquire at Fiume if it is not so, ever in my hospi-
talities, in my gifts, my help, in council, purse, or sword, to exceed the

wishes of a friend. A frugal and a niggardly exactness to the measure
I despise. I would either heap it up till it run o'er, and let profusion
stream to waste, or utterly resist, deny the claim. Report will echo

this, and say Count Jeldaz freely gives, or sternly, stubbornly, with-

holds—there is my character in full. Shall I resist, deny, and stub-

bornly withhold, when 'tis a brother asks ? No, no. He Avished the
shadow might be his, I give the substance ;' and the two swung Lucio
to the extremity of the ledge, as Jeldaz spoke,

' Look there ! look

there !' pointing into the Font. Both then relinquished their hold
and the Count beckoned Signior Goznia over to him, and leaned on hi

shoulder, while he, exultingly, but so calmly and complacently smiled
' Look there !' Lucio did look, with his two balls of sight strained ad
if they would start from his head. Melaza lay in the Font !

'
I woul
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we had a limner here, or I the skill of one, to note down that face's

expression, and that speaking attitude. What a picture it would make
for the decoration of my tapestried chamber ! Come, Goznia ; I leave

you to your meditations and your sister, mio fradello.'
'

Brute, fool,

and fiend !' groaned Lucio, ' whichever you select, or all together, if

it please you better ;' and he laughed aloud as he cast his eyes over

his shoulder, and suddenly paused. There was in the fixed, unruffled

countenance of Lucio that speaking of a concentrated power and

resolved purpose which none can mistake, and Count Jeldaz was sur-

prised into respect : he even cowered for a moment before the fiery

glance which struck him. Yet Lucio touched not his weapon ; he

forgot that he was armed ; but the eye of Jeldaz passed from the face

to the hilt suspended at Lucio's girdle.
'
I am at present unweaponed,

sir; but wait
'

At this instant a loud cry burst on their ears, and

through the grounds were seen groups flying in the haste of a sudden

alarm towards the chateau, mingling and echoing the cry of ' Fire !

Fire ! at the Castella.' Jeldaz and Goznia, directing their eyes thither-

ward, saw thick volumes of smoke rolling through the trees and

shrubs. ' This is the denouement to our agreeable comedy,' said

Jeldaz,
' but my movables must not be charged for the foolery ;' and

they ran forward, heedless of the loud call of '

Villain, monster,
coward !' from Lucio. '

Ay, ay, brother, I hear, but cannot attend to

you now,' he said. Lucio turned and stood awhile gazing in the Font.

Count Jeldaz reached the chateau, where the crowd had gathered on

that side of the great hall, over which was the chamber of the Lady
Melaza. Here, among them, was the old Count Oschiaro, crying out

that ' his child, his daughter, would perish !' while the by-standers
held him from desperately rushing into the burning pile to her rescue.

On seeing Jeldaz— ' Your bride ! your bride !' he exclaimed,
' she will

perish in the flames, and none will go !'
' Oh, signior, no ! she would

quench the flames Avere she laid upon them,' said Count Jeldaz, cour-

teously, and bowing as he spoke : {he never forgot he was a gentleman ;)
' but I have valuables that aid combustion

;'
and he passed round to the

portico, whither, also, the many followed him. He ran quickly up the

steps, through the portal, into the atria. And now, pressing through
the crowd, syjeechless, with hair floating, and rapier bared and held

aloft, was seen one to whom all gave passage : and amazement at so

Btrange a vision for a moment suspended all other thoughts. Nor till

he had dashed through the portal on the heels of Jeldaz, did they seem

sensible that it was Lucio. ' O my son ! my boy I my child !' shrieked

the old Count, bursting with desperate strength from tlie arms of

those who held him, and falling forward on the steps,
' My son, come

back !' For some seconds every voice was stilled, as if all were pant-

ing to hear other sounds than the roar of the flame, and the crackling
of destruction which became more dismal and distinctly terrible by that

pause. Then cries did j)ierce through the deep, rumbling hoarseness

of the fire, and all, with one impulse, rolled and heaved towards the

])oint from which the cries seemed to come, and looking upwards they

saw, passing to and fro, and from window to window, amid the splash-

iiigs of the flame.s, Count Jeldaz, feebly parrying oft', and staggering
as he retreated from, the furious lunges with which Signior Lucio
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pressed on him ; and presently, the naked hands, red with gore, of

Jeldaz, stretched forth, attempting to clutch the weapon, and defend-

ing his face and throat from the blows and thrusts which fell with

horrible rapiditv. He was now leaning against a casement frame,

and the people below held out their arms, calling on him to leap down,
but his head dropped forward, and he rolled through the opening, a

dead mass—hacked, pierced, mangled with a hundred wounds ! Lucio

sprang after him, and alighted safely in the arms of the people.

Standing then erect, gazing for a minute on the body, he threw the

red sword, with a sweep of his arm, away beyond the limits of the

crowd. For a while his father stood as if benumbed: then throwing
his arms round his neck, he said, in broken accents,

' Lucio ! Lucio !

what hast thou done?' 'He was a murderer, father:' \vith unfaltering
tone and steady eye, was Lucio's answer. Then, after a pause,
' Melaza's !' and his voice wept, though his eyes were dry; and he

laid his hands across his breast ; then, as if suddenly, and startingly

feeling with his fingers for something which he expected, but could

not find, he tore open his vest, gasped, then shrieked '
lost I* and

instantly his voice seemed to sink down into his very heart's core, as

the suffocated groan 'gone! gonel' was uttered; and before any
arm could be stretched forth in check, he broke through the mass, and
in an instant was up the steps, again through the portal, again lost to

their view. In the amazement consequent on this rash act, all stupified
•vnih terror and dismay, the crowd ran wildly about to different points
of the building, mingling their exclamations of grief and agony. The
falling masses of timber and walls foretold the speedy and entire

demolition of the building, when a cry w^as heard, which at once lifted

their hearts to a hope of preserving him. He was seen bursting
through a burning door, which led to the stairs in the vestibule, where
the destructive element had not yet committed such ravages as to pre-
clude all chance of escape that way. He forced his passage through,
and a loud cheer told the joy of the multitude. He turned the angle
of the wall, on which the flame was creeping and flashing as if seeking
some place of hold, and began to descend. He was out of sight pre-

sently, and was thought to emerge in safety; and the eager friends

rushed forwards up the steps to meet and welcome him, when a heavv,
dense sound, mingled with harsh crashings, struck them aghast.
The inner wall swayed and fell, pressing the fierce flame through
every opening and crevice, into the faces of all within its scorching
reach, and dashed them back by its violent bursting. Then the fire,

for a moment, seemed to be crushed beneath the load of masonry,
while the dried and pulverized cement and rubbish, which rose up in

ponderous masses, obscured every object : and these subsiding, the
flames again uprose. Lucio was lost for ever, and destruction was

complete.
It was in that sorrowful calm, when each turned from the imme-

diate present to inquiries of the past, that Signior Goznia's know-

ledge of the fate of Lady Melaza was communicated by Nicolo to the

nearer friends of Lucio ;
but he protested that both Count Jeldaz and

himself were innocent of her death. He stated that the count had

gone privately into her chamber in the night, and found her seated at
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an open casement, with her head bent down on the frame, and, as he

supposed, asleep. She was quite dead ; and he lifted the body
through the window to Goznia, who waited below, and, with his

assistance, carried it to the Font, and laid it there ' to mock Signior
Lucio with the sight, in the morning.'

Then, as soon as the yet smouldering fire would permit the search,
the bereaved Count Oschiaro, almost dumb with grief, directed the

operation among the ruins, mournfully calling out at intervals,
' Ove

se ill, Lucio! Lucio!—Ove se tit!' and no other words besides broke
from his lips. The search was long in vain, till he himself, removing
with his foot some fragments and ashes, which were strewn by the

side of a door, which gave entrance from the vestibule to the lower

hall, fixed his sight on a human hand, parched and dust covered, pro-
jecting from beneath a cemented mass of marble. He beckoned to

those about him, and covering his eyes with one-hand, pointed with

the other. With great labour the mass was raised
;

there lay the

crushed body. The count stooped, and kissed the closed hand, con-

vulsively sobbing, and opened it; it had grasped, in death, a tress of

hair, bound by a twisted silken thread. That mass of stone you yet

see, it is marked with a cross. Count Oschiaro turned away, and

during the few months he lingered, was never known to speak: but

he signed and collected people about him, and leading them up the
stream to the extremity of the garden, directed them to cut a trench,
into which the waters might flow, and so leave their former course

through the garden, and thus the Font was soon dried up. Then
workmen were employed to erect the humble cabin in which we sat,

into that chamber Count Oschiaro entered, and never went out again,
till he passed to heaven.

Thus I have given the substance of the tale : would that I could

give it with the old man's passionate eloquence : for only so could I,

or can I, hope it would interest a reader as it did me, and my far less

impressible companion. Ten times the nariator broke off the tale,

choked in his utterance, and with eyes streaming in tears. He was

personally interested; it was the recalling of his boyhood, and the

incidents of that early life of his : the glow and the tremour alter-

nately flashed and shook over him, as long sleeping impressions were

again awakened. His voice, attuned by every emotion, was harmo-

niously eloquent; and the lively and energetic manner in which,

starting from his seat, he described in gestures the actions and events,

made every thing he said and did a living picture, a reality, immediate

and vivid. I had forgotten the ship, of the waiting boat I was
oblivious. I remembered not tliat we were on forbidden ground, that

detection was certainly iuiprisoinnent, perhaps death, as spies. The
old man was the first to allude to the truth of these affairs. Where
was Pietro CajnijiO ? Not there : he had probably returned to the

l)oat. We bade adieu to tlie kind, the good old man, and departed.
His last words, as we descended the steps, were,

'

Tasso, Tasso,' at

the same time pressing the volume between his hands, and holding it

to my view. We called and looked for Pietro in the grounds, and

among the ruins, then bent our course towards the boat, I was so

absorbed in thought, recalling and pondering over the scenes and
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events of the tale I had heard, that I should never have found my
way. Luckily ray companion was of less imaginative stuff, and he

picked the way cleverly. I stepped with him in silence ; and we
reached the rocks which rimmed the creek in which the boat lay. But
no Pietro Camiso was visible.

' Then he has slipped his cable,' said

N
,
and descended to the boat. I paused to look around, ere I

followed him. ' Ha ! there he is ;' but the moment I spoke, he made
himself invisible, by stooping behind a rock, and as he did so, waved
his hand out. ' Hah, hah !' I caught a glimpse of muskets and unci\il

caps, which, also, slipt or dropt out of ken, at Pietro's signal. No
time was to be lost ; and a few scrambling steps and leaps brought
me to the boat: ' Shove off! give way ! they are here.' And the men
bent lustily to their oars. We had half a dozen muskets in the boat,
with other more diminutive implements, and click, click, click, in

examination of priming, &c. prepared them for instant use ; while

every eye of the sitters in the stern sheets was turned in scrutiny
of each ledge, projection, and cavern, of the rocks, as the boat fast

receded from them ; and now, opening the bay of Pola, it was evi-

dent that expectation was afoot ;
for there was bustle all along the

beach : broken and nodous lines of men and lads were seen scam-

pering towards the point from which we were going: there was to

be a gathering on that spot ; but we saw none as yet upon it.

We were about three or four cables length out from the land,
when •

Pop ! whiz ! pop! whiz— pop, pop, pop
—Mhiz— whiz—whiz!'

played into our ears. ' Ho, Pietro Camiso, this is a concerto of your

composing.'
'

Pops
'

again, and ' whizzes
'

again, as short as the cry of
a nest of young linnets taking their first lessons in music. It was in vain
that muskets were levelled, not a man was visible : nothing could be
seen but the pluffs of smoke which seemed to burst up through holes
in the surface of the ground. This, too, was a device of Pietro Camiso's.
He was, as I before said, a Dalmatian, and had often witnessed the

efficacy of the system which was practised by all the Sclavonians, in

firing from the rocks on our boats. Each man lies down upon his

back and rests the muzzle of his piece on his toe ; or any little notch or

crevice in the rock, or ground, will serve him for an embrasure;
slightly, thus ensconced, he elevates his head, throws the burning
opal light of his eye along the barrel, and takes his choice of objects.
'Ha! Pietro! you are a knave, a traitor, a double traitor!' 'Pop,
w'hiz !' and I felt a slight, very slight jerk at my jacket, at this instant.
'

Rogue, Pietro!' '

Finger and thumb could not have done it better,'

said Nourse, pointing to my jacket,
' but you'll want a tailor to bend on

a new button, and cooper up the hole.' I felt a fuzzy scent, as of cloth

burning: it was as Nourse said; a shot had carried away a button, just
across the breast, cut through the end of the button-hole, and left a

brown, scorched line, like the tail of a comet, or a note of admiration
written with the end of a hot poker. Nourse laughed at it, but I did not
like it. Poor fellow ! he was killed three months after

; (struck down

by my side at the instant I was speaking to him, yet such was the
bustle of occupation that I knew nothing of his being hurt, till

the action was over, and I saw him lying, so mangled! dead, on ^
table, in the gun-room). 'There's one, there's one !' said a black
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curly-headed Scot who pulled the bow oar,
' There's one !* I looked to-

wards him, to catch the direction of his eye: he M'as standing up from the
boat's thwart, with his hand clutching the oar, the blade of which was

dragging in the water. 'There, there, there,' and his head shook with

a tremulous motion, from side to side, while his eyes upverted in their

sockets, and then dropped down on the slide of the small brass gun,
which Avas mounted forward : he was dead. The men lay on their

oars, and a few utterly useless vollies were returned
;
while the body

was lifted aft over the thwarts, and laid in the stern sheets. There
was a small, scarcely perceptible, orifice and indent just below the

occipital bone, but no blood flowed. The head was first laid on a boat-

cloak, which it was necessary to remove in order to spread it over the

body. I lifted up his head, for this purpose, having one hand at the

back of the neck, and was in the act of placing the other beneath the

chin, when the head fell forward, and the blood from the mouth gushed
into my hand, and with it a hard substance which I retained. It was
a bullet flattened, with a small shank, a little more than a quarter of an
inch in length, attached to it. This was Sclavonian manufacture.

The bow-gun and musketry were turned to the point from which the

smoke continued to rise, but it was all in vain. ' We may as vk'ell pelt
the rock of Gibraltar with gingerbread nuts,' said N-

,

' so give

way, men, for the ship; let us get on board, or we shall have to make a

worse report.' After some grumbling, and ' another shot at them,' the

boat leaped along at the command of the oars, and we arrived on
board the A . The hopes which our reconnoitering had excited

were completely frustrated
;

Pietro Camiso had possession of our

designs, and Pietro Camiso was a Mammonite. One who frequently

changed his parish, but never swerved from his religious creed.

THE SCHOOLMASTER ABROAD.

TiiK intelligent, the instructed, and the highly respectable class of

JBoarding School masters have been for some time subject to the

sneers of the censorious, as if persons who set up for the instruc-

tion of others in all necessary and useful learning, not to mention

accomplishments, could themselves be ignorant of every thing, or

of every thing but the husk of knowledge, often making only a

pretence even to the last. As we wish justice to be done to every
class of the community, we shall prove from the statements of the

parties themselves—statements which ap()ear before the world in

the first column of every newspaper, and which yet remain uncon-

tradicted—their extraordinary claims to public confidence.

We may lay it down as established by the testimonials we are

about to adduce, that all schools are equally good, each one

being, in fact,
' the best' or ' one of the best

;' any little differences

in terms and so forth are merely occasioned by an earnest desire

to gratify the feelings and pockets of parents. Where all are best,

we find it very difficult to make a choice. We are first tempted
by an announcement of
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*
Rrus^al Education for Young Gentlemen. One of the oldest, one

of the cheapest, and one of the most respectable schools near London
is decidedly one of the best ;'

and who can resist the united claims of excellence, antiquity,

cheapness, and respectabihty. But just as we were on the point
of yielding, our eye was caught by

• Education and Sea Bathing. At classical and mathe-

matical &c. &c., young gentlemen are received by a graduate of high
Standing, and soundly prepared for the public schools, the universities,
the military and naval colleges, &c.'

This is irresistible : education and sea-bathing, graduate of high

standing who receives^ soundly prepared, i. e. well flogged. This
is very proper; we are for no new-fangled schemes, and are con-
vinced that no boy ever turned out well who was not soundly pre-

pared, that is, well flogged. And we like the modesty of the

graduate of high standing, who merely professes to prepare the

pupils, whom other schools, &c. are to educate.

Our mind was now made up. But on glancing a little further

over the same newspaper, we saw the following announcement,
which determined us not to be too hasty.

' The prospectus of the best, select boarding school near London,
for the sons of gentlemen only, is this day published, price 6d., (with
numerous testimonials,) by . This school is in the warmest

village in winter and most healthy in summer, near London.'

How delightful to have found the best of schools, and thegenteel-
est, and the warmest in winter and healthiest in summer, all

proved, or capable of being proved, by numerous testimonials !

But here comes something dazzling.
' Private Tuition of the Highest Order. The master of a distin-

guished grammar school wishes to receive into his private residence
and under his immediate care, as companion and fellow-pupil to two

young noblemen, a youth whose friends are desirous of securing to
him moral and literary advantages of a very peculiar and decided kind.
The plan pursued has been found to combine the select nature of a

perfectly private education, with the superior and well-grounded at-

tainments of a public one, and produces the happiest results to those
whose education has been neglected, or who require a more than

usually careful preparation for the public schools, the universities, or
the upper walks of life. References to parties of the highest rank
and character. Terms 100 to 125 guineas per annum: there are no
extras.'

Think of that Mr. Figgins ; by paying 100 to 125 guineas per
annum, and no extras, your son may be companion and fellow-

pupil to two young noblemen, and you may have references to

parties of the highest rank. You may perhaps speak to a lord,
Mr. Figgins ;

and think also of moral and literary advantages of a

very peculiar and decided kind, on a plan found to combine the
select nature of a perfectly private education, with &c, &c.
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What the select nature of an education may be, we are not in-

formed, but it must be something particularly fine^ as it is charged
so high. In fact, we are almost blasted by excess of light. We
are almost afraid of thinking of this ' tuition of the highest order,'
which seems calculated only for princes, nobles, and other superior

beings. Poor Tom, our oldest son, being formed of ordinary clay,
would, we are convinced, shrink into himself and be annihilated in

a week, if he were to venture into this region of light.
Our enfeebled eye next glances on another column of the

colossal sheet, when, lo ! it is caught by a sweetly flowing announce-
ment, which at once completely restores our spirits.

' To Parents and Guardians. If you wish your sons or wards to

read properly, write and calculate with that neatness, correctness,
and rapidity, which every man of business admires so much, also to

speak the French language with fluency, associate with those who are

distinguished for urbanity of manners, and though last, by no means
of the least importance, to be boarded as liberally as the sons of gentle-
men should, whose parents conscientiously pay for it

; by inquiring at

, testimony may be had that cannot fail to satisfy the truly
anxious or the most scrupulous. In order to correct bad spelling, the

pupils either write themes, history, or letters on business, daily. The
Latin and Greek are taught on the Eton plan.'

What can be more dulcet than these lines. Our son shall go :

we are '

truly anxious and most scrupulous' that he should '
asso-

ciate with those who are distinguished for urbanity of manners.'

Into this land of milk and honey shall he go, to be boarded as

liberally as the sons of gentlemen should, who conscientiously

pay. Tom shall go. Rather than he should lose such advan-

tages, we will violate a second nature, and conscientiously pay, or

at least faithfully promise to do so. This fine composition has

nevertheless a dying fall : the climax ends in bad spelling. Yet
behold the force of genius in exalting the lowest subject. To an

ordinary mind, the correction of bad spelling would have suggested

nothing remarkable
;
but in the mind of a genius it involves the

composition of themes, history, or letters on business, daily.

Happy the youth who spells ill : he is transformed forthwith into

a moralist and historian ; what a nest of young Dr. Johnsons and

Livys we shall have ;
what new lights will be thrown on history

and morals : all in consequence of bad spelling. Verily genius
can turn dirt into gold.

So (lull were we at first that we did not exactly comprehend the

schoolboy's daily letters on business, alluded to as forming, part
of (he complicated machinery for removing bad spelling. On

inquiry, we find that hoys have business as well as men
;
and the

following business hotter, though in a somewhat less florid and

ambitious style than those of the young historians, will perhaps
give some notion of the excellence of the plan, but not of the

happy infelicity of the spelhng.
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Letterfrom Master Hopkins to Mrs. Tickletooth.

Prospect Hallj 1st April, 1833.

Madam,
I have the honour to inform you that I duly re-

ceived your communication by black Tom, consisting of a two-penny
tart, two sticks of lollypop, and a pennyworth of parliament, and I am
under the painful necessity of informing you that this last order has

by no means answered my expectations. The tart manifested a degree
of acidity altogether unprecedented within my experience, and highly

derogatory to the character of your establishment. After eating half

of it, I found it impossible to proceed, and therefore was obliged to

dispose of the remainder by auction at a considerable loss, having been

able, with the utmost exertions, to realize no more than five marbles.

The lollypop sucked more satisfactorily, though I have still to lament
an undue absence of treacle. With regard, however, to the parliament,
which was a partnership concern with Tom Harris and Bob Short, I

am grieved to report that, having discussed it long and anxiously in

committee, we resolved unanimously that it was

Flat, stale, and unprofitable.
Sp£AKEB.

None of us could make any thing of the upper cake, which now lies a

noxious incumbrance on our hands, every attempt to swallow it having
turned our stomachs. Even Pincher snarled, and nearly bit my hand
when I offered it to him :

Let dogs delight to bark and bite.

It is their nature so.

Watts's Divine Songs.

The lower cakes, though better, were in some places mouldy, in others

damaged wnth pepper, mustard, small beer, Irish whiskey, and mud
;

still we managed to swallow them, under hopes of better things.

Agonizing as it must be to every reflecting and sensitive mind to

put forth representations of the above nature, I feel that I owe it as a

duty to myself, no less than to the distinguished establishment which
I have the honour, however unworthily, to represent, to protest against
the above confectionary, and to inform you that our future orders will

be given to Mrs. Sweetbread, unless you afford us immediate and
liberal compensation. I have the honour to be, &c.

(Signed) Theodore Hopkins.

P. S. I inclose half a gooseberry and a shred of parliament to con-

vince you of the truth of the above representations.

The extraordinary' intelligence of our schoolmasters may be

reasonably inferred from the number of things they undertake to

teach. A Doctor of Civil Law teaches
' The Greek and Roman classics, the various branches of mathema-

tical science, modern langruage, English literature, with all the neces-

sary parts of a liberal and intellectual education.'

Another gentleman
'

Carefully instructs youth in the English, Latin, and Greek lan-

guages, writing, common and decimal arithmetic, book-keeping, men-
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suration, surveying, geometry, geography, and navigation, with the
most useful branches of the mathematics.'

So profound is he in mathematics, that he evidently considers

arithmetic, geometry, mensuration, surveying, &c.mere child's play,
for he excludes them from the most useful parts of the mathe-
matics. We repel with indignation the insinuation that so learned

a person might possibly not know what mathematics mean.
A lady evinces her desire to advance the intellect of her sex

by the following announcement :

'

Young ladies are boarded and instructed in the English and
French languages, geography, music, drawing, writing, arithmetic,
and fancy works, washing included.'

The classification of washing under fancy works is certainly

novel, and bespeaks an attention to useful domestic attainments,
of which we have not remarked another instance. A second in-

structress would admit a young lady
' to complete her education

in every solid and accomplished attainment.' A third lady adver-

tises for a partner in a school, who is to bring pupils and capital ;

and continues thus :

'

Accomplishments will not be considered essential, but accustomed

to genteel society. As this establishment will be of the highest grade
of scientific knowledge, and a certain number of pupils are already
secure, the ladies will meet on equal terms.'

This is one of the finest pieces of composition we recollect to

have read. People talk of women being ill-educated ;
let them

read the first sentence and blush: they talk of their bad logic;

but let them read the second sentence, and then learn to appre-
ciate this ' establishment of the highest grade of scientific knowr

ledge,' which only wants pupils, and capital, and a governess to

be certain of brilliant success.

New views meet us at every column. By one gentleman,

' General knowledge and familiar instruction are so blended with

the ordinary routine of classical and mathematical instruction as to

make study pleasant and profitable.'

It is going great lengths, certainly, to make study profitable ;

but this gentleman goes further ;
he actually

'

presumes that his

plan is calculated to advance the progress of the pupil.' In

some teachers we are afraid this would be presumption.
Another gentleman takes a still higher flight; for he advertises

that his pupils comprehend what they are taught; or, to use his

own more elegant phraseology,
' The introduction to the several branches of education is simplified

as much as possible to the age and capacity of the scholar, by which

means he is made fully to comprehend the meaning and application

of his progressive acquirements.'

One of the greatest strides towards scholastic perfection
is to
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be found in the • Patent Machine for teaching Arithmetic,' in a
handsome mahogany box, and which may be seen (and had for

16s.) in Regent-street.
* This machine enables a teacher, without any trouble, and with

very little knowledge of arithmetic, to keep his pupils, however nu-

merous, constantly employed ;
and from the plain, intelligible, con-

spicuous, and novel manner in which the sums are exhibited, the

pupils are attracted to the study of this very important brancli of

education.'

This exceeds the bounds of our imagination. We had never

contemplated the possibiUty of communicating a science by ma-

chinery. Different minds vary so much that the machine must
of course know how to modify its instructions to the actual state

of the pupil. We have no doubt that there is a birch or cane
which screws on to one end of the machine, and instantaneously

punishes all defaulters ;
while a small board on the other end

pats, with approbation, the heads of the successful
;
and a third

instrument starts out on extraordinary occasions, holding forth a
handful of sugar-plums. VVe earnestly hope this gentleman will

proceed with a machine for teaching reading; and another for

penmanship ;
and we have no doubt of his being able eventually

to construct a machine for teaching children religion and mo-

rality, at least as well as we have sometimes seen them taught.
To save trouble, however, it might be as well for the learned

mechanist to produce an entire schoolmaster in clock-work at

once ; and though it would be better to make a bright brass one
for the town, we put it to his superior judgment, whether a cast-

iron instructor would not answer every purpose in the country,
where show is not so important.
The attainments and intellectual capacity of that portion of the

community, of whose cause we are the feeble advocates, being, as

we conceive, fully made out, it now only remains for us to prove
their moral fitness. This will be a matter of less consequence,
because most instructors take it for granted (of course very pro-

perly) that intellectual fitness implies moral capacity; and as

parents generally concur in this and all other intellectual and
moral propositions offered to them in regard to education, school-

masters have the less occasion to thrust their high moral claims

upon the public. Glimpses, however, of a striking moral tone

are occasionally perceptible. As an example of a strong sense of

justice, united with a becoming confidence in self, take the fol-

lowing :

' Such confidence is entertained of the most sanguine expectations

being so fully realized, that pupils are permitted to be withdrawn, in

case of dissatisfaction, at any period, on payment being made merely
for the time they have been at school.'

How keen a sense of morality it shows, not to require to be

paid for that which you have not earned ! The delicate sensi-

No. 81. 2 Z
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bility of another gentleman extorts from him an apology to the

public for the unpleasant fact that a vacancy had occurred in his

school, in the following terms :

' The present vacancy is caused by one of the pupils having entered
the university with every prospect of distinction.*

A philanthropical desire to confer those benefits on the younger
pupils, which he has hitherto confined to older ones, prompts
another gentleman to inform the world, that

'

Although hitherto accustomed to prepare students for the univer-

sity, he would not object to receive a few junior pupils whom he might
model from the first on his own system of instruction.*

For the health of another gentleman we are under considerable

apprehensions, on account of his 'unceasing anxiety' (many
times advertised) for the ' domestic comforts and general welfare'

of the pupils. One announcement rather puzzled us, but we
have ended with the conviction, that the institution alluded to

must be intended for the education of grown-up ladies and gen-
tlemen

;
and we shall do our best to recommend it to many of

our adult acquaintance who stand in need of a little instruction;
it runs thus :

* Parents are invited to examine into the merits of this establish-

ment, to which only those of respectability are eligible.'

We like to see a man exerting himself to raise the reputation of
his profession ;

but really, when
* A superior writing master, of more than ordinary experience iq

that beautiful and fashionable art, &c.'

thus characterises his profession, we must beg to demur, being
convinced, by ])ainful ex[)erience, that few really fashionable

persons ever advance so far as pot-hooks and hangers.
As we purchase food and raiment, religion and justice, educa-

tion and government, whv rnay we not also buy and sell pupils,
without those difficulties which are so significantly hinted at in the

following advertisement .'*

'To SchoolmasterX.—The principal of a school near town, consisting
of fifty boys, wishing to add ten or twelve to the number, would be

happv to treat with any gentleman ; and flatters himself that the

eligibility of the situation, and a thorough personal introduction,

would obviate many of the difficulties which usually stand in the way
of such transfers.'

A jovial gentleman cries out in the Times— ' TVine ivanted,*—
and proceeds to stale that, being desirous of possessing several

pipes of good liquor, any person, who will send him two or three

pipes, mny send with them as many pupils, to be educated free of

cost
; but he insists particularly on the wine being good.

Again, many schoolmasters advertise so strong a desire to

advance the moral and intellectual condition of the sons of grocers,
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bakers, and butchers, that we are convinced these trades re-

quire a combination of high qualities that the public is little

aware of.

Our conviction of the extraordinary judgment of the aristocracy
in every thing connected with education, also of the importance
of being taught in the same atmosphere with them, is fully borne

out by innumerable proofs, of which we can only aSbrd a specimen
or two. One gentleman offers,

' references to persons of the

highest rank ;' another offers,
' references to noblemen, dignified

clergymen, and merchants ;' one school • receives only the sons

of noblemen and gentlemen;' another announces 'the sons of

gentlemen only received ;' other schools, less ambitious, will put

up with '

pupils of respectability.'
The talent and good fortune of all concerned in education, in

securing the most beautiful and salubrious residences, in situations

where no one else could have discovered such, is notorious. A
graduate of high standmg remarks, of his residence, that

' The house is a beaatiful, admired, and detached mansion, situate

in one of the most salubrious and eligible parts of Brighton, sur-

rounded by five acres of play and pleasure ground, and commands

highly interesting and unusually extended sea and picturesque land

views.'

The genius that can discover highly interesting and picturesque
views at Brighton, requires no eulogium of ours. We have

already noticed the establishment that is the warmest in winter

and healthiest in summer; and are therefore in duty bound to

notice a rival, of which
• The premises and grounds are particularly extensive, situation

admirably salubrious, &c.'

Another is,

'
Very open and delightfully situate, two and a half miles from town,

and possesses many local and other advantages, with excellent grounds^
&c. rarely to be met ^vith in other establishments.'

A ladv also communicates to 2'Ae Times, her good fortune in

havinjj attained
' One of the most delightful and healthy situations near London.'

Having now discussed the merits of our own countr)-men, we

proceed to settle the rest of the world. Unfortunately we shall

have little to do on this head, because The Times of the ISth of

January last, from which we have made almost all our previous

extracts, is not ver}- prolific in the announcements of foreigners.

One property, common to all these gentlemen, is, that time hardly
enters into their calculations, AVith them a year is but as a day.
The following announcement will convince our readers that the

French are not so illiberal as to keep all their talent at home.
' The French iangfuage may be learnt as well as in France, and

spoken, by the progressive method developed in , being a
2Z2
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collection of all words used now in Paris in genteel circles, classed

according to their frequency in speech, with numerous examples,

pointing the phraseology, and the right application of words in French
and English.'

A foreign gentleman, who has a very"extensive correspondence
with the newspapers, (and to whose interesting communications,
The Times invariably allures its readers, by prefixing the word

^Advertisement,') announces a '

Speaking French Grammar,' which
must be even a greater curiosity than the learned Pig. It is, we
are certain, the first of its race that ever spoke. The inference

that should be drawn from this striking phenomenon, is, that he

who can make a book talk, can make a boy learn or do any thing
else equally extraordinary.
Once more, and we have done :

' The living languages taught by , who hopes the follow-

ing facts will receive the attention of those masters and parents who
are anxious for the real improvement of their pupils and children.

He gave a first lesson on the 7th February last to fifteen boj^s, who,
with the exception of three, had never learned French before ; eight
were able to read a whole page, containing 265 words, and converse

pretty well for the present, having received two lessons a week ; also

in ladies' schools, children from seven to twelve years of age ;
he has

taught persons to read and write in one month
; others, who had

studied French for years without being able to speak the language,

spoke it fluently, after a few lessons on a system which is so obvious

as to point out the idiom of the language, and enables the pupil who
understands one sentence to repeat hundreds. And his next publica-

tion, besides his four publications, which are to appear shortly, will

convince every one that teaching languages has been in its youth till

now.'—Times, ISth Jan.

The disinterestedness of this gentleman is great, though not

without precedent. Having discovered a system for teaching any

foreign language in an incredibly short time, he is not so selfish as

to avail himself of his plan : his advertisement shows that, in his

anxiety to instruct others, he has not yet had an Opportunity of

learning English himself; and our opinion of human disinterested-

ness is so great, that we should not be surprised if it were discovered

upon examination, that he had not yet found time to acquire per-

fectly even his own language.

THE XV. OF AUGUST, MDCCCXXXIII.*

'

Lawfully by this the Jew may claim

A pound of flesh, to be by him cut off

Nearest the merchant's heart.'

I CANNOT find words, or I would thunder forth the indignation
which every man, who thinks, must feel—such as I feel, while I

• The reader will perceive that flie author of this article wrote under the influence

of strong ftelings, occasioned by the Mmisterial oiipositioo to, and the Parliamentary
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am sick and pale with the shame, which every Englishman ought
to feel, at the reception and result of Mr. Buckingham's motion.

And less able am I to embody in words, or to sum up in concep-
tion, the bitter scorn and triumphant ridicule with which every

foreigner will quote the uttered sentiments
; repeat, echo and

re-echo the black truths, which were on that evening divulged, ay,
and defended too, by the law-givers of Britain

;
the guardians of

the vaunted freedom and trumpeted equality of laws, which bless

this
' Swan's nest in a great pool,'

' This other Eden, demi-paradise ;

This fortress built by nature for herself;

This happy breed of men ; this little world
;

This precious stone set in the silver sea ;

This blessed plot, this earth ;
this realm of England ;

This land of such dear souls ;
this dear, dear land—

Dear for her reputation through the world.'

On Thursday Evening, August 15th, 1833, the seal was put to

this death-bed voucher of John of Gaunt, and now the dear

reputation of England will be attested by a hundred million of

witnesses. A thousand tongues of eloquence, through as many
years of toil, would not have proved so clearly, so satisfactorily,
what Sir James Graham and his colleagues have proved in one
short hour. Oh, the mighty influence of truth when it flows from
an orthodox source ! They have proved that England may be
the rich man's paradise ;

but it is the humble man's prison, the

poor man's hell. And let the unprincipled echoers of Sir James,
and the wolf-hearted advocates of this '

legality,' again bid those
* who do not like England to leave it.' There is a deep diapason
muttering in a thousand hearts the reply,

' No ; We will make
IT GOOD FOR us

;
wc wHl make it ivorlhy our stay in it, worthy

our liking, worthy our defence, to the last drop in our veins ; and

rejection of, Mr. Buckingham's motion on the subject of impressment. Some readers

may, on that account, question the propriety of its insertion. I would remind them
that it is desirable, even for those who are not in sympathy therewith, to have on
fecord the emotions which particular proceedhigs of the Legislature excite in those to

whom present circumstances, or past experience or observation, may give peculiar
interest in the subject. This is especially to be desired when the parties concerned
are of the poorer classes, and when the oppression is local in its exercise, and thereby
removed from the general observation of the community ; and it might be added,
when such a class have so qualified and eloquent an advocate as the victims of the press-

gang possess in our correspondent. The strength of his expressions will not startle

those who have ever witnessed any of the arbitrary and brutal proceedings which the
House of Commons, on the instigation of the Government, has not merely refused to

abolish, but even to inquire into the practicability of abolishing. I once resided in a vil-

lage a few miles from the coast, where a gang was permanently stationed, and know that

in such localities the voice of our correspondent will have many echoes, nor should
• they stop their ears to them whose lot it has been, alike in peace or war, to '

sit at home
at ease.' In fact, the question of impressment is one branch of the broader question
of whether there should be one law for the rich man and another for the poor, the one

aflForaing perfect security, and the other sanctioning brutal coercion. It is so regarded
by the writer.—Ed.
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we will not endure your let or hinderance in this. And, more than
all for ye to fear, we will not again be duped by you. We
will advance weaponed by our own thoughts, panoplied by our
own intelligence, artilleried by our own knowledge. We will on,
marshalled by truth, generalled by justice to all

; and our im-

pregnable bulwark shall be the voice of hunman nature. Muster
all your sophistries, cajole all your sycophants, bribe all your
serviles, titillate your several coteries of hereditary imbeciles, unite

their and your petty, party manoeuvrings into a corporate joint-
stock of squint-eyed cunning, bluster till your cheeks crack, whine
till each of you has worn away his trachea, and argue, bless the

mark ! till millions of words have exhausted the arrangements of

arithmetical progression, and each phrase, from necessity, bekibed

on the heel by a tautological follower
;
You will never persuade us

again. You cannot unsay the saying of the 15th of August, 1833.'

No; they cannot : neither can they vanquish nor silence these hearts,

for therein is concentrated the majesty of power which cannot be

reached—which cannot be touched by a writ. They cannot stop
the march. They may command a hair, but who will heed it now ?

'

right about face' to the hurricane I The legislators have brewed
a decoction that must be their own bitter drink. They have forged
a weapon which must be used against themselves. Henceforth
their voices will be heard as a senseless rumbling; their acts will

be regarded as shadows battering against a hill of adamant. On
the 15th August, 1833, they said ' the laws of England justify tiie

stealing of an Englishman
—

justify his being openly dragged from

his hearth and home, and dooming him to a life of slavery.'

' And this is law they will maintain

Until'—the next election.

'Oh, for Centennial Parliaments!'-—^Ten thousand per
annum'd bishops and five thousand tithed rectors—sleek pulpit

gracers of all rates of pay, from the slim two hundred expectant

stirru{)-holder to the forty thousand pounder in the saddle,— have

lipj)ed forth, with serene smiles of benignant consolation, to

velvet-cased pews and hard bare cross-aisled benches, the com-

forting fact that all were alike in the eye of God. This their

theme has been for ages, but they became especially diligent

thereon after the 14th July, 1789, when each, mildly and meekly,
exhorted the occupiers of the bare pews and cross-aisled benches

to be loyal and submissive to the just, imj)artial, and benevolent

laws of England ; where, blessed spot ! the peasant, the humblest

delver in the ditch, was as fully protected from all assaults,

whose hearth and liberty were intrenched by justice and unassail-

able by fraud or oppression, made as sacred by his country S

generous laws and matchless constitution, as the palace of the

l)rince or the noblest duke's most honourable person ; and, as the

flowing period roundly closed, the preacher glanced his gentle eye,
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lighted as it was with the sweet humility of having made a favour-

able hit, to catch the approving and rewarding regard of the

UPPER CLASSES. But he forgot to tell his humbler hearers that,

by the laws of England, their brothers, sons, and husbands might
be kidnapped, and sent away for ever—to be scourged, to en-

dure a thousand hardships, to encounter a thousand perils, and
to perish in the encounter. He told them of the horrible French

conscription :
—not a word did he speak of that which says

—
*

Lawfully, by this, the state may claim

A pound of flesh, to be by it cut off

Nearest the poor man's heart.*

No—not this was heard in his homily, it was too near the truth

for him to speak ;
for him and his, the laws ivere beautiful-

enough for him and his. Or, was there a mother grief-bowed for

her son, a pale wife withering in sadness for a husband so torn

from her, he spoke to her so kuidly, so blandly, so charitably of

resignation to the will of the folks in the velvet-lined pews :

for such is the version of the text now; this expounding of their

phrase, Heaven, was promulgated on the Ibfh August, 1833.

Contractors for beef, butter, and biscuits
; purveyors of can-

dles and cheese for his Majesty's troops and navy ; gangers and

commissioners, excisemen and inspectors, judges and Jack

Ketches, &c. &c. &c. with all their trains of ho[)efids, pickers-up
of scraps and crumbs, the multitudinous ramifications by which
need or cupidity taught honesty to succumb to imposition, and
industrious plaindealing to shake hands with fraud

;
all—all have

chorussed when the glow of magnanimous patriotism burst forth

in the words,
'

Oh, the glorious laws of England—the free and

happy land, where equal right prevails, and wheat is a hundred
and twenty shillings per quarter; where justice ever holds the

scales, and beef is eighteen-pence a pound ;
the home of genuine

liberty, the hope of the enthralled, where tyranny fears lo set his

foot ;
where I can knock any man down with impunity if he have

not four shillings to pay for a warrant
;
where slavery dies on

breathing its free air, and free-born Enjilishmen starve in a cellar

for want of food : the envy of nations—the admiration of the
world 1' So it is the admiration : the Ibth August starts up now,
and with its giant voice, sends forth the words to the furthest cor-

ners of the earth, and in a thundering crescendo adds,— '

'Tis

true—'tis true ! I have sworn to it—I have sealed it—I, the 15th
of August, 1833.'

Can the whole earth besides produce a parallel to this Maw.?'
Mick or Nick, I defy either of you to match it. Is there one

petty province on the face of the earth in which a similar law
exists ? England is alone in the glory. Yes, there are many*—and the many will be triumphantly quoted in which, not only
the liberty, but the hfe of the subject is permissive at the will of
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a single despot. Granted ; but, Sir, the subject is not there

cheated by tales of his freedom
; the priests do not mock him

with homilies on the blessedness of his happy liberation from the

galling yoke of tyranny, under Avhich it is the lot of other nations

to groan ; hypocrites and sycophants do not call him free-born

Englishman, or Turk_, or Arab, or Tartar, or savage ; greedy de-

vourers of his earnings and fatteners upon his toil do not tell him
to rejoice in his equality of protection and claim to legal justice,
then hand him over to the slave-driver, the bastinado or the bow-

string, the cat-o'-nine-tails or the halter. You have vaunted and

puffed and swaggered for ages on his equality of protection, and

you have lectured and goaded the incorrigible unwashed with

words, of the falsehood of which his every hour's existence knocked
at his brain and heart with conviction—the 15th of August, 1833,
has settled the question.

But, was this legality unknown till now? Oh, no! I was
aware of it

;
thousands knew it

;
but it was discontent, it was

disloyalty, it was 'jacobinism,' sedition, to whisper it. Now, as

loyalty means something like faith in the law, (much more nearly
than faith in a ' creed' means religion,) it is a symptom of loyalty
to proclaim the law; it is the duty of every loyal subject to make
the law seen as much as in him lies. Felt it has long been

;
as

many a maddened father, famished child, and broken-hearted

mother could testify. But it Avas not to be whispered till

the 15th August, 1833— ' bless the live wits
' of each of the

honourable gentlemen ! We may now proclaim the '

legality' in

every market-place throughout the kingdom, from every church-

steeple in the empire. Ay, hoist a flag there as regularly on the

15lh August as on his Majesty's birth-day ;
black be it, with the

inscripted law in enormity of red letter.

On the fifteenth day of August, eighteen hundred and thirty-

three, the brand of infamy was struck on Britannia's forehead.

Let the day stand in the colour of shame on the nation's calendar

to eternity. The 15th of August, the anniversary of the birth

of England's
'

implacable foe,' Naj)oleon. Perhaps this was done

as a votive offering to his manes, or in propitiation of his spirit's

wrath. Header, we will, if you please, admit this palliation.

Perhaps, had this kindly thought struck me sooner, I should have

spared myself the task of writing the above, and the Editor would

have given you something good for your perusal, for I importuned

him, with much earnestness, to spare me a corner in the Rejjosi-

tory for this, before 1 wrote a word of it.

Pkl. Verjuice.

A'o/e.—In the course of the debate, one Honourable Gentleman said, impressed
men made the best man-of-war's mt-n. This in the nggri'i^nte is a fact; hut tbv causes

of it are not Nuch as will dovetail very well with any theory which Captain hlliott

would be likely to adopt. I have already encroached beyond endurance in tlie

Cdliiinns of tliis number of the lieponitory ; therefore must defer these causes till next

month, or I may blend them in some of my chapters. But there is one point wliich
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demands instant attention. It was urged by several members, that a fleet could not

be immediately manned by volunteers, on an emergency ; impressment was, therefore,

though a cruel, a necessary evil.—A hundred sail of the line could not be manned in

a few months ; and it required more than a few months to build them. Mend the

system, and a /arge jieet might l)e manned easily, without resorting to your old

diabolism. Does not Captain Elliott—does aot Admiral Codrington know, that a

British man-of-war was called, what it was dreaded, and too often felt to be, a ' hell

afloat .''

'
not so called from an absence of religion, or a profusion of cursing ; not from

a spirit of recklessness in the seamen, or a redundaucy of huge-mouthed oaths ; nor

for any blight on the moral senses. Both these officers well know what were the

ingredients and the constituents of these so much dreaded '
hells.' The condition of

seamen iu ships of war is vastly improved
—their sufferings and hardships are much

ameliorated in every way. In 1811, an Admiralty order directed a quarterly return of

all punishments to be transmitted to the board. This operated woiidrously in some

ships : in the brave and humane man, under whose command it was my good fortune

to serve, it effected no change ; but, oh, it caused the lip gnawing of many other

commanders. An extension of the spirit which emanated in that order, would make

impressment unnecessary. The extension which that spirit has obtained elsewhere,
will make impressment dangerous ; captains and officers, who have not caught the

spirit, will each sit hourly on a barrel of gimpowder. But let me show a single

instance, in which this dread of ' hell afloat
' was conquered by the knowledge that the

commander was jast and humane.
When the A was stript, to be put out of commission, in 1812, several of the best

seamen in the ship applied for their discharge : they were not only willing, but joy-

ously anxious to sacrifice the whole of their earnings through five years of toil and

peril (so long was the A abroad) for the purpose of escaping from a man-of-war ;

and the sum which was necessary to effect this valued freedom, would have engrossed
their last shilling ; but on this they had not a moment's hesitation : it was a choice of

ills, at one of which they could laugh, but the other wore so horrible an aspect, that, at

all hazards, it was to be avoided, if possible. An Admiralty communication first

made their intention known to Captain M. He really respected the characters of the

men—they were among the steadiest, best tried, and well known of the crew ; and he

expressed his desire that I would learn from them if there were any cause which made
them dislike to be under his command. I did so

; singly and ail, they rephed,
'
Oh,

no, sir, that's not it.' These men had been my shipmates more than five years. I

need not say that I respected
—indeed, I had an affection for them. '

But,' said they,
* the ship is going to be paid off, and we shall be drafted—God knows where.' I

replied,
'

Captain M. will have the D
; have you any objection to her?' ' Not

at all ;
if we could be sure of going with him, we don't want to leave the service.' I

took upon me to say, they might be sure of it
; and hastened to Captain M. at his

lodgings, to make my report ; on hearing it he said,
* That's well, indeed—very well—

return on board, and tell them, they ikall go with me I

'

I ventured to suggest, how
much more it would gratify them, were he to tell them so. '

R'ght, very right ; I'll

be on board directly !

' He did tell them so ; and I wish every captain in the navy
would acquire the right to feel as he then felt. They did go with him

; and again
—

when their old ship, the A. . . ., left her ribs and trucks in Gaspar Straits.

P. V.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

The Van Diemen's Land Annual and Hobart Town Almanack for 1833.
10?. (1.)

(1.) This is a pleasant importation, an excellent return for many of the

exports which we ship to the place from which it came. It does credit to

the mechanical and editorial superintendence of Mr. James Ross, the Hobart
No. 81. 3 A
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A History of Europe during the Middle Ages. Vol. 1. (Lardner'
Cabinet Cyclopaedia.)

Tlie Harmony of Nature, Providence, and Christianity. By George
Harris. Is. (2.)

The British Museum. Elgin and Phij^aleian Marbles. Vol. 1. (Library
of Entertaining Knowledge.) (3 )

A Present for an Apprentice, with Rules for his Conduct to his Master,
and in the World. Is. 6c?.

Demetrius ;
a Tale of Modern Greece, with other Poems. By Agnes

Strickland. 5s.

Biographical Memoirs of the Baron Cuvier. By Mrs. R. Lee, for-

merly Mrs. T. E. Bowdich. Longman.

Nubia and Abyssinia. By the Rev. M. Russell, LL.D. (Edinburgh
Cabinet Library, No. 12.) 5s.

Old Bailey Experience. 12s.

Captain Basil Hall's Fragments, Third and Concluding Series. 3 vols.

15s.

First Steps to Latin Construing and Composition. In two Parts.

London. Sherwood. (4.)

town printer. Besides the usual information of an almanack and directory,
a memoir on floating bridges, and a few short literary compositions, it con-
tains an essay on prison discipline, which particularly deserves attention, a»

it controverts, and (if the facts stated be, as we presume they must be,

correct) successfully controverts, many of the opinions held in this country

t;onceming the state of the convicts, and the effects upon them of the mode
in which they are treated on their arrival, and during the terra of their exile.

The writer maintains that they are subjected to a reformatory discipline of

the most efficient kind, and he apj^eals for proof, not only to official regula-
tions, but to facts well known to the population around him. He affirms

that ' the grand majority of our prisoners aflbrd a truly gratifying picture of

reform, and a return to the industrious and honest avocations of life ;' and
that

'

only one in every twenty of the offenders transported to Van Diemen's
Land again commits offences, or subjects himself a second time to the punish-
ment of the law.' When it is remembered that these convicts are the very
refuse of our gaols, this result must be regarded as not a little extraordi-

nary. The discrepancy between such statements and those circulated by the

Prison Disciphne Society should be inquired into.

(2.) A manly, fearless, and eloquent effusion, worthy of its true-hearted

author, whose Unitarian Christianity consists in the unflinching advocacy of

in(|uiry, simplicity, freedom, and benevolence.

(3.) Welcome to all such publications as this, which, by their tendency
to diffuse a knowledge of, and a taste for, works of art amongst the people at

large, render a noble service to our country and to the progress of civiliiation

and humanity.
(4.) Both these introductions are useful helps, and deserve our rocora-

inendation. The first we think best adapted for schools, and the second for

I lie self-teaching, and for classes in mechanics' institutes.
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An Introduction to the Latin Language, in Two Parts: Part I, con-

taining a Grammar of the Language. Part IL being a Collection

of carefully selected Sentences adapted to the preceding Grammar.
Wood, Birmingham ; Fox, London. (4.)

Notre-Dame ;
a Tale of the ' Ancien Regime,' from the French of

Victor Hugo. 3 vols. Wilson. (5.)

A Treatise on those Disorders of the Brain and Nervous System which

are usually considered and called Mental. By David Uwins, M.D.
7s. (6.)

Sunday Evenings, or Practical Discourses, with Devotional Exercises.

By Henry Hunt Piper. Hunter
; Fox, London. (7.)

Montague; or. Is this Religion? By C. B. Taylor, M.A. Smith,
Elder, & Co.

Sketches of Obscure Poets, with Specimens of their Writings. Coch-
rane.

Tales of the Caravanserai. By J. B. Fraser, Author of the Kuzzil.

bash, &c. (No. 7 of the Library of Romance.)

Lives of the most eminent Sovereigns of Modern Europe. Written

by a Father for the Instruction and Amusement of his eldest Son.

Hailes.

Mortal Life, and the State of the Soul after Death. By a Protestant

Layman. 15s.

(5.) A gorgeous phantasmagoria in the scenes which it presents ;
and in

character and incident, full of power. Victor Hugo is as graphic and versa-

tile as Walter Scott ; more disposed occasionally to
'

o'erstep the modesty of
nature :' less hast}- and slovenly (to judge by the present work) in the filling

up of his narrative
;
and far more imbued with the spirit of the age, and

awake to the atrocious as well as the poetical character of the old feudal

times. He is the first writer of romance of which France can boast, and
Notre Dame is his acknowledged chef-dceuvre. It is spiritedly rendered by
the translator of Sarran's ' La Favette, Louis Philippe, and the Revolution
of 1830."

(6.) This work deserves a medical and pbilosophical analysis of its eon-

tents, which is more than at present we are enabled to offer to our readers.

In default of a professional and comprehensive view of the subject, we can

only say that the book is interesting in the perusal, wise and beneficent in

its aim, and abundant in just observations, ingenious suggestions, and curious
facts.

(7.) Mr. Piper has produced a volume of sermons which are neither con-

troversy, cant, nor common-place. They are well adapted, according to their

design, for
'

Sunday evenings,' and not less adapted for week-day mornings.A glance at them, before going to business, might send a man into the world
with a better spirit than the world will breathe into him. We are particu-

larly pleased with the discourse entitled
' Times improve as they advance."
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The Railway Companion, describing an Excursion along the Liverpool
Line, accompanied with a History of Rail Roads, illustrated by
several Lithographic Views. By a Tourist.

The Insecurity of Sir H. Davy's Lamp demonstrated. Sherwood.

Tales from Chaucer, in Prose. By Charles Cowden Clarke. London,
Wilson. (8.)

Views of the Pyrenees, with Descriptions, by the Author of the

Sketches. Parti. Bagueres de Bigorre, and the Valley of Campan.
Part II. The Pass of the Tourmalet and Barege. (9).

(8.) Designed for young persons, and illustrated with some very good
wood engravings. In spirit, design, and execution this is a companion for

Mr, Lamb's '

Shakspeare Tales.' Although the style be very simple and
perfectly intelligible, it still retains the original flavour. It is a good taste
for the young, who must, we think, have their thirst excited for copious
draughts from the ' well of English undefiled' by this prelibation.

(9.) Exactly thirteen years ago, when the continent had been but a few
years open to the annual influx from England, of those who travel either to

refresh themselves after the toils of business, or because they have no busi-
ness to toil at, we, who belong to the former class, visited" the lovely and
majestic scenery delineated in these sketches

;
and we have often wondered

since, that so few persons among the crowds of pleasure hunters have diverged
irom the beaten track of the Rhine, Switzerland, and Italy, to visit a region
equally accessible, and quite equally worthy to be sought. Of late years we
have reason to believe, that tlie sceneiy of the Pyrenees has been treated
with less negligence, and that our tourists having grown familiar with the
more celebrated regions to which they at first flocked, are resorting in consi-
derable numbers to this comparatively untrodden soil. The beautiful sketches
which we have now the pleasure of noticing, and which, we understand, are
the production of a lady, will, we think, send many visitants to these glorious
mountains, in whom the desire was not yet awakened, and will be a beauti-
ful and interesting ornament of a drawing-room table for the still larger
class who remain at home.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is a note for T. W, at our publisher's.
Will T. oblige us by an answer to a proposition with which we troubled him ? The

other correspondent is favourably disposed.
Wu must decline II. S. R. and Tyro.
Thanks to our friend for the Luckcock medal, that appropriate and most honour-

able testimony of the estimation in which one of the benefactors of his kind is held

by those who have the best opportunity for appreciating his worth and usefulness.

How glorious the inscriptions are I '1,364 pupils in the schools; 150 gratuitous

teachers; 14,500 pupils in the town.' Birmingham against Waterloo, we say. It

is infinitely the noblest medal of the two. And that intelligent, firm, beneficent

head,
'

gives the world assurance of a man ;' and that is something more than a great

captain. Honour to ' Jami^s Luckcock, Father of Sunday School Instruction in Bir-

mmgh.im,' and may the 'Jubilee' of 'Sept. 14, 1831/ be a long and heartfelt

remembrance.
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BLAKETS fflSTORY OF MORAL SCIKXCK.*

Ak ambitions title, and one which promises much ; but the pro-
mises of title-pages are so seldom followed by performances !

* Moral science
'

should naturally mean the science of morals. It

were something to find that there is a writer alive who believes

that such a science exists; and not only exists, but is in such a
state of advancement that the time is come to w rite its history ;

who, consequently, is not only able to tell us the opinions of others,

but has systematic ones of his own. For how should he write the

history of a science, who has not constructed a consistent scheme
of the science in its present state? The historian of moral phi-

losophy must himself have a philosophy of morals; must have

surveyed the field of ethics extensively enough, and with sufficient

power of concatenation, to have arranged its truths (or whatever

present themselves to his mind as such) into a connected series,

following and flowing out of one another : thus much, at least, is

implied in the name of science. But Mr. Blakey has no such

thought. There are few ways in which a mind of little depth or

compass is more apt to betray itself than by the use of big words
to express small things ;

whoever does this innocently and without

quackery, shows himself to be unfurnished with the larger idea for

which he should have reser\ed his large phrase. By giving the

name '

History of Moral Science '

to a book, which should have
been called ' Sketch of the Opinions of various Authors on the

Foundation of Moral Obligation, with critical Remarks,' Mr.

Blakey demonstrates how little meaning even the word ' Science
'

has for him, since he considers the whole history of a science to

be summed up in the controversial discus-ions concerning the

first principle of it.

After a short preamble, and a few loose remarks about ' the

ancient systems of morality,' Mr. Blakey presents us with what

professes to be a summary of the opinions of the following writers,

concerning the first principle of ethics:—Hobbes, Cudworth,

Bishop Cumberland, Locke,. Archbishop King, WoUaston, Clarke,

Shaftesbur}-, Mandeviile, Bolingbroke and Pope, Soames Jenyns,
Hutcheson, a Mr. Thomas Rutherford, Hume, Hartley and

Priestley, Lord Kames, Bishop Butler, Dr. Ferguson, Dr. Price,
Adam Smith, Paley, Gisborne, Bentham, Godwin, Dugald Stew-

art, Cogan, Dr. Thomas Brown, and a certain Dr. Dewar. All

foreign authors whatever are then disposed of in a single chapter;
and two chapters more are employed in promulgating such of the

author's own opinions as have not been sufficiently manifested by
his strictures on other writers.

Mr. Blakey's statement of the opinions of these various authors

*
History of Moral Science. By Robert Blalcey, Aathor of an Essay on Monti

Good and EviL 2 Tols. 8ra. 1833.

No. 82. 3 B
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deserves the praise of honesty. He never perversely distorts an

opinion, in the bhndness of prejudice, or to serve a purpose. He
generally treats the intentions and talents, even of those from
Avhom he differs most, with justice and liberality. He does not

insist upon fastening on ihem a meaning or consequence which

they never contemplated; and he em[)loys but sparingly the fa-

vourite weapon of the uncandid and the bigot, imputation of im-

moral tendency. But our commendation cannot go much further.

It is not every man who can give an instructive view of other men's

opinions.
There are two modes of writing usefully concerning systems of

philosophy : the one, suitable to a mind w'hich is qualified to

judge ; the other, to one which can only describe. The intellect

which can survey the wanderings of imperfect thinkers from a

higher eminence of thought, commanding a view not only of the

right track, but of all the by-ways of error, and all the fallacious

appearances which seduce the unguarded to deviate into them—
such a critic (we use the prostituted word only because we have

no other) can not only estimate more justly, but can actually
state more clearly and forcibly an author's theory, than the author

himself; can really understand it better; because he sees (what
the author himself does not see) how the doctrine arose in the

author's own mind
;
of what peculiar position in regard to oppor-

tunities of observation, or of what peculiarity of intellect or of

disposition, it is the natural consequence. Any thing like this we
were not entitled to ex[)ect from Mr. Blakey ;

it supposes a pJii-

losopher, and such Mr. Blakey is not. But if this was impossible,
the next thing to it in usefulness, though at a vast distance, would
have been a condensed view of each system, not as it appears to

a higher intelligence, but as it appeared to its author; such a

statement of the author's train of ihought, of the series of his pre-
mises and his conclusions, as would be conveyed by a well-made

abstract of his principal works, or as would be given by an intelli-

gent disciple thoroughly conversant with his master's doctrines.

Mr. Blakey's summaries by no means come up to this idea
; they

are vague and sketchy, and not only do not, to those who knew the

doctrines before, exhibit them in any new light, but give no sufH-

ciently distinct conce[)tion of them to those who knew them not.

Often the conclusions are exhibited almost without the premises:
and on the whole there is little to be learnt even by the merest

tyro in philoso])hy, from these volumes, except a few generalities,
and a few forms of expression. He is told in what words philoso-

^)hers

have expressed the results of their speculations, but though
le may not be made [)ositively to misunderstand, he is not made

thoroughly to feel, the meaning in the j)hilosopher's own mind, to

which the words are but an index, and often a most imperfect
one.

Ai) overweening self-confidence, and contemptuous assumption
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of superioHty, in judging of the intellects of others, wbuld be pecu-

liarly unbeconnin^ in a mind of Mr. Blakey's calibre : and he can-

not be accused of those faults; he mostly treats with due respect
all who by their speculations have deserved any. To the liberal

appreciation of merit which he commonly evinces, there are indeed

exceptions ; and, unfortunately, in the very cases in which there is

most merit to appreciate. But this is a very different thinj^ from

arrogance. It is not because an author differs from Mr. Blakey,
that Mr. Blakey deems scornfully of him ; but because, in addi-

tion to differing from Mr. Blakey, he has been cried down by the

world—that is to say, the English world. Over-reliance on our
own judgment is one thing, over-reliance on the judgment of the

world when in unison with our own, is another. The latter is the

failing of a weaker, but certainly of a more modest mind. The
misfortune is, that the contempt of those who have confidence

enough to be scornful only when they are backed by a crowd, is

aptest to fall upon those who are most in advance of their age.
Mr. Blakey's strongest expressions of disdain are divided between
the association-philosophy as taught by Hartley, and the meta-

physics of the German school. In other words, the only meta-

physical doctrines which he utterly despises, are the two systems
between which, and which only, almost every metaphysician, de-

serving the name, in all Europe, is now beginning to be convinced

that it is necessary to choose : the two most perfect forms of the

only two theories of the human mind which are, strictly speaking,

possible. Both are alike w^orthless in Mr. Blakey's eyes, because
it has been the fashion among English writers to treat both with

disrespect, and because he himself understands neither of them.
The difference is, he pronounces the one unintelligible, because it

is so to him
;
the other he flatters himself that he sees through

and through, and can discern that there is nothing in it.

So little does Mr. Blakey comprehend of the theory which re-

solves all the phenomena of the mind into ideas of sensation con-

nected together by the law of association, that he does not even
see any thing peculiar in the doctrine. Association itself, he will

not allow to be a distinct principle or fact in human nature. It

is nothing more, he says, than remembrance ; it has been known
in all ages, as the faculty of memory. Just so we may conceive,
on the appearance of Newton's Principia, some mind of the same
character objecting to the theory of gravitation, that there was

nothing in it but the ancient and familiar fact of iveirjht.

' If a person,' says Mr. Blakey,
' will take the first volume of the

treatise " On Man," and read it carefully over, and whenever he finds

the words association, associates, associating, &c. let him replace them
with the words memory, remembered, remembrance, connected in his

mind, and he will find that the sense of the various passages in which
the former class of words are used, will remain as completely the same,
when words descriptive of memory are thus employed.'

—vol. ii, p. 124i

3B2
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Not so, Mr. Blakey. Memory and remembrance only denote
the fact that somehow we do leaiember : association denotes that

our remembrances (pardon the expression) suggest and recall one
another in an order, determined by the order of succession of the

facts remembered ; or rather, determined partly by the order of

succession, and [)artly by the more or less interesting nature, of

those previous impressions. Cannot Mr. Blakey understand the

difference between a. phenomenon, and the law of the phenomenon ?

The reflexion of light, and of sound, is a fact
;
that the angle of

reflexion is equal to the angle of incidence, is the law of that fact.

And this law of nature may be something new to a person, even

although he may have heard an echo, and seen his face in a
mirror. In like manner a person may know that when we have
seen an object or experienced a feeling, we remember it, (which is

all that is expressed by the words faculty of memory,) and may,
notwithstanding, have yet to learn that when we have seen two

objects or had two feeUngs together, we think of them together,
and not otherwise

;
and that the strength of their connexion in

our remembrance, depends jointly upon the number of previous

conjunctions in fact or in thought, and upon the intensity of the

original impressions. Once for all, association is not memory,
but the law of memory.
Now, the theory of the human mind of vvhich Dr. Hartley was

the principal author, maintans that this same law, which is the

law of memory, namely, that the order of our thoughts follows

the order of our sensations, is not only the law of memory, but

the law of imagination, of belief, of reasoning, of the affections, of
the will. This may not be true

;
but it is at least very different

from every other theory. But Mr. Blakey knows so little about

the Hartleian doctrine, that he propounds as a complete summary
of it, the following proposition :

' The advocates of association

state a simple fact, that there is a connexion amongst our ideas.'

(p. 126.) We exhort him to read Hartley; or a more recent

work, which has done far more for Hartley's theory, than Hartley
himself, Mr. Mill's '

Analysis of the Human Mind.'

As a specimen of argumentation which Mr. Blakey considers to

be conclusive, we quote the following:
' Association is the tendency of one idea to introduce another into

the mind. Very well, then ;
but liow do we come to set it down as a

general fact, that one set of ideas has an invariable tendency to in-

troduce another set of ideas ? By experience, it must be answered.

But what is experience ? Why, it is the remembrance of that which is

past."

Therefore, association is nothing but memory.
We will treat Mr. Blakey with a specimen in return. The pre-

tended science of chemistry is nothing but memory.
•

Chemistry is the properties of simple substances, and their various
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compounds. But how do we come to set it down as a general fact, that

two substances, as oxygen and hydrogen, being compounded together,
form a third substance, water? By experience, it must be answered.

But what is experience ? Why, it is the remembrance of that which is

past. In what, therefore, does this chemistry differ from memory Y

Mr. Blakey continues—
' But to put this matter in as clear a light as possible, let us sup-

pose that A is a present idea in the mind, and that it has a tendency
to introduce another idea which has never been in the mind before,

and which we will call B. To this tendency of A to introduce B into

the mind, is given the name of association. Now how can we assert

or deny any thing respecting the tendency of A to introduce B, till

we have witnessed A's power over B, and have had B present lo the

understanding ? The very proposition that A has an influence over

B implies that we have seen this tendency, and that B must have

previously been in the mind, and consequently an object of memory.
Thus we see then, when we speak about connexions among our ideas,
we must consider them as connexions which have been known before ;

and therefore we ought to infer, that the treating of them comes
\nthin the province of memory, and not within any other intellectual

power whatever.'—p. 1J7.

What a paralogism ;
we might almost call it a bull. Yes, cer-

tainly, the proposition that A has a tendency to introduce B,

implies that we have seen this tendency at some former time, be-

cause otherwise we should not know it: but the /ac< iYie//" implies

nothing of the kind. When A for the first time introduced B,
* which had never been in the mind before/ B was not an object
of memory ; although it is so when we have observed and trea-

sured up the occurrence. Because an event must be remembered
before it can be talked about, Mr. Blakey imagines that it was a

subject of memory when it first happened. It is upon the strength
of such reasoning that he assumes such a tone as this :

' What a dull and paralyzing effect has the reading of a book in

which the principle of the association of ideas forms the philosophical
dramatis personcB in the piece.'

—
p. 127. ' There is no way of getting

through the book, Avithout violating the rules of politeness by enjoy-

ing a smile at the expense of the system.'
—ib.

With much more of the same sort.

Of foreign authors Mr. Blakey seems to be profoundly ignorant.
He affirms that in the majority of cases—

' The continental philosophy of human nature presents to a well-

constituted mind a repulsive aspect, and is profusely saturated with

everything that is impure, ridiculous, profane, whimsical, and perai-
cious.'—p. 300.

Meaning, we suppose, some French writers only, and those only
in the eighteenth century. The celebrated theory of Malebranche
he states thus, that

*
all things should be seen in God ;' (p. 308.)
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and he imagines that Candide was written to support the doctrines

which are put into the mouth of Pangloss! (p. 289.)
At the conclusion of his abstract of the opinions of previous

authors, which, it is but justice to say, is in general much fairer,

and even more intelligent, than might be supposed from the speci-
mens which we have given, Mr. Blakey sums up the result pf the

examination in the following words :

' All the systems we have examined may, I conceive, be referred to

six distinct heads. 1st. The eternal and immutable nature of all

moral distinctions. 2nd, That utility, public or private, is the founda-
tion of moral obligation. 3rd. That all morahty is founded upon the

will of God. 4th. That a moral sense, feeling, or emotion, is the

ground of virtue. 5th. That it is by supposing ourselves in the

situation of others, or by a species of sympathetic mechanism, that we
derive our notions of good and evil. And 6th, the doctrine of vibra-

tions,* and the association of ideas.'—p. 317.

After declaring that ' there are none of these different systems
that are not in some degree founded on truth,* and that ' we can-

not resolve all the moral feelings and habits of our nature into one

general principle,' he assigns, nevertheless, his reasons for prefer-

ring to all the other theories the doctrine,
* that virtue depends

upon the will of God,' as made known by revelation.

Mr. Blakey's enumeration is illogical : it confounds two distinct,

though nearly connected, questions ;
the standard or test of moral

obligation, and the origin of our moral sentiments. It is one ques-
tion what rule we ovght to obey, and why ;

another question how
our feelings of approbation and disapprobation actually originate.
The former is the fundamental question of practical morals; the

latter is a problem in mental philosophy. Adam Smith's doctrine

of sympathy which stands fifth, and the doctrine of association

which stands sixth in Mr. Blakey's list, are theories respecting
the nature and origin o( our feelings of morality. His second and
third are theories respecting the rule or law by which we ought to

guide our conduct. His first and fourth involve, or may be so un-

derstood as to involve, both considerations.

These several theories, therefore, are not exclusive of one

another. It is possible, for instance, to hold with Hartley, that

our feelings of morality originate in association, and with Bentham
that our conduct, in all things which depend on our will, and

among the rest, in the cultivation of those very feelings, should

be guided by utility ; or with our author, that the will of God is

itself the foundation of the obligations of virtue. David Hume
seems to have combined the recognition of utility as the standard

or test of morality, with the belief of a moral sense, independent of

association. Paley has no theory respecting the nature of moral

• The doctrine of vjirafions, a mere physiolojjical hypothesis, which has no con-
nexion ut uU with Hartli-y's theory of association, ought not to have been included
in an enumeratiua of theoriua of morali.
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feelings, but his notion of the moral law is compounded of the

second and third of the theories enumerated by our author.

But of all those theories, whether ethical or metaphysical,
whether declaring what our conduct should be, or what our feel-

ings are, none surely is so utterly destitute of plausibihty as Mr.

Blakey's own doctrine, that virtue is constituted by the will of God.
If we believe this, we believe that God does not declare what is

good, and command us to do it, but that God actually makes it

good. Good is whatever God makes it. What we call evil, is

only evil because he has arbitrarily prohibited it. The countless

myriads to whom he has never signified his will, are under no

moral obligations. This doctrine takes away all motives to yield
obedience to God, except those which induce a slave to obey his

master. He must be obeyed because he is the stronger. He is

not to be obeyed because he is good, for that implies a good which
he could not have made bad by his mere will. If we had the

misfortune to believe that the world is ruled by an evil principle,
that there is no God, but only a devil, or that the devil has more

power over us than God, we ought by this rule to obey the devil.

Mr. Blakey is evidently quite unconscious of these consequences
of his theory. But, that they are legitimate consequences who
can doubt ?

And this theory Mr. Blakey believes to rest upon the authority
of scripture.

' I venture to aflSrm,' says he,
' that from Genesis to Revelation

inclusive, there is not a single passage, which, when fairly examined,
claims the attention and homage of mankind upon any other ground
than what is implied in the command which accompanies it.'—p. 326.

The scriptures, as Mr. Blakey himself says elsewhere, do not

enter into speculative questions ; they tell us ivhat to do, not

why. But do they not say perpetually, God is good, God is just,

God is righteous, God is holy ? And are we to understand by
these affirmations nothing at all, but the identical and unmeaning
proposition God is himself, or a proposition which has so little to

do with morality as this, God is powerful ? Has God in short no

moral attributes? no attributes but those which the devil is con-

ceived to possess in a smaller degree ? and no title to our obedi-

ence but such as the devil would have, if there were a devil, and
the universe were without God ?

Mr. Blakey insists much upon the sublimity of the scriptures,
and the perfection of scripture morality ;

considerations which tell

strongly against his own doctrine
;

for if we are capable of re-

cognising excellence in the commands of the Omnipotent, they
must possess excellence independently of his command

;
and ex-

cellence discoverable by us even without revelation
j for whatever

reason can recognise when found, reason can find. If the mora-

lity of the scriptures is admirable because it conduces to happi-
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ness, this implies that the production of happiness is a legitimate

purpose of morals : if because it accords with our sympathies,
that implies that morality may be founded on sympathy. If the

precepts of scripture have nothing intrinsically good, but are good

solely by reason of the power from which they emanate, their

character ought to be as mysterious and incomprehensible to us

as the ceremonies of magic : nor could there on that supposition
be any reason apparent to us, why Ave are not commanded to hate

our neighbour instead of to love him.

Not being of opinion, with Mr. Blakey, that our reception of a

philosophic doctrine ought to be determined, not solely by its

truth, but by what we imagine respecting the arguments it may
afford for or against our rehgious belief, w'e ought not, perhaps, to

notice the claim which Mr. Blakey sets up for his doctrine, of

being peculiarly favourable to the interests of revealed religion.

But though such arguments go for nothing with those who can

trust themselves to judge of the true and the false, who are re-

solved to believe the truth, whatever may be its consequences, and

are not afraid of finding one truth irreconcilable with another
;

those who are diffident of their own intellectual poAvers, naturally
dread any doctrine which they can be led to think tends to shake

from under their feet, the foundation on which they have built all

their hopes and purposes. Mr. Blakey, therefore, shall not be

allowed the exclusive use of this argument. We tell him that his

doctrine is more destructive to the foundations of Christianity,
than any of the theories of moral obligation which he has enume-
rated

; by taking away altogether its internal evidences, the only
ones which are not common to it witli a thousand superstitions.
In Judea itself, both before and after Christ appeared, numbers of

false Christs and charlatans of all descriptions had pretended to

work miracles, and had been believed
;
believed not only by their

proselytes, but by those who rejected them, and who ascribed their

miraculous powers to the agency of evil spirits. If these impos-
tors sunk, and were heard of no more, while Christianity spread
itself over the earth, it was not that greater credence was given to

the Christian miracles than to theirs ;
it was, that the simple-

liearted men who gathered themselves round the founder of Chris-

tianity, far from believing the doctrines to be excellent because

they came from God, believed (hem to come from God because

they felt them to be excellent. The fervour of their love and ad-

miration could not find fit utterance but in the phrase,
' he spake

as never man s[)ake.' Christianity had perished with its founder

if Mr. Blakey's theory had been true. The world has acknow-

ledged him as sent of God, has believed him to be God, because

there was a standard of morality by which man could test not the

word of man merely, but what was vouched for as the word of

God
; because of that internal evidence, which according to the

repeated declarations of Christ himself, ought to have been suf-
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ficient. It was out of the hardness of their hearts that they needed

signs. Had all been right within, the precepts themselves would

have sufficed to prove their own origin.

We have expended more words than were perhaps necessary

upon so preposterous a doctrine. Our excuse must be, the in-

finitely mischievous tendency of a theory of moral duty, according
to which God is to be obeyed, not because God is good, nor be-

cause it is good to obey him, but from some motive or principle
which might have dictated equally implicit obedience to the

powers of darkness. Such a philosophy, in proportion as it is,rea-

lized in men's lives and characters, must extirpate from their

minds all reverence, all admiration, and all conscience, and leave

them only the abject feelings of a slave.

Such a theory cannot be combated too often
;

it should be

warred against wherever it rears its head. But with regard to

most of the other conflicting opinions respecting the primary

grounds of moral obligation, it appears to us that a degree of im-

portance is often attached to them, more than commensurate to

the influence they really exercise for good or for evil. Doubtless

they are important, as all questions in morals are important : a

clear conception of the ultimate foundation of morality, is essen-

tial to a systematic and scientific treatment of the subject, and to

the decision of some of its disputed practical problems. But the

most momentous of the difierences of opinion on the details of

morality, have quite another origin. The real character of any
man's ethical system depends not on his first and fundamental

principle, which is of necessity so general as to be rarely suscep-
tible of an immediate application to practice ;

but upon the

nature of those secondary and intermediate maxims, vera ilia et

media axiomata, in which, as Bacon observes, real wisdom resides.

The grand consideration is, not what any person regards as the

ultimate end of human conduct, but through what intermediate

ends he holds that his ultimate end is attainable, and should be

pursued : and in these there is a nearer agreement between
some who differ, than between some who agree, in their con-

ception of the ultimate end. When disputes arise as to any of

the secondary maxims, they can be decided, it is true, only by an

appeal to first principles; but the necessity of this appeal may be
avoided far oftener than is commonly believed ;

it is surprising
how few, in comparison, of the disputed questions of practical

morals, require for their determination any premises but such as

are common to all philosophic sects.
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ON THE LIFE AND CHARACTER OF THE LATE Mr. ROSCOE.

Mr. Henry Roscoe's memoir of his venerable father is a book
we should have noticed before this time, were we always as able

to perform as to will. Ere now it is probably in the hands of

most of our readers; and in giving an abstract of, or extracts

from, its contents, we should merely be performing a work of

su[)ererogation. All, therefore, that we shall do in the matter is,

to add our hearty commendations to those already offered to the

worthy editor, lie has performed his task in a manner most

creditable to himself; has produced a book free from all appear-
ance of exaggeration or pretension ;

has given to society an admi-

rable picture of one of the most interesting characters that ever

adorned it
;
and entitled himself to the gratitude, we hope, of

many a reader. Respecting the excellent man whose memorials

are thus presented to us, we feel how much, how very much,
might be said. He commands our admiration nearly at all points ;

but we cannot forbear especially remarking upon him as a pattern
for the many in the art of self-cultivation, in the diligent, la-

borious, patient {)reparation by which he rendered himself fit to

be the minister of much good to his fellow-creatures. It is true

that Mr. Roscoe was a self-educated man
;
and we know how

often this phrase is associated with the idea of something super-

ficial, presumptuous, and unsafe
;
but Mr. Roscoe's self-education

was not of this sort. No one ever laboured more diligently, or

was less contented with mental slovenliness, than he. He early

gave society the best pledge of a strong desire to improve his spe-

cies, by a vigorous improvement of himself. We could wish that

this were an example generally followed, that men did not too

often post[)one the claims of their own minds, to other claims far

less loud and im|)erative ;
but it appears to us, that this is the

peculiar danger of our day; that a sort of bustling desire to be

doing, in >vhat we conceive the service of our fellow-creatures,

precedes that steady discipline of the spirit by which only human

beings are prepared to be really serviceable to one another.

With Mr. Roscoe and his band of friends there was a perpetual

intermingling of offices of benevolence with individual research,

inquiry, and improvement. Not one of them seems to have lost

his individuality, or his mental self-respect, in the midst of social

pursuits. They were always at work,—quietly, but most effec-

tively ;
and now, when we look back on the long line of subjects

which passed before their minds, how attractive do they apfjcar!
how noble ! how truly worthy ofmen and of Christians I Wehardly
know, indeed, when looking at Mr. Roscoe's life, as considered with

regard to his most extensive relations with society, where we are to

find the boundary line of its influence. No doubt, the influence of
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other hearts and minds may have been more potent in many of the

several particulars which arrested his attention, but it may with

truth be said of him, that he has, in a variety of important in-

stances, given an impulse to good feeling and to active benevo-

lence which is every day more deeply felt and more widely

acknowledged. Fifteen years before the formation of the associa-

tion whose object it was to do away with the slave-trade, we find

him, then a young townsman of Liverpool, scarce, indeed, more
than a boy,* eloquently protesting against that iniquitous traffic,

in his poem of * Mount Pleasant.' In his latter years, his zealous

and vehement remonstrance with the American legislatures did

very much, if, indeed, it did not do more than the remonstrance

of any other person, towards procuring the substitution of daily
labour in prisons, together with solitary confinement at night, for

the horrible punishment of entire loneliness and absence of all

employment.

'

Against this inhuman and unchristian like system,* says he, in a

letter to Dr. Hosack, of New York, (dated 13th July, 1830, just a year
before his death,)

'

my humble voice has been raised, amongst those

of many others of more importance, for several years past ;
but it is

only a few weeks since I learnt, by a coramunication of authentic

documents from Philadelpliia, that the legislature have at length given

way to the feelings of humanity, and have determined that the con-

victs shall be allowed to labour in the day, and shall be instructed for

that purpose, as well as in whatever else may be requisite for their

reformation. * * * By this decision, I conceive the great question
of prison discipline, as far as regards the United States, is finally set-

tled ; every other place, except Philadelphia, having already adopted
that plan, thereby making crime to counteract itself, and repair, as far

as possible, the evils it has occasioned. In no country has this prin-

ciple been so well understood, and carried so far, as in your own ;

and the relinquishment of it for the Bastile system of solitary confine-

ment, would have grieved me more than I can express ; but thank

God, my dread of that is over. / shall now die in peace, convinced

that the time will come when my own country will follow the example.'

On another occasion, still nearer the close of his career, we find

this venerable man, then, as he says, fast approaching his eightieth

year, starting up to dictate to La Fayette a most animated con-

gratulation on the French Revolution of 1830.

'My dear Sir,—I can speak on no other subject till I have returned

my earnest thanks to Gcd, and congratulated you on the wonderful
events which have taken place in France, &c. This is the first time
in mv life when I have seen the triumph of liberty complete, and a
foundation laid for the perpetual extirpation of slavery and oppression
from every part of the civilized world.'

And he then proceeds to seize this important opportunity for

* He was not more than maeteen*
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the enforcement of those principles of humanity and Christian

forbearance towards the guihy which were dearest to his heart.

' Well do I remember how deeply I lamented the overthrow of all

my hopes in the early part of the former revolution, when the most

precious blood of France was poured out on the scaffold ; and now
my chief object of anxiety is that the French nation may finish, with

magnanimity and humanity, the glorious work it has so well begun.
I allude to the situation of the wretched individuals who have been
the cause of all this commotion, and who are deeply stained with the

blood of their fellow-citizens, but to whose criminal temerity it is

owing that France is free. Will she require their blood in return ? I

hope not. I should be sorry to see the same unsparing maxims acted

upon by a free government, as have in all ages characterized despotic
monarchies, to whom the ultima lifiea rer7/m, is always at hand ; but
it is time that Europe should change its maxims, and that an example
should be given which should not derogate from the character that

France has already obtained, and show that a better era is opened
upon society. What ! it may be asked, would you suifer these traitors

to their country to go unpunished ? By no means ;
but I would

punish them in a manner more consistent with the character of a

great nation, which has nothing to fear, than by depriving them of

life.'—vol. ii. p. 387.

So firmly did our venerable philanthropist adhere to his emplia-
tic declaration in * Lorenzo de Medici,' that 'no end can justify
the sacrifice of a principle, nor was a crime ever necessary in the

course of human affairs.'

While adverting to Mr. Koscoe"'s interest in the subject of

criminal jurisprudence and prison discipline, we cannot forbear

remarking on the mingled independence ofjudgment and love of

human sympathy which appears so strikingly manifested in the

memorials of his zeal in this cause, AVe all know that he was

frequently regarded and often spoken of by some of those whose

opinions he highly valued, with some slight dc^gree of disdain, as

a benevolent visionary, whose ideas couhl never be realized on
ejirth. Now those who know this, ought also to know that Mr.

lloscoe was not a man who could harden himself against these

things. He felt, keenly felt them. His heart was too susceptible
and too affectionate not to long for the suffrages of all who were

dear to it. He did not want to feel superiority over any human

being, not even over a child, if he could but bring that child into a

])artici{)ation of his views. There was not in his composition one

spark of the pride of being original for originality's sake, or of the

wilfulness of 0|)position. Altogether, perhaps no man ever existed

whose benevolent purposes were pursued with more entire sim-

plicity
and singleness of heart, who was less fettered by his human

attachments, and yet more alive to (heir value. He was essen-

tially social ; sympathizing with and taking to his heart at once all

in whom he perceived the bright beamings of good will to man,
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yet never stopping at their point, or ceasing to pursue a just prin-

ciple to its legitimate consequences, through fear or favour.

Against the delusions of a temperament somewhat sanguine, he
was not perhaps wholly proof. The principles and the feeling of

Hope and Faith were strong within him, and he did probably too

often 'think the world without like that within.' His imagination
also sometimes brought before him shadows, on which he vainly

expended a portion of his strength ;
but every failing was frankly

exhibited—no sophistry darkens the pages of Roscoe.

As a writer on elegant literature, we are disposed to regard him
rather as a most useful auxiliary, and as a striking example of

perseverance, and of the happiness which accrues to individuals

from the cultivation of pure tastes, than as the producer of any
thing intrinsically splendid. His style is neither brilliant nor very
much calculated, by its strength and nervousness, to leave a

powerful impression on the mind. In a few of his shorter poems,
particularly in his Songs on the French Revolution, he rises to a

degree of animation which was not common in his printed com-

positions, his translations from the Italian are also highly poetical
and spirited, and his private letters are delightful : but, generally

speaking, Mr. Roscoe is content to be sensible and correct
;
and

though all he writes bespeaks an intimate acquaintance with ele-

gant literature, the flow of his language is placid and even. That
he always took the side of what he considered true liberty, in all

he wrote and said, no one can question. We are not so certain

however, that in his contest with M. Sismondi, respecting the

Medicis, he was on the right side—the probability is, from the

too uniform strain of panegyric which pervades the memoirs of

Lorenzo, that Mr. Roscoe's imagination was in a degree dazzled

by the congenial splendours of his hero. He saw in him a man
truly extraordinary in his time, endowed with the most noble and
useful tastes, and exercising his political power in a manner

highly calculated to improve the human race; but still we are

afraid M. Sismondi is right ;
the means by which Lorenzo ac-

quired and endeavoured to perpetuate power savour strongly of
craft and statesmanlike absence of sound principle.
Some have thought Mr. Roscoe disposed to severity towards

Luther and his brother reformers, and undoubtedly he may be

charged with occasional forgetfulness of their sources of irritation;

but, as he well says, in his own defence,—
' In adverting to the persecutions of which Protestants have been

guilty, my only object has been to excite that abhorrence of persecu-
tion, under every shape and pretext, which is the surest safeguard
against its return. If it should appear, as has been imputed to me,
that I have animadverted with more severity on the Protestants than
on the Papists, it is because better things were to have been expected
from them : because they who asserted the right of private judgment
in themselves, ought not to have denied it to others ; because they who
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have represented the cruelties and persecutions of the Church of Rome
as the greatest of her abominations, ought to have been peculiarly
cautious how they gave rise to similar charges against themselves

;

and lastly, because it is more painful to perceive a disgraceful blot

among those with whom we are nearly associated, than among those

who are further removed from us in principles and opinions
* * * *.

It is not on any doctrinal tenets of any established church, whatever

its adherents may believe, that we are to rely for the rejection of those

intolerant principles which have for so many ages disgraced the Roman
See. Luther, Calvin, Ci'anmer, Knox, the founders of the Reformed
Church in their respective countries, inflicted, as far as they had

power and opportunity, the same punishments that were denounced

against tlieir own disciples by the Church of Rome, on such as called

in question any article in their creeds. To have freed the human race

from the dread of violence and persecution, in the exercise of religion
and the pursuit of truth, Avould have conferred greater honour on
Luther than the enforcement of any dogmatical opinions whatever.

To his good intentions and incorruptible integrity the following work
bears uniform and ample testimony, but with the restraints of his su-

periors, Luther could not shake off the trammels of his education :

and his /lii^hest aim was only to establish another despotism in the place

of that from which lie had hi7nself escaped. In thus sanctioning, by
his opinion and example, the continuance of an exterior and positive
control over the consciences of mankind, he confirmed the preten-
sions of the Roman See: and may more justly be said to have shared
its autlioritv, than to have invalidated its unjust assumptions. But
the principles of toleration are derived from higher views, &c.'—Life^

pp. 337, 338.

This is boldly, and, with the exception of the passage we have
marked in italics, we think most justly said.

We cannot forbear expressing the j)leasure we have derived

from the perusal of that part of Mr. Henry Roscoe 's work, in

which the domestic history of his father is sufficiently, though
sparingly, exhibited. His humble beginnings

—the manner in

Avhich his character grew and expanded, morally and intellectu-

ally
—his early, self-denying, and unswerving attachment to her

who was the companion of by far the greater part of his course—
the character of this chosen being herself, her love of whatever

was beautiful in art or nature, her pride in him, the pleasure with

which she ministered to his pursuits, and the strong good sense

and incorruptible integrity which ke[)t guard over his tastes and
her own, her deep maternal affection—all this is outlined only,
it is true, but it is touched with a masterly iiand, and much is

supplied by the short extracts from the correspondence of both

parties. We iiave met with few things in biography more affect-

ing than the history of this guileless and unbroken attachment.

On the whole, Mr. Roscoe's literary, public, and domestic life

presents an union of great and varied excellencies, such as we
cannot recur to without feeling a glow of heart, and a pleasure
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allied to triumph, for his were the triumphs of good over evil. We
feel that his spirit has touched many dark places. It has beamed
on the most degraded scenes of savage life, it has helped to un-

lock the fetters of slavery, it has descended into prisons, it has

entered and will enter much more into the spirit of our criminal

code, it has given historians lessons of toleration, inculcated on

statesmen higher principles of action, and associated with the

poetical name the remembrance of a pure, serious, and devout

spirit. These things cannot be, and be in vain. Shakspeare

says
—

' The evil that men do lives after them,
The good is oft interred with their bones ;'

but, for once, we find ourselves completely at issue with him. The
evil is perishable and transitory; but ' the sun may as well dis-

card its own rays, and banish them from itself into some region
far remote from it, where they shall have no dependence at all

upon it, as God can forsake and abandon goodness in the world,

and leave it a poor, orphan thing, that shall have no influence

from him to preserve it and keep it.'* To think of it as left in

the silent grave to mingle with the dust, while the spirit of evil is

allowed to walk the earth triumphant and unperishing, is one of

tho-e suggestions which we must put down to the account of mo-

mentary thoughtfulness or misanthropy. It did not emanate
from the spirit of man's better nature, from the spirit which is of

God. To us, on the contrary, it has often seemed as if the fruits

of a good life were only perfected in death—as if the dissolution

of the earthly fabric were generally ordained to precede the full

influence of a noble example.

A NIGHT AMID THE SEA-WARD HILLa

The brow of Heaven wears

No frown, nor storm-cleft wrinkle
;

The fountain's gentle tears

Amid the silence tinkle;

The lake it formeth in the meadow
Is kiss'd bv many a trembling shadow

Of flower and blade ;

Reflected stars, its depths amid,
Gaze heavenward as with furtive lid.

And by the moon a pyramid
Of light is made.

The water-fowl supine
Crowd close, with hidden bills

The ruminating kine

Move not upon the hills ;

Moths on the warm air dimly flit.

And insects in a slumberous fit

• Cudworth,
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Stir all the leaves
;

One bird, amid the hazel
fluttering,A sleepy cry of fear is uttering ;

And the scarce-audible sea, low-muttering,A dull sound weaves.

The fishermen's old boats,
Like shore-cast things asleep

—
And nets, with shapeless floats,

Lie on the shingle deep ;

Amid them, one rough sentinel

Strides as a lynx within his cell,

Still to and fro,

Tracking a smuggler's veering skiff,

In the dim distance fugitive ;

The sere grass stirs upon the cliff,

With motion slow.

The Ocean's foamless lip

Scarce breaths upon the beach ;

The Moon and Hesper clip
Its depths with amorous pleach,

Beaming their love from south and west
Over its mutely-panting breast.

In paleness splendid ;

And by the gush and crisp retreat

Of its calm swell, their reflex fleet

Is curved from my advancing feet.

Or dim-extended.

The gatlier'd constellations

The infinite blue bestud.
Whose twinkling coruscations

Cleave its ethereal flood,

And yield the deep pale influence,

Dim-scrutable to striving sense,
Of shade and li^ht :

Murmurs pervade the concave hills.

From echoed sounds and trickling rills ;

And over all, the Night distills

A dew-shower bright.

A solitude sublime

Breathes on my breathless heart,
And thoughts of death and time

Into its depths depart :

Immortal dreams above them gushing,
My soul in all my veins is blushing

With love divine—
Spirit! from me, let not this symbol'd story
Of thine immensity pass transitory ;

Let me not lose of thine in-hidden clory
This outward, visible sign !

* W.
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JUVENILE LESSONS.

Father !

Why dost thou call me father, boy ; thou art no blood of mine ?

But you love me, and you teach me, and you care for all my wants.

There are many boys with fathers and mothers who are not cared for,

and they are not so happy as I am. And one day, while I was draw-

ing from the model of the steam-engine you gave me, 1 heard you
say to * * * * * that the teacher of the child was its real parent,

—
that the shaper of its disposition, and not the accidental giver of its

life, was the being entitled to its love. I have no father, no mother,
but you have been a parent to me, and you have made me a happy
child. Had I a father and a mother, I could not love them as I

do you.
What ! not if they were a good father and mother ?

Are there any good fathers and mothers? I have seen none, none
whom I could love.

Thy knowledge of human nature is limited, boy !

I have made long long journeys with you, and seen many whom
you called good people, but their children were not happy children.

Circumstances are sometimes adverse.

But they were not poor people.
Thou hast yet to learn, boy, that there are many circumstances,

besides poverty, which deba.se people's natures.

And could not those circumstances be changed ?

They will change, boy, as human wisdom increases. The ill ar-

rangement of social intercourse causes much of our unhappiness, and

unhappiness amongst the elders is visited upon the children in bad

training. But these are things yet difficult for thy years, and thou
must think much to understand them.

Are they harder than the political economy you taught me?
They require deeper thinking.

Pray teach me, I understand all you say.
Not now, boy. Thou wilt learn much of them unconsciously, as

|hy life advances. Thy knowledge of facts will increase, and my care

will only be needed to guide thy judgment aright. How old art

thou ?

Nine. To day is my birth-day.
I had forgotten. 1 remember thy birth, boy. Some day we will

visit thy birth-place.
Where was it ?

Far, far away, boy. It is a lovely spot in a glorious clime. My
heart gushes while my memorv dwells on it. Thou wert left an

orphan in my charge. I watched thine opening faculties, and I now
behold them bringing forth good fruit.

I remember all our travels.

Not all, boy. Thou didst learn to sit ere thou didst learn to stand.

A horse bore thee on his back at speed ere thy limbs could sustain

thee on the grass\' turf.

Do you remember the evening when we rested near the dried-up

lake, when we were thirsty and could get no water. You had saved a

No. 82, 3 C
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little in the horn at your girdle, and made me drink it before we lay
down to sleep on the long grass with the horses tethered around.
The water was hot, and it almost scalded me to drink it, for I knew
how thirsty you were yourself.

Bless thee, boy ! but talk not now of those things. My blood is

chilled when I think on tlie peril of that night. Even now the rapid
beat of a horse's hooves will sometimes startle me from my self-posses-
sion. But thou wert about to ask me something, boy. What is it ?

First tell me, may I not call you father ? 1 would not call you by
any other name.

Why not, boy ?

It seems that I love you more when I call you father.

Then call me so, boy. I would not have thine affection lessen
; it

is a treasure above all price to me. What else didst thou want ?

You promised to take me a ramble, as you formerly used to do. It

is long, long since I have been out with you, and I want you to show
me London, which I have not yet seen.

Show thee London, boy! It would take a generation ; i. e. to show
it inside and out. Volumes without end might be written about it,

full of romance and poetry, as well as business and calculation. A
street might furnish matter for a painter's existence—all of pure arti-

ficiality. Show thee London ! What, in a day ! Thou mayst ascend
St. Paul's and overlook it, wliich, perchance, many would call seeing
London, hut we will do rather more. We will get a sketch or two,
and thread some of the main avenues. What is the hour?

Nine.

Then we will set forth, and we shall find London living, its denizens
all in a hurry, pushing, and bustling, in breathless excitement

; yet
ask one of them what his ultimate object is and he will tell you only
'

money.' Ask him what is the purpose of money, and you will at

once plunge him l)eyond his depth. He knows not that the legitimate
end of human life is human happiness. For human '

happiness' he
lias been taught to read human ' accumulation.'

Let us go quickly, father.

Yet a word, boy. Remember, that if to-day is to be a day of ex-

citement, to-morrow's lessons must be doubled. Thy tools, thine in-

struments, thy books, they must be left in order, tliat they may be

found when next needed. And the animals dependent on thy care,
are they fed ?

All is done, father. Let us go.

Yes, when thou hast changed thy garb, boy. The world is not yet

quite rational. Thy cap and tunic are commodious and graceful, but

the boys in the streets would bait thee for not being clad so incon-

veniently as themselves, and their elders woidd exclaim against me for
'

milking such a figure of tlie child.' Thou must even put on the

Avorjdjy garb that painfully girds thee, and remember, that liberty of

mind, and the free supervision of thy fellows, can only be achieved by

deferiing in outward appearance to their taste, or rather to the want

tljcreoi'. W'ear not thy heart upon thy sleeves, boy, or it will be torn

into very slireds, and constant pain will at length eradicate thy be-

nevolence of s]>irit. Love thy fellows, and abstain from irritating
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their prejudices unnecessarily. The world is wide enough for all ;

and even as soft water wears the rock, so will the gentleness of a

loving spirit soften the rugged harshness hegotten by long habits of

worldly calculation. Let us away, boy, when thou art ready, and re-

member, that thy somewhat nimble tongue has full license to ask
what questions thou wilt as we advance.

Look on that beautiful green slope, father !

It is called the Green Park, boy. It is but a small patch, but it is

a treasury of health. Look at the children sporting in it. How
glorious looks the old abbey yonder, towering up over the tree tops,
and glittering in the bright sun's rays, with the clear blue sky for a
back ground. It seems as though we could leap through the balmy
air from this crowded noisy street, and perch upon the summit. Ha !

boy, thy impatient, wandering eye has roved around the horizon and
rests upon yon mishapen pile of hewn stone. Thou art wondering
how it has happened that yon ancient abbey has so much of beauty,
and that this modern pile is less beautiful than a stone quarry. Thou
art pondering how it is, that while the world has advanced in other arts
it has retrograded in architecture. It is the fruit of misrule, boy.
Tyrants and fools and sycophants possessed the irresponsible control
of the funds of a great nation, while the nation was asleep. Waste
has been the consequence, but heed it not. Capital is made by human
labour, and human labour is each day increasing its results by im-

proved processes, and the pile of stone is left to be used up for other

purposes. The Guelph, who delighted in costly follies, and with
whom yon pile originated, is no more. He died, and a nation could

only afford him contempt to wait upon his memory. He was cruel,
he was selfish, he was mean, and basely vindictive. No one good
quality was his attribute, but yet the nation could not hate him ; they
could but despise him. It is a mark of the advancement of the
national intellect. Time was, that such beings were to be feared, and
as a consequence they were hated. They are now only ridiculous,
and reap only contempt. They are powerless, and therefore mischief-

less. Look at that enclosed garden, Avith a large piece of water, and
artificial islands, and shrubs, amidst avenues of trees, which is spread
out in front of the mishapen stone pile. It was once a sort of cow-

field, with a long pond in the centre. The Guelph who died, ordered
it to be laid out and planted. It could not well be spoiled. Vegeta-
tion will grow after its own beautiful fashion when once planted.
The Guelph wished to build upon a portion of the park, and promised
the public admission to the new garden by way of stopping the

mouths of complainants. He meant to have cheated them, but he
died in the interval, and was cheated himself. The Guelph who came
after him affected popularity, and liked to hear the little boys shouting
* hurra !

' He was ever fond of noises, and has wasted much gun-
powder in salutes and rejoicings ; but, however, better thus than in

human slaughterings. What a propensity there is in boys and kings
to play with catmons, gunpowder, crackers, and fireworks ! Thou art

beyond such tastes, boy. I did not mean to reproach thee. Thou
likest not the noise, but the skill of the fire-weapons, and I do not pro-
hibit them to thee. He who knows how to kill, is least likely to be

3C2
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tempted to kill. Hack at the ' wooden soldier,' and the taste for

hewing will be harmlessly gratified. But to return. The Guelph
wanted popularity, and he ordered that the public, whose money had

paid for making the garden, should be admitted to walk in the garden.
But he put lackeys at the gates to riddle the public as a brickmaker
does the materials of his art, and the ill-dressed public, such as were
not '

respectable,' were excluded. Those without the means of pro-

curing fresh air, were the most studiously excluded from fresh air.

The '

respectables,' the well-dressed, could not bear to inhale the

same atmosphere with the ill-dressed
;
and it would seem that it has

never entered into the contemplation of those who rule, that the

simplest mode of improving the poor people's taste in dress, as well as

in other matters, would be to provide them with additional public
walks, and all other matters tending to refine a coarse imagination.
But come away, boy ; yonder closed garden named Buckingham, is

not worth looking at
;

it is, at best, like an unwholesome wood

springing from an undrained bog.
This is Regent Street. What a glorious view opens over the tree

tops as you look towards the park. My boy, my boy ! thy deep set

dark eye is lightening towards the distant hills. Thy taste is still

true as it was in infancy, when thou wert not content to walk in the

delicious green elastic grass, but wouldst roll in it, and bite it in wild

joy, like the gamboling of a young greyhound. The hill, the wood,
and the grass land, are more beautiful than the citv, even when man
has accomplished all that his art can bring to pass. But this is a

pleasant street, boy, though much of its beauty consists in its anima-
tion. The architecture is vile enough, but that stucco is more cleanly
than bricks, and in order to appreciate it, thou must visit some of the

close streets near the squares, wherein the aristocracy of the last

generation were wont to dwell. Waterloo Place—Regent Street.

The first was named after a piece of monstrous cruelty, of human
slaughter, called a battle, wherein a number of legitimate tyrants
succeeded after a severe struggle in vanquishing an illegitimate tyrant.
And the English nation was absurd enough to pride itself, because
much blood and treasure liad thus been wasted ; because human be-

ings had been slaughtered like bullocks, and a national debt had been
swollen in amount. But the egregious delusion has passed away, and
the ' hero of Waterloo,' tlie

• drowner of men,' has lived to be baited

by tlie rabble in the ])ublic street, on the anniversary of the victory,
now known amongst the common peojde as the field of ' blood and
mud.' Bear this in thy memory, boy. The intoxication of evil deeds

passes away, but the reverence for works of beneficence increases

with time. Yonder square building on the right hand is worth thy
notice. It is in good taste throughout, and well fitted for better pur-

poses tlian those to which it is aj)])lied
—collections of men witiiout

women amongst them. It is called the Athenaeum Club-house, sjnd

literary ])e(;ple like to belong to it, in order that their merit may duly
sliine l)y being mingled together in a large mass, just as the cobbler's

candle with two wicks, whose flames mingle, gives more light than
two se})arate candles with tlie same joint amount of tal/ow.

Boy ! thou hast never yet seen a litterateur. He is a kind of small
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light shining upon small subjects, a sort of flickering Will-o'-the-wisp,

powerless to burn, but sufficiently annoying by unfixing the sight, like

the scrap of looking-glass in the hand of a waggish boy. He is a

man who literally deals in letters, and good naturedly transposes them
into all sorts of forms, in order to amuse idle people. Ideas of his

own he has none, he runs about and gets them at second-hand, but

seldom knows how to use them rightly, and he never ventures upon
many at a time, for fear his mistakes should be too glaring. He has

a deadly aversion to politics, and political knowledge ; to the latter,

because it is all
' Greek and Latin' to him

;
to the former, because he

knows by experience that they offer more excitement than his lucu-

brations, and take customers away from his shop. He therefore tries

to persuade every body that they are a low pursuit. Towards his

customers, the public, he is civil in general, and somewhat apt to be

sycophantic, but beware that thou become not his fi'iend or acquaint-

ance, more especially if the disease of writing take hold of thee, and
still more especially if the consciousness of the power of knowledge
and judgment, and the desire of being useful to thy fellows, impera-
tively force thee to write. In the spirit of his trade— rivalry, the

litterateur is more jealous than a beauty, a mindless beauty, whose
chai'ms are fast failing. His best friend he would ' damn with faint

praise,' did he mark any thing of shining talent in him. Envy, hatred,
and malice, and all uncharitableness, are the canker-worms of his ex-

istence. But remember that his living depends upon his notoriety,
and his dinings-out will be diminished by any increase in the numbers
of the clique. He is eaten up with pride, and looks down with con-

tempt upon all whom he calls
' low people,' that is to say, those who

get their living, not by a '

profession,' but a business, or who wield

any tool but a pen. While he is doing the business of a mountebank
for people's amusement, the overweening creature deems that he is

performing the business of instruction, mistaking animal feelings for

the essentials of mind. He is pragmatic as an ape, and dogmatic as

a pacha. He thinks that what he writes is a sort of needful lubrica-

tion for the axis of the world, without which there would be such an
accumulation of friction as to alter the seasons. He is especially

annoyed at the pretensions of tradespeople, and thinks it scandalous

that they should make larger profits than authors, whom he holds to be
so immeasurably their superiors, as scarcely to be named in the same
breath with them. All people of one hobby or pursuit, are disgusting

enough ;
the shoemaker will talk about the price of leather, the dis-

course of the carpenter is thickly sprinkled with sawdust, the tailor

cannot separate himself from the fashion of garments, the timber
dealer must exult over the last trick he played a customer, the grave-
digger thinks of turning out for an increased price, as the stature of
human beings is on the increase, owing to the lessening of disease ;

the horse dealer, the horse-hair dealer, the tanner of horse-hides, the

horse-shoer, the stable keeper, and the groom, all in short connected
in the remotest degree with horses in every quarter of the world,
continue to be born cheats as usual, and to talk of nothing but roguery ;

the coffin-maker tells for the fiftieth time the story of his cheating the
dead man, by putting feather-edged boards into lus last box-coat, and
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so on through the whole variety of trades. All these are wearying
and disgusting enough, but give me each and all of them, day after

day, rather than condemn me to be talked to by a litterateur, all whose
faculties are so taken up by books, that he has neither time nor incli-

nation for ideas. If he be in addition a professional writer for a

fashionable publication, eschew him as you would the plague. He is

infallibly one of the people described by Goethe,
' whom you can teach

nothing to, and whom you can learn nothing from.' In the coming
age, such people will be prohibited from marrying, in order that the

world may cease to be deluged with a nuisance, a professional critic !

Bound to read all the books that come out ! His brain, if brain he

have, must be a mere word-basket, and he must keep his opinions

ready within to be taken out of a sack like lottery tickets, whence it

follows that so many misfits take place between books and opinions.
There were plagues in Egypt, but verily the poor people might con-

trive to exist, for in those days the plague of literary critics existed not.

Father ! what is that flight of steps with a column on the top?
That, boy, is an entrance into the park. The fourth Guelph was so

intolerably selfish, that he refused the people a right of way through
the site of what formerly was Carlton Palace. The fifth Guelph,

wishing to
' do popularity,' granted leave, but needlessly piled up a

mass of granite, to oblige people to go up and down stairs, as if a hill

road were better than a level.

But the column, father. It looks as if it were intended to put

something on the top of it ?

That column, boy, was built by subscription, by the officers of the

army, in sycophantic adulation of another Guelph who ruled the army,
and paid his harlot the wages of her iniquity, by giving her the pa-

tronage and sale of commissions. He was not even a soldier. He
commanded British bull-dogs, and so paralyzing was the influence of

his imbecile mind, that even Dutchmen beat them away from the land

they had a footing in. He was once nearly taken prisoner, and an
adverse general remarked that it was a fortunate thing he escaped, for

he was as good as an army of reserve to them. There is a huge block

of granite somewhere, carved into his semblance, which it was in-

tended to place on the top of the column.

And why have they not so placed it ?

Because in these latter days there is a thing come fortli of new
and boundless power, called public opinion. This power proclaimed
that the departed Guelph was no lionour to the community to wliich

lie had belonged, that he was a gambler and a sensualist, who, after

disappointing a host of creditors, and bringing many of them to ruin,

left the world with their curses on his head. Public ojnnion lias de-

creed that it would be held an insult to decency to erect the stone

ertigy of such a man, and the subscribers have wisely abstained.

It would only have given trouble to a future ix)puliir government to

overthrow it, as will eventually be done by that of tlie charlatan Can-

ning. Public morality imperiously demands that the statues of wicked

men should not be set up in high places.
Would not the populace throw them down ?

It is not desirable, boy. It would be a breach of the law. It is a
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mischievous thing to break any law. If the laws be bad, the clamour
of public opinion should be directed to accomplish their alteration.

But let us on, boy.

Father, what a large open space !

It is, boy, and a fine breathing hole for the metropolis. Many nests

of misery stood on that ground, wherein human beings were cooped
and misused till their natural faculties were almost lost, and they
became almost animate machines. Too much of this thing still re-

mains in this huge Babel
;
but steam will in time effect a total cure by

the destruction of distance. People will not live as in pigeon-holes
when means are provided for locomotion with little consumption of

time. Glorious, glorious science! Ay, glorious physical science! for

thou art the willing servant waiting at the beck of moral science to

do all its drudgery, and without which its endeavours in behalf of

human happiness would be fruitless.

What building is that, father ?

That square-looking mass of stone, or stucco which looks like stone,

and is really at present better than stone, for it will be worn out by
the time a better taste shall arise. It vrould be a pity that such build-

ings should be in durable stone. One could swear that the fourth

Guelph planned that United Service Club-house himself, it is so non-

descript. Look at the front and end, as we now see it angle-wise.
Look at those long spiring columns, devoid of all proportion, which
the architect—or builder taking the name in vain—deemed to be Ionic.

But what is the building for?

Soldier and sailor officers, whose time hangs heavy upon their hands
at home, meet there to eat and drink and gamble and talk over their

hopes of a new war, by which they individually may profit while

others suffer. They call themselves the L^nited Service, i. e. they are

the king's servants, and wear red and blue liveries, being liable to the

kicks and cuffs of the aristocracy at large, who, however, use them

well, as the numbers are kept up from their own body. But this club

is only composed of the higher rank ; there is another called the

Junior United Service, where sucking slaughtermen delight to con-

gregate upon the scent of battles. None of the juniors
' dai*e say

their souls are their own.' They are the people Avho do the dirty
work of pretending to try culprits when it is resolved to torture a

spare soldier or sailor to death by the lash. But for the cruelty, it

would be a most ludicrous farce. They go into a room together like

jurymen, as if they dared to have an opinion of their own, as if their

chance of promotion did not depend upon their being as subservient

as the
'

leg of mutton juries' of the Marshalsea court.

"What is that long, ugly building, father ?

It is called the Kings Mews, probably because in ancient days fal-

cons for sporting were kept there ; but it has been principally used as

a barrack. It was once a scene of great excitement. A man named
Francis Burdett declared in the House of Commons that flogging
soldiers—not sailors—was degrading cruelty. The oligarchy shut

him up in the Tower in consequence, and his courage broke down.

Many of the soldiers were excited almost to a state of rebellion, and
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t-iere wanted little at that time to effect a revolution similar to that of

France. Some regiments were shut up in that very Mews,
Would it have been good or evil had the revolution happened ?

Evil, boy, at the time, for men's minds were not then enlightened,
and strong parties would have been mustered both ways, to the per-

petration of much cruelty and bloodshed, and consequently to the

hinderance of public enlightenment. The revolution has now hap-
pened peaceably, and the oligarchy will be scoffed down. But it might
possibly have happened that a blighting, blinding despotism was about

to extinguish the free spirit of the nation. In such a case it would
have been the duty of all good men to gripe their death weapons for a

death struggle, be the amount of bloodshed what it might. From
such a ruin,—and all violent revolutions, however successful, are

ruinous,—from such a ruin the nation would again have arisen by its

own inborn energy ;
but the blight of a despotism would have de-

stroyed all good seed, and hope herself would have perished.
Oh ! father, what church is that with the beautiful portico of

Corinthian columns which look like palm-trees?
Martin, boy, is its patron saint. Thy simile is like. Often have I

looked upon their beauty since the time that space was first afforded

for my gaze, with a dim consciousness that they were like nature in

some of her works. They are stone ]'alms, supporting an entablature.

The differing chemical composition of the various courses of stone of

which they are built has been variously acted on by the atmosphere;
they are of all shades, from greyish white to black, and the concentric

rings make them look as natural as though they were palms petrified.
Would that some architect avouUI chop away that unsightly pagoda-
looking thing of a steeple, which cumbers the roof, and is in addition

too lofty, like an over-masted vessel. Were it away, you might arch

your hands, and looking through them to shut out the surrounding
buildings, deem tliat you beheld a portion of the ' marble waste' of

Thebes or Tadmor. How majestic that portico looks, in spite of the

pagoda on it. The United Service House opposite is, when compared
Avith it, like an Arab hut by the side of an Egyptian temple. Look a

little to the left
;
that is the parson's house. Those lurdane priests

always contrive lo get Avell lodged. One would have no objection to

it or to their large payment, if they did any thing useful for it. Even
the tithe might be bearable, were the men really what they ought to

be
;
not teachers of blind, unreasonable submission, but moral instruc-

tors for the people, elevating tlieir nature to liigh things, sucli as

Christ inculcated, but which his disciples have ill understood, being
content to take the letter instead of the beautiful spirit, the husk and

not the kernel.—By heavens! these new streets gladden one's eye-

eight, even though the taste of tliem be vitiated. Tliey have the effect

of j)hysical enlightenment. The statue thou art looking on is the

semblance of a Stuart king, about wliose descendants a number of un-

reasoning people thought it was proper to be enthusiastic for many
years. The I'ame is now extinct, or nearly so.

What was the cause of dispute between the Stuarts and the Guelphs ?

They both wished for the kingly authority. The Stuarts wished to
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hold despotic power, but the aristocracy, and others composing the

oligarchy, determined to have the largest share of the power. They
therefore called themselves Whigs and patriots, and so forth, and turned

out a James Stuart to make way for a William of Orange, which
act they christened by the name of a ' Glorious Revolution,' and have
referred to it ever since as an apology for never doing any useful

thing. Bear in mind always that the Whig revolution was like the

revolution of the Barons under King John. As far as regarded the

mass of the community, neither revolution was of any importance,
save as a type to work by. The Barons and the Whigs were, it is

true, alike fond of liberty, but it was only liberty for themselves.

They regarded liberty in the light of a loaf of bread, and believed that

increasing the number of the sharers, diminished the share of each.

In both revolutions alike, the people only changed a single master for

a body of masters, and the late Reform Bill has only increased that

body in number. However, their power is now merely legal, not

moral, and is unavailing for the purposes of mischievous coercion.

But how came the Guelphs here ?

After William of Orange, another Stuart, named Anne, succeeded
to the throne. Being a nervous woman, the oligarchy ruled as they
pleased in her name. When she died they were afraid of losing their

power, if an energetic legitimate Stuart were to succeed, wherefore

they sent to Hanover and brought over a puppet named George
Guelph, a person of strong animal passions and little mind. Him they
made King, and have ruled in his name and the names of his descend-

ants ever since, just as the priests of Thibet rule in the name of the

human puppet whom they call their Dalai Lama, or god. The oli-

garchy could scarcely have made a better selection. They had but to

supply these men with a sufficient portion of the money they wrung
from the people, in order to enable them to gratify their brutish ap-

petites, and they did all their masters' biddings freely.
Would it not be well to get rid of such a family ?

In some senses it would, boy, for they are wax'mg too numerous,
but it is of little comparative importance. Thfe business is to get rid

of the oligarcliy ; to do this it is necessary to turn all men's attention

to the fact, that until all rulers shall be made rf.spo7Wi6/e, good govern-
ment cannot exist. With responsibility, actual responsibility, it

matters little what may be the form of government, and the only sure

check upon rulers, is the diffusion of moral and political knowledge
through the mass of the community. Kings are like other men,
AVhen badly trained—and it is impossible they should be well trained—they make bad men. They are to be pitied, boy. They have no
chance of happiness, and what excitement they have is of a self-de-

stroying nature.

What beautiful gallery is this ?

It is called the Lowther Arcade. Can it be possible that the same
man who planned this most commodious and elegant nest of shops,
was the contriver of the unsightly lamp-top turrets at the turningrs.

Even thus it must be, so long as architects fail to dive into the hidden

depths of their art, to study its poetry or spirit as well as its

externals. At present they seem to stumble on the right by accident.
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Lucre must bear the blame. Talent exists now as it ever did, but

population presses against the means of subsistence, and the con-

sciousness that they might by possibility starve, causes the sons of art

to make gain their primary consideration. Not to build the best spe-
cimens of art, but to build the largest masses of masonry, or stucco

work, is the desirable consideration. They are paid by a per centage
on quantity, and not on quality. But good is on the increase. Look
at yon market opposite, called Hungerford. It was formerly a hot-

bed of human diseases, where people purchased food, and absorbed

poisonous gases gratis. It can now be cleaned. Let us walk on.

This is Covent Garden. It is like a butterfly emerged from a chry-
salis. It was formerly a dung heap, studded with hovels, and people
crowded upon one another, wet or dry, and steamed like a simmering
caldron. Three times the amount of business may now be done in

the same space under cover. It is a goodly erection, and the motto

of its proprietor, the Duke of Bedford, carved in stone beneath his

arms, is pregnant with meaning, Che sara^ sura, What will be, will be.

But the ' will be,' most probably will not be precisely what the house

of Russei most covets. They are a Whig race, living on their founder's

repute, the noted Lord Russei, who, after all that has been alleged

respecting him, really died in a Whig quarrel, and not for popular
freedom. ' What will be, will be.' The '

will be' henceforth will be

in favour of the many, not of tlie few. The '
will be' bids fair to be

after a while with a responsible house of representatives. The must

be, or rather the must 710^ be, will be left for the house of aristocrats

to digest.
What bridge is that, father?

Tlie ' Strand Bridge' was its original name, but it was rechristened
'

Waterloo,' after the '
field of blood and mud,' wlien the ' drowner

of men,' and many of his royal colleagues in arms, passed over it for

the first time. Verily there must be a new christening some day, of

manv of our public places. Public morality is influenced bynames.
We do not say Nero-bridge, or Heliogabalus-strcet, or Caligula-

square, because they call to mind brutal actions, and modern names
to which similar qualities are attached produce a mischievous effect.

We would fain forget them. That is a noble structure for a matter of

private speculation. It is what a bridge should be
;

but while it proves
the excellence of our physical science and skill, it also proves the de-

ficiency of judgment for which our monicd capitalists are somewhat
remarkal)le. The proprietors did not l)uild the bridge on the score of

its beautv, or as a fine national monument, ])ut as a money-getting

sjx'culation, and thus far their funds were wasted. But there it

stands, and a magnificent mass of granite it is. We could as easily

build a pyramid, ay and three times the size of the large one of

(Ji/eh—large as all the ])ynimids of Kgvpt put together
—were there

any object in doing it. But the days of building without utility are

passed away.
What is that ugly gateway built up across the street for ?

It is a remnant of feudal barbarism and ought to be cleared away.
It serves only to impede the traffic. In former days, when it was the

fashion to cut off people's licads, it was the custom to place them on
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spikes, on the summit of the chamber above, and call them traitors.

Such doings as these it was which taught the revolutionary mobs in

France to mangle the bodies of their vanquished rulers. In modern

days the gate is made to serve the purpose of some antique city
fooleries

;
it also serves for heralds to knock against, when peace is

proclaimed, dressed in laced jackets like chimney sweeps on May-day,
and sundrj' other absurdities. There is a new church erected just

beyond the gate on the left. Were St. Dunstan to come to life again,
be would take the architect by the nose with his tongs, for spoiling
so much good stone. It is as great a nuisance to the eye-sight as the

former building was to the roadway.
What crowds of people are in the streets !

This glorious day has brought forth people of all temperaments,
those who seek pleasure as well as the animated machines of business.

TJie sun has kindled the fire of humanity. Mark, boy, how numerous
are the intellectual faces which pass us. Ay, even in the men of

business whose hands are worn in their pockets, as a cheap substitute

for gloves, while ten per cent, is written in their countenances, even
in many of them may be marked the outward and visible signs that

mind is within them, wanting but training to bring it forth. That is

a banker's clerk
; you may swear to him by his coat close buttoned to

guard the sacred pocket-book, and the long strides he takes in order
that he may get back by three o'clock. His age seems about nine-

teen, his salary may be some fifty pounds per annum, and his friends

have given security for his honesty, to the amount of five thousand

pounds. Mark his keen eye, which glares with impatient disappoint-
ment, and fierce hatred of his drudgery. Ere three years elapse he
will fall a prey to consumption, engendered by withered hope. God!
were thy creatures made to be thus marred ? He is one of eight
children, and population has pressed against the means of subsistence
beneath his father's roof. And it was considered essential to make
him a gentleman. He is but one of myriads labouring under the
same evil, and till people shall become wiser, the evil will go on.

Look at those endless rows of shops, which are simply contrivances of

competition how five people shall do the work of one, and all get
badly paid alike. Mark the shops that look gayer than the others,
where women's gear is sold. There are some twenty young men in

each, of capable bodies and incapable minds, measuring out trifling
webs of various looms. Were the master of one of those shops to

make known that he wanted another hand, he would have an liundred

applications within the next twenty-four hours
;
and the poor crea-

tures can do nothing else in the world but measure tapes, and ribbons,
and laces, for which they get the wages of domestic servants. And
yet they are well-grown men, and had they been properly trained
would have made good colonists for Van Diemen's Land, or the Swan
River, or the Cape of Good Hope.
The carts and coaches make so much noise I can scarcely hear you

speak. They make a noise like the rushing sound of the river ford at

the pass of Las Vacas when the water rises above the saddle
flaps,

and echoes to the mountain masses above and around.

I remember it, boy, as well as the yell of the mule when the torrent
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once nearly swept her from her foothold. But look how many beau-
tiful women there are in the streets to-day. It seems to me that

handsome women have a peculiar temperament, which is acted on by
a peculiar state of the atmosphere, and induces them to go out simul-

taneously. There are some days, also, when neither love nor money,
nor any other inducement which ordinarily acts upon humanity, could

find a handsome woman in the streets. There must be something in

this perfectly natural,
'
if philosophy could find it out.'_

What huge church is that, father ?

St. Paul has it in his especial keeping, boy. Is it not a monstrous
mass ? It is old, and a cathedral, and therefore all the world says it is very

magnificent ;
but it would speak no poetry to me, were it not for its

size and peculiar colouring of grey, white, and black, which nothing
but a London atmosphere can bestow. But this is not the time to

see it.

We could not have a finer day.
It is not a day we need, but a night, or rather a morning, and

more especially now there are no watchmen to vex the ears—nothing
but a dark blue police, silent and slinking into corners, like the ' un-

cooked lobsters' to which they have been compared. When every

shop is closed, and the streets are in silence and solitude, when the

unearthly looking gas burns brightly as the flames to wliich Christians

have too often condemned each other, and the bright moon is saihng—an uncommon thing in England—over the clear blue vault, and

yonder huge clock strikes the solitary hour of one, then is the time

to fold the ai'ms and survey that enormous pile. Tlie city is then not

of the living but of the dead, and the statue of Anne Stuart seems to

glare out of the last century, and call to mind things long passed

away. Her egg-looking face witli the lobster eyes and vile nose pro-

jected on it, in unsightly relief, seems trying at indignation, but can-

not get beyond the aspect of a scold. Strange is it that five genera-
tions of kings should have filled her place in turn, after such a sample.
But it would almost seem as though our ancestors had been prophetic,
when they erected the '

Royal Exchange.' The niches of the line of

kings are nearly filled.

Can we not go into the cluirch, father ?

Yes, boy, by the payment of sundry twopences each.

Then what do the people do wlio have no twopences ?

Go without, boy. We are, as the Frenchman said,
' a commercial

nation, and turn every thing to profit.' Nay, so absurdly bigoted are

we on the subject, that we would rather commit injustice, even upon
ourselves, than suffer any thing to be given for nothing. That

churcli, for example, was built with the people's money, and is kept
in rejjair by tlie people's money ; liuge revenues are assigned to the

bloated priests who have it in charge, and notwithstanding they charge
fees to such of the people as wish to look at its interior—more mar-

vellous still, the people nnrei)iningly i)ay them. But the matter is

working its own cure, by the aid of the greatest champion of religious
reform which has ajipearcd in modern times.

Wlio is that, father ?

A thing called tithes, boy. When population is unduly thickened,
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people get peculiarly sensitive as to the payment of imposts, and just
at this time the clergy have revived claims long laid in abeyance, ex-

acting the tithe of poor men's labour, who by their utmost exertions
can scarce keep body and soul together. Cupidity has driven the

black priests mad ; they call themselves Christians, and forget that

Christ expressly said his kingdom was not of this world. They are

the buyers and sellers of their flocks, and their flocks will cast them
out. We might almost suppose the priests mad, and bent upon set-

ting the hand of every man against them ; bent upon setting the

labouring people to destroy them like wolves or rats, or other vermin,
but Christian charity would rather induce us to believe that their ob-

ject, as ministers of the gospel, is to set the question of tithes in so full

a light, that all its hideous deformity may be at once perceived, and
thus secure the prompt abolition of such a swollen mischief. A half-

starving man to be robbed of the tithe of his earnings I It is not in

human nature to bear this patiently.

Father, who are those boys walking in a long train, in strange look-

ing garments ?

They are a portion of a large class called '

charity boys,' a designa-
tion which I hope will ere long be known only to antiquarians. They
are specimens of the wisdom of our ancestors, which has descended

upon our hereditary legislators, who think that the things of this world
are not progressive, and therefore that rules may be made which shall

last for all time. Look at that hideous garb! It is of the fashion of
the day when the original founder first gave his money to establish the

school. His short wit could not see that fashions would alter, and he
made a set of absurd regulations as unalterable as those of the Medes
and Persians, and the breaking through of which would incur a for-

feiture of the property which maintains the school. Look at the garb
again. That detestable thing called a coat, unsightly and cramping to

the free movements of the body, is made of a material only manufac-
tured for that specific school, and which costs three times the price of
numerous better-locking fabrics now in common use. Look at the

cap of worsted, a name which would seem to imply that nothing could

be worse. It neither serves as a cover nor as a shade, neither to re-

place the hair which has been shorn to the quick, nor to hide the un-

seemly want of it, which makes the poor hoys look like something
between felons and soldiers. And the absurd nether garments, which
recall De Foe's satire vividly tons

—
' In clouted iron shoes and sheepskin breeches.'

Fancy the poor boys wetted to the skin in this rainy atmosphere,
and that yellow sheepskin—previous to greasing

—Avith as great an

affinity for moisture as any deliquescent salt, obstinately refusing to

cease to resemble uncooked tripe for a whole month. Why even the

troopers have been rescued from the misery, and are now clad in a
material of warp and woof. Yet a profound respect for the will of a
man who died some three hundred years back, still confines a number
of poor boys to the garb of mountebanks, and probable ill health. How
admirably those coarse and close fitting

' Avorsted' stockings are

adapted to catch the driving shower in their meshes, and convey it to
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the huge ill-fitting shoe, thus retaining the foot in a portable bath,
though the doctors have an axiom about a ' cool head and warm feet.'

There is probably a good reason which might be alleged by the trustees
of the charity in behalf of keeping up a strict attention to externals,
in compliance with the founder's will

;
for were they to break through

the custom, it might provoke some inquiry into the abuses which have
taken place in the disposal of the funds for the end of private profit.
Oh ! that a responsible government would take all corporation and
charity funds under a general system of rational management, and re-

move the degrading badges of charity, which exercise an evil influence

upon all those who have unfortunately been doomed to wear them,
which influence frequently lasts a whole life.

How so, father ?

The brandmark of the slave is upon the child of charity, pressed
daily deeper and deeper by the coarse-minded and vulgar of both high
and low classes. The iron enters into his soul with the names of de-
rision he is addressed by, and the result is, that he becomes either a

crouching menial or a fierce malecontent. The high and ennobling
feelings of erect independence, and the humanizing influences of bene-

ficence, are alike unknown to him, save in casual instances. Look
around on those boys ; many of them are, it is true, helots in mind and

body, only capable of thriving under the direction of those who are
more skilful than themselves: but there are others whose physical
organization is of the most perfect kind, in whom proper training
would develope faculties which might make them the benefactors of
their sjiecies. It is a vile thing that they should be thus wasted, while
abundant means exist for producing exceeding happiness to themselves
and those around them. And shall this most iniquitous degradation
of human beings be suffered to continue ? No, no ! AVe will make
unto ourselves tongues of flame, and words of fire, to call forth the

justice which lies buried in sloth. We will seek to procure for every
child of man an equal chance for instruction according to his faculties,
whether he be the child of a peer or of a peasant ;

whether he be a

king's son or a mechanic's orphan ; we will save the first from inflict-

ing misery, and the last from the necessity of enduring it. Who shall

say that in that very line of children there might not be found Lockes,
and Miltons, and Benthams, and Cuviers, and La Places, and Gocthes,
were they but placed in the same set of circumstances which drew
forth the intellects of those benefactors of their species. But let us on,

boy ! Thou at least hast been saved from tlie degradation which
awaits so many of thy fellows, perchance as capable as thyself.

Svpt. 2, 1833. Junius Redivivus.

To be coiitimied.
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CHAPTER V.

What, lingering still ?

Upon the ocean's threshold, Sir, I stand ;

And gaze across its billows : and beyond,
Where earth confines, and rugged cliffe forbid

His rolling conquest :
—to the inner lands

I'm borne by fancy, now—and verdant hills,

And dreary wastes, and yawning gulfs,
—

Beauty aud richness so commingling there

With frowns of art and nature, dash my thoughts
With fear that holds me pausing ere I

fly.

So, then, I was on board a tender : mingled in the destinies of a press-

gang-gathered herd. I had bound myself in the chains which fettered

and galled, indiscriminately, the worthy and the vile ; the reckless

and semi-savage, with the prudent and the instructed: for among
that collection of imprisoned and miserable beings, there were
the instructed ; there were the morally pure as well as the wickedly
depraved, the hardened in vice and the shrinking from contamination ;

and nothing but an inborn heroism of resolution, and inflexible spirit,
could have escaped untainted after immersion in that foul reservoir

;

and few things ever showed more strongly the natural preponderance
of good in man, than the fact that they could, and did come forth un-
contaminated. But was I to be associated witli, an ingredient in, such
foul admixture ? No, no

; then I did not dream of tliis. At first I

entertained no dread of the probability of such degradation. Degra-
dation ? Could I be degraded ? Could I sink lower than I was in my
original condition ? Was it possible that human beings existed, who
were by any circumstance placed in a lower scale of social estimation

than myself ? I—degraded? I could not be degraded : I was down
as low as accident or nature could sink humanity. I had never seen

the being compounded of the materials of which God's images are

fashioned, whom I could have regarded with other glances than those

of deference. Yet here I was at once elevated to a pinnacle of in-

calculable height above creatures of the same flesh and blood with my-
self. In all my dreams, I had formed nothing earthly that could

parallel the occupants of that dreadful den. But, struck into utter

gasping dismay as I was by what I saw, not tlie remotest supposition,
nor shadow of a fear that such men were at any time or in any place
to be my companions, crossed my senses. They were of another
world—a world to me unapproachable—an impassable gulf lay be-

tween us. But time and place did come—over that impassable gulf I

was soon thrown— I was not long in learning that I was one of them-
selves : I was soon taught to expect the horror of companionship with
them—if that shuddering contact of body, similarity of pursuits, and

equality of conditions, while all the mind and soul are absent, or pre-
sent only in sickening aversion, can be called companionship. Not
yet
—not yet was I to know this misery

—it was deferred awhile. In
the midst of sorrow and destitution, some commiserating spirit has
ever addressed its sympathy to my sufferings, and anodyned my dis-
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tresses. So now, in the passionate grief and horror which I exhibited,

as I fell back from my glance into that dismal den, this sympathy
came to my relief. A mulatto man accosted me, ' What's the matter,

boy V I looked a meaning which I had no voice to speak
—I glanced

toward the grating and leaned my forehead against the mainmast,
while I sobbed hysterically;

' Don't be frightened,' said he, 'you are

not to go down there ;' and the kind-hearted fellow led me away, and

showed me and my companion how to descend to our apartment
—

berth he called it. This was better than the other place : but, what
a lodging !

—furnished with a few greasy chests— a tar bucket and two
or three other buckets Avhich were used for washing decks—ends of

old ropes
—and pieces of junk ;

and a cable, coiled like an enormous

boa-constrictor, diffused its tarry perfumes through the gloom and up
the hatchway. But I was elastic in thought, as well as in habits—
any description of the latter would fit me—will fit me in a few days.
I was not long burthened with apprehensions, or twisted with inconve-

niencies as to wants and appliances. There was the excitement of novelty
in every thing, and it rushed to my relief. How to dispose of my day's

allowance of ship biscuits (a baked coagulum of flint and sawdust) and

grog
—was an occupation to my inquisitorial faculties

;
and I was not

a little amused by the aptness of my scholarship in taking lessons in

the art of cracking biscuits, by laying each in the palm of one hand
and hammering it with the opposite elbow; the process of mastication

was somewhat slower. But the grog ! the sailor's boasted elixir !
—

pah ! how nauseous ! Is this the stuff which I have heard so extolled

in claptrap sea songs, and flummeryised nautical tales? Though I

could not touch it, otliers had mastered the difficulty
—and my grog

did not go a begging : there was my hammock to be slung ; and a

volunteer for my pint, spliced a pair of gnimmetts, and twisted a num-
ber of tarred yarns into what he called nettles, for clews to my ham-

mock, and tied it up to the ceiling, triced it to the battens was his

phrase, and there was my bed, ready rigged for turning in. Difficult

of access and loathsome as such a bed was at first, I learned, ere

long, to prefer it to any I had ever slept in before, or have ever slept

in since—and the grog too—how affection grows upon companionship
and use! tliough, indeed, my tenderness for grog never became so

great as to prefer it to every other beverage : the nausea soon wore

away.
I was among sailors—men whose lives had passed in adventures—

who had become familiar in the encounter with perils of storm, battle,

and wreck
; and, what to me was more promiseful of delight than all

else, they could tell me of those far countries, and climes, and people,

and trees, and animals, of which I had read so much—in which I had

revelled as I read. But, what a wofiil disappointment I They either

knew nothing of these matters, or deemed them unworthy notice ;

and wlien tliey did allude to some far, far off cape, or bay, or port,

they exliihitcd iiictures of them so very unhke any thing which read-

ing had drawn on my mental retina, that I received them as wilful

falsehoods, or I regarded them as jests. No, they were giving me the

forms of their own impressions; and I afterwards found there was

some truth and likelihood in their descriptions, but I had to borrow
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their eyes, or their mode of using eyes, to perceive this : and so very
childish, so whimsically puerile their descriptions and impressions

appeared to me, that I was astonished at their imbecility ;
but more

than all, at their grovelling superstition : they seemed to be in pos-
session of no ideas

;
not a glimpse of the qualities of rational crea-

tures
; not a grain of comprehension or thought beyond the use of the

ship's ropes : and their contorted impression of facts—that was not a

vapour oozing from the dullest ponds of hobgoblinism, for these

muddy superstitions had nothing fanciful to recommend them to the

ears : they had not even the merit of barrenness of imagination, or

crippled invention ; they seemed like senseless jargon handed down
from father to son, generation after generation, the meaning of which
had been lost or forgotten : so excessively stupid were they, but not

less firmly believed on that account : the stubborn positiveness of the

men actually amazed and bewildered me. I might have uprooted the

pillars of Hercules Avith a needle's point, as easily as I could have
removed one of their superstitions. They Avould not think, they
could not think

;
a putting two ideas together to make a result,

seemed to be beyond the reach of their faculties ; these men were ship

machinery: as senseless furniture—except that they breathed, and

ate, and drank, and articulated words—as the running rigging or the

belaying pins. I have since been thrown among savages, barbarians,

people whom these sailors would have sported with and despised as

creatures far beneath them, as puppets for their amusement, or ani-

mals for their use, but I have never encountered any men who were
so idealess, or knew so little of the use of moral faculties as these.

I never knew men whose speech and action exhibited so little glim-

mering of intellectualitv. They had been trained into breathing auto-

mata
; every thing they said was the dribbling of idiocy; but unlike

that, it forbade compassion; a self-satisfaction dwelt with it, in rugged,
gnarled, muscular forms and grulF voices; and the only flickering of

mind which they seemed to possess, was exhibited in the contempt,
hard and rigid, with which they visited my disbelief, the pity or scorn

which they lavished on my ignorance. Ignorant, indeed, I was
; but

these were the men to be held in check by authority, these were the

men to glorifv the tact of a disciplinarian, these were the men to be

driven by petty tyranny, and scourged by pampered insolence. Oh,
these were men, the right sort, to be ruled by the '

privileged,'
—not

the men to be directed by the wise, or persuaded by the generous.
But what would become of the navy, if its seamen were instructed to

think, or allowed to reason? their daring intrepidity would dwindle in

calculations, their reckless bravery would evaporate in foresight and
caution.

' Ah ! to this it is fast coming,' sighs the reverencer of the

good old times, the conservative of exclusive right to reasoning facul-

ties— '
I knew how it would be. The nation's honour declined when

other than hoop petticoats were once admitted at court, and the wooden
walls of old England were doomed to decay and disgrace when that

cursed Dalilah, the march of intellect, cut off the sailors' pigtails ;

we are fast losing our empire of the ocean :
—men wont fight, if ever

they acquire the knack of asking whom or Avhat for.' Well
; now

though 1 do look forward to the time when the trade of war win be as

No. 82. 3D
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respectable as shop-lifting or pocket-picking, and not more so,

Avhen the profession of mere soldier shall be as honourable as that of
street bully, or retail cut-throat

;
or (if not having a stamp of infamy,

exactly) when the jingling of spurs and the clank of scabbards shall

herald the approach of a muchacho, and notify to all decent people to put

away their fractibles and frangibles, being, in sheer merriment of heart

and good humour, disposed to allow him to amuse himself with a few

gambols ;
—when military achievements and military establishments

sliall be as useful as fires in fields of ripened wheat ; when prayers for

success in battle shall be as great proof of religious confidence and

feeling as was the crucifying of Christ, and a Te Deum for victorious

slaughter as acceptable praise and grateful homage as buffeting the

Creator's face; when 'fight and die for your king, my brave coun-

trymen,' shall be understood to be the text from which knaves have

preached to fools, and fools have been cajoled into knaves
;
when the

text itself shall become a dead letter, and the right lineal descendants
of kings themselves shall rejoice that it is so ; when the festivities

which celebrated each victory, and the laudations that hailed each war-

rior, shall be known as the rivetting and the rattling of new links irt

the chain which fettered humanity, and put additional strength into the

hands of villany to draw them tighter round the enthralled ;
when a

conqueror shall be known as the universal foe ; when names and
monuments of '

glory' shall be detested as records and symbols of

blood, indurated selfishness, and as the food which fattened oppression ;

when Achilles, in Hyde Park, shall tell a tale that shall be interpreted

beyond Apsley House ;
when our great-grand-children shall discover

that the morality of their ancestral teachers was an opiate that put

honesty of purpose and sincerity of communion to sleep, and the

policy on which they moved was a pig's swimming; and shall wonder
that we had no better wisdom than to fire our own barns, and lock-up
storehouses in order to spite our neighbours. Yes, though I do look

forward to all this, reader, I cannot see that man will abate one jot of

his corporeal courage, or lose an atom of his physical daring, by

mingling in them the intellectual boldness that leads him to an ex-

amination of the plea which calls on him to exercise them, which bids

him use his right of scrutiny into the cause, and assert his freedom of

refusal or rejection if lie find it based on sophistry or bigotry; and

especially then when he will guard against the selfishness of a class,

which masks its diabolism of will, and greediness of advancement, in

the hypocrisy of 'national honour,' or the puffery of 'patriotism.'
• Old England's Glory' lias been a pestilential wind, wliich has deso-

lated thousands of homes, and withered tens of thousands of hearts,

even as their voices shouted the cry, to fatten and gorge a few; and

the hungry have been told to look on the red and trampled field of

slaughter, and banquet on their murdered and mangled brethren, to

peruse the records of victory, and grow full upon its fumes. Ay, ay,

ye poor and vital-gnawed of Krif^^land I look on yonder magnificent

triumph of art, that l)ridge which throws its stately grace across your

nohle, treasure-bearing river, Thames ;

— it has a name—sound it— docB

not your heart throb with exultation? Perambulate this great city; it

is the abode of Plutus, and liis hundred thousand faithful adorers-**
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bnt that's a trifle : at every turn your eye enooonters splendid streets,

terraces, and lines of palaces, that flash the words which call up
isions of triumphant battles, and your country's heroes, and your
victor chie^ ; they speak of goi^eons spoil and booty won, of na-

tiims conquered and of thoussmds slain, of hosts of enemies laid low,
of mighty warrior guides who fled before a ' Briton's arm,* of kings
who crouched to you and prayed for succour, and you gave it ; and

they thanked you for it—how ?—as you deserved to be thanked ; but

they have not touched your
'

glory.' No, here are its monuments,
here are its proofs, this is no dream. Here are the substantialities :—'

bound along, leap, leap in ecstasy, and cry,
' I too am an Englishman V

You feel not the chilling blast ; yoa do not shiver in the searching
mist

; the flame of patriotic fire has thrown its glow down to your foot-

soles, yon are warm, you are cordialed by the sparkling lights in

crystal lamps and gilded chandeliers ; and the cheerful blaze which

paints its laugh on damask curtains close and snt^ly drawn, convert-

ing the dnlness of quiet comfort's gifts to winking-eyed, voluptuous

luxury. You see England's victories on every wall, her laurels at

every step, her heroes at every portal. Her glory blazes from a thou-

sand windows—shout again,
*
I too am an Englishman !' Then home

to the scanty and exhausted ashes that lie on your shiver-giving chim-

ney-hearth—-your foodless board ; search each dim nook the twentieth

time, for a chance morsel—with no hope of finding it—it is a habit

you have acquired
—for that moaning child ; it has not strength to cry.

Look, its features are all wan and senseless, except those large glis-

tening eyes : ail other faculties of thought are dead ; in them is

gathered and concentrated a sum of intelligence, which glares out

from the priJtruding balls, 'K-a/i#—want—tcani, chilland miiery.' Look
around—another, another, and another, '

Well, let him vcork—an in-

duitrious man need not want I am. sure.' Be silent, dolt, leaden-

hearted dolt I There are thousands, who at the instant they are most

profusely sweating under their toil of to-day, feel suddenly at their

marrow the freezing apprehension, that to-morrow industrious

search, and eager entreaty, can find no toil to perform ;
and the earned

bread of to-day will be exhausted ere the sun davm again.
' Then

let him so to hist parish ; we pay enough I think.' Silence '. How you,
or any man who talks thus, has the folly to believe himself a christian,
it is not in the compass of my thoughts or imagination to conceive.

Why you can have the impudence and hypocrisy to call any other man
an infidel, is indeed clear. Warm this hearth with the nation's glory.
Feed these starving with the honour of old England. Bid these cold

and hungry be cheerfol and rejoice, for England has won renown, and
ocean owns her as its queen—ay—ay ; and distant earth has felt the

footsteps of her conquering sons ujon its bosom. Point east, and
west, and south, and tell this man, there his country's banner floats;
tell him that all the soils by myriads ti.led and by natare smiled into

spontaneous abundance of life's blessings, shall pour those bless-

ings into England at her beck : hear his exulting reply,
— '

I am
cot to the marrow by this sharp wind and sleet, and I want bread.*

Then laugh, or scoff, or spurn him, as a low, vulgar, incorrigibJy dis-

evDtented wretch, insensible of patriotism. Or send him a score of

3 D 2
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'

penny tracts' to comfort him—Pish ! they are not half sufficient to

ignite the six ounces and a half of coal which he has borrowed from his

neighbour. Send him ten thousand at once: they will weigh a few

pounds ;
there is bread and beef for himself and family for the day,

and he will recover part of them in wrappers to his farthing candles

and ha'p'orths of cheese. Do this, and you will be doing good,

though it is in a queer, roundabout way; and you will have your re-

ward. The affair will swell an item in your next annual report, and

your brethren of the committee will compliment your zeal, and you
shall be tea'd and gossiped ; and all good people will admire you,
and all the empire shall be blessed with the joyful news of this spread
of comfort, and all the empire shall be taxed with importunities ia

furtherance of these blessings. Tell the hungry and the naked to be

resigned and patient, that those who strip them and starve them may
loll undisturbed in lazy luxury.

O, verdant, flowery, and lovely England ! I look upon the soft, and

bright, and gladdening decorations which nature has spread over thee

with lavish hand. I cast my memory's eye over all else on which I

have gazed, over all on which my foot has trodden ; and to thy demi-

paradise delighted turn again with an increased ardour of affection

from the comparison
—and while I exclaim, 'Oh beautiful, most beau-

tiful !' I feel as I could cling to each tree, and shrub, and flower, with

a lover's fondness, as my bosom swells with admiration, joy, and rap-

ture. But when I look among thy people, all the glorious exultation

dries up from mv heart, and bitterness succeeds the draught which

heaven mingled. I see one third of thy twelve millions have no other

use for sense or reason than to study new indulgences, and find fresh

sources of life's enjoyment ; all the others are toiling to administer

those indulgences, and supplying those sources ; struggling to endure

existence, or battling with misery while life endures.

But, when will the time which I have prophesied arrive? Will it

ever arrive? Yes. Man is good iill he is taught to be other-

AVisE. Let this good be cherished. I think it will be—it has not

been cherished. For one who dared to whisper his conjectures ten

years ago, there are a hundred now who deeply think and dare speak

aloud ;
in ten years more, that hundred will multiply itself. Mass

after mass will be detached from the mountains of bady and on the

increasing ratio will bounteously run. Many, wiio adventure in this

cause of truth and benevolence universal, will be shivered in the

collision with established notions
; already some have recoiled from

the shock—others will falter ; and over eacii recoiler and each

falterer a shout of triumpli will be raised, has been raised, by the

worshippers of things as they are, the wiser, worldly jeerers at

Utopia. They will exult that the recoilers and falterers are convinced

of their error, and have recanted. YAuh recantation has been in the

spirit of Galileo's
;

' but it does move nevertheless,' whispered Galileo.

Tiic falterers and recoilers have found, that too great a strength was

possessed by the wolves of society. Wolves—not figurative wolves—
once ranged throughout our isdand, and were thought to be as diflli-

cult of extermination as the moral wolves of to-day. Vet, extermi-

nated they were
; though, doubtless, there were many conservative
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sportsmen who inveighed against the process and attempt, as an in-

fringement on their privileges and ' vested rights*
—'

and, moreover,'

(this was unanswerable,)
' the national character was jeopardied

if the manly English sport of hunting wolves were annihilated ; the

kingdom would become a prey to any upstart invader who had courage
to jump over the Picts' wall, or paddle across the English channel.'

Logic equally rational, arguments quite as cogent, and not more so,

are nightly spouted forth in our two legislative assemblies in 1833,
and are common stock laughter for all nations. Was ever mirth-

exciting wit uttered by man equal to that precious gem from the

Archbishop of Canterbury?
' Men of birth and attainments would

not be lured into the ministration of religion by so paltry a bait as

four or five thousand pounds per annum.' Laugh, Europe, Asia,

Africa, and America I Faith, they do laugh ! Good as the jest is, we
in England cannot laugh at it ; the vulture's beak is in our vitals.

At present the wolves are too numerous ; they are triple-fanged
and long-clawed. Now, w^e may diminish their numbers without

slaughtering one ; we may extract their teeth and root out their

talons without inflicting on them bodily pain ; many will shed them

voluntarily. By taking from them the u-ill, they may be induced to

resign the right and power to tear and mangle. This, however, is

the chief difficulty ; they have been instructed in a love of the privilege
of using their claws and fangs ;

and it is hard to conquer the appetite for

power. I have been told by clever, close, and long-thinking and

practical men, that all efforts to improve the moral and social con-

dition of the people at large, high and low, will be useless till a great

political improvement and better government be established
;
but I

think the political bettering will and must tread on the heels of the
social and moral advancement—that the poHtical bettering cannot
advance without that precursor ;* or at best it will be an illustration

of the snail's pace on the wall, one foot up. and eleven inches and
three quarters down, and there are thousands of miles to climb

; for

every struggle will be made in the eagerness of self-interest only, by
one party, in total indifference or wilful injury of another. No ex-

pansive and general good will be effected or attempted
—all will be

the strife of metnn ; while the mass, those who most need the benefit

of good government, will be squeezed, ground, and tortured worse
than ever. No ! reform education—teach the teachers ; God knows

they are most in want of teaching ;
reform education in the '

upper
classes,' ay, and in the ' middle classes' too ; both need this reform
much more than the ' lower classes' require political reform. Instruct,

enlarge the minds of all ; education is now a narrowing of the mind :

let the warm currents of good, which are fountained in eveiy man's

heart, be permitted to flow ; not curdled, nor thrown back, by a teach-

ing which makes the precepts of virtue a mockery. Let every one be

taught that his best security for happiness is not in a selfishness of

defence, nor in a skill in attack. Let him learn that suspicion is a

* In as far as we have advanced, is education the consequence of any pohtical im-

provement ?—No ; every petty, the least legislative boon to the people has been

extorted, wrung from our governors by the extension of knowledge among the people.
Ergo, the political bettering is consequent on the intellectual advancement.
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false watchman, and caution an unnecessary guard. Tear the whole

fabric of education, as it is called, into atoms
;
the particles, then, are

easily separated ;
the good may he retained, the rest be buried and

forgotten :
—or if it live, let it live to the scorn it merits. I insist on

it that the bettering of the condition of mankind can never be effected

but by a reform in education. Let this be done, and a vicious govern-
ment Avill sicken of its labours, and die of sheer feebleness. As the

matter of education now stands, its ethical purpori to the wealthy is,

'

acquire and secure power ;' to the poor,
'

comply with the will and

authority of the rich ;' and to the latter so much instruction is given
as shall further this purport, no more. Exquisite dovetailing of in-

terests I amiable reciprocity of morality and affection !
' Educate the

people to our purposes.' This is the sole principle which, for ages,

has stirred sects and parties to activity in forming the minds of those

whom they coveted as disciples.
' Throw the light around xis, and

leave all else in darkness. Do not let them have a fartliing-candle's

worth of glimmer, that shall enable them to grope through the dark

avenues, which it is our interest to keep for ever unknown.' How
willingly Avould they have all in pitchy night, rather than those avenues

should be explored ! How they have wished, ay, and struggled and

railed, to keep all dark ! and nothing but the fear that the poor man
would strike a light for himself, to scan and scare themselves, lias ever

inclined them to ignite their own lamps. Thank heaven, the misty
halo round the flame has made itself visible too ;

but fools mistake the

mist for radiations of the light, and knaves conspire to call it so.

It is time education should have other objects, be promoted on

other grounds, productive of different results ;
for this purpose the

system must be changed. Scatter, annihilate those hot-beds in which

the precocious love of domination, and selfish right to exclusive power,
in the wealtliy and high born, are nurtured

;
and even in childhood

taught to burst their buds, and become ranker of growth through

foliage, flower, and fruit ; and as vicious in the last sear of the leaf,

as in the first unfolding of the verdure, for then the shrunken-sinewed

and peerv-eved grandpapa wheezes forth his approl)ation of the tot-

tering infant's first practical essay in tyranny. Let us no longer
slander and disgrace good principles and virtuous-meaning words, by

using them as panders to had passions. Let contention for superiority

and sway, no longer be nick-named emulation. Let good-will be taught

as the only laudable ascendency, and it will be found easy of acquire-

ment, and delightful in practice. Then shall we see a political regene-

ration, we shall then have good government, and legislation will be

based on justice to all. Then will the words '

haj)})y, beautiful Eng-

land,' become the one outspreading, grand chorus of joy
—not till then

will they cease to sound like the '

jjleasant day, sir,' of Jack Ketch,

when he slips the noose round the neck of a victim. Then should

some desj)ot legitimate, hater of the free, arrange his legioned slaves

and ruflians for the battle, every heart will throb with sterner courage,

and every arm be nerved with tenfold vigour. Authority need not fear

the amplest instruction of the governed, if authority be honest. If it

be otherwise, let it shake and tremble, and be driven as the smoke
before the gale.
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And you that have ventured to advance through the mists, and
have passed the marsh-fed meteors—you who see, and point to the

notice of others, the sloughs into which the ignes fatui have led

mankiud—who have dared to think for yourselves in behalf of your
fellow men—step on with full firm foot; fearless and calmly bold, smile

at the scoffs that will hurtle in your ears. Remember that nothing
truly great or truly good, no outbursting of mighty genius, no grand
flood-light of intelligence, no measure of expansive benevolence, no

generous, universal utility, has escaped the scathe of ridicule. Re-
member that every discovery which has revolutionized science has
been opposed by sneers and contempt, and afterwards adopted by the

sneerers. Remember the bitterness of disappointed efforts, the

mockery of his entreaties, the contumely and scorn which Columbus
endured,—yet America holds its ground. Remember that Galileo

was persecuted, even to the verge of death,—yet the earth revolves.

Remember that every medical man in the nation poured his phial of

derision on Harvey,
—

yet the blood does circulate. Remember that
' Fulton's folly

' was the by-word, and the sneer, and the jest, and
the pity, of all who watched, and all who gaped in brainless and vacant

curiosity,
—

yet steam-boats and steam-ships do traverse rivers, lakes,
and oceans safely. And do not forget that the loudest scoffers have,
in all cases, been foremost and greediest in grasping at the pecuniary
profits which these martyrs in the cause of human nature placed
within the reach of dull insolence and cupidity. Among the greatest

gainers by the Erie and Hudson New York Canal, are those who
jeered most plentifully at

'
Clinton's big ditch.' The greatest of men

have withered away existence in labouring for their species. Martvrs?

Martyrdom ? The noblest spirits have not yet received their apotheo-
sis—the worthiest of martyrs are not canonized. Their glory is now
enveloped in obscuring clouds, which futurity shall waft aside, away
and away for ever : then shall its vast and purely luminous globe irra-

diate the universe, and not scorch a single nutritious herb, nor

defile the tint of a flower: it shall gladden all men, without dazzlino-

the mentality of one by its splendour. More honourable, more wor-

thy, more divine are such martyrdoms, than any which have been
consummated at the stake in stubborn adherence to a mysterious
creed. For such were seldom the benefactors of man. They did not

love God's own family of nature. Shift the rod of power into their

hands, and these adherents even to burning, would have become the

burners.

Will the reader be good enough to pardon, if he have not skipped,
this long digression? He will perceive that it was thought growing
out of memory, and reflection warming upon thought.

Preparations were made for going to sea. Here was new bustle and
fresh excitement, which, for a time, took away the moping dulness

that succeeded my astonishment on discovering the quality of my new
comrades. There was none of the wailing and sorrowful leave-taking
between sea-farers and their friends, of which I had read such very

pretty and interesting accounts. To the miserable wretches in the

hold, the first indication of a movement was a joy which they acknow-

ledged in a rattling cheer from their dungeon ; it promised a termina-
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tion to that disgusting portion of their captivity at least : no change
could be for the worse to them. I was soon called to assist

;
ordered

to
'

clap on the jigger,' i. e. pull upon a tackle which was attached to

the cable to take in the '

slack,' as it was hove in by the windlass.

This was stirring amusement for a few minutes, but my hands, in a

very little time, gave me notice of their dislike to the toil, as they
became sore and blistered. No matter

; they would soon become
callous to such trifles. With nothing more to fear or annoy, I should

not repine, though that taught me the difference between hard work
and amusement. Oh ! how grand the ship did look when her sails

were loosed, topsails sheeted home and hoisted, and she moved along
at the pilot's word, leaving houses, town, ships, fields, and trees, slip-

ping backward ! But to gaze on this, to me so beautiful a vision, was
not permitted; every pausing glimpse was broken by an authoritative

order to '

lay hold.' I thought trimming sails a most tedious thing, and

that it would never be at an end
;
nor was the order given for coiling

down the ropes till we had rounded Black Rock, and were fairly in

the Irish Channel, at sea, with the great arch of sky stooping down
to the water on one side, and the Cheshire hills, composedly staying
at home, on the other, looking at me to tell me how much wiser they
were. The short swinging motion of the vessel soon taught me to

expect what I wished to experience, till I did feel it; for it was the

seasoning ;
and there was something in being sea-sick which I was

ambitious of knowing ;
but I never made any acquaintance whose com-

pany was so irksome and nauseous ;
it caused a suspension of life, in

Avhich actual death would have been welcomed or despised. If any
one had offered to toss me overboard, or put a rope round my neck to

run me up to the yard-arm, he might have done so without a resisting
effort on my part : but, for the first time in my life, the utter absence

of sympathy occasioned me no regret, no reproach, no uneasiness.

Nor was 1 at all concerned at the jeering laughs and the coarse jests

which my distress called forth, neither during my sea-sickness, nor any
other mishaps or inconveniences which attended me here ; for there

Avas none with whom I could claim kindred or sociability. I was alone,

and they were each of themselves ; my miseries were not increased

by tlie thought that none cared for them
;

tliat if I complained I

should be repulsed ; therefore my unhappiness was isolated in tlie fact

tliat I felt the fact of being so. True, there was the mulatto man,—
a stranger to my country and my blood, did enable me to feel the

value and l)eauty of sympathy. Am I here sjjeaking harshly ? Am I,

after this lapse of years, and my many lessoning vicissitudes, venting
the splenetic liumour of a boyish inveteracy? No, no. I acknow-

ledge, with thankfulness acknowledge, that I liad daily met with

affection and kindness ;
but it was dispensed in so unattractive a

form, veiled over in so cold a demeanour, and chilled by sucli pruden-
tial accom])animents, tliat affection itself looked like an exercise of

authority, and solicitude wore the as])ect of aversion. But all this was

right, I suppose : it was meant to train me for the world.

But with what a mingled sensation of longing and dread did I look

to the probability of the waves rolling 'mountains high,' when a

change of wind, accompanied by a gathering of black clouds in the
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south-east, announced a '

blow,' as the sailors called it
;
and after

taking in the smaller canvass, and reefing the larger, the ship turned

her broad beam to the one side, and dipped her bulwarks in the water

on the other, making a steep hiil of her flat decks ; and as I had not

yet found my sea-legs, mocking every attempt I made to stand or move
without clinging to ropes or cleats, to catch at which I pitched as

courage-gathering intervals permitted. And when the sea was up,
how terribly grand it appeared to be ! as the green hills rose higher
and higher, hills chasing hills, and bounding after each other, in mag-
nificent delight! The whole sea was alive—as one Aast spirit that

threw its ten thousand huge limbs out and abroad into its cloud-encom-

passed domain, tossing its mighty arms aloft, and now sweeping its

hands along the verge of the horizon, elevating them as if to crush,

by a ponderous stroke, the adventurous but feeble intruder on their

path, and dropping the upheaved limb for the purpose of lifting her

out of the gulf, and over the sparkling, foam-splintered crests, and

dashing her down again, to leave her as the sport of each succeeding
billow ; each in turn sweeping on with destruction in its sinews, and
each in turn, as the crushing blow was pending, in the very act of

falling, mercifully stooping to lift the trembling victim out of its

course ; then rolling onwards till it seemed to sink in the slumber of

fatigue, and all smoothing their monster gambols into repose as they
melted in the distant horizon sky. The first feelings on beholding
such a scene are fearful ; the gazer gasps in the inevitability of de-

struction, and wonders at escape ;
each buoyant uprising of the ship

seems to drag him from a depth of death
; another, and another, and

another green hill, in densely sounding march, comes on, and then
looks toppling downwards on him, and ere he can shriek,

' we are

lost,' the masts are upwards soaring, as they'd pierce the moon : less

and less the danger dims
;
the ocean music, as it roars, and howls,

and screams through the invisible strings of its mighty harp, and

wailing faints among the cordage of the bark, becomes a lullaby to

terror, and dread is rocked to rest. Thus, by
' the aid of use,' confi-

dence triumphs over fear, and that which lately shook us with alarm,
now bids the spirit spring elastic in enjoyment. The leaping hills of
Avaters yield to the fancy, the ship is mistress of their strength as she
rides a moment on their arched backs, and laughs as she scatters the

foam from their crests, then swings herself down into the deep gorge,
and, with the impetus, remounts and laughs again amid the cloud of

spray that breaks and flashes forth its million globules of light that

radiate around the lady of the billows.

So it was now ; so with my feelings I soon learned to look saucily
on the sea. A sort of braggart spirit rose in me, as the ship lifted me
with her in her overtopping sovereignty of the billows. I fancied my-
self their master; an impertinence which they retaliated by slapping
my fare with a cold slice of wave that took away my breath, and
drenched me from head to foot, and then rolled on in contempt of my
discomfort, not deigning to cast a look back at the effects of their re-

proof, and heedless, too, of the rough laugh which their malicious sport
drew from the sailors. Still I held on to a belaying-pin, ensconced
under the lee of the bulwark, and peeping above it to catch occasional
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glimpses of the grandeur. Sea-sickness was completely suspended

during the gale ; it is in the short, wabbly sea, and the dull swell,

only, that I have ever experienced that prostrator of existence,

that killer of the soul, which leaves the body in living death ; its

remedy is,
'

get over it how you may,'
—how you c«?i is out of the

reach of science: the only preventive is staying on shore. But with

all the pitching, rolling, and rocking of the ship, no sickness had I.

We buffeted the storm for six days, in the hope of the wind's veering ;

but after its high rage had subsided, a steady and still strong south-

easter bade defiance to our efforts to double the Long Ship's Light,
and I heard them talk of bearing away for Milford Haven, Milford

Haven ! and joy kindled as my imagination awoke at the sound. That

was one of the universe's hallowed spots, the sacred abode of some

of Shakspeare's creations,—Imogen, Pisanio, Belarius, Guiderius,

Arviragus, Posthumus, ay, and that vain, simple, noble, nothing
Cloten, too, all started up before my eyes ; and as we stood in between

the rocky confines of the port, I looked for some place which might
have been the cavern home of the exiles, or the hills on which they
chased the deer, the spot from which they bade 'hail!' to the sun, or

welcomed Fidele ; jerking mechanically, meanwhile, at the ropes.
There my body was

; my mind had flown back two thousand years.

Well, well do I remember those sensations—but my fancy's eye could

select no spot. We anchored off Huberstone, and I cast a longing
look higher up, to the narrowing of the water

;
for there were rocks

mingled with verdant and cultured undulations, and visible access to

the distant hills, and vales, and cottages ;
and for the first time I

felt that I was a prisoner. It was a heart-sinking bitterness : but it was
not on that my penitence grew, nor on my comfortless lodging ;

nor
was it because 1 broke stubborn and mouldy biscuits with my elbow,
and performed my ablutions with sea water in a bucket, and converted

the end of a wrung swab into a napkin ;
not because I was my own

laundress, and washed my shirt without soap, and hung it up in the

rigging that the water might evaporate, and leave the salt to scrub

my skin
;

it was not because my hands were blistered by pulling ropes ;

nor because 1 was frequently drenched by the waves which broke over
the ship ;

not from a dread of the boatswain's mate's rope's end, or

the knotted nine-tailed cat on my bare back, of which I heard such

harrowing, and, as I afterwards found, true accounts ;
not from an

apprehension of kicks salved by curses ;
nor thirst, nor privations, nor

storms, nor shipwreck, battles, dangers, nor death, called up a wish to

avoid them, or shook me with any fear that made me sorry I had left

home. My companion, George, had not passed an hour since our

embarkation, without complaints that made my heart sad on his ac-

count. I believe his compunction began ere we were twenty miles

from home; yet he was more sinewy than I was; my fare and labour

had not been so inuring to roughness as his ; he was deficient in that

which supported me : but at length something did bruise my spirit.
It is only by a stretch of comprehension and a little faith, that you
will admit the likelihood, reader, that I, so humbly cast, reared in po-

verty as I was, should shrink from the contact with any human beings,
because they were so coarse and Ignorant^-yet such was the case ;

I
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pondered by day, and lay awake half the night, in reflecting on the

degrading communion into which I had thrown myself. I endeavoured
to scan the probabilities of the future ; and though a light of hope did

occasionally flash, my mind's inquiries always closed with a dread that

my lot was cast irrevocably; if I remained at sea, these, or worse,
those wretches in the hold, would be my comates. I have told you,
reader, that I was a day-dreamer ; t'lat is enough to show that I was
not without ambition, that I could soar in fancy, if not in reality. I

had a notion that I should not pass through life without doing some-

thing
—that I should burst through obscurity, and humble poverty

would not, for ever, be my portion ; but now I could not flap my
wings, they were torn from their sockets. But one other circumstance
in the whole of my varied life, has goaded me with such moral an-

guish, as my reflections did when I had been a few days on board that

Tender : my mind must become a desert, or the whole of its scanty
vegetation would be thorns to prick the dull machine of body out of
inertness only to be sensible of pain and punishment. I despaired,
and wished to die: for the thought of declaring my penitence, and

asking pardon at home, and praying for release, did not yet enter my
mind ; to that worst of extremities I was not yet driven, or rather I

had not acquired the tone of reflection and feeling which could blunt

the edge of that pang. Besides, my thoughts were not confined to

myself: perhaps the daily increasing distress of my friend somewhat

lightened
—it did, I am sure, suspend—the full and intense action of my

own. He proposed to attempt escape, which I seconded ;
but his en-

treaties did not prevail on me to join him in it. I resolved on remaining
almost entirely hopeless as I was.
We both thought that the distance from the ship to the shore ren-

dered escape by swimming any thing but difficult
;
the only obstacle

was the fear of being caught in the act ; for he and I had frequently
crossed and recrossed a sheet of water which seemed to be of little

less extent—this was the great mistake : we were unskilled in calculat-

ing distances as we looked along the water from an elevation—I

learnt this some time after. The supposed four or five hundred jards,
was more than a mile and a half—and the tide-set we did not take

into account. We whispered our arrangements ;
he was to drop into

the water a little before daybreak, and I would remain below, seem-

ingly asleep
—he came to me—wrung my hand without speaking, and

was gone. I lay still for half an hour perhaps ; then, unable to en-

dure the suspense, I went on deck, and looked towards the land, but

did not see him, and my heart leaped with joy
—he was safe—a cough

arrested my attention—I turned, and there stood an old seaman on
the forecastle, who glanced at me significantly, and then turned his

eyes upon the water, which direction mine followed, and there, not
one fourth of the distance from the ship to the shore, I could just per-
ceive a hat, and the action of the arms in the water as they struck out

in swimming ;
he was buffeting against the influence of the tide, but

this I did not then understand— I was dismayed at the little progress he
had made. I knew he had been discovered by the seaman, but the

old man never mentioned the fact to me, or to any one on board, I be-

lieve He saw it was a victim escaping, and would not betray him.
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I continued watching Avith a feverishness of sense, which was relieved

as I marked the gradual diminishing of the object in distance
; and

descended again to the steerage, but could not rest. After another
interval I looked out : not a speck was visible ; I was sure that at that

moment the solid earth was gladdening his foot, and he was bounding
over the verdure. Two or three hours elapsed before he was missed
from the ship, and all questions and inquiries resulted in the supposi-
tion that he must have fallen overboard during the night, and was
drowned. I, of course, affected to l)elieve this, and took my cue ac-

cordingly to be as sad and afflicted as I could p revail on myself to

appear; but it was a very difficult task to be sorry at all
;
for I was

counting over the numl.'er of miles he had progressed, and joyfully

anticipating the pleasure of receiving an account of his safe arrival at

B— . There was much kindness in the altered manner of the sailors
;

tliey subdued their uproariousness, and laid aside their rude jestings,
as if they sympathized in my sorrow, but I remember I was not pleased
with this. There was a poor old woman too, who had been allowed
to come on board for passage round to Plymouth, to see her son in

one of the ships of war there. How she annoyed me by her condo-
lences ! I really disliked her. My hypocrisy transformed her sincerity
of sorrow into a seeming ;

and the proffered apples and pears, of

which she had brought a stock on board in a box, I declined; they
were nauseous from her hand. What a metamorphosis was there in

my palate, that it should be averse to apples and pears. I felt that her

sympathy was undeserved, and shrank from it. Truly this essay at

counterfeiting was a most vile employment: but I was more desolate

than ever in a day or two, and after much painful pro and con I sat

down to Avrite an imploring letter to my father
;
but to the chief source

of my penitence I did not once allude. I imagined he would ridicule

my idea of degradation from the society into which I was thrown
;

that he would laugh at any fear of disgraceful companionship, I am
better informed now, and 1 do most heartily rejoice that I omitted the

only arguments which were likely to prevail with him. I consider it

one of the most fortunate events of my life, that my father paid no
attention to my letter

;
he never replied to it, perhaps he did not receive

it. 1 have some consolation in hoping it never came to hand, for I am
sure, although I should have escaped nmch of other kinds of misery,
if I had been released from that j.-articular one, I should liave lost most
of the happiness which I have experienced, and have acquired hope
and capacity still to feel, I rejoice that I was not released from that

captivity. How much the mind and disposition of youth are bent and

swayf'd bvtrifles, may I'C as strongly illustrated l)y my history, as by that

of any other living man, perhaps. Jt is because mine were so in-

fluenced, that I think it advisable to relate trifling circumstances,

which, isolatedly taken, must be regarded by the reader as very insij)id

(or vapid— is that the phrase?) \\'liile the ship was yet lying at

anchor, I amused n)yself by climl)ing the rigging, and making my way
into the tops, and soon growing superior to the road throuoh ' lubber's

hole,' I mastered the '

futt(;ck
' shrouds : in doing so one day, a book,

containing scribbled thoughts and memoranda, dropped from my bosom,
and fell on the forecastle. The lieutenant, who was then walking the
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quarter-deck, seeing the accident, called out,
'

Bring that book here 1'

I stood in the top shivering with fear, while he examined the leaves,

read, and then walked over to a gentleman on the other side, to whom
he showed it

;
as they spoke, both occasionally cast their regards up

to my perch j
then the authoritative, and, as I thought, angiy voice

of the lieutenant hailed me with ' Come down, youngster.' As I

descended I scanned the matter of the writing in my memory, sup-

posing he had discovered something offensive, and anticipated a taste

of man-of-war discipline.
' Is this your writing, youngster V he

asked, as I stood pale before him. '

Yes, sir.' Some undertoned talk

then passed between the two gentlemen, as they moved away a few

steps
—then the lieutenant, turning quickly round, exclaimed,

' What
the do you do here?* I stammered out something in reply.
' Have you any friends V said the gentleman : by friends I understood

relatives, and readily answered '

Yes, sir.'
' A father V ' Yes.'

' Who is he V I told him, ' Can he or they assist j'ou V I did not
know the meaning of this

'

assist,' and replied
'
I do not know.' ' Your

name is not V ' No, sir,'
' This is your proper name V said

ray querist, pointing to '

Peregrine Verjuice
' on the page. I shook

all over as I faltered out '

Yes, sir.'
'

Well, I shall want you, by and

by ; and, hark ye, mind what you are about—don't take a fancy to

grog, d'ye hear ? and you won't remain long as you are. You may go
now—here is your book : scramble up to the foretop again, if you like.'

Now, reader, do but fancy a wretch whose terror has left him only a
fraction of life, as he stands shivering on the new drop, and the word
'

pardon
'

rings in his ear at the moment the rope is round his neck—
do fancy this, paint it all in imagination, and gaze at it with your mind's

eye, and you, belike, may understand my condition. And I repented
having written to my father. The same day I was set to WTite up the

lieutenant's arrears of log, and to do other matters of penmanship ;

a«d the hard-visaged sailors were glad of it; for they said ' such a

skilligolee fellow was not fit to man-handle the signal halliards.'

No intelligence of George—and eleven days had elapsed since his

escape : a boat came along side, bringing a note to the lieutenant ; and
a whispering I,etween the people on board and the men in the boat,

accompanied by glances towards me, somewhat alarmed me, but I had
not the least suspicion of the cause of their so glancing ; the lieute-

nant went on shore immediately, he was required to give his evidence
at a coroner's inquest. My friend's body, mangled by fishes, had that

morning been found clinging with one arm round a brig's cable, and
dra*vn up as she was heaving anchor ; a weight of copper pence in his

coats'Kirt pocket
—a few shillings and his watch in his trowsers—his

not having even taken off his coat, together with the distance between
the ship and shore, precluded the possibility of the design to attempt
escape; a.verdict was given accordingly. There was no need of
affectation now: I had as much ditticulty in enduring my grief as I

formerly had in pretending it, and all the kindly nature of that good old

mother poured upon me a consciousness of its beauty and worth. Her
tears of sympathy and her tones of consolation were now true bless-

ings : and, reader, I took to liking apples and pears again.
Next day the wind chopped round to the northward, and the ship put

to sea.
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TOKENS.

' Nevertheless He left not himself without witness in that He did good.' Acts xiy. 17.

Thou leav'st not man, the creature of thy hands,
O God ! without a witness of thy love—

Without appeals and powers to loose the bands
Of doubt and dread—around him and above—^

Yea, thou hast spread bright lures throughout all landg
To draw him to Thee—to recall the dove

Of peace into her ark—the human breast
Toss'd on the stormy sea—afar from rest.

Thy word is full of promise, and thy fair

And wondrous works are eloquent no less"

With all that gladdens and forbids despair ;

'

The light of hope is in their loveliness !

The clouds soft-sailing through the azure air,

The fields and forests in their emerald dress,
The crystal rivers, and the silverv sea.
All ask the faithless to confide in Thee.

The midnight skies—oh ! what a splendid page
Of love do these to mortal sight unfold—

That silent deep, the same from age to age,
All studded o'er with isles of glistening gold—

The eyes of heaven! ne'er kindled into rage,
But ever shining, calm, and chastely-cold,

Undamp'd by sorrow, and undimm'd by years ;

Oh ! who can gaze all hopeless on the spheres ?

But lesser things beneath the solemn skies

Are equal tokens of thy tender care
;

Objects of beauty that detain the eyes.
Tones on the gale, and odours in the air.

Sweet flowers that scatter their unnumber'd dyes
From cup and bell—and buds and blossoms rare,

The voice of rattle, and the songs of birds,

And all glad things that praise Thee without words !

1'he blade of grass, the leaf, the moss, the weed,
All show thy goodness !

—there is nought so small

But man therein thy love may jjlainly read :

The unfelt dews reveal it as they fall,

The tiny insects tell it as they lead

Their airy revels, wavering, one and all.

In the long sunshine, when the vesper hour
Pervades the spirit with a hallowing power.
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Nor do sad-seeming things thy love belie.

The howling winds, the sable-coiling cloud,

The death-fraught fires in forked streams that flj,

The pealing thunder that appals the proad.
Nor the cold sorrow of the wintry sky,

Xor earth pale-folded in her snowy shroud,
Nor rivers stagnant in their icy sleep,

Nor all the living fury of the deep
—

Nor blighted flower or bloom, nor mildew'd grain.
Nor faded leaves, nor leafless branches sere.

Nor hoarv trunks unhelp'd by sun and rain,

Nor noxious vapours lowering damp and drear-*^

Nor harvests withering on the sultry plain,

Nor dismal shades that blast the spirit's cheer-*-

None, none of these thy gracious will gainsay,
For good endures, when ill hath pass'd away.

But most in Man thy goodness is confess'd—
He is thy mercy's noblest monument !

The pure affections of the human breast.

Its love untiring, and its zeal unspent.
Its truth when tried, its patience when oppress'd.

Its grateful fervours and its calm content,

All these, when seen, thy bounteous Nature praise,
And show its beauty by reflected rays.

E'en as the moon by her mild lustre shows

The brighter glory of the orb whence she

Imbibes her light, so each faint flame that glows
In human souls reveals itself from Thee !

Ill every loving heart thou dost disclose

Of thy perfections an epitome !

And m.an below attains his duty's height.
When he is ever drinking-in thy light !

Nor less in the endowments of his mind

Thy goodness shines—the judgment cool and wise.

The subtle reason, and the wit refin'd,

The lightning-fancy that all bounds defies.

The taste bv whose fine feeling are combin'd

Beautiful forms, that fascinate the eyes
And heart—these beamings from thy mind sublime-

Proclaim thy love, and make despair a crime.

But more than all, thy blessed Providence

Is yet attested by the law deep-writ
Within his heart,—the priceless moral sense.

The bright pole-star of piety, that's lit

From thine own spirit's purest light intense !

He ever finds smooth seas who steers by it !

Who heeds it not, on stormy waves doth rc^

Forlorn—without the ' anchor of the soul !'
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Yet spite of all these revelations free

Of thy rich love, the shadov/ of despair
Ofttimes falls cold on poor humanity !

* Father of lights !' enlighten me, and tear

Aside the veil betwixt my heart and Thee.
Bid me find hope in all I view of fair,

Of bright and glad. Be aye the season brief

Of base distrust.— '

Help thou mine unbelief!'

T. N.

JOHN BULL, ESQUIRE, OF WHEEDLE-HALL.

Mr. John Bull is very self-complimentary on his character for

straightforwardness. Are you a stranger to him^ reader? If you
have lived only with him, and heard only his account of him-

self, you are, indeed. If, however, you have looked much among
other people, you may have been tempted into a little thinking ;

(though this does not always follow—I have known many of his

family who returned as unprejudiced as they set out on the jour-

ney ;) you may have compared him with others. However the

case stands, I caution you, if you have any trade with this

straightforward gentleman, do not venture at him straightfor-

wardly ;
if you do, you will pitch upon his horns

; or, take my
word for it, (if you have not tried the experiment,) he will slip

aside—and ' rattle
' and ' crack

*

your sconce cries out against the

wall, to which he delegates the office of receiving and welcoming
you. *He likes a man to he straightforward; he hates all cir-

cumvention and all circumlocution
;
he is mathematician enough

to know that the shortest road between two points is in a straight
line.' This is part of that system of morality, the tvords of which
he has been told: the matter taught is different. You must tell

him you knovv he does, and is, &c., or you can never prevail with

him. Tickle him, dose him, stuff him with flummery, oil him,

grease him, give him his pap with a ladle, daub him with honey
and treacle; hut, oh! carefully and diligently eschew all mustard

and cayenne in your administered mixtures. How he will bellow,

and roar, and butt, if you offer them to him! Though these are

ingredients he cannot abide himself, he is bounteous in his dis-

])ensation of them,—really so; and is thrown into ecstacies when
he sees them bite, excoriate, and exacerbate his friends and

neighbours. Do not forget this; you can try it on emergency;
it will be your point of refuge when all things else fail

;
a dernier

ressort, in which you will be certain to meet safety, and Mr. John
]3uirs most liberal patronage. But other matter for him : though

your gorge may rise, yet persevere; you cannot satiate, you can-

not cloy him. Gio on, 1 say, and you will be the victor, he your

dupe. As sure as you are born you will be impaled if you attack
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him in any other way; or if once, after you begin to dose him,

you grow ashamed or sick of the work and draw off, expect to

die in a ditch
;

for all his first impressions are the offsprings, the

shootings, the twitchings of his habitual suspicion. I was about
to call it his natural suspicion, but it is not that. It is true, he
imbibes it so early that you may trace it as far back as his first

draught of mother's milk
;

it is irresistible
; mechanical to him as

a spoon to his soup. All first advances, he eyes with a knowing,
suspecting, detecting glance. A clever fellow is Mr. John Bull!

'He is not going to betaken in!' not he! Never mind that,

but on—on—on, I say, and he will soon close both his eyes, as a
cat does when you tickle him under the ear; then it is that Mr.
John Bull thinks his vision most perfect, most clear, and you may
plunge your hands each into a pocket of his breeches

;
then be

sure you call him generous Briton or Englishman, for ' he detests

flattery,' he says, (which is a bit of the system,) or woe betide you
for ' an ungrateful vagabond,' &c.
O glorious and renowned Mr. John Bull ! Look ! yonder

stands his castle, entrenched by a ditch of caution, fifty feet wide
and sixty deep, triply circumvallated by suspicion, bastioned by
mistrust, barriered by stamp-receipts, portcuUised by a certificate,

drawbridged by a document. Casements barred and closed—loop-
holes spiked—crenelles, every inch of them, cheveux-de-frized.

There is the gate
—there is the drawbridge

—
up—and a road here

directly leading to them. Blow the horn—ring the bell—knock,

knock, knock at the outer barrier. All in vain ! He is not to be
seen. Ha ! there he is ! peeping through a loop-hole : again—

higher up—shaking his sapient noddle at the crenelles. 'This
liouse is mine.' Hear you his absolute mine? It is exploded
with a phiff, as if a barrel of soap-suds had blown out the bung.
'

Every brick in these walls, which you are staring at, is mine.'*

(Mrs. and the young ones use the plural, but Master scorns all

cases except the possessive singular.)
'

Gate, doors, windows,

chimneys, here are mine. The mud in that ditch is mine
; every

bubble (hat spirts up on it belongs to me : they are my bubbles,
sir! That is my road which you are on.' The sky over head is

his, but he does not say so : he fears you would laugh at him :

(another bit of the system:) nettles, weeds, and cobwebs are all

his. The vermin in the garret, the mice in the pantry, and the

rats in the barn, are not his
;
he absolves them from all allegiance ;

else they belong to his neighbour, who sends them here to sponge
on his good-nature and plenty. 'How do you do, sir .'^' 'Bow !

wow ! wow !'
• You are quite well, I hope, Mr. John Bull,' He

hears you not
;
he is gone to unchain and unmuzzle the mastiffs.

You cannot find entrance that way ;
but do not despair; look

round; reconnoitre the fortress. Ha ! there you see a vulnerable

crown-work; that is Bastion Gullible: fire away! again!
No. 82. 3 E
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q,gain! there, yqu batter in breatch ; he welcomes, the assault;
he capitulates ; down drawbridge ! up portcullis!

*

Knaves, make
haste

; dp not keep a gentleman waiting at my gates.' He
greets you heartily ^ 'Welcome, sir; welcome to AVheedle Castle,'

(I have translated the name of the place with a view to your
better understanding it

;
it goes by a different appellation.) Take

me as your invisible Mentor, be you Telemachus, reader, through
the mansior) and grounds which he obligingly shows to you. From
wine-binns in the cellar to lumber in the attics, from porch at en-
trance to the dunghill behind the stables, the hospitable, courteous,
free-hearted fellow escorts you, communicative, descriptive, and ex-

planatory in all. Up to the turret-leads with him you go. There
is a glorious prospect ! every way, far and near, all around,—rich,,

verdant, various, beautiful !
< My land extends about half a mile

over the hill ; you see the hill yonder ?'
'

Yes, I see it
; with a carpet

of eye- gladdening verdure, surrounded on three sides by a crisp
and clunipy copse halfway down it, and at its foot a liquid ribbon

sparkling, fluttering, and waving: beautiful! Nature I here, in-

deed, thou art lovel)^ I bow to her in worship, sir.' 'Mad as a
March hare/ stares Mr. John Bull ;

but he is silent, and becomes

semi-sulky. {lark ye^, Telemachus, you will be swamped to a

certainty ;
that is not the kind of talk you are to hold to Mr. John

Bull; you must admire and envy the o^^ti^ of the beauty, for all

his sense of it is in possession ; it is his. Sq let it be thus: *

Ah,
sir, you have a noble estate, a magnificent one, in high cultivation;

does you honour, sir
; honour to your taste, and skill, and agricul-

tural knowledge.'
'

I am glad you like it.' Mended, Telema-
chus

;
but not exactly the thing yet. Remember, it is the owner"

ship which makes the cockles of his heart * to leap.'
' And there,

just turning the eastward of that plantation, is a most charming
and inviting spot ; fertility embraced by seclusion ; there, the

willow, and ash, and shrub^, bending to gaze at their own beauty
in the mirror that flashes below them. I am sure you are often

tempted to sit there, with a book or a'— *
That, sir, is not mine.'

Blank again ! Get back into the house. He has something else

to show you : no hope of you here.

'You have not seen my pictures
—and my sculptures: here they

are, sir.' A couji d'wit from the collection at once enchains your
faculties before you examine more closely and in detail. 'Admi-
rable effect, excellent judgment in the arrangement, sir.' 'Yes;
I paid a man five guineas a-day while he was doing it, and all his

expenses.'
* What ! doing all his expenses ? Oh, I understand.'

That was a slip, Telemachus ; he. half suspected you. 'Money
well expended, Mr. John Bull. That is a Correggio. Beautiful I

divine emanation of genius 1'
• Fine picture, is it not, sir ?' 'In-

deed it is, Mr. John Bull. Exquisite. Correggio!, And that

statue, too. Canova has waved the marble over with lights and
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shadow^ of spiritual beings, and breathing existence. Correggio
find Canova, side by side, brothers in immortality.'

* The fellow

is cracked!' again slares Mr. John Bull. Pish! you sim-

pleton, Telemachus
; Avhat cares he for Correggio or Canova?

You should say, 'They have cost you a great sum.' He loves to

be elicited on these matters : or/
' You are a fortunate man to

possess these treasures.' '

Why, yes,' says he,
' I love to patronize'

(that is his phrase) '^the arts, as every gentleman ought whose
fortune will enable him to afford to do so,' Ha, right, right

now, Telemachus; you may elaborate safely; you have struck

the right chord
;

his drowsy soul awakened at the sound. It

is he who must be the object of your admiration ; he, the pos-
sessor

; he, the owner of those pictures and sculptures. Correggio
and Canova be d—d ! What were they but two onion-munching,
saffron, bilious-faced Italians! he can buy them both. Now
proceed onwards through that door

;
within the recess is another^—

baized, brass-nailed, gilt-leathered, and noiseless; no creaking,
no jar; it turns in deferential silence on its hinges. It is the

portal to the sacred precincts of the library. Enter. How calm
is every thing here ! how mildly subdued the light ! Imagination,
wisdom, knowledge, thought, inspiration, beautiful intelligence in

repose; and all is in pin-breadth order ; nothing displaced, nothing
disturbed ; the position of that portfolio

—the inkstand—central

and rectangular, measured to their place with the accuracy of

compass and rule. Your eyes rest upon the marshalled volumes—
an army of spirits

—and how splendid their backs and bindings !

plethoric in fooling and gilding, (as the binders call it ;) gay as the

gingerbread in a booth at Greenwich fair : do but examine the

richness of the carving of those shelves, the pilaster divisions, &c.

They are all his, all Mr. John Bull's, who is standing beside you.
* 1 am the proprietor of all at which you are gazing with so much
admiration,' is in his thought. Approach nearer

; bring your

optics within reading distance of the lettering of the tomes; run

up and down and laterally
—all favourite, fashionable, well-known,

well-bepuffed, and all
' standard' works. Some, too, you may

see, on which enthusiasm may exhaust its essence in laudation,
and yet wish for power to speak the sum of half that is due and de-

served. Is Shelley there ? No. Is—or—or—or ? No—no—no
;

not one whom the system excludes. Shakspeare ? Ay, ay ; he
would not be English were Shakspeare not in his library. A
thought Hashes; you would refer to Shakspeare for it. Look,
there is the volume. You advance your hand

;
it is upon it

;
not

quite.
' Hah!' from Mr. John Bull, checks you ;

he sees your
hand is ungloved : such is his reverence for Shakspeare, you
think, perhaps ; but he is touched with remorse a little, and per-
mits you to draw it from the ranks, first casting a glance at your

fingers in question of their need of ablution. You open the tome ;

the leaves adhere to each other
;
as fresh and as free from touch is

3E2
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every page as at the hour the book was taken from under the

binder's press. What should you say ? What but,
' Mr. John

Bull, you have the most elegant copy of the divine bard I ever

saw.' Telemachus, your fortune is made; he will give a hundred,

ay, a thousand dinners on the strength of your so saying : no
man in the world like him ; so hold to that, if you can; but no,

you burst out again with some absurd stuff, some silly enthusiasm

on ' the greatest man that ever lived to bless men with fellowship;
the unapproachable, yet free

;
the vast, the magnificent spirit,'

(Mr. John Bull, if perchance he has picked up antiquarianism

enough, thinks of the butcher's shop at Stratford-on-Avon, and
turns aside to smile,) and ' nature's most playful, simple, sinless

child.' A bell: dinner waits. Your host respectfully bows, begs

you will precede him; your last observations have battered him
into the most dignified politeness ;

he is now the very pink of

courtesy, for you are such an ass. Pass through the hall toward

the dining-room ; he begs your pardon for an instant while he

retires
;
can you guess for what purpose ? No, not you. Inno-

cent creature ! you have no curiosity that way. Guess : you
cannot. Hear it from me : he goes to countermand the order

which, in your hearing, he gave an hour ago to the butler to bring

up 'some of the old 1805:' it is his supernaculum. Your last

burst has undone you. You are not a guest to his liking, so an
humbler vintage will do for you, and he to-day will do a violence

on his own palate, a mostheroical self-sacrifice. See what afflic-

tion you have brought u[)on yourself! what loss you sustain by
neglecting my counsel. However, mend your play, and you may
recover the lost trick.

His table reeks abundance: I hate enumeration of these things,
I care little for their presence. I do not run from them, but I

will not seek them—scarcely credible, you say, because you do not

know me suflRciently. The best dinner that ever displayed the skill

of the cuisinier, would not allure me to a walk across the street for

it, if the cravings of hunger could be appeased by a readier access

to food
;
even a roasted potatoe I prefer to many dinners, because

1 am, at these, expected to partake ofentremets and sauces which

I somewhat nauseate
; yet do not imagine f am so much of

a philoso[)her as to hate '

good living;' but it must come to me.

Hold! I am talking while you are eating.
' Now, sir, do you

know you are eating a [)iece of one of those very oxen that were

passing when the mob pelted his majesty's carriage at Brentford !'

Oh )ioble beef—oh worshipful bullock! you drop your tools in

astonishment, check your mastication's speed, let your jaws civilly

distend, stare with both your eyes on the wondrous roast, draw a

huge breath to inflate your lungs sufficiently, then ex[)lode with
' Ha ! indeed !' or you are a ruined man : 'tis done, a glass of

wine in honour of the bullock's memory; now eat away again.
' A slice of that ham with your turkey, I can recommend it

; you
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have read Johnny Gilpin?' 'I have, Mr. Bull.* 'Well that

ham is from a pig bred from the one his horse ran over at Ed-
monton''—'Hah?' 'Yes, sir, my grandfather bought the whole

farrow, sow and all
;
and they and their children have been in

our family ever since.' Oh, sacred pork! oh John-BuU-ho-
noured pig !

•

Well, Mr. John Bull, you have laid me under
eternal obligations

—this is kindness, sir.'
'
Sir, I am glad you

like it.'
'

Nothing, Mr. John Bull, can exhibit your,'' (I have em-

phasized the your, be you very gentle in doing it)
— *

nothing can
exhibit your taste and judgment more decidedly ;

1 am sure I am
fortunate, rendered happy by this day. Pray, sir, if I dared tax

your liberality to such a degree, may I—you could not, could you,
sir ?'— ' What ?' he responds—'

anything that is in my power,'
—

you see he melts. '
I shall be happy to oblige such a gentleman

as you always, sir.'
*

Why, sir, you are very kuid
; may I venture

to ask, can you permit me to carry from your hospitable mansion
some token, some memento of the owner's liberality and taste?

It may be I am asking too much, but pardon the desires which

yourself have created. Can you spare me a few of the bristles

from that pig, if they are not all gone, and a paring from the horn
or hoof of that ox ?'

'

Certainly, I shall have very great pleasure,
but we'll have our dessert and wine first : you may rely on me ; and,

Wilkins,' (aloud,)
' where is the old 1805, that I ordered you to

bring up ? come, let us have it.'
'
Yes, sir, yes,' says Wilkins, and

exit. There—well done, well done : keep it up thus, and the best

in the house, garden, or cellar is at your command
;
the first

peach, strawberry, or pine from the hot-house that season, is

gathered for your welcome
;
he entreats, he presses all on you,

becomes joyous, free, hearty, communicative, the bristles and

hoof-paring have vanquished his dignity. Then comes the lively

interchange of thought. He withholds nothing ;
now will he show

you his secret, most mysterious and sacred treasures. There is one
in that or-molu and rose-wood cabinet which he, speechless, im-
locks

;
from it he draws a small case, it is something exquisitely

precious
—

open—so : within it, bandaged and rebandaged, folded

and refolded is the precious
—he lays it under your dilated eyes.

Now, sir, what do you think of that ?' Why, you think it is a bit

of dried mud, or particles of sand and earth mingled. After

a pause of minute inspection,
* I cannot guess, Mr. Bull.'

*Well, sir, I will tell you: that is a bit of the identical spot of

ground on which Dennis Collins planted his wooden leg, when he
threw a stone at his Majesty, at Ascot races !'

' No—o—o—o !'

you exclaim,
* can it be possible ?'

*

True, sir, the very same, sir,

I gave the constable that captured him three guineas for it; and
here is a certificate of the truth, sworn to, on oath, sir, in the pre-
sence of two of ray brother magistrates !'

*

Oh, for one single

grain of that sacred sand ! Mr. John Bull, you, indeed, are a
man—if—how I envy you the possession of that precious trea-
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sure!'—'You shall have a grain, two grains, sir, to put you in

mind of Wheedle-hall occasionally.' Here you become the most

social of friends, the happiest convivialists that ever hob-and-

nobbed together. So you go on smiling at each other, delighted
with each other's agreeable companionship, and he blesses you by

putting into your hands the objects of your desires—the last and

holiest pledge of his respect for you, viz : six bristles of that pig,

an inch of hoof-paring of that ox, and two grains of that sand :

and you bid '

good night.' He is alone—look at him, as he now
sticks his thumbs into his breeches beckets, now uniting them in

repose.behind : look at him, I say, as he stumps up and down the

room
;
he moves as no other man on earth moves

;
his head,

neck, shoulders, arms, chest, trunk, are labourers to his legs ;
the

upper part of him is employed in carrying the lower from place
to place : they are not at all reciprocants. Well, there he is, re-

peating to himself,
' What a generous, gentlemanly, hospi-

table, and wealthy man that fellow must think me !'

Exceptions do not make rules. P. V.

THE TWO KINDS OF POETRY,

Nascitur poeta is a maxim of classical antiquity, which has

passed to these latter days with less questioning than most of the

doctrines of that early age. When it originated, the human
faculties were occupied, fortunately for posterity, less in examin-

ing how the works of genius are created, than in creating thetn:

and the adage, probably, had no higher source than the tendency,
common among mankind, to consider all poAver which is not

visibly the effect of practice, all skill which is not capable of being
reduced to mechanical rules, as the result of a peculiar gift. Yet
this aphorism, born in the infancy of psychology, will perhaps be

found, now when that science is in its adolescence, to be as true as

an epigram ever is, that is, to contain some truth : truth, how-
ever, which has been so compressed and bent out of shape, in

order to tie it up into so small a knot of only two words, that it

requires an almost infinite amount of unrolling and laying straight,
before it will resume its just proportions.
We are not now intending to remark upon the grosser misap-

plications of this ancient maxim, which have engendered so many
races of poetasters. The days are gone by, when every raw

youth whose borrowed phantasies have set themselves to a bor-

rowed tune, mistaking as Coleridge says an ardent desire of

poetic reputation for poetic genius, while unable to disguise from

himself that he had taken no means whereby he might become a

poet, could fancy himself a born one. Those who would reap
without sowing, and ^ain the victory without fighting the battle,

are ambitious now of another sort of distinction, and are born
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novelists, or public speakers, not poets. And the wiser thinkers

begin tor understand and acknowledge that poetfc excellence is

(Subject to the same necessary conditions with any other mental

endowment
;
and that to no one of the spiritual benefactors of

mankind is a higher or a more assiduous intellectual culture

needfid than to the [)oet. it is true, he possesses this advantage
over others who use the ' instrument of words,' that of the truths

which he utters, a larger pro[)Ortion are derived from personal
consciousness, and a smaller from |)hilosophic investigation. But
the power itself of discriminating between what really is con-

sciousness, and what is only a process of inference completed in a

single instant; and the ca{)acity of distinguishing whether that of

which the mind is conscious, be an eternal truth, or but a dream-
are among the last results of the most matured and perfected in-

tellect. Not to mention that the poet, no more than any other

person who writes, confines himself altogether to intuitive truths,

nor has any means of communicating even these, but by words,

every one of which derives all its power of conveying a meaning
from a whole host of acquired notions, and facts learnt by study
and experience.

Nevertheless, it seems undeniable in point of fact, and con-

sistent with the principles of a sound metaphysics, that there are

poetic natures. There is a mental and physical constitution or

temperament, peculiarly fitted for poetry. This temperament will

not of itself make a poet, no more than the soil will the fruit; and
as good fruit may be raised by culture from indifferent soils, so

may good poetry from naturally unpoetical minds. But the

poetry of one, who is a poet by nature, will be clearly and broadly

distinguishable from the poetry of mere culture. It may not be
truer

;
it may not be more useful

;
but it will be different : fewer

will appreciate it, even though many should affect to do so
; but

in those few it will find a keener sympathy, and will yield them a

deeper enjoyment.
One may write genuine poetry, and not be a poet; for whoso-

ever writes out truly any one human feeling, writes poetry. AH
persons, even the most unimaginative, in moments of strong emo-
tion, speak poetry ;

and hence the drama is poetry, which else

were always prose, except when a poet is one of the characters.

What IS poetry, but the thoughts and words in which emotion

spontaneously embodies itself? As there are few who are not, at

least for some moments and in some situations, capable of some

strong feeling, poetry is natural to most persons at some period of
their lives. And any one whose feelings are genuine, though but
of the average strength,

—if he be not diverted by uncongenial
thoughts or occupations from the indulgence of them, and if he

acquire by culture, as all persons may, the faculty of delineating
them correctly,

—has it in his power to be a poet, so far as a life

Passed
in writing unquestionable poetry may be considered to qon-
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fer that title. But ought it to do so ? yes, perhaps, in the table of
contents of a collection of ' British Poets.' But 'poet' is the

name also of a variety oi man, not solely of the author of a par-
ticular variety of book: now, to have written whole volumes of

real poetry is possible to almost all kinds of characters, and im-

plies no greater peculiarity of mental construction, than to be the

author of a history, or a novel.

Whom, then, shall we call poets? Those who are so consti-

tuted, thai emotions are the links of association by which their

ideas, both sensuous and spiritual, are connected together. This
constitution belongs (within certain limits) to all m whom poetry
is a pervading principle. In all others, poetry is something extra-

neous and superinduced: something out of themselves, foreign to

the habitual course of their every-day lives and characters ;
a

quite other world, to which they may make occasional visits, but

where they are sojourners, not dwellers, and which, when out of it,

or even when in
it, they think of, peradventure, but as a phantom-

world, a place of ujnes fatui and spectral illusions. Those only
who have the peculiarity of association which we have mentioned,
and which is one of the natural consequencesof intense sensibility,
instead of seeming not themselves when they are uttering poetry,

scarcely seem themselves when uttering any thing to which poetry
is foreign. AVhatever be the thing which they are contemplating,
the aspect under which it first and most naturally paints itself to

them, is its poetic aspect. The poet of culture sees his object in

prose, and describes it in poetry ;
the i)oet of nature actually sees

it in poetry.
This point is perhaps worth some little illustration

; the rather, as

meta[)hysicians (the ultimate arbiters of all philosophical criticism)
while they have busied themselves for two thousand years, more
or less, about the few universal laws of human nature, have

strangely neglected the analysis of its diversities. Of these, none
lie dee()er or reach further than the varieties which difference of

nature and of education maUes in what may be termed the habi-

tual bond of association. In a mind entirely uncultivated, which
is also without any strong feelings, objects whether of sense or of

intellect arrange themselves in the mere casual order in which

they have been seen, heard, or otherwise j)erceived. Persons of

this sort may be said to think chronologically. If they remember
a fact, it is by reason of a fortuitous coincidence with some trifling

incident or circumstance which took place at the very time. If

they have a story to tell, or testimony to deliver in a witness-box,

their narrative must follow the exact order in which the events

took {)lace : dodye them, and the thread of association is broken ;

Ihey cannot go on. 'I'heir associations, to use the language of

])hilosophers, are chiefly of the successive, not the synchronous
kind, and whether successive or synchronous, are mostly casual.

To the man of science, again, or of business, objects group
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themselves according to the artificial classifications which the un-

derstanding has voluntarily made for the convenience of thought
or of practice. But where any of the impressions are vivid and

intense, the associations into which these enter are the ruling
ones : it being a well-known law of association, that the stronger
a feeling is, the more rapidly and strongly it associates itself with

any other object or feeling. Where, therefore, nature has given

strong feelings, and education has not created factitious tendencies

stronger than the natural ones, the prevailing associations will be

those which connect objects and ideas with emotions, and with

each other through the intervention of emotions. Thoughts and

images will be linked together, according to the similarity of the

feelings which cling to them. A thought will introduce a thought

by first introducing a feeling which is allied Avith it. At the centre

of each group of thoughts or images will be found a feeling ;
and

the thoughts or images are only there because the feeling was
there. All the combinations which the mind puts together, all

the pictures which it paints, all the wholes which Imagination con-

structs out of the materials supplied by Fancy, will be indebted to

some dominant feeling, not as in other natures to a dominant

thought, for their unity and consistency of character, for what

distinguishes them from incoherencies.

The difference, then, between the poetry of a poet, and the

poetry of a cultivated but not naturally poetical mind, is that in

the latter, with however bright a halo of feeling the thought may
be surrounded and glorified, the thought itself is still the con-

spicuous object; while the poetry of a poet is Feeling itself, em-

ploying Thought only as the medium of its utterance. In the one

feeling waits upon thought ;
in the other, thought upon feeling.

The one writer has a distinct aim, common to him with any other

didactic author
;
he desires to convey the thought, and he conveys

it clothed in the feelings which it excites in himself, or which he
deems most appropriate to it. The other merely pours forth the

overflowing of his feelings ; and all the thoughts which those feel-

ings suggest are floated promiscuously along the stream.

It may assist in rendering our meaning intelligible, if we illus-

trate it by a parallel between the two English authors of our own

day, who have produced the greatest quantity of (rue and enduring
poetry, Wordsworth and Shelley. Apter instances could not be
wished for

;
the one might be cited as the type, the exemplar, of

what the poetry of culture may accomplish, the other as perhaps
the most striking example ever known of the poetic temperament.
How different, accordingly, is the poetry of these two great
writers! In Wordsworth, the poetry is almost always the mere

setting of a thought. The thought may be more valuable than the

setting, or it may be less valuable, but there can be no question
as to which was first in his mind : what he is impressed with, and
what he is anxious to impress, is some proposition, more or less
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distinctly conceived; some truth, or sonaething which he deems
snch. He lets the thought dwell in his mind, till it Excites, as il

the nature of thought, other thoughts, and also such feelings aS

the measure of his sensibility is adequate to sup[)ly. Among
these thoughts and feelings, had he chosen a different walk of

authorship, (and there are many in which he might equally have

excelled,) he would |)robably have made a different selection of

media for enforcing the [)arent-thoughr : his habits, however, being
those of poetic composition, he selects in preference the strongest

feelings, and the thoughts with which most of feeling is naturally
or habitually connected. His poetry therefore may be defined to

be, his thoughts, coloured by, and impressing themselves by means

of, emotions. Such poetry, Wordsworth has occupied a long life

in producing. And well and wisely has he so done. Criticisms,

no doubt, may be made occasionally both upon the thoughts
themselves, and upon the skill he has demonstrated in the choice

of his media: for, an affair of skill and study, in the most rigorous

sense, it evidently was. But he has not laboured in vain : he has

exercised, and continues to exercise, a powerful, and mostly a

highly beneficial influence over the formation and growth of not

a few of the most cultivated and vigorous of the youthful minds
of our time, over whose heads poetry of the opposite descriptiph
would have flown, for want of an original organization, physical
and mental, in sympathy with it.

On the other hand, Wordsworth's poetry is never bounding,
never ebullient ;

has little even of the appearance of spontaneous-
ness : the well is never so full that it overflows. There is an kir

of calm deliberateness about all he writes, which is not charac-

teristic of the poetic temperament ;
his poetry seems one thing,

himself another; he seems to be poetical because he wills to be

so, not because he cannot help it: did he will to dismiss poetry,

he need never again, it might almost seem, have a poetical thought.
He never seems possessed by a feeling ;

no emotion seems ever

so strong as to have entire sway, for the time being, over the cur-

rent of his thoughts. He never, even for the space of a few

stanzas, appears entirely given up to exultation, or grief,
or pity,

or love, or admiration, or devotion, or even animal spirits.

He now and then, though seldom, attempts to write as if he were;
and never, we thiidc, without leaving an impression of poverty : as

the brook which on nearly level ground quite fills its banks,

appears but a thread when running rapidly down a precipitous

declivity. He has feeling enough to form a decent, graceful, even

beautiful, decoration, to a thought which is in itself interesting

and moving; hut not so much as suffices to stir up the soul by
mere sympathy with itself in its simplest manifestation, nor enough
to summon up that array of 'thoughts of power,' which in a richly

stored mind always attends the call of really intense feeling.^ It

is for this reason, doubtless, that the genius of Wordsworth is
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essentially unlyrical. Lyric poetry, as it was the earliest kind,
is also, if the view we are now taking of poetry b6 correct, more

eminently and peculiarly poetry than any other : it is the poetry
most natural to a really poetic temperament, and least capable of

being successfully imitated by one not so endowed by nature. All

Wordsworth's attempts in that strain, if we may venture to say so

much of a man whom we so exceedingly admire, appear to us

cold and sj)irit!ess.

Shelley is the very reverse of all this. Where Wordsworth is

strong, he is weak; where Wordsworth is weak, he is strong.

Culture, that culture by which Wordsworth has reared from his

own inward nature the richest harvest ever brought forth by a

soil of so little depth, is precisely what was wanting to Shelley:
or let us rather say, he had not, at the period of his deplorably

early death, reached sufficiently far in that intellectual progres-
sion of which he was capable, and which, if it has done so much
for far inferior natures, might have made of him the greatest of

our poets. For him, intentional mental discipline had done little;

the vividness of his emotions and of his sensations had done all.

He seldom follows up an idea; it starts into life, summons from
the fairy-land of his inexhaustible fancy some three or four bold

images, then vanishes, and straight he is off on the wings of some
casual association into quite another sphere. He had not yet ac-

quired the consecutiveness of thought necessary for a long poem ;

his more ambitious compositions too often resemble the scattered

fragments of a mirror ; colours brilliant as life, single images with-

out end, but no picture. It is only when under the overrulino-

influence of some one state of feeling, either actually experienced,
or summoned up in almost the vividness of reality by a fervid

imagination, that he writes as a great poet ; unity of feeling being
to him the harmonizing principle which a central idea is to minds
of another class, and supplying the coherency and consistency
which would else have been wanting. Thus it is in many of his

smaller, and especially his lyrical poems. They are
obviously

written to exhale, perhaps to relieve, a state of feeling, or of con-

ception of feeling, almost oppressive from its vividness. The

thoughts and imagery are suggested by the feeling, and are such
as it finds unsought. The state of feeling may be either of soul

or of sense, or oftener (might we not say invariably ?) of both
; for

the poetic temperament is usually, perhaps always, accompanied
by exquisite senses. The exciting cause may be either an object
or an idea. But whatever of sensation enters into the feelin",
must not be local, or consciously bodily; it is a state of the whole

frame, not of a part only ;
like the state of sensation produced by

a fine climate, or indeed like all strongly pleasurable or painful
sensations in an impassioned nature, it pervades the entire nervous

system. States of feeling, whether sensuous or spiritual, which
thus possess the whole being, are the fountains of that poetry
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which we have called the poetry of poets; and which is httle else

than the utterance of the thoughts and images that pass across the
mind while some permanent state of feeling is occupying it.

To the same original fineness of organization, Shelley was
doubtless indebted for another of his rarest gifts, that exuberance
ot imagery, which when unrepressed, as in many of his poems it

is, amounts even to a vice. The susceptibility of his nervous sys-
tem, which made his emotions intense, made also the impressions
of his external senses deep and clear : and agreeably to the law of

association by which, as already remarked, the strongest impres-
sions are those which associate themselves the most easily and

strongly, these vivid sensations were readily recalled to mind by all-

objects or thoughts which had coexisted with them, by all feelings
which in any degree resembled them. Never did a fancy so teem
with sensuous imagery as Shelley's. Wordsworth economizes an

image, and detains it until he has distilled all the poetry out of it,

and it will not yield a drop more : Shelley lavishes his with a pro-
fusion which is unconscious because it is inexhaustible. The one,
like a thrifty housewife, uses all his materials and wastes none:
the other scatters them with a reckless prodigality of wealth of

which there is j)erhaps no similar instance.

If, then, the maxim nascltur poeta, mean, either that the power
of producing poetical compositions is a peculiar faculty which the

poet brings into the world with him, which grows with his growth
like any of his bodily powers, and is as independent of culture as

his height, and his complexion; or that ((nij natural peculiarity
icltatever is im[)licd in producing poetry, real poetry, and in any
quantity

—such poetry too, as, to the miijority of educated and in-

telligent readers, shall appear quite as good as, or even better

than, any other; in either sense the doctrine is false. And ne-ver-

theless, there is poetry which could not emanate but from a men-
tal and jdiysical constitution, [jeculiar not in the kind but in the

dtyrec of its susceptibility: a constitution which makes its pos-
sessor capable of greater hajjpiness than mankind in general, and
also of greater unliappiness ;

and because greater, so also more
various. And such poetry, to all who know enough of nature to

own it as being in nature, is much inorc poetry, is poetry in a far

higher sense, than any other; since the common element of all

jjoetry, that which constitutes poetry, luiman feeling, enters far

more largely into this than into the poetry of cultuie. iSot only
because the nalurcs which we have called poetical, really feel

more, and consefjuenliy have more feeling to ex])ress ;
but be-

cause, the caj>acity of" feeling being so grc;at, feeling, when excited

and not voluntarily resisted, seizes the helm of their thoughts,
and the succession of ideas and iniajres becomes the mere utter-

ance of an emotion
; not, as in other natures, the emotion a mere

ornamental colouring of the thought.

Ordinary education and the ordinary course of life are con-
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stantly at work counteracting this quality of mind, and substituting
habits more suitable to their own ends : if instead of substitatimj

they were content to superadd, then there were nothing to com-

plain of. But when will education consist, not in repressing any
mental faculty or power, from the uncontrolled action of which

danger is apprehended, but in training u{) to its proper strength
the corrective and antagonist power?

In whomsoever the quality which we have described exists, and
is not stifled, that person is a poet. Doubtless he is a greater

poet in proportion as the fineness of his perceptions, whether of
sense or of internal consciousness, furnishes him with an ampler
supply of lovelv images, the vigour and richness of his intellect

with a greater abundance of moving thoughts. For it is through
these thoughts and images that the feeling speaks, and through
their impressiveness that it impresses itself, and finds response in

other hearts; and from these media of transmitting it (contrary
to the laws of physical nature) increase of intensity is reflected

back upon the feeling itself. But all these it is possible to have,
and not be a poet; they are mere materials, which the poet shares

in common with other people. What constitutes the poet is not

the imagery nor the thoughts, nor even the feelings, but the law

according to which they are called up. He is a poet, not because
he has ideas of any particular kind, but because the succession of
his ideas is subordmate to the course of his emotions.

Many who have never acknowledged this in theory, bear testi-

mony to it in their particular judgments. In listening to an

oration, or reading a written discourse not professedly poetical,
when do we begin to feel that the speaker or author is putting off*

the character of the ora,tor or the prose writer, and is passing into

the poet? Not when he begins to show strong feeling; then we

merely say, he seems to feel what he says ;
still less when he ex-

presses himself in imagery; then, unless illustration be manifestly
his sole object, we are apt to say, This is affectation. It is when
the feeling (instead of passing away, or, if it continue, letting the

train of thoughts run on exactly as they would have done if there

were no influence at work but the mere intellect) becomes itself

the originator of another train of association, which expels or

blends with the former ; as when (to take a simple example)
the ideas or objects generally, of which the person has occasion to

speak for the purposes of his discourse, are spoken of in words
which we s{)ontaneously use only when in a state of excitement,
and which prove that the mind is at least as much occupied by a

passive state of its own feelings, as by the desire of attaining the

premeditated end which the discourse has in view.*

* And this, we may remark by the way, seems to point to the true theory of poetic
diction

.:
and to sufj^i^est the true answer to as much as is erroneous of Mr. Words-

worth's celebrated doctrine on that subject. For on the one hand, a// language which
is the natural expression of feeling, is really poetical, and will always be felt as such,
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Our judgments of authors who lay actual claim to the title of

poets, follow the same principle. We believe that whenever, after

a writer's meaning is fully understood, it is still matter of reason-

ing and discussion whether he is a poet or not, he will be found to

be wanting in the characteristic peculiarity of association which
we have so often adverted to. When, on the contrary, after read-

ing or hearing one or two passages, the mind instinctively and
without hesitation cries out, This is a poet, the probability is,

that the passages are strongly marked with this peculiar quality.
And we may add that in such case, a critic who, not having suf-

ficient feeling to respond to the poetry, is also without sufficient

philosophy to understand it though he feel it not, will be apt to

pronounce, not ' this is prose,' but '
this is exaggeration,'

' this is

mysticism,' or ' this is nonsense.'

Although a philosopher cannot, by culture, make himself, in

the peculiar sense in which we now use the term, a poet, unless

at least he have that peculiarity of nature Avhich would probably
have made poetry his earliest pursuit ;

a poet may always, by
culture, make himself a philosopher. The poetic laws of associa-

tion are by no means incompatible with the more ordinary laws;
are by no means such as must have their course, even though a

deliberate purpose require their suspension. If the peculiarities
of the poetic temperament were uncontrollable in any poet, they

might be supposed so in Shelley; yet how powerfully, in the

Cenci, does he coerce and restrain all the characteristic qualities
of his genius ! what severe simplicity, in place of his usual barbaric

splendour ! how rigidly does he keep the feelings and the imagery
in subordination to the thought !

The investigation of nature requires no habits or qualities of

mind, but such as may always be acquired by industry and mental

activity. Because in one state the mind may be so given up to a

state of feeling, that the succession of its ideas is determined by
the present enjoyment or suffering which pervades it, that is no

reason but that in the calm retirement of study, when under no

peculiar excitement either of the outward or of the inward sense,

it may form any combinations, or pursue any trains of ideas, which

are most conducive to the purposes of philosophic inquiry; and

may, while in that state, form deliberate convictions, from which

no excitement will afterwards make it swerve. Might we not go

even further than this ? We shall not pause to ask whether it be

not a misunderstanding of the nature of passionate feeling to

imagine that it is inconsistent with calmness, and whether they
who so deem of it, do not confound the state oi desire which un-

apart from conventional associations ; but on the other, whenever intellectual culture

has afforded a choice between several modes of expressinj^ the same emotion, the

stroiigi'r the feeling is, the more naturally and certainly will it prefer that language
which is most peculiarly appropriated to itself, and kept sacred from the contact of

&U more vulgar aad familiar objects of contemplation.
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fortunately is possible to all, with the state of /rui/jon which is

granted only to the few. But without entering into this deeper

investigation ;
that capacity of strong feeling, which is supposed

necessarily to disturb the judgment, is also the material out of

which all motives are made ;
the motives, consequently, which lead

human beings to the pursuit of truth. The greater the individual's

capability of happiness and of misery, the stronger interest has

that individual in arriving at truth
; and when once that interest

is felt, an impassioned nature is sure to pursue this, as to pursue

any other object, with greater ardour
;

for energy of character is

always the offspring of strong feeling. If therefore the most im-

passioned natures do not ripen into the most powerful intellects, it

is always from defect of culture, or something wrong in the cir-

cumstances by which the being has originally or successively been

surrounded. Undoubtedly strong feelings require a strong intel-

lect to carry them, as more sail requires more ballast: and when
from neglect, or bad education, that strength is wanting, no wonder
if the grandest and swiftest vessels make the most utter wreck.

Where, as in Milton, or, to descend to our own times, in Cole-

ridge, a poetic nature has been united with logical and scientific

culture, the peculiarity of association arising from the tiner nature

so perpetually alternates with the associations attainable by com-
moner natures trained to high perfection, that its own particular law
is not so conspicuously characteristic of the result produced, as

in a poet like Shelley, to whom systematic intellectual culture, in

a measure proportioned to the intensity of his own nature, has
been wanting. Whether the superiority will naturally be on the

side of the logician-poet or of the mere poet
—whether the writings

of the one ought, as a whole, to be truer, and their influence more
beneficent, than those of the other— is too obvious in principle to

need statement: it would be absurd to doubt whether two endow-
ments are better than one

;
whether truth is more certainly

arrived at by two processes, verifying and correcting each other,
than by one alone. Unfortunately, in practice the matter is not

quite so simple ;
there the question often is, which is least pre-

judicial to the intellect, uncultivation or malcultivation. For, as

long as so much of education is made up of artificialities and

conventionalisms, and the so-called training of the intellect con-
sists chiefly of the mere inculcation of traditional opinions, many
of which, from the mere fact that the human intellect has not yet
reached perfection, must necessarily be false

;
it is not always

clear that the poet of acquired ideas has the advantage over him
whose feeling has been his sole teacher. For, the depth and

durability of wrong as well as of right impressions, is proportional
to the fineness of the material

;
and they who have the greatest

capacity of natural feeling are generally those whose artificial

feelings are the strongest. Hence, doubtless, among other rea-

sons, it is, that in an age of revolutions in opinion, the contem-
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porary poets, those at least who deserve the name, those who
have any individuaUty of character, if they are not before their

age, are almost sure to be behind it. An observation curiously
verified all over Europe in the present century. Nor let it be

thought disparaging. However urgent may be the necessity for

a breaking up of old modes of belief^ the most strong-minded and

discerning, next to those who head the movement, are generally
tliose who bring up the rear of it. A text on which to dilate

would lead us too far from the present subject.

Antiquus.*

THE SPIRIT OF AN INFANT TO IIIS MOTHER.
A VISION.

Mother, I've lain upon thy lulling breast,
And felt thy gentle breathing on my brow ;

My little frame is in the earth at rest,

But my young spirit hovers near thee now.
I cannot leave thee, though on ev'ry beam
A beck'ning angel hails me from above ;

(Sleep, mother, sleep, I'm with thee in thy dream
;)

O e'en for them, I cannot leave thy love,

Thou who would'st murmur to me till I crept •

Into thy blameless bosom where I slept.

There is my little cot—no tenant now
Presses its pillow

—all is still as death
;

The inght-light gleams like moonbeams on her brow,
Her lips a])art are rosy with her breath;

Moveless is that white arm on which I've lain.

And veil'd that bosom where I us'd to rest ;

See, see a tear from tlie fair lid has stray'd :

Mother ! sweet mother ! thy young bov is blest.

He lies no longer near thy beating heart,
But thou and he will ne'er be far apart.

InformVl with new intelligence, I float

On tlie day's ether, and the night star's beam ;

But, O, my clnklliood's memory ! 1 doat

^V'itll deathless fondness on that faded dream,
* Tliis sif^iiature is only used to i<leiitiry tliu !iuthors!ui) of the present article with

tli;it of a jiAjier headed. ' What is Poetry ?' in a lormer number of tiie lir/msitori/.
Tlie writer had a reason for the title, when he lirst adopted it

;
but he has discarded it

in his later articles, as ^ivin^ a partial, and so far a false, notion of the spirit by which
he woidd wish his tlunii^hls and wntmj^s to be characterised. As Wordsworth says,

J'asi Mu\ future are the wiiifrs
On whose support, liarnioniously conjoined,
Moves the ^ri'at spirit of iiinnan knowledf^e ;

;uid thoiiL;h the present as often i^oes amiss lor lack of what time and chan^je have
diprived us of, as of wliat they have yet to lirin^', a title whicli points only one way is

unsuitable to a writer who attempts to louk both ways. In future, when a signature is

employed, it will be the single letter A.
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And I would be again that thoughtless thing,
Caress'd and car'd for with that lulling love

That made me nestle to thy succouring,
And coo—the language of the babe and dove,

Both eloquent
—both breathing of a heart

That but in murmurs may its bliss impart.

O, gentle mother, now that I can view
The realms of space with spiritual eye,

I see what, could it be beheld by you.
Would wake that bosom with too wild a sigh.

But let my murmurs melt into that ear.

That lies amid thy silken tresses hid ;

O mother, speak to mothers when you hear

Their trembling little ones by tyrants chid,
Tell them they guess not how young spirits feel

The wanton wounds that petulance will deal.

O bid them leave us less to sordid care,

That heeds not what impression we may take ;

Bid them the threat, the promise to forbear.
That they will rashly breathe, and basely break—

Spoiling the fair, fresh fountain of our youth.
With distrust dashing its reflecting stream,

Loosing the pure integrity of truth

In its first basement, making it a theme
For precept not for practice, till we stray
Further with falsehood ev'ry future day-

Tell them to give our very morning hours

All unto softest peace and sunny love ;

Leave us all folded, like the infant flowers.

Drinking the dew and sunshine from above.

But when our smiles with consciousness have shone.

Kindling to eyes with answering smiles imprest,
Then know that mind has quicken'd, that the throne

Of sympathy is seated in the breast ;

Then from thai moment is neglect a sin—
Then, education, must thy task begin.

But, gradual, graceful, gracious, as the dawn
That comes with tender twilight scarce unfurl'd,

Sprinkling pale splendour over lake and lawn,
Nor rolls the sun till noonday on the world,

When the warm light the awak'n'd eye can bear.

And all is bath'd in the broad beam of day,
That paints not parts, nor pierceth here and there,

But kindles with a universal ray.

Thus, thus must mind be wak'd and warm'd and won,
To the meridian of the mental sun.

But there are dews as well as beams, and they
Teach how to nurture our unfolding hearts ;

The brain grows parch'd and arid, till the play
Of feeling's flow its gentle dew imparts ;

No. 82.
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That verdures all—that draws the hidden soul

Of fragrance from the leaf, the fruit, the flower
;

That wakes, and warms, and bids the mind unroll

Its truef=t treasure, and its purest power,

Bathing the sources of all soul and sense
With holy love and bland benevolence.

Tell mothers, if their fondled first-born tlms

Be moulded, nurtur'd, half their task is done;

Example and communion are to us

More than to flowers are the dew and sun,

Here I have twin'd a wreath for tliv dear brow,
Each flower reflects its hue upon the other.

The red rose kindles the pale lily now—
Thus sister sister, and thus broth.er brother.

Impress these precepts on each parent's brain,

And thou'lt not dream, nor I have liv'd, in vain.

M. r.. G.

ON THE RELATION OF THE WEALTHY AND EDUCATED CLASSES
TO THE POOK.*

Onk of the most decisive indications of an im[)ro\"ed state of public

feeling is the increased attention which is now [)uid to the condi-

tion and happiness of the [)Oor
— of that mass of luiman beings

who constitute the vast substratum on which the fabric of society

rests, and who ultimately furnish all the wealth which is distributed

through it. The consequence has been, a more accurate acquaint-
ance with the wants and capabilities of the hunihler classes, and
a juster conception of the legiiimate objects of charity. Poverty—or the want of adetjuate means to satisfy those desires which

from habit or education have grown into necessities— is a condi-

tion not limited to the lowest grade of the community ;
it is the

accident, in a greater or less degree, of every grade, from the

highest to the lowest
;
but it adheres cliiefly, and in its severest

form, to that class which is doomed to manual toil, and which, as

it can rarely command more than what may be regarded, in the

actual state of civilization, as absolute necessities, has no super-
fluities to relinquish when its ordinary sources of subsistence fail,

but must drop at once into a state of complete destitution. It is

of course to this lowest and most extended form of [)0verty, that

our present observations are designed to apply.

Poverty, however, is not the necessary condition of any class,

though the lowest is most liable to it, as well from the cause just

mentioned, as from its too general deficiency in those habits and

views, which result from good moral training, and its want of ex-

tended sym[)athy and connexion with those members of the com-

* ' TheViHitor of tlie Poor," &c. transLifed from the French of the Baroii De Gerando,
with an Introduction by the Rev. J. Tuckerman, D.D. of Boston, U. S. Loudon:

published by Sinapkin and Marshall, 183.}.
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munity, who are best able to afford advice and assistance. Un-

happily a misdirection of that divine principle of benevolence,

which is so strongly inculcated in the gospel that no Christian

nation has yet been found altogether uninfluenced by it, has

fostered the very evils intended to be removed : it has depressed
and degraded, instead of elevating, the objects of its bounty; and
converted poverty, which in a well-constituted society would be a

mere accident of individual position, and fraught with the best

moral effects, into pauperism, the permanent characteristic of au

immense and increasing class, sunk in the lowest immorality and

wretchedness. Such have been the effects of the actual adminis-

tration of our own poor laws, and of that indiscriminate almsgiving,
which a vague application of the letter of Christianity has too

often substituted in place of an enlightened exercise of its spirit.

In the present state of society, our existing means of moral and

religious instruction rarely extend to those classes who stand most
in need of them, and to whom the benevolent founder of our reli-

gion peculiarly addressed himself—the forlorn, outcast, and aban-
doned. In our great towns the churches and chapels are well

filled with the educated and respectable, while the inferior streets,
the alleys, and the suburbs are deformed every Sunday by scenes
of drunkenness and brutality, utterly disgraceful to a country that

calls itself civilized. The all-pervading spirit of aristocracy has

penetrated into our religious institutions
;
—

they are too glaringly
invested with the pretensions of rank and wealth

;

—
they are repel-

lent of the kindly and generous sympathies of brotherly love
;

—
and they do not provide, even to the degree that may be seen in

some Catholic countries, for that humbhng and equalizing of all

human distinctions in the presence of the supreme and universal

Father, which is at once the most salutary and the most sublime
of all the influences of public worship. Even in the arrangements
of private families we sometimes witness more consideration for

the devotions of the master and the mistress than of the servants,
as if the factitious distinctions of this world stretched into the

momentous interests of eternity, or could influence the free, im-

partial communications of the Creator's mercy. Who must not
have been struck with the inconsistency of the spectacle often ex-
hibited at the doors of some fashionable church at the west end of
the metropolis, where the servants may be seen waiting for hours,
like excluded heathens, exposed to the worst influences of profane
and licentious conversation

;
while the noble, the educated, and

the rich are enjoying within the privilege of the sanctuary, the

luxury of their religion ! Should these things be .' We do not

say that religion is not as necessary for the rich as for the poor;
-we oidy contend, that it is not more necessary ; we believe, that
it is equally necessary, and may be made e pially delicrhtful and

consolatory, to both. But the rich have sources of comfort and
admonition in books, in facilities of intercourse with the enlightened

3 F2
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and the virtuous, and even in the treasures of their own well-stored

minds—which are shut up from a vast majority of the humbler
classes—so that to the poor man the house of prayer (if the

house of prayer were to him what it ought to be) furnishes almost
the only opportunity which he now enjoys, of learning to know

himself, and of comprehending the magnitude and dignity of the

rights, duties, and hopes, which attach to every rational and im-

mortal being: and if the spirit of true devotion were felt by those

who partake in the privilege of exercising it, it would prompt the

unceasing endeavour to bring the whole family of man within its

sheltering influence, and to make it a bond of universal sympathy
and brotherly love.

We are aware of the difficulty, which is often alleged, of adapt-

ing the public services of religion to the taste and capacity of the

opposite grades of the social scale
;
and for ourselves we should

most sincerely regret, if, in the mistaken view of obviating this

difficulty, the tone of religious instruction and eloquence were de-

signedly lowered, and the high themes of religious contemplation,
instead of taxing, as they might do and ought to do, the deepest
and most comprehensive intellects, and calling forth for their

advancement and illustration the most splendid efforts of the ima-

gination, the most varied contributions of literature and philoso-

phy, and the choicest effusions of a pure and lofty sensibility, were

left exclusively in the hands of those inferior workmen, whose
confidence in their own ability to teach is often in exact proportion
to their ignorance of the qualifications which effective teaching

requires. We hope we are not misunderstood on this topic. We
would have no privileged class of teachers. We would have no-

thing approaching to an order of priesthood
—for which there is not

the shadow of a provision in the original records of Christianity,
and with which its whole spirit is at variance. We would require of

no man any other commission to preach the gospel of love and peace,
than what he finds in the consciousness of native powers, and in the

sincere impulse of his heart to do good; for we have known men,
without the advantages of early education, and taken from the hum-
blest walks of life, who have been, in their particular sphere, the most

able, efficient, and eloquent teachers of the sublimest truths, and

whom it was impossible to regard without deep veneration, as amongst
the greatest benefactors to their species. But still we maintain that

the tone of religious instruction should be rather above than below

the general standard of intelligence in the circle where a particu-
lar ministry is exercised ;

that the mind, instead of being allowed

to slumber under the powerless repetition of exhausted common-

places, may arouse and exert itself to reach the level on which

the preacher stands, may feel itself drawn upward to a higher

sphere, and find its moral sensibilities only the more vigorously
touched through the kindred excitement of the understanding.
To stir and elevate, rather than to deaden and depress, should be
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the great object of all popular influences ; and the adoption of

this principle would increase, we are persuaded, the efficiency of

the ministry among all classes. We have often thought that the

intelligence of the poor on questions of morality and religion is

greatly underrated by their superiors in worldly station. Such

questions do not require extended reading and a variety of literature

to be understood, like matters of science and criticism; the proofs
and the ap[)lications of them lie within the compass of every one's

experience ;
and as far as our observation has extended, we should

say that the humblest classes, when they have received sufficient

education to teach them the habit of reflection, discover a saga-

city, a soundness ofjudgment, and a power of apprehending what
is said on such subjects from the pulpit, which is not surpassed by
the most educated

;
and that, in some respects, they reason the

most clearly and consequentially of the two, because they are less

fettered by the prejudices which worldly interests engender. The
finest and noblest minds have the tenderest sympathy with the

moral wants of their fellow-beings ;
and in that sympathy they find

the secret of reaching the hearts of the humblest, while their intel-

lectual power and accomplishment furnish them with a greater
choice and command of means for accomplishing their object.
We believe, that the late eloquent and philoso|)hical Robert Hall

ministered, during the greater part of his life, most effectively and

acceptably to a congregation consistingchiefly of the poorer class;
and of Herder, we are informed by his biographer, that, with all

his fine taste and exquisite erudition, and fondness for abstract

speculation, he was so successful as a preacher even in a remote

parish, that the peasants used to come, for miles round, with their

Bibles in their hands to listen to his sermons. Oberlin,the bene-

volent and devoted pastor of Waldbach, was distinguished for the

cultivation of his mind, the courtesy of his manners, and his re-

fined sensibility, and by these very qualities won his way to the

hearts of the rude peasantry among whom he lived, and converted

a moral wilderness into a paradise. We see no ground therefore

for supposing, that a different ministr)' will be permanently re-

quired for the different classes of society ;
or that, after a previous

course of moral discipline for regaining the confidence and affec-

tion of that large portion of our population which is at present
attached to no religious communion, there will be found any
serious obstacle to the weekly exhibition of that most truly Chris-

tian and delightful spectacle
—the equal and cordial meeting

together of the rich and poor before Him who is the Maker and
the Lord of all.

We are, however, aware that much remains to be done to brino'

about this desirable result. Lnfortunately, the minds of manv of
the poor are prejudiced against the rich, and against the ministers

of religion, whom they regard as the friends and agents of the

rich. We can hardly wonder at the existence of these
feelings.
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There has been a coldness, a reserve^ an assumption of superi-

ority, in the general hearing of the higher classes towards the poor
in this country, and even in the very mode in which moral and

religious instruction has been dispensed to them, but too much
calculated to produce such effects. It must be the object of the

future exertions of an enlightened philanthropy to counteract the

impressions of the long continuance of a too aristocratical form
of society, by promoting a more easy and friendly intermingling
of different classes, and by sending out into the midst of our

alienated and demoralized j)opulation an active and benevolent

ministry, to cooperate with the effects of a well-organized and
national system of popular education

;
to probe the moral sources

of the vice and wretchedness which exist
;

to bring w'ithin the in-

lluence of a refined and humanizing civilization the half-barbarous

multitudes who form the heaving base of the social edifice;

and to restore health and vigour to the empire by strengthening
the friendly sympathies which knit the hearts of thousands in a

community of interest and happiness.
The necessity for exertions of this kind in the present state of

society, has been felt in other countries besides our own. France
and America have set the example to England in this work of

philanthropy. We have referred at the foot of our first page to a
little work, translated from the French of De Gerando, with an
introduction by an American clergyman, which has lately been

republished in England. Its object is to point out the moral duties

of the rich towards the poor; and it possesses a strong interest,

not only from the spirit in which it is written, and from the repu-
tation of its author, so well known by his [)iiilosoj)hical works, but

also from the strong evidence which it allords of the deep interest

now felt by the most enlightened men on the continent in those

vast moral questions which affect the condition and happiness of

millions, and of the juster aj)preciation which is beginning to be

entertained of the reciprocal duties of the different classes of so-

ciety. The work, we think, will be found rather too stntimental

and declamatory for the [)resent taste of English rcadt is
;

it wants

that earnest and practical tone, that plain and business-like en-

countering of the inmiediale matter in hand, which belongs to

most of our productions on such sul)jec(s, and which, with all our

lucjudice and our haclcNardness to learn any tliiiig from our

iieighbouis, may be taken as u tolerably decisive earnest that,

when we once se!. al>out a work of pliilanthiopy, we shall proceed
in it with vigour, and accomplish it ellectually. W c think, too,

tiiat l)e (ierando, in his anxiety to explain the uses of poverty,
and to

jvislify its occurrence in the |)lans of Providence, has as-

suuu.-d too absolutely the permanence of its causes; so thai the

reasoning invohed in ids work almost amounts to this, that there

must always be poor, in order that good people may have objects
on winch to exercise their compass-ion and beneficence. It is not
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to be supposed that a time will ever arrive when inequalities of

condition will cease to exist, or when the accidents of life, and
even the power of the elements, shall no longer occasion misfor-

tune and want; but the progress of civilization, the improved
character of governments, the diflFusion of knowledge, and those

juster moral and religious views which may ultimately be expected
to result from it, afford reasonable ground for hope that the most
fertile sources of poverty may in time be so far diminished as to

relieve society from that mass of wretchedness which has hitherto

crushed its energies^ and to make that, which has hitherto been

the attribute of an immense class, a merely accidental variety in

the situation of individuals. We cannot refrain from alluding
with peculiar satisfaction to the introduction prefixed to this book

by Dr. Tuckerman, of Boston, as teaching the purest and most

enlightened spirit of Christian philanthropy. This excellent and
benevolent individual has devoted himself to a ministry of a pecu-
liar but most important nature, and one which the acknowledged
deficiencies of our existing religious institutions render the more

necessary in the midst of an extended population. Divested of

the charge of a particular congregation, and relieved from the calls

of stated duty, he has taken upon him the holier and more arduous

duty of ministering to the abandoned and friendless poor, seeking
them out in their own homes, counselling and comforting them
with the advice of a friend, and endeavouring to attach them

again, by the ties of a restored worth and respectability, to the

general communion of civilized humanity from which they had
been severed. To this work he has consecrated the best powers
of a vigorous and Avell-cultivated mind

; and though he modestly
professes himself merely the pioneer of the regular ministry, seek-

ing the lost sheep that he may restore them to the fold, yet his

work is infinitely more arduous, and demands far higher endow-
ments of the heart and the head, than are needed in the stationary

pastor and preacher. There are hundreds adapted to the respect-
able fulfilment of the duties of the latter office, for one who is

equal to the devotion, the singleness of mind, the steady, tranquil
enthusiasm of benevolence, and the clear insight into the wants
and capabilities of human character, which are indispensable to

the successful discharge of the functions of the former. Assisted

by a very considerable share of public sym[)athv, and counte-
nanced in his labours by the municipal authorities of his native

city, Dr. Tuckerman has succeeded in warding off, to a consider-

able extent, those frightful evils of pauperism and crime which
have hitherto trodden close on the heels of advancing civilization,

which were such a deformity in the great and luxurious cities of
the old world, and to which the poor-laws of our own country,
instead of opposing any effectual obstacle, have proved, on the

contrary, only an incentive and a nutriment. In his Introduction
to this work of De Gerando's, Dr. Tuckerman has dwelt forcibly
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on the necessity of such exertions to the preservation of the free

institutions of that majestic republic of which he is himself so

worthy a citizen. The lesson should not be lost on us. What,
after all, are changes in the organization of government, if they do
not lead to an effectual reformation in the habits, views, and intel-

ligence of the people ? What is the outward form, if a spirit of in-

ward life be not developed, that is in harmony with it ? This is

the work now to be accomplished. We would make it the test of

every man's patriotism, whether he advocates, in season and out of

season, with singleness of aim and undeviating energy of purpose,
the intellectual, moral, and religious training of the people.
Much may be done to prepare the way, by the spontaneous

exertions of private benevolence. We are certain that no one

can cultivate a friendly and constant intercourse with the poor,
sunk and degraded as many of them are, without being comforted

and improved. The author of the work before us, and the writer

of the introduction to it, both express, in the most glowing terms,
their admiration of the moral qualities which they have per-

petually met with, in the course of an extensive experience in

the humblest ranks of the poor. Their unostentatious, but often

splendid benevolence; their affection, devotedness, and integrity;
their kind and neighbourly concern for each other's comfort and

ha[)piness ;
and the sentiments of delicacy and tenderness which

often exist under a rude exterior, and find utterance in a

plain and homely language ;
make us, amidst all its vices, honour

and love our kind
; discern, amidst all its diversities, and in the

very lowest grade of its social developement, the common rudi-

ments of a glorious and immortal nature, and cherish, in spite of

occasional doubt and disquietude, the brightest hopes of its

onward progress and final destiny. ,

The three most powerful nations of the earth, England, France,
and the United States of North America, have now formed, we
are willing to hope, an indissoluble alliance in the cause of free-

dom and humanity. What an omen is this for the future pros-

pects of mankind! The little M'ork which we have just noticed,
and to which we earnestly invite the attention of our readers,
affords a pleasing emblem of their union. It is consecrated to the

improvement of the great family of man. It was written in

France, and translated in America, and has since been re-edited

in England.

May the wishes so benevolently entertained by the authors of

its successive ap[)earance in the old and in the new worlds, be

richly fulfilled ! In France, in America, and in England, may
the voice to which they have thus given utterance, awaken their

countrymen to a deeper sense of the duties of their common
humanity, and draw closer the sacred bonds of the wide frater-

nity of the human race !

T.
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SOCIAL EVILS AND THEIR REMEDY *

* Social Evils !' another labourer in the vineyard ! then will I

hail him as a brother; welcome to my heart is any one, who, in

these times, joins the adventurous band of inquirers, and sets

about the task that shall smooth the way to social improvement—
the redemption from social evils. What will be the remedy which
this new recruit proposes ?—nous verrons. To point to the evils

is, at least, a symptom of the free and philanthropic spirit, that

now walks abroad smilingly, and fearlessly, and hopingly. His

proposed remedy may not be an -efficient one, no matter ; we
will take the good he provides us and be thankful. Something
is done in showing how and where the evils exist

;
for the pre-

sent form of the social system is as a smooth green turf, encrust-

ing bogs and pitfalls, traps and fetters, into which the wayfarer
plunges, flounders, and is caught in inextricable difficulties ;

mankind are, therefore, greatly obliged to him, who will shave off

the velvety turf, and discover the dangers as they stand and lie,

and lie as they stand, if one may aspire to a pun on so grave a

subject ;
discover them, that the traps and dangers may be

avoided, or, at least, known to be traps and dangers. Other

engineers, if himself have not the requisite skill, will lay out in

right direction, and beat into substantial firmness, a new and
secure path ; welcome, then, as a brother, be the Rev. Charles
B. Tayler, A.M. albeit he is

' a country parson of the Church of

England ;' for if he be ' the man,' he is an honour to his cloth.

And with these sentiments I sought the newly published volume,
as vivid in anticipated enjoyment, as a well-whipped, hard-tasked,
' emulation' stirred schoolboy is, when he looks for the morning
of breaking up ;

or as little Miss longs for her new doll, or little

Master for the mince-pie or promised sugar-plum for being
'

good.' I worked a sum in multiplication of how many rods

were in so many furlongs of road
;
how many yards and feet were

in the rods, and got a total in inches
;
and how many minutes

and seconds must I be kept in suspense between my first long-

ing's dawn, and my having the book, de facto, in my hands
; at

length the inches were passed over, the minutes were counted

through, and here it is.

Well, what a pretty purple cover ! and the frontispiece, how

elegantly ornamented ! what a speaking device ! do look at it.

The title has, for supporters, two bishops' croziers, entwined by
flowers ;

at the foot of the word ' mechanic
'

is a vignette ;
a

black circle surrounding a cross, on the top of which cross is a

little goose, asquat. Ha ! now the meaning of the croziers is

* The Mechanic
;
Xo. I. of Social Evils and their Remedy. A Series of Narra-

tives addressed to all Classes of Society, 0:1 the great Subjects of Political and
Christian Economy, by the Rev. C. B. Tayler, A.M.
No. S3.

'

3 G
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explained, very pretty indeed^ very clever, they are the goose-
herd's hooks, ^Yhich he throws round the necks of the flock

when he wishes to pluck and roast them. Oh, Rev. Charles B.

Tayler, A.M. and country parson of the Church of England,
' do

all your protestations come to this ?' or is it in derision you have

thus embellished your title-page ?
* Fie on't ! oh, fie !' Is it

thus you profanely jest with the sacred emblems, which to vene-

rate, a parson of the Church of England is in duty bound ?

'
It is not a goose/ says a little chubby-cheeked rogue, who is

looking over my elbow, 'it is a dove.' * A dove, is it?' Well, so

it is ! I took it for a goose asleep, and, look, there is a motto on,

in the black circle, but so deeply black is the circle, the words

cannot be seen without close prying, although there is a glory

radiating from the dove and cross. Spectacles, assist me !

' There
is no other peace'

—and that peace is buried in such a dismal

halo ! cannot we reach it without wading through so much
murkiness and misery? No, certainly not

;
if we use the croziers

for walking staffs. Dark, black, desolate and dreary, right under

the abused ensign of the cross and dove, there has been enough
of each ! We know that under that ensign tens of thousands, and
millions and millions of dark murders and monstrous barbari-

ties have been committed, and has peace been attained ? Has

peace been sought? No; domination, power and tyranny. I

shall see by your book what you aim at; but. Sir, this title-page
looks ominous. That '

peace' is there, fairly, fittingly, an(l ap-

propriately enclosed in the black ring, and foul are the streams

and malignant is the venom which has gushed and gurgled under
the screening shadow of that banner ! and Rev. Charles B. Tay-
ler, A.M. country parson of the Church of England, you are

right in placing the bishops' croziers as supporters; you ought to

know how right, or you have read to little purpose. Let me read

further : I shall see, anon, what is your understanding of the

emblems.

First, there is a preface, with the intention and whole design of

the work honestly avowed, and the reader need trouble himself

no further, as I have done, for his remedy is, like the disease,

fully stated in his ])reface, all the rest is supererogatory ;
but it

was necessary that there should be a story, plot, and characters, to

give it a relish. Something, however, in the preface is worthy
note, which it shall receive when ' the end

'

gladdens or grieves
the sight of the reader.

' Reuben Forster is my name, and England is my nation,
'

Birmingham is my native place, and

My father was a Christian of an old-fashioned school,' thus sings
the hero, or thus drones the Rev. Charles B. Tayler, yV.M. and

country parson of the Church of England for him. Reader, are

you aw are what kind of Christian this was ?, Not you. Hear it
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from me. He was one who made it necessary for every house-

keeper, in Birmingham, to chalk on his doors and window-shut-

ters
' Church and King,' in order to secure his dweUing from

plunder and destruction, and his person from the abuse and per-
secution with which the aforesaid Christians would else have
assailed him, and all that were his. Lament with Reuben Fors-

ter and the Rev. Charles B. Tayler, A.M. country parson of the

Church of England, that in Birmingham these Christians are

shorn of their strength, and in their weakness lack the will to

return to those Christian deeds which elevated their tribe—Reu-
ben Forster's father one of them

; one, too, who may have

signalized himself in those celebrated and right old-fashioned

Christian riots, in his native town, when Dr. Priestly's house was

burned, and he himself industriously sought, in the pious hope
to cast him on the funeral pyre of his library and philosophic

apparatus, when each man who had distinguished himself by his

intellectual wealth and upright philanthropy was hunted as a prey
as he fled from the dwelling, which these old-fashioned Christians

had wrapped in flames. Grieve, lament in sackcloth and ashes,

thatto those happy times and * Church and King!' we have so little

prospect of returning. Such old-fashioned Christianity, sighs the

Rev. Charles B. Tayler, A.M. and country parson of the Church
of England, is dwindled into scarcity ;

so small is the number of

its professors, that they, oh, pain to think ! blush to avow them-
selves ! the reverend gentleman, having 'a. higher mission,' does
not blush. Blame be to the shameless licentiousness of the

press ;
blame be to Mechanics' Institutes and *

lectures;' blame
be to Miss Martineau

;
and especial blame to the ' heartless

Socinians' of Birmingham, for this mischievous undoing of
Church and Kingism, there, was mainly their '

sensual^ earthly,
and devilish' work. But, proceed we now to Reuben Forster's

history. Reuben begins the world as a clock and watch-maker
;

his father dies
;
for his father's memory he entertains a grateful dis-

tress
;
but in the midst of his grief he receives a salutary lesson

of resignation, from a cat in his kitchen
;

' where' (Renben loqui-

tur)
• the fire had gone out, and my aunt's favourite cat sat up-

right in her usual place, the middle of the hearthstone, looking
as dull as myself;' not quite, Reuben

;
i. e. not quite so dull as

your reverend friend has made you ;

' her tail was drawn close

under her, and she sat staring at the empty grate. However, on

throwing myself into one of the arm-chairs, she sprung into my
lap ! A thing I had never known her do before, for she was an
old cat of very orderly habits ! ! ! I might have taken a lesson

from the poor animal, who seemed so ready to make the best of a
desolate change, and to seek comfort where it was to be 'found.'

This lesson, though Reuben Forster did not, I trust ye gloomy
and grumbling mechanics will, take. Reuben Forster was master
and had the key of the cat's-meat. So be you resigned and

3 G 2
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patient to the Reuben Forsters who hold the keys of your meat ;

purr to them, and perhaps they will give you a bit.

About a year and a month after his father's death, he takes to

him a wife; not within a year and three weeks, that would have
been highly impro[)er, irreligious. His wife * was worth her weight
in gold,' one of her points of worth was she had little schooling,
' I mean as to scholarship,' says Reuben, 'for she was a slow rea-

der, even in the Bible, and she wrote a clumsy hand enough.'
Ye mechanics, be warned how ye select wives that have book-

learning, and can read without spelling the long words and skip-

ping the hard ones, for if they are so learned and do not write a

text as if a hedgestake were the pen, they will never darn your
hose, nor scour your pots and pans, nor are they likely to have
the audacity to choose instructors to your offspring.

Shortly subsequent to the birth of his first child, he made ac-

quaintance with persons who instilled into his mind the devilish

doctrine, that, mechanic as he was, he ought to have a voice in the

affairs of his country, and to raise up his arm against oppression.
This is the j)ivot on which the Rev. Charles B. Tayler, A.M.,
country parson of the Church of England, turns his plot, dia-

logue, and catastrophe. To suffer himself to be influenced by
such opinions was very silly, and very wicked in a mechanic, for,

mark the consequence, as certain as that you will reap gorse
bushes if you plant cabbages. Two of his new friends were sus-

pected strongly of turning stage-players afterwards ! nay, it

appears in a note which the reverend author has appended to the

page, they actually really did so disgrace Reuben Forster, for
'

they were seen perform.ing together in the Wood Demon, at

Bartholomew Fair ! ! T Another swindled him out of
fifty pounds,

in the hope of recovering which, Reuben Forster goes to London,
and there plunges deeper into the infamy of Political Unions and
Reform Meetings, and what any common foresight w'ould have
shown him, was as certain as that the moon is made of green
cheese, becomes horribly infused with infidelity and bold scep-
tical effrontery. However, his heart is touched by remorse, as he

sits ensconced in a profane bookseller's sho{), and listens to the

words of ' a pious and aged gentleman, whose appearance was

remarkably ])leasing;' he was the pink of parsons. What im-

pression the worthy gentleman made on Collinson, the booksel-

ler's mind, we are left to guess; not so with Reuben Forster, he
became admiringly disturbed, but his pride and vanity was full-

blown, he thought himself a great speaker at the clubs, ulccturcr

as the Rev. Charles B. Tayler, A.M. country ])arson of the

Chinch of England, calls it,
* and he was not come to himself;'

but an incident at the ' Rotunda' completed his restoration; his

pocket was picked there of his watch and money. Poor Reuben
Forster! There, let this be a warning to you all, mechanics!
Note you the evil consequences of attending reform meetings ;
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diligently eschew the dangerous counsels and hints of all men
who shall attempt to pour the poison of political rights in your
ears. Reuben Forster was a brand thus snatched from the

burning ; may you be so lessoned, and may you follow his exam-

ple! On London he resolves to turn his back; high time, now
his watch was stolen and his money too. In great discomfiture

and blistered feet he arrives at his house, in Birmingham, goes
into the kitchen, where the pots and saucei)ans shine him a wel-

come
; here, fatigued, he falls asleep, with his eyes fixed on a

large nilaid clock.
'

One,' says he,
'
I was very proud of. My

father and I had taken a great deal of pains about it, (Church
and King again,) and the case, for a good bit of mahogany, and
the brass-work, and other work about it, though I say it that

should not say it, (modesty,) could not be matched in town or

country'.' Here he has a dream, such a dream! Read it, me-
chanic, and check your presumption ; you will never attempt to

mend the works of a clock again, or the penetration of the Rev.
Charles B. Tayler, A.M. and country parson of the Church of

England, is a nullity; or, mayhap, he deems yours to be no
better. ' This clock had been a gentleman of most regular
habits, never missing or gaining a minute, a model of good order

and punctuality to all the ill-going clocks and watches that would
not submit to his regulations.' A very right-worthy Tor)' and

justly-venerated Church-and-King clock, to be sure ! Well,
this dream completes the good work which the aged, pleasant,
and mild-spoken gentleman in the bookseller's shop had begun.
The reformer is reformed

;
the proselyte is converted; or, as the

Rev. Charles B. Tayler, A.M. country parson of the Church of

England, would say, the infidel unbeliever is regenerated. Then
comes a beautiful, startling, and powerfully dramatic denouement.

Reuben Forster takes his wife to a farm-house, in Shropshire. (I
venture to insinuate to the reverend author, that there is more
Christian feeling inculcated in his description of the country land-

scape in this pEige of his book, than in all his other hundred and

twenty-two pages put together.) He attends the village church
on the first Sunday of his visit, his back is towards the preacher,
but he hears the voice, and it perplexes him ! he turns, and, lo I

and behold ! he looks again;
*

it is he!' The preacher was the

same, the very man ; the same aged and gentle pastor whom he
had seen and heard in the profane bookseller's shop !

' How mys-
terious are the ways!' ^Vho does not see the '

finger' in this?

What a romantic incident ! one exclaims, heaving out a chestful

of astonishment with the words. If this do not recommend the

perusal of the book to every mechanic in England, and instantly
calm his discontents, compel him to abandon all ' lectures

'

and
Political Unions, and adjure them for ever, advice, opinions,
criticism and putf, may shut up shop in bankruptcy and despair !

Reuben Forster makes a vow to God, that
' he would not only
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give up the service of ungodliness for ever, but would live

a life wholly devoted to him and his holy word 1' Nothing to

clock and watch making and mending, Reuben ?

This is the sum of Reuben Forster's story. This is the spirit,

thegenuinc;, unadulterated spirit, of the advice and warning to the

mechanic of England in 1833. Such is the counterblast to Miss
Martineau's '

sensual, earthly, and devilish' writings.
T put it to the author's conscience whether it is fair thus to

invade the rights and honours of the twopenny tract compilers,
I leave it to the taste and judgment of the reader, whether there

be any difference of ethical and philosophical value between (he

Rev. Charles B. Tayler's volume, and any one tract which has

been published by the society for the last ten years or longer.
The '

getting up' is better, the paper is good, and the typography
beautiful—points certainly in its favour.

What are the social evils which the Rev. Charles B. Tay-
ler, A.M. and country parson of the Church of England has the

merit of discovering ? these, viz. scepticism, infidelity, atheism,
are the inevitable consequence of a mechanic's troubling his head

about politics ;
that pocket-picking and swindling are the habits

of associated reformers, in addition to their infidelity. I do not

state him unfairly
—he has not directhj said these things, but he

most certainly does leave no other inference to be drawn
;
a little

more daring to his task was necessary, and we should have had
it in plain English. The marrow of the mischief is, unlawful

knaves have trenched on the plunder of legalized and authorized

swindlers and pickpockets, and the mechanic is seeking means of

disfranchising these swindlers and pick[)ockets. The Rev.

Charles B. Tayler may say there is no word of j)olitics
or political

partyism in his book. No, the design is smuggled into port with

a view to evading the duties, but there is the design. But to the

infidelity, swindling, &c. The evidence is more than conclusive,

it is as clear as that two and two minus one are three
,•
no man's

pocket ever was ])icked in London, exce[)t at the Rotunda or at

some meeting of political unionists, therefore these societies and

meetings are the causes of pocket- picking. Nor was any swin-

dling extant while people were orderly and well regulated in their

belief and payment of taxes and tithes: and swindling is utterly

unknown and unfelt by every man, woman, and child in the

kingdom, except by such as attend reform meetings, or have

douhts as to the divine origin of Bishop's revenues. That dram-

drinking and profane stage playing Avere quite unknown till

mechanics took it into their heads to look at the clockwork of

government, and to think it possible that the machinery was sadly
out of order, and needed a little of their skill. It was the irreli-

gion of the people that accumulated the national debt. It was

irrcligion that ground the j)eople down with taxes. It was irreli-

gion that deluged Europe with blood. Lay the saddle on the
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right horse, Mr. Tayler^ and say the imposers of these taxes, the

accumulators of this debt, the dehigers were ever foremost in their

professions, it was all done for religion's sake.

And what is the remedy for these social evils ? submit—be

patient
—

inquire not—say your prayers alone. Scrutinize not

into the appropriation of the taxes and tithes ; mechanic, touch

not the machinery of the clock : beseech the clergyman to take

your spiritual comfort to his care, and he will generously look to

your national existence and freedom.

There is much and valuable advice and abundance of divine

precepts sprinkled in every page. But the reverend gentleman
would better and more usefully have addressed these where they
are more required, viz, among the people in the high places,
thus would he best prove the purity and disinterestedness of his

zeal. When the poor man and the mechanic sees in the '

upper
classes' a practice of those precepts which the author recommends
to the poor and hungry man, he will be no more a poor and

hungry man, nor a repining, nor an irreligious one. He will

drink patiently of the cup which providence dispenses to him, or

be more easily persuadetl to do so. Let those people in the high

places, the bishops and wealthy rectors, set the example, imitate

the self-denial—the abjuration of worldliness and wealth of that

heavenly-minded master whose conduct and doctrines they claim

to themselves the merit of defending and teaching ; let them
* take no care for scrip or satchel,' and walk forth unburthened

by worldly possessions and uncontaminated with a desire to attain

riches and authority, and their glad tidings will be heard with

devout ears : then will there be a hope that the Rev. Charles

B. Tayler's remedy will take effect—not till then.

How much would it gladden our hearts, and what a lesson

would it be to sceptics, were the archbishops and bishops and all

bewigged and belawned deans and prebendaries to sell their

equipages, melt down their plate, and all rectors gather in their

lost tithes, and pour all into the lap of Christianity ;
then going

forth in purity of heart proving their belief -not only in their

lips but their lives also.' Then should we see, perhaps, his

piteousness of Eldon, his holiness of Cumberland, his majesty of

\\'^ellington, his wisdom of Londonderry, and her gentleness of

Londonderry, her sweetness of Jersey, and a long train of amiables
and gentles, and 'condescending,' sitting at their gates dispensing
food to the hungry and washing the weary traveller's feet. Only
to think of the array of China basins and embroidered towels,
that would be in requisition ! And what a pretty paragraph it

would make for the newspapers to let the world be told, that

on such a day
' the right honourable and most noble the mar-

chioness of Londonderry washed the feet of thirty-seven foot-sore

Irish haymakers !' and the record would be cut over the gate at

Holderness-house, for charity in England is especially partial to
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being trumpeted on the high ways. Let me not be misunderstood

as ridicuhng scripture. I do ridicule the professors of the Chris-

tian religion, who, in their high places, are great sticklers for the

church. Vv'ith these examples to second him, the Rev. Charles B.

Tayler may advise (he mechanic with some hope of success. The

spirit of Christianity is more generally diffused through people of

the mechanics' class, than it will be found to be in the upper classes.

Verily, then will the mechanic be regenerated. Remedies such as

the rev. gentleman proposes have been advocated for centuries

and centuries; and why are they of no effect? because the pre-

ce{)t which is set forth, and talked, and babbled, is scoffed by the

practice of the rulers and teachers themselves. In sweating under

toil for his scanty [)ortion of life's necessaries, think you that the

mechanic can be without a revulsion of feeling, when, as pure and

holy precepts are spoken to him, or rise up in his- memory, he

reflects on the daily and hourly habitual mockery by practice and

example which his spiritual guides and authorized advisers exhibit

even at the instant of their exhortation, and while they ostenta-

tiously profess those laws and instructions as the rules and graces of

their own lives ? Then rattles in his ears the bishop's carriage, and

the clanking hoofs of his richly caparisoned and well-fed steeds;
and think you not he says to himself,

' There is one who preaches
to me of his masler, the lowly Jesus—whose instructions and warn-

ings against pomp and riches do so edify liiin—he shuns wealth as

the root of all evil, and covets not the fatted ox in the stall. He has

sold all his goods to follow the Lord.' Not he—he has sold the Lord
to look after worldly wealth and worldly diynilies. Blame not that

man, or mechanic, if he sometimes think the [)riests of religion,

whatever their tongues may have s{)oken, have said to him in

their hearts ' Be quiet, goose, lie still, and be plucked.' On them
the onus of his irreligion rests. Let your men and women in the

high {)laces show that they are Christians indeed, and the mecha-
nic will amend his life, (his heart is better than the Rev. Charles

1). Tayler thinks it
is.) Of this '

Christianity indeed,' there is

little hope in that quarter, none from this writer's 'social evils

and their rem.edies;' and if only such advisers sj)ring up, that

little hope will be thrown into greater distance. Let him cure the

scoffing ill the high born and wealthy, who scoff their religion and

their Cjod when tliey ;ire
'

condescending' to the poor, and, as they
call them, low born: then tlie impurity of the mechanic will be

washed away with very little trouble. But, no, this will not be done :

therefore let the mechanic take every means of ini[)roving and

bettering himself", by an accumulation of knowledge, which leads

him to a sense of his riyJits, and teaches him a judicious mode of

securing those rights, and rightly using them when he has obtained

Ihem. Then may he be led silently and securely into doing of
' (iod's will on earth as it is done in heaven.' Such is the

current course of those rights which the mechanic of England
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seeks. Though, perhaps, not immediately perceived by him,
the object of his seeking them is such. The petition will be as
'

sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal' as long as authority, force,

or craft withhold them from him : and the author of the work
under notice exhibits any thing but an inclination to let the man
of ' low station'' know that he has rights, or feel his ability to

demand and employ them. But the mechanic is, even now, so

far acquainted with those rights, that fifty Rev. Charles B. Tay-
lers and country parsons of the Church of England will find it

somewhat difficult to reason him out of them. And there are

many mechanics quite as capable of putting the deranged clock

in order, as nine-tenths of the bunglers who, by privilege, are

suffered to faddle with the works, and call themselves hereditary
movers and makers of the machinery, superintendents of all

clock-wheels and dial-fingers, by divine authority.
The Rev. Mr. Tayler thinks he has been writing down to the

level of the understandings of his readers. He and many of his

superiors would find it difficult to write up to the intelligence of
the. great body of the mechanics; this error in estimating the

capabilities of the ' lower order,' he has exhibited most conspi-

cuously, but the '

gentry' will pronounce this little work to be
'

very wise and very proper for the poor to read.' It is better

fitted to their own mental calibre, nevertheless. It is owing to

these blind calculations of theirs, that the '

respectable' find them-
selves so frequently knocked into the mire, when they get into

collision with the 'unwashed.' That Mr. Tayler would assist in

throwing the artisans of the country back to the ignorance from
which they have emerged, and far outstripped their 'betters,' is

neither a false nor a forced, or tortuous inference : no, nor is it an

irreligious or an unchristian one
;
and that he would keep them

back, when so thrown, it is not uncharitable to conclude : giving
to the mechanic a sense of his political injuries and means of re-

dress, sharpening his perceptions for the detection of political and

priestly chicane, is, according to this writer, subversive of religion.
If religion can be subverte<l by such a process, I pray devoutly
it may be subverted. ' O ' God's name let it go.* The pur-

ported wish of this book is, that the mechanic may again raise the

shout of ' Church and King' as lustily and as stupidly as ever
;

though I really believe, (since reading his '

Montague, or. Is this

religion ?') I should wrong him if 1 said he wished to raise the

cry to the old deeds of ruffianism, but the ruffianism would certainly

grow out of it, to give the otherwise insipid cry a pungency in the

mouth. This little book is a sort of feeler, perhaps, an in-

* He only dreads the scrutiny of the parish beadles, whose balance is false,
whose weights are clipped. The houiemonger who knows the foundations of his
tenements are rickety, and theix timbers rotten, votes the inspecting surveyor to be
' a horrid bore 1'
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troduction—a step to a ' Russian Catechism in the English
Tongue.'

Throughout the Rev. Charles Tayler's one hundred and twenty
pages there occur indications of the estimate he makes of the

poverty of information and intellectual culture of the mechanic's
mind. He is surprised at one of them using the Avord metaphysics—' a fact !' says he, in a note— ' a wheelwright once asked me
what I thought of Voltaire's Candide ?' no doubt Mr. Tayler was
astonished. And what a source of mirth will that 'metaphysical
mechanic' be to the select circles !

He has also spoken some wholesome truths—truths which

many an unsophisticated reader will acknowledge, at page 25 and
26. * Look at our parson now—I cannot say he is much of a

shepherd but many a bad shepherd makes a rare shearer.' Mr.

Tayler puts this into the mouth of a coarse, burly, fat farmer— in

order to make it appear like a falsehood, or a bit of grumbling

spite ; but how true it is of many, most of these reverend shep-
herds, there are thousands ready to avouch. I remember hearing
a very pretty, gentle-toned lady quoting the severest scandals

which were in circulation against herself, in order to convince her

circle of hearers of their falsehood— to show the extravagant pitch
to which malicious scandal stretciied its inventions; yet the worst

of her quotations was short of the truth. 1 knew her well, but

her auditors acquitted her on the very ground that they were too

bad to be believed. Her success was most triumphant; she was
from that moment spotless

—
till, they found her out.

We are ever and anon told that the advocates of national and
social improvement, of the great measures of gloiioiis and universal

reform, are fiercely anxious to excite the hatred of the ' lower

orders' against the 'upper classes.' Few works which have
issued from the press of late years, are so well calculated to excite

the contempt of the poor and labouring towards the wealthy and

enjoying, as is this of the Rev. Charles B. Tayler, A. M,, country

I)arson of the church of England. J3ut the contempt will not

leave their other senses to inertness. They will actively employ
their expanded and expanding faculties to prevent the advent of

that to Avhich his book is a prolusion, an avant courier,— the

Jilnglish version of the Russian catechism. In the time of the

good old Church and King—the fire and faggot and pillory era,

this book would have hel[)ed us bonnily along the current
;
to day

it is good, inasmuch as it puts us on our guard. It will be read,
or j)urchased, by many, for there are many who will wish it

success, but the readers will be any but those fur whom it is

ostensibly written
;
not one in a thousand of them will get beyond

the preface. This is to be regretted, for the poor man and the

mechanic would have his perceptions brightened by a perusal of

it : and he mi"ht find much to amuse him : which would be so
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much added to his little sum of enjoyment, which little this writer

would willingly abridge, I fear
;
but bless his simplicity, (or his

profundity, which is it ?) he unwittingly counteracts his own

design. It is a Punch's pathos, and sets the spectators in a merry
grin. I beg his acceptance of my thanks for the mirth he has
afforded me.

In his preface he informs us his mission to write arose from
' the fearful and unnatural absence of any kind of religious prin-

ciple, indeed of any high moral principle whatever, in Miss Marti-

neau's Illustrations of Political Economy/ from her '

Socinianisra,'
and her declaration, in a prize essay, that ' the practice of righte-
ousness is not essentially connected with any religious belief* Whe-
ther Miss Martineau here means any particulxir religious belief, or

not, is of no consequence. But if he insist on it, that the necessity
of what he calls religious belief is an indispensable article in the

creed of Christianity, I will tell him that article must be expunged
from the creed, whatsoever may be its source, before Christianity
of conduct and feeling can pervade this or any other nation.

That, and two or three other dogmas must be entirely obliterated
;

they induce the continuation of a system of education and moral

training which make the loveliest injunctions of the great teacher,

impracticable and impossible. But, again, can he see no religious,

truly religious not dogmatically religious, tendency in Miss Marti-
neau's writings ? In pages 67 and 68 of Sowers not Reapers,
there is more of the veritable spirit of Christianity, than
in the whole of the rev. gentleman's pages put together. The
tendency of all she has written is Christian justice and an exten-
sion of God's blessings to the poor. He, perhaps, may say
Chatham, a quarry man—a delver of mill-stones, is a fictitious

character. ' Such a reasoner, such an intellectual being cannot
be found among that class of people.' Again I tell Mr. Tayler
he is utterly ignorant of the minds of those to whom his book is

professedly addressed. Miss Martineau has done them simple

justice in her estimate of them. When the Rev. Charles B. Tay-
ler has learned how to estimate them, he may hope to write to

the mechanics more persuasively.-
P. V.

* It grieves him ' to see this essay constcuitly advertised on the cotcts of her
Illustrations of Political Economy." Yet he follows the example in advertising his

own works on the cover of this Tale.
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THE CHOICE.

Dram. Pers.—Count Erlstein; Edgar, his Son; Karl, an em-
bodied Demon, subservient to the Count.

SCENE I.

A Banqueting Hall, splendidly illuminated, guests departing
in the distance.

Count {solus]. Now, heav'n be praised ! the farce at length is o'er,
And my guests' lips so lately wreathed in smiles

Smiles that so ill become mankind !
—may curl

In mingled scorn and envy; or, compressed
In the self-torturing hate that fills their hearts,

Scantly leave passage for a heartfelt curse.

And I, who scorn Earth's lying things too much
To hate the proudest or the greatest of them,
I, too, may smile in scorn, and speak aloud

AVithout a wish to cheat deceitful hearers.

False friend, and faithless wife ! how deep a curse

Have ye not laden my career withal !

But for your treason, I unwisely still

Had trusted, and unknowingly been cheated
;

Nor had the horrid curse upon my soul

To lose all happiness in finding truth.

But for man's baseness how I could have loved

The meanest of mankind ! No less ye clouds

Whose fleecy clearness robes, yet hideth not.

The ever twinkling stars, creation's gems;
No less ye pine-clad mountains, from whose summits

1 stretch mine arms in madness tow'rd high Heaven,
As if to grasp it

;
Nature ! no less than

I love wliate'er is lifeless on thy bosom.

So ! The first dawn is darting from the sky,
—

Heaven's smile while gazing on the sleeping world,—
Tlie hours of hollow revelry have flown

Swiftly, as tliough Love sanctified the scene.

'Tis well : the time has come when thou, my Son,

Must choose, if grasping at my wealth and pow'r,

Tliou'lt prove the many miseries of life ;

Or, cleaving to thy fairy solitude.

Live on in ignorance and iiuiocence.

Oh ! if thy Sire's behest could aught avail

Ik'lov'd one ! n-ever more sliould'st thou emerge
From thy sweet solitude : but thou, alas !

INIust clioose, and I obey.
—Ho I Karl.

Kaiu. [lulcring]. My Lord?
Count. Dtjformity I attend: know'st thou the day ?

Kaiu.. Humi)h! Slaves too sadly count the lagging liours

"J'o make mistake in days. Deformity,
Hard words and harder usage, curses, blows,
Have been my daily guerdon for long years.
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To-night I cast the slough of mortal form,

And, soaring high above vour strife-full earth,

Shall

Count. Babbling and ill-nurtured beast be still !

As yet the tiny island in the lake

Hath shielded my fair boy from guilt and sorrow,
But now his choice must make his fate : do thou
Hie to the boat, and straightway seek the island

;

And there exert your utmost fiendish cunning
In conjuring to my Edgar's sight such scenes
As best may promise to disgust his mind
With the realities of worldly life.

Beware thou play me fairly.

Karl. Doubt it not !

Self-love and ever-'during hate of man
Forbid me to play falsely. Freedom! Freedom!

Count. Thou know'st my pow'r ?

Karl. And eke your will to use it!

Count. Again ! be silent, lest in very spite
I grant your master-demon's utmost wish,
And thus prolong your slavery for years ;

And make them seem eternity to you.
And doubly painful, that your 'prisoned spirit
Tends to its spirit state. Away ! Begone !

And let your gibes, suppressed before me, ring
In my, boy's ears until he shrink from contact

"With the proud, loathsome, smiling liar—Man.
Karl. But if I fail? If, haply, novelty

Seduce the springald ?

Count. Thou'lt no less be free,

If that thou fairly battle his desire.

Exert thy fiendish cunning to its utmost
To make him dread, at once, and loathe mankind.
Show him the fiercely servile soldiery

Reeking in carnage at a tyrant's nod
;

The parent squandering the children's nghts.
The children basely plundering the sire.

The lying demagogue evoking ruin

To millions, that his lot may be the fairer.

Show him mankind : from the precocious varlet,

Who distances in guilt his hoary teacher.
To the imbecile, yet still grasping, senior.

Who, as Death smites him, hungers for more gold.
Show him the world as 'tis ; and make him hate it.

Tliat task performed, thou shalt at once be free ;

And I shall be no matter what or where.

Away ! and see thou be as zealous as

Thou'rt prompt, and subtle in thy devilishness.
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SCENE II.

A lake ; Karl rowing a boat in the distance ; a youth
walking on the shore.

Karl [«»'§«]• Hurra! the waters glide beneath,
The foul bird screams above,

The one like man's deceitful smile.

The other like his love.

The water's sheen hides foulest things,
And so doth man's false smile

;

The wild bird preys without remorse,
Man loves—and slays, the while.

{lioat touches the shore and Karl lands.

Ha! my young Lord ! Thus early looking for me ?

Hath aught been wanting in the invis'ble hands
That should supply your wants ?

Edgar. No, no, good Karl !

The spirit's ever watchful, ever tending,
And ere my wishes warm themselves to words,
Their objects greet my sight and woo my having.
But sure, my Karl, thou dost forget the day 1

Said not my fond, though frowning, Sire, that I

To-day should see a portion of the world.

Which, small to the whole, as far exceeds our isle

In vastness, as this lake yon gushing fountain ?

Oh, how I pant to see it in its wonder !

Karl, 'Tis but unknowing youth that makes you thus

Anticipate delight from what is hateful.

You have your books, and must, from them, have learned

A something of man's vices and man's baseness.

Edgar. But those who chronicle them scourge them, too,

And thus I learn that virtue is no fable.

Karl {aside.'] A goodly prospect of disgusting him!

[AloudJ] Ascend we this sky-piercing hill, and by

My secret pow'r I will display some portions,

Ay ! and the fairest, too, of the wide earth,

And you shall judge of them.

{They ascend.'] This climbing 's tedious !

Edgar. And well the prosjjcct pays the toil of climbing-.

See ! Karl, how beauteously the early day
Lies on the waveless lake hke molten gold !

Karl. Fit mirror for our work : a moment spare me,
While I evoke, and task, superior spirits.

Jjt ^ 'P' ^ 'F

* * * * *

'Tis done : and as each pictured scene shall rise,

To thy young car I will explain its features ;

Nor fear you that iny wisdom will disdain

KoGAK.' Hold ! ^Vllat is that ? My Sire's vast armoury,
With the small oratory at its end ?
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Karl. 'Tis like ;
but not the same ; long weary leases

From your sire's castle is that gothic hall.

Edgar. I see a single tenant.

Karl. Mark him well !

He's of earth's best and mightiest; his grey head
Is hoared far more by toil than years ; his brow
Hath fewer furrows than his heart hath virtues :

Rarely, indeed, can that be said of man !

Edgar. He writes !

Karl, He writes, although disease is gnavving
The very throne of his surpassing mind.
His midnight hour is past, his lamp is dull.
And sheds a faint and sickly ray around,
As weary of its watch ; he slackens not,

Though the dull ticking of the antique clock

Each instant falls upon his ear in warning.
And tells, in tones of dismal prophecy.
Ere long the grave shall lap him in its foulness.

Edgar. For fame ?

Karl. His fame resoundeth through the world,
E'en to the bloody and the barbarous north.

Edgar. To teach mankind?
Karl. No man can do it better ;

But ample stores of precious \nsdom he

Already hath provided for the nations.

He hath taught the human heart the way to peace
By teaching it the way to charity ;

And, calling up alike the serf and lord,

The dead of ages, to the living world
Hath shown how greatness, when deformed by vice,
Must shrink from contrast with hut-sheltered virtue.

Edgar. How they must love him ! How his name be prized,
A spell to rule their wildest hearts to peace !

Karl. They love him ! Ay ! e'en as your lordly sire

Doats on his hawks and horses—selfishly.

They love his noble gifts, but leave the man
To perish in his grey integrity,
As there tliou see'st him, wasting by degrees.
Deem you the wealthy thousands he has raised.

As far as might be, from the native mud
Of their dull souls would care an he should starve.

Or see his best-beloved ones starve, and so

Be stung to idiocy or raving madness ?

Not they indeed !*****
You see the cavalcade

That treads the umbrageous walks of yon grey abbey ?

They have laid the mighty one you lately saw
In the dank earth : his mortal toil is o'er ;

The giant frame was bowed, the giant mind
Dwindled and flickered, till the final pang
Extinguished for aye earth's brightest light.
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Lo ! does the blood rush back upon the hearts

Of those he honoured
; studied, loved, and died for ?

Do men look awe-struck, and, as feeling death,

Gasp in unspoken horror? Save the few
Bound to him or by friendship, or near kindred,
No creature weeps the havoc death has made.
But the scene changes : what do you behold ?

Edgar. A mourning city ! Surely j'cstilence
Hath done its drear and awful work upon it ?

Crowds in funereal raiment throng the way,
And anxious features, pale with woe or watching,
Flash ever and anon as with a pang
Of grief renew'd well nigh to reason's ruin.

AVhat is their cause of grief?
Karl. A woman's death.

Edgar. Their benefactress ?

Kaul. Few of them e'er saw her ;

The many of them had their hard-earned pittance

Abridged, that slie might live in idle pomp,
Bedight in costliest gems, and looking down
In insolent scorn on those who starved to feed her,
And groaned beneath her grandsire's lust of war.
And her sire's love of—every thing but virtue.

'Tis a brave world you sigh to rush upon I

The man of many minds ; the giant-child,
Giant in intellect and child in goodness,
Descends untimely, hoary though he was.
To the appalling darkness of the tomb.

What then ? The magnates of his nation feast

And trifle on in their ignoble wont
;

The peasant
—thousands whom he lov'd and taught,

Rush hot as ever to the low debauch
;

Half-naked harlots trill lascivious lays,

Featly buffoons display their brutal conynge,
And the unthinking and ungrateful thousands

Roar their applause and shake with low delight.

The proud one's child whom Death,—uncourteous Death-

Alone prevents from grinding in her turn

With iron hand and wayward intellect

A mighty, ignorant, and thoughtless people.
She, the young minion of an accident.

Is followed to her grave by mourning thousands,
AVHio sacrifice bread-winning industry
To lionour her who would perhaps have scorned them !

Who would not serve so grateful and so wise.
So sympathetic and so just a peoi)le ?

Edgar. Karl, Karl, forbear ! I will not liear you thus

Insult the living and malign the dead;
Some reason good they must have had to love her.

Kahl. So they all said : her beauty and her virtue

Were trumpeted by hireling tongue and pen.
Thanks to my ill-matched limbs, and extra share
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Of shoulders, I've but small experience
In matters amorous, so for her beauty
I'll not deny it

; you'll best judge of that.
If you do seek the world and woo its pleasures,
For in our Austria, faces such as hers
Are rife enough—were they a trifle paler.
Then for her virtue I I gainsay it not—
Married at twenty, it could scarce be wanting.

—
I only wonder that should seem a virtue

In her, which is so common in their daughters.
Whose virtue has, withal, so much temptation,
And is rewarded with so little praise.
But we will have new scenes from other lands.

I'll show thee—
Edgar. Show no more ! I am resolved.

Karl. But I am charged to show—
Edgar. I'll see no more.

My sire by ill experience is deceived :

You by your love of evil. There is much.
Too much, to hate and to despise in man ;

But 3'our own testimony proves that much
Is also to be loved and cherished in him.

My path is chosen : be it mine to hate
What's evil in mankind and shun their follies ;

But not apart from them will I exist.

Who have so much to combat and to bear.

Prepare we to descend : this very day
I'll hansel my new life—
Karl, And I my old one

Shall recommence, despairing and in hate.

Fresh toil, fresh blows, fresh curses will the Count
Inflict on me for this. For what ? Because
Truth conquers guile, and Earth's not all a Hell.

\V. T, H.

A MOTHER TO HER FIRST-BORN.

Come to me, my young life, and let me trace

The type of Heaven and love in thy sweet face—
Read in those eyes, so innocently bright,
The soul within—the sentiment of light.
O let me still remember, still beware
To let no darkness touch the lustre there !

How shall I guard thee, thou young heir of mine.
And keep thy infant spirit still divine ?

Soft as the satin of the summer rose,

Thy little cheek against thy mother's glows ;

Sweet as the rose the breath of heaven stirs,

Thy smiling lips kiss tenderness from hers ;

Calm as the moon-beam on the billow's crest.

Lies thy dear head upon her doating breast ;

No. 83. 3 H
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Fond as the ivy or the eglantine,
- Her arms about thee, boy, for ever twine.

But is this love, that tends thus to excess.

Which grows by giving, given her to bless—
To nurture thee to glory and to grace

—
To make thee monarch- man—to give thee place
'Mid earth's high sons, 'mid heaven's holy train—
Fit thee to live ybr us, and live again ?

Yes, or it had not been implanted here,

Born ere thy birth, thou idol of my care !

How without this unwasting, vital ray.
Could hope, unweary'd, watch thy dawning day?
Bear each bereavement a fond mother knows,—
The lack of rest, the absence of repose.
Surrender'd vanities—relinquish'd joys

—
Praise, power, and homage, and the thousand toys
That folly fabricates to spoil the gem
That fools at first corrupt, and then contemn !

fair affection, with redeeming power
Thou sav'st the tree, in pity to the flower!

For this young being, grown from out my heart,
1 bid my vestal vanities depart.
1 am a matron, and a mother now,
To heaven I lift my consecrated brow,
And sit with looks '

commercing with the skies,'

To ask the power that holy love supplies.
Vain 'twere to weep o'er all my wasted hours—
My desecrated skill—insulted powers!
Be thy proud task, improvement, all my own

;

I'll win the wisdom I was never shown
;

Til do mine office by this httle one,
I'll be a mother to my first-born son!

O my young cherub, I will be thy book.
And its first lesson—(love in every look)
Shall teach thee that pure principle, that might
Make earth so holy

—that makes heaven so bright.
And while progressing in our loving lore

I'll show affection less, hut fed it more ;

Lest love too lavish, like a clime too warm,
Should spoil the spirit, I shall try to form.

Shame on tlie world ! in madness or in pride,
Has woman's mental birth-right been deny'd.
Be she the weaker—kindly give her might—
Be she man's equal

—then it is her right.
^Vhether or not, 'Us policy to dower
Woman with wisdom, since she must have power ;

Tile power to sear or sooth, to blight or bless,
To mar or make all moral happiness.

M. L. G.
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UTILITARIAN REFLECTIONS ON THE NORWICH MUSICAL
FESTIVAL.

Hail to thee once again, old Norwich, dear old Norwich, whom
I venerate as if thou wert, not indeed my mother, but my grand-
mother, or at least my mother's great aunt, or somewhere there-

abouts. Thou art sadly and sorely changed ; but as the poet, if

the most gentlemanly of professors be indeed a poet, says of his

Maria, if he ever had a Maria,

No change will I see.

But ' old Norwich' shall still be * old Norwich' to me.

I love thy old looks and old ways ; thy substantial red brick

houses, those especially with their gables to the crooked street ;

thy two o'clock dinners, not yet superseded by the multiplication
and velocity of those country-refiners the London coaches; thy

primitive population whose seniors even yet boast that their city is

only fifty years behind the metropolis, forgetting the date at which
their comparison was instituted

; thy little river the Wensum,
that ' winsome wee thing,' which runs through thee between

brick walls
; thy multitudinous churches with clocks that strike the

hour all the hour round, forgetting their allegiance to St. Peter

who here keeps (or used to keep, perhaps they have superseded
him now) the keys of time, as he does, above, those of eternity.

Yes, I venerate all thy venerabilities, from the grace of the

cathedral and the majesty of the castle, down to the very pebble

pavement, the unchanging pebbles, that like Wordsworth's dutiful

heavens ' are fresh and strong,' their rotundity not visibly impaired

by an authenticated century of hob-nail friction. Why will they
modernize thee here and there, making thee neither old nor young,
but a semi-renovated patriarch in the caldron of Medea ? They
can never cook thy old English bones into the fashion of an

omelet
; they can only make thee an-omalous. To boil thee

from black to red, like a lobster, was practicable; but there thy

capacity of transcoloration ended, and thou wilt never bleach nor

blanch into white brick and stucco. O ! they have committed

many abominations upon thee. One modern appendage to the

castle might be tolerated; it recalled an Edinburgh simile, and
was 'like a chieftain old and greywitlia young and bonny bride;'

though after all, the new gaol, which stood for the bride, was
somewhat a-miss; but now there is a whole brood of them, block-

ing up the public way, making people walk round and round, as if

in a show shop, to see that noble civic panorama, instead of having
it cast before their eyes, a stray benediction, while they pursued,
over the hill, their path of business. And the Gildencroft again ;

now hidden by brick and mortar, but once covered not with

marble, but with marbles
;
where every ragged urchin might have

his fancy ball, and many a soaring kite brought down lightnings
from heaven into the dust of young imaginations ;

all gone now.
3H2
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How could the patriots and philanthropists of Norwich tolerate

these encroachments on the pleasures, which are the rights of the

poor ? Even Mousehold is no more, which in my boyhood was

such a glorious moor. The extent of Mousehold was to me the

mystery of infinity ;
I never could reach the end of it

;
I did not

know that it had an end
;
and beyond it 9—imagination never con-

ceived the beyond of Mousehold. And there it is, cut up, hedged
in,

'

cabbined, cribbed, confined
;'

Kit's castle taken prisoner like

Rob Roy, and guarded by a detachment of sentinel fir trees, and
all the greatness and the glory of the scene made as paltry as the

parchment which legalized the enclosure, banished the fairies,

broke the spell, and turned the telescope the wrong end towards

the object. I am not addicted to lamentations over the past, but

at these changes I sigh forth a dolorous sic transit, and indeed I

am myself made sick by such a transit. True, there is some

compensation. Poor old Mousehold's wounded sides are pic-

turesque in their scars and gashes ;
and though the enclosures, like

the private boxes of a theatre, have almost left
* no room for

standing, miscalled standing room,' yet as you pace the narrow

ridge towards Thorpe you have glimpses of new created villas, full

of prettiness for the living, and of that lovely resting place, the

Rosary, for the dead. These for the residents; and for them

conjointly with '
all people that on earth do dwell' within a prac-

ticable travelling distance, there is the Festival. It is but trien*

nial
;
would that it were perennial.

Do not expect, reader, either a history of, or a critique upon^
that which was held in the present year. I threaten you with no

such infliction. You have probably had enough of both in the

newspapers. I only mean to make a few reflections, according
to my own Utilitarian notions of things. Previously, how-

ever, it may be mentioned that the best account, both historical

and critical, which the writer has met with of the Norwich

Festival is in the Spectator newspaper for the 21st September.
It may there be seen how that St. Andrew's Hall, in which the

Festival was held, is 134 feet long, 70 feet wide, and 63 feet high ;

how that the band consisted of 375 persons, 256 vocalists, and

119 instrumentalists; how that the band and the Hall made the

most of one another's ample capabilities ;
with many facts and

opinions thereunto appertaining.
It is a noble pile, this quondam church of St. Andrew

; stately

gothic, with no fritter or fillagree about it
;
no ceiling to hide the

massy timbers of its roof, and no niches or projections to break

its length, save only the two rows of clustered pillars ;
the portraits

of civic worthies which hang around the walls were mostly hidden

by the temporary galleries which ran round three sides
;
and the

only conspicuous ornament, a very simple one, was over the

orchestra (which occupied the west end of the hall,) the cross of

St. Andrew formed by two colossal lances with which the sons of
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Anak might have tilted, with just beneath them, and of hke
colossal proportion, the standard of Le Genereux festooning its

tricolor and solitary drapery. There was the band, the instru-

mental in the centre, the principal singers in front, forming the

chord of the arc, and the choristers on each of its projecting sides ;

an orderly and organized pile of living beings, and of instruments

that almost seemed instinct with life and harmony. And then

along the thronged area, and around the thronged galleries, what

plumes were fluttering and what eyes were glancing, the assem-
bled pride of the city and the county, all gay and gorgeous as at a
tournament of old ! There are few sights so splendid ; especially
when, in the evening, the lambent gas running along the pillared
and pointed arches, and following their graceful curves, flickered

in the musical undulations of the air; or when, more beautiful

still, in the morning, the partial sunlight streamed through some
one or other of the gothic windows, making long radiant groups
of lovely heads and faces, a troop of '

shining ones' amid the

shadowed gaiety of the surrounding mortals. It is worth while

going a pretty long journey to Norwich only to see the Festival; it

is a festival to see it. I know of few buildings that would allow

of such a coup-d'ceil, and those few are not likely to have the

opportunity. Moreover I could almost think that the skies love,

and do somewhat, at times, to grace the spectacle. I have seen

there strange effects of light and shade, as on a landscape, and
more than once have heard together the rolling of the drums and
of the thunder. Last time, when Braham was singing the Battle

of the Angels, peal after peal accompanied his *

big manly voice,*

and the lightnings blazed athwart the hall, as if the reminiscences

of the heavens were awakened by the song of that strife of Gods,
which once shook them to the centre, and decided their dominion.

Nor does the commonest state of the atmosphere, which would
not be a common state were it without changes manifold, in the

many hours which the morning performances occupy, fail of

bestowing on the visual sense sundry outgushings of light and

glorj', intermingled with dim curtainings of gloom, and rich streak-

ings and shiftings of variegated colouring, which blend their

prismatic harmonies and magical alternations with those of the

auditory atmosphere, the element of sound in which for the time

we * have our being,' contributing to an influence over the sensa-

tions which altogether is probably without a parallel.
We see no reason why musical festivals should be an aris-

tocratical luxury ;
but many reasons why they should be rendered

much more popular than they are. Nor would the process of so

rendering them be a very difficult one. Our obsersation of what

passed at Nonvich suggested many considerations illustrative of
its facility, and of its favourable influence upon the progress of
musical taste and science, as well as on the enjoyments, and

thereby, the improvement of the people.
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In opposition to an opinion held by many, and repeated by
more, we maintain that the best music produces the greatest popular
effect.

Of this position the Norwich Festival^ in accordance with

what we have often witnessed elsewhere, furnished a striking con-

tinuity and variety of evidence. The great sensations were all

produced by the finest passages. The Chorus and Fugue from

Mozart,
' O heavenly Lord f Spohr's

'

Destroyed is Babylon,'
with the Quartet which follows,

' Blest are the departed ;' the

well-known beauties of the Creation, never so efficient as in their

connexion w-ith the entire composition ; the opening of the

Deluge ; (E. Taylor's Solo and the Chorus ' God is righteous ;')

the succession of choruses ending with '

Sing Jehovah our Re-
deemer

;'
the air

' On the dwellings of thy Children ;' and the

entire selection from Israel in Egypt : these might have been

picked out by a deaf person watching the countenances of the

auditory, during the morning performances. They had a visible

electric action on the assembly.
The musician who by his art produces any effect upon a multi-

tude, may safely calculate that he shall produce a similar effect

upon almost any multitude. If the Norwich auditory had been

differently constituted
;

if the price of admission, instead of being
a guinea and half a guinea, had been a crown and half a crown,
the same thing would have happened as did haj)pen in the

proportionate effect of different parts of the performance. The

capability of being
' moved by concord of sweet sounds' is no

appendage of station or fortune
;

nor of what is called education,
nor even of intellectuality. It is a physical and connate or innate

privilege of certain constitutions, which are generated indifferently
in all ranks of society. The proportion of such constitutions to

the entire population may probably be varied by many influences,

some within and others above the reach of human control
;
but

Avhether they be few or many, they are the centre and the source

of what may be called the jniblic enjoyment of musical perform-
ances. In the beslowment of this gift, nature is strictly im-

partial. The Lord-Lieutenant of the county may have it
;
and so

may the journeyman weaver of the city. It is a spirit that breath-

eth where it listeth
;
and they who possess it are the true patrons

of musical festivals.

The musical temperament is of(en hereditary ;
and it is heredi-

tary under circumstances which show that it must be the result of

oiiginal constitution and not of early training, it is often mani-

fested in childhood under non-exciting and even un[)ropitious
circumstances. Neglect may impair, or exercise may strengthen
and refine it. No education can [)roduce more than its semblance,
or a very low degree of the sensuous enjoyment of sound which it

imparts.
There are two secondary species of musical enjoyment, which

may be added to this primary one, or which may be produced
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independently of its existence. One is the pleasure which every
Art affords by a scientific acquaintance with its principles, and a

consequent perception of skill in the application of those prin-

ciples to the production of novel combinations, and the overcom-

ing of difficulties in the execution. The other is the pleasure
which musical sounds excite from the associated images or emo-

tions, and which is strong, rich, and varied, in proportion to the

general cultivation of the intellect. We may call the one of

these the technical, and the other the poetical enjoyment of

music It cannot be expected that either of them should be

possessed in a high degree by the uneducated classes of society.
So far as what is called the goodness or fineness of music, con-

sists in the production of the one or the other, it must be allowed

that its goodness is no presumption of its general popularity.
But these are only secondary modes of enjoyment, and the

former in particular is very inferior to the primary.
The first of these kinds of enjoyment has tended to pervert

the taste of professional men and amateurs
;

and it would be

greatly for the advantage of the Art, as well as for that of the

community, that they should be kept to the true standard of

musical excellence by the performance of concerts and oratorios,

to audiences of a more popular description than the price which

tickets usually bear can possibly admit. The taste for technical

and mechanical difficulty in music, as in any of the Arts, is a

taste as false as it must ever be unpopular. The production of

the most original combination of sounds, whether in the succes-

sion of melody, or in the synchronism of harmony, is but wasted
labour unless that combination produce a proportionate effect,

not on the amazed intellect, but on the nervous system of the

musically constituted hearer. Otherwise, it only yields a cold,

technical gratification, which is scarcely so much musical as

mathematical
;
and which ought not to be induljjed at the ex-

pense of the pockets and the patience of the public. A display
of this sort produced the only good musical criticism ascribed to

Dr. Johnson. *That piece is very difficult, sir,' said an admiring

lady; 'Yes, madam,' was the reply of Ursa Major, 'I wish it

were impossible.' The taste for merely elaborate composition
and execution is affected by many who have it not, but who aim
at whatever is exclusive. Such is always the spirit of patronage
in an aristocratical country. The performers who minister to it

are alike false to the dignity of their profession, the progress of

their Art, and the refinement of the people. The reception of

the Last Judgment, and of the Deluge, at Norwich, is a trium-

phant' proof of the fact, that the deepest mysteries of musical
science are only the secret of producing the strongest impression
on a popular auditory.
A cultivated musical temperament is as unerring in its appre-

ciation as the profoundest science. Indeed, what is science, but
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a collection of the principles and rules according to which sounds
act upon that temperament ? Its possessor feels how they act.

If his ears have escaped sophistication by familiarity with bad

music, he is a living Philharmonic, and deserves the reverence
of the Art in its professors. To delight them, however humble
their station, is the best thing the Art can do in proof of its own
excellence. The Right Reverend Father in God, his Grace the

Lord Archbishop of York, an illustrious patron of difficult and
exclusive instrumentalism, beats time in the wrong place to a

very familiar chorus of Beethoven's. How do the mechanics in

the chorus benches use hands and feet when the band sends

forth the multifarious thunder of the most intricate harmonies of

Sphor? Who, that is not a mere mercenary, would not rather

play, for the glory and progress of the Art, to a dozen well-

organized Norwich weavers than to the Right Reverend Father in

God, his Grace the Lord Archbishop of York. It is no disgrace
to his Grace, simply as a prelate, that he neither feels enough,
nor knows enough, to beat time correctly, and that the mecha-
nics beat him out and out

;
but the example of such patrons

may allay apprehension of any deterioration of the Art by ren-

dering more popular the performance of its noblest productions.
The patrons at Norwich occupied the worst places in the hall

for hearing, although the most conspicuous, and paid for them
the highest prices. This magnanimous act afforded an opportu-

nity for observing, whether the wealth of the county was differ-

ently, or more strongly impressed by the music, than the

mediocrity of the city. We traced no symptoms of deeper sen-

sibility ;
in fact, down to the lowest class, of those who in any

capacity had obtained admission, there was an evident unity of

impression, independent of station, the diversities being resolvable

into those diversities of individual character and temperament
which belong alike to all stations.

The poetical enjoyment of music is a far superior pleasure to

that of its scientific or technical enjoyment. Ccnteris paribus, it

is realized most largely by those who have the highest degree of

the musical temperament. The more strongly musical sound
acts upon the nervous system, (until its effect is absolutely over-

powering,) the more vivid and varied are the associations which
it calls up; it enters the brain's 'chambers of imagery' like a

despoiling conqueror, and makes gorgeous with their treasures

the [)rocession or the banquet of its triumph. Susceptibility to

music brings into action all of the poet that there is in a man's
nature

;
and all of the materials of j)oetry which instruction has

accumulated in his mind. Probably the musical is only a

branch, disproportionately developed, of the poetical tempera-
ment. It may be the same kind of j)hysical sensibility, deter-

mined to the ear, (and, in the painter, determined to the eye,)
which, d'jQ'used over the whole system, constitutes the poet, or
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rather the poetic nature. Hence it is difficult to disentangle the

exclusively musical, from the properly poetical, excellence of

many of the finest compositions. The latter is essential to good
vocal music ;

and even instrumental music produces compara-

tively little effect, unless there be developed in it a poetical idea.

What would be that famous passage in ' The Creation,' where

the instantaneous production of universal light is expressed by
the crash, which, in like manner, momently fills all space with

sound, but a trick to make people start, if it were not for the

poetical conception conveyed by the sublime words which are so

accompanied ? The whole would degenerate into Toodle loo,

loodle loo, loodle loo, loodleloodle ; toodle loo, loodle, loo, loodle,

BANG ! ! ! Some composers, and men of name too, would per-

haps maintain, at least to that point do their principles tend, that

these words would have been as good for the purpose as the

words of Moses. But it will not do; language must be more
than a peg to hano; the notes upon, or the poetical, and a large

portion of the popular interest in the performance will be sure to

break down. A good subject will often bolster up the success of

a poor composition. That old sweet Scotch song,
' My heart's

in the Highlands,' produced an encore for an insipid and inap-

propriate melody, from a crowded and well-dressed auditory,
which had been listening verj' patiently to a fine German ballad,

finely sang too, by Mr. Edward Taylor, and the Italian of Paer
and Cimarosa, merely because its simple poetry was understood

and felt by everybody. They would have encored the recitation

of it, just then ;
in fact, they would have done so more enthusiasti-

cally, for the wistful regret of the verse had to struggle against the

false empheisis and false sentiment of that jolly and jingling
air. There are very few people who have German and Italian

enough to have any poetical enjoyment of the music of untrans-

lated compositions in those languages. With a few stock pieces,
eternal re[)etiiion makes them familiar ; as to the rest, it is only
the sense of sound, guess-work, and affectation. This barrier to

the popularity of great musical performances might as well,

therefore, be at once removed. It would do good to the Art, and

improve people's morals. We should be relieved from the

formal assumption, that pearl ear-drops are conductors of intel-

ligence from an unknown tongue to the brain. A fallacy which

pervades most concert-rooms, kept up by mutual consent, and
much outward effort, while all are internally conscious what a

fallacy it is. In some cases, education contributes largely to the

poetical enjoyment of music
;

it furnishes the material of cos-

tume, character and scenery ;
it gives the words their significance

and power; but, happily, the highest kind of poetry, and that on
which the noblest powers of the greatest musicians have been

employed, is of a description essentially popular. There is uni-

versality in its sacredness. The Bible is the people's book, and
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education does comparatively little for such themes as those of

the Creation, the Deluge, Israel in Egypt, and the Last

Judgment. We only speak of the Norwich selection
;
almost all

the master-pieces of the Art are of a similar character. Such
works as these combine the highest of all the varied effects which

music, elaborated by science, and acted upon by, and re-acting

upon poetry, is capable of producing. This intense pleasure
descends lower, and spreads more broadly in society, than any
other which the Art can realize. For the Art, therefore, there

would be nothing to fear, but every thing to hope, from throwing

open more widely the doors of our Festival Halls. '

Ho, every
one that thirsteth, let him come.' And if we may not yet say,
' he that hath no money,' let it nevertheless be an object to

make as little money as may be, suffice for admission.

It is a favourable circumstance for our views, that most of the

finest effects of the finest compositions, are choral. It is so even
in Handel and Haydn, and much more in Sphor and Schneider,
and this is, no doubt, the true mode of Oratorio composition.
Now a prima donna has often cost more for the heartless and

artificial warble, repeated every week all the year round, of a

few bars of unintelligible difficulties, than would a whole legion
of capital chorus singers. IMaterials for choral bands exist in all

large towns as well as in Norwich
;
and what the happy union of

public spirit, with musical taste, in two or three individuals, has

accomplished there, may with like facility be realized elsewhere,
even in London itself. The attempt would answer every way,

pecuniary, artistical, and philanthropic; it would make money,
cultivate taste, and refine the population. But the sowers should

begin by being reapers, that they may be incited to sow. The
first means is the cheapening of the best musical performances,
without lowering their character, so as to render them more

poj)ular.
The last Norwich Festival was at once the most economical

and the most perfect set of performances which has yet been

presented there, and, a fortiori, in the whole country. Even as

it was, much of the expenditure had no necessary connexion

with the best parts of the Festival. The morning oratorios must,
we suspect, have contributed handsomely towards the evening
concerts. It is pity there is no Joint Stock Company to venture

on the s|)eculalion of music good and chea[), without patronage.
'But the com[)any should be select,' True; we would have it

more select than it is. The [)rinciple of selection should be the

capacity, not of paying highly, but of highly enjoying.
if professional musicians understood their interest and loved

their Art, they might surely effect such a change as we desire;

the
t(;rnporary diminution of j)rofits and increase of exertion

would soon be compensated. We believe the best of them are

well enough disposed ; only it is difficult for them to get upon the
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right track. There were but few exceptions, and those there was
no reason to regret, to the readiness with which the reduced remu-

neration, offered by the Norwich committee on this last occasion,

was accepted. It seemed, and we have no doubt it was, quite as

much of a festival to the performers as to the audience
; any

one might perceive that they were in it, heart and soul ; they

enjoyed every thing ;
all the new German novelties, and all the

old German novelties too ;
for how else can we describe the

second and third acts of the Creation ? But, oh ! the gladness
and the glory was to see them all at last, when they got fairly
afloat with Handel upon the billows of the Red Sea

;
then how

they blew and scraped and banged and shouted, till all the first-

born of Egypt trembled in their graves. Majestic, then, was Jupiter
Tonans aloft, with his 'double double beat of the thundering
drum ;' and, far below, Lindley's round face grew rounder, and
his twinkling eye glanced up at Dragonetti's long form which was

growing longer; and the weaver boys made thorough-stitch work
all

' trou the wilderness,' and galloped the '
hoss,^ poor fellows, as

beggars are said to do when mounted
;
and amid them all, as

lovely and as mighty as the poetic angel of the old couplet,
Malibrau ' rode in the whirlwind,' and '

triumphed gloriously.'
Malibran ! There's one who loves her art, and understands it

too, and the nature without which that art is nothing. There
were three things for which she was not paid at all, the sight of

which repaid all who saw them. ' The first good joy' was to see

her crying, as at the quartet in the Last Judgment, when other

people were singing. The next was, to see her singing away,
bless her heart, when nobody could hear her, in the loudest

choruses. And the third was, her sitting, on the Sunday, in the

gallery of St. Margaret's little out-of-the-Avay church, with the

chariiy-girls, chanting the ' old hundred,"* and disnn.issing the

bewildered clergyman, who would have bowed her to the first

seat in the synagogue, with,
' Go your ways to the desk; where

should a singing-girl sit but with the singing-girls ?' The act

was like her acting, unconventional ;
as was her volunteering, at

the last concert, in the gladness of her spirit, a comic song,
which some of the quidnuncs said was ' not treating the patrons
and the audience with proper respect.' Perhaps it was not.

But never having cared about proper respect ourselves, we can-

not pretend to judge. So far from objecting to such '

liberties,'

we only wish they were rights. Beautifully did the arch witchery
of that song contrast with the lofty enthusiasm and deep feeling
which she had previously evinced. * Ye sacred priests' was sung

by her, for the first time, on the Friday morning. Was it feel-

ing or study which made her discard the traditional whine of the

recitative, and by her dignified rebuke of the hesitating priests

give new and far more touching pathos to the commencement of

the air, and thus heighten the devout jubilancy of its close ?
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Malibran has a magic in her own poetic being which creates

poetry in every thing she touches
;
she breathes soul into music.

We trust that she will do yet more (she has already done much)
towards that popularizing of highest and finest Art which will be
a greater good to the nation than the Reform Bill itself, or the

repeal of the Assessed Taxes,
Good people of Norwich, make your Festivals cheaper, hold

them every year, cherish your chorus-singers, and never care

whether the music be blue and white, or orange and purple.
Your gentry have abominably demoralized your commonalty, for

all political purposes ; you have to regain a character in the

country, for every Avhere they call you all sorts of rascally names ;

and you cannot do better than carry on, as you have already
commenced, a great Musical Reform for the good of the nation

at large. It is quite a godsend for you; as good a thing as

Greece was for Lord Byron, when Don Juan began to pall.
You cannot be more honourably or usefully patriotic; it will be

better than returning a milk-and-water brace of blues at the next

election, for that will be a great wickedness if done for money, and a

great folly if done for nothing. There are better qualifications for

legislating than cash, colours or connexions. The ancient city

ought to be represented by men combining the intellect and

eloquence of William Windham, with the integrity and industry
of William Smith, and disposed to dedicate all these qualities to

the amelioration of the condition of the great mass of the com-

munity. The faction leaders will keep down for some time what

political virtue there is in you ;
but it is there, and a great deal

more of it than your accusers imagine ;
let it sleep awhile, and

sooth its slumbers with sweet airs. It may awake, like a giant
refreshed, or disenchanted knight, and make your old streets ring
with the shouts which announce the triumphant conclusion of a

pure and popular election. I should like to come to that Festival.

JUVENILE LESSONS.

{^Continuedfrom page 690.)

Father, I am hungry. Can I have some bread ?

Doubtless, boy, provided thou hast '

money in thy purse ;' other-

wise hungry thou Avouldest probably remain. Are we not in London,

where, as the phrase goes,
'

nobody gives nothing for nothing,' and a

man may starve in the midst of the provisions of Leadenhall market.

How different is the land we came from, father. The Pampas pea-
sants laughed at the foreign travellers who wanted to pay them for

the roasted beef.

That, boy, was because the beef was in surplus, and the half of every
ox was invariably wasted for want of consumers. As they could not

conveniently kill half an ox at a time, even supposing the occurrence
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of so extraordinary a thing as economy, the travellers might well have
the preference to the wild hogs, or wilder vultures, condors, hawks,
and eagles. But the travellers would have had some trouble in pro-

curing bread from the peasants, either for love or money, if by any

strange chance the peasants had possessed any. Bread in the Pampas
is like a plum-cake in the poor-house of an English parish.

Yes, father. I remember when you drew the loaf from your wallet

at the hut of the mare-hunters on the Indian frontier, to give it me to

eat with tlie roasted beef, the children all came round me, and looked

at it so eagerly, that I could not help giving it to them, and they
devoured it as rapidly as I did the water-melons at the ford of the

Tercero river, the day the American traveller said it was so ' awful
hot that the sun had gone clean out of the thermometer,' and you
laughed for half an hour. While the children were eating the loaf,

their mother thanked God ' that they had lived to taste bread.'

Was there not another reason, boy, for giving away thy loaf?

Didst thou not prefer beef alone ? Thy colour mounts, boy ! I did

but jest. I know well thou wouldest have given beef and bread and
all away, for the gratification of feeding those children. But when
thou wert younger, scarce three years of age, thou didst live for

months without other food than half-roasted beef and brackish water.
Of a surety thou wert half a savage in thy externals ; bare-headed,

bare-footed, bare-armed, and thy skin sun-burned like to a tree's

bark. Yet was thy voice of pleasing treble, while thy speech evinced
all kindly thoughts. The Scripture says,

* Man shall not live by
bread alone.' After so long going even beyond the letter, abstaining
altogether from bread, it seems to me marvellous strange that thou
canst now be content to eat bread alone, and think it a cure for

hunger. Of a surety it would choke me, though I fall not under the

anathema of Lavater :
'

Keep him at least three paces distant from

you who hates bread, music, and the laugh of a child.' But yonder
stands a baker at his door in that wide street. Let us bend our steps
thither. He is a Scot by his name ; ay, and his physiognomy con-
firms it.

How happens it that there are so many Scotch bakers in England?
Scotland, like other places, produces more people than food, and

the surplus, who cannot procure a living at home, are forced to export
themselves. These, with few exceptions, will mostly be found of two
classes—those possessed of considerable intellect, and those of inferior

intellect. The first go forth principally from a desire of
bettering

their condition in life, /. e. becoming rich. The last are moved by the
absolute necessity of procuring the means of bare existence, being
principally mere labourers, with little skill. One of the coarse jests

formerly in vogue was, that when Scotchmen came up to London from
the north, they stopped on the top of Highgate-hill, and borrowed a

halfpenny of the first passenger, to toss up
' heads or tails,' thereby

to decide whether they should become bakers or gardeners, i. e. beaters
of dough or diggers of ground, the amount of skill in either being
very trifling.

But how could they get from Scotland to London without a half-

penny in their pockets .'
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By the same process which Irishmen use when they come over ta
the English harvest—invincible perseverance and economy, added to

that faculty which people brought up in misery mostly acquire, when
not killed off in the seasoning, the power of eating when they can

procure food, and of going without when they have it not, by no
means considering eating as a matter of regular business, but chiefly
as a casualty.
But do they not get ill in health ?

Questionless, and many die outright, while the average length of

days is lessened ; but worst of all, both themselves and children are

deteriorated both in body and mind. Sudden death might be en-

durable to contemplate, but the deterioration of the germ, the debasing
of the standard, is pregnant with monstrous evils.

There is the baker's man coming out with the basket. He is a

Scotchman, and he looks stout and strong.
He has widely improved his condition by leaving his own country.

He is now well fed and lodged. You must not judge of the condition

of either Scotchmen or Irishmen in their own countries, by the con-

tion of those who are permanent settlers in England. Call to mind
the Irish hordes of beggars we saw on the road from Liverpool. They
scarcely looked human. Ragged, squalid, abject, and speaking an

unknown tongue, there wanted but a wilderness instead of a peopled
country to convey the perfect impression that a portion of the wild

followers of Peter the Hermit were bent upon a new crusade. Poor,
wretched peo]!le, my heart grieves over them, and the more miserable

hordes they had left in their own country, of whom they were a

sample even too favourable.

Can nothing be done, father, to improve their condition ?

They should ?iot have been jnoduced ; but being in existence they
have an undoubted claim to support, so long as they are willing to

work, to do their share of the task of food-producing.
But who should support them ?

The land they were bred upon, in the first resort, even though it

Avere to absorb the whole of the rents of those calling themselves the

land lords ; a strange kind of title, into whose propriety the commu-

nity will some day examine more deeply than at present. The old

Greek la?id lords cultivated their land by slaves, i.e. by bought and

sold men and women, and consequently were saddled with the cost of

their maintenance. When they became too numerous, they got rid of

the surplus by jjlanting colonies. The modern Irish land lords culti-

vate tlieir estates l)y real though not nominal slaves. Their short

sight can only see the apparent advantage of having a numerous

tenantry whom they are not obliged to support, bidding one against
another for the jjossession of a misery i)atch, yclept a potato ground,
and they overlook the gradual deterioration of the soil, and the entire

stopjjaue of all iuiprovemeiit, owing to poverty. Their ignorance
cannot see the advantages accruing from a wealthy tenantry. A wise

legislature, notwitlistatuling all that has been said against poor laws,

would establish ])oor laws in Ireland, The land lords would then be-

come interested in the jjrosjjcrity of the people under them, and learn

to consider themselves as lajid holders for the benefit of others as well
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as themselves. As a matter of course, the Irish peasantry would be

quickly taught to consider it as sound morality not to produce more
mouths than there ^vere existing means to fill. Exhortations are of

little use to those who hold irresponsible power; but they are sus-

ceptible of a lasting impression through the agency of their pockets.
Is it not said that the poor laws in England make paupers who

would not otherwise exist?

The maladministration of the poor laws may cause some evil in this

way, but not to any extent. England has poor laws, and her paupers
are not numerous. Ireland has no poor laws, and she is overrun with

paupers.
But, father, suppose Ireland were overflowed with people, even

after the rents of the landholders were absorbed by the poor's rates,

what then must be done ?

They would continue to flow over to England, boy, in increased

numbers, if means were not taken to diverge the current to other

countries. And were such a system to continue, when no further

outlet existed, it would become a question whether England might
not justly shut her ports against immigrant Irish. But all such cases

must be prudentially considered. Were two men to live together on
one island, the one industrious and the other idle, it is quite clear that

the industrious one might fairly refuse to feed the idle one. But if the

industrious one were capable of producing with facility much more
than might be necessary for his own consumption, it might perhaps
be a wiser plan to feed the idle one, and endeavour to teach and re-

form him, than to set him at defiance, and thus take the chance of all

the evil his desperation might prompt him to commit. If indeed the

industrious one, by his utmost exertions, could only procure barely
sufficient for his onni maintenance, it would then become imperative
on him to resist the demands of the idle one by force of arms. Thus,
if England were in a state of comfort owing to the prudence of the

people in adjusting the mouths to the food, and all the rest of the

world were in a state of misery owing to a surplus of population, she

might fairly refuse admittance to foreigners who could only serve to

reduce her to the same condition. But this is an abstract case, not

likely to happen, inasmuch as people are each day growing wiser.

But, father, I have heard it said that the Scotch are a more moral

people than the Irish.

They are upon the average a more prudent people, boy ;
and with

many persons pi'udence is the only virtue recognised as morality.
Yet the poor Irish, who come over to England to the harvest, are also

prudent, and carry back with them in their ragged garments almost

every farthing of money they earn, starving themselves to accomplish
it. The real morality of both Scotch and Irish is, I take it, like that

of the English, much upon a par, and depends much upon their relative

means of subsistence. No very poor people can be very m.oral, for

poverty begets hard selfishness, and causes them to approach to the
nature of the wild animals of prey. Amongst the very poor and the

very ignorant, drunkenness prevails in Scotland, as it does in Ireland
and England.

But they say that the Scotch are all educated.
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Then, boy, they say tliat which is untrue. A larger portion of
them may perhaps be able to read and write than among English or

Irish, but that is not education; it is no proof either of good moral
or physical training. The jjoverty alone is sufficient proof of the
absence of education. No educated people, i. e. no people whose

judgment were duly trained and ripened, would remain poor. There

might be individual examples of poverty, but not national ones.

But, father, is it not said that it is a good thing to be brought up
hardily ?

There is a distinction to be made, boy. To be brought up hardily
is good ; to be brought up in hardships is evil, because misery begets
selfishness. This it is which has given a peculiar character to the

Scottish people of the poorer classes. Here and there finer natures

than ordinary burst through the evils unscathed, and retain their ex-

cellence ; but it is a fearful ordeal they pass through, and is mostly
fatal to the growth of beneficence, as well as to physical beauty.

Father, do you remember the Scotch colonists at *** ***** ?

Perfectly, boy, and the pain I felt at witnessing their daily degra-
dation by intoxication.

What very ugly people they were, and bow filthy in their habits.

And then their voices ; they sounded harsh in mine ears as tlie

groaning of the marsli frogs. I did not understand their speech, but

the tones were far more coax'se than the deep guttural notes of the

Pampas Indians. There was nothing musical about them ; and when
I spoke to them in Spanish, they looked cross at me, and afterwards
made signs for something to drink. The Gauchos of the Pampas
were quite handsome people when compared with them, both men and
women. Their faces were smooth and plump, though dark coloured

;

but the faces of the Scotch were white and freckled, like the leprosy
I have read of; and they were wrinkled; and their eyes were like

those of cats, and altogether I could not look on them with pleasure.
The first time I was ever looked crossly at, it M'as by those people. The

Spanish people were always kind to me, and their voices were musical,
and they answered all my questions cheerfully.
Thou wert surprised by the contrast, boy ; and the want of language

to communicate with them aided the painful feeling. But in truth

thy disposition lacks love to those \vho do not cheerfully answer thy

questions. Yet in the case of those Scotch colonists thy perceptions
were true. Their language and their ideas were as coarse as their

voices, and altogether they were worthless people. They were

drunken, idle, and filthy, with scarcely an exception. They had no

recognition of moral worth. Having eaten food without labour, be-

stowed by the inhabitants of a plentiful land, they had learned to be

shameless beggars, regarding industry as a thing fit only for a negro.
And all this was the result of tlie extreme poverty and hardship in

wiiich they had beenbroughtup. Having never experienced the comforts

wliich the pussession of property can bestow, they cared for nothing
but sensual excitement, and tliat of the coarsest kind. Consequently,
when tliey reached a plentiful land their excitement became almost

frantic, like the hunger of starving men after long abstinence from
food.
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But did they not afterwards improve ?

Some few, but many killed themselves by excess. But the next

generation mil improve by imperceptibly assimilating themselves to

the manners and customs of the country.

But, father, I have heard people here say that the inanners and cus-

toms of Spanish countries are very immoral.

That is simply because the definition of morals is different in the

different countries. If by morality and immorality we understand

good and evil, we may readily come to a general definition. That
which produces more pleasure than pain, viewed in all its bearings
both upon ourselves and our neighbours, must be good, by which
word we commonly understand an emanation of God, or the good
principle. And that which produces more pain than pleasure, view»;d

in all its bearings both upon ourselves and our neighbours, must be

evil, by which word we commonly understand an emanation of the

devil, or the evil principle.

But, father, are there not some things which are all good or all

evil?

Very few, I apprehend. The proverb says,
'
It is an ill wind which

blows nobody good ;' and it might be readily reversed. It is a good
wind which blows nobody evil.

Yes; I remember when the locusts came in swarms, and were de-

vouring all the fruit in the orchards, and the crops on the ground, a

Pampero gale swept them all into the sea ; and then Don ***** was
miserable for two months, for his ship parted her cable in the gale,
and was lost.

There, boy, was a general good, and a partial evil. There cannot
be a doubt that the former far outbalanced the latter.

But, father, would it not have been better to have no locusts, and
no gale, and then the ship might have been saved ?

Thou art now diving beyond my vision, boy. Perhaps, though,
Don *****, who was a lazy, careless man, might take warning by the

accident to get his ships better found afterwards. There can be no
doubt of the extreme misery which arises at times from over popula-
tion, yet even that evil has been accompanied by one advantage.
What is that, father ?

The extinction of the feudal system.
You mean the sj'stem under which all the people were a kind of

slaves to a few rich men called lords and barons.

Even so. Though the vassals were not actually bought and sold

slaves, still they were tied to the soil, and the feudal lord was obliged
'o find them land for their support. But when they waxed too nume-
ous he was glad to emancipate them, for they were more expense than

)rofit to him. The extinction of the feudal system has commonly
^een attributed to the influence of Christianity, but, when opposed to

)rofit, Christianity would have availed as little with the oligarchy in

hosedavs as it does at present. Had the barons carried their brutal

'isregard of human feelings a step further, killing off the supernume-

ary children of their vassals, as they were accustomed to regulate the

umbers of their cattle, it is to be feared that personal slavery would
ave continued for a much longer period.
No. 83. 3 I
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But, father, would the people have submitted to have their children

killed ?

It is hard to say, hoy, how far people may be degraded when kept
in ignorance by skilful taskmasters. Not many years have elapsed
since the house of the pliilosopher Priestley was burnt by an ignorant
mob at Birmingham, and the very instruments and papers dedicated

to the service of humanity destroyed.

But, father, the populace of Birmingham could not well be more

ignorant than the Roman slaves, who more than once rebelled and

placed Rome in jeopardy.
That was because the cruelty of their masters exceeded the bounds

of endurance. But when physically well treated, and carefully de-

barred from the exercise of mind, human beings may be rendered as

tame as cattle on a farm. The Tories understand this, and that is the

secret of their apparent familiarity with those about tliem. But they
have not understood the whole matter. Had they been wise, they
would have discouraged the too great increase in the numbers of the

people, and then they might have continued their Corn Laws, and the

subservience of their tenantry. But the people have overbred them,

physical misery has forced the sufferers to think, and the days of

tyranny are passed. The era of education has commenced, and the

knowledge hardly and painfully gained by the poor, will be forced on

the rich.

But will the knowledge gained by the poor improve their morality ?

It may not in all cases witli tlie present generation, but that will be

its general effect. As knowledge increases, physical misery will de-

crease, for ignorance alone is the cause of the greatest amount of

physical misery, and remember that sound morality can scarcely exist

where physical misery is constantly tempting to crime. Inmorality

may frequently accompany wealth as a matter of choice on tlie part
of the possessor, but the poor man is most commonly forced to adopt
it as a means of living.

How is it, father, that the payment of the different workmen is re-

gulated, so that some get more than others ?

That kind of labour which is easiest performed, or requires least

skill, is most abundant, and consequently is the lowest in price. Skilled

labour rises in proportion to the amount of skill required, for the most

skilful workmen are always the fewest in number.

But may not the time come, when all men will be skilled alike, at

least all men who practise the mechanical arts ?

Then they will be all ])aid alike, or at least the increase in the rate

of payment will be in proportion to the disagreeable nature of the

employment. Ordinary eoj)ying clerks arc at jiresent better paid tlian

la])ouring men, but as the arts of reading and writing become more

universal, they Avill be worse ])aid, for the labour is much less, unless

indeed the comparative unliealthiness of it be considered an equivalent.
What do connnon labourers earn in a week ?

They are considered well paid at fifteen shillings.
And carpenters and cabinet-makers ?

About thirty shillings.
Then there was a much greater diiference in Southern America.
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The country labourers there get a dollar a day, and the carpenters and
cabinet-inakers four dollars. But father, you remember the cabinet-

maker's shop in the Calle de *******. He could earn eight dollars a

day at making rose-wood furniture. That was a good man, he taught
me to work when I went to play there.

He was a remarkable man, boy. He could do more work than any
two men, and he was industrious into the bargain. Thou didst not
know that he also was a Scotchman. His history was somewhat re-

markable. He left Scotland at twenty, and went to Canada, where he
earned money easily, and expended it in the same way, in what work-
men are accustomed to call

'

enjoying themselves.' At twenty-five he
first resolved to become a rich man, and began to save his money.
After a few months, he received information of the want of cabinet-

makers in Southern America. His mind was soon made up, and he em-
barked for *****. The rosewood of Brazil was in abundance, but there

was no one to make it up into articles of furniture. He hired a large
room, took orders, and set to work in earnest. For six years he

scarcely ever stepped out of his workshop, which served him both
to eat and sleep in. He lost no time. His dinner was brought to him,
and placed on his work-bench, ready cut up, and he ate while he

wrought, the stroke of the plane accompanying the movement of the

jaws. If any one came to him with an order, he did not cease work-

ing. He gave them a piece of chalk to write their commission on the

wall, while he continued his labour. When the light of day ceased,
an artificial light enabled him to continue, and when worn out with

sleep, his hard bench was his only couch, and a mallet his pillow.

Nay, to such an extent did he carry his perseverance, that on many
occasions he was accustomed to place a sharp piece of wood beneath
his head, to prevent his sleeping long together. While he was thus

disciplining himself to labour, foregoing all relaxation, others in a
similar situation were accustomed only to work two days in the week,
and pass the rest of their time in excitement. He continued this

course of life several years, and accumulated many thousand dol-

lars, when he found his health somewhat affected, and he relaxed in

his exertions. He was then informed that there was a city of the in-

terior, which was a perfect Eldorado, in want only of cabinet-

makers, and he determined to go there on a speculation. He conse-

quently engaged several workmen, and carried with him a considerable

amount of property. The speculation failed, and he lost several thou-

sand dollars. He did not repine, but returned to his old quarters, and
his health being improved by travel, he recommenced his work,

though not so intensely as before. It was at this period that thou
wert acquainted with him, and in conversation with me, he repined
that he had not a wife and children to help him to look after his con-

stantly accumulating property. His habits had become grave, and to

some austere, and he began to ask himself what was the utility of

wealth, yet from long custom still went on accumulating.
What became of him, father, afterwards ?

He deliberated long upon returning to Scotland, but all his kindred,
i. e. his near kindred, were dead, and at last he resolved to purchase a

large cattle-breeding estate in the ***** »*****, ii ^as a glorious

312
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place, of many thousand acres, hill and valley, wood land and grass
land, limestone rocks and crystal streams, running over pebbly smdy
beds. Herds of black cattle and horses ran wild on it, and there were
no dwellings but a few rushen huts, occasionally inhabited by the wan-

dering Gauchos, who fed upon the cattle without leave of the owner.
He was not a man to go half-way in any thing, and this Scot who had
worked hard half his life with mechanical tools, within four walls, after

a twelve-month's practice, became a fearless and skilful rider, passing
whole days and nights in the open air, as though he had been born
and bred a cattle herd. He took to the garb of the country, and was
known far and wide amongst the natives by the cognomen of El
Gaucho Inglese. For a considerable period his new mode of life was a
source of great happiness to him.

But, father, could he not have done all this just the same without

working so hard for so many years ?

Undoubtedly, boy. And he was one of many examples, how ne-

cessary a part of education it is, rightly to train the judgment in early

youth, in order to proportion our means to our ends, without unneces-

sary exertions, and without falling into the other extreme of poverty.
This man's exertions were for the most part wasted.

But where is he now, father ?

Residing in, or rather, I believe, wandering over his estate, mostly
well armed, in order that his hand may keep his head, for there are

many of his Avild neighbours, who, although they do not dispute his

legal title, claim equal right to occupancy and produce with himself.

After he had been two years in possession, he determined to turn his

cattle to account, by salting them down for beef. He consequently

attempted to prevent the Gauchos from stealing them, but in vain,
and only excited their enmity, which once or twice has put his life in

peril. Afterwards the war broke out, and almost all the cattle were
consumed by the opposite parties. He was thus ruined, if a man can

be called ruined who possesses thousands of acres of land, and the

means ofprocuring sufficient food and clothing. As for lodging, there

is to my mind none like that with the grassy turf beneath, and the

diamonded canopy above.

Will he ever take to work again ?

Never, boy. The spell is broken of patient industry. His mind is

not of the class which can reason deeply. He had but one object in

view when he commenced—riches. They came and went, and his

longing has been satisfied. He is more of a philosopher than he was,

philosopher enough to know the fruitlessness of wealth, but not philo-

sopher enough to understand its true uses.

Is he happy, father ?

No, boy, he is restless. And a restless man, unoccupied, endures

a constant martyrdom. A life without an object is worse than no life

at all.

But, father, can people live without objects ? I do not understand it.

I am never without an ol)ject. The only trouble I have, is that my
time is too short for all I want to do.

And it shall be my care boy, so to train thee, that it may be ever

thus with thee, and then thy life will be one tissue of happiness.
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Tell me, father, how I was brought up when young, before I could

remember things.

Hardily boy, at least as hardily as the beautiful climate would per-
mit. Thy limbs were uncramped by bandages, and all thy motions
were unimpeded. The water from a crystal stream was thy daily

bath, wherein thou wouldst sport in wild delight, and white and curly
was the carpet of lamb-skins, which served thee to roll on ere thou
hadst learned to walk. Older grown, thy food was coarse, though
plentiful, and partaken of at no stated intervals, but when hunger de-
manded it. A wild orchard and wilder wood were thy chosen haunts,
and thy companions were two noble looking dogs, who constantly hung
upon thy footsteps, serving as thy guard against the wild cattle, who,
at times, burst through the enclosures into the mellow patches, while

thy mimic lazo was whirling around thee, and thy shrill voice shouted
forth imperfect accents, such as thou hadst heard from the lips of the

hunters.

Oh, father ! I can just recollect the boar attacking me.
It is vividly present to me, boy. Thy dogs were away after a bull

on the hill, and thou wert plucking a ripe melon, when the savage
animal rushed through the hedge and overthrew thee. But for the

lazo of the peasant who was hoeing the maize, the brute would have
slain thee. Only that morning the hedge had been made seemingly
secure against the ferocious brute's intrusion. But he was never
ferocious afterwards.

Was he killed ?

No ; he was what the sailors call spritsail-yarded. A roller of

wood, some three feet in length, was rivetted to the ring in his nose,

which, while walking, he was accustomed to balance as carefully as a

rope-dancer, but with all the gravity of an Alcalde when he first takes

office, and grasps the gold-headed cane. He never again attempted a

hedge.
Father, do you remember when we set out on our travels across

the great mountains ?

Ay, boy ;
and the peril on the green hill slope above the precipice

which overlooks the river. We had slept in the grass in the valley

below, and at early dawn the muleteers aroused us to proceed on our

journev, while the grey mist hung around and impeded the view of

the morning star. 1 had saddled a lean and half-vicious black horse,
and was leading another fa>tened by the tether to a ring in the saddle-

girth, while thou wert sitting before me on the pommel, prattling
about each indistinct object which we passed. Suddenly a huge vul-

ture arose directly before us on the narrow track, and his hoary wings
flapped against the eyes of the steed, who first reared, and then sprang

up the steepest part of the mountain in affright, dashing towards the

cliff. Reining him back, the girth slipped, and I felt the saddle turn-

ing. Barely time had I to throw thee into a prickly bush, which held

thy garments fast, ere horse and rider came to the earth together, on
the extreme verge.

I remember how furiously he kicked till he had got clear of the

saddle trappings, in which your spur was hitched, while the rifle at

your back went off in the struggle.
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Ay, boy, and the mischievous animal gave me full half an hour's

work to catch him again, and another half hour to collect tlie saddle-

gear which he had scattered far and wide. Thou wert an excellent

traveller, boy, as all children are when they are rationally treated.

No word of complaint ever passed thy lips, though thou wert after-

wards both cold and hungry in the barren pathways of the mountain

range, where the cold winds whistled, and the running streams froze

as we lay by their edges, fireless, and the rough coats of the shivering
mules and horses gave forth a torrent of fiery sparks whenever the

hand passed over them. It is good that human beings should move
from place to place, and prove all varieties of life, for only thus can
their prejudices be extinguished.
And, father, do you remember the guanaco which you shot at the ford

of the river, as he came down to drink ?

Ay, boy, and his flesh was roasted for supper, and we found it deli-

rious. How the fire-flame roared round the old rock in the rushing

breeze, as we sat cross-legged on our saddle-gear, at supper. Our
muleteers sang patriotic songs, till El Pefion Rasgado rang again,
and the wine-cup meanwhile passed merrily round. Oh ! but there

was something rapturous in that life, with the blue starry heavens

above, and the river making wild music below, even though no level

spot of ground could be found on wliich a man of six feet in lengtii
could comfortably stretch himself, without feeling the inequality of

surface make his bones ache.

But, father, you remember the next night, when we stopped at the

dry bed of the mountain torrent, where the coarse sand was heaped in

drifts ?

Ay, boy, that was indeed a luxury. We nestled into it till it fitted

us like one of Arnot's beds, just as the sparrows do in the dusty road

in summer. Our sleep was sound, for exercise had earned it. Oh!
that indeed was life. Would that we might live it over again for a

time ! Often as I lie Avaking within the haunts of civilization is

that sand bed of the dry torrent present to me. I see the forms of our

l)odies printed in the flickering glare of the fire-light, gleaming on the

thorny shrubs that served to sift hut not to keep off the mountain

blast, which yet howled angrily that it could not pierce the wetted

poncho, which bade it defiance with its icy surface.

When shall we travel here, father ?

There is no travelling here, boy. Thou mayst move from house to

house, or from town to town, but where is the excitement of travel

when you are positively sure that a liouse and a bed, and a supper,
await the close of each day ; and, in addition to that, a certain number
of interested people, whose only value for you is the profit you can

lielp them to ? No, no
j
the true delicious excitement of travel must

ever consist in its uncertainty,
—the liunting after the unknown.

English travelling is like English hunting ; the result is settled and

known l)cforehand. To be conscious of this is to feel like a locomo-

tive machine. But thou hast eaten thy bread, therefore let us depart.
Junius Redivivus.

( 7'u be continued?)
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MIND.'

What is thy emblem, Mind ?

The earth —now wearing on its forehead young
Unopen'd leaf- buds, and a few pale flowers

;

Now with the summer's green and blossom huno-,
And lavishing warm love on all the hours

;

Now with its myriad globes of rich ripe fruit,
And its arboreous leaf-work, million-hued ;

Now cold in winter's winding-sheet and mute—
But its deep heart with brooding life imbued:

Its early flovrers and bursting buds
Struck by chill winds and cloud-rain'd floods

;

Its summer mantle rent and sodden,
By all the elements down-trodden

;

Its golden fruit and foliage scatter'd,
And its dead limbs oppress'd and shatter'd

By the strong wings of wind and storm,
And frozen in its heart-depths warm !

What should be thy emblem. Mind ?

The weltering ocean.
In calm or commotion—
Now with heaven's own hue
On its bosom blue—

Gentle and slow, with lustrous shadows
Of clouds thin-woven.

By light airs cloven,
And studs of light o'er its azure meadows;

Now dark and still

As intents of ill,

And a mighty mirror

For every terror—
And inly-folded, like resolved will;

Now rolling and foaming
In thunder and fire.

Like the turbulent coming
Of rending dtsire

;

Now vailing to midnight its quivering crest—
AVearing starbeams and moonlight in love on its breast.

What is thy meet emblem., Mind ?

The holy beauty of the sky,
Dim shroud of that vast Deity,
To whose veil'd ray, all rays we see

Are cloud
; with all the spirits that roam

Beneath its ether-woven dome :

The sun, whose space-enfolding flight

Steeps the inebriate earth in slight j
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The unresting moon, the love-beloved
;

The planets, and pale constellations
;

The cloud-stars, where the soul, reproved,
Dreams of immensity, and quivers ;

And ever-changing clouds, that flee

Before the wild wind's inspirations,
Like oceans dark and gleaming rivers,
And in tempestuous exhalations

Work change eternal o'er the earth and sea.

As heaven upon the deep desccndeth,
God—or whate'er that Spirit's name, \

Whose torch lit np the undying flame

That lampeth in the eyes of space
—

Falls on the mind :

As light and wind
Blend on the many-colour'd ocean's face,
So with our common thought that Spirit blendeth :

As the sea shakes the earth

With every billow's birth.

The mind with all its strife

Shatters the nerves of life !

* W *

THE ESCAPE.

' What holiness is in that placid face '.'

On nn evening in December, some years ago, I was walking on
the banks of the Ohio, when the river was full of floating ice

;
a

boat, containing several negroes, attracted my attention, as the

men were struggling tlie boat through the masses which were
borne along ra})i(Jly on the strong current. If there were danger
ill the |)rocess, the men seemed insensible of it, for they screamed
with laughter. 'J hey were in their holiday clothes, and coming
across from the Virginia side, as I learned on their landing, for a

merry-making, it Ix'ing Christmas eve. There was a stirring
excitement in the transit under sucii circumstances, which in-

creased my desire to efiect a passage to the opj)osite bank, where
the \isii)le number of houses promised a better chance of lodging
(or the nigjit, than I saw in remaining on the Ohio side, where
the dwellings were more thinly and widely scattered. The sun

had now set. Four or five of the negroes disembarked, and
other two were about to push off for a second cargo of their

comrades, when I asked them if they would give me a passage
across ? '

Yes, massa,' was the ready reply. I'orthwith I stepped
into the boat, and united my labours in the toil, which 1 found to

be much greater than the merriment I had witnessed led mc to

expect. J, at that time, carried myp/u«c/cr, as the Kenluckians
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have it, my all, in an oil-skin case, and a leather portfolio, sus-

pended over my shoulder. In taking these off for the purpose of

carrying them more conveniently into the boat, 1 laid a stick

down and forgot it. When we had been battling with, and twist-

ing and sinuositing among the ice for fifteen minutes or more,
without having made much progress, for the blocks of ice rather

increased in size and number, 1 suddenly recollected my stick—
I was very unwilling to lose it, for it had been my only compa-
nion through a pedestrian journey of more than two thousand
miles

; and, besides, it had another value, it was given to me by
an English settler at Albion, in the Illinois. When I men-
tioned my loss, the boatmen very readily offered to put back,
troublesome as was the task of doing so, On re-landing—from
what cause I need not say

—I am sure it was not a presentiment
of danger and disaster, for I saw nothing to awaken such a feel-

ing, 1 changed my mind, and decided on remaining on that side

of the river, to seek a home for the night ;
I gave the men half-

a-dollar, thanked, and bade them good night; then I remained

looking at the men and boat. While one was employed at the oars,
the other laboured in thrusting the obstructions aside with a

boat-hook
; when, in the act of lifting a mass from the boat's bow,

he brought the gunnel low in the water, and at that moment a
block of ice struck her—rolled into the boat—she lurched, and

instantly filled; the men threw up a loud and scattering shriek,
and boat and all were gone, overwhelmed beneath the ice 1

* And you instantly fell on your knees, and returned thanks for

your esca{)e,' were the words which I heard from a female in a
circle in which I once related this incident. 1 was not looking in

the direction of the speaker at the moment, but I answered in

that intenseness of voice which indicates much more than is

spoken ;
it was that subduedness, that suppressed tone, which

is used by one who compels himself to laugh at the recollection

of a strong and painful excitement, which excitement arises again
as memory recalls the circumstances.—My words were—'

Oh,
no, indeed !

— I was intent on other thoughts then ;' and as I

spoke my eyes turned, and I saw the lady, who with the sweetest

calmness, and most beautiful composure of countenance, sat look-

ing at me
;
the palm of one of her delicate hands turned out to-

wards me—fingers open and pointing upwards ;
the gesticulative

expression of '

keep off' and indignant deprecation combined :

the wrist of that hand rested on one of those little knick-knackery,

bijouterie tables, which we see in drawing-rooms. The hand

excepted, the keenest scrutiny would have failed to discover any
sign of thought or feeling in the face, form, or figure. It was

exquisitely beautiful substantial nothing on which I gazed; she
was as vivacious as the arm of that fauteuil which hekl her; had
she suspected I was so skilled in the meaning of gestures, that

hand would have reposed as quietly as her face and eyes did.
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Next day I was informed how much my conduct, &c. &c. &c.

(for there was a long story of it) had shocked ' Mrs. Snodgrass.'
The intiuence extended to the friends at whose house this

occurred : they were unusually reserved on my next visit, and
soon after were ' not at home ' when I called. This affair set

me thinking.
How well do I hear, now, the gentle, smooth, liquid evenness of

tone in which the lady syllabled those words ! I would defy the

most sensitive ear to discover whether they carried any intention

of reproach, hope, sympathy, feeling, meaning of any kind be-

yond the positive signification which would be given to them if

they had been read from a dictionary : if they had been arranged
in a perpendicular line, and conned over like a sum in addition,

they would have expressed her meaning quite as forcibly. I

have frequently listened to the same kind of evenness since,

more frequently from men than from women
;

in which it is the

more horrible I shall not say
—nor will I ever use a gentler term

than horrible in speaking of it. It is the process by which

They show to circling eyes they're too genteel
To laugh, or smile—to weep, or sigh, or feel :

Convey, in placid tones, their bitterest spite ;

To prove, while stabbing hearts, they are polite,

And coat decocting venom o'er with ice—
• For such is dignity.

Not Pope.

1 have, a hundred times since, related this anecdote—(not the

lady's conduct)
—I have used it as a touchstone, a key by which

1 unlocked the tem])er, and obtained access to the morale of the

indivi(hial to whom I applied it. INIany have spoken or ejacu-
lated tbe words of the lady

—others tearfully exclaimed,
'

poor
creatures!' Two I can remember, who remarked, 'what you
must have suffered at seeing this painful disaster, yourself, pro-

bably, in some measure, the cause, though the innocent cause!'

Indeed, 1 did suffer. That shriek rang through the evening

twdight for months afterwards, and I saw the piled blocks of ice

toppling into the boat as I lay dreaming on my bed— I felt, over

and over again, the almost burning eagerness with which 1 ran

in search of another boat and assistants— (this portion of the

story 1 relate now for the first time)
—how, while others were

reluctant in the supposed impossibility of rescuing the poor fel-

lows, I was armed in trij)le strength, and utter insensibility to

peril
—obstacles diminished or vanished at the will

;
effort seemed

unnecessary; 1 made none: energy and power came without a

com[)ulsory bracing of the nerves; 1 remember my dumb indif-

ference to remonstrances and the charge of '
foolishness,' as I

leaped out of tbe boat, when an island of ice blocked up our

j)rogress, and made use of it as a fulcrum, my legs tiie lever,

for propelling herj sinking, as the fulcrum did, beneath my
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weight and pressure, till I was up to my waist at times
; yet I felt

as secure as if I were treading a rock that had stood from the

foundation of the earth, and I could calculate the distance I was
able to spring to and from the boat to the certainty of au

inch; I was sure I was safe; and I saw a head above the

water, and arms splashing and uplifted, trying to grasp a
mass which was floating by

—and I redoubled my efforts :

three persons besides myself were in the boat, and on seeing this

ihey became as confident and eager as I was. The object was

scarcely fifty yards distant, but between us and it lay, collected

and aggerated, a thousand smaller and larger masses, concreting
as they floated along, and presenting a seemingly impenetrable
barrier. But skill is the ductile child of resolution. Under other

circumstances,—circumstances not demanding the gathered-up
energies, nor calling upon resolution with so earnest a voice,—
the boat mi'jht have been craunched into fragments as the ice

whirled in the sawing eddies, which the united efforts of feet, oars,
and poles occasioned in forcing the boat through the obstructions;
the crashing and jingling of the broken ice, then its harsh grating

against the sides and bottom of the boat, rolled and wheeled over

the water
;
the whole river seemed alive with hisses, as if ten

thousand millions of voices were subdued into breathing whis-

pers ; and, far above all, rose and rung through the evening sky
the shriek of the poor fellow who was clinging in death's antici-

pated agonies to the ice. We set up a shout of encouragement.
The shriek was our only direction now

;
for darkness and the in-

tervening masses hid him from the view. He was found when
no longer capable of uttering a cry, yet still he clung ;

his fingers
were actually fastened into the ice. With what eager joy, to each
of us, he was taken into the boat ! Life seemed to be utterly
extinct. We stripped him, and with my coat, which, as I had
thrown it off", was fortunately dry, we rubbed the benumbed body,
and, oh, warmth— breathing, returned 1 Each man willingly took

off his outer garments, to wrap round the poor fellow
;
and thus

we safely carried him to the shore. There were many persons by
this time gathered on the river's bank, with pine-knot torches

burning, and one voice among them repeated the inquiring wail,

•Is it David? Is it David .^ Do tell me if it is David !' She

pressed forward to satisfy her agony of anxiety :
—it was not

David—David had perished ! Reader, do you think I soon for-

got that negro woman's wail, or that rising shriek which stopped
short in her throat, as if it were snapped off by death, with which
she dropped among the feet of those who were carrying the

rescued man .'

The first part of this incident I have frequently told, as I before

said, as a touchstone to try the characters, the dispositions, the

modes of thinking of my hearers
;
and I obtained the different

results, drew forth the self- illustrating remarks, to which I have
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referred. One to Nvhom I related it, and with it my sensations

and thoughts on the occasion, said,
' Oh, that was the right thing.'

I was thus taught that there might be a distinction between a

person of rehgious reputation and one of Christian feehngs ;
that

they might be Avide as the poles asunder.

Generous and honest reader, which or what inference will you
draw from this ? Perhaps, though, you will say, my nice recol-

lection of thes6 things, or, rather, my ability to note them so

closely, so minutely, is an evidence that I was not much moved

by the circumstances. My friend,
—let me so call you,

—I have

gathered them together since, by rethinking them over. Do not

fall into the error of believing that that which is stirring us

most, which produces the wildest riot, or most bustling variation

in our thoughts, is least likely to be remembered. Even in its

smallest or remotest particulars, it may sharply and deeply
cut its records on the brain. I have dissected myself a

thousand times. I have analyzed my sensations, and lived

my life over and over again ;
and there has been in me this

faculty of watchfulness, or, rather, this power of minute retro-

spection under all circumstances. When every thought scalded

my veins and dashed the hot Avaves of agony on my heart,

they have left their clear and distinct impressions on my memory ;

and though I could not knead my thoughts into a subjugation of

my suflerings,
—could not press the feverishness of the rocking

heart into a calmness of beating,
—no, nor steer my conduct,

manner, and actions on the currents of a composing rationality
under such influences, nothing was omitted to be entered on that

book. There is not a highly exciting circumstance in my exist-

ence, of which I have not a ])erfect remembrance
;

of every

thought which passed through my mind, and every sensation of

pain or pleasure, self-approbation or reproach, of gladness or

regret, which accompanied it, as accurately as at the moment of

its occurrence. All over again, 1 think, feel, and live. There are

thousands of men Avho do so, but perhaps no one has hitherto

ventured to sp(;;di freely or illustratively on this subject. 1 can

remember each current and bubble; lean trace the fount and

course of thoughts thirty years old, and lay bare the recipient, or

tlie awakened feeling, answering to those thoughts ;
iiow one feel-

ing broached the channel for another, and that ran till it dis-

charged into a third. These things are the result of habit, solitude,

intense companionshi]) with myself. 1 am a history of sensations;
then marvel not that I am an egotist, but indulge me in the

humour of an avowed one. J have yet to discover,—but I think

1 never shall make the discovery,
—that such egotism is either

criminal, silly,
or weak.

I'crhaps the reader, on a little reflection, Avill ])erceive Avhy 1

have recorded this anecdote; one inference he will be sure to

draw from it. There is, however, another corollary, viz. verbal
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lessons and verbal practice are by too many considered illustra-

tions, evidence of moral goodness, and efficient guards against
the growth of ill-will, selfishness, and indifference to others. A
silent example, an unconsidered action, even though affection

prompts that action, is very often productive of an enduring mis-

chief that will counteract all the purposed utility, or momentary
influence of verbal precept. The teacher, perhaps, is innocent

of the mischief; innocent, certainly, in so far as the intention is

considered. The evil grows out of the teacher's ignorance, or,

more gently to speak, want of reflection. I have seen parents
of the most affectionate and benevolent dispositions, in their very
solicitmle for their children's comforts, even in their anxiety for

their moral well-being, sow the seeds of future crime. We all

know what sort of thing 'a good child' usually is; how the child

is made "^good' we know.
P. V.

AX INDEPENDENT IN CHURCH AND STATE.*

Of all the '

signs of the times,' not one is more hopeful than the

quantity and quality of intelligence which is developing itself

amongst the '

producing classes' of the community. It must needs

be, that ' those who think, will govern those who toil,' but much
oppression will infallibly result from this arrangement until the

union be effected of 'those who think/ and ' those who toil' in

the same persons. We shall then arrive at the most desirable of

all political consummations, a self-governed community. Igno-
rant labour is sure to be kept on short allowance. The trite moral
of the story of Samson loses, in its triteness, neither its truth

nor its applicability; his blind strength only availed to grind in

the mill of the Philistine lords, and to pull down the temple on
their heads. And so it ever is. If a bandage be the crest, the

motto can be none other than '

slavery or vengeance' The appre-
hension of such an alternation may be some check upon the self-

ishness of ' those who think,' but so lono; as they are a separate

class, they must be under stronger temptations to think/or them-

selves than humanity ought to be exposed to. If they be philan-

thropists, there is nothing they will more earnestly covet, than to

be out of such temptation. They will see how intimately the
diffusion of enjoyment is connected with the diffusion of intelli-

gence. Any way, therefore, that the toilers should become thinkers,
is the heart's desire of all good men. The desire is becoming
realized faster than could possibly have been anticipated.

Here is a symptom of the progress, in the little book now before
us. The threepenny tract, whose title we have just given, is the

production of a poor Irishman, by name Francis Ross, a journey-
* The Examination of an Iiulependt-nt in Church and State. Dublin, Young

and Cuuninghaiu ; London, Effingham Wilson.
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man printer, who for lack of time or means, or of both perhaps,

composes Avilh the types, as did Thomas Jonathan Wooler in the

days of the Black Dwarf, and prints from the fair co()y in his

brain. They be good brains, which by such a modus operandi

produce useful matter. The aforesaid Thomas Jonathan did

sometimes, in spite of his motto, run a much, and so perhaps

might Francis Ross^ if his typography were in weekly employ-
ment, but so he has not done in this tract, which is a capital

compendium of the doctrine of civil and religious liberty. It is

clear and sound, pithy and comprehensive ;
no froth and stuflf;

no verbiage and claptraps ;
neither dry logic, nor bitter and bad

feelings; but a man, with a soul, telling out great principles in

plain and forcible language. Were we poetical, we would indite

an ode to him :

'

Rise, honest muse ! and sing the man of Ross.'

And yet that would seem as if we were chronicling a miracle,

which is far from our meaning. This man is one of many, as well

as one of the many. There is the beauty of it. There is the evidence

of human progression. There is the pledge of human improvement.
There is the rainbow

;
and never mind the clouds. If the 'lower

orders/ the yet unemancipated artisans, produce such men, a

great reform m.ust be at hand. And do they not? Look at the

poetry of Elliot, the ironmonger. There are strokes to make the

fire fly. Listen to the lectures of Detrosier, the fustian -cutter.

He cuts all fustian in tb.em, and fills them with sense and science.

Mark the industry and acuteness of Wade, the wool-comber.
There is much to mark in the ' Black Book,' and the *

History of

the Middle and Working Classes,' and to be inwardly digested too.

Trace Samuel Dow'uing, the cabinet-maker, in the Mechanic's

Magazine. What delicacy, as well as power in his touch ! 'i'here

will be much making and unmaking of cabinets, until intellects

like these find their true ])osition in the social system. They are

all, and there are many more such, men of their class ; made so,

by its being a re[)ressed class
;
and championing the rights and in-

terests of the community in that class. Were the nation repre-

sented, their voices would be lieard amongst those of peers and
merchants. And (he peers and merchants would be none the

worse lor it, provided they have taken shares in the great joint
stock of human happiness.

But we must return to Frank Uoss, and introduce him to our

readers, He shall introduce himself. He thus prefaces:
' Tlic great principles of civil and religious liberty are even j'ct

very iniix'rfectly untler.stood. It will be a new tiling in tlie bistory of

tlie world when entire nations are found to live in harmony, and when
the bond of union between man and man is—" we aohkk to wffkr."

' The United States liave exhibited for some time the example of a

civili/.cd nation growing to greatness without the aid of an Established

Church. And all over Uritain the feeling is becoming very strong
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that Ave could ourselves be religious and powerful, even if we were

disencumbered of the trappings of a state religion. Only in Ire-

land there exists a misapprehension
—there is more hatred directed

against the Established Church itself, than against the principles on
which it is founded.

' This little tract, therefore, is intended to convey a few of the leading
and more prominent principles of liberty to the minds of the people.

Originality is not pretended ; nor is there any attempt made, in so

sm.all a compass, to enter into argument. A few simple truths are

expressed in a manner which may probably give offence to some, who
are favourably disposed towards things as they are—but the writer

claims the usual privilege of a free subject in giving utterance to his

opinions.
'

Such, gentle reader, is all the apology, reason, or excuse which

can be offered for presenting you with this little work. But do not

rashly reject it because it probably bears on its face an air of boldness.

Plain speaking is not unfrequently very disagreeable ;
but the truth

should not be suppressed. So good bye ; if the little book is accept-
able, we may meet again ;

if not, there has been paper and ink wasted.'

The examination of our independent then commences as fol-

lows :

' I also am a uan.'

* Who and what are you ?

A human being, one of God's rational and accountable creatures.

Then you believe in the existence of God ?

I do, firmly and devoutly.
How do you worship him ?

According to the forms of tlie religion which is known by the name
of Christian.
Are you aware that there are different and contradictory forms of

worship in that religion ?

No.
No I Are you not aware that different sects of Christians consign

each other to perdition on account of their differences ?

If they do, they are fools for their pains.

Why?
Because they might as soon boil an egg on a cake of ice, or drain

the ocean into a quart bottle.

That is a strange expression.
Not more strange than to say that finite beings can usurp their

^laker's prerogative.
Then you are a friend to Toleration ?

No.
Will you explain yourself?
The word Toleration is a stupid and unmicaning word, and yet it

has (lone more mischief than any other word in the English language.
What is the meaning of the word ?

If it has any meaning, it signifies to allou; to permit, to ^ifftr ;

as applied to opinion, it means not to hinder that to which we are

opposed.
What then do those who use the word necessarily imply by it ?
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They imply that one class of men have a right, natural or divine,

to tolerate others
; and of course, if they have a right to tolerate, they

have also the right not to tolerate, as often as they please.
Have any body or class of men this right ?

No ! God be thanked ! no ! We are accountable to none but God.
Tlien how is tlie word To^era^wn retained in the English language ?

By a pervertiion of ideas.

How did this perversion of ideas originate ?

In the vain attempt of one body of men to make an entire nation

think as they did themselves.

What motives led to this attempt ?

In some it doubtless was mistaken sincerity, which led them to

compel others to think as they did
;

in others it arose perhaps from

selfishness combined with ignorance and the grossest folly ;
but in

the great majority it arose from pure cunning and craftiness, in order

to live in splendour on the credulity of the people.'

Like a jeweller investigating or exhibiting the qualities of a

precious stone, holding it up to the light, turning it this way and

that, and presenting all its reflecting and refracting powers to the

eye, our independent displays his principles under a rich variety

of forms or aspects. We have them in the garb of a catechism,

a creed, a prayer, a king's speech, and a series of maxims. This

is a very good j)rocess with those elementary truths which require
little more than enunciation, when once the mind is in a state to

attend to them. With (he axioms of politics, as with those of

geometry, the teacher's task is rather to obtain attention and in-

duce clear comprehension, than to parade a host of arguments.

People see at once, if they see at all. The chief thing is to try

them with different lights, till that be found which is to them the

true light. After some doubt, whether to favour our readers with

the '

Creed,' or the '

King's Speech/ each excellent in its way,
we take the 'Maxims' as more comprehensive than either, though
not perhaps so striking.

' The following are my theoretical opinions. Of course the prac-

ticability and uisdom of some of them is controvertible.

1. That there is a great and good God, who is the Creator and

Friend of the human race.

2. That all men are in his sight
" free and equal," having no

precedence one above the other.

3. That the human race is gradually and firmly advancing, year
after year, in wisdom and knowledge.

4. That the science of government, like every otlier science, is be-

coming every day more clearly and distinctly understood.

b. That old governments ought to be all re-modelled, and adapted
to the altered and continually altering state of society.

6. That all government is intended for the good of the people, and

not for the ])leasure of the governors.
7. That all governors are the servants of those whom they govern,

and responsible to them for their conduct.
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8. That no government should be constructed for the benefit of the

few, but the good of the many.
9. That religion should be wholly excluded from forming any part

of the materials of government.
10. That no sect of religionists should be established by law in a

country, or taken into the favour of any government.
11. That no man has a right to interfere with the religious opinions

of his neighbour, or can compel him to contribute to the support of

his own.
12. That where evils exist in a government, they ought to be very

promptly remedied.

13. That the existence of an Established Church is a very great
evil, and that it ought to be abolished.

14. That the word Toleration, as implying the right of one sect to

suffer or endure another, should no longer be used in the English

language, on account of its tendency to pervert the minds of the rising

generation, and to mystify their ideas of truth and justice.

15. That the title Spiritual Lord is a very profane and impious
title, an insult to God, and an imposition upon man.

16. That the title Temporal Lord is a very absurd and laughable
title, unless understood as applied to those troublesome characters

who used to knock each other on the head, steal sheep, and burn

castles, and whose existence was generally very temporary indeed.

17. That tlie aristocracy or nobility of a country should be com-

posed of those only who are truly noble and illustrious in character

and conduct ; and that when a nobleman is proven to be a gambler,
a drunkard, or an infamous person, he should be immediately stript of

his dignity.
18. That it is a matter of no consequence whether the chief magis-

trate of a country is called a King or a President, provided that the

government is framed with a due attention to the interests of all who
form a part of it.

19. That the existence of any ruler, legislator, or governor, over

whom the people have no control, and to whom they must submit

whether they will or no, is contrary to reason, truth, and justice,

unless a direct commission can be produced from God.

20. That persecution, restraint, or punishment on account of reli-

gious opinions was first invented by the devil for the annoyance of

man, and is still much used by his servants for the same wicked and
diabolical purpose.

21. But as men grow wiser, they will each learn to yield to his

neighbour the freedom which he demands for himself.

22. And therefore he who promotes the interests of man will be an

enemy to persecution, will hate tyranny of every description, whether
under civil or religious pretexts, will detest humbug, hypocrisy, and

fraud, though clothed in sacerdotal robes, and sheltering villany and

oppression under the most solemn and sacred names, will recognise
in every face which bears on it rationality and intelligence, the finger
and the signet of God, a brother and a friend, and tearing down the

wall of partition which has hitherto divided classes of men, will pro-
claim a peace to the petty dissensions of rival sects, and pointing to

No. 83. 3 K
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one common bond of union, will exhort the people to join together
and pull togetlier for free government, for cheap government, for

rational government—not for a party but the nation, not for a sect

but for Christianity, not exclusively for the rich, but equally for the

poor
—and Britain would then be what she has often boasted she was— The envy of surrounding nations, and the admiration of the world.

On one point the independent is at fault. After proposing to

abolish the established church immediately, he is asked
' And what would you do with the property and clergy of this

church ?

' Leave the clergy at once to be supported by their flocks, and gather
the property into one general fund, to be placed at the disposal of the

nation.'

This would be penny-wise and pound-foolish as to the nation,
and harsh and unjust towards individuals.

What is called church property, is in fact a public trust of pro-

perty, assigned in perpetuity for a particular purpose, the spiritual
and moral culture of the people. The community would be little

benefited by its being seized and thrown into that great quagmire,
the National Debt. Still less is there occasion to make a present
of the tithes to the landlords. The best thing would be for the

property to remain intact; commuting the tithes for land, or land's

worth in money ;
and for the nation to reap the benefit of its

original appropriation, that appropriation being interpreted in ac-

cordance with the knowledge which mankind have gained since the

endowments were founded. The donors thought that the essence

of moral and spiritual culture was in the rites and ordinances of

the Romish church. It was long ago discovered that they were

mistaken; and that the funds which they left were properly ap-
])lied (o the purer and ampler instruction of the episcopal church.

Very well; the people are ripe for, and need a more pure and

ample instruction still. The church of England is in the same

])redicament now as the church of Kome was, three centuries ago.

Then, the old mass book and the mysteries would not do any longer.

T\\(iy were found insufficient. And the services and sermons of

the clergy arc found iusuflicicnt now, and they will not do any
longer. We want something more and better for the money;
and the nation has a right to the most and the best which that

money will procure. Not only religious worship of so comprehen-
sive a form, that few would dissent from it

;
or so varied, that

almost all might join in that which they preferred ;
but education

also, a thorough education for the entire ])0[)ulation ;
the apj)a-

ratus of scientific experiments; lectures on all topics which can
be illustrated by lecturing; institutes and librjiries

;
in short, the

complete mental culture of the people might be provided for out

of what is called church pro[)erty, and would be the enlightened
direction of that |)roperly towards the end which the loimdi-rs

conteuiplutcd in their blind and superstitious way. This would
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surely be much better than breaking up the establishment, and

allowing all the world to scramble for the spoils. Instead of put-

ting up the cathedrals and churches to public auction, as our au-
thor proposes, we would keep them in good repair, let all the

denominations share with the episcopal, in the use of them on

Sunday, under such regulations as time and locality would re-

quire J and in them, and in the chapels which would thus be

vacated, there would be noble accommodation through the week
for the lecturer, the schoolmaster, artistical exhibitions, and social

meetings. The episcopal clergy will cry desecration, as the

Catholic clergy cried before them, in the ears of their predeces-
sors. But when the sons of the church cry, they should remem-
ber, that the fathers of the church were deaf on a similar occa-

sion. They were wise and righteous men in their time, those

fathers of the church of England.
The country would thus derive a rich harvest of good from the

liberality of our pious forefathers
; who, if they did not look to

any such plan of universal education and instruction, of culture

which benefits the soul of man while living, as much as they

thought that masses could avail it when dead, at any rate did not

contemplate the endowment of a schismatic, apostate, and rebel-

lious band, whom they would not have acknowledged for a church,

defying and vilifying that Pope whom they venerated as a God on
earth. The application of their bequests must be regulated either

by the letter, or by the spirit. Church of Englandism has no
title either way. It can neither plead the immediate intention of
the founder, nor the liberal exposition of that intention, according
to the views of a more enlightened age.

But bad as is the title of the body, individuals must be dealt

with fairly, and even kindly. Our author's analogy is not alto-

gether applicable.
'

Suppose your wishes were to be carried into efifect, what would
become of the numerous clergymen who have spent their youth in

preparing for their profession, and who now subsist hy it ?

'

Pray what becomes of the numerous artisans who, wlien a newly-
= invented machine is brought into operation superseding manual labour,
are turned adrift ?

'

They seek new channels of employment.
' Then let the clergy seek new channels of employment, if their own

fail them of ro/M/i^or^/ support. The cause of justice and liberty and
truth must not be retarded to accommodate them. The application
of the principles of eternal rectitude must not be obstructed to suit

their convenience. The great example of a mighty nation shaking
itself from the thraldom of centuries, and declaring ail men's minds to

be free as the mountain air, and untaxable as the eagle of heaven,
cannot be delayed to gratify them. No I Church establishments are

falling all over the globe. Mahometanism is falling
—Hindooism is

falling
—and Englandism is falling. Let us dig decent graves for

them, and while we wait patiently for the funeral, let us be active in

3K2
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instilling into all around us an abhorrence of injustice, ci'aft, fraud,
and every description of imposture, a proper idea of themselves, and
a just respect for the consciences of others.'

Decent graves should be dug, and the funeral waited for pa-

tiently. The state is, by implication at least, a contracting party
with the clergyman, and the terms are, the discharge of the duties

of his office, and the pernnanent security to him of its emoluments.
The mechanic's bargain is only with his employer. His contract

is only private and contingent, not public and permanent. In

receiving his wages for the time, he has had all for which he bar-

gained. Not so the clergyman, if discharged as our author pro-

poses. And the hardship would be greater in proportion to his

helplessness. In such a change, the country could well afford

not only justice, but liberality. The change ought not to be

obstructed by the existing occupancy, neither should it be sullied

by their needless sufferings, nor need it be long delayed on their

account. To a real responsibility for their doing the good to the

community, which was their implied part of the engagement, the

clergy might reasonably be subjected. The legislature has also

the right of modifying the service required of them, provided the

nature of the employment be not essentially changed. So that

what with employing the able and well-dispose<], cashiering the

incorrigible who might and ought to be cashiered on the present

system, and bearing awhile the dead weight of those who come
under neither description, this great reformation might be effected

with less delay, and much less attendant evil, than any reforma-

tion or revolution recorded in history. It would be much more

glorious and beneficent.

It is time to think of these things, and not have our navigation
to study when the storm is up. Selfishness and ignorance, both

without and within the church, will be active enough in the fray.

Changes there must and will be, and it is well to consider before-

hand on what princi[)les they should be made, and towards what

result of public good they should tend. Let Francis Ross think

this matter over again, before he takes type in hand to set up a

second edition, which we hope will be called for speedily.

ENGLISH MORALITY.

England is a prude among nations. As long as she preserves
external propriety, she plumes herself on the possession of supe-

rior virtue, and shakes iier liead at flirting France, glowing Italy,

glorious America, and romantic Poland—nay, towards the latter

she has exhibited an utter indifference, regardlessly
beheld her

torn and toilured, like an anteloj[)e in the fangs of a wild boar .

Such conduct was at utter variance with England's professed love

of freedom, and hostihty to spoliation. But liberty, though long
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our watchword, has been more talked of than enjoyed or under-
stood among us, unless it he the liberty of paying taxes

;
that

luxury we are acquainted with in its fullest extent. Our freedona,
like our morals, is more apparent than real, more in sound than

substance, and may be aptly illustrated by the conduct, common,
a few years ago, to our populace, who, while yoking themselves

like cattle to the car of a popular candidate, kept roaring
'

Liberty !—
Liberty for ever!' all the while. Such is man, so loud in

theory, so little in practice, so inconsistent every way !

Perhaps, (especially since philanthropy has come into fashion,
for we are a most fashionable people, that is, we have always some

reigning fashion that it is a high crime and misdemeanour not to

follow,) perhaps there is no country on the face of the earth in

which there is more talfc of social feeling, and so little practical

sociality. If not telegraphed by a previous acquaintance, that

such and such an individual is admissible, it is in vain that he ap-

pears among us with the expression of good feeling, the aspect
of intelligence. Though according to all creeds, every one of

which abounds in professors, he is a brother, he has as little

chance of being taken by the hand, and greeted with a smile, as

if he were a stone statue instead of a breathing fellow-creature.

Thus beings, in all probability gifted to attract and attach each

other, are frequently in proximity ;
but if the moral chemistry

necessary in England to unite two parties be not present, they
remain as distinct as oil and water. Our talkers of sociality,

therefore, are something like the aforesaid roarers of liberty
—

satisfied with sound.

England has the best inns and the least hospitality of any
modern nation. Hospitality is now rarely heard of, save when
a bulletin is issued, announcing that dinner will be on the table at

such an hour, and that the honour of your company is requested.

Incidentally we often content ourselves with the mere verbal

form
;
and refinement, a sort of dull, cold delicacy, which serves

as a screen for deficiency of feeling, and is a degree or two better

than affectation, has banished all that expression which gave
warrant of welcome, and token of cordiality. True hospitality,
like all that is real, deals in things, not words ;

it does not defraud

the modest school-boy of his slice of cake by failing to put it into

his hand, or stint by stiff inquiry the glass that should be filled

unquestioned. The warm heart brims the cup, and breaks the

bread ere the cool head has thought of *

popping the question.'
Our charities even may now be ranked in the list of our moral

appearances ; many of them bear the form, but lack the spirit,

and all are to be approached through the avenue of interest, by
which the really necessitous can rarely make way ;

while
servility

and hypocrisy are universal pauper badges, for who would relieve

a wretch that could think on any point for himself, and dare to

give his thoughts expression I Our public benevolence is a sort
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of set-ofF against our political abuses. Our charities are pumps,
often choked, and always ill-manned, that just serve to keep the

leaky vessel of the state from utterly sinking under the vast

deluge of distress pouring in upon it on all sides. But of all the

farces enacted under the pretence of charity, the fancy fairs were

the most palpable pieces of mere appearance, but they did not

save appearance ;
and unfeeling frolic, wanton vanity, and extra-

vagant fashion, made waste while affecting to supply want—made
a game of sport of the office, once serious and sacred, of minister-

ing to sickness and famine.

Courage is a quality about which we have the good sense no

longer to play the braggart, as we used a few years ago. Of our

jyhyslcal courage I shall not attempt to speak, though it is uni-

versally allowed that the sight of one horse soldier is quite enough
to cow an English mob, and prize-fighting is rather the hot-bed

of brutality than bravery. But on our lack of moral courage,
even an old woman may be permitted to descant, since the signs
of that are open to the moit casual observer. A mere name is in

England
' a tovver of strength ;'

that will bear out any thing and

any body. We look for the ' hall mark,' and if that ap{)ears we

praise ;
and if not, we would as soon give a bank note to a

beggar as an opinion any way. Who has the noble daring to

stand by the unknown, to eulogize the obscure ? Who lacks the

grovelling servility that heaps
' The shrine of luxury and pride,'

and panders to the already popular ?

The paucity of honest speakers and actors proves how limited

our number of the really noble, and how aristocratic institutions

still rivet the feudal badge upon our characters. Our very man-

ner, making our natural phlegm more hideous, is a servile imita-

tion of aristocratic indifference, leaving our faces devoid of ani-

mation or expression, our voices of variety or inflexion, our

delivery of emphasis or energy, and o\n whole bearing of any
thing that would keep attention awake through half a winter's

evening ; striking manners are pronoimced bad manners, and

nothing but the clock is allowed to strike in a strictly-ordered

English house.

But of all the items in the account to be made out against us,

what is more specious than our private morality ? Falsehood in

the way of trade acts as no impeachment on a man's veracity;
words said over a counter or in a counting-house are insured, like

the property they descant on, from damage, whatever they may
do. Then we have a morality for men and a morality for woinen,
and no two things can be more unlike than these two moralities.

Is mind so diflerent in the sexes, that what taints the one leaves

the okher untarnished ? At lover's perjuries 'tis said Jove

laughs,' so must the arch fiend at our morality. If morality
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means any thing, it is the ethics on which happiness is based.

It is equally essential to both sexes in effect, and why is it not

the same to both in essence ? May the one be debased, and the

other remain undefiled ? No
;
but selfishness likes half measures,

likes to dema.nd full and g\\e false weight, to leave loopholes and

make reservations ; but there is no power can secure their sole

use to their nefarious framer. The serpent sin has his tail in his

mouth, and the recoiling shaft brings back the venom it was de-

signed to dispense. When contagion is abroad, it is impossible
to tell whom it will touch

;
it may reach the most guarded home

of the most cautious criminal, and a faithless wife and fallen

daughter consi^^u him to the desolation and disgrace he has in-

flicted. But then in lieu of pure morality for men, have we not

punishment for women ? Have we not the gibbet and the axe,

public scorn and utter abandonment ?—do we not propitiate virtue

by making the victim the sacrifice ?
' Here are marks of civili-

zation,' as Mungo Park said when he saw a gallows !

In the same manner that we have distinct moralities for the

sexes, have we such also for the classes
;
an offence is enormous

if it attack wealth or rank, and proportionately innocent if it

assail poverty and obscurity; the privileged criminal is allowed

to expiate his offence by a disbursement from a plethoric purse ;

the unprivileged criminal is compelled to submit an emaciated

body to a prison, perhaps to abandon, in the interim, a helpless

family, who thus become guiltless sharers of his calamity. I

remember the deep disgust with which, a few years ago, I read,

in a case of seduction, the speech of a learned counsel, who

pleaded for mitigation of damages on the score that the injured

girl did the menial work of her father's house! inferring that a

less indemnity was due to humble industry when insulted, than

to the less useful but more refined. Here is morality, hollow,

specious, infamous
; morality for the people, like the morality for

men, qualified for convenience.

The principle upon which such actions as that to wliich I have

just alluded are broucjht, is a disgrace to the age. What is the

wrong sought to be redressed ? Injured, outraged, insulted feel-

ing, blighted affections, disappointed hopes, why cannot these be

pleaded, and as far as may be redressed ? Let us not boast that

we have loosed the feudal collar from the neck of the serf, Avhile

an Englishwoman cannot go into an English court of justice but

as a nominal, if not actual, vassal of some liege lord, the loss of

her services to whom must be pleaded to obtain damages. Our
legal fictions assuredly prove law to be what lawyers pretend it

is,
* the perfection of reason !'

While we are thus unsound in principle, we shall be untrue in

practice; and notwithstanding fine natural capabilities, devote
ourselves to social and political misery and degradation. Instead
of taking prayer-books to church, we ought to take masks, and
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would, if custom had not made us callous, and enabled us to look

each other in the face instead of out of countenance, at the con-

sciousness of our practical contradictions to our unpractised

professions.
An Old Woman.

DREAMS.

Shadows—with no reality, but pain ;

Or fancied joys that turn to waking woe :

Ye midnight despots of the oppressed brain,
Whence and what are ye ? Whither do ye flow ?

Are ye the spirits of our former selves,

Flitting from buried worlds, to gaze on this ?

Bearing from chaos withering memories.
Of by-gone grief, and love, and hope, and bliss,

Gather'd in misty shrouds from past life's drear abyss ?

What is the infant's dream ? why should there steal

A tear into that sinless creature's eye ?

What worlds of wordless anguish may it feel !

How old a soul, in that young frame may lie !

Primeval thoughts may wring that sleeping child,

Loves of another sphere, joys left behind ;

Heart-stirring visions, mingled strong and wild,

All that through life can blight or joy mankind,

May haunt its slumb'ring soul, but not its waking mind.

Sweet dreams are hopes asleep ;
our hopes may die ;

Yet hopeless wretches dream
;
nor dreaming weep ;

Grief has glad visions
; waking lethargy

Is mated with strange energy in sleep.
The murderer may be guileless in his dreams,

The unstain'd soul Mill, in its visions, slay.
Are these but mockeries ? Or, revealing gleams
Of scenes, times, souls, worlds, long since pass'd away
Ere chaos caught, or nature render'd back, our clay.

Mem'ry seems lull'd to twilight, while the soul

Sails upon fancy's unknown sea, at night ;

Yet 'mid the boundless space of wave and shoal

Glimmers there forth a guiding beacon light,
When gleaming thro' veil'd time we see some face,*

On which the memory lingers as a spell ;

Who, where, or what, we know not ; yet some trace

Is there, on which 'tis dear to us to dwell ;

Haply, in ages gone, of one we lov'd too well.

Do sightless creatures in their slumbers see ?

Does sleep give sound unto the deafen'd ear?
A rainbow in the dark man's dreams may be.
And midnight teach the soundless child to hear.
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Of what strange hues may be the maniac's dream,
Does slumber give him reason once again ?

May not its rays on the wild sleeper gleam,
'Till wakefulness unlinks again the chain,

To cast him on the wayless waters of his brain ?

Are dreams of horror scourges of the soul,

Retributive for crimes of far oflf years,

Holding through sleep our spirits in control,

Swaying at mil our agonies and tears ?

The dreary penalty of former crime.
These couched visions not alone may be ;

But, whilst annihilating space and time,

They lift a veil, in which our souls may see

A glimpse of life to come, figuring futurity.

"Wm. Leman Rede.

CHURCHCRAFT.*

We have here another "

Independent in Church and State,' but

one belonging to a very different class, and formed in a very dif-

ferent school, from the honest Irishman who is described by that

title in a previous article. In purpose, integrity, and mental

boldness, they may be identified, but not much further. For this

pamphlet we are indebted to the pure, amiable, free, and accom-

plished intellect of the author of Essays on the Lives of Cowper,
Newton, and Heber, and of other able and interesting publica-
tions, which have from time to time elicited our commendations.
With a happy adaptation of the phraseology of the Lord's Prayer,
the author, (who had before addressed the Mechanics^ Institutes

on the nature and necessity of that '

Daily Bread' by which the

popular mind should be fed,) looking towards those who pro-
fess to be the feeders, prays for

* deliverance' from the crying
*
evil' of clerical incapacity and insincerity. Before we exhibit a spe-

cimen of the contents and style of his work, which, like that of the

Irish labourer, is also a cheap publication, its rich intellectuality

being as good a bargain for a shilling as the sturdy sense of the

other is for three-pence, we shall trouble the reader with a few

remarks on the extent to which the offence, charged especially by
him upon the bishops, pervades the whole structure and constitu-

tion of the Established Church.
It does not follow as a necessary consequence, that wherever

there is a church or priests there should also be priestcraft, al-

though it must be allowed that the tendency that way is rather

strong, and requires constant counteraction. No permanent

* Deliverance from Evil ;
or Rational Mysticism Explained, and Episcopal Insin-

cerity Exposed. LfOudun : Hunter,
'
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class can exist, whether hereditary, or recruited as vacancies occur

from the population at large, without imminent danger, a moral

certainty, unless they be Avell watched, of its members pursuing
their peculiar interests as a class in opposition to the common
social interest, by a set of expedients which are gradually system-
atized into an occupation, trade, or craft. Priests are under

stronger temptations than, perhaps, any other set of persons to

commit this offence against society. They have greater facilities.

Something of the sacredness of the religion Avhich they administer

attaches to themselves. A habit of mental submissiveness towards

them has been generated, which invites them to its abuse. The
interest which they are presumed to possess above, makes the

devout believer desirous of being on good terms with them. They
are often supposed themselves to keep the keys of paradise, and
are almost always thought to know where they hang, and to be

able to say a good word to the porter. And as they have superior

opportunities for setting up a gainful craft, so is their craft, when

established, of the most oppressive and mischievous description
to society. Iteligion soon suffers by becoming an article of trade.

Its influences are immediately perverted, and in time it seems as

if its very nature were transformed. Instead of correcting and

purifying mankind, and uniting them in mutual goodwill, it de-

grades, demoralizes, and fills the world vvilh divisions and perse-
cutions. Mr. Howitt, in his '

Popular History,' which we recently

reviewed, has given a rapid but faithful and impressive sketch of

these enormities. He has tracked priestcraft around the globe,
and from the earliest to the present times. The same extortion,

hypocrisy, ambition, and cruelty, are everywhere apparent. Like

other travellers, after having wandered over the world he rests at

last at home. John Bull finds nothing to beat old England any-
where

;
no more does Mr. Howitt. \A ith due allowance for the

external restraint, for the checks of popular intelligence and poli-
tical freedom, English priestcraft may conn)ete with that of any
nation, ancient or modern. We speak of it as it is; not merely
as it has been. We refer to the character and tendency of the

system ;
not to the men trained in it, and who are just what the

system makes them, with the exception of some few who are

worse, and other few who are too good to be spoiled by it. The

system itself is one multitudinous device for getting money under

false {)retences ;
it is a craft, and a dishonest craft.

linormous as are the revenues of the church of England, we
should scarcely grudge lliem did it really accomplish, or even did

it wisely and heartily aim at its professed objects. No money would
be too much for the work of making the people of I'^ngland, through
all their gradations of ranlt, and in all their various ca])acities,

private or corporate, an instructed, moral, humane, and benevo-
lent people. At no cost would such a consummation as this be

too expensive. Could it be done, indeed, it would not be costly.
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The nation once brought into such a 'blessed condition,' would
find such means of perpetuating the good which had been pro-
duced as would not burden future generations very heavily. But

nothing of this sort has been done by the Establishment. It once
had the entire population in its fold, and it has lost nearly a

moiety. Thousands and millions, bom into it and taxed for it,

are yet compelled to seek elsewhere the religious instruction which

it ought to furnish, and for which they are so desirous as to tax

themselves over again sooner than go without it. How a large

proportion of the remainder are taught, and what the Church does

for their improvement, we need not describe. The clergy them-
selves will not boast of their success. The institution is a failure,

a gross and obvious failure. Nor can it be otherwise. It is like

the razors with which Hodge scarified his chin, and which were

not made to shave but to sell. The Church is not framed for

popular instruction, but for clerical gain. There would be a mira-

cle in the case if its ministers were appropriate agents for the moral

guidance of the people. They are trained to a craft.

The office of a minister of religion requires a peculiar aptitude,
mental and moral, which would very early in life manifest itself,

and without which none should be allowed to fill that office. Not
a step should be taken towards it unless the mind of the individual

be strongly imbued with the religious principle or feeling. Other-

wise he is condemned to hypocrisy for life. He should be a man
of warm and expansive sympathies, of strong benevolence

;
and

he should possess that facility of entering into the minds of others,

and adapting himself to their diversified modes of thought, with-

out which his conversations or his sermons can never generally
benefit his flock. These dispositions and qualities are seldom

acquired in mature life. Our finding them in the youth is the

security for the hope of their being possessed by the man. The first

thine done by a church which honestly intended to furnish a suc-^

cession of spiritual guides, and not to keep up a corporation of

craftsmen, would be to inquire after these qualities in candidates

for the sacred office, and sternly to close its doors of admission

against all who were deficient in them. Is any investigation of

this kind ever made, to any useful purpose, in the Church of

England? Whatever may be the formalities gone through with

the bishop's chaplain, may not, and do not continually, persons
obtain ordination who are notoriously destitute of these essential

pre-requisites.'' Promotion in the Church does sometimes follow

what is called merit; but the merit is of quite a different descrip-
tion from that which makes a good priest. And, moreover, the

promotion takes a man out of the very semblance of active and
useful service in his vocation. What trade, art, or science could
flourish under this total neglect of original aptitude ? Suppose
that in order to cultivate the public taste, professorships of painting-
were richly endowed, and the nomination to them left with indi-
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vidiials. Any thing would do for a painter then, as any thing
will do for a parson now, provided there be a living in the family.

Professorships of painting would be sold, by public auction or

private contract, would be advertised in the newspapers, would
become payment of tutorships for the sons, and marriage portions
for the daughters. No doubt the art would flourish greatly. Who
would not laugh to scorn the appeal to all lovers of the art to

uphold such a system ? Who would not despise' the barefaced

trick to enrich a class, which could only depress the taste it pre-
tended to cherish ? To form a painter there must be an original

fitness, an organic susceptibility to the beauty and harmony of

colours, and the fancy, invention, judgment, Avithout which only
servile copying or tasteless combination can be expected instead

of design. All the endowed professorships in the world would

only do mischief without previous selection. But that mischief

is trifling compared Avith the evil of an endowed priesthood with-

out previous selection, 'i'he needful qualities, in the latter case,

are just as rare. The Dissenters try to find them. Hence the

hold which their preachers have upon the community. The
minister has access to the minds of his people, from the wealthiest

to the poorest, from the most educated to the most ignorant ;

and he generally knows how to turn that facility to account. We
do not mean by this contrast to bestow unqualified praise on the

ecclesiastical system of any class of Dissenters. In most, or all,

there are monstrous evils
;
but the patrons of their colleges will

not, at any rate, waste their resources upon hopeless subjects.

They are in earnest for the support and dissemination of their

religion; the Church is not, or it would adopt similar means.
The next step Avhich Dissenters take in pursuance of this ob-

ject, is to adapt the education of their preachers to their future

occupation. Not so the Church. If by some rare good luck the

right man be sent to the university, it is ten to one but he is

s[)oiled there. As his vocation will include the delivery of a pub-
lic oration or address once, or perhaps twice a week, it might be

expected that some care would be taken to form the orator. There
is an art or knack in addressing an auditory, which is seldom well

acquired unless it be early in life. In no department is this art

so essential, as in that of the clergyman. He has no new thing
to tell his hearers, his task is to render interesting and impressive
that which all the world knows beforehand. There is none of the

excitement Avhich is occasioned by the pros])ect of influencing
some immediate event, and which actsujion him like the result of

an election on the speaker from the hustings, the verdict of a jury
on the [)lea(ler in a trial, or the numbers of a division on a mem-
ber of parliament. He has none of that ample supj)ly of appro-

priate material for the occasion, which is furnished in those cases

by the princijjles of the candidates, the lawyer's brief, and the

political question at issue. Nor does he address an auditory pre-
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viously instructed and prepared for, and interested in, the matter

in hand. He has to select the topic, to create the interest, to vary
the mode of treating it, and to adapt himself to a great diversity

of minds and characters. And this he must do, and do it well

too. if the professed object on account of which the country is

taxed for his support is to be acconnplished. Where and what is

the ecclesiastical training to prepare him for this branch of his

ministry? Hundreds, after having done all that is required of

them, are equal to nothing better than buying lithographed ser-

mons, the composition of some hack writer, and heavily reading
them from the pulpit, with false emphasis and tripping tongue.
A clergyman who reads decently is a rara avis. A good pulpit
orator is nothing less than a phoenix. We have met with some
scores who could not enunciate even the Lord's Prayer correctly ;

who failed, not merely of investmg it, by their manner, with ap-

propriate feeling, but who did not, by their emphasis, give cor-

rectly the meaning of the words. But we are told of their learn-

ing. They wouhi no doubt have read the verses of Horace and

Virgil, so as to have displayed the sense of the one, and the eu-

phony of the other. It may be so; this belongs to the education

of a gentleman, not to that of a clergyman ;
and accords with the

fact, that the instruction contemplates the enjoyment of property,
and not the performance of labour. A good ^sew Testament critic

the clergyman should doubtless be made; but the learning most

closely connected with his future usefulness, is not that of dead

languages, but of living arts and sciences. He should not be

grossly ignorant of every thing about which his parishioners are

occupied from day to day. He should be able to enter into their

concerns, to sympathize in their difficulties and their achieve-

ments, and occasionally to save them from the bad consequences
of their imperfect acquaintance with scientific principles. He
•will thus become their friend, and they will listen to him with re-

spect and affection.

Whatever may be said of the education which clerical novi-

tiates receive within the walls of our universities, the habits which

it is the tendency of a residence there to form, are any thing but

an appropriate training for the functions of a parish priest. They
are not of this world, but still less are they of a better world.

Isolated from the people, mingling with the scions of aristocracy,
with every inducement on the one hand to dissipation and licen-

tiousness, or on the other, if they aspire to the honours of learning,
to the cultivation of such branches of it as have least connexion
with public utility, they may become pedants, monks, or debau-

chees, but it must be by a rare virtue, that they qualify themselves

for their future duties.

And how is it that they enter upon the discharge of those du-
ties ? In a very few cases indeed, they are called to it by the voice

of the people. But this best method, the only method which can
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generally avail when adults are to be the subject of instruction, is

completely vitiated by the influence of other portions of the es-

tablished system. Dissenting congregations choose their minis-

ters in a decorous, peaceful, and rational manner, and thereby lay
the foundation of mutual confidence and sympathy, through the

whole of the connexion. But few elections exhibit scenes more

disgraceful and disgusting than those which often occur when the

parishioners have the right of nominating their own clergyman.
Such an election is to them like any other election. They have

not been qualified by previous instruction for the use of their

suffrage, the majority of them probably belong to a different sect,

or to no sect at all, and they enter into a contest with feelings and

views of the same description as those which have been produced

by the faction and corruption of political contests. By such free-

dom of choice little is gained. Generally, their instructor is se-

lected for them, and imposed upon them. Rather more than half

the livings in the country, that is to say, 6453 out of 10,872, arc

the property of private individuals, who maybe either Jews, Turks,

heretics, or infidels, or what is quite as disqualifying, may be only
influenced by the desire of turning their authority to the greatest

account, either in the way of pecuniary compensation, or of in-

fluence and patronage. Such is no doubt the motive of the ap-

pointment in the great majority of this class of livings. A very
few instances there may be in which the patron only thinks of

bringing into a parish the individual who is best qualified to in-

struct its inhabitants. Such cases are extremely rare. When

they occur, it does not follow that the object is gained. The in-

formation or.the judgment of the patron will sometimes be at fault.

Jn the rest, it is only an aflliir of sale, barter, or family emolu-

ment, a convenient j)rovision for illegitimate children, younger
sons, or dependents. The remaining livings are about equally
divided amongst the government, the bishops, the chapters, and

the universities, and other corporate bodies. The government,
that is the Ministry for the time being, also disposes of the higher

dignities of the church. The university livings are chiefly mono-

])oli/.ed by the fellows of colleges, who have the choice of them
in rotation. Interest, personal, family, or party interest, is as a

golden chain running through the whole. Every class, if not every
individual of every class, must be under strong inducements to

em|)loy his power for some other purpose than sim])ly that of

nominating the best qualified and best disposed {)erson to promote
the intellectual and moral improvement of the people over whom
lie is to he placed. What worse contrivance has the world ever

seen for bringing together pupils and a teacher whom they must

respect and love in order to [jrolit by his instructions? And as the

greatest unfitness and uncongeniality does not j)revent, so neither

is it allowed to dissolve the connexion. To the right of voluntary
choice, the Dissenters find it needful to add, though they rarely
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use it, that of dismission. The possession of the right has con-

siderable efficacy in preventing occasions for its exercise. In the

EstabUshment it costs a bishop several hundred pounds to cashier

even a grossly immoral clergymen. This is a pretty satisfactory

pledge of impunity to the offender. The * devil's chaplain' has

not forfeited his surplice by the acceptance of that appointment.
No Church intending to send forth a succession of useful

teachers would ever make such a requisition as that of previous

subscription to a long, complicated, mysterious, and continually

disputed creed. The practice evidently tends to put down free-

dom of speech, independence of thought, impartiality of research,

improvement, and sincerity. The future teacher of morality

begins his preparation by repeating the bad lesson of equivoca-
tion and mental reservation

;
he is stripped of qualities essen-

tial to his aptitude for his work; he enters the course of inquiry
with thirty-nine articles strapped to his back, and tells others to
*

lay aside every weight.' It is not possible that the clergy should,
at the time and ever after, believe all that they swear to. From
the nature and number of the propositions contained in the for-

mulary which they subscribe, we may be sure that they do not
;

the inference is warranted by facts
;

in various ways many give
evidence, either direct or incidental, of their diversity of opinion ;

many more give very sufficient evidence of their having no opinion
at all about the matter

; they are guiltless of all heresies, save the

worst, that of choosing a faith which they have never investigated
for the sake of the worldly advantages thereunto appended. The

people, at least the more observant and intelligent portion of

them, cannot and do not believe in the mental integrity of their

admonishers : no man worthy of being the intellectual leader of

other men can submit to this vassalage ;
he would feel himself

degraded and unnerved
;
he would as soon go into Parliament

under a solemn obligation, in spite of all he may hear, see, or

think, to support all his life some three or four hundred political

propositions. No ' scheme of instruction
' can ever avad with

such a yoke on the neck of its teachers.

There is no encouragement in the Church for a man to do his

duty; servility to a noble patron may wriggle its way through the

dirt to a fat recompense; relationship to a bishop is a good title;

to a premier still better; it is piety, learning, eloquence, and

diligence, all in one. A well-timed pamphlet on a ticklish ques-
tion may turn to good account with the administration. ' The
ox-knoweth his stall.' Now and then, a man who has nothino-

but learning, and inoffensive habits withal, gets promotion for

the look of the thing ;
but the really earnest and active man, who

sets about doing good amongst the poor and ignorant with all

his might, may spend his life in a curacy of sixty pounds a-year.
Who supposes that if he were to follow the hounds instead of

visiting the sick, his chance of preferment would be one jot
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diminished ? He may have his reward in heaven, but the

Church neither gives him that, nor can take it away.
We do not advert at all, on the present occasion, to the infringe-

ments by a Church Establishment on the rights of conscience ;

to its heavy and vexatious pressure on the resources of the com-

munity ;
to its abominable prostitution to the political and selfish

views of the aristocracy; to the hostile attitude continually
assumed by it towards mental light and political liberty; of

these we shall probably take our time to say something, while

what has now been urged may, we think, suffice to show that

taking the Church upon the ground of its own choice, looking at

it simply and solely as a professed means of religious instruction,

it is not honestly constituted for the realization of that profession.
The religious instruction of the public is not the aim and ten-

dency of its arrangements ;
from first to last, they bear in a

different direction
;
instead of an essential good, with incidental

evils, the evil is in its essence, and the good an accident.

The particular instance of insincerity which Mr. Potter (for
we know not why we should not name the author of a succession

of enlightened and beneficent publications) more particularly

exposes, is that of retaining in the authorized version of the New
Testament the celebrated text of the three heavenly witnesses,
3 John, ch. 5, v. 7, which biblical critics have long known to be a

forgery, and which was shown to be so, before its rejection from
the text of Griesbach, by the demonstrative Letters of Porson to

Archdeacon Travis. We quote his remarks at length, partly on
account of the touching delineation which they contain of a

superior mind, as was that of Porson, sacrificed to the demoraliz-

ing system which had yoked him to its car.

' We ask the learned and politic friend of Porson, the Bishop of

London, who in his sermons defends the Athanasiau Creed as decla-

ratory (forsootli !) and not judicial, and who assures his readers that
" the disrepute into which this formula has been brought is to nothing
more owing than to its habitual omission by many of the parochial

clergy ;" we ask the prelate who insisted upon
"

this formula" being

duly read in all the churches in his diocess, in wliich it had been
" omitted by the parochial clergy," whether the bishops, by enforcing
or even by sanctioning the reading of the Creed of St. Athanasiu3

and the text of the tliree Heavenly Witnesses in the cliurcli, have not

proved themselves inefHcient guardians of truth, and false shepherds
of the flock ? We have much sympathy with men who, to use an

expression of Paley, are too poor to keep a conscience, and have no

heart to urge on them that man docs not live by bread only. But we
have small sympathy with those who are not rich enough to keep a

conscience themselves, nor to allow others to keep a conscience.

Wlien the Bishop of London brings forward tliat promised bill by
which lie proposes to propitiate the times

;
the bill which is to relieve

tboughtless collegians and reckless smugglers from what is to them
the mere formula of an oath, we trust he will give a thought to the
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temptation and wretcliedness which makers and enforcers of creeds

(which have a more deliberate awfulness of asseveration than oaths)
inflict on persons of deeper thought and keener feelings.

* But perhaps we shall be told by the friend of Person, on the

authority of the biographer of that great scholar and divine,—for we
think he will hardly dare to vouch the assertion by quoting his own
acquaintance \vith the secret mind of Porson,—that the Cambridge
professor, though he gave up the text of the three Heavenly Wit-

nesses, held his orthodoxy with his professorship. The Bishop of

London is by nature a dry joker, whatever he may be by high- church

policy and low-church feeling, and will relish that well-known eccle-

siastical joke which says,
" Hold your tongue, and you may hold any

thing." And respecting the hypothetical orthodoxy of Porson, even
were the assertions of the biographer sanctioned by the assurance of

the bishop, we would answer, pointing to the blotted pages of Porson's

life, that though we cannot estimate Porson as a scholar quite as well

as he is estimated by his episcopal friend, we know and feel that we
can estimate Porson as a man much better than the biographer and
the bishop have proved either that they can or that they will estimate

him.
' Poor Porson! it is impossible to speak of the three Heavenly Wit-

nesses, of the Athanasian Creed, and of High-Church Orthodoxy,
without thinking

—and as we think so shall we speak
—of that great

scholar, that great divine, and that most unhappy man. Poor Porson !

the vastness of his learning and the acuteness of his judgement fitted

him, so far as these qualifications could fit him, toleadmenout of a second
house of bondage, carrying with him all the wisdo)n of the Egyptians,
and leaving behind all their idolatries. This might Porson have at

least laboured to accomplish, and made himself a happy man in the

exercise of an energy adequate to his great powers. The letters to

Archdeacon Travis prove that he was called to this service, and that

he had heard and understood the call. But instead of undertaking-
the duty his knowledge and talents and, we are convinced, his con-
science imposed upon him, Porson consented to be " Greek Pro-

fessor," to edit " Greek Plays," and so sank into a slave, with the

locks of his knowledge shorn, and the eyes of his sincerity put out,

making sport, exquisite sport it must be admitted, for the Philistine

lords of orthodoxy, and their Delilah of worldly patronage. But even
a delicate sense and deep feeling of the beauties of the Greek theatre

was not sufficient for such a mind as Porson's, (what was Hecuba to

him or he to Hecuba ?) and so he went on year after year producing
some consummate specimen of scholarship, and sinking deeper into

self-contempt.*

* It will perhaps be said that the self-iudulgeace into which Porson sank during
the latter part of his life argued a lowness of moral nature as remarkable as the

splendour of his talents. Those who judge after this sort know nothing of the

necessity of stimulus, which such natures as Porson's are subject to. If their craving
of energy have no satisfactory indulgence, excitement of the senses will be resorted
to as a pis alter. Is not the Edinburgh reviewer of Pellico's Narrative aware that
the sympathy given to Lord Byron arises rather from an indignant conviction of the
unsatisfactoriness of common principles than from a defect of fellow-feeling with
human affections, or any contempt of brute indulgences ? Will the Ediuburgh
Review ever cease begioning at the middle, and wondering that others, whose in*

£f0. 83. 3 L
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' Yet has Porson left behind him a work of power to overthrow the

unreasonable and uncharitable interpolations which those who shore

his locks and put out his eyes still force as genuine and reasonable
and charitable, on ministers and on people. The spirit of Porson is

abroad, not in his learned work, which two-thirds of the church,

striving doubtless to keep a conscience void of offence, have never

read, but in the reason and in the feelings of the people. This is the

Samson whose eyes they have put out, and bound him in fetters of brass.

This is the Samson of whom they still think to make sport, but whose
hair has grown since he was shaven. This is the Samson who will be
led by the lad, a yet young but rapidly growing knowledge, to the

pillars whereupon the house standeth, the pillars of bigotry and
fanaticism which support the house of falsehood. This is the Samson
who will bow himself with all his might, and the whole building of

falsehood will fall on the interested persons within, and with the

foolish persons without, but especially on the lords of the Philistines.
' When the people turn their attention more and more to a national

debt of eight hundred millions, and feel that even the yearly interest

of this enormous debt presses on industry with an overwhelming

weight, they will expect to be lightened of all burdens which are at

once useless and onerous. The hierarchy of the church, archbishops
and bishops, deans and chapters, are too costly besoms to be kept in

these days of hard labour and small remuneration, for little more than

the idle purpose of sweeping empty cathedrals. Even the most

orthodox, who insist that genuine ordination depends on spiritual
influence having been handed down through an unbroken series of

bishops from the times of the apostles, may still agree that two arch-

bishops may be sufficient for the service of ordination, and will consent

to get rid of the rest of an expensive hierarchy, which if it had the

will to labour has no field for exertions which may deserve such re-

muneration from ,in impoverished people.* If indeed it should be

thought that the political services of the fifteen English and three

Irish prelates who sanctioned the enforcing of tithes and the building
of parsonages in parishes where there is no cure, are worth retaining,

let the ecclesiastical sinecurists be removed, but let the ecclesiastical

politicians be rewarded according to their services. If these services

be estimated according to their manifest effects, the impossibility of

getting rid of rebellion in Ireland so long as these spiritual lords are

attended to, and the necessity of keeping up a standing army in Eng-

terents arc nottlicyMs/emiViV//, insist on bcf;;inning with first principles ? M. Cousin

is philosophically as woU as practically right in founding national uducation on pious

fVding and religious conviction. Hut if he does not honestly and boldly clear his

foundations of falsehood and contempt, he has read fiis Plain to v^'ry little effect, or

rather he has learnt from l*lato to believe in the possibility of deceiving the people
for their good. It is remarkable that l^lato practises pious frauds frequently, in

direct opposition to some of his own clearly developed principles.
* It is a fatal mistake respecting the interests of the working clergy to identify

them with the claims of an useless hierarchy. Let the sincerity of the clergy be set

free from tlie surveillance, and their energies released from the repression to which
their spiritual superiors subject them, and the Church will become ut once the

national temple and the national school, and in both ways dear to the people. At

present the working clergy is weighed down by the imputation of uselessness, mis-

chievousness, and costliness, which aro fastened upon it by its connexion with an

unwieldy hierarchy.
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land,* it must be acknowledged that in one sense at least the bench
of bishops is very dear to the people.

'
It is too much to expect of those who have made no sacrifices or

exertions to promote religious truth even according to their own esti-

mate of truth, that they should make sacrifices and exertions to pro-
mote the reception of that religious truth which they do not yet even

acknowledge to be true. If we judged of the future by the past, we
should say that it will be necessary to wait patiently till some Porsou

arises to demonstrate the truth respecting the language of mystery ;

and even then that we must wait patiently till it shall seem good to

the bench of bishops to sanction by their authority truths of which

themselves are convinced long before. The fact that the spuriousness
of the text of the three Heavenly Witnesses has long been demon-
strated by a Porson to the bench of bishops, and that they have taken

no steps to remove it from Bible and Liturgy, but have left it to con-

firm and sanction the creed of St. Athanasius which they ought long

ago to have discarded from the service of the Church, as interpolated,

unreasonable, and uncharitable, proves what may be expected from
their love of truth.

* As we trusted to the sense and resolution of the people, more

especially of the Mechanics' Institutes and Political Unions, to demand
of the Church a daily bread of sound knowledge, so we expect the

people will demand of the Church a deliverance from the evils of

fanaticism and bigotry and scepticism. The people need only reflect

on the gross errors into which they have been led, not only by South-
cotites and Irvingites, but by all the preachers of the new birth in

their turn, to feel that they do indeed need instruction in the history
of religious opinions in order to protect them from the workings of an

ignorant enthusiasm. And the people need only to reflect on tlie

gross ignorance in which they have been kept respecting the real

workings of God's Providence through the extended fields of nature
and art, both in the physical and moral world, to feel that they need
instruction in the objects and means of nature, in order to attain the

physical and intellectual and moral state for which God has given
them capacities and powers,' p. 2S—38.

* A discussion has taken place within the last week which puts this matter in a

plain point of view We shall give a few extracts from the parliamentary report of
the 7i«i€* for August the l-2th, 1333 :—

' Mr. Littleton proceeded to state many instances in which resistance had been
made (in Ireland) to the collection of tithes. On one occasion a magistrate, accom-

panied by a large body of police, a troop of cavalrj-, and a troop of infantry, had
gone out with a process ser\er. They were opposed by a large body of peasantry,
and repulsed with the loss of one soldier killed. They therefore retreated

; but as it

was
necessary to assert the authority of the law, they obtained a larger force of five

companies of horse and foot, and the processes were at length served.
* Mr. Hume would askwhether, after paying for a military establishment ofmore

than 20,000 men, they were now to pay 1,000,000/. from the pockets of the people of

England to keep up that rotten estabUshment ; were they prepared to go on papng
this sum of 1,000,000/. from year to year ? He was sure, if the present House did it,
the people of England would, when the opportunity offered, mark their sense of the
conduct of those who dared to dispose of the public money in such a manner. He
would say, then, let the Church Estabhshment in Ireland be reduced to its proper
Umits, and if there were any deficiency in the amount of tithe, or difficulty in the
mode of collection—as no doubt there would—let that de&ciency be made up out of
the temporalities of that overgrown establisbmeut.'

3L2
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We had intended, but have not room, to introduce the beau-
tiful examples adduced by the author, in explanation of what he
calls Rational Mysticism. We demur to the inconsistency of
these typical uses with historical verity ;

at the same time that

we think his suggestions well worthy the attention of free and

inquiring minds.

COMPARISON OF THE TENDENCIES OF FRENCH AND ENGLISH
INTELLECT.

The following letter appeared in a French dress, with some omissions

and alterations, about a year and a half ago, in ' Le Globe,' the journal
of the political and religious sect of Saint-Simonians. It was intended

to be the introduction to a series of letters, principally relating to the

moral and social condition of Great Britain. In consequence of the

discontinuance of the journal to which it was addressed, the design
was never prosecuted. The original of the only letter which appeared
has been communicated to us, and as it contains remarks which,

though addressed to Frenchmen, concern Englishmen, and draws a

parallel between the intellectual biasses of the two nations, which is

at least not common-place, and is drawn (as we can certify) from

nearly equal familiarity with the literature and politics of both, we
offer it to our readers. In doing so we are requested to state, by
way of apology for its somewhat egotistical style, that (although the

observation may sound epigrammatic) the tone of French com-

position is naturally egotistical, and it is hardly possible not, after

much mixing with Frenchmen, to assume the externals of egotism in

discussing with them, whether orally or in writing.

' You ask me to correspond occasionally with the editor of the
" Globe" on those subjects on which an Englishman, well acquainted
with your doctrines, has more to tell of what you would desire to

know than is attainable by any Frenchman. I accept your proposal.
The idea had already occurred to myself; and the honour which you
have spontaneously tendered to me, I should probably sooner or later

have solicited as a favour to myself.
' But before I commence, it is due both to myself and to those for

whom this correspondence is intended, that I should state somewhat
more fully than 1 have yet done, even to yourself individually, the

motives and views with which I undertake it. I do so the more

readily, as this is in itself no unimportant element of that knowledge
Avhich you have done me the honour to suppose that the readers of the
" Globe" may be able to derive from my letters. To a St. Simonian

who desires to know England, it cannot be indifferent to learn what
are tlie inducements which may lead an Englishman, himself no St.

Simonian, and agreeing with the St. Simonians though partially on
almost all points, entirely perhaps on none, to place himself in commu-
nication with the St. Simonian Society.

* You will imagine, perhaps, that the motive is a desire to do my
part towards what you are labouring for with so much success,

namely, to enable two nations, each of which }>ossesseS so many of
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the elements of greatness and goodness, but developed in an unequal

degree, to understand each other ;
to make them do justice mutually

to each other's merits, and acquiesce in the necessary results of those

laws of human and of external nature which have made the charac-

ters of the two nations different, and in so doing have marked out to

each of them a different vocation, and commanded each to pursue the

end of our common existence by separate, yet not ,by opposite, roads.

An arrangement which, viewing it as St. Simonians, you cannot but

regard as providential. Viewed in any way in which it can be looked

at by an enlarged intellect, and a soul aspiring to indefinite improve-
ment, it is a subject of rejoicing ;

for it furnishes the philosopher with

varied experiments on the education of the human race ; and affords

the only mode by which all the parts of our nature are enabled to

move forward at once, none of them being choked (as some must be
in every attempt to reduce all characters to a single invariable type)
by the disproportionate growth of the remainder.

* You are not wrong in supposing that I have this object deeply at

heart, and that the earnestness with which you on your part pursue
it, is not the weakest of the ties of sympathy which connect me and

you, I am sensible, moreover, that at the point of view at which

you are placed, this must be the principal source of any expectation of

good which you can entertain from my correspondence. But such is

not the only, nor even the principal, of the motives which induce me
to choose the "Globe" as a vehicle (so far as your permission ex-

tends) of many of my feelings and opinions. There is a stronger
still ; it is, that among the readers of that journal I find a public

capable of understanding those opinions, of entering into those

feelings ; and in the members of your society, a body of thinkers

and writers with whom I think it may be of use publicly to discuss

them.
*
It is not necessary for any one to remind you, that the St. Sunoni-

ans are, just now, the only association of public writers existing in

the world who systematically stir up from the foundation all the great
social questions ; even those which have been settled long ago upon
a footing which revolution has not yet completely carried away ; even
those on which the ancient doctrines, howsoever they may have
declined in their practical efficacy, have not yet ceased to be specula-

tively acknowledged by every one. You declare that all social ques-
tions must receive a new solution; and while you propound with that

view the best ideas you have, you call upon all who are capable to do
the same, and are yourselves willing to hear and desirous to under-
stand all men.

' If even in France to have done this has exposed you to the mis-

interpretation and the odium of which you are the objects, it is more

utterly impossible than you yourselves are as yet able fully to under-

stand, that any set of public writers should for a long time to come
stand up openly in England and do the like. In England there is no

scope at present for general theories
; unless, indeed, they be generali-

zations of such narrow views as make no call even upon the mostun-
pultivated mind to look beyond its own miserably contracted horizon.

* M. Michael Chevalier has frequently propounded in the "
Globe," the
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doctrine that Germany excels all nations in science and intellect, Eng-
land in industry, France (as having the most widely-spread sympathies)
in MORALITY. This was doubtless intended merely as a general indica-

tion, not to be taken literally, but with many explanations and modi-
fications ; some of which you are, I know, aware of, and I may have

opportunity of suggesting others in the course of this correspondence.
What I am now going to mention is, however, literally true, and is,

I think, the principal truth contained in M. Chevalier's remark. It

is, that the German nation is eminently speculative, the English essen-

tially practical, and the French endeavour to unite both qualities,

having an equal turn for framing general theories and for reducing
them into practice. Ae far as this goes, the palm of intellectual supe-
riority, you see, belongs to France, and not to Germany. Considered
in other points of view, I could prove that it belongs to England. In

short, I conceive it might be shown that every one of the three na-

tions possesses some intellectual and some moral qualities in a higher
state of developement than either of the two other nations

; and that

each excels in some department, even of industry; witness the wool-

lens of Saxony, and the Avell-known superiority of your country in

almost all fancy articles.
' But this is not the point I intended to enlarge upon just at present.

What I meant to say was, that if any person has ideas which he thinks

important to propound to the public of Germany, it is a positive re-

commendation to them that they are brought forward as part of a sys-
tematic theory, founded on a combined view of history, and on a

general conception of philoso])hy, literature, and the arts. This would

perfectly chime in with the tendency of the German mind. Views

very extensive, and therefore, of necessity, promising only a gradual
and distant realization, have a better chance of being listened to in

that country, than those of a narrower kind. Even in France, though
the general and systematic character of any opinions are no recorn'\

mendation to the public attention, neither are they a positive hinderance.
'

But in England they are so.

i'
' Tlie extremely prac^/a^^ character of the English people, that which

makes them, as men of business and indnstriels excel all the nations

of Europe, has also the effect of making them very inattentive to any

thing that cannot be carried instantly into practice. The English peo-

ple have never had tlieir political feelings called out by abstractions.

They have fought for particular laws, but never foi- a principle of

legislation. The doctrines of the sovereignty of the people, and thej

rights of man, never had any root in this country. The cry wasi

always for a particular change in the mode of electing members of
j

the House of Commons ;
for making an act of parliament to

meet|
some immediate exigency ; or for taking off some particular tax. Thol

English public think nobody worth listening to, excei)t in so far as heJ

tells them of something to be done, and not only that, but of something
which can be done immediatily. What is more, the only reasons thej

will generally attend to, arc those fouride;! on the specific good consej

quences to be expected from the adoi)tion of the specific proposition, i

Wlioever, therefore, wishes to produce much immediate effect
upoij

the English public, must bring forward every idea upon its own inde
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pendent grounds, and must, I was going to say, take pains to conceal

that it is connected with any ulterior views. If his readers or his audi-

ence suspected that it was part of a system, they would conclude that

his support even of the specific proposition, was not founded on any
opinion he had that it was good in itself, but solely on its being con-

nected with Utopian schemes, or at any rate with principles which

they are " not prepared" (a truly English expression) to give their

assent to.

'To you, who know that politics are an essentially progressive
science, and that none of the great questions of social organization
can receive their true answer, except by being considered in connexion
with views which ascend high into the past, and stretch far into the

future; it is scarcely necessary to point out that any person, who
thinks as you do on this point, must have much to sav, which cannot
with advantage be said, just at present, to the people of England. In

%vriting to persuade the English, one must tell them only of the next

step they have to take, keeping back all mention of any subsequent
step. Whatever we may have to propose, we must contract our rea-

soning into the most confined limits ; we must place the expediency
of the particular measure upon the narrowest grounds on which it can
rest ; and endeavour to let out no more of general truth, than exactly
as much as is absolutely indispensable to make out our particular con-

clusion.
' Now, as the people of England will be treated in this manner,

they must : and those who write for them, must write in the manner
best calculated to make an impression upon their minds. When,
therefore, I see, that parliament ought to enact a certain law to-day or

to-morrow, and that it is my duty to exert myself for that purpose, I

will state to the English people ^^
such immediate advantages as ap-

pear to me likely to result from the measure :
—but when I Avish to

carry discussion into the field of science and philosophy, to state any
general principles of politics, or propound doubts tending to put other

people upon stating general principles for my instruction, I must go
where I find readers capable of understanding and relishing such

inquiries, and writers capable of taking part in them.
'

I come to you as litterateurs and artists come to Em'ope from that

country of pure industrialism^ the United States of America ; be-

cause there is no call in their own country for the kind of labour

which is their vocation. I conceive that, in political philosophy, the

initiative belongs to France at this moment ; not so much fropi the

number of truths which have yet been practically arrived at, but

rather from the far more elevated terrain on which the discussion is

engaged ; a terrain from which England is still separated by the

whole interval which lies between 1789 and 1832. Every one, there-

fore, who can contribute any thing towards the elaboration of political

principles, should carry his ideas, such as they are, to France, and if

o France, to none rather than to you, who are in so manv respects
the furthest advanced of all persons in France at the present moment,

*
I have yet another reason for placing myself in communication with

the readers of the " Globe." Englishman as I am, I understand them
better than I do almost any class of my own countrymen. The cause
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is, tliat you have determinate views on all the subjects most inter-

esting to mankind ; and you keep none of these back, but state them
to the public on every fitting occasion. In England, on the contrary,
whatever may be a man's opinions, he never brings any of them
before the general public, except those which are naturally suggested
by the topics of the day ; the rest he keeps to himself, or reserves for

philosophical works. You can never tell what sort of persons those

are who read the "Times," or the "
Morning Chronicle," or the "Edin-

burgh Review," or the "
Quarterly Review;" except that you can in

some measure guess whether they are Tories, Whigs, or Radicals
;

even in this, your guess is often wrong, and at the best, how little

this discloses of all that constitutes a man's real belief (if he have

any) or the real furniture of his mind, no one knows better than

yourselves. But whoever reads " Le Globe," tells you by that alone,

an immense deal of his character and modes of thinking. And I, who
have long read it assiduously, as well as almost every other publica-
tion which has proceeded from yonv society, may say that I now know
the opinions of the St. Simonians, understand their language, desire

to hear more of it on all subjects, and know in what manner my own
ideas must be expressed, to find readiest access to their minds. I

cannot say so much of any body of English readers, to whom I could

address myself.
*To these reasons for corresponding with you, permit me to add one,

which needed not to be backed by any others in order to render it

sufficient;—the high admiration which it is impossible for me not to

entertain for you, your purposes, and your proceedings. When I see

men doing all that the St. Simonians do, and sacrificing all that they
sacrifice, for a doctrine which has as much truth in it as theirs has,
and which, though I am unable to adopt it, must, in my opinion, do

infinitely more good by its good, than it can do evil by its evil ;
when

I see this, it is enough for me that such men think I can be of any
use to them, to induce me eagerly to obey their call, as far as is con-

sistent with what I owe to my own views of truth, and to the superior
claims of my own country ujjon my labours and sacrifices.

' This seems to be fully as suitable a termination to my letter as

any formule of politeness, and with this, therefore, I will for the

present conclude.'

Rammohi;n Roy.—The Editor has, in .another cfiiiacity, expressed his foelings on

the decease of this ilhistiioiis man. lit? has reason to Iiojie for materials which

will enable him to insert, in an early Nunilier of the Jiepository, a more complete
and authentic account of the Hindoo relunncr than has yet appuured.

The Notices of New Publications are necessarily postponed.
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CHURCH REFORM, CONSIDERED AS A NATIONAL AND NOT A
SECTARIAN QUESTION.

It seems doubtful whether Ministers seriously intend to do, or

attempt to do, any thing with the Church. The monition to the

Bishops to * set their houses in order,"" is passing away Uke a

hrutum fulmen. The big beginning and Httle ending of the at-

tempt on the Irish branch of the Establishment was a bad omen.
It disheartened all who had great expectations from the ' Reform

Ministry and Reform Parliament,' and mightily encouraged the

legislatorial mercenaries of existing abuses. Ministers evidently
had the Irish Church upon their hands because they could not

help it, and were very glad to be well rid of it. They will be in

no hurry to meddle with the English Church. But they may again
find that there is no avoiding the question. Something must be

done, and that at no very distant period. The public mind has

got hold of the subject, and will not easily^ let it go. Some bits

and fragments of a reformation the people happen to have in their

own hands. AV^ierever there are open vestries the church rates

have been assailed, sometimes on the ground of wasteful expendi-
ture, but frequently on the broad principle of not compelling one
man to pay for the religion of another. In not a few instances

the rate has been either materially reduced, or refused altogether.
This warfare, once commenced, is likely to continue until, where-
ever the parishioners have a voice in the matter, those who fre-

quent the churches will have to bear the outgoings which are need
ful for their own religious services. But the rate is a very small

portion of the public grievance, as is its removal of the reform

which is required. AVe mention it only as a symptom of the

state of men's minds, and of an inevitable tendency towards a

great change in our ecclesiastical affairs. We look forward to

that change with deep anxiety. One of two things seems not

unlikely to happen, either of which is to be deprecated. ^Ve fear,

on the one hand, lest some partial and sham reform should take

place which would leave the Church stronger even than it is at

present for all those sinister purposes to which it has been subser-

vient
; and, on the other hand, lest a sudden subversion of the

Establishment should cast its treasures, like the cargo of a

wrecked vessel, on shore, to be utterly wasted, or to become the

prey of any plunderers who may be favourably situated for seizing
the spoil. Almost as much as we dread the refitting and furbish-

ing of this enormous aristocratical and anti-reforming engine, do
we dread the utter loss to the community of resources which may
be rendered productive of incalculable good to the entire popula-
tion. These are the Scylla and Charybdis between which we have
to steer. As the subject will probably occupy considerable space
in our next volume, it may not be amiss to close the present year
No. 84. 3 M
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with a brief statement of our general views of Church Reform,
considered as a national and not a sectarian question.
The Established Church has signally failed of accomplishing its

professed objects.
The only tolerable defence of an Establishment that we have

ever met with, rests on the allegation of its being a system of reli-

gious and moral instruction. Much has been said of the deplor-
able state of ignorance, impiety, and vice, into which a nation

would be plunged if it were destitute of, or should lose, the bless-

ing of an EstabHshed Church. Now this is
'

all theory and specu-
lation/ as the anti-reformers say. Indeed we, practical persons,

may go a ste}) further, and point ^vestward across the Atlantic.—
Nowhere in tlie world does religion thrive more than in America.

True, we shall be told that America is no rule for us, because

America is a republic. As the same reasoners, however, hold that

republicanism is a demoralizing principle, if not absolutely Athe-

istic, we contend that our argument (as against them) is strength-
ened by this fact, and that, dforilori, religion must flourish under
the British constitution, were there no Established Church. But
the question of success or failure in the professed objects of that

Church, is a {)lain question of fact, and very easily decided. What
has the Church done, as the spiritual instructor of the nation P

In the first place, it has driven about half the population out of

its own tem|)les into those of Dissent. Certainly a majority of

the nation does not attend the established worship. We believe

it also to be true, that a majority of those who attend any worship
at all habitually, may be found every Sunday at chapel. Then,

again, a much larger proportion of the one than of the other are

mere formalists
; persons who bring their bodies to a place of

Avorship, but who, if they have any souls at all, leave them in

their workshops or counting-houses, or at any rate take no concern

about them ; who feel no interest in the service at which they
assist, and assist in no other way than by occupying twenty inches

of pew during twenty minutes of sermon, and twice or thrice as

much of liturgy and psalm. The various religious associations are

gauges of the zeal of sects and f)artics. Accounts are published

annually of the money subscribed to these societies. They de-

monstrate the Church to be far behind the Dissenters in zeal.

Now, (or a National Institution, a majority of the j)opulation not

attending its teachings, Jind the minority which does attend com-

paratively luiinterested and inert, is wiiat we call a failure. What
else should it be called ?

The gradation of dignity in the Church has been celebrated for

providing moral guides to take charge of all ranks of society.

And which class of tlu; community has chosen to play with it at

this game of follow my leader ? The middle ranks constitute the

main hody of Dissent. 'i'he Independents and Methodists in

Kngland, like the Catholic priesthood of Ireland, siiow how the
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poor may be led
;
and by contrast, how the Church does not lead

them. Here again is failure. In the aristocracy there is no com-

petition. For the very superior religion and morality to be found

in that quarter, the Church may take credit. The remarkable

piety of the peerage shall be posted to its account. There is a

third order in the state yet to be mentioned. For as the human
race has been divide<l into men, women, and fools, so may the

nation be distributed into the rich, the poor, and the thinkers.

For the last class an Establishment has been deemed especially

necessary, inasmuch as it provides ample means and ample re-

wards for the production of learned bool^s by learned men to put
down the heresy and infidelity which is reckoned the besetting sin

of the aforesaid thinkers. And hew does this scheme turn out ?

Whose works are still the storehouse for replies to Deistical objec-
tions ? Those of Leland, the Irish Presbyterian. Whose the

most ample and authentic collection of the external testimonies to

the Christian Scriptures? That of Lardner, the English Presby-
terian. Whose the most impressive statements of the internal

evidences? Those of Chalmers, the Scotch Presbyterian, and of

Channing, the American Lnitarian. The standard critical work
on the New Testament is that of Michaelis the German. We give

Bishop Marsh credit for its translation. Even for the best modern
defences of its great doctrines of the Godhead of Christ and the

atonement, the English Church has to go out of its own bounda-

ries; and if the one be furnished by Magee, the Irish Bishop, for

the other it is indebted to Dr. Pye Smith, an English Indepen-
dent. This is only a specimen of the case which might be made
out against the Church of many endowments and high pretensions.

Many wise and good men, no doubt, have been educated in its

seminaries, and have adorned its communion. Many and many
thousands of different classes of the people have, no doubt, in each

successive generation, found strength and consolation in its devo-

tional offices. We have no desire to detract one atom from the

amount of its good deeds and influences. But whatever that

amount, it cannot destroy the facts just alleged, and which facts

constitute failure in an institution claiming to be national.

Besides failing of the good, for the production of which it is

avowedly established, the Church is in many ways the cause of

public evils.

It has always strenuously supported despotic principles and
measures. Every tyrannical monarch and tyrannical minister has
had its hosts at his back to support his warfare upon the liberties

of his country. The solitary exception is only an apparent one.

The Church would have supported James the Second, but for the

conviction that James the Second would not have supported the

Church. There was no love of liberty, either civil or religious, in

the part it took in the Revolution of 168S. Loud was the boast,
not long before, of its singularity in the glorious work of preaching

3M2
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the doctrines of passive obedience and non-resistance. Through--
out the oppression, taxation, and carnage of the ministry of

William Pitt the clergy harnessed themselves to his car, and

dragged him along triumphantly. Every body knows that they
are still the same. The Reform Act put the final seal upon their

character, and their doom.
The Church keeps up a spirit of intolerant sectarianism. It is

itself an exclusive and anathematizing sect. It sets the example
of threatening damnation for differences of opinion. The Puritans

were worried by the most arbitrary and useless requisitions of

conformity. The Act of Uniformity was a notable instance of

sectarian despotism. Then came the Corporation and Test Acts,
and a series of vmrelenting persecutions. The sectarianism of.

Dissenters is, to a considerable extent, only a reaction of the

established sectarianism. The manoeuverings of the great brigade
of bigotry occasion the corresponding movements of the hostile

regiments ;
and so the country is distracted with the conflicts of

sects.

Although only a portion of the tithe falls upon the public, and
that portion might be removed to the right shoulders by a com-

mutation, yet the total amount of taxation, direct and indirect, on
behalf of the Church, makes itself pretty well felt amid the pres-
sure of our fiscal burdens.

Libraries, institutes, schools, almost every device for enlighten-

ing the people, has either had to encounter the direct hostility of

the clergy, {as a body) or been
cri[)[)led

and perverted by their

insidious friendship.
The Church and the aristocracy play into one another's hands.

The third in the game is sure to be pigeoned. The mutual ad-

vantages of an alliance between the ecclesiastical monopoly and
the tax-levying influence are very obvious. The evil has not been

confined to the pocket ;
it has been over the mind. There has

been a diligent fostering of useful prejudices. Useful to whom ?

The third in the game is finding that out.

This failure and these evils are not accidental; they are owing
to inherent defects in the constitution of the Established Church.

Almost all the i)lans of Church leform which we have seen are

very inefficient, because they do not go to the root of the evil;

they do not touch the sectarian character of the Church, its sinis-

ter interest as a close corporation, its connexion with the aristo-

cracy as distinguished from the commimity, and its essential in-

adequacy, as a system of instruction, to meet the wants of the

j)resent age. So long as these remain, there can be nothing

deserving the name of reform; nothing from which the nation can

derive material benefit, although it may perhaps sustain injury.

Enforcing residence more strictly, so that, instead of fewer than

half the clergy living in their parishes, two-thirds perhaps might
do so

J taking a few thousands per annum from the episcopal
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revenues and distributing them among the curates and poorer in-

cumbents
; removingtheoffensiveness of tithe and direct taxation :—

what would such alterations as these signify, or who cares much
about them^, save those who think a tub may divert the whale ?

The probe must go deeper, however much the patient may wince.

What is called Church Property is a public trust for the spiri-
tual culture of the entire population.
We except from this category all private donations and bequests

bestowed since the existence of dissent was legally recognised by
the passing of the Toleration Act. From that time the donors

may have regarded the Established Church as a sect and not as

the nation. They may have wished to endow it for qualities which

distinguished it from other sects. The exception relates, we ap-

prehend, to a very trifling portion of the funds in question. Up
to that period, with the exception of the times of the Common-
wealth, the Church was, in the eye of the law, the sole and uni-

versal source of religious and moral instruction to the community.
Whatever treasures it inherited or acquired, were inherited or

acquired by it in that character, which character it has ceased to

retain, either in law, or in public opinion.
The series of enactments on behalf of Dissenters, which com-

menced with the Toleration Act and ended with the repeal of the

Test and Corporation Acts, have reduced the Church to the legal

position of a privileged sect amongst a number of equally recog-
nised sects, each of which may thus claim to have a portion, vary-

ing in size, perhaps, of the once seamless robe of the national

instructor. Legislation must retrace its steps to the Revolution,

(meeting another revolution on the road,) in order to renew the

sole claim of the Church to the funds which were assigned for the

spiritual culture of the entire population. And if this were done,
which is utterly impossible, the damning flaw in the title would
still remain,—the failure, the complete and disgraceful failure of
the Church to fulfil the requisite condition of actually instructing
the people.

Tithes and other ecclesiastical endowments are in this predica-
ment

;
a choice must be made between the form and the spirit of

the original investiture. If we adhere to the form, the Church of

England must forthwith hand over all its funds to the Roman
Catholic hierarchy ;

if we adhere to the spirit, the Church of

England must prepare to submit, as the Church of Rome was

compelled to submit before it, to such arrangements as the Go-
vernment, or now we would rather say the people, acting by their

legal organs, shall deem best fitted for the advancement of sound

morality and pure religion. It is to the formation of such arrano-e-

ments that the best attention of all friends of their country should
be promptly and strenuously directed.

Of what ' means and appliances' does the great mass of the

community stand in need, in order to its being trained to wisdom,
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goodness, and happiness ? The answer to this question will

define the objects to be aimed at in a new and better reformation.

There should be the entire repeal of all taxation for the peculiar

advantage of any particular sect
; and all sectarian privilege

should either be abolished, or be extended into a common
advantage.

Church rates, tithes, so far as they fall upon the consumer,

grants of public money for churches to be only used by one sect,

are all unjust and odious imposts, which provide some people
with the apparatus of religion at other people's expense. How
Christians can say their prayers, and sing their psalms, and partake
of their sacrament, knowing that the hassock on which they kneel,
and the organ to which they sing, and the bread and wine by
which they commemorate their Saviour, are paid for by money
which the strong hand of power extorts from the pockets of

reluctant Nonconformists, passes our comprehension. They are

used to it, or have not thought about it, and so it does not shock

them. This system clearly ought to stop. Moreover, as it would

obviously be inexpedient for a portion of the clergy of all reli-

gious denominations to be ex officio legislators, we see not how it

can be for the good of the entire community that those of any
one sect should. The conduct of the Bishops in parliament is one
cause of the downfal of the Church in public opinion. There
can be no shadow of excuse for their continuance in the legis-
lature (unless by election) after the decision of the people has

been constitutionally ratified that the sect which they represent
has failed of the national purposes which it was intrusted with

the endowments to accomplish.
If the episcopal clergy can frame services of public worship so

comprehensive as that the entire population will join in them, the

churches would be the proper places for such worship. If this

cannot be done, as all have an equal right to the use of those

buildings, they being national, it would be desirable for them to

be occupied in succession by all who claimed such accommoda-
tion. The difficulty arising from the multiplicity of sects would

be very much lightened by the adoption of simple, comprehensive,
and scriptural forms of worship. We see not why even those

who use no form of social worship might not have them in turn,

for such moral lecturing as they may think conducive to their

own edification.

It would be easy to have divine worship performed on every

Sunday in every church, according to some three or four modes,
one or other of which would satisfy any devout Christian. Persons

with creeds so exclusive, or consciences so cranky, or chapels so

convenient, as to determine them to stick to their own temples in

preference to the church, might be exempted from a.ssisting to

keep the one building in repair on showing that they paid for the

other. The repairing expense of places of worship for the whole
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population would thus be pretty well equalized. The remune-
ration (if it were necessary to pay for praying) of the leaders of

the devotions, that of organists or singers, and any costly cere-

monies, should be provided for by each class of worshippers

separately.
Thus far, then, the way is clear. The zeal of our ancestors

enables the government to guarantee (subject to the cost of

repairs only) to the people the use of appropriate buildings, in

which each may worship according to the dictates of his con-

science; leaving him untaxed if liis conscience or his convenience

require an exclusive consecration for his place of worship.

Beyond this point, the present state of opinion prevents the

application of the national funds for spiritual culture to the pur-

poses of religious ceremony, because beyond this point the sects

diverge so rapidly and widely that comprehension is impossible,
and selection would be a mischievous partiality. Let them alone,

then
;
the episcopal church as well as the other churches. They

will best settle all the rest for themselves, and by themselves ;

and as they should only be allowed to tax themselves, the Govern-

ment would have no further concern about them but to make
them keep the peace with one another.

But much more than this would the nation have a right to

expect at the hands of an enlightened government, possessing
immense funds, independent of taxation, devoted to the spiritual

culture of the community.
All claims of individuals upon those funds should be honour-

ably and liberally discharged. There should be no turning adrift

to starve those whose prospects in life rested upon an implied

compact with the State. To be as useful as they were able to

be, in a new system, might be fairly recjuired, and ought to be

required, of those who have hitherto been the State clergy. The

public has a right to their services ; it has also, under existing

circumstances, the obligation of their support. On this account

it is necessary, as on many accounts it is desirable, that the

reformation should be gradual.
The apparatus for that universal spiritual culture which should

be the object of a new reformation would consist of the following

particulars :—
1. Buildings to be freely used for public worship by all accord-

ing to the dictates of their consciences.

2. Schools for the moral training of infants, from two to seven

years of age.
3. Schools for boys and girls,

from seven to fourteen years of

age. These, as well as the infant schools, should be in sufficient

number, and properly distributed, for the accommodation of the

whole juvenile population. The latter should include schools of

industry. Attendance, as in Prussia, compulsory, unless it could
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be shown that by its parents, or private teachers employed by
them, the child was efficiently instructed.

4. Universities for youth in all large towns, open to both sexes,
and in the hours of attendance, and other arrangements, regard
had to the convenience of those whose time is occupied in their

needful avocations.

5. Colleges for the cultivation of the higher branches of learn-

ing, and for producing a succession of professors and teachers

(not to the exclusion of those who should otherwise qualify them-

selves) to superintend the various establishments above described.

6. Assistance in the formation of museums, libraries, exhi-

bitions, scientific institutions, theatres, and similar means for pro-

moting adult instruction, and the popular cultivation of sound

knowledge and refined taste,

7. Public provision for the support of men of learning, genius,
or science, who engage in literary or artistical undertakings,
which although unproductive of pecuniary profit to themselves,
or to a very meagre extent, are yet of great moment to the in-

struction, happiness, and progress of society.
Of the various appointments involved in this scheme, those of

the masters of schools should be made directly by the inhabitants

of the district, or with only the intervention of a committee, ac-

cording to the project of Mr. Roebuck in his masterly speech on
national education. In the professorships, a more careful filtering

might be necessary in order to secure competent judges of the

qualifications of candidates, but still popular influence should

pervade the whole
;

this would be essential to its vitality.
We believe that for this magnificent apparatus of public utility

and national instruction, for this plan of spiritual culture of the

entire population, the funds assigned to that end by our fore-

fathers would be amply sufiicient. No taxation would be ne-

cessary. Nay, there would be the remission of all that taxation

which is now levied on the members of many sects for the benefit

of one sect. Deducting Easter dues and offerings, church rates,

and simihir impositions, the national instruction fund, now in the

possession of the great ecclesiastical corporation, has been shown

by Mr. Wade, one of the most diligent and accurate of calcu-

lators, to be j)robably undervalued at eight millions sterling per
annum. Now much may be done with eight millions sterling !

And when it is borne in mind that the colleges, universities, insti-

tutes, &c. might, while necessary, support themselves by the

vohnitary payments of students; that the chief cost would be of

the district schools
;
and that the plan would come gradually into

O[)eration as the incumbents died off, so that there would be a

lively interest in its progress and the excitement of public exertion

for its promotion ;
there can be no reasonable doubt, without going

Mito detailed calculations, that the resources would be abundant.
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And if not, we should feel disposed to cut the
difficulty short by

saying that the nation would cheerfully tax itself to supply the

deficiency.
Some people may fear that such a change would leave the

country destitute of religion ; they are very much mistaken.

Religion would flourish far more than it does at present. A hard

blow would be given to the spirit of sectarianism, the demarca-
tions of theological party might become less distinct, many springs
of bitterness would be dried up ; but these effects are decidedly
favourable to pure religion. The Dissenters (as they yet are)
would be in a position to exercise a wider and better moral in-

fluence over the community; and the Episcopal Church would
be renovated in its spiritual life. Its bishops would be more

apostolical, and might become loved and venerated, as they are

in America. The voluntary support of their flocks would

strengthen the hands of their pious ministers. No doubt after

the death of the present State-supported incumbents, very many
of the church congregations would hold together, and keep up the

ministry, faith, and order, to which they had been accustomed.
There would be plenty of preaching so long as preaching should
be found or be thought productive of religion and morality. And
moreover, the facilities for sustaining a worship properly national

would be greater than they are at present. The country would
not become less devout in becoming more enlightened.
We have but very imperfectly developed our ideas on this great

subject. Our design is only to present a brief summary or out-

line. To different portions of it we shall have occasion to recur

again and again. We do not affect to anticipate the adoption of

our views. There are too many interests, too many prejudices,
too many compromises, too many apprehensions in the way.
But it is something to show that there ought to be, and must be,

a change. It is something to warn against the fraud upon the

public, which may probably be attempted, of patching up a

thoroughly corrupt and rotten system. It is something to indicate

the principles of that new reformation for which England 'groaneth
and travftileth in pain,' and by the adoption of which alone can
Church reform be national regeneration. Those princi])les are

The Universal Right of Private Judgment,
and
The Public Obligation of Universal Instruction.

TALES OF THE ENGLISH.*
' Theuk is a soul of goodness in things evil.' No writer that

we know of has a stronger feeling of this trutii than Emily Taylor.
It seems to be thoroughly wrought into her character. It per-

* ' Tales of the English.' William de Albini of Buckenham Castle. By Emily
Taylor, author of ' Tales of the Saxons,' &c. Darton and Harvey. 1833.
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vades all her compositions^ whether they be long or short, poetry
or prose, narrative or didactic

;
she seldom writes any thing in

which its influence is not traceable. She has as keen an eye for

virtue, or that which may become so, as the policeman has for a
thief. She will ferret out something good in the darkest den, or

on the dreariest moor. She has an instinct for it. However
latent in the object, a sense of its presence is sure to come over

her. And then how she delights to elicit, and develope, and
describe it

; cherishing it all the more for the bad company in

which it was found. The quick and strong perception by the

individual, of something the presence of which others do not

a[)prehend, is frequently the result of an aversion. In her it is a

sympathy. She institutes no search, she starts no chase for her

own gratification, she seeks no display of ingenuity ;
but wherever

the good exists, an elective affinity between it and the tendencies

of her own moral constitution immediately manifests itself This

peculiarity seems to us an honourable and a beautiful one in

itself, and one which should operate as a recommendation of her

writings. It should do so the more strongly, as she often writes

for the young; and those of her works which were not especially
intended for them, are still admirably calculated to engage their

attention, and advance their improvement. Few better things can
be desired for them than a similar love of goodness, and a similar

promj)tness and universality in the perception of its existence.

The times in which we live are too antagonistic for the uninter-

rupted enjoyment of either natural or moral beauty; we are too

apt, like old soldiers, to look at hill and valley with a military eye,
and to be marking out imaginary redoubts, till we neither see the

beauty of the forms which are before our eyes, nor smell the

sweetness of the fragrance which is floating in the atmosphere
arountl us. We are fighting for good rather than enjoying it;

and they deserve thanks who keep alive through the conflict the

capacity for pleasure, which might else wither before the attain-

ment of the possession.
And Miss Taylor is right; she has the truth with her; the

good which she perceives really is in man and in nature : it is

scattered abroad over the world, and ought not to be heedlessly

trampled under foot. She does not create, she only discovers.

1'he eyes of Gertrude were said ' to love whate'er they looked

upon.' That was by reflection. Her own overflowing love was
sent back to her from any and every object on which it fell. It

was only her own quality that she seemed to perceive inherent in

all things else as their attribute. But Miss Taylor has a difierent

species of [)erception from this. It is not that she loves what she

sees in every thing, but she sees what she loves in every thing.
It is, as we said, a sympathy between the world within and that

without, and not a reflection merely of the world within back
from tiie world without. Her moral sense is too pure and fine to
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be imposed upon by her benevolence ;
and she never palters with

herself. She employs no effort to make out a case, to get up a

pleasant picture. It is because she has first felt the good herself,

that she so simply and naturally, often so beautifully and per-

suasively, points it out to others.

The desirableness of cultivating this disposition is very obvious,
and therefore it is that Miss Taylor's Avritings have our warm
recommendation. They are not the less efficient means for that

purpose, from her not formally proposing it as an object, or perhaps
not being always herself conscious of the tendency. The charm
and the utility are not in what she intends to do, or in what she

actually does, but in what, as an author, she is. The spirit which
animates her writings is a moral influence to which the young
cannot be too extensively subjected ; yet in these our troublous

and conflicting days, we cannot let our commendation go without

a caution.

The perception of good must not be allowed to cripple the

energy which is required for the destruction of evil. Our ready
recognition of the ' one virtue' of some royal or political corsair

should not make us forget or less strongly feel the fact, that it is

linked with ' a thousand crimes.' Nor should it make us less feel

that his victims have probably a larger proportion of virtue, or

that whatever the proportions may be, rapine and cruelty should

not be perpetrated if we can help it. It is good to be sensible of

the poetical and moral associations, which mantle like ivy over old

abbey or castle walls, but that sensibility should not enfeeble the

higher and holier though sterner impulse which prompts to the

assault of time-hallowed piles, and, if needful, their total demo-
lition when they have become fortresses of ignorance, resorts of

reptiles, or dens of banditti. It would have been a weak reason

for not routing the royal array, that the tyrant had a Falkland in

his camp. And there is another way in which this disposition to

delight in the beauty that sojourns amid deformity, tends to

enervate the power of active usefulness to mankind. It is natu-

rally accompanied with a strong perception of the converse of the

proposition. It detects the evil that lurks amid things good, and
is apt to be disproportionately repelled by that

; repelled even by
its strong sense of the moral loveliness with which such evil is com-

mingled. Thus many pure and devout persons so grieved at the

violence of the reformer Luther, that they almost or entirely sank
back into the bosom of poper)', where they knew there had been
and was so much of true religion amid all its errors

;
and rather

retarded than accelerated that most essential work of reformation
which perhaps a less violent leader would have failed to accom-

plish.
' Woe unto you, hypocrites,' is not less gospel than '

Come,
ye blessed.' They are different portions of the glad tidings to

humanity, of which the one must be read through, to come at

the other.
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We are not imputing to Miss Taylor these undesirable but not

unnatural adjuncts to her own true and lovely principle. We do
not blame her for finding out, in the tale before us, so much of

wisdom, gentleness, and goodness among Norman barons, Saxon
churls, and Romish priests of the twelfth century ; yet the picture
would have been not only more historically just but more efficient

had the shadows been thrown in with a bolder hand. We are so

grateful to her for having discovered (and she can plead history
for most of it) so much moral worth in that turbulent period, that

we can only say to her and her personages,
* indeed you are too

good.' We want a little of the then abounding villainy for a

relief; it would make the virtue stand out. But it is enough,
perhaps, for our author to go steadily on, without modifications or

qualifications, in that peculiar, beautiful, and useful work for

which she is constituted. The present volume is well entitled to

a continuance of the approval which we bestowed on its prede-

cessor, the 'Tales of the Saxons.' This, and every thing which

Miss Taylor writes, should be in every juvenile library. We see

no occasion for minute criticism upon it; it is enough to say, that

the narrative and characters are exemplifications, level to a child's

capacity, of that peculiarity which it has been our object to

indicate. Other exemplifications, adapted to mature minds, cul-

tivated taste, and moral feeling, may be found in Miss Taylor's

poetical productions. Many of these are scattered about in the

annuals, and other periodical publications. They would make,
if collected, a volume which few could read without being the

better for it.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF PEL. VERJUICE.

CHAPTER VI.

A LIGHT veil of mist rose from the sea, and curled over the adja-

cent rocks and verdure, as we rolled along on the graceful swell

of the Athuitic billows, urged by the western wind, on a morning
in July, 1807; and as the sun veered from his eastern rising to-

wards the south, the duskiness, in Avhich the brows of earth and

the breast of the billows were enfolded, swept gradually off, and

left each, all objects in distinctness of form, varying in their

sha{)e and position, as the ship advanced on, rested by, or

receded from them. There was on board, a quietness and order,

which struck me as in singular contrast with the usual noisy

bustle of trimming sails
;
the orders were given in a subdued

tone, and the sailors spoke in whis})crs: even the bidding to me,

to '

clap on there,' was uttered as if there was a caution against

disturbing some one, or something, with too loud a voice : and

the ragged, wild, inhumanized group, which stood on the fore-

castle, in their visit to the air from their foul abode, turned from
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their gaze on the land, and the now opening Plymouth Sound,
and glanced at each other in silence. The customary hallooing,

cursing, and swearing, had sunk into murmurs, broken by a soli-

tary harsh laugh, down in the den of the captives. Theirs,

probably, was that feeling of suspense, which, on looking forward

to a certainty of change of condition, is yet uncertain what may
be the character of that change; the thoughts roam among
doubts and probabilities, and create that nervous irritability, in

which mind holds converse with itself alone. They all seemed to

be soliloquizing on the future. Could the reckless and desperate

among them be moved by thinking of the future ? Ay, reader,

for that future was an English man-of-war. With the otlicers and
crew of the ship, the cause of this orderly quietness was ditferent

;

they were entering a royal seaport ; advancing among strictly

disciplined ships of war; superior eyes were observing the lieu-

tenant of the Friendship, and his discipline, and in deferential

respect we, that is theif, bowed, or seemed to bow, as they ap-

proached the gaze of the great ones. I know that my senses

were highly excited, ay, and deeply stirred
; mine was the vague

and benumbing feeling, that, in a few hours, the die would be

thrown, which should decide whether 1 should be freed from, or

plunged inextricably in, the degradation which I so much
dreaded. Thus did chilling apprehension and glowing hope
mingle with that rapture and delight in which I fastened my eyes
on the scene

;
the eastern side of Plymouth Sound, its rocks,

cliffs, verdure and cottages, as we rounded the Mewstone
;
the

sudden spreading, continuing beauty of the view, thrilled through
every nerve : the rolling swell of the billows now subsided into

an even rippling ; laugh after laugh curled in orderly race along
the shining water; scattered on the face of which were tall huge

ships, and further down, in the many inlets and harbours, a

thousand masts shooting up among, between, and above the

rocks and houses
;

then the black-toothed batteries, citadel,

soldiers' barracks, and magazines ;
Drake's Island, leaving 0[)en

a glimpse into Hamoaze, with the mastless masses of black and

chequered hulks, sleeping on the smooth water; then the pro-

jecting points of Mount Edgecunibe Park, carpeted with smooth

verdure, and streaked and dotted with noble woods, looking like

solid masses of emerald cut into fretwork. The glorious sun,

blazing on the scene, threw its flashes of magnificence over love

and beauty
—crowded buildings struck one point of the view,

and here and there, on some green and flowery slope, the villa

stood blandly courting the gaze upon itself; or the whitewashed

cottage, nestled under a cliff, and sitting by a patch of green-
swai'd, spoke beguilingly of peace and contented comfort

; and
the receding and distant hills, variegated with many h;)es, and

swept with alternations of light and shade—old du^ky Dartmoor

solemnly reposing above and behind the wonders and beauties
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at his foot. I had never beheld such a reality. I had fancied,

I had dreamed more splendid and lovely visions. But I have

not looked at the crowning beauty of that morning's gaze. We
descended deeper into the Sound, and the curtaining hills gra-

dually drew aside, opening more and more, till Cawsand bay
completed the eye's delighted range, and rivetted every sense of

feeling and thought on what lay there. Sweeping round in a

most graceful bend, and lipping the sandy and shingly beach, the

water sparkled, reflecting the ten thousand gems of beauty which

smiled on its borders, and slept, or seemed to sleep, in their own

shadows, which had laid their foundations in the translucent

bosom of the liquid mirror: a molten crystal. And the gradu-

ally rising amphitheatre of meadow, upland, and hill and grove
—

here, and again, picturesque abruptnesses of rock, or an undula-

tion, based by the clustered dwellings of the town, drawn out at

each extremity in a diminishing line of cottages. Boats lying on

the beach, others dancing under the fishermen's oars, and two or

three ships, whose elegance of mould and slim tapering masts

transmuted the objects of my admiration in Liverpool docks, into

clumsy, dingy, heavy conglomerations of deformity. But there

was one which sat enthroned upon the glistening surface of the

mirror, the Queen of magnificence and beauty! What a wonder
of creation did she appear to me ! The most delicate and ex-

quisite work of hands which I had ever seen, in imitation of a

ship, was enshrined in a glass case
;
a corvette, built of ivory and

ebony, and tackled with silken cordage. Smooth, brilliant,

speckless, a thing so beautiful in form, so graceful in position, so

admirably proportioned, so elegantly neat in finish, that I almost

loved it, as if it had been some creature of life, endowed with a

soul. But here was one which with her vastness of size, her

admeasurement of more than two thousand tons, her three tiers

of ports, her hundred and twenty guns, which could rain forth

a deluge of destruction and death by three thousand three hun-

dred pounds weight of iron, in tremendous thunder; and lodging
within her bowels one thousand men, with the immense thickness

and strength of her lower masts, and extended yards and upward
towering topmasts, with her tons on tons of cables and cordage,
exhibited all the elegance of form, neatness of decoration, nice

accuracy of arrangement, the whole compact, fitted utility and

beauty, even more perfectly than that wondrous thing of twelve

inches length, on which 1 had looked with so much admi-

ration ! A fairy's fingers, working on gossamer and pearl,

would not have turned out of hand a thing of more faultless

order and delicacy. Chequered
—but stainless, the mighty gor-

geousness sat—motionless—not a sound stirred within her, not a

sound or sign of life, save the voiceless sweej)ing in the breeze

of the stalely banner, and the fluttering of the high, sky-dancing

pendant—there she sat, gazing and musing on the image of her
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majesty, which reflected worship up to her on her throne; re-

ceiving proudly as her due, as if she asked it not, the homage of

earth, sea, and sky. How invitingly beautiful I thought her

then ! Reader, she was a hell afloat ! After gazing on her with

such wonder and rapture, I felt a dread, as a whispered allusion

was made to one ship which was lying in the Sound
; a dirty

looking, unfinished, straggling
—

-frigate they denominated her; her

dingy yellow sides were streaked with seams of pitch ;
—and they

called her the finest ship of all that were lying there. * What
taste,' thought I

; they spoke also of the '

good luck
'

of those

who might be shipped on board of her, as she was yet unmanned,
or short of her complement. I devoutly hoped, happen what

might, that would not be the ship to which 1 should be drafted,

though she had, as I found, the reputation of being a flier.

These meditations were broken by our now near approach to the

rocks and houses, in passing through the Devils Bridge ;
on each

side of which people on the firm shore stood to look at us
;
and

sadness sunk deep as I felt they were enjoying privileges and

blessings from which I was cut off; they were at liberty to go
where they would, to tread the grass and pluck the flowers ; I

seemed sunk beneath the common lot of humanity ; though men
were around me, from them I was as much an exile as they
were from other men : compelled thoughts of the present blocked

up all gaze into the future : and we anchored within two or

three hundred yards of an enormous mountain-mass of timber,
that I heard spoken of as the Salvador

;
and another black look-

ing thing, with which I made acquaintance an hour afterwards.

Order came on board for the cargo of live lumber to be shifted

to the Razzyloo, and I soon found myself herded with the mise-

rable mass which the Tender Friendship vomited forth from her

foul and pestilent caverns. I—the scoff" and derision, now, of
that filthy heap of animation. The Resolu, or as my companions
preferred to name her, the Kazzyloo, was a human washing-tub,
on a grand scale. To her we were carried for the purpose of

purification and fumigation
—

washing, scrubbing and scraping
—

previous to being driven into the great fold—the Guardo—the

reservoir—the receiving-ship
— Salvador del Mundo—thence to

be sent to the difi'erent markets—or rather, as we were already
sold, slaughter-houses. And as I mounted the sides of the

great wash-tub, I was struck with the dry-heartedness of hope-
less misery. Now we were called over by name, and ordered to
' toe a line

'

on the quarter-deck, and such an assemblage as we
were ! for an hour we stood affording to the different knots of

gazers right hearty merriment, and '

pah'ings' of disgust. Some
of their jests were odd enough, and as new to my ears as they
seemed mirthful and witty to them

; for they showed their ap-
preciation ofthem by chorusses of laughter, while the victims stood

in sullen silence, neither daring nor caring to reply. 1 shrank
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within myself, as if wisliing for annihilation. It was now re-

ported that the washing and scrubbing a[)paratus was ready, and
the Unes were struck olF in divisions of about twenty, to undergo,
in succession, the application of hot water, soap, sand, scrub-

bing-brushes and canvass towels of No. 1. Just as the first body
was in motion, an officer called me out from the ranks, and told

me to go att, I was not to undergo the scouring ;
and once more

my hopes breathed
;

freer still, when, after the washing, each
man was examined, in a state of nudity, by the surgeons, I

passed muster on answering a few questions, without stripping;
I have never learnt to whom I was indebted for this indulgence:
but I assure you, reader, it was a delicious relief to my agonized
senses. Then assembled on board a sort of committee of cap-
tains, in the cabin

; my companions were called in, and, at

length, I stood feverishly before the ins[)ectors; they spoke to

me with kindness, even with civility, and turned to each other

to say what 1 could not hear
;
one in particular, I noticed, who

smiled at something which his neighbour said, and shook his

heiid, as if repelling it
;
he put to me several questions, as to ray

habits, friends, &c., and '

why did I leave home?' I answered
to this freely

— '

I wished to see other countries, and people, &c.'
•

Why do you wish that H'— ' Because I have read so much about
them.' I was then dismissed

; when, as I reached the cabin-

door, I was called to remain a moment, while the ' master-

at-arms
' was ordered in. I panted again with fear of some-

thing ;
what it was 1 could not guess ;

but that ' master-at-arms
'

had an ugly sound. It was to receive from the commanding
officer an order to see that I did not get

' knocked about among
the rilF-rafi", to take me under his charge, and into his mess,
while 1 remained on board the Resolu.' Here, then, was a

surety that I was not to be plunged into the contamination which,
to think of, made me sweat with horror. But, oh, this did not

continue long; in a day or two boats came alongside, to carry
us to the guard-shi[), and I was huddled, with the rest, on board

of her. 1 was no longer separated, I was now one of themselves,

fo toil as they toiled, washing and holystoning decks—to come
at a whistle and run at a blow—to scramble, as I best could,

through that congregated mass, some of them of the most de-

praved and abandoned character, thieves and [)ickpockets too—
to wallow in degradation and misery

—to watch continually in

avoidance of abuse and beating, and to watch in vain—to be

scourged with ropes by brutes who were charmed with delight at

(he sound of the heavy dense blows which they dealt around in

sheer wantonness
;
who rejoiced in their muscular arms, for

strength was prized only because it enabled (hem to strike with

greater energy ;
whose best sport was in watching, and smiling

at, and prolonging the su()presse(l cries and writhings of their

victims. 1 do not exaggerate. There was, at the period of which
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I am writing, such wanton devilishness among the boatswain's-

mates of a guard-ship, that it is impossible to exaogerate in de-

scription, nor would it be believed by my readers, if it were
described. These ruffianly monsters in authority luxuriated in

their occupation. It was delicious to them to see backs and
shoulders instinctively shrinking as they passed a group of men—
however these men were occupied, or wherever they were em-

ployed, standing, walking, or reposing, the shoulder seemed

suddenly endowed with the faculty of sight, whenever a boat-

swain's-mate was in the vicinity, and it shrank as a snail's-horns

shrink if a finger approach them. And how the fellows grinned
in the satisfaction of hearing the heavy thwacks resound from

clavicles, or the knots on the rope sink with a dense 4hug into

the flesh ! A privileged order were they ; beings certainly exhi-

biting human form; but if anything more ferocious can be found

among wild beasts, I have yet to learn it, and when I have learnt it,

1 will abandon my opinions, and worship the boatswain's-mates

of an English guard-ship. And it is for endeavouring to prevent
a recurrence of these things, for aiming at suppressing such

barbarities, for reining in the evil spirit of those whose authority
sanctions, or at least permits, nay, it is too true, did commonly
encourage these and a thousand other ferocities and tyrannies,
that we are to be reviled and vituperated as subverters of the

constitution, and unprincipled and mischievously blind levellers !

Why, on the will of these boatswain's-mates there was no check
;

complaint would have been unredressed, or silenced by a fresh
'

starting ;'* or, perhaps, punished as mutinous. It was necessary
to strike awe—to ' take the devil out of the rascals' carcases V

for in such a heterogeneous mixture there—desperadoes and vaga-
bonds, is the set character assigned to it. Compounded of the

sweepings of jails, the picked-up in drunken taverns, or the

stolen from home and family, or the returning from foreign lands

and kidnapped in free England; first herded in, and then dis-

gorged from those beastly dens which are curiously nicknamed

Tenders, it was perhaps considered that the more brutal was the

underling in authority, the more effectually and easily would dis-

cipline be kept ; that nothing but an iron hand and iron heart

were capable of teaching such discipline ;
that iron hands, and

iron heads, and iron hearts, were indispensable in mingling and

directing the elements of Rule Britannia-ism, and fitting sucn... • T •

true-born Britons for their glorious destiny. If this consideration

be admitted as an excuse, or in palliation of the wanton ferocity
of those boatswain's-mates on board his Majesty's ship Salvador

del Mundo, let the excusers and palliators make their best of it.

1 can truly say, there most ample and liberal use teas made of

it. Ffaiih the boatswain's-mates did not forego these luxurious

privileges : no—they took free scope in their enjoyments. I am
* Thrashing a man's shoulders with a rope.

No. 84. 3 N
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speaking of what has been; but is the system yet exploded?
Oh no, indeed : but because, just at present, these things are not—
to their former extent, perhaps I shall be censured for dwelling
on those points which no longer disgrace the British navy : they
do not occur—they do not exist now :—well

; I, perhaps, should

have been silent, and should have done nothing to prevent these

matters from dying in forgetfulness, if I did not know that there

yet lives a wish—there is a probability that the system of ' neces-

sity,' forsooth, out of which that monstrous '

discipline,' and
those remorseless barbarities grew, will be again resorted to; and
if it be resorted to, the infernal game will be played over again,

though, perhaps, there will be less unblushing boldness, and a

little more tact, that shall secure the actors from the exposure
and punishment to which the increased facilities and proneness

/to inquiry and communication will now make them liable. That

precious claptrap, loyalty, as it was nicknamed, sealed many a

raouth, and blinded many an eye, which true loyalty would have

encouraged clearly to see, and promptly to speak. Whoever will

not so speak, when he sees, is- a foe to humanity; a disloyal
traitor to his country's honour

;
he is the desecrater of her reli-

gion : he panoplies himself in its dogmas, and comme?ids its

truths as fetters to Jiis 'inferiors:^ he is the destructive of her

constitution ;
lie appeals to its freedom on his own account, and

contorts its laws into coercions for the ' lower ^.lasses.^

Yet these bull-headed fellows had a perceptive tact about

them, and were quick in discovering the best means by which a

blow could be laid well on, and made to tell
;

for instance, on
occasions of all hands being piped on deck, one fellow would

place himself at the foot of the hatchway ladder, with his '
colt

'

twisted round his fist, and dangling in expectation and readiness

from his fingers ; another, in like [)reparation, stationed himself

on deck, to receive the herd as they rushed up from below : here

was fine opportunity for exercise and enjoyment of their craft:

as the bodies of the ascendants bowed in taking the first step of

the ladder, the rounded and well-spread shoulders presented full

and fair space for the ready weapon, which fell crac/c—thwack—
in all its energy of play and vigour of weight. They commenced
with the first venturer, and continued the blows on back after

back, with bewitching rapidity, till the last; then, woe betide that

unfortunate I he took the residue of the sweating devil's strength,
till he reached the deck, where a similar order of scourging had
welcomed each as he stepped over the coamings. The two

fellows had their turns on each, and beat the finale to the music on
the back of the unfortunate last. Some had the good luck to escape 1

in the crush and bustle
;
the last was sure of triple allowance. It

was a common rule in some of the 'well-regulated ships' to '

lay
it on weir on him who was last up the hatchway : somebody must,
of necessity, be last ; no matter : no matter either what compelled
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him to be so, it was not less criminal ;
the rule was to *

start
*

the last
J

his being last was a sufficient warrant for punishing
him

; nothing else was inquired into* or thought of. It was on
one occasion of these beloved and beprized amusements of the

boatswain's-mates, that I, as with the rushing herd I mounted
the deck, received one of the blows across my shoulders, which

sent the blood at once whizzing and boiling back upon my heart ;

for the blow seemed to fall through my bones, into my breast, so

ponderous was the stroke. I reeled, and became sick and faint;

this gave him opportunity for repeating the blow, and it was too

delicious a pleasure to be lost
; my limbs bowed under me as if

they were rushes, and I sank down on the deck, senseless ;
and

I felt, then, nothing of the kick with which he sent my body out

of the way of those who were following, and I know not who, or

how many, trampled on me. But I do remember, that an hour

after I recovered, there was a dismal drumming in my ears, my
brain seemed compressed within hard bandages, and a hoop of

iron was welded round my brow, and I stood in stupor gazing
down towards the deck, trying to look at something ichich was not

there. ThankGod! thank God! I have exclaimed in thought a hun-

dred times since, that there was no knife within my reach, or I am

quite sure I should have driven it, blade, handle and all, into his

heart! I was too valuable a subject to be forgotten by him,—that

boatswain's-mate. I subdued my bitterness by reflecting, that in a

day or two, I should be out of his reach at least
;
and I went indus-

triously to work, at platting sinnet. This was new to me, some-

thing to be learnt, and it was easy employment. Here the fellow

singled me out next day, and, without the least cause or provoca-
tion, for mere sport, he struck me another, though not so heavy a

blow as the former, while my back was turned to him, and 1 un-

aware of his approach ;
I sprung round in the biting suddenness

of my anguish, and there he stood, with his hand and rope ele-

vated, m ^errorem. I spat out the word 'devil!' 'Ha! devil,

ain I ?' said he
;

'
I'll show you a bit of my devil.' His fece had

on it the cold, calm, dead grin of the concentrated essence of

spite, gratifying itself with a luxury ;
while the cable veins of his

thick bull neck were strained almost to bursting.
*

I'll not hurt

you, as you are so delicate
;

I'll lay it on ladylike, to accommo-
date you,' and he repeated the blows, till I fell down as yester-

day. Of all the faces 1 have ever looked on, none dwelt so long,
and so distinctly in my memory as his. I can safely assert, that I

never remembered any man with feelings of hate, or a desire for

revenge, for the duration of a month, save and except that fiend

of a man
; and, for years afterwards, in reflecting on my life on

board that ship, I have snatched up a knife, if it were near me,
and driven it with all my force into the table or board before me.

They would have hanged me for murder if I had remained a
week longer on board the Salvador del Mundo. Now, how

3N2
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changed am I ! that man is the object of my sincere pity ;
I have

Jong since forgiven him ; I have long since, in my heart, acquit-
ted him of ferocity, tyranny, or cruelty; I have learned how to

direct my abhorrence more justly; that was his education; I

have transferred all my hate to the system, and * with all my soul

I hate it.' He had been taught by it,
—such a man was useful,

necessary, in such a place, among such people, and in attainment
of such objects. He was a capital disciplinarian of ' old

England's jolly tars.' But the feelings of hate, and the imaginings
of revenge with which I regarded that man, are not coexistent

with my present notices of the proper objects and causes of my
abhorrence. I would neither stab, shoot, strike, no, nor aid a

corporeal scourge of any one of them. 1 have no wish, no im-

pulse of that character, whenever my thoughts turn to those

objects : but I sicken with disgust, just as I should do in ap-

proaching and passing a mass of putrescence; or, if I pause
within the spread of its gases, it is with a courageous resolution

to do violence to every sense, in the hope, and with an effort to

remove it, and purify the spot and its vicinity. if I could, I

would utterly crush the system from which these mischiefs and
these horrors spring. 1 will shoiv the mischiefs and the horrors,

come what may of it. It is only my own tale that I am here

relating
—true; but, reader, it is also the tale of thousands who

have had no historian
;
whose advocates have been too feeble, or

too circumspect, too cautious
; they whispered when they should

have thundered
; they should boldly have declared the facts,

commanded attention, and clamoured for redress, if they really
and truly felt the wrongs which were done to their fellow-coun-

trymen ;
but they complained, and lamented, and pitied, and

were laughed at, des[)ised, and forgotten. Narrated facts of

])alpable cruelty, and headlong ferocity, make no impression if

they are gently breathed
;
the voice must paint, words must be

strong, or the ])icture will not be seen, and the facts will dwindle

into doubts, and expire in indilTerence. You may be wise, per-

haps, in calming your tones, and softening your phrases, Avhen

you have a proselytism of opinion or principle to make
;
but in

stating facts of cruelty, let your words be as apt, strong, biting,
and your tones as intense, as your feelings of indignation can

make them : whether this be a correct rule, or a prudent rule to

follow, or not, J can assure you, reader, it shall be my guide.

Yes, I should have been trietl and hanged for murder had I

remained a week longer on board that ship. I am quite sure

that would have been my fate,
— if that fellow had not killed me

;

and at this moment, a.s my \)v.n courses along the paper, 1 palpi-

tate, while the cold pers})iration stands on my forehead, in think-

ing on the narrowness of my escape. My foot was then on the

verge of a fathomless abyss. I glare into the impenetrable
murkiness, chilled and motionless, chained by horror!— I totter,
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and—fall back!— still gasping, and unassured of my safety: so

completely does the awakened and aroused horror grasp at my
frame, and cling to my moral faculties. In the long and often-

times dismal retrospection of the, scenes to which I have been

witness, the insolent mockeries of justice, the despotic and capri-

cious infliction of scourges and suffering (some of which caprices
would be ludicrous, if they did not indulge themselves in the

agonies they occasioned) which I know to be true, and which did

habitually occur in other ships of war, though so very little evi-

dence appeared of them under the authority of that generously
brave and considerately humane man with whom it was my better

fortune to be cast, (though even there—but his eye did not

witness it—there was sufficient to cause a groaning,)
—in this re-

trospection I at times have been astonished that instances of

sudden revenge, even to death, by the knife, handspike, or crow-

bar, or throat grappling, are of such rare occurrence. * An
Englishman scorns to use a knife, he leaves that to more das-

tardly foreigners ;
and he does not resort to the cat and monkey

work of scratching and throttling.' I have heard this a thousand

times. But '

will an Englishman submit to a blow ?' Ay, will he ;

I have seen him do so a thousand times. ' Take a blow sub-

missively ?' Ay, though his fist were hard and heavy enough to

fell an ox. I have seen athletic men beaten and bruised at their

work, by persons whose life they could have squeezed out as

easily as you would crush the pulp from an orange; though the

blows and bruises were accompanied by a shower of abusive

epithets and vituperative curses, they were ductile and submissive.

This is the effect of discipline; yet were these same men as

reckless of danger, as bold and unfearing in battle as the free

lion of the desert : and they looked on peril with as steady an

eye as the eagle on the mountain cliff gazes on the sun. But
education had obliterated their true manliness; it had bowed
their souls to abject servility; it had bowed down their more
beautiful and lofty nature to the degradation of mere hounds of

the game. Ay, ay, these bold and boasted British bull-dogs were
so bowed down. Staunch, staunch, indeed, when 'the slips
were taken off, and they started for the prey.' They had heard,
as we all have heard, they had been told, as we all have been

told, (and, luckily, the truth is beginning to be taught as well as

told, and felt as well as taught
—

felt, too, where it causes not a
little wincing,) av, as often as he had seen days in the year, the

English sailor had been told that he was ' a true born Briton'—
that each, and every man, of whatever birth or pnrse, or no purse
at all, had equal laws to guide, and equal justice to protect him

;

he was told that, peer or peasant, his rights were the same : he
was told that glorious independence and freedom from scathe of

tyranny were his inalienable heritage : he was told,—he icas told

that an unflinching spirit in resisting oppression, and driving back
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cneroachment, and in insisting on and maintaining all these

privileges and blessings, were the characteristics which distin-

guished a manly Englishman
—a bold Briton, from all other men

in the universe. Oh yes, he was told all this. There are many
now, whose purposes such telling served at the time, would rather

bite off their tongues than give utterance to such words, for they
are no longer useful words to them

;
the words begin to have a

meaning, to be understood. God keep us in peace, to prosper
the understanding! But let us see what he was taught with all

this telling : what was his education by practice and example ?

That the high-born and wealthy were beings to whom he owed
reverential submission Avithout question ;

he was made to regard
riches, a coach and equipage, or a better coat, as the tokens and

signs of superior grace and especial favour from heaven ! nothing
less in effect, though words certainly never went to such a length ;

to feel that they, the owners and wearers, were of a brighter

mould, and purer flesh and blood ;
and there was his station, at

their footstool, or on the hem of their garments : his conduct was
to be regulated by them ; his body's strength was something for

their use : that it was disobedience to think or inquire, and dis-

loyalty to question their decisions
;

their will was bis absolute

master. Manhood, true manhood, the sources of reason, had
been educated out of him, and dried up in 'respect for his supe-
riors.' His labour was constrained to their purposes ; every

scanty indulgence, his recreations, his rest, his enjoyments, were

only permissive, and, like his hard and peril-earned food, were

mere allowances
;
— '

Rights' was a word scratched out of the jolly
British tar's vocabulary ; or, in short, and at best, his creed of

faith, duty, and moralities, was the Russian catechism, with an

appendix, viz.
' the divinity that doth hedge a king,' did likewise

enmantle all his officers, down to the boatswain's-mates of his

Majesty's ship Salvador del Mundo.

Perhaps, nay it is this education that produces a feature in the

English naval and military services which you will have some

difficulty in finding parallels to, in other countries. Men who
have been promoted from the ranks, or from before the mast, are

generally the most harsh disciplinarians and industrious of tyrants.
It is an application of their own training in training others : it ?'«

their turn now. The principle extends broadly and deeply in

political or social life also. We generally find those who have

ascended from humble poverty and obscurity, to titles, rank, or

wealth, are the greatest scorners, the heartiest haters of the^class
from which (hey sprung ; they are the most diligent and earnest

advocates ofmeasures which shall secure and advance the upper,'
and «

crib, cabin, and confine' the ' lower orders;' they make the

slaunchest of Tories, the most zealous of conservatives. In their

social life they are the haughtiest, and most supercilious, most

reserved of masters, and rigidly exact that deference and servility,
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that creeping, cringing abjectness which they well remember to

have practised themselves
;
and they well remember how enviable,

in their eyes, was the honour and happiness of the individuals to

whom such bowing and cringing were devoted : it is now their

summum bonum. It is all pure Englishism this
; doing things in

order, according to custom. The best value of wealth to them is

the power and command over others which it gives ;
the privilege

to order imperiously, instead of requesting kindly ; to be authori-

tative, instead of complying.

Again, I say, the whole tendency of our systems of education,
is an inculcation of respect for the great and wealthy, be the in-

dividual objects of that respect the most senseless or base of the

community, or otherwise; and to desire and to obtain riches.

There are precepts enough to the contrary", I know, but who is

affected by them ? ' One man picked out of ten thousand ;' and
that one is put under quarantine by all the rest

;

—he is in the
'
world's* Lazaretto.

It may be a question whether tyranny and harshness excite

that which makes their exercise dangerous to the tyrant, more

frequently in a blind and degraded man, or in him who thinks,
reasons, and decides. One thing is pretty certain, that if retri-

bution be sought at all, the reasoning man will select the proper
object ; the other will strike randomly, and often revenge himself
on the innocent, on the fancied cause ; he will make the instru-

ment of an act of tyranny his victim oftener than he will take the
master who sets the instrument at work. As, not long since, a

soldier, for whom the happy and skilful invention of his com-

manding officer had contrived a mode of punishment which should
not subject himself to the lash of those cursed newspapers that

have got a vile knack of showing up a flogger, driven to despair
or madness, shot the corporal who superintended the torture

devised by this honourable subterfuge. It was wrong, wickedly,
as well as foolishly wrong, to shoot any one

;
but it was a greater

wrong to take a wrong aim. This fact is good, strong argument
for keeping men from exercising their reason, for drj'ing up their

powers of thinking: why tyranny would languish unto death for

lack of stimulus, if it discovered it had none but reasoning crea-
tures on whom to exercise itself.

Another digression, reader—wandering and irregular
— it is a

trick which I cannot leave off. I saw, as I was gliding down on

my life's stream, something on the banks, and jumped out of ray
boat to examine it more closely : further on, a rock, flower, serpent,
or tree, invited my attention, and I must look at them. Then I

ascended the tree, and perhaps you lost me among the branches
and foliage : still I had my eye on the boat the whole time. I

will leap down, re-embark, up grapnel, and away ao-ain.

Thank Heaven, my stay on board the Salvador was of short
duration. I little cared whither, or to what ship I was sent, when
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the order for about fifty or sixty of my companions with me, was

given to get into an ugly, chimsy tub of a thing which they called

the Launch. She and her motley living cargo were taken in tow

by another boat, manned by some dozen of striped Guernsey-
frocked, tarpaulin-hatted, kinky-faced, red-throated, long-swing-

ing-pigtail fellows. And, eh ! my stars ! what a beautiful sight
it Avas ! The free grace, and unconstrained swing of their arms,

shoulders, chests, heads, working so exactly together. Wrists

curving with such an air of a sense that they were doing it well
;

and two rows of elbows throwing a double range of horizontal cir-

cles from stroke-oar to bow, all at once, with such a seeming of

conceit, of self-approbation of its skill, as each elbow rode the

periphery: while the oars on either side dipped their trimly-shaped
and glistening blades into the water, as smoothly as if they were

slipping into oil : without splash or spray they fell and rose, and
struck a beautiful level line of arcs from stern to stem at once—
and at once from stem to stern again ;

all exactly to a parallel
with the horizon the oars rose and fell, and rose again ;

while in

the dull lumbering thing which they lugged after, two clumsy oars

lazily swung a parabolic curve—up high
—and fell with an ugly

sound o? splotch into the water, scattering its splinters over the hud-
dled heap of bodies. Thus we advanced towards the Sound. Where
we were going was to be no affair of ours. It was an official secret

confided alone to him who had us in charge: it was his business

only ;
and for him to condescend to hint the where-bound to us,

that would be a little too much of the familiar. An English officer

will respect his station though he be locked up in a cupboard, six

feet by four, for a month with a private ;
he is cautious against

the levelling of distinctions at all limes and in all places. He would
be irremediably contaminated if he kneeled on the same hassock,
at prayer, in a church, with a man in the ranks. Launch him in

a jolly boat with a pair of mizentopmen, on the w-ide waste of the

Atlantic, discipline, decorum, and distance will be uppermost in

his thoughts, the rules and guides of his steering and sail-trim-

ming, and biscuit cracking. Now, here, in this instance, the de-

sign, though it had been to carry us out, and sink the boat and

cargo in the sea, was not to be questioned. At all events, the

chances of being consigned to some well-authenticated and con-

firmed hell-afloat were ninety-nine to one against us. No mat-

ter, that was no affair of ours,—all we had to do was to take off

our hats at * God save the King,' and strike uj) chorus in ' Rule

Britannia,'
' Britannia rules the waves,
The Britons never, never, never will be slaves !'—Hurra I

But by the direction which we were going, I soon discovered (hat

ihe horrible, dingy, yellow, pitchy-streaked-sided .ship, to which I

alluded when entering the Sound in the Tender, was to be our

place of deposit, and 1 sickened again. We arrived alongside,
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and as the motley group gained the deck, the suppressed jeers of

the men on board were scarcely checked by the presence and re-

gard of the oflBcers on the quarter-deck ;
the boards of which

quarter-deck were, to my surprise, as white as if they had just
been scrubbed with hot water and towels ; and all was admira-

bly clean and orderly. As I joined the men who had preceded
me in the ascent, I slunk from the observing eyes of the gentlemen
and officers, when a youths a boy with very fair and pale face,
came towards me, his hands in his trowsers' pockets. How well

do I remember him in that moment ! He has forgotten all this, I

dare say. He is now Captain C , I felt that he was sorry
to see me among those people, but he did not like to appear
otherwise than cold. 'Why, what do you do here? you shouldn't

have left your mammy's apron-string.' He asked me several

questions, and spoke still as if he was afraid of being kind or too

familiar. He endeavoured to be harsh, but it was against his true

feelings
—

against his nature. He thought and looked as though
he wished I was not there. ' Ha ! you'll have nobody here to

curl your hair for youj
—you will soon have the gloss taken out of

your locks.' At this moment, 'the Captain's coming,' was said by
a sentinel on the '

gangway.' We were ordered to stand away
forward

;
boatswain and sidesmen were called to attend the side

;

guard with fixed bayonets paraded on that clean quarter-deck ;

officers and gentlemen, at least a score, came up the hatchways
and stood all in waiting to receive the great man. The boatswain

sprung his call
; sideboys ran down with their baize-covered ropes,

and the moment his foot touched the gangway, every head was
uncovered. He lifted his hat

;
soldiers '

presented arms,' and he
turned round towards the forepart of the quarter-deck. It was the

gentleman who had spoken to me so kindly in the cabin of the

Resolii. I was on board the A
; my home, and really a

happy home she was to me for several years. But, yes, reader,
there was some bitterness to be got over yet : why cannot we

get through a life without these buts ?—With this but I bid vou

good bye
—for the present.

S.\1XT MONDAY.*

Another mechanic, and more *

Poetry of the Poor!' Well done,
lower orders ! We shall soon have a living list that will make
Walpole's catalogue of royal and noble authors, through all o-ene

rations, look very foolish. What do the
aristocracy think of it.

or has no rumour of it yet reached their ears.? Can nobody be
found to give information of the fact to his Majesty's government ?

They would surely appoint a commission of
inquiry. A few

?

* Saint Monday, a Poem, by the Author of ' The Mechanic's Saturday Niirht '—
London: Steill, 1^33.

^ '
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volumes of evidence published by the Diffusion Society at a cheap
rate^ would be very interesting, and contain much Useful Know-
ledge for all who are out of the way of seeing for themselves what
is doing amongst the most formidable part of our population.
The present mental condition of a large body of the mechanics of

England is no joke. Their intelligence^ their principles, their

growing moral power, are indications of approaching change^ not

merely in political forms, but in the structure of society, which it

is high time to study, and on which a philosophical and courageous
statesman, if such an one the country were but blessed withal,

would already begin to act, and that on no petty scale. Happily
this growing power is not one of brute force

;
it is a developement

of intelligence. To us, therefore, there is in it nothing fearful.

The only evil which we apprehend is in the kind of resistance

which may be opposed to it. It may be guided, but it cannot be

coerced : and the attempt to mislead it, for the private benefit of

other classes, will not fail less signally, nor recoil less destructively,
than even coercion itself. We have long been impressed by the

conviction that the intellect of poverty must be self-instructed j

that it will not feed on the crumbs which fall from the rich man's
table

;
that the real teachers of the poorer class must themselves

be men of that class, imbued with its peculiar feelings, alive to its

peculiar interests, influenced even by its peculiar prejudices; but

by their native power of mind, strongly conscious of its peculiar

wants, and of capacity to minister to the supply of those wants.

Such are the teachers who will be attended to without suspicion ;

whose words will have many echoes from the multitudes of their

brethren, while the voice of condescending instruction dies without

response on the empty air. Laughable as it might lately have

been deemed, the '

producing men' are actually producing their

own politicians and poets; and such too as feel it to be a grander
and a nobler part, to make common cause with their brethren,

raising their minds and refining their tastes, than to become,
as was the old practice, the flattered a[)pendages of superior sta-

tion, tame monsters, with the range of tlie kitchen, rising into the

livery dignity of patronage, hot-pressed paper, and a subscription
list.

We know not by what pope Saint Monday was put into the

calendar. We have often heard of his existence, and of a heathen

sort of worship performed to his honour and glory. He used to

be a kind of hebdomadal St. Swithin
; oidy the showers were of

stronger stuff and of shorter continuance. But this is the first

hymn in his i)raise that we have ever seen. If all it
.'^ays

of him
be true, he is not less a martyr than a saint. 'J'he poem describes

as much of sulfering and privation, as it does of that recklessness

and
jolliiy on account of which St. Monday was canonized. In-

deed, tliis is, to our taste, by far the least pleasing portion of the

composition. We could very well have spared the factory break-
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fast and the brawl which follows; and so, we have no doubt,
would most of our readers. The author scarcely does credit to

his class by this description ;
he does not stand by his order; and

yet we will not be very positive on this matter
;
he knows his men

better than we do. The passages to which we except may be not
at all unpalatable to many of his readers, some of whom may per-
haps become his readers on account of those very passat^es, and
thus imbibe the gentler and purer feelings which breathe throuc^h
the rest of his poetry. If so it is clear that he is rit^ht : for all

what may be said about civet. He is not himself a papistical or
heathenish worshipper of St. Monday. In fact, his heart seems
to be with Sunday. He hails the day to which his ditty is dedi-

cated, with a longing lingering look after that which had departed
to make way for it. He bids good morrow to the risinw sun, with
an imagination yet sojourning amid the fading loveliness of the

setting sun.

' O holy, holy, holy Sabbath day.
Beneath thy calm rule slumb'ring lies turmoil !

O, holy, sabbath, is thy sweet delay,
For then, the poor mechanic rests from toil.

How pale he looks ! as bending- he walks by
To taste the quiet of the sabbath morn

;

Poor worried thing! he seems abash 'd and shy.
For the smart well dressed, passes him with scorn,
As if he were not of the same great parent born.

But swiftly on the sabbath moments flee :

The holy hours of rest the green earth shun.
The lab'rer—the yet weary lab'rer,

—he,

Regretting, views the sabbath's setting sun
;

He grieves to think it was the Godhead's will.

His own fair image should be banished

To caves and dungeons, there to labour still

Beneath the everlasting mandate dread,—
"
Thy brow's incessant sweat shall gain thy daily bread."

' Deluded brother workman ! dost thou tui'n

Thyfair looks pale with sick'ning gloomy whims ?

The Almighty hath but said that thou shalt earn

Thj/ bread by the proud \-igour of thy limbs.

But profitless thy labour, 'tis thy meed
To dig for others ; and thou liv'st a slave

Without wherewith thy little ones to feed,

And diest without wherewith to buy thy grave,
And sin 'tis deem'd in thee, earth's goodly things to crave.

'The Sabbath's past, the bells around are chiming
St. Monday morning's welcome far and wide ;

The sun the azure arch of heav'n is climbing,
The dim mechanics to their labour glide.
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All nature smiles, but the poor artisan,
Alas ! he smiles not, but looks pale and blank

Subdu'd, and spiritless, and less than man,
For poverty, and labour's dungeon dank,
Have vanquish'd in his soul all sense of manhood's rank.'

Passing over the factory frolics, and Tom Trundle in the sack,

travelling fifty furlongs for
' four half gallons, tatoes, steaks/ and

onions,' we come to amusements somewhat less boisterous and
more

poetical.
In the following morccuu of humble innocence,

there is one expression in which the eye of the critic will imme-
diately detect the poetical spirit :

—
' He was a 'prentice youth of lowly home,
And she a humble tradesman's child, and they

Had made appointment here to meet and roam,
And taste the sweetness of a holiday.

To see St. Paul's Cathedral, and the tomb
Where Nelsox in his Marble cabin dwells.

To mount the airy summit of the dome,
And see the play at night at Sadler's Wells,
And all the wonders there, the wond'rous hand-bill tells.'

The next stanza, which we quote together with the author's

note, has given us, as we think it must our readers, a more heart-
felt thrill of delight than any thing Ave have read

lately. It ex-

plains a combination of words, which unless we had given it up
as a puzzle too dark for us, we should, in all

probability, have
mistaken very grossly, and very unjustly. The terms 'picture
fuddle

'

are, indeed, a strange union. We trust we may take
that union as evidence of a transition slate from the lower to the

higher regions of taste, fiom the gratifications of the swine to

those of the artist :
—

' And now advancing, see ! a chosen band,
In thoughtful and congenial knot they huddle,

And wander through the City and the Strand,
T' enjoy the pleasure of a "

picture fuddle,"
*

A picture- shop they gain,
—now closely note

How each unto the glass his visage brings,
O'er IVilkits graceful household stuff they gloat,
And mighty Martin's high imaginings,
And admiration then goes round in whisp'rings.*

Tiie author has not here availed himself of any poetical license.

To those who observe, the streets of London have for some time

* ' Those who can onjoy a "
jiictiire fiiddli'

"
will soon hrivc an opportunity of gra-

tifying tlu'ir j)r(ij)t'nsity
more largely than they liave hitherto been accustomed,

thiinks to those jiatriotic individuals to whom we are indebted for the "National

(ialleiy,"' where all classes, I understand, are to be admitted free of expense to

inspect the works of the best masters. Tliis in my o]iinion will do much to generate

among tlie people a taste for what is correct, generous, and noble. Let us hope that
no evil ariNtocratic spirit will rise to turn this iustitution I'rom the purposes for which
it was established.'
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afforded evidence of the increasing attractiveness of works of art

on those who are too poor to enjoy them in a more convenient

mode. Crowds, gentle and simple, at the windows of caricature

shops there have always been. That is quite a different matter;
and is to be accounted for on no principle that affects the poor

particularly, but on that which makes the clergy support the
' John Bull' newspaper, and the '

Age,' and the fancy folks, high
and low, take in ' Life in London.' These are the vulgar, what-

ever their rank or station. Not those who gaze on Wilkie or

Martin through a shop window, whispering that admiration of

pictorial truth and sublimity, which is the germ of gentle and of

noble feeling. Wicked, indeed, were it, for this good seed not

to be cherished. We heartily hope that the National Gallery
will not disappoint our author's wishes. There ought to be far

more ample provision for the desire which he describes, than can

be furnished by that institution. A glorious
'

picture fuddle
'

ought to be within reach of every man, woman and child, who
can enjoy it, every Saint Monday, all the year round

;
or as

parliaments were held of old,
' oftener if need be.' Some effort

would be worth while, if merely to keep under, and eventually to

destroy, the mischievous English propensity to deface all acces-

sible works of art. This would be best checked by an extendino'

appreciation of their beauty amongst the poorer classes. But
much more might be done than this incidental and negative good.
A common enjoyment of the productions of the painter, the

engraver, the statuary, and the architect, would be a mighty
blessing to the nation. It would be a creation of sense and soul,

under the ribs, not of death, but of animality. It would do far

more towards purifying the habits and manners, than a bill

against beer shops, or a tax upon gin. A club of *

picture fud-

dlers
'

is the best of all Temperance Societies.

Other innocent modes of honouring Saint Monday are then

glanced at, the solitary fisher, and the solitary student, and the
•

bending artisan of aspect pale,' strolling to the suburbs,
• While his wan wife her little toddlers leading,

In loud array comes straggling on behind.

And the whole seem to drink with parchy pist the wind T

Who would not wish a fine day for them. ? A fine day, that

common bounty of the common parent, such a day as this :
—

' Above the highest liill of heav'n, now
The sun has risen, and his rays are streaming

In summer's splendid and triumphant show,
And all around with bounding life is beaming.

Oh, glorious sun I while lofty man, indignant
And proudly from his brother turns his head,

Thou visitest with smiles and love benignant.
The humblest hovel, and the lowliest shed,

And all of earthlv life is bv thv bountv fed.

^
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' Then who can blame the cramp'd up being, pent

In airless cage, who, when he feels thy ray
Warming his soul, breaks his imprisonment,
And breathes the lux'ry of a sunny day.

O, ye bright race ! who can at will enjoy
The healthful freshness of the earth and sky,

Strive not the poor's enjoyments to destroy :
—

They are the gifts of heav'n : and He on high
Rains blessings for the whole, on down or straw that lie.'

The concluding stanzas of the poem alike deserve the attention

of the poet and of the politician. They are strong breathings of

the spirit which is abroad amongst the operatives, a spirit which
will speak with many tongues, and by the mouths of apostles not

easily silenced :
—

' Thus, thus, St. Monday wears away ; but, hush !

Methinks I hear the lords of many tomes

Condemn as vulgar, this my song, and push
It from them, as if fiU'd v/ith poisoning fumes,

'Tis true I prattle not of "
drooping lilies,"

And "
green fields," in sweet sugar-candy odes :

—
Of "

lowing herds," or " milk maids" rural billies.

Of " Naiads,"
"
driads,"

"
fawns," and their abodes ;

Nor sworded knight, nor steed bearing such cut-throat loads

' But if those gentlemen who versify
The plough, are honour'd with the laurel bough ;

Apollo surely will not frown when I

Warble of those who 7nade the self-same plough.
And if it is meet to sing of braggart beaus.

Who swear and swagger in the tented fields,

Surely I may have leave to sing of those

Who made their tinsel, helmets, swords, and shields :

The artisan—who, fire, earth, air, and water wields.

What could we do without the artisan ?

Surely but little, and that little weakly,
And on a wishy-washy baby plan,

And all would go on awkwardly and sickly.

Without them, heroes could not rush to war,

Or lovers woo : and those with pride full blown,

Would be but simple things ;
the " bench'' and " bar"

Would want their solemn wig and silken gown,
E'en William, our good King, would be without a throne.

' Whence springs old England's pow'r the world to lead ?

Her palaces? her splendid argosies?

The golden lading of her ships tliat speed
Like mighty spirits wing'd, on ev'ry breeze ?

The artisan, alas! he is the soul.

The source of all her Mealth, tho' little priz'd.

From his incessant toil her treasures roll,

And in that toil his bfe is sacrific'd,

And he too is contemn'd, neglected, and despis'd.
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* The swift machine, what cunning master framed it ?

Who gave the mighty monster* "
steam," its birth ?

Who to the mighty engine yok'd and tam'd it.

And gave it pow'r o'er ocean and all earth ?

The artisan, 'twas he ! then why contemn him ?

Why break his spirit, and his mind debase ?

Why in cold blood to ignorance condemn him.
And of the gifts of heav'n rob his race ?

And for his
" sweat of brow," give hunger and disgrace.

*
O, if the " sweat of brow" its wages had,
Then competence the artisan would bless.

His home would pleasant be, his children glad,
His mourning chang'd to joy and happiness :

His age of strength would be untorn with care.

Untroubled too his life's last dark'ning hour,
With helpless crying oflFspving and despair.

For this fore'er would be his children's dow'r.

The sweetness of each fruit, the fragrance of each flow'r.'

We must have a word or two, before partings with our learned

Theban, touching the Steam Engine. He calls it hard names,
and accuses it of ruining many to enrich one. This is one of the

fallacies of which it behoves the operatives speedily to disabuse

themselves. Wherever there is competition (and where is there

not ?) the Steam Engine cannot increase the rate of profit upon
capital. It enriches the master manufacturer by increasing con-

sumption, and as the consumption is increased by the reduction

of price, that is a good to the public, the artisan included. As to

ruining any body's
' wife's father's trade,' that does not much

signify, so long as his wife's father is not ruined also. Let the

trade go to the dogs, so that the men employed in it find employ-
ment elsewhere. But they cannot. And why ? not because

machinery has reduced the demand for human labour. Machi-

nery has done no such thing. Its effect is
*

quite the reverse.'

It almost invariably increases the demand. Less human labour
is required to produce the same quantity of goods ;

but a greater

quantity of the same goods is called for. In the third edition of
Mr. Babbage's

'

Economy of Machinery and Manufactures,'
there is an apt illustration of this position. At Stockport, in the

year 1822, there were 2800 hand-loom weavers. In 1832, their

number had decreased to 800
;
a diminution of 2000, in con-

sequence of the increase of power-looms. But then, how stood
the account with the persons employed in the use of the power-

* 'I call it Monster, because it has ruined my fathers and my wife's father^s trade.

But, reader, do not misundersitand me :—I believe the Steam Engine has the pow«r
of giving plenty to the sons of men. When it does so, I will call it angel, archanjjel,
prince of archangels, or any other proud and sounding name, which grateful men
may be pleased to bestow on it.—Lntil it does so, I shall be coiltent to characterise
it as a Monster. What other pow«r would ruin a hundred families, for the

solitary
purpose of enriching one ?'
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looms ? They had increased in the same period from 657 to

3059; and the number of persons employed in dressing the warp
had also increased from 98 to 388

; making a total increase, in

ten years, of 692 persons employed in that particular manufac-
ture into which steam machinery had been introduced. Besides

this, employment had also been created for engineers, architects,

clerks and overseers, masons, carpenters, &c. &c. The ' Mon-
ster' really had not been so very hard-hearted towards the

mechanics. Probably, however, the hand-loom weavers who
were thrown out of work might, many of them, not be employed
on the power-looms. The old set of workmen might remain in

a state of extreme distress, while a new set of hands was taken

into employ. And in some such situation as this, we imagine,
did the poet's father, and his wife's father, find themselves, when
the ' Monster '

invaded their abodes and occupations. A tem-

porary evil of this kind, to some extent, often, no doubt, to a

very distressing extent, may attend the introduction of machinery.
The remedy consists of two parts ;

the one to be provided by the

Government^ and the other by the operatives themselves. The
laws of apprenticeship, the absurdity of which is so admirably

exposed in Miss Martineau's ' Tale of the Tyne,' should be

swept away, root and branch
;
and secondly, the freedom of

labour, tlius legalized, shoukl be facilitated in its exercise by
the workmen themselves, who are unhappily in determined, but

mistaken hostility to it, and keep it within much narrower limits

than those affixed by the law. An apprenticeship of seven years
to learn a business is as big a farce as a Grammar School edu-

cation
; any boy, of average intellect, may learn three or four

trades in the time; but if he did, it would be of no use, so long
as all the workmen would strike on his entering a new workshop.
The free transfer of labour is a right which the mechanics have

grossly invaded in one another, to the common detriment of their

body. They should have outgrown by this^time, so stupid a

blunder, and so foul an injustice. They should leave the un-

principled principle of monopoly to the aristocracy. Their

common interest, and the common interest, require that the

u(mo.>t facilities should be allbrded, for the transition from one

department of labour to any other department for which the

individual is qualified. And if such facilities were allowed, the

gentle 'Monster' would behave liimself to their satisfaction,

would not sully the permanent good which he does by even tem-

})orary evil, and while he '

destroyed my father's and my wife's

father's trade,' would take care not to injure my father and

my wife's father themselves
;
but raising them in his iron hands

from the spot on which they stood, would set them softly down
elsewhere in a not less pleasant place, as carefully as Gulliver did

the Lilliputians.
Such mechanics, we mean such men as our author, should be
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heedful on these points, for they must become the guides of their

fellows, and it is of the first importance that they should guide
them wisely. With minds clear enough to pierce through the

mystifications of the class above them, they ought not to lose

themselves in any fog of prejudice which may float around them:
nor will they for any length of lime. We have great faith in their

vigour of intellect and honesty of purpose. We rejoice in the in-

dications of these qualities in the writer before us, as much as we

rejoice in his poetical spirit. We say to him, and to his fellow-

labourers.Go on and prosper; and so saying, we include ourselves

in our ow^n benediction, for we have a common purpose with him
and them. We adhere to the St. Simonian maxim, even though
the ' Times' should recommend our being pelted for the same.
We contend that the legitimate object of all political institutions,

is the '

improvement of the condition, physical, intellectual,

and moral, of the poorest and most numerous class.' We hold

that this object is paramount in social arrangements. We believe

in no real discrepancy ;
but if there were, cuufe qui coute, the pro-

gression of humanity must be exhibited in those who toil. Their

rights and interests should be pursued by all honourable means
and at all real risk

; by unions, by meetings, by cheap publications,

by petitions and remonstrances, and by whatever else circumstances

may require; and that, whatever becomes of churches, corpora-
tions, or monopolies, of peers or princes. The Physical Comfort, the

Mental Cultivation, the Political Rights, of the Working People of

England, that is the motto on our banner. JVe nail that flag to

the mast, and will sink or swim with if flying, so help us God !

Since the above was written we have procured
* The Mecha-

nic's Saturday Night,' which is, as its title announces,
' a poem

in the vulgar tongue.' It is chiefly occupied with the description
of a scene which excites similar feelings to those with which we
read the factory row in St. Monday ;

and many fastidious readers
will turn away from both in disgust. And yet Hogarth is become
a classic now. And such paintings as these were they, only done
with pencil instead of pen, that made Hogarth immortal; and that

have also made him more moral than most classics. Graphic, we
know, and faithful, we believe, is this sketch of a crowded alehouse
on a Saturday night. It is throughout powerful ; and many
touches of feeling and of sarcasm direct that power towards the

purposes of rebuke and correction. We extract a specimen from
the middle of the poem, and append to it the concluding- verse.

' But see ! a shoeless urchin opes the door,

Staring with eyes inquisitive and sad,

He stalks dejectedly across the floor,

He seeks, and soon he finds his drunken dad ;

No. 84. .30
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He tells him how his little brother tattles,

Over his little sister that lies dead,
He tells how Henry of his father prattles,
And cries and asks his mam in vain for bread.
Then mark how the sot yawns, and how he lolls his head.

' And then came in a gentle looking creature.

Seeking her husband, modestly she stept,
Grief and dismay seem'd busy in each feature,
And in her arms a half-clad baby slept.

Handsome she had been, but a train of sorrows
Had chas'd the roses from her cheeks away,

And in their stead pale want had laid her furroyvs,
And dimm'd the lustre of her dark eye's ray.
And in their half-rais'd lids a tear did ling'ring stay,

' She spoke not harshly, but assay'd to lure him
Unto his home with accents kindly mild.

Then angel-like she bent her knee before him.
And show'd him his sweet sleeping lovely child ;

Pleading for home and child in vain she stood,
Her kind looks he return'd with angry frown,

And rais'd himself in shameful attitude,

Prepar'd to strike her and her infant down,
Poor thing ! she then retir'd, for she'd submissive grown.

' Close by themselves, wedg'd in a little settle,

A quiet group of five did prattle wage,
Four were mere boys, though full of youthful metal,
The fifth a swell, and forty seem'd his age ;

Drink did not seem his object, for his aim
Went higher and more certain to its mark.

Than all that boisterous revelry could claim.

From those twin brothers Lushington and Lark.

He was at all points flash, a cunning-looking spark.
' With ribbon broad, cock'd sideways stood his beaver,

His side curls droop'd so tastefully, and what

Was more, his kerchief liung so loose and clever,

Pinn'd on his breast vvitli slap-vp twisted knot :

So close he whisper'd and sincere he smil'd.

He press'd their hands so ardent and so kind,

Soon his manoeuvres their young hearts beguil'd,

Soon did his syren tongue their senses bind,

His exploits then he told, and prov'd Dame Justice blind.

* The praise of gold and girls he broadly sounded,
And the liigh deeds that l»y the crosa were done,

Its special art and myst'ry he expounded,
In a rich, fluent, eager, under-tone :

And wliile these youths did list to his haranguing.
His sharp small eyes incessantly he rolls,

Their steady eyes and mouths half open hanging,
And the wild stillness vvhicli their frames controls, .

Show'd the dark passion quick'ning in their souls.
^ nk ^ i^ ^
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' To scenes like these some poor men owe a home
Of scantiness, of wretchedness, and woe.

Such scenes compel the ill-us'd child to roam,
And on some mother's cheeks the tear to flow ;

From scenes like these with deadly freshness spring,
Some of each fault which human kind disgraces.

Amid such darken'd scenes with fervour cling
Want and her patron Vice in close embraces,
While Crime \vith paly smile points at the Useful Classes.'

One remark we must add, by way of caution to our readers.

Let us not be supposed to set up pretensions for the author, which

he does not make for himself It is his want of pretension, his

independence of patronage, his writing more for his own than for

any other class, which excites our interest, and, we think, must
interest our readers, when viewed in conjunction with his sturdy
intellect and poetical spirit. We shall gladly hail the breaking
forth of more such lights, and rejoice to see them scattering the

darkness. Saint Monday is dedicated * to the mechanic's best

friend. Dr. Birkbeck.'

PESTALOZZI.

Thou master of the infant mind—thou tutor of the heart!

How bland—how beautiful thy skill, for love was all thy art.

'Twas thine to touch the thrilling chord in every little breast,
And prove that if we master that with ease we tone the rest.

The proud, the spoil'd, and the deprav'd, alike around thee came
For aid, when thou wert poor thyself, and all unknown to fame :

Devoid of friends, devoid of funds, no other wealth was thine.

Than that of thy seraphic heart—an all exhaustless mine !

There deep and pure the glowing ore of real riches lay
—

There burn'd a spark of that bright beam that gave creation day.
For when the golden glow of light came beaming from above,
And woke and warm'd the world to life, it was the smile of love.

Beneath its melting influence the sparkling fountains sprung,
The flowers gave forth their balmy sweets, the birds rejoicing sung ;

And thus in bosoms cold and dark did Pestalozzi move
The slurab'ring or perverted spark by tenderness and love.

Mothers ! when in your gentle arms your new-born babes are prest.
And all the deep, deep pulse of love is present and confest.

Think, Pestalozzi's power reform'd the beggar's injurd child—
The proud man's ill-taught off"spring warm'd to feelings soft and mild—
E'en the young culprit, who had learn'd the world's depraving part.
He made a creature kind and good—and love was all his art.

A sweeter, surer, easier task than his, 'tis yours to do.
Ye have your uncorrupted babes in life and feeling new.
No weeds have ye to pull away ere ye can plant the flower,
The passive, plastic creatures lie devoted to your power.

302
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O consecrate ye to the task—the holiest on earth—
And mould bright beings wlio shall make all others bless their birth.

Till over all the alter'd earth rejoicing man shall own
He owes not only birth, but bliss, to ye and ye alone.

M. L. G.

A NATIONAL GALLERY.

'Write a chapter on the pictures/ says one; 'call it a lounge
in the Louvre,' says another; the alliteration is good, no doubt,
but he Avho could lounge in the Louvre, assuredly deserves to be
kicked out of it. We prefer infinitely the sort of person who
came to Paris within a week of the Cowes' Regatta, determined
to see all the one, and return in time for the other. He entered
the National Gallery, and while his party were lost ' in wonder
love, and praise

'

at one end, he was found returning from the

other, exclaiming,
'

I have seen it!' Oh, wonderful feat I
—

foot,
rather, for he had a wooden leg

—oh, harmonious combination
of nature and art, to create such sympathy for a man in his ex-

fremities! but he was better than your lounger; as a brisk

insect is better than a lazy slug. Lounge in the Louvre? No;
the first sight of it is a sensation which you take, at least, that

day and the next to recover—that is, if you have any conscious-
ness of a nervous system about you. You do not attempt to look
at a picture

—
you stand in a bewilderment of admiration, gazing

down that arched street of paintings, letting your eyes wander in

slow measurement along the walls, which seem elastic, and then
walk gently forward in faith, that at some period of your life you
will arrive at the other end. Do you want a moment's relief

from all this ? Turn to one of the many windows :
—there is the

Palace of the Thuilleries and the Place du Carrousel, with the

triumphal arch in the centre, looking like a truant from Rome—
surprised to find itself alone. Look at the people, carriages,
soldiers, moving hither and thither, all brisk, busy, stirring, as

bees in the sunshine
;
and they are even more like those happy

creatures could you step beneath yonder entrance and see and
hear them, humming and buzzing amongst the flowers, and foun-

tains, and orange trees, and groves, of the Thuilleries' Gardens—
and where do they come from ? And you turn to an opposite
window for answer—and there is the Seine, with its bridges
covered with statues, or people, or shops, just as the Genius of

the bridges may choose—and there are the quays, all living with

happy humanity
—and there are the buildings beyond, old, and

stately, and colourful—the Institute; (why have not we an Insti-

tute?) and the Mint; (why have we a Mint.'' so it must be till

better days come
;)
— and that tri-colcr flag

—
(look at it—say,

do we know any thing about colours in England.^) above the
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statue of Henri Quatre, on the Pont Neuf. What would he say,
could he rise from his grave and see it floating so proudly and

gallantly in the sunshine? Peace to his manes, and that of his

horse ! for we question if he would be so good an instrument in

the hands of Freedom, as he is now with her banner in his own.
The houses opposite seem like a deputation, advancing from the

isle Saint Louis, deprecating the mischief worked under the im-

policy of its namesake, and about to do homage to the bravely-
earned standard, floating on the breezy bridge. Behind them, is

old Notre Dame, black and stately, like a cathedral in mourn-

ing, and the lofty light dome of the Pantheon, like a bride—(men
of France become great and die, for the gratitude of the nation is

waiting to bury you there ;*)
—and the towers of St, Sulpice, and

innumerable domes and towers in all directions, that keep the eye
in a continued maze

;
and again you return to the Gallery with a

sort of * ah ! whither shall 1 fly ?' and you ask support for your
limbs from one of the crimson benches, and shade for your eyes
from one of your hands, and you shut it all out for a while, and
wait till you are fitted for a fresh encounter. If you are wise

you will consider all this sufficient, and leave the poetry on the

walls, and (he exquisite forms and bright colours it chooses for

its script, to be read, or be begun to be read, another day ;
and

another day you come—and '

another, and another still suc-

ceeds ;' and there is no one to stay your entrance, no money to

give, no check to take and return, no written order from some
man in office—not even your passport, which is equal to an
order almost every where. Open all days except one—Monday,
and that not one of aristocratic difference, but devoted to artists.

No staring at a shabby hat, no rejection of a homely gown—free

to be enjoyed by all as the light of heaven (that is to say, where
there is no window-tax.) It is all that a National Gallery ought
to be. Watch the people clustered round and being educated by
their favourite pictures; look at their eager intelligent faces;
listen to their doubly happy remarks, reading all they can from a

picture, too poor to purchase a catalogue, and courteously ask-

ing the more fortunate to help them to its subject. Soldiers,

too—but they are of the National Guard, not your mere legalized
cut-throats

; generals, colonels, and captains, would do well, if

true to their profession, to keep ail such from picture galleries.
The arts are meant to refine— their system to brutalize. One
fancies that soldiers would choose battle pieces, (of which be it

said there are vastly too many taken as subjects by the French
artists—more of that anon.) Not so

;
there is one with his eyes

fixed on a picture of Annibal Carracci—the quietest, gentlest,
most exquisitely touched ! It is called ' I^ Silence,' and you

* The inscription on the Pantheon is
' Aus grands hommes la Patrie reconnais-

sante.' As )
et it is empty of either monument or record, save four tablets, beariug

the oames of the heroes who fell in July, 1830,
—a noble exception.
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hold your breath and do not speak as you look at it. The cata-

logue says,
' La Vierge recommande le silence a Saint Jean pour

ne [)as troubler le repos de Jesus.' That ' recommande ' sounds

strangely ;
but what other word could be found ? The sweet ear-

nest face of the mother, whose arm tenderly cradles the sleeping
child—sleeping so placidly, that you hear in fancy the gentle

breathing through its parted lips; her upraised hushing finger;
her slight bending forward, as if to check the little disciple, who
is making his whole body minister to one tiny finger, that it may
fall like down upon the foot of the sleeper : Oh^ it is all so

beautiful ! The soldier is still gazing, and if you asked him

why ? he would perhaps answer, because the woman was so

•douce' and the children so 'jolis.' We would make answer for

him, that he has a human heart—that he is enjoying, perhaps

unconsciously, the expression of brotherly affection and expan-
sive benevolence. The mother's face is alike free from the

harshness of rebuke or the weakness of entreaty. She is careful

of the feelings of the child of another, as she is watchful over the

repose of her own
;
she is not one to exact obedience through

fear, but to change it into pleasure through affection—the face

of that mother, the act of that child, are lovely lessons of kind-

ness and gentleness from which all, whether men, women, or

children, may learn equally.
Another pleasure })eculiar to the Louvre is the sight of so many

women artists, who may work in safety without being insulted by
the suspicious glances of the mischievous and ignorant, and who,

by their judicious selection of subjects, and the truth and spirit

with which they master them, show that they need but equal ad-

vantages to give them equal ability. They paint freely, easily, and

have sufficient command over their pencils, or, rather, devotedness

to their subject, to be perfectly indifferent to the looks or remarks

of the people around them. They lose all consciousness of self in

their love for the art—one of the distinguishing marks of true

genius.
* What an intelligent face ! What a beautifully organized

hand ! What is she co{)ying ?' The loves of Paris and Helen, by
David

;

—one moment of them, but still sufficient to tell their

whole history. Alone, away from all pursuit, secured even against
the intrusion of the airs of heaven, by the full, soft, folded drapery
that curtains the entrance; all around glowing with bright hues

and exquisite forms, they, the centre of all, richly adorned, in the

full pride of matchless physical beauty
— Perfect, you would say;

but look, the lovely head of Helen is slightly drooping ;

—
again,

there is abstraction in her eye ;
—

again, there is an unsatisfied,

remorseful expression on the crimson lips : and Paris, as he draws

her nearer to him, grasps her arm more than presses it, and looks

up in her face with eyes of uneasy passion, as if asking why they
are not happy now that they have attained the end of their wishes.

Did a blessing ever rest on pleasure earned at the price of pain to
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others ? And yet many turn from this picture because it is
' im-

moral.' Let them turn back, remembering that nothing tends so

much to immorahty as ignorance. Endymion, too, by Girodet,
would doubtless be treated by these immoral moralists as the

Samaritan was treated by the Levite—a glance^ and a passing by
on the other side. The richly-robed have no dealings with the

naked. And yet that picture is more than poetical
—it is a poem.

Usually we have seen the subject illustrated thus : Endymion
§uflBcientIy muscular for a life-guardsman, (that is, a man whose
business it is to take life away whenever his superior (?) chooses

to order him,) is fast asleep, with his head tucked under his arm,
as a bird goes to roost with its head under its wing; (perhaps they
mean to denote his aerial nature!) to him descends a sort of

dancing damsel, fat, fair, and flourishing, with a star just above
her head, as large as a saucer, (inclusive of the beams emitted

therefrom,) to show that she means the moon
;
that is to say, the

stars come in the night, so does she, for there is no other earthly
or heavenly reason for it; and there ends the matter;—matter in-

deed, for where is the spirit? Look on that picture
—now on this.

A figure scarcely too old, and quite sufficiently beautiful for the

full-grown Cupid
—we do not mean the little, silly, spoiled, mis-

chievous urchin, but the young god who inspired the love of

Psyche—sleeps in a bower. His upturned face, long, clustering,

rich, raven locks, and lovely, listless limbs, bathed in a flood of

moonlight, which has descended and still pours down from above,

flashing through the twisted vine leaves, warm as if it were full

summer/glowing as if it would burn a passage through the branches:
The very sunshine by night. And the face beneath so beautiful,
so happy, smiling in its sleep, as if dreaming of the fulness of
love shining upon it. The whole picture is itself like a dream, a

bright glimpse by night, caught from the old mythology, and fixed

by the wonder-workmg magic of art. It has that creative power
which always waits on genius. Thought chases thought through
the mind

; image after image is suggested.
' But he—if love hath won him,

Tho' conceal'd from the day,

Night's deepest shade upon him,
Love will find out the way.'

Love and moonlight make sunshine for the heart. Though the

night be dark, though man be weary, there is yet an unseen in-

fluence watching over him and working out his happiness,—the

light of almighty love. How many pictures might be made from
it!—a Jewish outline, a figure somewhat more suited to the
Hebrew shepherd, and you have Jacob's dream. Upon that

ladder of rays you have angeU descending and ascending, their

dazzling glory preventing those who gaze from tracing any distinct

form. A bright way of escaping from the '

strange fowl' who are

flying up and down in Rembrandt's picture in the Dulwich gallery.
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Again, it is the body of man awaiting the descent of Deity to
* breathe into it a living soul ;' and the smile on the lips is but

the reflection of the Spirit of Good rejoicing in the perfection of

his glorious creation. ' In the image of God created he him.'—
We thirst for another draught from that delicious picture. There
is nothing earthy about it. It is pure water from a crystal foun-

tain. In the ' Scene du deluge,' by the same artist^ some of the

faults of the French school show themselves. The lives of three

generations (and two over, for there are a grandfather, and hus-

band, and wife, and two children) are made to depend on one

single branch of a tree. The subject is, nevertheless, powerfully
dealt with. Their hope is failing them, though the tree is not

s})litting suddenly, but like a damp, tough, hardy oak bough, peel-

ing and untwisting, and you know that that group of living beings
must inevitably be hurled to death in the gulf below. There is a

terrible power in the strong agony in the face of the husband, and

the agony of strength in the body. He is pulling at arm's-length
his wife, who has two children clinging to her, up a precipice; the

other arm grasps for support at the failing branch
;
meanwhile on

his shoulders is seated the old man and his money bags. He hears

the shrieks of his wife and the cries of his children on one side,

answered by the helpless, yielding, creaking tree on the other.

Above and all around are the black remorseless heavens, and be-

low a fathomless abyss of waters. But with all this, terrible as it

is, there is a sort of ingenuity about it, a contrivance to make so

many beings depend one after the other upon another, bringing
them at last to the one oak bough, that ivill remind you, in its con-

tinuity of objects tending to a single point, of '

this is the house

that Jack built!' Good reader, do not upbraid us with hardness

of heart;
—look at the picture, and you will find that it is not we

who are unfeeling, but that the artist has taken ' the one step.*
—

You are always stopped in your admiration of the modern French

school by the words '

exaggeration, defective colouring, want of

proportion,' &c., &c., faults tmdoubtedly, but not to be compared
to the total absence of soul or expression which are found in con-

junction with fine colouring and perfect anatomy, and held up to

universal admiration. And colouring, after all, what is it? Not
all the colours that ever glowed upon canvass, were ever half so

bright as the holly-hocks in a cottage garden. Not all the flowers

that ever wantoned in the breeze or lifted up their pretty heads in

the sunshine, excjuisite creatures though they be, ever produced
so deep an impression as one strong human emotion vividly

depicted by the art of the painter. And form ? We hate your

j)eoj»le who while you ask them to admire a piece of poetry
that comes from the canvass like a sunbeam, coolly answer,

'Yes,—but look at that little toe on the left foot, don't you think

the nail is too large!' And then they send you to Kubens to

study
'

breadth.' Capital scope, certainly. And yet he Avas a
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wonder. His gift of grace to the cumbersome material he had
to deal with, is certainly miraculous

;
like the wonder-woriiing

Watteau, who made hoops, and hi^^h heads, and court-cut coats,
and wigs, and waistcoats, subservient to the graces. Rubens
should have had '

faith' in his own creative powers, and have

entirely
' removed' those * mountains' of muscular men and fat

women,—but they are moulded into something like ease, and so

grouped, (and you wonder how,) that they do not jostle each other.

His judgment is least shown in his favouritism for allegor}', render-

ing his Avant of spirituality more apparent. His would-be super-
naturals are subs. However, compare him with the low Dutch
school and he becomes a poet. As long as that has its admirers,
with George the Fourth at their head, Rubens may boast of the

superiority of his. Give us the exaggeration of the French school

rather than the vapid nothingnessof your mere coloured anatomy.
It proceeds from their love of action

; they must have something
stirring, something under strong excitement, and they are right ;

(what is called ' the repose of the soul,' is generally its laziness;)
hence their frequent selection of battle subjects; they should
show better iudsment in choosino; a nobler excitement than war.—
Go into any gallery, and do you not long to add souls to the life-

less forms that have too long enjoyed a reputation for beauty, and
the admiration of picture-hunters. Fair unmeaning Virgins and
children, fat Venuses and frivolous Cupids, saints without souls,

priests without pride, soldiers without savageness, all sorts of people
without any thing but mere form and colour, nothing approach-
ing to a spirit either ofgood or evil to animate them. Where is the

help for this.^ As yet the arts lack the patronage they deserve.

We do not mean the knighting a President, or asking an R. A.
now and then to a stray dinner at a lord's, or said lord purchas-

ing a picture of said R. A., but the people's money which goes
into other channels should be devoted more frequently to procure

pleasures for them which would improve and refine the national

character. We lie in wait for the time not only when • swords
shall be beaten into ploughshares,' but when such senseless pa-

geants as coronations, such childish baubles as coronets, and all

their accompaniments, shall be changed into works of art; forms
that live in marble majesty, faces that breathe from out the canvass
a moral, intellectual, and physical beauty. Much might be done
Avith what already exists, if all would combine for the general good.
Go then, all of ye who can, and take a lesson from the Louvre!
Lords who have influence, and, what is better, private galleries
to bequeath ;

merchants who have money ; people who have Avills

and voices
;
and artists who have genius ; go, and return with a

determination, that, as far as in you lies, you will assist to obtain
for England,

—
nay, for every nation in the Avorld,— something

which shall truly deserve the name of_a National Gallery.
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FINCH'S TRAVELS IN AMERICA.*

Mr. Finch's volume contains two wholly distinct publications :

A Narrative of Travels in the United States, and an Essay on the

Natural Boundaries of Empires.
The press has of late brought forth travels in America, in rapid

succession. It is to be hoped that they will continue to multiply,
until the condition of the inhabitants of that immense country is

generally and thoroughly understood by the people of England.
The American institutions have often been called experimental,

by the enemies of change in this country, and we have been told

to wait, and see what would come of them. It was meant, by
this admonition, that Jonathan would, before long, get into such

confusion, as willingly to saddle himself again with Church and

King, kneeling down penitently to receive the old pair of pan-
niers, and then bearing, like the strong and contented Issachar,

his brace of burdens. The prophecy is not yet quite fulfilled.

The assertion was nevertheless true, as to the experimental cha-

racter of American legislation. The whole constitution was one

great experiment : and after the lapse of more than half a cen-

tury, we may surely begin to set some value by the results.

They are the more interesting to us, from having been tried upon
our own kith and kin. The plant which is growing there, is a

slip from our own stock. A French precedent for innovation in a

popular direction, is easily disposed of. That which may do in

France, and produce much good, might yet, Ave are told, be very
mischievous here. We are so very different

; quite another race.

But this will not hold as to America
;
what will do for Jonathan,

will do for John. At any rate, if we do not copy their trans-

atlantic ways, we may yet profit by fully understanding them.

The pains which are often taken to mystify the public on Ameri-

can affairs, show that some good is to be gained by an acquaint-
ance with them. What attempts have been made, for instance,

to hoax us about the operation of the ballot there, and the manage-
ment of elections. There is no pleasure in mere lying, even for

a traveller. Some sinister object is contem[)lated in such mis-

representations : Ave may presume, then, on some public advan-

tage in getting at the truth. So let the press Avork away at

American travels, hoAvever large the number already in the

market. Being so numerous as they are, our best mode of

reviewing Mr. Finch Avill be sim[)ly to state the peculiarities of

his publication.
It may interest some of our readers to know, that Mr. Finch

has been more attentive than most travellers to the geology of

* Travels in the United States of America, ami Canada, containing some account
of their Scientific Institutions, and a few Notices of the (ieology and Mineralogy of

tliose Countries. To which is ailded, an Essay on the Natural Boundaries of tim-

l>ircs. IJy J. Finch, Es(i. J^ongnian, 183.'}.
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the United States. We do not mean that there are any profound

disquisitions in his book ;
he picks no quarrel with Moses

;
he

attempts no history of pre-Adamite ages ;
we really do not know

whether he is a Neptunist or a Vulcanist ;
he may be either

Wernerian or Plutonian
;
but he attends to facts, and records

phenomena. Whenever he found himself in a favourable situa-

tion, he seems always to have had his eyes in his head, and his

hammer in his pocket ;
we should rather say, in his hand. His

pages are not overloaded with specimens, but what he does men-
tion is to the purpose ;

he jots down what he saw, in a brief and

business-like way.
Another peculiarity, nnd a source of more general interest in

these travels, is, that Mr. Finch had personal and familiar inter-

course with several of the ex-presidents, and has preserved vari-

ous opinions expressed to him in conversation, by Adams,
Madison, and Jefferson. Fragments of the conversation of the

two last mentioned, fill several pages, which will be read with

curiosity and pleasure. These men, and whoever else may follow

them in their high ofiBce, ought to be studied. They are one of

the results of the great experiment. The old theory was, that

chaos would come again, whenever the chief magistracy was
made elective. It was even piously surmised, that Providence

had especial care over the fecundity of royalty, in order to save a

nation from the calamity of being called upon to make a choice.

And yet the Americans have gone on making kings, and power-
ful ones, too, each for a shorter period than we choose a member
of Parliament, without having yet made a single blunder of any
moment. Of different characters, intellectually and morally, they
have yet all been men fitted for their work. Not one of them

unworthy of the glory of being so chosen
;
not one of them but

would have been a royal phoenix in the longest line of hereditary
succession. Only think how Jackson has turned out! of whom,
in this country, we expected nothing less than that immediately
on his election he would have seized the bank, to bribe the mili-

tia, and have crowned himself emperor with a grenadier's cap.
The fact was, that we knew nothing about Jackson. A circum-

stance which we began to suspect, as soon as we found that the

quakers of Philadelphia were voting the old soldier into the chair.

Nature will wonderfully mend her manners, before she produces
a similar succession of able men. It would never have been thus,

had they come in the kingly way, and had the history been, of

Jackson, which was the son of Quincey Adams, which was the

son of Monroe, which was the son of jMadison, which was the son
of Jefferson, which was the son of John Adams, which was the
son of Washington, the father of his country.

It also deserves mentioning, for the sake of many in whose

eyes this circumstance will confer value on Mr. Finch's book,
that he is the grandson of Dr. Priestley ;

and that one object of
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his visit to America, was to make a pilgrimage to the grave of his

ancestor, on the banks of the Susquehanna. The manner in which
he accomplished this purpose, is told with much simplicity and
truthfulness, and will be read with interest by all who venerate
the memory of the '

patriot, saint, and sage.' That the pilgrim
was influenced by no very feeble motive in this act, may be in-

ferred from his eagerly undertaking in its accomplishment a walk
of 250 miles, in the middle of winter, from the banks of the
Delaware to those of the Susquehanna, through a country of
which the pithy expression that there was ' no distinct road,'

conveys a tolerably distinct notion to the mind. The walk was
indeed an adventure

;
and deserved the record which the author

has given of it, as introductory to that gratification of his pious
and honourable feelings to which it led him :

—
' I went to view his mansion, where the last few years of his life

were passed. On the peaceful shore of the gentle Susquehanna he

might congratulate himself,
" Di avere finalmente trovato un porto alia sua agitata fortuna."

The garden, orchard, and lawn, extend to the side of the river. A
sun-dial, which still retains its station, was presented to Dr. Priestley

by an eminent mathematician in London. Two large willow trees

grow near the mansion ; under their shade he often enjoyed the

summer evening breeze.
' His laboratory is now converted into a house for garden tools !

the furnaces pulled down ! the shelves unoccupied ! the floor covered
with Indian corn ! a stranger might be inclined to say,

" Sic transit gloria philosophia;."

But, when the chemist, or the historian, or the philosopher, or the

divine, examine the records of the various branches of learning in

which they are skilled, then will his name be honoured. To this

laboratory the children from the school were accustomed to come,
once a week, and he would amuse them with experiments.

' The tomb of my grandfather, Dr. Priestley, is in the environs of
the town, surrounded by a low wall. I knelt by my ancestor's tomb,
and the perils and toils of my pilgrimage were remembei'ed with

pleasure.'—pp. 316, 317.

The 'Essay on Boundaries,' appended to the 'Travels,' is an

ingenious and original disquisition. We regret that we cannot

go into the subject, but must content ourselves with commending
it to the attention of the philosophical politician and student of

history.
It may be added to our mention of (he author's peculiarities,

that his style has a singular and quaint brevity, which, though
not meant for humour, often looks like it, and which occasionally

produces the appearance of hints ami mcmuranda, rather than of

finished composition. The latter remark particularly applies to

the
J^^ssay. We refer to such writing as this :

—
' The example of the Portuguese may be noticed. They visited
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India as merchants. Invaded as conquerors. Terror of their arms

spread from Ganges to Mozambique. Armies brave. Cities strong.
Allies appeared faithful. Faithful as Bavarians. Portuguese states-

men considered their Indian empire placed on a strong foundation,'

&c. &c.—p. 355.

We really know not whether our author be the inventor of this

style, or picked it up in America, or transplanted it from the

private memoranda of his grandfather. It should be called the

business style. It tells what is meant, and loses no time about

the matter. Facts all there. Words enough. None superflu-
ous. Good short stage reading. Take book to counting-house.

Snap up chapter with chop. Very useful. Time improved.
Mind, ditto.

THE EXCURSION.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ' CORN LAW RHYMES.'

BoNE-wEART, manvchilded, trouble-tried !

Wife of my bosom, wedded to my soul !

Mother of nine that live, and two that died !

This day, drink health from Nature's mountain bowl
;
—

Nay, why lament the doom that mocks control ?

The buried are not lost, but gone before :

Then, dr\' thy tears, and see the river roll

O'er rock?, that crown'd yon time-dark heights of yore.
Now, tyrant-like, dethron'd, to crush the weak no more.

The young are with us yet, and we with them ;

Oh, thank the Lord for all he gives or takes,—
The wither'd bud, the living flower, or gem;
And he will bless us, when the world forsakes !

Lo, where thy fisher-born, abstracted, takes

With his fix'd eyes, the trout he cannot see !

Lo, starting from his earnest dream, he wakes I

While our glad Fanny, with rais'd foot and knee,
Bears down at Noes side, the bloom-bow'd hawthorn-tree.

Dear children! when the flowers are full of bees
;

AVhen sun-touch'd blossoms shed their fragrant snow;
When song speaks like a spirit from the trees

Whose kindled greenness hath a golden glow ;

When, clear as music, i-ill and river flow.
With trembling hues, all changeful, tinted o'er

By that bright pencil which good spirits know
Alike in earth and heav'n : 'tis sweet, once more,
Above the sky-ting'd hills to see the storm-bird soar !

*

* In cloudy weather, before or after rain, birds of the falcon tribe are more than
at other times on the wing for prey.
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'Tis passing sweet to wander, free as air,

Blithe truants in the bright and breeze-bless'd day,
Far from the town, where stoop the sons of care

O'er plans of mischief, till their souls turn grey,
And dry as dust, and dead-alive are they,

Of all self-buried things the most unbless'd :

Oh, Morn, to them no blissful tribute pay!
Oh, Night's long-courted slumbers ! bring no rest

To men who laud man's foes, and deem the basest best !

God ! would they handcuff thee ? And, if they could.
Chain the free air, that, like the daisy, goes

To every field
;
and bid the warbling wood

Exchange no music with the willing rose

For love-sweet odours, where the woodbine blows

And trades with every cloud, and every beam
Of the rich sky ! Their gods are bonds and blows,

Rocks, and blind shipwreck ;
and they hate the stream

That leaves them still behind, and mocks their changeless dream.

They know ye not, ye flowers, that welcome me.

Thus, glad to meet, by trouble parted long !

They never saw ye ;
never may they see

Your dewy beauty, when the throstle's song
Floweth like starlight, gentle, calm, and strong !

Still, Avarice, starve their souls ! still, lowest Pride,

Make them the meanest of the basest throng !

And may they never, on the green hill's side.

Embrace a chosen flower, and love it as a bride !

Blue Eyel)right ! loveliest flower of all that grow
In flower-lov'd England ! Flower, whose hedgeside gaze

Is like an infant's ! what heart doth not know

Thee, cluster'd smiler of the bank ! where plays
The sunbeam Avith the emerald snake, and strays

The dazzling rill, companion of the road

Which the lone bard most loveth, in the days
When hope and love are young ? Oh, come abroad.

Blue Eyebright ! and this rill shall woo thee with an ode.

Awake, blue Eyebright ! while the singing wave
Its cold, bright, ])eauteous, soothing tribute drops

From many a grey rock's foot, and dri})ping cave ;

While yonder, lo, the starting stone-chat hops !

While here the cotter's cow its sweet food crops ;

While black-fac'd ewes and lambs are bleating there;

And bursting througli tlie briers the wild ass stops
—

Kicks at the strangers
—then turns round to stare—

'i'iicn lowers his large red ears, and shakes his long dark hair.
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THE MODERATE WHIG.

The political world, prolific as it has been of late in strange and
eccentric births, seems most to have deviated from its vague and
uncertain course of propriety, in the production of the moderate

Whig.
Strange and ambiguous title ! yet borne boastingly and osten-

tatiously, by many who had long been puzzled in the choice of a

party, and were ready to join any, the motto of whose standard

might flatter their vanity, the tenets of whose creed might not

militate inconveniently against their own ease and prejudices.

Now, these half-and-half disciples of a wavering school are con-

tented. Any suspicions which might, perchance, have attached
to the principal term, are repelled by the wholesome qualification
of the adjunct. They can now dare to call themselves by a name,
which, in times past, has been fancifully connected with the idea

of independence and patriotism, since they are not bound to pro-
secute its adoption by the espousal of opinions, and the advocacy
of doctrines, to which their nature and disposition were always
foreign. Little heed they the fact, that, in the scale of political

thinkers, thev rank as a mere lusus, less amusing by their eccen-

tricities, than annoying by their deformity. In vain are they
reminded, that too much virtue and self-denial would not have
been expected from them had they assumed the unqualified title

of Whigs. There can be no harm, they think, even in excess of

caution, and that name sounds the most euphoniously in their

ears, which promises the least to the community. Contumely and
ridicule they are contented to bear, because they have not sufficient

moral courage to earn honest applause by open and manly con-
duct. Let us see whether this strange and ill-starred abortion

admit of any description. The task is no easy one, for as few-

have a clear perception of the Whig's real character, who can

hope to set forth the nature and attributes of the moderate

fVhig?
In some respects he may be styled a bat. Purblind and lazy,

he clings with torpid adhesion to dark and ruinous edifices. When
scared from them by the hand of improvement and renovation, he
starts reluctantly into the full glare of day, only to remain within

its influence, until he can find some new place of refuge, as-

similar as possible to that which he was compelled to relinquish.
Left to himself, he would have remained unseen and unheard,
save in the doubtful hours of twilight, when his querulous cries

and ill-defined form would barely have sufficed to remind the
world of his existence. His most ambitious flights are always the
most awkward and self-distressing, the objects of his pursuit

trifling and insignificant, and a return to obscurity and sloth, the

highest pleasure of which his degraded nature is susceptible. The
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only praise which can be accorded to his disposition is that, of

itself, it is harmless.

For any good which accrues from his existence to the com-

munity, he might well be spared from the list of animal creation.

There is yet another hybrid to which the moderate Whig assimi-

lates, and that animal is the mule. In some of its points may be

traced a likeness to its more noble sire, and its appearance, at

first sight, induces better expectations than are warranted by its

action and paces. For while its form resembles more nearly its

less worthy dam, its temper and disposition seem to be wholly
derived from the same original. It inherits a large share of her

apathy, and her dislike to brisk and lively motion, though endowed
vith abilities far superior to hers when roused, at last, by strong
stimulants. In that case it is capable of climbing even the steepest
acclivities, but it plods on its way with the difficulty and reluc-

tance of obstinacy. Its greatest manifestation of instinct is obser-

vable in the skill and facility with which it descends from a proud
and eminent position to a more congenial level.

Though creation numbers sundry other animals, whose habits

and conformation might well be employed in the illustration of the

anomalous creature with whom we have now to do, they may be

omitted, in order that we may examine him upon his own merits.

Were he summoned to confession, he would no doubt affirm, in

his own behalf, strong feelings of an enlarged and comprehensive
philanthropy. He would not be slow to admit, that the aim of
all good government should be the greatest happiness of the

greatest possible number. But were the examination pushed with

searching strictness, he would not evince any great willingness to

concur in the plans, which can alone annex real merit to his

notions. The great and overwhelming fault of his character is,

his utter incapability of promoting practical good. He talks largely
and acts insignificantly.

It has been said, that all men are liberally inclined till they
have an opportunity of acting illiberally. If the moderate Whig
succeed in escaping this imputation, he will, nevertheless, stand

convicted of omitting many opportunities of acting liberally, when
such a line of conduct might be pursue<l without disadvantage,
and with high credit to himself. But the melancholy truth is,

that he is a moral coward, and fears to lay hold of those occasions

for the common good, which the bold knave distorts to his own
selfish purposes. Like a drone, he should be banished from the

confines of active and enterprising society. What can be done
with a man who acknowledges evils, and yet hesitates to strive for

their abolition ? Who sees his neighbours girding themselves for a
noble and holy contest, and holds aloof, or else retains his scab-

bard, when all his comrades have thrown theirs aside.
' Our houses are falling about our ears,' says the citizen of

sense and activity,
< the wind whistles through their chinks, and
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our children shiver in their beds. Let us pull them down alto-

gether, and build them up anew.'—'

Nay ! not so !' drawls forth

the moderate Whig.
' In that rickety old hovel were born my

fathers and my grandfathers ; so was I too ;
how then can I

destroy it ?'— ' And for that mawkish reason must your family be
crushed by its ruins?' urges the other.—'Heaven forbid !' ejacu-
lates the driveller. * Can it not be mended ?'— ' It were idle to

attempt it,"* is the reply
—'There is no soundness through the

whole of it, the new work would but the sooner pull down the

old.'

And does the dotard loiter still ? Ay, and ever will, unless

driven by main force to the working out of his own safety. The
moderate Whig condemns precipitate actions, and defends his

folly by quoting the delays of Fabius. But he forgets that the

Roman general employed the dread enemy, procrastination, only

against his enemies. He of whom we treat, idles away time to

his own and to his country's ruin.

The moderate Whis is a braggart as well as a coward. He
feeds his own self-sufficiency by censures upon the conduct of his

opponents, and is weak enough to imagine that, thereby, he assists

those whom he speciously calls his friends. Hear how he rates

the Tories, only more hurtful than himself because more active !

Will he never learn that the apathy of virtue encourages vice, and
that the success of pernicious machinations is but the result of

his own sluggishness ? No theory in the world, merely as such,
can compensate, by its intrinsic excellence, the want of practical
benefit. And yet the moderate Whig fancies, that his ambiguous
intentions are exempted from the laws to which all abstract mat-

ters are subject. Grant even that his views are sincerely patriotic,

and his plans calculated, as far as they go, to promote the good of

the commonwealth. Still, nothing but a prompt application of

active measures can bring them to bear successfully and in season.

However he may, in his conscience, recognise this principle, the

moderate Whig is unable to act upon it. He overlooks the seed-

time, and expects a harvest.

Would that it might be reasonably hoped that this hybrid
race of politicians might perish without leaving descendants !

Nature has wisely ordained, that those of her creatures, whose
existence is a deviation from her ordinary scheme, should be

incapable of propagating their species. But for this salutary

regulation of a wise providence, the fair face of our globe would

long, ere this, have been overrun by foul and portentous beings.

Though the political world has copied, frequently, and with

an unsparing hand, the but occasional freaks of its more exalted

prototype, it may be doubted whether any similar check has been

imposed upon her reiterated vagaries. Let us trust, that,, at

length, though late, it may awaken to a sense of its deformed and
blemished state, and that, removing that class of its inhabitants

No. 84. 3 P
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who encumber without adorning its surface, it may substitute for

them others, who have both the wish and the abihty to correct

evil and to promote good.
Aliqois.

DAWN.

I BREAK upon the skylark's starry sleep:
Lo ! up to the unclouded vault he springs,
As a quick thought into the brain doth leap,
And to the cresting star of morning sings
A faint and trembling song, again descending,
And with the interrupted silence blending.
The pale Dawn dreams amid the broken shadows
Of sky and air, of ocean, cliffs, and meadows,
Like love, with eyes half-ope, thro' scatter'd hair:

The morning star swings high its silver lamp
O'er the white portal of the ethereal east

;

And beaming upon vesper, dim and damip
In the pale purple of the western air.

Lights her to sleep in the o'ercurtain'd night,
Fast fading from the banner of the morning,
In the advancing van of its adorning.
The fixed star-spheres, from their watch released,
Retire within a veil of blinding light ;

And, riding on Aurora's opening lid.

Seem but dream-tears witliin its lashes hid.

As the morn wakes upon her starlight pillow.
The moonbeam pales upon the tranquil billow,

And, like a radiant ghost, slow dies away
In the grey splendour of the kindling day.
In a dim vapour, on the horizon's verge,
Now setteth Hesper faint and weepingly ;

And from the caves of night a murky surge,

Advancing to the forehead of the sky.
Enfolds in heaving clouds the day-star clear ;

And the cleft orl) of the way-weary moon
And one iar pilgrim planet's failing sphere
Alone in the dissolving ether swoon.

* \y #

NOTE ON JEWISH TITHE.

SoMK of our Corresj)on(lents impugn the statement, imder the

siuiialureofTheta, in our number for AugusI, th;it by the Mosaic
l-;iw the pjiyment of Tithe whs only triennial There is room for

controversy on this j)oint, but it is of so httle importance, as to
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the claims of the Church of England, that we can scarcely think

it worth while to open the discussion. Michaelis, in his Com-

mentary on the Laws of Moses, is referred to by one of our

Correspondents ; Josephus by another
;

and the authority of

both is against Theta. By means of a Bible with marginal re-

ferences, those of our readers who are so disposed can easily

possess themselves of the Scriptural evidence, and form their own

opinions. The parallel between Jewish and English tithe so

totally fails, as to render it utterly worthless as an argument.
One discrepancy is thus indicated by a Correspondent, who signs
himself ?, and there are several other differences equally bear-

ing upon the subject :
—

' In considering the revenue of the Levitical order, we must, how-
ever, take into the account the circumstance, that they were not merely
priests, employed in the service of religion alone. They were also
'* The physicians, the scribes and keepers of the genealogical registers,
the mathematicians ;" in short, they formed the literary tribe in whom
existed all the knowledge which the nation possessed, and to whom
the people must look for everv improvement which might be expected
in literature, science, and the arts. In all countries and in all ages,
services of this kind are remunerated at a higher rate than the mere
labour of the working man which a wiser head directs ;

and in the

case of the Jews, the. remainder of the nation was principally tni-

ployed in agriculture, the wages of which are universally lower than

those of any other employment. The Mosaic tithes then, and other

sources of revenue to the Levitical order, though considerable in

amount, did not, however, form an unreasonable remuneration for the

important services which the nation received from this, its literary
tribe.'

The Clergy of the Establishment would be as little disposed,
as they are qualified, to claim the remuneration of the Jewish

Levites, if the performance of similar services were an essential

condition. Ed.

NOTES ON THE NEWSPAPERS.

Uncivilized Christians and Savage Indians.—The ' Times' of November
the first gives extracts from Buenos Ayres papers, showing, that

the warfare between uncivilized Christians and savage Indians, in

which little quarter is given, still continues as^jife as ever. One
account coolly tells how ' Estanislao Lopez, the governor of the

province of Santa Fe, at the head of two hundred Gauchos and thirtv-

four Abipones, or Indians of the missions, surprised the Indian tolde-

rias (skin tents) killed forty-two warriors and took four prisoners,

together witli two hundred women and girls of all ages, all their

horses and black cattle, and two flocks of sheep.' All this wholesale

work is recorded precisely in the tone of a mercantile price current.

3 P 2
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The only excuse foi" the ' Christian' warriors is, that the Indians

would serve them precisely in the same way if they could. It is lex

talionia by anticipation. But how a change can be brought about

involving a different order of things it is difficult to pronounce.
Even in Northern America, the humane laws made by the govern-
ment for the protection of the Indians fail to produce the wished

effect of creating harmony between white men and red men. If this

be the case amongst people who recognise the principles of justice as

their rule of action in all public documents, even though individuals

amongst them may be deficient in the practice, what can we expect
from people who have inherited nothing from their Spanish rulers

but the vices connected with the practice of arbitrary power, and

have not yet had time enough to allow virtues of their own, or their

own by imitation, to take root amongst them. The name of ' Don
Estanislao Lopez, Governor of Santa Fe,' sounds very awful in

English ears, but the sight of the man and the knowledge of his

actions, would remove the awe and leave only disgust in its place.

One anecdote will suffice : Santa Fe, be it premised, is an enormous

province, principally consisting of grassy plains and sandy woods,

partially intersected with rivers and brackish streams. Its principal

produce is horses and some few black cattle, and one of the most pro-
fitable employments of the governor and his myrmidons, is rescuing
stolen cattle from the Indians, just as British men of war used to pre-
fer retaking merchant vessels to the prevention of their capture, as a

more profitable speculation. Another profitable matter to Don Esta-

nislao and his people, is the capture of Indian women and children to

sell for slaves amongst the whites ;
a matter which is exceedingly

convenient, as the slavery of blacks is by law prohibited. All that

can be said in palliation of the disgusting practice is, that in their

state of slavery, after the massacre of their male protectors, they are

usually treated by their masters and mistresses with humanity and

consideration. I remember a mechanic in Buenos Avres who had

three Indian boys from fourteen to seventeen years of age, one of

whom was the son of a Cacique. He caused them to undergo the

ceremonies of the Romissh Church under the names of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob. One he made a blacksmith, another a carpenter,
and the third an upholsterer. They were not very skilful, but they
seemed content. The Cacique who would, occasionally, earn a real by

taking charge of my horse, frequently told me that he had but one

cause of disquiet, viz. that he wanted to go back to his country to

bring away a favourite dog which liad been left with his tribe, and

then he should be quite happy. I know not whether he was sincere

in this, but assuredly I, myself, should have preferred the wild life of

])rivation amongst the red men to the degraded position lie held

amongst the whites. But to return to Don Estanislao. On one

occasion the courier who carried the ])OSt-bag between Buenos

Ayres and Chile was stoj)ped and murdered within the province
of Santa Fc'. Don Estanislao was considerably annoyed at this,

not that he cared much abv^ut a simple murder and robbery considered

abstractedly, but the matter in question was an imjieachment of his

authority, and likely to do injury to his revernies in a commercial

point of view. Having made several ineffectual attempts to find out
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the real culprits, he gathered together some twenty whom he knew to

be the worst amongst his subjects, shot half a dozen of them whom he

thought the most likely to have committed the crime, and sent the

rest as recruits to the army, from wliich they gradually deserted and
returned to their old haunts. And the country-side critics on the

affair pronounced Don Estanislao to be a Gran Juaticiari, or great
'

justice doer,' not meaning thereby that he was a great moral agent,
but simply that he was, as Prince Henry said to Falstaff,

' a rare

hangman.'
'

Justified,' in Spanish, has the same meaning as amongst
the ancient Scottish Borderers when they talked of Jeddart Justice,
i. e. hanged first, and tried afterwards.

There is another paragraph of tlie same date, stating that Don
Felipe Ybarra, Governor of the Province of Santiago del Estero, has

published an address calling on all the provinces to join in a sort of

crusade against the Indians. This may be a difficult matter to

accomplish, for some of the said provinces have a decided advantage
in purchasing from the Indians the cattle stolen from their neigh-
bours. Don Felipe is a tall and rather good looking man, of some

forty years of age. He corresponds little with an Englishman's
notions of a Spanish Governor, being devoid of pomposity, and much

preferring poncho and saddle to cloak and cane, usually wandering
about the streets of his capital citv dressed as a gaucho, and provided
Avith a guitar, visiting all the wine ho'.ises, and courting all the pret-
tiest girls. In short, he is a sad rake, but not held the less agreeable
on that account, possibly on the principle, that what is generally

approved by concurring tastes, must be of good quality. He is con-

sidered a good fellow, but he has one defect which, though not very
important in his immediate neighbourhood, Avould not be held exactly
orthodox in an English community. He is apt to take deep revenge
for light offences, and that not according to law, but after the simplest
mode. In England a man mav ruin his enemy according to law, and

enjoy a vast quantity of respectable revenge, but customs differ in

different places, and in some parts the knife is preferred. It certainly
saves much loss of valuable time, but there is no poignant relish in it

compared with that of seeing your enemy die by inches in poverty. Don.

Felipe Ybarra is, however, a man of considerable genius, and the mode
he has hit upon for supplying his exchequer, betokens a far-sightedness
and power of ready adaptation to the wants of the age. The province of

Santiago del Esteio is not very fruitful save in people, and the sur-

plus males commonly betake themselves to the employment of mule-

teers and cart-drivers. Don Felipe cast about how to turn to his

own account the principal production of his territory, and having
found, subsequent to the great revolution against the Spanish tyranny,
that small revolutions were in constant demand in the neighbouring
provinces, for the purpose of turning one great man out of the

governorship, and turning another in, he organized a small body of

his subjects as a kind of militia, serving without regular pay, and

ready to fight for any one upon a reasonable gratuity being given
Thus, when a neighbour had a few thousand dollars to spare, and
was willing to barter them for a short-lived authority, Don Felipe
could furnish him with an army for the service. Tucuman has been
the theatre of much of this kind of business, and the Santiagueno
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condottieri have sometimes fought for and against the same person
within the year. It is but justice, however, to Don Felipe to admit,
that he as regularly performs his contracts as though he were a Dutch
merchant. He has considerable insight into the principles of com-

merce, though his political economy all centres in his own personal

gains, like the Pacha of Egypt. He will probably retain his patri-
archal authority till his death, as he never ill-uses the poor, or

squeezes the rich, of his own domains, unless he catches them plot-

ting ;
and frequent mishaps have caused tlieir spirit of enterprise to

slacken
;
au reste, he is an undoubted brave man, and '

hail fellow

well met '

with all those who do not oppose him. When he has

leisure to attend to the Indians, it is a sign that the revolution line of

business is slack, which marks an improvement in men's notions.

Calais Bread.—A correspondent of the 'Times' states that ' manu-
factured bread can be imported from Calais at twenty per cent, ad
valorem duty, whereas wheat is sixty to sixty-five.' It would not be

a bad mode of annoyance to the corn monopolists if French bread

were sold in the streets of Birmingham, Manchester, and Sheffield.

All the bakers and millers would then complain of great distress, and

petition the honourable house to permit the free entry of the raw
material of bread, in order to employ the productive labourers of our

native land, like good patriots. The loaves should be stamped with

the words '

cheap bread given in exchange for hard ware and fabrics

of wool and cotton,' and every working man would soon be taught to

have free trade at his tongue's end. They make beautiful loaves in

France in the shape of a small cart-wheel rim. Elliot of Sheffield

might rhyme on them with much effect :

Calais bread is very good
Just across the water

;

Bring it here at ebb and flood,

And take our wares iu barter.

And loud the corn-lords' voice will ring,
And louder hard-hand answer,

In spite of Tory, Whig, or King,
Our teeth shall have a chance, sir.

And if new laws should say us nay,
Our starving children's cries, sir.

Shall bid the steel which bread might buy
Assume another guise, sir.

Colonization of Als^iem.
—All true-born Englishmen of the narrow

school of patriotism so strongly advocated by sundry writers whose

brains can admit but one idea at one time, and only take in a new one

by the ])roce8s of forgetting the old one, whenever they hear of the

name of Algiers should conoratulate themselves that it is a colony of

France, unless indeed they grieve over the supposed diminution of

the carrying trade, that honisi motive for so long countenancing the

(Miormily of the jiirates. Poor France ! she has got all the honour,
and all the expense. Botnniont and his people pocketed all the

treasure, and left Johnny Crapeau to settle the bill. What an ad-
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mirable piece of jobbing the whole matter seems to have been—and
to be, English Toryism could not outshine it ; and the French seem
to have caught a Tartar who will not let them go. Jonathan, when
the Dey affronted him, took ample vengeance, though he had to come
three thousand miles for it

;
and what was more, made the barbarian

pay the expenses of his own whipping, the same year that the fourth

Guelph, then Prince Regent, gave the pirate a frigate, all readv to take

the sea. I guess, Jonathan took the frigate from him, and only let

him have it back on his promising to be a good boy. What will the

French do with Algiers? If any thing of good, they must colonize

with some score thousand families on a systematic plan. Military

occupation it unfortunately must be for some time to come, for there

is something in the very air of a Mediterranean coast to induce

people to gather riches by the strong hand ; and there are doubtless

abundance of the children of La Belle France, as well as of other

countries, who would follow the trade of piracy with considerable

gusto if left to themselves. Only fancy a million or so, made up from
Irish Orangemen and Whitefeet, London thieves, Bristol ignorance,
a seasoning of Kent and Sussex smugglers, and a due proportion of

the want-goaded rick-burners and poachers. Imagine them landed
on the coast of Algiers, and taking a fancy to hoist the turban, and
sail under the black flag. I suspect the Christians would be found far

more mischievous than the Mahometans, unless they should resolve

on pushing conquests in the interior. But if the coast of Barbary
were taken possession of with a determination to turn it to the best

account under the direction of philosophic rulers, it might form an
admirable drain for our surplus population. Enterprising men who
lead constantly restless lives in a country like England, such men for

example as Achille Murat, Edward Gibbon Wakefield, and Colonel

Macerone, would find a useful vent for their surplus energy as sub-

ordinate agents in so great and important a work. Steam-vessels

would scarcelv be idle if such a plan were put in execution, and the

expense of export would be reduced very considerably on account of

the short distance.

Colonel Macerone and his wooden JVays.
—Colonel Macerone seems

to be a man full of schemes, sometimes flourishing
a long-jointed pole

with a spike in the end of it, called the ' lance of liberty,' wherewith

universal freedom was to be achieved, and a series of republics to be

wrought all over the world, whereat the '

gentlemen' of the ' United

Service Journal' were suddenly afflicted with inexpressible indigna-
tion and a dreadful access of humane horror at the shedding of human
blood with any weapon not recognised amongst red or blue coated

livery men. For a long time, however, the Colonel has abandoned

such warlike engineering, and has taken to the more civil employ-
ment of scheming steam-coaches. The old battering propensity was,

however, strong within him, and one day his machine carried away
part of a house in a style which would have elicited thunders of

applause from an old Roman army. But, upon the whole, it goes as

well as most other steam-coaches when the road is not too deeply

gravelled, and the clinkers do not choke the furnace bars, and the
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water does not fall, and the axle does not break, and the coke is not

of a bad quality, and the packing of the piston does not wear out, and a
few other accidents to which steam-coaches are for the most part liable.

But the Colonel has now apparently laid aside steaming for the pre-
sent, and has taken to mending the ways of steam. Literally, he has put
forth a very useful little book on pavements, taking them up where
M'Adam left them, and where M'Adam found them, viz. in Derbyshire,
in whichregion M'Adamizing was practised before M'Adam was born,

by the farmers and labourers breaking up lumps of stone to fill the

hollows worn by the cart wheels in the limestone rock which formed
the bed of the road. The Colonel says that, although M'Adamized
roads are good out of town, they are not good in town, on account of

the dust in summer and the mud in winter. This is true
;
but his

proposition, to replace broken granite by 'blocks of hard wood
saturated with pitch,' is scarcely a sound one. However the wood

might be prepared, Avhen new it would make the west end smell like

Bankside
; saying nothing of the expense, it would become rotten

beneath, at no very long period, and would form a fruitful source of

nuisance, to the endangerment of people's health. And however

tight the blocks might be in winter, in summer they would shrink and
become loose. Then again, it would be necessary to set on an extra

number of policemen to watch the wooden stones, especially on the

fifth of November, or the waggish boys would make bonfires from one

end of the town to the other. Moreover, the poor people in the winter

would be apt to regard the street pavements as glorious fuel quarries.

Only think of blocks of hard wood saturated with pitch. It would be

worth while to make a riot at one end of the street, in order to draw

away the ' raw lobsters'
'

attention while digging up the other to carry
home. The phrase amongst the poor minageres would soon be,

' 1

say. Misses, coals is fell, caus wood's to be got for nothing.' Talk of

farmers' hedges, indeed ! gipsies would think scorn to touch them,
with such extensive quarries to be found in town. In Whittington's
time the song was,

' London streets are paved with gold ;'

But the shivering poor of St. Giles and Westminster would sing, with

far greater glee, during the hard black frosts of winter,

' London streets is paved vith vood,

Long live Macorone !

And ve'U blow out vith snmmut good,

Bought out on our coal money.'

Hard blocks of wood saturated with pitch ! only think what precious
fuel ! How the flame would roar up chimneys long unacquainted
with fire! How many grim faces would relax, while grimed hands

would stretch forth, and hoarse voices would soften into the accents

of content, saying, like the man in scripture,
' Aha, I am warm, I have

seen the lire 1' Poor, poor people ! they would be called thievps, and

treadmilled for the act. What tlien shall they be called who rob them,
for sinister purposes, of the precious birthright of knowledge, having

which, neither meat, nor clothes, nor fuel, would be lacking to any
one? Tliieves? Tliey are fiends! 'Who steals my purse, steals

trash.' Who steals my good name, is welcome to it, if he can make
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good use of it. But he who robs me of knowledge, blights the very

•well-spring of all happiness ; he poisons every source from which

enjoyment might be extracted. But to return. Colone^ Macerone
is quite right in his principles of stone pavement. As Count Roniford

says of the setting of stove-grates, 'first get a clear foundation.'

Having a solid bedding beneath, stones should be put on it large

enough for each individually to resist the greatest pressure that can

come upon it. The Solomons of Fleet Street, those feeding Croesuses

of the good city of London, thought nothing so good as a lime cement

bedding; and then, in their sapience, after suffering it to set and get
hard, broke it in pieces by ramming. The absurd jolterheads ! They
thought lime cement was like turtle-soup requiring exercise to make
it lie quiet. But seriously, the superabundant energy of Colonel

Macerone might be advantageously employed in the founding of

colonies, to which the spirit of the age seems tending ; and those who
have any thing to do with them, would do well to ' use him up

'

accordingly
—as the military phrase goes, speaking of human beings

as materiel.

Patronage of Art.
—Mr. Haydon has written a long letter to the

'

Times,' criticising the '

Quarterly Review.' He says that no royal,
or any other patronizing academy can do any thing to promote the

Fine Arts
; and that the present one is, on the contrary, a consider-

able detriment to them. Mr. Haydon, however, forgets to point out

the only available source of efficient patronage
—the great body of the

public. I wish he and his brethren would open their eyes and brains

to this fact. Painters and sculptors ought to be radicals, when they
think that, in the palmy state of the arts in the classic world, the pro-
fessors of them worked for the public. Let them reflect what an educated

British public could do for their recompense, with all the '

appliances
and means to boot,' of modern skill and wealth. 'Twill come ! 'twill

come ! 'twill come !

Magisterial Biography .
—The insolence, coarseness, and ignorance

of Mr. Laing, and others of the London magistracy, have grown into

something like a proverb :
' as coarse as Laing,' is simply an intimation

that a man is thought to have topped perfection in the science of
coarse cruelty and ignorant injustice. The thing which astonishes

people is, not that Mr. Laing should continue to act after his nature,
but that his masters should continue him in his employment. There
is but one answer to it. His masters are Whigs. So long as

Mr. Laing will do their work after their fashion, he may work his

own will in all else. Is not Colonel Rowan still in employment after

the Calthorpe brutality ? why then should Mr. Laing be molested ?

The people must have more power, ere this evil will be remedied. In
the mean time, some good might be done by the penny press, by pub-
lishing the birth, parentage, and education, life, character, and be-

haviour, seriatim, of all the London magistrates, after the stvle of

Fielding's 'Jonathan Wild.' Let it be the truth, the whole truth, and

nothing but the truth.
' Tell truth, and shame the devil,' and

Mr. Laing to boot. His father could furnish many particulars of his
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son's accomplishments. I am no advocate for private scandal ; but

the pi'ivate
character of a public magistrate is public property. His

bringing up should be strictly inquired into, in order to judge of his

fittingness for his office, just as a man inquires into the characters of

his domestic servants ere he engages them. The rulers who appoint
the magistrates, and whose business it is to inquire into their

characters, evidently neglect it, or such improper persons would not

be appointed ;
therefore the public, or the writers who represent the

public, must do it on their own account. It would scarcely be a bad

speculation for the penny press to commence a set of articles entitled
' Lives of the London Magistrates.'

Trade Unions.—In the 'Times' of Nov. 6th, there is an editorial

article, fulminating against trade combinations, upon the strength of

some ill-understood quotations from Mr. Wade (not the Doctor) in a

previous number. The following paragraph will clearly show what a

strange jumble of notions— I had almost said ideas—there must be in

the editor's brain.
' This combination amongst journeymen hatters, tends to make every

poor man's hat dearer to him
;
and what is the consequence ? That

Ave see so many boys and men without hats ; but, instead thereof,

wearing caps, and casques, and all kinds of scaramouch coverings for

the head ; whereas, if every man wore a hat, as the cheapest and best

covering for the head, the supply Avould be so much the greater, and

the wages of the journeymen ivould rise of themselves,''

Had Domine Sampson read this he would have exclaimed,
' Pro-

digious ! ! I' There is a paragraph, reader I Every thing but a hat is

a ' scaramouch covering.' Does the learned editor, who sometimes de-

scribes himself as soprofoundly versed in the English language, know the

meaning of the word scaramouch ? It would be a good designation for hia

mock thunder which serves as an admirable fly-flapper to small people.

Doubtless the editor wears an undeniable felt with a very portly brim,

by way of patronizing the hat trade and distinctly marking his own
'

respectability.' Could he not give his readers a wood-cut of it in

' the leading journal,' just as the Yankies and.Liverpool people adver-

tise their ships ? Does he wear his hat in the form especially approved
of by Mr. Borrodaile the great hatter and M. P.,

' as was V Why, too,

has the editor suffered women to escape ? What right have they to

wear ' scaramouch' bonnets of chip, and straw, and leghorn, and silk,

and satin, and gauze, when they can get sucli beautiful long-napped
black i)eaver hats ? The acuteness displayed by the learned editor is

really surprising, and the idea is most brilliant as to tlic wages
'

rising

of themselves.' Pity it is, it is not quite new. Abel Handy's burning house

was to '

go out of itself.' The learned editor must excuse me if I

hint at one diiliculty in the matter. What is to become of the ' sca-

ranioucli' makers, when the hatters, enlightened by his lectures, shall

liave taken all their trade from them by superior cheapness in the
'

best coverings for heads?' But I suppose they are to die off 'of them-

selves.' it is important that the interests of hatters should be at-

tenfh;d to, ])ut as to ' scaramouches' they assuredly cannot form a part
of the Jiritish nation. As the common people are accustomed to say,

when expressing their astonishment at learning,
'

I wonder how the
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editor's head can hold so much.' How aji fait he is at all things
—

now the formation of a cabinet, anon the balance of power, then the

capacity of people's heads, and then again on the coverings thereof.

Ergo, derives he the inference, a piece of hard felt is better and more
convenient than a piece of soft cloth. The Turks and Greeks, it is true,

think otherwise, like most of their Eastern neighbours, but then they
are all—scaramouches.

And now a word to ye, good friends, ye of the trades' unions and

combinations. It is quite true what the editor of the 'leading journal'
has told you out of Mr. ^yade's book, viz. that no combination can by

any direct process raise the standard of wages, but, nevertheless, heed

him not ; you know as well as I do that his mock thunder breaks no

bones, and it would be a most useless thing to bandy coarse words
with him. He would beat you at that, notwithstanding he belongs to

Brookes's club in St. James's Street, and you meet at indifferent

public-houses. When he next abuses your combinations by way of

a sop to the middling classes, just as Edward Gibbon Wakefield

tried to set the householders on the poor, quote to him the maxim of

your fast friend, Jeremy Bentham,
'

Only by making the ruling
few uneasy can the oppressed many hope for a particle of redress.'

At the name of Jeremy Bentham, he will look at you as the devil

is said to look o'er Lincoln. If he inquire what redress you need,
tell him,

* the removal of the taxes on knowledge, which serve to keep
you in ignorance of many causes of your misery ; the removal of the

taxes on food, which tend to prevent people from giving you employ-
ment ;

the removal of the taxes on industry, which tend to impede
production ; the removal of the restrictions on representation, which
tend to keep power in the hands of the ruling few for their own sinister

benefit; and sundry other things which you will detail more at leisure.

Tell him, moreover, that the agricultural people burned corn-stacks,
because they had no better means of calling attention to their wants,
as the Luddites before them broke up cotton machinery. Tell him,
that that very burning of corn-stacks gave rise to the commission to

inquire into the state of the poor, which has done more good than the

increase of bayonets by the Whigs did evil. Tell him, that if ye
remain in quietude, no government will pay any attention to your
evils, and therefore that ye \\"ill go on agitating, without caring very
deeply, whether ye be right or wrong in your notions, as truth is sure

ultimately to spring up from the discussion. Tell him, that he reckons
without his host, if he thinks to bully ye into quietude, as though ye
were bond slaves at the beck of his masters. Tell him, that ve have
made common cause with your fellows throughout Europe ; and that

your voices will be responded to by their echoes. If he threatens
force and whips, and chains and prisons, and soldier dragooning, show
him your hard hands, and tell him that the handle of a saw or plane
feels very like the small of a musket-stock, that the eve which can
look straight along a board edge for a glued joint, can also take accu-

rately the sights on a musket-barrel. Tell him, that whoever can
handle a pitchfork will not be very awkward at the use of the pike
or bayonet if need be

; and that the sweep of a scythe is not very dis-

similar to the sweep of a broadsword. Tell him that printers' types
make exceeding good langrage for artillery, and will make holes in
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soldiers' coats as easily as the impressions from them make holes in

people's heads. And tell him, that notwithstanding all this, ye are

peaceable men, seeking only to better your condition by all fair and

peaceable means
;
and if any thing has been done unfairly, ye liave

Henry Brougham to keep ye in countenance, who breaks the law with

impunity with his 'Penny Magazine,' and punishes others by law for

doing the same thing. And so speed ye, my merrie men, in the some-

what uncertain navigation by which ye must work out your own
ultimate salvation. We will talk more on this subject at a future

opportunity.

Military Mercenaries.—There has been some controversy in the
' Times' on the subject of acquiring commissions in the army by pur-
chase. The writer who advocates purchase, quotes the Duke of Wel-

lington as an authority.
' It is the promotion by purchase which brings into the service men

of fortune and education, men who have some connexion with the

interests and fortunes of the country, besides the commissions which

they hold from his Majesty. It is this circumstance which exempts the

British armv from the character of being a '

mercenary army ;' and

has rendered its employment not only not inconsistent with the con-

stitutional privileges of the country, but safe and beneficial. An
officer must be in turn a gaoler, police-officer, magistrate, judge and

jury.
« * * *. He must never make a mistake either against the

internal rebel or foreign enemy ;
he must be the governor of a pro-

vince, must manage a legislature, perform the duties of a lord-lieu-

tenant, &c. &c. and all the most difficult and arduous practices of

government.'
What a curious confusion of logic seems to prevail in this Irish

duke's brain ! The army is not mercenary, because purchase is the

only mode of getting into it. If it be a buying army, surely it must

be a selling army, or there are no such things as commercial prin-

ciples. It would be a curious trade, where all buyers and no sellers

occurred. Verily, verily, the ' Great Captain of the age' does not

excel in reasoning, cold-ldooded though he be. And then he lets out

his purpose so naively, while specifying the different offices military
men should fill. The army is to rule the country ;

and the aristocracy,—the 'men of fortune and education'—are to be the exclusive rulers

of the army. Amongst his long list of qualifications he has forgotten
that of executioner ; had he filled that in, the producing classes of the

community might have made an apt quotation from wonderful William

Shakspeare :

'Wliat! shall we be tender!

To let an arrogant piece of tiesh threaten us;

Play jiidj^e
ami executioner all himself?'

Tlie Duke says,
' An officer must never make a mistake, either

against the internal rebel or foreign enemy.' By this it would seem

that lie holds it no ' mistake' to i)ave driven five thousand men into a

river, and written such a jocose account of tlie affair as that contained

in the famous despatch to Sir T. Munro, from the camp at Snood-

netty. You err, Lord Duke ! It was a mistake. I do not speak to
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you of the humanity ;
that is a thing I know you scofiFat, but it was bad

policy. Those who know it, and have taken some pains to extend the

knowledge of it. will take yet more pains to frustrate your hope of one

day ruling Merrie England in conjunction with Henry Lord Brougham
and Vaux, once the pretended friend of the people, but now known far

and wide as an apostate. Take yourself away from the public gaze,
and occupy yourself with things they care not for. Register the

amount of fruit and wine not consumed at the dessert, write auto-

graph orders to your small tradesmen for your household supplies, and
make your evening visits, which are paid for by the nation. The peo-

ple are too much occupied to notice you, unless you are thrust upon
them.

The Editor of the ' Times' seems to think that the concerns of the

army are of much importance to the public ; he is deceived, they care

nothing about the army, except to see it got rid of with as little

trouble and as little suffering as possible to the individuals at present

composing it. It is a nuisance, and, what is worse, it is an useless

and expensive nuisance. Much talk has been made about the honour
of the officers in the army. Now what is the fact ? Whenever they

pledge their honour, the phrase is
' as an officer and a gentleman.'

This distinctly marks the fact, that being an officer is a distinct thing
from being a gentleman. A few days back a Captain Battersby was
held to bail for an assault on a child ; he pleaded drunkenness in his

defence. The next day there appeared in the * Times' a letter from his

solicitors defending him from the imputation cast upon his character
* as an officer and a gendeman.' The rationale of the matter with

regard to standing armies is, that the time for them is gone by.
Officers are, it is true, useful upon an occasion of emergency, though
even that fact has been much exaggerated, for Buonaparte's best offi-

cers were taken from the ranks of the people, with little previous

training, and even upon the Wellington showing, it would seem, that

the simple fact of purchasing into the army makes a man an officer

without more ado. The United States, to whose institutions we are

so much accustomed to refer when in want of political examples, has

already given us a rule for this matter. Their cadets, from all the

States, are sent at the expense of the nation to the military college at

West Point, on the Hudson River. They receive there a military

education, and when they have passed the regular period, they retire

to make room for otheri;, and go into the ranks of private life as mer-

chants, tradesmen, lawyers, or any thing else which may happen to

suit them. Some few join the army, and but few, for 6000 men
along the enormous frontier, offer but little hope to ambition of the

warlike kind. One remarkable feature in this college is, that all the

cadets being trained alike, they are officers and privates in rotation.

When one has got to the top of the class, he is an officer for a few

days, and then again goes to the bottom. These men are spread all

over the Union, and in case of a war, they can readily be brought
forth, either at the call of patriotism, or in the hope of advancement ;

and they are found efficient. Let New Orleans and Niagara speak
to it.

Thunderers^ Scaramouches, and St. Simonians.—Whenever the
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Editor of the' Times' is dubious about the tack he is to make in a pub-
h'c question, whenever he wants to know which way the wind sets,

he inserts his article 'from a correspondent.' If it takes, he lauds
his correspondent, and proceeds in propria persona; if it fails, he
abuses his 'man of straw' who has been put forth for the nonce.
This conduct was remarkable in the case of the St. Simonian lecturers.

First came the '

correspondent
'

feeling his way, and then thinking
it all right, the Editor launched what he called a '

thunderer.' He
certainly did his best to get the poor harmless people massacred by
the mob, but the rhetoric, which neither the city fish-market nor the
Irish colony could matck, was utterly harmless ;

the intended victims

were neither '

spat upon, nor pumped on, nor dragged through the

kennel, nor hunted home to their garrets.' The insertion of the word
' scaramouch

'

marks this article as being by the same hand as the

lecture on '

hats,' and surely there is but one man can write thus.

Did the writer live so long in '

garrets' ere he became the in-dweller of
a rus in itrbe, that they always strike him as the very acme of degra-
dation. What makes the writer so peculiarly sensitive on that sub-

ject ? Is it so sure a fact that the greatest philosophers have always
been the richest men, that it may be taken as a general rule, that the

in-dweller of a garret must necessarily be a rogue or fool? Had the
writer no knowledge on the subject of 'hats' till he removed to

******? Mark, too, reader, how angry he is with the St. Simoni-

ans, because they advocate greater freedom of divorce. I once heard
a '

respectable
'

old gentleman use the following argumentiim ad ho-
minem in opposition to the legality of divorce. ' My good Sir, elderly

gentlemen, like myself, prefer young wives, now what chance should
we have had they the power of leaving us at their own discretion?'

The acuteness of the remark, I confess, staggered me ; it at once
showed that there was a strong vested interest to overcome, which is

the strongest amongst the usual depositaries of power. It is owing
to such modes of ratiocination that we have so many sticklers for

the '
basis of all social happiness,' the privilege of making women a

'

property.'

Irish Exports.
—The '

Hampshire Telegraph' has done a most useful

thing
—

given a statement of the exports from Ireland to England in

the years 1790 and 1830. The increase is enormous, and this clearly
marks a corresponding increase in Irish civilization, whatever may be

alleged to the contrary ; it marks increasing power, and power is

never increased where the condition of the people is deteriorating.
The total amount of exports to England in 1830 is 13,571,500/.; of
tliis 5,200,000/., is in linen, cotton, and horses; the rest, viz,

8,371,500/. is provisions. This, say such folks as edit the 'Morning
Herald '

is the amount of the robbery perpetrated upon Ireland, for

the benefit of the absentees, for it is clear that their rents must^be
paid out of the exports. But stop awhile good people. Let us first

ascertain tiie amount of the exports from England to Ireland, and then
the amount of all the Irish emif^rants maintained here, and the amount
of provisions they consume, together with the cash carried back by
the r^apirs and otliers. Let some M.P. move for the papers neces-

sary lor this purpose, in order to set off against the statement of the
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'

Hampshire Telegraph,' and then we will draw the balance. That

process would, to any reasoning mind, settle the question finally,
whether Ireland is commercially a gainer by England, or England
by Ireland. Whether the Irish labour used here might not be more

advantageously used in Ireland is another question, which might pro-

bably be answered in the affirmative
;
but wiser men must be in the

seat of Government ere it be brought about. English labourers would

rejoice to see that day.

Specimens of German Genius.— '

According to the " German

Pedagogic Magazine," there died lately in Suabia, a schoolmaster, who,
for fifty-one years, had superintended an institution with old-fashioned

severity. From an average inferred by means of recorded observa-

tions, one of the ushers has calculated, that in the course of his

exertions he had given 911,500 canings, 124,000 floggings, 20&,000
custodes, 136,000 tips ^^•ith the ruler, 10,200 boxes on the ear, and

22,700 tasks to get by heart. It was further calculated that he had
made 700 boys stand on peas, 600 kneel on a sharp edge of wood,
5,000 wear the fool's cap, and 1,708 hold the rod.' There's a glut-
ton for you, reader ; ninety average punishments per working diem.
In quantity England is decidedly shamed, but this quotation gives
evidence what a decided advantage there' is in the international

exchange of knowledge. Kneeling on the sharp edge, and standing
on peas, are decidedly novel in England. Would they not be worth
a patent ? But, thank the stars, England has still a chance of teaching

Germany something in the science of education. They evidently
know nothing of '

horsings,' and nothing of the ferula, or the split

cane, or the piece of perforated trace to ' suck up blisters.' That is

the most exquisite piece of all.
' Hold out your hand, sir. Flinch, and

I'll give you ten.' Oh the joy too, when the hand is held out timo-

rously, to inflict an upward stroke on the knuckles from beneath. A
skilful tormentor can thus contrive to give a treble number, and make
the hand unfit to hold a pen for a whole day afterwards. Good old

times !

The True Sun and the New Police.—It is a painful thing to have to

make strictures on a paper which has shown itself so fast a friend of
the people as the ' True Sun,' but it were unwise policy to spare the

faults of our friends, even though they were to quarrel with us for

our pains. For a long time the • True Sun' has been an opponent of
the New Police. The exposition of the knaves and ruffians amongst
them is all quite right, as the duty of all honest men

;
but the ' True

Sun' objects to the whole principle of the establishment. This seems
a mistake. It is not my intention in any way to uphold the atrocious

doings of which they have been made the instruments
; my voice,

feeble though it be, has ever been upraised against such things ; but

surely the possibility of a musket being used by soldiers against the
freedom of a people is not an argument against the manufacture of

guns. Were we to divest ourselves of all useful things which are

capable of being abused, v/e should have little left. The question simply
is, does the New Police keep down thieves better than the Old Police
and Watchmen ? No unprejudiced man can say that it does not
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But the ' True Sun' objects to them that they are spies in the hands
of Government, and instances Popay and others. What of all this ?

It is a proof of the absence of morality in a Government, whose mem-
bers deign to use such tools, but would Popay have been less a spy if

he had not belonged to the Police Force ? In what is he worse or
better than Oliver or Castles, or any other of the gang of miscreants
who are ever ready to sell the blood of their neighbours for hire ?
'

But,' says the ' True Sun,'
' the New Police is neither more nor less

than an army in disguise.' Still I answer. What if it be, provided it

does not act as an army ? I shall be referred to the Calthorpe bru-

tality. Then the remedy is not to attack the tools, but the rulers of
the tools. Get proper foremen—good men—make them responsible,
and the evil will cease. The ruffians will scarcely meddle with the

people again, and good men would weed them out. As to the num-
ber of the police when talked of as a means for keeping down the

people
—not the thieves—they are contemptible. I grant that in the

days of the cold-blooded ruttian Castlereagh they would have been
a serious evil in addition to brutal yeomanry and service-trained

soldiers, but those days are passed never to return, and public opinion
is predominant. One of the strongest charges made against the new

police is the fact of their being occasionally in plain clothes as spies,

yet now a correspondent of the '

Weekly True Sun' gravely finds

fault with their uniform as tending to make them '

dandies,' and pro-

poses to put them in plain clothes ' with the distinctive mark of a red

waistcoat,' easy of concealment, and better adapted to facilitate spying.

Really there is something poor in all this. If the uniform makes the

men dandies, they are not likely long to be very formidable, save to the

inmates of the ' area rails.'

Junius Repivivus.

POSTSCRIPT TO THE MONTHLY REPOSITORY FOR THE
YEAR 1833.

In completing another volume of the '

Monthly Repository,* I

cannot but refer to the disinterested and public-spirited, as well

as able co-0[)eration, which has imparted to its pages the chief

portion of whatever worth, interest, or utility, they may possess.
If I thank my coadjutors, it is on behalf of the public, to whose
service they have devoted time and talent which might by most,

probably by all of them, have been rendered largely available for

their individual advantage. And I invite their continued aid in

the confidence that, by the circulation of this work in many new
directions, we have the opportunity of advocating more efficiently
the princi{)les which we deem essential to the well-being and pro-

gress of the community.
With a satisfaction, in which 1 trust my readers will join, do I

look back, not only on the accession of so many enlightened and

I)iiilosophical mmds, attracted by congeniality with the spirit of
the <

Monthly Repository,' to labour for the extension of its in-

fluence, but also on the topics which have exercised their powers.
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The experiment has, unless I am much deceived in the result,

been made successfully, of rendering a periodical interesting with-

out sacrificing to mere amusement, to personal calumny, or to

party or private objects. On every great question, however brief

the space allowed for its discussion, it has been attempted to

penetrate to the true and ultimate principles of solution. Caring

comparatively little about particular men or temporary measures,
constant regard has been had to those pervading evils of the social

condition, and those redeeming and progressive tendencies of the

human constitution, which must be understood before the one can

be effectually redressed, or the other can have their free and full

operation in the production of the happiness which man was
created to enjoy. Using words which have been egregiously mis-

applied, it naay be justly said, that on whatever point reform or

change has been advocated, we were destructive only that we

might be conservative. An<l that, for the conservation of which,
free from all impediment, we are most solicitous, is the principle
of progression in humanity; a principle Avhich is ever growing in

strength with the growth of knowledge ;
which must and will

burst all the bonds, and demolish all the barriers of antiquated

institutions; and on which Governments must learn to act, unless

they are content to be regarded as the present enemies of nations

and the speedy victims of revolutions.

The great imperfection of the Reform Act, and which, in our

view, demands instant rectification, is, that it rather provides for a
retrograde movement towards aristocratic domination in the legis-

lature, than for a continued advance towards free and universal

representation. The Ballot, an extension of the franchise, and
the shortening of the duration of Parliaments, embody the pro-

gressive principle as applied to the machinery of government.

Why will the Whigs, by opposition to these improvements, occupy
the very position from which they drove the Tories, and which no

party now can long occupy without disgraceful discomfiture?

Their popular orator and oracle (if authorship be rightly guessed)
has* "Said in the '

Edinburgh Review,' that ' a public life, to be

viseful, must be a life of compromises.' This is the fatal error of
the best men of the party. It ruined that noble creature, Charles

Fox, both in character and influence. It has ruined one who
might have been the foremost man of this age ; whose uncoroneted
brow might have been the frontispiece to a volume of the world's

history ;
but who, compromising with the tactics of a lagt^ard

faction; compromising with the enemies of popular education;
compromising with the weak-eyed dreaders of too much light, and
of really useful knowledge ; compromising with the ignorant in-

solence that can still dream of ruling by coercion
; compromisino-

with those who prey on the perversion ofjustice, and on the dese-
cration of religion, has compromised his own glory to all futurity.We had hoped something from the enlightened ambition of that

No. 84. 3Q
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man. We stand rebuked. There can be no great good but frona

those who know not how to compromise. In the legal and peace-
ful struggle for right, compromise is worse than defeat. Measures
are eventually of infinitely less moment than the principles from
Avhich they emanate, and by which the entire system and spirit

of a government must be characterised. The first point, with all

true reformers, is to obtain permanent security for popular as-

cendency. We should rather wait for any and every thing else,

than let that be postponed or compromised.
Political advance can only yield its best fruits to a people whose

opinions, manners, and tastes, are progressing also. Impressed
with this truth, questions have been mooted, which, by their dis-

cussion, tend to throw light on the best modes of diminishing
social evil and increasing social enjoyment. The condition of

woman, better as it may be here than in Eastern countries, or in

ancient times, requires and demands a prompt amelioration in the

imperfections of her education, the restrictions on her independent

occupation, and the perversion of those influences on which man
is dependent for the source of his purest enjoyments, the stimulus of

his noblest exertions, and the full developement of his highest

capabilities. The conviction must one day come, that in making
Avoman little more than a mere jnoperty, as formerly in making
fellow-man a pro[)erty,

' one ruleth over another to his own hurt.'

Woman must ever have the power of early education, and how
much is yet to be done to render early education (indeed all

education) rational and really moral! Injustice is never a true

interest.

May next year bring under notice more of a class of publica-
tions to Avhich it is a pleasure and a hope to advert; writings of

mechanics, which are not mechanical
;
more '

Independents in

Church and State ;' works of men, who working with strong brains

as well as brawny arms, shall at length earn for their class, not a

drunken ' Saint Monday,' but the sanctification of some portion of

every day, for bodily rest, and intellectual activity and enjoyment.
No good man should relax his efforts till this great portion of society
is raised to its i)roper position, its recompense, enlightenment,
and refinemeiii, are bound up with the rights of humanity and the

progress of society. Jf in this work 1 can do any thing, as by the

aid of my contributors 1 hope something may be done, towards

making other classes understand them better, and towards making
them better understand some particulars of the mode in which

their own desires and rights can be most safely and speedily rea-

lized, I shall indeed esteem it a holy ;uid a blessed work.

'Ihe j)roportion of space which has been, and will be devoted

to topics of Art, is only the index of a feeling of the purifying in-

fliietice of the enjoyment to be derived from pictorial, or marble,

us well iis written poetry; which is akin also to that derived from

the all-pervading poetry of nature itself; and of the importance of
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diffusing this species of pleasure to the widest possible extent.

Civilization cannot exist without appropriate enjoyments ;
and re-

fined and imaginative enjo^-ments advance the progress of civili-

zation. To educate a people to a keen relish of the noblest works
of Art, is one of the first duties of Intelligence and Power. There
should be public provision for such training.

So should there also for all kinds of mental and moral training.
No soul perishes for lack of spiritual nutriment without disgracing
the community into which it is born. National education is the

most imperative national duty. The first Article in this Number
indicates the resources which render that duty a comparatively

easy obligation. In church reform, as in all other reforms, the

inquir}' should ever be, not with how little alleviation of existing

wrong, public complaint may be satisfied or silenced, not what

compromising bargain can be made with unjustly privileged or

endowed classes, but how the universal good can be most effi-

ciently promoted.
So long as public encouragement shall enable me to continue

the '

Monthly Repository' without pecuniar)' sacrifice, which 1 con-
fess myself unable to make

;
and so long as help like that which

1 have received shall enable me to render it deserving of attention

and conducive to utility, I shall cheerfully persevere in mv under-

taking. And now, my friendly readers and contributors, farewell,

till the first of January, eighteen hundred and thirty-four, when, I

trust, a new year will open smilingly on our renewed intercourse;

preserving it one of sympathy, instruction, and enjoyment, and

making this publication one of the many extended yet tightening
bonds which hold together the friends of their country and of

mankind, in the attempt to better the condition of their species.

December, 1S33. ^V. J. F.
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